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CHAPTER 1
1.1

Executive Summary

PURPOSE OF THE SUMMARY

This summary is intended to highlight the major areas of importance in the environmental analysis for the
proposed project as required by Section 15123 of the CEQA Guidelines. The summary includes a brief
description of the project, the project objectives, necessary actions, areas of controversy/issues to be
resolved, the purpose of the Mitigation Monitoring Program (MMP), and a summary of alternatives to the
proposed project. In addition, this chapter provides a table summarizing (1) potential environmental
impacts that would occur as a result of the proposed project; (2) the level of significance of the
environmental impacts prior to implementation of any applicable mitigation measures; (3) the
recommended mitigation measures and/or project requirements that avoid or reduce significant
environmental impacts; and (4) the level of significance after mitigation measures are implemented (refer to
Table 1-1 [Summary of Environmental Effects and Project Requirements/Mitigation Measures] at the end of
this chapter).

1.2

PROJECT DESCRIPTION

The purpose of the Glendale Downtown Specific Plan (DSP or “proposed project”) is to guide development and
design within the approximately 220 acres located in the center of the City of Glendale. The DSP consists of
a comprehensive set of incentives, standards, and requirements that will implement the vision for the future
development in Downtown Glendale. The DSP will act as the planning tool to guide and direct new
development, economic development; streetscape improvements; transportation development; parking;
pedestrian amenities; open space and land use; preservation of cultural resources; and art space. This is an
urban design oriented plan, which sets the physical standards and guidelines as well as land use regulations
for activities within the DSP area. In order to achieve these goals the DSP proposes General Plan
Amendments (GPA’s), Zoning Changes (ZC), and District Design Standards.

1.2.1

Downtown Specific Plan Area Characteristics

Overall, the proposed project would develop up to approximately 3,980 residential units and up to a total
of approximately 1.7 million square feet of retail/office, use, and generate approximately 3,390 jobs in the
DSP area. The area is generally bounded to the north just above Glenoaks Boulevard, to the west by Central
and Columbus Avenues, to the east along Maryland and Glendale Avenues, and to the south one block south
of Colorado Street (see Figure 3-2). The East Broadway Neighborhood, a small portion of the South Brand
Boulevard Specific Plan area, and adjacent C3 zones south of Colorado, between Columbus Avenue and
Glendale Avenue, and the entire Glendale Central Redevelopment area, with the exception of a small
segment north of Glenoaks Boulevard, fall within the DSP area.
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The DSP Area has been divided into 11 different Neighborhoods, based on the existing building patterns
within each area and the intended development envisioned for the districts. The following paragraphs briefly
describe each district.

 Alex Theatre District
The historic Alex Theatre is the focal point for this low-scale commercial strip of downtown Glendale.
Concentrated along Brand Boulevard, north of Wilson and south of Lexington, this two-block commercial
area features a variety of intimate-scale retail, restaurant and service uses located within traditional
storefronts. The vision for the Alex Theatre District encourages entertainment activities, restaurants, smallscale retail businesses and other such active, pedestrian-oriented activities. New development must be
sensitive to the landmark status of Alex Theatre and the traditional “old downtown main street” character of
this section of Brand Boulevard.

 Broadway Center District
Located south of Wilson, north of Broadway, east of Central and west of Brand, this two-block Broadway
Center District features an existing high rise office tower, several commercial buildings, and a 1.4 acre
vacant parcel. Apart from the existing office tower located in the north-west corner of Broadway and Brand
and the existing office building on the north-east corner of Broadway and Central, this area is subject to
possible redevelopment, with the opportunity for high-rise residential, office, or mixed-use development.
The existing high-rise office building in the Broadway Center District and its proximity to significant retail
activity areas in the Galleria and Town Center make this a prime target area for higher end, urban residential
towers. Given a permitted height limit of sixteen stories by right and up to four additional stories through
the Incentives and Bonus Program, the Broadway Center District would constitute the second cluster of
high rise development noted in downtown.

 Civic Center Districts
The Civic Center Districts feature two individual areas: the Glendale City Hall campus (“Old City Hall”,
Perkins Building, Municipal Services Building, the “old” Police Station Building, the “new” Police Station,
the municipal parking structure, and the Glendale Court House) and Central Park, which contains the Adult
Recreation Center and the Central Library. Both areas include the largest publicly-owned open space within
the downtown, and will therefore are the principal parks for downtown residents, employees, and visitors.

 East Broadway District
The East Broadway District was created in 2003 with the adoption of the City’s first official mixed-use
zoning districts: Residential Mixed-Use (RMU) and Commercial Mixed-Use (CMU). This area, located
between the established Central Redevelopment Area and the Civic Center, combines a number of civic and
cultural uses, and historic buildings. The vision for this area builds upon the mixed-use, moderate density of
this area with newer mixed-use projects with upper level housing and retail along Broadway.
1-2
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 Galleria District
The Glendale Galleria District is fully developed with a regional shopping center. Its boundaries include
Colorado on the south, Columbus on the west, Broadway on the north and Brand and Central on the
easterly portions. The Glendale Galleria is subject to development agreements, parking lot lease
agreements, and reciprocal easement agreements between the Glendale Redevelopment Agency, the
Galleria owners, and the major department stores, as applicable. All new development in the Galleria
District not specifically addressed in the development agreement shall be subject to the Downtown Specific
Plan. Over time, the vision for this area is to strengthen pedestrian connections between the Galleria and
other parts of the downtown, and to increase the vitality and interest of the Galleria buildings at the street
level to enliven the pedestrian experience.

 Gateway District
Located at the northern portion of the DSP area, the Gateway District features the most visibly noted
skyline of downtown Glendale. Characterized by high-rise development, the Gateway District is home to
numerous corporate headquarters and businesses whose multi-storied towers are visible from the various
view points throughout the City and the 134 Freeway. The vision for the area involves the continued
promotion and location of corporate headquarters, new hotels, mixed-use and residential buildings,
complimentary/accessory service and retail businesses at the street level, as well as the introduction of
appropriate night-time entertainment uses.

 Maryland District
The Maryland Avenue area is home to two of downtown’s more recent commercial developments (the
Maryland Exchange and the Marketplace), which include a number of restaurants, storefronts and office
uses. Maryland lies between the downtown core and the East Broadway District to the east. The vision for
the Maryland Avenue area entails a combination of entertainment, restaurant, retail and service uses, with
the possibility of mixed-use residential development and convention/meeting facilities.

 Mid-Orange District
The east side of Orange Avenue between Lexington Drive and Wilson Avenue is a transitional zone in
height, use, and intensities between the mid-rise Orange-Central District and low-rise historic Alex Theatre
District. Arts-oriented uses, such as galleries and stage theatres, are encouraged along these blocks.

 Orange-Central District
Centrally located within downtown, the Orange-Central District is bordered by Doran Street on the north,
Wilson Avenue on the south, Central Avenue on the west, and Orange Street to the east. The OrangeCentral District currently features an amalgamation of surface parking lots, miscellaneous free-standing
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businesses, and a few remaining older residential apartment buildings. Because of its walkable proximity to
major retail and employment areas, the Orange-Central District is suitable for new urban housing
development both as mixed-use or free-standing residential buildings. Central Avenue has the potential to
be transformed over time into a boulevard lined with mid-rise housing, while Orange can provide a more
pedestrian oriented scale. Areas adjacent to the Central- Orange District are defined by the complimentary,
but less intense, West Central and Mid-Orange Districts that transition to existing low-rise areas of the
downtown and adjoining neighborhoods.

 Town Center District
The Town Center District, bordered on the south by Colorado, on the east by Brand, on the west by
Central and on the north by the Galleria parking structure (between Broadway and Harvard), is subject to
the Town Center Specific Plan. The Town Center District features a large-scale, mixed-use development.
As a significant regional retail and entertainment destination with a residential component, the Town Center
District plays an important role in the direction of development in other downtown districts.

 Transitional Districts
Transitional Districts comprise all areas of the downtown not described by other districts, and generally
provide transitions between different areas of the downtown and adjoining neighborhoods not part of the
downtown Specific Plan. Transitional Districts consist of three non-contiguous areas:
West-Central Transitional District—Though not a part of the Central Glendale Downtown
Redevelopment Project Area, the west side of Central Avenue and adjoining leg of Broadway provide an
important transition between the high-intensity, mixed-activity downtown and a higher density residential
neighborhood to the west. The West-Central Transitional District currently features a variety of lower-scale
commercial and medical office buildings. The vision for this area involves mid-rise mixed-use development,
with an emphasis on ground floor commercial uses along Central Avenue.
South Colorado Transitional District—This mixed-use area forms the southern edge of the
downtown, and provides a transition from the downtown to surrounding neighborhoods. Colorado is a
heavily traveled regional street, with good visibility for ground floor retail uses, and potential for upper
level residential and commercial uses.
North Maryland Transitional District—Maryland Avenue, north of Wilson Avenue, is a transitional
zone between the high-intensity and high-rise spine of Brand Boulevard and the low-rise residential
neighborhood to the east. Currently, multi-level parking structures for adjoining office towers define much
of this district. Future development in this district is envisioned as additional residential uses compatible
with the adjacent neighborhood.
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1.3

PROJECT OBJECTIVES

The Specific Plan identifies a vision for Downtown Glendale as an exciting, vibrant urban center which
provides a wide array of excellent shopping, dining, working, living, and entertainment opportunities
within a short walking distance. The DSP is an urban design oriented plan, which sets the physical standards
and guidelines as well as land use regulations for activities within the DSP area. The Plan’s purpose is to:
Â Provide a framework and a manual to guide responsible growth and development of
downtown.
Â Perpetuate a powerful physical image promoting the city’s regional identity.
Â Ensure downtown’s long-term status as a good place to do business.
Â Encourage excellence in design and quality of craftsmanship to enhance the downtown
environment.
Â Strengthen downtown’s pedestrian, bicycle and transit oriented characteristics while
ensuring vehicular access to downtown destinations.
Â Attract a wide range of activities to maintain a dynamic atmosphere.
Â Provide incentives for a wide range of downtown housing types.
Â Present development regulations in a user-friendly, easy-to-follow manner.
Â Preserve and enhance the distinctive character of Glendale’s downtown buildings, streets
and views.
Â Concentrate growth in current transit-rich entertainment/employment centers to relieve
development pressures on existing residential neighborhoods.

1.4

NECESSARY ACTIONS BY THE CITY OF GLENDALE

The City of Glendale will be required to undertake a number of actions in order to approve the proposed
project. These actions include, but are not necessarily limited to, the following and are analyzed in the
environmental analysis provided in this document.






Certification of the Environmental Impact Report and adoption of Findings of Fact, Statement of
Overriding Considerations, and Mitigation Monitoring Program
Adoption of the Glendale Downtown Specific Plan
Adoption of the General Plan Amendments
Adoption of associated zone changes (text and map amendments)
Adoption of amendments to the South Brand Boulevard Specific Plan

A comprehensive description of the proposed project, as well as an identification of the federal, regional,
and State responsible agencies that have discretionary authority over specific aspects of the proposed project,
are provided in Chapter 3 (Project Description) of this EIR.
Glendale Downtown Specific Plan Program EIR
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1.5

AREAS OF CONTROVERSY/ISSUES TO BE RESOLVED

This EIR addresses environmental issues that are know or were raised by agencies or interested parties
during the Notice of Preparation (NOP) public review period for the proposed project. A detailed summary
of the NOP and scoping comments is provided in Appendix B of this document.
Table 1-2
Issues Areas

Summary of NOP Comments
Subject

Impacts of height vs. open space
Impacts of massing of developments
Impacts on cohesiveness of architecture and a “commitment to architectural style”
Impact of view off of 134 freeway on/off ramps
Impacts on the appearance of streets and corridors
Impacts on the view of corridors to mountains

Aesthetics








Air Quality

 No comments were received on this issue

Alternatives

 No comments were received on this issue

Biological Resources

 No comments were received on this issue

Cultural Resources

 Proposed Project and EIR should provide the public with a formal periodic evaluation on
how the objectives of the Greater Downtown Strategic Plan have been met
 Proposed Project should provide public with performance measures as to the mitigation
efforts of the negative declarations present in the Master EIR
 Impacts of proposed project on limiting the possible venues for cultural groups should be
addressed
 Proposed project and EIR should provide steps as to how civic and cultural objectives will
be achieved
 Impacts on the need for facilities
 Proposed project should include a comprehensive survey of historic resources in the
proposed development area
 Proposed project should not use the Demolition Ordinance as a substitute for a
comprehensive historic resources survey
 Property designated as a local, state or national landmark, or is eligible for landmark
designation must be preserved in its entirety (examples include Glendale Federal Bank
tower and annex)
 Proposed project should include an Adaptive Reuse Ordinance from the City that
provides incentives, standards, and guidelines for preservation, restoration, and
rehabilitation of cultural and historic resources
 No comments were received on this issue

Geology/Soils
Hazards &
Hazardous Materials

 No comments were received on this issue

Hydrology/Water
Quality

 No comments were received on this issue

Land Use/Planning

 Impacts on the deficiency of parkland land use

Noise

 Impacts of traffic noise due to an increase in traffic

Population/Housing

 Proposed project increases number of dwelling units proposed initially

Public Services

 Impact of proposed project on school capacity
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Table 1-2

Summary of NOP Comments

Issues Areas

Subject

Transportation/
Traffic

 Impacts of proposed project on parkland per resident
 Impacts of increased population on the community park’s and other recreational
opportunities
 Proposed project should address creating a new urban park
 Impact of the proposed project’s available recreation areas for seniors, urban dwellers,
families, cultural groups, etc.
 Proposed project should have a Recreational Planning Area
 Proposed project and EIR should address the open areas such as Pan Pacific Park and
Hancock Park
 Impacts on the need for facilities
 Impacts regarding the potential discovery of cultural resources as the result of project
construction
 Proposed Projects impact on a park deficit south of freeway and in downtown
 Proposed project and EIR should address the deterioration of traffic flow in the project
area
 Proposed project should provide the public with the traffic conditions reported in Miles
per Hour (MPH) in a manner that the general public can interpret and comprehend
 Impacts of bus stops, pedestrian crossing areas, and angled parking impede traffic flow
 Proposed project and EIR needs an analysis of existing transit and areas for opportunity
(mobility plan)
 Impacts on specific trouble intersections
 Proposed project and the affect on bus stop locations
 Program EIR should include assumptions used to develop trip generation/distribution
percentages and assignments
 Program EIR should include an analysis of ADT, AM, and PM peak hour volumes for
existing and future conditions: existing traffic volumes, project and cumulative traffic
volumes, future traffic volumes projections for the year 2025, existing level-of-service
calculations

Utilities/Service
Systems

 No comments were received on this issue.

Recreation

1.6

MITIGATION MONITORING PROGRAM

CEQA requires that a public agency adopt a Mitigation Monitoring Program (MMP) for mitigation measures
that have been incorporated into the proposed project in order to reduce or avoid significant effects on the
environment. The MMP will be included as part of the Final EIR for the proposed project and will be
designed to ensure compliance with adopted mitigation measures during project implementation, as
required by Public Resources Code Section 21081.6.
This EIR discusses feasible mitigation measures (MMs) that may be implemented to reduce the significant
environmental impacts. In addition, applicable local, state, and federal laws and regulations that are
considered part of the project description, as well as project features that are identified in the DSP, and,
therefore, are also part of the project description, are identified as Project Requirements (PRs) in the impact
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analysis and will be included in the MMP to ensure compliance. The MMP for the proposed project, which
includes both mitigation measures and Project Requirements, would obligate the City to monitor
implementation of the mitigation measures and Project Requirements. The MMP would be reviewed by the
City in conjunction with their consideration of the proposed project and certification of the Final EIR.

1.7

ALTERNATIVES

Three scenarios, representing a range of reasonable alternatives to the proposed project were selected for
detailed analysis. The goal for evaluating any of these alternatives is to identify ways to avoid or lessen the
significant environmental effects resulting from implementation of the proposed project, while attaining
most of the project objectives. Alternatives selected for further analysis include the following:






Alternative 1—No Project/Reasonably Foreseeable Development (Continuation of
Existing General Plan): Under this alternative, development in the project area would occur
under the existing General Plan and zoning designations.
Methodology for Selection of Alternative 1: This alternative evaluates the environmental effects of buildout
of the DSP area according to the existing General Plan and zoning, which allows the decision-makers
to compare the impacts of approving the proposed project with the impacts of not approving the
proposed project. Therefore, under Alternative 1, the impacts of the proposed project are compared
to the impacts that would occur if the existing General Plan were implemented in the DSP area.
Alternative 2—Reduced Mid-rise Project (A): This alternative could result in development of
approximately sixty-six fewer residential units and approximately 37,500 less square footage for
office uses. Building heights would be reduced in certain districts. Proposed retail development
square footages would remain the same as under the proposed Specific Plan. Typologies and typical
densities would also remain the same as under the proposed Specific Plan.
Methodology for Selection of Alternative 2: This alternative would result in approximately one-third lower
building height in certain identified districts compared to the proposed project, which would reduce
many of the significant impacts of the proposed project.
Alternative 3—Reduced Low-rise Project (B): This alternative would reduce the density and
height of the proposed uses in the Specific Plan, and could result in development of approximately
546 fewer residential units and approximately 37,500 less square footage for office uses. Proposed
retail development square footages would remain the same as under the proposed Specific Plan.
Typologies and typical densities would also remain the same as under the proposed Specific Plan.
Methodology for Selection of Alternative 3: Because this alternative would reduce the density and height of
the proposed uses by approximately one-half in certain districts, it would reduce the overall
significant impacts of the proposed project.
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Table 1-1

Summary of Environmental Effects and Project Requirements/Mitigation Measures
Level of
Significance
Prior to Mitigation

Impact(s)

Mitigation Measure(s) and/or Project Requirements

Level of
Significance
After Mitigation

Aesthetics
Impact 4.1-1 Implementation of the proposed DSP
would result in additional visual massing from new
buildings, but would not have an adverse effect upon
scenic vistas. Existing views would be maintained from
the main viewshed corridors along streets due to
building setbacks, and this is considered a less-thansignificant impact.

LTS

No mitigation is required.

LTS

Impact 4.1-2 Construction of new buildings in the DSP
area would temporarily adversely alter the visual
character and quality of the DSP area. However, the
construction-related visual impacts would be temporary
and are considered less than significant.

LTS

No mitigation is required.

LTS

Impact 4.1-3 Implementation of the proposed DSP
would substantially adversely alter the visual character
or quality of the DSP area over the long term. This is
considered a significant and unavoidable impact.

S

No feasible mitigation available.

SU

Impact 4.1-4 Implementation of the proposed DSP
would result in new sources of increased lighting and
glare. Implementation of project design requirements
and mitigation measures would ensure that impacts to
light-sensitive off-site uses would be less than significant.

S

MM 4.1-4(a) Lighting fixtures constructed as part of new development
shall be oriented and focused onto the specific onsite location intended
for illumination (e.g., parking lots, driveways, and walkways) and
shielded away from adjacent sensitive uses (e.g., schools, hospitals,
senior housing, or other residential properties) and public rights-of-way
to minimize light spillover onto off-site areas.

LTS

MM 4.1-4(b) Ensure that lighting spillover onto adjacent sensitive uses
(e.g., schools, hospitals, senior housing, or other residential properties)
is reduced by minimizing interior nighttime lighting of new development.
MM 4.1-4(c) Where appropriate and feasible, incorporate project
design features to shield light and/or glare from vehicles entering or
exiting parking lots and structures that face sensitive uses (e.g., schools,
hospitals, senior housing, or other residential properties) by providing
barriers so that light from vehicle headlights would not illuminate offsite sensitive uses.
LTS = Less Than Significant

S = Potentially Significant
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Table 1-1

Summary of Environmental Effects and Project Requirements/Mitigation Measures
Level of
Significance
Prior to Mitigation

Impact(s)

Level of
Significance
After Mitigation

Mitigation Measure(s) and/or Project Requirements

MM 4.1-4(d) Where appropriate and feasible, incorporate project
design features to provide landscaping, physical barriers, screening, or
other buffers to minimize project-generated illumination from entering
off-site areas and to prevent glare or interference with vehicular traffic.
MM 4.1-4(e) To the extent feasible, locate and orient driveways into
parking lots, parking structures, and subterranean garages in a manner
that will not result in headlights from vehicles entering or exiting the
parking areas directly lighting any off-site sensitive uses.
MM 4.1-4(f) To the extent practical, minimize the height of new
lighting structures for surface parking areas, vehicular access ways, and
walkways.
MM 4.1-4(g) To the extent feasible, proposed new structures shall be
designed to maximize the use of textured or other non-reflective
exterior surfaces and non-reflective glass.
Impact 4.1-5 Implementation of the proposed project
would result in new sources of increased shade. This is
considered a potentially significant impact. Because no
feasible mitigation is available to reduce shading to a
less-than-significant level, this impact is considered
significant and unavoidable.

S

No feasible mitigation is available.

SU

No mitigation is required.

LTS

Air Quality
Impact 4.2-1 Implementation of the proposed project
would not provide new sources of regional air emissions
that would conflict with, and impair, implementation of
the Air Quality Management Plan. This is considered a
less-than-significant impact.

LTS = Less Than Significant
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Table 1-1

Summary of Environmental Effects and Project Requirements/Mitigation Measures
Level of
Significance
Prior to Mitigation

Impact(s)

Impact 4.2-2 Construction activities associated with
the proposed project could contribute substantially to
an existing or projected air quality violation for criteria
air pollutants. This is considered a potentially significant
impact. Implementation of mitigation measures
MM 4.2-2(a) through MM 4.2-2(gs) would reduce this
impact, but not to a less-than-significant level. Therefore,
this impact would be considered significant and
unavoidable.

S

Mitigation Measure(s) and/or Project Requirements

MM 4.2-2(a) Project applicants shall require by contract specifications
that all diesel-powered equipment used be retrofitted with aftertreatment products (e.g., engine catalysts) to the extent that they are
readily available in the South Coast Air Basin. Contract specifications
shall be included in project construction documents, which shall be
reviewed by the City of Glendale prior to issuance of a grading permit.

Level of
Significance
After Mitigation

SU

MM 4.2-2(b) Project applicants shall require by contract specifications
that all heavy-duty diesel-powered equipment operating and refueling at
the project site use low-NOX diesel fuel to the extent that it is readily
available and cost effective (up to 125 percent of the cost of California
Air Resources Board diesel) in the South Coast Air Basin (this does not
apply to diesel-powered trucks traveling to and from the project site).
Contract specifications shall be included in project construction
documents, which shall be reviewed by the City of Glendale prior to
issuance of a grading permit.
MM 4.2-2(c) Project applicants shall require by contract specifications
that alternative fuel construction equipment (i.e., compressed natural
gas, liquid petroleum gas, and unleaded gasoline) be utilized to the
extent that the equipment is readily available and cost effective in the
South Coast Air Basin. Contract specifications shall be included in
project construction documents, which shall be reviewed by the City of
Glendale prior to issuance of a grading permit.
MM 4.2-2(d) Project applicants shall require by contract specifications
that construction equipment engines be maintained in good condition
and in proper tune per manufacturer’s specification for the duration of
construction. Contract specifications shall be included in project
construction documents, which shall be reviewed by the City of
Glendale prior to issuance of a grading permit.
MM 4.2-2(e) Project applicants shall require by contract specifications
that construction-related equipment, including trucks and heavy-duty
equipment, motor vehicles, and portable equipment, shall be turned off
when not in use for more than 305 minutes. Contract specifications
shall be included in project construction documents, which shall be

LTS = Less Than Significant

S = Potentially Significant
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Table 1-1

Summary of Environmental Effects and Project Requirements/Mitigation Measures
Level of
Significance
Prior to Mitigation

Impact(s)

Mitigation Measure(s) and/or Project Requirements

reviewed by the City of Glendale prior to issuance of a grading permit.

Level of
Significance
After Mitigation

MM 4.2-2(f) Project applicants shall require by contract specifications
that construction operations rely on the electricity infrastructure
surrounding the construction site rather than electrical generators
powered by internal combustion engines to the extent feasible.
Contract specifications shall be included in project construction
documents, which shall be reviewed by the City of Glendale prior to
issuance of a grading permit.
MM 4.2-2(g) As required by South Coast Air Quality Management
District Rule 403—Fugitive Dust, all construction activities that are
capable of generating fugitive dust are required to implement dust
control measures during each phase of project development to reduce
the amount of particulate matter entrained in the ambient air. These
measures include the following:
Application of soil stabilizers to inactive construction areas
Quick replacement of ground cover in disturbed areas
Watering of exposed surfaces three times daily
Watering of all unpaved haul roads three times daily
Covering all stock piles with tarp
Reduction of vehicle speed on unpaved roads
Post signs on-site limiting traffic to 15 miles per hour or less
Sweep streets adjacent to the project site at the end of the day if visible
soil material is carried over to adjacent roads
Cover or have water applied to the exposed surface of all trucks hauling
dirt, sand, soil, or other loose materials prior to leaving the site to
prevent dust from impacting the surrounding areas
Install wheel washers where vehicles enter and exit unpaved roads onto
paved roads to wash off trucks and any equipment leaving the site
each trip
Appoint a construction relations officer to act as a community liaison
concerning on-site construction activity including resolution of issues
related to PM10 generation
LTS = Less Than Significant
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Table 1-1

Summary of Environmental Effects and Project Requirements/Mitigation Measures
Level of
Significance
Prior to Mitigation

Impact(s)

Mitigation Measure(s) and/or Project Requirements

Level of
Significance
After Mitigation

Pave roads and road shoulders that have exposed soil
 Suspend all excavating and grading operations when winds (as
instantaneous gusts) exceed 25 mph
MM 4.2-2(h) Project applicants shall require by contract specification
that construction equipment used for construction of projects meets or
exceed Tier 2 standards use emulsified diesel fuels, and equip
construction equipment with oxidation catalysts, particulate traps or
other verified or certified retrofit technologies to the extent feasible.
Contract specifications shall be included in project construction
documents, which shall be reviewed by the City of Glendale prior to
issuance of a grading permit.
MM 4.2-2(i) Project applicants shall require by contract specification
that electricity from power poles rather than temporary diesel or
gasoline power generators be used during construction activities to the
extent feasible. Contract specifications shall be included in project
construction documents, which shall be reviewed by the City of
Glendale prior to issuance of a grading permit.
MM 4.2-2(j) Project applicants shall require by contract specification
that construction parking be configured to minimize traffic interference
to the extent feasible. Contract specifications shall be included in
project construction documents, which shall be reviewed by the City of
Glendale prior to issuance of a grading permit.
MM 4.2-2(k) Project applicants shall require by contract specification
that temporary traffic controls such as a flag person be provided during
all phases of construction to maintain smooth traffic flow. Contract
specifications shall be included in project construction documents,
which shall be reviewed by the City of Glendale prior to issuance of a
grading permit.
MM 4.2-2(l) Project applicants shall require by contract specification
that dedicated turn lanes be provided and/or utilized for movement of
construction trucks and equipment on and off site to the extent feasible.
Contract specifications shall be included in project construction
LTS = Less Than Significant

S = Potentially Significant
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Table 1-1

Summary of Environmental Effects and Project Requirements/Mitigation Measures
Level of
Significance
Prior to Mitigation

Impact(s)

Mitigation Measure(s) and/or Project Requirements

documents, which shall be reviewed by the City of Glendale prior to
issuance of a grading permit.

Level of
Significance
After Mitigation

MM 4.2-2(m) Project applicants shall require by contract specification
that construction activities that affect traffic flow on the arterial system
be scheduled to off-peak hours to the extent feasible. Contract
specifications shall be included in project construction documents,
which shall be reviewed by the City of Glendale prior to issuance of a
grading permit.
MM 4.2-2(n) Project applicants shall require by contract specification
that construction trucks be routed away from congested streets or
sensitive receptor areas to the extent feasible. Contract specifications
shall be included in project construction documents, which shall be
reviewed by the City of Glendale prior to issuance of a grading permit.
MM 4.2-2(o) Project applicants shall require by contract specification
that traffic flow during construction be improved by signal
synchronization to the extent feasible. Contract specifications shall be
included in project construction documents, which shall be reviewed by
the City of Glendale prior to issuance of a grading permit.
MM 4.2-2(p) Project applicants shall require by contract specification
that high-pressure-low-volume (HPLV) paint applicators with a minimum
transfer efficiency of at least 50% or other application techniques with
equivalent or higher transfer efficiency be utilized to the extent feasible.
Contract specifications shall be included in project construction
documents, which shall be reviewed by the City of Glendale prior to
issuance of a grading permit.
MM 4.2-2(q) Project applicants shall require by contract specification
that required coatings and solvents with a VOC content lower than
required under Rule 1113 be utilized to the extent feasible. Contract
specifications shall be included in project construction documents,
which shall be reviewed by the City of Glendale prior to issuance of a
grading permit.
MM 4.2-2(r) Project applicants shall require by contract specification
LTS = Less Than Significant
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Table 1-1

Summary of Environmental Effects and Project Requirements/Mitigation Measures
Level of
Significance
Prior to Mitigation

Impact(s)

Mitigation Measure(s) and/or Project Requirements

that construction materials that do not require painting be utilized to
the extent feasible. Contract specifications shall be included in project
construction documents, which shall be reviewed by the City of
Glendale prior to issuance of a grading permit.

Level of
Significance
After Mitigation

MM 4.2-2(s) Project applicants shall require by contract specification
that pre-painted construction materials be utilized to the extent
feasible. Contract specifications shall be included in project construction
documents, which shall be reviewed by the City of Glendale prior to
issuance of a grading permit.
Impact 4.2-3 Operation of the proposed project would
generate emissions that exceed South Coast Air Quality
Management District thresholds for VOC, NOX, CO,
and PM10. No feasible mitigation is available to reduce
this impact to a less-than-significant level. Therefore, this
is considered a significant and unavoidable impact.

S

No feasible mitigation is available.

SU

Impact 4.2-4 Construction and operation of the
proposed project could result in a cumulatively
considerable net increase of criteria pollutants for which
the proposed project region is in nonattainment under
an applicable federal or state ambient air quality
standard. This is considered a significant impact.
Implementation of mitigation measures MM 4.2-2(a)
through MM 4.2-2(g) would reduce this impact, but not
to a less-than-significant level. Therefore, this impact
would be considered significant and unavoidable.

S

No feasible mitigation is available.

SU

Impact 4.2-5 Operation of the proposed project would
generate increased local traffic volumes, but would not
expose sensitive receptors to substantial localized
carbon monoxide (CO) concentrations. This would be
considered a less-than-significant impact.

LTS

No mitigation is required.

LTS

LTS = Less Than Significant

S = Potentially Significant
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Table 1-1

Summary of Environmental Effects and Project Requirements/Mitigation Measures
Level of
Significance
Prior to Mitigation

Impact(s)

Level of
Significance
After Mitigation

Mitigation Measure(s) and/or Project Requirements

LTS

MM 4.2-6 Trash receptacles within the project area will be required to
have lids that enable convenient collection and loading and will be
emptied on a regular basis, in compliance with City of Glendale
regulations for the collection of solid waste.

LTS

Impact 4.3-1 Implementation of the project would not
result in loss of a State or federally listed endangered,
threatened, or species of concern. This is considered a
less-than-significant impact.

LTS

No mitigation is required.

LTS

Impact 4.3-2 Implementation of the project would not
result in a potential reduction in nesting opportunities
for resident and migratory avian species of special
concern. This is considered a less-than-significant impact.

S

MM 4.3-2(a) To ensure that avian species of concern, protected
migratory species (e.g., MBTA), or raptors species are not injured or
disturbed by construction in the vicinity of nesting habitat, the project
applicant shall implement the following measures:
1. When feasible, all tree removal shall occur between August 30 and
February 15 to avoid the breeding season of any raptor species that
could be using the area, and to discourage hawks from nesting in the
vicinity of an upcoming construction area. This period may be
modified with the authorization of the DFG; or if it is not feasible to
remove trees outside this window then, prior to the beginning of
mass grading, including grading for major infrastructure
improvements, during the period between February 15 and August
30, all trees within 350 feet of any grading or earthmoving activity
shall be surveyed for active raptor nests by a qualified biologist no
more than 30 days prior to disturbance. If active raptor nests are
found, and the site is within 350 feet of potential construction
activity, a fence shall be erected around the tree(s) at a distance of
up to 350 feet, depending on the species, from the edge of the
canopy to prevent construction disturbance and intrusions on the
nest area. The appropriate buffer shall be determined by the City in
consultation with CDFG.
2. No construction vehicles shall be permitted within restricted areas

LTS

Impact 4.2-6 Construction and operation of the
proposed project would not create objectionable odors
affecting a substantial number of people. Implementation
of mitigation measure MM 4.2-6 would ensure that this
impact would remain less than significant.
Biological Resources

LTS = Less Than Significant
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Level of
Significance
Prior to Mitigation

Impact(s)

Impact 4.3-3 Implementation of the project could
result in loss of indigenous trees that are protected by
City’s Municipal Code; however, adherence to the City’s
permitting process would ensure that this impact
remains less-than-significant.

LTS

Mitigation Measure(s) and/or Project Requirements

(i.e., raptor protection zones), unless directly related to the
management or protection of the legally protected species.
3. In the event that a nest is abandoned, despite efforts to minimize
disturbance, and if the nestlings are still alive, the developer shall
contact CDFG and, subject to CDFG approval, fund the recovery
and hacking (controlled release of captive reared young) of the
nestling(s).
4. If a legally protected species nest is located in a tree designated for
removal, the removal shall be deferred until after August 30th, or
until the adults and young of the year are no longer dependent on
the nest site as determined by a qualified biologist.
MM 4.3-2(b) Large trees identified as windrows shall be retained to
the extent feasible. If removal is required, these trees shall be replaced
within the DSP area at a 2:1 ratio by native trees that would be similar
in height at maturity.

Level of
Significance
After Mitigation

No mitigation is required.

LTS

MM 4.4-1 In the event that archeological resources are unearthed
during project subsurface activities, all earth disturbing work within a
200-meter radius must be temporarily suspended or redirected until an
archeologist has evaluated the nature and significance of the find. After
the find has been appropriately mitigated, work in the area may resume.

LTS

Cultural Resources
Impact 4.4-1 Implementation of the proposed project
could cause a substantial adverse change in the
significance of an archaeological resource pursuant to
Section 15064.5 of the CEQA Guidelines, and this would
be considered a significant impact. Compliance with the
identified mitigation measure would reduce this impact
to less than significant.

LTS = Less Than Significant

S = Potentially Significant
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Level of
Significance
Prior to Mitigation

Impact(s)

Level of
Significance
After Mitigation

Mitigation Measure(s) and/or Project Requirements

Impact 4.4-2 Implementation of the proposed project
could directly or indirectly destroy a unique
paleontological resource or site, or unique geologic
feature and this would be considered a significant
impact. Implementation of the identified mitigation
measure would reduce this impact to less than significant.

S

MM 4.4-2 In the event that paleontological resources are unearthed
during project, subsurface activities, all earth disturbing work within a
100-meter radius must be temporarily suspended or redirected until a
paleontologist has evaluated the nature and significance of the find. After
the find has been appropriately mitigated, work in the area may resume.

LTS

Impact 4.4-3 Construction activities under the
proposed project could result in the disturbance of
human remains, including those interred outside of
formal cemeteries. However, compliance with the
identified mitigation measures would ensure that this
impact remains less than significant.

S

MM 4.4-3 If human remains are unearthed during construction of any
project under the DSP, State Health and Safety Code Section 7050.5
requires that no further disturbance shall occur until the County
coroner has made the necessary findings as to origin and disposition
pursuant to Public Resources Code Section 5097.98. If the remains are
determined to be of Native American descent, the coroner has
24 hours to notify the Native American Heritage Commission (NAHC).
The NAHC will then contact the most likely descendant of the
deceased Native American, who will then serve as consultant on how to
proceed with the remains.

LTS

Impact 4.4-4 Implementation of the proposed project
would result in new development, perhaps including
demolition, on or near sites with known historic
resources and on potentially historic sites. This is
considered a potentially significant impact. Because no
feasible mitigation is available for demolition of historic
resources to reduce the impact to a less-than-significant
level, this impact is considered significant and unavoidable.

S

MM 4.4-4(a) To the extent feasible, the preservation, rehabilitation,
restoration, reconstruction or adaptive reuse of known historic
resources shall meet the U.S. Secretary of the Interior's Standards for
Rehabilitation. Any proposal to preserve, rehabilitate, restore,
reconstruct, or adaptively reuse a known historic resource in
accordance with the Interior Secretary’s Standards shall be deemed to
not be a significant impact under CEQA and, in such cases, no additional
mitigation measures will be required.

SU

MM 4.4-4(b) Historic street lamps, if any, should be repaired and
reused, and not replaced by contemporary fixtures, when maintenance
or streetscape improvements occur, unless reuse or repair is
demonstrated to be infeasible.
MM 4.4-4(c) In the event that a future development project within the
Downtown Specific Plan Area is proposed on or immediately
surrounding a site containing a known historic resource, environmental
review of the development project shall consider the impacts to the
known historic resource and, if needed, shall include a study conducted
LTS = Less Than Significant
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Impact(s)

LTS = Less Than Significant

S = Potentially Significant

Glendale Downtown Specific Plan Program EIR

Mitigation Measure(s) and/or Project Requirements

by a qualified historian or architectural historian to determine whether
the proposed development project would materially alter in an adverse
manner those physical characteristics of the known historic resource
that conveys its historical significance. If the project would demolish a
historic resource or if it is determined that the development project
would materially alter in an adverse manner those physical
characteristics that convey the resource’s historic significance, the City
shall impose any and all measures to avoid or substantially lessen the
impact, unless the City, after having analyzed the significant impacts and
proposed mitigation measures in an Environmental Impact Report, finds
such mitigation measures are infeasible and adopts a statement of
overriding considerations. Potential modifications to a site-specific
development project to avoid or mitigate adverse impacts on historic
resources include, but are not limited to:
(1) Site plan modifications that incorporate the historic resource into
the proposed project, and if necessary, rehabilitation of the historic
resource. Rehabilitation of architecturally or historically significant
buildings shall meet the U.S. Secretary of the interior’s Standards for
Rehabilitation;
(2) Design changes related to height density, upper story step-backs,
architectural features, or materials; and
(3) Changes in the proposed development program to include
compatible uses.
MM 4.4-4(d) In the event that a future development project within the
Downtown Specific Plan Area is proposed on a site containing a
potential historic property, the City shall require, as part of the
environmental review of the project, an intensive level survey to
determine whether the property is a historic resource under CEQA. If
the intensive level survey determines that the potential historic
property is a historic resource, the City shall undertake the analysis and
impose mitigation measures required under mitigation measures
MM 4.4-4(a) through (c).

Level of
Significance
After Mitigation

SU = Significant and Unavoidable
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Impact(s)

Level of
Significance
After Mitigation

Mitigation Measure(s) and/or Project Requirements

Geology and Soils
Impact 4.5-1 Implementation of the proposed project
would not expose people or structures to adverse
effects involving strong seismic groundshaking and
seismic-related ground failure, including liquefaction.
With adherence to Building Code regulations, this
impact would be less than significant.

LTS

No mitigation is required.

LTS

Impact 4.5-2 Implementation of the proposed project
would not lead to development on potentially unstable
soils that could cause lateral spreading, subsidence,
liquefaction, or collapse. Adherence to the Building
Code would ensure this remains a less-than-significant
impact.

LTS

No mitigation is required.

LTS

Impact 4.5-3 Implementation of the proposed project
would not lead to development on expansive soil. With
adherence to Building Code requirements, this impact
would be less than significant.

LTS

No mitigation is required.

LTS

Impact 4.5-4 Implementation of the proposed project
would not result in soil erosion or the loss of topsoil.
With adherence to the City’s Building and Safety Code,
this impact would be less than significant.

LTS

No mitigation is required.

LTS

MM 4.6-1(a) Prepare a Phase I Environmental Site Assessment
(ESA). When sites that are listed in the ERS initiate project
development, the project sponsor shall obtain a Phase I ESA for the
proposed site. The Phase I ESA shall be prepared in accordance with
ASTM E-1527-05 “Standard Practice for Environmental Site
Assessments: Phase I Environmental Site Assessment Process”
(November 1, 2005). The purpose of a Phase I ESA is to identify
environmental conditions at a proposed project site that may suggest
environmental contamination. The Phase I ESA report shall be prepared
by a Registered Environmental Assessor or similarly qualified individual

LTS

Hazards and Hazardous Materials
Impact 4.6-1 The proposed project includes sites
which were compiled pursuant to Government Code
Section 65962.5 and could therefore result in a
significant hazard to the public or environment.
Implementation of mitigation measures MM 4.6-1(a) and
MM 4.6-1(b) and compliance with all environmental
review processes and regulations would reduce this
impact to a less-than-significant level.

LTS = Less Than Significant
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prior to initiating any construction activities at the site.

Level of
Significance
After Mitigation

If recommended in the Phase I ESA, the project sponsor shall undertake
(or require the responsible party to undertake) a Phase II ESA soil
sampling plan; or if any environmental contamination is identified by the
Phase I ESA, the project sponsor shall implement (or require the
responsible party to implement) the recommendations of the report to
further investigate and to remove any soil contamination.
MM 4.6-1(b) In the event that previously unknown or unidentified soil
and/or groundwater contamination that could present a threat to
human health or the environment is encountered during construction in
the DSP area, construction activities in the immediate vicinity of the
contamination shall cease immediately. If contamination is encountered,
a Risk Management Plan shall be prepared and implemented that
(1) identifies the contaminants of concern and the potential risk each
contaminant would pose to human health and the environment during
construction and post-development and (2) describes measures to be
taken to protect workers, and the public from exposure to potential
site hazards. Such measures could include a range of options, including,
but not limited to, physical site controls during construction,
remediation, long-term monitoring, post-development maintenance or
access limitations, or some combination thereof. Depending on the
nature of contamination, if any, appropriate agencies shall be notified
(e.g., City of Glendale Fire Department). If needed, a Site Health and
Safety Plan that meets Occupational Safety and Health Administration
requirements shall be prepared and in place prior to commencement of
work in any contaminated area.

LTS = Less Than Significant

S = Potentially Significant
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Level of
Significance
Prior to Mitigation

Impact(s)

Impact 4.6-2 Implementation and construction of the
proposed project could involve the transportation, use,
storage, and/or disposal of hazardous materials;
however, compliance with Titles 8, 22, and 26 of the
California Code of Regulations, and their enabling
legislation set forth in Chapter 6.95 of the California
Health and Safety Code, would reduce impacts to lessthan-significant levels.

LTS

Impact 4.6-3 The proposed project could impair the
implementation of, or physically interfere with, an
adopted emergency response plan or emergency
evacuation plan resulting in a significant impact.
Implementation of mitigation measures MM 4.6-3(a)
through MM 4.6-3(c) would ensure this potentially
significant impact would be reduced to a less-thansignificant level.

S

Level of
Significance
After Mitigation

Mitigation Measure(s) and/or Project Requirements

No mitigation is required.

LTS

MM 4.6-3(a) Prior to issuance of building permits, the City shall, in
consultation with the Planning Department, Public Works
Department—Traffic and Transportation Division, Fire Department,
and Police Department, develop an Emergency Evacuation/Management
Plan for the Specific Plan Area. This Emergency Evacuation/Management
Plan shall be integrated with the existing Emergency
Evacuation/Management Plan for the downtown area and be consistent
with the City of Glendale General Plan Safety Element goals and policies

LTS

MM 4.6-3(b) The construction contractors for future projects within
the DSP area shall notify the City of Glendale Police Department, Fire
Department, Public Works Department—Traffic and Transportation
Division, and the City Planning Department that project activities shall
impede movement (such as road or lane closures) along roads within
the DSP area in order to allow for these first emergency response
teams to reroute traffic to an alternative route, if needed. Notification
will occur at least three working days in advance allowing time for the
appropriate City departments to act accordingly. Consultation with the
City will dictate the amount of time necessary to give notice of such an
event.
MM 4.6-3(c) The construction contractors for future projects within
the DSP area shall keep at least one lane of traffic open at all times
within the DSP area in order to allow for movement of emergency
response teams to and through the project site, if needed

LTS = Less Than Significant
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Level of
Significance
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Impact 4.6-4 Implementation of the proposed project
would not create a significant hazard to the public or the
environment though upset and accident conditions
involving hazardous materials. This impact is considered
less than significant

LTS

No mitigation is required.

LTS

Impact 4.6-5 The proposed project could result in a
significant impact to an existing or proposed school
within a one-quarter mile due to hazardous emissions or
the handling of hazardous or acutely hazardous
materials. Compliance with all applicable federal, state,
and local regulations related to hazardous materials
would reduce the impact to a less-than-significant level.

LTS

No mitigation is required.

LTS

Impact 4.6-6 The proposed project area contains four
helipads currently in operation, which would not result
in a significant safety hazard for people residing or
working in the project area. This is considered a lessthan-significant impact.

LTS

No mitigation is required.

LTS

MM 4.7-1(a) Prior to the issuance of a grading or building permit for
individual projects, the project developer shall file a NOI with California
to comply with the requirements of the National Pollution Discharge
Elimination System General Construction Permit (Municipal Code Title
VII, Chapter 8 7823(d)), including the Small LUP General Permit, if
applicable. This will include the preparation of a SWPPP incorporating
BMPs for construction-related control of erosion and sedimentation
contained in stormwater runoff. The SWPPP may include, but would
not necessarily be limited to, the following applicable measures:
 Minimum required pavement widths for residential streets needed
to comply with all zoning and applicable ordinances
 Use permeable materials for private sidewalks, driveways, parking
lots, or interior roadway surfaces
 Reduce the overall imperviousness associated with parking lots by

LTS

Hydrology and Water Quality
Impact 4.7-1 Construction and Implementation of the
Downtown Specific Plan could result in the violation of
water quality standards or waste discharge
requirements. However, compliance with existing
regulations, implementation of mitigation measures, and
the use of BMPs would reduce the potential impacts to a
less-than-significant level.

LTS = Less Than Significant

S = Potentially Significant
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Impact(s)

LTS = Less Than Significant
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S = Potentially Significant

Mitigation Measure(s) and/or Project Requirements

using pervious materials in spillover parking areas.
 Direct rooftop runoff to pervious areas and avoid routing rooftop
runoff to the roadway or the stormwater conveyance system.
 Biofilters including vegetated swales and strips
 Extended/dry detention basins
 Infiltration basin
 Infiltration trenches or vaults
 Infiltration basin
 Infiltration trenches or vaults
 Catch basin inserts
 Continuous flow deflection/separation systems
 Storm drain inserts
 Media filtration
 Foundation planting
 Catch basin screens
 Normal flow storage/separation systems
 Clarifiers
 Filtration systems
 Primary waste water treatment systems
 Dry Wells
 Cistern
MM 4.7-1(b) Individual project applicants shall prepare and implement
a Standard Urban Storm Water Mitigation Plan (SUSMP) per the
requirements of Chapter 13.42, Stormwater and Urban Runoff Pollution
Prevention Control and Standard Urban Storm Water Mitigation Plan of
the Glendale Municipal Code to ensure that stormwater runoff is
managed for water quality concerns through implementation of
appropriate and applicable BMPs.

Level of
Significance
After Mitigation
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Impact(s)

Mitigation Measure(s) and/or Project Requirements

Level of
Significance
After Mitigation

Impact 4.7-2 Implementation of the Downtown
Specific Plan would result in increased water demands
within the City of Glendale, but would not result in
substantial depletion of groundwater supplies, and would
not substantially interfere with groundwater recharge.
This is considered to be a less-than-significant impact.

LTS

No mitigation is required.

LTS

Impact 4.7-3 Construction and Operation of the
Downtown Specific Plan would not substantially alter
the existing drainage patterns of the area or result in
substantial erosion or siltation on or off site, nor would
it increase the rate or amount of surface runoff in a
manner that would result in flooding on- or off-site. This
is considered to be a less-than-significant impact.

LTS

MM 4.7-3 Individual projects within the DSP area shall comply with the
provision of the SUSMP to include drainage improvements, such as
catch basins, surface parking drains, and other drainage improvements
as necessary. These improvements must be constructed as part of the
proposed project in accordance with standard engineering practices and
BMP.

LTS

Impact 4.7-4 Construction and implementation of the
Downtown Specific Plan could contribute runoff water
which would provide substantial sources of polluted
runoff. However, compliance with existing regulations
would ensure that impacts would be less than significant.

S

MM 4.7-1(a)–(b) and MM 4.7-3 would also apply to this impact.

LTS

Land Use/Planning
Impact 4.8-1 Implementation of the proposed project
could involve new uses and structure that may result in
intensification of development within the DSP that
creates incompatibilities with adjacent land uses.

LTS

No mitigation is required.

LTS

Impact 4.8-2 Implementation of the proposed project
development would not conflict with goals and policies
the City of Glendale General Plan, Zoning Code, or
SCAG policies and plans. This is considered a less-thansignificant impact.

LTS

No mitigation is required.

LTS

Impact 4.8-3 The economic impacts of the proposed
project would not result in urban blight or urban decay.
This is considered a less-than-significant impact.

LTS

No mitigation is required.

LTS

LTS = Less Than Significant

S = Potentially Significant
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Impact(s)

Level of
Significance
After Mitigation

Mitigation Measure(s) and/or Project Requirements

Noise
Impact 4.9-1 Construction activities associated with
the proposed project would generate noise levels that
exceed the noise standards established by the City of
Glendale Noise Regulations. This is considered a
potentially significant impact. Implementation of
mitigation measures MM 4.9-1(a) through MM 4.9-1(d)
would reduce this impact, but noise levels could still be
substantial. However, the project’s construction noise
impacts would be temporary, would not occur during
recognized sleep hours, and would be consistent with
the exemption for construction noise that exists in the
Municipal Code. Therefore, this impact would be
considered less than significant.

LTS = Less Than Significant
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S = Potentially Significant

S

MM 4.9-1(a) All construction activity within the City shall be
conducted in accordance with Section 8.36.080 of the City of Glendale
Municipal Code.

LTS

MM 4.9-1(b) The project applicant shall require by contract
specifications that the following construction best management practices
(BMPs) be implemented by contractors to reduce construction noise
levels:
 Two weeks prior to the commencement of construction,
notification must be provided to surrounding land uses within 1,000
feet of a project site disclosing the construction schedule, including
the various types of activities that would be occurring throughout
the duration of the construction period
 Ensure that construction equipment is properly muffled according to
industry standards and be in good working condition
 Place noise-generating construction equipment and locate
construction staging areas away from sensitive uses, where feasible
 Schedule high noise-producing activities between the hours of 8:00
A.M. and 5:00 P.M. to minimize disruption on sensitive uses
 Implement noise attenuation measures to the extent feasible, which
may include, but are not limited to, temporary noise barriers or
noise blankets around stationary construction noise sources
 Use electric air compressors and similar power tools rather than
diesel equipment, where feasible
 Construction-related equipment, including heavy-duty equipment,
motor vehicles, and portable equipment, shall be turned off when
not in use for more than 30 minutes
 Construction hours, allowable workdays, and the phone number of
the job superintendent shall be clearly posted at all construction
entrances to allow for surrounding owners and residents to contact
the job superintendent. If the City or the job superintendent
receives a complaint, the superintendent shall investigate, take
SU = Significant and Unavoidable
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Level of
Significance
Prior to Mitigation

Impact(s)

Mitigation Measure(s) and/or Project Requirements

appropriate corrective action, and report the action taken to the
reporting party.
Contract specifications shall be included in the proposed project
construction documents, which shall be reviewed by the City prior to
issuance of a grading permit.

Level of
Significance
After Mitigation

MM 4.9-1(c) The project applicant shall require by contract
specifications that construction staging areas along with the operation of
earthmoving equipment within the DSP area would be located as far
away from vibration and noise sensitive sites as possible. Contract
specifications shall be included in the proposed project construction
documents, which shall be reviewed by the City prior to issuance of a
grading permit.
MM 4.9-1(d) The project applicant shall require by contract
specifications that heavily loaded trucks used during construction would
be routed away from residential streets to the extent feasible. Contract
specifications shall be included in the proposed project construction
documents, which shall be reviewed by the City prior to issuance of a
grading permit.
Impact 4.9-2 Operation of the proposed project could
expose noise-sensitive land uses to noise levels that
exceed the standards established by the City of Glendale
Municipal Code. As no feasible mitigation is available to
reduce this impact, this would be considered a significant
and unavoidable impact.

LTS = Less Than Significant

S = Potentially Significant
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Impact 4.9-3 Construction activities associated with
the proposed project could generate or expose persons
or structures to excessive groundborne vibration. While
implementation of mitigation measures MM 4.9-1(a)
through MM 4.9-1(d), MM 4.9-3(a), and MM 4.9-3(b)
would minimize this impact, it would not reduce it to a
less-than-significant level. This is considered a significant
and unavoidable impact.

S

Impact 4.9-4 Operation of the proposed project would
not generate and expose sensitive receptors on- or offsite to excessive groundborne vibration or groundborne
noise levels. This is considered a less-than-significant
impact.

LTS

No mitigation is required.

LTS

Impact 4.9-5 Operation of the proposed project would
not generate increased local traffic volumes that would
cause a substantial permanent increase in ambient noise
levels in the project vicinity. This is considered a lessthan-significant impact.

LTS

No mitigation is required.

LTS

Impact 4.9-6 Construction activities associated with
the proposed project would result in a substantial
temporary or periodic increase in ambient noise levels.
While implementation of mitigation measures
MM 4.9-1(a) through MM 4.9-1(d) would minimize this
impact, it would not reduce it to a less-than-significant
level. Therefore, this impact would be significant and
unavoidable.

S

MM 4.9-1(a) through MM 4.9-1(d) would also apply to this impact.

SU

Impact 4.9-7 Operation of the proposed project would
not result in temporary or periodic increases in ambient
noise levels. There would not be a substantial temporary
or periodic increase and, thus, this impact would be less
than significant.

LTS

No mitigation is required.

LTS

LTS = Less Than Significant
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S = Potentially Significant

MM 4.9-3(a) Prior to issuance of a grading permit, the developer shall
establish a 50-foot buffer zone around identified historic structures, and
shall provide for temporary fencing and private security patrols to
prevent human and vehicular/equipment access to the structures during
construction of the proposed project.

SU

MM 4.9-3(b) Pile-driving shall be prohibited within 200 feet of
identified fragile structures within and around the DSP area.
Mitigation measures MM 4.9-1(a) through MM 4.9-1(d) also apply to
this impact.
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Level of
Significance
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Population and Housing
Impact 4.10-1 Implementation of the proposed project
would not induce substantial population growth in the
area beyond that already forecasted for the City of
Glendale. This is considered a less-than-significant impact.

LTS

No mitigation is required.

LTS

Impact 4.10-2 Implementation of the proposed project
would designate new land uses and encourage the
redevelopment of existing residential land uses, thereby
creating the potential for displacement of existing
residential units. Because the number of residential units
affected would be minimal and a net increase of
replacement housing would be constructed within the
DSP area, this is considered a less-than-significant impact.

LTS

No mitigation is required.

LTS

Impact 4.10-3 Implementation of the proposed project
would designate new land uses and encourage the
redevelopment of existing residential land uses, thereby
creating the potential for displacement of existing
residents. Because the number of residents affected
would be minimal and a net increase of replacement
housing would be constructed within the DSP area, this
is considered a less-than-significant impact.

LTS

No mitigation is required.

LTS

No feasible mitigation available.

SU

Public Services
Impact 4.11-1 Implementation of the DSP would
increase the demand for fire protection services and
could require the construction of new or physically
altered facilities to accommodate the increased demand.
As no feasible mitigation is available, impacts to fire
protection services would be significant and unavoidable.
All other impacts to fire protection services would be
less than significant.

LTS = Less Than Significant

S = Potentially Significant
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Impact 4.11-2 The increase in residential population as
a result of the DSP could require the construction of
new or physically altered police facilities to
accommodate the increased demand in services. This is
considered a potentially significant impact. As no feasible
mitigation exists to reduce this impact, it remains
significant and unavoidable.

S

No feasible mitigation available.

SU

Impact 4.11-3 Implementation of the DSP would
increase the number of students in the GUSD and
contribute to an existing overcapacity problem, which is
a potentially significant impact. However, with payment
of statutory school impact fees, this impact would be
reduced to a less-than-significant level.

S

No mitigation is required.

LTS

Impact 4.11-4 Development under the DSP would
increase demand for library services by residents of the
project and occasional and incidental use of library
facilities by project employees, which could result in the
need for new or altered library facilities. This is
considered a potentially significant impact; however,
with the current ratio of volume of books per resident,
this impact would be reduced to less than significant.

S

No mitigation is required.

LTS

S

No feasible mitigation available.

SU

Recreation
Impact 4.12-1 Implementation of the proposed project
could result in the increased use of parks and
recreational facilities, and could cause or accelerate the
substantial physical deterioration of these facilities. As
no feasible mitigation exists to reduce this impact, it
remains significant and unavoidable.

LTS = Less Than Significant
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Table 1-1

Summary of Environmental Effects and Project Requirements/Mitigation Measures
Level of
Significance
Prior to Mitigation

Impact(s)

Impact 4.12-2 Implementation of the proposed project
could have an adverse physical effect on the
environment associated with the construction or
expansion of recreational facilities. This is considered a
less-than-significant impact.

LTS

Mitigation Measure(s) and/or Project Requirements

Level of
Significance
After Mitigation

No mitigation is required.

LTS

The following mitigation has been approved as part of the Town Center
project, Commonwealth Office project, and the City’s Capitol
Improvement Program (CIP):
 Chevy Chase Drive at Brand Boulevard: Convert northbound
through-right turn lane to through lane only; add northbound rightturn only lane (Town Center project).
 Colorado Street at Central Avenue: Install third westbound
through lane and an exclusive right-turn only lane as well as convert
existing eastbound right-turn only lane to a combination through
right turn lane (Town Center project).
 Colorado Street at Brand Boulevard: Install northbound,
southbound and eastbound right-turn only lanes (Town Center
project).
 Colorado Street at Glendale Avenue: Convert existing
northbound combination through-right turn lane to through only
lane; add northbound right-turn only lane (Town Center project).
 Broadway at Central Avenue: Convert northbound and
westbound combination through-right turn lanes to through only
lanes; add exclusive right-turn only lanes northbound and westbound
(Town Center project).
 Broadway at Brand Boulevard: Add northbound right-turn only
lane; add third southbound through lane (Town Center project).
 Broadway at Glendale Avenue: Add third northbound through
lane during the p.m. peak hour only by prohibiting on-street parking
along the east side of Glendale Avenue, south of Broadway; add
southbound right turn only lane (Town Center project).

SU

Transportation/Traffic
Impact 4.13-1 The proposed project would generate
new traffic volumes at the project site, and add traffic
volumes to the study intersections that would be
considered significant. As not all of this new traffic
volume can be mitigated for, impacts would be significant
and unavoidable.

LTS = Less Than Significant

S = Potentially Significant
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Table 1-1

Summary of Environmental Effects and Project Requirements/Mitigation Measures
Level of
Significance
Prior to Mitigation

Impact(s)

Level of
Significance
After Mitigation

Mitigation Measure(s) and/or Project Requirements

 SR-134 Westbound On-Ramp/Goode Avenue at Central
Avenue: Restripe to provide fourth lane (one left-turn lane, one
combination through-left turn lane, one through lane and one rightturn lane) (Commonwealth Office project).
 SR-134 Westbound On-Ramp/Goode Avenue at Brand
Boulevard: Restripe southbound Brand Boulevard north of Goode
Avenue such that the inside (#1) southbound through lane is a
“trap” lane aligning with the inside lane of the southbound dual leftturn lanes at Sanchez Drive; the #2 southbound lane north of
Goode will align to become an optional left-turn or through lane
(Commonwealth Office project).
 SR-134 Eastbound Off-Ramp/Sanchez Drive: Widen to
provide fourth lane (one combination through-left turn lane, one
through lane, one combination through-right-turn lane, one right
turn lane) (CIP).
 Glendale Avenue at Monterey Road: Improve northbound
Glendale Avenue approach to Monterey Road to provide dual leftturn lanes, one through lane and one combination through-right turn
lane (CIP).
 SR-134 Eastbound Ramps at Glendale Avenue: Realign the #1
northbound through lane on Glendale Avenue south of the
eastbound off-ramp to be a trap lane to the dual northbound leftturn lanes at Monterey Road (CIP).
The remaining intersections were found to be unmitigatable.
Impact 4.13-2 The proposed project would not
exceed a level of service standard established for Los
Angeles County highway impacts. Impacts would be less
than significant.

LTS

No mitigation is required.

LTS

Impact 4.13-3 The proposed project would not
increase hazards due to a design future or incompatible
uses. Impacts would be less than significant.

LTS

No mitigation is required.

LTS

LTS = Less Than Significant
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Table 1-1

Summary of Environmental Effects and Project Requirements/Mitigation Measures
Level of
Significance
Prior to Mitigation

Impact(s)

Mitigation Measure(s) and/or Project Requirements

Level of
Significance
After Mitigation

Impact 4.13-4 The proposed project could result in
inadequate emergency access; however, adherence to
mitigation measures identified within Impact 4.6-3 of this
EIR would ensure impacts remain less than significant.

LTS

MM 4.6-3(a) through MM 4.6-3(c) would also apply to this impact.

LTS

Impact 4.13-5 The proposed project would provide
adequate parking through actively reducing auto traffic in
downtown Glendale by creating incentive programs, and
through the development of additional parking on site.
Impacts would be less than significant.

LTS

No mitigation is required.

LTS

Impact 4.13-6 The proposed project would not
conflict with adopted policies, plans, or programs
supporting alternative transportation. Impacts would be
less than significant.

LTS

No mitigation is required.

LTS

Impact 4.14-1 Implementation of the DSP would
generate an additional demand for water; however, the
additional demand would be adequately served by
anticipated water entitlements and resources. Impacts
are considered less than significant.

LTS

No mitigation is required.

LTS

Impact 4.14-2 Implementation of the DSP would not
require the construction of new water treatment
facilities, or the expansion of existing facilities. Impacts
are considered less than significant.

LTS

No mitigation is required.

LTS

Impact 4.14-3 Implementation of the DSP would not
exceed wastewater treatment requirements of the Los
Angeles Regional Water Quality Control Board. Impacts
are considered less than significant.

LTS

No mitigation is required.

LTS

Impact 4.14-4 Implementation of the DSP would not
require the construction of new wastewater treatment
facilities, or the expansion of existing facilities. Impacts
are considered less than significant.

LTS

No mitigation is required.

LTS

Utilities and Service Systems

LTS = Less Than Significant

S = Potentially Significant
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Table 1-1

Summary of Environmental Effects and Project Requirements/Mitigation Measures
Level of
Significance
Prior to Mitigation

Impact(s)

Impact 4.14-5 Implementation of the DSP would
increase wastewater generation such that treatment
facilities existing wastewater conveyance capacity would
be inadequate to serve the DSP’s projected wastewater
flows in addition to the provider’s existing
commitments. Impacts are considered significant and
unavoidable.

S

Impact 4.14-6 Implementation of the DSP would
increase the generation of solid waste, but would be
served by landfills with adequate capacity to
accommodate the increase. This is considered a lessthan-significant impact.

Mitigation Measure(s) and/or Project Requirements

Level of
Significance
After Mitigation

No feasible mitigation is available.

SU

LTS

No mitigation is required.

LTS

Impact 4.14-7 Implementation of the DSP would
increase the demand for electricity, but would not
require or result in the construction of new energy
production or transmission facilities, the construction of
which could cause significant environmental effects.
Impacts would be less than significant.

LTS

No mitigation is required.

LTS

Impact 4.14-8 Implementation of the DSP would
increase the demand for natural gas, but would not
require or result in the construction of new energy
production or transmission facilities, the construction of
which could cause significant environmental effects.
Impacts would be less than significant.

LTS

No mitigation is required.

LTS

LTS = Less Than Significant
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2.1

Introduction

PROJECT BACKGROUND

The City of Glendale is considering the Glendale Downtown Specific Plan (“DSP” or “proposed project”) to
guide development and design within the approximately 220 acres located in the center of the City of
Glendale. The area is generally bounded to the north by Glenoaks Boulevard, to the west by Central and
Columbus Avenues, to the east along Maryland and Glendale Avenues and to the south one block south of
Colorado Street (see Figure 3-1). The East Broadway Neighborhood, a small portion of the South Brand
Boulevard Specific Plan area and adjacent C3 zones south of Colorado between Columbus Avenue and
Glendale Avenue, and the entire Central Glendale Redevelopment Area, with the exception of a small
segment north of Glenoaks Boulevard, falls within the DSP area. The DSP will be accomplished by a set of
regulations, design principles, and related implementing actions designed to foster quality development.
These regulations, guidelines, and standards build upon the goals, objectives, and policies of the City of
Glendale General Plan (General Plan) and the objectives of the DSP, recognizing the DSP area’s strategic
location in the City and Central Glendale Redevelopment Project Area. The DSP is provided in its entirety
in Appendix A of this EIR. Additional discretionary approvals may include, but are not limited to, the
following:


General Plan amendments to include a Downtown Specific Plan (DSP) Land Use Designation to
replace the General Plan designations for the DSP area and to change the General Plan Land Use
Designation of the area north of Glenoaks to Community Commercial



Zone changes to include the following:
› A DSP zone to change the zoning for that area zoned C2 located west of Central Avenue and east
of Columbus, south of the SR-134 Freeway and north of Broadway
› A DSP zone to change the zoning for certain areas zoned C3, as well as CGR and R-1650 of the
South Brand Boulevard Specific Plan, generally located south of Colorado between Columbus
Avenue to the east and Glendale Avenue to the west, and north of Elk Avenue
› A DSP zone to change the zoning for the East Broadway Neighborhood zoned CMU and RMU
generally located south of Wilson Avenue, north of Colorado Street, east of Louise Street and
west of Glendale Boulevard
› C2 zoning to change the zoning for the area zoned CBD located north of Glenoaks Boulevard, east
of Pacific Avenue and west of Brand Boulevard



Amendment to South Brand Boulevard Specific Plan



Adoption of the Glendale Downtown Specific Plan

Glendale Downtown Specific Plan Program EIR
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2.2

PURPOSE AND LEGAL AUTHORITY

The proposed project requires the discretionary approval of the Glendale City Council. Therefore, it is
subject to the requirements of the State of California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA). In accordance
with Section 15121(a) of the CEQA Guidelines, the purpose of this EIR is to serve as an informational
document that:
… will inform public agency decision-makers and the public generally of the significant
environmental effect of a project, identify possible ways to minimize the significant effects, and
describe reasonable alternatives to the project.

The City has determined that a Program EIR is the appropriate document to analyze the potential significant
impacts of the DSP. A Program EIR provides a programmatic analysis of the proposed project. As defined
by the CEQA Guidelines Section 15168(a), a Program EIR:
“… is an EIR which may be prepared on a series of actions that can be characterized as one large
project and are related either:
 Geographically
 As logical parts in the chain of contemplated actions
 In connection with rules, regulations, plans, or other general criteria to govern the conduct of a
continuing program, or
 As individual activities carried out under the same authorizing statutory or regulatory authority
and having generally similar environmental effects which can be mitigated in similar ways.”

The entire proposed project area is geographically located within the City of Glendale. Further, the
proposed project is a specific plan, intended to guide and regulate growth within Glendale’s downtown
area.
This report serves as an informational document for the public and the City of Glendale decision-makers.
The process will culminate with a City Council hearing to consider certification of a Final EIR (FEIR) and a
decision on whether or not to approve the proposed project.

2.3

SCOPE OF THE EIR

This EIR addresses the potential environmental effects of the proposed project. The scope of the EIR
includes environmental issues determined to be potentially significant by the Notice of Preparation (NOP),
responses to the NOP, and scoping discussions among the public, consulting staff, and the City of Glendale.
The NOP and comment letters received during the NOP review period are included in Appendix B of this
EIR. The NOP identified potentially significant impacts on the following issue areas associated with the
construction and/or operation of the proposed project, which are discussed in detail in this EIR:
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Aesthetics
Air Quality
Biological Resources
Cultural Resources
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Geology and Soils
Hazards and Hazardous Materials
Hydrology and Water Quality
Land Use/Planning
Noise
Population and Housing
Public Services
Recreation
Transportation/Traffic
Utilities and Service Systems

This EIR addresses the issues referenced above and identifies potentially significant environmental impacts,
including site-specific and cumulative effects of the project in accordance with the provisions set forth in the
CEQA Guidelines. In addition, the EIR recommends feasible mitigation measures, where possible, that
would reduce or eliminate adverse environmental effects.
In preparing the EIR, pertinent City policies and guidelines, existing EIRs, and background documents
prepared by the City were all evaluated for its applicability to the proposed project. A list of references is
provided in Chapter 7 (References).

2.4

ENVIRONMENTAL REVIEW PROCESS

This EIR has been prepared to meet all of the substantive and procedural requirements of CEQA of 1970
(California Public Resources Code Section 21000 et seq.), as amended; California CEQA Guidelines
(California Code Regulations, Title 14, Section 15000 et seq.); and the rules, regulations and procedures for
the implementation of CEQA as adopted by the City of Glendale. Accordingly, as discussed above, the City
of Glendale has been identified as the Lead Agency for this project, taking primary responsibility for
conducting the environmental review process and approving or denying the project. The Glendale
Redevelopment Agency will be responsible for approving many projects in the DSP area under its design
review authority.
As a first step in complying with the procedural requirements of CEQA, the City filed a Notice of
Preparation (NOP) with the California Office of Planning and Research as an indication that an EIR would
be prepared. In turn, the NOP was distributed on December 5, 2005 to involved public agencies and
interested parties for a 30-day public review period. The purpose of the public review period was to solicit
comments on the scope and content of the environmental analysis to be included in the EIR.
During preparation of the EIR, agencies, organizations, and persons who the City believed might have an
interest in the proposed project were specifically contacted. Information, data, and observations from these
contacts are included in the EIR. Agencies or interested persons who did not respond during the public
review period of the NOP will have an opportunity to comment during the public review period for the
EIR, as well as at subsequent hearings on the proposed project.

Glendale Downtown Specific Plan Program EIR
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This EIR or a notice of availability of this EIR for public review has been distributed to agencies that have
commented on the NOP, surrounding cities, counties, and interested parties for a 45-day public review
period in accordance with Section 15087 of the CEQA Guidelines, which began on August 18, 2006 and
ends October 2, 2006. During the 45-day public review period, the EIR is available for review at the
following locations:
City of Glendale Planning Department
633 East Broadway, Room 103
Glendale, California 91206
Glendale Redevelopment Agency
633 East Broadway, Room 201
Glendale, California 91206
Glendale Library
222 E. Harvard Street
Glendale, CA 91205
Interested parties may provide comments on the EIR in written form, which must be received in the office
listed below no later than 5:00 P.M. on October 2, 2006. Comments should be addressed to the following:
City of Glendale Planning Department
633 East Broadway, Room 103
Glendale, California 91206
Attention: Erik Krause, Senior Planner
or at ekrause@ci.glendale.ca.us
Upon completion of the 45-day public review period, written responses to all significant comments raised
with respect to environmental issues discussed in the EIR will be prepared and incorporated into the Final
EIR (FEIR). Furthermore, written responses to comments received from any state agencies will be made
available to these agencies at least ten days prior to the public hearing during which the certification of the
FEIR will be considered. These comments, and their responses, will be included in the FEIR for
consideration by the City Council, as well as any other public decision-makers.
According to Public Resources Code Section (PRC) 21081, the Lead Agency must make specific Findings of
Fact (“Findings”) before approving the FEIR, when the EIR identifies significant environmental impacts that
may result from a project. The purpose of the Findings is to establish the link between the contents of the
FEIR and the action of the Lead Agency with regard to approval or rejection of the proposed project. Prior
to approval of a project, one of three findings must be made, as follows:


Changes or alterations have been required in, or incorporated into, the project that avoid or
substantially lessen the significant environmental effect as identified in the FEIR.



Such changes or alterations are within the responsibility and jurisdiction of another public agency and
not the agency making the finding. Such changes have been adopted by such other agency or can and
should be adopted by such other agency.
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Specific economic, legal, social, technological, or other considerations, including provision of
employment opportunities for highly trained workers, make infeasible the mitigation measures or
project alternatives identified in the FEIR.

Additionally, according to PRC Section 21081.6, for projects in which significant impacts will be avoided by
mitigation measures, the Lead Agency must include a mitigation monitoring program (MMP). The purpose
of the MMP is to ensure compliance with required mitigation during implementation of the project.
However, environmental impacts may not always be mitigated to a less-than-significant level. When this
occurs, impacts are considered significant and unavoidable. If a public agency approves a project that has
significant and unavoidable impacts, the agency shall state in writing the specific reasons for approving the
project, based on the FEIR and any other information in the public record. This is termed “Statement of
Overriding Considerations” and is used to explain the specific reasons why the benefits of a proposed project
make its unavoidable environmental effects acceptable. The statement is prepared, if required, after the
FEIR has been completed, yet before action to approve the project has been taken.

2.5

DOCUMENT ORGANIZATION

This EIR has been designed for easy use and reference. To help the reader locate information of particular
interest, a brief summary of the contents of each section of the EIR is provided. The following chapters are
contained within the EIR:


Chapter 1: Executive Summary—This chapter includes a brief synopsis of the proposed project
and project objectives, necessary actions by the City of Glendale, areas of controversy/issues to be
resolved, a description of the intent of the MMP, and an overview of project alternatives. This
chapter also summarizes (in Table format) environmental impacts that would result from
implementation of the proposed project; the level of significance of impacts prior to the incorporation
of mitigation measures, if applicable; proposed mitigation measures that would avoid or reduce
project-related impacts; and the level of significance of impacts after the incorporation of mitigation
measures.



Chapter 2: Introduction—This chapter describes the purpose, intended use, and scope of the
EIR, a summary of the environmental and public review process, the availability of the EIR, and a
brief outline of this document’s organization.



Chapter 3: Project Description—This chapter defines the project location, describes the
characteristics of the project site, describes the project’s background, summarizes the proposed
project, outlines the project objectives, describes the project characteristics, and identifies the
approvals required by the City for project implementation.



Chapter 4: Environmental Analysis—This chapter describes and evaluates the environmental
issue areas, including the existing environmental setting and background, applicable environmental
thresholds, environmental impacts (both short-term and long-term), policy considerations related to
the particular environmental issue area under analysis, mitigation measures capable of minimizing
environmental harm, and a discussion of cumulative impacts. Where additional actions must be taken
to ensure consistency with environmental policies, recommendations are made, as appropriate. By
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consolidating environmental impact assessment and site-specific policy directives within each impact
area, clear linkages between impact assessment and related policy consistency can be established.


Chapter 5: Other CEQA Considerations—This chapter identifies the irreversible changes to the
natural environment resulting from the proposed project. In addition, pursuant to Section 15128 of
the CEQA Guidelines, this section briefly discusses those issue areas that were determined not to
result in significant environmental impacts.



Chapter 6: Alternatives to the Proposed Project—This chapter analyzes feasible alternatives to
the proposed project, including the No Project Alternative and two Reduced Project Alternatives.



Chapter 7: Report Preparers—This chapter identifies all individuals responsible for the
preparation of this EIR.



Chapter 8: References—This chapter identifies the public and private agencies and individuals
contacted during the preparation of this report. Additionally, this section lists the documents that
were used to prepare the EIR.

Technical Appendices A through H are as follows:


Appendix A—Glendale Downtown Specific Plan



Appendix B—Notice of Preparation and Comment Letters on the NOP



Appendix C—Air Quality Data
› Project URBEMIS Output Data
› Alternative A URBEMIS Output Data (Alternative 3—Reduced Mid-rise Alternative)
› Alternative B URBEMIS Output Data (Alternative 4—Reduced Low-rise Alternative)
› Maximum CO Concentrations: Existing Conditions
› Maximum CO Concentrations: Year 2030 Without Project
› Maximum CO Concentrations: Year 2030 With Project



Appendix D—Special-Status Species Potentially Occurring within the Specific Plan Area



Appendix E—Historical Resources Technical Report



Appendix F—Environmental Records Search



Appendix G—Noise Data



Appendix H—Traffic Impact Analysis



Appendix I—Building Methodology



Appendix J—Water Supply Assessment
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Project Description

A Specific Plan is a planning tool that combines traditional zoning with general design and development
standards tailored to the unique conditions of a particular site. It contains all policies, development
standards, and implementing regulations necessary for development within a particularly designated area.
The purpose of the Glendale Downtown Specific Plan (“DSP” or “proposed project”) is to guide development
and design within the approximately 220 acres located in the center of the City of Glendale. This will be
accomplished by a set of regulations, design principles, and related implementing actions designed to foster
quality development. These regulations, guidelines, and standards build upon the goals, objectives, and
policies of the City of Glendale General Plan (General Plan) and the objectives of the DSP, recognizing the DSP
area’s strategic location in the City. The DSP is provided in its entirety in Appendix A of this EIR.
The City of Glendale has developed a set of goals, policies, standards, and guidelines that apply to all
downtown properties. As such, the DSP policies, standards, and guidelines supersede those identified in the
Zoning Code. When the DSP is silent, the City’s Zoning Code requirements will apply. The text further
defines the information that is provided in the tables, maps, and charts. The DSP is organized into the
following chapters:

 PROLOGUE: VISION
Downtown Glendale will be an exciting, vibrant urban center which provides a wide array of excellent
shopping, dining, working, living, and entertainment opportunities within a short walking distance.

 CHAPTER ONE: INTRODUCTION
Chapter One establishes the purpose of the Plan; its physical context; its relationship to other planning
documents and regulations; and provides a “users-guide” to the Plan.

 CHAPTER TWO: DOWNTOWN DISTRICTS
Downtown Glendale consists of a variety of neighborhoods or districts, based on the existing building
patterns within each area. The vision for downtown Glendale seeks to preserve and enhance the aspects of
each district which provide its unique character, while improving the attractiveness and livability of the
downtown area.

 CHAPTER THREE: LAND USE
The downtown supports a variety of economic activities. The land use policies build on existing strengths
and add amenities, services, employment, and living opportunities. A mix of land uses is critical to support a
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diverse downtown climate, enhance the pedestrian quality of the street, reduce vehicle trips, and reinforce
the existing varied character of downtown Glendale. The land use policies encourage the clustering of
certain uses as definable districts; designate key ground floor uses; identify opportunities to create mixeduse neighborhoods; and increase downtown’s supply of open space.

 CHAPTER FOUR: URBAN DESIGN
Downtown Glendale has evolved in the last 50 years from a suburban main street to an urban center with a
skyline. But the skyline is only a part of downtown’s urban design quality. Distinctive districts, streets and
places make downtown a diverse and interesting destination. The urban design concepts build on the best of
these characteristics while demonstrating how new development can contribute to the desired scale, image,
and pedestrian-friendliness of downtown. This chapter includes key urban design policies, development
standards, and guidelines that describe how new development will support the community’s image and
environmental vision for downtown.

 CHAPTER FIVE: PARKS & OPEN SPACE
Downtown’s planned open space system emphasizes physical and functional linkages between
neighborhoods within and around the Specific Plan area and parks. A variety of downtown parks and pocket
parks, an adult recreation center, an aquatic center, several formal plazas are anticipated in the DSP. In
addition, development incentives have been provided to encourage creation of courtyards and outdoor
activity areas in conjunction with private development. These policies are intended to create open spaces
within 5-minute walking distances in downtown.

 CHAPTER SIX: MOBILITY
The DSP mobility policies reflect a long-term vision to maximize the accessibility and use of the downtown
circulation system for all users, including pedestrians, transit users, cyclists, and drivers. Through a
hierarchy of predominantly pedestrian or vehicular oriented streets, all urban design and land use policies
and incentives are designed to work in conjunction with the vision for pedestrian, transit, and other
vehicular activities. These policies are intended to respond to both local and regional needs.

 CHAPTER SEVEN: INCENTIVES & BONUSES
As a way of encouraging desirable uses and public benefits in downtown, the City will allow certain bonuses
for those uses. To take advantage of these bonuses, a project must include one or more public benefits. This
chapter outlines the incentives and bonus program of the DSP.
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 CHAPTER EIGHT: ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT
The DSP promotes the economic vitality and growth of the downtown based on a vision. This chapter
highlights the resources and economic development programs available to assist property owners and
project managers in the successful growth of existing and emerging Glendale businesses.

 CHAPTER NINE: REVIEW & IMPLEMENTATION
This chapter summarizes the development review process for projects within the DSP area and outlines
additional policies necessary to implement the Specific Plan.

3.1

PROJECT LOCATION

The DSP area consists of approximately 220 acres located in the center of the City of Glendale. The project
area is generally bounded to the north by Glenoaks Boulevard, to the west by Central and Columbus
Avenues, to the east along Maryland and Glendale Avenues and to the south one block south of Colorado
Street. The East Broadway Neighborhood, a small portion of the South Brand Boulevard Specific Plan area
and adjacent C3 zones south of Colorado between Columbus Avenue and Glendale Avenue, and the entire
Glendale Central Redevelopment Area, with the exception of a small segment north of Glenoaks Boulevard,
fall within the DSP area. The area is bisected by Brand Boulevard, one of the community's major
thoroughfares, and the Ventura Freeway (SR-134). The project area is identified geographically on
Figure 3-1 (Regional Location). The DSP project area is depicted in Figure 3-2 (DSP Area).
The Town Center Specific Plan is within the DSP boundaries and addresses the Town Center District of the
DSP. If any inconsistencies are identified between the DSP and the Town Center Specific Plan, then the
Town Center Specific Plan shall prevail for all activities within the Town Center District.

3.2
3.2.1

PROJECT SITE
Existing General Plan Land Use Designations

The existing General Plan land use designations for the DSP project area consists of Regional Commercial,
Community/Services Commercial, South Brand Boulevard Specific Plan, Town Center Specific Plan, Mixed
Use, Public/Semi-Public, Recreational/Open Space, and High Density Residential land use designations.
Figure 3-3 (Existing Land Use Designations) shows the current General Plan land use designations for the
DSP area.

3.2.2

Existing Zoning Designations

The majority of the DSP area is zoned Central Business District (CBD). Remaining parcels are zoned
Commercial Service (C3), Community Commercial (C2), Commercial General Restricted (CGR), Medium
High Density Residential (R-1650), High Density Residential (R-1250), Commercial Mixed Use (CMU),
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Residential Mixed Use (RMU), and Special Recreation (SR). Figure 3-4 (Existing Zoning) shows the current
zoning in the DSP area. The Residential (R) zones are intended to encourage, promote, and protect the
character of community’s residential areas while providing a suitable environment for a range of housing
choices to support city life. The Commercial (C) zones are intended to create and preserve areas suitable for
commercial uses and services on a broad basis, and to serve as the central shopping and principal downtown
area of the community. Under existing zoning, the commercial zone is applied to maintain the downtown as
it exists, and to develop its small-town atmosphere as a desirable space where residents and visitors network
and have access to goods, services, and entertainment. The development standards contained within the
Zoning Ordinance and the various zones were established to assure adequate levels of light, air, and density
of development, to maintain and enhance locally recognized values of community appearance, and to
promote the safe and efficient circulation of pedestrian and vehicular traffic. Development standards in the
Zoning Ordinance are to further the goals and objectives of the comprehensive general plan and are found to
be necessary for the preservation of the community, health, safety, and general welfare.

3.2.3

Surrounding Land Uses

The DSP project area occupies the central portion of downtown Glendale from Colorado Boulevard north
to Glenoaks Boulevard. Commercial uses, dominated by auto dealers and related businesses, are located
south of Colorado Street on Brand Boulevard. Commercial uses are also located north of Glenoaks
Boulevard along Brand Boulevard. Residential uses exist to the west of the Glendale Galleria and to the west
behind the Central Avenue frontage, and to the east beyond Maryland Avenue. Medium- and high-density
residential also exists south of Colorado Street and north of Glenoaks Boulevard. A small area of legal
nonconforming restricted industrial is located between Wilson Avenue and Harvard Street, east of Isabel
Street. Light industrial is concentrated along San Fernando Road on the western edge of the City, adjacent
to the Los Angeles River and the railroad tracks.

3.3

PROJECT OBJECTIVES

The DSP identifies a vision for downtown Glendale as an exciting, vibrant urban center which provides a
wide array of excellent shopping, dining, working, living, cultural, and entertainment opportunities within
short walking distances. The DSP is an urban design oriented plan, which sets the physical standards and
guidelines as well as land use regulations for activities within the DSP area. The Plan’s purpose is to do the
following:
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Provide a framework and a manual to guide responsible growth and development of downtown
Perpetuate a powerful physical image promoting the City’s regional identity
Ensure downtown’s long-term status as a good place to do business
Encourage excellence in design and quality of craftsmanship to enhance the downtown environment
Strengthen downtown’s pedestrian, bicycle and transit oriented characteristics while ensuring
vehicular access to downtown destinations
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Attract a wide range of activities to maintain a dynamic atmosphere
Provide incentives for a wide range of downtown housing types
Present development regulations in a user-friendly, easy-to-follow manner
Preserve and enhance the distinctive character of Glendale’s downtown buildings, streets and views
Concentrate growth in current transit-rich entertainment/employment centers to relieve
development pressures on existing residential neighborhoods

3.4

PROPOSED PROJECT CHARACTERISTICS

The DSP consists of a comprehensive set of incentives, standards, and requirements that will implement the
vision for the future development in downtown Glendale. The DSP will act as the planning tool to guide and
direct new development, economic development; streetscape improvements; transportation development,
parking; pedestrian amenities; open space and land use; preservation of cultural resources; and public art
space. This is an urban design oriented plan, which sets the physical standards and guidelines as well as land
use regulations for activities within the DSP area. The DSP will be instrumental in promoting the
excitement and livability of downtown Glendale, as well as providing incentives for development in keeping
with the City’s vision.
The DSP includes economic development, transportation/mobility, urban design, and land use principles
that will ensure the long-term health and vitality of the area. The DSP will define the physical envelope for
downtown Glendale’s future growth using height limits, setbacks, density, and design standards. The
document will also direct all germane elements, including economic development, urban design and
architecture, density standards, open space and streetscape, use mix, transportation (including pedestrian
and transit-oriented development), parking, cultural resources, and public art. The DSP includes
requirements and incentives derived from an analysis of existing and planned land use/transportation
relationships.
The DSP area has been divided into eleven different districts, based on the existing building patterns within
each area and the intended development envisioned for the districts. The following paragraphs briefly
describe each District. The proposed district boundaries of the DSP are identified in Figure 3-5 (Proposed
DSP Districts/Land Use Designations).

3.4.1

Alex Theatre District

The historic Alex Theatre is the focal point for this low-scale commercial strip of downtown Glendale.
Concentrated along Brand Boulevard, north of Wilson and south of Lexington, this two-block commercial
area features a variety of intimate-scale retail, restaurant and service uses located within traditional
storefronts. The vision for the Alex Theatre District encourages entertainment activities, restaurants, smallscale retail businesses and other such active, pedestrian-oriented activities. New development must be
sensitive to the landmark status of the Alex Theatre and the traditional “old downtown main street”
character of this section of Brand Boulevard.
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3.4.2

Broadway Center District

Located south of Wilson, north of Broadway, east of Central and west of Brand, this two-block Broadway
Center District features an existing high rise office tower, several commercial buildings, and a 1.4 acre
vacant parcel. Apart from the existing office tower located in the north-west corner of Broadway and Brand
and the existing office building on the north-east corner of Broadway and Central, this area is subject to
possible redevelopment, with the opportunity for high-rise residential, office, or mixed-use development.
The existing high-rise office building in the Broadway Center District and its proximity to significant retail
activity areas in the Galleria and Town Center make this a prime target area for higher end, urban residential
towers. Given a maximum proposed permitted height limit of sixteen stories by right and up to four
additional stories through the Incentives and Bonus Program, the Broadway Center District would
constitute the second cluster of high rise development noted in downtown.

3.4.3

Civic Center Districts

The Civic Center Districts feature two individual areas: the Glendale City Hall campus (“Old City Hall”,
Perkins Building, Municipal Services Building, the “old” Police Station Building, the “new” Police Station,
the municipal parking structure, and the Glendale Court House) and Central Park, which contains the Adult
Recreation Center and the Central Library. Both areas include the largest publicly-owned open space within
the downtown, and therefore are the principal parks for downtown residents, employees, and visitors.

3.4.4

East Broadway District

The East Broadway District was created in 2003 with the adoption of the City’s first official mixed-use
zoning districts: Residential Mixed-Use (RMU) and Commercial Mixed-Use (CMU). This area, located
between the established Central Glendale Redevelopment Project area and the Civic Center, combines a
number of civic and cultural uses, and historic buildings. The vision for this area builds upon the mixed-use,
moderate density of this area with newer mixed-use projects with upper level housing and retail along
Broadway.

3.4.5

Galleria District

The Glendale Galleria District is fully developed with a regional shopping center. Its boundaries include
Colorado on the south, Columbus on the west, Broadway on the north and Brand and Central on the
easterly portions. The Glendale Galleria is subject to development agreements, parking lot lease
agreements, and reciprocal easement agreements between the Glendale Redevelopment Agency, the
Galleria owners, and the major department stores, as applicable. All new development in the Galleria
District not specifically addressed in the development agreement shall be subject to the Downtown Specific
Plan. Over time, the vision for this area is to strengthen pedestrian connections between the Galleria and
other parts of the downtown, and to increase the vitality and interest of the Galleria buildings at the street
level to enliven the pedestrian experience.
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3.4.6

Gateway District

Located at the northern portion of the DSP area, the Gateway District features the most visibly noted
skyline of downtown Glendale. Characterized by high-rise development, the Gateway District is home to
numerous corporate headquarters and businesses whose multi-storied towers are visible from the various
view points throughout the City and the SR-134 Freeway. The vision for the area involves the continued
promotion and location of corporate headquarters, new hotels, mixed-use and residential buildings,
complimentary/accessory service and retail businesses at the street level, as well as the introduction of
appropriate night-time entertainment uses.

3.4.7

Maryland District

The Maryland District is home to two of downtown’s more recent commercial developments (the Maryland
Exchange and the Marketplace), which include a number of restaurants, storefronts and office uses.
Maryland lies between the downtown core and the East Broadway District to the east. The vision for the
Maryland District entails a combination of entertainment, restaurant, retail and service uses, with the
possibility of mixed-use residential development and convention/meeting facilities.

3.4.8

Mid-Orange District

The east side of Orange Avenue between Lexington Drive and Wilson Avenue is a transitional zone in
height, use, and intensities between the mid-rise Orange-Central District and low-rise historic Alex Theatre
District. Arts-oriented uses, such as galleries and stage theatres, are encouraged along these blocks.

3.4.9

Orange-Central District

Centrally located within downtown, the Orange-Central District is bordered by Doran Street on the north,
Wilson Avenue on the south, Central Avenue on the west, and Orange Street to the east. The OrangeCentral District currently features an amalgamation of surface parking lots, miscellaneous free-standing
businesses, and a few remaining older residential apartment buildings. Because of its walkable proximity to
major retail and employment areas, the Orange-Central District is suitable for new urban housing
development both as mixed-use or free-standing residential buildings. Central Avenue has the potential to
be transformed over time into a boulevard lined with mid-rise housing, while Orange can provide a more
pedestrian oriented scale. Areas adjacent to the Central-Orange District are defined by the complimentary,
but less intense, downtown mixed-use areas that transition to existing low-rise areas of the downtown and
adjoining neighborhoods.

3.4.10

Town Center District

The Town Center District, bordered on the south by Colorado, on the east by Brand, on the west by
Central and on the north by the Galleria parking structure (between Broadway and Harvard), is subject to
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the Town Center Specific Plan. The Town Center District features a large-scale, mixed-use development.
As a significant regional retail and entertainment destination with a residential component, the Town Center
District plays an important role in the direction of development in other downtown districts.

3.4.11

Transitional Districts

Transitional Districts comprise all areas of the downtown not described by other districts, and generally
provide transitions between different areas of the downtown and adjoining neighborhoods not part of the
downtown Specific Plan. Transitional Districts consist of three non-contiguous areas:
West-Central Transitional District—Though not a part of the Central Glendale Redevelopment
Project Area, the west side of Central Avenue and adjoining leg of Broadway provide an important
transition between the high-intensity, mixed-activity downtown and a higher density residential
neighborhood to the west. The West-Central Transitional District currently features a variety of lower-scale
commercial and medical office buildings. The vision for this area involves mid-rise mixed-use development,
with an emphasis on ground floor commercial uses along Central Avenue.
South Colorado Transitional District—This mixed-use area forms the southern edge of the
downtown, and provides a transition from the downtown to surrounding neighborhoods. Colorado is a
heavily traveled regional street, with good visibility for ground floor retail uses, and potential for upper
level residential and commercial uses.
North Maryland Transitional District—Maryland Avenue, north of Wilson Avenue, is a transitional
zone between the high-intensity and high-rise spine of Brand Boulevard and the low-rise residential
neighborhood to the east. Currently, multi-level parking structures for adjoining office towers define much
of this district. Future development in this district is envisioned as additional residential uses compatible
with the adjacent neighborhood.

3.4.12

Proposed Zoning

The Zoning Map for the DSP area will be amended concurrent with the adoption of the DSP to include a
DSP zone to replace the zoning for that area. Where land use regulations and/or development standards of
the Glendale Zoning Code are inconsistent with this DSP, the standards and regulations of the DSP shall
prevail. Any issue not specifically covered in the DSP shall be subject to the Zoning Code and/or Municipal
Code. Interpretations may be made by the applicable review authority if not specifically covered in the
City’s existing regulations. Proposed zoning is shown in Figure 3-6 (Proposed DSP Zoning).
The Glenoaks Area District consisting of the one block long neighborhood spanning Pacific on the west and
Brand to the east just north of Glenoaks Boulevard would be rezoned to C2 (Community Commercial) to be
consistent with the surrounding commercial zoning and to be compatible with the adjacent structures for
future development.
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3.4.13

General Plan Amendment

The General Plan, including the General Plan Land Use Map, will be amended concurrent with the adoption
of this DSP to include a DSP Land Use Designation to replace the General Plan designations for the area,
excluding the area north of Glenoaks Boulevard. The area north of Glenoaks between Pacific Avenue and
Brand Boulevard currently designated as Regional Commercial in the Land Use Element will be amended as
Community/Services Commercial. Proposed General Plan designations are shown in Figure 3-5 (Proposed
DSP Districts/Land Use Designations).
The proposed project would require a General Plan amendment to the South Brand Specific Plan for the
portion of the DSP located within the area on the south side of Colorado Street between Central Avenue
and Louise Street north of Elk Avenue to replace the land use designation for that area.

3.4.14

Proposed Land Uses

Section 3.3 of the DSP identifies permitted land uses for the various districts; please refer to Appendix A.
Potential development under the DSP would include up to approximately 3,980 residential dwelling units
and approximately 1.7 million sf of office development. There are approximately ten development projects
within the DSP project area that are either under construction, permitted, approved, or pending
application, and are included in the proposed project on a program level; these projects are identified in
Table 3-1. Each of these ten projects and any other future development project within the DSP project area
will require separate environmental clearance/review on a project level.
The DSP also provides height limitations and floor-area ratios (FAR) by neighborhood district, as indicated
in Table 3-2 and illustrated in Figure 3-7 (Proposed Height Limits for DSP Districts).
Overall, the proposed project may lead to the development of up to approximately 3,980 residential units, a
total of approximately 1.7 million sf of office use, and generate approximately 3,390 jobs in the DSP area
(refer to Table 3-3 below and Appendix I for assumptions and methodology used to calculate proposed
buildout under the DSP) The housing units developed in the DSP area will be included as part of the overall
housing projections for the City from the General Plan that were submitted to the Southern California
Association of Governments. Similarly, the resultant resident population in the DSP area is included in the
population projections in the General Plan. The DSP would provide opportunities to house the expected
General Plan population growth.
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Table 3-1

Downtown Specific Plan Area Approved or Pending Development

Cross St

Corner

Lot
Area
(sf)

Central

Burchett

NW

43,650

Goode Ave

Central

midblock

20,800

Central

Doran

NE

77,916

Address

Current

surface parking

3-story
office/GF:
restaurant

Potential Development

Residential

272-room hotel

no

8-story office

no

24-story res'd

284 units

less existing

Office (sf)

Hotel

Parking
(spaces)

yes

347

Under
Const

510

Permitted

3,600

637

Stage 1

4,000

160

Approved

Retail (sf)

188,000

Status

-10,016

300 N
Central

California

NE

27,690

10-story res/retail

72 units
(114uac)

301 N
Central

California

NW

33,125

2–6-story res/off/ret

46 units

18,712

12,435

192

Pending

185-87 N.
Orange

Wilson

SW

40,768

16-story res. w 2story pkg

200 units

10,000 sf
l/w - 5un

3,000

528

Stage 1

1-story retail

less existing

-17,470

Broadway

Louise

SW

30,142

SNK

38 units
(68uac)

3,900

92

Approved

Broadway

Kenwood

SE

22,638

Broadway Mixed Use
Development

118 units
(84.5uac)

7,000

264

App/Pend

Broadway

Jackson

SW

22,742

Intercorp

incl. in above

incl. in
above

Central

Doran

SW

75,542

6-story medical
office

DMU 1 Typology

156 units
(90uac)

incl. in above
App/Pend

Pending: Projects in the process of approval by the appropriate agency/commission (such as the City Council, Redevelopment Agency, Planning Commission, Design Review Board,
Board of Zoning Appeals, and Planning Department)
Approved: Projects approved or adopted by the appropriate agency/commission (such as the City Council, Redevelopment Agency, Planning Commission, Design Review Board, Board
of Zoning Appeals, and Planning Department).
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Table 3-2

Height and FAR Limits
Permitted FARg

Maximum
Stories with
Incentives

Maximum Height in
Feedt w/Incentivesa

Maximum FAR
with Incentives

35

2.00

2

35

2.00

2

35

2.00

3

50

2.25

Area A

6

95

3.00

12

185

5.20

Area B

12

185

5.20

16

245

7.00

16

245

7.00

20

305

7.50

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

East Broadway

4

65

2.5

5

80

2.75

Galleria

5

80

2.75

6

95

3.00

Gateway

18

275

7.25

25

380

7.5

Maryland

4

65

2.5

6

95

3.00

Mid-Orange

4

65

2.5

6

95

3.0

6

95

3.00

12

185

5.20

TCSP

TCSP

TCSP

TCSP

TCSP

TCSP

4

65

2.50

6

95

3.0

Permitted # of
Stories

Permitted # of
Feeta

Area A

2

Area B

District

Alex Theaterb

Broadway Center

Area C
c

Civic Centers

d

e

Orange Central
Town Center

f

Transitional
SOURCE:
a

b

c

d
e

f
g

DSP 2006.

Height limits based on a 20-foot ground floor and 15 feet for each additional floor applied to all districts with the exception of the Alex
Theater District (see footnote 2 below)
Properties two parcels north and south of the Alex Theater (Area A) are limited to a maximum of two stories and 35 feet. Those
properties on the east side of Brand Boulevard and on the west side of Brand north of California are limited to a maximum of three
stories or 50 feet (Area B).
Civic Center areas, as public facilities, are subject to civic planning efforts and public review of proposed projects, rather than Height
and Density Standards.
Currently subject to Glendale Municipal Code, Chapter 30.14, Mixed Use Districts (RMU and CMU zoning standards).
Reflects additional incentive for exceptionally designed (25 stories or 380 feet). The standard incentive would allow four (4) additional
stories with a maximum height 335 feet and FAR of 7.50.
Subject to Town Center Specific Plan (TSCP).
FAR, or Floor Area Ratio, is a common measure of building mass, expressed as a ratio of building area to land area. For example: a
20,000 sq ft parcel assigned an FAR of 1.0 may accommodate a maximum of 20,000 sq ft of building floor area, as a 1-story building
with 100% lot coverage or a 2-story building with 50% lot coverage, or a 5-story building with 20% lot coverage, or other ratio consistent
with the FAR and height standards for the district.

Table 3-3

DSP Demographic Characteristics

Potential Residential Units

Potential Office

Potential Retail

Jobs Created1

Population from Residential
Development2

3,980

1,738,962 sf

-87,833 sf

3,390

7,166

SOURCE: City of Glendale, 2006 (see Appendix I )
1Office jobs based on 387 sf/person; Retail jobs based on 945 sf/person
2Residential population based on 1.8 persons per unit
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3.5

INTENDED USES OF THIS EIR

This EIR has been prepared to analyze environmental impacts associated with the construction and operation of
the proposed project and also to address appropriate and feasible mitigation measures or project alternatives that
would minimize or eliminate these impacts. This document is intended to serve as an informational document.
Additionally, this EIR will provide the primary source of environmental information for the lead agency to
consider when exercising any permitting authority or approval power directly related to implementation of the
proposed project.
This EIR is intended to provide decision-makers and the public with information that enables them to
intelligently consider the environmental consequences of the proposed action. This EIR identifies significant or
potentially significant environmental effects, as well as ways in which those impacts can be reduced to less-thansignificant levels, whether through the imposition of mitigation measures or through the implementation of
specific alternatives to the proposed project. In a practical sense, EIRs function as a technique for fact-finding,
allowing an applicant, concerned citizens, and agency staff an opportunity to collectively review and evaluate
baseline conditions and project impacts through a process of full disclosure.

3.6

PUBLIC ACTIONS AND APPROVALS REQUIRED

The City is the lead agency with the authority to carry out or approve the proposed project. The City’s project
approvals include certification of the EIR for the proposed project, as well as adoption of the DSP, associated
Zone Change and General Plan Amendment and amendment to South Brand Boulevard Specific Plan. This EIR is
intended as a Program EIR, and specific development proposals made in the DSP area would be subject to
separate environmental clearance/review. In addition to the City, the Glendale Redevelopment Agency, and
federal, regional, and state responsible agencies have discretionary authority over certain aspects of development
projects. The document is a program-level EIR and no specific development projects are being analyzed. The
Redevelopment Agency has jurisdiction over the Redevelopment Project Area, which overlaps the DSP area, and
has goals and objectives for redevelopment that the DSP implements and supports.

3.7

TECHNICAL, ECONOMIC, AND ENVIRONMENTAL
CHARACTERISTICS

The proposed project’s technical characteristics are described in Section 3.4 (Proposed Project Characteristics)
and in Appendix A (Glendale Downtown Specific Plan) to this EIR. The site’s environmental characteristics,
including the environmental setting and anticipated environmental impacts, are described in Chapter 4
(Environmental Analysis). The proposed project would bring economic benefits to the City, including an
expanded economic base and additional sources of employment. The proposed project would generate up to
3,390 long-term employment positions, and based on similar projects, the distribution of part-time to full-time
would be approximately 60 percent (2,034) full-time and 40 percent (1,356) part-time. Approximately 3,390
employees would be associated with the office portion of the proposed project and approximately -88 employees
would be associated with the retail components (based on a reduction of approximately 87,833 sf of retail space
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and one employee per 1,000 sf). Additional discussion of the economic characteristics of the proposed project is
provided in Section 4.8 (Land Use) and Section 5.4 (Growth-Inducing Impacts).

3.8

CUMULATIVE DEVELOPMENT SCENARIO

Cumulative impacts are the anticipated impacts of the proposed project in combination with the impacts of
related cumulative development. As stated in Section 15130(b)(1) of the CEQA Guidelines, this reasonably
foreseeable growth may be based on either of the following, or a combination thereof:



A list of past, present, and probable future projects producing related or cumulative impacts, or
A summary of projections contained in an adopted general plan or related planning document which
describe or evaluate regional or areawide conditions.

For the purposes of this EIR, the potential cumulative effects of the proposed project are based upon a list of
projects identified by the City and neighboring jurisdictions, as well as build-out of the General Plan or other
criteria, depending upon the specific impact being analyzed. The list of related projects within the vicinity of the
proposed project is provided in Table 3-4 (List of Related Development Projects).

3.9

REFERENCES

Referenced documents are available for public inspection and review at the locations noted in Chapter 8.0
(References) of this EIR. Reference books are not part of the public file and are identified by title and
International Standard Book Number (ISBN), which is a number that uniquely identifies books published
internationally. All of the documents are incorporated by reference in this EIR.
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Table 3-4

List of Related Development Projects
Description

Residential

Commercial/
Retail

Brand & Wilson (City Center II)

Residential condo, hotel and restaurant project

186

4,500

214-220 E. Broadway (SNK)

38-unit condo project w/1st floor retail, 21,904
sf.

38

21,904

416 E. Broadway (Intracorp)

118-unit condo project w/7,000 sf of 1st floor
commercial space

118

7,000

200 W. Burchett (McGuire North)

188,000 sq. ft., 8-story commercial office

300 N. Central

72-unit condo project, 4,000 sf of retail

72

4,000

301 N. Central

46-unit condo project, 14,375 sf retail and
16,567 sf office

46

14,375

610 N. Central Ave. (Verdugo Gardens)

24-Story, 284-unit condo project with w/ 3,600
sq. ft. 1st floor commercial and 5 live/work
units on a 1.81 acre site

284

3,600

800 N. Central (Embassy Suites)

12-story, 272-room Embassy Suites Hotel

339-343 West Doran (Heritage Park Partners w/
CD&H)

32 new residential units and restoration of 3
existing units (35 total; moderate income
condos)

32

228 S. Jackson (& Colorado Ave)

28 residential units and 11,470 sf office mixed
use project

28

117 S. Louise St. (ASLA)

45,000 sf commercial (with banquet facility)

Milford & Orange (Cal Fed Garage)

Residential above parking structure

145

185 N. Orange St. (Intracorp)

16-story, 162 unit condo project with 3,000 sf
commercial (1st floor) and 5 live-work units
totaling 10,150 sf

162

3,000

Americana at Brand (Town Center)

15.5 acre mixed-use project (475,000 sf of
retail, 338 residential units, 5.8 acres of open
space including a park, movie theater)

338

475,000

1,449

578,379

Project Location

Related Project Totals
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Office

Hotel
(rooms)

Live/Work

150

188,000

16,567
5
272

11,470
45,000

5

216,037

422

10
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CHAPTER 4

Environmental Analysis

This section contains a discussion of the possible environmental effects of the proposed Glendale Downtown
Specific Plan (DSP). In accordance with Section 15060(d), the lead agency (the City of Glendale) can
determine that an EIR will be clearly required for a project, the lead agency may skip further initial review
of the project and begin work directly on the EIR process described in Article 9, commencing with
Section 15080; therefore, no Initial Study was completed and the City moved directly to the EIR process.
This section is the primary component of the EIR, as it provides information on the project site’s existing
conditions, the type and magnitude of the proposed project’s individual and cumulative environmental
impacts, potential impacts, and feasible mitigation measures that could reduce or avoid such impacts. The
existing conditions component of the analysis defines the environmental conditions as they exist on and near
the proposed project site at the time the Notice of Preparation (NOP) was published, while impacts
describe the proposed project’s effect on the existing environment. As required by Section 15126.2(a) of
the CEQA Guidelines, the impacts sections include direct, indirect, and short- and long-term impacts
associated with proposed project implementation.
A “significant effect on the environment” is defined by Section 15382 of the CEQA Guidelines as “a
substantial, or potentially substantial, adverse change in any of the physical conditions within the area
affected by the project including land, air, water, minerals, flora, fauna, ambient noise, and objects of
historic or aesthetic significance. Based on Anderson First Coalition v. City of Anderson, Third District Case No.
C047605 (June 30, 2005), social or economic changes that may have a physical impact should be considered
in an EIR. In upholding the EIR, the Anderson court distinguished another recent urban decay case,
Bakersfield Citizens for Local Control v. City of Bakersfield (2004) 124 Cal.App.4th 1184. Under these cases,
when a lead agency is presented with credible evidence of potential environmental impacts due to possible
urban decay, the agency should evaluate that issue in the EIR, and determine based on the evidence before
the agency whether or not the claimed impact is significant. Section 4.8, Land Use, of this EIR evaluates the
issue of whether the proposed project would result in urban decay or blight conditions.
The DSP area is effectively built out, and the DSP is intended to guide redevelopment in the downtown
with a specific set of urban design guidelines. There are no areas of agricultural production in the DSP area
or Williamson Act contracts that apply, and no further analysis of this resource is included in the EIR.
Similarly, the DSP area is not within a mineral resources sector, and, due to the developed nature of the
DSP area, it is unlikely that previously undiscovered mineral resources would exist. Therefore, no further
analysis of mineral resources is included in the EIR.
The assessment of each issue area begins with a discussion of the setting relevant to that issue area.
Following the setting is a discussion of the proposed project’s impacts relative to the issue area. Within the
impact analysis, the first subsection identifies the methodologies used and the “significance thresholds,”
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which are those criteria used to determine whether potential effects are significant. The next subsection
describes each impact of the proposed project, mitigation measures for significant impacts, and the level of
significance after mitigation. A full range of potential impacts on the environment was evaluated within this
framework.
It should be noted that the thresholds utilized for the technical analyses are primarily drawn from the CEQA
Guidelines, as amended1.These thresholds are generally applicable to all CEQA projects, but, as written, are
most suitable to analyze impacts of projects for which impacts would occur consistently or on a daily basis as
a result of project implementation.
As required by the CEQA Guidelines, this document discusses any inconsistencies between the proposed
project and applicable City of Glendale General Plan policies and regional plans as well as the City of
Glendale Redevelopment Agency’s Central Glendale Redevelopment Project Area goals and objectives.
However, consistent with the scope and purpose of this document, the discussion primarily focuses on those
requirements adopted for the purpose of avoiding or mitigating an environmental effect and an assessment
of whether any inconsistency with these standards creates a significant physical impact on the environment.
The ultimate determination of whether this project is consistent with the City’s General Plan is a decision
that resides exclusively with the decision-making body (i.e., the City Council, lead agency, and GRA as
responsible agency), not with this environmental document.
The impact analysis concludes with a discussion of cumulative effects, which evaluates the impacts associated
with the proposed project in conjunction with other future development in the area.

1

Social or economic changes that may have a physical impact should be considered.
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4.1

AESTHETICS

This section describes existing aesthetic and visual resources of the DSP area. Descriptions of existing visual
characteristics, both on and in the vicinity of the plan area, are presented. The analysis focuses on the
potential for the DSP to result in obstruction of viewsheds, substantial degradation of the existing visual
quality or character of the DSP area, increased light and glare, and increased shading. This section focuses on
building form and height and development intensity in the DSP. These building characteristics are described
for each district as defined by the DSP.
This analysis is based on an evaluation of photographs, site reconnaissance, and project data from various
sources. These data sources include the proposed Glendale Downtown Specific Plan (2006), the City of Glendale
Land Use Element (amended 2004), the City of Glendale Open Space and Conservation Element (amended 2005),
the Greater Downtown Strategic Plan (1996), the Greater Downtown Strategic Plan Master EIR (1996), the Glendale
Town Center Specific Plan (2004), the Glendale Town Center EIR (2004), the City of Glendale Central Glendale
Redevelopment Plan (amended 2005), and the Glendale Municipal Code. Full bibliographic entries for all
reference materials are provided in Section 4.1.5 (References) of this section.
Comments concerning aesthetics received during scoping for this EIR addressed issues of height versus open
space; massing of developments; cohesiveness of architecture (i.e., a commitment to architectural style),
aesthetics of freeway on- and off-ramps; views from the SR-134 freeway; appearance of streets and
corridors; and mountain view corridors.

4.1.1

Environmental Setting

 Project Location
The DSP area consists of approximately 220 acres located in the center of the City of Glendale. The project
area is generally bounded to the north by Glenoaks Boulevard, to the west by Central and Columbus
Avenues, to the east along Maryland and Glendale Avenues and to the south one block south of Colorado
Street. The East Broadway Neighborhood, a small portion of the South Brand Boulevard Specific Plan area
and adjacent C3 zones south of Colorado between Columbus Avenue and Glendale Avenue, and the entire
Glendale Central Redevelopment Area, with the exception of a small segment north of Glenoaks Boulevard,
fall within the DSP area. The area is bisected by Brand Boulevard, one of the community's major
thoroughfares, and the Ventura Freeway (SR-134).
The Glendale Town Center Specific Plan is within the DSP boundaries and addresses the Town Center
District of the DSP. If any inconsistencies are identified between the DSP and the Town Center Specific
Plan, then the Town Center Specific Plan shall prevail for all activities within the Town Center District.
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 Existing Conditions
Visual Characteristics of the DSP Area

Downtown Glendale is generally flat and does not contain any topographic features that are visual resources.
The DSP area presently contains a mixture of existing occupied and partially occupied buildings and parking
areas. The existing buildings represent a mix of architectural styles, with no generally consistent
architectural style exhibited. Driveways, alleyways and surface parking lots separate most of the buildings.
Minimal building setbacks are common and on-street parking is available along various streets in the
downtown area. Vegetation is generally limited to landscape plantings of common ornamental trees and
shrubs in sidewalk planter strips and landscaped building setbacks. Other vegetation consists of non-native
ruderal or weed species, primarily located on vacant lots. Portions of the DSP include the downtown and
“mid-brand” area which is generally characterized by lower-rise buildings around the Alex Theatre.
The DSP divides downtown Glendale into 11 different districts based on existing building patterns within
each area and the intended development envisioned for the districts. These district areas are described
below.
Alex Theatre District

The historic Alex Theatre is the focal point for this low-scale commercial strip of Downtown Glendale.
Concentrated along Brand Boulevard, north of Wilson and south of Lexington, this two block commercial
area, commonly referred to as the “mid-brand” area, features a variety of intimate-scale retail, restaurant
and service uses located within traditional storefronts. The vision for the Alex Theatre District encourages
entertainment uses, restaurants, small-scale retail businesses and other such active, pedestrian-oriented
activities. New development must be sensitive to the landmark status of the Alex Theatre and the traditional
“old downtown main street” character of this section of Brand Boulevard.
Broadway Center District

Located south of Wilson, north of Broadway, east of Central and west of Brand, this two-block Broadway
Center District features an existing high-rise office tower, several commercial buildings, and a 1.4 acre
vacant parcel. Apart from the existing office tower located in the north-west corner of Broadway and Brand
and the existing office building on the north-east corner of Broadway and Central, this area is subject to
possible redevelopment, with the opportunity for high-rise residential, office, or mixed-use development.
The existing high-rise office building in the Broadway Center District and its proximity to significant retail
activity areas in the Galleria and Town Center make this a prime target area for higher-end, urban
residential towers. Given a maximum proposed permitted height limit of 16 stories by right and up to
4 additional stories through the Incentives and Bonus Program, this downtown district would constitute the
second cluster of high rise development noted in downtown.
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Civic Center Districts

The Civic Center Districts feature two individual areas: the Glendale City Hall campus (“Old City Hall”,
Perkins Building, Municipal Services Building, the “old” Police Station Building, the “new” Police Station,
the municipal parking structure, and the Glendale Court House) and Central Park, which contains the Adult
Recreation Center and the Central Library. Both areas include the largest publicly-owned open space within
the downtown, and therefore are the principal parks for downtown residents, employees, and visitors.
East Broadway District

The East Broadway District was created in 2003 with the adoption of the City’s first official mixed-use
zoning districts, Residential Mixed-Use (RMU) and Commercial Mixed-Use (CMU). This area, located
between the established Central Glendale Redevelopment Project and the Civic Center, combines a number
of civic and cultural uses and historic buildings. The vision for this area builds upon the mixed-use,
moderate density of this area with newer mixed-use projects with upper level housing and retail along
Broadway.
Galleria District

The Glendale Galleria District is fully developed with a regional shopping center. Its boundaries include
Colorado on the south, Columbus on the west, Broadway on the north and Brand and Central on the
easterly portions. The Glendale Galleria is subject to development agreements, parking lot lease
agreements, and reciprocal easement agreements between the Glendale Redevelopment Agency, Galleria
owners, and the major department stores, as applicable. All new development in the Galleria District not
specifically addressed in the existing agreements shall be subject to the DSP. Over time, the vision for this
area is to strengthen pedestrian connections between the Galleria and other parts of the downtown, and to
increase the vitality and interest of the Galleria buildings at the street level to enliven the pedestrian
experience.
Gateway District

Located at the northern portion of the Downtown Specific Plan area, the Gateway District features the most
visibly noted skyline of downtown Glendale. Characterized by high-rise development, the Gateway District
is home to numerous corporate headquarters and businesses whose multi-storied towers are visible from the
various viewpoints throughout the City and the SR-134 Freeway. The vision for the area involves the
continued promotion and location of corporate headquarters, new hotels, mixed-use and residential
buildings, complimentary/accessory service and retail businesses at the street level, as well as the
introduction of appropriate night-time entertainment uses.
Maryland District

The Maryland District is home to two of downtown’s more recent commercial developments (the Maryland
Exchange and the Marketplace), which include a number of restaurants, storefronts and office uses.
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Maryland lies between the downtown core and the East Broadway mixed-use district to the east. The vision
for the Maryland District entails a combination of entertainment, restaurant, retail and service uses, with
the possibility of mixed-use residential development and convention/meeting facilities.
Mid-Orange District

The east side of Orange Avenue between Lexington Drive and Wilson Avenue is a transitional zone in
height, use, and intensities between the mid-rise Orange-Central District and low-rise Alex Theatre
District. Arts-oriented uses, such as galleries and stage theatres, are encouraged along these blocks.
Orange-Central District

Centrally located within downtown, the Orange-Central District is bordered by Doran Street on the north,
Wilson Avenue on the south, Central Avenue on the west, and Orange Street to the east. The OrangeCenter District currently features an amalgamation of surface parking lots, miscellaneous free-standing
businesses, and a few remaining older residential apartment buildings. Because of its walkable proximity to
major retail and employment areas, the Orange-Central District is suitable for new, urban housing
development both as mixed-use or free-standing residential buildings. Central Avenue has the potential to
be transformed over time into a boulevard lined with mid-rise housing, while Orange can provide a more
pedestrian oriented scale. Areas adjacent to the Central-Orange District are defined by the complementary,
but less intense, downtown mixed-use areas that transitions to existing low-rise areas of the downtown and
adjoining neighborhoods.
Town Center District

The Town Center District, bordered on the south by Colorado, on the east by Brand, on the west by
Central and on the north by the Galleria parking structure (between Broadway and Harvard), is subject to
the Town Center Specific Plan. This district features a large-scale, mixed-use development. As a significant
regional retail and entertainment destination with a residential component, the Town Center plays an
important role in the direction of development in other downtown districts.
Transitional Districts

Transitional Districts comprise all areas of the downtown not described by other districts, and generally
provide transitions between different areas of the downtown and adjoining neighborhoods not part of the
Downtown Specific Plan. Transitional Districts consist of three non-contiguous areas:
West-Central Transitional District—Though not a part of the Central Glendale Redevelopment
Project area, the west side of Central Avenue and adjoining leg of Broadway provide an important transition
between the high-intensity, mixed-activity downtown and a higher density residential neighborhood to the
west. The West-Central area currently features a variety of lower-scale commercial and medical office
buildings. The vision for this area involves mid-rise mixed-use development, with an emphasis on ground
floor commercial uses along Central Avenue.
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South Colorado Transitional District—This mixed-use zone forms the southern edge of the
downtown area, and provides a transition from the downtown to surrounding neighborhoods. Colorado is a
heavily traveled regional street, with good visibility for ground floor retail uses, and potential for upper
level residential and commercial uses.
North Maryland Transitional District—Maryland Avenue, north of Wilson Avenue, is a transitional
zone between the high-intensity and high-rise spine of Brand Boulevard and the low-rise residential
neighborhood to the east. Currently, multi-level parking structures for adjoining office towers define much
of this district. Future development in this district is envisioned as additional residential uses compatible
with the adjacent neighborhood.
Existing Viewsheds

A viewshed is a geographic area composed of land, water, biotic, and/or cultural elements that may be seen
from one or more viewpoints and that has inherent scenic qualities and/or aesthetic values as determined by
those who view it. Viewsheds from the DSP area consist primarily of views north along Brand Boulevard
and Central Avenue through downtown of the Verdugo Mountains, which create a backdrop for this
viewshed. Existing development in the DSP does not completely obstruct views to the north because of the
mountains’ elevation. Existing residential developments along the lower portions of the Verdugo mountain
range are also visible from downtown. Views to the south from the northern end of the DSP area are of the
downtown. Views toward the east can be held from access streets perpendicular to the main arteries of
Central and Brand, such as Broadway, Wilson, California, Myrtle, and SR-134, among others. Viewsheds to
the west of the DSP area would be essentially blocked by existing downtown structures except for the
narrow street corridor views.
Refer to Figure 4.1-1 through Figure 4.1-3 for representative photographs of the views from and through
the DSP area.
Scenic Routes

There are no state designated scenic highways in the City of Glendale. The Open Space and Conservation
Element of the City’s General Plan identifies several “urban hikeways” in an effort to provide an opportunity
for citizens and visitors to discover Glendale’s unique urban form. Three self-guided routes cross through
downtown Glendale. This urban trail system highlights the Financial/Fremont Park District, the Brand
Shopping District, and the Civic Center District. These routes vary in length between 2 and 3 miles and are
either developed, or proposed to be developed, with interesting streetscape features to encourage
pedestrian usage.2

2

City of Glendale, Open Space and Conservation Element, pg. 4-10.
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Visual Character of Area Surrounding the DSP Area

The portion of downtown Glendale in which the DSP area is located is primarily commercial in nature with
some residential areas and contains buildings with a variety of architectural styles.
Lighting/Glare

The site and the surrounding area currently have average ambient nighttime light levels for an urbanized
area. Commercial and office uses located within and adjacent to the DSP area use typical levels of interior
and exterior lighting for security, parking, signage, architectural highlighting, and landscaping. Likewise, the
streets in the area also utilize nighttime lighting for visibility and safety purposes. Artificial light sources
found on site and in the surrounding area include security lights associated with buildings, structures, and
parking facilities; light emanating from building interiors; incidental landscape lighting; illuminated signs;
overhead light standards lining the freeways; streetlights and stop lights along the major and secondary
surface streets; and automobile headlights.
Glare generation within the DSP area is limited in the majority of neighborhoods which are characterized by
existing low-rise buildings that generally lack large expanses of glass or other reflective materials. The DSP
neighborhoods with concentrations of high-rise buildings, such as the Gateway and Broadway Center
Districts, have a greater prevalence of glare generation resulting from the windows and reflective materials
on the exteriors of the buildings. The presence of large surface parking lots within the DSP area represents a
moderate potential for glare conditions reflected off vehicle windows and surfaces during daytime and
nighttime hours.
Shade & Shadow

The current low-rise buildings within the DSP area presently create limited shade and shadow patterns that
are contained within a close proximity to each low-rise building. In the DSP neighborhoods characterized by
high-rise structures, such as the Gateway and Broadway Central Districts, shadows cast by existing on-site
development are more extensive. Due to the programmatic nature of this EIR, a complete assessment of
shade and shadow patterns cast by existing low-rise and high-rise buildings within the DSP area is not
warranted at this time. In the future when specific development projects are proposed within the DSP area,
they will be subject to project-level CEQA review and, as necessary, evaluated for potential shade and
shadow impacts upon adjacent properties.
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4.1.2

Regulatory Framework

 Federal
There are no federal statutes related to aesthetics that would apply to the proposed project.

 State
California’s Scenic Highway Program preserves and protects scenic highway corridors from changes that
would diminish their aesthetic value. There are currently no state designated or proposed scenic highways
located within or near the City of Glendale (Caltrans 2006), nor are any highways within the City proposed
for designation.

 Local
Development within the downtown area is subject to design standards set forth in the City of Glendale
Zoning Ordinance and the Redevelopment Plan for the Central Glendale Redevelopment Project Area. In
addition in 1996, the City adopted the Greater Downtown Strategic Plan (GDSP), an advisory planning
document that provides a vision to promote the revitalization of downtown Glendale, and in 2004 the City
adopted the Town Center Specific Plan, which addresses the Town Center District of the DSP.
City of Glendale General Plan

The City of Glendale General Plan does not contain a specific visual resources element. However, the Open
Space and Conservation Element of the General Plan contains the following goals related to visual and scenic
resources:


Goal 1: Continue identification, acquisition and protection of open space land vital to ensure
enhancement of the quality of life within the city.



Goal 2: Protect vital or sensitive open space areas including ridgelines, canyons, streams, geological
formations, watersheds and historical, cultural, aesthetic and ecologically significant areas from the
negative impacts of development and urbanization.



Goal 4: Develop a program that sustains the quality of Glendale’s natural communities.



Goal 5: Preserve prominent ridgelines and slopes in order to protect Glendale’s visual resources.



Goal 7: Continue programs which enhance community design and protect environmental resource
quality.

In addition, the Recreation Element of the General Plan contains the following relevant goal:


Goal 4: Management of aesthetic resources, both natural and man-made, for a visually pleasing city.
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A consistency analysis of the above-mentioned General Plan goals is included in Section 4.8 (Land
Use/Planning) of this EIR.
City of Glendale Zoning and Municipal Codes

Policies set forth with the General Plan are implemented through enforcement of the City’s zoning
regulations. Zoning regulations prescribe the allowable uses within specified zoning districts and impose
standards on those uses.
The DSP is an outgrowth of the City’s General Plan and will provide the policy and guidance for all
development that occurs within the DSP area. To ensure consistency between the DSP and the Glendale
Municipal Code, the Zoning Code, and Zoning Map would be amended concurrent with the adoption of the
proposed plan, to include a Downtown Specific Plan zone that would replace the existing zoning for that
area. Where design standards of the Zoning Code are inconsistent with this Specific Plan, the standards and
regulations of the Specific Plan shall prevail. Any issue not specifically covered in the Specific Plan shall be
subject to the Zoning Code and/or Municipal Code.
Title 30 of the Glendale Municipal Code (GMC) regulates signage of all types in order to enhance the
physical appearance of the built environment, preserve the City’s scenic and natural beauty, and encourage
appropriate land use. The sign standards defined in Chapter 30.33 of the GMC apply to “the design,
construction, location, electrification, operation, and maintenance of all signs and sign structures exposed to
public view within the City.” Standards address sign size, height, quantity, materials, surface, support
structures, spacing, and lighting for the various types of signs defined in the ordinance. Development
projects within the DSP project area will be subject to the provisions of Chapter 30.33 of the GMC.
Redevelopment Plan for the Central Glendale Redevelopment Project Area

Amended in 2005, the Redevelopment Plan for the Central Glendale Redevelopment Project Area has the
primary objective of eliminating and preventing the spread of blight and deterioration in the project area.
The Redevelopment Project Area is generally bounded by Colorado Street to the south, Glenoaks Boulevard
to the north, Central Avenue and Columbus on the western periphery and Louise Street and Maryland
Avenue on the east. Sections 410 through 416 describe limitations on number of buildings and dwelling
units in the Redevelopment Project area, provide that required open spaces include the total of all areas in
the public rights of way, public grounds, spaces around buildings, and all other outdoor areas; landscaping is
to be provided to ensure optimum use of living plant material; the height, type, and size of buildings shall be
limited by the applicable state statutes and local zoning codes but may be established by the Redevelopment
Agency; and other guidelines and restrictions for provision of light, air and privacy, signage,
undergrounding of utilities, and limitation on incompatible uses.
The areas of the DSP that are currently zoned Central Business District (CBD) fall within the Central
Glendale Redevelopment Project Area and are subject to the goals, policies, objectives and conditions set
forth in the Redevelopment Plan. Procedural requirements for proposed development projects are outlined
and include review and approval of project elements by the Redevelopment Agency. The Redevelopment
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Plan also grants the Redevelopment Agency the authority to establish further requirements, restrictions, or
design standards as appropriate. In addition, the Redevelopment Plan requires compliance with conditions
established in the General Plan, Zoning Ordinance and other City ordinances.
Greater Downtown Strategic Plan (GDSP)

In 1996, the City of Glendale and the Glendale Redevelopment Agency prepared the Greater Downtown
Strategic Plan (GDSP), which is a non-legally binding, vision document. The general goal of the GDSP is to
focus attention on the stabilization and future development of the City’s Greater Downtown Area. The
GDSP area is bounded by Glenoaks Boulevard on the north, Glendale Avenue on the east, San Fernando
Road Corridor Redevelopment Project Area on the south and west, and South Brand Boulevard Specific
Plan on the south. Three of the GDSP Districts (Office, Mid-Brand, and Town Center Districts) are within
the boundaries of several districts of the proposed project. The GDSP identifies key urban design guidelines
that include the following:


Building Design
› Locating the tallest buildings at the corners of City blocks
› Minimizing the bulk of high buildings through articulation of the mass with offsets, changes of
plane, stepped terraces, and other such devices
› Use high-quality materials that provide an air of permanence and civic pride on the facades and
exterior walls of buildings
› The perceived overall color of tall buildings should be light to medium in value
› Place the lower floors of buildings against the street edge, except at designated open spaces
› Enhance pedestrian areas and sidewalks by utilizing building arcades, colonnades, and shade
structures wherever appropriate



Parking Structure Design
› Parking structures should be as low as possible, especially at street edges. The height of a parking
structure should not be greater than 45 feet above grade, five parking levels, measured at any point
along its perimeter. If a parking structure is enclosed at street edges for at least its full height by
built space with non-parking uses, then the parking structure may be higher than 45 feet.
› Parking structures should have a design treatment that improves appearance and minimizes size.
Exterior materials should be harmonious with surrounding buildings and integral with the
treatment of the building they serve.



Landscaping
› In areas where ground-floor retail or office uses are inappropriate, enhance the pedestrian way
with landscape setbacks, decorative features, planters, trees, and other devices



Open Space
› Relate the size of urban open spaces to the scale of the city, to the width and scale of adjacent
streets and buildings, to the activities and events which are encouraged there and to the intended
users
› Use buildings, arcades, and landscaping to create strongly defined edges and a sense of threedimensional containment for urban open spaces and plazas
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› Encourage pedestrian circulation through and across urban open spaces, as well as along their
edges
› Provide appropriate vehicular circulation at urban open spaces
› Include an appropriate variety of activities within urban open spaces
› Encourage a variety of uses at the edges of urban open spaces in order to infuse the surrounding
area with people and activity
› Develop amenities within an urban open space which support the overall design idea of the space
and which encourage activity
› Plan the areas of sun, shade, and filtered light in urban open spaces, and protect spaces from
excessive glare and shade from adjacent structures
Glendale Town Center Specific Plan

The purpose of the Glendale Town Center Specific Plan is to facilitate and encourage development and
improvements for the continued revitalization of the Glendale Central Business District. The Glendale
Town Center Specific Plan area encompasses approximately 15.5 acres bounded by Brand Boulevard on the
east; Colorado Street on the south; Central Avenue on the west; and the Glendale Galleria, north of
Harvard Street. The Glendale Town Center Specific Plan is located in the Central Glendale Redevelopment
Project Area and the DSP. The Glendale Town Center Specific Plan was designed to be compatible to the
Greater Downtown Strategic Plan (GDSP) by implementing the vision of the Glendale Town Center
District through the creation of mixture of integrated land uses such as retail, entertainment, open space,
and housing and providing streetscape and transportation improvements.
All of the Glendale Town Center Specific Plan area is within the Town Center District of the proposed
DSP. Permitted uses include a variety of commercial and retail activities including art stores, galleries, retail
shops, banks, restaurants, bars, cultural arts centers, day care centers, offices, parking lots, theatres, and
travel agencies. Residential uses include live/work units and one-, two- and three-bedroom multi-family
dwelling units up to 100 units/acre. Height limits of up to seven stories or 75 feet are permitted.
Landscaping, outdoor space criteria, signage, and fence and wall design are among the design guidelines
established in the Town Center Specific Plan.
City of Glendale Urban Design Guidelines

The City also has developed architectural and site design guidelines for commercial zones. The Urban
Design Guidelines are oriented to encourage buildings and complexes of buildings that are distinctive, while
also contributing to the coherence of the downtown area through sensitivity to the urban context and special
character of Glendale. These goals of the Urban Design Guidelines include the following:







To foster design that is sensitive to both the site and its surroundings
To encourage improvements that respect or improve neighborhood character
To promote individuality and character of commercial areas through design
To reinforce the importance of the pedestrian with scale and space
To integrate appropriate landscaping that aesthetically enhances the ground level
To promote the design of courtyards and public open space areas where appropriate
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To suggest ideas and provide examples for practical design solutions
To achieve a high standard of commercial design
To encourage design that balances the needs of both the pedestrian and vehicle
To foster a commercial setting that will contribute to the social life and economic vitality of the
neighborhood and City

The Urban Design Guidelines address the characteristics of open space and street spaces, ground floor uses
and building design in relation to pedestrian movement, and building height and bulk along with other
design characteristics.
Glendale Redevelopment Agency Design Guidelines

As most of the DSP area is within the Glendale Redevelopment Project boundaries, design guidelines
developed by the Glendale Redevelopment Agency would be applicable to most projects in the proposed
project area. The Glendale Redevelopment Agency reviews projects for consistency with these guidelines as
part of the Agency’s Design Review process. Design review encompasses architectural, planning, public art,
and urban design issues within the processes of City redevelopment. Its most important goal related to
visual character is to create a strong identity and image for downtown, reflecting the needs of its residents
and the underlying physical organization of the City.

4.1.3

Project Impacts and Mitigation

 Analytic Method
The analysis of visual impacts focuses on the nature and magnitude of changes to the visual character of the
DSP area and the surrounding areas as a result of the proposed plan, including the visual compatibility of the
proposed development standards with the existing and adjacent uses, vantage points where visual changes
would be evident, and the introduction of new sources of light and glare. Site visits by EIP personnel
documented the existing visual character and context of the DSP area.
The analysis of aesthetics and visual quality presented in this EIR focuses primarily on the structural
development types that would be permitted under the proposed DSP. Vantage points and associated view
corridors were chosen for analysis based on views considered significant in the City’s General Plan Open
Space and Conservation Element, as well as locations of additional significant public views that could be
affected by the proposed DSP. Visual change that is compatible with existing patterns of development with
respect to height, massing, setbacks, and architecture or form would not be considered a significant impact
on the environment.

 Thresholds of Significance
The following thresholds of significance are based primarily on the CEQA Guidelines, as amended. The
third threshold has been amended to apply more appropriately to an urban design plan. For purposes of this
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EIR, implementation of the proposed project may have a significant adverse impact on visual quality and
aesthetics if it would do any of the following:





Have a substantial adverse effect on a scenic vista
Substantially damage scenic resources, including, but not limited to, trees, rock outcroppings, and
historic buildings within a state scenic highway
Adversely alter the existing visual character or quality of the site and its surroundings
Create a new source of substantial light or glare which would adversely affect day or nighttime views
in the area

In addition to the CEQA Guidelines, the creation of shade and shadow can also have an impact on the
environment. For the purposes of this analysis, the City of Glendale considers new shade and shadow
patterns to be significant based on the following threshold used by the City in other EIRs recently prepared
and certified by the City:


Shade currently unshaded uses located off the site that are sensitive to shadow, such as residences,
school playgrounds, parks, etc., for more than two continuous hours between 9:00 A.M. and
3:00 P.M. during the winter, or 9:00 A.M. and 5:00 P.M. during the summer.

 Effects Not Found to Be Significant
Threshold

Would the project substantially damage scenic resources, including,
but not limited to, trees, rock outcroppings, and historic buildings
within a state scenic highway?

The DSP area is currently developed and does not contain any natural scenic resources, such as trees or rock
outcroppings. As described above under the Regulatory Framework, the DSP area is not located within the
viewshed or corridor of a state-designated scenic highway as there are no state-designated scenic highways
within or near the City of Glendale. Because the plan area is neither located proximate to a state-designated
highway, nor within a designated view corridor associated with a state scenic highway, implementation of
the DSP would have no impact on scenic resources within a state scenic highway view corridor, and no
further analysis of this issue is required in this EIR.

 Impacts and Mitigation Measures
Threshold

Impact 4.1-1

4.1-18

Would the project have a substantial adverse effect on a scenic
vista?

Implementation of the proposed DSP would result in additional
visual massing from new buildings, but would not have an adverse
effect upon scenic vistas. Existing views would be maintained from
the main viewshed corridors along streets due to building setbacks,
and this is considered a less-than-significant impact.
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Scenic vistas may generally be described in two ways: panoramic views (visual access to a large geographic
area, for which the field of view can be wide and extend into the distance) and focal views (visual access to a
particular object, scene, setting, or feature of interest). Panoramic views are typically associated with
vantage points that provide a sweeping geographic orientation not commonly available. Examples of
panoramic views include valleys, mountain ranges, or large bodies of water.
For purposes of this analysis, focal views are defined to include views of natural landforms, public art/signs,
and visually important structures, such as historic buildings (City of Los Angeles CEQA Thresholds Guide
2001). It should be noted that there are no focal views of natural landforms within the DSP area, as such
features do not occur within the downtown area. However, various man-made focal view features, such as
public art/signs, and visually important structures, such as historic buildings, occur throughout the DSP
area. The evaluation of impacts to views of localized focal features in the DSP area is beyond the scope of
this EIR. This EIR is programmatic in nature and intended to provide an overall review of potential impacts
of the proposed DSP. It does not serve to evaluate specific design plans for proposed redevelopment
projects within the DSP area. In the future, when specific design plans for redevelopment projects within
the DSP area are developed and become available, they will be subject to design review (by the Agency for
projects with Redevelopment Area and the City for all other areas of DSP) and project-level CEQA review.
The future project-level CEQA review will include, as appropriate, an evaluation of potential impacts upon
focal views of public art/signs and other visually important structures in the vicinity of each specific project
site.
Therefore, this analysis is limited to an evaluation of impacts of the proposed DSP upon panoramic views of
scenic vistas. As discussed above, existing scenic vistas from and through downtown Glendale are limited to
the long range views of the Verdugo and San Gabriel Mountains. Long distance views of these mountains to
the north and west of downtown Glendale are limited to the views available through major street corridors
from within the DSP area, as existing buildings block or obstruct the views from other locations within and
around the downtown area.
The DSP proposes approximately 1.7 million square feet of office space and up to 3,980 residential units of
new development on infill sites. Building height, in particular, could obstruct existing scenic views of the
Verdugo and San Gabriel Mountains, which have been identified in the City’s General Plan Open Space and
Conservation Element as valuable scenic resources. Building setbacks can also adversely affect views if they
encroach upon the street too closely and are not adequate to allow existing views to remain. Each of the
Downtown districts classified in the proposed DSP has height and setback criteria particular to the type of
development that currently exists in each neighborhood. Proposed DSP District height limits are shown in
Table 3-2 (Height and FAR Limits) in Chapter 3 (Project Description).
Taking some examples from Table 3-2, the Alex Theater District, which is identified as a “traditional main
street,” would have a maximum height limit with incentives of three stories (50 feet) in Area B, while the
Gateway District, currently home to multi-storied office towers, would have a maximum height limit with
incentives of twenty-five stories (380 feet). In addition, development in these DSP Districts would be
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subject to incentives and bonuses granted to projects which provide additional public benefits such as open
space, community facilities, or affordable housing.
Taller, multi-storied buildings would be primarily developed under the proposed DSP in neighborhood
districts that are currently developed with multi-storied structures, such as Gateway and Broadway Center
Districts. The additional high-rise structures in areas where multi-storied buildings currently exist would
add to the visual mass of the DSP area, and could further obstruct existing views from certain vantage
points. However, this additional visual massing would not be expected to obstruct the views toward the
Verdugo Mountains down the Brand Boulevard and Central Avenue view corridors, as these views are
currently held looking down the streets themselves (where buildings would never be developed). Similarly,
the additional visual massing under the proposed DSP would not impact views toward the San Gabriel
Mountains from the downtown area, as these views are currently held looking down the streets themselves
(where buildings would never be developed) and would not be obstructed.
The most significant change in building heights under the proposed DSP would occur in the Orange-Central
District, where taller structures would replace surface parking and vacant areas. However, there are
currently existing mid-rise structures in the Orange-Central District, and the additional structures that
could be developed in this neighborhood would not be expected to significantly obstruct any currently held
views toward the mountains, as the sites most likely to be redeveloped under the DSP are scattered
throughout the district. Since views of the Verdugo and San Gabriel Mountains would be maintained from
the main viewshed corridors despite additional development under the proposed DSP, the impact to scenic
vistas is considered less than significant, and no mitigation is required.
Threshold

Impact 4.1-2

Would the project adversely alter the existing visual character or
quality of the site and its surroundings?

Construction of new buildings in the DSP area would temporarily
adversely alter the visual character and quality of the DSP area.
However, the construction-related visual impacts would be
temporary and are considered less than significant.

Construction activities associated with the proposed DSP are expected to occur in several phases over a
period of several years. There is no construction schedule established at this time, as new development in
the DSP area would be under the purview of individual property owners and influenced by economic factors
and market demand.
During construction of new buildings and improvements associated with the proposed DSP, four basic types
of activities would be expected. First, demolition of existing structures on development sites within the DSP
area would occur. Second, development sites would be prepared, excavated, and graded to accommodate
new building foundations. Next, the proposed new development would be constructed. Finally, new
landscaping would be planted around the new facilities and the developments would be readied for use,
including the application of architectural coatings and the paving of surfaces.
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Visual impacts associated with construction activities could include exposed pads and staging areas for
grading, excavation, and construction equipment. In addition, temporary structures could be located in the
DSP area during various stages of demolition or construction, within materials storage areas, or associated
with construction debris piles. While these activities would likely take place exclusively within the DSP
area, these construction-related visual impacts could affect surrounding land uses outside of the DSP area
boundaries. In addition, persons traveling in automobiles through and near the DSP area would have shortterm views of the construction sites.
The altered visual conditions associated with construction activities would be temporary visual distractions
typically associated with construction activities and equipment. As such, construction-related visual impacts
associated with the proposed DSP would be considered less than significant and no program-level
mitigation is required at this stage of the planning process.
When future construction plans are developed for specific projects proposed in the DSP area, they will be
required to comply with City of Glendale standards pertaining to fencing, visual screening, and pedestrian
access required for construction sites in the City. Each specific project will be subject to CEQA project-level
review of visual impacts and site-specific mitigation will be developed, if appropriate and necessary, to
address construction-related visual impacts.
Impact 4.1-3

Implementation of the proposed DSP would adversely alter the
visual character or quality of the DSP area over the long term. This is
considered a significant and unavoidable impact.

Development under the DSP would primarily occur on sites of existing development, which would involve
the demolition of existing buildings, or sites that are currently vacant or occupied by surface parking.
Therefore, visual quality impacts related to the general character of future project sites (e.g., loss of open
space areas), components of their visual settings (e.g., architectural styles or mature landscaping), and the
visual compatibility between proposed development and adjacent land uses could occur. Determining the
significance of visual impacts involves a factor of subjectivity, because individuals respond differently to
changes in the visual characteristics of an area. Development under the DSP would intensify land use in
some neighborhoods and could result in visual quality impacts, depending upon the location and mass of the
new structures, and, in particular, would substantially increase building heights in the mid-rise OrangeCentral and Mid-Orange districts, as well as concentrate more high-rise development in the Broadway
Center District. Building heights could reach up to twenty stories in the Broadway Center District, six
stories in the Mid-Orange district, and twelve stories in the Orange Central District, which represents a
significant increase over existing and adjacent land uses. Future development in the DSP area could also
remove or alter landscaping or open areas to accommodate new or expanded buildings, improve
infrastructure, or allow for construction activities.
Chapter 4 of the DSP is devoted to Urban Design policies, and is designated to guide new development that
enhances the overall image of the downtown Glendale area as an exciting destination for visitors and
residents. Pedestrian activity would be encouraged, and new development would include public open
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spaces, increased or improved landscaping, and an opportunity for park space in the Orange-Central area of
downtown Glendale. Brand Boulevard and Broadway are identified as “flagship” streets that emphasize
pedestrian-friendly design. Urban design concepts include small urban plazas, street closing for special
events, upgrading alleys as paseos, and dedicating portions of wide sidewalks for social and recreational uses.
All new development is expected to be sensitive to existing places and character in downtown Glendale.
The proposed DSP specifically emphasizes protection and enhancement of significant public views of the
Verdugo Mountains, public streets, spaces, and significant architecture. In addition, the proposed DSP
includes a gateway and entries concept to further define entries to and definition of downtown.
The proposed DSP contains provisions for building massing and design that would ensure maximum
consistency with the scale and placement of design features (e.g., cornice lines, colonnades, fenestration,
and materials) of existing adjacent buildings. The bulk of buildings would be reduced through the
articulation of building massing and façade, and view opportunities would be encouraged in building design.
Rooftop design would be required to prevent unsightly views through screening, creating a significant top or
landmark, or designing the roof for public or private use.
The incorporation of new landscaping within the DSP area would provide an additional visual enhancement
to the downtown area. New landscaping will occur as new developments are implemented throughout the
DSP area and serve to soften and buffer views of the proposed structures. New landscaping features would
include potted plants, mature trees, turf surfaces, outdoor furniture, decorative lighting, and other
amenities intended to add variety and contribute to a sense of human scale. Plantings would include both
new, mature specimen trees, and relocated trees.
Other design guidelines and requirements in the proposed DSP will help ensure maximum compatibility of
design, minimization of light and glare, promote pedestrian-friendly entries and uses, and promote the use
of compatible exterior materials. In general, the new development projects that would be introduced would
serve to improve the aesthetic character of the DSP area given the architectural design guidelines required
for the new developments, the use of design elements, such as landscaped view corridors, and walkways;
and the new landscape features to be implemented. Additionally, supporting infrastructure, such as
telecommunications equipment and utility lines, will be appropriately screened from view or placed
underground.
However, despite incorporation of DSP design guidelines and new landscaping, implementation of the
proposed DSP would adversely alter the existing visual character or quality of the DSP area and its
surroundings over the long-term because of the significant increase in building heights and massing
compared to existing conditions. In most of the identified districts, new development proposed under the
DSP would improve the visual character of the DSP area and surrounding areas of downtown Glendale.
However, in those districts where changes in building height with implementation of the proposed project
would be substantially different from existing conditions, visual changes would be adverse, and this impact
would be significant and unavoidable.
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Threshold

Impact 4.1-4

Would the project create a new source of substantial light or glare,
which would adversely affect day or nighttime views in the area?

Implementation of the proposed DSP would result in new sources of
increased lighting and glare. Implementation of project design
requirements and mitigation measures would ensure that impacts to
light-sensitive off-site uses would be less than significant.

New development in the DSP area could create new sources of light from exterior building illumination,
lighted recreation/athletic facilities, and parking lots or structures, as well as glare from reflective building
surfaces or the headlights of increased vehicular traffic. These new sources of permanent light or glare could
affect day or nighttime views of adjacent sensitive land uses and result in a potentially significant impact.
Nighttime lighting used during construction would consist primarily of security lights, although lighting may
be used for construction activities occurring during morning or evening hours, particularly in the winter.
This lighting will be temporary in nature and would not result in any substantial long-term light or glare
impacts.
New permanent exterior nighttime lighting would be used to highlight architectural elements, landscaping,
and building tenant and project signage on new buildings developed under the DSP. Direct and indirect
lighting used for new signage would be placed on development sites and/or on new building façades.
Signage lighting would be focused onto sign surfaces and would generally be of low to medium brightness.
In addition, security and safety lighting would be provided, as necessary, in parking areas and commercial
building exteriors during and after commercial operating hours. Further, increased vehicular traffic resulting
from the increase in new residential and office uses could result in more opportunities for vehicular
headlights to affect existing light-sensitive uses along the DSP area streets.
All proposed signage and associated lighting in the DSP area will be subject to signage regulations included
in the Glendale Municipal Code and/or the proposed DSP and subject to the review and approval of the
City. Therefore, lighting associated with signs would not result in substantial impacts affecting nighttime
views.
There is currently substantial nighttime lighting in downtown Glendale and adjacent areas of the City, and
the addition of new sources of permanent light and glare as a result of implementation of the DSP would
increase ambient lighting in downtown and at the periphery. However, due to the highly developed urban
nature of City and particularly the downtown area, there is a significant existing amount of ambient light
both in the DSP area and in the immediately surrounding vicinity. Therefore, an increase in ambient
nighttime lighting in the DSP area would be anticipated to have a minimal effect on existing conditions. As
such, impacts associated with increased ambient lighting affecting nighttime views in the DSP area are
considered less than significant. Implementation of project design features required by mitigation measures
MM 4.1-4(a-d) would ensure that new lighting from future development in the DSP area would be designed
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to minimize spillover to offsite light-sensitive uses (e.g., schools, hospitals, senior housing, or other
residential properties) adjacent to each development site.
Implementation of the proposed DSP could create new sources of glare from reflective building surfaces.
These new sources of glare could affect daytime and nighttime views from sensitive land uses, such as
residences, in the vicinity of the new development sites. Additional glare could be produced by an increased
amount of reflective surface area of the proposed new building structures, which could reflect or
concentrate sunlight or nighttime lighting (including vehicle headlights) and result in a potentially significant
impact. However, implementation of project design features required by mitigation measure
(MM) 4.1-4(g), including the use of non-reflective, textured surfaces and non-reflective glass on building
exteriors and the provision of masonry and landscape buffers between DSP uses and adjacent residential
neighborhoods, would reduce impacts to off-site uses resulting from glare from new development.
Due to the programmatic nature of this EIR, specific project-level design plans (including details of
proposed building exterior materials and lighting plans) are not available at this time and a complete
assessment of site-specific lighting and glare impacts of proposed development under the DSP is not
possible. The following program-level mitigation measures (MMs) include provisions to ensure that lighting
spillover onto any adjacent sensitive uses (such as schools, hospitals, senior housing, or other residential
properties) would be minimized and glare impacts from reflective surfaces would be reduced or eliminated
to the extent feasible. These mitigation measures will be carried forward in the planning process and applied
to future project-level CEQA review for specific projects proposed under the DSP.
MM 4.1-4(a)

Lighting fixtures constructed as part of new development shall be oriented and focused onto the
specific onsite location intended for illumination (e.g., parking lots, driveways, and walkways)
and shielded away from adjacent sensitive uses (e.g., schools, hospitals, senior housing, or
other residential properties) and public rights-of-way to minimize light spillover onto off-site
areas.

MM 4.1-4(b)

Ensure that lighting spillover onto adjacent sensitive uses (e.g., schools, hospitals, senior
housing, or other residential properties) is reduced by minimizing interior nighttime lighting of
new development.

MM 4.1-4(c)

Where appropriate and feasible, incorporate project design features to shield light and/or glare
from vehicles entering or exiting parking lots and structures that face sensitive uses (e.g.,
schools, hospitals, senior housing, or other residential properties) by providing barriers so that
light from vehicle headlights would not illuminate off-site sensitive uses.

MM 4.1-4(d)

Where appropriate and feasible, incorporate project design features to provide landscaping,
physical barriers, screening, or other buffers to minimize project-generated illumination from
entering off-site areas and to prevent glare or interference with vehicular traffic.

MM 4.1-4(e)

To the extent feasible, locate and orient driveways into parking lots, parking structures, and
subterranean garages in a manner that will not result in headlights from vehicles entering or
exiting the parking areas directly lighting any off-site sensitive uses.
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MM 4.1-4(f)

To the extent practical, minimize the height of new lighting structures for surface parking
areas, vehicular access ways, and walkways.

MM 4.1-4(g)

To the extent feasible, proposed new structures shall be designed to maximize the use of
textured or other non-reflective exterior surfaces and non-reflective glass.

In the future when specific development projects are proposed within the DSP area, the project design plans
will be available and subject to project-level CEQA review. The project-level design plans will be evaluated
to determine the extent of potential lighting and glare impacts upon adjacent sensitive uses. If necessary,
additional project-specific design features and project-specific mitigation will be developed as part of each
project to minimize potential lighting and glare impacts.
In consideration of already-substantial existing ambient lighting and glare in the DSP area, and with
mitigation measures MM 4.1-4(a) through MM 4.1-4(g), adverse environmental impacts from increased
light and glare associated with the proposed DSP are anticipated to be less than significant. The provision
of appropriate mitigation measures and specific project design features would ensure that lighting and glare
impacts from specific development projects under the proposed DSP would remain at less-than-significant
levels.
Threshold

Impact 4.1-5

Would the project shade currently unshaded uses located off the site
that are sensitive to shadow, such as residences, school playgrounds,
parks, etc., for more than two continuous hours between 9:00 A.M. and
3:00 P.M. during the winter, or 9:00 A.M. and 5:00 P.M. during the
summer.

Implementation of the proposed project would result in new
sources of increased shade. This is considered a potentially
significant impact. Because no feasible mitigation is available to
reduce shading to a less-than-significant level, this impact is
considered significant and unavoidable.

The current low-rise buildings within the DSP area presently create limited shade and shadow patterns that
are contained within a close proximity to each low-rise building. In the DSP districts characterized by highrise structures, such as the Gateway and Broadway Center Districts, shadows cast by existing on-site
development are more extensive. Future development of new multi-story buildings in the DSP area may
create new sources of shading that could impact shadow-sensitive uses in the vicinities of the new
development sites. Due to the programmatic nature of this EIR, specific project-level design plans
(including building heights, positioning, and dimensions) are not available at this time and a complete
assessment of shade and shadow impacts of proposed development under the DSP is not possible. In the
future when specific development projects are proposed within the DSP area, project design plans will be
developed and subject to project-level CEQA review. The project-level design plans will be evaluated, as
necessary, to determine the extent of potential shade and shadow impacts upon adjacent shadow-sensitive
uses.
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However, it is reasonable to conclude at this programmatic level of analysis that new sources of increased
shade would likely result from new development under the proposed DSP. Since there is typically no
feasible mitigation available to reduce or eliminate shading impacts, this impact is considered significant
and unavoidable.

4.1.4

Cumulative Impacts

The geographic context for the analysis of cumulative aesthetic impacts is described in Chapter 3 (Project
Description) of this EIR.
As noted in Section 4.1.3 above, implementation of the DSP would have no impact on scenic resources
within a state scenic highway view corridor, and no cumulative analysis of this issue is required in this EIR.
A discussion of applicable aesthetics impact thresholds and potential cumulative impacts is provided below.
As concluded in the discussion for Impact 4.1-1 above, views of the Verdugo and San Gabriel Mountains
would be maintained from the main viewshed corridors despite additional development under the proposed
DSP. Therefore, the proposed DSP would result in a less-than-significant impact upon scenic vistas.
Three of the other cumulative development projects identified in the downtown Glendale area and
considered in the cumulative impact analysis may block some views of scenic vistas available through street
corridors. However, with implementation of the design guidelines and building setbacks in the DSP, the
proposed project’s contribution to this cumulative impact would not be cumulatively considerable, and
less-than-significant cumulative impacts to scenic vistas would result with implementation of the DSP.
As concluded in the discussion for Impact 4.1-2 above, construction-related visual impacts associated with
the proposed DSP are considered less than significant. As is the case with the proposed project,
construction activities associated with cumulative development projects in the downtown area would also be
temporary in nature, would be geographically distributed in different areas of the City, and would occur at
different times over the course of the next several years. Construction plans developed for specific projects
proposed under the DSP, as well as construction plans for cumulative development projects, will be
required to comply with City of Glendale standards pertaining to fencing, visual screening, and pedestrian
access required for construction sites in the City. Each specific cumulative project is subject to CEQA
project-level review of visual impacts and must include site-specific mitigation, if appropriate and necessary,
to address construction-related visual impacts. Therefore, construction activities associated with the
proposed DSP and cumulative development projects would result in less-than-significant cumulative
impacts to the visual character and quality of the downtown Glendale area.
As concluded in the discussion for Impact 4.1-3 above, implementation (or long-term operation) of the
proposed DSP would result in a substantial adverse effect upon the visual character of the DSP area and
project-related visual impacts would be significant and unavoidable. The new developments proposed
under the DSP and cumulative projects would be subject to City of Glendale development standards which
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require architectural design to comply with City aesthetic standards and compatibility with existing
surrounding uses and all projects (new construction, substantial rehabilitation, or any exterior remodel or
change to a building) are required to go through design review. In addition, many of the projects developed
under the DSP and the cumulative development projects would include new landscaping and street-level
redevelopment that would generally improve the overall visual character and quality of the downtown
Glendale area. However, implementation of the cumulative projects could also result in adverse alteration
of visual character of the DSP area by significantly increasing building heights and massing over current
conditions. The project’s contribution to this impact would be cumulatively considerable, and significant
and unavoidable.
As noted in the discussion for Impact 4.1-4 above, substantial ambient lighting and glare already exists in the
DSP area and adverse environmental impacts from increased light and glare associated with the proposed
DSP are anticipated to be less than significant.
Development under the proposed DSP and implementation of the cumulative projects would result in an
overall increase in ambient light in the downtown Glendale area. However, the cumulative impact to
nighttime views is considered less than significant due to the existing high levels of ambient light in the
highly-developed downtown area. The proposed DSP includes program-level mitigation measures and
project design guidelines to ensure that lighting impacts from development projects implemented under the
DSP would remain at less-than-significant levels. Therefore, the project would not make a considerable
contribution to cumulative lighting impacts.
An analysis of cumulative glare impacts is not possible at this programmatic stage of analysis, as it requires a
site-specific evaluation of project site design, building features, and offsite glare-sensitive uses. The location
and design plans for specific development projects that would occur under the proposed DSP are unknown
and undeveloped at this time. As such, a detailed project-level cumulative analysis of glare impacts from
site-specific development will occur in the future under separate environmental review when design plans
are prepared for development sites within the DSP area.
As noted in the discussion for Impact 4.1-5 above, new sources of increased shade would likely result from
new development under the proposed DSP. Since there is typically no feasible mitigation available to reduce
or eliminate shading impacts, significant and unavoidable shading impacts would result from the
proposed DSP. Cumulative development of additional medium- and high-rise buildings would lead to
additional shade impacts to various shade-sensitive uses throughout the City. Therefore, cumulative shading
impacts are considered significant and unavoidable, and the proposed DSP would make a considerable
contribution to this significant cumulative impact.
A detailed analysis of cumulative shade impacts is not possible at this programmatic stage of analysis, as it
requires a site-specific evaluation of project site design, building features, and offsite shade-sensitive uses.
The location and design plans for specific development projects that would occur under the proposed DSP
are unknown and undeveloped at this time. As such, a detailed project-level cumulative analysis of shade
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impacts from site-specific development will occur in the future under separate environmental review when
design plans are prepared for development sites within the DSP area.
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4.2

AIR QUALITY

This section evaluates the potential impacts on air quality resulting from implementation of the proposed
project. This includes the potential for the proposed project to conflict with or obstruct implementation of
the applicable air quality plan, violate an air quality standard or contribute substantially to an existing or
projected air quality violation, result in a cumulatively considerable net increase of any criteria pollutant for
which the proposed project region is in nonattainment, expose sensitive receptors to substantial pollutant
concentrations, or create objectionable odors affecting a substantial number of people.
Data sources used for this section were taken from various sources, including the South Coast Air Quality
Management District (SCAQMD) CEQA Air Quality Handbook, the SCAQMD 2003 Air Quality Management
Plan (AQMP), the SCAQMD Air Quality Analysis Guidance Handbook, the City of Glendale General Plan, and the
Glendale Downtown Specific Plan (DSP) previous documentation prepared, and other Glendale data
sources. Full bibliographic entries for all reference materials are provided in Section 4.2.5 (References) of
this section.

4.2.1

Environmental Setting

 Climate
The City of Glendale is located in the San Fernando Valley in Los Angeles County, which is within the South
Coast Air Basin (Basin), so named because its geographical formation is that of a basin, with the surrounding
mountains trapping the air and its pollutants in the valleys below. This area includes all of Orange County
and the nondesert portions of Los Angeles, San Bernardino, and Riverside Counties. The regional climate
within the Basin is considered semi-arid and is characterized by warm summers, mild winters, infrequent
seasonal rainfall, moderate daytime onshore breezes, and moderate humidity. The air quality within the
Basin is influenced by a wide range of emissions sources—such as dense population centers, heavy vehicular
traffic, and industry—and meteorology.
The annual average temperature varies little throughout the Basin, ranging from the low to middle 60s,
measured in degrees Fahrenheit (°F). Coastal areas have a more pronounced oceanic influence, and show
less variability in annual minimum and maximum temperatures than inland areas. The City of Glendale is
located in the East San Fernando Valley in Los Angeles County, which is in the northwestern portion of the
Basin. The climatological station closest to the DSP area (or project site) that monitors temperature is the
Burbank station (WRCC 2006), which is located approximately 3 miles northwest of the City of Glendale.
The annual average maximum temperature recorded for the last 30 years at this station is 77.2°F, and the
annual average minimum is 51.1°F. January and December are typically the coldest months in this area of
the Basin.
Although the climate of the Basin can be characterized as semi-arid, the air near the land surface is quite
moist on most days because of the presence of a marine layer. This shallow layer of sea air is an important
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modifier of Basin climate. Humidity restricts visibility in the Basin. The annual average relative humidity is
71 percent along the coast and 59 percent inland. Because the ocean effect is dominant, periods of heavy
early morning fog are frequent and low stratus clouds are a characteristic feature. These effects decrease
with distance from the coast.
The majority of annual rainfall in the Basin occurs between November and April. Summer rainfall is minimal
and generally limited to scattered thundershowers in coastal regions and slightly heavier showers in the
eastern portion of the Basin, along the coastal side of the mountains. Average rainfall measured at the
Burbank climatological station for the last 30 years varied from 3.96 inches in February to 0.21 inch or less
between May and October, with an average annual total of approximately 16.52 inches. The influence of
rainfall on the contaminant levels in the Basin is minimal.
The Basin experiences a persistent temperature inversion, which is characterized by increasing temperature
with increasing altitude. This inversion limits the vertical dispersion of air contaminants, holding them
relatively near the ground. As the sun warms the ground and the lower air layer, the temperature of the
lower air layer approaches the temperature of the base of the inversion (upper) layer until the inversion
layer finally breaks, allowing vertical mixing with the lower layer. The mixing height for this inversion
structure is normally situated 1,000 to 1,500 feet above mean sea level.
The vertical dispersion of air contaminants in the Basin is also affected by wind conditions. The combination
of stagnant wind conditions and low inversions produces the greatest pollutant concentrations. On days of
no inversion or high wind speeds, ambient air pollutant concentrations are the lowest. During periods of
low inversions and low wind speeds, air pollutants generated in developed areas in the Basin are transported
predominantly on-shore into Riverside and San Bernardino Counties. The Santa Ana winds, which are
strong and dry north or northeasterly winds that occur during the fall and winter months, also disperse air
contaminants in the Basin. The Santa Ana conditions tend to last for several days at a time.
Winds in the vicinity of the proposed project site blow predominantly from the south, with relatively low
velocities. Wind speeds in the proposed project site average about 5 knots (approximately 6 miles per
hour). Summer wind speeds are, on average, slightly higher than winter wind speeds.

 Air Quality Background
Air pollutant emissions within the Basin are generated by stationary and mobile sources. Stationary sources
can be divided into two major subcategories: point and area sources. Point sources are usually subject to a
permit to operate from the SCAQMD, occur at specific identified locations, and are usually associated with
manufacturing and industry. Examples of point sources are boilers or combustion equipment that produce
electricity or generate heat, such as heating, ventilation, and air conditioning (HVAC) units. In contrast,
area sources are widely distributed, produce many small emissions, and they do not require permits to
operate from the SCAQMD. Examples of area sources include residential and commercial water heaters,
painting operations, portable generators, lawn mowers, agricultural fields, landfills, and consumer
products, such as barbeque lighter fluid and hairspray, the area-wide use of which contributes to regional air
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pollution. Mobile sources refer to emissions from motor vehicles, including tailpipe and evaporative
emissions, and are classified as either on-road or off-road. On-road sources are those that are legally
operated on roadways and highways. Off-road sources include aircraft, ships, trains, racecars, and
construction vehicles.
Mobile sources account for the majority of the air pollutant emissions within the Basin. However, air
pollutants can also be generated by the natural environment, such as when fine dust particles are pulled off
the ground surface and suspended in the air during high winds.
Both the federal and state governments have established ambient air quality standards for outdoor
concentrations of specific pollutants, referred to as “criteria pollutants,” in order to protect public health.
The federal and state ambient air quality standards have been set at concentration levels to protect the most
sensitive persons from illness or discomfort with a margin of safety. It is the responsibility of the SCAQMD
to bring air quality within the Basin into attainment with the federal and state ambient air quality standards,
which are identified later in this EIR section.
The criteria pollutants for which federal and state standards have been promulgated and that are most
relevant to air quality planning and regulation in the Basin are ozone, carbon monoxide, fine suspended
particulate matter, nitrogen dioxide, sulfur dioxide, and lead. In addition, toxic air contaminants are of
concern in the Basin. Each of these pollutants is briefly described below:


Ozone (O3) is a highly reactive and unstable gas that is formed when volatile organic compounds
(VOCs) and nitrogen oxides (NOX), both byproducts of internal combustion engine exhaust, undergo
slow photochemical reactions in the presence of sunlight. Ozone concentrations are generally highest
during the summer months when direct sunlight, light wind, and warm temperature conditions are
favorable to the formation of this pollutant



Carbon Monoxide (CO) is a colorless, odorless gas produced by the incomplete combustion of carboncontaining fuels, such as gasoline or wood. CO concentrations tend to be the highest during the
winter morning, when little to no wind and surface-based inversions trap the pollutant at ground
levels. Because CO is emitted directly from internal combustion engines, unlike ozone, motor
vehicles operating at slow speeds are the primary source of CO in the Basin. The highest ambient CO
concentrations are generally found near congested transportation corridors and intersections



Respirable Particulate Matter (PM10) and Fine Particulate Matter (PM2.5) consist of extremely small,
suspended particles or droplets 10 microns and 2.5 microns or smaller in diameter, respectively.
Some sources of particulate matter, like pollen and windstorms, are naturally occurring. However, in
populated areas, most particulate matter is caused by road dust, diesel soot, combustion products,
abrasion of tires and brakes, and construction activities



Nitrogen dioxide (NO2) is a nitrogen oxide compound that is produced by the combustion of fossil fuels,
such as in internal combustion engines (both gasoline and diesel powered), as well as point sources,
especially power plants. Of the seven types of nitrogen oxide compounds, NO2 is the most abundant
in the atmosphere. As ambient concentrations of NO2 are related to traffic density, commuters in
heavy traffic may be exposed to higher concentrations of NO2 than those indicated by regional
monitors
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Sulfur dioxide (SO2) is a colorless, extremely irritating gas or liquid. It enters the atmosphere as a
pollutant mainly as a result of burning high sulfur-content fuel oils and coal and from chemical
processes occurring at chemical plants and refineries. When SO2 oxidizes in the atmosphere, it forms
sulfates (SO4). Collectively, these pollutants are referred to as sulfur oxides (SOX)



Lead (Pb) occurs in the atmosphere as particulate matter. The combustion of leaded gasoline is the
primary source of airborne Pb in the Basin. The use of leaded gasoline is no longer permitted for onroad motor vehicles, so the majority of such combustion emissions are associated with off-road
vehicles such as race cars. However, because it was emitted in large amounts from vehicles when
leaded gasoline was used for on-road motor vehicles, Pb is present in many soils and can get resuspended in the air. Other sources of Pb include the manufacturing and recycling of batteries, paint,
ink, ceramics, ammunition, and the use of secondary Pb smelters



Toxic Air Contaminants (TAC) refer to a diverse group of air pollutants that are capable of causing
chronic (i.e., of long duration) and acute (i.e., severe but of short duration) adverse effects on human
health. They include both organic and inorganic chemical substances that may be emitted from a
variety of common sources including gasoline stations, motor vehicles, dry cleaners, industrial
operations, painting operations, and research and teaching facilities. TACs are different than “criteria”
pollutants in that ambient air quality standards have not been established for them, largely because
there are hundreds of air toxics and their effects on health tend to be felt on a local scale rather than
on a regional basis

State standards have been promulgated for other criteria air pollutants, including SO4, hydrogen sulfide, Pb,
and visibility reducing particles. The state also recognizes vinyl chloride as a TAC with an undetermined
threshold level of exposure for adverse health effects. Vinyl chloride and hydrogen sulfide emissions are
generally generated from mining, milling, refining, smelting, landfills, sewer plants, cement manufacturing,
or the manufacturing or decomposition of organic matter. The state standards for sulfate and visibility
reducing particles are not exceeded anywhere in the Basin. Pb is typically only emitted during demolition of
structures expected to include Pb-based paint and materials. However, project applicants would be required
to follow federal and state regulations that govern the renovation and demolition of structures where
materials containing Pb are present.

 Health Effects of Air Pollutants
Ozone

Individuals exercising outdoors, children and people with preexisting lung disease such as asthma and
chronic pulmonary lung disease are considered to be the most susceptible sub-groups for ozone effects.
Short-term exposures (lasting for a few hours) to ozone at levels typically observed in Southern California
can result in breathing pattern changes, reduction of breathing capacity, increased susceptibility to
infections, inflammation of the lung tissue, and some immunological changes. Elevated ozone levels are
associated with increased school absences. In recent years, a correlation between elevated ambient ozone
levels and increases in daily hospital admission rates, as well as mortality, has also been reported. An
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increased risk for asthma has been found in children who participate in multiple sports and live in high ozone
communities.
Ozone exposure under exercising conditions is known to increase the severity of the above mentioned
observed responses. Animal studies suggest that exposure to a combination of pollutants that include ozone
may be more toxic than exposure to ozone alone. Although lung volume and resistance changes observed
after a single exposure diminish with repeated exposures, biochemical and cellular changes appear to persist,
which can lead to subsequent lung structural changes.
Carbon Monoxide

Individuals with a deficient blood supply to the heart are the most susceptible to the adverse effects of CO
exposure. The effects observed include earlier onset of chest pain with exercise, and electrocardiograph
changes indicative of worsening oxygen supply to the heart.
Inhaled CO has no direct toxic effect on the lungs, but exerts its effect on tissues by interfering with oxygen
transport and competing with oxygen to combine with hemoglobin present in the blood to form
carboxyhemoglobin (COHb). Hence, conditions with an increased demand for oxygen supply can be
adversely affected by exposure to CO. Individuals most at risk include patients with diseases involving heart
and blood vessels, fetuses, and patients with chronic hypoxemia (oxygen deficiency) as seen in high
altitudes.
Reduction in birth weight and impaired neurobehavioral development have been observed in animals
chronically exposed to CO, resulting in COHb levels similar to those observed in smokers. Recent studies
have found increased risks for adverse birth outcomes with exposure to elevated CO levels. These include
pre-term births and heart abnormalities.
Particulate Matter

A consistent correlation between elevated ambient fine particulate matter (PM10 and PM2.5) levels and an
increase in mortality rates, respiratory infections, number and severity of asthma attacks and the number of
hospital admissions has been observed in different parts of the United States and various areas around the
world. In recent years, some studies have reported an association between long-term exposure to air
pollution dominated by fine particles and increased mortality, reduction in life-span, and an increased
mortality from lung cancer.
Daily fluctuations in PM2.5 concentration levels have also been related to hospital admissions for acute
respiratory conditions in children, to school and kindergarten absences, to a decrease in respiratory lung
volumes in normal children and to increased medication use in children and adults with asthma. Recent
studies show lung function growth in children is reduced with long-term exposure to particulate matter.
The elderly, people with pre-existing respiratory or cardiovascular disease and children appear to be more
susceptible to the effects of high levels of PM10 and PM2.5.
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Nitrogen Dioxide

Population-based studies suggest that an increase in acute respiratory illness, including infections and
respiratory symptoms in children (not infants), is associated with long-term exposures to NO2 at levels
found in homes with gas stoves, which are higher than ambient levels found in Southern California. Increase
in resistance to air flow and airway contraction is observed after short-term exposure to NO2 in healthy
subjects. Larger decreases in lung functions are observed in individuals with asthma or chronic obstructive
pulmonary disease (e.g., chronic bronchitis, emphysema) than in healthy individuals, indicating a greater
susceptibility of these sub-groups.
In animals, exposure to levels of NO2 considerably higher than ambient concentrations results in increased
susceptibility to infections, possibly due to the observed changes in cells involved in maintaining immune
functions. The severity of lung tissue damage associated with high levels of ozone exposure increases when
animals are exposed to a combination of ozone and NO2.
Sulfur Dioxide

A few minutes exposure to low levels of SO2 can result in airway constriction in some asthmatics, all of
whom are sensitive to its effects. In asthmatics, increase in resistance to air flow, as well as reduction in
breathing capacity leading to severe breathing difficulties, are observed after acute exposure to SO2. In
contrast, healthy individuals do not exhibit similar acute responses even after exposure to higher
concentrations of SO2.
Animal studies suggest that despite SO2 being a respiratory irritant, it does not cause substantial lung injury
at ambient concentrations. However, very high levels of exposure can cause lung edema (fluid
accumulation), lung tissue damage, and sloughing off of cells lining the respiratory tract.
Some population-based studies indicate that the mortality and morbidity effects associated with fine particles
show a similar association with ambient SO2 levels. In these studies, efforts to separate the effects of SO2
from those of fine particles have not been successful. It is not clear whether the two pollutants act
synergistically or one pollutant alone is the predominant factor.
Lead

Fetuses, infants, and children are more sensitive than others to the adverse effects of Pb exposure. Exposure
to low levels of Pb can adversely affect the development and function of the central nervous system, leading
to learning disorders, distractibility, inability to follow simple commands, and lower intelligence quotient.
In adults, increased Pb levels are associated with increased blood pressure.
Pb poisoning can cause anemia, lethargy, seizures and death, although it appears that there are no direct
effects of Pb on the respiratory system. Pb can be stored in the bone from early age environmental
exposure, and elevated blood Pb levels can occur due to breakdown of bone tissue during pregnancy,
hyperthyroidism (increased secretion of hormones from the thyroid gland) and osteoporosis (breakdown of
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bony tissue). Fetuses and breast-fed babies can be exposed to higher levels of Pb because of previous
environmental Pb exposure of their mothers.
Odors

The science of odor as a health concern is still new. Merely identifying the hundreds of VOCs that cause
odors poses a big challenge. Offensive odors can potentially affect human health in several ways. First,
odorant compounds can irritate the eye, nose, and throat, which can reduce respiratory volume. Second,
the VOCs that cause odors can stimulate sensory nerves to cause neurochemical changes that might
influence health, for instance by compromising the immune system. Finally, unpleasant odors can trigger
memories or attitudes linked to unpleasant odors, causing cognitive and emotional effects such as stress.
Toxic Air Contaminant Emissions

TACs are airborne substances that are capable of causing chronic (i.e., of long duration) and acute (i.e.,
severe but of short duration) adverse effects on human health. They include both organic and inorganic
chemical substances that may be emitted from a variety of common sources including gasoline stations,
motor vehicles, dry cleaners, industrial operations, painting operations, and research and teaching facilities.
TACs are different from the “criteria” pollutants previously discussed in that ambient air quality standards
have not been established for them. However, as the proposed project does not include any industrial uses,
TACs are not expected to be generated in significant amounts during operation of the proposed project.

 Existing Regional Air Quality
Measurements of ambient concentrations of the criteria pollutants are used by the United States
Environmental Protection Agency (U.S. EPA) and the California Air Resources Board (ARB) to assess and
classify the air quality of each air basin, county, or, in some cases, a specific developed area. The
classification is determined by comparing actual monitoring data with federal and state standards. If a
pollutant concentration in an area is lower than the standard, the area is classified as being in “attainment.” If
the pollutant exceeds the standard, the area is classified as a “nonattainment” area. If there is not enough data
available to determine whether the standard is exceeded in an area, the area is designated “unclassified.”
The entire Basin is designated as a federal-level extreme nonattainment area for ozone, meaning that federal
ambient air quality standards are not expected to be met for more than 17 years, and as a serious
nonattainment area for CO and PM10. The area is also a federal-level nonattainment area for NOX and PM2.5,
as designated by the U.S. EPA. The Basin is a state-level extreme nonattainment area for ozone, and is a
state-level nonattainment area for PM2.5 and PM10. It is in attainment for the state CO standard, and it is in
attainment of both the federal and state ambient air quality standards for SO2, Pb, and NO2, which is a pure
form of NOX.
The SCAQMD divides the Basin into thirty-eight source receptor areas (SRAs) in which thirty-two
monitoring stations operate to monitor the various concentrations of air pollutants in the region. The City
of Glendale is located within SRA 7, which covers the East San Fernando Valley. The ARB also collects
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ambient air quality data through a network of air monitoring stations throughout the state. These data are
summarized annually and are published in the ARB’s California Air Quality Data Summaries. The Burbank
monitoring station is the nearest monitoring station to the project site. This station currently monitors
emission levels of ozone, PM10, PM2.5, CO, NO2, and SO2. Data from this station is used in this analysis.
Table 4.2-1 (Summary of Ambient Air Quality in the Proposed Project Vicinity) identifies the federal and
state ambient air quality standards for the relevant air pollutants, along with the ambient pollutant
concentrations that were measured at the relevant air quality monitoring station closest to the proposed
project site between 2003 to 2005.
According to the air quality data from the Burbank monitoring station shown in Table 4.2-1, the federal 1hour ozone standard was exceeded a total of 8 days over the last 3 years within SRA 7, while the State 1hour ozone standard was exceeded a total of 77 days over the last 3 years. The federal 8-hour ozone
standard was exceeded a total of 30 days over the last 3 years. The federal 24-hour PM10 standard was not
exceeded over the last 3 years, while the State 24-hour PM10 standard was exceeded a total of 17 days over
the last 3 years. The federal 24-hour PM2.5 standard was exceeded a total of 1 day during the last 3 years. No
federal or State standards for CO, NO2, or SO2 have been exceeded over the last 3 years within SRA 7.

 Existing Local Air Quality and Site Emissions
The Plan DSP area is located within the City of Glendale and is primarily developed as a central business
district. Motor vehicles are the primary source of pollutants in the project site vicinity. Traffic-congested
roadways and intersections have the potential to generate localized high levels of CO. Localized areas where
ambient concentrations exceed federal and/or state standards for CO are termed “CO hotspots.” Chapter 5
of the SCAQMD’s CEQA Air Quality Handbook identifies CO as a localized problem requiring additional
analysis when a project is likely to subject sensitive receptors to CO hotspots. The SCAQMD defines typical
sensitive receptors as schools, playgrounds, childcare centers, athletic facilities, hospitals, long-term health
care facilities, rehabilitation centers, convalescent centers, and retirement homes.
The SCAQMD recommends the use of CALINE4, a dispersion model for predicting CO concentrations, as
the preferred method of estimating pollutant concentrations at sensitive receptors near congested roadways
and intersections. For each intersection analyzed, CALINE4 adds roadway-specific CO emissions calculated
from peak-hour turning volumes to the existing ambient CO air concentrations. For this analysis, CO
concentrations were calculated based on a simplified CALINE4 screening procedure developed by the Bay
Area Air Quality Management District and utilized by the SCAQMD. The simplified model is intended as a
screening analysis in order to identify a potential CO hotspot. This methodology assumes worst-case
conditions and provides a screening of maximum, worst-case CO concentrations.
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Table 4.2-1

Summary of Ambient Air Quality in the Proposed Project Vicinity
2003

Year
2004

2005

0.134 ppma

0.137 ppm

0.142 ppm

Number of days exceeding federal 0.12 ppm 1-hour standard

4

2

2

Number of days exceeding state 0.09 ppm 1-hour standard

37

27

13

0.106 ppm

0.109 ppm

0.108 ppm

21

7

2

0.140 ppm

0.122 ppm

0.088 ppm

0

0

0

0.035 ppm

0.033 ppm

0.029 ppm

No

No

No

5 ppm

5 ppm

4 ppm

Number of days exceeding national 35.0 ppm 1-hour standard

0

0

0

Number of days exceeding State 20.0 ppm 1-hour standard

0

0

0

4.54 ppm

3.80 ppm

3.40 ppm

Number of days exceeding federal 9.0 ppm 8-hour standard

0

0

0

Number of days exceeding state 9.0 ppm 8-hour standard

0

0

0

81.0 µg/m3, b

74.0 µg/m3,

92.0 µg/m3

0

0

0

6

6

5

120.6 µg/m3

60.1 µg/m3

63.1 µg/m3

1

0

0

0.005 ppm

0.009 ppm

0.006 ppm

Number of days exceeding federal 0.14 ppm 24-hour standard

0

0

0

Number of days exceeding state 0.04 ppm 24-hour standard

0

0

0

Air Pollutants Monitored Within SRA 7—East San Fernando Valley Area

Ozone (O3)
Maximum 1-hour concentration measured

Maximum 8-hour concentration measured
Number of days exceeding federal 0.08 ppm 8-hour standard
Nitrogen Dioxide (NO2)
Maximum 1-hour concentration measured
Number of days exceeding state 0.25 ppm 1-hour standard
Annual average
Does measured annual average exceed federal 0.0534 ppm annual
average standard?
Carbon Monoxide (CO)
Maximum 1-hour concentration measured

Maximum 8-hour concentration measured

Respirable Particulate Matter (PM10)
Maximum 24-hour concentration measured
Number of days exceeding federal 150 µg/m3 24-hour standard
3

Number of days exceeding state 50 µg/m 24-hour standard
Fine Particulate Matter (PM2.5)
Maximum 24-hour concentration measured
Number of days exceeding federal 65.0 µg/m3 24-hour standard
Sulfur Dioxide (SO2)
Maximum 24-hour concentration measured

SOURCE:
a
b

ARB 2006, SCAQMD 2006

ppm = parts by volume per million of air.
µg/m3 = micrograms per cubic meter.
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Maximum existing CO concentrations were calculated for sixteen intersections evaluated in the traffic
report (included in its entirety as Appendix H) that are expected to operate at LOS E or F (unacceptable
levels of service) during peak hours either under existing conditions or at project buildout (2030). All other
roadway intersections are expected to operate at LOS D or better, and would therefore generate lower CO
concentrations that would not exceed the federal or state 8-hour and 1-hour standards. For the purpose of
this analysis, receptors are any of the sensitive receptor types as defined by SCAQMD, as well as any
location where people would be required (as in a work site) to be located for 1 to 8 hours. The results of
these calculations are presented in Table 4.2-2 (Existing Localized Carbon Monoxide Concentrations) for
representative receptor locations at 25, 50, and 100 feet from each roadway. These distances were selected
because they represent locations where a person may be living or working for more than 1 or 8 hours at a
time. The federal 1-hour standard is 35.0 parts per million (ppm), and the state 1-hour standard is 20.0
ppm. The 8-hour federal and state standards are both 9.0 ppm. The intersection of Glendale Avenue and the
SR-134 eastbound ramp represents the highest 1-hour CO concentration at 6.9 ppm and the 8-hour CO
concentration at 5.7 ppm. As a result, no intersection would experience CO concentrations above either
the federal or state 8-hour or 1-hour standard.
Table 4.2-2

Existing Localized Carbon Monoxide Concentrations

Intersection

CO Concentrations in Parts per Million a, b
25 Feet
50 Feet
100 Feet
1-Hour
8-Hour
1-Hour
8-Hour
1-Hour
8-Hour

Brand Boulevard and SR-134 Eastbound
Ramps/Sanchez Drive

6.4

5.3

6.1

5.1

5.7

4.8

Brand Boulevard and SR-134 Westbound
Ramps/Goode Avenue

6.2

5.2

6.0

4.9

5.6

4.7

Broadway and Glendale Avenue

6.1

5.1

5.9

4.9

5.6

4.6

Central Avenue and SR-134 Westbound Ramps

6.2

5.2

6.0

4.9

5.6

4.7

Chevy Chase Drive and Brand Boulevard

6.0

5.0

5.8

4.8

5.5

4.6

Colorado Street and Brand Boulevard

6.1

5.1

5.8

4.8

5.5

4.6

Colorado Street and Central Avenue

6.2

5.2

6.0

4.9

5.7

4.7

Colorado Street and Glendale Avenue

6.2

5.1

5.9

4.9

5.6

4.7

Colorado Street and Pacific Avenue

6.3

5.2

6.0

5.0

5.6

4.7

Glendale Avenue and SR-134 Eastbound Ramps

6.9

5.7

6.5

5.4

6.0

5.0

Lexington Drive and Glendale Avenue

6.2

5.2

5.9

4.9

5.6

4.6

Monterey Road and Glendale Avenue

6.5

5.4

6.2

5.1

5.9

4.9

Pacific Avenue and SR-134 Eastbound Ramps

6.1

5.1

5.8

4.8

5.5

4.6

Pacific Avenue and SR-134 Westbound Ramps

6.1

5.0

5.8

4.8

5.5

4.6

SR-134 Westbound Ramps and Monterey Road

6.1

5.1

5.8

4.8

5.5

4.6

Wilson Avenue and Glendale Avenue

6.1

5.0

5.8

4.8

5.5

4.6

SOURCE:
a
b

EIP Associates, 2006. Calculation sheets are provided in Appendix C. Traffic data obtained from the Traffic Impact
Study, included as Appendix H of this EIR.

National 1-hour standard is 35.0 parts per million. State 1-hour standard is 20.0 parts per million.
National 8-hour standard is 9.0 parts per million. State 8-hour standard is 9.0 parts per million.
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4.2.2

Regulatory Framework

Air quality within the Basin is addressed through the efforts of various federal, state, regional, and local
government agencies. These agencies work jointly, as well as individually, to improve air quality through
legislation, regulations, planning, policy-making, education, and a variety of programs. The agencies
responsible for improving the air quality within the Basin are discussed below.

 Federal
United States Environmental Protection Agency

The U.S. EPA is responsible for setting and enforcing the National Ambient Air Quality Standards for
atmospheric pollutants. It regulates emission sources that are under the exclusive authority of the federal
government, such as aircraft, ships, and certain locomotives.
As part of its enforcement responsibilities, the EPA requires each state with federal nonattainment areas to
prepare and submit a State Implementation Plan (SIP) that demonstrates the means to attain the federal
standards. The SIP must integrate federal, state, and local plan components and regulations to identify
specific measures to reduce pollution, using a combination of performance standards and market-based
programs within the timeframe identified in the SIP.

 State
California Air Resources Board

The ARB, a part of the California EPA, is responsible for the coordination and administration of both federal
and state air pollution control programs within California. In this capacity, the ARB conducts research, sets
state ambient air quality standards, compiles emission inventories, develops suggested control measures,
provides oversight of local programs, and prepares the SIP. The ARB establishes emissions standards for
motor vehicles sold in California, consumer products (e.g., hairspray, aerosol paints, and barbecue lighter
fluid), and various types of commercial equipment. It also sets fuel specifications to further reduce vehicular
emissions.

 Regional
South Coast Air Quality Management District

The SCAQMD is the agency principally responsible for comprehensive air pollution control in the Basin. To
that end, the SCAQMD, a regional agency, works directly with the Southern California Association of
Governments (SCAG), county transportation commissions, and local governments and cooperates actively
with all federal and state government agencies. The SCAQMD develops rules and regulations, establishes
permitting requirements for stationary sources, inspects emissions sources, and enforces such measures
through educational programs or fines, when necessary.
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The SCAQMD is directly responsible for reducing emissions from stationary (area and point), mobile, and
indirect sources. It has responded to this requirement by preparing a sequence of AQMPs. The most recent
of these was adopted by the Governing Board of the SCAQMD on August 1, 2003, to update and revise the
previous 1997 AQMP. The 2003 AQMP was prepared to comply with the federal and state Clean Air Acts
and amendments, to accommodate growth, to reduce the high pollutant levels in the Basin, to meet federal
and state ambient air quality standards, and to minimize the fiscal impact that pollution control measures
have on the local economy. The purpose of the 2003 AQMP for the Basin is to set forth a comprehensive
program that will lead the area into compliance with all federal and state air quality planning requirements.
Compared with the 1997 AQMP, the 2003 AQMP utilizes revised emissions inventory projections that use
1997 as the base year, relies on the ARB on-road motor vehicle emissions model EMFAC2002 and the
SCAG 2001 Regional Transportation Plan (RTP) forecast assumptions, updates the attainment
demonstration for the federal standards for ozone and PM10, replaces the 1997 attainment demonstration for
the federal CO standard and provides a basis for a maintenance plan for CO for the future, and updates the
maintenance plan for the federal NO2 standard that the Basin has met since 1992. In terms of working
towards ozone attainment, the 2003 AQMP builds upon the 1997 AQMP and 1999 Amendments to the
ozone SIP. In terms of PM10 attainment, the PM10 control strategy in the 2003 AQMP has augmented the
1997 AQMP with a number of additional PM10 control measures.
The 2003 AQMP also addresses several state and federal planning requirements and incorporates significant
new scientific data, primarily in the form of updated emissions inventories, ambient measurements, new
meteorological episodes, and new air quality modeling tools. Specifically, the 2003 AQMP is designed to
satisfy the California Clean Air Act (CCAA) tri-annual update requirements and fulfill the SCAQMD’s
commitment to update transportation emission budgets based on the latest approved motor vehicle
emissions model and planning assumptions.
The 2003 AQMP control measures consist of (1) the District’s Stationary and Mobile Source Control
Measures, (2) State Control Measures proposed by the ARB, and (3) Transportation Control Measures
provided by SCAG. Overall, there are twenty-eight stationary and twenty-one mobile source measures that
are defined under the 2003 AQMP. These measures primarily rely on the traditional command-and-control
approach facilitated by market incentive programs, as well as advanced technologies expected to be
implemented by 2010. The proposed control measures in the 2003 AQMP are based on implementation of
all feasible control measures through the application of available technologies and management practices, as
well as advanced technologies and control methods. The basic principles used in designing the District’s
control strategy were to (1) meet at least the same overall remaining emissions target of the 1997/1999 SIP;
(2) replace long-term measures with more specific near-term measures, where feasible; and (3) develop
new short-term control measures and long-term strategies to achieve the needed reductions for attainment
demonstration. Principal control measures of the 2003 AQMP focus on adoption of new regulations or
enhancement of existing 1997 AQMP regulations for stationary sources and implementation/facilitation of
advanced transportation technologies (i.e., zero emission and alternative-fueled vehicles and infrastructure;
fuel cell vehicles; heavy-duty electric and hybrid-electric vehicles; and both capital and non-capital
transportation improvements). Capital improvements consist of high-occupancy vehicle (HOV) lanes;
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transit improvements; traffic flow improvements; park-and-ride and intermodal facilities; and freeway,
bicycle, and pedestrian facilities. Noncapital improvements consist of rideshare matching and transportation
demand management activities derived from the congestion management program.
Programs set forth in the 2003 AQMP require the cooperation of all levels of government: local, regional,
state, and federal. Each level is represented in the Plan by the appropriate agency or jurisdiction that has the
authority over specific emissions sources. Accordingly, each agency or jurisdiction is associated with specific
planning and implementation responsibilities.

 Local
City of Glendale

Local jurisdictions, such as the City of Glendale, have the authority and responsibility to reduce air pollution
through their police power and decision-making authority. Specifically, the City is responsible for the
assessment and mitigation, as necessary, of air emissions resulting from its land use decisions. The City of
Glendale is also responsible for the implementation of transportation control measures as outlined in the
2003 AQMP. Examples of such measures include bus turnouts, energy-efficient streetlights, and
synchronized traffic signals. In accordance with CEQA requirements and the CEQA review process, the
City assesses the air quality impacts of new development projects, mitigates potentially significant air quality
impacts by conditioning discretionary permits, and monitors and enforces implementation of such
mitigation.

4.2.3

Project Impacts and Mitigation

 Analytic Method
The analysis in this section focuses on the nature and magnitude of the change in the air quality environment
due to implementation of the proposed project. Air pollutant emissions associated with the proposed project
would result from operation of proposed mixed use developments and from project-related traffic volumes.
Construction activities would also generate emissions at the project site and on roadways resulting from
construction-related traffic. The net increase in project site emissions generated by these activities and other
secondary sources have been quantitatively estimated and compared to thresholds of significance
recommended by the SCAQMD and listed below.
Construction Emissions

Construction emissions from the proposed project are analyzed according to the thresholds established by
the SCAQMD and published in the CEQA Air Quality Handbook. The construction activities associated with
the individual projects under the DSP would cause diesel emissions and generate dust. Construction
equipment used for development of the DSP area would also generate VOC, CO, NOX, SOX, and PM10
pollutants. Because the total amount of construction emissions that could be generated as a result of
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individual project buildout would be difficult, if not impossible, to quantify due to the variables associated
with daily construction activity (e.g., construction schedule, number and types of equipment, etc.), the
URBEMIS 2002 computer model developed for the ARB to model project emissions is not required or
feasible for use in determining impacts associated with such potential construction emissions. Instead, a
qualitative analysis is used to project the potential significance of project implementation with regards to
construction emissions.
Operational Emissions

Operational emissions associated with the proposed project are estimated using the URBEMIS 2002
computer model developed for the ARB and the information provided in Chapter 3 (Project Description)
and trip generation rates from the traffic report, included in its entirety as Appendix H of this EIR.
Operational emissions would be comprised of mobile source emissions and area source emissions. Mobile
source emissions are generated by the increase in motor vehicle trips to and from the DSP area associated
with operation of the proposed project. Area source emissions are generated by natural gas consumption for
space and water heating, and landscape maintenance equipment. To determine if an air quality impact would
occur, the increase in emissions was compared with the SCAQMD’s recommended thresholds listed below.
Localized CO Concentrations for Operation

The SCAQMD recommends the use of CALINE4, a dispersion model for predicting CO concentrations, as
the preferred method of estimating pollutant concentrations at sensitive receptors near congested roadways
and intersections. For each intersection analyzed, CALINE4 adds roadway-specific CO emissions calculated
from peak-hour turning volumes to the existing ambient CO air concentrations. For this analysis, CO
concentrations were calculated based on a simplified CALINE4 screening procedure developed by the Bay
Area Air Quality Management District and utilized by the SCAQMD and traffic volumes provided in the
traffic report, which is included in its entirety as Appendix H of this EIR. The simplified model is intended
as a screening analysis in order to identify a potential CO hotspot. This methodology assumes worst-case
conditions and provides a screening of maximum, worst-case CO concentrations. For this analysis, CO
concentrations from sixteen roadway intersections determined to operate at LOS E or F at buildout of the
DSP were analyzed. All other roadway intersections are expected to operate at LOS D or better, and would
therefore generate lower CO concentrations that would not exceed the federal or state 8-hour and 1-hour
standards.

 Thresholds of Significance
The following thresholds are based on the CEQA Guidelines, as amended. For purposes of this EIR,
implementation of the proposed project may have a significant adverse impact on air quality if it would
result in any of the following:



Conflict with or obstruct implementation of the applicable air quality plan
Violate any air quality standard or contribute substantially to an existing or projected air quality
violation
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Result in a cumulatively considerable net increase of any criteria pollutant for which the proposed
project region is non-attainment under an applicable federal or state ambient air quality standard
(including releasing emissions which exceed quantitative thresholds for ozone precursors, including
VOCs and NOX)
Expose sensitive receptors to substantial pollutant concentrations
Create objectionable odors affecting a substantial number of people

As the agency principally responsible for comprehensive air pollution control in the Basin, the SCAQMD
recommends that projects should be evaluated in terms of air pollution control thresholds established by the
SCAQMD and published in the CEQA Air Quality Handbook. These thresholds were developed by the
SCAQMD to provide quantifiable levels so that projects can be compared with the same standard. The City
utilizes the SCAQMD’s thresholds that are recommended at the time that development projects are
proposed to assess the significance of quantifiable impacts. The following quantifiable thresholds are
currently recommended by the SCAQMD and are used to determine the significance of air quality impacts
associated with the proposed project.
Construction Emissions Thresholds

The SCAQMD recommends that projects with construction-related emissions that exceed any of the
following emissions thresholds should be considered significant:






550 pounds per day of CO
75 pounds per day of VOC
100 pounds per day of NOX
150 pounds per day of SOX
150 pounds per day of PM10

Operational Emissions Thresholds

The SCAQMD recommends that projects with operational emissions that exceed any of the following
emissions thresholds should be considered significant; these thresholds apply to individual development
projects only; they do not apply to cumulative development:






550 pounds per day of CO
55 pounds per day of VOC
55 pounds per day of NOX
150 pounds per day of SOX
150 pounds per day of PM10

In order to assess cumulative impacts, the SCAQMD recommends that projects be evaluated to determine
whether they would be consistent with 2003 AQMP performance standards and project-specific emissions
thresholds. In the case of the proposed project, air pollutant emissions would be considered to be
cumulatively considerable if the new sources of emissions exceeded SCAQMD emissions thresholds.
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 Effects Not Found to Be Significant
All potential air quality impacts are discussed in detail in the following section of this EIR.

 Impacts and Mitigation Measures
Threshold

Impact 4.2-1

Would the project conflict with or obstruct implementation of the
applicable air quality plan?

Implementation of the proposed project would not provide new
sources of regional air emissions that would conflict with, and
impair, implementation of the Air Quality Management Plan. This is
considered a less-than-significant impact.

The 2003 AQMP, discussed previously, was prepared to accommodate growth, to reduce the high levels of
pollutants within the areas under the jurisdiction of SCAQMD, and to return clean air to the region.
Projects that are considered to be consistent with the AQMP would not interfere with attainment, because
this growth is included in the projections used to formulate the AQMP. Therefore, projects, uses, and
activities that are consistent with the applicable assumptions used in the development of the AQMP would
not jeopardize attainment of the air quality levels identified in the AQMP, even if they exceed the
SCAQMD’s recommended daily emissions thresholds.
Projects that are consistent with the projections of employment and population forecasts identified in the
Growth Management Chapter of SCAG’s 1996 Regional Comprehensive Plan and Guide (RCPG) are
considered consistent with the AQMP growth projections. This is because the Growth Management Chapter
of the 1996 RCPG forms the basis of the land use and transportation control portions of the 2003 AQMP.
Implementation of the proposed DSP would introduce new residential housing which would directly induce
population growth within the DSP area. As a result, the proposed DSP would result in an estimated
population increase of 7,166 residents; however, SCAG estimated a population increase of 10,772 residents
between 2005 and 2020 for the City. Therefore, the proposed residential development would not, by itself,
exceed either SCAG or General Plan population projections because SCAG’s regional growth forecasts are
based upon, among other things, land uses specified in city general plans. As the AQMP is based on SCAG
growth projections, the proposed project would be consistent with the 2003 AQMP population growth
projections.
SCAG’s regional forecasts indicate an increase in employment in the City of Glendale from approximately
86,136 jobs in 2005 to 102,469 jobs in 2020 (SCAG 2004). By generating approximately 3,390 long-term
employment positions, the proposed project would contribute only an incremental portion to this growth in
employment. Therefore, the employment that would be generated by implementation of the DSP has been
accounted for in previous growth projections, and the proposed project would not result in any increase in
employment not accounted for in the General Plan. The employment growth resulting from the proposed
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project would be consistent with SCAG’s employment forecasts for the City. Therefore, the proposed
project would be consistent with the 2003 AQMP employment forecasts for Los Angeles County.
It should be noted that upon approval of the proposed project and adoption of the General Plan
amendments, new growth projections will be formulated by the City and submitted to SCAG for
incorporation into new population and employment projections, and will subsequently result in revisions to
the AQMP. However, based on the consistency of the proposed project with the land use designated in the
City’s existing General Plan, and the subsequent consistency with the existing SCAG population projections
and the AQMP forecasts, as discussed above, the proposed project would not impair implementation of the
AQMP, and this impact would be less than significant. No mitigation measures are required.
Threshold

Impact 4.2-2

Would the project violate any air quality standard or contribute
substantially to an existing or projected air quality violation?

Construction activities associated with the proposed project could
contribute substantially to an existing or projected air quality
violation for criteria air pollutants. This is considered a potentially
significant impact. Implementation of mitigation measures
MM 4.2-2(a) through MM 4.2-2(gs) would reduce this impact, but
not to a less-than-significant level. Therefore, this impact would be
considered significant and unavoidable.

During construction of individual projects, four basic types of activities could potentially occur and generate
emissions. First, demolition of existing structures within the DSP could occur and some debris from the
demolished buildings would be exported from the site. Second, individual sites would be prepared,
excavated, and graded to accommodate new building foundations and new parking, and project sites would
be graded. Next, projects would be constructed. Finally, new landscaping would be planted around new
facilities and the facilities would be readied for use, including the application of architectural coatings and
the paving of surfaces, including new roadways and surface parking. Construction activities associated with
the DSP are expected to occur through the year 2030.
The thresholds of significance that have been recommended by the SCAQMD for construction emissions
were developed for individual development projects and are based on the SCAQMD’s New Source Review
emissions standards for individual sources. They are applicable to the daily emissions that would result from
construction and operational activities associated with an individual development project, and do not apply
to cumulative development or multiple projects, such as that proposed under the DSP. Future individual
development projects within the Project Area would require separate environmental review.
Many of the individual projects that could be developed under the DSP may be small and thus would not
generate construction emissions that exceed the SCAQMD’s recommended thresholds of significance. To
the extent that construction of these individual projects overlaps, then the combined emissions from these
small, individual projects could exceed the recommended SCAQMD thresholds, particularly for CO, NOX,
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and PM10, for which the Basin is currently in nonattainment. In addition to the smaller-scale projects, some
of the individual development projects could also be large enough to generate construction emissions that
exceed the SCAQMD thresholds. As the specific size, location, and construction techniques and scheduling
that will be utilized for each individual development project occurring within the Project Area from
implementation of the DSP is not currently known, the provision of precise emission estimates for each
individual development projects, or a combination of these projects, is not currently feasible and would
require the City to speculate regarding such potential future projects’ potential environmental impacts. The
City is not required to engage in such speculation. (CEQA Guidelines, Section 15145.) Through the
environmental review process, the City will consider these future projects on a case-by-case basis to
ascertain whether an individual project would generate potentially significant air quality impacts and where
it is necessary, will require the implementation of mitigation measures to minimize emissions and reduce
potentially significant impacts.
If site-specific review of the future development projects occurring within the DSP identifies potentially
significant air quality impacts associated with construction activities, mitigation measures MM 4.2-2(a)
through MM 4.2-2(gs) would be implemented to reduce these emissions. While implementation of
mitigation measures MM 4.2-2(a) through MM 4.2-2(gs) would reduce construction-related emissions, they
may not reduce these emissions to levels below the SCAQMD thresholds for each individual development
project, as the amount of emissions generated for each project would vary depending on its size, the land
area that would need to be disturbed during construction, and the length of the construction schedule.
Under these conditions, no further feasible mitigation measures are available and this impact would be
considered significant and unavoidable. The City will make site-specific determinations of significance
during the review of these individual development projects when they are submitted for development
review to determine which projects for which construction emissions may exceed significance thresholds.
For the purpose of analysis in this EIR, a programmatic level of analysis is provided for the proposed
development of the DSP at project buildout. The proposed project would develop approximately 3,980
residential units, a total of 1.7 million sf of office use by year 2030. As the proposed project has the
potential to exceed SCAQMD’s recommended thresholds of significance and results in short-term air
quality impacts, the impact of the proposed project is anticipated to be significant and unavoidable. The
following mitigation measures shall be implemented where appropriate:
MM 4.2-2(a)

Project applicants shall require by contract specifications that all diesel-powered equipment
used will be retrofitted with after-treatment products (e.g., engine catalysts) to the extent that
they are readily available in the South Coast Air Basin. Contract specifications shall be
included in project construction documents, which shall be reviewed by the City of Glendale
prior to issuance of a grading permit.

MM 4.2-2(b)

Project applicants shall require by contract specifications that all heavy-duty diesel-powered
equipment operating and refueling at the project site use low-NOX diesel fuel to the extent that
it is readily available and cost effective (up to 125 percent of the cost of California Air
Resources Board diesel) in the South Coast Air Basin (this does not apply to diesel-powered
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trucks traveling to and from the project site). Contract specifications shall be included in
project construction documents, which shall be reviewed by the City of Glendale prior to
issuance of a grading permit.
MM 4.2-2(c)

Project applicants shall require by contract specifications that alternative fuel construction
equipment (i.e., compressed natural gas, liquid petroleum gas, and unleaded gasoline) be
utilized to the extent that the equipment is readily available and cost effective in the South
Coast Air Basin. Contract specifications shall be included in project construction documents,
which shall be reviewed by the City of Glendale prior to issuance of a grading permit.

MM 4.2-2(d)

Project applicants shall require by contract specifications that construction equipment engines
be maintained in good condition and in proper tune per manufacturer’s specification for the
duration of construction. Contract specifications shall be included in project construction
documents, which shall be reviewed by the City of Glendale prior to issuance of a grading
permit.

MM 4.2-2(e)

Project applicants shall require by contract specifications that construction-related equipment,
including trucks and heavy-duty equipment, motor vehicles, and portable equipment, shall be
turned off when not in use for more than 305 minutes. Contract specifications shall be
included in project construction documents, which shall be reviewed by the City of Glendale
prior to issuance of a grading permit.

MM 4.2-2(f)

Project applicants shall require by contract specifications that construction operations rely on
the electricity infrastructure surrounding the construction site rather than electrical generators
powered by internal combustion engines to the extent feasible. Contract specifications shall be
included in project construction documents, which shall be reviewed by the City of Glendale
prior to issuance of a grading permit.

MM 4.2-2(g)

As required by South Coast Air Quality Management District Rule 403—Fugitive Dust, all
construction activities that are capable of generating fugitive dust are required to implement
dust control measures during each phase of project development to reduce the amount of
particulate matter entrained in the ambient air. These measures include the following:
 Application of soil stabilizers to inactive construction areas
 Quick replacement of ground cover in disturbed areas
 Watering of exposed surfaces three times daily
 Watering of all unpaved haul roads three times daily
 Covering all stock piles with tarp
 Reduction of vehicle speed on unpaved roads
 Post signs on-site limiting traffic to 15 miles per hour or less
 Sweep streets adjacent to the project site at the end of the day if visible soil material is
carried over to adjacent roads
 Cover or have water applied to the exposed surface of all trucks hauling dirt, sand, soil, or
other loose materials prior to leaving the site to prevent dust from impacting the
surrounding areas
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Install wheel washers where vehicles enter and exit unpaved roads onto paved roads to wash
off trucks and any equipment leaving the site each trip
Appoint a construction relations officer to act as a community liaison concerning on-site
construction activity including resolution of issues related to PM10 generation
Pave roads and road shoulders that have exposed soil
Suspend all excavating and grading operations when winds (as instantaneous gusts) exceed
25 mph

MM 4.2-2(h)

Project applicants shall require by contract specification that construction equipment used for
construction of projects meets or exceed Tier 2 standards use emulsified diesel fuels, and equip
construction equipment with oxidation catalysts, particulate traps or other verified or certified
retrofit technologies to the extent feasible. Contract specifications shall be included in project
construction documents, which shall be reviewed by the City of Glendale prior to issuance of a
grading permit.

MM 4.2-2(i)

Project applicants shall require by contract specification that electricity from power poles rather
than temporary diesel or gasoline power generators be used during construction activities to the
extent feasible. Contract specifications shall be included in project construction documents,
which shall be reviewed by the City of Glendale prior to issuance of a grading permit.

MM 4.2-2(j)

Project applicants shall require by contract specification that construction parking be
configured to minimize traffic interference to the extent feasible. Contract specifications shall
be included in project construction documents, which shall be reviewed by the City of Glendale
prior to issuance of a grading permit.

MM 4.2-2(k)

Project applicants shall require by contract specification that temporary traffic controls such as
a flag person be provided during all phases of construction to maintain smooth traffic flow.
Contract specifications shall be included in project construction documents, which shall be
reviewed by the City of Glendale prior to issuance of a grading permit.

MM 4.2-2(l)

Project applicants shall require by contract specification that dedicated turn lanes be provided
and/or utilized for movement of construction trucks and equipment on and off site to the
extent feasible. Contract specifications shall be included in project construction documents,
which shall be reviewed by the City of Glendale prior to issuance of a grading permit.

MM 4.2-2(m)

Project applicants shall require by contract specification that construction activities that affect
traffic flow on the arterial system be scheduled to off-peak hours to the extent feasible. Contract
specifications shall be included in project construction documents, which shall be reviewed by
the City of Glendale prior to issuance of a grading permit.

MM 4.2-2(n)

Project applicants shall require by contract specification that construction trucks be routed
away from congested streets or sensitive receptor areas to the extent feasible. Contract
specifications shall be included in project construction documents, which shall be reviewed by
the City of Glendale prior to issuance of a grading permit.
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MM 4.2-2(o)

Project applicants shall require by contract specification that traffic flow during construction
be improved by signal synchronization to the extent feasible. Contract specifications shall be
included in project construction documents, which shall be reviewed by the City of Glendale
prior to issuance of a grading permit.

MM 4.2-2(p)

Project applicants shall require by contract specification that high-pressure-low-volume
(HPLV) paint applicators with a minimum transfer efficiency of at least 50% or other
application techniques with equivalent or higher transfer efficiency be utilized to the extent
feasible. Contract specifications shall be included in project construction documents, which
shall be reviewed by the City of Glendale prior to issuance of a grading permit.

MM 4.2-2(q)

Project applicants shall require by contract specification that required coatings and solvents
with a VOC content lower than required under Rule 1113 be utilized to the extent feasible.
Contract specifications shall be included in project construction documents, which shall be
reviewed by the City of Glendale prior to issuance of a grading permit.

MM 4.2-2(r)

Project applicants shall require by contract specification that construction materials that do not
require painting be utilized to the extent feasible. Contract specifications shall be included in
project construction documents, which shall be reviewed by the City of Glendale prior to
issuance of a grading permit.

MM 4.2-2(s)

Project applicants shall require by contract specification that pre-painted construction
materials be utilized to the extent feasible. Contract specifications shall be included in project
construction documents, which shall be reviewed by the City of Glendale prior to issuance of a
grading permit.

However, because construction emissions for an individual project typically exceeds the SCAQMD’s
recommended thresholds of significance and results in short-term air quality impacts, the impact of the
proposed project, which takes into consideration the construction emissions generated from all of the
development proposed under the DSP, is anticipated to be significant and unavoidable.
Impact 4.2-3

Operation of the proposed project would generate emissions that
exceed South Coast Air Quality Management District thresholds for
VOC, NOX, CO, and PM10. No feasible mitigation is available to
reduce this impact to a less-than-significant level. Therefore, this is
considered a significant and unavoidable impact.

Operational emissions generated by both stationary and mobile sources would result from normal day-today activities on the project site after occupation. Stationary, area source emissions would be generated by
the consumption of natural gas for space and water heating devices, and the operation of landscape
maintenance equipment. Mobile emissions would be generated by the motor vehicles traveling to and from
the DSP area.
The analysis of daily operational emissions from the proposed project has been prepared utilizing the
URBEMIS 2002 computer model recommended by the SCAQMD. In terms of operational emissions, the
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proposed project would incorporate certain features in its design that would help reduce the operational
emissions that would otherwise be generated by the proposed project. These design features include the
following:



Street lighting to provide safety along pedestrian routes
Shade trees to shade sidewalks to encourage use by pedestrians

The proposed project’s design features would encourage pedestrian activity, which would reduce the
emissions from the operation of motor vehicles by project employees. Trip generation rates in the project
traffic study, included in its entirety as Appendix H of this EIR, were used to determine operational
emissions and account for the existing environmental characteristics of the DSP area and vicinity that may
help to further encourage non-motor vehicle transportation by employees of the proposed project.
The results of the URBEMIS 2002 calculations for the daily operational emissions of the proposed project
are presented in Table 4.2-3 (Project Daily Operational Emissions), which takes into consideration the
project design features listed above for project trip reduction, as shown in the trip rates for the proposed
project in the project traffic study.
Table 4.2-3

Project Daily Operational Emissions

Emissions Source

VOC

Emissions in Pounds per Day
NOX
CO
SOX

PM10

Water and Space Heating

3.16

41.62

22.51

0.00

0.08

Landscape Maintenance

0.18

0.02

1.26

0.00

0.00

Consumer Products

194.76

—

—

—

—

Architectural Coatings

88.40

—

—

—

—

Motor Vehicles

134.20

140.74

1,166.41

1.93

294.70

420.70

182.36

1,190.18

1.93

294.78

SCAQMD Thresholds (lb/day)

55.00

55.00

550.00

150.00

150.00

Significant Impact

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

Maximum Daily Emissions

SOURCE: EIP Associates 2006. Calculation sheets are provided in Appendix C.

As shown, operation of the proposed project would generate emissions that exceed the thresholds of
significance recommended by the SCAQMD for VOC, and NOX, CO, and PM10. The exceedance of the
SCAQMD thresholds for these four criteria pollutants is primarily due to the increase in motor vehicles
traveling to and from the project site. As no feasible mitigation is available to reduce these emissions, this
impact would remain significant and unavoidable.
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Threshold

Impact 4.2-4

Would the project result in a cumulatively considerable net increase
of any criteria pollutant for which the project region is in
nonattainment under an applicable federal or state ambient air
quality standard (including releasing emissions which exceed
quantitative thresholds for ozone precursors)?

Construction and operation of the proposed project could result in
a cumulatively considerable net increase of criteria pollutants for
which the proposed project region is in nonattainment under an
applicable federal or state ambient air quality standard. This is
considered a significant impact. Implementation of mitigation
measures MM 4.2-2(a) through MM 4.2-2(gs) would reduce this
impact, but not to a less-than-significant level. Therefore, this
impact would be considered significant and unavoidable.

A significant impact may occur if a project would add a cumulatively considerable contribution of a federal
or state nonattainment pollutant. Because the Basin is currently in nonattainment for ozone, CO, PM10, and
PM2.5, related projects could exceed an air quality standard or contribute to an existing or projected air
quality exceedance. With regard to determining the significance of the proposed project contribution, the
SCAQMD neither recommends quantified analyses of cumulative construction or operational emissions, nor
provides methodologies or thresholds of significance to be used to assess cumulative construction or
operational impacts. Instead, the SCAQMD recommends that a project’s potential contribution to
cumulative impacts should be assessed utilizing the same significance criteria as those for project specific
impacts. Therefore, this analysis assumes that individual development projects that generate construction or
operational emissions that exceed the SCAQMD recommended daily thresholds for project-specific impacts
would also cause a cumulatively considerable increase in emissions for those pollutants for which the Basin is
in nonattainment.
As discussed in Impact 4.2-3, operation of the proposed project would generate emissions that exceed the
thresholds of significance recommended by the SCAQMD for VOC, NOX, CO, and PM10. Because the Basin
is in nonattainment for PM10, and both VOC and NOX are precursors of ozone, for which the Basin is also in
nonattainment, the proposed project would make a cumulatively considerable contribution to ozone
emissions. Thus, because the proposed project would make a cumulatively considerable contribution with
regard to this criteria pollutant, and because no feasible mitigation is available to reduce the impact, this
impact is considered to be significant and unavoidable.
Threshold

Impact 4.2-5

Would the project expose sensitive receptors to substantial pollutant
concentrations?

Operation of the proposed project would generate increased local
traffic volumes, but would not expose sensitive receptors to
substantial localized carbon monoxide (CO) concentrations. This
would be considered a less-than-significant impact.
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As was done to assess existing CO concentrations, the simplified CALINE4 screening procedure was used to
predict future CO concentrations. CO concentrations were calculated for sixteen intersections evaluated in
the traffic report (included in its entirety as Appendix H) that are expected to operate at LOS E or F
(unacceptable levels) at project buildout. Intersections operating at LOS E or F typically generate high CO
concentrations that could exceed the federal or state 1-hour and 8-hour standards and are analyzed at
project buildout to show the maximum effect of implementation of the DSP on ambient CO concentrations.
The results of air emissions modeling are shown in Table 4.2-4 (Future with Project Localized Carbon
Monoxide Concentrations). As shown, future CO concentrations near these intersections would not exceed
the national 35.0 ppm and state 20.0 ppm 1-hour ambient air quality standards or the national or state 9.0
ppm 8-hour ambient air quality standards when the Glendale DSP is fully implemented in 2030. Therefore,
sensitive receptors located in close proximity to these intersections would not be exposed to substantial
pollutant concentrations, and the potential impacts of the Glendale DSP would be less than significant.
No mitigation is required. It should be noted that the CO concentrations shown in Table 4.2-4 are lower
than the existing CO concentrations shown in Table 4.2-2 (Existing Localized Carbon Monoxide
Concentrations) due to anticipated improvements in vehicle emission rates projected for the future by the
ARB.
Table 4.2-4

Future with Project Localized Carbon Monoxide Concentrations
Intersection

CO Concentrations in Parts per Million a, b
25 Feet
50 Feet
100 Feet
1-Hour
8-Hour
1-Hour
8-Hour
1-Hour
8-Hour

Brand Boulevard and SR-134 Eastbound
Ramps/Sanchez Drive

5.0

4.2

4.9

4.1

4.9

4.1

Brand Boulevard and SR-134 Westbound
Ramps/Goode Avenue

4.9

4.1

4.9

4.1

4.8

4.0

Broadway and Glendale Avenue

4.9

4.1

4.9

4.1

4.8

4.0

Central Avenue and SR-134 Westbound Ramps

4.9

4.1

4.9

4.1

4.8

4.0

Chevy Chase Drive and Brand Boulevard

4.9

4.1

4.9

4.1

4.8

4.0

Colorado Street and Brand Boulevard

4.9

4.1

4.9

4.1

4.8

4.0

Colorado Street and Central Avenue

4.9

4.1

4.9

4.1

4.8

4.0

Colorado Street and Glendale Avenue

4.9

4.1

4.9

4.1

4.8

4.0

Colorado Street and Pacific Avenue

4.9

4.1

4.9

4.1

4.8

4.0

Glendale Avenue and SR-134 Eastbound Ramps

5.1

4.2

5.0

4.2

4.9

4.1

Lexington Drive and Glendale Avenue

5.0

4.1

4.9

4.1

4.8

4.0

Monterey Road and Glendale Avenue

5.0

4.2

4.9

4.1

4.9

4.1

Pacific Avenue and SR-134 Eastbound Ramps

4.9

4.1

4.9

4.1

4.8

4.0

Pacific Avenue and SR-134 Westbound Ramps

4.9

4.1

4.9

4.1

4.8

4.0

SR-134 Westbound Ramps and Monterey Road

4.9

4.1

4.9

4.1

4.8

4.0

Wilson Avenue and Glendale Avenue

4.9

4.1

4.9

4.1

4.8

4.0

SOURCE:
a
b

EIP Associates, 2006. Calculation sheets are provided in Appendix C. Traffic data obtained from the Traffic Impact
Study, included as Appendix H of this EIR.

National 1-hour standard is 35.0 parts per million. State 1-hour standard is 20.0 parts per million.
National 8-hour standard is 9.0 parts per million. State 8-hour standard is 9.0 parts per million.
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Table 4.2-4

Future with Project Localized Carbon Monoxide Concentrations
Intersection

Threshold

CO Concentrations in Parts per Million a, b
25 Feet
50 Feet
100 Feet
1-Hour
8-Hour
1-Hour
8-Hour
1-Hour
8-Hour

Would the project create objectionable odors affecting a substantial
number of people?

Impact 4.2-6

Construction and operation of the proposed project would not
create objectionable odors affecting a substantial number of people.
Implementation of mitigation measure MM 4.2-6 would ensure that
this impact would remain less than significant.

Construction activities do not usually emit offensive odors. Although construction activities occurring in
association with the proposed project could generate airborne odors associated with the operation of
construction vehicles (i.e., diesel exhaust) and the application of interior and exterior architectural coatings,
these emissions would only occur during daytime hours, would generally be restricted to the immediate
vicinity of the construction site and activity, and would not affect a substantial number of people.
Potential operational airborne odors could result from cooking activities associated with the new residential
units and restaurants. These odors would be similar to existing residential and restaurant uses in the vicinity
and would be confined to the immediate vicinity of the DSP. Restaurants are also typically required to have
ventilation systems that avoid substantial adverse odor impacts. The other potential source of odors would
be new trash receptacles within the DSP. The following mitigation measure shall be implemented:
MM 4.2-6

Trash receptacles within the project area will be required to have lids that enable convenient
collection and loading and will be emptied on a regular basis, in compliance with City of
Glendale regulations for the collection of solid waste.

Implementation of mitigation measure MM 4.2-6 would ensure the proposed project would not create
substantial objectionable odors and this impact would remain less than significant.

4.2.4

Cumulative Impacts

The geographic context for cumulative air quality impacts is SRA 7, which covers the East San Fernando
Valley. This analysis, therefore, accounts for all anticipated cumulative growth within this geographic area,
including ambient growth along with development of the related projects provided in Table 3-4 (List of
Related Development Projects) in Chapter 3 (Project Description) of this EIR. As discussed in Impact 4.24, the significance of cumulative air quality impacts is typically determined according to the project-specific
impact methodology recommended by the SCAQMD.
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Threshold

Would the project conflict with or obstruct implementation of the
applicable air quality plan?

Cumulative development could result in a significant impact in terms of conflicting with, or obstructing
implementation of, the 2003 AQMP. As discussed in Impact 4.2-1, growth considered to be inconsistent
with the AQMP could interfere with attainment of federal or state ambient air quality standards because this
growth is not included in the projections utilized in the formulation of the AQMP. Consequently, as long as
growth in the Basin is within the projections for growth identified in the Growth Management Chapter of
the 1996 RCPG, implementation of the AQMP would not be obstructed by such growth. Growth under the
proposed project is consistent with the growth assumptions of the 1996 RCPG (see Impact 4.2-1), and the
proposed project is therefore consistent with the AQMP. The cumulative impact of the proposed project
regarding potential conflicts with the AQMP would not be cumulatively considerable and would be
considered less than significant.
Threshold

Would the project violate any air quality standard or contribute
substantially to an existing or projected air quality violation?

As the Basin is currently in nonattainment for ozone, CO, NOX, PM10, and PM2.5, cumulative development
could violate an air quality standard or contribute to an existing or projected air quality violation.
Therefore, this is considered to be a significant cumulative impact within the Basin. With regard to
determining the significance of the proposed project contribution, SCAQMD recommends that individual
projects that exceed the SCAQMD recommended daily thresholds for project-specific impacts be
considered to cause a cumulatively considerable increase in emissions for those pollutants for which the
Basin is in nonattainment (Smith, 2005). As discussed previously under Impact 4.2-2, construction of the
proposed project could cause a net increase in daily, construction-related emissions of criteria air pollutants
that exceed the thresholds of significance recommended by the SCAQMD. Construction under the
proposed project would make a cumulatively considerable contribution to this significant impact.
Consequently, the cumulative impact of the proposed project for construction emissions would be
significant and unavoidable.
Threshold

Would the project expose sensitive receptors to substantial pollutant
concentrations?

It is unlikely that future projects will result in long-term future exposure of sensitive receptors to substantial
pollutant concentrations, because CO levels are projected to be lower in the 2030 due to improvements in
vehicle emission rates predicted by the ARB. Therefore, the cumulative impact is considered to be less than
significant. Cumulative development is not, therefore, expected to expose sensitive receptors to substantial
CO concentrations. As discussed in Impact 4.2-5, the future CO concentrations at the study intersections
determined to operate at LOS E and F in 2030, are based on the projected future traffic volumes from the
study intersections contained in the traffic study, which takes into account emissions from the proposed
project, future ambient growth, and related projects in the project area. As shown in Table 4.2-4 (Future
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with Project Localized Carbon Monoxide Concentrations), future 1-hour and 8-hour CO concentrations
near the study intersections would not exceed national or state ambient air quality standards. All other
intersections are expected to operate at LOS D or higher. As a result, CO hotspots would not occur near
these intersections in the future, and the contribution of the proposed project to CO hotspots would not be
cumulatively considerable. Therefore, the cumulative impact of the proposed project would be less than
significant.
Threshold

Would the project create objectionable odors affecting a substantial
number of people?

For this threshold, the relevant geographic area is the City, and related projects projected to be built include
primarily residential and office uses, and could include restaurants. Odors resulting from the construction of
these projects are not likely to affect a substantial number of people, due to the fact that construction
activities do not usually emit offensive odors. As discussed in Impact 4.2-6, although construction activities
occurring in association with the proposed project could generate airborne odors associated with the
operation of construction vehicles (e.g., diesel exhaust) and the application of interior and exterior
architectural coatings, these emissions would only occur during daytime hours, would generally be
restricted to the immediate vicinity of the construction site and activity, and standard construction
requirements would be imposed on the developers/applicants associated with these construction projects.
Odors from construction activities would not affect a substantial number of people. The odor impacts
resulting from residential and office projects are not expected to affect a substantial amount of people, as
activities typically associated with these uses do not emit offensive odors and solid waste from these projects
would be stored in special areas and in containers, as required by mitigation measure MM 4.2-6. In
addition, restaurants are typically required to have ventilation systems that prevent substantial adverse odor
impacts. Thus, this cumulative impact would be less than significant. Because a less-than-significant
cumulative impact would occur with respect to objectionable odors, and the proposed project would not
result in objectionable odors that would affect a substantial number of people, the cumulative impact of the
proposed project would also be less than significant.

4.2.5
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4.3
4.3.1

BIOLOGICAL RESOURCES
Introduction

This section describes existing vegetation, landscaping, and biological resources within the project site, and
evaluates potential project-related impacts to those resources. Analyses in this EIR include the assessment of
potential impacts to: sensitive species (as defined by Appendix G of CEQA Guidelines, as amended),
including migratory bird species; sensitive natural communities; and federally protected wetlands. This
section relies upon information published in federal, state, and local documents, as well as information
gathered during reconnaissance-level surveys conducted on April 30, 2006, by an EIP Associates biologist.
For a complete, bibliographical list of data sources, see Section 4.3.6 (References).
No comments were received in response to the Notice of Preparation circulated for the project related to
biological resources. There were no comments/concerns raised in regards to biological resources during the
January 2006 scoping meeting.

4.3.2

Environmental Setting

 Project Location
The Glendale Downtown Specific Plan (DSP) area consists of approximately 220 acres, located in the center
of the City of Glendale (City). The DSP area is generally bounded to the north by Glenoaks Boulevard, to
the west by Central and Columbus Avenues, to the east along Maryland and Glendale Avenues and to the
south one block south of Colorado Street. The East Broadway Neighborhood, a small portion of the South
Brand Boulevard Specific Plan area and adjacent C3 zones south of Colorado between Columbus Avenue
and Glendale Avenue, and the entire Glendale Central Redevelopment Area, with the exception of a small
segment north of Glenoaks Boulevard, fall within the DSP area. The area is bisected by Brand Boulevard,
one of the community's major thoroughfares, and the Ventura Freeway (SR-134).

 Existing On-Site Conditions
The majority of the DSP area has been developed, paved, or landscaped, which typically supports non-native
plant species, as shown in the aerial photograph provided as Figure 4.3-1. Suitable habitat for sensitive
mammal, reptile, amphibian, or fish species does not exist within the DSP or adjacent areas, and there are
no wildlife migration corridors. No riparian habitat, blueline streams, or sensitive natural communities are
located in the DSP or adjacent areas.
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 Biological Resources
Literature Survey

Information on occurrences of special-status species in the vicinity of the DSP area was obtained from
searching databases and lists of California Department of Fish and Game’s (CDFG) Natural Diversity Data
Base (CNDDB, January 2006) and California Native Plant Society’s (CNPS) Electronic Inventory (January
2006) for the U. S. Geological Survey’s (USGS) 7.5-minute Pasadena and Burbank quadrangles. Information
on the status of special-status plant and animal species potentially occurring within the DSP area was also
obtained from the CDFG’s Special Vascular Plants, Bryophytes, and Lichens List (January 2006), CDFG’s
List of State and Federally Listed Endangered and Threatened Animals of California (January 2006), and
CDFG’s list of Special Animals (January 2006). This search range encompasses a sufficient distance to
accommodate for regional habitat diversity and to overcome the limitations of the CNDDB. The CNDDB is
based on reports of actual occurrences and does not constitute an exhaustive inventory of every resource.
Additionally, background information on biological resources was derived from the Preliminary
Descriptions of the Terrestrial Natural Communities of California (Holland 1986), the List of California
Terrestrial Natural Communities Recognized by the Natural Diversity Data Base (CDFG, January 2002),
and The Jepson Manual of Higher Plants of California (J.C. Hickman, Ed., 1993). Based upon the results of
the literature review and record searches, a list of special-status plant and animal species and habitats with
the potential to occur within the DSP area was developed for verification in the field. A copy of that list is
available as Appendix D.
Field Survey

EIP Associates performed a general survey on April 30, 2006, to assess the biological resources of the DSP
area. The survey was conducted by walking longitudinal transects of the DSP area.
Plant Survey

Plant species were identified in the field or collected for future identification. Plants were identified using
Hickman (1993) and Abrams (1923). Because the DSP area has been developed, paved, or landscaped, and
is also surrounded by development, it does not support sensitive (including threatened and endangered)
plant species. The DSP area is defined by common street trees and ornamental species that are typically
present in developed areas. The most dominate of these species were noted as: cypress (Cupressus sp.),
pittosporum (Pittosporum sp.), ash (Fraxinus sp.), ornamental pear (Pyrus sp.), locust (Robinia sp.), maple
(Acer sp.), and various palm species.
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Wildlife Survey

Because the DSP area has been developed, paved, or landscaped, and is also surrounded by development, it
does not support sensitive wildlife species. Only common species that are typically present in developed
areas were observed or are anticipated to occur. Birds were identified by standard visual and auditory
recognition, and the presence of nests or other evidence of breeding activity was noted. Due to the nature of
the DSP area, mostly birds that are typically present in developed areas were observed, including: mourning
dove (Zenaida macroura), common raven (Corvus corvax), American crow (Corvus brachyrhynchos), house finch
(Carpodacus mexicanus), house sparrow (Passer domesticus), and house wren (Troglodytes aedon). Also observed
at the DSP area were: domestic cat (Felis catus) and western fence lizard (Sceloporus occidentales).
Vegetation Communities

No defined vegetative communities are found within the DSP area.
Wildlife Resources

Suitable habitat for sensitive mammal, reptile, amphibian, or fish species does not exist within the DSP or
adjacent areas.
Wildlife Movement

Wildlife corridors link together areas of suitable wildlife habitat that are otherwise separated by rugged
terrain, changes in vegetation, or human disturbance. Wildlife movement activities usually fall into one of
three movement categories: (1) dispersal (e.g., juvenile animals from natal areas, or individuals extending
range distributions); (2) seasonal migration; and (3) movements related to home range activities (foraging
for food or water, defending territories, searching for mates, breeding areas, or cover). A number of terms
have been used in various wildlife movement studies, such as "wildlife corridor," "travel route," "habitat
linkage," and "wildlife crossing," to refer to areas in which wildlife move from one area to another. To
clarify the meaning of these terms and facilitate the discussion of wildlife movement in this analysis, these
terms are defined as follows:


Travel route—A landscape feature (such as a ridgeline, drainage, canyon, or riparian strip) within a
larger natural habitat area that is used frequently by animals to facilitate movement and provide access
to necessary resources (e.g., water, food, cover, den sites). The travel route is generally preferred
because it provides the least amount of topographic resistance in moving from one area to another. It
contains adequate food, water, and/or cover while moving between habitat areas and provides a
relatively direct link between target habitat areas.



Wildlife corridor—A piece of habitat, usually linear in nature, that connects two or more habitat
patches that would otherwise be fragmented or isolated from one another. Wildlife corridors are
usually bounded by urban land areas or other areas unsuitable for wildlife. The corridor generally
contains suitable cover, food, and/or water to support species and facilitate movement while in the
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corridor. Larger, landscape-level corridors (often referred to as "habitat or landscape linkages") can
provide both transitory and resident habitat for a variety of species.


Wildlife crossing—A small, narrow area, relatively short in length and generally constricted in nature,
that allows wildlife to pass under or through an obstacle or barrier that otherwise hinders or prevents
movement. Crossings typically are manmade and include culverts, underpasses, drainage pipes, and
tunnels to provide access across or under roads, highways, pipelines, or other physical obstacles.
These often represent "choke points" along a movement corridor.

The DSP area does not function as an important regional wildlife corridor because the DSP and adjacent
areas have been developed, paved, or landscaped. The DSP area is surrounded by urban uses on all four
sides, including the Ventura Freeway (SR-134).

 Sensitive Biological Resources
The following section addresses special-status biological resources observed, reported, or having the
potential to occur on the site. These resources include plant and wildlife species that have been afforded
special status and/or recognition by federal and state resource agencies, as well as private conservation
organizations and special interest groups such as the CNPS (List 1A, 1B, and 2). In general, the principal
reason an individual taxon (species, subspecies, or variety) is given such recognition is the documented or
perceived decline or limitation of its population size or geographical extent and/or distribution, resulting in
most cases from habitat loss. Appendix D lists special status plants and animals known to occur within the
region of the project area, along with their federal and state listing and potential for occurrence within the
project area. In addition, special-status biological resources include vegetation types and habitats that are
unique, of relatively limited distribution in the region, or of particularly high wildlife value. These resources
have been defined as sensitive by federal, state, and local government conservation programs.
In addition to the other sources listed in this section, the following sources were used to determine the
special status of biological resources:
Plants
 CNPS 2006. Electronic Inventory of Rare and Endangered Vascular Plants of California. California
Native Plant Society, Sacramento, California
 California Natural Diversity Data Base (CNDDB), January 2006
 Various Federal Register notices from the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS) regarding listing
status of plant species
Wildlife
 California Natural Diversity Data Base (CNDDB), January 2006
 Various Federal Register notices from the USFWS regarding listing status of wildlife species
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Habitats
 California Natural Diversity Data Base (CNDDB), January 2006

For plants or wildlife, the "potential for occurrence" ranking listed in Appendix D is based on the following
criteria:









Absent: Species was not observed during focused surveys conducted at an appropriate time for
identification of the species or the species is restricted to habitats that do not occur within the DSP
area
Low Potential for Occurrence: No present or historical records cite the species' occurrence in or
near the survey (DSP) area, and the on site habitat(s) needed to support the species are of poor quality
Moderate Potential for Occurrence: Either a historical record exists within the immediate
vicinity of the DSP area (approximately 5 miles) or the habitat requirements associated with the
species occur within the DSP area and are of sufficient size and quality as to support the species
High Potential for Occurrence: A historical record cites the species in or near the survey (DSP)
area, and the habitats strongly associated with that species occur within the DSP area or in its
immediate vicinity
Species Present: The species was observed within the survey (DSP) area at the time of the survey

Definitions of Special Status Biological Resources
Federal

A federally endangered species is one that faces extinction throughout all or a significant portion of its
geographic range. A federally threatened species is one likely to become endangered within the foreseeable
future throughout all or a significant portion of its range. The presence of any federally threatened or
endangered species on a site generally imposes severe constraints on development; particularly if
development would result in "take" of the species or its habitat. The term "take" means to harass, harm,
pursue, hunt, shoot, wound, kill, trap, capture, collect, or attempt to engage in such conduct. Harm in this
sense can include any disturbance to habitats used by the species during any portion of its life history.
Proposed species are those officially proposed by the USFWS for addition to the federal threatened and
endangered species list. Because proposed species may soon be listed as threatened or endangered, these
species could become listed prior to or during implementation of a proposed development project.
Federal Species of Concern (a “term of art” for former Category 2 candidates) have an informal designation
by the USFWS for some declining species that are not federal candidates for listing at this time. This
designation does not provide legal protection but signifies that these species are recognized as special status
by the USFWS and thus under CEQA Guidelines (Section 15380) potential impacts to these species need to
be assessed.
State

California considers an endangered species as one whose prospects of survival and reproduction are in
immediate jeopardy, a threatened species as one present in such small numbers throughout its range that it is
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likely to become an endangered species in the near future in the absence of special protection or
management, and a rare species as one present in such small numbers throughout its range that it may
become endangered if its present environment worsens. Rare species applies to California native plants.
State threatened and endangered species are fully protected against take.
California Species of Special Concern is an informal designation used by the CDFG for some declining
wildlife species that are not state candidates. This designation does not provide legal protection but signifies
that these species are recognized as special status by the CDFG and thus under CEQA Guidelines
(Section 15380) potential impacts to these species need to be assessed.
Species that are California fully protected include those protected by special legislation for various reasons,
such as the mountain lion and white-tailed kite.
Local

Special Status habitats are vegetation communities, associations, or sub-associations designated by the CDFG
and/or CNPS that support concentrations of special status plant or wildlife species, are of relatively limited
distribution, or are of particular value to wildlife (CDFG 2006). Although special status habitats are not
afforded legal protection unless they support protected species, potential impacts on them may increase
concerns and mitigation suggestions by resources agencies.
The CNPS is a local resource conservation organization that has developed an inventory of California's
special status plant species (CNPS 2006). This inventory provides the summary of information on the
distribution, rarity, and endangerment of California's vascular plants. This rare plant inventory is comprised
of four lists, with List 1 being divided into two “sub-lists” (List 1A and List 1B). CNPS presumes that List 1A
plant species are extinct in California because they have not been seen in the wild for many years. CNPS
considers List 1B plants as rare, threatened, or endangered throughout their range. List 2 plant species are
considered rare, threatened, or endangered in California but more common in other states. Plant species for
which CNPS needs additional information are included on List 3. List 4 plant species are those of limited
distribution in California whose susceptibility to threat appears low at this time. For the purpose of this EIR,
only species with CNPS ratings of 1A, 1B or 2 will be assessed, as these species would meet the definition of
rare under the CEQA Guidelines, as amended.
Threatened or Endangered Species

No state or federally listed threatened or endangered species were observed within the DSP area during
EIP’s April 30, 2006 survey; however, this survey was not intended to determine the presence/absence of
threatened or endangered species, only assess the potential for them to occur based on habitat suitability.
Focused surveys to determine presence/absence have not been performed and would be at the discretion of
the appropriate state or federal resource agencies.
The DSP area bestrides the mid-lower portion of both the Pasadena and Burbank quadrangles. Due to
extremely limited habitat within the DSP area and its surroundings, and lack of wildlife corridors, all species
4.3-8
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potentially occurring within the DSP area would be listed within the Pasadena and Burbank quadrangles.
Three wildlife and three plant federally/state listed threatened or endangered species were identified as
potentially occurring within the DSP area or reported within the USGS’s 7.5-minute Pasadena and Burbank
quadrangles (Appendix D). Of these, six species, all but the southwestern willow fly catcher (Empidonax
traillii extimus) were determined to be absent do to lack of suitable habitat. That said, the southwestern
willow fly catcher was determined to only have a low potential of occurrence due to lack of suitable habitat.
A map showing occurrences of species listed as either state/federally endangered/threatened/sensitive
within a 5-mile radius of the DSP area is provided as Figure 4.3-2.
Mountain yellow-legged frog (Rana muscosa): is listed as a federally endangered species by the USFWS.
The mountain yellow-legged frog is a diurnal, highly aquatic frog, occupying rocky and shaded streams with
cool waters originating from springs and snowmelt. They feed on small, streamside arthropods. They do not
occur in the small creeks. The coldest winter months are spent in hibernation, under water or in crevices in
the bank. Due to lack of suitable habitat, the mountain yellow-legged frog is absent from the DSP area.
Southwestern willow flycatcher (Empidonax traillii extimus): is listed as a state and federally endangered
species by the CDFG and USFWS. The southwestern willow flycatcher breeds in dense riparian habitats
along rivers, streams, or other wetlands. The vegetation can be dominated by dense growths of willow,
seepwillow, or other shrubs and medium-sized trees. There may be an overstory of cottonwood, tamarisk,
or other large trees, but this is not always the case. In some areas, the flycatcher will nest in habitats
dominated by tamarisk and Russian olive. One of the most important characteristics of the habitat appears to
be the presence of dense vegetation, usually throughout all vegetation layers present. Almost all
Southwestern Willow Flycatcher breeding habitats are within close proximity (less than 20 yards) of water
or very saturated soil. This water may be in the form of large rivers, smaller streams, springs, or marshes.
At some sites, surface water is present early in the nesting season, but gradually dries up as the season
progresses. Ultimately, the breeding site must have a water table high enough to support riparian
vegetation. The DSP area lacks suitable habitat for the southwestern willow flycatcher; however, due to the
relatively proximity of previous occurrences of the southwestern willow flycatcher, there is a low possibility
of occurrence within the DSP area.
Coastal California gnatcatcher (Polioptila californica californica) is listed as a federally endangered species
by the USFWS. The coastal California gnatcatcher is an obligate resident of southern California coastal sage
scrub communities near arid hillsides, mesas, and washes. Due to lack of suitable habitat, the coastal
California gnatcatcher is absent from the DSP area.
Nevin's barberry (Berberis nevinii) is listed by as a state endangered species by the CDFG. Nevin’s barberry
occurs in coastal sage scrub, alluvial scrub, and chaparral communities in the margins of dry washes in the
foothills of the Transverse and Peninsular ranges. Plants are found growing on either steep north-facing
slopes or low grade sandy washes. Although once more widespread, the present day range of Nevin's
barberry includes less than thirty occurrences in portions of Los Angeles, San Bernardino, and Riverside
counties. Due to lack of suitable habitat, the Nevin’s barberry is absent from the DSP area.
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San Fernando Valley spineflower (Chorizanthe parryi var. fernandina) is listed by as a state endangered
species by the CDFG and is listed as a federal candidate by the USFWS. The San Fernando Valley
spineflower is a member of the buckwheat family, has delicate tiny white flowers, and grows in sandy or
gravelly soils along dry washes. It is a member of the coastal sage and alluvial fan scrub communities, and is
threatened by loss of this kind of habitat, and competition with exotic invasive plants. It formerly occurred
where appropriate habitat existed in San Bernardino, Riverside, Orange, Ventura, and Los Angeles
Counties, but is now known from only a few locations where streams have not been channelized. Due to
lack of suitable habitat, the San Fernando Valley spineflower is absent from the DSP area.
Slender-horned spineflower (Dodecahema leptoceras) is listed as a state and federally endangered species
by the CDFG and USFWS. The slender-horned spineflower is generally restricted to silty, flood-deposited,
older alluvial surfaces in Los Angeles, San Bernardino, and Riverside counties. The alluvial fan sage scrub
where it typically occurs is an endangered natural community. Due to lack of suitable habitat, the slenderhorned spineflower is absent from the DSP area.
Special Status Species
Special Status Plants

In addition to the federal and state listed species detailed above, the CNDDB and CNPS literature review
resulted in the identification of ten additional sensitive plant species that have a potential to occur on or
within the vicinity of the DSP area. The sensitive plant species, their current status, and their habitat
requirements are summarized in Appendix D.
As previously described, native vegetation is virtually absent from the DSP area. No special status plants
species were observed within the DSP or adjacent areas during the April 2006 survey. Taking into account
the habitat, elevation, and blooming periods of each species, the following two of the ten non-listed
sensitive plant species listed in Appendix D have a low potential to occur, all other special status plant
species are assumed absent due to a lack of suitable habitat. The special-status plant species with a low
potential to occur are as follows:
1. Mesa horkelia: Horkelia cuneata ssp. puberula
2. Orcutt's linanthus: Linanthus orcuttii
Special Status Wildlife

In addition to the federal and state listed species detailed above, the literature review resulted in the
identification of eight sensitive wildlife species that have the potential to occur on or within the vicinity of
the DSP area. These sensitive wildlife species, their current status, and their habitat requirements are
summarized in Appendix D.
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As native vegetation is virtually absent from the DSP area, and no wildlife corridors exist, there is little to
no potential of the DSP area supporting special status wildlife species. In addition, no special status wildlife
species were observed during the April 2006 survey. One of the eight special status wildlife species known
to occur within the vicinity of the DSP area has a low potential to occur. All other special status wildlife
species are assumed absent due to a lack of suitable habitat. The special status wildlife species with a low
potential to occur is:
1. Western yellow bat: Lasiurus xanthinus

4.3.3

Regulatory Framework

 Federal
Section 404 of the Clean Water Act

Section 404 of the Clean Water Act requires that a permit be obtained from the U.S. Army Corps of
Engineers (Corps) prior to the discharge of dredged or fill materials into any "waters of the United States,"
including wetlands. Waters of the United States are broadly defined in the Corps' regulations (33 CFR 328)
to include navigable waterways, their tributaries, lakes, ponds, and wetlands. Wetlands are defined as:
"Those areas that are inundated or saturated by surface water or groundwater at a frequency and duration
sufficient to support, and that normally do support, a prevalence of vegetation typically adapted for life in
saturated soil conditions. Wetlands generally include swamps, marshes, bogs, and similar areas." Such
permits often require mitigation to offset losses of these habitat types. Wetlands that are not specifically
exempt from Section 404 regulations (such as drainage channels excavated on dry land) are considered to be
"jurisdictional wetlands." The Corps are required to consult with the USFWS, Environmental Protection
Agency (EPA), state Regional Water Quality Control Board (RWQCB), and the CDFG in carrying out its
discretionary authority under Section 404.
Section 401 of the Clean Water Act

A Section 401 Water Quality Certification, or waiver thereof, is required from the RWQCB before a
Section 404 permit becomes valid. The Regional Board will review the project for consistency with Waste
Discharge Requirements under the state land disposal regulations (Subchapter 15). In reviewing the project,
the Regional Board will also consider impacts to waters of the United States, in addition to filling of
wetlands, in accordance with the state wetland policy. Usually, mitigation is required (if not already a
condition of the 404 permit) in the form of replacement or restoration of adversely impacted "waters of the
U.S."
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Migratory Bird Treaty Act of 1918

The Migratory Bird Treaty Act makes it unlawful to "take" (kill, harm, harass, etc.) any migratory bird
listed in 50 CFR 10, including their nests, eggs, or products. Migratory birds include geese, ducks,
shorebirds, raptors, songbirds, and many other species.
Federal Endangered Species Act of 1973

Section 3 of the federal Endangered Species Act (FESA) defines an endangered species as any species or
subspecies "in danger of extinction throughout all or a significant portion of its range." A threatened species
is defined as any species or subspecies of fish, wildlife, or plants "likely to become an endangered species
within the foreseeable future throughout all or a significant portion of its range." Threatened or endangered
species and their critical habitat are designated through publication of a final rule in the Federal Register.
Designated endangered and threatened animal species are fully protected from "take" unless an applicant has
an incidental take permit issued by the USFWS under Section 10 or incidental take statement issued under
Section 7 of the FESA. A take is defined as the killing, capturing, or harassing of a species. Proposed
endangered or threatened species or their critical habitats are those for which a proposed regulation, but not
final rule, has been published in the Federal Register.

 State
California Endangered Species Act

The California Endangered Species Act (CESA) declares that deserving plant or animal species will be given
protection by the state because they are of ecological, educational, historical, recreational, aesthetic,
economic, and scientific value to the people of the state. CESA establishes that it is state policy to conserve,
protect, restore, and enhance endangered species and their habitats. Under state law, plant and animal
species may be formally designated as rare, threatened, or endangered through official listing by the
California Fish and Game Commission. Listed species are given greater attention during the land use
planning process by local governments, public agencies, and landowners than are species that have not been
listed.
On private property, endangered plants may also be protected by the Native Plant Protection Act (NPPA) of
1977. Threatened plants are protected by CESA, and rare plants are protected by the NPPA. However,
CESA authorizes that "Private entities may take plant species listed as endangered or threatened under the
FESA and CESA through a federal incidental take permit issued pursuant to Section 10 of the FESA, if the
CDFG certifies that the incidental take statement or incidental take permit is consistent with CESA." In
addition, the California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) requires disclosure of any potential impacts on
listed species and alternatives or mitigation that would reduce those impacts.
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California Environmental Quality Act—Treatment of Listed Plant and Animal Species

FESA and CESA protect only those species formally listed as threatened or endangered (or rare in the case of
the state list). Section 15380 of the CEQA Guidelines independently defines "endangered" species of plants
or animals as those whose survival and reproduction in the wild are in immediate jeopardy and "rare"
species as those who are in such low numbers that they could become endangered if their environment
worsens. Therefore, a project normally will have a significant effect on the environment if it will
substantially affect a rare or endangered species of animal or plant or the habitat of the species. The
significance of impacts to a species under CEQA must be based on analyzing actual rarity and threat of
extinction despite legal status or lack thereof.
State of California—Section 1600 of the California Fish and Game Code

Streambeds and other drainages that occur within the project site are subject to regulation by the CDFG.
The CDFG considers most drainages to be “streambeds” unless it can be demonstrated otherwise. A stream
is defined as a body of water that flows at least periodically or intermittently through a bed or channel with
banks and supports fish or other aquatic life. This includes watercourses having a surface or sub-surface flow
that supports, or has supported, riparian vegetation. CDFG jurisdiction typically extends to the edge of the
riparian canopy, and therefore, usually encompasses a larger area than Corps jurisdiction.
State of California—Sections 3503, 3503.5, and 3800 of the California Fish and Game
Code

These sections of the Fish and Game Code prohibit the take or possession of birds, their nests, or eggs.
Disturbance that causes nest abandonment and/or loss of reproductive effort (killing or abandonment of
eggs or young) is considered a "take." Such a take would also violate federal law protecting migratory birds.
Incidental Take Permits (i.e., Management Agreements) are required from the CDFG for projects that may
result in the incidental take of species listed by California as endangered, threatened, or candidate species.
The permits require that impacts to protected species be minimized to the extent possible and mitigated to a
level of insignificance.

 Local
City of Glendale General Plan

General Plan goals, objectives, and policies related to biological resources are located in the Open Space &
Conservation and Recreation Elements, and include:
Open Space and Conservation Element

Goal 4: Develop a program that sustains the quality of Glendale’s natural communities.
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Objective 1: Develop a program for the on-going monitoring of those natural resources identified by
the California Department of Fish and Game Natural Diversity Data Base and those sensitive habitats
identified in the Element’s biological assessment report
Objective 2: Prevent development that jeopardizes or diminishes the integrity and value of native
plant and animal communities
Goal 7: Continue programs which enhance community design and protect environmental resources quality.
Objective 3: Continue to implement Glendale’s comprehensive streetscape program
Objective 6: Foster design objectives which ensure development that respects the character of the
existing neighborhoods and the natural setting
Recreation Element

Policy 10-1: The City shall continue to provide for enhancement, maintenance, and replacement of street
trees and parkway improvements as needed.
Policy 10-2: The City shall require the incorporation of new street trees and parkway improvements as
requirements in the development approval process.
As discussed in Section 4.8 (Land Use), the DSP does not conflict with applicable General Plan goals and
policies relating to biological resources.
City of Glendale Municipal Code

The Glendale Municipal Code, Chapter 12.44 Indigenous Trees, contains guidelines for the protection and
removal of indigenous trees. These trees are defined as any Valley oak, California live oak, and any other
tree of oaks species, and California sycamore, which measures over 8 inches or more in diameter.
No indigenous tree growing within the City limits may be cut down, removed or moved unless and until a
permit has first been obtained from the Director of the Parks, Recreation and Community Services
Department. The term "remove" includes any act which will cause an indigenous tree to die, including but
not limited to acts which inflict damage upon root systems, bark or other parts of the tree by fire,
application of toxic substances, operation of equipment or machinery, or by changing the natural grade of
land by excavation or filling the drip line area around the trunk.

4.3.4

Project Impacts and Mitigation

 Analytic Method
The analysis of significant impacts is based on the literature and field surveys as outlined in Section 4.3.2 of
this chapter.
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 Thresholds of Significance
The criteria for determining significant impacts on biological resources were developed in accordance with
CEQA Guidelines, as amended. Section 15065(a) of the CEQA Guidelines states that a project may have a
significant effect on the environment if “the project has the potential to substantially degrade the quality of
the environment, substantially reduce the habitat of a fish or wildlife species, cause a fish or wildlife
population to drop below self-sustaining levels, threaten to eliminate a plant or animal community, reduce
the number or restrict the range of an endangered, rare, or threatened species.” An evaluation of whether an
impact on biological resources would be substantial must consider both the resource itself and how that
resource fits into a regional or local context. Substantial impacts would be those that would diminish, or
result in the loss of, an important biological resource or those that would obviously conflict with local, state,
or federal resource conservation plans, goals, or regulations. Impacts are sometimes locally adverse, but not
significant, because they would result in an adverse alteration of existing conditions, but they would not
substantially diminish or result in the permanent loss of an important resource on a population- or regionwide basis.
The following thresholds of significance are based on Appendix G of the CEQA Guidelines, as amended. For
purposes of this EIR, implementation of the proposed project may have a significant adverse impact on
biological resources if it would do any of the following:











Have a substantial adverse effect, either directly or through habitat modifications, on any species
identified as a candidate, sensitive, or special status species in local or regional plans, policies, or
regulations, or by the California Department of Fish and Game or U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
Have a substantial adverse effect on any riparian habitat or other sensitive natural community
identified in local or regional plans, policies, regulations or by the California Department of Fish and
Game or U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
Have a substantial adverse effect on federally protected wetlands as defined by Section 404 of the
Clean Water Act (including, but not limited to, marsh, vernal pool, coastal, etc.) through direct
removal, filling, hydrological interruption, or other means
Interfere substantially with the movement of any native resident or migratory fish or wildlife species
or with established native resident or migratory wildlife corridors, or impede the use of native
wildlife nursery sites
Conflict with any local policies or ordinances protecting biological resources, such as a tree
preservation policy or ordinance
Conflict with the provisions of an adopted Habitat Conservation Plan, Natural Community
Conservation Plan, or other approved local, regional, or state habitat conservation plan
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 Effects Not Found to Be Significant
Threshold

Have a substantial adverse effect on any riparian habitat or other
sensitive natural community identified in local or regional plans,
policies, regulations, or by the California Department of Fish and
Game or U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service

The DSP and surrounding areas are completely developed and disturbed. No riparian habitat or other
sensitive natural communities are located in these areas. Therefore, no impacts to riparian habitat or other
sensitive natural communities would occur under implementation of the DSP.
Threshold

Have a substantial adverse effect on federally protected wetlands as
defined by Section 404 of the Clean Water Act (including, but not
limited to, marsh, vernal pool, coastal, etc.) through direct removal,
filling, hydrological interruption, or other means

The DSP area is not in proximity to, nor does it contain, wetland habitat or a blueline stream. Therefore,
implementation of the DSP would not have a substantial adverse effect on federally protected wetlands, as
defined by Section 404 of the Clean Water Act, and there would be no impact.
Threshold

Interfere substantially with the movement of any native resident or
migratory fish or wildlife species or with established native resident or
migratory wildlife corridors, or impede the use of native wildlife nursery
sites

Implementation of the DSP would not substantially interfere with the movement of any native resident or
migratory fish or wildlife species or with established native resident or migratory wildlife corridors, or
impede the use of native wildlife nursery sites. The DSP and surrounding areas are completely developed
and disturbed. The DSP area is surrounded by urban uses on all four sides, including the Ventura Freeway
(SR-134), and, therefore, does not function as a wildlife movement corridor. There would be no impact.
Threshold

Conflict with the provisions of an adopted Habitat Conservation Plan,
Natural Community Conservation Plan, or other approved local,
regional, or state habitat conservation plan

The DSP and surrounding areas have been developed and are heavily affected by past activities. No adopted
Habitat Conservation Plan or Natural Community Conservation Plan exists for the DSP area. Consequently,
implementation of DSP would not conflict with the provisions of any adopted conservation plan. There
would be no impact.
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 Impacts and Mitigation Measures
Threshold

Impact 4.3-1

Have a substantial adverse effect, either directly or through habitat
modifications, on any species identified in the Migratory Bird Treaty
Act or identified as a candidate, sensitive, or special status species in
local or regional plans, policies, or regulations; or by the California
Department of Fish and Game; or by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service

Implementation of the project would not result in loss of a state or
federally listed endangered, threatened, or species of concern. This
is considered a less-than-significant impact.

As described above in the Environmental Setting, the majority of the DSP area has been developed, paved,
or landscaped and supports largely non-native plant species. Suitable habitat for sensitive mammal, reptile,
amphibian, or fish species does not exist within the DSP or adjacent areas, and there are no wildlife
migration corridors. In addition, no threatened, endangered, or sensitive species have been reported to
occur within the DSP area.
A general botanical survey was conducted April 30, 2006 and failed to identify any species listed in
Appendix D of this EIR. All state or federally listed endangered or threatened species are absent from the
DSP area due to proximity and required habitat. There are two state listed species of concern with a low
probably of occurrence within the DSP area, mesa horkelia and Orcutt's linanthus. This is due entirely to
their proximity to the DSP area; no habitat exists for them to occur, and the chance of them occurring and
surviving is extremely unlikely. As such impacts with regards to the loss of a plant state or federally listed
endangered, threatened, or species of concern is less than significant.
A general wildlife survey was conducted April 30, 2006 and failed to identify any species listed in Appendix
D of this EIR. The western yellow bat, a state listed species of concern, was discovered within proximity to
the DSP area (see Figure 4.3-2); however the exact location is unknown, and the discovery took place in
1984, over 20 years ago. The western yellow bat is typically found in valley foothill riparian, desert riparian,
desert wash, and palm oasis habitats, none of which occur within the DSP area, so the probably of
occurrence of the western yellow bat is extremely low. As such, impacts with regards to the loss of a
wildlife state or federally listed endangered, threatened, or species of concern is less than significant.
Impact 4.3-2

Implementation of the project could result in a potential reduction
in nesting opportunities for resident and migratory avian species of
special concern. This is considered a potentially significant impact.
Implementation of mitigation would reduce this impact to less than
significant.

As described above in the Environmental Setting, the majority of the DSP area has been developed, paved,
or landscaped and supports largely non-native plant species. Suitable habitat for sensitive bird species does
not exist within the DSP or adjacent areas; however, some migratory avian species and other raptors may
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use portions of the site and adjacent areas during breeding season, and are protected under the Migratory
Bird Treaty Act. Specific areas of concern would be those portions of the proposed project area that contain
large landscaping trees (windrows) or other suitable vegetation such as medium-sized woody vegetation that
could also be used for nesting by such species as the southwestern willow flycatcher. The loss of a special
status species, an occupied nest, or substantial interference with roosting and foraging opportunities for
migratory species of special concern or raptors as a result of construction or demolition activities, would
constitute a potentially significant impact; however, this impact would be reduced to a less-thansignificant level through the implementation of mitigation measures MM 4.3-2(a) and MM 4.3-2(b) by
providing that no potential avian habitat is removed during nesting season.
MM 4.3-2(a)

To ensure that avian species of concern, protected migratory species (e.g., MBTA), or raptors
species are not injured or disturbed by construction in the vicinity of nesting habitat, the
project applicant shall implement the following measures:
1. When feasible, all tree removal shall occur between August 30 and February 15 to avoid
the breeding season of any raptor species that could be using the area, and to discourage
hawks from nesting in the vicinity of an upcoming construction area. This period may be
modified with the authorization of the DFG; or if it is not feasible to remove trees outside
this window then, prior to the beginning of mass grading, including grading for major
infrastructure improvements, during the period between February 15 and August 30, all
trees within 350 feet of any grading or earthmoving activity shall be surveyed for active
raptor nests by a qualified biologist no more than 30 days prior to disturbance. If active
raptor nests are found, and the site is within 350 feet of potential construction activity, a
fence shall be erected around the tree(s) at a distance of up to 350 feet, depending on the
species, from the edge of the canopy to prevent construction disturbance and intrusions on
the nest area. The appropriate buffer shall be determined by the City in consultation with
CDFG.
2. No construction vehicles shall be permitted within restricted areas (i.e., raptor protection
zones), unless directly related to the management or protection of the legally protected
species.
3. In the event that a nest is abandoned, despite efforts to minimize disturbance, and if the
nestlings are still alive, the developer shall contact CDFG and, subject to CDFG approval,
fund the recovery and hacking (controlled release of captive reared young) of the
nestling(s).
4. If a legally protected species nest is located in a tree designated for removal, the removal
shall be deferred until after August 30th, or until the adults and young of the year are no
longer dependent on the nest site as determined by a qualified biologist.

MM 4.3-2

Large trees identified as windrows shall be retained to the extent feasible. If removal is
required, these trees shall be replaced within the DSP area at a 2:1 ratio by native trees that
would be similar in height at maturity.
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Threshold

Conflict with any local policies or ordinances protecting biological
resources, such as a tree preservation policy or ordinance

Impact 4.3-3

Implementation of the project could result in loss of indigenous
trees that are protected by City’s Municipal Code; however,
adherence to the City’s permitting process would ensure that this
impact remains less-than-significant.

Chapter 12.44 of the City’s Municipal Code (GMC) states that the removal of indigenous oak (Quercus sp.)
and sycamore (Platanus sp.) trees is prohibited (refer to “Local” section of Section 4.3.3 [Regulatory
Framework] of this EIR, above). Development under the DSP (as described in Chapter 3 [Project
Description]) could entail to removal of local street trees, which in turn, could include an indigenous oak
and/or sycamore tree protected under GMC 12.44.
For a tree to be considered “indigenous”, it must meet the following specifications (per GMC 12.44.020):


Be a valley oak (Quercus lobata), California live oak (Quercus agrifolia), California bay oak (Umbellulani
Californica), any other tree of the oak species (Quercus sp.), or California Sycamore (Platanus
racemosa/acerifolia),



Measures 8 inches or more in diameter at a point measured 36 inches above the ground at the base of
the tree, and



Not planted, grown, and/or held for sale by licensed nurseries.

During project specific planning of development under the DSP, if it is determined that the removal of a
local street tree is necessary, and it is then discovered that that tree is classified as indigenous, the applicant
shall file for a permit to remove said tree, pursuant to GMC 12.44.040.
An application to remove an indigenous tree does not necessarily mean the destruction of that tree, but
could also mean the transplantation of that tree to another location on the property, or elsewhere in the
City (as deemed appropriate by the Director of the Parks, Recreation, and Community Services
Department). It is up to applicants to work with the Director of the Parks, Recreation, and Community
Services Department (Parks) to come up with a feasible plan to satisfy all parties, as Parks has the authority
to approve, conditionally approve, or deny the application to cut down, remove, or move any indigenous
tree or trees, and may impose conditions deemed necessary to implement the provisions of GMC 12.44.
As the City’s Municipal Code currently regulates and issues permits for the removal of indigenous tress, no
mitigation is necessary, and impacts would be less than significant.

4.3.5

Cumulative Impacts

The geographic context for the discussion of cumulative biological resource impacts is the eastern San
Fernando Valley and southwestern San Gabriel Valley, where wildlife corridors, riparian areas, and sensitive
natural communities would be most likely to exist. Due to rapid urbanization and fragmentation of habitat,
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these biological resources have been greatly diminished in the region and represent a significant cumulative
impact. The DSP area has been developed, paved, landscaped for decades, and supports largely non-native
plant species and common animal species.
The only potentially significant impact identified in this section is to migratory birds currently protected
under the MBTA. Removal of large trees within the DSP area could result in the loss of nesting or roosting
habitat. Implementation of mitigation measures MM 4.3-1 and MM 4.3-2 would ensure that this impact is
less than significant. As such, the project would not make a cumulatively considerable contribution to the
cumulative impact, and would have a less-than-significant cumulative impact.
The protection of oak (Quercus sp.) and sycamore (Platanus sp.) trees within the San Fernando and San Gabriel
Valleys is important to many Cities, with most enacting ordinances that protect these trees from for decline
due to deteriorating riparian habitat and encroaching development. As the City currently has its own
ordinance to protect said trees (GMC 12.44), and applicants would be required to work with the Office in
acquiring a permit and working out the logistics of removing these trees. As such, the project would not
make a cumulatively considerable contribution to the cumulative impact, and would have a less-thansignificant cumulative impact.
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4.4

CULTURAL RESOURCES

This section describes the cultural and historical resources present within the DSP area and evaluates the
potential impacts of the proposed project on these resources, as well as identifying available mitigation
measures. A reconnaissance-level historic resources survey was undertaken in January 2006 to identify
potentially historic properties that currently exist in the Downtown Specific Plan area. This section is based
on data taken primarily from the Historic Resources Technical Report for the Glendale Downtown Specific Plan EIR,
City of Glendale, California, dated July 2006, prepared by Jones & Stokes as contained Appendix E.
The purpose of the reconnaissance-level survey conducted for this project is to identify potential historic
properties that currently exist within the Downtown Specific Plan (DSP) area. This information is then used
to evaluate the project’s impacts under CEQA and to guide planning for future development of the DSP
area. Full bibliographic entries for all reference materials are provided in Section 4.4.5 (References).
One comment letter was received during the Notice of Preparation comment period from the Glendale
Historical Society and is included in Appendix B of this EIR.

4.4.1

Environmental Setting

The area covered by the DSP consists of approximately 220 acres located in the central section of the City of
Glendale. The DSP area is generally bounded to the north by Glenoaks Boulevard, to the west by Central
and Columbus Avenues, to the east along Maryland and Glendale Avenues and to the south one block south
of Colorado Street (see Figure 3-2). The East Broadway Neighborhood, a small portion of the South Brand
Boulevard Specific Plan area and adjacent C3 zones south of Colorado between Columbus Avenue and
Glendale Avenue, and the entire Glendale Central Redevelopment Area, with the exception of a small
segment north of Glenoaks Boulevard, fall within the DSP area.

 Historic Context
The City of Glendale is located at the base of the Verdugo Mountains, due north of downtown Los Angeles.
It is 30.6 square miles in size. The townsite was recorded on March 11, 1887, its original boundaries First
Street (now Lexington Drive) on the north, Fifth Street (now Harvard Street) on the south, Central Avenue
on the west, and the Childs Tract on the east. Glendale is located within the original Spanish land grant
boundaries of the Rancho San Rafael and the Rancho La Cañada. Surrounding communities include
Montrose, La Cañada Flintridge, Burbank, Pasadena, Eagle Rock, Atwater, and Tujunga. The Los Angeles
River flows along its western boundary. The following historical overview summarizes information from the
Historic Resources Evaluation prepared for the proposed project.
Spanish Rancho to American Town Years (1784-1871)

The earliest inhabitants of the Glendale area were the Gabrielino, a Native American group of Shoshonean
descent, a culturally prestigious community known for their advancements in pre-industrial technology,
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maritime trade, religion and oral literature. After the Spanish established the Mission San Gabriel de
Archangel and the Mission San Fernando Rey de España in their territory in the late eighteenth century, the
Gabrielino were relocated to the missions, where their culture experienced decline. In 1772, a Spanish
soldier named Jose Maria Verdugo arrived at the Mission San Gabriel de archangel, eventually settling down
to raise horses and cattle on the Rancho San Rafael in 1784.
The 36,403-acre Rancho San Rafael, bordering the Los Angeles River and the Arroyo Seco, was granted in
1784 to Jose Maria Verdugo, a Spanish officer who had served with the Portola-Serra Expedition. The
Verdugo Adobe was constructed c. 1826 or c. 1860 (the exact date is unknown) and is located at what is
now 2211 Bonita Drive. After California became a state in 1850, Spanish and Mexican landowners were
required to validate their land claims. Julio and Catalina Verdugo were officially granted title to the rancho
by the Board of Land Commissioners in 1855, and in 1861 they split the rancho between southern and
northern portions.
In the years following, various other land transactions and economic misfortunes whittled down the
Verdugos’ holdings. What became known as the “Great Partition” of 1871, the result of a lawsuit brought by
Andrew Glassell, among others, against a debt- ridden Julio Verdugo, saw the land pass into the hands of
several Anglo landholders. They included Captain C. E. Thom, Judge Erskine M. Ross, B. F. Patterson, H.
J. Crow, and E. T. Byram.
Glendale—The Early Years

In 1876, the transcontinental railroad was completed and subsequently, a fare war between the Southern
Pacific and the Santa Fe in 1886 created the Southern California land boom of the 1880s. Real estate
speculators Byram, Phelon and Patterson purchased 126 acres of the Childs Tract in 1883. O. W. Childs
had been granted 371 acres of the Rancho San Rafael as part of the Great Partition. The tract was located
between First (Lexington) and Ninth (Windsor). On March 11, 1887, Thom, Ross, Patterson and Byram
commissioned a survey and recorded the town of “Glendale” (a name from the rancho days), bounded by
First Street (now Lexington) on the north, Fifth Street on the south, Central Avenue on the west, and the
Childs Tract on the east.
While the City of Glendale could boast a population of merely 300 circa 1900, it experienced impressive
growth after 1900 for several reasons, one being the annexation of Tropico in 1918. However, the most
significant impact on Glendale’s development was the establishment of the interurban railroad line between
Glendale and Los Angeles in 1904. The interurban system was spearheaded by Leslie C. Brand, also known
as the “Father of Glendale.” He became Glendale’s largest landowner, and in 1902 established the Glendale
Railway Company, which was ultimately absorbed into the Pacific Electric Railway Company. Railway
tracks ran up Brand Boulevard by 1904, with the Glendale Depot located at Brand and Broadway.
The Growth of Downtown

Agricultural lands and estates were subdivided during the Southern California real estate boom of the
1920s.The establishment of the Pacific Electric line running up Brand Boulevard shifted Glendale’s business
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district from its original turn-of-the-century location at the corner of Glendale Avenue and Third Street
(Wilson Avenue). Attention turned west to Brand Boulevard, which soon boomed with new commercial
development. The residential building that occurred downtown during the 1920s included multiple-family
residential dwellings that were close to the commercial and civic core. Older, one-story wood frame
buildings were replaced with two-story, masonry commercial buildings. The City’s first four-story business
block was constructed in 1922 at Brand Boulevard and Wilson Avenue. The first six-story building on Brand
was constructed for Security Trust and Savings Bank (originally Leslie C. Brand’s First National Bank of
Glendale) in 1923 by leading Glendale architect Alfred F. Priest, at 100 N. Brand Street. Other important
downtown buildings included the Glendale Theater (1920), also designed by Priest. Priest was responsible
for nearly fifty buildings in Glendale, including residential, commercial, institutional, and governmental
buildings.
Another important Glendale architect working in the 1920s was Albert G. Lindley, who designed the Hotel
Glendale (1924/25) with Charles R. Selkirk, the Masonic Temple (1927/28), and the Egyptian-themed,
Art Deco Alex Theater (1923/24). Important civic buildings were constructed in the 1930s, such as the
Glendale Post Office, erected in 1933–1934, at 313 E. Broadway. In 1940–1942 Glendale City Hall was
constructed by the Works Progress Administration in the Moderne style, designed by architect Albert E.
Hansen.
During the 1920s Glendale became an important aviation center. Early in 1912, Leslie C. Brand built the
first private airplane hangar at Mountain Street and Grandview Avenue. Glendale’s Grand Central Airport
was likewise established in the early 1920s, along with the Zig Zag Modern/Spanish Colonial Revival style
Grand Central Air Terminal in 1928, which was the first official air terminal for the Los Angeles area. For
the first time, air service was offered between Los Angeles and New York. As years passed, the Grand
Central Airport’s runway was deemed insufficient for modern planes. The airport closed in 1959, although
the terminal still remains in its original location. During the 1930s, important civic buildings, such as the
Glendale Post Office and Glendale City Hall, were constructed. The banking era of Glendale established the
Sarmiento Buildings that were built in the 1950s on Brand and Broadway.
Postwar Glendale and Modern Resources

Most development was complete in Glendale by 1945. But Glendale, along with the rest of Southern
California, experienced significant growth after World War II. Important Modern postwar buildings built
downtown include the County Courthouse, at 600 E. Broadway, designed by Arthur Wolfe. The County
Courthouse combines the values of Modern architecture (clean lines, wide use of glass, horizontal breadth)
with classical elements such as the red brick façade.
Renowned modern architects Welton Becket and Associates designed the Glendale Public Library, located
at 300 E. Harvard, in 1973. Constructed of rough-textured concrete, the library’s clear span roof used
waffle slabs to absorb noise. Even Glendale’s churches reinvented themselves in the Modern style. In 1960
First United Methodist Church of Glendale built a new Modern church at 134 N. Kenwood. Architects
Walter Moody and Ralph Flewelling were both members of the Methodist community. The church features
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steel slip cables and extensive glasswork. As its focal point is the Trilon, a 112-foot-high three-legged tower,
now known to the Glendale community as a prominent feature of the downtown skyline.

 Downtown Specific Plan/Downtown Districts
The DSP proposes to divide downtown Glendale into eleven districts, each distinguished by its own building
patterns. The districts include the following:












Alex Theater
Broadway Center
Civic Center
East Broadway
Galleria
Gateway
Maryland
Mid-Orange
Orange-Central
Town Center
Transitional

A reconnaissance-level (or windshield) historical resource survey of all the properties within the DSP area
was undertaken in January 2006. The survey was conducted according to established professional standards
and practices, as prescribed in National Register Bulletin 24—Guidelines for Local Surveys: A Basis for
Preservation Planning and the Secretary of the Interior’s Standard and Guidelines for Identification
(48 FR 44720-23) and “Recording Historical Resources,” prepared by the State Office of Historic
Preservation dated March 1995. In National Register Bulletin 24, the National Park Service characterizes a
reconnaissance-level survey as “a ‘once over lightly’ inspection of an area, most useful for characterizing its
resources in general and for developing a basis for deciding how to organize and orient more detailed survey
efforts.” The survey methodology involved three principle elements: (1) Preparation of a historic context
focused on the history and development of Downtown Glendale; (2) Compiling a preliminary list of
previously evaluated historical resources in the project area; and (3) Conducting a reconnaissance-level field
survey of all properties within the project area. Because of the limited research inherent in a reconnaissancelevel survey, the present effort distinguishes between “known historical resources” (or resources that have
been formally identified by an authoritative agency) and “potential historical properties” that appear to meet
the designation criteria of the National Register of Historic Places (NRHP), California Register of Historic
Resources (CRHR), or Glendale Register of Historic Resources (GRHR), but require an intensive-level
survey investigation before a formal evaluation can be made.
The history of Downtown Glendale has been well documented by prior studies, including the City’s
Historic Preservation Element of the General Plan and other reports and surveys. Site-specific information
was collected on a parcel-by-parcel basis for each building or structure within the DSP area determined to
be 45 years of age or older in order to be considered eligible for listing as a historic resource. Resources less
than 45 years of age were recorded only if they were known to have some overriding architectural or
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historical significance. The evaluations of historical significance were made using the criteria of the NRHP,
the CRHR, and the GRHR, respectively.

 Definition of Historical Resources
The National Historic Preservation Act established the NRHP to recognize resources associated with the
country’s history and heritage. Structures and features generally must be at least 50 years old to be
considered for listing on the NRHP, barring exceptional circumstances. Criteria for listing on the NRHP,
which are set forth in Title 26, Part 60 of the Code of Federal Regulations (36 CFR Part 60), are
significance in American history, architecture, archaeology, engineering, and culture as present in districts,
sites, buildings, structures, and objects that possess integrity of location, design, setting, materials,
workmanship, feeling, and association, and that meet any of the following criteria:
a. Associated with events that have made a significant contribution to the broad patterns of our history
b. Associated with the lives of persons significant in our past
c. Embody the distinctive characteristics of a type, period, or method of construction; represent the
work of a master; possess high artistic values, represent a significant and distinguishable entity whose
components may lack individual distinction
d. Have yielded, or may be likely to yield, information important in prehistory or history. (See 36 CFR
§60.4)
The CRHR was created to identify resources deemed worthy of preservation on a State level and was
modeled closely after the NRHP. The criteria are nearly identical to those of the NRHP, but focus upon
resources of statewide significance. The criteria are set forth in Section 15064.5(a)(3) of the CEQA
Guidelines, and are defined as any resource that does any of the following:
a. Is associated with events that have made a significant contribution to the broad patterns of California’s
history and cultural heritage
b. Is associated with lives of persons important in our past
c. Embodies the distinctive characteristics of a type, period, region, or method of construction, or
represents the work of an important creative individual, or possesses high artistic values
d. Has yielded, or may be likely to yield, information important in prehistory or history
The CRHR includes resources listed on the NRHP.
In addition, the CEQA Guidelines, Section 15064.5(a)(4) states:
The fact that a resource is not listed in, or determined to be eligible for listing in the California
Register of Historical Resources, not included in a local register of historical resources (pursuant to
Section 5020.1(k) of the Public Resources Code), or identified in an historical resources survey
(meeting the criteria in Section 5024.1(g) of the Public Resources Code) does not preclude a lead
agency from determining that the resource may be an historical resource as defined in Public
Resources Code Section 5020.1(j) or 5024.1
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 Identification of Historical Resources in the Project Area
The reconnaissance-level survey results distinguish between “known historical resources” and “potential
historical properties,” pending future intensive-level surveying. “Known historical resources” include those
properties previously listed in or formally determined eligible for listing in the NRHP or CRHR, or that
have been formally designated as local landmarks or contributors to a local historic district. “Potential
historical properties,” pending future intensive level surveying, are those properties identified during the
reconnaissance-level survey as being potentially eligible for listing in the NRHP, CRHR, or for designation
as local landmarks or contributors to a local historic district, which must be formally evaluated as part of an
intensive-level survey effort in the event of development on or immediately surrounding a potentially
historic property. The results are summarized in Table 4.4-1 (Historical Resources Survey Results in the
DSP Area).
Table 4.4-1

Historical Resources Survey Results in the DSP Area
Number of
Resources

National Register or California Register Status

1S

Individually listed on the National Register and California Register

1

1S/5S1

Individually listed on the National Register and California Register/Listed in the Glendale
Register

3

5S1

Individual property that is listed or designated locally

4

2S2

Determined to be individually eligible for listing in the California Register by the State
Historical Resource Commission/Listed on the Glendale Register

1

2CS/5S1

Individual property determined eligible for listing on the National Register and California
Register*

1

Potentially individually eligible for listing on the National Register and California Register*

18

Potentially individually eligible for listing on the California Register*

11

Potentially eligible for the California Register as a contributor to a California Register eligible
historic district*

5

Potentially individually eligible for listing on the Glendale Register*

31

Total Eligible and Potentially Eligible Properties
Determined ineligible for local listing or designation, but may warrant special consideration in
local planning*

16

Found ineligible for the National Register, California Register, or local designation*

144

Less than 45 years old

135

Not visible from the public right of way

SOURCE:

75

1
Total Non-Eligible Properties

296

Total of All Evaluated Properties

371

Jones & Stokes 2006, Appendices C & E

*Pending intensive-level survey effort and formal evaluation

Because the Glendale DSP EIR is intended to be a programmatic document that defines issues and sets forth
development policy in broad terms rather than on a project or site-specific basis, it reserves site-specific
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analysis for future environmental analysis conducted for individual development proposals. Development
assumptions at this stage are in terms of scenarios for minimum, moderate, and maximum levels of potential
development, as measured in new land use floor area and housing units added.
There are 594 parcels in the DSP area, 151 of which are vacant and possess no identified historical
resources. Of these vacant parcels, seventy-seven contain parking lots, seventy-one do not have any visible
improvements, and three contain public courtyards or open space.
Based on the reconnaissance-level survey of 371 properties (on 594 parcels) located in the DSP area, it was
determined that there are seventy-five properties in the DSP area that contain historical resources listed or
formally determined eligible or potentially eligible, pending future intensive-level surveying, for listing on
the CRHR, or for designation as local landmarks or landmark districts under the provisions of the Glendale
Municipal Code.
Table 4.4-2 below shows those properties within the DSP area that are either listed or have been formally
surveyed and determined eligible for listing at the National, State, or local level. The status codes listed in
column 3 of Table 4.4-2 are defined in Appendix B of the Historic Resources Technical Report located in
Appendix E to this EIR.
Table 4.4-2
Street Address

Known Historical Resources Identified in the Glendale DSP Area
APN

Status Code

Property Name

100-104 N Brand Blvd

5642005031

5S1

Security Trust and Savings Bank

201 N Brand Blvd

5642015036

5S1

F.W. Woolworth Co. Building

216 N Brand Blvd

5642016909

1S/5S1

Alex Theater

401 N. Brand Blvd.

5643003038

2CS

Glendale Federal Savings & Loan Building

156-160 S Brand Blvd

5642003021

1S

Huntley-Evans Building

232-236 S Brand Blvd

5642013008

5S1

Masonic Temple

313 E Broadway

5642006901

1S/5S1

U.S. Post Office

613 E Broadway

5642012904

2S2/5S1

Glendale City Hall

119 N. Glendale Avenue

5642012904

5S1

Municipal Power & Lights Building

140 N Louise St
(formerly 145 N.
Howard St.)

5642006056

1S/5S1

Glendale YMCA

Source: Jones & Stokes, Glendale Downtown Specific Plan EIR Historical Resources Survey Technical Report, 2006.
* Determined through reconnaissance-level survey, pending intensive-level survey and formal evaluation.

A total of sixty-five properties within the DSP area are not yet listed and are considered to be potential
historic properties, based on the results of the reconnaissance-level survey and pending future intensivelevel surveying, because they have the potential to meet the eligibility criteria for listing in the NRHP,
CRHR, or for designation as local landmarks. In addition, five of these properties have the potential to be
eligible for listing on the CRHR as contributing properties to a potential historic district. These potential
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historic properties are listed in Table 4.4-3 (Potential Historical Resources Identified in the Glendale DSP
Area). The properties listed in Table 4.4-3 are not considered to be historic resources under CEQA;
however, they do warrant the preparation of an intensive-level survey as part of a formal evaluation that
would be conducted at the time when individual projects are subjected for development review.
Table 4.4-3

Potential Historical Properties Identified in the Glendale DSP Area
APN

Eligibility Determination Based on Reconnaissance-Level Survey –
Pending Intensive-Level Survey and Formal Evaluation

142–146 N Brand Blvd

5642005024

Eligible for California Register*

209 N Brand Blvd

5642015035

Eligible for Glendale Register*

221–225 N Brand Blvd

5642015032

Eligible for Glendale Register*

337 N Brand Blvd

5643020056

Eligible for California Register*

224–226 S Brand Blvd

5642013006

Eligible for Glendale Register*

230 S Brand Blvd

5642013007

Eligible for Glendale Register*

201–203 E Broadway

5642005042

Eligible for National Register and California Register*

205–209 E Broadway

5642005043

Eligible for Glendale Register*

215 E Broadway

5642005925

Eligible for National Register and California Register*

501 E Broadway

5642001042

Eligible for Glendale Register*

600 E Broadway

5642008901

Eligible for National Register and California Register*

633 E Broadway

5642012904

Eligible for National Register and California Register*

351 W Broadway

5638009017

Eligible for Glendale Register*

353 W Broadway

5638009018

Eligible for Glendale Register*

357 W Broadway

5637009031

Eligible for Glendale Register*

119 W California Ave

5643020048

Eligible for National Register and California Register*

121 W California Ave

5643020048

Eligible for National Register and California Register*

101 N Central Ave

5637009007

Eligible for Glendale Register*

227–229 N Central Ave

5637007001

Eligible for National Register and California Register*

346 N Central Ave

5643020028

Eligible for California Register*

540 N Central Ave

5643001062

Eligible for California Register as contributor to historic
district*

607 N Central Ave

5637002051

Eligible for California Register as contributor to historic
district*

610 N Central Ave

5637002051

Eligible for California Register as contributor to historic
district*

633 N Central Ave

5637002046

Eligible for California Register as contributor to historic
district*

201 E Colorado St

5642013901

Eligible for Glendale Register*

220 E Colorado St

5641003900

Eligible for California Register*

326 E Colorado St

5641004008

Eligible for California Register*

206 W Colorado

5641001010

Eligible for National Register and California Register*

360 W Colorado St

5696004017

Eligible for Glendale Register*

Street Address
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Table 4.4-3

Potential Historical Properties Identified in the Glendale DSP Area
APN

Eligibility Determination Based on Reconnaissance-Level Survey –
Pending Intensive-Level Survey and Formal Evaluation

112 N Columbus Ave

5637009037

Eligible for Glendale Register*

425 E Elk Ave

5641004026

Eligible for Glendale Register*

215 W Elk Ave

5641001017

Eligible for Glendale Register*

119 N Glendale Ave

5642012904

Eligible for National Register and California Register*

219 E Harvard St

5642004039

Eligible for California Register*

222–300 E Harvard St

5642013901

Eligible for California Register*

305 E Harvard St

5642004038

Eligible for National Register and California Register*

314 E Harvard St

5642010026

Eligible for National Register and California Register*

408 E Harvard St

5642010004

Eligible for Glendale Register*

409 E Harvard St

5642007047

Eligible for Glendale Register*

423 E Harvard St

5642007054

Eligible for Glendale Register*

120 N Isabel St

5642012904

Eligible for National Register and California Register*

140 N Isabel St

5642012904

Eligible for California Register*

115 S Isabel St

5642007014

Eligible for Glendale Register*

115–121 N Jackson St

5642006042

Eligible for Glendale Register*

123–129 N Jackson St

5642006039/5642006040

Eligible for Glendale Register*

139–141 N Jackson St

5642006036

Eligible for Glendale Register*

116–122 S Jackson St

5642007009/5642007010

Eligible for California Register*

5642007035

Eligible for Glendale Register*

5642007013/5642007023

Eligible for California Register*

220 S Jackson St

5642009018

Eligible for California Register*

119 N Kenwood St

5642006056

Eligible for Glendale Register*

127–129 N Kenwood St

5642006056

Eligible for Glendale Register*

130 N Kenwood St

5642006060

Eligible for National Register and California Register*

134 N Kenwood St

5642006060

Eligible for National Register and California Register*

117–119 S Kenwood St

5642004030

Eligible for Glendale Register*

128 S Kenwood St

5642007040

Eligible for Glendale Register*

216 S Kenwood St

5642010007

Eligible for Glendale Register*

228 S Kenwood St

5642010010

Eligible for National Register and California Register*

231–233 S Kenwood St

5642010048

Eligible for National Register and California Register*

232 S Kenwood St

5642010011

Eligible for National Register and California Register*

121 W Lexington Dr

5643003039

Eligible for California Register as contributor to historic
district*

128 N Maryland Ave

5642005088

Eligible for Glendale Register*

224 N Maryland Ave

5642016046

Eligible for Glendale Register*

124 S Orange St

5642001076

Eligible for California Register*

200–204 E Wilson Ave

5642005057

Eligible for National Register and California Register*

Street Address

121 S Jackson St
132–136 S Jackson St
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Table 4.4-3
Street Address

200 W Wilson Ave

Potential Historical Properties Identified in the Glendale DSP Area
APN

Eligibility Determination Based on Reconnaissance-Level Survey –
Pending Intensive-Level Survey and Formal Evaluation

5642002045

Eligible for Glendale Register*

Source: Jones & Stokes, Glendale Downtown Specific Plan EIR Historical Resources Survey Technical Report, 2006.
* Determined through reconnaissance-level survey, pending intensive-level survey and formal evaluation.

The properties at 540, 607, 610, and 633 N. Central Avenue comprise a group of four similarly designed
medical office buildings, constructed between 1953 and 1963. Based on the survey results, they have been
identified as potential historic properties, pending future intensive-level surveying and formal evaluation,
because they are a unique grouping of postwar medical office buildings that embody distinctive
characteristics of their architectural type and period of construction in Glendale. Figure 4.4-1 (Identified
Historical Resources) illustrates all identified historical resources.
The historic resource survey identified 160 properties in the DSP area that do not appear to be historically
significant, and are not eligible for listing in the NRHP, CRHR, or as a locally designated landmark or local
historic district. Of these 160 properties, 144 were evaluated as ineligible for listing in the NRHP, CRHR,
or GRHR due to loss of physical integrity, lack of a cohesive neighborhood, or because they did not meet
applicable criteria to be considered historically significant. The other sixteen properties were found to be
ineligible for listing, but may warrant special consideration in local planning processes. These properties
retain good physical integrity or are representative of certain building types, but lack the characteristics and
relative significance to be considered individually eligible local landmarks or contributors in a local landmark
district.
The 135 properties in the DSP area that are less than 45 years old do not yet met the NRHP’s age criteria,
and are not known to have some overriding architectural or historical significance that would qualify them
for listing.

 Archaeological Resources
Prehistoric settlement in the Los Angeles Basin appears to have been shaped by an environment that favored
subsistence practices and may have consisted of either villages or temporary/seasonal camps of special
functions. Native American sites used in the harvest of marine foods formed a band along the Los Angeles
Basin coast north from the Ballona wetlands. Inland sites often appeared near springs or seeps or in
proximity to oak groves. Other sites, many undocumented, were located to take advantage of desirable
water, faunal, mineral, wild plant, and seed resources. As noted above, the earliest inhabitants of the
Glendale area were the Gabrielino, a culturally prestigious community known for their advancements in
pre-industrial technology, maritime trade, religion, and oral literature.
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In southern California, archaeological finds (remnants of human life and culture in past ages) are usually
associated with water sources. Perennial and intermittent watercourses have existed in Glendale through the
ages. However, no archaeological sites have been documented. This should not be construed as evidence
that ancient man did not inhabit this area. Rather, investigation continues, on an individual project basis,
through environmental documentation. In addition, hard surface development over archaeological resources
may preserve them for future study.3

 Paleontological Resources
Paleontological resources include fossil remains, fossil localities, and formations that have produced fossil
material in other nearby areas. These resources are limited, nonrenewable, sensitive scientific and
educational resources protected by federal environmental laws and regulations. As recognized here,
paleontological resources include fossils preserved either as impressions of soft (fleshy) or hard (skeletal)
parts, mineralized remains of skeletons, tracks, or burrows; other trace fossils; coprolites (fossilized
excrement); seeds or pollen; and other microfossils from terrestrial, aquatic, or aerial organisms.
Paleontological resources are generally found within sedimentary rock formations. Much of Glendale is
underlain by igneous and metamorphic rock, and therefore, unlikely to contain any paleontological
resources.4

4.4.2

Regulatory Framework

The treatment of cultural resources is governed by federal and state laws and guidelines. There are specific
criteria for determining whether prehistoric and historic sites or objects are significant and/or protected by
law. Federal and state significance criteria generally focus on the resource's uniqueness, its relationship to
similar resources, and its potential to contribute important information to scholarly research. Some
resources that do not meet federal significance criteria may, nevertheless, be considered significant by state
criteria. The laws and regulations that seek to address and/or mitigate impacts on significant prehistoric or
historic resources are summarized below.

 Federal
The National Historic Preservation Act of 1966

The National Historic Preservation Act of 1966 established the National Register of Historic Places as the official
federal list of cultural resources that have been nominated by state offices for their historical significance at
the local, state, or national level. Properties listed in the NRHP, or “determined eligible” for listing, must
meet certain criteria for historical significance and possess integrity of form, location, and setting.

3
4

City of Glendale, Open Space and Conservation Element, January 1993.
Ibid.
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Significance is determined by four aspects of American history or prehistory recognized by the NRHP
Criteria, which are listed below.
1. Associated with events that have made a significant contribution to the broad patterns of our history
2. Associated with the lives of persons significant in our past
3. Embody the distinctive characteristics of a type; period, or method of construction; represent the
work of a master; possess high artistic values, represent a significant and distinguishable entity whose
components may lack individual distinction
4. Have yielded, or may be likely to yield, information important in prehistory or history. (See
36 CFR §60.4)
Eligible properties must meet at least one of the criteria and possess integrity of location, design, setting,
materials, workmanship, feeling, and association. Historical integrity is measured by the degree to which the
resource retains its historical properties and conveys its historical character, the degree to which the original
fabric has been retained, and the reversibility of changes to the property. The National Register recognizes
these seven aspects or qualities that, in various combinations, define the integrity of a property:
1. Location—Location is the place where the historic property was constructed or the place where the
historic event occurred.
2. Design—Design is the combination of elements that create the form, plan, space, structure, and style
of a property.
3. Setting—Setting is the physical environment of a historic property.
4. Materials—Materials are the physical elements that were combined or deposited during a particular
period of time and in a particular pattern or configuration to form a historic property.
5. Workmanship—Workmanship is the physical evidence of the crafts of a particular culture or people
during any given period in history or pre-history.
6. Feeling—Feeling is a property’s expression of the aesthetic or historic sense of a particular period of
time.
7. Association—Association is the direct link between an important historic event or person and a
historic property.

 State
The California Register of Historic Resources (Public Resources Code Section 5020 et
seq.)

The State Historic Preservation Office (SHPO) maintains the CRHR. Properties listed, or formally
designated as eligible for listing, on the NRHP are automatically listed on the CRHR, as are State Landmarks
and Points of Interest. The CRHR also includes properties designated under local ordinances or identified
through local historical resource surveys.
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State law seeks to protect cultural resources by requiring evaluations of the significance of prehistoric and
historic resources in CEQA documents. A cultural resource is an important historical resource if it meets
any of the criteria found in Section 15064.5(a)(3) of the CEQA Guidelines. These criteria, which are nearly
identical to those for the NRHP, are listed below.
a. Is associated with events that have made a significant contribution to the broad patterns of California’s
history and cultural heritage
b. Is associated with lives of persons important in our past
c. Embodies the distinctive characteristics of a type, period, region, or method of construction, or
represents the work of an important creative individual, or possesses high artistic values
d. Has yielded, or may be likely to yield, information important in prehistory or history
As stated earlier CEQA Section 15064.5(a)(4) also affords the lead agency the ability to determine whether
a resource may be an historical resource without it being listed in the CRHR. Resources eligible for listing
in the California Register must retain enough of their historic character or appearance to be recognizable as
historical resources and to convey the reasons for their significance. Buildings, structures, or objects that
have been moved or reconstructed, and resources that have achieved significance within the past 50 years
may also be considered for listing in the California Register under specific circumstances.
California Health and Safety Code Sections 7050.5, 7051, and 7054

These sections collectively address the illegality of interference with human burial remains, as well as the
disposition of Native American burials in archaeological sites. The law protects such remains from
disturbance, vandalism, or inadvertent destruction, and establishes procedures to be implemented if Native
American skeletal remains are discovered during construction of a project, including the treatment of
remains prior to, during, and after evaluation, and reburial procedures.
California Public Resources Code Section 15064.5 (e)

This law addresses the disposition of Native American burials in archaeological sites and protects such
remains from disturbance, vandalism, or inadvertent destruction. The section establishes procedures to be
implemented if Native American skeletal remains are discovered during construction of a project and
establishes the Native American Heritage Commission as the entity responsible to resolve disputes regarding
the disposition of such remains.

 Local
City of Glendale Historic Resources Procedures

The City of Glendale has established a historic preservation program that is in accordance with the
provisions of the NHPA, Certified Local Government (CLG) program. The City’s historic preservation
program relies on the goals, objectives and policies outlined in the Historic Preservation Element of the
City’s General Plan and the Preservation Ordinance in the Glendale Municipal Code.
Glendale Downtown Specific Plan Program EIR
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According to Section 15.20.020 of the Glendale Municipal Code, an “historic resource” means any site,
building, structure, area or place, man-made or natural, which is historically or archaeologically significant
in the cultural, architectural, archaeological, engineering, scientific, economic, agricultural, educational,
social, political or military heritage of the City of Glendale, the State of California, or the United States and
which has been designated as historically significant in the National Register of Historic Places, the State of
California Register of Historical Resources, or the Historic Preservation Element of the Glendale General
Plan.
The City has declared that “the recognition, preservation, protection and use of historic resources are
required in the interest of the health, prosperity, social and cultural enrichment and general welfare of the
people.” The purpose of the historic preservation program, as outline in Section 15.20.010 of the Glendale
Municipal Code is to:







Safeguard the heritage of the City by preserving resources which reflect elements of the City’s history
Encourage public understanding and involvement in the unique architectural and environmental
heritage of the City
Strengthen civic pride in the notable accomplishments of the past
Deter the demolition, misuse or neglect of historic resources, historic districts, and potential historic
resources or districts which represent an important link to Glendale’s past
Promote the conservation, preservation, protection and enhancement of historic resources, historic
districts, potential historic resources or districts
Promote the private and public use of historic resources for the education, appreciation and general
welfare of the people

According to Section 2.76.100 of the Glendale Municipal Code, the Glendale Historic Preservation
Commission “shall consider and recommend to the City Council additions to and deletions from the
Glendale Register of Historic Resources; shall keep current and publish a register of historic resources; shall
make recommendations to the Planning Commission, and the City Council on amendments to the Historic
Preservation Element of the City General Plan; and shall have the power to grant or deny applications for
permits for demolition, major alterations of historic resources.”
The recently amended Historic Preservation Ordinance (No. 5110) created the Glendale Register of
Historic Resources, which is the official list of designated historic resources in the City and any properties
specified in the Historic Preservation Element of the Glendale General Plan. The new ordinance also
establishes criteria for designation or deletion of historic resources to or from the Glendale Register of
Historical Resources.
Glendale Municipal Code

To be eligible for listing on the GRHR, a historical resource must contain one or more of the following
elements:
1. The proposed resource identifies interest or value as part of the heritage of the city
2. The proposed resource is the location of a significant historic event
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3. The proposed resource identifies with a person or persons or groups who significantly contributed to
the history and development of the city, or whose work has influenced the heritage of the city, the
state or the United States
4. The proposed resource exemplifies one of the best remaining architectural type in a neighborhood; or
contains outstanding or exemplary elements of attention to architectural design, detail, materials or
craftsmanship of a particular historic period
5. The proposed resource is in a unique location or contains a singular physical characteristic
representing an established and familiar visual feature of a neighborhood
6. The proposed resource is a source, site or repository of archeological interest; and/or
7. The proposed resource contains a natural setting that strongly contributes to the well being of the
people of the city (Ord. 5347 § 7, 2003: Ord. 5110 § 12, 1996: prior code § 21-02)
The designation of local historic districts in the City of Glendale is subject to the requirements of Glendale
Municipal Code Chapter 30.25. Under these codes, a “historic district” (or a historic district overlay zone) is
defined as “a geographically definable area possessing a concentration, linkage or continuity, constituting
more than 60 percent of the total, of historic or scenic properties, or thematically-related grouping of
properties. Properties must contribute to each other and be unified aesthetically by plan or historical
physical development.” A historic district overlay zone may be eligible for designation by the City of
Glendale if it contains one or more of the following elements:
1. Exemplifies or reflects special elements of the City's cultural, social, economic, political, aesthetic,
engineering, architectural, or natural history
2. Is identified with persons or events significant in local, state, or national history
3. Embodies distinctive characteristics of a style, type, period, or method of construction, or is a
valuable example of the use of indigenous materials or craftsmanship
4. Represents the work of notable builders, designers, or architects
5. Has a unique location or is a view or vista representing an established and familiar visual feature of a
neighborhood community or of the City
6. Embodies a collection of elements of architectural design, detail, materials or craftsmanship that
represent a significant structural or architectural achievement or innovation
7. Reflects significant geographical patterns, including those associated with different eras of settlement
and growth, transportation modes, or distinctive examples of park or community planning
8. Conveys a sense of historic and architectural cohesiveness through its design, setting, materials,
workmanship or association; or
9. Has been designated a historic district in the National Register of Historic Places or the California
Register of Historical Resources (Ord. 5347 § 18 (part), 2003)
The City of Glendale has not adopted formal guidelines for evaluating the integrity of individual historical
resources or historic districts. Because of the diversity of types and characteristics of the City’s historical
resources, the integrity of resources within the DSP area were evaluated for local eligibility using the
Glendale Downtown Specific Plan Program EIR
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integrity guidelines established by the NRHP and CRHR, and taking into consideration the area’s period of
significance and historic context.

4.4.3

Project Impacts and Mitigation

 Analytic Method
Significant effects upon historic structures or features are evaluated by determining the presence or absence
of historic status (i.e., integrity) with respect to the feature in question, and then determining the potential
for the proposed development to cause a substantial adverse change to the structure or feature if it possesses
historic status. Any future development project that is located on or immediately surrounding any of the
seventy-five known historical resources or potential historic properties located within the DSP area could
potentially result in a significant impact to historical resources. Any future development project within the
DSP area that would cause a substantial adverse change in the significance of an historical resource would
represent a significant impact related to historical resources.
In determining potential impacts, a “substantial adverse change” means “demolition, destruction, relocation,
or alteration of the resource such that the significance of an historical resource would be materially
impaired.” (California Public Resources Code 5020.1(q)). The setting of a resource should also be taken
into account because setting may contribute to the significance of the resource, and impairment of the
setting could affect the significance of a resource. Material impairment occurs when a project does any of the
following:


Demolishes or materially alters in an adverse manner those physical characteristics of an historical
resource that convey its historical significance and that justify its inclusion in, or eligibility for,
inclusion in the California Register of Historical Resources



Demolishes or materially alters in an adverse manner those physical characteristics that account for its
inclusion in a local register of historical resources pursuant to Section 5020.1(k) of the Public
Resources Code or its identification in an historical resources survey meeting the requirements of
Section 5024.1(g) of the Public Resources Code, unless the public agency reviewing the effects of the
project establishes that the resource is not historically or culturally significant by preponderance of
evidence



Demolishes or materially alters in an adverse manner those physical characteristics of a historical
resource that convey its historical significance and that justify its eligibility for inclusion in the
California Register of Historical Resources as determined by a lead agency for purposes of CEQA
(18 State CEQA Guidelines, 15064.5(b)(2))

CEQA regulations further identify the Secretary of the Interior's Standards for the Treatment of Historic
Properties with Guidelines for Preserving, Rehabilitating, Restoring, and Reconstructing Historic Buildings
or the Secretary of the Interior's Standards for Rehabilitation and Guidelines for Rehabilitating Historic
Buildings (1995), Weeks and Grimmer, as the measure to be used in determinations of whether or not a
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project of new development or rehabilitation adversely impacts an “historical resource.”
Section 15064.5(b)(3) states:
Generally, a project that follows the Secretary of the Interior’s Standards for the Treatment of
Historic Properties with Guidelines for Preserving, Rehabilitating, Restoring, and Reconstructing
Historic Buildings or the Secretary of the Interior’s Standards for Rehabilitation and Guidelines for
Rehabilitating Historic Buildings (1995), Weeks and Grimer, shall be considered as mitigated to a
level of less than a significant impact on the historical resource.

Typical project impacts that may "disrupt or adversely affect...a property of historic or cultural significance"
or cause a "substantial adverse change in the significance of an historical resource" may include the
following:







Demolition or substantial alteration without consideration of historic features
Incompatible massing, size, scale or architectural style of new development on adjacent properties
Obstruction or extensive shading of significant views to and from the property by new development
Incompatible use of an existing structure
Disruption of integrity of setting
Long-term loss of access to the property

The level of significance for an effect is dependent upon the existing integrity and nature of contributing
elements to its historic or cultural significance, and the sensitivity of the current or historic use of the
resource.

 Thresholds of Significance
The following thresholds of significance are based on Appendix G of the CEQA Guidelines, as amended. For
purposes of this EIR, implementation of the proposed project may have a significant adverse impact on
cultural resources if it would result in any of the following:





Cause a substantial adverse change in the significance of a historical resource as defined in
Section 15064.5 of the CEQA Guidelines
Cause a substantial adverse change in the significance of an archaeological resource pursuant to
Section 15064.5 of the CEQA Guidelines
Directly or indirectly destroy a unique paleontological resource or site or unique geologic feature
Disturb any human remains, including those interred outside of formal cemeteries

 Effects Not Found to Be Significant
There are no Effects Not Found to Be Significant with respect to cultural resources.
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 Impacts and Mitigation
Threshold

Impact 4.4-1

Cause a substantial adverse change in the significance of an
archaeological resource pursuant to Section 15064.5 of the CEQA
Guidelines

Implementation of the proposed project could cause a substantial
adverse change in the significance of an archaeological resource
pursuant to Section 15064.5 of the CEQA Guidelines, and this would
be considered a significant impact. Compliance with the identified
mitigation measure would reduce this impact to less than significant.

As stated above, no known archaeological resources exist is the DSP area. In addition, the DSP area has
already been subject to extensive disruption from previous development and may contain artificial fill
materials. As such, any archaeological resources that may have existed have likely been disturbed. While not
expected, the remote potential exists that construction activities associated with implementation of the DSP
would have the potential to unearth undocumented resources. This could result in a potentially significant
impact. Implementation of mitigation measure MM 4.4-1 would reduce any potential impacts to a level that
is less than significant by providing for suspension of work until the find can be evaluated by a qualified
archeologist so that the find is not damaged or removed in an unauthorized manner.
MM 4.4-1

Threshold

Impact 4.4-2

In the event that archeological resources are unearthed during project subsurface activities, all
earth disturbing work within a 200-meter radius must be temporarily suspended or redirected
until an archeologist has evaluated the nature and significance of the find. After the find has
been appropriately mitigated, work in the area may resume.
Directly or indirectly destroy a unique paleontological resource or site,
or unique geologic feature

Implementation of the proposed project could directly or indirectly
destroy a unique paleontological resource or site, or unique
geologic feature and this would be considered a significant impact.
Implementation of the identified mitigation measure would reduce
this impact to less than significant.

Plant and animal fossils are typically found within sedimentary rock deposits. Most of the City of Glendale
consists of igneous and metamorphic rock. The DSP area is not known to contain paleontological resources.5
In addition, the DSP area has already been subject to extensive ground disturbance and development. Any
superficial paleontological resources that may have existed at one time have likely been previously unearthed
by past development activities. While not expected, the remote potential remains for paleontological
resources to exist at deep levels. If these resources are disturbed, impacts would be potentially significant.
5

City of Glendale, Open Space and Conservation Element, January 1993.
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Implementation of mitigation measure MM 4.4-2 would reduce any potential impacts to less-thansignificant levels by providing for suspension of work until the find is evaluated by a qualified
paleontologist.
MM 4.4-2

Threshold

Impact 4.4-3

In the event that paleontological resources are unearthed during project, subsurface activities,
all earth disturbing work within a 100-meter radius must be temporarily suspended or
redirected until a paleontologist has evaluated the nature and significance of the find. After
the find has been appropriately mitigated, work in the area may resume.
Disturb any human remains, including those interred outside of formal
cemeteries

Construction activities under the proposed project could result in
the disturbance of human remains, including those interred outside
of formal cemeteries. However, compliance with the identified
mitigation measures would ensure that this impact remains less than
significant.

No formal cemeteries are known to have occupied the Specific Plan Area, so any human remains
encountered would likely come from archaeological or historical archaeological contexts. Human burials, in
addition to being potential archaeological resources, have specific provisions for treatment in Section 5097
of the California Public Resources Code (PRC) and Sections 7050.5, 7051, and 7054 of the California
Health and Safety Code (HSC). Because no known archaeological sites are present in the project area and
the area is underlain by disturbed soils, the presence of human remains is a remote possibility. However, if
remains are encountered, disturbing these remains could violate PRC and HSC provisions, as well as destroy
the resource. Implementation of mitigation measure MM 4.4-3 would ensure that this impact remains less
than significant by ensuring appropriate examination, treatment, and protection of human remains, if any
are discovered.
MM 4.4-3

Threshold

Impact 4.4-4

If human remains are unearthed during construction of any project under the DSP, State
Health and Safety Code Section 7050.5 requires that no further disturbance shall occur until
the County coroner has made the necessary findings as to origin and disposition pursuant to
Public Resources Code Section 5097.98. If the remains are determined to be of Native
American descent, the coroner has 24 hours to notify the Native American Heritage
Commission (NAHC). The NAHC will then contact the most likely descendant of the deceased
Native American, who will then serve as consultant on how to proceed with the remains.
Cause a substantial adverse change in the significance of a historical
resource as defined in Section 15064.5 of the 2005 CEQA Guidelines

Implementation of the proposed project would result in new
development, perhaps including demolition, on or near sites with
known historic resources and on potentially historic sites. This is
considered a potentially significant impact. Because no feasible
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mitigation is available for demolition of historic resources to reduce
the impact to a less-than-significant level, this impact is considered
significant and unavoidable.
Currently, there are seventy-five buildings within the DSP area that are either known historic resources or
are potentially historic buildings, pending further intensive-level evaluation. Future development in the DSP
may include demolition of these resources, or may include development near a known historic resource that
may diminish the integrity of the historic resource’s setting so as to cause a significant impact to the historic
resource. Due to the programmatic nature of this EIR, specific project-level design plans (including building
locations, heights, positioning, and demolition of existing structures) are not available at this time, and a
complete assessment of impacts to historic resources of proposed development under the DSP is not
possible. In the future, when specific development projects are proposed within the DSP area, project
design plans will be prepared and subject to project-level CEQA review. The project-level plans will be
evaluated, as necessary, to determine the extent of potential impacts to historic resources.
However, it is reasonable to conclude at this programmatic level of analysis that new development will
likely result under the proposed DSP. Given the large number of known historic resources or potentially
historic sites, the project could result in impacts to a historic resource. Mitigation measures are proposed to
avoid or substantially lessen the potential impacts. The proposed mitigation measures include the
requirement that future project development proposals conduct an intensive-level survey of those properties
identified in this document as potential historic sites that may be affected by project-level development in
the DSP area. Additionally, compliance with the U.S. Secretary of Interior’s Standards for rehabilitation will
be required, where applicable, and site plan or project modifications will be required to minimize the
impacts to significant historic resources.
The following mitigation measures are recommended for all future development projects within the DSP
area that are located on or in proximity to parcels containing known or potential historic resources:
MM 4.4-4(a)

To the extent feasible, the preservation, rehabilitation, restoration, reconstruction or adaptive
reuse of known historic resources shall meet the U.S. Secretary of the Interior's Standards for
Rehabilitation. Any proposal to preserve, rehabilitate, restore, reconstruct, or adaptively reuse
a known historic resource in accordance with the Interior Secretary’s Standards shall be deemed
to not be a significant impact under CEQA and, in such cases, no additional mitigation
measures will be required.

MM 4.4-4(b)

Historic street lamps, if any, should be repaired and reused, and not replaced by contemporary
fixtures, when maintenance or streetscape improvements occur, unless reuse or repair is
demonstrated to be infeasible.

MM 4.4-4(c)

In the event that a future development project within the Downtown Specific Plan Area is
proposed on or immediately surrounding a site containing a known historic resource,
environmental review of the development project shall consider the impacts to the known
historic resource and, if needed, shall include a study conducted by a qualified historian or
architectural historian to determine whether the proposed development project would
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materially alter in an adverse manner those physical characteristics of the known historic
resource that conveys its historical significance. If the project would demolish a historic resource
or if it is determined that the development project would materially alter in an adverse manner
those physical characteristics that convey the resource’s historic significance, the City shall
impose any and all measures to avoid or substantially lessen the impact, unless the City, after
having analyzed the significant impacts and proposed mitigation measures in an
Environmental Impact Report, finds such mitigation measures are infeasible and adopts a
statement of overriding considerations. Potential modifications to a site-specific development
project to avoid or mitigate adverse impacts on historic resources include, but are not limited
to:
(1) Site plan modifications that incorporate the historic resource into the proposed project, and
if necessary, rehabilitation of the historic resource. Rehabilitation of architecturally or
historically significant buildings shall meet the U.S. Secretary of the interior’s Standards
for Rehabilitation;
(2) Design changes related to height density, upper story step-backs, architectural features, or
materials; and
(3) Changes in the proposed development program to include compatible uses.
MM 4.4-4(d)

In the event that a future development project within the Downtown Specific Plan Area is
proposed on a site containing a potential historic property, the City shall require, as part of
the environmental review of the project, an intensive level survey to determine whether the
property is a historic resource under CEQA. If the intensive level survey determines that the
potential historic property is a historic resource, the City shall undertake the analysis and
impose mitigation measures required under MM 4.4-4(a) through (c).

Each specific development project under the DSP would be required to implement the described mitigation
measures. However, since there are some impacts to historic resources which have no mitigation (such as
demolition), it is therefore reasonably foreseeable that the proposed project may result in significant and
unavoidable impacts, and feasible mitigation measures do not exist to mitigate all potential impacts of the
DSP. Accordingly, this impact is considered significant and unavoidable.

4.4.4

Cumulative Impacts

The geographic context for the analysis of cumulative impacts to archaeological and paleontological
resources, including human remains, is the City of Glendale, which includes all cumulative growth within
the City, as represented by full implementation of the General Plan.
Development in the City would require grading and excavation that could potentially affect archaeological
or paleontological resources or human remains. The cumulative effect of these projects would contribute to
the continued loss of subsurface cultural resources if these resources are not protected upon discovery.
However, CEQA requirements and the City’s Open Space and Conservation Element protect archaeological
and paleontological resources and human remains. If subsurface cultural resources are protected upon
discovery as required by law, cumulative impacts to those resources would be less than significant. As
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indicated above, mitigation measures MM 4.4-1 through MM 4.4-3 would be imposed for development
associated with the proposed project and enforced throughout construction. The contribution of potential
impacts from the proposed project to the cumulative destruction of subsurface cultural resources
throughout Glendale would not be cumulatively considerable and would, therefore, be less than
significant.
The geographic context for the analysis of cumulative impacts to historical resources is the City of Glendale
and cumulative growth under full implementation of the General Plan. Historic resources that may have
significant impacts related to approved or pending projects are illustrated in Table 4.4-4 and on Figure 4.4-2
(Potentially Impacted Historical Resources).
Table 4.4-4

Historical Properties that May Have Significant
Impacts Related to Approved or Pending Projects

Resource Address

APN

607 N. Central Avenue

5637002051

610 N. Central Ave

5643002050

633 N. Central Ave

5637002046

200 W. Wilson Ave

5642002045

SOURCE:

Jones & Stokes, Glendale Downtown Specific Plan EIR Historical Resources Survey Technical
Report, 2006.

Cumulative impacts related to cultural resources could occur to the extent that multiple future
development projects in the City could result in significant impacts to multiple identified historical
resources. Because some projects under the DSP, combined with the cumulative projects, could result in
demolition of historic structures, for example, for which no feasible mitigation measures exist, the impact
would be cumulatively significant. Since the proposed project would result in a significant and unavoidable
impact to historic structures, as noted above, the project’s contribution would be cumulatively considerable
when combined with the above-listed projects. The cumulative impact would be significant and
unavoidable.

4.4.5
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4.5

GEOLOGY AND SOILS

This section describes the existing geologic and soil conditions present in the Glendale Downtown Specific
Plan (DSP) area and evaluates the potential for adverse impacts of the proposed project on these conditions.
Regional conditions (such as seismicity) are included when they would affect the DSP area.
The primary sources of information on which the analysis in this section is based include site observations by
EIP Associates; the Technical Background Report to the Safety Element of the General Plan, City of Glendale,
California, dated July 2003, prepared by Earth Consultants International; previous environmental
documentation prepared for the City of Glendale; regional studies published by federal, state, and local
agencies (United States Geological Survey, Natural Resources Conservation Service, California Geological
Survey (formerly the Division of Mines and Geology, etc.) dealing with geotechnical and soil conditions in
Los Angeles County and the City of Glendale. These and other sources are referenced in the endnotes of this
section of the EIR.
No comments related to geology, soils, or seismicity issues were received during the Notice of Preparation
comment period.

4.5.1

Existing Conditions

The area covered by the DSP Area consists of approximately 220 acres in the center of the City of Glendale.
The area is generally bounded to the north by Glenoaks Boulevard, to the west by Central and Columbus
Avenues, to the east along Maryland and Glendale Avenues and to the south one block south of Colorado
Street (see Figure 3-2). The East Broadway Neighborhood, a small portion of the South Brand Boulevard
Specific Plan area and adjacent C3 zones south of Colorado between Columbus Avenue and Glendale
Avenue, and the entire Glendale Central Redevelopment Area, with the exception of a small segment north
of Glenoaks Boulevard, fall within the DSP area. The land slopes very gently (less than 2 percent) from
about 600 feet above sea level near the northeast corner to about 480 feet above sea level near the southwest
corner. The area is nearly completely developed as a downtown urban center.

 Geologic Setting
The City of Glendale, including the Downtown Specific DSP area, is at the southeastern edge of the San
Fernando Valley near the base of the Verdugo Mountains, a group of rugged peaks and ridges separated from
the lower slopes of the San Gabriel Mountains by La Cañada Valley. The Transverse Ranges Geomorphic
Province, which contains these features, is characterized by east-west trending faults, folds, and mountain
ridges in the vicinity of the City that offset regional northwest-southeast trending faults, folds, and mountain
ridges. During the time from the late Pliocene to the Pleistocene epochs (3.4 to 1.6 million years ago),
activities along fault zones in the region (Verdugo, Hollywood, Raymond, etc.), combined with regional
tectonic effects (such as uplift), climatic forces, and changes in sea level, have resulted in the formation of
the basement materials and structure that underlay the DSP area. These forces remain active today. An
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explanation of the physiographic, geologic, and seismic features in and around the City is presented in
Chapter 2, Geologic Hazards, of the Technical Background Report to the 2003 Safety Element.6 Summaries
of information pertinent to the DSP area are provided in the following paragraphs.
Geologic Units

Material encountered during soil sampling for the Glendale Town Center project7 and other nearby projects
confirms the information on published geologic maps indicating the DSP area is underlain predominately by
at least 80 feet of Holocene epoch (less than 10,000 years old) alluvial deposits consisting of loose to
moderately dense sand and silty sand with minor amounts of clay. Beneath these floodplain materials are
similar, but denser, deposits of the Pleistocene epoch (11,000 to 1.6 million years old) and Middle Miocene
epoch (11.2 million to 16.6 million years old) sedimentary rocks (conglomerate, sandstone, shale). The less
dense silty sands may become more compressible when wet, but the underlying denser sands are less likely
to be affected by moisture. Neither material is expansive and is not subject to swelling or shrinking with
changes in moisture content.
Soils

Most of the DSP area is underlain by at least 6 feet of Hanford sandy loam, a soil that occurs widely
throughout the Valley Plain where its traditional use was agricultural.8 This soil consists of 45 to 85 percent
sand (mostly medium-grained) mixed with as much as 50 percent silt and up to 20 percent clay. It retains
moisture, but is not expansive. Between West Doran and Burchett streets, the underlying soil is at least
6 feet of the coarse phase of the Hanford sandy loam. This soil is similar to the sandy loam, except that it
contains more coarse sand, grit, and pebbles and drains rapidly. The Hanford soils developed on the
Holocene alluvial deposits. At least 75 percent of the soils in the DSP area are covered by roads, parking
lots, walks, buildings, patios, and plazas: the remaining areas have been landscaped as parks, medians,
gardens, and lawns.
Groundwater

The DSP area is near the lower end of the San Fernando Valley Groundwater Basin. The water-bearing
sediments beneath the DSP area consist of Holocene and Pleistocene alluvium. The Holocene alluvium
consists primarily of coarse-grained unsorted gravel and sand deposited by coalescing alluvial fans emanating
from the surrounding highlands. The amount of clay in these Holocene deposits (about 20 percent) creates
relatively high permeability. The thickness of Holocene alluvium may reach 800 feet in the vicinity of the
Glendale. The Pleistocene alluvium consists dominantly of highly permeable, unconsolidated coarse-grained
alluvial fan deposits interspersed with lower permeability ancient soils. The water table is thought to be at
least 80 feet below the ground surface below the DSP area.
6

City of Glendale, Technical Background Report to the Safety Element of the General Plan, 2003.
City of Glendale, Glendale Town Center Final EIR, SCH # 2002091114, March 2004.
8
United States Department of Agriculture, Bureau of Soils (now the Natural Resources Conservation Service) and the University of
California Agricultural Experiment Station, Soil Survey of the Los Angeles Area, California, soils map, 1916, soils report, 1919.
7
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 Seismic Setting
The Plan Area is in a seismically active area of Southern California. Major regional faults are shown in
Figure 4.5-1 (Regional Fault Map). In California, faults are categorized by the California Geological Survey
(CGS) as active, potentially active, or inactive. Active faults are those that show evidence of displacement
within the last 11,000 years; potentially active faults are those that show evidence of displacement during
the last 1.6 million years. Faults showing no evidence of displacement within the last 1.6 million years are
considered inactive for most purposes.
Alquist-Priolo Earthquake Fault Zones have been delineated by the CGS along some of the traces of the
most active faults in California. Where developments for human occupation are proposed within these
zones, California requires detailed fault investigations be performed so engineering geologists can lessen the
hazards associated with active faulting by identifying the location of active faults and allowing for a setback
from the zone of previous ground rupture. In addition to the Alquist-Priolo Earthquake Fault Zones, Fault
Hazard Management Zones, and Fault Hazard Management Zones for Critical Facilities have been
established along several fault traces in and near Glendale. Active faults in and near Glendale are listed in
Table 4.5-1 with their distance and direction to the City, the maximum anticipated earthquake magnitude
and ground acceleration, and estimated groundshaking intensity.
Chapter 1, Seismic Hazards, of the Technical Background Report to the 2003 Safety Element,9 provides
descriptions of six notable active and potentially active faults in the vicinity of Glendale, as well as
descriptions of ten notable earthquakes in southern California that affected Glendale from the Magnitude 6.4
Long Beach earthquake of 1933 through the Magnitude 4.2 West Hollywood earthquake of 2001.

 Geologic Hazards
Landslides and Slope Instability

Nearly half of Glendale contains steep slopes, most of which have been preserved in their near-natural state.
Most of the development in the City, including the DSP area, has occurred in the flat to gently sloping
alluvial surfaces at the base of the mountains, known as the Valley Plain. The Valley Plain is characterized by
very gentle slopes, typically less than 16 percent (the DSP area slopes at less than 2 percent); Holocene and
Pleistocene alluvium consisting of silt, sand, and gravel (the DSP area contains minor amounts of clay in
these deposits); and no mapped landslides. Slope instability generally is not an issue on the Valley Plain.
Considering the near-level land surface, landsliding and slope instability are not geologic hazards in the DSP
area.

9

City of Glendale, Technical Background Report to the Safety Element of the General Plan, 2003.
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Table 4.5-1

Estimated Horizontal Peak Ground Accelerations and Seismic
Intensities in the Glendale Area
Distance to Glendale (mi)

Magnitude of Mmax*

PGA (g) from Mmax

MMI from Mmax

Verdugo

Fault Name

<1

6.7

0.61

X

Hollywood

<2

6.4

0.55

X

Raymond

<2

6.5

0.55

X

Sierra Madre

5

7.0

0.46+

X

Elysian Park Thrust

6

6.7

0.38

IX

Sierra Madre (San Fernando)

9

6.7

0.28

IX

Santa Monica

10

6.6

0.25

IX

Newport-Inglewood

11

6.9

0.24

IX

Compton Thrust

12

6.8

0.25

IX

San Gabriel

12

7.0

0.23

IX

East Oak Ridge (Northridge)

12

6.9

0.26

IX

Clamshell-Sawpit

13

6.5

0.20

VIII

Malibu Coast

17

6.7

0.18

VIII

Whittier

17

6.8

0.16

VIII

Santa Susana

19

6.5

0.16

VIII

San Jose

21

6.5

0.14

VIII

Palos Verde

21

7.1

0.16

VIII

Holser

24

6.5

0.13

VIII

Cucamonga

27

7.0

0.15

VIII

Chino-Central Avenue

27

6.7

0.13

VIII

Anacapa Dume

28

7.3

0.17

VIII

San Andreas—1857 Rupture

29

7.8

0.18

VIII

San Andreas—Mojave

29

7.1

0.12

VIII

Oakridge (Onshore)

31

6.9

0.13

VIII

Simi-Santa Rosa

33

6.7

0.11

VIII

San Cayetano

36

6.8

0.11

VIII

SOURCE:

City of Glendale, Technical Background Report to the 2003 Safety Element, Glendale General Plan

1. The maximum magnitude earthquakes (Mmax) reported here are based on the fault parameters published by the CGS (CDMG
1996). Recent palaeoseismic studies suggest that some of thee faults, such as the Sierra Madre, can generate even larger
earthquakes than those listed here. In general, areas closer to a given fault will experience higher accelerations than areas
farther away, therefore the northern portion of the City, near the Sierra Madre fault, would experience higher accelerations than
those reported here.
Mmax: Maximum magnitude earthquake
PGA: Peak Ground Acceleration as a percentage of g, the acceleration of gravity.
MMI: Modified Mercalli Intensity
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Collapsible and Expansive Soils

When saturated collapsible soils undergo a rearrangement of their grains, and a loss of cementation, the
result is rapid settlement under relatively low loads. Soils prone to collapse are commonly associated with
man-made fill, wind-lain sands and silts, and alluvial fan and mudflow sediments deposited during flash
floods. In the vicinity of the DSP area, collapsible soils occur at the bottoms of the modern drainage
channels, such as the Verdugo Wash. Examples of common problems associated with collapsible soils
include tilting floors, cracking or separation in structures, sagging floors, and warped windows and doors.
Expansive soils contain clay particles that shrink when dried and swell when wetted. The change in volume
exerts stress on buildings and other structures placed on these soils. In Glendale, expansive soils are
associated with young geologic units, such as alluvium. The granular (silty sand, sand, and gravel) portions
of these soils typically have low to moderately low expansion potential while the fine-grained (clay and silty
clay) portions typically have moderate to high expansive potential. Expansive soils can occur anywhere, but
are associated most commonly with the low-lying alluvial areas in the southern part of the City. In the
vicinity of the DSP area, the underlying alluvium contains very little clay and is not reported to be
expansive. Soils testing to identify expansive or collapsible characteristics and appropriate measures to
counter their effects are required routinely by grading and building codes, including those of the City, as
explained below.
Subsidence

Land subsidence is the gradual settling or sinking of the ground surface with little or no horizontal
movement. This condition can be caused by the withdrawal of groundwater, oil, gas, or minerals. Most
ground subsidence in southern California has been induced by human activity, usually groundwater
pumping. Most has been brought under control by good management of local water supplies, including
reducing pumping of local wells and the use of artificial recharge. Although no regional subsidence caused by
groundwater pumping has been reported in Glendale, the alluvial deposits underlying the Valley Plain,
including the DSP area, may be susceptible to subsidence if rapid groundwater withdrawal were to occur in
the underlying groundwater basin. Identification and control of subsidence is required by the City’s Building
and Safety Code, as explained below.
Soil Erosion

Soil erosion is the process by which soil particles are removed from a land surface by wind, water, or
gravity. Topsoil is the uppermost layer of soil, usually the top 6 to 8 inches, and has the highest
concentration of organic matter and microorganisms. Topsoil erosion is of concern when the topsoil layer is
blown or washed away. Most natural erosion occurs at relatively slow rates; however, the rate of erosion
increases where the ground surface is steep and when land is cleared and/or left in a disturbed condition,
such as may occur during the preparation and excavation phases of site development. The DSP area is nearly
flat-lying and at least 75 percent of the soils covered by roads, buildings, etc. As a consequence they are not
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exposed to erosive forces. The majority of the soils within the DSP area that have not been built over have
been landscaped, which reduces their erosion potential.
Even soils with low erosion potential in their natural condition can become erosion-prone when disrupted
unless specific measures are taken to control erosion. In Glendale, such measures are required by City,
state, and federal regulations, as explained below. Because the major adverse effect of erosion is
sedimentation in drainage ways, this issue is discussed in more detail in Section 4.7 (Hydrology and Water
Quality) of this EIR.

 Seismic Hazards
Fault Rupture

Ground rupture caused by fault movement typically results in relatively little of the total damage incurred
during an earthquake because a fault trace occupies very little space on the ground surface. Nonetheless,
structures built across or adjacent to an active fault trace can sustain extensive damage during fault rupture.
Because it is difficult to reduce the effects of this hazard through building foundation design, the primary
safety measure applied is to avoid active faults by setting structures back from the fault trace. Application of
this measure is subject to requirements of the Alquist-Priolo Earthquake Fault Zoning Act, as explained
below. The DSP area is not crossed by any fault in an Alquist-Priolo Earthquake Fault Zone or in any of the
City’s Fault Hazard Management Zones as shown on Plate P-1 of the City of Glendale Safety Element,
August 2003.
Groundshaking (seismic vibration)

The major cause of structural damage from earthquakes is groundshaking. The intensity of ground motion
expected at a particular site depends on several factors, including the magnitude of the earthquake, the
distance to the epicenter, and the geology of the area between the epicenter and the site. Greater movement
can be expected at sites containing unconsolidated or weakly consolidated material, such as the alluvium in
the DSP area, in close proximity to the causative fault, or in response to an event of greater magnitude. As
indicated in Table 4.5-1, the maximum magnitude of earthquakes generated on faults near Glendale is
expected to be between 6.4 and 7.8. Intensity of groundshaking from these earthquakes would range from
VII to X on the Modified Mercalli Intensity (MMI) Scale explanation (see Section 4.5.5 [Glossary] for a full
explanation of the MMI Scale). Higher intensity shaking is predicted for earthquakes on faults within 5 miles
of the City, although the anticipated magnitudes would be in the lower and mid portions of the range.
Damage from groundshaking near the lower range of intensity would be negligible in buildings of good
design and construction, but considerable in poorly built or badly designed structures. Near the upper range
of intensity, damage would include the destruction of some well-built wooden structures and of most
masonry and frame structures. To reduce the risks associated with seismically induced groundshaking, the
City’s Building and Safety Code requires that the location and type of subsurface materials be taken into
consideration when designing foundations and structures for each construction project site.
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Liquefaction

Liquefaction is a seismic phenomenon in which loose, saturated, granular soils behave similarly to a fluid
when subject to high-intensity vibration. Liquefaction occurs when three general conditions exist:
(1) shallow groundwater; (2) low density non-cohesive (granular) soils; and (3) high-intensity ground
motion. In general, saturated, loose to medium dense, near surface granular soils exhibit the highest
liquefaction potential, while dry, dense soils exhibit low to negligible liquefaction potential. Effects of
liquefaction on level ground include settlement, sand boils, and bearing capacity failures below structures.
The DSP area is underlain by alluvial deposits of interlayered silt, sand, and gravel with minor amounts of
clay. The silt and clay tend to bind the sand and gravel, creating a relatively cohesive deposit. The water
table is deep below the ground surface. Although nearby fault systems are capable of causing strong ground
motion, these factors render the DSP area less susceptible to liquefaction. The DSP area in not in a CGS
Liquefaction Hazard Zone. Further evidence of this can be found beginning on page 1-34 of the Technical
Background Report to the City of Glendale Safety Element, July 2003.
Seismically Induced Settlement

Unconsolidated or noncohesive sediments can be subject to compaction during the vibration caused by
earthquakes. As finer soil particles sift down between larger ones, the sediment becomes denser and the
ground surface lowers in response. Different rates of surface settling can occur in sediments that differ
laterally in composition or degree of existing compaction. Total and differential settlement can damage
foundations, pipelines, and other subsurface utilities. Strong groundshaking can cause soil settlement by
vibrating sediment particles into more tightly compacted configurations, thereby reducing pore space.
Unconsolidated, loosely packed alluvial sands are especially susceptible to this phenomenon. Poorly
compacted artificial fills also may experience seismically induced settlement. To reduce the risks associated
with seismically induced settlement, the City’s Building and Safety Code requires that the subsurface
materials at each construction site be investigated and the information incorporated it the foundation design.
Lateral Spreading

Lateral spreading is the horizontal movement of loose, unconfined sediments during seismic vibration, and
usually is associated with liquefaction. Lateral spreading typically occurs as a form of horizontal
displacement of relatively flat-lying alluvial material toward an open or “free” face, such as a gentle slope
facing an open body of water or the wall of a channel. Lateral spreading most commonly occurs on slopes as
gentle as 0.3 degrees to 3 degrees, and can displace the ground surface by several yards. Such movement can
damage pipelines, utilities, bridges, roads, and other structures. As explained above, the DSP area is not in a
CGS Liquefaction Hazard Zone and is not known to contain substantial layers or lenses of potentially
liquefiable sediments. Consequently, it is not subject to lateral spreading.
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4.5.2

Regulatory Framework

 Federal
NPDES Phase I (General Construction Activity Stormwater Permit)

As explained in further detail in Section 4.7 (Hydrology and Water Quality) of this EIR, a Stormwater
Pollution Prevention Plan (SWPPP) prepared in compliance with a National Pollutant Discharge
Elimination System (NPDES) Phase I Permit application would be required for individual projects greater
than 1 acre in the DSP area. The SWPPPs would detail the specific construction site; the existing and
proposed construction erosion and sediment controls; the existing and proposed systems for monitoring
runoff water quality; means of waste disposal; implementation of approved local plans; proposed program
and methods to control post-construction sediment, erosion, and maintenance responsibilities; and
construction and post-construction non-stormwater management controls. Dischargers are required to
inspect construction sites before and after storms to identify stormwater discharge from construction
activity, and to identify and implement controls where necessary.

 State
Alquist-Priolo Earthquake Fault Zoning Act

The state legislation protecting the population of California from the effects of fault-line ground-surface
rupture is the Alquist-Priolo Earthquake Fault Zoning Act. In 1972, California began delineating Earthquake
Fault Zones (called Special Studies Zones prior to 1994) around active and potentially active faults to reduce
fault rupture risks to structures for human occupancy. This Act required the preparation of maps delineating
Earthquake Fault Zones to include, among others, recently active segments of the San Andreas Fault zone.
The Act provides for special seismic design considerations if developments are planned in areas adjacent to
active or potentially active faults. The DSP area is not crossed by any Alquist-Priolo Earthquake Fault Zones.
California Building Code

California Code of Regulations (CCR), Title 24, Part 2, the California Building Code (CBC), provides
minimum standards for building design in the state. The CBC is based on the current Uniform Building
Code, but contains Additions, Amendments and Repeals that are specific to building conditions and
structural requirements in the State of California.10 Local codes are permitted to be more restrictive than
Title 24, but are required to be no less restrictive. Chapter 16 of the CBC deals with General Design
Requirements, including (but not limited to) regulations governing seismically resistant construction
(Chapter 16, Division IV) and construction to protect people and property from hazards associated with

10

International Conference of Building Officials, Uniform Building Code, Volumes 1, 2 & 3; Chapter 16, Structural Forces (earthquake
provisions); Chapter 18, Foundations and Retaining Walls; appendix Chapter A33, Evacuation and Grading, Whittier, CA, 1994.
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excavation cave-ins and falling debris or construction materials.11 Chapters 18 and A33 deal with site
demolition, excavations, foundations, retaining walls, and grading, including (but not limited to)
requirements for seismically resistant design, foundation investigations, stable cut and fill slopes, and
drainage and erosion control.12 Construction activities are subject to occupational safety standards for
excavation, shoring, and trenching as specified in Cal-OSHA regulations.13
Among other things, the CBC defines building regions in the state, ranking them according to their seismic
hazard potential.14 There are four such regions: Seismic Zones 1 through 4, with Zone 1 having the least
seismic potential (not used in California) and Zone 4 having the highest seismic potential. The DSP area is in
Seismic Zone 4, as is about 45 percent of California. Accordingly, any future development would be
required to comply with all design standards applicable to Seismic Zone 4, the most stringent in the state.
Because the DSP area is less than 3.1 miles (5 km) from identified seismic sources (Verdugo, Hollywood,
Raymond faults), CBC Section 1629, Criteria Selection, requires Near-Source Factors (see Glossary) for
Seismic Source Type B (see Glossary) to be applied to the design of structures in the DSP area.15
Seismic Hazards Mapping Act

The CGS provides guidance with regard to seismic hazards under Seismic Hazards Mapping Act. Seismic hazard
zones are identified and mapped by the CGS to assist local governments in land use planning. The intent of
the Act is to protect the public from the effects of strong groundshaking, liquefaction, landslides, ground
failure, or other hazards caused by earthquakes. In addition, CGS Special Publication 117, Guidelines for
Evaluating and Mitigating Seismic Hazards in California, provides guidance for the evaluation and mitigation of
earthquake-related hazards for projects within designated zones of required investigations. The DSP area is
not in a CGS Seismic Hazards Zone.

 Local
City of Glendale General Plan

The California State Legislature has placed specific responsibilities on local governments for identification
and evaluation of seismic and other hazards and the formation of programs and regulations to reduce risk.
The Safety Element of the City of Glendale General Plan is designed to meet those responsibilities.

11

California Building Code. 2001. Title 24, Part 2, Volume 2: Chapter 16, Division IV Earthquake Design, effective November 1,
2002.
12
California Building Code. 2001. Title 24, Part 2, Volume 1: Chapter 18, Division I Foundations and Retaining Walls, effective
November 1, 2002
13
California Code of Regulations. 2003. Title 8, Regulations of the Division of Occupational Safety and Health.
14
California Building Code. 2001. Title 24, Part 2, Volume 2: Chapter 16, Division IV, Section 1629.4.1 Seismic Zone.
15
California Building Code. 2001. Title 24, Part 2, Volume 2: Chapter 16, Division IV, Section 1629 Criteria Selection.
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Safety Element

Goal 1.0
Reduce the loss of life, injury, private property damage, infrastructure damage, economic
losses and social dislocation and other impacts resulting from seismic hazards.
Policy 1-1: The City shall ensure that new buildings are designed to address earthquake hazards and
shall promote the improvement of existing structures to enhance their safety in the event of an
earthquake.
Policy 1-2: The City shall enforce the provisions of the Alquist-Priolo Earthquake Fault Zoning Act
and the Seismic Hazards Mapping Act, with additional local provisions.
Policy 1-4: The City shall ensure that current seismic and geologic knowledge and State-certified
professional review are incorporated into the design, planning, and construction stages of a project,
and that site-specific data are applied to each project.
Goal 2.0
Reduce the loss of life, injury, private property damage, infrastructure damage, economic
losses and social dislocation and other impacts resulting from geologic hazards.
Policy 2-1: The City shall avoid development in areas of known slope instability or high landslide
risk when possible, and will encourage that development on sloping ground use design and
construction techniques appropriate for those areas.
Glendale Municipal Code and Ordinances

The City has adopted the 2001 CBC as part of the Building and Safety Code of the City of Glendale.16 In
addition, Title 15, Buildings and Construction, of the Glendale Municipal Code contains rules and
regulations to control excavation, grading, and earthwork construction (including fills, embankments, and
erosion control) in Chapter 15.12, Grading, Fills, and Excavations17.
Chapter 18 of the City’s Building and Safety Code requires a geotechnical foundation investigation during
the project-planning phase for new construction intended for human occupancy. The detailed geotechnical
and foundation investigations include site preparation and earthwork, grading, slab-on-grade construction,
drainage, pavements, foundation types, retaining walls, seismic design, slope protection, ongoing
engineering and foundation investigation, and review during the design, grading, and construction phases of
individual construction projects. The investigations must be performed by California-licensed geologists and
engineers as part of the design phase of each project and the report would be required prior to the time of
building permit issuance. At a minimum, the investigations must provide information and recommendations
for the following items:



16
17

Characteristics of the soil materials (i.e., expansion potential and compaction characteristics) below
the construction site
Most appropriate type of foundation for the proposed structure

Ordinance 5329, adopted September 17, 2002.
Gov. Code § 36900 et seq., July 2000.
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Static and dynamic design criteria for the recommended foundation type
Estimated foundation settlement rate
Necessary subgrade preparation for the foundation
Lateral pressures for retaining walls
Design slopes for cut and fill sections
Suitability of on-site soils for use as backfill

The recommendations of the foundation and structural reports prepared for the construction of individual
construction projects or equivalent measures should normally be incorporated in the final design of each
structure. Earthquake-resistant design and materials must meet or exceed the current seismic engineering
standards of the CBC Seismic Zone 4 requirements.

4.5.3

Impact Analysis

 Analytic Method
Widely available industry sources were examined to document regional and local geology. Information
regarding regional geology and seismically induced hazards was based on the City’s Safety Element including
the technical background report, the Glendale Town Center EIR, other EIRs in or near the DSP area, and
various sources of the CGS and the USGS. Estimated maximum earthquake magnitudes resulting from
potential seismic activity on various active faults in the area were obtained from previous environmental
documentation prepared for projects in the general vicinity. Where potential geological hazards are
identified in the DSP area, such hazards are expected to affect individual construction projects. The
following analysis considers the potential effects of components of the proposed project described in
Chapter 3, Project Description, of this EIR.

 Thresholds of Significance
The following thresholds of significance are based on Appendix G of the CEQA Guidelines, as amended. For
purposes of this EIR, implementation of the proposed DSP could result in potentially significant adverse
impact on geology and soils if any of the following conditions occurred:







Expose people or structures to potential substantial adverse effects, including the risk of loss, injury,
or death involving:
› Fault rupture,
› Strong seismic groundshaking,
› Seismic-related ground failure, including liquefaction and landsliding.
Be located on a geologic unit or soil that is unstable, or that would become unstable as a result of the
project, and potentially result in on- or off-site landslides, lateral spreading, subsidence, liquefaction,
or collapse.
Be located on expansive soil, as defined in Table 18-1-B of the California Building Code (2001),
creating substantial risks to life or property.
Result in substantial soil erosion or the loss of topsoil.
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Have soils incapable of adequately supporting the use of septic tanks or alternative wastewater
disposal systems where sewers are not available for the disposal of wastewater.

Adverse impacts in any of the above categories would be considered unavoidable significant effects of the
Plan, if they could not be (a) reduced to an acceptable level of risk, (b) eliminated, or (c) avoided by using
existing techniques, generally recognized by geotechnical consultants in southern California to be applicable
and feasible.

 Effects Found Not to be Significant
Threshold

Would the project expose people or structures to potential substantial
adverse effects, including the risk of loss, injury, or death involving fault
rupture?

The location of the DSP area relative to the fault traces described in the Seismic Setting portion of the
section shows that the DSP area is not crossed by any known traces of an active or potentially active fault, is
not in an Alquist-Priolo Earthquake Fault Zone, and is not in any fault Hazard Management Zone.
Therefore, fault line surface rupture would not be a hazard in the DSP area. Consequently, the threshold of
significance for fault rupture would not apply to the project and no further analysis is required. As such,
there would be no impact.
Threshold

Would the project expose people or structures to potential substantial
adverse effects, including the risk of loss, injury, or death involving
seismic-related landsliding?

The DSP area is on a broad, nearly level alluvial deposit known as the Valley Plain. There are no steep slopes
in or adjacent to the DSP area. Consequently, the threshold of significance for seismic-related landsliding
would not apply to the project and no further analysis is required. There would be no impact.
Threshold

Would the project be located on a geologic unit or soil that is
unstable, or that would become unstable as a result of the project,
and potentially result in on- or off-site landslides?

As described above, the DSP area is on the nearly level floor of the Valley Plain. With no steep slopes in or
adjacent to the DSP area, there is no place to which destabilized geologic or soil units could slide.
Consequently, the threshold of significance for unstable geologic or soils that could cause landsliding, would
not apply to the project and no further analysis is required. There would be no impact.
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Threshold

Would the project have soils incapable of adequately supporting the
use of septic tanks or alternative wastewater disposal systems where
sewers are not available for the disposal of wastewater?

Wastewater disposal in the DSP area is provided by the City of Glendale Public Works Division wastewater
collection system. Proposed projects in the DSP area would connect to the existing wastewater system. The
DSP area would not need to use septic tanks or other alternative wastewater disposal systems.
Consequently, the threshold of significance for septic tanks or alternative wastewater disposal systems
would not apply to the project and no further analysis is required. There would be no impact.

 Impacts and Mitigation Measures
Threshold

Impact 4.5-1

Would the project expose people or structures to potential substantial
adverse effects, including the risk of loss, injury, or death involving:
■ Strong seismic groundshaking?
■ Seismic-related ground failure, including liquefaction?

Implementation of the proposed project would not expose people
or structures to adverse effects involving strong seismic
groundshaking and seismic-related ground failure, including
liquefaction. With adherence to Building Code regulations, this
impact would be less than significant.

The DSP area is susceptible to violent seismic groundshaking in the event of a large earthquake on a nearby
fault. The largest earthquake anticipated to affect the DSP area would be a Moment Magnitude (MW—see
Glossary) 7.8 shock on the San Andreas fault, 29 miles to the northeast, producing MMI scale groundshaking
of VIII. The most powerful groundshaking (MMI = X) in the DSP area would be produced by an earthquake
between MW 6.4 and MW 7.0 on the Verdugo, Hollywood, Raymond, or Sierra Madre faults, less than
5 miles from the DSP area. The DSP area is underlain by alluvial materials that, in their natural state, could
respond poorly to loading during seismic ground motion. The denser material below the alluvium contains
more coarse sediments and may be less susceptible to failures caused by earthquake vibrations.
To reduce the risks associated with seismically induced groundshaking, it is necessary to take the location
and type of subsurface materials into consideration when designing foundations and structures at a
construction project site. In Glendale, commercial, institutional, and residential buildings and all associated
infrastructure are required to reduce the exposure to potentially damaging seismic vibrations through
seismic resistant design, in conformance with Chapter 16, Structural Design Requirements, Division IV,
Earthquake Design, of the California Building Code as adopted into the City’s Building and Safety Code. 18

18

City of Glendale Municipal Code. Chapter 16.
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Because the DSP area is in Seismic Zone 4, structures are required to be designed to the most stringent
standards in accordance with applicable parameters described in the current CBC. Specific engineering
design and construction measures required by the CBC for the construction of new or renovated buildings
are required to be implemented to reduce the potential for adverse effects to human life and property
caused by seismically induced groundshaking.
Because the DSP area is less than 3.1 miles (5 km) from identified Type B seismic sources (Verdugo,
Hollywood, Raymond faults), CBC Section 1629, Criteria Selection, requires Near-Source Factors for Seismic
Source Type B to be applied to the design of structures in the DSP area. Near-Source Factors represent
additional safety factors to be incorporated in structural design equations for building sites within
15 kilometers (9.3 miles) of the ground surface projection of a known active fault plane. The Near-Source
Factors and, therefore, the standards for seismic-resistant design, increase as the distance from a proposed
construction site to the fault trace decreases.
As part of the construction permitting process, the City requires completed reports of soil conditions at the
specific construction sites to identify soil conditions that could become unstable during seismic
groundshaking leading to ground failures such as liquefaction. The evaluations must be conducted by
registered soil professionals, and measures to eliminate inappropriate soil conditions must be applied,
depending on the soil conditions. Adherence to the City’s Building and Safety Code, as required by state and
City law, would ensure maximum practicable protection available for users of the buildings and associated
infrastructure in the DSP area. Adherence would include the following:






The use of CBC Seismic Zone 4 Standards, including Near-Source Factors, as the minimum seismicresistant design for all proposed facilities
Additional seismic-resistant earthwork and construction design criteria, based on the site-specific
recommendations of a California Certified Engineering Geologist in cooperation with the project’s
California-registered geotechnical and structural engineers
An engineering analyses that demonstrates satisfactory performance of alluvium or fill where either
forms part or all of the support, especially where the possible occurrence of liquefiable soils exists
An analysis of soil expansion potential and appropriate remediation (compaction,
removal/replacement, etc.) prior to using any expansive soils for foundation support

Based on an existing regulatory framework that addresses groundshaking issues and adherence to the
requirements of the City’s Building and Safety Code, seismically induced groundshaking would not be a
substantial hazard in the DSP area. Consequently, the City’s threshold of significance for strong seismically
induced groundshaking would not be exceeded and this impact would be less than significant and no
mitigation measures are required.
The DSP area is not in identified liquefaction hazard zone, although pockets of potentially unstable soil may
exist in the alluvial deposits. Potentially unstable soils discovered during excavation are required by
provisions of the City’s Building and Safety Code to be removed and replaced, or otherwise treated to
provide appropriate foundation support and to protect them from failures such as liquefaction (see Unstable
Geologic and Soil Units, below). Adherence to the Seismic Zone 4 soil and foundation support parameters
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in Chapters 16 and 18 of the City’s Building and Safety Code and the grading requirements in Chapters 18
and A33 of the City’s Building and Safety Code, as required by City and state law, ensures the maximum
practicable protection available from soil failures under static or dynamic conditions for structures and their
associated trenches, temporary slopes and foundations19.
Based on an existing regulatory framework that addresses ground failure issues and adherence to the
requirements of the City’s Building and Safety Code, seismically induced ground failures would not be
substantial hazards in the DSP area. Consequently, the threshold of significance for seismically induced
ground failure, including liquefaction would not be exceeded and this impact would be less than
significant.
Threshold

Impact 4.5-2

Would the project be located on a geologic unit or soil that is
unstable, or that would become unstable as a result of the project,
and potentially result in on- or off-site lateral spreading, subsidence,
liquefaction, or collapse?

Implementation of the proposed project would not lead to
development on potentially unstable soils that could cause lateral
spreading, subsidence, liquefaction, or collapse. Adherence to the
Building Code would ensure this remains a less-than-significant
impact.

Lateral Spreading

As explained in the Seismic Hazards portion of this section of the EIR, lateral spreading is usually associated
with liquefaction and a nearby open or “free” face, such as a gentle slope facing an open body of water or the
wall of a channel. As set forth above, the DSP area is not prone to liquefaction, nor is it near any free faces.
Nonetheless, because liquefaction cannot be ruled out entirely, the City would require the reports of soil
conditions at the specific construction sites to identify potentially unsuitable soil conditions that could lead
to ground failures such as lateral spreading under static, as well as dynamic, conditions. The evaluations
must be conducted by registered soil professionals, and measures to eliminate inappropriate soil conditions
must be applied, depending on the soil conditions.
Adherence to the Seismic Zone 4 soil and foundation support parameters in Chapters 16 and 18 of the City’s
Building and Safety Code and the grading requirements in Chapters 18 and A33 of the City’s Building and
Safety Code, as described for Impact 4.5-1 above, is required by City and State law, thereby ensuring the
maximum practicable protection available from soil failures under static or dynamic conditions for
structures and their associated trenches, temporary slopes and foundations. Consequently, the threshold of
significance for potentially unstable soils that could cause lateral spreading would not be exceeded and this
impact would be less than significant.
19

City of Glendale Municipal Code. Chapter 18.
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Subsidence

Although no regional subsidence caused by groundwater pumping has been reported in Glendale, the
alluvial deposits underlying the DSP area may be susceptible to subsidence if rapid groundwater withdrawal
were to occur in the underlying groundwater basin.
Identification and control of subsidence is required by the City’s Building and Safety Code. As part of the
construction permitting process, the City requires completed reports of soil conditions at the specific
construction sites to identify potentially unsuitable soil conditions that could lead to ground failures such as
lateral spreading, subsidence, liquefaction, or collapse under static, as well as dynamic, conditions. The
evaluations must be conducted by registered soil professionals, and measures to eliminate inappropriate soil
conditions must be applied, depending on the soil conditions.
Adherence to the soil and foundation support parameters and the grading requirements in the City’s
Building and Safety Code, as described for Impact 4.5-1 above, is required by City and state law, thereby
ensuring the maximum practicable protection available from soil failures under static or dynamic conditions.
Consequently, the threshold of significance for potentially unstable soils that could cause subsidence would
not be exceeded and this impact would be less than significant.
Liquefaction

The DSP area is not in Liquefaction Hazard Zone identified by the City or the State, although, because of the
loose nature of the surface soils, pockets of potentially liquefiable soil may exist in the alluvial deposits.
Under normal conditions the water table beneath the DSP area is too deep to saturate these soils, but this
condition could be altered by excessive irrigation, leaking water or wastewater pipes, leaking spas, etc.
Potentially unstable soils discovered during the excavation phase of any projects in the DSP area are
required, by provisions of the City’s Building and Safety Code, to be removed and replaced, or otherwise
treated to provide appropriate foundation support and protection from failures such as liquefaction. When
weak soils are re-engineered specifically for stability prior to use these potential effects can be reduced or
eliminated. An acceptable degree of soil stability would be achieved for liquefaction-prone, compressible,
and expansive soils by the required incorporation of soil treatment programs (replacement, grouting,
compaction, drainage control, etc.) in the excavation and construction plans to address site-specific soil
conditions. A site-specific evaluation of soil conditions would be required by the City and must contain
recommendations for ground preparation and earthwork specific to a construction project site, that become
an integral part the construction design. The evaluations must be conducted by registered soil professionals,
and measures to eliminate inappropriate soil conditions must be applied, depending on the soil conditions.
Adherence to the soil and foundation support parameters and the grading requirements in the City’s
Building and Safety Code, as described for Impact 4.5-1 above, is required by City and State law, thereby
ensuring the maximum practicable protection available from soil failures under static or dynamic conditions.
Consequently, the threshold of significance for potentially unstable soils that could cause liquefaction would
not be exceeded and this impact would be less than significant.
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Collapse

Soil densification (the rearranging of soil particles to occupy less space) and/or the loss of cementation
(through vibration, dissolution, liquefaction, etc.) that lead to soil collapse (sudden settlement) are not
exclusively the results of seismic events. Increased water infiltration (flooding, over-irrigation, etc.) or
vibration from non-seismic sources (pile-driving, underground explosions, etc.) can cause loose soils to
compact rapidly, damaging structures supported on them. Although the vicinity of the DSP area is underlain
by loose to moderately dense alluvium, the most likely occurrence of collapsible soils is at the bottoms of
the modern drainage channels, such as the Verdugo Wash, and at the base of the mountains, where talus and
other loose sediments deposited rapidly by gravity have accumulated. The Verdugo Wash crosses the north
end of the DSP area, but no development is planned in the Wash.
If such soils were encountered, the City’s Building and Safety Code provides regulations in Chapters 18
and A33 for their removal and replacement, or other treatment, to provide appropriate foundation support
and protection from failures caused by collapsible soils. Treatment programs similar to those described for
liquefiable soils, above, would be required to be incorporated in the project plans before the project would
be permitted to proceed.
A site-specific evaluation of soil conditions may be required by the City for each individual development
project under the DSP and must contain recommendations for ground preparation and earthwork specific to
a construction project site that become an integral part the construction design. The evaluations must be
conducted by registered soil professionals, and measures to eliminate inappropriate soil conditions must be
applied, depending on the soil conditions.
Adherence to the soil and foundation support parameters and the grading requirements in the City’s
Building and Safety Code, as described for Impact 4.5-1 above, is required by City and state law, thereby
ensuring the maximum practicable protection available from soil failures under static or dynamic conditions.
Consequently, the threshold of significance for collapsible soils that could cause endangerment or damage
would not be exceeded and this impact would be less than significant.
Threshold

Impact 4.5-3

Would the project be located on expansive soil, as defined in
Table 18-1-A of the California Building Code (2001), creating
substantial risks to life or property?

Implementation of the proposed project would not lead to
development on expansive soil. With adherence to Building Code
requirements, this impact would be less than significant.

As discussed in Section 4.7.1 (Existing Conditions), soils in the vicinity of the DSP area have not been
reported to be expansive. This indicates the probability of encountering expansive soils in the DSP area is
low. If such soils were encountered, the City’s Building and Safety Code provides regulations in Chapters 18
and A33 for their removal and replacement, or other treatment, to provide appropriate foundation support
and protection from failures caused by expansive soils. Treatment programs similar to those described for
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liquefiable soils, above, would be required to be incorporated in the project plans before the project would
be permitted to proceed.
A site-specific evaluation of soil conditions may be required by the City for each specific development
project under the DSP, and must contain recommendations for ground preparation and earthwork specific
to the construction project site that become an integral part the construction design. The evaluations must
be conducted by registered soil professionals, and measures to eliminate inappropriate soil conditions must
be applied, depending on the soil conditions.
Adherence to the soil and foundation support parameters and the grading requirements in the City’s
Building and Safety Code, as described for Impact 4.5-1 above, is required by City and state law, thereby
ensuring the maximum practicable protection available from soil failures under static conditions.
Consequently, the City’s threshold of significance for expansive soils that could cause endangerment or
damage would not be exceeded and this impact would be less than significant.
Threshold

Impact 4.5-4

Would the project result in substantial soil erosion or the loss of topsoil?

Implementation of the proposed project would not result in soil
erosion or the loss of topsoil. With adherence to the City’s Building
and Safety Code, this impact would be less than significant.

Because the majority of the soils in the DSP area are covered by roads, parking lots, walks, buildings, patios,
and plazas, and the remainder have been landscaped as parks, medians, gardens, and lawns, the erosion
potential in the DSP area is very low. Nonetheless, earth-disturbing activities associated with reconstruction
projects in the DSP area have the potential to increase erosion if proper sedimentation and erosion control
methods are not in place at the construction project sites.
Because one of the major effects of loss of topsoil is sedimentation in receiving waters, erosion control
standards are set by the Regional Water Quality Control Board (RWQCB) through administration of the
National Pollution Discharge Elimination System (NPDES) permit process for storm drainage and
construction site discharge. The NPDES permit requires implementation of nonpoint source control of
runoff through the application of a number of Best Management Practices (BMPs). These BMPs are meant to
reduce the amount of constituents, including eroded sediment, that enter streams and other water bodies. A
Storm Water Pollution Prevention Plan (SWPPP) for individual projects greater than 1 acre in the DSP
area, as required by the RWQCB, is required to describe the stormwater BMPs (structural and operational
measures) that would control the quality (and quantity) of stormwater runoff. Erosion and sedimentation
issues are addressed more fully in Section 4.7 (Hydrology and Water Quality) of this EIR.
Erosion and sediment transport control also are required by the City of Glendale and Los Angeles County
General Plan policies and regulatory permits. As part of the SWPPP, an Erosion and Sediment Transport
Control Plan is required to be prepared for the project prior to the commencement of grading. An erosion
control professional, or landscape architect or civil engineer specializing in erosion control, must design the
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Erosion and Sediment Transport Control Plan and be on the construction project site during the installation
of erosion and sediment transport control structures, and to supervise the implementation of the designs and
maintenance of such facilities throughout the site clearing, grading and construction periods.
All construction activities would be required to comply with Chapter 33 of the City’s Building and Safety
Code, which regulates excavation activities and the construction of foundations and retaining walls;
Appendix Chapter 33 of the Code, which regulates grading activities, including drainage and erosion
control; and any additional grading and excavation requirements specific to earthwork in the City.
Compliance with the NPDES permit process, the City’s Building and Safety Code requirements and the
additional City requirements would minimize the effects from erosion. Consequently, the City’s threshold
of significance for topsoil erosion would not be exceeded and this impact would be less than significant.

4.5.4

Cumulative Impacts

The geographic context for the analysis of impacts resulting from geologic hazards generally is site-specific,
rather than cumulative in nature, because each construction project site has unique geologic considerations
that would be subject to uniform site development and construction standards. As such, the potential for
cumulative impacts to occur is limited.
Impacts associated with potential geologic hazards related to soil or other conditions occur at individual
building sites. These effects are site-specific, and impacts would not be compounded by additional
development. Buildings and facilities in the City of Glendale would be sited and designed in accordance with
appropriate geotechnical and seismic guidelines and recommendations consistent with the City’s Building
and Safety Code. Adherence to all relevant plans, codes, and regulations with respect to project design and
construction would provide adequate levels of safety, and the cumulative impact would be less than
significant. Adherence by each project to all relevant plans, codes, and regulations would ensure the Specific
Plan would not result in a cumulatively considerable contribution to cumulative impacts regarding geologic
hazards. The cumulative impact of the Specific Plan would, therefore, be less than significant.
Impacts from erosion and loss of topsoil from site development and operation can be cumulative in effect
within a watershed. The Los Angeles River Watershed forms the geographic context of cumulative erosion
impacts. Development throughout Los Angeles County and the City of Glendale is subject to state and local
runoff and erosion prevention requirements, including the applicable provisions of the general construction
permit, BMPs, and Phases I and II of NPDES permit process, as well as implementation of fugitive dust
control measures in accordance with SCAQMD Rule 403 (see Section 4.2 [Air Quality] of this EIR). These
measures are implemented as conditions of approval of project development and subject to continuing
enforcement. As a result, it is anticipated that cumulative impacts on the Los Angeles River Watershed
caused by runoff and erosion from cumulative development activity would be less than significant.
Therefore, the Specific Plan’s contribution to cumulative impacts would be less than significant.
Implementation of the Specific Plan would result in the modification of site conditions to accommodate
development and to provide a stable and safe development. During construction, areas of soil could be
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exposed to erosion by wind or water. Development of other cumulative projects in the vicinity of the
proposed project could expose soil surfaces, and further alter soil conditions, subjecting soils to erosional
processes during construction. To minimize the potential for cumulative impacts that could cause erosion,
all proposed construction projects in the DSP area and cumulative projects throughout the City are required
to be developed in conformance with the provisions of applicable federal, state, county, and City laws and
ordinances. Adequate control of sedimentation and erosion must be incorporated into individual projects to
address current legal requirements for control of erosion caused by stormwater discharges. The DSP area is
more than 1 acre in size and would be required to comply with the provisions of the NPDES permitting
process and local implementation strategies, which would minimize the potential for erosion during
construction and operation of the facilities. Compliance with this permit process, in addition to the City’s
Building and Safety Code and other legal requirements related to erosion control practices, would minimize
cumulative effects from erosion. Therefore, cumulative impacts on erosion would be less than significant.
The project would not result in a cumulatively considerable contribution to this impact and would,
therefore, be less than significant.

4.5.5

Glossary

Alquist-Priolo Earthquake Fault Zone: In 1972 the State of California began delineating special studies
zones (called Earthquake Fault Zones since January 1994) around active and potentially active faults in the
state. The zones are revised periodically, and extend 200 to 500 feet on either side of identified fault traces.
No structures for human occupancy may be built across an identified active fault trace. An area of 50 feet on
either side of an active fault trace is assumed to be underlain by the fault, unless proven otherwise. Proposed
construction in the Earthquake Fault Zone is permitted only following the completion of a fault location
report prepared by a California Registered Geologist.
Modified Mercalli Intensity Scale (MMI): The lower degrees of the MMI Scale generally deal with
the manner in which the earthquake is felt by people. The higher numbers of the scale are based on observed
structural damage. The table below is a rough guide to the degrees of the MMI Scale:
I. Instrumental

Not felt except by a very few under especially favorable conditions.

II. Feeble

Felt only by a few persons at rest, especially on upper floors of buildings. Delicately suspended
objects may swing.

III. Slight

Felt quite noticeably by persons indoors, especially on the upper floors of buildings. Many do not
recognize it as an earthquake. Standing motor cars may rock slightly. Vibration similar to the passing
of a truck. Duration estimated.

IV. Moderate

Felt indoors by many, outdoors by few during the day. At night, some awakened. Dishes, windows,
doors disturbed; walls make cracking sound. Sensation like heavy truck striking building. Standing
motor cars rocked noticeably. Dishes and windows rattle.

V. Rather
Strong

Felt by nearly everyone; many awakened. Some dishes and windows broken. Unstable objects
overturned. Clocks may stop.

VI. Strong

Felt by all; many frightened and run outdoors, walk unsteadily. Windows, dishes, glassware broken;
books off shelves; some heavy furniture moved or overturned; a few instances of fallen plaster.
Damage slight.
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VII. Very
Strong

Difficult to stand; furniture broken; damage negligible in building of good design and construction;
slight to moderate in well-built ordinary structures; considerable damage in poorly built or badly
designed structures; some chimneys broken. Noticed by persons driving motor cars.

VIII.
Destructive

Damage slight in specially designed structures; considerable in ordinary substantial buildings with
partial collapse. Damage great in poorly built structures. Fall of chimneys, factory stacks, columns,
monuments, walls. Heavy furniture moved.

IX. Ruinous

General panic; damage considerable in specially designed structures, well designed frame structures
thrown out of plumb. Damage great in substantial buildings, with partial collapse. Buildings shifted
off foundations.

X. Disastrous

Some well built wooden structures destroyed; most masonry and frame structures destroyed with
foundation. Rails bent.

XI. Very
Disastrous

Few, if any masonry structures remain standing. Bridges destroyed. Rails bent greatly.

XII.
Catastrophic

Total damage—Almost everything is destroyed. Lines of sight and level distorted. Objects thrown
into the air. The ground moves in waves or ripples. Large amounts of rock may move.

Moment Magnitude (MW): A logarithmic scale introduced by Hiroo Kanamori in 1977 that is used by
modern seismologists to measure the total amount of energy released by an earthquake. For the purposes of
describing this energy release (i.e., the “size” of an earthquake on a particular fault segment for which
seismic-resistant construction must be designed) the moment magnitude (MW) of the characteristic
earthquake for that segment has replaced the concept of a maximum credible earthquake of a particular
Richter magnitude. This has become necessary because the Richter scale “saturates” at the higher
magnitudes; that is, the Richter scale has difficulty differentiating among the sizes of earthquakes above
M 7.5. To correct for this effect, the formula used for the MW scale incorporates parameters associated with
the rock types at the seismic source and the area of the fault surface involved in the earthquake. Thus, the
moment magnitude is related to the length and width of the fault rupture. It reflects the amount of “work”
(in the sense of classical physics) done by the earthquake. The relationship between Richter and moment
magnitudes is not linear (i.e., moment magnitude is not a set percentage of Richter magnitude): the two
values are derived using different formulae. The four well-know earthquakes listed below exemplify this
relationship:
Location

Date

Richter Magnitude

Moment Magnitude

New Madrid MO

1812

8.7

8.1

San Francisco CA

1906

8.3

7.7

Anchorage AK

1964

8.4

9.2

Northridge CA

1994

6.4

6.7

Although some of the values shown on the MW scale appear lower than those of the traditional Richter
magnitudes, they convey more precise (and more useable) information to geologic and structural engineers.
Near-Source Factors: California Building Code Section 1629.4.2 and Tables 16-S and 16-T define the
areas in which Seismic Zone 4 Near-Source Factors apply. The zones extend as far as 15 kilometers
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(9.3 miles) from the ground surface projection of a known active fault plane. The Near-Source Factors and,
therefore, the standards for seismic-resistant design, increase as the distance from a construction site to the
fault trace decreases.
Richter Magnitude Scale: The Richter Magnitude Scale is a logarithmic scale developed during 1935
and 1936 by Dr. Charles F. Richter and Dr. Beno Gutenberg to measure earthquake magnitude (M) by the
amount of energy released, as opposed to earthquake intensity as determined by local effects on people,
structures, and earth materials (as in the Modified Mercalli Intensity Scale). Each whole number on the
Richter scale represents a 10-fold increase in amplitude of the waves recorded on a seismogram and about a
32-fold increase in the amount of energy released by the earthquake. Because the Richter scale tends to
saturate above approximately M 7.5, it is being replaced in modern seismologic investigations by the
moment magnitude (MW) scale.
Seismic Source Types: Seismic Source Type A is described in CBC Table 16A-U as “Faults that are
capable of producing large magnitude events and that have a high rate of seismic activity,” and is defined by a
maximum moment magnitude of MW/7.0. Seismic Source Type C is described as “Faults that are not capable
of producing large magnitude earthquakes and that have a relatively low rate of seismic activity,” and is
defined by a maximum moment magnitude of MW 6.5. Seismic Source Type B is described as “All faults
other than Type A and C,” and is defined by moment magnitudes between MW 6.5 and 7.0.
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4.6
4.6.1

HAZARDS AND HAZARDOUS MATERIALS
Introduction

This section of the EIR addresses the potential for impacts related to the presence and use of hazardous
materials within the Glendale Downtown Specific Plan (DSP) area. A 1½-mile radius Environmental
Record Search (ERS) was conducted for the project site utilizing generally accepted industry standards in
accordance with the American Society for Testing and Materials (ASTM) Standard Practice E 1527-000. It
should be noted that hazards related to groundshaking, liquefaction, and expansion are evaluated in
Section 4.5 (Geology and Soils), and water-related hazards are discussed in Section 4.7 (Hydrology and
Water Quality). The Air Quality impact analysis in Section 4.2 (Air Quality) provides a discussion of
potential construction- and operational-generated hazardous emissions and air pollution. Data sources used
for this section were taken from various sources, including the City of Glendale’s General Plan: Safety
Element—Technical Background Report and First American Commercial Real Estate Services, Inc.’s Rec-Check
(ERS Occurrences).
No comments were received related to hazards and hazardous materials in response to the Notice of
Preparation circulated for the project.

4.6.2

Environmental Setting

 Definitions
This EIR uses the definition given in Sections 25501 (o) of the California Health and Safety Code, which defines
a hazardous material as:
Any material that, because of its quantity, concentration, or physical or chemical characteristics,
poses a significant present or potential hazard to human health and safety or to the environment if
released into the workplace or the environment. “Hazardous Materials” include, but are not limited
to, hazardous substances, hazardous wastes, and any material which a handler or the administering
agency has a reasonable basis for believing that it would be injurious to the health and safety of
persons or harmful to the environment if released into the workplace or environment.

A “hazardous waste,” for the purpose of this analysis, is any hazardous material that is abandoned, discarded,
or recycled, as defined by Section 25117 of the California Health and Safety Code. In addition, hazardous
wastes occasionally may be generated by actions that change the composition of previously nonhazardous
materials. The criteria that characterize a material as hazardous include ignitability, toxicity, corrosivity,
reactivity, radioactivity, or bioactivity.
Hazard versus Risk

Workers and general public health are potentially at risk whenever hazardous materials have been used or
where there could be an exposure to such materials as the result of the presence of unidentified fill materials
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or historic uses of a site. Ecological communities, such as avian and terrestrial habitats and the aquatic
environment may also be at risk, depending on the type of populations and locations relative to potential
exposure sources. Inherent in the setting and analyses presented in this section are the concepts of the
“hazard” of these materials and the “risk” they pose to human health and the ecological environment.
Exposure to some chemical substances may harm internal organs or systems in the human body, ranging
from temporary effects to permanent disability, or death. Aquatic, terrestrial, or avian species may also be
similarly adversely affected. Hazardous materials that result in adverse effects are generally considered
“toxic.” Other chemical materials, however, may be corrosive, or react with other substances to form other
hazardous materials, but they are not considered toxic because organs or systems are not affected. Because
toxic materials can result in adverse health effects, they are considered hazardous materials, but not all
hazardous materials are necessarily “toxic.” For purposes of the information and analyses presented in this
section, the terms hazardous substances or hazardous materials are used interchangeably and include
materials that are considered toxic.
A hazard is any situation that has the potential to cause damage to human health and the environment. The
risk to human health and the ecological environment is determined by the probability of exposure to
hazardous material and severity of harm such exposure would pose. That is to say, the likelihood and means
of exposure, in addition to the inherent toxicity of a material, are used to determine the degree of risk to
human health or the ecosystem. For example, a high probability of exposure to a low toxicity chemical
would not necessarily pose an unacceptable human health or ecological risk, whereas a low probability of
exposure to a very high toxicity chemical might. Various regulatory agencies, such as the EPA, State Water
Resources Control Board (SWRCB), the California Department of Toxic Substances Control (DTSC), and
state and federal Occupational Safety and Health Administrations (OSHA) are responsible for developing
and/or enforcing risk-based standards to protect the public and the environment.

 Existing On-Site Conditions
According to ERS, a 1½-mile radius search surrounding the DSP area found approximately 120 listings
within the DSP area which are on one of the lists outlined in Table 4.6-1 (ERS Results). The DSP area is
currently used as a downtown business district with varying commercial and residential uses. The majority
of hazardous sites are located along the three major north-south thoroughfares; Central Avenue, Orange
Street, and Brand Avenue. Figure 4.6-1 shows the location of all the hazardous material listings and the
designation of the listings within the DSP area. The listings below have various uses such as gas stations,
automobile shops, City buildings, healthcare providers, printing suppliers, and other uses which transport or
use hazardous materials.
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Table 4.6-1

List Searched

ERS Results

List Name

Additional
Occurrences
within 1 Mile

Total
Occurrences
within Max
Search
Distance

Distance
Searched
(Miles)

Occurrences
within
0.625 Mile

Additional
Occurrences
within 0.75
Mile

1.5

0

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

0

1.5

0

0

0

1

NPL

National Priority List

CERCLIS

Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation, and Liability
Information System

CalSites

California Sites Database

LUST-Open

Leaking Underground Storage Tank—Open Designation

1

7

2

0

9

CalSites-VCP

Voluntary Cleanup Program Properties

1

0

0

0

0

SLIC-Open

The Spills, Leaks, Investigation and Cleanup - Open Cases

1

3

3

0

6

CalSites-REF

Unconfirmed Properties Referred to Another Local or State Agency

1

0

0

1

1

CalSites-NFE

Unconfirmed Properties Needing Further Evaluation

1

0

0

0

0

CalSites-SCH

School Property Evaluation Program Properties

1

0

0

0

0

SWIS

Solid Waste Information System

1

0

0

0

0

RCRA-COR

Resource Conservation and Recovery Act—Corrective Actions

1.5

0

0

0

0

RCRA-TSD

Resource Conservation and Recovery Act—Treatment, Storage, and
Disposal Sites

1

0

0

0

0

Controls-CA

CalSites with Deed Restrictions or Other Controls

1

0

0

0

0

DOGWells

California Oil and Gas Wells

0.75

0

0

-

0

ERNS

Emergency Response Notification System

0.625

0

-

-

0

CERCLISArchived

CERCLIS Sites which have been archived

1

0

0

1

1

CalSites-NFA

Properties With No Further Action Determination

1

0

0

0

0

LUST-Closed

Leaking Underground Storage Tanks—Closed Cases

1

1

1

3

5

SLIC-Closed

The Spills, Leaks, Investigation and Cleanup—Closed Cases

1

0

0

0

0

UST

Underground Storage Tanks

0.625

16

-

-

16

Hist-UST

Historical Underground Storage Tanks

0.625

32

-

-

32
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Table 4.6-1

List Searched

List Name

ERS Results
Distance
Searched
(Miles)

Occurrences
within
0.625 Mile

Additional
Occurrences
within 0.75
Mile

Additional
Occurrences
within 1 Mile

Total
Occurrences
within Max
Search
Distance

RCRA

Resource Conservation and Recovery Act

0.625

27

-

-

27

HWIS-CA

Hazardous Waste Information Summary

0.625

161

-

-

161

Further explanation of the various lists is located in Appendix F (Environmental Records Search).
Figure 4.6-1 shows the location of each type of site listed above.
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The vast majority of the listings are on the Hazardous Waste Summary Report prepared each year by the
DTSC (formerly the Tanner Report). This report is prepared from data extracted from the copies of
hazardous waste manifests received each year by the DTSC. All listings are noted in Table 4.6-1 by site list
name abbreviated, list name whole, total distance searched, and totals within each search distance.
The proposed DSP area itself contains approximately three listed sites which containing Leaking
Underground Storage Tanks (LUST) with an open designation, two LUSTs with a case-closed designation,
sixteen active Underground Storage Tanks (UST), thirty historic USTs, and twenty-six sites listed as
Resource Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA) sites.

 Off-Site Conditions
The proposed DSP area is located in the downtown portion of the City of Glendale. The project area is
generally bounded to the north by Glenoaks Boulevard, to the west by Central and Columbus Avenues, to
the east along Maryland and Glendale Avenues, and to the south one block south of Colorado Street (see
Figure 3-2). The ERS 1½-mile record search found approximately twenty sites outside the proposed DSP
area contained on one of the lists outlined in Table 4.6-1. Figure 4.6-1 shows the location and designation of
hazardous sites documented by the ERS record search within the 1½-mile radius. The area around the
proposed DSP area is designated as residential in varying degrees by the General Plan.

 Emergency Evacuation Routes
As shown in Figure 4.6-2, the County of Los Angeles (County) has two evacuation routes that run through,
and near, the DSP area. Running east/west, Colorado Street serves as a County evacuation route through
the DSP area. Running north/south, Chevy Chase Drive serves as a County evacuation route that runs just
east of the DSP area. In addition, the City currently has an adopted disaster response plan, which includes
disaster response routes for its downtown area via Brand Boulevard and Glendale Avenue.
Though not directly called out by an emergency response/evacuation plan, the DSP area is bisected by the
Ventura Freeway (SR-134), and is adjacent to the Golden State Freeway (I-5) and the Glendale Freeway
(SR-2). These freeways provide north-south and east-west travel routes that could be used to move large
numbers of people away from the DSP area in the event of an emergency. Access to these freeways is via
Colorado Street and Verdugo Road.

4.6.3

Regulatory Framework

The management of hazardous materials and hazardous wastes is subject to numerous laws and regulations at
all levels of government. These laws and regulations apply to operational and disposal activities on the
project site. Summaries of federal and state laws and regulations related to hazardous materials management
are presented below. California State law allows for certain hazardous materials regulatory programs,
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including those pertaining to oil wells, hazardous materials storage, and hazardous materials management, to
be delegated to local agencies.
State and federal laws require detailed planning to ensure that hazardous materials are properly handled,
used, stored, and disposed of, and, in the event that such materials are accidentally released, to prevent or
to mitigate injury to health or the environment.

 Federal
Primary federal agencies with responsibility for hazardous materials management include the Environmental
Protection Agency (EPA), Department of Labor (Federal Occupational Safety and Health Administration
[OSHA]), Department of Transportation (DOT), and Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC). Major
federal laws and issue areas include the following statutes (and regulations promulgated thereunder):






Resources Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA)—hazardous waste management
Hazardous and Solid Waste Amendments Act (HSWA)—hazardous waste management
Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation, and Liability Act (CERCLA)—cleanup of
contamination
Superfund Amendments and Reauthorization Act (SARA) —cleanup of contamination
Emergency Planning and Community Right-to-Know (SARA Title III)—business inventories and
emergency response planning

 State
Primary state agencies with jurisdiction over hazardous chemical materials management are the California
Environmental Protection Agency (Cal-EPA), the Department of Toxic Substances Control (DTSC), and
the Regional Water Quality Control Board (RWQCB). Other state agencies involved in hazardous materials
management are the Department of Industrial Relations (state OSHA implementation [Cal/OSHA]), state
Office of Emergency Services (OES—California Accidental Release Prevention implementation), California
Department of Fish and Game (CDFG), California Air Resources Board (CARB), California Highway Patrol
(CHP), state Office of Environmental Health Hazard Assessment (OEHHA—Proposition 65
implementation), and California Integrated Waste Management Board (CIWMB).
Hazardous chemical and biohazardous materials management laws in California include the following
statutes (and regulations promulgated there under):
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Hazardous Waste Control Act—hazardous waste management
Safe Drinking Water and Toxic Enforcement Act of 1986 (Proposition 65)—releases of and exposure to
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Hazardous Substances Act
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Hazardous Waste Management Planning and Facility Siting—"Tanner Act"
Hazardous Materials Storage and Emergency Response—including response to hazardous materials
incidents
California Medical Waste Management Act—medical and biohazardous wastes

 Local
The primary local agency, known as the Certified Unified Program Agency (CUPA), with responsibility for
implementing federal and state laws and regulations pertaining to hazardous materials management is the
Glendale Fire Department (GFD). The Unified Program is the consolidation of six state environmental
regulatory programs into one program under the authority of a CUPA. A CUPA is a local agency that has
been certified by Cal EPA to implement the six state environmental programs within the local agency's
jurisdiction. This program was established under the amendments to the California Health and Safety Code
made by SB 1082 in 1994.The six consolidated programs are as follows:







Hazardous Materials Business Plan
Risk Management and Prevention Plan
Hazardous Waste (including Tiered Permitting)
Underground Storage Tanks
Above Ground Storage Tanks (including the SPCC)
UFC Article 80 HMMP and HMIS

As the CUPA for the City of Glendale, the GFD, maintains the records regarding location and status of
hazardous materials sites in the City and administers programs that regulate and enforce the transport, use,
storage, manufacturing, and remediation of hazardous materials. In addition, the GFD requires full business
plans to be established which must include a full inventory of hazardous materials used in the facility and
emergency response plans and procedures to be used in the event of a significant or threatening release of
hazardous materials as well as detailed Material Safety Data Sheets for all substances. By designating a
CUPA, the City of Glendale has accurate and adequate information to pre-plan for emergencies and/or
disasters and to plan for public and firefighter safety. The City of Glendale Fire Department Environmental
Management Center coordinates hazardous material planning and appropriate response efforts with City
departments, as well as local, and State agencies. The office of Emergency Services for Glendale is tasked
with coordinating the City’s disaster operations.
City of Glendale General Plan
Safety Element—Hazardous Materials Sub-Chapter Goals and Policies

The Hazardous Materials subchapter of the General Plan Safety Element provides decision makers with the
information necessary to evaluate the nature of a given hazard and possible courses of action. To facilitate
this, this element identifies various hazards, where they exist, who is managing them, the probability of the
hazards occurring, and the severity of the hazards should they occur.
Goal 5: Reduce threats to the public health and safety, and to the environment, from hazardous materials.
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Policy 5-1: The City shall strive to reduce the potential for residents, workers, and visitors to
Glendale to being exposed to hazardous materials and wastes.
Policy 5-1.4: The City shall maintain the capability of responding to hazardous materials incidents
in the City and along the sections of freeways that extend across the City. This includes
maintaining cooperation agreements with adjacent jurisdictions and continuing to coordinate with
regional providers of emergency services.
Policy 5-1.5: The City shall encourage residents and businesses to reduce or eliminate the use of
hazardous materials. This includes encouraging residents to buy toxic substances in only the
amount needed to do the job, or better yet, to use safer non-toxic alternate products that do not
pose a threat to the environment.

4.6.4

Project Impacts and Mitigation

 Analytic Method
The analysis in this section focuses on the use, generation, disposal, transport, or management of hazardous
or potentially hazardous materials in the proposed DSP area and addresses the environmental conditions
associated with past and present operations conducted at the DSP area. The 1½-mile environmental search
prepared for the DSP area was reviewed regarding regulatory database listings and the potential for these to
adversely affect new development. This section also analyzes potential risks associated with increased use,
handling, transport, and/or disposal of hazardous materials that could result with implementation of future
projects carried out under the proposed DSP. However, in addition to the review in this EIR, future
development projects within the DSP area will undergo separate individual environmental review, when
specific projects are proposed.

 Thresholds of Significance
The following thresholds of significance are based on Appendix G of the CEQA Guidelines, as amended. For
purposes of this EIR, implementation of the proposed may have a significant adverse hazards impact if it
would result in any of the following:







Create a significant hazard to the public or the environment through the routine transport, use, or
disposal of hazardous materials
Create a significant hazard to the public or the environment through reasonably foreseeable upset and
accident conditions involving the release of hazardous materials into the environment
Emit hazardous emissions or handle hazardous or acutely hazardous materials, substances, or waste
within one-quarter mile of an existing or proposed school
Be located on a site which is included on a list of hazardous materials sites compiled pursuant to
Government Code Section 65962.5 and, as a result, would it create a significant hazard to the public
or the environment
For a project located within an airport land use plan or, where such a plan has not been adopted,
within 2 miles of public airport or public use airport, would the project result in a safety hazard for
people residing or working in the project area
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For a project within the vicinity of a private airstrip, would the project result in a safety hazard for
people residing or working in the project area
Impair implementation of or physically interfere with an adopted emergency response plan or
emergency evacuation plan
Expose people or structures to a significant risk of loss, injury or death involving wildland fires,
including where wildlands are adjacent to urbanized areas or where residences are intermixed with
wildlands

 Effects Not Found to Be Significant
Threshold

For a project located within an airport land use plan or, where such a
plan has not been adopted, within 2 miles of public airport or public
use airport, would the project result in a safety hazard for people
residing or working in the project area?

The DSP area is located more than 7 miles southeast of the Bob Hope Airport. The airport flight path and
noise contour do not extend toward the DSP area. Therefore, the project site is located outside of any
airport land use plan or any runway landing/take-off flight paths for these local airports. No other public or
public use airstrips are located within the vicinity of the project site. Therefore, safety hazards associated
with these airport facilities are considered to have no impact.
Threshold

Expose people or structures to a significant risk of loss, injury or death
involving wildland fires, including where wildlands are adjacent to
urbanized areas or where residences are intermixed with wildlands.

The DSP area is not located in a designated wildland area that may contain substantial forest fire risks or
hazards.20 In addition, the DSP area is not located within a City-designated Fire Hazard Zone as shown on
Plate P-2 in the City of Glendale General Plan Safety Element (August 2003). Therefore, risk of increased
fire hazards in areas where flammable brush, grass, or trees from future development at the project site is
considered to have no impact.

 Impacts and Mitigation
Threshold

Impact 4.6-1

Be located on a site which is included on a list of hazardous materials
sites compiled pursuant to Government Code Section 65962.5 and, as
a result, would it create a significant hazard to the public or the
environment

The proposed project includes sites which were compiled pursuant
to Government Code Section 65962.5 and could therefore result in a

20

California Department of Forestry and Fire Protection, Fire Environments
http://frap.cdf.ca.gov/webdata/maps/statewide/fire_envmap.pdf, accessed 2-25-06.
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significant hazard to the public or environment. Implementation of
mitigation measures MM 4.6-1(a) and MM 4.6-1(b) and compliance
with all environmental review processes and regulations would
reduce this impact to a less-than-significant level.
A significant number of parcels within the DSP area are listed in the ERS report as being on various
government lists for hazardous materials. Each of the lists surveyed are included in Table 4.6-1 in the
existing conditions.
Whether a person exposed to a hazardous substance would suffer adverse health effects depends upon a
complex interaction of factors that determine the effects of exposure to hazardous materials: the exposure
pathway (the route by which a hazardous material enters the body); the amount of material to which the
person is exposed; the physical form (e.g., liquid, vapor) and characteristics (e.g., toxicity) of the material;
the frequency and duration of exposure; and the individual's unique biological characteristics, such as age,
gender, weight, and general health. Adverse health effects from exposure to hazardous materials may be
short-term (acute) or long-term (chronic). Acute effects can include damage to organs or systems in the
body and possibly death. Chronic effects, which may result from long-term exposure to a hazardous
material, can also include organ or systemic damage, but chronic effects of particular concern include birth
defects, genetic damage, and cancer.
Grading and excavation activities associated with project development within the DSP area could result in
the exposure of construction personnel and the public to hazardous substances in the soil. Receptors could
be exposed to hazardous materials from any of the following:




Potential residual contaminants in areas already remediated or currently undergoing remediation
Active hazardous materials storage sites, transport sites, or handling sites
Potential unidentified contamination within the site

Exposure pathways include the following:




Direct dermal contact with hazardous materials
Incidental ingestion of hazardous materials (usually due to improper hygiene, when workers fail to
wash their hands before eating, drinking, or smoking)
Inhalation of airborne dust released from dried hazardous materials

If any unidentified sources of contamination are encountered during grading or excavation, the removal
activities required could pose health and safety risks, such as the exposure of workers, materials handling
personnel, and the public to tank contents, hazardous materials, or vapors. Such contamination could cause
various short-term or long-term adverse health effects in persons exposed to the hazardous substances. In
addition, exposure to contaminants could occur if these contaminants migrated from the contaminated zone
to surrounding areas either before or after the surrounding areas were developed, or if contaminated zones
were disturbed by future development at the contaminated location. Although it is not anticipated, the
potential exposure of construction personnel or the public to remnant hazardous substances from former
uses and facilities within the DSP area exists, and this would be a potentially significant impact.
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Removal and testing to City of Glendale Standards, defined within the Safety Element of the City’s General
Plan, would be required for all contaminants encountered during construction. Mitigation measures
MM 4.6-1(a) and MM 4.6-1(b) would serve to reduce this impact to a less-than-significant level.
MM 4.6-1(a)

Prepare a Phase I Environmental Site Assessment (ESA). When sites that are listed
in the ERS initiate project development, the project sponsor shall obtain a Phase I ESA for the
proposed site. The Phase I ESA shall be prepared in accordance with ASTM E-1527-05
“Standard Practice for Environmental Site Assessments: Phase I Environmental Site Assessment
Process” (November 1, 2005). The purpose of a Phase I ESA is to identify environmental
conditions at a proposed project site that may suggest environmental contamination. The Phase
I ESA report shall be prepared by a Registered Environmental Assessor or similarly qualified
individual prior to initiating any construction activities at the site.
If recommended in the Phase I ESA, the project sponsor shall undertake (or require the
responsible party to undertake) a Phase II ESA soil sampling plan; or if any environmental
contamination is identified by the Phase I ESA, the project sponsor shall implement (or require
the responsible party to implement) the recommendations of the report to further investigate
and to remove any soil contamination.

MM 4.6-1(b)

In the event that previously unknown or unidentified soil and/or groundwater contamination
that could present a threat to human health or the environment is encountered during
construction in the DSP area, construction activities in the immediate vicinity of the
contamination shall cease immediately. If contamination is encountered, a Risk Management
Plan shall be prepared and implemented that (1) identifies the contaminants of concern and
the potential risk each contaminant would pose to human health and the environment during
construction and post-development and (2) describes measures to be taken to protect workers,
and the public from exposure to potential site hazards. Such measures could include a range of
options, including, but not limited to, physical site controls during construction, remediation,
long-term monitoring, post-development maintenance or access limitations, or some
combination thereof. Depending on the nature of contamination, if any, appropriate agencies
shall be notified (e.g., City of Glendale Fire Department). If needed, a Site Health and Safety
Plan that meets Occupational Safety and Health Administration requirements shall be
prepared and in place prior to commencement of work in any contaminated area.

The DSP area is identified in the ERS report to be in the vicinity of a site on the National Priority List (NPL
or Superfund); the Crystal Springs Wellfield Area. There is no indication that sites within the DSP area have
contributed to the regional ground water problem in the Crystal Springs Wellfield Area. The groundwater
below the DSP area is located at least 80 feet or more below the surface and typical excavation for
subterranean garages and buildings such as those possible as a result of the DSP reach up to 30 feet below the
surface. Since this would not be deep enough to disturb the existing contaminated ground water, impacts
are considered less than significant.
Implementation of mitigation measures MM 4.6-1(a) and MM 4.6-1(b), in addition to compliance with all
environmental review processes and regulations, would reduce this potentially significant impact to a lessthan-significant level.
Glendale Downtown Specific Plan Program EIR
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Threshold

Impact 4.6-2

Would the project create a significant hazard to the public or the
environment through the routine transport, use, or disposal of
hazardous materials?

Implementation and construction of the proposed project could
involve the transportation, use, storage, and/or disposal of
hazardous materials; however, compliance with Titles 8, 22, and 26
of the California Code of Regulations, and their enabling legislation
set forth in Chapter 6.95 of the California Health and Safety Code,
would reduce impacts to less-than-significant levels.

The retail-commercial and residential uses within the DSP area are not expected to introduce any unusual
hazardous materials to the area; however, some hazardous materials would be used in varying amounts
during construction and operation of projects within the DSP area including, but not limited to, paints,
coatings, solvents, adhesives, caulks, pesticides, wood preservatives, oil, or stored materials. Hazardous
materials associated with the residential uses would consist mostly of typical household-type cleaning
products. The types of hazardous materials that could be present during operation of the retail-commercial
uses within the DSP area are also expected to include household-type products as well as maintenance
products (e.g., paints, solvents, cleaning products) and potentially products related to automobile repair
and medical offices. Additionally, grounds and landscape maintenance within the DSP area could also use a
wide variety of commercial products formulated with hazardous materials, including fuels, cleaners and
degreasers, solvents, paints, lubricants, adhesives, sealers, and pesticides/herbicides.
Existing hazardous materials regulations were established at the state level to ensure compliance with federal
regulations to reduce the risk to human health and the environment from the routine use of hazardous
substances. The GFD has the authority to inspect on-site uses and enforce state and federal laws governing
the storage, use, transport, and disposal of hazardous materials and wastes. In addition, Los Angeles County
requires that an annual inventory of hazardous materials in use on site, as well as a business emergency plan,
be submitted for an annual review. All projects associated with buildout of the DSP will be required to
comply with existing hazardous materials regulations, which are codified in Titles 17, 19, and 27 of the
California Code of Regulations, and their enabling legislation set forth in Chapter 6.5 of the California Health
and Safety Code. In addition, all projects will be required to comply with all applicable federal, state, and
local laws and regulations pertaining to the transport, use, and disposal of hazardous waste, including,
Title 40, 42, 45, and 49 of the Code of Federal Regulations.
The potential impacts from transport, use, storage, and disposal of hazardous materials are each discussed
separately, below.
Transportation of Hazardous Materials

The USDOT Office of Hazardous Materials Safety prescribes strict regulations for the safe transportation of
hazardous materials, as described in Title 40, 42, 45, and 49 of the Code of Federal Regulations, and
implemented by Title 17, 19, and 27 of the CCR.
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The transportation of hazardous materials can result in accidental spills, leaks, toxic releases, fire, or
explosion. The precise increase in the amount of hazardous materials transported to or from the DSP area as
a result of implementation of the Specific Plan cannot be definitively predicted since detailed descriptions of
potential development projects are not yet available. It is possible that future potential uses could result in
some hazardous materials being brought to and from the DSP area; however, appropriate documentation for
all hazardous waste that is transported in connection with project-site activities would be provided as
required for compliance with the existing hazardous materials regulations described above. Adherence to
these regulations, which requires compliance with all applicable federal and state laws related to the
transportation of hazardous materials, would reduce the likelihood and severity of accidents during transit,
thereby ensuring that a less-than-significant impact would occur.
In addition, Program 5-1.3 in the Safety Element of the General Plan requires the following:
Program 5-1.3: The City shall evaluate the potential impacts related to hazardous materials during
the environmental review process for new buildings or businesses where the production, use,
storage, transport or disposal of hazardous materials is proposed. Potential impacts shall be fully
mitigated.

Therefore, the hazardous materials impacts associated with the DSP are required to be evaluated and fully
mitigated. This Program in addition to existing hazardous materials regulations reduces the risk from the
transport of hazardous materials to a less-than-significant level.
Hazardous Materials Use and Storage

As described in Section 4.6.3 (Regulatory Framework), businesses are required to comply with health and
safety and environmental protection laws and regulations, including the Hazardous Materials Business Plan
administered by the GFD, which requires that businesses handling or storing certain amounts of hazardous
materials prepare a hazardous materials business plan that includes an inventory of hazardous materials
stored on site (above specified quantities), an emergency response plan, and procedures to be used in the
event of a significant or threatening significant release of a hazardous material. The plan must include a
Material Safety Data Sheet (MSDS) for each hazardous material. To accomplish this, and to otherwise
provide a safe and healthy environment, businesses that use hazardous materials must implement health and
safety policies and procedures. In addition, future projects within the DSP area will be required to complete
all applicable environmental review processes and to conform with environmental regulations related to
new construction and hazardous materials storage, use, and transport.
For those employees who would work with hazardous materials (to the extent that there are any), the
amount of hazardous materials that are handled at any one time are generally relatively small given the type
of land uses allowed within the DSP project area (office, residential, auto repair, medical office, etc.), thus
reducing the potential consequences of an accident during handling. Further, proposed future projects
would be required to comply with federal and state laws to eliminate or reduce the consequence of
hazardous materials accidents. For example, employees who would work around hazardous materials would
be required to wear appropriate protective equipment and safety equipment, which is routinely available in
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all areas where hazardous materials are used. Therefore, the risk of upset from hazardous materials handling
would be less than significant.
Hazardous materials are required to be stored in specific areas designed to prevent accidental release to the
environment. California Building Code (CBC) requirements prescribe safe accommodations for materials that
present a moderate explosion hazard, high fire or physical hazard, or health hazards. Compliance with all
applicable federal and state laws related to the storage of hazardous materials, as required by existing
hazardous materials regulations, would be implemented to maximize containment (through safe handling
and storage practices described above) and to provide for prompt and effective cleanup if an accidental
release occurs, thereby ensuring that a less-than-significant impact would occur.
Program 5-1.3, described above, requires new buildings or businesses to evaluate and fully mitigate the
potential impacts related to hazardous materials. Therefore, the hazardous materials impacts associated with
the proposed DSP are required to be evaluated and fully mitigated. This Program in addition to existing
hazardous materials regulations reduces the risk from the use and storage of hazardous materials to a lessthan-significant level.
Disposal of Hazardous Waste

Operations at future projects within the DSP area are not anticipated to require the handling of any
hazardous or other materials that would result in production of large amounts of hazardous waste. Federal,
state, and local regulations govern the disposal of wastes identified as hazardous which could be produced at
future development sites. Asbestos, lead, or other hazardous material encountered during demolition or
construction activities would be disposed of in compliance with all pertinent regulations for the handling of
such waste. Therefore, there would be a less-than-significant impact from the proposed DSP with regard to
disposal of hazardous waste.
Compliance with existing hazardous materials regulations would ensure that this impact is less than
significant by requiring compliance with applicable laws and regulations that would reduce the risk of
hazardous materials use, transportation, and disposal through the implementation of established safety
practices, procedures, and reporting requirements.
Existing hazardous materials regulations must be implemented by employers/businesses, as appropriate, and
are monitored by the state (e.g., OSHA in the workplace or DTSC for hazardous waste) and local
jurisdictions (e.g., the GFD). Adherence to existing hazardous materials regulations would ensure
compliance with existing safety standards related to hazardous materials, and the safety procedures
mandated by applicable federal, state, and local laws and regulations (RCRA, California Hazardous Waste
Control Law, and principles prescribed by the California Department of Health Services, Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention, and National Institutes of Health) would ensure that risks resulting from the
routine use, storage, transport or disposal of hazardous materials of hazardous wastes associated with
construction and implementation of future development project within in the DSP area would be less than
significant.
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Threshold

Impact 4.6-3

Impair implementation of or physically interfere with an adopted
emergency response plan or emergency evacuation plan?

The proposed project could impair the implementation of, or
physically interfere with, an adopted emergency response plan or
emergency evacuation plan resulting in a significant impact.
Implementation of mitigation measures MM 4.6-3(a) through
MM 4.6-3(c) would ensure this potentially significant impact would
be reduced to a less-than-significant level.

Modifications to roadways and access to the area, that could occur as a result of future development within
the DSP area could impact the effectiveness of the current emergency response plan and therefore result in a
significant impact. These changes could be caused by construction blockages impacting access, hazardous
construction debris transport in sensitive areas of the emergency plan, or increased exposure from unknown
hazardous materials, among other causes. In order to reduce the impact of future development on the
current emergency response plan, the City would need to update the emergency response plan for the DSP
area in conjunction with the City Police, Fire, and Planning Departments, as outlined in mitigation measure
MM 4.6-3(a). This will ensure that the DSP area will be capable of evacuation in an emergency scenario
despite the possible impacts future construction within the DSP area may have.
MM 4.6-3(a)

Prior to issuance of building permits, the City shall, in consultation with the Planning
Department, Public Works Department—Traffic and Transportation Division, Fire
Department, and Police Department, develop an Emergency Evacuation/Management Plan for
the Specific Plan Area. This Emergency Evacuation/Management Plan shall be integrated with
the existing Emergency Evacuation/Management Plan for the downtown area and be consistent
with the City of Glendale General Plan Safety Element goals and policies.

Site plans for future development within the DSP area would be reviewed by the Glendale City Fire
Department, Glendale Police Department, and the City of Glendale Planning Department to ensure
adequate police, ambulance, and fire personnel access to the proposed project site as well as through the
DSP area. Mitigation measures MM 4.6-3(b) and MM 4.6-3(c) would require the contractor to keep at least
one lane of traffic through the project site open during any construction related activities, and inform the
appropriate departments to allow for the first emergency response teams to reroute traffic to an alternative
route. Areas that have been identified as being at LOS below acceptable levels will have strategies that the
City can take to reduce the risks such as alternate routes, alternate methods of transportation, and traffic
control equipment. Mitigation strategies can further reduce disruption to critical services, reduce the risk to
human life, and alleviate damage to personal and public property and infrastructure. Action items
throughout the hazard sections provide recommendations to collect further data to map hazard locations and
conduct hazard assessments.
MM 4.6-3(b)

The construction contractors for future projects within the DSP area shall notify the City of
Glendale Police Department, Fire Department, Public Works Department—Traffic and
Transportation Division, and the City Planning Department that project activities shall
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impede movement (such as road or lane closures) along roads within the DSP area in order to
allow for these first emergency response teams to reroute traffic to an alternative route, if
needed. Notification will occur at least three working days in advance allowing time for the
appropriate City departments to act accordingly. Consultation with the City will dictate the
amount of time necessary to give notice of such an event.
MM 4.6-3(c)

The construction contractors for future projects within the DSP area shall keep at least one
lane of traffic open at all times within the DSP area in order to allow for movement of
emergency response teams to and through the project site, if needed.

Implementation of mitigation measures MM 4.6-3(a)-(c) would ensure that projects initiated under the
proposed DSP would not interfere with any emergency response or evacuation plans. This impact is
considered less than significant.
Threshold

Impact 4.6-4

Would the project create a significant hazard to the public or the
environment through reasonably foreseeable upset and accident
conditions involving the release of hazardous materials into the
environment?

Implementation of the proposed project would not create a
significant hazard to the public or the environment though upset
and accident conditions involving hazardous materials. This impact
is considered less than significant.

The future development project proposed under the DSP would include the use, storage, and disposal
during construction of hazardous materials as discussed in Impact 4.6-2. Some chemicals can pose physical
hazards (e.g., chemical burns) or health hazards (e.g., poisoning), including potential acute or chronic
illnesses. The properties and health effects of different chemicals are unique to each chemical and depend on
the extent to which an individual is exposed. The extent and exposure of individuals to hazardous materials
would be limited by the quantities of these materials that would be stored and used on the project site.
The project-related effects of hazardous materials handling and storage would generally be limited to the
immediate areas where materials would be located, because this is where exposure would be most likely.
Exposure at more distant locations would require some mechanism, like wind, to transport the material to
the location. Best management practices (BMPs) during construction activities and adherence to applicable
regulations regarding hazardous materials management (i.e., laws required to ensure hazardous materials are
properly handled, used, stored, and disposed of) would reduce impacts, associated with future development
projects, to individuals located outside of the DSP area to less-than-significant levels. This reduction in the
impact level would be ensured through existing hazardous materials regulations. For this reason, the
individuals most at risk would be residents, employees, or others in the immediate vicinity of the hazardous
materials that may be used at future project sites within the DSP area. The routes through which these
individuals could be exposed include inhalation, ingestion, contact, and other accidents.
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As described in the Section 4.6.3 (Regulatory Framework), businesses are required to comply with health
and safety and environmental protection laws and regulations, including preparation of a Hazardous
Materials Business Plan, administer by the GFD, which requires that businesses handling or storing certain
amounts of hazardous materials prepare a hazardous materials business plan that includes an inventory of
hazardous materials stored on site (above specified quantities), an emergency response plan, and procedures
to be used in the event of a significant or threatening significant release of a hazardous material. The plan
must include a Material Safety Data Sheet (MSDS) for each hazardous material used or stored on site. To
accomplish this, and to otherwise provide a safe and healthy environment, businesses that use hazardous
materials must implement health and safety policies and procedures. In addition, future projects within the
DSP area will be required to complete all applicable environmental review processes and to conform with
environmental regulations related to new construction and hazardous materials storage, use, and transport.
As discussed in Impact 4.6-3, there would be a less-than-significant impact to the public or environment
through the routine transport, use, storage, or disposal of hazardous materials associated with future
development projects in the DSP area.
Existing hazardous materials regulations would minimize the potential for exposure to adverse health or
safety effects. Therefore, projects resulting from the proposed DSP would not involve the use of materials
in a manner that poses any substantial hazards to people, or to animal or plant populations. The proposed
project would result in a less-than-significant environmental impact related to the upset and accidental
release of hazardous materials into the environment.
Threshold

Impact 4.6-5

Emit hazardous emissions or handle hazardous or acutely hazardous
materials, substances, or waste within one-quarter mile of an existing
or proposed school?

The proposed project could result in a significant impact to an
existing or proposed school within a one-quarter mile due to
hazardous emissions or the handling of hazardous or acutely
hazardous materials. Compliance with all applicable federal, state,
and local regulations related to hazardous materials would reduce
the impact to a less-than-significant level.

There are five Glendale Unified School District facilities within one-quarter mile of the DSP area, including:
Allen Daily Continuation High School, the Administration Center, the Professional Development Program
Center, Columbus Elementary School, and Richardson D. White Elementary School. There are six private
schools located within one-quarter mile of the DSP area, including: Glendale Montessori School, Holy
Family Catholic Church Elementary and High Schools, Incarnation School, Salem Lutheran Elementary
School, and Zion Lutheran School. As mentioned above, the future proposed projects could handle and/or
store potentially hazardous materials within the DSP area; however, the types of hazardous materials
anticipated are limited to regulated types and quantities. Construction activities would necessarily involve
the utilization of diesel-powered trucks and equipment, which result in diesel emissions that have been
determined to be health hazards. These impacts are discussed comprehensively in Section 4.2 (Air Quality).
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Compliance with all applicable local, state, and federal laws, and regulations, as described in Section 4.6.3
(Regulatory Framework), regulate, control, or respond to hazardous waste, transport, disposal, or clean-up
in order to ensure that hazardous materials do not pose a significant risk to nearby receptors. For these
reasons, the proposed DSP would result in a less-than-significant environmental impact related to the
emission or handling of hazardous materials within the vicinity of schools.
Threshold

For a project within the vicinity of a private airstrip, would the project
result in a safety hazard for people residing or working in the project
area?

Impact 4.6-6

The proposed project area contains four helipads currently in
operation, which would not result in a significant safety hazard for
people residing or working in the project area. This is considered a
less-than-significant impact.

The proposed DSP area is not within the vicinity of a private airstrip. The nearest airstrip is the Bob Hope
Airport, which is located more than 3 miles to the northwest of the proposed DSP area and is a public use
airport. A total of six helipads currently operate within the City of Glendale, four of which operate with the
DSP area. There is one private helipad located at 611 North brand Boulevard, which is permitted with a
CUP of a maximum of eight flights per day. The remaining helipads are operated for emergencies.
Approximately ten flights per month are operated from police and fire facilities operate helipads on an
emergency basis only. These helipad operations are subject to all FAA regulations and do not occur often
enough to represent a significant hazard to residents, visitors, employees, or construction workers in the
DSP area. Further, there is no history of significant accident or injury resulting from a helicopter accident or
operation of any of the helipads within the City. This impact would be considered less than significant,
and no mitigation is required.

4.6.5

Cumulative Impacts

The geographic context for the analysis of cumulative hazards and hazardous materials impacts is the City of
Glendale, which includes all cumulative growth within the City, as represented by full implementation of
the City of Glendale General Plan.
The health and safety hazards posed by most hazardous materials are local in nature and generally do not
combine in any cumulative sense with the hazards of other projects. Possible exceptions, however, include
toxic air contaminant (TAC) emissions, transportation of hazardous materials, hazardous waste disposal, and
emergency response. The need to respond to hazardous materials emergencies could also increase as a result
of cumulative development.
Compliance with all applicable local, state, and federal laws and regulations, as described in the Regulatory
Framework in this section that regulate, control, or respond to hazardous waste, transport, disposal, or
clean-up would ensure that development in the region, which includes the DSP area, does not result in
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significant impacts. Therefore, the following discussion focuses only on those impacts to which the DSP area
could contribute on a cumulative basis.
Toxic Air Contaminant Emissions

Cumulative development within Glendale could increase the overall concentrations of TACs in the DSP
area, and is discussed comprehensively in Section 4.2 (Air Quality) of this document. The South Coast Air
Basin is currently in nonattainment for ozone, CO, NOX, PM10, and PM2.5, Cumulative development could
violate an air quality standard or contribute to an existing or projected air quality violation. Therefore, this
is considered to be a significant cumulative impact within the Basin. This has already been acknowledged as a
significant and unavoidable impact in Section 4.2. Therefore, from a hazards standpoint, it would be doublecounting a significant impact to consider TAC increases from the proposed project a significant cumulative
impact from a hazards perspective. Since the impact has already been acknowledged, the proposed project’s
contribution to TAC cumulative impacts as it relates to hazards is not considered cumulatively considered,
and is less than significant.
Transportation of Hazardous Materials

Hazardous materials are transported on virtually all public roads, particularly since all motor vehicles
contain hazardous materials (e.g., fuel), in addition to any hazardous cargo that may be transported. The
cumulative effects of transporting hazardous materials would continue to be addressed by regulatory
requirements. Packaging requirements for hazardous materials and wastes established by DOT and the EPA
minimize the potential consequences of possible accidents during transport. Also, the vehicle accident rate
in California is relatively low compared to other states, and not all accidents release hazardous materials.
Development within the DSP area would increase the total transport of hazardous materials within the City
but would not include the transport of significant amounts or types of hazardous materials. The proposed
project’s contribution to this cumulative impact is not cumulatively considerable, and the project would
have a less-than-significant contribution to this impact.
Hazardous Waste Disposal

As cumulative development occurs in Glendale and at the state and regional levels, more hazardous wastes
will be generated and in need of disposal. However, project-related hazardous waste generation would be
minimal since most hazardous materials associated with the allowable uses in the DSP area would be
consumed by use. Occasionally, old car batteries, computers, paints/solvents, and used motor oil generated
from sites within the DSP area would need to be disposed of as hazardous waste. The City of Glendale Fire
Department provides locations within Glendale where such hazardous materials can be recycled. Future
development under the proposed DSP would not generate significant amounts of hazardous waste and the
City as a whole would generate reasonably manageable quantities of waste, all of which would be regulated
by federal, state and local statues. The construction related hazardous waste disposal resulting from all
development within the City would result in large amounts of lead, asbestos, and other hazardous materials.
However, these hazardous materials would be disposed of in compliance with all pertinent regulations for
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the handling of such waste. The proposed project’s contribution to this cumulative impact is not
cumulatively considerable, and the project would have a less-than-significant contribution to this impact.
Emergency Response

Construction and operation associated with the related projects and other future development in the City
and surrounding area could result in activities that could interfere with adopted emergency response or
evacuation plans, primarily by temporary construction barricades or other obstructions that could impede
emergency access. It is anticipated that future development projects will undergo CEQA review of potential
impacts on adopted emergency response or evacuation plans, and will be required to implement measures
necessary to mitigate potential impacts similar to those require above. As a result, the proposed project’s
contribution to this cumulative impact would not be cumulatively considerable, and the project would have
a less-than-significant contribution to this impact.
Upset and Accident Conditions within a Quarter-Mile of a School

Projects within the DSP area and others within the City could create a cumulative impact on schools due to
upset or accident conditions related to hazardous materials. Compliance with all applicable local, state, and
federal laws, and regulations as described in Section 4.6.3 (Regulatory Framework), which regulate,
control, or respond to hazardous waste, transport, disposal, or clean-up would reduce this risk. For these
reasons, the proposed project’s effect on upset or accident conditions within a quarter-mile of a school is
not considered cumulatively considerable and would be less than significant.
Heliport Operations

Cumulative projects in the City of Glendale and future projects implemented under the DSP could include
helipads, which could increase the number of helipads operating in the City and increase the safety hazard to
people residing or working in the City. However, any increase in helipad operations would be considered to
be minimal, and there is no significant cumulative impact associated with this hazard. Therefore, the
proposed project’s contribution to the cumulative impact is not cumulative considerable, and the
cumulative impact would be less than significant.
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4.7

HYDROLOGY AND WATER QUALITY

The purpose of this section is to describe stormwater drainage impacts associated with construction and
operation of the proposed project, including effects on surface water and groundwater quantity and quality,
and flooding. For purposes of this discussion, stormwater includes rainwater that is captured into the storm
drain system and eventually conveyed to the Pacific Ocean. Impacts to the sanitary sewer system, which is
the system that collects sewage and conveys it directly to the water reclamation plant (e.g., treatment
facility), are addressed in Section 4.14 (Utilities and Service Systems) of this document. In addition, both
groundwater supplies and imported Metropolitan Water District (MWD) supplies, which are used as the
primary sources of water in the City of Glendale (City, or Glendale), are also addressed in Section 4.14
using information gathered in the Water Supply Assessment.
Information for this section was obtained from the City of Glendale Water & Power Urban Water Management Plan
(City of Glendale Water and Power, 2005), City of Glendale General Plan: Open Space and Conservation Element
(City of Glendale, 1993), City of Glendale General Plan: Safety Element (City of Glendale, 2003) and the Water
Quality Control Plan, Los Angeles Region, Basin Plan for the Coastal Watersheds of Los Angeles and Ventura Counties
(Regional Water Quality Control Board 1994). Full bibliographic entries for all reference materials are
provided in Section 4.7.5 (References) of this section.
No comments related to hydrological or water quality issues were received during the Notice of Preparation
comment period.

4.7.1

Environmental Setting

 Regional Hydrology and Drainage
The City of Glendale is drained by the south-, southwest-, and west-flowing Verdugo Wash and its
tributaries. The Verdugo Wash ultimately drains onto the larger Los Angeles River at the City’s western
boundary. In the western portion of the City, the Burbank Western Channel extends through a small
portion of Glendale on the channel’s final stretch before emptying into the Los Angeles River, eventually
draining into the Pacific Ocean. Several of the canyons in the San Gabriel and Verdugo Mountains have
debris basins that were built for flood protection purposes. Most of the streams off the San Gabriel
Mountains also have been channelized through the La Cañada Valley, also for flood-protection purposes.
The majority of the DSP area consists of impervious surfaces, including buildings, streets, parking areas and
sidewalks. This limits the infiltration of precipitation and increases the rate of storm water runoff. As such,
natural drainage has been highly modified and is now controlled by engineering drainage works and floodcontrol infrastructure. The limited amount of infiltration also precludes the DSP area from being considered
an area of groundwater recharge.
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 Flooding
The Mitigation Division of the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) manages the National
Flood Insurance Program (NFIP). The three components of the NFIP include the following:




Flood Insurance
Flood plain Management
Flood Hazard Mapping

The Federal Emergency Management Agency determined in 1984 that the City of Glendale, “that for all
practical purposes no part of the community would be inundated by the base flood; that is, a flood having a
1 percent chance of being equaled or exceeded in any given year.21” The current FEMA Flood Hazard Maps
reflect this determination, and consequently the DSP area is not located within a 100-year or 500-year
floodplain.
There are seven dams within the City of Glendale that the State of California requires inundation maps for in
the event of dam or reservoir failure due to a major seismic event. The nearest dam is Diederich Reservoir,
located approximately 2-miles away from the DSP area; however, according to the City of Glendale Safety
Element (August 2003), no portion of the DSP area is located in the inundation zone.

 Surface Water Quality
Stormwater Quality

The DSP area lies within the Upper Los Angeles River Area and is located approximately 1-mile from the
Los Angeles River. Surface water from the DSP area drains into the Los Angeles River and eventually to the
Pacific Ocean. Natural drainage in the DSP area has been modified due to development and is controlled by
engineered drainage and flood control infrastructure.
Surface water quality in developed areas is affected by various point-source and nonpoint-source pollutants.
Point-source pollutants are those emitted at a specific point, such as a discharge pipe, while nonpoint-source
pollutants are typically generated by surface runoff from unconfined sources, such as streets, paved areas, or
landscaped areas. As a general rule, point-source pollutants are more easily monitored; thus, pollutant
discharge standards (also referred to as Waste Discharge Requirements) are more easily enforced, while
nonpoint-source pollutants, such as those found in runoff, are more difficult to monitor and enforce. Even
though nonpoint-source pollutants are difficult to monitor, they are important contributors to surface water
quality, especially in developed areas.
Constituents and concentrations within runoff water vary with surrounding land uses, topography, and
amount of impervious cover, as well as intensity and frequency of irrigation or rainfall. Runoff in developed
areas may typically contain oil, grease, and metals accumulated in streets, driveways, parking lots, and
21

Glendale, City of. “2003 Safety Element.” p. 3-7.
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rooftops, as well as pesticides, herbicides, particulate matter, nutrients, animal waste, and other oxygendemanding substances from landscaped areas. Concentrations of pollutants in runoff generated during the
dry season by landscape irrigation and street washing (dry-weather runoff) are typically lower than
concentrations found in wet-weather runoff (runoff generated by precipitation during the wet season). The
highest pollutant concentrations in stormwater runoff are usually generated at the beginning of the wet
season, during the “first-flush.” Approximately 80 percent of total accumulated pollutants are removed
within the first 0.5 inch of rainfall when the percent of impervious surfaces is 70 to 90 percent, with street
surfaces as the primary source of pollutants in urban areas (Schueler 2000).
Table 4.7-1 (Typical Pollutant Concentrations in Stormwater) identifies typical pollutant concentrations in
stormwater for parking lots and commercial development. As described in Chapter 3 (Project Description),
the land uses within the DSP area consist primarily of commercial development, surface parking, vacant
parcels and multi-leveled parking structures. Further, proposed project conditions would be expected to be
similar to the commercial values listed in the table. These values are based primarily on national averages,
except where noted, since local or regional values are not available by land use category. Therefore, the
pollutant concentrations as identified in Table 4.7-1 can be considered representative of existing stormwater
quality for the DSP area.
Table 4.7-1

Typical Pollutant Concentrations in Stormwater

Constituent of Concern (COC)

Concentration in Runoff
Parking Lots a
Commercial Development b

Conventional

mg/L

mg/L

Oil and Grease

15.4c

4.7

Total Suspended Solids

312

42.0

Biochemical Oxygen Demand

9

d

11.0
e

Total Nitrogen

2.2

2.2

Total Phosphorous

0.39

0.22

MPN col/100 mLe

MPN col/100 mL

Fecal Coliforms

4,300

4,300

Heavy Metals

Bacteria

µg/L

µg/L

Total Chromium

12

6.0

Total Copper

41

17.0

Total Lead

38

18.0

Total Zinc

304

150

SOURCES:

Bannerman et al. 1992
b

Pitt et al., 2004

c

Schueler and Holland. 2000; total hydrocarbons

d

US EPA, 1983; median urban site

e

Most Probable Number of colonies per 100 mL
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Water Quality Standards and Total Maximum Daily Loads

According to the Basin Plan, both the Burbank Wash and the Verdugo Wash have a number of potential
beneficial uses, including water contact recreation (except in concrete-channelized areas), non-water
contact recreation, warm freshwater habitat, and wildlife habitat. Beneficial uses are designated as
“potential” if there is the intent at some level of planning to officially designate the stream for a beneficial
use. In contrast, “existing” beneficial uses are those that have been attained for a water body on or after
November 28, 1975. Although both the Burbank Wash and the Verdugo Wash have several listed potential
beneficial uses, they are not likely attainable because of major improvements to the channel structure (e.g.,
covers, straightening, widening, and other modifications). Nonetheless, until a water body has explicitly
listed beneficial uses or has been de-designated for certain unattainable beneficial uses, the potential
beneficial uses remain factors for defining water quality objectives and standards. As a result, both the
Burbank Wash and the Verdugo Wash can be considered to have a number of potential beneficial uses,
although official designation by the City for beneficial uses is unknown.
Where multiple uses exist, water quality standards must protect the most sensitive use. Water quality
standards are typically numeric, although narrative criteria based upon biomonitoring methods may be
employed where numerical standards cannot be established or where they are needed to supplement
numerical standards. Section 303(c)(2)(b) of the Clean Water Act (CWA) requires states to adopt numerical
water quality standards for toxic pollutants for which the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) has
published water quality criteria and which reasonably could be expected to interfere with designated uses in
a water body (U.S. EPA 2002).
The Regional Water Quality Control Board (RWQCB) has established water quality objectives
(by beneficial use) for the following substances, including: ammonia, coliform bacteria, bioaccumulation,
biochemical oxygen demand, biostimulatory substances, chemical constituents, total residual chlorine,
color, exotic vegetation, floating material, methylene blue activated substances, mineral quality, nitrogen,
oil and grease, dissolved oxygen, pesticides, pH, polychlorinated biphenyls, radioactive substances,
suspended solids, taste and odor, temperature, toxicity, and turbidity. The Water Code defines water
quality objectives as “the allowable limits or levels of water quality constituents or characteristics which are
established for the reasonable protection of beneficial uses of water or the prevention of nuisance within a
specific area.”
In addition to the establishment of water quality objectives, another approach for water quality
improvement is a watershed-based approach that focuses on all water pollution sources, and not just those
traced to specific, discrete sources. If a water body does not achieve the established water quality standards
under traditional point source controls, it is listed as an impaired water body under Section 303(d) of the
CWA. For 303(d) listed water bodies, a pollutant watershed budget is established, which defines the
maximum amount of pollutants (or Total Maximum Daily Loads [TMDLs]) that can be received by the
water body. If the sum of allowable pollutants from both point and non-point sources exceeds this
maximum amount, a TMDL implementation (or clean-up) plan is required.
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Both the Burbank Wash and the Verdugo Wash are listed as impaired water bodies under Section 303(d) of
the CWA; as is the Los Angeles River, to which the Burbank and Verdugo Washes are tributaries. The
Burbank Wash is listed as impaired under Section 303(d) of the CWA for algae, ammonia, cadmium,
scum/unnatural foam and trash. The Verdugo Wash is listed as impaired under Section 303(d) of the CWA
for algae, high coliform count and trash. In addition, because both the Burbank Wash and the Verdugo Wash
are tributaries to an impaired waterbody, limits on discharges to the Los Angeles River would be applicable
to both bodies of water; the Burbank Wash and the Verdugo Wash discharges would be limited based on the
load of pollutants allowed in the Los Angeles River.

 Groundwater
The DSP area is located in the Upper Los Angeles River Area, which in turn contains four groundwater
basins: San Fernando, Sylmar, Verdugo and Eagle Rock. While the DSP area is located within the San
Fernando Basin, both the San Fernando Basin and the Verdugo Basin are located under the City as shown in
Figure 4.7-1 (Groundwater Basins of the Upper Los Angeles River) and are utilized by the City for water
supply. Additionally, the groundwater basins are governed by the California Supreme Court decision and
judgment, the City of Los Angeles vs. City of San Fernando, et al., and the basin Watermaster is vested with the
responsibility to monitor and account for any groundwater extraction within the DSP area with
sustainability as a goal. The following is a brief description of the basins as well as the water quality
challenges each basin poses, and is based upon information taken from the City of Glendale Water & Power
Urban Water Management Plan.
San Fernando Basin

The San Fernando Basin is the largest of the four basins and extends across a 112,000-acre area from the San
Rafael Hills and Verdugo Mountains on the east and Northeast, the Santa Susana Mountains and Simi Hills
on the west and northwest, and the Santa Monica Mountains on the south. Alluvial deposits from the
surrounding mountains fill the basin and help to form the water bearing formations or aquifers in the basin,
which are, the Saugus Formation, the Older Alluvium, and the Recent Alluvium. Groundwater flow in the
San Fernando Basin generally traverses to the east/southeast and approximates the course of the Los Angeles
River. The magnitude and gradient of the groundwater flow within the basin have remained fairly consistent
over time.
Groundwater recharge in the San Fernando Basin consists of percolation from rainfall, runoff from the
Verdugo Mountains on the northeast and the Santa Monica Mountains on the south, water spread in the
Pacoima, Tujunga, and Hansen spreading grounds, recharge from the Los Angeles River, and limited under
flow from the Verdugo Basin.
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Water Quality

San Fernando Valley contains an area of contaminated groundwater covering approximately 6,680 acres
near the Crystal Springs Well Field in the Cities of Los Angeles and Glendale, and is part of the San
Fernando Basin. The San Fernando Basin is located within the Crystal Springs National Priority List (NPL)
Site, and is one of four subsections of the larger San Fernando Valley Superfund Site. In 1980,
concentrations of chlorinated volatile organic compounds (VOCs), including trichloroethylene (TCE), and
perchloroethylene (PCE), were found to be above the Federal Maximum Contaminant Levels (MCLs) as
well as State Action Levels (SAL), in a number of production wells in the Basin22, which lead to the
Superfund listing. Chromium 6 was also detected, but not at levels above MCLs or SALs. Due to the high
levels of VOCs, groundwater extraction has been limited for the past 20 years; in some cases extraction was
virtually eliminated.
Over the past 10 years, many water treatment plants have been constructed in the San Fernando Valley to
remove VOCs from the groundwater, with the EPA recently focusing on treatment facilities in Glendale.
The Glendale Water Treatment Plant and eight extraction wells have been constructed to pump, treat and
deliver water to the City via the Grandview Pumping Station.23 The cleanup facilities consist of seven
shallow extraction wells and one deep well, a 5,000 gpm water treatment plant, piping to convey the
untreated water from the well to the Glendale Water Treatment Plant to remove the VOCs, a system to
convey to the treated water to the Glendale potable distribution system, a facility to blend the treated
groundwater with MWD water and a disinfection facility. The delivery of the treated groundwater was
initially limited, due to City’s concerns with taking water with higher Chromium 6 levels than in the MWD
supplied water even though the treated water meets all water quality standards; however, the treated water
is blended with MWD water to further reduce Chromium 6 levels. In January 2002, the City council
authorized the City to deliver water from the treatment facility. Thus, the Glendale Water Treatment Plant
is currently able to supply 7,200 afy.24
Verdugo Basin

The Verdugo Basin covers approximately 4,400 acres north of the DSP area and is bordered by the San
Gabriel Mountains on the northeast, the Verdugo Mountains on the west, and by the San Rafael Hills on the
southeast. The City has a long history of pumping water from this basin, as it was the primary source of
water when Glendale was formed in the early 1900’s. Currently the City shares water rights with the
Crescenta Valley Water District to the basin25.

22

http://yosemite.epa.gov/r9/sfund/overview.nsf/507c94f730e0ebf488256958005cda5f/cb81d47ff52828638825660b007ee683?Op
enDocument. Accessed March 14, 2006.
23
City of Glendale Water & Power Urban Water Management Plan.
24
Ibid.
25
Ibid.
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Historically, the only water quality parameter of concern in the Verdugo Basin was the high concentration of
nitrates from past septic tanks in the La Crescenta area and agricultural activities in the Verdugo Basin. Now
that the surrounding areas are sewered, nitrate levels have decreased. However, in 1983, pursuant to
California Assembly Bill 1803, wells within the San Fernando Valley were tested for VOCs, semi-volatile
compounds and pesticides/herbicides. Results of this sampling revealed concentrations of VOCs in the
Verdugo Basin in excess of the Safe Drinking Water Act in several water supply production wells. In 1986
the EPA designated the Verdugo Basin as part of the Crystal Springs National Priority List (NPL) Site.26
The Verdugo Park Wastewater Treatment Plant is maintained by the City of Glendale to address nitrate
contamination in the Verdugo Basin. Treatment for VOC contamination has not been a concern due to the
low concentrations present. As with water extracted from the San Fernando Basin, the City of Glendale also
blends groundwater from the Verdugo Basin with imported water from the MWD prior to distribution to
customers. This blending further reduces the contaminant levels and ensures the quality of water extracted
from the Verdugo Basin. While the City has a right to 3,856 afy of water from the Verdugo Basin, based on
historic pumping records only 2,300 afy is available from this source on a reliable basis, due to groundwater
levels and limited extraction capacity, and is used in Glendale’s water supply studies.27 The City has
immediate plans to increase its extraction capacity so that it can utilize its full adjudicated water right from
the Verdugo Basin, to the extent possible given hydrological limitations, including siting new wells in the
Verdugo Basin.

 City of Glendale’s Storm Drain System
The City of Glendale’s Public Works Department is responsible for maintenance and upkeep for over 3,000
catch basins and storm drains within the City. These storm drain facilities provide the City with adequate
protection from a major storm except some isolated minor localized inundation. This type of localized
inundation may mean that on major storms, a portion of the street may be flooded but the water level will
be contained within the curbs. No flooding of private properties occurs unless there is a backup of local
storm drains. Based upon correspondence with the Public Works Department the existing storm drain
system for the DSP area is adequate, as there are no areas of consistent flooding, nor are there any
improvements planned for the immediate future28.

2626

http://yosemite.epa.gov/r9/sfund/overview.nsf/507c94f730e0ebf488256958005cda5f/cb81d47ff52828638825660b007ee683?O
penDocument. Accessed March 14, 2006.
27
City of Glendale Water & Power Urban Water Management Plan.
28
Written correspondence. 2006. Glendale Public Works Department—Chris Chew, March 21
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4.7.2

Regulatory Framework

 Federal
Clean Water Act (CWA)

The CWA was enacted with the primary purpose of restoring and maintaining the chemical, physical, and
biological integrity of the Nation’s waters. The EPA has delegated responsibility for implementation of
portions of the CWA to the State Water Resources Control Board (SWRCB) and the RWQCB for water
quality control planning and control programs, such as the National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System
(NPDES) Program.

 State
Responsibility for the protection of water quality in California rests with the SWRCB and the nine
RWQCBs. The SWRCB establishes statewide policies and regulations for the implementation of water
quality control programs mandated by federal and state water quality statutes and regulations. The
RWQCBs develop and implement Water Quality Control Plans (Basin Plans) that consider regional
beneficial uses, water quality characteristics, and water quality problems. Glendale is located within the
jurisdiction of the Los Angeles RWQCB (Region 4). The Los Angeles RWQCB implements a number of
federal and state laws, the most important of which are the state Porter-Cologne Water Quality Control Act and
the federal CWA.
Porter-Cologne Water Quality Control Act

The Porter-Cologne Water Quality Control Act establishes the SWRCB and each of the nine RWQCBs as the
principal State agencies for coordinating and controlling water quality in California. Specifically, the PorterCologne Water Quality Control Act authorizes the SWRCB to adopt, review, and revise policies for all waters of
the state (including both surface and groundwaters) and directs the RWQCBs to develop regional Basin
Plans.
National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System (NPDES)

The NPDES permit system was established in the CWA to regulate both point source discharges
(a municipal or industrial discharge at a specific location or pipe) and nonpoint source discharges (diffuse
runoff of water from adjacent land uses) to surface waters of the United States. As defined in the federal
regulations, nonpoint sources are generally exempt from federal NPDES permit program requirements,
with two exceptions: (1) nonpoint source discharges caused by general construction activities of over 1 acre;
and (2) stormwater discharges in municipal stormwater systems either as part of a combined system or as a
separate system in which runoff is carried through a developed conveyance system to specific discharge
locations.
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Point Source Discharges—For point source discharges, each NPDES permit contains limits on allowable
concentrations and mass emissions of pollutants contained in the discharge through the establishment of
Waste Discharge Requirements.
Nonpoint Source Discharges Caused by General Construction and Operational Activities—
One of the primary objectives of the regulations for nonpoint source discharges is the reduction of pollutants
in urban stormwater discharge through the use of structural and nonstructural Best Management Practices
(BMPs). The EPA implemented the NPDES stormwater program in two phases. Phase I addressed large
dischargers and construction activities that affect 5 acres or greater, while Phase II, which was implemented
in 1999, addressed smaller dischargers and construction activities that affect 1 or more acres. The county
and its incorporated cities, except the City of Long Beach, is permitted under Phase I for municipal
stormwater and urban runoff discharges under NPDES Permit No. CAS004001 and Order No. 01-182
(December, 2001).
Under Phase II of the NPDES program for large discharges, each permittee must implement a Stormwater
Management Program that addresses six minimum control measures associated with construction and
operational activities, including (1) public education and outreach; (2) public participation/involvement;
(3) illicit discharge detection and elimination; (4) construction site stormwater runoff control for sites
greater than 1 acre; (5) post-construction stormwater management in new development and
redevelopment; and (6) pollution prevention/good housekeeping for municipal operations. These control
measures will typically be addressed by developing BMPs.
Typical construction BMPs include, but are not necessarily limited to the following:









Scheduling or limiting activities to certain times of year
Prohibiting certain construction practices
Implementing equipment maintenance schedules and procedures; implementing a monitoring
program
Other management practices to prevent or reduce pollution, such as using temporary mulching,
seeding, or other suitable stabilization measures to protect uncovered soils
Storing materials and equipment to ensure that spills or leaks do not enter the storm drain system or
surface waters
Developing and implementing a spill prevention and cleanup plan
Installing traps, filters, or other devices at drop inlets to prevent contaminants from entering storm
drains
Using barriers, such as straw bales or plastic, to minimize the amount of uncontrolled runoff that
could enter drains or surface water
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Typical operation BMPs include, but are not necessarily limited to the following:





Controlling roadway and parking lot contaminants by installing oil and grease separators at storm
drain inlets
Cleaning parking lots on a regular basis
Incorporating peak-flow reduction and infiltration features (such as grass swales, infiltration trenches,
and grass filter strips) into landscaping
Implementing educational programs

BMPs are intended to reduce impacts to the Maximum Extent Practicable (MEP), which is a standard
created by Congress to allow regulators the flexibility necessary to tailor programs to the site-specific nature
of municipal stormwater discharges. Regulations do not define a single MEP standard, but reducing impacts
to the MEP generally relies on BMPs that emphasize pollution prevention and source control, with
additional structural controls, as needed.
Construction activity subject to the NPDES General Permit includes clearing, grading, and disturbances to
the ground, such as stockpiling or excavation that results in soil disturbances of at least 1 acre of total land
area. Construction activity that results in soil disturbances of less than 1 acre is subject to this General
Permit if the construction activity is part of a larger common plan of development that encompasses 1 or
more acres of soil disturbance, or if there is significant water quality impairment resulting from the activity
(U.S. EPA 2000). The SWRCB permits all regulated construction activities under Order No. 98-08-DWQ
(1999). This Order requires that prior to beginning any construction activities, the permit applicant must
obtain coverage under the General Construction Permit by preparing and submitting a Notice of Intent
(NOI) and appropriate fee to the SWRCB. Additionally, coverage will not occur until an adequate
Stormwater Pollution Prevention Plan (SWPPP) has been prepared. A separate NOI shall be submitted to
the SWRCB for each construction site.
Required elements of a SWPPP include (1) site description addressing the elements and characteristics
specific to the site; (2) descriptions of BMPs for erosion and sediment controls; (3) BMPs for construction
waste handling and disposal; (4) implementation of approved local plans; (5) proposed post-construction
controls, including a description of local post-construction erosion and sediment control requirements; and
(6) nonstormwater management.

 Local
Standard Urban Stormwater Mitigation Plan

On July 16, 1996, the Los Angeles RWQCB (Region 4) issued a NPDES permit as part of the municipal
stormwater program to the eighty-five incorporated cities within the County (Order No. 96-054, NPDES
Number CAS614001). One of the requirements of this permit is the development and implementation of a
program to address stormwater pollution issues for private projects. Accordingly, the Standard Urban
Stormwater Mitigation Plan (SUSMP) was developed. The primary objectives of the SUSMP are to prohibit
nonstormwater discharges and to reduce the discharge of pollutants from stormwater conveyance systems to
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the MEP. The SUSMP contains a list of minimum required BMPs that must be used for each designated
private project, and additional BMPs may be required on a case-by-case basis. The private projects that must
comply with the provisions of the SUSMP included the following:






Single-family hillside residences
One acre commercial developments (that include all uses other than heavy industrial or residential)
Automotive repair shops; retail gasoline outlets; restaurants; home subdivisions with ten or more
housing units
Discharges to environmentally sensitive area
Parking lots of 5,000 square feet or more or with twenty-five or more parking spaces that are
potentially exposed to stormwater runoff

The terms of the SUSMP are implemented by the preparation of a site-specific Concept Drainage Plan and a
Stormwater Mitigation Plan. These plans also address and implement the Countywide Stormwater
Management Plan and Watershed Management Area Plans, where applicable.
City of Municipal Code

The Glendale Municipal Code (GMC), Title 13, Chapter 13.42, was recently modified to include a
comprehensive storm water ordinance which prohibits illicit discharges to the storm drain system. The
GMC was also updated to require Standard Urban Storm Water Mitigation Plans on certain types of
developments that take place in the City. This is intended to assist in controlling the amount of soil and
sediment debris that enters the storm drain system.
City of Glendale General Plan

As further discussed in Chapter 4, Section 4.8 (Land Use), the City of Glendale’s General Plan contains
several policies regarding the risks associated with flooding in the Safety Element. Specifically, the Safety
Element provides assessment of natural and manmade hazards associated with flooding and dam inundation,
as well as providing a framework and guiding policies to guide future development and strengthen existing
regulations within the City.
Safety Element

Goal 3: Reduce the loss of life, injury, private property damage, infrastructure damage, economic losses,
and social dislocation and other impacts resulting from flooding hazards.
Policy 3-1: The City shall investigate the potential for future flooding in the area and will encourage
the adoption of flood-control measures in low-lying areas of alluvial fans, along major channels, and
down-gradient of large reservoirs and water tanks.
Additionally, policies associated with water conservation, water quality, pollution discharge, and water
reclamation are contained in the Open Space and Conservation Element of the City’s General Plan.
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Open Space and Conservation Element

Goal 4: Develop a program that sustains the quality of Glendale’s natural communities.
Objective 7: Encourage the continuation of hazards management and safety programs to reduce
impacts from wildland fires, floods, mudslides, and soil subsidence.
Goal 6: Preserve and protect valuable water and mineral resources
Objective 1: Preserve and protect important natural stream channel, particularly those identified as
blue-line streams by the CDFG.
Objective 2: Protect percolation areas important to groundwater recharge.
Objective 3: Encourage the use of naturalized channels in new development projects.
Objective 4: Recognize the importance of watersheds to groundwater recharge and minimize
impermeable surfaces.
Goal 10: Integrate safety concerns into the management of natural resources including recognition of
geologic hazards and floods, fire, and seismic risks.
Objective 8: Identify and prevent future development encroachment on natural areas subject to
flooding or mudslide damage.
Objective 9: Continue the existing program of maintaining and improving Glendale’s flood control
systems.

4.7.3

Project Impacts and Mitigation

 Analytic Method
Potential impacts that could result from implementation of the proposed project were evaluated by
comparing current uses to the proposed uses to those that are proposed. Impacts to surface and groundwater
quality were analyzed by reviewing existing groundwater and surface water quality literature that pertains to
the plan area; identifying existing on-site ground and surface waters, including the depth to groundwater;
and evaluating existing and potential sources of water quality pollutants based on the types of land uses and
operational activities that occur or could occur on the plan area. Additionally, the applicability of federal and
state regulations, ordinances, and/or standards to surface and groundwater quality of the project area and
subsequent receiving waters was assessed. Potential impacts from implementation of the proposed project
were determined by evaluating the potential development of the DSP area to exceed the thresholds of
significance outlined below.
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 Thresholds of Significance
The following thresholds of significance are based on Appendix G of the CEQA Guidelines, as amended. For
purposes of this EIR, implementation of the proposed project may have a significant adverse impact on
hydrology and water quality if it would result in any of the following:










Violate any water quality standards or waste discharge requirements
Substantially deplete groundwater supplies or interfere substantially with groundwater recharge such
that there would be a net deficit in aquifer volume or a lowering of the local groundwater table level
(e.g., the production rate of pre-existing nearby wells would drop to a level which would not support
existing land uses or planned uses for which permits have been granted)
Substantially alter the existing drainage pattern of the site or area, including through the alteration of
the course of a stream or river, in a manner that would result in substantial erosion or siltation on or
off site
Substantially alter the existing drainage pattern of the site or area, including through the alteration of
the course of a stream or river, or substantially increase the rate or amount of surface runoff in a
manner that would result in flooding on or off site
Create or contribute runoff water which would exceed the capacity of existing or planned stormwater
drainage systems or provide substantial additional sources of polluted runoff
Otherwise substantially degrade water quality

 Effects Not Found to Be Significant
Threshold

Would the project place housing within a 100-year flood hazard area
as mapped on a federal Flood Hazard Boundary or Flood Insurance
Rate Map or other flood hazard delineation map?

The Federal Emergency Management Agency determined in 1984, “for all practical purposes no part of the
community would be inundated by the base flood;.29” in the City of Glendale. Consequently, no flood
hazard areas exist on site, no housing would be placed in a flood hazard area, and no impact would occur.
No further analysis is required in this EIR.
Threshold

Would the project place within a 100-year flood hazard area
structures that would impede or redirect flood flows?

The project site is not located in a 100-year flood hazard area as mapped by FEMA. Therefore,
implementation of the proposed project would not place structures in a 100-year flood hazard area such that
flood flows would be impeded or redirected. Consequently, no impact would occur, and no further
analysis is required in this EIR.

29

Glendale, City of. “2003 Safety Element.” p. 3-7.
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Threshold

Would the project expose people or structures to a significant risk of
loss, injury, or death involving flooding, including flooding as a result of
the failure of a levee or dam?

The nearest dam is Diederich Reservoir, located approximately 2-miles north of the DSP area; however,
according to the City of Glendale Safety Element (August 2003), no portion of the DSP area is located in the
inundation zone. Structures and personnel would not be subject to greater risk with implementation of the
proposed project as compared to existing conditions.
Furthermore, all dams are subject to periodic inspection by state authorities and the County of Los Angeles
Department of Public Works (LACDPW). The LACDPW performs surveillance and periodic security
inspections of all LACDPW reservoirs and dam structures to ensure the safety of the structures and the
water they contain. No unauthorized personnel are allowed at the reservoirs, access has been limited, and
surveillance includes helicopter flights over the reservoir structures. Therefore, a seismic-related or sudden,
accidental breach of dam structures is considered remote and speculative.
Consequently, there would be no impact on risk of loss, injury, or death involving flooding as a result of
the failure of a levee or dam, and no further analysis is required in this EIR.
Other flooding impacts associated with changes in site drainage patterns, exceedance of existing or planned
storm drain capacity, or the placement of structures in a 100-year flood hazard area are addressed later in
this section.
Threshold

Would the project expose people or structures to a significant risk of
loss, injury, or death involving inundation by seiche, tsunami, or
mudflow?

Tsunamis are large sea waves generated by submarine earthquakes, or similar large-scale, short-duration
phenomena, such as volcanic eruptions, that can cause considerable damage to low-lying coastal areas.
Seiches are waves, also caused by large-scale, short-duration phenomena, that result from the oscillation of
confined bodies of water (such as reservoirs and lakes) that also may damage low-lying adjacent areas,
although not as severely as a tsunami. The proposed project would not expose people to a significant risk of
loss, injury, or death involving inundation by a seiche, tsunami, or mudflow because the project site is not
located near a coastal area, large water body, or unstable and exposed hills or slopes. The project site is
located approximately 27-miles from the Pacific Ocean, which is a sufficient distance so as not to be subject
to tsunami impacts. While the inland extent of damage from tsunamis varies according to the configuration
and development of the coastline and the characteristics of advancing waves, it is unlikely that the affects
from a tsunami would occur beyond the coastal communities.
As mentioned above, there are seven dams within the City of Glendale, and the nearest dam is Diederich
Reservoir, located approximately 2-miles away from the DSP area. The reservoir is sufficiently far away to
eliminate impacts associated with seiches, therefore, failure of the dam would not result in flooding.
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Overflow as the result of a seiche would also not expose people or structures to a significant risk of loss,
injury, or death involving inundation by seiche. Therefore, no impact associated with seiches is anticipated
to occur.
The nearest foothills with exposed soils are located approximately 2-miles north and northeast of the project
site; however, the area between the undeveloped foothills and the DSP area is entirely developed and
mudflows, if any resulted from periods of intense rain, would not likely reach the project site. Therefore,
no impact associated with mudflows is anticipated to occur, and no further analysis is required in this EIR.
In summary, there would be no impact that would expose people or structures at the project site to a
significant risk of loss, injury, or death involving inundation by a seiche, tsunami, or mudflow.

 Impacts and Mitigation
Threshold

Impact 4.7-1

Would the project violate any water quality standards or waste
discharge requirements? Would the proposed project otherwise
substantially degrade water quality?

Construction and Implementation of the Downtown Specific Plan
could result in the violation of water quality standards or waste
discharge requirements. However, compliance with existing
regulations, implementation of mitigation measures, and the use of
BMPs would reduce the potential impacts to a less-than-significant
level.

Construction

Construction of individual projects would include grading and other earth moving activities, which would
expose onsite soils to erosion processes. This in turn could lead to an increase in suspended solids from site
runoff, as unprotected disturbed soil is susceptible to high rates of erosion from wind and rain, as well as
from such activities as hosing down the project site, etc. Additionally, construction activities could lead to
exposure of contaminated materials/soils which if present on site could impact surface water quality during
storm events.
However, any proposed development within the DSP area greater than 1 acre would have to satisfy all
applicable requirements of the National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System (NPDES) Program and
Chapter 13.42, Storm Water and Urban Runoff Pollution Prevention Control and Standard Urban Storm
Water Mitigation Plan of the Glendale Municipal Code, to the satisfaction of the City of Glendale’s Public
Works Department. These requirements include the preparation of a Standard Urban Storm Water
Mitigation Plan (SWPPP), containing structural treatment and source control measures applicable to the
individual project. Compliance with these requirements would ensure that construction related impacts to
water quality and waste discharge requirements would be less than significant.
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Operations

As stated above, the DSP area is highly urbanized developed area that likely already contributes non-point
source pollution such as motor oil, fertilizers and pesticides, human littering, animal waste and other
pollutants typical of developed commercialized areas. These pollutants are washed from streets, parking lots
and garages during rainfall events that create sufficient runoff to carry the waste materials. These pollutants
may also be washed from the streets during non-storm events such as hosing down a walkway or parking
garage surface. These pollutants have the potential to degrade water quality and may result in significant
impacts. However, development projects have a responsibility under the NPDES Municipal Permit No.
CAS00400130, to ensure pollutant loads from the projects do not exceed total maximum daily loads for
downstream receiving waters.
Development projects within the DSP area would be required by the Storm Water and Urban Runoff
Pollution Prevention Control and Standard Urban Storm Water Mitigation Plan of the Glendale Municipal
Code to submit and then implement a Standard Urban Storm Water Mitigation Plan (SUSMP)31 containing
BMP design features appropriate and applicable to the individual projects.
The following mitigation measures shall be implemented, as required by applicable local, state, or federal
law or regulations:
MM 4.7-1A

Prior to the issuance of a grading or building permit for individual projects, the project
developer shall file a NOI with California to comply with the requirements of the National
Pollution Discharge Elimination System General Construction Permit (Municipal Code,
Chapter 13.42.050). This will include the preparation of a SWPPP incorporating BMPs for
construction-related control of erosion and sedimentation contained in stormwater runoff. The
SWPPP may include, but would not necessarily be limited to, the following applicable
measures:
 Minimum required pavement widths for residential streets needed to comply with all zoning
and applicable ordinances
 Use permeable materials for private sidewalks, driveways, parking lots, or interior roadway
surfaces
 Reduce the overall imperviousness associated with parking lots by using pervious materials
in spillover parking areas.
 Direct rooftop runoff to pervious areas and avoid routing rooftop runoff to the roadway or
the stormwater conveyance system.

30

On December 13, 2001, the LARWCB adopted NPDES Permit (Order No. 01-182, NPDES Permit No. CAS004001). Under the
NPDES Permit, the County of Los Angeles is designated as the Principal Permittee and 84 cities, including the City of Los Angeles, as
Permittees. The NPDES Permit consists of various storm water management programs to reduce pollutants in storm water and urban
runoff.
31
The LARWQCB approved the SUSMP that requires that new construction and development projects to implement BMP’s on March
8, 2000. In May 2000, the County of Los Angeles finalized its “Manual for the Standard Urban Storm Water Mitigation Plan,” which
details the requirements of the SUSMP. Projects that are subject to the SUSMP requirements are required to incorporate measures into
their development plans prior to the issuance of grading and building permits.
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MM 4.7-1B

Biofilters including vegetated swales and strips
Extended/dry detention basins
Infiltration basin
Infiltration trenches or vaults
Catch basin inserts
Continuous flow deflection/separation systems
Storm drain inserts
Media filtration
Foundation planting
Catch basin screens
Normal flow storage/separation systems
Clarifiers
Filtration systems
Primary waste water treatment systems
Dry Wells
Cistern

Individual project applicants shall prepare and implement a Standard Urban Storm Water
Mitigation Plan (SUSMP) per the requirements of Title 13 Chapter 42, Storm Water and
Urban Runoff Pollution Prevention Control and Standard Urban Stormwater Mitigation Plan
of the Glendale Municipal Code to ensure that stormwater runoff is managed for water quality
concerns through implementation of appropriate and applicable BMPs.

Potential water quality impacts would be less than significant with the preparation of required SWPPP,
SUSMP, and implementation of the applicable BMPs and mitigation measures.
Threshold

Impact 4.7-2

Would the project substantially deplete groundwater supplies or
interfere substantially with groundwater recharge such that there
would be a net deficit in aquifer volume or a lowering of the local
groundwater table level (e.g., the production rate of pre-existing
nearby wells would drop to a level which would not support existing
land uses or planned uses for which permits have been granted)?

Implementation of the Downtown Specific Plan would result in
increased water demands within the City of Glendale, but would not
result in substantial depletion of groundwater supplies, and would
not substantially interfere with groundwater recharge. This is
considered to be a less-than-significant impact.

Because the proposed project would be served by the City of Glendale Water and Power (GWP), water
from the San Fernando and Verdugo Groundwater Basins would be utilized. Both the San Fernando and the
Verdugo Groundwater Basins are adjudicated basins, managed according to a court decree by a
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watermaster. Groundwater use as a result of implementation of the DSP would be in accordance to existing
plans and projections of the GWP groundwater supplies and would not substantially deplete groundwater
supplies (refer to Section 4.14 [Utilities and Service Systems] of this EIR for supplementary analysis of water
supplies).
Further, as previously discussed, the DSP area is currently not used for groundwater recharge activities and
the majority of the DSP area is developed with primarily impervious surfaces. Under existing conditions,
there is little, if any, potential for natural groundwater recharge to occur, and there is no facilitated
groundwater recharge. Under the DSP, impervious surface characteristics would not be greatly altered, and
no facilitated groundwater recharge facilities are planned or necessary. Improvement of existing developed
areas to include more pervious conditions would not greatly alter surface hydrology and would not
significantly alter infiltration or groundwater recharge. Consequently, the proposed project would result in
a less-than-significant impact to groundwater supplies or recharge.
Threshold

Would the project substantially alter the existing drainage pattern of
the site or area, including through the alteration of the course of a
stream or river, in a manner that would result in substantial erosion or
siltation on or off site?

Threshold

Would the project substantially alter the existing drainage pattern of
the site or area, including through the alteration of the course of a
stream or river, or substantially increase the rate or amount of surface
runoff in a manner that would result in flooding on or off site?

Impact 4.7-3

Construction and Operation of the Downtown Specific Plan would
not substantially alter the existing drainage patterns of the area or
result in substantial erosion or siltation on- or off-site, nor would it
increase the rate or amount of surface runoff in a manner that would
result in flooding on or off site. This is considered to be a less-thansignificant impact.

The DSP area is developed and served by existing storm water collection and conveyance systems. The DSP
area does not contain a stream or river. Construction activities associated with development of the DSP area
could result in localized changes to drainage patterns. In particular, vacant lots that drain via sheet flow
would be developed with collection, treatment and conveyance systems. These changes could increase the
rate amount and rate of discharge into the storm drain system. Individual projects developed within the DSP
area would include project design features that would aid in the conveyance of storm water to existing
facilities. All runoff would continue to be conveyed via streets and gutters to storm drain locations within
the DSP area. Implementation of mitigation measure MM 4.7-3 would ensure that impacts associated with
drainage regarding erosion or flooding remain less than significant.
MM 4.7-3

Individual projects within the DSP area shall comply with the provision of the SUSMP to
include drainage improvements, such as catch basins, surface parking drains, and other
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drainage improvements as necessary. These improvements must be constructed as part of the
proposed project in accordance with standard engineering practices and BMPs.
Due to the implementation of mitigation measure MM 4.7-3, which requires standard engineering practices
and BMPs for individual projects within the DSP area, a reduction in the amount of storm water runoff can
be expected from future uses within the DSP area then under existing conditions. Consequently potential
drainage impacts are considered less than significant.
Threshold

Would the project create or contribute runoff water, which would
exceed the capacity of existing or planned stormwater drainage
systems or provide substantial additional sources of polluted runoff?

Impact 4.7-4

Construction and implementation of the Downtown Specific Plan
could contribute runoff water which would provide substantial
sources of polluted runoff. However, compliance with existing
regulations would ensure that impacts would be less than significant.

As discussed under Impact 4.7-1, individual projects would include construction activities, such as
excavation and trenching for foundations and utilities, grubbing and clearing, soil compaction and moving,
cut and fill activities, and grading that would disturb soil and decrease permeability. Sediment-laden runoff
from construction and post-construction operations at the site could enter the City’s storm drain system,
and contribute to degradation water quality. Urban contaminants in runoff from the proposed project area
could lower the quality of stormwater runoff both during and after construction. Erosion and sedimentation
are major visible water quality impacts attributable to construction activities. Other pollutants such as
nutrients, trace metals, and hydrocarbons can attach to sediment and be transported with the particulate
fraction. However, compliance with permit requirements and existing ordinances as described under
Impact 4.7-1 would reduce potential impacts to less than significant levels.
As previously discussed, the land uses within the DSP area consist primarily of commercial development,
surface parking, vacant parcels and multi-leveled parking structures. The stormwater conveyance system
(storm drains, catch basins and other infrastructure) within the DSP area is considered adequate to serve the
area. While individual projects may alter the drainage patterns within the DSP area, any individual projects
that would require infrastructure improvements were addressed under Impact 4.7-3.
MM 4.7-1(a)–(b) and MM 4.7-3 would also apply to this potential impact. Overall, any potentially
significant impacts to water quality during construction and post-construction phases of the proposed
project would be reduced to less than significant levels through compliance with the identified PRs,
existing SUSMPs and implementation of the applicable BMP.

4.7.4

Cumulative Impacts

The geographic context for a discussion of cumulative impacts related to hydrology is the Los Angeles River
Watershed, an 871-square mile area that encompasses the Santa Susanna Mountains to the west, the San
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Gabriel Mountains to the north and east, and the Santa Monica Mountains and Los Angeles coastal plain to
the south. The proposed project will result in stormwater discharge to the Los Angeles River and its
associated tributaries. Portions of the Los Angeles River have been listed as impaired by nutrients, sediment,
pesticides (primarily historical), total dissolved solids (salinity), and unknown toxicity. TMDLs have been
developed for ammonia, however, there are, as yet, no TMDLs for other sources of impairment.
Additionally, data regarding potential contributions of various land uses to constituent loads and receiving
waterbody assimilation capacities are unknown. There is a potential for the proposed project to contribute
to an overall cumulative impact on water quality for these constituents. However, because the proposed
project is regulated under the existing NPDES permits, LARWQCB, Basin Plan, and City and County
Ordinances for stormwater quality controls, the proposed project will not contribute significantly to
watershed-wide water quality impairment. This is considered a less-than-significant cumulative impact.
The groundwater basins (aquifers) relevant to the cumulative impact analysis of the proposed project include
the San Fernando Basin and the Verdugo Basin. As discussed previously with reference to project-specific
groundwater impacts, these groundwater basins are adjudicated basins; in other words, “water rights” to
each of the basins have been established by court orders, which are then managed by watermaster.
Continued growth within the limits of the San Fernando Basin and the Verdugo Basin would create
additional demands for water. While cumulative growth may result in additional water demands, the
management of the basins, the City has an adequate supply of local and imported water resources at its
disposal, as outlined in the August 2006 Water Supply Assessment. In addition, management of the basins
by the watermaster, pursuant to the judgment, ensures that water production practices result in long-term
stability in underground water resources. Consequently, it is expected that cumulative impacts with regard
to a substantial depletion of groundwater supplies would be less than significant.
With regard to any cumulative impacts on groundwater recharge, the bulk of the area overlying the San
Fernando Basin and the Verdugo Basin is currently built out with urban development. Therefore, while
future cumulative growth may result in additional undeveloped (and therefore potentially permeable) areas
of ground being converted to urban, impermeable surfaces, the relative magnitude of this conversion with
respect to the entire area overlying the two basins is small. Therefore, the degree of impact this conversion
would have on the natural recharge of water into the basins would be less than significant. Additionally, the
water rights judgment emphasizes moderating water production from the basins such that there is a balance
between the amount extracted in a year and the amount recharged through percolation. As a result,
cumulative growth is not expected to result in a substantial depletion in groundwater supplies, due to
interference with water recharge. As a result, this cumulative impact would be less than significant.
Continued monitoring under state and local monitoring programs (for compliance with the CWA and state
programs) would be expected to identify new or continued degradation of water quality and potential causes
contributing to impairment. As water quality degradation and causes are identified, appropriate measures
would be developed and adjustment to stormwater management plans would be incorporated. While these
measures are designed to reduce water quality impacts, implementation, monitoring, and enforcement is
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within the responsibility of other agencies, and it cannot be assumed that cumulative water quality impacts
would be reduced to a less-than-significant level.
However, because the project would not result in an increase in the rate or amount of pollutants in
stormwater, and the project includes preparation of a SWPPP to address construction-related water quality
impacts and a SUSMP to address construction and operational water quality impacts, both of which are
within the responsibility of the developer, the project’s contributions to cumulative impacts would not be
cumulatively considerable and would, therefore, be less than significant.
Drainage patterns and system improvements are consistent with the City of Glendale General Plan.
Continued growth and development within the region will also be expected to comply with the existing
General Plan. Proposed project conveyance and detention structures will be planned and designed to
maintain existing conditions drainage patterns and storm flow rates. Therefore, the proposed project is not
expected to contribute significantly to cumulative impacts on flooding and drainage system capacities that
might arise because of continued development within the region. This is considered a less-than-significant
cumulative impact.
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4.8
4.8.1

LAND USE/PLANNING
Introduction

This section of the EIR examines the land use and planning impacts associated with the proposed
development of the Glendale Downtown Specific Plan (DSP). Specifically, this section analyzes the change
in land use characteristics from a primarily commercial business district to mixed use, and analyzes conflicts
between proposed land uses on site and existing and/or proposed land uses in the vicinity of the DSP area,
as well as the relationship of the proposed land use changes to relevant planning policies that guide land use
decisions.
Preparation of this analysis used data from various sources. These sources include the proposed Glendale
Downtown Specific Plan (2006), the City of Glendale General Plan (various resource Elements, including the Land
Use Element), the Greater Downtown Strategic Plan (1996), the Greater Downtown Strategic Plan Master EIR (1996),
the South Brand Boulevard Specific Plan (1992), the Glendale Town Center Specific Plan (2004), the Glendale Town
Center EIR (2004), City of Glendale Central Glendale Redevelopment Plan (amended 2005), and the Glendale
Municipal Code.
No comments specifically discussing land use were received during the Notice of Preparation comment
period.

4.8.2

Environmental Setting

 City of Glendale
The City of Glendale is located in central Los Angeles County, accessed regionally by the Golden State
Freeway (I-5), the Ventura (SR-134), Foothill (SR-210) and Glendale (SR-2) Freeways. Glendale is the
third largest city in the county, in terms of population, following Los Angeles and Long Beach. The City is
bounded by the cities of Burbank, Pasadena, La Cañada Flintridge, and the Los Angeles communities of
Tujunga, Eagle Rock and Los Feliz. Existing land uses within the City include residential, commercial,
retail, industrial, mixed use, and open space uses. The City of Glendale General Plan currently designates
nine types of land uses: Very Low Density/Open Space, Low Density, Moderate Density, Medium Density
Medium High Density, High Density, Neighborhood Commercial, Community Services Commercial,
Regional Commercial, Industrial, Mixed Use, Recreational/Open Space, Public/Semi-Public, Cemetery,
South Brand Boulevard Specific Plan. The majority of developed land in Glendale consists of residential uses
at 37 percent.32

32
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 Downtown Specific Plan Area
The DSP (or proposed project) area consists of approximately 220 acres located in the center of the City of
Glendale. The project area is generally bounded to the north by Glenoaks Boulevard, to the west by Central
and Columbus Avenues, to the east along Maryland and Glendale Avenues and to the south one block south
of Colorado Street (see Figure 3-2). The East Broadway Neighborhood, a small portion of the South Brand
Boulevard Specific Plan area and adjacent C3 zones south of Colorado between Columbus Avenue and
Glendale Avenue, and the entire Glendale Central Redevelopment Area, with the exception of a small
segment north of Glenoaks Boulevard, fall within the Glendale Downtown Specific Plan area. A small twoblock portion of land bounded by Central, Colorado, Louise, and Elk is within the South Brand Specific Plan
area. The DSP area is bisected by Brand Boulevard, one of the community's major thoroughfares, and the
Ventura Freeway (SR-134).
Existing General Plan Land Use Designations and Zoning in the DSP Area

The existing uses in the DSP area primarily consist of a combination of commercial (i.e. office, restaurants,
retail, and similar services) and residential. High-density residential uses occur in the DSP area along
Pioneer Drive (east of North Columbus Avenue), North Maryland Avenue (south of Maryland Place), and
Myrtle Street (east of North Central Avenue). Multi-family residential uses presently exist along West Elk
Avenue (between South Central Avenue and South Brand Boulevard). The existing residential uses occur in
transitional areas on the edges of the DSP area, and in the East Broadway Neighborhood, as noted on
Figure 3-3 (Existing Land Use Designations).
The project is proposed in an area that has been primarily a business commercial district. Currently, there
are four different commercial zones located within the DSP area: the Central Business District (CBD) Zone,
the Commercial Service (C3) Zone, Community Commercial (C2) Zone, and the Commercial General
Restricted (CGR). In addition to the four commercial zones, there are two mixed-use zones within the
DSP: Residential Mixed Use (RMU) Zone and Commercial Mixed Use (CMU) Zone. As shown in
Figure 3-4 (Existing Zoning), along the west of Central Avenue as well as east of Maryland Ave, the area is
zoned as R-1250, high-density residential. The R-1250 is intended for high-density residential development
with a minimum of 1,250 square feet (sf) of lot area per dwelling unit or approved overlay zone uses.33 The
R-1650 medium-high density zone is also part of the plan and located south of Colorado, a portion of which
includes a parking overlay.

4.8.3

Proposed Downtown Specific Plan

The DSP consists of a comprehensive set of incentives, standards, and requirements that will implement the
vision for the future development in downtown Glendale. The DSP will act as the planning tool to guide and
direct new development, economic development; streetscape improvements; transportation development;
33
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parking; pedestrian amenities; open space and land use; preservation of cultural resources; and art space.
The DSP describes a vision for downtown Glendale as an exciting, vibrant urban center that provides a wide
array of excellent shopping, dining, working, living, and entertainment opportunities within a short walking
distance. The DSP will be instrumental in promoting the excitement and livability of downtown Glendale,
as well as providing incentives for development in keeping with the City’s vision.
The DSP area has been divided into eleven different districts, based on the existing building patterns within
each area and the intended development envisioned for the districts. These districts are described in detail in
Section 3.0, Project Description. Proposed district boundaries are shown in Figure 3-5 (Proposed DSP
Districts/Land Use Designations) and the proposed zoning for the DSP is shown on Figure 3-6 (Proposed
DSP Zoning). The Transitional Districts consist of three non-contiguous areas—West Central (Area A),
South Colorado (Area B), and North Maryland (Area C), each of which is located adjacent to surrounding
residential neighborhoods. The Town Center Specific Plan is within the DSP boundaries and addresses the
Town Center District of the DSP. If any inconsistencies are identified between the DSP and the Town
Center Specific Plan, then the Town Center Specific Plan shall prevail for all activities within the Town
Center District. Refer to the proposed Glendale DSP in Appendix A of this document for proposed land
uses within the DSP for each district.

 Land Use Policies
Land use policies articulated in the Downtown Specific Plan are as follows:


Downtown Districts and Complementary Land Use Options—Include many land use options to
encourage healthy urban districts with opportunities for interaction between uses. Direct certain land
uses to specific areas to reduce potential land use conflicts such as noise or parking demand, while
encouraging those which enhance the attractiveness and convenience of the primary downtown land
uses such as offices and residential use.



The 24-Hour Downtown—Encourage appropriate land uses that extend the life of downtown into
the evenings and weekends so that daytime, weekend, and nighttime uses can support each other and
share parking 7 days a week. Such uses can contribute to the vitality of the downtown area and the
viability of downtown businesses.



Ground Floor Commercial—Provide ground floor uses where appropriate in order to support a
pedestrian-oriented environment in downtown. Strategically encourage ground floor uses that will
contribute to creation of primary and secondary pedestrian activity streets.



Infill Mixed-Use and Residential—Provide mixed-use commercial and residential development in
designated areas of downtown. In addition to market rate housing, provide affordable and senior
housing in downtown with incentives for additional height and density.



Land Use Incentives—Through the use of incentives, provide new public benefits that support overall
success of all downtown uses. There are substantial development incentives for certain key uses that
are described further in Chapter 7 of the Specific Plan. These include:
› Public Open Space
› Affordable Housing
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›
›
›
›

Hotel
Adaptive Reuse
Historic Preservation
Signature/Landmark Design

 Urban Design Policies
Chapter 4.1 of the Downtown Specific Plan contains key urban design policies, development standards and
guidelines to that describe how new development will support the community’s image and environmental
vision for downtown.


Downtown Character and Image—New development should enhance the overall image of the
downtown as an enticing destination for visitors and Glendale residents. Development should reflect
the patterns of uses, height, and density envisioned by the DSP.



Context Sensitive Design—New development should be sensitive to existing places and character in
downtown. Where strong existing patterns of height, scale, or use are established, new development
should reinforce these patterns.



Historic Preservation and Rehabilitation—Retrofit and rehabilitate the existing buildings that reflect
the spirit and historic significance of Glendale’s past and ensure that these buildings will have their
place in the expressed design guidelines for new development.



Views—Protect and enhance significant public views of the Verdugo Mountains, public streets,
spaces, and significant architecture, including the Alex Theater and other distinctive buildings.



Gateways and Entries Concept—Use sensitive design to acknowledge or highlight the sense of entry
to and definition of downtown.



Edges and Transitions—Be sensitive to the transition between various downtown districts and the
residential neighborhoods immediately surrounding downtown. Heights of buildings should step
down toward the predominantly 1-3 story development of neighborhoods surrounding downtown,
particularly in the transitional blocks at the edge of the DSP area.



Taller Buildings and Skyline—Create an attractive and striking skyline for the City. Taller buildings
should be concentrated at the Gateway to the downtown, with a second, lower high-rise “hill” to the
north and west of the existing office high-rise at Brand and Broadway. Slender residential towers may
be permitted between Central and Brand linking these two “hills” in return for substantial public open
space.



Building Heights and Downtown District Character—Building heights in the downtown area should
be regulated to create transitions from lower density neighborhoods surrounding the downtown and
to provide a consistent scale within various downtown districts, while incentives may permit
maximum building heights or allowable FAR, they should not produce buildings which are out of
character with the surrounding neighborhoods.



Pedestrian and Open Space Network—New development should enhance pedestrian activity by
improving the physical attractiveness of the street and providing places for relaxation, shopping,
living, and dining. The pedestrian experience is enhanced through the pedestrian framework of streets
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and open space (ergo parks, plazas, paseos and courtyards) that shape the pedestrian experience in
downtown.


Open Space—Use open space strategically to enhance and protect significant public views and create
a continuum of public and private open spaces in Downtown.

Other policies in the DSP include those encouraging a pedestrian orientation and provision of an open space
network. Other standards and guidelines are provided in the DSP to provide for buffers between downtown
development and residential zones.

4.8.4

Regulatory Framework

 Regional
Southern California Association of Governments (SCAG)

SCAG, which is the designated Metropolitan Planning Organization for six Southern California counties
(Ventura, Orange, San Bernardino, Riverside, Imperial, and Los Angeles), is federally mandated to develop
plans for transportation, growth management, hazardous waste management, and air quality. State law and
State General Plan Guidelines direct cities and counties to refer their proposals for general plan adoptions
and substantial amendments to area-wide planning agencies, such as SCAG, for review and comment. There
are similar requirements in CEQA. Consistent with these requirements, the SCAG Regional
Comprehensive Plan and Guide (RCPG), in particular the Growth Management and Regional
Transportation Plan chapters, supports and encourages local government, the subregional agencies, and
other affected interests to work together with SCAG to foster a high degree of consistency among plans in
order to achieve harmonious planning relationships at all geographic levels (SCAG 1996).
SCAG has prepared the RCPG in conjunction with its constituent members and other regional planning
agencies. The RCPG is intended to serve as a framework to guide decision-making with respect to the
growth and changes that can be anticipated in the region through the year 2015. The Plan consists of five
core chapters that contain goals, policies, implementation strategies, and technical data that support three
overarching objectives for the region, including (1) improving the standard of living for all, (2) improving
the quality of life for all, and (3) enhancing equity and access to government. Local governments are
required to use the RCPG as the basis for their own plans and are required to discuss the consistency of
projects of “regional significance” with the RCPG.
In addition, SCAG has developed Compass Growth Visioning Principles that prescribe a preferred vision for
growth. SCAG has incorporated this vision into its transportation planning decisions. Over the long term,
the Compass Growth Vision will provide the framework to help local jurisdictions address growth
management. Down to the neighborhood level, the goal is to present multiple possibilities and flexible
options to accommodate growth resulting in desirable solutions that are viable, attractive, and beneficial.
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 Local
City of Glendale General Plan

The City of Glendale Comprehensive General Plan provides long-term guidance and policies for maintaining
and improving the quality of life in, and the resources of, the community, both man-made and natural. The
General Plan provides direction for the City’s growth and development. As a policy document, the General
Plan serves as a guide to the adoption of laws necessary to execute its intent. The Glendale General Plan
contains the following chapters: Land Use; Circulation; Air Quality; Noise; Housing; Community Facilities;
Safety; Recreation; Open Space and Conservation; Historic Preservation. These chapters include the seven
elements required by state law and other optional elements that address local concerns and regional
requirements.
Land Use Element

The Land Use Element of the General Plan identifies the land use designations within the City.
Development standards and controls that consider principles and proposals for each type of land use are also
included in this element. These development standards/controls determine type, pattern, and intensity that
would be permitted as part of new developments to achieve compatible land use patterns that promote the
character of Glendale.
City of Glendale Zoning Code and Zoning Map

The City's Zoning Code is the principal means through which the land use policy recommendations of the
General Plan are implemented. For each defined zoning designation, the Zoning Code identifies the
permitted uses and applicable development standards (i.e., density, height, parking, landscaping
requirements, etc.).
Zoning the City is the process of dividing the City into areas that have different development regulations.
The following zones are included in Title 30 of the Glendale Municipal Code:






7 residential zones
6 commercial zones (including the Central Business District zone)
1 industrial zone
5 new mixed-use zones
4 specialized zones (open space, cemetery, commercial equestrian services, and transit)

Title 30 also includes six overlay zones that add focused regulations to specific properties or areas. The
Current Downtown Zoning Map Figure 3-4 (Existing Zoning) shows the various zoning categories and
where they are located in the DSP area.
South Brand Boulevard Specific Plan

A small portion of the DSP is located within the South Brand Boulevard Specific Plan that includes a
two-block area south of Colorado Street, north of Elk Avenue between Central Avenue and Louise Street.
4.8-6
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The South Brand Specific Plan is designated to concentrate automobile dealership and auto-related uses
along Brand Boulevard, and permit other commercial development such as office and retail uses in specific
areas, while preserving existing residential neighborhoods within the plan area. The plan was developed
with its own set of General Plan and zoning designations. There are two zoning designations within the DSP
area that include (1) Commercial General Restricted (CGR) and (2) Medium-High Density Residential with
a parking overlay (R1650).
Greater Downtown Strategic Plan

The Greater Downtown Strategic Plan (GDSP) focuses on the area of Greater Downtown generally
bounded by Glenoaks Boulevard on the north, Glendale Avenue on the east, San Fernando Road Corridor
Redevelopment Project Area on the south and west, and South Brand Boulevard Specific Plan on the south.
The goal for this strategic planning effort is to build upon the strengths of the downtown and its surrounding
residential neighborhoods and to advocate the mixture of uses and activities. The GDSP identifies and builds
upon urban patterns and variations of residential and commercial development within the greater downtown
area. There are two primary frameworks that form the basis of the GDSP: land use and transportation.
Within the land use framework, the GDSP intends to retain the high degree of diversity that exists in the
Greater Downtown.
Redevelopment Plan for the Central Glendale Redevelopment Project Area

Amended in 2005, the Redevelopment Plan for the Central Glendale Redevelopment Project Area has the
primary objective of eliminating and preventing the spread of blight and deterioration in the project area.
The Redevelopment Project Area is generally bounded by Colorado Street to the south, Glenoaks Boulevard
to the north, Central Avenue and Columbus on the western periphery and Louise Street and Maryland
Avenue on the east. According to the Redevelopment Plan, to meet this objective the Glendale
Redevelopment Agency proposes the following actions over the next 30 years:












Acquisition of certain real property
Demolition or removal of certain buildings and improvements
Providing for participation by owners and tenants presently located in the project area by extending
preferences to remain or relocate within the redevelopment project area
Management of property under the ownership and control of the Agency
Relocation assistance to displaced residential and nonresidential tenants
Installation, construction, or reconstruction of streets, utilities, and other public improvements
Disposition of property for uses in accordance with this plan
Redevelopment of land by private enterprise or public agencies for uses in accordance with this plan.
Rehabilitation of structures and improvements by present owners, their successors, and the Agency
Assembling adequate sites for the development and construction of major retail shopping and office
complexes
Redevelopment of stagment/blighted uses and sites

The DSP Area is located within the Central Glendale Redevelopment Project Area and is subject to the
Redevelopment Plan. Applicable provisions include those regarding permitted land uses, demolition
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activities, design considerations, construction, public improvements, and project financing. Procedural
requirements for proposed development projects are outlined and include review and approval of project
elements by the Redevelopment Agency. The Redevelopment Plan also grants the Redevelopment Agency
the authority to establish further requirements, restrictions, or design standards as appropriate. The
Redevelopment Agency has adopted its own design review standards for the project area. In addition, the
Redevelopment Plan requires compliance with conditions established in the General Plan, Zoning
Ordinance and other City ordinances.

4.8.5

Project Impacts and Mitigation

 Analytic Method
The analysis of land use and planning focuses on the nature and magnitude of changes in the land use and
density of the project site due to development under the DSP, including the compatibility of on-site and
adjacent uses. The City of Glendale’s General Plan, Glendale Zoning Code, the Central Glendale
Redevelopment Area Plan, the South Brand Boulevard Specific Plan, and the Southern California
Association of Governments (SCAG) Regional Comprehensive Plan and Guide (RCPG), Regional
Transportation Plan (RTP), and Compass Growth Visioning Principles were primarily used to evaluate the
land use character and density of the project site. Therefore, for the purpose of this analysis, the proposed
project is identified as having a significant land use impact if it is inconsistent with applicable General Plan
and SCAG policies.

 Thresholds of Significance
The following thresholds of significance are based on Appendix G of the CEQA Guidelines, as amended,
with the exception of a threshold added to consider physical impacts on the environment from potential
urban decay or blight (often characterized by property abandonment and/or desolate urban landscapes). For
purposes of this EIR, implementation of the proposed project may have a significant adverse land use and
planning impact if it would result in any of the following:
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Intensify development within the DSP area that creates incompatibilities with adjacent land uses
Physical division of an established community
Conflict with any applicable land use plan, policy, or regulation of an agency with jurisdiction over
the project (including, but not limited to, the general plan, specific plan, or zoning ordinance)
adopted for the purpose of avoiding or mitigating an environmental effect
Conflict with any applicable habitat conservation plan or natural community conservation plan
Result in urban decay or urban blight (i.e., significant physical changes in the environment)
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 Effects Not Found to Be Significant
Threshold

Would the project physically divide an established community?

The project is proposed in an area that has been primarily a business commercial district. Currently, there
are four different commercial zones located within the DSP area: the Central Business District (CBD) Zone,
the Commercial Service (C3) Zone, Community Commercial (C2) Zone, and the Commercial General
Restricted (CGR). In addition to the four commercial zones, there are two mixed-use zones within the DSP
area that allow for commercial development: Residential Mixed Use (RMU) Zone and Commercial Mixed
Use (CMU) Zone. As shown in Figure 3-3, along the west of Central Avenue as well as east of Maryland
Ave, the area is zoned as R-1250, high-density residential. The R-1250 is intended for high-density
residential development with a minimum of 1,250 sf of lot area per dwelling unit or approved overlay zone
uses.34 The R-1650 medium-high density zone is also part of the plan and located south of Colorado, a
portion of which includes a parking overlay.
The existing uses in the DSP area primarily consist of a combination of commercial (i.e. office, restaurants,
retail, and similar services) and residential. High-density residential uses occur in the DSP area along
Pioneer Drive (east of North Columbus Avenue), North Maryland Avenue (south of Maryland Place), and
Myrtle Street (east of North Central Avenue). Multi-family residential uses presently exist along West Elk
Avenue (between South Central Avenue and South Brand Boulevard). The existing residential and
commercial uses occur in transitional areas on the edges of the DSP area and in the east Broadway
Neighborhood, as noted on Figure 3-3 (Existing Land Use Designations).
The proposed DSP utilizes an integrated approach for orderly redevelopment of the downtown. Its
implementation will encourage mixed uses, including residential, and linkages within and to/from
downtown. Because the existing residential uses are located on the periphery of the DSP area, the proposed
project would not physically divide an established residential community within the planning area. Those
areas in the DSP area adjacent to existing residential neighborhoods are identified as Transitional Districts in
the DSP, and the DSP proposes mixed uses of no more than six stories that would not provide barriers to
the existing community. The DSP’s design guidelines will create additional mixed uses and linkages within
downtown and serve to connect uses both within and outside of the DSP area. Therefore, implementation
of the DSP would not result in the division of an established community.
Threshold

Would the project conflict with any applicable habitat conservation
plan or natural community conservation plan?

The proposed site is not located within an area addressed by an approved habitat conservation plan or
natural community preservation plan. The proposed site is located in an urban developed area within the
downtown of the City of Glendale. Therefore, there would be no impact.
34
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 Impacts and Mitigation Measures
Threshold

Impact 4.8-1

Would the project intensify development within the DSP Area that
creates incompatibilities with adjacent land uses?

Implementation of the proposed project could involve new uses and
structures that may result in intensification of development within
the DSP but would not create incompatibilities with adjacent land
uses. This is considered a less-than-significant impact.

Land use incompatibility can occur where differences exist among uses that are near each other. These
incompatibilities may result from differences in the physical scale of development, noise levels, traffic levels,
hours of operation, and other factors. Proposed Specific Plan policies include concepts aimed at achieving
land use compatibility. All significant new development subject to the design review process, or any other
discretionary permit, would be subject to the City’s or Redevelopment Agency’s (GRA) environmental
review process(all new construction, substantial rehabilitation, or exterior remodel or change to a building
are subject to design review), which includes project-specific environmental review under CEQA, including
mitigation of significant impacts to the extent feasible. Standards and guidelines are established in the DSP
that provide for buffers of landscaping and decorative masonry between proposed commercial development
and residential zones. Transitional districts are established in the DSP that provide for mid-rise mixed uses
to provide a further buffer between existing residential neighborhoods and downtown. Setback
requirements included in the DSP would also assist in ensuring compatibility of new structures with existing
structures. Parking structures would be oriented so that a decorative façade integrated with surrounding
development faces residential zones to avoid intrusion of vehicle headlights and parking lot lighting.
The Transitional Districts in the DSP are intended to buffer high-intensity and high-density development
from lower-intensity residential areas. These areas would require substantial landscape buffers or masonry,
and building heights in the Transitional Districts would be lower than elsewhere in the DSP area to provide
a “step-down” effect to help protect adjacent residential uses. New development within the DSP area would
be guided by physical standards and guidelines, land use regulations, and goal-oriented policies to ensure
maximum compatibility with adjacent uses. In addition, the DSP would be consistent with the goals and
policies contained in the Noise Element, and would comply with any revised provisions of the City’s Noise
Ordinance. It should be noted that the current Central Business District has no commercial height limits,
while residential developments are restricted by the R-1250 standards. With implementation of the DSP
standards and guidelines, impacts with regard to incompatibility of such uses would be less than
significant, and no mitigation is required.
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Threshold

Would the project conflict with any applicable land use plan, policy,
or regulation of an agency with jurisdiction over the project (including,
but not limited to, the general plan, specific plan, or zoning
ordinance) adopted for the purpose of avoiding or mitigating an
environmental effect?

Impact 4.8-2

Implementation of the proposed project would not conflict with
goals and policies the City of Glendale General Plan, Zoning Code,
or SCAG policies and plans. This is considered a less-than-significant
impact.

As discussed previously, residential, commercial, mixed use and recreational uses could be developed within
the project area under the existing City of Glendale General Plan and City of Glendale Zoning Code.
Currently, the majority of the DSP area features the Land Use Designation of “Regional Commercial” and is
zoned Central Business District (CBD). Remaining parcels have land use designations of Regional,
Community Services, South Brand Boulevard Specific Plan, Town Center Specific Plan, Mixed Use,
Public/Semi-Public, Recreational/Open Space, and High Density Residential, and are zoned C3
(Commercial Service), C2 (Community Commercial), CGR (Commercial General Restricted - South Brand
Boulevard Specific Plan), R-1650 (Medium-High Density Residential - South Brand Boulevard Specific
Plan), R-1250 (High Density Residential), Commercial Mixed Use (CMU), Residential Mixed Use (RMU),
SR (Special Recreation). The DSP allows for the development of up to approximately 3,900 residential units
to provide housing in the Downtown and approximately 1.7 million sf of commercial office uses. The DSP
is an urban design oriented plan, which sets the physical standards and guidelines as well as land use
regulations for activities within the DSP area. The DSP will be instrumental in promoting the livability of
Downtown Glendale. The Plan area has been divided into eleven (11) different Districts, based on the
existing building patterns within each area and the intended development envisioned for the Districts.
With adoption of General Plan Amendments and Zone Changes, the proposed uses would be allowed in the
DSP area under the General Plan and other Specific Plans. The proposed project's consistency with each
applicable goal, policy, and objective form the various elements of the General Plan and SCAG is discussed
in Table 4.8-1 and Table 4.8-2, respectively. As demonstrated, the proposed project would not be in
conflict with the applicable policies of the General Plan and SCAG. This would be considered a less-thansignificant impact.
Consistency Analysis
Regional Policies

The DSP is a mixed-use development plan that would provide a pedestrian-oriented commercial,
residential, and retail center that would include a network of pedestrian-oriented streets and sidewalks.
Upon adoption of the General Plan amendments for the DSP, the adoption of zoning changes, and the
Downtown Specific Plan itself, which would, among other things, allow mixed-use development within the
plan area, the development of the DSP would not conflict with the land use designated in the City’s General
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Plan and the development intensity specified in the City’s Zoning Code for the proposed land uses.
Additionally, the proposed project would be located in an area that includes existing residential and
commercial uses that are served by existing utility and roadway infrastructure. The DSP provides for infill
development that makes maximum use of existing infrastructure. Although some existing infrastructure
capacity issues exist, the available capacity and necessary upgrades as a result of development under the DSP
for any particular project would be determined on a project level as individual development applications are
filed with the City. Any new development would be required to include provisions to make the necessary
improvements discussed in Section 4.14, Utilities and Service Systems. Implementation of a particular
development would potentially require the reconfiguration of several site access points and several roadway
intersections outside of the immediate vicinity of the specific development site. These improvements may
include widening, re-striping, and/or reconfiguration of roadway segments and intersections, which would
require intermittent, short-term roadway and intersection closures and the provision of detour routes.
Additionally, buildout of the DSP may require upgrades and connections to existing City and County
infrastructure.
As mentioned previously, the proposed mixed-use land use designation for the DSP area would combine
residential and commercial/retail uses. This type of land use plan encourages fewer auto trips and vehicle
miles traveled by residents, as it creates opportunities for residents to walk and bike for work, recreational,
and shopping trips because these uses are in close proximity to each other. A well-designed mixed-use
environment encourages pedestrian activity and the combining of auto trips to minimize the number of auto
trips and vehicle miles traveled.
Some of the objectives of the DSP include the provision of employment opportunities within the City and
expanding the City’s economic base. Implementation of the DSP is anticipated to draw its employees from
the City and nearby areas, as the City had an estimated unemployment rate of 4.2 percent in 2005, while
the County had an estimated unemployment rate of 5.7 percent in 2005. Since the proposed project would
offer expanded commercial/retail uses, the permanent employment opportunities at the proposed project
would provide an opportunity for the local workforce that is currently unemployed (as well as employees
with long commutes) to work within the City, thereby reducing the vehicle miles traveled by future
employees.
In addition, the plan area is located at the center of a triangle created by Interstate 5 (I-5), State Route 134
(SR-134), and State Route 2 (SR-2), as well as regional and local bus routes. The existing and future
planned transit services available to the DSP would likely reduce vehicle miles traveled by future residents
and patrons of the commercial/retail facilities. In summary, the DSP includes provisions for the support of
the use of transit, would minimize the number of auto trips and vehicle miles traveled, and would create
opportunities for residents to walk and bike.
As demonstrated below in Table 4.8-1, the proposed project is consistent with all of the applicable policies
of the General Plan and SCAG. Therefore, impacts related to regional goals and policies would be less than
significant, and no mitigation is required.
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Table 4.8-1

SCAG RCPG Consistency Analysis—Proposed Project

Policy

Consistency of Downtown Specific Plan Project with Policy

Growth Management Chapter (GMC)
3.04: Encourage local jurisdictions’ efforts to achieve
a balance between the types of jobs they seek to
attract and housing prices.

Consistent. The median home price in the City of Glendale
as of 2005 is $423,313, compared to the County median
price of $310,483 and State median price of $304,483.
Median family income in the City is $39,608, on a par with
the County’s average of $39,723. Given the higher home
price in the City, the urban mix of employment
opportunities in the DSP area would include higher-paying
office jobs as well as providing jobs in retail that would be
more likely employ local residents.

3.05: Encourage patterns of urban development and
land use, which reduce costs on infrastructure
construction and make better use of existing
facilities.

Consistent. The proposed project would result in infill
development that incorporates commercial, residential and
recreational uses in one area and at relatively medium to
high density so that the per-unit cost of infrastructure is
reduced, which maximizes the efficiency of the
infrastructure.

3.09: Support local jurisdictions’ efforts to minimize
the cost of infrastructure and public service delivery,
and efforts to seek new sources of funding for
development and the provision of services.

Consistent. The DSP area is served by existing utility and
transportation infrastructure, and development under the
DSP would be infill and redevelopment. Specific site project
developers within the DSP would be required to upgrade
utility and transportation services as necessary to maintain
City of Glendale service standards.

3.11: Support provisions and incentives created by
local jurisdictions to attract housing growth in job
rich subregions and job growth in housing rich
subregions.

Consistent. The proposed project would provide
employment opportunities as well as accommodate housing
needs within the City in a central location and facilitate a
jobs/housing balance within the subregion. Please see
discussion of Policy 3.04 above.

3.12: Encourage existing or proposed local
jurisdictions' programs aimed at designing land uses
which encourage the use of transit and thus reduce
the need for roadway expansion, reduce the number
or auto trips and vehicle miles traveled, and create
opportunities for residents to walk and bike.

Consistent. The proposed project encourages mixed-use
development of relatively high density, and various uses
ranging from residential, commercial, and office uses, to
entertainment uses. This sort of development would provide
for greater number of residents and jobs in the downtown
area along significant streets and transit lines and within
walking/biking distances each other.

3.13: Encourage local jurisdictions’ plans that
maximize the use of existing urbanized areas
accessible to transit through infill and redevelopment.

Consistent. The proposed project is located in the triangle
formed by Interstate 5, SR-134, and SR-2, in a dense urban
corridor. Established bus routes traverse the DSP area, and
the DSP would provide housing opportunities close to
existing transit. The DSP would guide development in the
downtown area to maximize infill development and
redevelopment.

3.14: Support local plans to increase density of future
development located at strategic points along the
regional commuter rail, transit systems, and activity
centers.

Consistent. The project is adjacent to the Ventura Freeway
(SR-134), a key transit corridor. The project area is within a
mile of the Glendale Metrolink station, located at 400 West
Cerritos Road near San Fernando Road, that connects the
Los Angeles Downtown and other cities through the
Metrolink and Amtrak rail network.

Glendale Downtown Specific Plan Program EIR
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Policy

Consistency of Downtown Specific Plan Project with Policy

3.15: Support local jurisdictions' strategies to
establish mixed-use clusters and other transitoriented developments around transit stations and
along transit corridors.

Consistent. The project is adjacent to the Ventura Freeway
(SR-134), which is a key transit corridor. The project area is
adjacent to the Metrolink station that is located nearby on
San Fernando Road that connects the Los Angeles
Downtown, and other cities through the Metrolink and
Amtrak rail network.

3.16: Encourage developments in and around activity
centers, transportation corridors, underutilized
infrastructure systems, and areas needing recycling
and redevelopment.

Consistent. The proposed project would further develop
downtown Glendale as an activity center and destination.
Development would be focused on vacant/underutilized sites
in need of recycling and redevelopment.

3.18: Encourage planned development in locations
least likely to cause adverse environmental impact.

Consistent. Development under the DSP would occur in a
high-density urban area already served by infrastructure. Infill
and redevelopment in the DSP area would avoid impacts that
would occur if development were to occur in hillside or
open areas of the region, and would reduce pressure on
existing stable single- family historic neighborhoods, thereby
avoiding impacts to geology, biological resources, open
spaces, and views.

3.20: Support the protection of vital resources such
as wetlands, groundwater recharge areas, woodlands,
production lands, and land containing unique and
endangered plants and animals.

Consistent. The proposed project is located in an
urbanized area. No “vital resources” identified in this policy
are known to occur on the site.

3.21: Encourage the implementation of measures
aimed at the preservation and protection of
recorded and unrecorded cultural resources and
archaeological sites.

Consistent. The proposed project implements mitigation
measures MM 4.4-1 through MM 4.4-4, aimed at the
preservation of cultural and archeological sites, and existing
historic neighborhoods.

3.22: Discourage development, or encourage the use
of special design requirements, in areas with steep
slopes, high fire, flood, and seismic hazards.

Consistent. The DSP area does not include steep slopes or
high fire hazards. Special design requirements would be
incorporated to address the flood and seismic hazards in
compliance with the California Building Code.

3.23: Encourage mitigation measures that reduce
noise in certain locations, measures aimed at
preservation of biological and ecological resources,
measures that would reduce exposure to seismic
hazards, minimize earthquake damage, and to
develop emergency response and recovery plans.

Consistent. This proposed project has thoroughly
addressed all these potential impacts and includes mitigation
measures to reduce impacts where feasible. Please see
Sections 4.3 (Biological Resources), 4.5 (Geology),
4.6 (Hazards), and 4.10 (Public Services) for detailed analysis
of these resources.

3.24: Encourage efforts of local jurisdictions in the
implementation of programs that increase the supply
and quality of housing and provide affordable housing
as evaluated in the Regional Housing Needs
Assessment (RHNA).

Consistent. The proposed DSP would provide for a mix of
market-rate, affordable, and senior housing and would assist
the City in meeting the goals set for the City in the RHNA.

3.27: Support local jurisdictions and other service
providers in their efforts to develop sustainable
communities and provide, equally to all members of
society, accessible and effective services such as:
public education, housing, health care, social services,
recreational facilities, law enforcement, and fire
protection.

Consistent. The DSP would provide a mix of uses in an
existing dense urban environment. The new residents and
employees of the area would be served by existing public
services and utilities, and would have access to public
education, health care, social services, and recreational
facilities as do existing residents of Glendale.
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Compass Growth Visioning Principles
Principle 1 – Improve mobility for all residents.
Encourage transportation investments and land use
decisions that are mutually supportive.

Consistent. The proposed DSP would provide viable
alternatives to an auto-dependent lifestyle for the
downtown, including further emphasis on multimodal and
transit opportunities as part of the DSP’s long-term vision
and goals. The proposed project would encourage growth in
an area already served by local and regional public
transportation. Established bus routes traverse the DSP area,
and the DSP would provide housing opportunities close to
existing transit.

Locate new housing, existing jobs, and new jobs near
existing housing.

Consistent. The proposed project is located in
downtown portion of the City, containing and adjacent
residential uses. The proposed project includes up
approximately 3,980 residential units and is expected
provide an additional 3,390 new jobs in the area and
existing housing.

Encourage transit-oriented development.

Consistent. The DSP would maximize transit use by linking
land use and transit development policies in the downtown
area and encouraging alternate forms of transit by clustering
housing and employment around shared parking, transit
stops, and connection of pedestrian streets, as well as
making street and transit stop improvements in order to
improve safety, convenience, and attractiveness of using
transit use. Established bus routes traverse the DSP area,
and the DSP would provide housing opportunities close to
existing transit. The DSP area is adjacent to the Metrolink
station that is located nearby on San Fernando Road that
connects the Los Angeles Downtown, and other cities
through the Metrolink and Amtrak rail network.
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Promote a variety of travel choices.

Consistent. The proposed project is located in the triangle
formed by Interstate 5, SR-134, and SR-2, in a dense urban
corridor. Established bus routes traverse the DSP area, and
the DSP would provide housing opportunities close to
existing transit routes, and would encourage walking,
bicycling, and riding transit to work because of this
proximity. The project area is adjacent to the Metrolink
station that is located nearby on San Fernando Road that
connects the Los Angeles Downtown, and other cities
through the Metrolink and Amtrak rail network. The DSP
would maximize transit use by linking land use and transit
development policies in the downtown area and encouraging
alternate forms of transit by clustering housing and
employment around shared parking, transit stops, and
connection of pedestrian streets, as well as making street
and transit stop improvements in order to improve safety,
convenience, and attractiveness of transit use. The proposed
project would encourage the use of bicycle travel by
providing incentives for bicycle parking, showers, and
lockers. The circulation in and out of town would be
improved through a hierarchy of pedestrian-oriented and
vehicle-oriented streets in downtown.

Principle 2—Foster livability in all communities.
Promote infill development and redevelopment to
revitalize existing communities.

Consistent. Development under the DSP would occur in a
high-density urban area already served with infrastructure.
The proposed project would result in infill development that
incorporates commercial, residential and recreational uses in
one area and at a high density.

Promote developments that provide a mix of uses.

Consistent. The DSP would provide a mix of uses in an
existing dense urban environment. The proposed project
would result in infill development that incorporates
commercial, residential and recreational uses in one area

Promote
“people-scaled,”
communities.

Consistent. The DSP would promote a pedestrian-friendly
environment through the mix of uses and heights, residential
clustering, and pedestrian-friendly amenities such as street
furniture, urban plazas and courtyards, paseos that would
encourage walking, and design principles that would foster a
sense of place and provide gathering places for visitors,
employees, and residents.
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Support the preservation of stable, single-family
neighborhoods.

Consistent. The DSP is intended to provide for orderly
growth and redevelopment of the downtown area in an
effort to improve its livability and achieve the vision as
outlined in Chapter 3.0, Project Description. One of the
goals of the DSP is greater residential density permitted in
the downtown area, reducing pressure on surrounding
single-family and multi-family neighborhoods. The DSP
promotes multifamily residential use in the downtown and
out of the existing single-family neighborhoods, which
supports the preservation of existing single-family
neighborhoods. In addition, landscape buffers and masonry
design requirements are incorporated into the DSP to
maximize compatibility of any new development in the DSP
area, particularly in the Transitional Districts, with the
existing adjacent residential neighborhoods.

Principle 3—Enable prosperity for all people.
Provide a variety of housing types in each community
to meet the housing needs of all income levels.

Consistent. The proposed DSP would provide for a mix of
market-rate, affordable, and senior housing and would assist
the City in meeting the goals set for the City in the RHNA.

Support educational opportunities that promote
balanced growth.

Consistent. Although the proposed project does not
include school facilities, and would be anticipated to generate
school-aged children as identified in Section 4.11 (Public
Services) of this EIR, school facility fees, imposed by the City
on the developer, would help fund necessary school service
and facilities improvements to accommodate anticipated
population and school enrollment growth within the GUSD
service area.

Ensure environmental justice regardless of race,
ethnicity, or income class.

Consistent. The employment, retail, and residential
opportunities provided by the proposed project would be
available to all segments of the community, irrespective of
race, ethnicity, or income class. There would be no
affordable housing clusters in less desirable areas; the entire
DSP area would promote the development of affordable
housing in the downtown through incentives and bonuses as
noted in Chapter 7 of the DSP.

Encourage civic engagement.

Consistent. The DSP would provide opportunities for
cultural growth and further enhance the level and quality of
community services. In addition, the DSP provides for
mixed-use communities in close proximity to commercial
corridors and community facilities

Support local and state fiscal policies that encourage
balanced growth.

Consistent. The DSP would promote orderly, balanced
growth in the Downtown, which would directly support
local and state fiscal policies that encourage balanced growth.
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Principle 4—Promote sustainability for future generations.
Preserve rural, agricultural,
environmentally sensitive areas.

recreational,

and

Consistent. The DSP focuses multifamily residential, highdensity office, and mixed uses in the downtown area. The
DSP relieves development pressures elsewhere in the City
to accommodate growth projected in the General Plan,
which would help preserve existing rural, recreational, and
environmentally sensitive areas of the City from
development.

Focus development in urban centers and existing
cities.

Consistent. The DSP focuses high-density residential and
commercial uses in the downtown area, an existing urban
center, relieving development pressures to accommodate
expected growth in other areas of the City less conducive to
high-density development. High-density development can be
logically accommodated in the existing urban environment of
downtown.

Develop strategies to accommodate growth that use
resources efficiently, eliminate pollution, and
significantly reduce waste.

Consistent. The DSP includes policies aimed at
conservation, reduction in congestion and energy use, and
high-density development in an existing urban environment
that makes maximum use of existing infrastructure. This
strategy effectively minimizes waste from leapfrog or other
less efficient development in other areas of the City; to
accommodate the same amount of development, a far
greater building footprint would be required in other areas
of the City, which would lead to inefficient use of existing
infrastructure. In addition, the DSP clusters residential,
office, and entertainment uses near existing transit centers,
and residents who work in the DSP area may make fewer
vehicle trips because shopping and entertainment
opportunities are within walking distance and close to
existing transit. This would reduce traffic congestion and
vehicle miles traveled. TDM strategies are included in the
DSP. Local jurisdictions, such as the City of Glendale, have
the authority and responsibility to reduce air pollution
through its police power and decision-making authority.
Specifically, the City is responsible for the assessment and
mitigation of air emissions resulting from its land use
decisions. The City of Glendale is also responsible for the
implementation of transportation control measures as
outlined in the AQMP. Examples of such measures include
bus turnouts, energy-efficient streetlights, and synchronized
traffic signals. In accordance with CEQA requirements and
the CEQA review process, the City assesses the air quality
impacts of new development projects, requires mitigation of
potentially significant air quality impacts by conditioning
discretionary permits, and monitors and enforces
implementation of such mitigation.
Several waste-reduction programs are
Section 4.14 (Utilities and Service Systems).

described

in

New buildings in California are required to conform to
energy conservation standards specified in Title 24 of the
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CCR. The standards establish “energy budgets” for different
types of residential and nonresidential buildings, with which
all new buildings must comply. Energy-efficient measures
would be implemented to the maximum extent feasible in all
development under the proposed project, including low-flow
plumbing fixtures and drip irrigation In order to conform to
CCR Title 24, efficient energy use in the Specific Plan Area
would be enforced and would ensure the energy-efficient
building design and construction is followed. Therefore, the
proposed project would not conflict with this strategy.

Regional Transportation Plan (RTP)
4.01: Transportation investments shall be based on
SCAG's adopted Regional Performance Indicators.
Mobility—Transportation Systems should meet the
public need for improved access, and for safe,
comfortable, convenient, faster, and economical
movements of people and goods.
Accessibility—Transportation system should ensure
the ease with which opportunities are reached.
Transportation and land use measures should be
employed to ensure minimal time and cost.
Environment—Transportation system should sustain
development and preservation of the existing system
and the environment. (All Trips)
Reliability—Transportation system should have
reasonable and dependable levels of service by mode.
(All Trips)
Safety—Transportation systems should provide
minimal accident, death, and injury. (All Trips)
Equity/Environmental
Justice—The
benefits
of
transportation investments should be equitably
distributed among all ethnic, age, and income groups.
(All Trips)
Cost
Effectiveness—Maximize
return
on
transportation investment (All Trips). Air Quality,
Mobility, Accessibility, and Safety
4.02: Transportation investments shall mitigate
environmental impacts to an acceptable level.

Glendale Downtown Specific Plan Program EIR

Consistent. The proposed project effectively balances the
need for mobility, accessibility, environmental sustainability,
reliability, safety, equity, and cost effectiveness by creating a
neo-traditional community that encourages pedestrian
movement, the use of alternative forms of transportation,
and safe vehicular circulation. Residential, office, retail, and
entertainment uses would be in close proximity to each
other and it is assumed that at least a percentage of new
residents would work in the area. The mixed uses would be
located along existing and planned transit routes and bicycle
racks would be included along street fronts. Chapter 6 of the
DSP identifies Louise as a bicycle route, and the City’s
Circulation Element includes a proposed route along
Broadway. The paseos and open spaces would be designed
to be pedestrian friendly, encouraging walking throughout
downtown. As noted in Section 3.0, Project Description, the
DSP mobility policies reflect a long-term vision to maximize
the accessibility and use of the downtown circulation system
for all users, including pedestrians, transit users, cyclists, and
drivers. Through a hierarchy of predominantly pedestrian or
vehicular oriented streets, all urban design and land use
policies and incentives are designed to work in conjunction
with the vision for pedestrian, transit, and other vehicular
activities. These policies are intended to respond to both
local and regional needs. Further, as noted in Section 4.13,
Transportation/Traffic, roadway infrastructure improvements
would be completed as part of mitigation for the proposed
DSP, which would facilitate the City’s conformance to
SCAG’s Regional Performance Indicators.
Consistent. All feasible mitigation measures have been
identified in Section 4.13 (Transportation/Traffic) to reduce
potentially significant project-related impacts including those
associated with transportation improvements. Further,
mobility policies included in the DSP would facilitate
conformance to SCAG’s Regional Performance Indicators as
noted above, which would help mitigate environmental
impacts to an acceptable level.
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4.16: Maintaining and operating the existing
transportation system will be a priority over
expanding capacity.

Consistent. The City of Glendale establishes thresholds
over which transportation improvements related to an
expansion of the existing capacity of the roadway network
must be evaluated and implemented. Where there is a nexus
between a specific project and the need for additional
improvements, a project will be required to pay for or
contribute to the cost of such improvements.

Air Quality Chapter
5.07: Determine specific programs and associated
actions needed (e.g., indirect sources rules, enhanced
use of telecommunications, provision of community
based shuttle services, provision of demand
management based programs, or vehicle-milestraveled/emission fees) so that options to command
and control regulations can be assessed.

Consistent. The proposed project will be required to
follow all SCAQMD Rules, which require implementation of
measures listed in this policy. In addition, the proposed
project would incorporate TDM and Transportation System
Management policies as required by the City of Glendale’s
Municipal Code.

5.11: Through the environmental document review
process, ensure that plans at all levels of government
(regional, air basin, county, subregional, and local)
consider air quality, land used, transportation, and
economic relationships to ensure consistency and
minimize conflicts.

Consistent. This EIR considers impacts to air quality
resulting from implementation of the proposed project and
determines the proposed project’s consistency with the
1996 RCPG and the 2003 AQMP.

Water Quality Chapter
3.1: The City shall investigate the potential for future
flooding in the area and will encourage the adoption
of flood control measures in low-lying areas of
alluvial fans, along major channels, and down gradient
of large reservoirs and water tanks.

Consistent. This EIR considers impacts associated with
water quality, with regards to water and wastewater
discharges. The proposed project would include the
following programs listed within the General Plan Safety
Element that are associated with hydrology and water
quality.
Program 3-1.2: The City shall discourage additions to, or the
reconstruction of, critical facilities if such facilities are located
in dam or reservoir inundation pathways unless it can be
demonstrated that the proposed project and any occupants
will be protected from dam or reservoir failure.
Program 3-1.3: The City shall evaluate the potential impacts
to the flood control system during the environmental review
process for new buildings or building additions. Hydrological
studies to assess the impacts shall be required if determined
necessary by the City. Potential impacts shall be fully
mitigated.
Program 3-1.4: The City shall maintain City-owned storm
drain facilities to prevent the accumulation of debris or other
obstructions that would hamper the effectiveness of the
system during rainy days.
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The analysis of whether the proposed DSP is consistent with each applicable policy from the Land Use
Element of the General Plan, and related policies from other elements of the General Plan (Circulation,
Housing, Recreation, Open Space & Conservation, Safety, and Noise) is included in Table 4.8-2. However,
it will be necessary to amend the current General Plan to reflect a new land use designation for the DSP
area, as appropriate. Upon adoption of the General Plan amendment, the DSP would be consistent with the
policies of the City’s General Plan. Following Table 4.8-2 is an analysis of the DSP’s consistency with the
Greater Downtown Strategic Plan, the South Brand Boulevard Specific Plan, and the Redevelopment Plan
for the Central Glendale Redevelopment Project.
Table 4.8-2

City of Glendale General Plan Consistency Analysis—Proposed
Project
Policy

Consistency of Downtown Specific Plan Project with Policy

Coordinate land-use planning with existing and
planned transportation systems to encourage the
use of public transportation systems and nonpolluting transportation in future development.

Consistent. Major thoroughfares within the DSP Area
include public transportation. In addition, the proposed
project includes mixed-uses, which encourage internal trip
captures to reduce the average daily trips to and from the
project site. In addition, the DSP would maximize transit use
by linking land use and transit development policies in the
downtown area and encouraging alternate forms of transit by
clustering housing and employment around shared parking,
transit stops, and connection of pedestrian streets, as well as
making street and transit stop improvements in order to
improve safety, convenience, and attractiveness of using
transit use. The project would encourage the use of bicycle
travel by providing incentives for bicycle parking, showers,
and lockers.

Promote the use of public transportation and nonpolluting transportation in standards for new
construction.

Consistent. The proposed DSP would provide viable
alternatives to an auto-dependent lifestyle for the downtown,
including further emphasis on multimodal and transit
opportunities.

Expand existing public transportation and nonpolluting transportation systems and develop new
systems in order to reach a great number of
potential users. Continue to seek federal, state, and
regional funding sources.

Consistent. The DSP would promote alternate means of
transportation, a pedestrian-friendly environment, and a
reduced level of vehicular congestion. The DSP would
maximize transit use by linking land use and transit
development policies in the downtown area and encouraging
alternate forms of transit by clustering housing and
employment around shared parking, transit stops, and
connection of pedestrian streets, as well as making street and
transit stop improvements in order to improve safety,
convenience, and attractiveness of using transit use. The DSP
identifies Louise as a bicycle route, and the City’s Circulation
Element includes a proposed bicycle route along Broadway.
The project would encourage the use of bicycle travel by
providing incentives for bicycle parking, showers, and lockers.

Air Quality Element
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Reinforce Glendale’s image and community identity
within the greater Los Angeles area metropolitan
complex.

Consistent. According to the DSP 1.1.2, the Plan’s purpose
is to “Perpetuate a powerful physical image promoting the
city’s regional identity”, while Design Policy 4.1.1 states that
to enhance the Downtown character, “new development
should enhance the overall image of the Downtown as an
enticing destination for visitors and Glendale residents.” As an
urban design oriented plan, the DSP focuses on the
integration of commercial and residential uses to a greater
extent than currently exists within the City, and emphasizes
urban design and quality architecture. This would reinforce
the City’s identity as an urban environment and create an
identifiable residential community/communities within the
Downtown area and the greater Los Angeles region.

Form an urban environment which will provide for
residential diversity and opportunity.

Consistent. The DSP Plan Purpose 1.1.7 states that the DSP
is meant to provide incentives for a wide range of downtown
housing types. Currently, residential development in the
Downtown is limited by the applicable R-1250 standards. The
DSP allows for mixed use and high-rise, high-density
residential development in the Downtown. The proposed
new multi-family residential as well as commercial and open
space uses are compatible with these existing uses. The
mixed-use development will provide for residential diversity
and greater residential opportunity in the Downtown.

Improve the livability of the total community for all
Glendale residents as expressed in living, working
and shopping areas, as well as community facilities.

Consistent. By creating mixed-use communities within the
Downtown area, the DSP will provide a livable community
within its Planning Area by allowing the development of
commercial businesses and other land uses tailored to daily
residential needs, including nighttime entertainment uses. This
is reinforced by the DSP Plan Purpose 1.1.6: “Attract a wide
range of activities to maintain a dynamic atmosphere.”

Promote development and improvement within the
community capitalizing on the location of, and
access to, Glendale as adjacent to the regional core.

Consistent. One of the purposes of the DSP is to “provide a
framework and a manual to guide responsible growth and
development of downtown” (Plan Purpose1.1.1), in the center
of the City. The DSP capitalizes on access to the region with
the regional transportation system via its proximity to the I-5,
SR-134, and SR-2 freeways and Metrolink stations. Further,
the development of the Downtown area’s identity would
serve to further connect Glendale with adjacent areas and
cities.

Support the creation of medium and high density
housing in areas best suited from the standpoint of
accessibility, current development, community
organization, transportation, and circulation facilities
and economic feasibility.

Consistent. The DSP would serve to provide additional highdensity, multi-family residential housing in the downtown, an
area best suited for this development due to its close
proximity to necessary community needs and amenities,
including commercial uses and recreational opportunities, as
well as transit and regional connections.

Land Use Element
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Provide opportunities for a diversity of housing
styles for all economic segments of the community.

Consistent. The proposed DSP provides for a wide range of
housing types, including market-rate, affordable, and senior
housing (up to approximately 3.900 residential units) within
the Downtown area. The DSP also provides development
incentives for the provision of affordable housing (DSP 7.2).

Promote an aggressive and possible attitude toward
providing improved retail facilities within Glendale
in the form of unified, convenient and functional
commercial facilities scaled to the needs and the
economic potential of the various community areas.

Consistent. Plan Purpose 1.1.3 reinforces the DSP’s purpose
of “[ensuring] downtown’s long-term status as a good place
to do business.” The proposed DSP provides for the
development of mixed-use residential areas with commercial
uses, as well as dedicated commercial corridors. In addition,
the DSP would provide ground-floor commercial uses where
appropriate so as to further support the development of a
pedestrian-oriented environment in Downtown (Land Use
Policy 3.1.3). These facilities are envisioned as unified,
convenient, and functional commercial facilities scaled to the
needs and the economic potential of the various community
areas.

Improve the economic situation and the visual
image of the present semi-commercial development
found along several of Glendale’s major streets.

Consistent. The Urban Design Framework (DSP 4.2.1)
describes the physical vision of the downtown, and establishes
design standards and guidelines for developments and
streetscapes. It is anticipated that the proposed DSP would
result in redevelopment along several of Glendale’s major
streets in the Downtown area, improving the economic
situation through revitalization and upgrading the visual image
of the area.

Develop clusters of uses which will facilitate the
development of public transportation networks,
decreasing dependence on the automobile.

Consistent. The DSP provides for the concentration of
certain land uses to specific areas to reduce the potential land
use conflicts, such as parking demand (Land Use Policy 3.1.1).
The Plan also clusters housing and employment around shared
parking, transit stops, connected pedestrian streets (Mobility
Policy for Land Use and Transit 6.1.5), thereby facilitating
public transportation networks.

Promote the development of parks and other
recreation facilities in accordance with the adopted
plan.

Consistent. The proposed DSP would promote the
development of parks (Open Space Policy 5.1.5) and other
facilities by including non-traditional use of public lands such
as small urban plazas, street closings for special events,
upgrading alleys as paseos and dedicating portions of wide
sidewalks for social and recreational uses (Open Space
Network 5.2.1—Public Open Spaces). The DSP also
encourages private pedestrian plazas, paseos and courtyards
to add variety and scale to the public open space system.

Glendale Downtown Specific Plan Program EIR
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Provide opportunities for cultural growth, enhance
the level and quality of community services and
facilities, and improve accessibility to them.

Consistent. The proposed DSP would provide opportunities
for cultural growth, such as theaters and entertainment uses
in certain downtown districts, and further enhance the level
and quality of community services, including the
redevelopment of the Adult Recreation Center in the Civic
Center District and the improvement of linkages of the open
space network. In addition, the DSP provides for mixed-use
developments in close proximity to commercial corridors and
community facilities.

Provide opportunities for the expansion of revenue
producing industrial and commercial establishments
within the parameters of other community goals.

Consistent. The DSP is intended to provide for the orderly
growth of the Downtown. The economic benefits new
development in the Downtown will add to the tax base and
provide new employment opportunities. (DSP Chapter 8.1
Economic Development Policies).

Circulation Element
Minimize non-local vehicular traffic and parking in
both single and multiple family residential
neighborhoods through land use management and
traffic/parking control.

Consistent. The DSP would promote alternate means of
transportation, a pedestrian-friendly environment, and a
reduced level of congestion. The DSP would maximize transit
use by linking land use and transit development policies in the
downtown area and encouraging alternate forms of transit by
clustering housing and employment around shared parking,
transit stops, and connection of pedestrian streets, as well as
making street and transit stop improvements in order to
improve safety, convenience, and attractiveness of using
transit use. The project would encourage the use of bicycle
travel by providing incentives for bicycle parking, showers,
and lockers. The circulation in and out of town would be
improved through a hierarchy of pedestrian-oriented and
vehicle-oriented streets in downtown, Transportation
Demand Management strategies, transportation systems
management, and key infrastructure improvements to
minimize the impact on surrounding neighborhoods and
avoiding unacceptable amounts of congestion on future
developments. The project would provide pedestrian
amenities throughout the downtown area such as minimizing
the interruptions on sidewalks from trash collection, etc.
Entrances to new development would be pedestrian-oriented
and conveniently located near bus stops and other transit
stops to the maximum extent feasible. The DSP would
promote a mixed-use development that supports the creation
of new pedestrian-oriented retail centers, particularly with
the inclusion of paseos and urban plazas connecting streets,
development, and open space.

Support and enhance existing neighborhood
commercial centers to continue to serve the needs
of nearby residents.

Consistent. The DSP would serve to diversify the levels of
development within the DSP area as a whole, and contribute
to the overall diversity of the City and encourage healthy
urban districts with opportunities between different land uses
(DSP Land Use Policy 3.1.1).
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Maintain acceptable noise levels in residential areas
as defined in the Noise Element by managing traffic
volumes and speed.

Consistent. Projects associated with the DSP will be
required to each analyze their individual impact on noise level,
and when necessary, implement mitigation measures. Speed
limits will continue to be enforced by the Glendale Police
Department.

Discourage high speeds on residential streets
through roadway design and traffic enforcement.

Consistent. Speed limits on residential streets within the
DSP area will continue to be enforced by the City’s Police
Department. Though some mitigation measures may alter
roadways within the DSP area (i.e. add a new lane, add a new
turn lane, etc.), the DSP would utilize existing roadway design.

Develop acceptable thresholds of traffic volume in
residential zones based on environmental capacity.

Consistent.
As
discussed
in
Section 4.13
(Transportation/Traffic) of this EIR, the City has established
thresholds in regards to “increase in traffic volume” on all
streets within the City.

Increase/support public and high occupancy vehicle
transportation system improvements through
mitigation of traffic impacts from new development.

Consistent. The proposed DSP would provide viable
alternatives to an auto-dependent lifestyle for the Downtown,
including further emphasis on multimodal and transit
opportunities as part of the DSP’s long-term vision and goals
(DSP Mobility Policy 6.1).

Develop parking policies which support reduced
automobile travel in the most congested areas of
Glendale.

Consistent. The DSP would encourage parking solutions,
such as shared parking where possible, the management of
metered time limits for street parking to correspond with
daily activity patterns, the creation of a Parking Management
District which will facilitate coordination of parking pricing to
promote efficient use of parking resources and policies which
incentivize transit use for employees and other related
programs (DSP Mobility Policy 6.1.4—Parking)

Construct the complete bikeway system for
Glendale as identified in the Bikeway Master Plan
and continue to consider additions or adjustments
to the planned system.

Consistent. The DSP would adhere to the Bikeway Master
Plan and continue additions or adjustments. Furthermore, the
DSP encourages bicycle travel by providing incentives for
bicycle parking, showers, and lockers to promote commuting
in new developments (DSP Mobility Policy 6.1.6).

Support Transportation Demand Management
(TDM) and Transportation System Management
policies.

Consistent. The proposed project would incorporate TDM
and Transportation System Management policies as required
by the City of Glendale’s Municipal Code. The TDM policies
required by the Municipal Code were established to result in
more efficient use of transportation resources. According to
Section 10.16.040, the project must comply with the
installation and maintenance of traffic signals when determined
necessary by the traffic and transportation administrator. The
code sections listed in the Glendale Municipal Code include
Title 10.20 Pedestrians, Title 10.24 Special Speed Zones, and
Title 10.60 Bicycles.

Encourage growth in areas and in patterns which
are or can be well served by public transportation.

Consistent. The proposed project would encourage growth
in an area already served by local and regional public
transportation. The DSP would also focus on linking land use
and transit development policies to maximize transit use and
convenience in Downtown (DSP 6.1.5),
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Encourage housing around and in commercial
centers.

Consistent. The DSP would provide for a combination of
mixed-use commercial and residential development in the
existing urban environment (Land Use Policy 3.1.4 Infill
Mixed-Use and Residential).

Provide opportunities for successful neighborhood
retail uses.

Consistent. The DSP would provide opportunities for
neighborhood retail uses within the mixed-use developments.
Retail uses would be especially encouraged as ground floor
commercial along Primary Frontage Streets and Secondary
Frontage Streets identified throughout the downtown
(Permitted Land Uses 3.2.2—Ground Floor Uses and
Frontages).

Ensure transportation connections to regional
systems by a variety of modes.

Consistent. The proposed project is located in the triangle
formed by Interstate 5, SR-134, and SR-2, in a dense urban
corridor. Established bus routes traverse the DSP area, and
the DSP would provide housing opportunities close to
existing transit. The DSP would guide development in the
downtown area to maximize infill development and
redevelopment. The project area is adjacent to the Metrolink
station that is located nearby on San Fernando Road that
connects the Los Angeles Downtown, and other cities
through the Metrolink and Amtrak rail network.

Meet special transportation needs of the physically
challenged.

Consistent. Both City BEELINE and Metro busses are
equipped to assist the handicapped. In addition, the proposed
project would be constructed near the Metrolink.

Provide and maintain high quality streetscape and
pedestrian amenities (i.e. bus shelters, street trees,
street furniture, wide sidewalks, etc.).

Consistent. The DSP would establish new development in a
manner that would enhance pedestrian activity by improving
the physical characteristics of the streets as well as providing
a comfortable environment. The urban design would
contribute to the pedestrian-friendliness of downtown as well
as maximizing the use of downtown transportation systems
for pedestrians and other users. Wider sidewalks,
streetscapes, and ground floor uses for shopping streets and
pedestrian streets would be developed to afford a
comfortable experience for visitors. Incentive density bonuses
to projects have been established in order to contribute to
the network of open spaces. In addition, the development
includes small urban plazas, the upgrading of alleys as paseos,
and the dedication of certain portions of the wide sidewalks
for social and recreational uses. During special events, streets
will be closed. The project would cluster housing and
employment around shared parking, bus stops, and connected
pedestrian streets whenever feasible in order to provide ease
of use for pedestrians. Pedestrian crosswalks would be
provided at all intersections and additional improvements for
safety in key locations are a possibility. downtown streets
would be improved to include tree-line open spaces. The DSP
would highlight streetscape and pedestrian improvements
(DSP 4.2 Urban Design Standards and Guidelines).
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Support the enhancement of existing and creation
of new pedestrian-oriented retail centers.

Consistent. The DSP provides for the maintenance and
development of ground floor uses where appropriate in order
to support a pedestrian-oriented environment in Downtown
(Land Use Policy 3.1.3—Ground Floor Commercial). New
development would enhance pedestrian activity by improving
the physical attractiveness of the streets and by improving the
pedestrian framework of streets and open spaces (e.g. parks,
plazas, paseos, and courtyards) that shape the pedestrian
experience downtown (Urban Design Policy 4.1.9 Pedestrian
and Open Space Network). The DSP would require entrances
to new development to be pedestrian-oriented and
conveniently located near bus stops and other transit stops to
the maximum extent feasible. The DSP would promote a
mixed-use development that supports the creation of new
pedestrian-oriented retail centers, particularly with the
inclusion of paseos and urban plazas connecting streets,
development, and open space.

Balance land use/zoning with roadway capacity by
establishing thresholds and avoiding unacceptable
levels of congestion from future development.

Consistent. The DSP would promote alternate means of
transportation, a pedestrian-friendly environment, and a
reduced level of congestion. The DSP would maximize transit
use by linking land use and transit development policies in the
Downtown area and encouraging alternate forms of transit by
clustering housing and employment around shared parking,
transit stops, and connection of pedestrian streets, as well as
making street and transit stop improvements in order to
improve safety, convenience, and attractiveness of using
transit use (Mobility Policies 6.1.5—Land Use and Transit).
The circulation in and out of town would be improved
through a hierarchy of pedestrian-oriented and vehicleoriented streets in Downtown, Transportation Demand
Management strategies, transportation systems management,
and key infrastructure improvements to minimize the impact
on surrounding neighborhoods and avoiding unacceptable
amounts of congestion on future developments (Mobility
Policies
6.1.1—Internal
Circulation
and
Regional
Connections).

Housing Element
1.1: Provide a variety of residential development
opportunities in the City through the zoning of
sufficient land with densities ranging from very low
density/open space to high-density development as
designated on the Land Use Plan Map.

Glendale Downtown Specific Plan Program EIR

Consistent. Whereas current residential development in the
downtown is limited to the existing R-1250 standards, the
DSP would permit high-density, high-rise residential uses and
introduce new residential housing in the downtown area. The
project would allow for the development of up to
approximately 3,900 residential dwelling units in the plan area.
The proposed project includes higher-density residential
development. The City of Glendale is more than one-third
developed with single-family residential. Provision of higherdensity residential units in the DSP area would help balance
the types of housing provided in the City.
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1.3: Provide higher density residential development
in close proximity to public transportation, services
and recreation.

Consistent. The project would cluster housing and
employment around shared parking and bus stops, and would
connect pedestrian streets whenever feasible in order to
provide ease of use for pedestrians as discussed in the DSP
(Mobility Policy 6.1.5—Land Use and Transit).

1.6: Encourage the development of residential units
in the downtown area and along appropriate
commercial corridors.

Consistent. The DSP provides for the development of
mixed-use commercial and residential developments along
commercial corridors. (Land Use Policy 3.1.4—Infill Mixed
Use and Residential). The proposed project has included plans
to provide for ease of access for pedestrians and residents.

2.1: Implement the recommendations concerning
neighborhood development as expressed in the
Greater Downtown Strategic Plan.

Consistent. It should be noted that the Greater Downtown
Strategic Plan (GDSP) is not a regulatory document. The
proposed project would implement the recommendations in
the Greater Downtown Strategic Plan concerning
neighborhood development such as providing mixed-use
commercial and residential development in designated
neighborhoods of Downtown, and including affordable and
senior housing with incentives for additional height and
density.

2.2: Retain the quality and salient characteristics of
existing neighborhoods while improving those in
need of change through neighborhood and
community planning. Monitor the effects of growth
and change.

Consistent. The DSP is intended to provide for orderly
growth and redevelopment of the Downtown area in an
effort to improve its livability and achieve the vision as
outlined in Chapter 3.0, Project Description. Decorative
masonry and landscape buffers would help retain the quality of
existing neighborhoods.

3.2: Consider “target areas” as a strategy to foster
home ownership, to expand public open space, and
to provide a catalyst for neighborhood
improvement.

Consistent. Implementation of the proposed project would
provide for improvements in Downtown. The creation of
residential growth in conjunction with increased commercial
activity in neighborhood clusters in downtown is intended to
improve is livability. By increasing the availability of the
residential housing stock in downtown and the livability of the
Downtown area, the DSP should foster home ownership.
Under current market conditions, a significant amount of the
residential growth would be anticipated to be condominium
development. New open spaces would be provided, including
paseos and open urban plazas.

3.5: Insure flexibility of zoning to accommodate a
wide range of housing types and products.

Consistent. Whereas current residential development in the
downtown is limited to the existing R-1250 standards, the
DSP would permit high-density, high-rise residential uses and
introduce new residential housing in the downtown
Implementation of the proposed project would change the
current combination of uses from primarily commercial (retail
and office) to commercial, residential and mixed-use. The area
would include office, residential, retail, open space for
recreational use, and entertainment uses. Incentives would be
included for inclusion of affordable housing, as well as market
rate housing, to help provide for a wide range of housing
types and products.
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3.6: Assist qualifying tenants displaced by conversion
of apartments to condominiums with home
ownership subsidies such as first time homebuyers
program.

Consistent. The City would be required to comply with any
federal, State, and local laws and regulations (i.e., Just Cause
Eviction Ordinance) concerning assisting qualifying tenants
displaced by any conversion of apartments to condominiums
with home ownership subsidies such as first time home
buyers program. There would be a net increase in housing
units within the DSP area, particularly residential
condominium development, which would support home
ownership.

4.1: Encourage both the private and public sectors
to produce or assist in the production of housing
with particular emphasis on housing affordable to
lower income households, as well as the needs of
the handicapped, elderly, large families and female
headed households.

Consistent. Development of the residential units under the
DSP would include a mix of market-rate, affordable, and
senior housing units that would be consistent with this policy.

4.2: Promote the development of low and moderate
income housing by allowing developers density
bonuses or other financial incentives for providing
units for low and moderate-income residents.

Consistent. An incentive program has been established by
the DSP in Chapter 7 to allow for additional height or FAR in
exchange for affordable housing.

4.13: Retain subsidized units which are at risk of
conversion to market rate housing.

Consistent. There are no subsidized units in the DSP area
that are at risk of conversion to market rate housing.

6.1: Guide and manage future population growth to
prevent overcrowding and over-utilization of
existing community resources, and preserve the
uniqueness of Glendale as a desirable residential
community.

Consistent. Implementation of the DSP would not induce
substantial population growth in the area beyond that already
forecasted by the City of Glendale and the proposed
residential units would accommodate forecasted population
growth. Existing infrastructure would be utilized, with possible
expansions or retrofit to ensure continuation of adequate
service standards.

6.3: Continue to coordinate land use and zoning
regulations pertaining to residential development in
a manner which achieves a long-term vision.

Consistent. The DSP is a coordination of land use and
zoning regulations to implement a long term vision of
residential gravity in downtown and for the City (i.e., focusing
residential growth near transit and infrastructure.

6.6: Review and amend as appropriate existing
residential zoning standards to require adequate onsite open space and recreational amenities in new
developments.

Consistent. As discussed in the Land Use, Housing, and
Recreation Elements, existing residential zoning standards will
be reviewed and amended to require adequate on-site open
space and recreational amenities in new developments.
Additional open spaces and recreational amenities will be
developed in order to avoid or minimize any adverse impact.

Glendale Downtown Specific Plan Program EIR
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6.8: Preserve scale, historic continuity, and a sense
of community in new areas of multifamily
development.

Consistent. By allowing for greater residential density in the
downtown, the DSP alleviates the pressure of development
on the existing, surrounding multi-family residential
neighborhoods. Furthermore, the DSP allows for new housing
types in the Downtown—high-rise, high-density residential or
mixed-use developments. The DSP also encourages new
development to be sensitive to existing places and character
in Downtown and that where strong patterns of height, scale
or use are established, new development would reinforce the
existing pattern (Urban Design Policy 4.1.2—Context
Sensitive Design). The Plan also encourages that all existing
buildings that reflect the spirit and historic significance of
Glendale’s past by retrofitted or rehabilitated (Urban Design
Policy 4.1.3—Historic Preservation and Rehabilitation).
Mitigation measure MM 4.4-4 ensures that the project would
follow necessary regulations in order to prevent significant
impacts on cultural and historical resources.

Recreation Element
The City shall provide a range of recreational
opportunities to meet the needs, desires and
interest of all population groups in the City.

Consistent. The proposed project would provide a variety
of recreational opportunities and public/private open spaces,
including paseos, urban plazas, and pedestrian-friendly open
areas, and is intended to help define the Downtown area as a
destination and vital urban center (Open Space Design
Standards and Guidelines 5.3.2). The DSP also notes a
Downtown Parkland Acquisition Program (Open Space Policy
5.1.5).

The City shall enhance and expand existing
recreational facilities in response to community
needs.

Consistent. The proposed project would include new
smaller open spaces, including public plazas, courtyards,
fountains, and pocket parks, throughout Downtown to
supplement existing larger public open spaces, provide local
focus points, and diversify the built environment. The DSP
also encourages strategic improvements of existing open
space (Open Space Policy 5.1.8)

The City shall promote and when possible provide
recreational opportunities for the daytime
population both in the downtown, commercial and
industrial areas

Consistent. The proposed project would develop a
comprehensive open space system that provides a diverse
range of outdoor opportunities for residents, workers, and
visitors as noted previously. (Open Space Policy 5.1.1)

The City shall establish community identity and
image through the location and design of parks and
recreation centers.

Consistent. The proposed project would support and
promote new Downtown public parks and plazas and
establishes design guidelines to provide a harmonious and
inspirational source of community pride and identity through
design excellence (Open Space Policy 5.1.4).
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The City shall integrate the construction and
planting of connecting parkways and medians
through consistent landscaping techniques.

Consistent. The proposed project’s design standards require
that a minimum of 15 percent of the required open space will
be landscaped, and that landscaping of new projects should
enhance the building’s architecture and public and common
open spaces, and buffer adjacent residential land use. These
design standards and others contained in the DSP will ensure
consistent landscaping techniques to provide maximum visual
connectivity of open spaces in the DSP area. (DSP 5.3.2)

The City shall develop a multifunctional path and
trail system in public open space areas.

Consistent. The proposed project will develop an open
space system in order to provide diversity in the outdoor
opportunities that are available for residents, workers, and
visitors. According to the Design Standards and Guidelines for
Open Space in the DSP, at least 50 percent of the open space
areas should be accessible and usable for the general public
(Open Space Requirement 5.3.1).

The City shall link urban hikeways, commercial
areas, recreational facilities, paths and trails, and
other activity centers.

Consistent. The City of Glendale has eleven “Recreation
Planning Areas” that have been established. The DSP area is
within Recreation Planning Areas 6-10. The project would
provide easily accessible open space within walking distance of
residents and employees as well as improving access to the
recreational, leisure, and cultural activities (Open Space
Policies 5.1.2 and 5.1.3, respectively). Within the DSP area
there are community and pocket parks, an adult recreation
center and adjoining park space, the approximate 2-acre park
proposed within the Town Center District, and several formal
plazas planned (Open Space Network 5.2.1).

The City shall require the incorporation of new
street trees and parkway improvements as
requirements in the development approval process.

Consistent. The project requires the provision of new street
trees and parkways for new developments (DSP 4.2.7
Sidewalk Design), in addition to encouraging the uses of
Downtown streets as part of the open space system as treelines open spaces and continuous recreational paths (Open
Space Policy 5.1.7—Green Streets).

Open Space and Conservation Element
The City shall provide a variety of outdoor
recreational opportunities to all residents.

Glendale Downtown Specific Plan Program EIR

Consistent. The proposed project would encourage the
conservation of significant open space and acquisition of land
for parks for recreation (Open Space Policy 5.1.5). The DSP
includes a planned open space system that emphasizes
traditional parks as well as the establishment of smaller open
spaces, upgrading alleys as paseos, and dedicating portions of
wide sidewalks for social and recreational uses. Development
standards and guidelines have been established in order to
encourage the creation of plazas, courtyards, paseos, and
outdoor activity areas along with private development (Open
Space 5.3.2). In addition, the DSP provides increased
development opportunities in exchange for additional open
space (DSP Chapter 7—Incentives and Bonuses).
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Continue the existing program of monitoring and
improving Glendale’s flood control systems.

Consistent. Existing land uses within the DSP area consist
primarily of commercial development, surface parking lots, a
few vacant parcels, and multi-leveled parking structures. The
stormwater conveyance system (storm drains, catch basins
and other infrastructure) within the DSP area is considered
adequate to serve the area, as noted in Section 4.14, Utilities
and Service Systems. Implementation of current Best
Management Practices and regulations that require retention
of one-quarter inch of stormwater runoff on site would result
in a reduction in the amount of stormwater runoff from
future uses within the DSP area. According to Order No. 9808-DWQ (1999), prior to the beginning of the construction
activities, the applicant must obtain coverage under the
General Construction Permit by preparing and submitting a
Notice of Intent and the appropriate fee to the State Water
Resources Control Board; subsequently, an adequate
Stormwater Pollution Prevention Plan will be prepared. The
drainage patterns and system improvements provided by the
project are consistent with the Glendale General Plan.

Continue innovative and expanded uses
reclaimed water as an irrigation resource.

Consistent. The City of Glendale has established programs
to ensure adherence with the Water Recycling Act of
California that encourage municipal wastewater treatment
districts to implement recycling programs to reduce local
water demands. The City of Glendale currently uses
reclaimed water from the Los Angeles/Glendale Water
Reclamation Plant (LAGWRP) for non-potable uses such as
irrigation. The Plant was recently expanded and improved in
order to improve its future reliability. The City would
continue its water reclamation program. The implementation
of the DSP would not require further expansion of the Water
Reclamation Plant, as the estimated increase in population and
development activities due to the project are within the
population projections completed by SCAG and the City of
Glendale area and water usage estimates. The City requires
the use of recycled water when it can be used, rather than
using potable water. In addition, recycled water facilities are
required in new developments if recycled water will be used
in the future, whether or not the development area would
already be served by the City’s reclaimed water system.
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Continue water conservation program through
public awareness efforts and encourage use of
drought-tolerant landscaping.

Consistent: Where feasible, projects implemented through
the DSP would be designed with water efficient utilities and
landscaping methods. Glendale Municipal Code Chapter 13.36
states that programs must be implemented by the City in
order to reduce its demand for water. Some of the policies
included in the Code include the prohibited use of water for
wasteful uses such as hosing down sidewalks, walkways,
driveways, or parking areas. Residents of Glendale must repair
leaks of any sort and are prevented from using water
fountains that do not have a recirculating water system.
Where appropriate, projects could serve as public
demonstration projects highlighting water conservation
techniques and methods. Where feasible, projects
implemented through the DSP would use drought-tolerant
landscaping materials. The City of Glendale provides
incentives for residents to use drought-tolerant landscaping
materials and, in many circumstances, rebates through the
state can be received.

Adhere to the requirements of the National
Pollutant Discharge Elimination System (NPDES) to
ensure surface water quality and to minimize the
introduction of pollutants into drainage courses.

Consistent: Development projects within the DSP area
would be required by the Storm Water and Urban Runoff
Pollution Prevention Control and Standard Urban Storm
Water Mitigation Plan of the Glendale Municipal Code to
submit and then implement a Standard Urban Stormwater
Mitigation Plan (SUSMP)35 containing Best Management
Practices (BMP) design features appropriate and applicable to
the individual projects. See Stormwater Section of the EIR.

Integrate safety concerns into the management of
natural resources, including recognition of geologic
hazards and flood, fire, and tsunami risks.

Consistent: Refer to Safety Element Policies 3-1 and 4-2 for
the proposed projects consistency with flooding and wildland
fires. At this point in time, no regional subsidence has been
reported in Glendale however, the existence of alluvial
deposits underlying the Valley Plain of the DSP Area may
make the proposed project area susceptible to subsidence if
rapid groundwater withdrawal were to occur in the
underlying ground basin. The City of Glendale’s Building and
Safety Code requires identification and control of subsidence.
The proposed project would continue to follow local, state,
and Federal laws and regulation related to hazards
management and would also, continue to implement safety
programs that would reduce impacts from wildland fires,
floods, mudslides, and soil subsidence.

35

The LARWQCB approved the SUSMP that requires that new construction and development projects to implement BMP’s on March
8, 2000. In May 2000, the County of Los Angeles finalized its “Manual for the Standard Urban Storm Water Mitigation Plan,” which
details the requirements of the SUSMP. Projects that are subject to the SUSMP requirements are required to incorporate measures into
their development plans prior to the issuance of grading and building permits.
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Preserve and protect important natural stream
channels, particularly those identified as blue-line
streams by the CDFG.

Consistent. The City of Glendale is naturally drained by the
Verdugo Wash and its tributaries, which ultimately drain into
the Los Angeles River at the City’s western boundary. The
Burbank Western Channel is in the western portion of the
City and extends partially through Glendale right before it
empties into the Los Angeles River, which then drains into the
Pacific Ocean. In addition, the City of Glendale has 1-mile of
frontage that runs along the Los Angeles River that is subject
to the County of Los Angeles’ program for re-naturalizing. To
the extent feasible, the DSP would preserve and protect
important natural stream channels, particularly those
identified as blue-line streams by the CDFG and as defined in
Section 16.04.037 of the Glendale Municipal Code.

Protect
percolation
groundwater recharge.

to

Consistent. The infiltration of precipitation and other
sources of water are limited due to the high number of
impervious surfaces, such as buildings, streets, parking areas,
and sidewalks, thus precluding the DSP area from being a
source of groundwater recharge. The DSP area is not
currently being used for groundwater recharge activities and
most of the area has been developed with impervious
surfaces. The proposed project would not significantly alter
the surface hydrology or affect infiltration or groundwater
recharge. Therefore, the proposed project would be
consistent with this policy. Please refer to Section 4.7
(Hydrology and Water Quality) for a comprehensive
discussion of groundwater.

Encourage the use of naturalized channels in new
development projects.

Consistent. Development of the proposed project would
not include sites adjacent to existing naturalized channels,
however, most of the streams that run off of the San Gabriel
Mountains have been channelized through the La Canada
Valley to ensure flood-protection. Due to the fact that the
current DSP area does not contain naturalized channels and
contains building structures and parking lots, there would be
no disruption of the naturally occurring hydrologic cycle.

Recognize the importance of watersheds to
groundwater recharge and minimize impermeable
surfaces.

Consistent. The DSP area is located in the San Fernando
Basin watershed. The groundwater basins are controlled by
the decisions of the California Superior Court in the City of
Los Angeles vs. City of San Fernando, et al., and the basin
Watermaster must monitor and analyze any groundwater
extraction within the DSP area in regards to the sustainability
goal. The San Fernando Basin watershed is recharged by
percolation from rainfall, runoff from the Verdugo and Santa
Monica Mountains, water spread in the Headwork’s spreading
grounds, recharge from the Los Angeles River, and the limited
under flow from the Verdugo Basin. The DSP area would not
have a significant impact on the groundwater recharge for the
San Fernando Valley Basin.
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1-1: The City shall ensure that new buildings are
designed to address earthquake hazards and shall
promote the improvement of existing structures to
enhance their safety in the event of an earthquake.

Consistent. Please see Section 4.5 (Geology). The City of
Glendale has adopted the 2001 California Building Code
(CBC) as part of the Building and Safety Code of the City of
Glendale. Regulations designed to control excavation, grading,
and earthwork construction are included in Title 15.2,
Buildings and Construction, of the Glendale Municipal Code.
In addition, Chapter 18 of the Building and Safety Code
requires a geotechnical foundation investigation during the
project-planning phase for new construction intended for
human occupancy that the proposed project site would be
required to comply with. New buildings within the DSP area
would be designed with sound structural engineering to
ensure safety and chances of surviving if an earthquake were
to occur. The project would use soil and foundation support
parameters as well as grading requirements that would ensure
the maximum protection feasible. The proposed project is
located in an area that is seismically vulnerable for groundshaking, however, the adherence to applicable regulation and
building standards of the current CBC and the Glendale Building
Code would ensure that the proposed project would provide
an acceptable level of protection against hazards related to
seismic activity. The new structures that would be built on
the DSP area would be designed in accordance with the CBC
and the current seismic and safety design standards with
seismic resistant design. This compliance would reduce
exposure to seismic hazards. The City’s Building and Safety
Code requires that the location and type of subsurface
materials be taken into consideration when designing
foundations and structures and therefore, the risks associated
with seismically induce groundshaking would be reduced. The
DSP area is located in Seismic Zone 4 (Glendale Safety
Element—TBR, 2003); therefore, the structures would be
required to be designed according to the most stringent
standards available in accordance with applicable parameters
described in the current CBC. The proposed project would
ensure that new buildings are designed to address earthquake
hazards and promote the enhancement of safety in existing
structures. The project is not in an earthquake fault hazard
zone, nor in an area subject to liquefaction, according to the
Summary of Hazards, Map, Plate P1 of the Safety Element.

1-2: The City shall enforce the provisions of the
Alquist-Priolo Earthquake Fault Zoning Act and the
Seismic Hazards Mapping Act, with additional local
provisions.

Consistent: The DSP Area is not crossed by any fault in the
Alquist-Priolo Earthquake Fault Zone, CGS Liquefaction
Hazard Zone, or in any of the City’s Fault Hazard
Management Zones, as shown in the Summary of Hazards
Map, Plate P1, of the Safety Element, and therefore, these acts
do not apply to the proposed project site.

Safety Element
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Table 4.8-2

City of Glendale General Plan Consistency Analysis—Proposed
Project
Policy

Consistency of Downtown Specific Plan Project with Policy

1-3: The City shall ensure to the fullest extent
possible that, in the event of a major earthquake,
essential structures and facilities will remain safe and
operational. Essential facilities include hospitals,
police stations, fire stations, emergency operation
centers, communication centers, generators and
substations, reservoirs and “lifeline” infrastructure.

Consistent: If feasible, essential structures and facilities
would be engineered and constructed in a manner that would
keep people and the structures safe and operational. To the
highest extent possible, infrastructure would be built in the
least potentially damaging seismic vibration atmosphere
possible and built with seismic resistant design.

1-4: The City shall ensure that current seismic and
geologic knowledge and state-certified professional
review are incorporated into the design, planning,
and construction stages of a project, and that sitespecific data are applied to each project.

Consistent: The City would use competent and educated
staff and consultants experienced in all aspects of geological
factors affecting infrastructure and would ensure compliance
through the normal development review process. The site of
the proposed project is nearly flat and would not require any
substantial grading. The City has provided an estimated
horizontal peak ground accelerations and seismic intensities in
the Glendale Area (Table 4.5-1) which is available to the
public.

1-5: The City shall ensure that all residents and
business owners in the city have access to
information regarding seismic and geologic hazards.

Consistent: The City has published the Safety Element,
including its various maps, to the Internet, and the document
is available in the Planning office. .

2-1: The City shall avoid development in areas of
known slope instability or high landslide risk when
possible, and will encourage that the developments
on sloping ground use designs and construction
techniques appropriate for those areas.

Consistent: The DSP area has a near level to gently sloping
alluvial land surface located at the base of the Valley Plain
Mountains. The proposed project would be located in an area
that slopes at less than 2 percent. The land consists of
Holocene and Pleistocene alluvium consisting of silt, sand,
clay, and gravel, according to the Geological Map Plate 2-1
and the Engineering Geological Map Plate 2-3, of the Technical
Report to the Safety Element. . There have been no mapped
landslides near the proposed project site, according to the
Seismic Hazards Map, Plate 1-3, of the Technical Background
Report of the Safety Element. Land sliding and slope instability
are not geologic hazards or concerns. The proposed project
would comply with requirements of the California Building
Code, which would ensure that the proper and necessary
steps for a safe construction are completed.

3-1: The City shall investigate the potential for
future flooding in the area and will encourage the
adoption of flood-control measures in low-lying
areas of alluvial fans, along major channels, and
down gradient of large reservoirs and water tanks.

Consistent: The DSP area does not currently have a flood
hazard existing on or near the proposed project site.
According to the City of Glendale Safety Element and FEMA
Flood Hazard Maps, no portion of the DSP area is located in
an inundation zone or within a 100-year or 500-year
floodplain. The City of Glendale has several debris basins that
have been established for flood protection purposes and the
majority of the streams that run off the San Gabriel Mountains
have been channelized through the La Canada Valley for flood
protection purposes as well. The proposed project would be
required to meet the requirements of the NPDES permitting
and implementation program.
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Table 4.8-2

City of Glendale General Plan Consistency Analysis—Proposed
Project
Policy

Consistency of Downtown Specific Plan Project with Policy

4-1: The City shall ensure to the extent possible
that fire services, such as fire equipment,
infrastructure, and response times, are adequate for
all sections of the City.

Consistent. The proposed project would not interfere with
the implementation of emergency response of fire services in
any way. All access to roads in close proximity to the
proposed project would comply with required street widths
as determined in the City’s building code and Uniform Fire
Code. A site-specific fire response plan would be developed
on a project-by-project basis. Adequate fire flows would be
provided through the existing and proposed water
infrastructure in accordance with the minimum fire flow
pressure requirements established in the Glendale Municipal
Code and California Fire Code. The required number and
design of safety features and access points, as stated in the
Glendale Municipal Code, will be implemented as to maintain
an acceptable response time for emergency services to the
project site. The City uses the Verdugo Fire system, which
has units from the Cities of Burbank, Glendale, and Pasadena,
that can be readily dispatched when needed. The City of
Glendale has an adopted emergency response plan for
Downtown Glendale. The emergency access is primarily by
SR-134 Freeway and adjacent to I-5 and SR-2 Freeways. These
three freeways provide north to south and east to west travel
routes that would be used to move large numbers of people
from the Specific Plan area during an emergency. Access to
these freeways is via Colorado Street and Verdugo Road,
among others. Though impacts to fire services are identified
as significant and unavoidable in this EIR, a statement of
overriding consideration would recognize project specific
mitigation measures (fire facility fees) for all development
under the DSP to ensure that the GFDs current
service/workload is maintained at its current level.
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City of Glendale General Plan Consistency Analysis—Proposed
Project
Policy

Consistency of Downtown Specific Plan Project with Policy

4-2: The City shall require that all new development
in areas with a high fire hazard incorporate fire
resistant landscaping and other fire hazard
reduction techniques into the project design in
order to reduce the fire hazard.

Consistent. The DSP is not located in a high fire hazard area,
according to the Summary of Hazards Map (II), Plate P-2, of
the Safety Element. When feasible, the DSP area will
incorporate fire-resistant landscaping and other fire hazard
reduction techniques to reduce the risk of fire hazards. The
proposed project would comply with all regulations of the
California Health and Safety Code Sections 13000 et seq.,
which govern use of mechanical equipment and other
materials in conjunction with areas of fire hazard. The
proposed project would also meet all requirements of the
Glendale Fire Department pertaining to fire hazard reduction
techniques, such as the provision of state mandated smoke
alarms, fire extinguishers, appropriate building access,
emergency response notification systems, fire flows, and
hydrant pressure and spacing. The proposed project would
meet all applicable local and state regulatory standards for
adequate emergency access. All retail and commercial
businesses located within the DSP area will be required to
comply with the Cal-OSHA requirements, the Hazardous
Materials Management Act (HMMA), the Los Angeles County
Hazardous Waste Management Plan, and the Glendale
Hazardous Waste Management Plan regarding the generation,
transportation, and storage of hazardous materials.

5-1: The City shall strive to reduce the potential for
residents, workers, and visitors to Glendale to
being exposed to hazardous materials and wastes.

Consistent. Hazardous materials and wastes would be
handled, transported, and stored in the manner required by
applicable federal, state or local law. Strict enforcement of
safety procedures related to hazardous materials and wastes
would be followed. The proposed project would comply with
Cal-OSHA requirements, the HMMA, and other state and
local requirements that pertain to the handling, transporting,
and storing of hazardous materials. Compliance with existing
hazard regulations would ensure that the proposed project
would not conflict with the City goals and policies. The
Certified Unified Program Agency (CUPA) implements the
federal and state laws and regulations pertaining to hazardous
materials and their management. Please refer to Section 4.6
(Hazards and Hazardous Materials) for further discussion of
hazardous materials transport, handling, storage, and disposal.
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City of Glendale General Plan Consistency Analysis—Proposed
Project
Policy

Consistency of Downtown Specific Plan Project with Policy

Goal 6.0 Increase the City’s capability to effectively
respond to acts of terrorism or civil disturbance,
and to reduce criminal activity.

Consistent. The proposed project would not interfere with
existing or planned programs due to increased population due
to the fact that any increase in population would be
sufficiently served by existing police and emergency services,
as set forth in the Public Service Section. The addition of
residents due to the project development would not
substantially affect the level of police and fire protection and
services. Glendale’s crime rate is the lowest amongst cities
with a population of over 200,000 and is not considered to be
a high crime area. Though impacts to police services are
identified as significant and unavoidable in this EIR, a statement
of overriding consideration would recognize project specific
mitigation measures (police facility fees) for all development
under the DSP would ensure that the GPDs current
service/workload is maintained at its current level.

Flooding Hazards aspect of the Safety Element
Program 3-1.3: The City shall evaluate the potential
impacts to the flood control system during the
environmental review process for new buildings or
building additions. Hydrological studies to assess the
impacts shall be required if determined necessary by
the City. Potential impacts shall be fully mitigated.

Consistent. The proposed project would have no significant
impacts on the City’s flood control system, as noted in
Section 4.7 (Hydrology and Water Quality). Any individual
projects implemented through the DSP would be required to
follow all federal, state and local regulations regarding flood
hazards to minimize any potential impacts.

Program 3-1.4: The City shall maintain City-owned
storm drain facilities to prevent the accumulation of
debris or other obstructions that would hamper the
effectiveness of the system on rainy days.

Consistent: The DSP area is fully developed with existing
stormwater conveyance systems. Implementation of the
proposed project would likely reduce the amount of
impervious surfaces because of increased open space and
landscaping requirements compared to earlier standards,
thereby reducing the possibility of significant impacts to the
City’s storm drain systems.
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City of Glendale General Plan Consistency Analysis—Proposed
Project
Policy

Consistency of Downtown Specific Plan Project with Policy

Provide for the reduction of noise where the noise
environment is unacceptable, and protect and
maintain those areas having acceptable noise
environments.

Consistent. Development and operations in the DSP would
comply with the City of Glendale’s Noise Ordinance, Chapter
8.36 of the Municipal Code, which specifies noise standards
for amplified noise sources, specific noise restrictions, and
exemptions and variances for sources of noise within the City.
Implementation of the DSP would increase noise levels during
construction. Construction would only occur during specified
times permitted in the Noise Ordinance and Section 8.36.080
of the Municipal Code, which currently allows construction
noise in excess of standards to occur between the hours of
7:00 A.M. and 7:00 P.M. Monday through Saturday, excluding
Sundays and holidays. Allowable hours of construction activity
are proposed to change in the soon to be adopted update to
the Noise Element. Construction hours on Saturdays are
proposed to be restricted to 9:00 A.M. to 5:00 P.M. The
proposed Noise Element Update also specifies that mixed-use
development incorporating residences will be required to
achieve a 30 CNEL reduction from outdoor to indoor noise
level in order to ensure that residence in mixed-use projects
are protected from noise impacts over the life of the project.
The DSP will comply with any revised provisions of the Noise
Ordinance. Since construction activities would only be
allowed during this time period, the proposed project would
not violate the established construction standards. Noise
levels diminish rapidly with distance at a rate of about 6dVBA
dBA per doubling distance. Noises experienced by sensitive
uses would vary within the DSP area.

Noise Element

Historic Preservation Element
1-1: Encourage support for the importance of
history and historic preservation.
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Consistent. The DSP’s purpose includes the preservation
and enhancement of the distinctive character of Glendale’s
downtown buildings, streets and views (Plan Purpose 1.1.8).
To that end, according to the Urban Design Policies, existing
buildings that reflect the spirit and historic significance of
Glendale’s past should be retrofitted and rehabilitated. The
proposed project would work with the historic preservation
program that the City of Glendale has established, according
to the provisions of the National Historic Preservation Act of
1966 (NHPA), as amended, and the California Register of
Historical Resources, in order to identify resources that have
been
deemed
worthy
of
preservation.
Under
Section 15.20.010 of the Glendale Municipal Code, the
proposed project would be required work in accordance with
the City’s goal to encourage public understanding and
involvement in the unique architectural and environmental
heritage of the City, promote the conservation, preservation,
protection and enhancement of historic resources, historic
districts, potential historic resources and districts.
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Table 4.8-2

City of Glendale General Plan Consistency Analysis—Proposed
Project
Policy

Consistency of Downtown Specific Plan Project with Policy

1-2: Recognize archaeological and historic resources
as links to community identity.

Consistent. According to the City of Glendale Municipal
Code Title 30.25, historic and archaeological resources are
recognized as links to community identity. The DSP would
comply with the provisions of the Glendale Municipal Code.

1-3: Encourage the protection and preservation of
archaeological sites and cooperate with institutions
of higher learning and interested organizations to
record, preserve, or excavate sites.

Consistent: The proposed DSP area does not contain any
known archaeological resources. In addition, the DSP area has
been subject to extensive excavation from previous
development that may have adversely altered any possible
archaeological resources that may have existed. Mitigation
measures are included in this EIR to reduce any potential
impact to unknown archaeological resources to less than
significant.

1-5: Temporarily suspend construction work when
archaeological sites are discovered; establish
procedures which allow for the timely investigation
and/or excavation of such sites by qualified
professionals as may be appropriate.

Consistent. In order to reduce the potential significant
would implement mitigation measure MM 4.4-1, which states
that in the event of a discovery, all subsurface activities would
be halted within a 200-meter radius until the possible find is
identified by a registered archaeologist.

1-6: Discourage demolition of historic resources.

Consistent. There are seventy-five properties in the DSP
area that contain known historical resources or potential
historic properties subject to future intensive-level survey
listed or eligible for listing on the National Register of Historic
Places, California Register of Historical Resources and the
Glendale Register of Historic Resources, and are listed in
Table 4.4-2 (Historical Resources Identified in the DSP Area).
The historical resources within the DSP area have been
surveyed at the reconnaissance level. Those resources
proposed to be demolished or altered in any adverse manor
will be evaluated and analyzed on a case-by-case basis.
Mitigation measures MM 4.4-4 (a)–(f) would address potential
impacts to historical resources to the maximum extent
feasible. In addition, the DSP encourages the retrofitting of
existing buildings, especially historic structures (DSP Urban
Design Policy 4.3.1) and provides height and density incentives
for development including the preservation of historic
properties. The proposed project would be consistent with
this policy.

1-7: Encourage the preservation and maintenance of
historic landscaped areas.

Consistent. The proposed project would be implemented in
accordance with mitigation measures MM 4.4-4(a)–(f) as
stated in Policy 1-6. When feasible, the proposed project
would encourage the preservation and maintenance of
historic landscaped areas.
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City of Glendale General Plan Consistency Analysis—Proposed
Project
Policy

Consistency of Downtown Specific Plan Project with Policy

1-8: Encourage the preservation of individual
historic resources and historic thematic and historic
geographic districts.

Consistent. The DSP area would comply with applicable
federal, State, and local laws. The City of Glendale Historic
Resources Procedures will be implemented. The proposed
project encourages preservation of historic properties;
however, individual project implementation may potentially
destroy historical resources. , Implementation of mitigation
measures MM 4.4-4(a)–(d) could reduce significant impacts to
historic resources to the maximum extent feasible. In
addition, the DSP encourages the retrofitting of existing
buildings, especially historic structures (DSP Urban Design
Policy 4.3.1) and provides height and density incentives for
development including the preservation of historic properties.
The proposed project would be consistent with this policy.

1-9: Support the creation of historic districts of
representative land use types such as residential,
commercial, and industrial.

Consistent. The creation of historic districts is set by the
provisions of Glendale Municipal Code Title 30.25, which
states that a historic district is defined as a “geographically
definable area possessing a concentration, linkage or
continuity, constituting of properties. Properties must
contribute to each other and be unified aesthetically by plan
or historical physical redevelopment.” The proposed DSP will
not affect any of the Code-prescribed procedures for
designating historic districts.

1-10: Support the preservation and maintenance of
historic street furniture including streetlights.

Consistent. The proposed project will support the
preservation and maintenance of historic street furniture,
including streetlights, when feasible; however, the resources
identified in Table 4.4-3 in Section 4.3 (Cultural Resources)
may be demolished or materially altered in an adverse manner
by specific development projects and could result in a
significant impact, which will be determined in a project-level
analysis. On a program level, the proposed project is
consistent with this policy, as the DSP provides policies to
preserve architectural and historic resources, including
furniture and other street appointments.

1-11: Ensure protection of historic resources
through enforcement of existing codes.

Consistent. Chapter 15.22 of the Glendale Municipal Code
establishes the City’s discretionary review and approval
process for demolition of any structure to protect against the
inadvertent destruction of structures of historic, architectural
or cultural importance. The proposed project will comply
with existing codes to ensure protection of historic
resources.
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City of Glendale General Plan Consistency Analysis—Proposed
Project
Policy

Consistency of Downtown Specific Plan Project with Policy

2-2: Survey all potential historic resources in
Glendale.

Consistent. In January 2006, a reconnaissance-level historical
resource survey of the project area was completed in
accordance with the established professional standards and
practices, as prescribed in National Register Bulletin
24-Guidelines for Local Surveys: A Basis for Preservation
Planning and the Secretary of the Interior’s Standard and
Guidelines for Identification (48 FR 44720-23) and “Recording
Historical Resources” which was prepared by the State Office
of Historic Preservation in March 1995. The project area
information was collected on a parcel-by-parcel basis for each
building or structure that was determined to be 45 years of
age or older. Resources that were known to have an
overriding architectural and/or historical significance and were
less than 45 years of age were also recorded. The guidelines
for historical significance were established by using the criteria
from the National Register of Historical Places. The
evaluations were recorded according to the “California
Historical Resource Status Codes.” There are 74 properties
in the DSP area that contain historical resources listed or
formerly determined eligible or potentially eligible, pending
future intensive level surveying. These resources proposed to
be demolished or altered in an adverse manor will be
evaluated and analyzed on a case-by-case basis through an
intensive level survey.

2-3: Whenever indicated by research and
authorized by the property owner, list significant
historic resources in the Glendale Register of
Historic Resources.

Consistent. Significant historic resources in the Glendale
Register of Historic Resources will be listed when authorized
by the property owner. Therefore, the project would be in
accordance with this policy.

2-6: Provide historic preservation incentives for
resource protection and continue to add more
incentives as opportunities arise.

Consistent. Section 15.20.070 of the Glendale Municipal
Code provides incentives for preservation of historic
resources, including a property tax incentive program and
historical property contracts, reduction in required parking
for new uses in designated historic. The DSP includes
Policy 4.1.3 that would encourage retrofit and rehabilitation of
existing buildings that reflect the spirit and historic significance
of Glendale’s past and ensure that these buildings will have
their place in the expressed design guidelines for new
development. The DSP encourages historic preservation by
providing bonuses for the preservation of significant
structures in accordance with the Secretary of Interiors
Standards for Preservation (Incentives & Bonuses 7.2.3—
Historic Preservation)
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City of Glendale General Plan Consistency Analysis—Proposed
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Consistency of Downtown Specific Plan Project with Policy

2-16: Establish a program which will preserve
portions of historic resources, including façade
features at their original sites.

Consistent. As mentioned above, the proposed project
would comply with applicable federal, state, and local laws as
well as follow the City of Glendale’s Historic Resources
Procedures. When feasible, the City of Glendale has
established an historic preservation program that would
preserve portions of historic resources, including façade
features at their original site. According to Section 15.20.010
of the Glendale Municipal Code, when feasible the DSP would
be required to safeguard the heritage of the City by
preserving resources that reflect elements of the City’s
history and deter the demolition, misuse or neglect of historic
resources. The Glendale Register of Historical Resources is
the official list of designated historical resources in the City.
The project could potentially adversely impact historical
resources; however, implementation of mitigation measures
MM 4.4-4(a)–(d) would reduce the impacts to the maximum
extent feasible. These mitigation measures include that new
development located near historic or architectural resources
must be compatible in size, scale, materials, fenestration and
massing, historic street lamps should be repaired and reused
whenever feasible, and meet the U.S. Secretary of the
Interior’s Standards for Rehabilitation, and intensive-level
surveys with appropriate mitigation measures for those
properties determined to be potentially historic by the
reconnaissance survey shall be implemented. Further, the DSP
would provide bonuses for the preservation of significant
structures in accordance with the Secretary of Interiors
Standards for Preservation (Incentives & Bonuses 7.2.3—
Historic Preservation).

2-17: Reuse existing historic architectural elements
in new construction when preservation of historic
resources is not feasible.

Consistent. When feasible, the proposed project would
reuse existing historic architectural elements in new
construction when preservation of the historic resource is
not feasible. According to mitigation measure MM 4.4-4(b),
historic street lamps (if any) should be repaired and reused
rather than replaced by contemporary fixtures for streetscape
improvements.

2-18: Support the preservation of street furniture in
its original location.

Consistent. According to Table 4.4-2 (Historical Resources
Identified in the Downtown Specific Plan Area), no historic
street furniture has been identified in the DSP area.

2-27: Discourage relocation of historic resources.

Consistent: The project and individual projects consistent
with the DSP would comply with all mitigation measures and,
when feasible, the proposed project would discourage the
relocation of historic resources in favor of preserving them in
their original location.

2-28: Establish a program which will allow the
relocation of historic resources within the City
when onsite retention is not feasible.

Consistent. The individual projects in the DSP area, on sites
with potentially historic buildings, will undergo intensive level
surveys which will examine the appropriateness of relocation
to mitigate any possible impacts to cultural resources.
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Consistency of Downtown Specific Plan Project with Policy

2-33: Encourage sensitivity to Native American
concerns
and
values
involving
aboriginal
archaeological sites; consult with representative
Native American groups when prehistoric
archaeological sites are discovered.

Consistent. The proposed project would comply with
California Public Resources Code Section 15064.5(e), which
addresses the disposition of Native American burials in
archaeological sites and protects Native American remains
from disturbance, vandalism, or inadvertent destruction. The
project would follow the established procedures in the event
that Native American skeletal remains are discovered during
construction of a project and establishes the Native American
Heritage Commission as the entity responsible to resolve
disputes regarding the disposition of such remains.

Municipal Code Consistency Analysis with Proposed Project: Under the DSP, residential mixed-use
development and high-rise residential development would occur throughout the DSP area. The DSP area
has been primarily a business commercial district. Presently there are four different commercial zones
located within the DSP area: the Central Business District (CBD) Zone, the Commercial Service (C3) Zone,
Community Commercial (C2) Zone, and the Commercial General Restricted (CGR). In addition to the
four commercial zones, there are two mixed-use zones within the DSP area that allow for commercial
development: Residential Mixed Use (RMU) Zone and Commercial Mixed-Use (CMU) Zone. The
proposed project includes a zone change to allow for the mixed-use development that includes residential,
commercial, retail, office, and tourism. The proposed land uses for the DSP area are shown in Figure 3-5
(Proposed DSP Districts/Land Use Designations). Issues that are not specifically discussed in the DSP shall
be subject to the Zoning Code as well as the Municipal Code.
The portion of the DSP located along Glenoaks Boulevard would be rezoned as C2 under the proposed
DSP. With adoption of the zone change, the proposed project would be consistent with the Glendale
Municipal Code.
Consistency with Redevelopment Plan for the Central Glendale Redevelopment Project: The Central
Glendale Redevelopment Project Area is generally bounded by Colorado Street to the south, Glenoaks
Boulevard to the north, Central Avenue and Columbus on the western periphery and Louise Street and
Maryland Avenue on the east. The Redevelopment Project Area is bisected by Brand Boulevard, one of the
community's major thoroughfares, and the Ventura Freeway (SR-134).
The following objectives contained in the Redevelopment Plan are considered relevant to the proposed
project. Each applicable objective is listed below in bold followed by a discussion of the consistency of the
project with these objectives.
Goal: Eliminate and prevent the spread of blight and deterioration in the project area

Analysis: The DSP would support the primary Redevelopment Plan objective of eliminating conditions of
blight and deterioration in the Redevelopment Project Area by revitalizing a series of vacant and
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underutilized properties and providing for upgraded services and infrastructure. The project will create a
mix of commercial, office, and residential uses in the DSP area, resulting in an increased permanent
residential population in downtown. The intention of the DSP is to provide mixed-use residential and
commercial communities. This development would occur on sites that are vacant or underutilized within
the DSP area. A general purpose of the proposed mixed-use communities would be to enhance the
efficiency and daily activity within the DSP area by providing residents and visitors with commercial and
recreational needs in close proximity to their homes. As such, the DSP is consistent with the City’s
Redevelopment Plan in that it seeks to reduce the potential for blight and economic decay by enhancing the
efficiency and accessibility of uses within the DSP area. To meet this objective, the Agency will implement a
number of actions listed in the Redevelopment Plan to assist in implementing the project. Developers will
have the potential opportunity to work with the Redevelopment Agency to assist with land assembly and
development.
Goal: Recognize and preserve where possible the characteristics of the unique districts,
neighborhoods, and structures within the greater downtown area

Analysis: The DSP will further this goal by preserving the unique districts in the DSP area, such as the Alex
Theater and Gateway Districts. The scale and massing of the proposed buildings will be compatible with the
existing structures in the districts identified in the DSP. The proposed project would serve to integrate
commercial and residential uses to a greater extent than currently exists within the City. This would
reinforce the City’s identity as an urban environment and create identifiable residential
community/communities within the downtown area. The proposed project would comply with applicable
federal, state, and local laws as well as follow the City of Glendale’s Historic Resources Procedures. The
City of Glendale has established a historic preservation program that would preserve portions of historic
resources, including façade features at their original site. The project does not conflict with this goal.
Goal: Create a downtown area that is a pedestrian-oriented environment

Analysis: The DSP would establish new development in a manner that would enhance pedestrian activity by
improving the physical characteristics of the streets as well as providing a comfortable environment. The
urban design would contribute to the pedestrian-friendliness of downtown as well as maximizing the use of
downtown transportation systems for pedestrians and other users. Wider sidewalks, streetscapes, and
ground floor uses for shopping streets and pedestrian streets would be developed to afford a comfortable
experience for visitors. Incentive density bonuses to projects have been established in order to contribute to
the network of open spaces. The DSP area includes existing parks as well as provisions for the development
of an s urban park and the redevelopment of the Orange Street area. In addition, the development includes
small urban plazas, the upgrading of alleys as paseos, and the dedication of certain portions of the wide
sidewalks for social and recreational uses. During special events, streets will be closed. The project would
cluster housing and employment around shared parking, bus stops, and connected pedestrian streets
whenever feasible in order to provide ease of use for pedestrians. Pedestrian crosswalks would be provided
at all intersections and additional improvements for safety in key locations are a possibility. Downtown
streets would be improved to include tree-lined open spaces. The DSP would provide streetscape and
pedestrian improvements. The proposed project implements this goal.
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Goal: Create a special identity and central gathering place for Glendale’s downtown

Analysis: The proposed project would serve to integrate commercial and residential uses to a greater extent
than currently exists within the City. This would reinforce the City’s identity as an urban environment and
create identifiable residential community/communities within the downtown area. Implementation of the
proposed project would also provide for improvements in downtown and the expansion of public open
space. New open spaces would be provided, including paseos and open urban plazas where people can
gather. As discussed in the land use, housing, and recreation elements, existing residential zoning standards
will be reviewed and amended to require adequate on-site open space and recreational amenities in new
developments. Additional open spaces and recreational amenities will be developed in order to avoid or
minimize any adverse impact. The proposed project implements this goal.
Objective: Maintain a high quality of life by creating healthy neighborhoods in the greater downtown
area and a vital downtown commercial district

Analysis: As noted above, the proposed project would serve to integrate commercial and residential uses to a
greater extent than currently exists within the City. This would reinforce the City’s identity as an urban
environment and create identifiable residential community/communities within the downtown area. The
DSP proposes development of mixed uses (residential, commercial, and office) that will attract a wide range
of activities to maintain a dynamic atmosphere and provide incentives for a wide range of downtown housing
types. The residential units will consist of variety of market-rate, affordable, and senior housing. The DSP
will redevelop underutilized and vacant parcels within the DSP area and promote a more vital downtown.
By creating mixed-use communities within the downtown area, the DSP will provide a livable community
within its planning area by allowing the development of commercial businesses and other land uses tailored
to daily residential needs, including nighttime entertainment uses.
Objective: Recognize and enhance the character and role of major downtown streets
Objective: Recognize Brand Boulevard above Colorado Street as a regionally significant signature
street with three distinct districts

Analysis: The DSP furthers these two objectives by recognizing the important role of the major streets in the
DSP area, Brand Boulevard, Colorado Street, Orange Street, and Central Avenue. The design guidelines in
each district will enhance the character and role of these major thoroughfares by promoting the visual
identity of the downtown through the DSP’s urban design guidelines. Currently underutilized or vacant
parcels, which detract from the downtown’s visual character, will be redeveloped with structures
architecturally consistent with adjacent uses. The DSP incorporates design guidelines that recognize the
importance of Brand Boulevard. Therefore, the project does not conflict with these goals, and in fact,
implements these goals.
The land uses described under the DSP are consistent with the Redevelopment Plan. To that effect, the
proposed open space in the Town Center District has been considered during the planning of open
space/recreational opportunities within the DSP. The neighborhoods outlined under the Redevelopment
Plan loosely conform to the types of uses and neighborhoods identified under the DSP and none of the uses
proposed as part of the Redevelopment Plan conflicts with the prescribed uses of the DSP in those areas.
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Consistency with Greater Downtown Strategic Plan: In 1996, the City of Glendale and Glendale
Redevelopment Agency prepared the Greater Downtown Strategic Plan (GDSP), which is a non-legally
binding, vision document. The general goal of the GDSP is to focus attention on the stabilization and future
direction of the City’s Greater Downtown Area (GDA).
The vision of the GDSP, expressed through its goals and principles, are relevant to the creation of the
Glendale Downtown Specific Plan. A key theme of the GDSP is synergy between public and private efforts.
The GDSP provides that the “fun and excitement of Glendale’s downtown area will be enhanced with new
retail, recreation, cultural arts, and entertainment opportunities.” Broadly stated, the goals of the GDSP are
for a mixture of uses and activities, open space and buildings, which will create a unique and vital urban
place.
Specifically, the DSP accomplishes the following goals and principles of the GDSP:







To balance public and private land uses and facilitate a synergy between them
To create a downtown area that is a pedestrian-oriented environment
To create a special identity and central gathering place for Glendale’s downtown
To significantly increase the amount of public open space and developed parkland in the downtown
and surrounding residential neighborhoods
The character and role of major downtown streets should be recognized and enhanced
Brand Boulevard above Colorado Street will be recognized as a regionally significant signature street
with three distinct districts

The DSP realizes the vision of the GDSP by encouraging integrated uses such as office, entertainment, open
space, and housing and by enhancing and improving opportunities for pedestrian-oriented streetscapes and
improved use of existing local and regional transportation opportunities.
Consistency with South Brand Boulevard Specific Plan: A small portion of the DSP is located within the
South Brand Boulevard Specific Plan (SBBSP) area that includes a two-block area south of Colorado Street,
north of Elk Avenue between Central Avenue and Louise Street. This area is located in the Transitional
District (Area B, South Colorado) of the DSP. The SBBSP is designated to concentrate automobile
dealership and auto-related uses along Brand Boulevard, and permit other commercial development such as
office and retail uses in specific areas, while preserving existing residential neighborhoods within the plan
area. Uses planned for this area under the DSP include mid-rise (four to six stories), mixed uses, which
would be compatible with the automobile dealerships that exist in this district. The following policies are
contained within the SBBSP that are applicable to the proposed project:





Increase the opportunity for automobile dealerships to expand and maintain their economic vitality
through flexible zoning that permits auto, retail, commercial office uses or a combination of
auto/office or auto/retail development
Provide for commercial uses that will serve the daily living needs of the residents of the plan area and
adjacent neighborhoods
Expand neighborhood commercial and specialized commercial uses in the plan area to serve business
and residential users of the area
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Establish development standards to provide appropriate buffers between conflicting land uses, set
back, and site development
Establish definitive boundaries between commercial and residential uses
Restrict development of non auto-related and non-neighborhood retail commercial uses
Provide for efficient and adequate parking facilities for all commercial uses
Revitalize the appearance and economic health of the plan area
Preserve and enhance the character and identity of the existing residential neighborhoods
Reduce visual and functional conflicts resulting from the juxtaposition of incompatible land uses
Provide for open space, greenbelts, and parks within the plan area

Analysis: The DSP would help revitalize that portion of the SBBSP area contained within the DSP area by
providing for new mixed uses, and implementing design guidelines and architectural standards that would
be complementary to the existing uses in this area. The flexible mixed-use zoning of the DSP would meet
the objective of the SBBSP and would provide commercial uses that would serve the neighborhoods adjacent
to the DSP, as well as those new residences within the DSP area. Setbacks and buffers, both architectural
and landscape, are included in the DSP to ensure maximum compatibility between new uses and existing
adjacent residential neighborhoods. Transitional districts are identified to provide a “step down” in building
height to promote maximum compatibility. Extensive landscaping and open spaces are included in the DSP
that will further meet the objectives of the SBBSP. Therefore, the DSP would be consistent with the land
uses allowed by the South Brand Boulevard Specific Plan.
Consistency with Town Center Specific Plan: The goals and policies of the Town Center Specific Plan are
consistent with those of the DSP, which includes the integration of residential uses into downtown and
contributing to a greater identity within the DSP area. Further, the DSP identifies the Town Center Specific
Plan area and expressly states that the Town Center Specific plan controls over the DSP where
inconsistencies occur, and, further, does not attempt to alter the types or densities of the preferred uses
within the Town Center Specific Plan area.
Proposed General Plan Amendments

The Glendale Downtown Specific Plan is accompanied by a number of General Plan amendments. The
following changes in General Plan text are proposed. All changes are noted in strikeout for deleted text and
double underline for proposed new text.
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PROPOSED GENERAL PLAN AMENDMENTS
Circulation Element
Section 2.2 Implementation—Street Improvements. The third bullet shall be
amended to read as follows:

The design standards and cross-sections in Section 2-3 are the minimum acceptable design standards for new
public streets dedicated to the City and for new private streets. Street improvements and dedications on
existing streets as part of new development shall also be consistent with the standards in these exhibits,
unless detailed differently in the Master Plan of Street or found by the City Engineer to be infeasible. In the
area covered by the Downtown Specific Plan, the design standards and cross-sections in Section 2-3 may be
modified to accomplish the mobility goals of the DSP.
Section 2.2 Implementation—Land Use. The first bullet shall be amended to read as
follows:

The City shall evaluate zoning in the commercial and industrial areas of the City and establish floor area
ratios based on the availability of existing or proposed street capacity to accommodate future growth. The
standards for determining floor area ratios need to be correlated with intersection capacity. A minimum
desired level of service is “D” during afternoon peak hours, except at intersections along major arterials,
where a minimum desired level of service is “E”. Alternate levels of service may be acceptable in the areas
covered by the Downtown Specific Plan.
Section 3.1 Land Use, Population and Employment—Major Regional Projects—
Greater Downtown Strategic Plan is amended as follows:

Greater Downtown Strategic Plan Downtown Specific Plan
In 1996 2006, the City approved the Glendale Greater Downtown Specific Strategic Plan to provide
direction for growth and revitalization of the downtown area. The City Council certified the Environmental
Impact Report for a specific development scenario for the greater downtown area and approved an
implementation program under this scenario. The EIR analyzes impacts resulting from those developments
that can reasonably be expected in the next 15 years under ideal market conditions by the year 2030. The
development project in the EIR included approximately 3,980 new dwelling units and 3.5 million
1.7 million sf of commercial space (retail, office, hotel, theater) and approximately 380 housing units,
primarily within the boundary of the current Redevelopment Project Area. According to the EIR,
approximately 10,038 3,390 new jobs could be added due to development under the plan.
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Housing Element
Section 5-1

Starting on page 5-1
5.1 LAND INVENTORY
This section evaluates the potential for additional residential development which could occur under
the City's current General Plan and zoning, and in specific areas. Generally, the emphasis for potential
residential growth has shifted from vacant and underutilized land to specified areas along major
transportation corridors with commercial services, with the capacity for higher densities. This is
evidenced by the adoption of the City's Mixed Use Zoning programs, which were implemented by
zoning amendments for the San Fernando Road Corridor Redevelopment Project Area, and the East
Broadway Project Area. The Downtown Specific Plan also promotes a shift in development towards
downtown sites. The availability of public services and facilities to accommodate potential residential
growth is also evaluated.
RESIDENTIAL DEVELOPMENT CAPACITY
Exhibit 5-1 provides a breakdown of the number and type of additional residential dwelling units that
could be constructed on residentially zoned properties in Glendale under the current General Plan.
These figures were derived from two primary sources: the City's Geographic Information System
(GIS), and a study prepared in 1993 in accordance with existing zoning provisions regarding hillside
development, and were amended to reflect the changes in zoning acreages for those categories
affected by the recent Parks rezoning in 2005 Lot characteristics from the GIS are based on data from
the Los Angeles County Assessor's Office as well as a land use analysis prepared by the City.
For the purposes of this analysis, only land with development potential was evaluated. Development
potential was defined as either vacant land or underdeveloped land. Vacant single family lots in the R1
(Low Density Residential) zone were identified by the GIS. The 1993 study mentioned above
identified vacant lots in the R1R (Restricted Residential) zone and estimated the development
potential of vacant, unsubdivided hillside properties in the ROS (Residential Open Space) zone. In the
multi-family zones, the GIS was used to identify both vacant and underdeveloped lots. Only vacant
lots of at least 5,000 square feet of land area were considered to have development potential.
Underdeveloped land included lots with one or more units, with at least 6,600 square feet of lot area
in R-1650, R-2250, and R-3050 zones, or 5,000 square feet of lot area in the R-1250 zone, and
where the existing number of units on each lot was between 40 and 60 percent of the maximum
number that could be built. The GIS is able to calculate this on a lot by lot basis. The formula is
Number of Existing Units/(Area of the Lot/Allowable Density for Each Lot)=40 percent, or 60
percent. These calculations gave a high and low estimate for the development potential of each
multifamily zone and were adjusted proportionally for the revised acreages from the recent parks
rezoning in 2005. Based on these factors, and based on a feasible level of development, there is
enough vacant and underdeveloped land in the City to support between 6,400 and 7,740 6,290 and
7,630 additional dwelling units.
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Exhibit 5-1

Development Potential of Vacant/Underdeveloped ResidentiallyZoned Properties
Total
Acreage

Developable
Acreage

Vacant Land
Potential (Dwelling
Units)

Underdeveloped Land
Potential (Dwelling Units)

Total
Development
(Dwelling Units)

ROS—Residential
Open
Space(hillside
zone)

920

920

460–640

—

460–640

R1R—Low
Density Residential
(hillside)

2,81920

360

1,060–1,510

—

1,060–1,510

R1—Low Density
Residential

2,723

49

40-100

—

40–100

R-3050—
Moderate Density
Residential

350

32-80

30

270–600

3060–630

R-2250—Medium
Density Residential

7270

132-167
129-164

120

1,5640–1,6310

1,6760–1,7430

R-1650—MediumHigh Density
Residential

299
297

66-86
63-83

90

1,110-1,190
1,070–1,150

1,220-1,300
1,160–1,240

R-1250—High
Density Residential

237
233

69-85
65-81

210

1,470-1,640
1,400–1,570

1,680-1,850
1,610–1,780

4,390-5,040
4,280–4,930

6,400-7,740
6,350–7,630

Zoning Category

Total

8,069
8,063

1,624 –
1,743
1,618–
1,737

2,010–2,700
--

VACANT LAND
Only limited potential exists in the City for the development of vacant, unsubdivided property. In the
flatter areas of the City, few vacant, residentially zoned lots of any significant size remain. The vast
majority of the remaining vacant land in the City is in our mountains, which are both biologically and
environmentally sensitive areas. The aver-age slope of projects in the mountains is estimated at
approximately 60 percent. Much of this land is restricted to low density development or has been
zoned for open space. The environmental constraints of the unsubdivided privately held properties
preclude development of a substantial number of housing units.
About 27-32 25-30 percent of the dwelling unit potential could be satisfied in the single family
residential zones and would be concentrated predominately in the City's mountainous communities.
Much of this would be in previously subdivided lots. The high cost of developing in mountainous
terrain renders infeasible the majority of the City's vacant land for lower cost housing. The potential
for affordable housing development is in the higher density residential zoning categories (i.e. R-3050,
R-2250, R-1650 and R-1250).
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UNDERDEVELOPED LAND
Another potential resource for residential development in Glendale is in the "underdeveloped" areas
of the City. A portion of the City's higher density residential acreage (R-3050, R-2250, R-1650, and
R-1250 zones) is currently developed at less than maximum capacity, such as with single family
dwellings and duplexes. Recycling of these lower density residential uses typically occurs when it
becomes economically feasible to increase the intensity of use allowed in the zone by acquiring the
improved site, demolishing the existing units, and constructing new, higher density units. Glendale's
four multifamily zones permit significant increases above single family densities, thereby increasing
the economic viability of recycling existing lower density developments with higher density
apartments and condominiums. Glendale's population growth in the 1980's in particular was fueled by
the recycling of underutilized lots into higher density multifamily apartments and condominiums.
Land recycling such as this continues and demonstrates that the redevelopment of parcels by the
private sector is economically feasible. In 2005 2006, Glendale's population is estimated at 207,000
206,308. Since 1990, the population of Glendale grew by an additional 27,000 people.
Between 1980 and 1990, the City of Glendale's population expanded by over 40,000 individuals. This
is a 43.2 percent population increase between 1980 and 2000. This increase is significantly greater
than the County as a whole, and also exceeds the growth in the surrounding communities of Burbank
and Pasadena which grew at a rate of 24.4 percent and 19.0 percent respectively. Growth between
the 1980's and 1990's can be largely attributed to the redevelopment of underutilized properties in
the multiple family residential zone categories. During the 1980's and 1990's, over 10,500 dwelling
units were added to the City. This clearly demonstrates that the economic conditions and the zoning
regulations permit a viable reuse of property into higher density residential development.
The City has undertaken several rezoning programs during recent years. In 1986, the City undertook
a comprehensive rezoning program in which all residential land use categories were reevaluated. This
resulted in both changes of zones and the development of new standards. A further rezoning strategy
also occurred in 1991, resulting in the refinement of the City's multiple family zoning standards. As a
result of these two programs, the zoning distribution represents an accurate portrayal of the land use
patterns in the City in that areas with a concentration of economically viable single family units have
been zoned either single family or in the lowest category of multiple family zoning. Also as a result of
these zoning efforts, the underutilized properties in the multiple family zones are generally those that
do not have a high economic value as a single family or duplex use. Therefore, the total development
potential expressed in Exhibit 5.1 is an accurate representation of viable development potential of this
type of property.
Approximately 22-26 23–26 percent of the dwelling unit potential is contained in the Medium
Density Residential Zone (up to 19 unit/acre), 17-19 16–18 percent in the Medium High Density
Residential Zone (up to 26 units per acre), and another 24-26 23–25 percent in the High Density
Residential Zone (up to 34 units/acre). While it is unlikely that all underdeveloped sites will convert
to higher densities, a significant potential for intensification exists. This potential for recycling in
Glendale will serve to provide adequate sites to meet the City's identified housing needs. In terms of
providing affordable housing, the 4,540-4,860 4,430–4,750 units of housing that could be built in the
Medium Density, Medium High Density and High Density zones provide a significant contribution to
the stock of housing which, combined with City incentives, can be priced within lower income
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groups' range of affordability. These zones have the greatest potential to provide future affordable
housing.
It should be noted that Exhibit 5-1 does not reflect several factors related to housing in the City. First,
it does not show residential potential in commercial and newly created mixed use zones and in the
Downtown Specific Plan. Nearly all of our commercial zones permit residential development by right
in accordance with the R-1250 zone standards provided that such development is above the first floor.
A few mixed use projects have already been built in the City, and many more in the mixed use zones
are in the development review process, indicating a level of acceptance for such housing and the
potential for the creation of more. There has also been interest expressed by the development
community in building residences downtown. Over 1,400 units of housing are under construction,
approved or in process in the downtown area. Exhibit 5.2 identifies residential development in the
commercial zones and Exhibit 5.3 shows residential development potential in the new mixed use
zones. According to this information, there are presently 2,922 existing dwelling units in commercial
zones. This represents approximately 4 percent of all residential development. It is difficult to
estimate the development potential of residential units on other commercially zoned properties but it
could be expected to increase in the future since acceptance of and interest in mixed use
commercial/residential projects has been increasing. If the existing proportion of residential units in
commercial remains constant, it is anticipated that between 270 and 328 additional residential units
could be expected to be developed in commercial zones. Second, our zoning ordinance provides for a
20 percent density bonus for development on properties greater than 90 feet wide in the R-1250, R1650, and R-2250 zones. These zones are located primarily in the central portion of the community
and along major transportation arterials. Therefore, this lot consolidation ordinance permits the
development of increased density along major transportation corridors. This provision was also
intended to promote large development that can theoretically offer more amenities and outdoor
space. The R-1250 zone, therefore, permits, by right, development at 1 unit per 1,000 sf of lot area
(43.5 units per acre) on qualifying projects, instead of 1 unit per 1,250 square feet of lot area
ordinarily. Finally, in addition to the lot width density bonus, the City proactively encourages the use
of density bonuses for affordable and senior housing projects as provided under State law. The City
has been active in utilizing the density bonus program for our affordable housing projects and, in fact,
affordable projects have represented a substantial amount of recent construction in the City.
Exhibit 5-2

Residential Development In Commercial Zones
Zone

Acreage

C1 - Neighborhood Commercial

349

135.1 140.1

455

337

1,857

134.1

226

13.2

5

CPD - Commercial Planned Development

7.1

30

CE - Commercial Equestrian

5.4

0

699.2 570.1

2,922 2,696

C2 - Community Commercial
C3 - Commercial Service
CBD - Central Business District
CR - Commercial Retail

Total
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RESIDENTIAL MIXED USE DEVELOPMENT POTENTIAL
As a built-out City, Glendale recently established innovative ways to provide housing opportunities
for its residents. As residential land has become increasingly scarce and traffic congestion a constant
battle, the mixed-use and transit-oriented development concept became a viable option for Glendale.
To facilitate mixed-use and transit-oriented development, the City adopted several mixed-use zones,
which were incorporated in a new zoning chapter of the Glendale Municipal Code
(Chapter 30.14-Mixed-Use Districts). The Downtown Specific Plan makes greater provision for
housing than earlier zoning. Also, residential mixed-use opportunities were are provided within the
C1, C2, C3, and CR and CBD commercial zones. In addition, a Mixed-Use Incentive (MUI) process
was adopted to allow mixed-use developments to have higher densities, reduced lot coverage, and
increased height.
East Broadway Neighborhood
The East Broadway Neighborhood is located just east of downtown Glendale, between Brand
Boulevard and Glendale Avenue. It is consists of approximately 35 acres of land area. Two new
zoning categories were created for this area; the Residential Mixed Use (RMU) zone and Commercial
Mixed Use (CMU) zone.
RMU Residential Mixed Use Zone
The RMU zone is intended primarily as a zone for residential mixed use development featuring
combinations of service, office, retail and residential uses within integrated projects. This zone
encourages low-scaled commercial and mixed use streetscapes, and promotes a pedestrian-scaled
character through the integration of active ground-floor, community-serving commercial and service
uses along storefront, office uses and residential uses. The residential units are to be of a high quality,
with adequate private and public open space.
CMU Commercial Mixed Use Zone
The CMU zone is intended primarily as a zone for commercial mixed use development featuring
combinations of service, office, retail and residential uses within integrated projects. This zone
encourages high quality, mixed use streetscapes, and promotes a pedestrian-scaled character through
the integration of active ground-floor, community-serving commercial and service uses along
storefronts, office uses or residential lobbies and activity areas.
Downtown Specific Plan
The Glendale Downtown Specific Plan (DSP) is an urban design oriented plan, which sets the physical
standards and guidelines and allows a variety of housing types in the downtown core of the City. The
Plan consists of a variety of different neighborhoods or districts and encompasses most of the Central
Glendale Redevelopment Project Area. The intent is to preserve the aspects of each district which
provide its unique character, while improving the attractiveness and livability of the Downtown area.
One of the goals of the Plan is to respond to the recent market interest in downtown housing.
Development Potential
In the East Broadway Project Area, a total of 65 lots (11.4 acres) were identified for future
development. The zoning study showed that under the Commercial Mixed Use (CMU) along
Broadway approximately 413 units could potentially be built. Under Residential Mixed Use (RMU)
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477 units could be built. A total of 890 units could be potentially built in the entire East Broadway
neighborhood.
Mixed-Use Incentives
In addition to the above mixed-use categories, a Mixed-Use Incentive (MUI) process was also
developed to promote high quality design and senior and affordable housing developments by
allowing additional density, lot coverage, and height.
Central Business District (Downtown)
The City's Central Business District zone allows residential development as a permitted use. Only
three stories of housing are permitted at present with suburban setback requirements. As a result, the
City is in the preliminary stages of drafting a Downtown Specific Plan that will provide mixed use and
pedestrian-oriented development in the downtown. Residential development is allowed by right
within the entire 221 acre Downtown Specific Plan area with a potential for 3,980 additional
residential units. Approximately 5.5 acres of land that was residentially-zoned is included within the
new Plan area. The development potential on these sites is equal or greater under the new Plan.
San Fernando Road Corridor Redevelopment Project Area
Three mixed-use zoning districts were adopted as part of the San Fernando Road Corridor rezoning
program. Two of the districts include residential development. The following are the zoning districts:
IMU-R Industrial/Commercial-Residential Mixed-Use Zone
The IMU-R zoning district is applied to areas appropriate for a mix of commercial, industrial and
residential activities and provides for a full range of goods and services to the community located
along portions of industrial/commercial thoroughfares, in conformance with the General Plan. This
district allows for a mix of commercial and residential or stand alone land uses. Residential use is only
allowed with a Conditional Use Permit.
SFMU Commercial/Residential Mixed-Use Zone
The SFMU zoning district is applied to areas appropriate for a mix of commercial and residential
activities in conformance with the General Plan. This district allows for a mix of residential and
commercial or stand alone land uses.
Development Potential
Based on community input when the San Fernando Road Corridor plan was being developed, staff
conservatively estimated that approximately 300-400 housing units could be potentially developed in
the corridor. Most of the housing units were estimated to be developed between Los Feliz Boulevard
and Colorado Street.
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Exhibit 5-3 Residential Potential In Mixed Use Zones
Total Acreage

Developable Acreage
(potential)

Development Potential
(Dwelling Units) a

RMU

36.8

6.3

477

CMU

17.2

5.3

413

Total RMU & CMU

54.0

11.6

890

Downtown Specific Plan

221

45

3,980

IMU-R

77.4

77.4

216

SFMU

66.8

66.8

184

Total IMU-R and SFMU

144.2

144.2

400

TOTAL

198.2365.2

155.8189.2

1,2904,380

Zoning Category/Specific Plan Area

a

These numbers include the City's Mixed Use Zoning programs implemented by zoning amendments for the
San Fernando Road Corridor and East Broadway Downtown Specific Plan, and further Program Strategy
2g., Residential Mixed Use. In the SFMU and IMU-R areas, the number of new housing units was
conservatively estimated. The reason for the conservative estimate was that these areas were previously
zoned industrial and areas zoned IMU-R require a conditional use permit to allow residential use. Since
there is still a high demand for industrial buildings in the area, many of the lots are not expected to be
redeveloped to mixed use buildings within the next five years.

REDEVELOPMENT AREAS
As noted above, additional residential development could occur in both the Central Glendale
Redevelopment Project Area and the San Fernando Road Corridor Project Area. The Downtown
Specific Plan area includes all of the land within the Central Glendale Redevelopment Project Area
(other than approximately 5 acres which will become Commercially zoned). Residential use is
permitted within these Project areas in certain zones, subject to specific development standards by
right within the Downtown Specific Plan area. Residential uses Within the San Fernando Road
Corridor Project Area, residential uses are permitted as a mixed use component of commercial
projects and conditionally permitted as individual projects in commercial areas. New mixed use
zoning and development standards are expected to expand have expanded the potential of residential
development. The Greater Downtown Strategic Plan (adopted in 1996) proposes that
Commercial/Residential areas be located in the central part of the Central Glendale Redevelopment
Project Area, and a the Downtown Specific Plan is currently being written with this incorporated
incorporates this recommendation.
Past redevelopment activities have resulted in the conversion of some of the City's affordable housing
stock. Pursuant to the Community Redevelopment Law, Part 1, Division 24, California Health and
Safety Code, the Redevelopment Agency is required to assist all families and persons who are
displaced from housing facilities in a project area. The Plan must either make the finding that adequate
replacement housing is provided in the housing market or that new units are provided as replacement
housing. Displaced tenants are also provided with financial relocation assistance. Although a
considerable number of dwelling units were demolished at earlier stages of the Central Glendale
redevelopment program as described in the previous revision of this Element, fewer units have been
removed in recent times. There are currently few residences in the San Fernando Road Corridor
Redevelopment Project Area; therefore, there is little potential for significant impact on housing if
the homes are lost as a result of revised land use policies.
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Private market development could potentially generated additional housing in the Central
Redevelopment Project Area. The City is currently examining the demand for housing in the Project
Area and considering steps to facilitate such housing. The Downtown Specific Plan responds to this
demand by encouraging residential development downtown.
Both project areas generate set-aside funds which are used to provide housing as described elsewhere
in this Element. Such funds can be used either in or outside the project area.
SURPLUS LANDS
Another potential source for housing development in some cities is surplus governmental properties.
While the City has purchased significant acreage of vacant land in the mountainous portions of
Glendale, limited accessibility, environmental concerns and deed restrictions renders this land
unsuitable for residential development. The City does not currently own any other lands which it
considers surplus nor has the City identified any State or Federally controlled land which can be
described as surplus and available for acquisition. No other governmental agencies have surplus sites
available for housing within the City.

Land Use Element
The amendments to the Land Use Element of the General Plan include:
 the introduction of a new land use designation of “Downtown Specific Plan”
 the elimination of the “Regional” land use designation
 changes to all references to the Central Business District
 the modification of Commercial Area 15—Central Business District; and
 map amendments.
The following pages of the Land Use Element are hereby amended as follows:
Pg. 13

HIGH DENSITY RESIDENTIAL development is generally centered around the Central Business District
north of Broadway Downtown Specific Plan area, with a relatively small pocket located in North Glendale.
These locations provide ideal access to the regional freeway network as well as close-in convenience to the
major shopping facilities of the Central Business Districtdowntown area. The standards provide for
relatively large multiple dwelling complexes as a density of 35 to 60 dwelling units to the acre, with an
overall average density of 45 units to the acre.
MIXED USE DEVELOPMENT areas are generally located along the City’s major arterials. These areas
generally allow for a compatible mix of commercial, industrial, and residential land uses, or just (stand
alone) commercial, industrial, or residential land uses in various combinations, depending on the specific
zoning district designation. Residential densities generally range from a low of 35 to a high of 100 dwelling
units to the acre (du/ac), with the specific density being adjusted depending on the adjoining land use and
zone district designation to help ensure compatibility between land uses. For example, the 35 du/ac density
is available to sites abutting a single-family zoning district designation, the 87 du/ac density is available to
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sites abutting a multi-family zoning district, while the highest allowable density of 100 du/ac is only
available to site abutting nonresidential zoning districts. Mixed use development in the downtown area is
discussed under the Downtown Specific Plan Land Use Category.
COMMERCIAL CENTERS AND DEVELOPMENT DISTRICTS, other than those in the Downtown area,
feature regional facilities in the Central Business District and Glendale Galleria; a major shopping centers in
the Glendale Fashion Center and Montrose Shopping Park; community serving retail and services along
most major traffic arterials; and neighborhood convenience shopping centers dispersed throughout the City
at locations in or adjacent to the neighborhood served. The use of three two distinct colors on the land use
map differentiates the distribution of the three separatetwo categories of commercial use: Neighborhood
and Community/Services. The commercial uses located in the Downtown Specific Plan Area are discussed
in the Downtown Specific Plan Area Land Use category.
DOWNTOWN SPECIFIC PLAN AREA—The Downtown Specific Plan Land Use Designation replaces the
previous “Regional” land use designation of the area and corresponding references to as the Central Business
District. The Downtown Specific Plan (DSP) area, located in the center of the City, provides a vibrant
urban center with a wide array of commercial (retail, service, office, entertainment) uses, in addition to
very high density housing and mixed use developments. The DSP provides for a clustering of certain land
uses within definable districts, based on the existing building patterns within each area and the intended
development envisioned for the districts. The DSP is an urban design oriented plan that provides guidelines
for building mass, size, location and design features; establishes building heights for each district designates
key ground floor uses; provides incentive bonuses for certain desirable uses and development with specific
public benefit provisions; and encourages a connected network of private and public open spaces. The DSP
area features regional facilities in the Glendale Galleria and the Town Center (Americana on Brand), as well
as major shopping centers in the Glendale Fashion Center, the Glendale Market Place.
Page 23

The Land Use Plan identifies three two categories of commercial land use. They include neighborhood
centers and , community commercial services/centers, and regional centers. The commercial section…
Page 24

Regional Centers These centers should feature those goods and services having the characteristics of wide
appeal and drawing power. Examples include major department stores with complimentary satellite stores,
auto sales, and offices with which provide a broad variety of professional and personal services. Specialized
needs of these areas include centralized parking facilities, effective transportation patterns, and architectural
and aesthetic design concerns. To accomplish these goals, particularly in the Central Business District, it is
recommended that the specialized zoning districts be established and revitalization programs be initiated.
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DOWNTOWN SPECIFIC PLAN
The Downtown Specific Plan was specifically created to address the specialized needs of the previous
Regional Center classification. These needs included centralized parking facilities, effective transportation
patterns, and architectural and aesthetic design concerns. The Downtown Specific Plan addresses these
items, in addition to providing a framework to guide responsible growth and development in Downtown
Glendale, supporting a variety of economic activities to provide a diverse downtown climate, seeking to
preserve the distinctive character of each of the DSP’s districts, and encouraging quality urban design.
Page 63

G. Residential—Central Glendale
Central Glendale is the major source and the prime location for high density development. Close proximity
to the commercial center of the City makes the area conducive for this type of land use.
Currently undergoing a major transformation in its residential character, Central Glendale is expected to
remain predominately a residential community for those areas surrounding the Downtown Specific Plan
area. Current construction in the last five years several decades has eliminated many lower income single
family units and has produced large multi-unit complexes on previously underutilized land. These multi-unit
complexes cater exclusively to middle and high income individuals and families. The value of homes and rest
of older dwellings is below the City’s average. This fact and tThe close proximity to the commercial center
has attracted a large number of elderly citizens.
With the adoption of the Downtown Specific Plan, greater high-density residential development is
anticipated in Central Glendale.
Certain areas older residential buildings are showing signs of deterioration. Periodic maintenance and code
enforcement could best alleviate many of the problems confronting the community’s housing stock.
Page 72—Map No. 26—Amendment

Area 15—Central Business District Downtown Specific Plan Area
Page 76

H. Commercial
Commercial Area 15—Central Business District Downtown Specific Plan Area
Area 15 contains the City’s major retail commercial district; office buildings; financial and professional
activities; a diversity of related retail and service establishments; and government facilities. Shopping
facilities are concentrated on Brand Boulevard, Central Avenue, and in the adjacent Fashion Center. These
three areas contain over 95 percent of downtown Glendale’s total floor space in shopping goods and
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specialty stores. Commercial Area 15 contains a total of 230 acres of commercially zoned land. Commercial
uses, however, only occupy 97 acres of land. Other major uses which occupy commercially zoned land are:
residential (40 acres); public/quasi-public (35 acres) and parking (33 acres). Effective utilization of the
commercial zones by commercial uses is 42 percent, which is less than the City average (50 percent). By
including parking and public/quasi-public uses, the utilization factor increases to 71.7 percent.
Commercial retail is the predominate commercial use (48 percent) followed by commercial services
(34 percent). Although this area contains over 30 percent of the City’s commercially zoned land, only
19 percent of the City’s commercial development exists in this area.
This commercial area has been analyzed in detail by the Central Glendale Study (Planning Division, January
1972). Several recommendations were made for the improvement of the economic and physical condition of
the Central Glendale area. Included among the recommendations were: establishment of a Redevelopment
Agency; a revitalization program; parking program, transit system, and consumer acceptance program. As a
result of this study, a redevelopment agency was formulated and a revitalization program is currently in
progress. The Glendale Town Center Specific Plan should implement the General Plan’s goals and
objectives to seek the revitalization of downtown Glendale. The Downtown Specific Plan will also
contribute to the revitalization of downtown Glendale by establishing clear design and development
standards that encourage a diverse mix of uses and economic activities. Very high density residential should
be encouraged within and closely surrounding the Central Business District.
A new Central Business District zone should be established to achieve the desired development standards for
the zone.

Recreation Element
Chapter 2—Introduction, 2.7 Relationship to and Consistency with the General Plan
and Other Plans, Policies and Programs, page 5

Greater Downtown Strategic Plan and the Downtown Specific Plan
The City of Glendale and the Glendale Partners initiated the preparation of the Greater Downtown Strategic
Plan (GDSP) in the Spring of 1994. They each believed it would be timely to focus attention on the
stabilization and future direction of the City's Greater Downtown Area. This document, after a decade of
increasingly rapid change is being put forth as a guiding vision and policy framework for the future of
downtown Glendale. Its intent is to ensure the quality of life in Glendale over the next 25 years.
This mission statement is consistent with the policies of Glendale's General Plan and the Recreation Element
directly supports the implementation of many of the visions which the GDSP addresses. During the
preparation of this plan the findings of the Analysis Phase culminated in a set of seven principles to guide the
development of the plan. The Recreation Element is consistent with these seven principles, and principles
four and five are complimentary to the Recreation Element.
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Recognize that Downtown Glendale is composed of neighborhood units and adopt a neighborhood
structure
Expand the open space system and allocation of land for public and community services uses
throughout the Downtown and establish a hierarchy for the public realm of the roles of the
neighborhoods and districts

The GDSP was undertaken to insure that present and future leaders of Glendale have a vision which will
allow them to stay ahead of the development process of the City and its infrastructure. In this way, as
Glendale develops it will not only maintain but improve the quality of life for its citizens. In addition, its
business community will be provided with a climate and structure wherein its members will continue to
thrive and flourish.
The programs in the implementation plan of the GDSP encourage the development of a pedestrian
environment and an urban form closer identified with a neighborhood structure. The streetscape
improvements and open space acquisitions will provide both the daytime population and immediate
residents passive recreation opportunities and an improvement of their quality of life. The Town Center
improvements will provide Glendale additional recreation facilities that will benefit the whole City.
The Downtown Specific Plan was adopted in 2006. The Downtown Specific Plan is designed to implement
the vision, goals and policies of the Greater Downtown Strategic Plan, which addresses the downtown and
adjacent neighborhoods. In case any inconsistencies are identified between the two plans, the Downtown
Specific Plan shall prevail.

Analysis of Potential Impacts of Proposed General Plan Amendments

The purposes of the General Plan amendments are as follows:
1. To amend the land use designation and land use map in the General Plan for the DSP area property so
that the specific development standards and design guidelines will guide development
2. Eliminate the “Regional” land use designation
3. Change all references to the Central Business District
4. Modify Commercial Area 15—Central Business District
5. Amend the General Plan Land Use maps to reflect the new designations
Because adoption of the General Plan Amendments would ensure that the proposed project is consistent
with the General Plan, there would be no issues of consistency that need to be addressed. However,
potential adverse environmental impacts that could result from implementation of the General Plan
Amendments are addressed below. Only those changes that have not been previously addressed in the
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technical sections of this EIR or those that could potentially result in environmental impacts are included.
Minor text changes that would not affect the environment are not analyzed.
The General Plan designations would be changed to Downtown Specific Plan (DSP) to allow the more
detailed provisions of the Downtown Specific Plan to regulate the use and development of the Specific Plan
Area. The uses proposed would not introduce uses that are incompatible or would conflict with surrounding
land uses. Greater housing opportunities are included in the DSP that would facilitate accommodation of
population growth anticipated in the General Plan, which would be a beneficial impact of the DSP. The DSP
has been specifically created to address the specialized needs of the previous “Regional” land use designation.
These needs included centralized parking facilities, effective transportation patterns, and architectural and
aesthetic design concerns. The DSP addresses these items, in addition to providing a framework to guide
responsible growth and development in Downtown Glendale, supporting a variety of economic activities to
provide a diverse downtown climate, seeking to preserve the distinctive character of each of the DSP’s
districts, and encouraging quality urban design. All potentially adverse environmental impacts associated
with the uses in the project that could result from the commercial development have been addressed in the
technical sections of this EIR, and no further analysis is required.
Analysis of Impacts of Changes in Development Regulations

The impacts of the described changes in development regulations have been included in the impact
discussions in the technical sections of this document, as the proposed project as described necessarily
implements the new, proposed development regulations.
Analysis of Consistency of the Proposed General Plan Amendments with the Remainder
of the General Plan

A General Plan is a planning tool that serves as a framework within which the City can make land use
decisions. It embodies public policy relative to the future land use, both public and private, and expresses
community development goals. As conditions change in the future, it may be necessary to amend the
General Plan from time to time. Courts give great deference to a local governmental agency’s
determination of consistency with its own general plan, recognizing that “the body which adopted the
general plan policies in its legislative capacity has unique competence to interpret those policies when
applying them in its adjudicatory capacity. Because policies in a general plan reflect a range of competing
interests, the governmental agency must be allowed to weigh and balance the plan’s policies when applying
them, and it has broad discretion to construe its policies in light of the plan’s purposes.
In Sequoyah Hills Homeowners Assn. v. City of Oakland (1993) 23 Cal.App.4th 704, 712, 717 [29 Cal.Rptr.2d
182 and Greenebaum v. City of Los Angeles (1984) 153 Cal.App.3d 391, 406-407 [200 Cal. Rptr. 237], the
Court states that no project could completely satisfy every policy stated in the general plan, and that state
law does not impose such a requirement. A general plan must try to accommodate a wide range of
competing interests—including those of developers, neighboring homeowners, prospective homebuyers,
environmentalists, current and prospective business owners, jobseekers, taxpayers, and providers and
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recipients of all types of City-provided services—and to present a clear and comprehensive set of principles
to guide development decisions. As noted in Napa Citizens for Honest Government v. Napa County Board of
Supervisors (2001) 91 Cal.App.4th 342, 379-380, a project will be deemed consistent with the general plan if,
considering all its aspects, it is compatible with and will not frustrate the general plan’s goals and policies.
Applying a new land use designation and permitting increased housing development in the DSP area would
not frustrate the general plan’s goals and policies. Therefore, the proposed project’s General Plan
Amendments would be consistent with other General Plan goals and policies as noted, and would not
frustrate the City’s ability to implement all general plan’s goals and policies.
City of Glendale Municipal Code

Implementation of the proposed project would amend the General Plan Land Use Chapter designation for
”Regional” District to Downtown Specific Plan, and would further provide a zone change per Municipal
Chapter 30 to allow the Downtown Specific Plan to serve as the zoning for the site. Permitted uses would
remain commercial, office, entertainment, and residential. Mixed uses and high-rise, high-density
residential uses would be permitted and encouraged.
Threshold

Impact 4.8-3

Would the economic impacts of the proposed project result in urban
decay or urban blight (i.e., significant physical changes in the
environment)?

The economic impacts of the proposed project would not result in
urban blight or urban decay. This is considered a less-thansignificant impact.

Economic and social changes are not in themselves significant impacts on the environment; however, a
physical change in the environment caused by economic and social factors attributable to a development
could sometimes result in a reasonably foreseeable indirect environmental impact, such as urban decay or
deterioration.
The proposed project seeks to guide future development and redevelopment in downtown Glendale in an
orderly and cohesive fashion through the Downtown Specific Plan. Project objectives include:










Provide a framework and a manual to guide responsible growth and development of downtown
Perpetuate a powerful physical image promoting the city’s regional identity
Ensure downtown’s long-term status as a good place to do business
Encourage excellence in design and quality of craftsmanship to enhance the downtown environment
Strengthen downtown’s pedestrian, bicycle and transit oriented characteristics while ensuring
vehicular access to downtown destinations
Attract a wide range of activities to maintain a dynamic atmosphere
Provide incentives for a wide range of downtown housing types
Present development regulations in a user-friendly, easy-to-follow manner
Preserve and enhance the distinctive character of Glendale’s downtown buildings, streets and views
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Concentrate growth in current transit-rich entertainment/employment centers to relieve
development pressures on existing residential neighborhoods

The DSP identifies a vision for downtown Glendale as an exciting, vibrant urban center where excellent
shopping, dining, working, living, and entertainment come together within short walking distances. The
DSP is an urban design oriented plan and sets the physical standards and guidelines as well as land use
regulations for activities within the DSP area.
Approximately 1.7 million sf of office uses would be developed within the DSP area. This square footage has
been included in growth projections contained in the 1996 General Plan, and the DSP will accommodate
most, if not all, of the anticipated growth in office uses within the City. Overall retail square footage would
be reduced from current conditions; it should be noted that the Town Center’s 475,000 sf of retail space
was not included in the calculations. New retail uses in the DSP are anticipated to be included on the ground
floors of future residential and office uses rather than as separate facilities. The proposed development of up
to 3,980 residential units would accommodate a good portion of the projected population growth forecasted
in the General Plan as well.
The vision for downtown is as a destination that will attract visitors and residents alike, and will
complement the Glendale Town Center and existing Galleria shopping mall. Downtown Glendale is
currently the location of high-rise office buildings, and the proposed high-rise office and mixed-use
development proposed for the Gateway and Broadway Center Districts, and would be complementary to,
not competitive with, the existing uses. The retail proposed within the DSP area would not consist of strip
malls or other neighborhood-serving types of retail, but, instead, would be included on the ground floors of
new residential and office structures; therefore, the proposed commercial uses would not compete with
neighborhood retail elsewhere in the City. In fact, the amount of overall retail that would be developed
under the DSP would decrease approximately 88,000 sf compared to existing retail square footage in the
DSP area (again, the 475,000 sf of retail in the Town Center Specific Plan is omitted from these
calculations). The proposed project would develop properties within the DSP area that are currently vacant
or underutilized, and would provide guidelines and land use regulations that would further the vision of
downtown Glendale as described above. The proposed uses would not contribute to a condition of urban
decay elsewhere in the City, as the types of uses proposed are of a different character than other
commercial, office, and entertainment uses outside the DSP area. These uses include corporate
headquarters, destination entertainment, and high-density residential, uses that do not exist outside the DSP
area except perhaps in small, non-concentrated areas.. Thus, the proposed project would not result in urban
decay or urban blight conditions either within the DSP area or elsewhere in the City of Glendale, and this
impact would be less than significant.

4.8.6

Cumulative Impacts

The geographic context for the analysis of cumulative land use impacts is the City of Glendale, which
includes all cumulative growth within the City, as represented by full implementation of the City of
Glendale General Plan. The consistency of the proposed project with applicable Glendale General Plan,
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Specific Plan, and SCAG policies is project-specific in nature and would not result in corresponding
cumulative impacts.
The geographic context for the analysis of cumulative land use and planning impacts includes the Central
Glendale Redevelopment Plan Area, which contains a mix of land uses, though primarily commercial. The
analysis accounts for anticipated cumulative development within this geographic area.
With a majority of the land in the City of Glendale being developed, recent planning efforts have included
the redevelopment of local commercial areas, transition from lower to higher density residential within
specific areas of the City, and maintenance of the City’s infrastructure and community facilities. Future
development within the Redevelopment Area is not likely to alter the basic pattern of development and will
consist primarily of the recycling of land and intensification of existing development. Within the City’s
residential framework, distinct districts have been delineated which contain the commercial, recreation, and
employment generating uses of the community. Close to the center of the City is Town Center, which is
planned to be a significant regional retail and entertainment destination with a residential component.
General Plan goals and policies are designed to promote community and social interaction and providing a
high level of services and amenities to its residents. As future development is targeted to specific districts
and neighborhoods identified in the Redevelopment Plan, this development would not be anticipated to
physically divide the community. The proposed project is designed to be compatible with adjacent uses and
provide pedestrian linkages to adjacent areas and the remainder of downtown Glendale. Therefore, there is
no cumulative impact with regard to physical division of an established community. Therefore, there would
be no cumulative impact of the proposed project with respect to physical division of an established
community.
It is anticipated that future development within the City would result in changes to the existing land use
environment through the conversion of vacant land to developed uses, or through conversions of existing
land uses (e.g., from residential to commercial and vice-versa). The General Plan Housing chapter identifies
seven infill and under-utilized sites that could be potentially redeveloped, including for affordable housing.
Future development would not conflict with applicable City of Glendale General Plan and zoning requirements
or, if conflicts exist, would be subject to an allowable exception or would be amended, and further subject
to CEQA, mitigation requirements, and design review.
The cumulative projects would be anticipated to be compatible with surrounding land uses as provided for
in the Redevelopment Plan and would not conflict with designated land uses in the Redevelopment Plan and
Zoning Code. Therefore, there would be a less-than-significant cumulative impact with regard to land use
compatibility. Development under the proposed project would not conflict with the designated land uses in
the General Plan and Zoning upon adoption of the General Plan and Zoning Code amendments, and the
proposed project would also be compatible with the land uses that surround the DSP area, as demonstrated
in analyses contained in this section. Therefore, the contribution of the proposed project with respect to
land use plan conflicts would not be cumulatively considerable, and the cumulative impact would be less
than significant.
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Future development in this portion of the City would also be reviewed for consistency with adopted land
use plans and policies by the City, in accordance with the requirements of CEQA, the State Zoning and
Planning Law, the Glendale Municipal Code, and the State Subdivision Map Act, all of which require findings of
plan and policy consistency prior to approval of entitlements for development. It should be noted that future
projects could also include General Plan amendments and/or zone changes. For this reason, the cumulative
impact associated with conflict of future development with adopted plans and policies would be less than
significant. In addition, as noted above, development of the proposed project would be compatible with
surrounding land uses and would not conflict with applicable plans, policies, and regulations upon
implementation of the General Plan amendments and zone change. Therefore, the cumulative impact of the
proposed project with respect to future development would not be cumulatively considerable, and would
be less than significant.
The proposed project would accommodate much of the growth forecasted for the City through 2020, as
outlined in the 1996 General Plan Land Use and Housing Elements. Implementation of the proposed project
would decrease the overall amount of existing retail use in the DSP area. The cumulative projects outlined
in Table 3-5 of Chapter 3 (Project Description), combined with the proposed project, would result in
development of 5,439 residential units and approximately 2.5 million sf of commercial/office,
10 live/work units, and 422 hotel rooms (see Section 4.10 [Population and Housing]). The proposed
project’s residential units, when combined with the 1,449 residential units proposed in the cumulative
projects, would not exceed total housing or population growth projections in the 1996 General Plan.
Similarly, the cumulative square footage of commercial/retail and office uses would not exceed growth
projections in the General Plan. Therefore, as the proposed cumulative development would accommodate
anticipated growth of these uses in the City of Glendale, there would be no expectation that this
development would contribute to urban decay or urban blight on a cumulative basis. Therefore, the
cumulative impact of the proposed project with respect to physical changes in the environment would not
be cumulatively considerable, and would be less than significant.

4.8.7
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4.9

NOISE

This section of the EIR evaluates the potential for noise and groundborne vibration impacts resulting from
implementation of the Glendale Downtown Specific Plan (DSP). This includes the potential for the
proposed project to result in impacts associated with a substantial temporary and/or permanent increase in
ambient noise levels in the vicinity of the project site, which is the DSP area; exposure of people in the
vicinity of the project site to excessive noise levels, groundborne vibration, or groundborne noise levels;
whether this exposure is in excess of standards established in the local general plan or noise ordinance; and
the exposure of people in the DSP area to excessive noise due to location of the project within an airport
land use plan or within 2 miles of a public airport or public use airport. Finally, mitigation measures
intended to reduce impacts to noise and vibration are proposed, where appropriate, to avoid or reduce
significant impacts of the proposed project.
Data sources used for this section include the City of Glendale General Plan, previous documentation prepared,
and other Glendale data sources, and by measuring and modeling existing and future noise levels within the
DSP area and at surrounding land uses. Traffic information contained in the project traffic study was used to
prepare the noise modeling for vehicular sources. Full bibliographic entries for all reference materials are
provided in Section 4.9.5 (References) of this section.

4.9.1

Environmental Setting

 Fundamentals of Sound and Environmental Noise
Sound is technically described in terms of amplitude (loudness) and frequency (pitch). The standard unit of
sound amplitude measurement is the decibel (dB). The decibel scale is a logarithmic scale that describes the
physical intensity of the pressure vibrations that make up any sound. The pitch of the sound is related to the
frequency of the pressure vibration. Because the human ear is not equally sensitive to a given sound level at
all frequencies, a special frequency-dependent rating scale has been devised to relate noise to human
sensitivity. The A-weighted decibel scale (dBA) provides this compensation by discriminating against
frequencies in a manner approximating the sensitivity of the human ear.
Noise, on the other hand, is typically defined as unwanted sound. A typical noise environment consists of a
base of steady “background” noise that is the sum of many distant and indistinguishable noise sources.
Superimposed on this background noise is the sound from individual local sources. These can vary from an
occasional aircraft or train passing by to virtually continuous noise from, for example, traffic on a major
highway. Table 4.9 1 (Representative Environmental Noise Levels) lists representative noise levels for the
environment.
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Table 4.9-1

Representative Environmental Noise Levels

Common Outdoor Activities

Noise Level (dBA)

—110—
Jet Fly-over at 100 feet

Common Indoor Activities

Rock Band

—105—
—100—

Gas Lawnmower at 3 feet

—95—
—90—
—85—

Food Blender at 3 feet

Diesel Truck going 50 mph at 50 feet

—80—

Garbage Disposal at 3 feet

Noisy Urban Area during Daytime

—75—

Gas Lawnmower at 100 feet

—70—

Vacuum Cleaner at 10 feet

Commercial Area

—65—

Normal Speech at 3 feet

Heavy Traffic at 300 feet

—60—

Quiet Urban Area during Daytime

—55—

Large Business Office

—50—

Dishwasher in Next Room

—45—
Quiet Urban Area during Nighttime

—40—

Quiet Suburban Area during Nighttime

—35—

Quiet Rural Area during Nighttime

Theater, Large Conference Room (background)

—30—

Library

—25—

Bedroom at Night, Concert Hall (background)

—20—
—15—

Broadcast/Recording Studio

—10—
—5—
Lowest Threshold of Human Hearing
SOURCE:

—0—

Lowest Threshold of Human Hearing

California Department of Transportation 1998

Several rating scales have been developed to analyze the adverse effect of community noise on people.
Because environmental noise fluctuates over time, these scales consider that the effect of noise upon people
is largely dependent upon the total acoustical energy content of the noise, as well as the time of day when
the noise occurs. The rating scales of Leq, Lmin, and Lmax are measures of ambient noise, while the Ldn and
CNEL are measures of community noise. Each is applicable to this analysis and defined as follows:


Leq, the equivalent energy noise level, is the average acoustic energy content of noise for a stated
period of time. Thus, the Leq of a time-varying noise and that of a steady noise are the same if they
deliver the same acoustic energy to the ear during exposure. For evaluating community impacts, this
rating scale does not vary, regardless of whether the noise occurs during the day or the night.



Ldn, the Day-Night Average Level, is a 24-hour average Leq with a 10 dBA “weighting” added to noise
during the hours of 10:00 P.M. to 7:00 A.M. to account for noise sensitivity in the nighttime. The
logarithmic effect of these additions is that a 60 dBA 24-hour Leq would result in a measurement of
66.4 dBA Ldn.
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CNEL, the Community Noise Equivalent Level, is a 24-hour average Leq with a 5 dBA “weighting”
during the hours of 7:00 P.M. to 10:00 P.M. and a 10 dBA “weighting” added to noise during the hours
of 10:00 P.M. to 7:00 A.M. to account for noise sensitivity in the evening and nighttime, respectively.
The logarithmic effect of these additions is that a 60 dBA 24-hour Leq would result in a measurement
of 66.7 dBA CNEL.



Lmin, the minimum instantaneous noise level experienced during a given period of time.



Lmax, the maximum instantaneous noise level experienced during a given period of time.

Noise environments and consequences of human activities are usually well represented by median noise
levels during the day or night, or over a 24-hour period. Environmental noise levels are generally
considered low when the CNEL is below 60 dBA, moderate in the 60 to 70 dBA range, and high above
70 dBA. Examples of low daytime noise levels are isolated, natural settings that can provide noise levels as
low as 20 dBA and quiet, suburban, residential streets that can provide noise levels around 40 dBA. Noise
levels above 45 dBA at night can disrupt sleep. Examples of moderate-level noise environments are urban
residential or semi-commercial areas (typically 55 to 60 dBA) and commercial locations (typically 60 dBA).
People may consider louder environments adverse, but most will accept the higher noise levels associated
with more noisy urban residential or residential-commercial areas (60 to 75 dBA) or dense urban or
industrial areas (75 to 80 dBA).
When evaluating changes in 24-hour community noise levels, a difference of 3 dBA is a barely perceptible
increase to most people (Hendriks 1998). A 5 dBA increase is readily noticeable, while a difference of
10 dBA would be perceived as a doubling of loudness.
Noise levels from a particular source decline as distance to the receptor increases. Other factors, such as the
weather and other reflecting or shielding factors, also help intensify or reduce the noise level at any given
location. A commonly used rule of thumb for roadway noise is that for every doubling of distance from the
source, the noise level is reduced by about 3 dBA at acoustically “hard” locations (i.e., the area between the
noise source and the receptor is nearly complete asphalt, concrete, hard-packed soil, or other solid
materials) and 4.5 dBA at acoustically “soft” locations (i.e. the area between the source and receptor is
unpacked earth or has vegetation, including grass). Noise from stationary or point sources is reduced by
about 6 to 7.5 dBA for every doubling of distance at acoustically hard and soft locations, respectively. Noise
levels may also be reduced by intervening structures; generally, a single row of buildings between the
receptor and the noise source reduces the noise level by about 5 dBA, while a solid wall or berm reduces
noise levels by 5 to 10 dBA. The manner in which older homes in California were constructed
(approximately 30 years old or older) generally provides a reduction of exterior-to-interior noise levels of
about 20 to 25 dBA with closed windows. The exterior-to-interior reduction of newer residential units is
generally 30 dBA or more.
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 Fundamentals of Environmental Groundborne Vibration
Vibration is sound radiated through the ground. The rumbling sound caused by the vibration of room
surfaces is called groundborne noise. The ground motion caused by vibration is measured as particle velocity
in inches per second and, in the U.S., is referenced as vibration decibels (VdB).
The background vibration velocity level in residential and educational areas is usually around 50 VdB. The
vibration velocity level threshold of perception for humans is approximately 65 VdB. A vibration velocity
level of 75 VdB is the approximate dividing line between barely perceptible and distinctly perceptible levels
for many people. Most perceptible indoor vibration is caused by sources within buildings, such as operation
of mechanical equipment, movement of people, or the slamming of doors. Typical outdoor sources of
perceptible groundborne vibration are construction equipment, steel-wheeled trains, and traffic on rough
roads. If a roadway is smooth, the groundborne vibration from traffic is rarely perceptible. The range of
interest in groundborne vibration is from approximately 50 VdB, which is the typical background vibration
velocity level, to 100 VdB, which is the general threshold where minor damage can occur in fragile
buildings.
The general human response to different levels of groundborne vibration velocity levels is described in
Table 4.9-2 (Human Response to Different Levels of Groundborne Vibration).
Table 4.9-2

Human Response to Different Levels of Groundborne Vibration

Vibration Velocity Level

SOURCE:

Human Reaction

65 VdB

Approximate threshold of perception for many people.

75 VdB

Approximate dividing line between barely perceptible and distinctly perceptible. Many
people find that transportation-related vibration at this level is unacceptable.

85 VdB

Vibration acceptable only if there are an infrequent number of events per day.

HMMH 1995

 Existing Environmental Noise Levels
The 220-acre DSP area is currently developed as a central business district. The project area is generally
bounded to the north by Glenoaks Boulevard, to the west by Central and Columbus Avenues, to the east
along Maryland and Glendale Avenues and to the south one block south of Colorado Street. The East
Broadway Neighborhood, a small portion of the South Brand Boulevard Specific Plan area and adjacent C3
zones south of Colorado between Columbus Avenue and Glendale Avenue, and the entire Glendale Central
Redevelopment Area, with the exception of a small segment north of Glenoaks Boulevard, fall within the
DSP area.
The DSP area occupies the central portion of downtown Glendale from Colorado Boulevard north to
Glenoaks Boulevard. It is entirely contained within the Greater Downtown Strategic Plan Area. Residential
uses exist to the west of the Glendale Galleria and to the west behind the Central Avenue frontage and to
the east beyond Maryland. Medium- and high-density residential also exists south of Colorado Street. A
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small area of legal nonconforming restricted industrial is located between Wilson Avenue and Harvard
Street, east of Isabel Street. Light industrial is concentrated along San Fernando Road on the western edge of
the City, adjacent to the Los Angeles River and the railroad tracks.
According to the Noise Element of the General Plan, the primary source of noise within the City is noise
from motor vehicles on roadways (traffic noise). Secondary noise sources in the City include
commercial/industrial noise, high altitude aircraft noise, rail noise, and heliports. A noise survey conducted
as part of the General Plan found that traffic noise on the SR-134 and adjacent City streets dominate the
existing noise environment, resulting in high to moderate ambient noise levels adjacent to those roadways.
The General Plan land use designations for the DSP area consist primarily of commercial, with some mixed
use and open space designations.
In terms of noise associated with aircraft, the Bob Hope Airport, which operates approximately 3 miles
northwest of the Glendale City limit, and the biggest influence on noise from high altitude aircraft, was
found to not significantly raise the ambient noise levels in any portion of the City. In terms of noise
associated with rail, the City has rail access via the Southern Pacific Railroad in the southern and western
portions of the City. Operational characteristics on the rail line include twenty-six daily freight trains
averaging approximately 1 mile in length and two Amtrak trains. Generally, the rail line traverses industrial
areas, with the only exception being the southern portion of the community in the vicinity of Tyburn Street.
In terms of noise associated with heliports, the City contains six operating heliports with numerous
emergency helistops in the Verdugo Mountains and San Rafael Hills for firefighting purposes.
Existing daytime noise levels were monitored at ten locations in and around the DSP area in order to
identify representative noise levels in and around the DSP project area. The monitoring locations are
identified in Figure 4.9-1 (Noise Monitoring Locations). The noise levels were measured using a LarsonDavis Model 814 precision sound level meter, which satisfies the American National Standards Institute
(ANSI) for general environmental noise measurement instrumentation. The average noise levels and sources
of noise measured at each location are identified in Table 4.9-3 (Existing Noise Levels within and around the
DSP area). These daytime noise levels are characteristic of a typical developed area.

 Existing Roadway Noise Levels Off Site
Existing roadway noise levels were calculated for the roadway segments in the DSP area vicinity that have
noise-sensitive uses facing the roadways. Roadway noise levels were calculated using the Federal Highway
Administration Highway Noise Prediction Model (FHWA-RD-77-108) (FHWA Model) and traffic volumes
from the project traffic study. The model calculates the average noise level at specific locations based on
traffic volumes, average speeds, roadway geometry, and site environmental conditions. The average vehicle
noise rates (energy rates) utilized in the Federal Highway Administration Noise Prediction Model (FHWA
Model) have been modified to reflect average vehicle noise rates identified for California by Caltrans. The
Caltrans data show that California automobile noise is 0.8 to 1.0 dBA higher than national levels and that
medium and heavy truck noise is 0.3 to 3.0 dBA lower than national levels. The average daily noise levels
along these roadway segments are presented in Table 4.9-4 (Existing Roadway Noise Levels).
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Table 4.9-3
No

Existing Noise Levels within and around the DSP Area
Location

1

Glenoaks Boulevard between Melrose Avenue and Central
Avenue

2

Central Avenue between Dryden Street and Fairview Avenue

3

Louise between Monterey and Glenoaks Boulevard

4

Brand Boulevard between Glenoaks Boulevard and Dryden
Street

5

Observed Primary
Sources of Noise

Noise Level Statistics
Leq
Lmin
Lmax
(dBA)
(dBA)
(dBA)

Traffic

59.7

49.4

76.7

Traffic, kids playing

67.2

54.2

78.4

Traffic

64.1

58.3

79.5

Traffic, siren

75.7

51.7

98.6

Colorado between Brand Boulevard and Orange Street

Traffic

70.0

54.5

83.4

6

Brand Boulevard between California Avenue and Wilson
Avenue

Traffic

63.5

52.3

81.1

7

Wilson Avenue between Louis Street and Kenwood Street

Traffic

65.8

47.1

78.2

8

Louise Street between Colorado Boulevard and Harvard
Street

Traffic, siren

70.8

51.6

95.5

9

Colorado Boulevard between Louise Street and Brand
Boulevard

Traffic

68.8

50.6

79.8

10

Columbus Avenue between Doran Street and Milford Street

Traffic, kids playing

61.5

46.5

76.1

SOURCE:

EIP Associates 2006.

 Existing Groundborne Vibration Levels
The greatest regular source of groundborne vibration at the DSP area and immediate vicinity is roadway
truck and bus traffic. These trucks and buses typically generate noticeable groundborne vibration velocity
levels at the edge of the road as they pass by.

4.9.2

Regulatory Framework

 Federal
There are no federal noise regulations applicable to the proposed project.

 State
The California Government Code requires that a noise element be included in the General Plan of each
county and city.
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Source: Downtown Specific Plan; EIP Associates, A Division of PBS&J, 2006.
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Table 4.9-4

Existing Roadway Noise Levels

Roadway Segment

Reference 24-hour dBA CNEL Noise Level
at 50 Feet a

Central Ave./SR-134 WB Ramps to Brand Ave./SR-134 WB Ramps

64.4

Central Ave./SR-134 EB Ramps to Brand Ave./SR-134 EB Ramps

64.1

Monterey Rd./SR-134 WB Ramps to Monterey Rd./Brand Blvd.

65.1

Monterey Rd./SR-134 WB Ramps to Monterey Rd./Glendale Ave.

67.2

Pacific Ave./Lexington Dr. to Central Ave./Lexington Dr.

59.0

Central Ave./Lexington Dr. to Brand Blvd./Lexington Dr.

62.4

Brand Blvd./Lexington Dr. to Glendale Ave./Lexington Dr.

63.7

Pacific Ave./Wilson Ave. to Central Ave./Wilson Ave.

62.4

Central Ave./Wilson Ave. to Brand Blvd./Wilson Ave.

65.2

Brand Blvd./Wilson Ave. to Glendale Ave./Wilson Ave.

65.7

Pacific Ave./Broadway to Central Ave./Broadway

67.8

Central Ave./Broadway to Brand Blvd./Broadway

67.0

Brand Blvd./Broadway to Glendale Ave./Broadway

67.2

S. Kenilworth Ave./Colorado St. to Pacific Ave./Colorado St.

69.9

Pacific Ave./Colorado St. to Central Ave./Colorado St.

69.7

Central Ave./Colorado St. to Brand Blvd./Colorado St.

69.1

Brand Blvd./Colorado St. to Glendale Ave./Colorado St.

68.9

Central Ave./Chevy Chase Dr. to Brand Ave./Chevy Chase Dr.

66.7

Pacific Ave./SR-134 EB Ramps to Pacific Ave./Lexington Dr.

68.2

Central Ave./SR-134 EB Ramps to Central Ave./Lexington Dr.

70.8

Brand Blvd./SR-134 EB Ramps to Brand Blvd./Lexington Dr.

70.6

Glendale Ave./SR-134 EB Ramps to Glendale Ave./Lexington Dr.

73.3

Pacific Ave./Lexington Dr. to Pacific Ave./Wilson Ave.

66.8

Central Ave./Lexington Dr. to Central Ave./Wilson Ave.

69.7

Brand Blvd./Lexington Dr. to Brand Blvd./Wilson Ave.

67.8

Glendale Ave./Lexington Dr. to Glendale Ave./Wilson Ave.

68.8

Pacific Ave./Wilson Ave. to Pacific Ave./Broadway

66.6

Central Ave./Wilson Ave. to Central Ave./Broadway

69.9

Brand Blvd./Wilson Ave. to Brand Blvd./Broadway

67.7

Glendale Ave./Wilson Ave. to Glendale Ave./Broadway

68.5

Pacific Ave./Broadway to Pacific Ave./Colorado St.

66.2

Central Ave./Broadway to Central Ave./Colorado St.

69.6

Brand Blvd./Broadway to Brand Blvd./Colorado St.

68.3

Glendale Ave./Broadway to Glendale Ave./Colorado St.

68.5

Pacific Ave./Colorado St. to Pacific Ave./San Fernando Rd.

64.5

Central Ave./Colorado St. to Central Ave./Chevy Chase Dr.

69.9
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Table 4.9-4

Existing Roadway Noise Levels

Roadway Segment

Reference 24-hour dBA CNEL Noise Level
at 50 Feet a

Brand Blvd./Colorado St. to Brand Blvd./Chevy Chase Dr.

68.4

Glendale Ave./Colorado St. to Glendale Ave./Chevy Chase Dr.

68.2

SOURCE:
a

EIP Associates 2006 (calculation data and results are provided in Appendix G)

Distances are in feet from roadway centerline. The identified noise level at 50 feet from the roadway centerline is for reference
purposes only. It does not reflect an actual building location or potential impact location.

 Local
City of Glendale General Plan Noise Element

The Noise Element of the General Plan identifies sources of noise in the City and provides objectives and
policies that ensure that noise from various sources would not create an unacceptable noise environment. It
is a tool that City planners use to achieve and maintain land uses with compatible environmental noise
levels. Figure 4.9-2 (Land Use Compatibility for Community Noise Environments in the City of Glendale)
shows the City of Glendale Land Use Compatibility Guidelines for noise. Based on these standards, exterior
noise levels of 60 dBA CNEL and lower are “normally acceptable” for single-family residential uses, while
exterior noise levels of 65 dBA CNEL and lower are “normally acceptable” for multi-family residential uses.
“Normally acceptable” is defined as the highest noise level that should be considered for the construction of
new buildings that incorporate conventional construction techniques, but without any special noise
insulation requirements.
Consistency with the goals, policies, and strategies of the Environmental Hazards Element of the General
Plan is analyzed in Section 4.8 (Land Use/Planning).
City of Glendale Municipal Code

The City of Glendale has also adopted a Noise Ordinance (Chapter 8.36 of the Municipal Code), which
identifies noise standards for amplified noise sources, specific noise restrictions, and exemptions and
variances for sources of noise within the City. The City’s established noise limits for amplified noise/sound
in different land use zones, as well as the established corrections to noise limits that allow for adjustments
under certain noise conditions are shown in Table 4.9-5 (City of Glendale Exterior Noise Standards for
Amplified Noise Sources).
The City also requires interior noise standards, unless otherwise specially indicated, that apply to all
residential property within a designated zone, as shown in Table 4.9-6 (City of Glendale Interior Noise
Standards).
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Source: City of Glendale, Noise Element Planning Division.
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Table 4.9-5

City of Glendale Exterior Noise Standards for
Amplified Noise Sources
Land Use Category

Time Period

Noise Level (dBA)

Nighttime

45

Daytime

55

Residential (multifamily, hotels, motels and transient lodgings)

Anytime

60

Central business district and commercial

Anytime

65

Industrial

Anytime

70

Cemetery and residential (single family and duplex)

SOURCE:

City of Glendale Municipal Code Section 8.36.040

Table 4.9-6

City of Glendale Interior Noise Standards

Land Use Category

Time Period

Noise Level (dBA)

Residential

Nighttime

45

Residential

All other times

55

SOURCE:

City of Glendale Municipal Code Section 8.36.040

The Noise Ordinance applies to all noise sources, with the following exceptions:


The emission of sound for the purpose of alerting persons to the existence of an emergency or the
emission of sound in the performance of emergency works is exempt for as long a period of time as is
necessary to constitute adequate alerting of persons to the existence of the emergency or the
emergency work.



Warning devices for the protection of public safety, as for example, police, fire, ambulance, train
horns, automobile horns, vehicle alarm devices are exempt as long as they are used for the purpose of
warning for the protection of public safety.



Activities conducted on public parks or playgrounds and public or private school grounds including
but not limited to school athletic and school entertainment events or outdoor activities such as public
dances, shows, sporting events, and entertainment events provided such events are conducted
pursuant to a permit issued by the City where otherwise required.



Public health and safety activities conducted by public utilities, transportation, flood control and
utility company maintenance and construction operations any time on public right-of-way and these
situations which may occur on private real property deemed necessary to serve the best interest of the
public and to protect the public's health and well-being, including but not limited to, police, fire,
street sweeping, debris and limb removal, removal of downed wires, restoring electrical service,
repairing traffic signals, unplugging sewers, house moving, vacuuming catchbasins, removal of
damaged poles and vehicles, repair of water hydrants and main gas lines, oil lines and sewers.



Any mechanical device, apparatus or equipment used, related to, or connected with emergency
machinery or vehicle work.
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All mechanical devices, apparatus or equipment which are utilized for the protection or salvage of
agricultural crops during the periods of potential or actual frost damage or other adverse weather
conditions or other crop sources.



Noise sources associated with maintenance of real property, provided such activities take place
between 8:00 A.M. and 5:00 P.M.



Testing of emergency signal devices, or testing of a station's emergency signaling device shall not
occur before 7:00 A.M. or after 7:00 P.M. Any such testing shall use only the minimum cycle test
time. In no case shall such test time exceed 60 seconds.



Testing of the complete emergency signaling system, including the functioning of the signaling device,
and the personnel response to the signaling device, shall not occur more than once in each calendar
month. Such testing shall not occur before 7:00 A.M. or after 10:00 P.M. The time limits specified in
the exception to emergency signal devices or station’s emergency signaling device discussed above
shall not apply to such complete system testing.



Any activity to the extent that regulation thereof has been preempted by state or federal law.



Any activity, operation or noise which cannot feasibly be brought into compliance with this chapter
because it is technically infeasible to do so. The burden of proving that compliance is technically
infeasible shall be upon the person or persons charged with a violation of this section. Technical
infeasibility shall mean that such noise limitations cannot be complied with despite the use of mufflers,
shields, sound barriers and/or any other noise reduction device or techniques during the operation of
the equipment.

Section 8.36.080 (Construction on buildings, structures and projects) of the Glendale Municipal Code
(GMC) prohibits construction activity from occurring during the “prohibited hours” that have been
established in the Municipal Code. “Prohibited hours” refers to any time after the hour of 7:00 P.M. of any
day; any time before the hour of 7:00 A.M. of any day; any time on any Sunday; and any time on holidays.
Section 8.36.210 (Vibration) of the GMC prohibits operation of any device that creates a vibration which is
above the vibration perception threshold of an individual at or beyond the property boundary of the source
if on private property or at 150 feet from the source if on a public space or public right-of-way.

4.9.3

Project Impacts and Mitigation

 Analytic Method
Implementation of the proposed project could result in the introduction of noise levels that may exceed
permitted City noise levels. The primary sources of noise associated with the proposed project would be
construction activities within the DSP area and project-related traffic volumes associated with operation of
those projects. Secondary sources of noise would include new stationary sources (such as heating,
ventilation, and air conditioning units) and increased human activity throughout the DSP area. The net
increase in noise levels generated by these activities and other sources have been quantitatively estimated
and compared to the applicable noise standards and thresholds of significance.
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Aside from noise levels, groundborne vibration would also be generated during the construction phase of
the proposed projects within the DSP project area by various types of construction equipment. Thus, the
groundborne vibration levels generated by construction equipment have also been quantitatively estimated
and compared to applicable thresholds of significance.
Construction Noise Levels

Construction noise levels were estimated by data published by the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency
(U.S. EPA). Potential noise levels are identified for on- and off-site locations that are sensitive to noise,
including residences and schools.
The EPA has compiled data regarding the noise-generating characteristics of typical construction activities.
These noise levels would diminish rapidly with distance from the construction site, at a rate of
approximately 6 dBA per doubling of distance. For example, a noise level of 86 dBA measured at 50 feet
from the noise source to the receptor would reduce to 8 dBA at 100 feet from the source to the receptor,
and reduce by another 6 dBA to 74 dBA at 200 feet from the source to the receptor.
Roadway Noise Levels

Roadway noise levels have been calculated for various locations in and around the DSP area. The noise levels
were calculated using the FHWA-RD-77-108 model and traffic volumes from the project traffic study. The
average vehicle noise rates (energy rates) utilized in the FHWA Model have been modified to reflect average
vehicle noise rates identified for California by Caltrans. Traffic volumes used in the FHWA model are
derived from the project traffic study, which is provided in its entirety Appendix H and summarized in
Section 4.13 (Transportation/Traffic) of this document.
Vibration Levels Associated with Construction Equipment

Groundborne vibration levels resulting from construction activities occurring within the DSP area were
estimated by data published by Harris Miller Miller & Hanson Inc. (HMMH, 1995) for the Federal Transit
Administration. Potential vibration levels are identified for on- and off-site locations that are sensitive to
vibration, including residences and schools.

 Thresholds of Significance
The following thresholds are based on Appendix G of the CEQA Guidelines, as amended. For purposes of
this EIR, implementation of the proposed project may have a significant adverse impact on noise if it would
result in any of the following:




Expose persons to or generate noise levels in excess of standards established in the local general plan
or noise ordinance, or applicable standards of other agencies
Expose persons to or generate excessive groundborne vibration or groundborne noise levels
Cause a substantial permanent increase in ambient noise levels in the project vicinity above levels
existing without the project
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Cause a substantial temporary or periodic increase in ambient noise levels in the project vicinity above
levels existing without the project
Expose people residing or working in the project site to excessive noise levels from a project located
within an airport land use plan or, where such a plan has not been adopted, within 2 miles of a public
airport or public use airport
Expose people residing or working in the project site to excessive noise levels from a project located
within the vicinity of a private airstrip

The CEQA Guidelines do not define the levels at which temporary and permanent increases in ambient
noise are considered “substantial.” As discussed previously in this section, a noise level increase of 3 dBA is
barely perceptible to most people, a 5 dBA increase is readily noticeable, and a difference of 10 dBA would
be perceived as a doubling of loudness. Based on this information, the following thresholds would apply to
the operational characteristics of the proposed project:





Less than 3 dBA: not discernable: not significant
Greater than 3 dBA but less than 5 dBA: noticeable, but not significant, if noise levels remain below
City’s 65 dBA CNEL noise level standard at sensitive land uses
Five dBA or greater: potentially significant, if the noise increase would meet or exceed the City’s
65 dBA CNEL noise level standard at sensitive land uses
Five dBA or greater: potentially significant

The CEQA Guidelines also do not define the levels at which groundborne vibration or groundborne noise is
considered “excessive.” For the purpose of this analysis, groundborne vibration impacts associated with
human annoyance would be significant if the proposed project exceeds 85 VdB, which is the vibration level
that is considered by the Federal Transit Administration (FTA) to be acceptable only if there are an
infrequent number of events per day (as described in Table 4.9-2 [Human Response to Different Levels of
Groundborne Vibration]). In terms of groundborne vibration impacts on structures, this analysis will use the
Federal Transit Administration’s vibration damage threshold of approximately 100 VdB for fragile buildings
and approximately 95 VdB for extremely fragile historic buildings (HMMH, 1995).

 Effects Not Found to Be Significant
Threshold

If the project is located within an airport land use plan or, where such
a plan has not been adopted, within 2 miles of a public airport or
public use airstrip, would it expose people residing or working in the
project site to excessive noise levels?

The DSP area is not located within an airport land use plan or within 2 miles of a public airport or public use
airport. The nearest public airport to the DSP area is the Bob Hope Airport, which is located approximately
3 miles northwest of the DSP area in the City of Burbank. Thus, no impact related to the exposure to people
residing or working in the project site to excessive noise levels is anticipated, and no further analysis is
required in this EIR.
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Threshold

If the project is located within the vicinity of a private airstrip, would it
expose people residing or working in the project site to excessive noise
levels?

The DSP area is not located within the vicinity of a private airstrip. A total of six helipads currently operate
within the City of Glendale, four of which operate with the DSP area with many emergency helistops in the
Verdugo Mountains and San Rafael Hills for firefighting purposes. While these helipads make some
contribution to overall noise within the City, they are not loud enough or operate consistently enough to be
considered a significant contributor to noise. Thus, no impact related to the exposure of people residing or
working in the project site to excessive noise levels is anticipated, and no further analysis is required in this
EIR.

 Impacts and Mitigation Measures
Threshold

Impact 4.9-1

Would the project result in the exposure of persons to or generation of
noise levels in excess of standards established in the local general
plan or noise ordinance, or applicable standards of other agencies?

Construction activities associated with the proposed project would
generate noise levels that exceed the noise standards established by
the City of Glendale Noise Regulations. This is considered a
potentially significant impact. Implementation of mitigation
measures MM 4.9-1(a) through MM 4.9-1(d) would reduce this
impact, but noise levels could still be substantial. However, the
project’s construction noise impacts would be temporary, would
not occur during recognized sleep hours, and would be consistent
with the exemption for construction noise that exists in the
Municipal Code. Therefore, this impact would be considered less
than significant.

The proposed project has the potential to result in events that may exceed permitted noise levels. The
primary sources of noise associated with the Proposed Project would be construction activities and projectrelated traffic volumes. Secondary sources include increased human activity throughout the sites. Noise
limits for sensitive uses established in Section 8.36.040 of the GMC are shown in Tables 4.9-5 and 4.9-6.
Development of projects under the DSP would require the use of heavy equipment for demolition, site
excavation, installation of utilities, site grading, paving, and building fabrication. Construction activities
would also involve the use of smaller power tools, generators, and other sources of noise. During each stage
of construction there would be a different mix of equipment operating, and noise levels would vary based
on the amount of equipment in operation and the location of the activity.
The EPA has compiled data regarding the noise generating characteristics of specific types of construction
equipment and typical construction activities. These data are presented in Table 4.9-7 (Noise Ranges of
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Typical Construction Equipment) and Table 4.9-8 (Typical Outdoor Construction Noise Levels). These
noise levels would diminish rapidly with distance from the construction site at a rate of approximately
6 dBA per doubling of distance. For example, a noise level of 86 dBA measured at 50 feet from the noise
source to the receptor would reduce to 80 dBA at 100 feet from the source to the receptor, and reduce by
another 6 dBA to 74 dBA at 200 feet from the source to the receptor.
Table 4.9-7

Noise Ranges of Typical Construction Equipment
Equipment

Noise Levels in dBA Leq at 50 Feet a

Front Loader

73 to 86

Trucks

82 to 95

Cranes (moveable)

75 to 88

Cranes (derrick)

86 to 89

Vibrator

68 to 82

Saws

72 to 82

Pneumatic Impact Equipment

83 to 88

Jackhammers

81 to 98

Pumps

68 to 72

Generators

71 to 83

Compressors

75 to 87

Concrete Mixers

75 to 88

Concrete Pumps

81 to 85

Back Hoe

73 to 95

Pile Driving (peaks)

95 to 107

Tractor

77 to 98

Scraper/Grader

80 to 93

Paver

85 to 88

SOURCE:
a

U.S. EPA 1971

Machinery equipped with noise control devices or other noise-reducing design features does not
generate the same level of noise emissions as that shown in this table.

Noise that would be experienced by sensitive uses due to development associated with implementation of
the proposed project is determined at their property lines. While the nearest sensitive uses vary at different
locations in and around the DSP area and as specific development plans have not yet been determined at
individual sites, for the purpose of this analysis it is assumed that sensitive receptors could be as close as
50 feet from where construction would take place. Sensitive receptors in the project vicinity could
experience noise levels up to 86 dBA Leq as a result of construction activities, or as high as 107 dBA Leq in
the event that pile drivers are used. The City of GMC Section 8.36.080 allows for noise resulting from
construction activities to be exempt from noise limits established in the Code. In accordance with the Noise
Ordinance, construction activities would also be limited to the hours of 7:00 A.M. and 7:00 P.M. on Monday
through Saturday, and is prohibited on Sundays and federal holidays. As construction would not occur
except during the times permitted in the Noise Ordinance, and as the Section 8.36.080 of the Municipal
Glendale Downtown Specific Plan Program EIR
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Code allows construction noise in excess of standards to occur between these hours, the proposed project
would not violate established standards. In the event that construction would need to take place at a time
that construction noise would not be exempt from the Municipal Code per Section 8.36.080, project
applicant(s) may apply for a permit from the building official per Section 8.36.080 of the Municipal Code.
Table 4.9-8

Typical Outdoor Construction Noise Levels

Construction Phase

Noise Levels at 50 Feet(dBA Leq)

Noise Levels at 50 Feet with Mufflers (dBA Leq)

Ground Clearing

84

82

Excavation, Grading

89

86

Foundations

78

77

Structural

85

83

Finishing

89

86

SOURCE:

U.S. EPA 1971

The following mitigation measures shall be implemented as part of the proposed project:
MM 4.9-1(a)

All construction activity within the City shall be conducted in accordance with
Section 8.36.080 of the City of Glendale Municipal Code.

MM 4.9-1(b)

The project applicant shall require by contract specifications that the following construction
best management practices (BMPs) be implemented by contractors to reduce construction noise
levels:
 Two weeks prior to the commencement of construction, notification must be provided to
surrounding land uses within 1,000 feet of a project site disclosing the construction
schedule, including the various types of activities that would be occurring throughout the
duration of the construction period
 Ensure that construction equipment is properly muffled according to industry standards and
be in good working condition
 Place noise-generating construction equipment and locate construction staging areas away
from sensitive uses, where feasible
 Schedule high noise-producing activities between the hours of 8:00 A.M. and 5:00 P.M. to
minimize disruption on sensitive uses
 Implement noise attenuation measures to the extent feasible, which may include, but are
not limited to, temporary noise barriers or noise blankets around stationary construction
noise sources
 Use electric air compressors and similar power tools rather than diesel equipment, where
feasible
 Construction-related equipment, including heavy-duty equipment, motor vehicles, and
portable equipment, shall be turned off when not in use for more than 30 minutes
 Construction hours, allowable workdays, and the phone number of the job superintendent
shall be clearly posted at all construction entrances to allow for surrounding owners and
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residents to contact the job superintendent. If the City or the job superintendent receives a
complaint, the superintendent shall investigate, take appropriate corrective action, and
report the action taken to the reporting party.
Contract specifications shall be included in the proposed project construction documents, which
shall be reviewed by the City prior to issuance of a grading permit.
MM 4.9-1(c)

The project applicant shall require by contract specifications that construction staging areas
along with the operation of earthmoving equipment within the DSP area would be located as
far away from vibration and noise sensitive sites as possible. Contract specifications shall be
included in the proposed project construction documents, which shall be reviewed by the City
prior to issuance of a grading permit.

MM 4.9-1(d)

The project applicant shall require by contract specifications that heavily loaded trucks used
during construction would be routed away from residential streets to the extent feasible.
Contract specifications shall be included in the proposed project construction documents, which
shall be reviewed by the City prior to issuance of a grading permit.

Implementation of mitigation measures MM 4.9-1(a) through MM 4.9-1 (d) would ensure that impacts
associated with construction-related noise would be minimized. Therefore, this impact would be less than
significant.
Impact 4.9-2

Operation of the proposed project could expose noise-sensitive land
uses to noise levels that exceed the standards established by the City
of Glendale Municipal Code. As no feasible mitigation is available to
reduce this impact, this would be considered a significant and
unavoidable impact.

Sources of noise generated by implementation of the proposed project would include new stationary sources
(such as rooftop heating, ventilation, and air conditioning [HVAC] systems for the residential and office
uses). The proposed project would also introduce new activity and noise to the area as residences are
included and people are attracted to the new mix of uses that would develop as part of the proposed project.
As shown in Table 4.9-3 (Existing Noise Levels within and around the DSP area), noise monitoring on the
project site indicates that existing noise levels on site currently exceed the 65 dBA noise standard for a
central business district and the 60 dBA noise standard for multi-family residential uses. Development of
new residences in areas where existing noise levels are over 60 dBA would constitute a significant impact.
As the noise levels monitored on site exceed the 60 dBA thresholds, the project site would not meet
acceptable noise levels for a residential use. It should be noted that some monitoring locations such as Brand
Boulevard between California Avenue and Wilson Avenue are primarily commercial corridors with uses that
typically do not qualify as sensitive receptors. In addition, as discussed further in Impact 4.9-5,
implementation of the proposed project would not result in a substantial increase in roadway noise above
existing levels. However, as the proposed project would add residences and intensify commercial and office
uses in areas that already exceed standards in the City of Glendale Municipal Code, this impact would be
significant and unavoidable.
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Threshold

Would the project result in the exposure of persons to or generation of
excessive groundborne vibration or groundborne noise levels?

Impact 4.9-3

Construction activities associated with the proposed project could
generate or expose persons or structures to excessive groundborne
vibration. While implementation of mitigation measures
MM 4.9-1(a) through MM 4.9-1(d), MM 4.9-3(a), and MM 4.9-3(b)
would minimize this impact, it would not reduce it to a less-thansignificant level. This is considered a significant and unavoidable
impact.

Construction-related vibration has two potential impacts. First, vibration at high enough levels can result in
human annoyance. Second, groundborne vibration can potentially damage the foundations and exteriors of
historic structures. Groundborne vibration that can cause this kind of damage is typically limited to impact
equipment, especially pile drivers. Construction activities that would occur under the proposed project have
the potential to generate low levels of groundborne vibration. Table 4.9-9 (Vibration Source Levels for
Construction Equipment) identifies various vibration velocity levels for the types of construction equipment
that would operate within the City during construction.
Table 4.9-9
Equipment

Vibration Source Levels for Construction Equipment
25 Feet

Approximate VdB
50 Feet
75 Feet

100 Feet

Large Bulldozer

87

81

77

75

Loaded Trucks

86

80

76

74

Jackhammer

79

73

69

67

Small Bulldozer

58

52

48

46

SOURCE:

Federal Railroad Administration 1998

In addition to the construction equipment shown in Table 4.9-9, vibration that would be experienced from
the use of impact pile-drivers could reach as high as 112 VdB at a distance of 25 feet (HMMH, 1995). Like
noise, groundborne vibration will attenuate at a rate of approximately 6 VdB per doubling of distance. The
groundborne vibration generated during construction activities would primarily impact existing sensitive
uses (e.g., residences, schools, and hospitals) that are located adjacent to or within the vicinity of specific
projects. These sensitive uses could sometimes be located as close as 25 feet to the construction site or as far
as several hundred feet away. Based on the information presented in Table 4.9-9, vibration levels could
reach up to 87 VdB at sensitive uses located within 25 feet of construction. For sensitive uses that are
located at or within 25 feet of potential project construction sites, sensitive receptors (e.g., residents,
school children, and hospital patients) at these locations may experience vibration levels during construction
activities that exceed the FTA’s vibration impact threshold of 85 VdB for human annoyance. So long as
construction occurs more than 50 feet from sensitive receptors, the impact associated with groundborne
vibration generated by the equipment would be below 85 VdB and thus would be less than significant.
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However, as specific site plans or constructions schedules are unknown at this time, it may be possible that
construction activities could occur as close as 25 feet from sensitive receptors. This would result in these
sensitive receptors experiencing vibration impacts above the threshold of 85 VdB, in which case this impact
would be potentially significant. Implementation of mitigation measures MM 4.9-1(a) through MM 4.9-1(d)
would help to reduce this impact, but not to a less-than-significant level.
Currently, several historic resources already listed on or formally determined to be eligible for the National
Register of Historic Places, California register of Historic Resources, or the Glendale Register of Historic
Resources are located with the DSP area. Table 4.4-2 (Historical Resources Identified in the Downtown
Specific Plan Area) lists these historic resources. Some historic structure could be within 25 feet of
demolition and grading activities that could occur as part of the proposed project and could be adversely
affected by excessive groundborne vibration resulting for construction activities. Fragile structures could
experience vibration levels of up to 112 VdB at a distance of 25 feet, which would exceed the 100 VdB
threshold for fragile buildings and the 95 VdB for extremely fragile historic buildings. The following
mitigation measure shall be implemented as part of the proposed project to reduce the vibration levels that
could be experienced by historic structures:
MM 4.9-3(a)

Prior to issuance of a grading permit, the developer shall establish a 50-foot buffer zone
around identified historic resources already listed on or formally determined to be eligible for
the National Register of Historic Places, California register of Historic Resources, or the
Glendale Register of Historic Resources, and shall provide for temporary fencing and private
security patrols to prevent human and vehicular/equipment access to the structures during
construction of the proposed project.

MM 4.9-3(b)

Pile-driving shall be prohibited within 200 feet of identified fragile structures within and
around the DSP area.

Implementation of mitigation measures MM 4.9-1(a) through MM 4.9-1(d), MM 4.9-3(a), and
MM 4.9-3(b) would ensure that impacts of construction-related vibration to historic fragile structure be
reduced to a less-than-significant level.
While impact to historic fragile structures would be reduced to a less-than-significant level with
implementation of the identified mitigation measures, impacts associated with construction-related
groundborne vibration would continue to exceed the human annoyance threshold of 85 VdB, and would be
considered significant and unavoidable.
Impact 4.9-4

Operation of the proposed project would not generate and expose
sensitive receptors on- or off-site to excessive groundborne
vibration or groundborne noise levels. This is considered a less-thansignificant impact.

During operation of the proposed project, background operational vibration levels would be expected to
average around 50 VdB, as discussed previously in this section. This is substantially less than the 85 VdB
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threshold for people in the vicinity of the project site. Groundborne vibration resulting from operation of
the proposed project would primarily be generated by trucks making periodic deliveries to the DSP area.
However, these types of deliveries would be consistent with deliveries that are currently made along
roadways to commercial uses in the DSP area and in the proposed project vicinity and would not increase
groundborne vibration above existing levels. Because no substantial sources of groundborne vibration would
be built as part of the proposed project, no vibration impacts would occur during operation of the proposed
project. Therefore, operation of the proposed project would not expose sensitive receptors on- or off-site
to excessive groundborne vibration or groundborne noise levels, and this impact would be less than
significant. No mitigation is required.
Threshold

Impact 4.9-5

Would the project result in a substantial permanent increase in
ambient noise levels in the project vicinity above levels existing
without the project?

Operation of the proposed project would not generate increased
local traffic volumes that would cause a substantial permanent
increase in ambient noise levels in the project vicinity. This is
considered a less-than-significant impact.

Future noise levels within the City would continue to be dominated by vehicular traffic on the adjacent
roadways. Other sources of noise would include new stationary sources (such as rooftop heating,
ventilation, and air conditioning equipment) and increased human activity throughout the City.
Locations in the vicinity of the individual projects within the DSP area could experience slight changes in
noise levels as a result of an increase in the on-site population and intensification of retail uses due to the
potential development of residential and commercial uses and the resulting increase in motor vehicle trips.
Existing traffic noise levels are identified in Table 4.9-4. Noise levels associated with traffic generated from
existing conditions with the proposed project are calculated at the selected locations along the study-area
roadway segments within the City using traffic data from the traffic study (included in Appendix H). As
stated in the Thresholds of Significance, a 3.0 dBA CNEL increase is considered substantial if the noise
increase would meet or exceed the City’s 60 dBA CNEL noise level standard at sensitive land uses.
Table 4.9-10 (Traffic Noise Impacts for Year 2006 DSP Buildout Compared to Existing Conditions)
presents the average daily noise levels associated with these roadways under the proposed project and
compares them to existing conditions.
As shown in Table 4.9-10, no roadway segments are expected to experience a significant increase over
existing conditions with the addition of the proposed project. The roadway segments of Monterey Road
between the SR-134 westbound ramps and Glendale Avenue, Central Avenue between the SR-134
eastbound ramps and Lexington Drive, and Glendale Avenue between Broadway and Colorado Street would
experience the highest increases of 0.4 dBA CNEL. As no roadway segment would experience a substantial
increase in noise over existing conditions with implementation of the proposed project, this impact is
considered less than significant.
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Table 4.9-10

Traffic Noise Impacts for Year 2006 DSP Buildout Compared to
Existing Conditions

Roadway Segment

Existing
Conditions

Noise Levels in dBA CNEL at 50 feet
Year 2006 With
Project Traffic
Significance
Volumes
Increase
Threshold1

Exceeds
Significance
Threshold?

Central Ave./SR-134 WB Ramps to
Brand Ave./SR-134 WB Ramps

64.4

64.6

0.3

3.0

No

Central Ave./SR-134 EB Ramps to
Brand Ave./SR-134 EB Ramps

64.1

64.3

0.2

3.0

No

Monterey Rd./SR-134 WB Ramps
to Monterey Rd./Brand Blvd.

65.1

65.1

0.0

3.0

No

Monterey Rd./SR-134 WB Ramps
to Monterey Rd./Glendale Ave.

67.2

67.6

0.4

3.0

No

Pacific Ave./Lexington Dr. to
Central Ave./Lexington Dr.

59.0

59.0

0.0

3.0

No

Central Ave./Lexington Dr. to
Brand Blvd./Lexington Dr.

62.4

62.7

0.3

3.0

No

Brand Blvd./Lexington Dr. to
Glendale Ave./Lexington Dr.

63.7

63.7

0.0

3.0

No

Pacific Ave./Wilson Ave. to Central
Ave./Wilson Ave.

62.4

62.6

0.2

3.0

No

Central Ave./Wilson Ave. to Brand
Blvd./Wilson Ave.

65.2

65.4

0.2

3.0

No

Brand Blvd./Wilson Ave. to
Glendale Ave./Wilson Ave.

65.7

66.0

0.3

3.0

No

Pacific Ave./Broadway to Central
Ave./Broadway

67.8

68.0

0.2

3.0

No

Central Ave./Broadway to Brand
Blvd./Broadway

67.0

67.2

0.2

3.0

No

Brand Blvd./Broadway to Glendale
Ave./Broadway

67.2

67.2

0.0

3.0

No

S. Kenilworth Ave./Colorado St. to
Pacific Ave./Colorado St.

69.9

70.0

0.1

3.0

No

Pacific Ave./Colorado St. to
Central Ave./Colorado St.

69.7

69.7

0.0

3.0

No

Central Ave./Colorado St. to Brand
Blvd./Colorado St.

69.1

69.1

0.0

3.0

No

Brand Blvd./Colorado St. to
Glendale Ave./Colorado St.

68.9

68.8

-0.1

3.0

No

Central Ave./Chevy Chase Dr. to
Brand Ave./Chevy Chase Dr.

66.7

66.9

0.2

3.0

No

Pacific Ave./SR-134 EB Ramps to
Pacific Ave./Lexington Dr.

68.2

68.3

0.1

3.0

No

Central Ave./SR-134 EB Ramps to
Central Ave./Lexington Dr.

70.8

71.2

0.4

3.0

No
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Table 4.9-10

Traffic Noise Impacts for Year 2006 DSP Buildout Compared to
Existing Conditions

Roadway Segment

Existing
Conditions

Noise Levels in dBA CNEL at 50 feet
Year 2006 With
Project Traffic
Significance
Volumes
Increase
Threshold1

Exceeds
Significance
Threshold?

Brand Blvd./SR-134 EB Ramps to
Brand Blvd./Lexington Dr.

70.6

70.8

0.2

3.0

No

Glendale Ave./SR-134 EB Ramps to
Glendale Ave./Lexington Dr.

73.3

73.3

0.0

3.0

No

Pacific Ave./Lexington Dr. to Pacific
Ave./Wilson Ave.

66.8

66.8

0.0

3.0

No

Central Ave./Lexington Dr. to
Central Ave./Wilson Ave.

69.7

70.0

0.3

3.0

No

Brand Blvd./Lexington Dr. to Brand
Blvd./Wilson Ave.

67.8

68.1

0.3

3.0

No

Glendale Ave./Lexington Dr. to
Glendale Ave./Wilson Ave.

68.8

68.8

0.0

3.0

No

Pacific Ave./Wilson Ave. to Pacific
Ave./Broadway

66.6

66.8

0.2

3.0

No

Central Ave./Wilson Ave. to
Central Ave./Broadway

69.9

70.1

0.2

3.0

No

Brand Blvd./Wilson Ave. to Brand
Blvd./Broadway

67.7

66.6

-1.1

3.0

No

Glendale Ave./Wilson Ave. to
Glendale Ave./Broadway

68.5

68.3

-0.2

3.0

No

Pacific Ave./Broadway to Pacific
Ave./Colorado St.

66.2

66.4

0.2

3.0

No

Central Ave./Broadway to Central
Ave./Colorado St.

69.6

69.9

0.3

3.0

No

Brand Blvd./Broadway to Brand
Blvd./Colorado St.

68.3

68.4

0.1

3.0

No

Glendale Ave./Broadway to
Glendale Ave./Colorado St.

68.5

68.9

0.4

3.0

No

Pacific Ave./Colorado St. to Pacific
Ave./San Fernando Rd.

64.5

64.7

0.2

3.0

No

Central Ave./Colorado St. to
Central Ave./Chevy Chase Dr.

69.9

70.1

0.2

3.0

No

Brand Blvd./Colorado St. to Brand
Blvd./Chevy Chase Dr.

68.4

68.5

0.1

3.0

No

Glendale Ave./Colorado St. to
Glendale Ave./Chevy Chase Dr.

68.2

68.2

0.0

3.0

No

SOURCE:
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Threshold

Impact 4.9-6

Would the project result in a substantial temporary or periodic
increase in ambient noise levels in the project vicinity above levels
existing without the project?

Construction activities associated with the proposed project would
result in a substantial temporary or periodic increase in ambient
noise levels. While implementation of mitigation measures MM 4.9
1(a) through MM 4.9 1(d) would minimize this impact, it would not
reduce it to a less-than-significant level. Therefore, this impact
would be significant and unavoidable.

As discussed in Impact 4.9-1, construction activities associated with the proposed project could reach above
86 dBA Leq at the property line of sensitive receptors in the vicinity of the proposed project within the DSP
area, or as high as 107 dBA Leq in the event that pile drivers are used. These construction activities would
represent a substantial temporary or periodic increase in ambient noise levels. As discussed previously under
“Thresholds of Significance”, this EIR assumes that an increase of 5.0 dBA or greater over ambient noise
levels is substantial and significant. As shown in Table 4.9-3, the highest existing daytime ambient noise
level monitored in the DSP area was 75.7 dBA Leq at Brand Boulevard between Glenoaks Boulevard and
Dryden Street. As such, the noise generated by construction activities for the Proposed Project could result
in a temporary increase in ambient noise levels of over 5 dBA at the existing noise-sensitive uses adjacent to
a project site located within the DSP area. With implementation of mitigation measure MM 4.9-1(a), the
construction activities would only occur during the permitted hours designated in the City of Glendale
Municipal Code Section 8.36.080, and thus would not occur during recognized sleep hours for residences
or on days that residents are most sensitive to exterior noise. In addition, MM 4.9-1(b) through MM 4.91(d) would apply to this impact. However, while implementation of mitigation measures MM 4.9-1(a)
through MM 4.9-1(d) would help reduce this impact, construction-related noise levels would continue to
exceed ambient noise levels by 5.0 dBA or more. Therefore, this impact would be significant and
unavoidable.
Impact 4.9-7

Operation of the proposed project would not result in temporary or
periodic increases in ambient noise levels. There would not be a
substantial temporary or periodic increase and, thus, this impact
would be less than significant.

Operation of the proposed project would not include special events or temporary activities which would
cause an increase in ambient noise levels. In addition, operation of the proposed project would not require
periodic use of special stationary equipment that would expose off-site sensitive receptors to an increase in
ambient noise levels above those existing without the proposed project. Therefore, there would be no
temporary or periodic noise impacts to on- or off-site receptors due to operation of the proposed project.
This impact would be less than significant.
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4.9.4

Cumulative Impacts

The geographic context for the analysis of cumulative noise impacts depends on the impact being analyzed.
For construction impacts, only the immediate area around a project site (in this case the DSP area) would be
included in the cumulative context. For operational/roadway related impacts, the context is existing and
future development in the City of Glendale. This cumulative impact analysis considers development of the
proposed project, in conjunction with ambient growth and other development within the vicinity of the
proposed project in the City of Glendale. Noise is by definition a localized phenomenon, and significantly
reduces in magnitude as distance from the source increases. Consequently, only projects and growth due to
occur in City of Glendale would be likely to contribute to cumulative noise impacts. A list of related
projects is in Table 3-4 of this EIR.
Threshold

Would the project result in the exposure of persons to or generation of
noise levels in excess of standards established in the local general
plan or noise ordinance, or applicable standards of other agencies?

Increases in noise at sensitive uses would occur as a result of construction of the proposed project along with
other construction in the vicinity. As discussed in Impact 4.9-1, construction of the proposed project could
expose nearby sensitive receptors to noise levels above noise standards established by the City of Glendale
Noise Regulations. This construction noise would be temporary, and mitigation measures MM 4.9-1(a)
through MM 4.9-1(d) are being implemented to reduce the impact of the noise. However, noise levels
would still be in excess of the City of Glendale Noise Regulations.
Other construction that may occur in the vicinity of the proposed project site would contribute noise levels
similar to those generated for the proposed project, including multiple projects being constructed within the
DSP area concurrently. Where this development adjoins the proposed project construction, the combined
construction noise levels would have a cumulative effect on nearby sensitive uses. Noise is not strictly
additive, and a doubling of noise sources would not cause a doubling of noise levels, but rather result in a
3 dBA increase over a single source. However, cumulative construction noise levels would be in excess of
the City of Glendale Noise Regulations.
As discussed under Impact 4.9-1, Section 8.36.080 (Construction on buildings, structures and projects) of
the City Municipal Code limits construction activities to between the hours of 7:00 A.M. and 7:00 P.M.
Monday through Saturday and also prohibits construction activities on Sundays and federal holidays unless a
permit is obtained. Further, the City exempts noise generated from construction from the established City
noise standards. Since compliance with Section 8.36.080 is required by the City Municipal Code and
implemented as mitigation measure MM 4.9-1(a), the proposed project and all other cumulative
development would be exempt, and the cumulative impact associated with construction noise in the City of
Glendale would be less than significant. Therefore, the cumulative impact of the proposed project would
also be less than significant. No mitigation is required.
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As discussed under Impact 4.9-2, the proposed project would also introduce new activity and noise to the
area as residences are included and people are attracted to the new commercial uses that would develop as
part of the proposed project. As shown in Table 4.9-3 (Existing Noise Levels within and around the DSP
area), noise monitoring on the project site indicates that existing noise levels on site currently exceed the
65 dBA noise standard for a central business district and the 60 dBA noise standard for multi-family
residential uses. Development of new residences in areas where existing noise levels are over 60 dBA would
constitute a significant impact. As the noise levels monitored on site exceed the 60 dBA thresholds, the
project site would not meet acceptable noise levels for a residential use. Ambient noise levels would be
expected to increase with ambient growth and development of related projects. As discussed below and
shown in Table 4.9-11, implementation of the proposed project would result in a substantial cumulative
increase in roadway noise above existing levels. As the proposed project would add residences and intensify
commercial and office uses in areas that already exceed standards in the City of Glendale Municipal Code,
and as the project would add to a substantial increase in roadway noise levels, this cumulative impact would
be significant and unavoidable.
Threshold

Would the project result in the exposure of persons to or generation of
excessive groundborne vibration or groundborne noise levels?

As discussed in Impact 4.9-3, the proposed project’s construction would produce temporary vibration
impacts. However, as discussed in Impact 4.9-3, the construction vibration impact would be significant and
unavoidable. Cumulative development in the City of Glendale is not considered likely to result in the
exposure of on-site or off-site receptors to excessive groundborne vibration, due to the localized nature of
vibration impacts, the fact that all construction would not occur at the same time and at the same location,
and the largely built-out nature of the City, which would usually preclude the use of heavy equipment such
as bulldozers. Other projects listed in Table 3-4 are proposed in close enough proximity to affect the same
receptors as the proposed project. Only receptors located in close proximity to each construction site would
be potentially affected by each activity. Construction activities associated with these projects, which are
adjacent or within the DSP area, may overlap with construction activities for the proposed project for some
amount of time. Sensitive uses in the immediate vicinity of the DSP area may be exposed to two sources of
groundborne vibration. However, for the combined vibration impact from the two projects to reach
cumulatively significant levels, intense construction from both projects would have to occur simultaneously
within 50 feet of any receptor. As individual development projects under the DSP may be constructed
concurrently with each other or other related projects, it is possible that intense construction from two or
more projects would simultaneously occur at distances of 50 feet or less from existing nearby receptors.
Therefore, vibration from future development could potentially combine with construction vibration of the
proposed project to result in a potentially significant cumulative impact. Mitigation measures MM 4.9-1(a)
through MM 4.9-1(d) would help reduce this impact, but not to a less than significant level. Therefore, the
cumulative impact of the proposed project would be significant and unavoidable.
Groundborne vibration could conceivably be generated by operation of the proposed project and related
projects in the vicinity of the DSP area. Since no substantial sources of groundborne vibration would be built
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as part of the proposed project, no vibration impacts would occur during operation of the proposed project.
The same is expected to hold true for other projects in the vicinity of the DSP area. Consequently, there
would be no cumulative operational groundborne vibration impacts to any on-site or off-site receptor. This
impact would be less than significant. No mitigation is required.
Threshold

Would the project result in a substantial permanent increase in
ambient noise levels in the project vicinity above levels existing
without the project?

Substantial permanent increases in noise would occur primarily as a result of increased traffic on local
roadways due to the proposed project, related project, and ambient growth through Year 2030 within the
study area. Cumulative traffic-generated noise impacts have been assessed based on the contribution of the
proposed project to the future cumulative base traffic volumes in the project vicinity. As shown in
Table 4.9-1 (Traffic Noise Impacts for Year 2030 DSP Buildout Compared to Existing Conditions),
cumulative traffic would result in substantial increases in noise along two roadway segments compared to
existing conditions. The SR-134 eastbound ramps between Central Avenue and Brand Boulevard would
experience an increase of 7.2 dBA CNEL over existing conditions, while Central Avenue between the SR134 eastbound ramps and Lexington Drive would experience an increase of 4.5 dBA CNEL over existing
conditions. This is a potentially significant cumulative impact. While noise barriers may be constructed to
help reduce traffic noise levels, due to several factors, including the time and project causing the increase in
noise and the variations in building heights, the effectiveness of such noise barriers cannot be determined at
this time. As there is no other feasible mitigation available to reduce these noise levels, this cumulative
impact would remain significant and unavoidable.
Table 4.9-11

Traffic Noise Impacts for Year 2030 DSP Buildout Compared to
Existing Conditions

Roadway Segment

Existing
Conditions

Noise Levels in dBA CNEL at 50 feet
Year 2030 With
Project Traffic
Significance
Volumes
Threshold1
Increase

Exceeds
Significance
Threshold?

Central Ave./SR-134 WB Ramps to
Brand Blvd./SR-134 WB Ramps

64.4

64.9

0.5

3.0

No

Central Ave./SR-134 EB Ramps to
Brand Blvd./SR-134 EB Ramps

64.1

71.3

7.2

3.0

Yes

Monterey Rd./SR-134 WB Ramps
to Monterey Rd./Brand Blvd.

65.1

65.3

0.2

3.0

No

Monterey Rd./SR-134 WB Ramps
to Monterey Rd./Glendale Ave.

67.2

67.8

0.6

3.0

No

Pacific Ave./Lexington Dr. to
Central Ave./Lexington Dr.

59.0

59.4

0.4

3.0

No

Central Ave./Lexington Dr. to
Brand Blvd./Lexington Dr.

62.4

64.0

1.6

3.0

No
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Table 4.9-11

Traffic Noise Impacts for Year 2030 DSP Buildout Compared to
Existing Conditions

Roadway Segment

Existing
Conditions

Noise Levels in dBA CNEL at 50 feet
Year 2030 With
Project Traffic
Significance
Volumes
Increase
Threshold1

Exceeds
Significance
Threshold?

Brand Blvd./Lexington Dr. to
Glendale Ave./Lexington Dr.

63.7

64.3

0.6

3.0

No

Pacific Ave./Wilson Ave. to Central
Ave./Wilson Ave.

62.4

62.9

0.5

3.0

No

Central Ave./Wilson Ave. to Brand
Blvd./Wilson Ave.

65.2

65.6

0.4

3.0

No

Brand Blvd./Wilson Ave. to
Glendale Ave./Wilson Ave.

65.7

66.1

0.4

3.0

No

Pacific Ave./Broadway to Central
Ave./Broadway

67.8

68.3

0.5

3.0

No

Central Ave./Broadway to Brand
Blvd./Broadway

67.0

67.5

0.5

3.0

No

Brand Blvd./Broadway to Glendale
Ave./Broadway

67.2

67.4

0.2

3.0

No

S. Kenilworth Ave./Colorado St. to
Pacific Ave./Colorado St.

69.9

70.1

0.2

3.0

No

Pacific Ave./Colorado St. to
Central Ave./Colorado St.

69.7

70.0

0.3

3.0

No

Central Ave./Colorado St. to
Brand Blvd./Colorado St.

69.1

69.4

0.3

3.0

No

Brand Blvd./Colorado St. to
Glendale Ave./Colorado St.

68.9

69.2

0.3

3.0

No

Central Ave./Chevy Chase Dr. to
Brand Ave./Chevy Chase Dr.

66.7

67.1

0.4

3.0

No

Pacific Ave./SR-134 EB Ramps to
Pacific Ave./Lexington Dr.

68.2

68.8

0.6

3.0

No

Central Ave./SR-134 EB Ramps to
Central Ave./Lexington Dr.

70.8

75.3

4.5

3.0

Yes

Brand Blvd./SR-134 EB Ramps to
Brand Blvd./Lexington Dr.

70.6

71.2

0.6

3.0

No

Glendale Ave./SR-134 EB Ramps to
Glendale Ave./Lexington Dr.

73.3

71.1

-2.2

3.0

No

Pacific Ave./Lexington Dr. to
Pacific Ave./Wilson Ave.

66.8

67.3

0.5

3.0

No

Central Ave./Lexington Dr. to
Central Ave./Wilson Ave.

69.7

70.2

0.5

3.0

No

Brand Blvd./Lexington Dr. to Brand
Blvd./Wilson Ave.

67.8

68.7

0.9

3.0

No

Glendale Ave./Lexington Dr. to
Glendale Ave./Wilson Ave.

68.8

69.4

0.6

3.0

No
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Table 4.9-11

Traffic Noise Impacts for Year 2030 DSP Buildout Compared to
Existing Conditions

Roadway Segment

Existing
Conditions

Noise Levels in dBA CNEL at 50 feet
Year 2030 With
Project Traffic
Significance
Volumes
Increase
Threshold1

Exceeds
Significance
Threshold?

Pacific Ave./Wilson Ave. to Pacific
Ave./Broadway

66.6

67.1

0.5

3.0

No

Central Ave./Wilson Ave. to
Central Ave./Broadway

69.9

70.5

0.6

3.0

No

Brand Blvd./Wilson Ave. to Brand
Blvd./Broadway

67.7

68.4

0.7

3.0

No

Glendale Ave./Wilson Ave. to
Glendale Ave./Broadway

68.5

68.9

0.4

3.0

No

Pacific Ave./Broadway to Pacific
Ave./Colorado St.

66.2

66.8

0.6

3.0

No

Central Ave./Broadway to Central
Ave./Colorado St.

69.6

70.3

0.7

3.0

No

Brand Blvd./Broadway to Brand
Blvd./Colorado St.

68.3

68.9

0.6

3.0

No

Glendale Ave./Broadway to
Glendale Ave./Colorado St.

68.5

69.0

0.5

3.0

No

Pacific Ave./Colorado St. to Pacific
Ave./San Fernando Rd.

64.5

65.1

0.6

3.0

No

Central Ave./Colorado St. to
Central Ave./Chevy Chase Dr.

69.9

70.6

0.7

3.0

No

Brand Blvd./Colorado St. to Brand
Blvd./Chevy Chase Dr.

68.4

69.0

0.6

3.0

No

Glendale Ave./Colorado St. to
Glendale Ave./Chevy Chase Dr.

68.2

68.8

0.6

3.0

No

SOURCE:

EIP Associates 2006 (calculation data and results are provided in Appendix G)

Threshold

Would the project result in cumulatively considerable periodic or
temporary noise levels above levels existing without the project?

Periodic and temporary noise levels would be generated by construction of the proposed project along with
other construction in the vicinity. As discussed in Impact 4.9-1, the proposed project by itself would expose
some receptors to noise levels in excess of acceptable City standards. Construction noise impacts are
localized in nature and decrease substantially with distance. Consequently, in order to achieve a substantial
cumulative increase in construction noise levels, more than one source emitting high levels of construction
noise would need to be in close proximity to a noise receptor. As discussed previously, related projects
listed in Table 3-4 are in the vicinity of and within the DSP area. Construction activity associated with these
projects may overlap with construction activity for the proposed project. Thus, the possibility exists that a
substantial cumulative increase in construction noise levels could result from construction associated with
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multiple projects under the DSP and related projects. The cumulative impact concerning the proposed
project and the related projects, concurrently emitting high levels of construction noise, would likely be
significant and unavoidable. As discussed previously, the City exempts construction noise from the
provisions of the Municipal Code as long as construction occurs within certain hours of the day. All of the
projects analyzed in the cumulative context that would construct concurrently with the proposed project
would be required to comply with the provisions of the Municipal Code. Consequently, all projects
analyzed in the cumulative context would fall under the Municipal Code exemption, and the cumulative
impact of the proposed project would be less than significant. No mitigation is required.
Operation of the proposed project would not include special events or temporary activities which would
cause an increase in ambient noise levels. Therefore, there would be no temporary or periodic noise impacts
to on- or off-site receptors due to operation of the proposed project, and the cumulative impact of the
proposed project would be less than significant. No mitigation is required.
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4.10 POPULATION AND HOUSING
This section summarizes existing and forecasted population and housing in the DSP area. For purposes of the
population and housing analysis, the project vicinity includes the City of Glendale (City, or Glendale), as
defined in the City of Glendale General Plan (General Plan). This section also presents population and
households associated with Los Angeles County and the Arroyo-Verdugo Subregion of Southern California.
Employment growth is described in terms of its potential influence on population and housing growth.
Data used in preparation of this section were obtained from various sources, including the Southern
California Association of Governments (SCAG), the U.S. Census (1990 and 2000), the California
Department of Finance (2005), the City of Glendale General Plan Land Use Element (amended 2004), the City of
Glendale General Plan Housing Element Update 1998–2005 (adopted 2000), the Glendale Town Center EIR
(2004), and other data sources. Full bibliographic entries for all reference materials are provided in
Section 4.10.5 (References) of this section.
No comment letters were received with regard to population and housing issues in response to the Notice of
Preparation for the proposed project.

4.10.1

Environmental Setting

 United States 2000 Census
The United States Census Bureau provides population and housing data from the 2000 National Decennial
Census (the “Census”). The Census occurs every 10 years for the purpose of counting the population and
housing units for the entire United States. While the primary purpose of the census is to provide the
population counts that determine how seats in the U.S. House of Representatives are apportioned, the
census data is also the basis for most demographic projections. The census data, which was compiled using
answers to surveys sent to all households within the United States, are provided for the nation, all states,
and all counties, as well as each individual city.

 Southern California Association of Governments
Glendale is located within the planning area of the SCAG, the lead planning agency for the Southern
California region. SCAG consists of local governments from Los Angeles, Ventura, Orange, San
Bernardino, Riverside, and Imperial Counties. To facilitate regional planning efforts, the planning area of
SCAG is further divided into thirteen subregions. Glendale is located in the Arroyo-Verdugo Subregion,
which also includes the cities of Burbank, Pasadena, South Pasadena, La Canada-Flintridge, and the
unincorporated communities of Altadena, La Crescenta and Montrose.
One of SCAG’s primary functions is to forecast population, housing, and employment growth for each
region, subregion, and city. The latest forecast was completed in 2004 as part of the 2004 Regional
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Transportation Plan Update. The following population and housing analysis in this section addresses this
forecast.

 Population
Table 4.10-1 (1990 and 2000 U.S. Census Population) presents population characteristics from the Census
for the City, the Arroyo-Verdugo Subregion, and Los Angeles County (County). In 1990, the City had a
population of 180,038, and the population of the Arroyo-Verdugo Subregion was 508,212, and the
County’s population was 8,863,164. The population of Glendale grew by 14,935 residents between 1990
and 2000, representing an average annual growth rate of 0.8 percent or about 1,500 residents per year. In
comparison, the Arroyo-Verdugo Subregion grew by 26,765 people over the same period with an estimated
average annual growth rate of 0.5 percent or about 2,700 people. The County grew by 656,174 people over
this 10-year period, representing an estimated average annual growth rate of 0.7 percent or about 65,600
people.
Table 4.10-1

1990 and 2000 U.S. Census Population

City of Glendale
1990
2000

Population
SOURCES:

180,038

194,973

Arroyo-Verdugo Subregion
1990
2000

508,212

534,977

Los Angeles County
1990
2000

8,863,164

9,519,338

U.S. Census 1990, U.S. Census 2000

Growth Forecasts

The SCAG Forecasting Section, under the Community Development Division, Planning and Policy
Department, is responsible for producing socioeconomic projections for the SCAG region and developing,
refining and maintaining SCAG's regional and small area forecasting models. The SCAG Forecasting Section
works closely with the SCAG Plans and Programs Technical Advisory Committee, the DOF, subregions,
local jurisdictions, transportation commissions/agencies, the public and other major stakeholders.
The SCAG 2004 Regional Growth Forecast estimate of the year 2005 population of Glendale is 204,435.
Table 4.10-2 (SCAG Population Growth Projections, 2005–2020) contains the latest SCAG population
projections for the City, the Arroyo-Verdugo Subregion, and the County. A population increase of 10,772
residents is projected between 2005 and 2020 for the City, representing an annual average growth rate of
0.4 percent or approximately 718 residents per year, which is lower than the annual average growth rate
experienced in the City between 1990 and 2000.
In comparison, the Arroyo-Verdugo Subregion is projected to grow by 26,784 persons over this 15-year
period, representing an annual average growth rate of 0.5 percent or about 1,786 people per year. The
County is expected to grow by approximately 1.2 million persons between 2005 and 2020, representing an
annual average growth rate of 0.8 percent or about 83,000 people per year.
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Table 4.10-2

SCAG Population Growth Projections, 2005–2020
2005

2010

2015

2020

City of Glendale

Area

204,435

207,182

211,220

215,207

Arroyo-Verdugo Subregion

352,677

360,042

369,816

379,461

10,258,304

10,718,007

11,113,772

11,501,884

2005–2010

2010–2015

2015–2020

2005–2020

Los Angeles County
Population Growth Increments

City of Glendale

2,747

4,038

3,987

10,772

Arroyo-Verdugo Subregion

7,365

9,774

9,645

26,784

459,703

395,765

388,112

1,243,580

Los Angeles County
Average Annual Growth Rates

2005–2010

2010–2015

2015–2020

2005–2020

City of Glendale

0.3 %

0.4 %

0.4 %

0.4 %

Arroyo-Verdugo Subregion

0.4 %

0.5 %

0.5 %

0.5 %

Los Angeles County

0.9 %

0.7 %

0.7 %

0.8 %

SOURCE: SCAG 2004 Growth Forecast

 Housing
Housing and household characteristics based on the Census are presented in Table 4.10-3 (Housing and
Household Characteristics, 2000). In 2000, there were 73,713 housing units in the City of Glendale,
210,867 housing units in the Arroyo-Verdugo Subregion, and approximately 3.3 million housing units in
Los Angeles County. In terms of housing ownership, renter-occupied housing constituted a majority in all
three geographical analysis areas, with 61.6 percent of all occupied units in the City of Glendale being
renter-occupied units. In comparison, renter-occupied housing constituted 53.2 percent and 52.1 of
occupied housing units in the Arroyo-Verdugo Subregion and Los Angeles County, respectively. Glendale
had the lowest rate of housing vacancy in 2000, at 2.6 percent, followed by the Arroyo-Verdugo Subregion
at 3.1 percent and Los Angles County at 4.2 percent.
In terms of housing by structure type, 50 percent of all housing units in Glendale in 2000 were multi-family
structures of five or more units, while approximately 35 percent were single-family detached units. The
remaining 15 percent consisted of single-family attached units, units in structures of two to four units, and
mobile homes or other units. This housing pattern contrasts with the Arroyo-Verdugo Subregion and Los
Angeles County, where these ratios are roughly reversed, with single-family detached units comprising
approximately half of all units, and structures of five units or more comprising approximately one-third of
all units. Like Glendale, the remaining housing units in the Arroyo-Verdugo Subregion and Los Angeles
County consisted of single-family attached units, units in structures of between two and four units, and
mobile homes and other units.
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Table 4.10-3

Housing and Household Characteristics, 2000
City of Glendale
2000
% of Total

Arroyo-Verdugo Subregion
2000
% of Total

Los Angeles County
2000
% of Total

Total Housing Units

73,713

210,867

3,270,909

Occupied Housing Units

71,805

204,261

3,133,774

Owner-Occupied Units

27,557

37.4%

95,610

45.3%

1,499,744

45.9%

Renter-Occupied Units

44,248

60%

108,651

51.5%

1,634,030

50%

Total Households

49,858

131,753

2,154,311

2.6%

3.1%

4.2%

Vacancy Rate
Units in Structure
Single-Family Detached

26,035

35.3%

100,417

47.6%

1,593,516

48.7%

Single-Family Attached

3,814

5.2%

11,554

5.5%

241,571

7.4%

Multi-Family 2–4 Units

6,917

9.4%

18,729

8.9%

287,524

8.8%

Multi-Family 5+ Units

36,850

50.0%

79,860

37.9%

1,091,677

33.4%

97

0.1%

307

0.1%

56,621

1.7%

Mobile Home or Other
SOURCE: U.S. Census 2000

Table 4.10-4 (Housing Changes, 1990–2000) indicates that 1,599 net housing units were constructed in the
City between 1990 and 2000, an annual average rate of 0.2 percent or approximately 160 units per year. In
comparison, 4,896 housing units were constructed in the Arroyo-Verdugo Subregion between 1990 and
2000, representing an annual average rate of 0.2 percent or about 490 units per year. Over 107,566 housing
units were constructed in the County during the same 10-year period, representing an annual average rate
of 0.3 percent or about 10,756 units per year.
As for future housing growth, SCAG forecasts the number of households projected for the City of Glendale,
the Arroyo-Verdugo Subregion, and the County of Los Angeles. Households are a good indicator of
projected housing units because, by definition, one household occupies one housing unit. As shown in Table
4.10-5 (SCAG Household Growth Projections, 2005–2020), the addition of 5,118 households is projected
in Glendale between 2005 and 2020, representing an annual average growth rate of 0.5 percent, or
approximately 341 households per year. In comparison, the Arroyo-Verdugo Subregion is projected to
expand by 12,533 households over the same 15-year period, representing an annual average growth rate of
0.6 percent or about 835 households per year. As for the County, the projected incremental growth over
this 15-year period is 528,517 household units, representing an annual average growth rate of 1.1 percent
or about 35,234 households per year.
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Table 4.10–4

Housing Changes, 1990–2000

City of Glendale
1990
2000

Housing Type

Arroyo-Verdugo Subregion
1990
2000

Los Angeles County
1990
2000

Single-Family Detached

25,729

26,035

99,315

100,407

1,533,532

1,593,516

Single-Family Attached

3,160

3,814

9,708

11,554

206,342

241,571

Multi-Family 2–4 Units

6,850

6,917

18,602

18,729

282,475

287,524

Multi-Family 5+ Units

35,638

36,850

76,082

79,860

1,051,399

1,091,677

Mobile Home or Other

737

97

2,264

307

89,595

56,621

Total Units

72,114

73,713

205,971

210,857

3,163,343

3,270,909

Occupied Housing
Units

68,604

71,804

196,211

204,261

2,989,552

3,133,774

Vacancy Rate

4.9%

2.6%

4.7%

3.1%

5.5%

4.2%

Incremental
Growth

Average
Annual
Growth Rate

Incremental
Growth

Average
Annual
Growth Rate

Incremental
Growth

Average
Annual
Growth Rate

Single-Family Detached

306

0.1%

1,092

0.1%

59,984

0.4%

Single-Family Attached

654

2.1%

1,846

1.9%

35,229

1.7%

Multi-Family 2–4 Units

67

0.1%

127

0.1%

5,049

0.2%

1,212

0.3%

3,778

0.5%

40,278

0.4%

Mobile Home or Other

-640

-8.7%

-1,957

-8.6%

-32,974

-3.7%

Total Units

1,599

0.2%

4,896

0.2%

107,566

0.3%

1990–2000 Housing
Growth Analysis

Multi-Family 5+ Units

SOURCES: U.S. 1990 Census; U.S. 2000 Census

Table 4.10-5

SCAG Household Growth Projections, 2005–2020

Area

2005

City of Glendale
Arroyo-Verdugo Subregion
Los Angeles County
Housing Growth Increments

2010

2015

2020

72,620

74,095

75,896

77,738

129,327

133,127

137,454

141,860

3,235,358

3,404,016

3,582,693

3,763,875

2005–2010

2010–2015

2015–2020

2005–2020

City of Glendale

1,475

1,801

1,842

5,118

Arroyo-Verdugo Subregion

3,800

4,327

4,406

12,533

168,658

178,677

181,182

528,517

Los Angeles County
Average Annual Growth Rates

2005–2010

2010–2015

2015–2020

2005–2020

City of Glendale

0.4%

0.5%

0.5%

0.5%

Arroyo-Verdugo Subregion

0.6%

0.7%

0.6%

0.6%

Los Angeles County

1.0 %

1.0%

1.0%

1.1%

SOURCE: SCAG 2004 Growth Forecast
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4.10.2

Regulatory Framework

Growth and development within the DSP project area is currently subject to land use regulations set forth in
the City of Glendale General Plan, the Redevelopment Plan for the Central Glendale Redevelopment
Project Area, and the Glendale Zoning Ordinance. The SCAG Regional Comprehensive Plan and Guide
(RCPG), serves as a framework to guide local land use decision-making as it relates to regional growth.

 Southern California Association of Governments (SCAG), Regional
Comprehensive Plan and Guide (RCPG)
SCAG, which is the designated Metropolitan Planning Organization for six Southern California counties
(Ventura, Orange, San Bernardino, Riverside, Imperial, and Los Angeles), is federally mandated to develop
plans for transportation, growth management, hazardous waste management, and air quality. SCAG has
prepared the RCPG in conjunction with its constituent members and other regional planning agencies. The
RCPG is intended to serve as a framework to guide decision-making with respect to the growth and changes
that can be anticipated in the region through the year 2015. The Plan consists of five core chapters that
contain goals, policies, implementation strategies, and technical data that support three overarching
objectives for the region, including (1) improving the standard of living for all, (2) improving the quality of
life for all, and (3) enhancing equity and access to government. Local governments are required to use the
RCPG as the basis for their own plans and are required to discuss the consistency of projects of “regional
significance” with the RCPG.
The regional housing goals provide a planning framework for cities, counties, and subregions so that they
can fashion housing strategies that are responsive to regional market needs related to growth and change
during the next 2 decades. It is intended to be flexible, broad in scope, and a tool in relating housing
concerns to a host of other issues identified in the RCPG. The goals of the Housing chapter promote the
goals of the RCPG—a rising standard of living, a healthy and environmentally sound quality of life, and
achievement of equity.
The RCPG housing and growth policies applicable to the DSP are outlined below.
Housing Chapter

Goal 1 Decent and affordable housing choices for all people
Goal 2 Adequate supply and availability of housing
Goal 3 Housing stock maintenance and preservation
Goal 4 Promote a mix of housing opportunities regionwide
Growth Management Chapter

Policy 3.03 The timing, financing, and location of public facilities, utility systems, and
transportation systems shall be used by SCAG to implement the region’s growth
policies.
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Policy 3.04 Encourage local jurisdictions’ efforts to achieve a balance between the types of
jobs they seek to attract and housing prices.
Policy 3.05 Encourage patterns of urban development and land use that reduce costs of
infrastructure construction and make better use of existing facilities.
Policy 3.09 Support local jurisdictions’ efforts to minimize the cost of infrastructure and
public service delivery, and efforts to seek new sources of funding for
development and the provision of services.
Policy 3.11 Support provisions and incentives created by local jurisdictions to attract
housing growth in job rich subregions and job growth in housing rich
subregions.
Policy 3.12 Encourage existing or proposed local jurisdictions’ programs aimed at designing
land uses which encourage the use of transit and thus reduce the need for
roadway expansion, reduce the number of auto trips and vehicle miles traveled,
and create opportunities for residents to walk and bike.
Policy 3.13 Encourage local jurisdictions’ plans that maximize the use of existing urbanized
areas accessible to transit through infill and redevelopment.
Policy 3.14 Support local plans to increase density of future development located at strategic
points along the regional commuter rail, transit systems, and activity centers.
Policy 3.15 Support local jurisdictions’ strategies to establish mixed-use clusters and other
transit-oriented developments around transit stations and along transit
corridors.
Policy 3.16 Encourage developments in and around activity centers, transportation
corridors, underutilized infrastructure systems, and areas needing recycling and
redevelopment.
Policy 3.18 Encourage planned development in locations least likely to cause adverse
environmental impact.
Policy 3.24 Encourage efforts of local jurisdictions in the implementation of programs that
increase the supply and quality of housing and provide affordable housing as
evaluated in the Regional Housing Needs Assessment (RHNA).
Policy 3.27 Support local jurisdictions and other service providers in their efforts to develop
sustainable communities and provide, equally to all members of society,
accessible and effective services such as: public education, housing, health care,
social services, recreational facilities, law enforcement, and fire protection.

 SCAG Regional Housing Needs Assessment
The Regional Housing Needs Assessment (RHNA) is SCAG's major planning effort around the issue of
housing. The most recent RHNA adopted for the SCAG region was adopted in 2000. The RHNA includes
calculated housing need numbers for each jurisdiction in the region based upon population projections,
existing housing stock, and calculated new housing demand. The RHNA is prepared in compliance with
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State of California requirements to assign a “fair share” of the statewide and regional housing needs burden
to each jurisdiction in the state. Table 4.10-6 presents the latest adopted RHNA calculated housing need
assigned to the City of Glendale.
Table 4.10-6

SCAG Regional Housing Needs
Assessment—City of Glendale

Income Category

New Housing Need

Very Low Income

1,579

Low Income

1,004

Moderate Income

1,231

Above Moderate Income

2,285
Total

SOURCE:

6,099

SCAG Regional Housing Needs Assessment for planning period
1998-2005, adopted 11/2000

 City of Glendale General Plan
The General Plan provides long-term guidance and policies for maintaining and improving the quality of life
in, and the resources of, the community, both man-made and natural. The General Plan provides direction
for the City’s growth and development. As a policy document, the General Plan serves as a guide to the
adoption of laws necessary to execute its intent. The goals and related policies set forth by the City of
Glendale General Plan Land Use Element and Housing Element that relate to population growth and
housing are noted below.
Land Use Element

The Land Use Element of the General Plan includes the following goal that is relevant to residential
development within the proposed Downtown Specific Plan area:
Support the creation of medium and high density housing in areas best suited from the standpoint of
accessibility, current development, community organization, transportation, and circulation facilities
and economic feasibility.

An analysis of the consistency of all applicable land use goals and policies of the City of Glendale General
Plan Land Use Element with the proposed DSP is provided in Section 4.8 (Land Use and Planning) of this
EIR. The policy consistency analysis indicates that that proposed DSP does not conflict with applicable
General Plan Land Use Element goals and policies related to population and housing growth.
Housing Element

The Housing Element of the General Plan is intended to identify and analyze existing and projected housing
needs and discusses the goals, objectives, and policies of the City of Glendale in terms of community
planning to balance resources and community values against ever increasing demands from population
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growth. The Housing Element is affected by development policies contained in the Land Use Element,
which establishes the location, type, and intensity and distribution of land uses throughout the City. The
goals and policies contained in the Housing Element address the City’s identified housing needs. Listed
below are the goals outlined in the City’s most recent Housing Element Update 1998-2005 (adopted in
2000), as well as corresponding implementation policies relevant to residential development within the
proposed DSP area.
Goal 1 A City with a wide range of housing types to meet the needs of current and future residents.
Policy 1.1

Provide a variety of residential development opportunities in the City through
the zoning of sufficient land with densities ranging from very low density/open
space to high-density development as designated on the Land Use Plan Map.

Policy 1.3

Provide higher density residential development in close proximity to public
transportation, services and recreation.

Policy 1.6

Encourage the development of residential units in the downtown area and along
appropriate commercial corridors.

Goal 2 A City with high quality residential neighborhoods.
Policy 2.1

Implement the recommendations concerning neighborhood development as
expressed in the Greater Downtown Strategic Plan.

Policy 2.2

Retain the quality and salient characteristics of existing neighborhoods while
improving those in need of change through neighborhood and community
planning. Monitor the effects of growth and change.

Policy 2.7

Encourage the preservation of historic resources in a manner sensitive to historic
design and promote the development of historic Districts through standards
contained in the Historic Preservation Ordinance and by the activities of the
Historic Preservation Commission.

Goal 3 A City with increased opportunities for home ownership.
Policy 3.2

Consider “target areas” as a strategy to foster home ownership, to expand public
open space, and to provide a catalyst for neighborhood improvement.

Policy 3.5

Insure flexibility of zoning to accommodate a wide range of housing types and
products.

Policy 3.6

Assist qualifying tenants displaced by conversion of apartments to
condominiums with home ownership subsidies such as first time home buyers
program.

Goal 4 A City with housing services that address groups with special housing needs.
Policy 4.2

Promote the development of low and moderate income housing by allowing
developers density bonuses or other financial incentives for providing units for
low and moderate-income residents.

Policy 4.13 Retain subsidized units which are at risk of conversion to market rate housing.
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Goal 5 A City with equal housing opportunities for all persons.
Goal 6 A City with housing that is sensitive to environmental and social needs.
Policy 6.1

Guide and manage future population growth to prevent overcrowding and overutilization of existing community resources, and preserve the uniqueness of
Glendale as a desirable residential community.

Policy 6.3

Continue to coordinate land use and zoning regulations pertaining to residential
development in a manner that achieves a long-term vision.

Policy 6.6

Review and amend as appropriate existing residential zoning standards to
require adequate on-site open space and recreational amenities in new
developments.

Policy 6.8

Preserve scale, historic continuity, and a sense of community in new areas of
multifamily development.

An analysis of the consistency of all applicable goals and policies of the General Plan Housing Element with
the proposed DSP is provided in Section 4.8 (Land Use and Planning,) and Table 4.8-2 of this EIR. The
policy consistency analysis indicates that that proposed DSP does not conflict with applicable General Plan
Housing Element goals and policies.

4.10.3

Project Impacts and Mitigation

 Analytic Method
This analysis considers population and household growth that would occur with implementation of the
proposed DSP and whether this growth is within local or regional forecasts, whether it can be considered
substantial with respect to remaining growth potential in the City as articulated in the General Plan, and/or
whether it would result in the displacement of housing or people. In addition, this analysis of potential
population and housing impacts considers whether population growth and residential development were
previously assumed to occur in a particular area. Specifically, population and housing impacts were
conducted by comparing the proposed project with growth projections for the City from SCAG and the
City’s General Plan EIR.
All project components described in Chapter 3 (Project Description) are considered for temporary
employment growth associated with construction activities, as construction estimates are provided for the
proposed project as a whole. The proposed residential and residential mixed-use components of the DSP are
considered within the context of direct growth. The analysis of the potential for the DSP to indirectly
induce growth by extending roads or infrastructure and by providing permanent employment opportunities
is also addressed.
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 Thresholds of Significance
The following thresholds of significance are based on Appendix G of the CEQA Guidelines, as amended. For
purposes of this EIR, implementation of the proposed project may have a significant adverse impact on
population and housing if it would result in the following:


Induce substantial population growth in an area, either directly (for example, by proposing new
homes and businesses) or indirectly (for example, through the extension of roads or other
infrastructure)



Displace substantial numbers of people, necessitating the construction of replacement housing
elsewhere



Displace substantial numbers of people, necessitating the construction of replacement housing
elsewhere

Physical impacts related directly to population growth are addressed in transportation/traffic, air quality,
land use and planning, noise, public services (police protection and school capacity), utilities, and
recreation. Impacts in all other issue areas, including aesthetics, biological resources, cultural resources,
geology and soils, hazards and hazardous materials, hydrology and water quality, utilities, and public
services (fire protection) are analyzed on the basis of factors such as the proposed location of development,
the proposed size (square footage) and type of development, acreage of ground disturbance, and known or
expected presence of environmental resources (i.e., biological or cultural resources).

 Impacts and Mitigation Measures
Threshold

Impact 4.10-1

Would the project induce substantial population growth in the area,
either directly (for example, by proposing new homes and businesses)
or indirectly (for example, through the extension of roads or other
infrastructure)?

Implementation of the proposed project would not induce
substantial population growth in the area beyond that already
forecasted for the City of Glendale. This is considered a less-thansignificant impact.

A discussion of growth inducing impacts of the proposed DSP, consistent with CEQA Guidelines, is
contained in Section 5.4 (Growth-Inducing Impacts) of this EIR.
This threshold and the discussion below address both direct growth in population resulting from new
housing or business growth and indirect population growth impacts from the extension of roads or
infrastructure or provision of employment opportunities.
The proposed DSP provides for infill development that makes maximum use of existing infrastructure. As
the majority of development that would occur under the DSP would be infill or redevelopment, the
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development permitted under the DSP would not require significant regional public infrastructure upgrades
for any utility, transportation facility, or public service. However, any new development would be required
to include provisions to make the necessary improvements in order to facilitate implementation of the DSP.
Project developers would be required to fund their fair share allocation of any necessary public
infrastructure associated with development under the DSP. Any infrastructure improvements would occur
during a period of regional growth. Due to the fact that net new infrastructure developments would be
minimal, it is not anticipated that the infrastructure improvements would result in measurable population
growth in or around the DSP area. As such, the indirect population growth impact resulting from
infrastructure improvements associated with the proposed DSP is considered less than significant.
Implementation of the proposed DSP would directly affect population growth by introducing new
residential housing that would directly induce population growth within the DSP area, as well as new
employment opportunities that would indirectly induce population growth in and around the plan area.
Table 4.10-7 provides a summary of the proposed DSP development and growth potential. The proposed
DSP would allow an additional 1,738,962 square feet (sf) of commercial/office space and approximately
3,980 residential dwelling units in the plan area, which would result in an estimated population increase of
7,164 residents within the DSP area and generate an estimated 3,390 additional jobs.
Table 4.10-7
Plan

Proposed DSP
SOURCE:

Proposed DSP Development and Growth Potential

Additional
Commercial/Office
Building Area (sf)

Housing Stock
Increase
(dwelling units)

Jobs
Created1
(employees)

Increase in
Population2
(residents)

Additional Parking
(spaces)

1,738,962

3,980

3,390

7,164

9,902

City of Glendale, 2006

1Office

jobs based on 0.002 jobs/sf; Retail jobs based on 0.001 jobs/sf
2Residential population based on 1.8 persons per residential unit

Table 4.10-2 (SCAG Population Growth Projections, 2005–2020) above contains the latest SCAG
population projections for the City of Glendale. A population increase (without the project) of 10,772
residents is projected between 2005 and 2020 for the City, representing an annual average growth rate of
0.4 percent or approximately 718 residents per year. The projected increase of 7,164 residents in the City
resulting from the proposed DSP housing stock increase is within, or under the limit of, the total population
increase projected for the City between 2005 and 2020. In comparison to the average annual growth rate of
0.4 percent projected for the City, the population of the Arroyo-Verdugo Subregion is forecast to grow by
an annual average growth rate of 0.5 percent between 2005 and 2020, while the population of the County
of Los Angeles is forecast to grow by an average of 0.8 percent per year during this same 15-year period.
Due to the fact that the City’s population is forecasted to grow at a slower rate than the Arroyo-Verdugo
Subregion and Los Angeles County, the forecasted population growth in the City is not considered
substantial relative to the surrounding areas.
The housing units proposed for development within the DSP area were included in the housing projections
in the City of Glendale General Plan and submitted to the Southern California Association of Governments
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for consideration in regional growth and housing projections. As noted above in Table 4.10-5 (SCAG
Household Growth Projections, 2005–2020), SCAG projects an increase of approximately 5,118 housing
units in the City between 2005 and 2020, with 77,738 total projected housing units existing in the City in
2020. In addition, Table 4.10-6 (SCAG Regional Housing Needs Assessment—City of Glendale) presents
the latest adopted RHNA calculated housing need assigned to the City of Glendale. The RHNA housing
needs assigned to the City in year 2000 (when the last RHNA was adopted for the planning period 19982005) is 6,099 housing units. The additional 3,980 housing units proposed as part of the DSP development
are part of the City’s effort to meet their “fair share” of regional housing burden assigned to Glendale by the
RHNA and latest adopted SCAG growth forecasts36. Similarly, the resultant direct increase in resident
population in the DSP area attributable to the housing stock increase has been included in the population
projections in the City’s General Plan.
Due to the fact that the population growth forecasted for the City of Glendale is not considered substantial
in comparison to the surrounding areas (i.e., Arroyo-Verdugo Subregion and Los Angeles County) and the
direct population increase associated with the proposed DSP housing units has been “planned for” due to its
inclusion in the population/housing projections and planning documents (e.g., City General Plan, SCAG
and RHNA), the impacts associated with the direct population growth as a result of the DSP new housing
units are considered less than significant.
The proposed DSP new commercial and office uses would generate an estimated 3,390 long-term
employment positions, and based on similar projects, the distribution of part-time to full-time would be
approximately 60 percent (2,034) full-time jobs and 40 percent (1,356) part-time jobs. Based on existing
residency characteristics of the work force in Glendale, it is estimated that approximately one-quarter of
these employees could relocate to Glendale. Travel time-to-work data collected by the 2000 U.S. Census
indicates that approximately 21,800 workers in Glendale aged 16 and over commute less than 15 minutes to
their places of employment or work at home. It can be assumed that these workers are employed within the
City limits, since it would conceivably take longer than 15 minutes to commute to jobs located outside
Glendale. In year 2000, the City of Glendale had 91,000 employees based on the number of resident and
non-resident employees reported to the State of California Employment Development Division by firms
located in Glendale.37 Therefore, in year 2000, approximately 21,800 of the 91,000 employees working in
Glendale resided in the City, which equates to approximately 24 percent of the worker population.
Applying this 24 percent ratio to the 3,390 new employment positions, generated by the proposed DSP,
results in an estimate that up to 814 of these new employees could end up residing in the City of Glendale.
If it is conservatively assumed that each of these employees forms a single new household in the City (in
residential units outside of the DSP area), these households could add approximately 1,832 additional
36

The apparent discrepancy in the two housing forecasts is a function of the fact that the RHNA was adopted in year 2000, while the
latest SCAG growth projections were adopted in year 2004. Therefore, a portion of the City’s 6,099 needed housing units (per the
RHNA) had already been constructed in year 2004 when the latest SCAG growth forecasts were adopted. As such, the 5,118 additional
housing units projected for the City between 2005 and 2020 is the correct estimate to apply to this analysis.
37
California State Employment Development Division, 2000 Labor Force Data for Sub-county Areas (Revised), March 2003.
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residents to the City (814 households x 2.25 persons per household for areas in the City outside of the
DSP).
It should be noted that the estimate of indirect population growth provided in this analysis is extremely
conservative since it is based on the following assumptions: (1) existing City residents would fill none of the
new employment opportunities associated with the proposed DSP and (2) the new employees generated by
the new DSP commercial and office jobs would reside in areas of the City outside of the DSP area (i.e., not
within the new DSP residential units). Given that unemployment in Glendale stands at 4.2 percent in
2005,38 it is reasonable that some of the employment opportunities associated with the proposed DSP will
be filled by current residents of the City. In addition, the County had an estimated unemployment rate of
5.7 percent in 2005. Therefore, it is likely that current residents of the City and surrounding communities
will fill many of the full-time and part-time employment opportunities associated with the proposed DSP. It
is also extremely likely that many of the new employees filling jobs generated by the DSP would reside in
the new residential units built within the DSP area. However, this analysis is meant to be extremely
conservative such that the highest potential number of new residents (from both direct housing growth and
indirect employment-related growth) is reported.
The direct increase in population of 7,164 people that would be associated with the proposed DSP
residential units and the potential additional increase in population of 1,832 people associated with the new
employment opportunities provided by the DSP would result in a total population increase of approximately
8,996 people in the City of Glendale. As noted above, this assumes that none of the people associated with
new employment would reside in the new residential units within the DSP area. Based on the population
projections presented previously in Table 4.10-2, the projected population growth in Glendale between
2005 and 2020 is approximately 10,772 persons. The population growth estimated to be associated with the
project—approximately 8,996 people—will not result in growth exceeding this projection. Due to the fact
that the City’s population is forecasted to grow at a slower rate than the Arroyo-Verdugo Subregion and Los
Angeles County (see explanation above), the forecasted population growth in the City is not considered
substantial relative to the surrounding areas. Therefore, the population growth associated with the proposed
DSP is not considered substantial and the population growth projected for the City will not be exceeded.
For these reasons, the impact from direct and indirect population growth associated with the proposed DSP
is considered less than significant.
Threshold

Impact 4.10-2

38

Would the project displace substantial numbers of existing housing,
necessitating the construction of replacement housing elsewhere?

Implementation of the proposed project would designate new land
uses and encourage the redevelopment of existing residential land
uses, thereby creating the potential for displacement of existing
residential units. Because the number of residential units affected

City of Glendale, 2005.
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would be minimal and a net increase of replacement housing would
be constructed within the DSP area, this is considered a less-thansignificant impact.
As detailed in Section 4.8 (Land Use and Planning) of this EIR, the majority of existing land uses in the DSP
area are primarily commercial, with some mixed-use and open space designations. However, a few pockets
of residential and mixed uses occur within the DSP area. Existing high-density residential uses occur in the
DSP area along Pioneer Drive (east of North Columbus Avenue), North Maryland Avenue (south of
Maryland Place), and Myrtle Street (east of North Central Avenue). Multi-family residential uses presently
exist along West Elk Avenue (between South Central Avenue and South Brand Boulevard). Existing mixed
uses (which include residential units) occur in the southeast quadrant of the DSP area (south of East Wilson
Avenue and north of East Colorado Street).
Implementation of the proposed DSP would create new land use designations and development goals for the
isolated residential areas within the DSP boundaries. While the proposed DSP is programmatic in nature and
does not specifically authorize the demolition and redevelopment of specific residential units, the changes in
land use designations and redevelopment goals associated with the proposed DSP would create
opportunities for the demolition of current residential uses and redevelopment of new uses in their place.
There are approximately ten projects in the DSP project area that are either under construction, permitted,
approved, or pending application, and are included in the proposed project on a program level; these
projects are identified in Table 3-1 (Downtown Specific Plan Area Approved or Pending Development) in
Chapter 3 of this EIR. As noted above, areas within the DSP currently contain residential uses, which could
be removed as a result of future development under the DSP. Redevelopment within the DSP area is
conceptual at this time. The potential redevelopment projects will require separate project-level
environmental clearance once detailed development plans are completed and development applications are
submitted in the future. When projects would result in the demolition of housing units, each tenant is
subject to the City’s Just Cause Eviction Ordinance and additional measurements.
An important part of the development strategy and land use designations contained within the proposed
DSP is the creation of additional housing units within the DSP area. Table 4.10-7 provides a summary of the
levels of development types (e.g., residential units and commercial/office space) and associated growth that
would occur under the currently proposed DSP. The proposed DSP would provide an approximate
additional 3,980 residential dwelling units within the plan area. As such, a net increase in residential housing
units over existing conditions would result from the proposed DSP. The construction of replacement
housing to offset the loss of existing residential units on redeveloped land parcels in the DSP area would all
be contained within the plan area. No additional housing would be required outside of the boundaries of the
DSP area to replace the potentially displaced existing housing. Due to the fact that the displacement of
existing housing would be mitigated by a net increase in replacement housing within the DSP area, impacts
are considered less than significant.
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Threshold

Impact 4.10-3

Would the project displace substantial numbers of people,
necessitating the construction of replacement housing elsewhere?

Implementation of the proposed project would designate new land
uses and encourage the redevelopment of existing residential land
uses, thereby creating the potential for displacement of existing
residents. Because the number of residents affected would be
minimal and a net increase of replacement housing would be
constructed within the DSP area, this is considered a less-thansignificant impact.

As discussed under Impact 4.10-2 above, the majority of existing land uses in the DSP area is primarily
commercial, with some mixed-use and open space designations. However, a few pockets of residential and
mixed uses occur within the DSP area. Implementation of the proposed DSP would create new land use
designations and development goals for the isolated residential areas within the DSP boundaries. While the
proposed DSP is programmatic in nature and does not specifically authorize the demolition and
redevelopment of specific residential units, the changes in land use designations and redevelopment goals
associated with the proposed DSP would create opportunities for the demolition of current residential uses
and redevelopment of new uses in their place. The demolition of current residential uses would displace the
people currently residing in affected units. The proposed DSP does not identify specific existing residential
units for demolition and redevelopment at this time. All specific projects under the DSP will require
separate environmental clearance when development applications are submitted.
Efforts by private landowners to redevelop their properties (including potential redevelopment of existing
residential uses and associated displacement of existing residents) would be subject to market conditions and
economic factors. Implementation of proposed DSP would not directly result in demolition and
redevelopment of existing privately owned residential properties. If private landowners ultimately elect to
demolish and redevelop existing residential units, any renter-occupants affected would be protected by
applicable federal, state, and local tenancy laws in terms of proper notice and relocation assistance, if
applicable. These local tenancy laws include the City’s Just Cause Eviction Ordinance in Chapter 9.30 of the
Glendale Municipal Code.
An important part of the development strategy and land use designations contained within the proposed
DSP is the creation of additional housing units within the DSP area. Table 4.10-7 provides a comparison of
the levels of development types (e.g., residential units and commercial/office space) that would occur
under the proposed DSP. The proposed DSP would permit an additional 3,980 residential dwelling units
than currently allowed in the plan area. As such, a net increase in residential housing units over existing
conditions would result from the proposed DSP. The construction of replacement housing to offset any
future loss of residential units on redeveloped land parcels in the DSP area would all be contained within the
plan area. No additional housing would be required outside of the boundaries of the DSP area to replace the
potentially displaced existing housing (and the residents occupying the housing).
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Due to the fact that the displacement of existing residents would be relatively minimal (in comparison to the
City’s total population) and mitigated by a net increase in replacement housing within the DSP area, impacts
are considered less than significant.

4.10.4

Cumulative Impacts

The geographic context for the analysis of cumulative population and housing impacts is the City of
Glendale, as represented by development for the City as described in Chapter 3 (Project Description), to
allow the consideration of cumulative growth with respect to the population and housing projections
contained within the City’s General Plan EIR as well as SCAG projections.
Although the City is largely built out and the City’s General Plan acknowledges that few parcels of
developable land remain within the City, cumulative development within the City could exceed population
growth projections. As shown in Table 3-5 (List of Related Development Projects) in Chapter 3 of this EIR,
cumulative development within the City currently consists of several projects with residential components
that would provide a total of 1,449 residential units, in addition to the approximated 3,980 new residential
units from the proposed DSP.
Table 4.10-8 provides a summary of potential growth from the proposed DSP and the cumulative
development projects. Cumulative residential development within the City (without the proposed DSP)
would result in an estimated direct population growth of approximately 3,260 people, assuming 2.25
persons per household applicable to areas in the City outside the DSP area. Total cumulative direct housing
and population growth in the City, including direct growth from the proposed DSP residential units, is
estimated to be 5,429 residential units and 10,424 people.
Table 4.10-8

Plan

Jobs Created1
(employees)

Direct Increase in
Population from
Residential Units2
(residents)

Indirect Increase
in Population from
New Jobs3
(residents)

3,980

3,390

7,164

1,832

794,416

1,449

1,010

3,260

545

2,533,378

5,429

4,400

10,424

2,377

Additional
Commercial/Office
Building Area (sf)

Housing Stock
Increase
(dwelling units)

1,738,962

Proposed DSP
Cumulative
Development Projects
Total
Source:

Cumulative Growth Summary

City of Glendale, 2006

1Office

jobs based on 0.002 jobs/sf; Retail jobs based on 0.001 jobs/sf
increase in population based on 2.25 persons per residential unit citywide (outside DSP area) and 1.8 persons per
residential unit within DSP area.
3Indirect increase in population = 24% of new employees (based upon 24% residency rate of employees currently working in the
City of Glendale), multiplied by 2.25 persons per new employee household created
2Direct

In addition to the direct population growth associated with new residential units, indirect population growth
within the City would result from the new jobs created by the new commercial/retail and office cumulative
development. As summarized in Table 4.10-8, cumulative development within the City currently consists
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of several projects with a combined total of 794,416 sf of new commercial/retail and office components
(excluding the proposed DSP). These cumulative development projects would result in an estimated 242
new resident employees in the City from approximately 1,010 new jobs created. Assuming the average City
household size of 2.25 persons for each of the new resident employee households created, the total indirect
population increase in the City from cumulative development projects would be 545 persons (242 resident
employees X 2.25 persons/household). With the proposed DSP included, a combined total of 2,533,378 sf
of commercial/retail and office uses would result in an estimated indirect population increase in the City of
2,377 residents from approximately 4,400 new jobs created. This total of 2,377 new City residents
resulting from indirect cumulative (including project-related) population growth associated with new jobs
includes new resident employees and their household members.
It should be noted that this estimate of cumulative indirect population growth from jobs is conservative since
it is based on the assumption that existing City residents will fill none of the new employment opportunities
associated with the proposed DSP and cumulative development projects. Given that unemployment in
Glendale stands at 4.2 percent in 2005,39 it is reasonable that some of the employment opportunities
associated with the proposed DSP and cumulative development will be filled by current residents of the
City. In addition, the County had an estimated unemployment rate of 5.7 percent in 2005. Therefore, it is
likely that current residents of the City and surrounding communities will fill many of the full-time and
part-time employment opportunities associated with the proposed DSP and cumulative development
projects.
As stated above in Table 4.10-2 (SCAG Population Growth Projections, 2005–2020), SCAG projects an
increase of approximately 10,772 residents in the City of Glendale between 2005 and 2020. Based upon the
analysis presented above, the combined total of direct and indirect population growth in the City associated
with the cumulative development projects (excluding the proposed DSP) is estimated to be 3,805 residents.
With the proposed DSP included, the estimated cumulative direct and indirect population growth in the
City is estimated to be 12,801 residents, which would exceed SCAG’s projections by approximately 2,029
residents. In addition, the SCAG population growth projections estimate the total population of Glendale in
year 2020 to be approximately 215,207 persons. Combined with the existing 2005 City of Glendale
population of approximately 204,435 residents, cumulative development (including the proposed DSP)
would result in a total City population of approximately 217,236 residents. Due to the fact that cumulative
development would exceed SCAG population projections, cumulative impacts related to population growth
would be significant. In addition, the contribution of the proposed project to cumulative population impacts
would be cumulatively considerable, and would be significant and unavoidable under the proposed
project.
Although significant population growth impacts are concluded based upon the methodology of the analysis
presented in this section of the EIR, it is very important to note that the number of net new residential
housing units that would result from the proposed DSP and cumulative projects falls below the future
39

City of Glendale, 2005.
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housing needs assessment adopted for the City of Glendale (see discussion below). As such, the increase in
housing units that would result from the proposed DSP and cumulative development has been planned for
and is needed to accommodate projected future population growth and housing demand in the City.
Therefore, the noted significant cumulative population impact is more a function of the conservative
methodology used to predict direct and indirect population growth from the proposed DSP and cumulative
development.
As stated above in Table 4.10-5 (SCAG Household Growth Projections, 2005–2020), SCAG projects an
increase in need of approximately 5,118 housing units in the City between 2005 and 2020, with 77,738
total projected housing units existing in the City in year 2020. As discussed above under Impact 4.10-1, the
estimate of 5,118 additional housing units in the City by year 2020 takes into consideration the latest
adopted (year 2000) SCAG Regional Housing Needs Assessment applied to the City of Glendale.
Cumulative development within the City (including the proposed DSP) would result in an increase of
approximately 5,429 housing units, which exceeds SCAG’s year 2020 housing projections by 311 units.
Combined with the existing year 2005 housing estimate of approximately 72,620 total housing units in the
City, cumulative development (including the proposed DSP) would result in approximately 78,049 housing
units in the City, which would exceed the total number of year 2020 housing units projected for the City by
311 units. Because projected cumulative housing unit growth would exceed SCAG and RHNA projections
for the City, cumulative housing impacts would be significant. In addition, the contribution of the
proposed project to cumulative housing impacts would be cumulatively considerable, and would be
significant and unavoidable under the proposed project.
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4.11 PUBLIC SERVICES
4.11.1

Introduction

This section evaluates the effects on public services related to implementation of the proposed project by
identifying anticipated demands and existing and planned service availability. For purposes of this EIR,
public services consist of (1) fire protection, (2) police protection, (3) schools, and (4) libraries. Parks,
while described as a public service in Appendix G of the CEQA Guidelines, as amended, are analyzed
separately in Section 4.12 (Recreation) of this EIR, while impacts related to emergency access are analyzed
in Section 4.13 (Transportation/Traffic) of this EIR. Data sources for this section relied heavily upon
written and verbal correspondence with the affected City agencies. For a complete, bibliographical list of
data sources, see Section 4.11.6 (References).
No comment letters were received in response to the Initial Study/Notice of Preparation circulated for the
project related to public services. There was one comment/concern raised about school capacity during the
January 2006 scoping meeting.

4.11.2

Environmental Setting

The Glendale Downtown Specific Plan (DSP) area consists of approximately 220 acres located in the center
of the City of Glendale (City). The DSP area is generally bounded to the north by Glenoaks Boulevard, to
the west by Central and Columbus Avenues, to the east along Maryland and Glendale Avenues and to the
south one block south of Colorado Street. The East Broadway Neighborhood, a small portion of the South
Brand Boulevard Specific Plan area and adjacent C3 zones south of Colorado between Columbus Avenue
and Glendale Avenue, and the entire Glendale Central Redevelopment Area, with the exception of a small
segment north of Glenoaks Boulevard, fall within the DSP area. The area is bisected by Brand Boulevard,
one of the community's major thoroughfares, and the Ventura Freeway (SR-134).

 Fire Protection
The Glendale Fire Department (GFD) provides comprehensive emergency services for the City, including
fire, rescue, and emergency medical (paramedic) services, as well as fire prevention and code enforcement
functions. The GFD is a Certified Unified Program Agency, meaning the GFD is responsible for regulation
and inspection of all phases of hazardous materials and wastes. The GFD Operations Section consists of nine
fire stations housing nine engine companies: three truck companies; four rescue ambulances; one air mobile
unit; and various specialty response vehicles. The GFD has two specialty response teams utilizing on-duty
personnel, a Hazardous Materials Unit and an Urban Search and Rescue Team. A daily contingent of
approximately fifty-seven firefighter personnel is on duty at all times with a combined staff of
231 personnel, including administrative, fire prevention, and support personnel. Based on the 2005
population estimate for the City of approximately 205,000 residents, the ratio of firefighters to residents in
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the City presently stands at approximately one firefighter per 3,600 residents. The GFD and the City are
both designated Class 1 (highest) by the Insurance Service Organization.
On March 1, 2000, the GFD officially began providing emergency paramedic and transport services in the
City. Previously, private companies contracted by the City provided emergency transport and paramedic
services. The DSP area is located within the response district for Rescue Ambulances 21 and 26, which
currently average about 290 and 260 calls per month, or 3,539 and 3,064 calls per year, respectively. The
GFD has four fire stations that have primary responsibility for providing fire protection services to the DSP
area. The equipment and personnel on duty at all times at each of these facilities, Station Nos. 21, 22, 25,
and 26, is summarized in Table 4.11-1. Typical response times from these stations range from 3 to
6 minutes. Combined, these four fire stations responded to 1,193 fire incidents and 8,737 medical incidents
combined in 2005, or approximately three fire incidents and twenty-four medical incidents per day.
Other GFD stations in the City, as well as stations in ten other surrounding cities, including Burbank and
Pasadena, provide secondary response to the DSP area through the “Verdugo Fire” system. Under the
Verdugo Fire system, units are dispatched by a common dispatch center and respond to incidents at any
location in the three cities. Similarly, the GFD has mutual aid agreements with the City of Los Angeles and
the County of Los Angeles.
Table 4.11-1

Fire Stations Serving the Project Site

Location

Equipment/Personnel (on duty at all times)

1 Engine w/4 firefighters
Station 21: 421 Oak Street

1 Rescue ambulance w/ 2 firefighters/paramedics
1 Truck w/4 firefighters

Station 22: 1201 S. Glendale Avenue
Station 25: 353 N. Chevy Chase Drive

1 Engine w/4 firefighters
1 Engine w/4 firefighters
1 Rescue ambulance w/2 firefighters/paramedics
1 Engine w/4 firefighters

Station 26: 1145 N. Brand Boulevard

1 Rescue ambulance w/2 firefighters/paramedics
1 Truck w/4 firefighters

SOURCE:

GFD website.

In addition to equipment, personnel, and workload, fire flow is an important factor in fire suppression
activities. Fire flow is defined as the quantity of water available for fire protection in a given area and is
normally measured in gallons per minute. The GFD requires the provision of fire flows to serve individual
developments in accordance with the Uniform Fire Code. While the Uniform Fire Code allows up to a
75 percent reduction in required fire flows for buildings constructed with an approved sprinkler system, the
City only allows up to a 50 percent reduction in fire flows for a building with sprinklers. Depending on the
type of building construction and square footage, fire flow requirements range from 1,500 gallons per
minute for 2 hours to 8,000 gallons per minute for 4 hours. For sprinklered buildings, the City’s flow
requirements are at least 1,500 gallons per minute to as much as 4,000 gallons per minute, depending on
4.11-2
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the type of building. According to GFD records, fire flow capacity within the DSP area mains is at least
4,000 gallons per minute for a minimum of 4 hours.

 Police Protection
The Glendale Police Department (GPD) provides police protection services to the City, with headquarters
at 140 North Isabel Street. The DSP area is located within four police patrol areas (beats), and within (at
least partially) twenty-two reporting districts. The GPD has 270 sworn officers. The Glendale Galleria,
which generates heavy visitor traffic (approximately 55,000 visitors per day), has its own substation. Staffed
by one sergeant and five officers, the Glendale Galleria encompasses six reporting districts. In addition,
another substation is planned as part of the Town Center Project, which is within the DSP area.
The Department uses the 2.0 officers per 1,000 residents standard, which is recommended by the Federal
Bureau of Investigation as a planning standard to determine adequate staffing levels. Based on a 2005
population estimate of approximately 205,000 residents, the officer to population ratio in the City is
presently 1.32 sworn officers per 1,000 residents. Therefore, the City is currently below recommended
staffing levels. In 2005, the Department reported 4,164 major crimes for a rate of 20.3 crimes per 1,000
residents. This rate is the lowest among cities within the United States with a population of 200,000 or
more. The DSP area reported 1,139 major crimes and 113 minor crimes in 2005 for a total of 1,252 crimes.

 Schools
The DSP area is located within the boundary of the Glendale Unified School District (GUSD). The western
and southern boundaries of the GUSD are coterminous with the boundaries of the City, while the eastern
and northern portions of the district include two unincorporated Los Angeles County communities, La
Crescenta and Montrose, and a small portion of the community of the City of La Cañada-Flintridge. GUSD
facilities include twenty elementary schools (grades K–6), nine of which are multi-track or “year round”
schools and eleven of which are traditional elementary schools, four middle schools (grades 7–8), three
comprehensive senior high schools (grades 9–12); a magnet high school; one continuation high school; and a
developmental center for multi-handicapped students. During the 2004/05 school year, the GUSD had a
total enrollment of 28,659 students. Approximately 46 percent of theses students were enrolled in
elementary schools (grades K–6), while approximately 16 percent were enrolled in middle school (grades
7–8) and approximately 33 percent were enrolled in high school (grades 9–12). The remaining students are
involved in the GUSD’s special education program.
The DSP area is located within the attendance boundary of Edison Elementary School, Roosevelt Middle
School, and Glendale High School. Enrollment and capacity at these schools during the 2004/05 school year
is shown in Table 4.11-2.
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Table 4.11-2

2004/05 School Year DSP Area School Enrollment

School

Enrollment

Capacity

Percent Over Capacity

Edison Elementary School

754

924

-18%

Roosevelt Middle School

958

785

22%

3,076

3,350

-8%

Glendale High School
SOURCE:

GUSD website.

For planning purposes, a school district’s projected student generation rates are based on dwelling units.
Table 4.11-3 provides the student generation rates used by the GUSD to estimate students by dwelling unit
type and grade level.
Table 4.11-3
Dwelling Unit Type

GUSD Student Generation Rates
K-6

7-8

9-12

Total

Single Family

0.182

0.063

0.127

0.373

Multi-Family

0.170

0.054

0.116

0.340

SOURCE:

EIP Associates.

* Generation factors derived from the GUSD.

 Libraries
The City provides public library services in the City of Glendale. The Library Division administers the
library system and operates the following facilities: the Central Library, Brand Library and Art Center; five
neighborhood (branch) libraries; and a bookmobile. The location, size of the facility and collection, target
service population, actual population served, and hours of operation for each of the libraries are provided in
Table 4.11-4. The Central Library and the Brand Library and Art Center serve the entire City, while the
neighborhood libraries serve smaller areas. The newest branch in the Department’s system is the Pacific
Park Branch, which opened in September 2003. The City’s bookmobile provides library services to
Glendale residents south of the Ventura Freeway (SR-134).
The City’s existing library facilities range in size from approximately 5,000 to 92,000 square feet (sf). The
library collections consist primarily of books, and to a lesser extent, videos, and compact discs. The total
volume of all facilities is approximately 717,013, with approximately 55 percent of these volumes contained
in the Central Library. Based on the 2006 population estimate for the City of Glendale of 206,308 residents,
provided by the State Department of Finance, this collection translates into a volume to resident ratio in the
City of 3.48 books per resident.
The City does not limit library use to residents of the City. However, while any person may use the City’s
libraries, the target population or service area is based on residents. The number of registered borrowers in
2005 was 193,732. The total library system circulation for fiscal year 2005 was 1,080,098 transactions.
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The hours at Glendale library facilities vary, as shown in Table 4.11-4 below. The Central Library has the
longest hours of all City facilities. The Brand Library and Art Center, which has the special art collection,
maintains afternoon and evening hours only.
Table 4.11-4
Library and Location

Glendale Library Facilities

Floor
Area (sf)

Collection
Size

Service
Population

Hours of Operation

Central Library
222 E. Harvard St.

92,000

401,252

207,007

Mon-Thurs
Fri & Sat
Sun

Brand Library
1601 W. Mountain St.

26,000

105,493

207,007

Tues/Thurs
Wed
Fri & Sat

1 P.M.–9 P.M.
1 P.M.–6 P.M.
1 P.M.–5 P.M.
1 P.M.–6 P.M.
1 P.M.–8 P.M.
10 A.M.–6 P.M.
1 P.M.–5 P.M.

10 A.M.–9 P.M.
10 A.M.–6 P.M.
1 P.M.–5 P.M.

Casa Verdugo Branch Library
1151 N. Brand Blvd.

4,264

52,884

28,677

Mon-Tues
Wed
Thurs
Sat

Chevy Chase Branch Library
3301 E. Chevy Chase Dr.

6,452

30,895

4,373

Wed
Sat

10 P.M.–8 P.M.
1 P.M.–5 P.M.
1 P.M.–8 P.M.
1 P.M.–6P.M.
10 A.M.–6 P.M.
1 P.M.–5 P.M.

Grandview Branch Library
1535 Fifth St.
Montrose Crescenta Branch Library
2465 Honolulu Ave.
Pacific Park Branch Library
501 S. Pacific Ave.

5,267

44,115

29,096

Tues
Wed
Thurs
Fri & Sat

10,520

66,033

35,016

Mon & Thurs
Tues & Wed
Sat

1 P.M.–8 P.M.
1 P.M.–6 P.M.
10 A.M.–6 P.M.

8,300

49,434

30,031

Tues-Thurs
Sat

1 P.M.–8 P.M.
10 A.M.–5 P.M.

SOURCE: City of Glendale, 2006.

4.11.3

Regulatory Framework

 Federal
There are no federal regulations related to public services that apply to the proposed project.

 State
Uniform Fire Code

The Uniform Fire Code (UFC) contains regulations relating to construction and maintenance of buildings
and the use of premises. Topics addressed in the code include fire department access, fire hydrants,
automatic sprinkler systems, fire alarm systems, fire and explosion hazards safety, hazardous materials
storage and use, provisions intended to protect and assist fire responders, industrial processes, and many
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other general and specialized fire-safety requirements for new and existing buildings and premises. The
Code contains specialized technical regulations related to fire and life safety.
California Health and Safety Code

State fire regulations are set forth in Sections 13000 et seq. of the California Health and Safety Code, which
include regulations concerning building standards (as also set forth in the California Building Code), fire
protection and notification systems, fire protection devices such as extinguishers and smoke alarms, highrise building and childcare facility standards, and fire suppression training.
California State Assembly Bill 1600 (AB 1600)

AB 1600, which created Section 66000 et seq. of the Government Code, was enacted by the state of
California in 1987. “Section 66000” requires that all public agencies satisfy the following requirements when
establishing, increasing, or imposing a fee as a condition of approval for a development project:





Identify the purpose of the Fee
Identify the use to which the Fee will be put
Determine that there is a reasonable relationship between the Fee’s use and the type of development
project on which the Fee is to be imposed
Determine how there is a reasonable relationship between the need for the pubic facility and the type
of development project on which the Fee is to be imposed

California State Assembly Bill 2926 (AB 2926)—School Facilities Act of 1986

In 1986, AB 2926 was enacted by the state of California authorizing entities to levy Statutory Fees on new
residential and commercial/industrial development in order to pay for school facilities. AB 2926, entitled
the “School Facilities Act of 1986,” was expanded and revised in 1987 through the passage of AB 1600,
which created Section 66000 et seq. of the Government Code. Under this statute, payment of such
Statutory Fees by developers would serve as total mitigation in accordance with CEQA to satisfy the impact
of development on school facilities.
California Government Code Section 65995—School Facilities Legislation

The School Facilities Legislation was enacted to generate revenue for school districts for capital acquisitions
and improvements. This legislation allows a maximum one-time fee of $2.24 per square foot of residential
development and $0.36 per square foot of commercial development. This fee is divided between the
primary and secondary schools and is termed a “Level One” fee.
California Senate Bill 50 (SB 50)

The passage of SB 50 in 1998 defined the Needs Analysis process in Government Code Sections 65995.565998.Under the provisions of SB 50, school districts may collect Level Two and Level Three fees to offset
the costs associated with increasing school capacity in response to student enrollment increases associated
with residential developments. Level Two fees require the developer to provide one-half of the costs of
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accommodating students in new schools, while the State would provide the other half. Level Three fees
require the developer to pay the full cost of accommodating the students in new schools and would be
implemented at the time the funds available from Proposition 1A (approved by the voters in 1998) are
expended. School districts must demonstrate to the State their long-term facilities needs and costs based on
long-term population growth in order to qualify for this source of funding, however, voter approval of
Proposition 55 on March 2, 2004, precludes imposition of the Level Three fee for the foreseeable future.
Therefore, once qualified, the districts may impose only Level Two fees, as calculated per SB 50.

 Local
City of Glendale General Plan

General Plan goals and policies related to public services are located in the Community Facilities and Safety
Elements, and include:
Community Facilities Element

Goal: Enhance the current level and quality of community facilities and services, and improve the
accessibility to them.
Policy:

Monitor future school enrollments to determine whether boundary adjustments
and/or school removals or additions will be required.

Policy:

Preserve the high standards of library facilities in their educational and
recreational role.

Policy:

Maintain the availability of high level, competent fire protection.

Policy:

Continue the effort to reduce crime and violence.

Policy:

Monitor future community needs for protection facilities and services as new
growth warrants or as facilities are displaced.

Safety Element

Goal 4: Reduce the loss of life, injury, private property damage, infrastructure damage, economic
losses, and social dislocation and other impacts resulting from fire hazards.
Policy 4-1:

The City shall ensure to the extent possible that fire services, such as fire
equipment, infrastructure, and response times, are adequate for all sections of
the City.

Policy 4-2:

The City shall require that all new development in areas with a high fire hazard
incorporate fire resistant landscaping and other fire hazard reduction techniques
into the project design in order to reduce the fire hazard.

As discussed in Section 4.8 (Land Use), the DSP does not conflict with applicable General Plan goals and
policies relating to public services.
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Glendale Unified School District

The regulatory framework for schools is established at the School District and State level. The GUSD has
adopted the site size standards from the School Facilities Planning Division of the State Department of
Education. These site standards consist of 11.1 acres for an elementary school (grades K–6), 21.4 acres for a
middle school (grades 7–8), 50 acres for a high school (grades 9–12), and 2 acres for a continuation high
school. The minimum site occupancy requirements are 40 percent occupancy for grades K–6, 30 percent
occupancy for grades 7–8, and 30 percent occupancy for grades 9–12. Future school capacities are
calculated based on a classroom count of twenty-five for each elementary site or 625 students, thirty-three
for each junior high school or 891 students, and seventy-four for each high school or 1,998 students.

4.11.4

Project Impacts and Mitigation

 Analytic Method
Fire Protection

Impacts to fire protection are determined by analyzing the projected increase in the demand for fire services
as a result of the DSP and comparing the existing performance to future performance. The GFD does not
currently have performance objectives, so in this case, impacts were derived from the change in service
ratios.
Police Protection

Impacts to police protection are determined by analyzing the projected increase in the demand for police
services as a result of the DSP and comparing the existing performance objectives to future performance
objectives. Performance objectives for the GPD include the service ratio of 2.0 officers per 1,000 residents.
Schools

Student increase as a result of the DSP is determined utilizing GUSD student generation rates. The
projected increase in demand for schools is then compared to the projected increase with the remaining
capacity. This information is than used to determine whether new or altered facilities would be required.
Libraries

Impacts on library facilities and services associated with the proposed DSP were evaluated based on the
1.75 books per resident standard contained in the General Plan Community Facilities Element.

 Thresholds of Significance
The following thresholds of significance are based on Appendix G of the CEQA Guidelines, as amended. For
purposes of this EIR, implementation of the proposed project may have significant adverse physical impacts
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on public services if the proposed project would result in the provision of new or physically altered
governmental facilities or a need for new or physically altered governmental facilities, the construction of
which could cause significant environmental impacts, in order to maintain acceptable service ratios,
response times, or other performance objectives for any of the following public services:





Fire protection
Police Protection
Schools
Libraries

 Impacts and Mitigation Measures
Threshold

Impact 4.11-1

Would the project result in the provision of new or physically altered
Fire Department facilities, or the need for new or physically altered Fire
Department facilities, the construction of which could cause
significant environmental impacts, in order to maintain acceptable
service ratios, response times or other performance objectives for
acceptable fire services.

Implementation of the DSP would increase the demand for fire
protection services and could require the construction of new or
physically altered facilities to accommodate the increased demand.
As no feasible mitigation is available, impacts to fire protection
services would be significant and unavoidable. All other impacts to
fire protection services would be less than significant.

Development under the DSP would result in the direct addition of approximately 7,166 new residents and
approximately 1.7 million sf of office development to the City at buildout. Impacts associated with these
additional residents include an increase in fire protection responses, an increase in the number of building
plan-check reviews, building inspections, public education activities, participation in community events, and
ongoing relations with the homeowners association. This addition to the current estimated population of
approximately 205,000, would reduce the firefighter to population service ratio of one firefighter (with
approximately fifty-seven firefighter personnel is on duty at all times) on duty per 3,596 residents, to one
firefighter on duty per 3,722 residents, a difference of less than 4 percent. While this change is not
substantial, and would take place over an extended period of time (buildout), implementation of the DSP
would still result in a reduction in the firefighter per resident ratio within the City, which would be
potentially significant.
The additional residents associated with development under DSP would result in an increase in emergency
medical responses. The DSP area is located within the response district for Rescue Ambulances 21 and 26,
which currently average approximately 290 and 260 calls per month respectively. Based on a total of 11,355
rescue ambulance responses in 2005 for approximately 205,000 residents, a ratio of 0.0554 rescue
ambulance responses occurs in the City per resident can be derived. Using this same ratio, the number of
rescue ambulance responses calls that would be generated by the DSP at buildout is estimated to be
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approximately 400 per year, or approximately thirty additional calls per month. The City has no formal
service ratios or performance objectives for rescue ambulance service, but recommends a maximum
workload of 350 responses per month for a paramedic rescue ambulance. With the additional number of
calls due to development under the DSP, Rescue Ambulances 21 and 26 would be responding to
approximately 305 and 275 calls per month respectively, with the additional calls split evenly between the
two stations. This number of calls would not be above the recommended workload for a rescue ambulance,
and as such, impacts would be less than significant.
All buildings constructed under the DSP would be installed with fire sprinkler systems. According to GFD
records, adequate fire flow of at least 4,000 gallons per minute for a minimum of 4 hours will be available
throughout the DSP area without constraints in the type or size of the building. As a result, all buildings on
site will connect to a water supply system capable of meeting UFC requirements for sprinklered buildings.
Therefore, the impact of the DSP on fire flow is less than significant.
The nature of the proposed project is that of higher density, mixed use buildings in a mid to high rise
configuration. In this type of environment, firefighters will spend more time on a particular call since
additional time will be spent inside the building actually responding to a particular incident. Upon
conclusion of the call, additional time will be required to exit the building and return to the vehicle before
the firefighter actually becomes available to perform other duties. As stated above, with buildout of the
proposed project the current firefighter the resident ratio will go from one firefighter on duty per 3,596
residents, to one firefighter on duty per 3,722 residents. With the additional time the GFD will spend on
calls due to the nature (configuration) of the proposed project, and with a reduction to the firefighter to
resident ratio, the GFD will see a reduction to its ability to maintain the same workload/service levels if
they are not supplemented with additional firefighters/equipment.
The City presently has no mechanism in place that allows it to collect developer impact fees to mitigate for
significant impacts to fire protection services. However, at this time, as the project would reduce the
present firefighter to resident ratio, reducing the GFD’s ability to maintain the same workload/service
levels, this impact is significant and unavoidable.
Threshold

Impact 4.11-2

4.11-10

Would the project result in the provision of new or physically altered
Police Department facilities, or the need for new or physically altered
Police Department facilities, the construction of which could cause
significant environmental impacts, in order to maintain acceptable
service ratios, response times or other performance objectives for
acceptable police services.

The increase in residential population as a result of the DSP could
require the construction of new or physically altered police
facilities to accommodate the increased demand in services. This is
considered a potentially significant impact. As no feasible
mitigation exists to reduce this impact, it remains significant and
unavoidable.
City of Glendale
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Development under the DSP would result in the direct addition of approximately 7,166 new residents and
approximately 1.7 million sf of office development to the City at buildout. This addition to the current
estimated population of approximately 205,000 would reduce the present officer to population service ratio
of 1.32 sworn officers per 1,000 residents to 1.27 sworn officers per 1,000 residents, a difference of less
than 4 percent, based on the current staffing level of 270 sworn officers. While this change is not
substantial, and would take place over an extended period of time (buildout), implementation of the DSP
will still result in the City remaining below the 2.0 officers per 1,000 residents standard. Therefore, impact
of the DSP on the officer to population ratio would be potentially significant.
Future entertainment uses would require a separate entertainment permit to be approved by the GPD.
Security concerns related to these uses would be addressed through the permit process, at which time the
GPD would have the opportunity to review the proposed uses and provide input on necessary security
measures.
The nature of the proposed project is that of higher density, mixed use buildings in a mid to high rise
configuration. In this type of environment, officers will spend more time on a particular call since additional
time will be spent inside the building actually responding to a particular incident. Upon conclusion of the
call, additional time will be required to exit the building and return to the vehicle before the officer actually
becomes available to perform other law enforcement duties. The GPD has estimated that buildout of the
proposed project would increase police department patrol workload will by approximately 3.5 percent
(approximately 5000 calls/observations per year) above the normal escalation the department has
historically experienced. In order to meet the demands of the proposed project and maintain the same
workload/service levels, the GPD has estimated that it would require an additional ten officers at buildout
of the proposed project.
The City could impose project specific mitigation measures to development under the DSP, requiring
developers to contribute their fair share of a “police facilities fee’, depending on the number of units or
square footage being developed; however, at this time, as the project would reduce the present officer to
population service ratio, reducing the GPD's ability to maintain the same workload/service levels, this
impact is significant and unavoidable.
Threshold

Impact 4.11-3

Would the project result in the provision of new or physically altered
school facilities, or the need for new or physically altered school
facilities, the construction of which could cause significant
environmental impacts, in order to maintain acceptable service
ratios, response times or other performance objectives for acceptable
school services.

Implementation of the DSP would increase the number of students
in the GUSD and contribute to an existing overcapacity problem,
which is a potentially significant impact; however, with payment of
statutory school impact fees, this impact would be reduced to a lessthan-significant level.
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Development under the DSP would include the potential for up to 3,980 residential units. Children from
these households would likely attend GUSD schools. Therefore, the DSP could have a direct impact on
schools within the GUSD boundary. The GUSD has established student generation rates for the purposes of
estimating and planning for enrollment increases as a result of new residential development or
redevelopment. No generation rates have been established for commercial development, as commercial
development is not anticipated to result in direct population growth and a corresponding demand for
classroom space. As shown in Table 4.11-4, the 3,980 multi-family residential units associated with the DSP
will generate approximately 677 students grades K–6, 215 students grades 7–8, and 462 students grades
9-12, for a total of 1,354 students at buildout of the DSP.
Table 4.11-5
Number of Units

Students Generated by DSP Buildout
Generation Factor*

Number of Students

Multi Family Residential Units
3,980

K–6: 0.170

677

7–8: 0.054

215

9-12: 0.116

462
Total

SOURCE:

1,354

EIP Associates.

* Generation factors derived from the GUSD.

As shown in Table 4.11-2, middle and high schools serving the DSP area are currently operating near or
over capacity. Consequently, the direct impact of the DSP on local schools would be potentially significant.
It should to be noted that the estimated number students generated by the proposed project is an extremely
conservative estimate. The multi-family residential development planned under the DSP is anticipated to
have an average household size of 1.8 persons/unit; multi-family residential units typically produce less
students then single family residential units. Thus, the number of students generated by development under
the DSP is anticipated to by significantly lower than the estimated 1,354 students.
Per current State law, developer impact fees are the exclusive method for mitigating impacts on school
facilities. These fees collected on residential development may be used to pay for all of the following: land
(purchased or leased) for school facilities, design of school facilities, permit and plan checking fees,
construction or reconstruction of school facilities, testing and inspection of schools site and school buildings,
furniture for use in new school facilities, and interim school facilities (purchased or leased) to house students
generated by new development while permanent facilities are being constructed. As noted Section 4.11.3
(Regulatory Framework—School Facilities Legislation), above, this could allow for the City to impose a
maximum one-time fee of $2.24 per square foot of residential development and $0.36 per square foot of
commercial development, assisting in funding efforts necessary to alleviate school overcrowding, and would
ensure that new development under the DSP would bear its fair share of the cost of housing additional
students generated.
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Prior to issuance of a building permit, the project developer shall pay to the GUSD the prevailing State
Department of Education Development Fee to the extent allowed by State law. School fees exacted from
residential and commercial uses would help fund necessary school service and facilities improvements to
accommodate anticipated population and school enrollment growth within the GUSD service area, and
would allow for the GUSD to allocate these funds as they deem necessary. Therefore, the proposed
Glendale DSP would have a less-than-significant impact on school facilities.
Threshold

Would the project result in the provision of new or physically altered
library facilities, or the need for new or physically altered library
facilities, the construction of which could cause significant
environmental impacts, in order to maintain acceptable service
ratios, response times or other performance objectives for acceptable
library services.

Impact 4.11-4

Development under the DSP would increase demand for library
services by residents of the project and occasional and incidental
use of library facilities by project employees, which could result in
the need for new or altered library facilities. This is considered a
potentially significant impact; however, with the current ratio of
volume of books per resident, this impact would be reduced to less
than significant.

As stated in Section 4.10 (Population and Housing), implementation of the proposed project would
introduce 7,166 new on-site residents and approximately 814 off-site residents as well as 4,400 employees.
The Community Facilities Element indicates that cities the size of Glendale should generally maintain a
volume to resident ratio of 1.75 books per resident. Based on the 2006 population estimate from the
Department of Finance for the City of Glendale of approximately 206,308 residents, which was provided by
the Department of Finance, the City presently requires about 361,039 volumes to meet this standard. With
a total collection of approximately 717,013 volumes, the system presently exceeds this standard by about
355,974 volumes.
The addition of approximately 7,166 residents to the 2006 estimated population of 206,308 (total estimated
population of 213,474) would result in a volume to book ratio of 3.36 books per resident, which is
approximately 1 percent below the current ratio of 3.48 books per resident. However, with the citywide
volume per resident ratio above the City standard and with a current inventory of approximately 355,974
volumes in excess of standard requirements, the impact of the proposed project on library services would be
less than significant.

4.11.5

Cumulative Impacts

This cumulative impact analysis considers cumulative growth within the City, as represented by full
implementation of the DSP.
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 Fire Protection
Buildout under the DSP would result in the incremental addition of 7,166 residents to the City. This is in
addition to other, citywide projects and buildout of the City’s General Plan resulting in additional calls for
fire protection and emergency medical services beyond the demand of what the DSP would create. The
City’s fire service personnel level will need to keep pace with cumulative, citywide development in order to
maintain its current workload/service ratio. Though development under the proposed project could impose
project specific mitigation measures to negate its effect on the GFD, as the proposed project would impact
the GFDs ability to maintain its current workload/service ratio, the impact of the proposed project on fire
protection would be cumulatively considerable and cumulative impacts on fire protection would be
significant and unavoidable.

 Police Protection
Buildout under the DSP would result in the incremental addition of 7,166 residents to the City. This is in
addition to other, citywide projects and buildout of the City’s General Plan resulting in additional calls for
police protection services beyond the demand of what the DSP would create. This increase in demand is
routinely assessed by the GPD as part of its annual monitoring and budgeting process. Though development
under the proposed project could impose project specific mitigation measures to negate its effect on the
GPD, as the proposed project would impact the GPD's ability to maintain its current workload/service
ratio, the impact of the proposed project on police protection would be cumulatively considerable and
cumulative impacts on fire protection would be significant and unavoidable.

 Schools
Buildout under the DSP would result in the construction of a maximum of 3,980 dwelling units. Combined,
these units could generate approximately 677 students grades K–6, 215 students grades 7–8, and 462
students grades 9–12 for a total of almost 1,354 students. Due to an existing lack of capacity in the GUSD,
especially in the DSP area (as shown in Table 4.11-2), these additional students and others generated
through development associated with the City’s General Plan could result in a significant cumulative impact;
however, through the levying of school fees on new residential and commercial uses within the DSP, the
proposed project would not have a cumulatively considerable impact on schools and the impact would be
less than significant cumulatively.

 Libraries
As discussed in Section 4.10 (Population and Housing), the proposed project and cumulative development
projects in the City would result in the addition of 10,426 residents and 4,400 employees directly. In
addition, employment opportunities associated with these projects could indirectly generate up to an
additional 1,056 residents.
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Combined, the addition of approximately 10,426 residents to the current estimated population of 204,435
will reduce the present volume to resident ratio. Based on a future population of 215,917 residents, the
volume to resident ratio in the City would fall to 3.37 volumes per resident, which is approximately
1 percent below the current ratio of 3.48 volumes per resident. However, with the Citywide volume per
resident ratio well above the City standard and with a current inventory of approximately 355,974 volumes
in excess of standard requirements, the contribution of the proposed project would not be cumulatively
considerable, and the cumulative impact of the proposed project and cumulative development projects on
library services would be less than significant.

4.11.6
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4.12 RECREATION
This section describes the current recreational uses within the proposed Glendale Downtown Specific Plan
(DSP) project area and in the surrounding areas and describes ways in which implementation of the DSP
could lead to an increased demand for recreational facilities, physical deterioration of recreational facilities,
and/or the creation or expansion of recreational facilities, the construction of which could have a physical
adverse effect on the environment.
Data sources used for this section include the City of Glendale General Plan, previous documentation prepared,
and other Glendale data sources. Full bibliographic entries for all reference materials are provided in
Section 4.12.5 (References) of this section.
One comment letter discussing recreation and open space needs was received during the NOP comment
period and is included in Appendix B of this EIR.

4.12.1

Environmental Setting

 Glendale Park Standards
Glendale has a deficit of both community and neighborhood park facilities. The City currently has a parkland
to-resident ratio of approximately 1.4 acres of parkland for every 1,000 residents, while the City’s park
planning standard is 1 acre of neighborhood parks and 5 acres of community parkland per 1,000 residents.
The City of Glendale's park system consists of approximately 275 acres of developed parkland in 35 parks.
The National Recreation and Park Association (NRPA) developed area standards which have been
traditionally applied to assess demand for parkland in cities. The most recent NRPA standards published in
1979 recommended a range of 6 to 10.5 acres of developed parkland per every 1,000 residents. In addition
to the area standards, the NRPA has established a classification system for the type of park (i.e.
neighborhood or community) and a recommended service radius for these facilities.
The minimum recommended standard for an urban area is 6 to 10.5 acres (divided between neighborhood
parks and community parks) per 1,000 residents. According to the Southern California Association of
Governments (SCAG) population projections, the City of Glendale’s population in 2005 was approximately
204,435 residents. Applying the minimum park standard to Glendale would require a total of roughly 1,227
acres of developed parkland. Glendale presently has approximately 275 acres of developed parkland which
indicates that the City has a deficit of approximately 952 acres of developed park land.
A neighborhood park is generally anywhere from 2 to 10 acres in size, serves a population within a half-mile
radius, and should be centrally located within the neighborhood it serves. Neighborhood parks should be
developed at a minimum of 1 acre per every 1,000 residents. Community parks are generally 10 to 30 acres
in size and tend to be utilized on a Citywide basis. The minimum population service standard for community
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parks is 5 acres of parkland per 1,000 residents. The greatest difference between neighborhood parks and
community parks is that neighborhood parks are designed to serve a pedestrian population while a
community park attracts users from all over the City.

 Developed Park and Recreation Facilities
The City of Glendale Parks, Recreation and Community Services Department owns and operates public
parks and recreation facilities in the City. According to Geographic Information System (GIS) data provided
by the Glendale Department of Parks and Recreation, approximately 6,980 acres of public open space exist
within the boundaries of the City of Glendale. The majority of this is an estimated 4,100 acres in the
Verdugo Mountains. In the San Rafael Hills, approximately 1,160 acres and 910 acres exist in the San
Gabriel Mountains.40 City-owned open space consists of undeveloped parkland in the form of regional and
community parks such as Brand Park, Deukmejian Wilderness Park, Verdugo Mountain Park, and Lower
Scholl Canyon. Approximately 750 acres of public open space owned by Caltrans, Los Angeles County,
Southern California Edison Company, and the Los Angeles County Department of Public Works, Flood
Control Division is in one of the three geographic areas described above. In addition, privately held
properties comprise a total of 1,540 acres of open space. Privately held open space includes unsubdivided
land and developed recreation and education facilities (e.g., golf courses, youth camps, and religious
retreats).
Citywide, community parks are often overcrowded and, therefore, many sports organizations do not have
adequate availability to practice on game fields. The neighborhood park shortage has been exacerbated by
the increase in residential density in many of its neighborhoods. The current deficiency of parkland is the
cumulative result of residential growth without a corresponding provision of parkland throughout the 100year history of the City. The Recreation Element represents a significant step toward assuring the
preservation of Glendale's quality of life by setting out a framework of park needs for residential
development and for the acquisition and development of the community's recreational resources. Six types
of parks within the City are defined in the General Plan Recreation Element, and include: regional parks,
community parks, neighborhood parks, mini-parks, community centers, and special facilities (refer to
Figure 4.12-1). Mini-parks have been developed in the more dense multifamily neighborhoods as a way to
provide immediate recreation opportunities in these areas that lack neighborhood parks. These include:




Elk Mini Park (2003)
Harvard Mini Park (2006)
Windsor Mini Park (2006)

In addition, Pacific Park was completed in 2003 and Deukmejian Wilderness Park was completed in 2004.
Planned parksed include Cerritos Park, Adams Square Mini Park, Cedar Mini Park, and Maryland Mini
Park.

40

City of Glendale, August 2006.
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Specialized facilities such as Scholl Canyon provide athletic fields that have been previously sited at
community parks. These specialized facilities are designed to lessen the demand for athletic fields at the
community parks. Community centers are also special use facilities that often cater to seniors and offer
indoor space for community activities such as recreational fitness classes.
Current parks located in the City of Glendale are distinguished by locality and as identified in Figure 4.12-1.






Central and South Glendale have eight parks
North Glendale has eight parks
East Glendale has three parks
West Glendale has seven parks
The Foothills area has two parks

In addition, the City of Glendale has nine Recreation and Special Use Facilities including: the Adult
Recreation Center (ARC), Chess Park, Civic Auditorium, Maple Park Community Center, Sparr Heights
Community Center, Stengel Ballfield, Sports Complex, Pacific Community Center, and Verdugo State
Park.
The City also owns the following open space acreage:







Oakmont Property (238 acres)
Polygon Property (29 acres)
Scholl Canyon Property (78 acres)
Flint Canyon (71 acres)
Poulsen (76 acres)
Murchison (150 acres)

Currently, the City has an inventory of 7,256 acres of parks, and open space, and 5,921 sf of recreational
facilities, as displayed in Table 4.12-1 (City of Glendale Parks and Recreation Inventory).
Table 4.12-1

City of Glendale Parks and Recreation Inventory

Component

Recreational Facilities
Parkland
Open Space
SOURCE:
a

Size (acres)

Size/1,000 Populationa

5,921 sf

29.02 sf

275.76 acres

1.35 acres

6,980 acres

25.47 acres

Department of Parks and Recreation (2006)

Based on a population of 204,435

Definitions of each recreation facility type and the associated characteristics of each are summarized in
Table 4.12-2, Service Area Standards. These standards are designed to meet the recreation needs of each
neighborhood within a jurisdiction.
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Table 4.12-2
Component

Service Area

Service Area Standards

Size (acres)

Acres/Population

Desirable Uses

Regional Park

Several Cities
(1 hour drive)

30 +

8.0+

Picnicking, play areas, boating, fishing,
camping trails, swimming

Community Park

1 mile radius

10-30

5.0 to 8.0

Athletic fields & courts, gymnasiums,
swimming pools, picnic sites, wading
pool

Neighborhood park

½ mile radius

2-10

1.0 to 2.0

Athletic fields & courts, play areas,
picnic sites, wading pool

Mini-park

Less than
¼ mile radius

1 acre or less

0.25 to 0.5

Play equipment area, wading pool

Community Center

2 mile radius

½–5 acres

Special Facilities

No applicable
standard

No applicable
standard

SOURCE:

Multi-purpose building, gymnasium,
open play area
No applicable
standard

May include golf courses, historic
grounds or buildings, botanical gardens,
commercial plazas or squares, nature
centers

Recreation Element, City of Glendale

Existing Park Facilities within the Project Area

The Adult Recreation Center (ARC) is the only existing recreation and park facility, located at 201 East
Colorado Street, within the proposed DSP area (refer to Figure 4.12-2). The ARC is classified as a
neighborhood park and specialty facility. The City is currently planning to improve the ARC through
building additions and reconstruction.
Recreation Planning Areas41

The City of Glendale has established eleven "Recreation Planning Areas" in accordance with patterns of
community boundaries and park facility accessibility, as defined by mountains, freeways and other barriers.
The DSP area is included within the Recreation Planning Areas, 6–10, as shown in Figure 4.12-3, and a
detailed description follows below.
Recreation Planning Area No. 6

Existing major streets and Ventura Freeway bisect this area into a group of distinct neighborhoods. The area
has approximately 16,673 people in 786 acres of land. This area has two parks, Fremont Park and Milford
Mini-Park. Total park acreage for the planning area is 8.26 acres, which provides a ratio of 0.49 acres of
parkland per 1,000 residents. Fremont Park is located north of the 134 Freeway, which tends to isolate it
from much of the population south of the Freeway.
41

Glendale Department of Parks and Recreation, 2006
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Recreation Planning Area No. 7

This Recreation Planning Area includes a large number of multifamily housing units occupied by lower and
moderate-income families. The population in this area is approximately 15,799. Pacific Park (5.1 acres) is
the only recreational facility within this area. The area is deficient in total parkland with a ratio of 0.32 acre
of parkland per 1,000 residents. The Glendale Town Center project site is located in Recreation Planning
Area No. 7, which encompasses a 640-acre area characterized by residential, commercial, and industrial
uses.42 The Town Center Specific Plan calls for a approximately 3 acres of open space and promenade areas
located within the Town Center Specific Plan area.
Recreation Planning Area No. 8

This Planning Area includes a large number of multifamily housing units occupied by lower to moderateincome families, including a mixture of single family and multiple family housing. A portion of this area is
comprised of hillside development characterized by higher income households. A population of 14,902 has
access to Palmer Park which is a 2.8 acre facility is located within Area 8. A large portion of the Area 8 is
adjacent to Forest Lawn Cemetery, which provides open space but no active recreational facilities. The area
is deficient in total parkland with a ratio of 0.19 acres of parkland per 1,000 residents.
Recreation Planning Area No. 9

Planning Area 9, has a population of 29,334, and is the densest area of the City. The area has a ratio of 0.35
acres of parkland per 1,000 residents. There are three parks, which include two neighborhood parks; Maple
Park, Carr Park and the Adult Recreation Center/Central Park, totaling 10.19 acres. These areas are evenly
distributed through the Planning Area No. 9; however, due to the high density of this area, the size of the
parks does not adequately serve the residents.
Recreation Planning Area No. 10

A population of 29,641 residents resides within an acre of downtown east of Brand Boulevard and the Civic
Center. This area lacks in neighborhood parks. It does contain two mini-parks—Piedmont Park and Wilson
Mini Park, totaling 0.75 acres. This is a ratio of 0.02 acres of parkland per 1,000 residents or a deficit of
26.9 acres of neighborhood parkland. Park needs are critical within this area since it completely lacks
neighborhood park space.
Park Acquisition and Development

The City of Glendale is currently devoting additional resources to the acquisition and development of parks
within residential areas throughout the City. Future acquisition of land for recreational use will provide a
wide array of activities and facilities. It should be noted that the tasks listed below are in different stages of
42

Recreation Element, General Plan, City of Glendale, page 5-7
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acquisition and/or development. There are other possibilities that include the development of subterranean
parking facilities, as well as rooftop use of existing above ground parking structures where the design of the
structure would permit such as use. There are plans to develop Cerritos Park and Adams Square Mini Park
within the next 6 months and Cedar Mini Park and Maryland Mini Park within the next 18 months. One
acre of property adjacent to Cerritos Elementary School has been acquired by the City.
Additionally, the City plans joint City/school parks development of the following:



Proposed closure of street adjacent to Fremont Elementary School and conversion to parkland
Redevelopment of the school grounds at Franklin Elementary School for neighborhood park use after
hours

Open Space Resources

Most of the open space in the City of Glendale is located in the San Gabriel Mountains, Verdugo Mountains,
and the San Rafael Hills. These areas consist of undeveloped properties surrounded by intense urban
development. The total amount of public open space within City boundaries is approximately 6,980 acres.
The mountainous open space areas within the City are transected by a trail system. Many of these trails
coincide with an extensive system of fire roads and easements maintained by Southern California Edison.
These trails are also used by hiking, bicycling, and equestrian enthusiasts. Access to a larger regional trail
system is possible from four City parks—Brand Park, Deukmejian Wilderness Park, Scholl Canyon
Recreation Area, and Verdugo Mountain Park. The most prominent regional trails are the Backbone Trail
and the proposed Rim of the Valley Trail (partially completed), the latter of which is a greenbelt that will
eventually connect the San Fernando and La Crescenta Valleys. It will act as an integrated system of hiking
and equestrian trails and include Glendale parks. The Backbone Trail runs along the coast, but can be
accessed through trails that begin in Scholl Canyon and the Verdugo Mountains. The Verdugo Mountains
contain an extensive network of trails, primarily developed as fire roads established in the 1930s. The
Verdugo Trail connects with La Tuna Canyon Trail.
The Los Angeles River Greenbelt Corridor will eventually provide enhancements that include aesthetic
developments, trails, access points, and other amenities. The City of Glendale has approximately 1-mile of
frontage along the Los Angeles River near the interchange of I-5 and SR-134. Currently, there are master
plan documents proposing a trail link along the Los Angeles River as part of the Glendale Narrows
Riverwalk Project. This project is currently in the design stage and is expected to be completed in several
phases occurring over the next 2 to 5 years.
Private and Institutional Recreational Facilities

In addition to the public park system, private recreational resources are available to residents and visitors.
Many of these are urban plazas such as those located in the Central Business District. Other quasi-public
spaces are located along Brand Boulevard, Central Avenue, Broadway, Glenoaks, and Glendale Avenue.
Other recreational facilities include golf courses, bowling alleys, health clubs, and organized sports
programs. Four private recreation centers owned and maintained by homeowners associations may offer
Glendale Downtown Specific Plan Program EIR
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amenities such as swimming pools, tennis courts, fitness centers, and clubhouses. Many apartment and
condominium complexes have pools, meeting rooms, and other recreational facilities. Churches and youth
groups offer programs that may include summer youth camps, teen centers, gym sports, music, and drama
activities for a fee.
Glendale public school sites also provide recreational opportunities for area residents, typically at middle
and senior high schools. Glendale residents may also utilize recreational facilities located in adjacent cities,
such as the Rose Bowl/Arroyo Seco recreation area, Descanso Gardens, Griffith Park, Los Angeles
Equestrian center, and the Los Angeles Zoo.

4.12.2

Regulatory Framework

 Federal
There are no federal recreational facilities regulations applicable to the proposed project.

 State
The Quimby Act and California Mitigation Fee Act (AB 1600)

In 1989, the California Mitigation Fee Act (AB 1600) was adopted by the California State Legislature, giving
cities and counties the authority to implement development impact fees. Development impact fees are fees
charged to new development projects whose proceeds are used to offset the impacts from new
development. They can be used for such infrastructure projects as arterial roads, storm drainage systems,
police and fire facilities, parks, or libraries, to name a few. Development impact fees cannot be used for
ongoing maintenance, for staffing, or to solve existing deficiencies. In order to impose development impact
fees, a reasonable connection or nexus must exist between the new development and the improvement of a
facility for which the fees are to be assessed.
The General Plan recommends the authorizing of the Quimby Act (Government Code Section 66477),
which would sanction the imposition of fees on new development when the City passes an implementation
ordinance. Government Code Section 66477, more commonly referred to as the Quimby Act, was
established by the California legislature in 1965 to provide parks for the growing communities of the State.
The Act authorizes cities to adopt ordinances addressing parkland and/or fees for residential subdivisions for
the purpose of providing and preserving open space and recreational facilities and improvements in
developing areas. The Act also specifies acceptable uses and expenditures of such funds. The Quimby Act
authorizes local agencies to establish an ordinance requiring new development to pay a fee or dedicate land
for park and recreation facilities.
The City of Glendale is considering establishing a parkland mitigation fee program for development, and
implementation procedures for the imposition of parkland dedication requirements. State law, such as the
Quimby Act, allows the City to impose park fees on development. The City has commissioned a Park Fee
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Nexus study and is in the process of developing park and recreation fees for new development. The
proposed fee program will be before the City Council in August/September of 2006.
City of Glendale General Plan
Recreation Element

The Recreation Element develops a comprehensive plan for the identification of park and recreational
needs, the management of existing recreational resources and the development of additional facilities to
meet identified needs. The City’s park classification system, described above under the subject heading
Glendale Park Standards, recommended area standards adhere closely to those established by the National
Recreation and Park’s Association standards, which serve as the national standard assessment of parkland in
cities. Although the Recreation Element is directed primarily at resources and management policies within
the City of Glendale, it provides the opportunity to assess the available resources within a regional context.
It develops policies and parkland acquisition strategies. These are directed toward the development of
additional recreational facilities. Policies and parkland acquisition tools also address achieving equilibrium
between economic development and providing for the community's recreational needs.
The Recreation Element also contains general recreation-related goals, objectives, and policies. Goals in the
Recreation Element include the following:


Goal 1: To have a variety of recreational opportunities and programs for all residents.



Goal 2: Natural resources, including open spaces, biological habitats, and native plant communities as
passive recreational areas.



Goal 6: New parks and recreational facilities responsive to particular neighborhoods or areas as
identified in this plan, and with other policies as they evolve.



Goal 7: Safety and sensitively designed parks.

An analysis of the consistency of specific policies to further these goals that are applicable to the proposed
project is contained in Section 4.8 (Land Use) of this document.
Greater Downtown Strategic Plan

The City of Glendale and the Glendale Partners initiated the preparation of the GDSP 1994, to focus and
direct the City’s Greater Downtown area. The GDSP has been put forth as a guiding vision and policy
framework for the future of downtown Glendale, intended to ensure the quality of life in Glendale over the
next 25 years. The Glendale’s General Plan and Recreation Element directly support the implementation of
the vision of Greater Downtown Strategic Plan.
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Model Neighborhood Program

This program43 is based on the concept that local residents, business owners, and community organizations
must be involved in local planning efforts to improve their own neighborhoods. The Model Neighborhood
land use concept provides for the development of mini-parks and community gardens on vacant parcels
throughout the area. Mini-parks should be no smaller than two adjoining residential parcels. This concept of
providing mini-parks in areas with park deficiencies has proved successful in other areas of Glendale as
demonstrated by use of Wilson Mini-park.
Another key concept of the Model Neighborhood Program which the Recreation Element identifies as an
”acquisition strategy” for park and recreational facilities is the joint cooperation of the Glendale Unified
School District and the City in the identifying school sites for improvements and expansion which could
function as neighborhood parks when school is not in session. In 1999, the City and the School District
adopted a Master Agreement with the goal of cooperating to develop and acquire, as necessary, new joint
use park, school, and recreation sites. The first project under this plan was the Edison Pacific Project.

4.12.3

Project Impacts and Mitigation

 Analytic Method
The City of Glendale General Plan establishes parks standards, which serve as development review guidelines.
For the purposes of this analysis, impacts on recreational facilities are considered significant if an increase in
population would result in either the substantial deterioration of existing recreational facilities or increased
demand that would require the construction or expansion of recreational facilities that might have an
adverse physical effect on the environment.
An assessment of the impacts on recreational facilities is based on the planning standards that have been
analyzed below.
Standards were established between the user, and the resource, regardless of differences in geography,
population characteristics, and leisure patterns or to the feasibility of implementing the standards. In the
past, the size and the type of facilities were the only factors considered in park needs assessment. There are
many issues related to park standards that need to be analyzed. These issues arise largely in dense urban
areas, such as downtown Glendale. There are practical difficulties that impede any attempt to mitigate the
neighborhood parkland deficit in densely populated areas. In southern Glendale, to meet the park needs
using the neighborhood park standards (1 acre per 1,000) for the increase of population since 1980, it would
be necessary to develop over 25 acres of neighborhood park facilities that would represent five city blocks.44
This illustrates the difficulty of providing parkland in a dense urban environment. Strict adherence to the
standards would dictate that the City not permit more housing units in areas with deficiency of parkland.
43
44

1996 City of Glendale Recreation Element.
Chapter 5, Recreation Element, City of Glendale, April 1996.
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There are few vacant lots large enough to provide acreage required for a neighborhood park (2–10 acres).
The density of the areas requires that the City acquire occupied land and relocate business and residents,
which would increase the social and other costs of park development. A study prepared by the California
Recreational Commission found that as density increases the service ratios must decrease in multifamily
areas. It was estimated that for multistory development that the service distance or spacing of parts be
established at one-sixth to one-eighth of a mile, with the population not exceeding 2,500 to 4,000
population. For this reason, as mentioned above under the subject heading Existing Conditions, under
Glendale Park Standards, Glendale refines the standard by dividing this acreage into neighborhood parks and
community parks.

 Thresholds of Significance
The following thresholds are based on Appendix G of the CEQA Guidelines, as amended. For purposes of
this EIR, implementation of the proposed project may have a significant adverse impact on recreation
services and facilities if it would result in any of the following:



Increase the use of existing neighborhood and regional parks or other recreational facilities such that
substantial physical deterioration of the facility would occur or be accelerated
Include recreational facilities or require the construction or expansion of recreational facilities that
might have an adverse physical effect on the environment

 Effects Not Found to Be Significant
All potential impacts are discussed in detail in the following section of this EIR.

 Impacts and Mitigation Measures
Threshold

Impact 4.12-1

Would the project increase the use of existing neighborhood and
regional parks or other recreational facilities such that substantial
physical deterioration of the facility would occur or be accelerated?

Implementation of the proposed project could result in the
increased use of parks and recreational facilities, and could cause or
accelerate the substantial physical deterioration of these facilities.
As no feasible mitigation exists to reduce this impact, it remains a
significant and unavoidable impact.

As mentioned previously, the DSP is a mixed-use development plan that would provide for up to 3,980
additional residential units and up to approximately 1.7 million additional square feet of office space to the
downtown area. The proposed project would generate approximately 3,390 long-term employment
positions with the distribution of part-time to full-time about 60 percent (2,034) full-time jobs and
40 percent (1,356) part-time jobs. It is estimated that approximately 24 percent (814) of those employed
could relocated to Glendale based on the existing residence characteristics of the work force. Up to 1,832
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additional residents could come to the City from project-related employment, given the conservative
estimate that each of the 814 employees forms a single new household in the City.
The proposed project provides design guidelines with regard to open spaces and landscaping, as well as
building setbacks. The DSP’s planned open space system emphasizes physical and functional linkages
between neighborhoods within and around the DSP area and parks. A variety of downtown parks and
pocket parks, the development of an 18,400 sf ARC that will be completed in 2008, and several formal
plazas are planned in the DSP area as well as the replacement of the existing structures that comprise the
ARC with new facilities. The ARC is currently part of the Central Park site, which will be re-planned in
order to work more efficiently with the new ARC facilities, and with landscaped connections to the Town
Center Project, the Central area proper, and the Central Library area. Besides traditional parks, the urban
design concepts include non-traditional use of public lands including small urban plazas, street closings for
special events, upgrading alleys as paseos and dedicating portions of wide sidewalks for social and
recreational uses.
In addition, development incentives have been provided in the DSP to encourage creation of courtyards and
outdoor activity areas in conjunction with private development. These policies are intended to create open
spaces within 5-minute walking distances in downtown. In exchange for open space, courtyards, outdoor
activities, or other approved land uses, developers would receive incentives such as increased height limits
and the allowance of additional square footage as outlined in Chapter 7 of the Downtown Specific Plan.
Additional open space is an important amenity to make downtown Glendale a pleasant and hospitable
environment. One of the incentives included in the proposed DSP would allow for increased development
opportunities in exchange for providing additional public open space. To increase usable open space in
downtown, the following will be required as part of the DSP:
a) All new projects shall include design for open space. Projects are required to provide open space for a
minimum of 10 percent of the gross site area. Open space may assume a variety of different forms of
site design solutions, but all open spaces should be expansive and uninterrupted. Open spaces shall be
designed to be integrated into the overall design of new developments, surrounding buildings, and
existing open spaces.
b) At least 50 percent of the open space area should be usable and accessible to the general public.
c) All residential projects shall contain a minimum of 60 sf of private open space per unit and 60 sf per
unit of common open space per unit. The common open space requirement is in addition to the
publicly accessible requirement.
d) The following areas shall be considered as part of the required open space, both individually and in
combination:
› Plazas, courtyards and paseos
› Required front setbacks
› Outdoor dining within plazas, courtyards or required front setback areas
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For project sites that contain designated cultural resources, flexibility will be allowed in determining the
minimum amount of open space provided due to the limitations on site design imposed by the Historical
Preservation Commission.
Currently the City of Glendale has a deficit of both community and neighborhood park facilities according to
established City standards. In order to meet the minimum National Recreation and Park Association
standards (6 acres per 1,000 residents), and based on SCAG’s 2005 population statistics (204,435 persons)
and current City inventory of approximately 275 acres of developed park land, the City would have to
develop approximately 952 additional acres of parkland to meet the minimum standard. This additional
parkland would require a large commitment of financial resources not presently available. In addition, the
majority of the City is developed, and the creation of additional park sites may require the relocation of
existing residents and businesses. Recognizing that Glendale is a built-out City, with little available land for
additional parks, the Recreation Element suggests alternative methods to meet recreational needs. These
include the opportunity for the shared use of public school sites through joint partnerships between the
Glendale Unified School District and the City. The proposed project is further analyzed within the scope of
recreation possibilities within the project area.
Implementation of the proposed DSP would result in development of up to 3,980 new residential units and
an estimated population increase of 10,556 new residents in the DSP area. The urban design guidelines in
the DSP work together with the development standards to ensure desirable and lasting quality in new
developments. These qualitative criteria communicate the design goals and guidelines for downtown
Glendale's open space system, building design, and transitions between commercial and residential areas.
The open spaces and park areas that would be provided under the DSP would be developed in accordance
with the City’s established standards and would partially offset the increased demand for recreational
facilities in the area associated with development of the DSP however, the amount of open spaces and parks
available in the area would still be insufficient for the City of Glendale’s population.
The DSP proposes eleven districts (as described in Chapter 3 [Project Description]) and recreational
facilities (parks and open spaces) are provided within theses specific areas. The Adult Recreation
Center/Central Park at Colorado Street and Louise Street has served as the primary downtown public park.
The Town Center project will add approximately 3 acres of additional open space area. The DSP would
establish a comprehensive program to obtain new park/open space locations in the downtown using a
variety of techniques, including, but not limited to, incentives as described in Chapter 7 of the DSP and
transfer of development rights (TDRs). Ideally, one large park, at least 2 acres in size, would be provided in
the northwestern portion of the downtown, as a counterpart to the existing Central Park at the northwest
corner of Colorado and Louise.
Besides these traditional parks, the urban design concept of the proposed DSP proposes the use of public
lands including small urban plazas, street closings for special events, upgrading alleys as paseos and
dedicating portions of wide sidewalks for social and recreational uses. The Recreation Element of the
General Plan recognizes that the provision of streetscape improvements and open space in downtown, such
as public open and park space included in the proposed project, will provide both the daytime population
Glendale Downtown Specific Plan Program EIR
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and residents in the immediate area with passive recreational opportunities and an improvement in their
quality of life.
The concept of separation into distinct Districts/neighborhoods is important. Hence, the Recreation
Element divides the City into eleven Recreation Planning Areas (as previously mentioned), and measures
Citywide consistency with parkland standards of 1-acre per 1,000 persons for neighborhood parks and
5 acres per 1,000 persons for community parks. As the Recreation Element makes clear, these parkland
standards are goals for the entire City of Glendale, and are not applied to development projects on an
individual basis. None of the Goals, Objectives, or Policies of the Recreation Element requires that
individual development projects meet these standards. The DSP area is located in Planning Areas 6, 7, 8, 9,
and 10.45 Planning area 7 is characterized by a mix of industrial, commercial, and residential properties and,
has 0.32 acre of neighborhood park per 1,000 residents. Consequently, Planning Area 7 and, similarly,
Planning Areas 6, 8, 9, and 10 require additional parkland. These Planning Areas are denser than other
portions of Glendale, particularly in relation to residential land uses that consist of primarily multifamily
properties.
The proposed project area encompasses approximately 220 acres located in the center of the City of
Glendale. A variety of community and pocket parks, replacement of the ARC, and several formal plazas are
planned within the proposed DSP area. The City of Glendale does not currently own any aquatic facilities;
however, the Glendale Unified School District allows the City use of its three high school pools for
residential use during the summer months through the Department of Parks and Recreation programs.
The Department of Parks and Recreation of the City of Glendale is currently examining sites for potential
development of aquatic centers and consultants are assisting the department with their efforts to identify
sites with aquatic development potential. Although the park component of the proposed project does not
correspond exactly to the park categories in the Recreation Element, it would still add to the City’s
parkland inventory and would likely attract users from all portions of Glendale. Furthermore, the entire
downtown is not an appropriate site for neighborhood parks, since these parks are defined as those with
developed active recreational facilities (such as soccer fields). The location of the parks would not be
conducive to activities such as ball or court games. Most of the planning areas in the downtown Glendale
will be served by open spaces, plazas, and mini parks.
The City’s system of parks and recreational facilities would remain inadequate, and the proposed project
could result in the additional use of existing parks and recreational facilities to an extent that substantial
physical deterioration of facilities would occur or might be accelerated. Existing park facilities are currently
heavily used, and despite incentives for provision of open space and parks included in the DSP, the increase
in use of neighborhood and community parks in the City that will result from the 10,556 increase in
residents associated with the proposed project is considered significant and unavoidable, as an
acceleration of physical deterioration of existing parks would likely result. There is currently no in-lieu fee
45

Chapter 5, Recreation Element, City of Glendale, April 1996.
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imposed on developments to provide park and recreation space, however, the City is planning on
establishing park and recreation fees for new development in August or September of 2006.
Threshold

Would the project include recreational facilities or require the
construction or expansion of recreational facilities that might have an
adverse physical effect on the environment?

Impact 4.12-2

Implementation of the proposed project could have an adverse
physical effect on the environment associated with the construction
or expansion of recreational facilities. This is considered a less-thansignificant impact.

Implementation of the DSP would include construction of park areas, paseos, urban courtyards, and other
open spaces. The short-term impacts associated with the construction of these facilities are comprehensively
analyzed in Section 4.2 (Air Quality), Section 4.9 (Noise), and Section 4.13 (Transportation/Traffic) of this
EIR. While significant and unavoidable construction impacts would occur in each of these issue areas as a
result of construction under the proposed project, these impacts would be mitigated to the extent feasible
by the project requirements and mitigation measures detailed in those sections. Construction of these
recreational facilities will not result in significant impacts, but will contribute to overall construction
impacts. The long-term impact of adding new park, paseo, courtyard, and other open space areas will help
relive pressure on the currently inadequate inventory of recreational facilities. This impact is considered less
than significant, and no further mitigation is required.

4.12.4

Cumulative Impacts

The geographic context for the analysis of cumulative recreational impacts is the City of Glendale. The
analysis accounts for all anticipated cumulative growth within this geographic area, as represented by full
implementation of the City of Glendale General Plan.
Threshold

Would the project increase the use of existing neighborhood and
regional parks or other recreational facilities such that substantial
physical deterioration of the facility would occur or be accelerated?

As described in Impact 4.12-1, the increase in population as a result of implementation of the DSP would
lead to accelerated deterioration of existing parks and recreational facilities within the City. Construction of
the cumulative projects, in combination with the proposed project, would result in a further significant
impact on existing recreational facilities, as none of the cumulative projects include the development of a
park or recreational facility. Given the existing deficit in parkland in the City, there is, therefore, a
significant cumulative impact with regard to physical deterioration of existing facilities. The contribution of
the proposed project is considered cumulatively considerable, and the cumulative impact would be
significant and unavoidable.
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Threshold

Would the project include recreational facilities or require the
construction or expansion of recreational facilities that might have an
adverse physical effect on the environment?

The cumulative projects in the City of Glendale consist of residential and commercial uses and do not
include large recreational facilities, although it is expected that most, if not all, of the cumulative projects
would include some open spaces such as courtyards, paseos, or urban plazas. The City is currently devoting
resources to the acquisition and development of parks within the City, and construction of recreational
facilities may have an adverse effect on the environment, particularly with regard to traffic air quality and
noise during construction. Improvements to existing recreational facilities could also result in significant
adverse environmental impacts. However, with implementation of best management practices and
mitigation measures, as well as compliance with the City noise ordinance and limitation of construction
hours as prescribed in the Glendale Municipal Code, noise impacts would not be considered significant on a
cumulative basis. Depending on the nature and extent of any proposed recreational project, constructionrelated air quality impacts could be significant. Traffic impacts related to construction could also be
significant. Again, all feasible mitigation measures would be implemented to reduce or avoid significant
traffic impacts, and these impacts would be short term. While implementation of the DSP would result in
significant and unavoidable impacts associated with development of open space areas, because the
recreational/open space components represent a small percentage of overall development, this construction
activity is not expected to result in a significant impact when considered together with the cumulative
projects. As a result, the proposed project’s contribution to cumulative impacts associated with construction
of future parks and recreational facilities is less than significant.

4.12.5
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4.13 TRANSPORTATION/TRAFFIC
4.13.1

Introduction

This section evaluates the potential for implementation of the proposed Glendale Downtown Specific Plan
(DSP) to result in impacts on parking, access, traffic, circulation, and other transportation modes, including
the potential for the proposed project to increase local and regional traffic volumes, exceed a level of service
(LOS) standard, increase hazards due to a design feature, interfere with emergency access, result in an
inadequate parking supply, or conflict with applicable alternative transportation programs. This section will
provide a summary of the results of a traffic analysis performed for the proposed Glendale DSP by Parsons
Transportation Group (Glendale Downtown Specific Plan Traffic Impact Study, August 2006), which is included
as Appendix H to this document. The analysis describes the assumptions and methodologies, and
summarizes the results of the traffic impact analysis for the proposed Glendale DSP. The traffic analysis
follows the City of Glendale’s (City) traffic study guidelines and is consistent with the traffic impact
assessment guidelines provided in the 2004 Congestion Management Program for Los Angeles County.
Comment letters received in response to the Notice of Preparation circulated for the project related to
traffic and circulation address:








Proposed project and EIR should address the deterioration of traffic flow in the project area
Proposed project should provide the public with the traffic conditions reported in miles per hour
(mph) in a manner that the general public can interpret and comprehend
Impacts of bus stops, pedestrian crossing areas, and angled parking impede traffic flow
Proposed project and EIR needs an analysis of existing transit and areas for opportunity (mobility
plan)
Impacts on specific trouble intersections
Proposed project and the affect on bus stop locations
Program EIR should include assumptions used to develop trip generation/distribution percentages
and assignments

4.13.2

Environmental Setting

This section provides an assessment of existing conditions in the proposed Glendale DSP (study area),
including a description of the street and highway system, traffic volumes on these facilities, operating
conditions of the selected intersections, public transit services, bicycle and pedestrian facilities.
A key element of the proposed Glendale DSP is the provision of a mix of land uses that enhance the
pedestrian quality of the street and reduce vehicle trips. The land use policies contained in the proposed
Glendale DSP encourage clustering of certain uses, creation of mixed-use areas and designation of key
ground floor uses. Certain streets within the downtown are designated as primary retail streets and
secondary retail streets. Primary retail streets must have principal ground floor uses including retail,
restaurants and entertainment. Secondary retail streets may have ground floor activities that provide services
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for surrounding uses, such as food, recreation and commercial services supporting office and/or residential
activities.
Primary retail streets in the area surrounding the proposed Glendale DSP Area include the following:





Brand Boulevard between Doran and Colorado Streets
Harvard Street, Wilson Avenue, California Avenue, and Lexington Drive between Maryland Avenue
and Orange Street
Maryland Avenue between Wilson Avenue and Harvard Street
Central Avenue from Wilson Avenue to Colorado Street

Secondary retail streets include the following:
 West Broadway from Columbus Avenue to Central Avenue
 East Broadway from Maryland Avenue to Glendale Avenue
 Central Avenue from Glenoaks Boulevard to Wilson Avenue
 Milford Street and Doran Street between Central Avenue and Maryland Avenue
 Harvard Street, Wilson Avenue, California Avenue and Lexington Drive between Central Avenue
and Orange Street
Auto Oriented Commercial Streets carry a high volume of automobile traffic and generally contain existing
retail uses with surface parking lots or new buildings with parking structures. Auto Oriented Commercial
Streets include the following:




Colorado Street from Columbus Avenue to Glendale Avenue
Glendale Avenue south of Colorado Street to East Broadway
Broadway west of Central Avenue

 Surrounding Highway Network
Regional access to the study area is provided by State Route 134 (SR-134, Ventura Freeway), Interstate 5 (I5, Golden State Freeway), and State Route 2 (SR-2, Glendale Freeway). Interstate 210 (I-210, Foothill
Freeway) provides indirect access to the study area. The following provides a brief description of the
Ventura Freeway (SR-134), the Golden State Freeway (I-5), the Glendale Freeway and the Foothill Freeway
(I-210).
State Route 134 (Ventura Freeway) is an east-west oriented freeway that extends from I-210 in
Pasadena to U.S. Highway 101 in North Hollywood. It consists of four mixed-flow travel lanes and one
High Occupancy Vehicle (HOV) lane in each direction in the Glendale area. In the vicinity of the study area,
full interchanges are provided at Pacific Avenue, Central Avenue/Brand Boulevard, and Glendale
Avenue/Monterey Road. The SR-134 ramps at Central Avenue and Brand Boulevard are connected by oneway connector roadways (Goode Avenue westbound and Sanchez Drive eastbound). At Central Avenue, a
westbound on-ramp and an eastbound off-ramp are provided. At Brand Boulevard, a westbound off-ramp
and an eastbound on-ramp are provided.
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Interstate 5 (Golden State Freeway) is a north-south oriented freeway that extends from the U.S.Mexico border in San Diego to the U.S.-Canadian border north of Seattle, Washington. In the vicinity of the
project area, I-5 consists of five mixed-flow travel lanes in each direction. I-5 interchanges with Colorado
Street, west of the study area.
State Route 2 (Glendale Freeway) is a north-south freeway that extends from just south of I-5 near the
Echo Park community of Los Angeles on the south to just north of I-210 (at Foothill Boulevard) near La
Canada Flintridge on the north. A partial diamond interchange with a southbound on-ramp and a
northbound off-ramp at Colorado Street provides access to/from the study area.
Interstate 210 (Foothill Freeway) is primarily an east/west oriented freeway that extends between I-5
in Sylmar in the northwest and State Route 57 in Pomona in the southeast. Full diamond interchanges are
provided at Pennsylvania Avenue, La Crescenta Avenue, and Ocean View Boulevard.

 Existing Traffic Conditions
This section describes the existing traffic conditions at the key study intersections and roadway segments
within the proposed Glendale DSP area. The existing traffic volumes are presented along with an assessment
of the current operation of the facilities in terms of the LOS they provide to the driving public.
A total of twenty-eight intersections within and surrounding the proposed Glendale DSP area were
identified by City staff for inclusion in this analysis. The twenty-eight intersections represent those
intersections which, based upon current traffic operations and the results of other impact studies, exhibit the
greatest potential to be significantly impacted by the project.
Figure 4.13-1 (Existing Intersection Lane Configurations) shows the location of each intersection. All of the
intersections are controlled by traffic signals.
The existing street system within and surrounding downtown Glendale generally forms a grid pattern,
allowing easy access to the downtown area from all directions.
The following provides a brief description of key roadways serving downtown Glendale. For each roadway,
its functional designation in the City of Glendale’s General Plan—Circulation Element has been identified. The
roadway functional classifications contained in the City’s General Plan – Circulation Element are as follows:


Major Arterials—Major arterials are characteristically the widest (4–6 lanes) urban streets and carry the
heaviest traffic volumes (up to 45,000 vehicles per day. They generally provide motorists with the
most continuous, efficient routes throughout the City since traffic signals, parking limitations and
prohibitions, and access are utilized to maximize traffic flow.



Minor Arterials—Minor arterials are characteristically four lanes wide. These streets augment the
major arterial system by forming a street network between local, collector, and arterial streets.
Minor arterials generally carry up to 30,000 vehicles per day, have fewer parking limitations and
prohibitions, and fewer access controls to adjacent land uses than major arterials.
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Urban Collector—Urban collectors are streets with adjacent land dominated by commercial, industrial
and/or multi-family residential uses. These streets take traffic from local streets and along the urban
collector and distribute that traffic to the major/minor arterial street system. They generally carry up
to 10,000 vehicles per day. Parking limitations or prohibitions and/or access control to adjacent land
use may or may not be imposed along urban collectors depending on the generation characteristics of
adjacent land use, street width, and the location within the City. Urban collectors also serve light
truck traffic to a lesser extent than minor arterials, serve as transit routes, and can be candidates for
bicycle lanes or routes.



Community Collector—Communities are relatively large areas containing several neighborhoods which
share common commercial or public centers that serve the surrounding residents. Community
collectors are streets that connect communities to each other and are usually longer than
neighborhood collectors. Adjacent land uses are predominantly low density residences. These streets
collect traffic from local streets and along the community collector, and distribute that traffic to the
major/minor arterial street system. They generally carry up to 10,000 vehicles per day, are typically
two-lane roadways with parking generally permitted on one or both sides, and generally have full
access to adjacent properties. Community collectors also serve light truck traffic to a lesser extent
than minor arterials, serve as transit routes, and can be candidates for bicycle lanes or routes.



Neighborhood Collector—Neighborhoods are residential areas which are bounded by major roads,
commercial land uses or natural features, defined in size by comfortable walking distance.
Neighborhood collectors are streets with low density (predominantly single family) residential uses
that collect traffic from local streets and along the neighborhood collector, and distribute that traffic
mostly to other collectors and to a lesser degree to major/minor arterials. They generally carry lesser
traffic (less than 5,000 vehicles per day) over shorter distances than community collectors do. They
are generally 2-lane roadways with parking on one or both sides and generally have full access to
adjacent properties.



Local Street—Local streets perform a variety of functions and accommodate both vehicular, bicyclist,
and pedestrian traffic. In most instances, they serve the residential needs of the immediate
community, carrying low volumes of traffic to and from collectors and arterials (typically 500–700
vehicles per day, but up to 2,500 vehicles per day). Since the primary function of local streets is to
provide access to adjacent properties, they should not carry through traffic. Moving from one part of
the city to another should be discouraged along local streets, particularly in residential areas. Local
streets are generally 2-lane roadways with street width available for parking on one or both sides.

Pacific Avenue is a north-south oriented roadway that is located west of the proposed Glendale DSP area.
Pacific Avenue is designated in the City’s General Plan—Circulation Element as a Minor Arterial south of the
Ventura Freeway and a Major Arterial north of the freeway to Glenoaks Boulevard. The roadway consists of
two through lanes in each direction. Curbside parking is generally prohibited on both sides of Pacific
Avenue. The posted speed limit along Pacific Avenue is 25 mph north of Colorado Street and 30 mph south
of the Colorado Street. Bus stops for MTA Routes 183 and 201, and the Glendale Beeline Routes 5 and 6
are provided along Pacific Avenue.
Central Avenue is a north-south oriented roadway that traverses the length of the proposed Glendale DSP
area. It is designated as a Major Arterial within the study area in the City’s Circulation Element. Two
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through travel lanes in each direction are provided throughout the study area. Exclusive left-turn lanes are
provided at major intersection along Central Avenue. Curbside parking is generally prohibited along both
sides of Central Avenue north of Lexington Drive. South of Lexington Drive, 2-hour metered parking
between the hours of 9:00 A.M. and 6:00 P.M. is allowed along both sides of Central Avenue. The posted
speed limit is 35 mph within the study area. There are bus stops for MTA Routes 180, 181 and 380, and the
Glendale Beeline Routes 1, 2, 4 and 5 along Central Avenue.
Brand Boulevard is a north-south oriented roadway that traverses the length of the proposed Glendale
DSP area. Brand Boulevard is designated as a Major Arterial in the City’s Circulation Element, between
Glenoaks Boulevard and the southerly City boundary. Brand Boulevard consists of two through travel lanes
in each direction with exclusive left-turn lanes at major intersections. Two-hour angled parking is provided
along both sides of Brand Boulevard from north of Colorado Street to north of Lexington Drive, through the
Downtown area. Some of the angled parking, as well as a few parallel parking spaces north of Lexington
Drive, are designated as 30-minute parking. Bus stops are provided along Brand Boulevard for MTA Routes
92, 183 and 201, and for Glendale Beeline Routes 1, 2, 3, 4, and 11. The posted speed limit along Brand
Boulevard within the study area is 25 mph.
Glendale Avenue is a north-south oriented roadway that is located along the eastern edge of the proposed
Glendale DSP area. It is designated as a Major Arterial in the City’s Circulation Element. It consists of two
through travel lanes in each direction with exclusive left-turn lanes at major intersections within the Specific
Plan area. There is 2-hour metered parking between the hours of 9:00 A.M. and 6:00 P.M. along both sides
of Glendale Avenue. The posted speed limit along Glendale Avenue is 30 mph. Bus stops are provided along
Glendale Avenue for MTA Routes 90 and 91 and for Glendale Beeline Routes 3, 4, and 11.
Monterey Road is an east-west oriented roadway in the northeastern portion of the proposed Glendale
DSP area. In the City’s Circulation Element, Monterey Road is designated as a Minor Arterial between
Brand Boulevard and Cordova Avenue, a Major Arterial between Cordova Avenue and Glendale Avenue,
and an Urban Collector between Glendale Avenue and Verdugo Road. It consists of two through travel
lanes in each direction, and provides westbound access to SR-134.
Sanchez Drive is a one-way, eastbound roadway located immediately south of SR-134 and extending
between the SR-134 eastbound ramps at Central Avenue and at Brand Boulevard. Sanchez Drive is
designated as a Major Arterial in the City’s Circulation Element. It consists of three eastbound through
travel lanes with an exclusive left-turn lane at its intersection with Brand Boulevard. Curbside parking is
prohibited along both sides of Sanchez Drive.
Goode Avenue is a one-way, westbound roadway north of SR-134 that extends between the SR 134
westbound ramps at Central Avenue and at Brand Boulevard. Goode Avenue is designated as a Major
Arterial in the City’s Circulation Element. It consists of three westbound through travel lanes. An exclusive
left-turn lane is provided at its intersection with Central Avenue. Curbside parking is prohibited along both
sides of Goode Avenue.
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Lexington Drive is an east-west oriented roadway. It is designated an Urban Collector in the City’s
Circulation Element. It consists of one through travel lane in each direction with exclusive left-turn lanes at
major intersections. Between Pacific Avenue and Columbus Avenue, parking is permitted along both sides
of Lexington Drive. Parking is limited to 2 hours between 9:00 A.M. and 6:00 P.M. between Columbus
Avenue and Central Avenue. 2-hour metered parking is provided between Central Avenue and Orange
Avenue; parking is prohibited along both side of Lexington Drive between Orange Avenue and Brand
Boulevard. From Brand Boulevard to Maryland Avenue, there is unmetered 2-hour parking (between
9:00 A.M. and 6:00 P.M.) along both sides of the roadway. Unrestricted parking is permitted along both
sides of Lexington Drive east of Maryland Avenue. There is no posted speed limit on Lexington Drive; the
speed limit is therefore assumed to be 25 mph consistent with the State of California Vehicle Code.
Wilson Avenue is an east-west oriented roadway. It is classified as a Minor Arterial in the City’s
Circulation Element. It consists of one through travel lane in each direction with exclusive left turn lanes at
major intersections. From Glendale Avenue to Isabel Street, parking is prohibited along both sides of the
roadway. From Isabel Street to Brand Boulevard, parking is permitted along both sides of the roadway.
Between Orange Avenue and Central Avenue parking is generally prohibited; west of Central Avenue to
Columbus Avenue, 2-hour parking is permitted between 9:00 A.M. and 6:00 P.M. West of Columbus
Avenue parking is unrestricted along both sides of the roadway. There is no posted speed limit on Wilson
Avenue; the speed limit is therefore assumed to be 25 mph consistent with the State of California Vehicle
Code.
Broadway is an east-west oriented roadway. It is designated as a Minor Arterial in the City’s Circulation
Element. It consists of two travel lanes in each direction and exclusive left-turn lanes at major intersections.
Curbside parking is generally prohibited on both sides of Broadway. Bus stops are provided along Broadway
for MTA Routes 180, 181, 183, 201 and 380, and for Glendale Beeline Routes 3 and 4.
Colorado Street is an east-west oriented roadway that traverses the southern portion of the proposed
Glendale DSP area. Colorado Street is designated as a Major Arterial in the City’s Circulation Element. It
consists of two travel lanes in each direction with exclusive left-turn lanes at major intersections. Curbside
parking is generally prohibited along both sides of Colorado Street west of Central Avenue. East of Central
Avenue, 2-hour metered parking is allowed along both sides of the street between 9:00 A.M. and 6:00 P.M.
Colorado Street is posted for a speed limit of 35 mph within the study area.
Chevy Chase Drive is an east-west oriented roadway that is located south of the proposed Glendale DSP
area. It is designated as a Minor Arterial between the City’s westerly boundary to Glenoaks Boulevard and
as a Community Collector between Glenoaks Boulevard and the City’s northeasterly boundary in the City’s
Circulation Element. Two through travel lanes are provided in each direction of Chevy Chase Drive within
the study area with exclusive left-turn lanes at Central Avenue and at Brand Boulevard. Curbside parking is
generally allowed on both sides of Chevy Chase Drive. Bus stops are provided along Chevy Chase Drive for
MTA Route 183 and for Glendale Beeline Route 4. There is no posted speed limit on Chevy Chase in the
project vicinity; thus, it is assumed to be a speed limit of 25 mph consistent with the State of California
Vehicle Code.
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Kenilworth Avenue is a discontinuous north-south roadway that extends between Riverdale Drive and
Vine Street, south of Colorado Street; from Colorado Street to Harvard Street; from Broadway to
California Street; from California Street to north of Doran Street: and from Patterson Avenue, north of SR134, to Stocker Street. It is designated as a Local Street within the study area in the City’s General Plan
Circulation Element. One through travel lane is provided in each direction and parking is permitted along
both sides of Kenilworth Avenue. There is no posted speed limit on Kenilworth Avenue in the project area;
thus, it is assumed to have a speed limit of 25 mph consistent with the State of California Vehicle Code.

 Traffic Counts
Peak hour traffic volume turning movement counts were conducted at nineteen of the intersections in
October 2002. Manual counts of vehicular turning movements were conducted during the morning (A.M.)
and afternoon (P.M.) commute periods to determine the peak traffic hour during each of those periods. The
manual counts were conducted from 7:00 to 9:00 A.M. and from 4:00 to 6:00 P.M., since these hours are
generally associated with the peak commute periods in this region. Based on historical traffic count data for
the study area intersections, a growth factor of 1 percent per year was applied to the traffic volumes to
reflect the growth that has occurred between Fall 2002 and Spring 2006. Traffic volume counts at the
remaining nine intersections were conducted between March 23 and April 4, 2006. Counts were again
conducted from 7:00 to 9:00 A.M. and from 4:00 to 6:00 P.M. Traffic count data sheets are included in
Appendix A of Appendix H.

 Level of Service Analysis Methodology
The operating conditions experienced by motorists are described in terms of “level of service” (LOS). Level
of Service is a qualitative measure reflecting a number of factors, including speed and travel time, traffic
interruptions, freedom to maneuver, and driving comfort and convenience. Levels of service are designated
on a scale from LOS A to LOS F, with LOS A representing the best performance and LOS F the worst.
Level of service analyses were performed for existing (2006) conditions for each of the twenty-eight
intersections, using the Intersection Capacity Utilization (ICU) analysis methodology for signalized
intersections. In ICU analysis, the ICU ratio for an intersection is computed based on volume-to-capacity
ratios of the critical movements. The overall intersection ICU ratio corresponds to qualitative LOS value
which describes intersection operations and traffic flow characteristics. LOS values range for A, representing
free flow conditions with very little delay, to F, representing significant delays, vehicle queues and
congestions. The v/c ratios and corresponding LOS are defined in Table 4.13-1 (Level of Service
Definitions for Signalized Intersections).
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Table 4.13-1
Level of
Service
(LOS)

Level of Service Definitions for Signalized Intersections

Intersection
Capacity Utilization
(ICU) Ratio

Definition

A

0.000–0.600

At LOS A, there are no cycles that are fully loaded, and few are even close to
loaded. No approach phase is fully utilized by traffic and no vehicle waits longer than
one red indication. Typically, the approach appears quite open, turning movements
are easily made, and nearly all drivers find freedom of operation.

B

0.601–0.700

LOS B represents stable operations. An occasional approach phase is fully utilized
and a substantial number are approaching full use. Many drivers begin to feel
somewhat restricted with platoons of vehicles.

C

0.701–0.800

At LOS C stable operations continue. Full signal cycle loading is still intermittent, but
more frequent. Occasionally drivers may have to wait through more than one red
signal indication, and back-ups may develop behind turning vehicles.

D

0.801–0.900

LOS D encompasses a zone of increasing restriction, approaching instability. Delays
to approaching vehicles may be substantial during short peaks within the peak
period, but enough cycles with lower demand occur to permit periodic clearance of
developing queues, thus preventing excessive back-ups.

E

0.901–1.000

LOS E represents the most vehicles that any particular intersection approach can
accommodate. At capacity (V/C = 1.00) there may be long queues of vehicles waiting
upstream of the intersection and delays may be great (up to several signal cycles.

F

> 1.000

SOURCE:

LOS F represents jammed conditions. Backups from locations downstream or on
cross streets may restrict or prevent movement of vehicles out of the intersection
approaches; volumes carried are unpredictable. V/C values are highly variable
because full utilization of the approach may be prevented by outside conditions.

Metro, Congestion Management Program for Los Angeles County, 2004.

 Existing Levels of Service
Arterial Intersections

Table 4.13-2 (Intersection Capacity Analysis Summary—Existing Conditions) summarizes the existing A.M.
and P.M. peak hour ICU ratio and LOS for each of the twenty-eight study area intersections (also see
Figure 4.13-2 and Figure 4.13-3, below). As shown in Table 4.13-2, sixteen intersections are presently
operating at LOS D or better during the A.M. and P.M. peak hours. The ICU worksheets are contained in
Appendix C of Appendix H. The following twelve intersections are presently operating at LOS E or F
during one or both peak hours:










Colorado Street at Pacific Avenue (A.M. ICU=0.917, LOS=E; P.M. ICU=0.983, LOS=E)
Colorado Street at Brand Boulevard (P.M. ICU=0.935, LOS=E)
Colorado Street at Glendale Avenue (P.M. ICU=0.984, LOS=E)
Broadway at Glendale Avenue (P.M. ICU=0.943, LOS=E)
Wilson Avenue at Glendale Avenue (P.M. ICU=0.925, LOS=E)
Pacific Avenue at SR-134 Eastbound Ramps (P.M. ICU=0.986, LOS=E)
Pacific Avenue at SR-1324 Westbound Ramps (P.M. ICU=0.938, LOS=E, P.M. ICU=0.943, LOS=E)
Central Avenue at SR-134 Westbound On-ramp/Goode Avenue (P.M. ICU=1.129, LOS=F)
Brand Boulevard at SR-134 Westbound Off-ramp/Goode Avenue (P.M. ICU=0.932, LOS=E)
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Brand Boulevard at SR-134 Eastbound On-ramp/Sanchez Drive (P.M. ICU=1.190, LOS=F)
SR-134 Westbound Ramps at Monterey Road (A.M. ICU=0.919, LOS=E)
Monterey Road at Glendale Avenue (P.M. ICU=1.047, LOS=F)

Table 4.13-2
No.

Intersection Capacity Analysis Summary—Existing Conditions (2006)
Intersection

EXISTING (2006) CONDITIONS
AM Peak Hour
PM Peak Hour
ICU
LOS
ICU
LOS

1

Chevy Chase Dr. and Central Ave.

0.563

A

0.736

C

2

Chevy Chase Dr. and Brand Blvd.

0.753

C

0.847

D

3

Colorado St. and Kenilworth St.

0.548

A

0.647

B

4

Colorado St. and Pacific Ave.

0.917

E

0.983

E

5

Colorado St. and Central Ave.

0.669

B

0.891

D

6

Colorado St. and Brand Blvd.

0.776

C

0.935

E

7

Colorado St. and Glendale Ave.

0.873

D

0.984

E

8

Broadway and Pacific Ave.

0.476

A

0.669

B

9

Broadway and Central Ave.

0.540

A

0.779

C

10

Broadway and Brand Blvd.

0.568

A

0.629

B

11

Broadway and Glendale Ave.

0.768

C

0.943

E

12

Wilson Ave. and Pacific Ave.

0.483

A

0.573

A

13

Wilson Ave. and Central Ave.

0.529

A

0.699

B

14

Wilson Ave. and Brand Blvd.

0.441

A

0.631

B

15

Wilson Ave. and Glendale Ave.

0.765

C

0.925

E

16

Lexington Dr. and Pacific Ave.

0.429

A

0.518

A

17

Lexington Dr. and Central Ave.

0.467

A

0.599

A

18

Lexington Dr. and Brand Blvd.

0.471

A

0.578

A

19

Lexington Dr. and Glendale Ave.

0.689

B

0.865

D

20

Pacific Ave. and SR 134 EB Ramps

0.821

D

0.986

E

21

Pacific Ave. and SR 134 WB Ramps

0.938

E

0.943

E

22

Central Ave. and SR 134 WB On/Goode Ave.

0.899

D

1.129

F

23

Central Ave. and SR 134 EB Off/Sanchez Dr.

0.669

B

0.785

C

24

Brand Blvd. and SR 134 WB Off/Goode Ave.

0.856

D

0.932

E

25

Brand Blvd. and SR 134 EB On/Sanchez Dr.

0.803

D

1.190

F

26

SR 134 WB Ramps and Monterey Rd.

0.919

E

0.847

D

27

Glendale Ave. and SR 134 EB Ramps

0.707

C

0.820

D

28

Monterey Rd. and Glendale Ave.

0.832

D

1.047

F

SOURCE:
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Freeway Mainline Segments

Table 4.13-3 (2006 Freeway Mainline Segment Levels of Service) summarizes the existing A.M. and P.M.
peak hour LOS at six freeway segments. The following three freeway segments are operating at LOS E
during the A.M. peak hour:




Westbound segment of SR-134 east of Brand Boulevard;
Westbound segment of SR-134 east of Glendale Avenue; and
Southbound segment of I-5 north of Colorado Street extension.

All of the freeway segments are presently operating at LOS D or worse in both directions during the P.M.
peak hour.
Table 4.13-3

2006 Freeway Mainline Segment Level of Service
EXISTING (2006) CONDITIONS
AM Peak Hour

PM Peak Hour

Direction

Peak Hour
Capacity

Demand

D/C

LOS

Demand

D/C

LOS

EB

10,000

7,900

0.790

D

10,300

1.030

F(0)

WB

10,000

8,900

0.890

D

8,400

0.840

D

EB

10,000

7,500

0.750

C

10,500

1.050

F(0)

WB

10,000

9,300

0.930

D

8,300

0.830

D

EB

10,000

7,700

0.770

C

10,700

1.070

F(0)

WB

10,000

9,600

0.960

E

8,500

0.850

D

EB

10,000

8,300

0.830

D

9,900

0.990

E

WB

10,000

9,400

0.940

E

9,600

0.960

E

I-5 north of Colorado St.
extension

NB

10,000

8,300

0.830

D

10,500

1.050

F(0)

SB

10,000

9,800

0.980

E

9,100

0.910

D

I-5 south of Colorado St.
extension

NB

10,000

7,800

0.780

D

9,900

0.990

E

SB

10,000

9,300

0.930

D

8,600

0.860

D

Freeway Segment

SR 134 west of Pacific Ave.
SR 134 east of Pacific Ave.
SR 134 east of Brand Blvd.
SR 134 east of Glendale Ave.

SOURCE:

Glendale Downtown Specific Plan Traffic Impact Study, JuneAugust 2006.

a) To further define levels of congestions, Caltrans adds a numeric value of 0 through 3 to the Level of Service F designation
(See Table 4.13-15, below).

Public Transit Services

Public transit services within the Downtown Specific Plan area are provided by the Los Angeles County
Metropolitan Transportation Authority (MTA) and the City of Glendale Beeline. The following is a
description of the services provided by each transit agency.
MTA Metro Bus Transit Services

MTA provides bus transit service along major roadways within the study area including: Pacific Avenue,
Central Avenue, Brand Boulevard, Glendale Avenue, Colorado Street and Chevy Chase Drive. MTA
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operates seven routes within the proposed Glendale DSP area. Table 4.13-4, MTA Metro Bus Transit
Services in Downtown Specific Plan Area, shows the routes and the weekday headways.
Table 4.13-4

MTA Metro Bus Transit Services in Downtown Specific Plan Area

Line

Route

Headways

Local Routes To/From Downtown Los Angeles
84/85

Glendale-Downtown L.A. via Cypress

30 min. with 8–10 min. during
peaks

90/91

Glendale Ave.-Pennsylvania Ave.-Foothill Blvd.-Glendale Ave.-La
Crescenta Ave.-Foothill Blvd.

30 min. with 10–15 min.
during peaks

Sylmar-Downtown L.A.

20 min. with 10–15 min.
during peaks

92

Local Routes—Other Areas
Pasadena-Hollywood

16 min. with 10–12 min.
during peaks

183

Magnolia Blvd.-E. Colorado St.-Glendale Transportation Center

20 min. with 10–15 min.
during peaks

201

Glendale-Koreatown via Silver Lake

30 min.

180/181

Metro Rapid Priority Service
780
SOURCE:

Metro Rapid: Hollywood-Glendale-Pasadena

10–15 min.

Los Angeles County Metropolitan Transportation Authority website, May 2006.

City of Glendale Bus Transit Services

The City provides bus transit within the study area with its Beeline shuttle bus service. Within the study
area, Glendale Beeline service is provided along Brand Boulevard, Broadway, Central Avenue, Chevy Chase
Drive, Colorado Street, Glendale Avenue and Pacific Avenue. Glendale Beeline also provides express
service to the Glendale Transportation Center along Brand Boulevard. Glendale Beeline operates six local
transit routes in the proposed Glendale DSP area, plus the express shuttle to the Glendale Transportation
Center. The shuttles operate Monday through Friday from 6:00 A.M. to 6:30 P.M. and on weekends from
9:00 A.M. to 5:00 P.M. Most of the routes provide headways of three to four buses per hour during the
morning and afternoon peak periods.

 Glendale Transportation Demand Model
The proposed Glendale DSP is intended to provide a long-range vision for downtown Glendale, therefore,
the future baseline conditions address the long-range planning horizon for the City: 2030. The updated City
of Glendale Transportation Demand Model was used to develop future traffic volume forecast for the future
baseline conditions. The model is a traditional four-step travel demand model (trip generation, trip
distribution, mode choice and trip assignment), and uses the Emme/2 travel demand modeling software.
The update of the model occurred during 2005, and the ability of the model to accurately forecast traffic
volumes within the City was validated against 2005 traffic volume ground counts.
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The City of Glendale Transportation Demand Model uses six socioeconomic variables as input to estimate
the travel demand for each zone in the region covered by the model. These variables include the following:







Single-family Dwelling Units
Multiple-family Dwelling Units
Residential Population
Median Household Income
Retail Employment
Non-retail Employment

The socioeconomic data was developed by the City of Glendale Planning Department, based on data used in
the Southern California Association of Government’s (SCAG) regional model. The socioeconomic data for
the proposed Glendale DSP base year (2006) was developed by interpolating data between 2000 and 2030.
Socioeconomic data for future year scenarios (2030 No Build, 2030 with Proposed Project, and 2030 with
Project Alternatives A and B) were developed by the Glendale Planning Department using SCAG 2030
socioeconomic data except in the study area. Within the study area, 2005 base socioeconomic data was used
with the exception of four traffic analysis zones (TAZs) (425,426,428, and 431). These four TAZs include
some of the Town Center development project. For these four TAZs, socioeconomic data was estimated to
account for planned development in the Town Center project expected to occur prior to 2030.
Table 4.13-5, Summary of 2005 and 2030 Socioeconomic Data within the Study Area, provides a summary
and compares the socioeconomic data estimates within the study area for 2005 and 2030 baseline conditions.

Table 4.13-5

Summary of 2005 and 2030 Socioeconomic Data within
the Study Area
Single Family
Dwelling Units

Multi Family
Dwelling Units

Total
Population

Retail Employment
(employees)

Total Employment
(employees)

Existing (2005)

100

3,031

7,335

4,804

28,544

2030 Baseline

105

3,537

8,855

6,147

29,692

5

17

21

28

4

Scenario

Percent Growth
SOURCE:

Glendale Downtown Specific Plan Traffic Impact Study, JuneAugust 2006.

 Future Baseline Traffic Volumes and Levels of Service
2030 Baseline Traffic Volume Forecasts

2030 baseline traffic volumes were generated by the City of Glendale Transportation Demand Model. As
described above, the socioeconomic data, which is the basis for estimating future trips, is based on data used
in the SCAG regional model, refined within the City by the City’s Planning Department. The 2030 roadway
network is consistent with SCAG’s Regional Transportation Plan. Additional detail has been added within
the City, consistent with the adopted plans and taking into account planned and programmed improvements
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within the City. In particular, the network was modified to reflect circulation system changes in the vicinity
of the Town Center project, in the area roughly bounded by Colorado Street on the south, Broadway on the
north, Central Avenue on the west and Brand Boulevard on the east.
Using the A.M. and P.M. peak hour traffic volume forecasts generated by the model for 2006 and 2030
conditions, and existing A.M. and P.M. turning movement counts at study area intersections, A.M. and P.M.
peak hour turning movement forecasts at study area intersections were developed for 2030 conditions.
Figure 4.13-4 and Figure 4.13-5 show the 2030 Baseline A.M. and P.M. peak hour intersection turning
movement forecasts at the twenty-eight study area intersections.

 2030 Baseline Levels of Service
Arterial Intersections

A number of intersection improvements are planned/programmed within the DSP study area. Most have
been included as conditions of approval for development projects, most notably Town Center and the
Commonwealth Office Development project. Improvements at two intersections are to be implemented as
part of the City’s Capital Improvement Program (CIP).
The CIP consists of two funds: The Capital Improvement Fund and the Gas Tax Fund. These funds provide
the resources for the governmental Capital Improvement Projects. Capital Improvement is generally
defined as a major project whose duration does not necessarily correlate to a fiscal year and that provides
major new public facilities and services. Due to the size of the Capital Improvement projects, they are
presented on a ten year plan basis so as to match future revenue with future expenditures. However, the
City Council only approves the budget yearly, with the remaining projects being formally considered again
by Council in ensuing years.
As part of the Town Center project approval process, a number of mitigation measures were conditioned by
the City. These improvements were assumed to be completed by 2030. Where they involved any of the
twenty-eight study area intersections, they were included in the 2030 Baseline intersection analysis. The
Town Center improvements affecting study area intersections included the following:









Chevy Chase Drive and Brand Boulevard: Install northbound right-turn only lane
Colorado Street and Central Avenue: Install westbound through lane, westbound right-turn
only lane, and convert existing eastbound right-turn only lane to a combination through/right-turn
lane
Colorado Street and Brand Boulevard: Install eastbound and northbound and southbound rightturn only lanes
Colorado Street and Glendale Avenue: Install northbound right-turn only lane
Broadway and Central Avenue: Install northbound and westbound right-turn only lane
Broadway and Brand Boulevard: Install northbound right-turn only lane and an additional
southbound through lane
Broadway and Glendale Avenue: Install an additional northbound through lane during the P.M.
peak hours, and a southbound right turn only lane
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FIGURE 4.13-4
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Improvements conditioned of the Commonwealth Office Development project that affect study area
intersections include the following:




Central Avenue at SR-134 Westbound Ramps/Goode Avenue: Restripe the westbound
approach to provide a left turn lane and optional left-turn/through lane, a through lane and a right
turn lane
Brand Boulevard at SR-134 Westbound Ramps/Sanchez Drive: Restripe the southbound
approach to provide one left-turn lane, one optional left turn through lane and one through lane

Improvements at two study area intersections are part of the City’s CIP. They include:




Central Avenue at SR-134 Eastbound Ramps/Sanchez Drive: Widen the off-ramp to provide
four lanes on the eastbound approach including one optional left-turn/through lane, one through
lane, one optional through/right-turn lane and one right turn only lane
Glendale Avenue at Monterey Road: Install second northbound left turn lane

Table 4.13-6, Intersection Capacity Analysis Summary—2030 Baseline Conditions, summarizes the 2030
A.M. and P.M. peak hour ICU ratio and LOS for each of the twenty-eight study area intersections and
provides a comparison to existing conditions. The ICU worksheets are contained in Appendix C of
Appendix H. Where CIP roadway or intersection improvements are planned, or conditioned of an approved
development (i.e., the Town Center project and the Commonwealth Office project), those improvements
were assumed to be constructed by 2030 and were, therefore, incorporated into the analysis of the
intersection as background improvements relative to the DSP Proposed Project. As a result, some
intersections are forecast to operate at improved levels of service compared to their current condition. As
shown in Table 4.13-6, 15 intersections are forecast to operate at LOS D or better during the A.M. and P.M.
peak hours. The following 13 intersections are forecast to operate at LOS E or F during one or both peak
hours in 2030:














Chevy Chase Drive at Brand Boulevard (PM ICU=0.934, LOS=E)
Colorado Street at Pacific Avenue (AM ICU=1.013, LOS=F; PM ICU=1.048, LOS=F)
Colorado Street at Brand Boulevard (PM ICU =0.971, LOS=E)
Colorado Street at Glendale Avenue (AM ICU=0.962, LOS=E; PM ICU=1.079, LOS=F)
Wilson Avenue at Glendale Avenue (PM ICU=0.994, LOS=E)
Lexington Drive at Glendale Avenue (PM ICU=0.960, LOS=E)
Pacific Avenue at SR-134 Eastbound Ramps (AM ICU=0.934, LOS=E; PM ICU=1.266, LOS=F)
Pacific Avenue at SR-134 Westbound Ramps (AM ICU=1.061, LOS=F; PM ICU=1.026, LOS=F)
Central Avenue at SR-134 Westbound Ramps/Goode Avenue (AM ICU=0.949, LOS=E; PM
ICU=1.123, LOS=F)
Brand Boulevard at SR-134 Westbound Off-ramp/Goode Avenue (AM ICU=0.968, LOS=E; PM
ICU=0.919, LOS=E)
Brand Boulevard at SR-134 Eastbound Ramps/Sanchez Drive (AM ICU=0.973, LOS=E; PM
ICU=1.020, LOS=F)
SR-134 Westbound Ramps at Monterey Road (AM ICU=0.980, LOS=E; PM ICU=0.916, LOS=E)
Monterey Road at Glendale Avenue (AM ICU=0.923, LOS=E; PM ICU=1.169, LOS=F)
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Table 4.13-6

No.

Intersection Capacity Analysis Summary—2030 Baseline
Conditions

Intersection

EXISTING (2006) CONDITIONS
AM Peak Hour
PM Peak Hour
ICU
LOS
ICU
LOS

2030 NO BUILD CONDITIONS
AM Peak Hour
PM Peak Hour
ICU
LOS
ICU
LOS

1

Chevy Chase Dr. and Central Ave.

0.563

A

0.736

C

0.618

B

0.807

D

2

Chevy Chase Dr. and Brand Blvd.

0.753

C

0.847

D

0.838

D

0.934

E

3

Colorado St. and Kenilworth St.

0.548

A

0.647

B

0.583

A

0.724

C

4

Colorado St. and Pacific Ave.

0.917

E

0.983

E

1.013

F

1.048

F

5

Colorado St. and Central Ave.

0.669

B

0.891

D

0.664

B

0.900

D

6

Colorado St. and Brand Blvd.

0.776

C

0.935

E

0.824

D

0.971

E

7

Colorado St. and Glendale Ave.

0.873

D

0.984

E

0.962

E

1.079

F

8

Broadway and Pacific Ave.

0.476

A

0.669

B

0.532

A

0.728

C

9

Broadway and Central Ave.

0.540

A

0.779

C

0.587

A

0.847

D

10

Broadway and Brand Blvd.

0.568

A

0.629

B

0.563

A

0.688

B

11

Broadway and Glendale Ave.

0.768

C

0.943

E

0.855

D

0.892

D

12

Wilson Ave. and Pacific Ave.

0.483

A

0.573

A

0.535

A

0.635

B

13

Wilson Ave. and Central Ave.

0.529

A

0.699

B

0.595

A

0.771

C

14

Wilson Ave. and Brand Blvd.

0.441

A

0.631

B

0.469

A

0.679

B

15

Wilson Ave. and Glendale Ave.

0.765

C

0.925

E

0.831

D

0.994

E

16

Lexington Dr. and Pacific Ave.

0.429

A

0.518

A

0.485

A

0.579

A

17

Lexington Dr. and Central Ave.

0.467

A

0.599

A

0.529

A

0.665

B

18

Lexington Dr. and Brand Blvd.

0.471

A

0.578

A

0.608

B

0.724

C

19

Lexington Dr. and Glendale Ave.

0.689

B

0.865

D

0.767

C

0.960

E

20

Pacific Ave. and SR 134 EB Ramps

0.821

D

0.986

E

0.934

E

1.266

F

21

Pacific Ave. and SR 134 WB Ramps

0.938

E

0.943

E

1.061

F

1.026

F

22

Central Ave. and SR 134 WB On/Goode Ave.

0.889

D

1.129

F

0.949

E

1.123

F

23

Central Ave. and SR 134 EB Off/Sanchez Dr.

0.669

B

0.785

C

0.759

C

0.829

D

24

Brand Blvd. and SR 134 WB Off/Goode Ave.

0.856

D

0.932

E

0.968

E

0.919

E

25

Brand Blvd. and SR 134 EB On/Sanchez Dr.

0.803

D

1.190

F

0.973

E

1.020

F

26

SR 134 WB Ramps and Monterey Rd.

0.919

E

0.847

D

0.980

E

0.916

E

27

Glendale Ave. and SR 134 EB Ramps

0.707

C

0.820

D

0.808

D

0.817.

D

28

Monterey Rd. and Glendale Ave.

0.832

D

1.047

F

0.923

E

1.169

F

SOURCE:

Glendale Downtown Specific Plan Traffic Impact Study, JuneAugust 2006.

Freeway Mainline Segments

Table 4.13-7, 2030 No Project Freeway Mainline Segment Levels of Service, summarizes the 2030 A.M. and
P.M. peak hour LOS at the six study area freeway segments. Review of Table 4.13-7 shows that, with the
exception of eastbound SR-134 east of Pacific Avenue and northbound I-5 north of the Colorado Street
extension, all of the segments are forecast to operate at LOS E or worse in both directions during the A.M.
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peak hour. Eastbound SR-134 east of Pacific Avenue is forecast to operate at LOS D during the A.M. peak
hour. During the P.M. peak hour, the eastbound segment of SR-134 east of Pacific Avenue is forecast to
operate at LOS E. All other segments are forecast to operate at LOS F during the P.M. peak hour.
Table 4.13-7

2030 No Project Freeway Mainline Segment Levels of Service
(LOS)

Freeway Segment

SR 134 west of Pacific Ave.
SR 134 east of Pacific Ave.
SR 134 east of Brand Blvd.
SR 134 east of Glendale Ave.
I-5 north of Colorado St. extension
I-5 south of Colorado St. extension
SOURCE:

2030 NO PROJECT

Direction

Peak
Hour
Capacity

Demand

D/Ca

LOSb

Demand

D/C

LOS

EB

10,000

11,030

1.103

F(0)

11,940

1.194

F(0)

WB

10,000

12,340

1.234

F(0)

14,410

1.441

F(2)

EB

10,000

8,030

0.803

D

9,660

0.966

E

WB

10,000

9,330

0.933

E

10,770

1.077

F(0)

EB

10,000

9,730

0.973

E

11,780

1.178

F(0)

WB

10,000

11,520

1.152

F(0)

11,880

1.188

F(0)

EB

10,000

9,490

0.949

E

11,640

1.164

F(0)

WB

10,000

10,600

1.060

F(0)

11,220

1.122

F(0)

NB

10,000

8,990

0.899

D

12,870

1.287

F(1)

SB

10,000

12,080

1.208

F(0)

10,620

1.062

F(0)

NB

10,000

9,900

0.990

E

12,900

1.290

F(1)

SB

10,000

11,520

1.152

F(0)

10,310

1.031

F(0)

AM Peak Hour

PM Peak Hour

Glendale Downtown Specific Plan Traffic Impact Study, JuneAugust 2006.

Demand/Capacity ratio.
b To further define levels of congestions, Caltrans adds a numeric value of 0 through 3 to the Level of Service F designation (See
Table 4.13-15, below).
a

 Existing Parking Conditions
There are three multi-level public parking structures located within Central Business District (CBD) portion
of the DSP area with an available parking supply of approximately 2,443 spaces. These structures include
the following:




625 spaces in the Orange Street Garage (located on Orange Street between California Street and
Wilson Avenue)
694 spaces in the Exchange parking structure (located on Maryland Avenue between Wilson Avenue
and Broadway)
1,124 spaces in the Marketplace parking structure (located on Maryland Avenue between Broadway
and Harvard Street)

Additional public off-street parking is located in several small surface lots with a total available parking
supply of approximately 811 spaces. Including the three parking structures listed above, there are
approximately 3,254 public off-street parking spaces located within the project area or within the
immediate vicinity.
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The majority of the off-street parking in the project area is within private parking structures, which total
approximately 22,850 spaces. The total amount of off-street parking within the DSP area, including private
and public spaces, totals approximately 26,104 spaces. It should be noted that due to their limited
availability (heavy utilization) and small numbers (10 to 15 spaces), off-street parking at the Civic Center
and East Broadway areas is seen as “reasonably available off-street parking” and were not included in the
private off-street parking numbers.
In addition to off-street parking, there are approximately 2,080 on-street parking spaces within the DSP
project area. As shown in Table 4.13-8, there are a total of approximately 28,184 on- and off-street parking
spaces within the DSP area. The Civic Center parking structure surface parking lot at the Glendale County
Courts building was not included in the survey since both lots essentially function as private employee
parking with very limited public/visitor parking.
Table 4.13-8

Summary of Downtown Parking Supply
Public
Off-Street

Private
Off-Street

On-Street

Total

Number of Spaces

3,254

22,850

2,080

28,184

Percentage of Total Spaces

11.5%

81.1%

7.4%

100%

SOURCE:

4.13.3
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Regulatory Framework

 Federal
There are no federal regulations related to transportation/traffic that apply to the proposed Glendale DSP.

 State
Congestion Management Program Traffic Impact Assessment

The Congestion Management Program (CMP) was enacted by the State Legislature with the passage of
Proposition 111 in 1990. The program is intended to address the impact of local growth on the regional
transportation system. In Los Angeles County, the CMP is administered by the Los Angeles County
Metropolitan Transportation Authority (Metro).
As required by the 2004 Congestion Management Program for Los Angeles County (Metro, July 2004), a traffic
impact assessment has been prepared to determine the potential impacts of the proposed Glendale DSP on
designated monitoring locations included in the CMP highway system. The analysis has been prepared in
accordance with the procedures outlined in the Congestion Management Program.
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Intersections

The CMP traffic impact analysis guidelines require that arterial monitoring intersections must be examined
if the proposed project will add 50 or more trips to the intersection during either the A.M. or P.M. weekday
peak hours. There are no CMP monitoring intersections within the study area; therefore no CMP
intersection traffic impact assessment is required for the proposed Glendale DSP.
Freeways

There are two CMP freeway monitoring locations within the study area:
CMP Station

Freeway Segment

No. 1005

I-5 south of Colorado Boulevard extension

No. 1055

SR-134 east of Central Avenue

The CMP guidelines require analysis of mainline freeway monitoring locations where the project will add
150 or more trips, in either direction, during either the A.M. or P.M. weekday peak hours. A freeway impact
analysis was conducted as part of the Glendale Downtown Specific Plan Traffic Impact Study (Appendix H).

 Local
Southern California Association of Governments

SCAG’s Regional Comprehensive Plan and Guide (RCPG) and Regional Housing Needs Assessment
(RHNA) are tools for coordinating regional planning and development strategies in southern California.
Policies contained in the RCPG and RHNA identified by SCAG as relevant to the proposed Glendale DSP
are identified and analyzed for consistency within Section 4.8 (Land Use), of this EIR. As discussed in Land
Use, the proposed Glendale DSP does not conflict with applicable SCAG policies relating to
transportation/traffic.
City of Glendale Zoning Code

Parking requirements within the City of Glendale are provided in Title 30 Chapter 32 (30.32) of the
Glendale Municipal Code (GMC). The uses in each zone determine the amount of parking required. The
amount of parking required for individual projects within the DSP are subject to the requirements of
Title 30.32 of the GMC and is based on land use types.
Projects in the existing CBD zone may request an exception from the parking code per the GMC, the
Redevelopment Agency (Parking Exceptions) has the authority to consider and grant relief from the parking
standards found in Chapter 30.32 Parking and Loading of the GMC Title 30-Zoning Code, in the Central
Glendale Redevelopment Project Area that is included in the DSP. All such Parking Exceptions are subject
to findings of fact. The Parking Exception process shall beis consistent with the GMC as it relates to public
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hearings and public notice. Parking exceptions are review on a case by case basses many of which would
require their own environmental review.
City of Glendale South Brand Boulevard Specific Plan

A small portion of the DSP area is included within the boundaries of the South Brand Boulevard Specific
Plan (SBBSP). These include the parcels east of Central Avenue, west of Louise Street south of Colorado
Street and north of Elk Avenue.
The parking requirements in the SBBSP for the CG-R and R-1650 zone are required to meet the provisions
of Chapter 30.32 of the GMC. Parking requirements for the CG-R zone are subject to the requirements of
the C3 zone of the GMC and the R-1650 zone are subject to the requirements of the R-1650 zone of the
GMC. Parking requirements within the P overlay zone would be subject to the underlying zone. In the case
of the DSP area the underlying zone is R-1650.
These areas would be removed from the SBBSP and become part of the DSP and would then be subject to
the same parking requirements as those areas currently in the project area.
City of Glendale General Plan

General Plan goals, objectives, and policies related to transportation/traffic are located in the Circulation,
Noise, and Air Quality, and Safety Elements, and include the following:
Circulation Element

Goal 1: Preservation and enhancement of the quality of life in Glendale’s unique communities.
Objectives:
 Minimize non-local vehicular traffic and parking in both single- and multiple-family residential
neighborhoods through land use management and traffic/parking control.
 Support and enhance existing neighborhood commercial centers to continue to serve the needs of
nearby residents.
 Maintain acceptable noise levels in residential areas as defined in the Noise Element by managing
traffic volumes and speed.
 Discourage high speeds on residential streets through roadway design and traffic enforcement.
 Develop acceptable thresholds of traffic volume in residential zones based on environmental capacity.
Goal 2: Minimization of congestion, air pollution, and noise associated with motor vehicles.
Objectives:



Increase/support public and high occupancy vehicle transportation system improvements through
mitigation of traffic impacts from new development.
Develop parking policies which support reduced automobile travel in the most congested areas of
Glendale.
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Construct the complete bikeway system for Glendale as identified in the Bikeway Master Plan and
continue to consider additions or adjustments to the planned system.
Support Transportation Demand Management and Transportation System Management policies.

Goal 3: Reasonable access to services and goods in Glendale by a variety of transportation modes.
Objectives:
 Encourage growth in areas and in patterns which are or can be well served by public transportation.
 Encourage housing around and in commercial centers.
 Provide opportunities for successful neighborhood retail uses.
 Ensure transportation connections to regional systems by a variety of modes.
 Meet special transportation needs of the physically challenged.
Goal 4: Functional and safe streetscapes that are aesthetically pleasing for both pedestrians and vehicular
travel.
Objectives:



Provide and maintain high quality streetscape and pedestrian amenities (i.e. bus shelters, street trees,
street furniture, wide sidewalks, etc.)
Support the enhancement of existing and creation of new pedestrian-oriented retail centers.

Goal 5: Land use which can be supported within the capacity constraints of existing and realistic future
infrastructure.
Objectives:


Balance land use/zoning with roadway capacity by establishing congestion thresholds and avoiding
unacceptable levels of congestion from future development.

Noise Element

Goal 2: Protect and maintain those areas having acceptable noise environments.
Objectives:


Regulate the impacts of motor vehicle noise through proper street design and building location.

Goal 4: The reliance on automobile transportation will be reduced.
Objectives:



Coordinate land-use planning with existing and planned transportation systems to encourage the use
of public transportation systems and non-polluting transportation in future development.
Promote the use of public transportation and non-polluting transportation in standards for new
construction.
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Expand existing public transportation and non-polluting transportation systems and develop new
systems in order to reach a greater number of potential users. Continue to seek federal, state, and
regional funding sources.
Coordinate various transportation modes with transfer facility to increase convenience.
Coordinate non-automobile transportation systems with surrounding jurisdictions.

Air Quality Element




Coordinate land-use planning with existing and planned transportation systems to encourage the use
of public transportation systems and non-polluting transportation in future development.
Promote the use of public transportation and non-polluting transportation in standards for new
construction.
Expand existing public transportation and non-polluting transportation systems and develop new
systems in order to reach a great number of potential users. Continue to seek federal, state, and
regional funding sources.

As discussed in Section 4.8 (Land Use), the proposed Glendale DSP does not conflict with applicable
General Plan goals and policies relating to transportation/traffic.

4.13.4

Project Impacts and Mitigation

 Thresholds of Significance
The following thresholds of significance are based on Appendix HG of the CEQA Guidelines, as amended.
For purposes of this EIR, implementation of the proposed Glendale DSP may have a significant adverse
impact on transportation if it would result in any of the following:







Cause an increase in traffic which is substantial in relation to the existing traffic load and capacity of
the street system (i.e., result in a substantial increase in either the number of vehicle trips, the volume
to capacity ratio on roads, or congestion at intersections)
Exceed, either individually or cumulatively, a level of service standard established by the county
congestion management agency for designated roads or highways
Result in inadequate emergency access
Result in inadequate parking capacity
Conflict with adopted policies, plans, or programs supporting alternative transportation (e.g., bus
turnouts, bicycle racks)

Traffic Impact Significance Criteria

The potential impact of the additional traffic estimated to be added with the implementation of the proposed
Glendale DSP was evaluated for A.M. and P.M. peak hour conditions at each of the twenty-eight study area
intersections. The results of the ICU analyses for 2006 conditions with the proposed Glendale DSP were
compared to 2006 conditions without the DSP. Likewise, 2030 conditions with the proposed Glendale DSP
were compared to 2030 No Project conditions at each intersection.
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The significance of the potential impacts was determined based on the traffic impact criteria provided by the
City’s transportation staff. The following definition of significant project-related traffic impacts has been
applied in this analysis:
If the project increases the volume-to-capacity (v/c) ratio by 0.020 or greater and the intersection is
projected to operate at LOS D, E or F with the project, the increase is deemed significant.

Freeway Segment Impact Significance Criteria

Freeway segments have been evaluated in accordance with the standards included in the 2004 Congestion
Management Program for Los Angeles County. A significant impact on the freeway system is defined as follows:
For purposes of the CMP, a significant impact occurs when the proposed project increases traffic
demand on a CMP facility 2% of capacity (v/c greater than or equal to 0.02), causing LOS F
(v/c>1.00); if the facility is already LOS F, a significant impact occurs when the proposed project
increases traffic demand on a CMP facility by 2% of capacity (v/c greater than or equal to 0.02.

The CMP also acknowledges that the “calculation of LOS based on demand/capacity (D/C) ratios is a
surrogate for the speed-based LOS used by State of California Department of Transportation (Caltrans) for
traffic operational analysis. LOS F(1) through F(3) designations are assigned where severely congested (less
than 25 mph) conditions prevail for more than 1 hour, converted to an estimate of peak hour demand in the
table above. Note that calculated LOS F traffic demands may therefore be greater than observed traffic
volumes.”

 Effects Not Found to Be Significant
Threshold

Would the project result in a change in air traffic patterns, including
either an increase in traffic levels or a change in location that results in
substantial safety risks?

The proposed Glendale DSP would not result in an increase in air traffic levels or a change in location of air
traffic patterns that would result in substantial safety risks, as the only mode of transport affected by the
proposed Glendale DSP is automobile operations. The proposed Glendale DSP would include no provisions
for airborne shipping or receiving. Also, the proposed Glendale DSP is not included in an airport land use
plan. Therefore, no impact to air traffic patterns would occur as a result of the proposed Glendale DSP, and
no further analysis is required.
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 Impacts and Mitigation Measures
Threshold

Impact 4.13-1

Would the project cause an increase in traffic that is substantial in
relation to the existing traffic load and capacity of the street system
(i.e., result in a substantial increase in either the number of vehicle
trips, the volume-to-capacity ratio, or congestion at intersections)?

The proposed Glendale DSP would generate new traffic volumes at
the project site, and add traffic volumes to the study intersections
that would be considered significant. As not all of this new traffic
volume can be mitigated for, impacts would be significant and
unavoidable.

The twenty-eight study intersections were evaluated using the ICU method of analysis for signalized
intersections, which determines the v/c ratios on a critical movement basis. The overall v/c ratio for the
intersection, referred to as the ICU ratio, is assigned a LOS value to qualitatively describe intersection
operations. The calculation has been performed for the weekday morning peak hour (the four consecutive
15-minute periods with the highest traffic volume counts, generally between 7:00 A.M. and 9:00 A.M.) and
the weekday afternoon peak hour (the four consecutive 15-minute periods with the highest traffic volume
counts, generally between 4:00 P.M. and 6:00 P.M.). The LOS designations range from LOS A (representing
free flow conditions) to LOS F (representing highly congested conditions). A summary of ICU ratios and
corresponding LOS are presented in Table 4.13-1 of this section, and in the ICU worksheets provided in
Appendix C of Appendix H.
The ICU methodology is a static analysis tool for evaluating traffic operations of individual intersections. As
such, it does not account for vehicle queues that may extend through nearby intersections. Therefore, the
LOS may appear better than is actually observed in the field. For example, this situation often occurs during
peak periods at the SR-134 freeway ramp intersections at Pacific Avenue, Central Avenue, Brand
Boulevard, Monterey Road, and Glendale Avenue. To reflect traffic operations at the SR-134 ramp
intersections, the traffic volume turning movements were assigned to travel lanes based upon the geometric
configuration of each pair of ramp intersections. Volumes were assigned to the available lanes, taking into
consideration “trap” lanes (through lanes which exit one intersection and become mandatory turn lanes at
the next). In addition, the capacities assumed for lanes entering the freeway from an arterial intersection
were reduced from 1,440 vehicles per hour to 1,140 to reflect the frequent queuing on the ramps as vehicle
wait to merge onto SR-134 during congested peak hour, thereby limiting the number of vehicles that can
turn from the arterial onto the freeway ramp. The capacity reductions were applied to lanes feeding SR-134
westbound on-ramps for both the A.M. and P.M. peak hour analysis, and to lanes feeding SR-134 eastbound
ramps for P.M. peak hour analysis only.
As described previously, for 2030 conditions, roadway improvements which have previously been
conditioned of other approved development projects in the Downtown, (i.e., the Town Center project and
the Commonwealth Office Development project) or included in the City’s CIP , have been assumed to be
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completed by 2030 and have therefore been included in this analysis. This includes the following
improvements:


Chevy Chase Drive at Brand Boulevard: Convert northbound through-right turn lane to
through lane only; add northbound right-turn only lane (Town Center project).



Colorado Street at Central Avenue: Install third westbound through lane and an exclusive rightturn only lane as well as convert existing eastbound right-turn only lane to a combination through
right turn lane (Town Center project).



Colorado Street at Brand Boulevard: Install northbound, southbound and eastbound right-turn
only lanes (Town Center project).



Colorado Street at Glendale Avenue: Convert existing northbound combination through-right
turn lane to through only lane; add northbound right-turn only lane (Town Center project).



Broadway at Central Avenue: Convert northbound and westbound combination through-right
turn lanes to through only lanes; add exclusive right-turn only lanes northbound and westbound
(Town Center project).



Broadway at Brand Boulevard: Add northbound right-turn only lane; add third southbound
through lane (Town Center project).



Broadway at Glendale Avenue: Add third northbound through lane during the p.m. peak hour
only by prohibiting on-street parking along the east side of Glendale Avenue, south of Broadway; add
southbound right turn only lane (Town Center project).



SR-134 Westbound On-Ramp/Goode Avenue at Central Avenue: Restripe to provide
fourth lane (one left-turn lane, one combination through-left turn lane, one through lane and one
right-turn lane) (Commonwealth Office project).



SR-134 Westbound On-Ramp/Goode Avenue at Brand Boulevard: Restripe southbound
Brand Boulevard north of Goode Avenue such that the inside (#1) southbound through lane is a “trap”
lane aligning with the inside lane of the southbound dual left-turn lanes at Sanchez Drive; the #2
southbound lane north of Goode will align to become an optional left-turn or through lane
(Commonwealth Office project).



SR-134 Eastbound Off-Ramp/Sanchez Drive: Widen to provide fourth lane (one combination
through-left turn lane, one through lane, one combination through-right-turn lane, one right turn
lane) (CIP).



Glendale Avenue at Monterey Road: Improve northbound Glendale Avenue approach to
Monterey Road to provide dual left-turn lanes, one through lane and one combination through-right
turn lane (CIP).



SR-134 Eastbound Ramps at Glendale Avenue: Realign the #1 northbound through lane on
Glendale Avenue south of the eastbound off-ramp to be a trap lane to the dual northbound left-turn
lanes at Monterey Road (CIP).

All other intersections were assumed to maintain the same geometric configurations with no improvements
between 2006 and 2030.
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Intersection Capacity Utilization and LOS analyses have been conducted for each of the twenty-eight study
intersections for the following scenarios:





Existing Conditions (2006)
Existing Conditions with the Project
2030 Baseline Conditions
2030 with the Project

Existing Conditions (2006) with Proposed Project

Review of Table 4.13-9 shows that the additional traffic estimated to be generated by the proposed Glendale
DSP (depicted as Figure 4.13-6 and Figure 4.13-7, below) is expected to significantly impact ten of the
twenty-eight study area intersections:











Chevy Chase Drive at Brand Boulevard (PM ICU=0.867, Change in ICU=0.020, LOS=D)
Colorado Street at Pacific Avenue (AM ICU=0.938, Change in ICU=0.021, LOS=E)
Colorado Street at Brand Boulevard (AM ICU=0.817, Change in ICU=0.041, LOS=D)
Broadway at Central Avenue (PM ICU=0.826, Change in ICU=0.047, LOS=D)
Wilson Avenue at Glendale Avenue (PM ICU=0.970, Change in ICU=0.045, LOS=E)
Pacific Avenue and SR-134 Eastbound Ramps (PM ICU=1.031, Change in ICU=0.045, LOS=F)
Central Avenue and SR-134 Westbound On/Goode Avenue (AM ICU=0.980, Change in
ICU=0.091, LOS=E; PM ICU=1.179, Change in ICU=0.059, LOS=F)
Central Avenue and SR-134 Eastbound Off/Sanchez Drive (PM ICU=0.816, Change in ICU =0.031,
LOS=D)
Brand Boulevard at SR-134 Westbound Off/Goode Avenue (AM ICU=1.018, Change in
ICU=0.134, LOS=F; PM ICU=1.002, Change in ICU=0.070, LOS=F)
Brand Boulevard at SR-134 Eastbound On/Sanchez Drive (AM ICU=1.267, Change in ICU=0.077,
LOS=F

Three of the ten impacted intersections are estimated to operate at level of service D or better during both
peak hours with the addition of project traffic (Chevy Chase Drive at Brand Boulevard, Broadway at Central
Avenue and Central Avenue at SR-134 Eastbound Off- ramp/Sanchez Drive.) In total, thirteen of the
twenty-eight study intersections are estimated to operate at LOS E or F during one or both peak hours with
the Proposed Project. This compares to twelve intersections operating at level of service E or F under
existing conditions.
Summary of Existing Conditions with Proposed Project

The Proposed Project significantly impacts ten of the twenty-eight study area intersections (2 in the AM and
PM peak hour, 2 in AM peak hour only and 6 in PM peak hour only). Under the Proposed Project, three of
the significantly impacted intersections will continue to operate at LOS D or better during both peak hours.
Table 4.13-10 provides a summary of the number of impacted intersections under each project alternative,
as well as the number of intersections estimated to operate at LOS E or LOS F during each peak hour under
each scenario.
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Table 4.13-9

Summary of Intersection Capacity Utilization Analyses—Existing Conditions (2006) with Project
EXISTING CONDITIONS (2006)
AM Peak Hour
PM Peak Hour

No.

Intersection

2006 WITH PROJECT
AM Peak Hour
PM Peak Hour

SIGNIFICANT IMPACT?
AM Peak Hour
PM Peak Hour
Change
Change
in ICU
in ICU
YES?
YES?

ICU

LOS

ICU

LOS

ICU

LOS

ICU

LOS

1

Chevy Chase Dr. and Central Ave.

0.563

A

0.736

C

0.570

A

0.767

C

2

Chevy Chase Dr. and Brand Blvd.

0.753

C

0.847

D

0.779

C

0.867

D

3

Colorado St. and Kenilworth St.

0.548

A

0.647

B

0.576

A

0.665

B

4

Colorado St. and Pacific Ave.

0.917

E

0.983

E

0.938

E

0.993

E

5

Colorado St. and Central Ave.

0.669

B

0.891

D

0.687

B

0.904

E

6

Colorado St. and Brand Blvd.

0.776

C

0.935

E

0.817

D

0.954

E

0.041

7

Colorado St. and Glendale Blvd.

0.873

D

0.984

E

0.878

D

0.958

E

0.004

8

Broadway and Pacific Ave.

0.476

A

0.669

B

0.493

A

0.700

B

9

Broadway and Central Ave.

0.540

A

0.779

C

0.549

A

0.826

D

10

Broadway and Brand Blvd.

0.568

A

0.629

B

0.577

A

0.659

B

11

Broadway and Glendale Ave.

0.768

C

0.943

E

0.762

C

0.939

E

12

Wilson Ave. and Pacific Ave.

0.483

A

0.573

A

0.479

A

0.631

B

13

Wilson Ave. and Central Ave.

0.529

A

0.699

B

0.561

A

0.738

C

14

Wilson Ave. and Brand Blvd.

0.441

A

0.631

B

0.464

A

0.658

B

15

Wilson Ave. and Glendale Ave.

0.765

C

0.925

E

0.768

C

0.970

E

16

Lexington Dr. and Pacific Ave.

0.429

A

0.518

A

0.433

A

0.511

A

17

Lexington Dr. and Central Ave.

0.467

A

0.599

A

0.472

A

0.619

B

18

Lexington Dr. and Brand Blvd.

0.471

A

0.578

A

0.463

A

0.599

A

19

Lexington Dr. and Glendale Ave.

0.689

B

0.865

D

0.684

B

0.860

D

20

Pacific Ave. and SR 134 EB Ramps

0.821

D

0.986

E

0.820

D

1.031

F

-0.001

0.045

21

Pacific Ave. and SR 134 WB Ramps

0.938

E

0.943

E

0.945

E

0.928

E

0.007

-0.015

22

Central Ave. and SR 134 WB On/Goode Ave.

0.889

D

1.129

F

0.980

E

1.179

F

0.091

23

Central Ave. and SR 134 EB Off/Sanchez Dr.

0.669

B

0.785

C

0.773

C

0.816

D

0.104

24

Brand Blvd. and SR 134 WB Off/Goode Ave.

0.856

D

0.932

E

1.018

F

1.002

F

0.134
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0.020
0.021

YES

YES

0.010
0.013

YES

0.019
-0.026
0.047

YES

-0.003

0.045

YES

-0.005

YES
YES

YES

0.059

YES

0.031

YES

0.070

YES
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Table 4.13-9

Summary of Intersection Capacity Utilization Analyses—Existing Conditions (2006) with Project
EXISTING CONDITIONS (2006)
AM Peak Hour
PM Peak Hour

No.

Intersection

2006 WITH PROJECT
AM Peak Hour
PM Peak Hour

SIGNIFICANT IMPACT?
AM Peak Hour
PM Peak Hour
Change
Change
in ICU
in ICU
YES?
YES?

ICU

LOS

ICU

LOS

ICU

LOS

ICU

LOS

25

Brand Blvd. and SR 134 EB On/Sanchez Dr.

0.803

D

1.190

F

0.781

C

1.267

F

-0.022

0.077

26

SR 134 WB Ramps and Monterey Rd.

0.919

E

0.847

D

0.930

E

0.846

D

0.011

-0.001

27

Glendale Ave. and SR 134 EB Ramps

0.707

C

0.820

D

0.713

C

0.814

D

0.006

-0.006

28

Monterey Rd. and Glendale Ave.

0.832

D

1.047

F

0.847

D

1.042

F

0.015

-0.005

SOURCE:
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FIGURE 4.13-6

2006 Proposed Project AM Peak Hour Traffic Volumes
A division of
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FIGURE 4.13-7

2006 Proposed Project PM Peak Hour Traffic Volumes
A division of
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Table 4.13-10

Scenario:
2005 Conditions with:

Summary of Existing Conditions (2006) with Project at
Study Area Intersections
No. of Intersections
Significantly Impacted
AM Peak
PM Peak
Hour
Hour

No. of Intersections
Operating At Los E
AM Peak
PM Peak
Hour
Hour

No. of Intersections
Operating At Los F
AM Peak
PM Peak
Hour
Hour

2005 Conditions

N/A

N/A

3

9

0

2

Proposed Project

4

8

4

8

1

4

SOURCE:

Glendale Downtown Specific Plan Traffic Impact Study, JuneAugust 2006.

2030 Conditions with Proposed Project

Table 4.13-11 shows the results of the ICU analyses for 2030 conditions with the proposed Glendale DSP,
which is depicted as Figure 4.13-8 and Figure 4.13-9, below. Review of Table 4.13-11 shows that, when
compared to the 2030 Baseline conditions, the additional traffic attributable to the Proposed Project is
estimated to significantly impact seven of the twenty-eight study area intersections. These seven
intersections are:








Chevy Chase Drive at Brand Boulevard (AM ICU=0.877, Change in ICU=0.039, LOS=D)
Wilson Avenue at Central Avenue (PM ICU=0.806, Change in ICU=0.035, LOS=D)
Pacific Avenue at SR-134 Westbound Ramps (PM ICU=1.061, Change in ICU=0.035, LOS=F)
Central Avenue at SR-134 Westbound On/Goode Avenue (AM ICU=0.973, Change in ICU=0.024,
LOS=E)
Brand Boulevard at SR-134 Westbound Off/Goode Avenue (AM ICU=0.994, Change in
ICU=0.026, LOS=E; PM ICU=0.953, Change in ICU=0.034, LOS=E)
Brand Boulevard at SR-134 Eastbound On/Sanchez Drive (AM ICU=1,051, Change in LOS=0.078,
LOS=F; PM ICU=1.346, Change in ICU=0.326, LOS=F)
Glendale Avenue at SR-134 Eastbound Ramps (PM ICU=0.917, Change in ICU=0.100, LOS=E)

Of the seven intersections estimated to be significantly impacted in 2030 with the addition of Proposed
Project traffic, two will operate at level of service D or better during both peak hours with project traffic
included. In total, fourteen of the twenty-eight study intersections are forecast to operate at levels of service
E or F during one or both peak hours in 2030 with the Proposed Project. Thirteen intersections are also
forecast to operate at levels of service E or F during one or both peak hours under 2030 No Project
conditions.
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Table 4.13-11
No.

Summary of Intersection Capacity Utilization Analyses—2030 Conditions with Project

Intersection

2030 NO PROJECT CONDITIONS
AM Peak Hour PM Peak Hour
ICU
LOS
ICU
LOS

2030 WITH PROJECT
AM Peak Hour PM Peak Hour
ICU
LOS
ICU
LOS

SIGNIFICANT IMPACT?
AM Peak Hour
PM Peak Hour
Change in ICU
YES?
Change in ICU
YES?

1

Chevy Chase Dr. and Central Ave.

0.618

B

0.807

D

0.652

B

0.820

D

2

Chevy Chase Dr. and Brand Blvd.

0.838

D

0.934

E

0.877

D

0.872

D

3

Colorado St. and Kenilworth St.

0.583

A

0.724

C

0.583

A

0.731

C

4

Colorado St. and Pacific Ave.

1.013

F

1.048

F

1.023

F

1.040

F

5

Colorado St. and Central Ave.

0.664

B

0.900

D

0.665

B

0.911

E

6

Colorado St. and Brand Blvd.

0.824

D

0.971

E

0.828

D

0.942

E

0.004

-0.029

7

Colorado St. and Glendale Blvd.

0.962

E

1.079

F

0.919

E

0.975

E

-0.043

-0.104

8

Broadway and Pacific Ave.

0.532

A

0.728

C

0.541

A

0.742

C

9

Broadway and Central Ave.

0.587

A

0.847

D

0.679

B

0.839

D

10

Broadway and Brand Blvd.

0.563

A

0.688

B

0.563

A

0.668

B

11

Broadway and Glendale Ave.

0.855

D

0.892

D

0.804

D

0.884

D

12

Wilson Ave. and Pacific Ave.

0.535

A

0.635

B

0.535

A

0.643

B

13

Wilson Ave. and Central Ave.

0.595

A

0.771

C

0.612

B

0.806

D

14

Wilson Ave. and Brand Blvd.

0.469

A

0.679

B

0.508

A

0.702

C

15

Wilson Ave. and Glendale Ave.

0.831

D

0.994

E

0.839

D

1.001

E

16

Lexington Dr. and Pacific Ave.

0.485

A

0.579

A

0.474

A

0.587

A

17

Lexington Dr. and Central Ave.

0.529

A

0.665

B

0.541

A

0.679

B

18

Lexington Dr. and Brand Blvd.

0.608

B

0.724

C

0.602

B

0.754

C

19

Lexington Dr. and Glendale Ave.

0.767

C

0.960

E

0.747

C

0.970

E

20

Pacific Ave. and SR 134 EB Ramps

0.934

E

1.266

F

0.951

E

1.281

F

0.017

0.015

21

Pacific Ave. and SR 134 WB Ramps

1.061

F

1.026

F

1.065

F

1.061

F

0.004

0.035

22

Central Ave. and SR 134 WB On/Goode Ave.

0.949

E

1.123

F

0.973

E

1.125

F

0.024

23

Central Ave. and SR 134 EB Off/Sanchez Dr.

0.759

C

0.829

D

0.7792

C

0.828

D

24

Brand Blvd. and SR 134 WB Off/Goode Ave.

0.968

E

0.919

E

0.994

E

0.953

E

0.026

YES

0.034

YES

25

Brand Blvd. and SR 134 EB On/Sanchez Dr.

0.973

E

1.020

F

1.051

F

1.346

F

0.078

YES

0.326

YES
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0.039

YES

0.010

-0.062
-0.008
0.011

-0.008
-0.051

-0.008
0.035

0.008

YES

0.006

0.010

YES

YES

0.002
-0.001
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Table 4.13-11
No.

Summary of Intersection Capacity Utilization Analyses—2030 Conditions with Project

Intersection

2030 NO PROJECT CONDITIONS
AM Peak Hour PM Peak Hour
ICU
LOS
ICU
LOS

2030 WITH PROJECT
AM Peak Hour PM Peak Hour
ICU
LOS
ICU
LOS

SIGNIFICANT IMPACT?
AM Peak Hour
PM Peak Hour
Change in ICU
YES?
Change in ICU
YES?

26

SR 134 WB Ramps and Monterey Rd.

0.980

E

0.916

E

0.950

E

0.876

D

-0.030

0.040

27

Glendale Ave. and SR 134 EB Ramps

0.808

D

0.817

D

0.804

D

0.917

E

-0.004

0.100

28

Monterey Rd. and Glendale Ave.

0.923

E

1.169

F

0.918

E

1.146

F

-0.005

-0.023

SOURCE:

YES

Glendale Downtown Specific Plan Traffic Impact Study, JuneAugust 2006.
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FIGURE 4.13-8

2030 Proposed Project AM Peak Hour Traffic Volumes
A division of

D21109.00
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Source: Parsons, 2006.

FIGURE 4.13-9

2030 Proposed Project PM Peak Hour Traffic Volumes
A division of

D21109.00
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Summary of 2030 Baseline Conditions with Proposed Project

The Proposed Project is estimated to significantly impact seven of the twenty-eight study intersections (2 in
the AM and PM peak hour, 2 in AM peak hour only and 3 in PM peak hour only). Under the Proposed
Project, two of the significantly impacted intersections will continue to operate at LOS D or better during
both peak hours. Table 4.13-12 provides a summary of the number of impacted intersections, as well as the
number of intersections estimated to operate at LOS E or LOS F during each peak hour under each scenario.
Compared to 2030 Conditions with No Project, 2030 Conditions with the Proposed Project is estimated to
result in one fewer intersections during the A.M. peak hour operating at LOS E.
Table 4.13-12

Scenario:
2030 Conditions with:

No Project
Proposed Project
SOURCE:

Summary of 2030 with Project Conditions at Study
Area Intersections
No. of Intersections
Significantly Impacted
AM Peak
PM Peak
Hour
Hour

No. of Intersections
Operating At Los E
AM Peak
PM Peak
Hour
Hour

No. of Intersections
Operating At Los F
AM Peak
PM Peak
Hour
Hour

N/A

N/A

7

6

2

7

4

5

6

3

7

6

Glendale Downtown Specific Plan Traffic Impact Study, JuneAugust 2006.

Project Mitigation

Based on the City’s threshold criteria, ten of the twenty-eight study area intersections are estimated to be
significantly impacted by the Proposed Project under the “Existing with Proposed Project” scenario. Under
the “2030 with Proposed Project”, seven of the twenty-eight study area intersections are estimated to be
significantly impacted by the Proposed Project.
Existing Conditions with Proposed Project Mitigation

Under Existing Conditions with Proposed Project, the following ten intersections are forecast to be
significantly impacted by the Proposed Project:











Chevy Chase Drive and Brand Boulevard
Colorado Street and Pacific Avenue
Colorado Street and Brand Boulevard
Broadway and Central Avenue
Wilson Avenue and Glendale Avenue
Pacific Avenue and SR-134 Eastbound Ramps
Central Avenue and SR-134 Westbound On-ramp/Goode Avenue
Central Avenue and SR-134 Eastbound Off-ramp/Sanchez Avenue
Brand Boulevard and SR-134 Westbound Off-ramp/Goode Avenue
Brand Boulevard and SR-134 Eastbound On-ramp/Sanchez Avenue
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Intersections That Can Be Mitigated

The following improvements are conditioned of other approved projects (including the Glendale Town
Center project and the Commonwealth Office Development project), or are included in the City’s CIP but
not yet constructed. In addition to addressing the impacts of those projects, the improvements will also
address the impacts of the DSP Proposed Project, reducing them to less than significant levels.
Intersection #2—Chevy Chase Drive and Brand Boulevard: Improvements to this intersection,
conditioned of the Town Center project, consist of the installation of a northbound right-turn only lane.
As shown in Table 4.13-13, this improvement measure is anticipated to reduce the potentially significant
impacts of the DSP Proposed Project to less than significant. With this improvement, the ICU ratio during
the P.M. peak hour is reduced from 0.867 (LOS D) to 0.800 (LOS C) with the Proposed Project, resulting
in a less than significant project-related impact at this intersection.
Intersection #6—Colorado Street and Brand Boulevard: Improvements at this intersection,
conditioned of the Town Center project, consist of the installation of eastbound, northbound and
southbound right-turn only lanes.
As shown in Table 4.13-13, these measures are anticipated to reduce the potentially significant impact of the
DSP Proposed Project to less than significant levels. With these improvements, the A.M. peak hour ICU
ratio at this intersection for Existing with Proposed Project conditions is reduced from 0.817 (LOS D) to
0.766 (LOS C), representing a less than significant project impact. Although the Proposed Project is not
estimated to significantly impact P.M. peak hour operations at this intersection, the identified improvements
will also reduce the P.M. peak hour ICU ratio from 0.954 (LOS E) to 0.881 (LOS D).
Intersection #9—Broadway and Central Avenue: Improvements at this intersection, conditioned of
the Town Center project, consist of the installation of northbound and westbound right-turn only lanes.
As shown in Table 4.13-13, this measure is anticipated to reduce the potentially significant project-related
impact to less than significant levels. Installation of a westbound right-turn only lane at this intersection will
improve the P.M. peak hour ICU ratio from 0.826 (LOS D) to 0.776 (LOS C), resulting in a less than
significant project related impact.
An alternative mitigation would be to add on Central Avenue a third northbound through lane and
convert the existing southbound right-turn only lane to an optional through/right-turn lane between
Broadway and Wilson Avenue. This improvement could be implemented by removing on-street parking
along both sides of Central Avenue between Broadway and Wilson Avenue (4:00 to 6:00 PM only on the
west side), and widening the roadway two to four feet on each side. Widening Central Avenue would
provided needed capacity and improve traffic flow along Central Avenue, which is proposed to be an Autooriented Corridor in the DSP, and would eliminate the need to widen Broadway west of Central Avenue
and reduce the sidewalk width in this corridor. With the addition of third northbound and southbound
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Table 4.13-13

Summary of Intersection Capacity Analysis—Existing Conditions (2006) with Project & Mitigation
EXISTING CONDITIONS (2006)
AM Peak Hour PM Peak Hour

No.

Intersection

2006 WITH PROPOSED PROJECT
AM Peak Hour PM Peak Hour

ICU

LOS

ICU

LOS

ICU

LOS

ICU

SIGNIFICANT IMPACT?
2006 WITH PROJECT & MITIGATION
AM Peak Hour PM Peak Hour AM Peak Hour PM Peak Hour
Change in
Change
LOS
ICU
YES? in ICU YES? ICU
LOS
ICU
LOS

1

Chevy Chase Dr. and Central Ave.

0.563

A

0.736

C

0.570

A

0.767

C

2

Chevy Chase Dr. and Brand Blvd.

0.753

C

0.847

D

0.779

C

0.867

D

3

Colorado St. and Kenilworth St.

0.548

A

0.647

B

0.576

A

0.665

B

4

Colorado St. and Pacific Ave.

0.917

E

0.983

E

0.938

E

0.993

E

5

Colorado St. and Central Ave.

0.669

B

0.891

D

0.687

B

0.904

E

6

Colorado St. and Brand Blvd.

0.776

C

0.935

E

0.817

D

0.954

E

7

Colorado St. and Glendale Blvd.

0.873

D

0.984

E

0.878

D

0.958

E

8

Broadway and Pacific Ave.

0.476

A

0.669

B

0.493

A

0.700

B

9

Broadway and Central Ave.

0.540

A

0.779

C

0.549

A

0.826

D

0.020
0.021

YES

0.041

YES

0.047

YES 0.779

C

0.800

C

0.766

C

0.881

D

YES 0.486

A

0.776

C

0.475

A

0.781

C

9a Broadway and Central Ave. Alternative Mitigation
10 Broadway and Brand Blvd.

0.568

A

0.629

B

0.577

A

0.659

B

11 Broadway and Glendale Ave.

0.768

C

0.943

E

0.762

C

0.939

E

12 Wilson Ave. and Pacific Ave.

0.483

A

0.573

A

0.479

A

0.631

B

13 Wilson Ave. and Central Ave.

0.529

A

0.699

B

0.561

A

0.738

C

14 Wilson Ave. and Brand Blvd.

0.441

A

0.631

B

0.464

A

0.658

B

0.568

A

0.629

B

0.577

A

0.659

B

0.765

C

0.925

E

0.768

C

0.970

E

16 Lexington Dr. and Pacific Ave.

0.429

A

0.518

A

0.433

A

0.511

A

17 Lexington Dr. and Central Ave.

0.467

A

0.599

A

0.472

A

0.619

B

18 Lexington Dr. and Brand Blvd.

0.471

A

0.578

A

0.463

A

0.599

A

19 Lexington Dr. and Glendale Ave.

0.689

B

0.865

D

0.684

B

0.860

D

20 Pacific Ave. and SR 134 EB Ramps

0.821

D

0.986

E

0.820

D

1.031

F

15
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0.045

YES

0.045

YES
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Table 4.13-13

Summary of Intersection Capacity Analysis—Existing Conditions (2006) with Project & Mitigation
EXISTING CONDITIONS (2006)
AM Peak Hour PM Peak Hour

No.

Intersection

2006 WITH PROPOSED PROJECT
AM Peak Hour PM Peak Hour

SIGNIFICANT IMPACT?
2006 WITH PROJECT & MITIGATION
AM Peak Hour PM Peak Hour AM Peak Hour PM Peak Hour
Change in
Change
LOS
ICU
YES? in ICU YES? ICU
LOS
ICU
LOS

ICU

LOS

ICU

LOS

ICU

LOS

ICU

0.938

F

0.943

E

0.945

E

0.928

E

22 Central Ave. and SR 134 WB On/Goode Ave. 0.889

D

1.129

F

0.980

E

1.179

F

23 Central Ave. and SR 134 EB Off/Sanchez Dr.

0.669

B

0.785

C

0.773

C

0.816

D

24 Brand Blvd. and SR 134 WB Off/Goode Ave.

0.856

D

0.932

E

1.018

F

1.002

F

25 Brand Blvd. and SR 134 EB On/Sanchez Dr.

0.803

D

1.190

F

0.781

C

1.267

F

26 SR 134 WB Ramps and Monterey Rd.

0.919

E

0.847

D

0.930

E

0.846

D

27 Glendale Ave. and SR 134 EB Ramps

0.707

C

0.820

D

0.713

C

0.814

D

28 Monterey Rd. and Glendale Ave.

0.832

D

1.047

F

0.847

D

1.042

F

21 Pacific Ave. and SR 134 WB Ramps

SOURCE:

0.091
0.134

YES
YES

0.059

YES 0.859

D

01.097

F

0.031

YES 0.673

B

0.746

C

0.070

YES 0.919

E

0.905

E

0.077

YES

Glendale Downtown Specific Plan Traffic Impact Study, JuneAugust 2006.
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through lanes on Central Avenue, the P.M. ICU at Broadway and Central Avenue is reduced from 0.826 to
0.7760.781 for Existing with Proposed Project conditions, representing a less than significant project
impact.
Intersection #22—Central Avenue and SR-134 WB On-ramp/Goode Avenue: Improvements at
this intersection, conditioned of the Commonwealth Office Development project, involve widening the
westbound approach of Goode Avenue and restriping to provide a left-turn lane, an optional left/through
lane, and a through lane and a right-turn only lane.
As shown in Table 4.13-13, this measure is anticipated to reduce the potentially significant project-related
impact to less than significant levels. The improvements to the westbound approach will reduce the A.M.
peak hour ICU ratio from 0.980 (LOS E) to 0.859 (LOS D), and the P.M. ICU will reduce from 1.179
(LOS F) to 1.097 (LOS F), resulting in a less than significant project-related impact at this intersection.
Intersection #23—Central Avenue and SR-134 EB Ramps/Sanchez Drive: Improvements at this
intersection, which are contained in the City’s CIP, consist of widening the eastbound off-ramp to add a
fourth lane. The ramp would be striped to provide an option left-turn/through lane, a through lane, and
option right-turn/through lane and a right-turn only lane.
As shown in Table 4.13-13, this measure is anticipated to reduce the A.M. peak hour ICU ratio from 0.773
(LOS C) to 0.673 (LOS B) and the P.M. peak ICU ratio from 0.816 (LOS D) to 0.746 (LOS C). With these
improvements, the potentially significant project-related impact is reduced to less than significant levels.
Intersection # 24—Brand Boulevard and SR-134 WB Off-ramp/Goode Avenue: Improvements
at this intersection, conditioned of the Commonwealth Office Development project, consist of restriping
the southbound approach to provide one left-turn lane, one optional left turn through lane and one
through/right-turn lane.
As shown in Table 4.13-13, this measure is anticipated to reduce the A.M. ICU ratio from 1.018 (LOS F) to
0.919 (LOS E) and the P.M. ICU ratio from 1.002 (LOS F) to 0.905 (LOS E). With these improvements,
the potentially significant project-related impact is reduced to less than significant levels.
Intersections That Cannot Be Mitigated

The following intersections will be impacted by the Proposed Project. No improvements have been
identified previously or programmed for these intersections.
Intersection #4—Colorado Street and Pacific Avenue: No feasible mitigation has been identified
for this location. The addition of a third through lane eastbound and westbound along Colorado Street is
needed to more effectively accommodate the high volume of through traffic along this roadway, particularly
during the P.M. peak hour.
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As shown in Table 4.13-13, the potentially significant project-related impact at this intersection cannot be
reduced to less than significant levels, and the significant project-related impact is considered unmitigated.
Intersection #15—Wilson Avenue and Glendale Avenue: No feasible mitigation has been identified
for this location. A significant portion of the intersection capacity is utilized by traffic approaching Glendale
Avenue on Wilson Avenue, particularly the eastbound left turn volume, and the westbound through and
right turn movement. The volume of traffic making these movements strains the single lane capacity
available.
As shown in Table 4.13-13, the potentially significant project-related impact at this intersection cannot be
reduced to less than significant levels, and the significant project-related impact is considered unmitigated.
Intersection #210—Pacific Avenue and SR-134 WB Ramps: No feasible mitigation has been
identified for this location due to limited right-of-way and the constraints posed by the existing bridge
structure over SR-134. The potentially significant project-related impact at this intersection cannot be
reduced to less than significant levels. The significant project impact is therefore considered unmitigated.
Intersection #25—Brand Boulevard and SR-134 EB On-ramp/Sanchez Drive: No feasible
mitigation has been identified for this location due to limited right-of-way and the constraints posed by the
existing bridge structure over SR-134. The potentially significant project-related impact at this intersection
cannot be reduced to less than significant levels. The significant project impact is therefore considered
unmitigated.
2030 Conditions with Proposed Project and Mitigation

Under 2030 Conditions with Proposed Project, the following seven intersections are forecast to be
significantly impacted by the Proposed Project:








Chevy Chase Drive and Brand Boulevard
Wilson Avenue and Central Avenue
Pacific Avenue and SR-134 Westbound Ramps
Central Avenue and SR-134 Westbound Ramps/Goode Avenue
Brand Boulevard and SR-134 Westbound Off-ramp/Goode Avenue
Brand Boulevard and SR-134 Eastbound On-ramp/Sanchez Avenue
Glendale Avenue and SR-134 Eastbound Ramps

Intersections That Can Be Mitigated

The following two intersections have been previously approved for improvement (mitigation). These
improvements were included as part of the 2030 Baseline calculations. Table 4.13-14 shows anticipated
operations at these intersections with implementation of the following improvements.
Intersection #2—Chevy Chase Drive and Brand Boulevard: The improvement at this intersection
involves restriping the roadway to add a second westbound left turn lane on Chevy Chase Drive. This
improvement will require removal of on-street parking along both sides of Chevy Chase Drive for a distance
Glendale Downtown Specific Plan Program EIR
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of approximately 250 feet east of Brand Boulevard and approximately 150 feet west of Brand Boulevard.
This will eliminate approximately fourteen parking spaces east of Brand Boulevard (approximately seven
spaces on each side of Chevy Chase Drive) and approximately four spaces west of Brand Boulevard. The
westbound approach would then be restriped to provide two left-turn lanes, one through lane and one
optional through-right turn lane. The west leg would be restriped to realign and maintain the two through
receiving lanes, one optional eastbound through-right turn lane, one through lane, one left turn lane and a
protective island aligned with the second westbound left turn lane.
As shown in Table 4.13-14, this measure is anticipated to reduce the potentially significant project-related
impact to less than significant levels. With this improvement, the AM peak hour ICU ratio at this
intersection is reduced from 0.877 (LOS D) to 0.784 (LOS C). This represents a less than significant
project-related impact at this intersection. Should the City of Glendale deem the identified mitigation
measure to be infeasible, the result would be a significant, unavoidable impact at this location.
Intersection #13—Wilson Avenue and Central Avenue: The improvement at this intersection
involves installation of a northbound right-turn only lane. The measure will require removal of
approximately seven on-street parking spaces along the east side of Central Avenue, and the widening of the
east side by 2 to 4 feet. There will continue to be on-street parking along the west side of Central Avenue
and the adjacent commercial uses have off-street parking available. (Note: This improvement coincides with
the alternative mitigation at the intersection of Broadway and Central Avenue discussed under the Existing
with Project scenario).
As shown in Table 4.13-14, this measure is anticipated to reduce the potentially significant project-related
impact to less than significant levels. The installation of a northbound right-turn only lane at this intersection
is estimated to reduce the PM peak hour ICU ratio from 0.806 (LOS D) to 0.763 (LOS C), representing a
less than significant project related impact. Should the City of Glendale not accept the identified mitigation
measure to be infeasible, the result would be a significant and unavoidable impact at this location.
Intersections That Cannot Be Mitigated

Intersection #21—Pacific Avenue and SR-134 WB Ramps: No feasible mitigation has been
identified for this location due to limited right-of-way and the constraints posed by the existing bridge
structure over SR-134. The potentially significant project-related impact at this intersection cannot be
reduced to less than significant levels. The significant project impact is therefore considered unmitigated.
Intersection # 22—Central Avenue and SR-134 WB Ramps/Goode Avenue: No feasible
mitigation has been identified for this location due to limited right-of-way and the constraints posed by the
existing bridge structure over SR-134. The potentially significant project-related impact at this intersection
cannot be reduced to less than significant levels. The significant project impact is therefore considered
unmitigated.
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Table 4.13-14

Summary of Intersection Capacity Utilization Analysis—2030 Conditions with Project & Mitigation
2030 NO PROJECT CONDITIONS
AM Peak Hour
PM Peak Hour

No.

Intersection

ICU

LOS

ICU

LOS

2030 WITH PROPOSED PROJECT
SIGNIFICANT IMPACT?
AM Peak Hour PM Peak Hour AM Peak Hour PM Peak Hour
Change
Change
ICU
LOS
ICU
LOS in ICU YES? in ICU YES?

1

Chevy Chase Dr. and Central Ave.

0.618

B

0.807

D

0.652

B

0.820

D

2

Chevy Chase Dr. and Brand Blvd.

0.838

D

0.934

E

0.877

D

0.872

D

3

Colorado St. and Kenilworth St.

0.583

A

0.724

C

0.583

A

0.731

C

4

Colorado St. and Pacific Ave.

1.013

F

1.048

F

1.023

F

1.040

F

5

Colorado St. and Central Ave.

0.664

B

0.900

D

0.665

B

0.911

E

6

Colorado St. and Brand Blvd.

0.824

D

0.971

E

0.828

D

0.942

E

7

Colorado St. and Glendale Blvd.

0.962

E

1.079

F

0.919

E

0.975

E

8

Broadway and Pacific Ave.

0.532

A

0.728

C

0.541

A

0.742

C

9

Broadway and Central Ave.

0.587

A

0.847

D

0.679

B

0.839

D

10 Broadway and Brand Blvd.

0.563

A

0.688

B

0.563

A

0.668

B

11 Broadway and Glendale Ave.

0.855

D

0.892

D

0.804

D

0.884

D

12 Wilson Ave. and Pacific Ave.

0.535

A

0.635

B

0.535

A

0.643

B

13 Wilson Ave. and Central Ave.

0.595

A

0.771

C

0.612

B

0.806

D

14 Wilson Ave. and Brand Blvd.

0.469

A

0.679

B

0.508

A

0.702

C

15 Wilson Ave. and Glendale Ave.

0.831

D

0.994

E

0.848

D

1.000

E

16 Lexington Dr. and Pacific Ave.

0.485

A

0.579

A

0.474

A

0.587

A

17 Lexington Dr. and Central Ave.

0.529

A

0.665

B

0.541

A

0.626

B

18 Lexington Dr. and Brand Blvd.

0.608

B

0.724

C

0.602

B

0.754

C

19 Lexington Dr. and Glendale Ave.

0.767

C

0.960

E

0.747

C

0.970

E

20 Pacific Ave. and SR 134 EB Ramps

0.934

E

1.266

F

0.951

E

1.281

F

21 Pacific Ave. and SR 134 WB Ramps

1.061

F

1.026

F

1.065

F

1.061

F

22 Central Ave. and SR 134 WB On/Goode Ave.

0.949

E

1.123

F

0.973

E

1.125

F
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0.039

0.024

YES

0.035

YES

0.035

YES

2030 WITH PROPOSED PROJECT
WITH MITIGATION
AM Peak Hour PM Peak Hour
ICU

LOS

ICU

LOS

0.784

C

0.826

D

0.612

B

0.763

C

YES
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Table 4.13-14

Summary of Intersection Capacity Utilization Analysis—2030 Conditions with Project & Mitigation
2030 NO PROJECT CONDITIONS
AM Peak Hour
PM Peak Hour

No.

Intersection

2030 WITH PROPOSED PROJECT
SIGNIFICANT IMPACT?
AM Peak Hour PM Peak Hour AM Peak Hour PM Peak Hour
Change
Change
ICU
LOS
ICU
LOS in ICU YES? in ICU YES?

ICU

LOS

ICU

LOS

23 Central Ave. and SR 134 EB Off/Sanchez Dr.

0.759

C

0.829

D

0.792

C

0.828

D

24 Brand Blvd. and SR 134 WB Off/Goode Ave.

0.968

E

0.919

E

0.994

E

0.953

E

0.026

YES

0.034

YES

25 Brand Blvd. and SR 134 EB On/Sanchez Dr.

0.973

E

1.020

F

1.051

F

1.346

F

0.078

YES

0.326

YES

26 SR 134 WB Ramps and Monterey Rd.

0.980

E

0.916

E

0.950

E

0.876

D

27 Glendale Ave. and SR 134 EB Ramps

0.808

D

0.817

F

0.804

E

0.917

E

0.100

YES

28 Monterey Rd. and Glendale Ave.

0.923

E

1.169

F

0.918

E

1.146

F

SOURCE:

2030 WITH PROPOSED PROJECT
WITH MITIGATION
AM Peak Hour PM Peak Hour
ICU

LOS

ICU

LOS

Glendale Downtown Specific Plan Traffic Impact Study, June 2006.
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Intersection #24—Brand Boulevard and SR-134 WB Off-ramp/Goode Avenue: No feasible
mitigation has been identified for this location due to limited right-of-way and the constraints posed by the
existing bridge structure over SR-134. The potentially significant project-related impact at this intersection
cannot be reduced to less than significant levels. The significant project impact is therefore considered
unmitigated.
Intersection #25—Brand Boulevard and SR-134 EB On-ramp/Sanchez Drive: No feasible
mitigation has been identified for this location due to limited right-of-way and the constraints posed by the
existing bridge structure over SR-134. The potentially significant project-related impact at this intersection
cannot be reduced to less than significant levels. The significant project impact is therefore considered
unmitigated.
Intersection #267—Glendale Avenue and SR-134 EB Ramps: No feasible mitigation has been
identified for this location due to limited right-of-way and the constraints posed by the existing bridge
structure over SR-134. The potentially significant project-related impact at this intersection cannot be
reduced to less than significant levels. The significant project impact is therefore considered unmitigated.
Summary of Impacts after Project Mitigation

This traffic impact analysis was conducted to identify and evaluate the potential impacts that traffic
generated as a result of the proposed Glendale Downtown Specific Plan will have on the local and regional
transportation network. The potential traffic-related impacts of the Proposed Project were assessed in the
context of two timeframes: Existing (2006) Conditions and 2030 Conditions.
There are currently twelve intersections operating at LOS E or F during one or both peak hours in the
existing conditions:













Colorado Street at Pacific Avenue (AM ICU=0.917, LOS=E; PM ICU=0.983, LOS=E)
Colorado Street at Brand Boulevard (PM ICU=0.935, LOS=E)
Colorado Street at Glendale Avenue (PM ICU=0.984, LOS=E)
Broadway at Glendale Avenue (PM ICU=0.943, LOS=E)
Wilson Avenue at Glendale Avenue (PM ICU=0.925, LOS=E)
Pacific Avenue at SR-134 Eastbound Ramps (PM ICU=0.986, LOS=E)
Pacific Avenue at SR-1324 Westbound Ramps (AM ICU=0.938, LOS=E, PM ICU=0.943, LOS=E; )
Central Avenue at SR-134 Westbound On-ramp/Goode Avenue (PM ICU=1.129, LOS=F)
Brand Boulevard at SR-134 Westbound Off-ramp/Goode Avenue (PM ICU=0.932, LOS=E)
Brand Boulevard at SR-134 Eastbound On-ramp/Sanchez Drive (PM ICU=1.190, LOS=F)
SR-134 Westbound Ramps at Monterey Road (AM ICU=0.919, LOS=E)
Monterey Road at Glendale Avenue (PM ICU=1.047, LOS=F)

The six freeway segments within the study area are presently operating at LOS D or worse in both
directions during the P.M. peak hour.
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In evaluating intersection operating conditions in 2030, roadway or intersection improvements which are
planned or conditioned of an approved development were assumed to be constructed by 2030 and were
incorporated into the analysis of the intersection. As a result, some intersections are forecast to operate at
improved levels of service compared to their current condition. The following thirteen intersections are
forecast to operate at LOS E or F during one or both peak hours in 2030:














Chevy Chase Drive at Brand Boulevard (P.M. ICU=0.934, LOS=E)
Colorado Street at Pacific Avenue (A.M. ICU=1.013, LOS=F; P.M. ICU=1.048, LOS=F)
Colorado Street at Brand Boulevard (P.M. ICU =0.971, LOS=E)
Colorado Street at Glendale Avenue (A.M. ICU=0.962, LOS=E; P.M. ICU=1.079, LOS=F)
Wilson Avenue at Glendale Avenue (P.M. ICU=0.994, LOS=E)
Lexington Drive at Glendale Avenue (P.M. ICU=0.960, LOS=E)
Pacific Avenue at SR-134 Eastbound Ramps (A.M. ICU=0.934, LOS=E; P.M. ICU=1.266, LOS=F)
Pacific Avenue at SR-134 Westbound Ramps (A.M. ICU=1.061, LOS=F; PM ICU=1.026, LOS=F)
Central Avenue at SR-134 Westbound Ramps/Goode Avenue (A.M. ICU=0.949, LOS=E; P.M.
ICU=1.123, LOS=F)
Brand Boulevard at SR-134 Eastbound Ramps/Sanchez Drive (A.M. ICU=0.973, LOS=E; P.M.
ICU=1.020, LOS=F)
Brand Boulevard at SR-134 Westbound Off-ramp/Goode Avenue (A.M. ICU=0.948, LOS=E; P.M.
ICU=0.919, LOS=E)
SR-134 Westbound Ramps at Monterey Road (A.M. ICU=0.980, LOS=E; P.M. ICU=0.916,
LOS=E)
Monterey Road at Glendale Avenue (A.M. ICU=0.923, LOS=E; P.M. ICU=1.169, LOS=F)

By 2030, all of the study area freeway segments are forecast to operate at LOS E or worse in both directions
during the A.M. peak hour with the exception of eastbound SR-134 east of Pacific Avenue, and northbound
I-5 north of the Colorado Street extension, which are forecast to operate at LOS D during the A.M. peak
hour. During the P.M. peak hour, the eastbound segment of SR-134 east of Pacific Avenue is forecast to
operate at LOS E. All other segments are forecast to operate at LOS F during the P.M. peak hour.
The Downtown Specific Plan (DSP) Proposed Project is estimated to generate approximately 26,922 daily
trips with approximately 2,066 trips occurring during the A.M. peak hour (654 trips inbound and 1,412
trips outbound) and 2,252 trips occurring during the P.M. peak hour (1,327 trips inbound and 925 trips
outbound.).
Existing with Project Conditions

Under Existing with Proposed Project conditions, the following ten intersections are forecast to be
significantly impacted by the Proposed Project:







Chevy Chase Drive at Brand Boulevard—PM ICU=0.867, Change in ICU=0.020, LOS=D
Colorado Street at Pacific Avenue
Colorado Street at Brand
Broadway at Central
Wilson Avenue at Glendale Avenue
Pacific Avenue and SR-134 Eastbound
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Central Avenue and SR-134 Westbound On/Goode
Central Avenue and SR-134 Eastbound Ramp/Sanchez
Brand Boulevard at SR-134 Westbound Off/Goode Avenue
Brand Boulevard at SR-134 Eastbound On/Sanchez

Improvements to mitigate potential project impacts have been identified for six of the ten intersections,
reducing the project impacts to less than significant levels at these six intersections.
No feasible mitigation measures could be identified for four of the intersections; therefore, the DSP
Proposed Project will have significant unavoidable impacts at these four intersections:





Colorado Street and Pacific Avenue
Wilson Avenue at Glendale Avenue
Brand Boulevard and SR-134 Westbound Off-ramp/Goode Avenue
Brand Boulevard and SR-134 Eastbound On-ramp/Sanchez Avenue

2030 with Project Conditions

Under 2030 with Proposed Project conditions, the following seven intersections are forecast to be
significantly impacted by the Proposed Project:








Chevy Chase Drive and Brand Boulevard
Wilson Avenue and Central Avenue
Pacific Avenue and SR-134 Westbound Ramps
Central Avenue and SR-134 Westbound On-ramp/Goode Avenue
Brand Boulevard and SR-134 Westbound Off-ramp/Goode Avenue
Brand Boulevard and SR-134 Eastbound On-ramp/Sanchez Avenue
Glendale Avenue and SR-134 Eastbound Ramps

Improvements to mitigate potential project impacts have been identified for two of the seven intersections,
reducing the project impacts to less than significant levels at these two intersections.
No feasible mitigation measures could be identified for five of the intersections; therefore, under 2030 with
Proposed Project; therefore, the DSP Proposed Project will have significant unavoidable impacts at these
three intersections:






Pacific Avenue and SR-134 Westbound Ramps
Central Avenue and SR-134 Westbound On-ramp/Goode Avenue
Brand Boulevard and SR-134 Westbound Off-ramp/Goode Avenue
Brand Boulevard and SR-134 Eastbound On-ramp/Sanchez Avenue
Glendale Avenue and SR-134 Eastbound Ramps

Though many of the significantly impacted (based on the City’s threshold criteria) intersections of the
Proposed Project could be mitigated for under both existing and 2030 conditions, some would remain
unmitigated for due to a variety of constraints. Though effects on most of the impacted intersections would
be less than significant, there would still be significantly impacted, unmitigatable intersections, and as such,
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impacts of an increase in traffic that is substantial in relation to the existing traffic load and capacity of the
street system would be considered significant and unavoidable.
Threshold

Impact 4.13-2

Would the project exceed, either individually or cumulatively, a level
of service standard established by the county congestion
management agency for designated roads or highways?

The proposed project would not exceed a level of service standard
established for Los Angeles County highway impacts. Impacts would
be less than significant.

The impact of the proposed Glendale DSP on the regional freeway system has been determined based on the
existing weekday peak hour traffic volumes data available from the Caltrans website, and on the traffic
volume forecasts from the City of Glendale Transportation Demand Model. The Caltrans traffic count data
was from 2005. It was increased 1.5 percent to estimate 2006 conditions. The freeway impact analysis is
based on the number of mainline freeway lanes only, including high occupancy vehicle (HOV) lanes. Along
some of the freeway segments, auxiliary lanes are provided to facilitate traffic entering and exiting the
mainline. Although some auxiliary lanes accommodate through traffic, auxiliary lane capacity was not
included in this analysis so as to provide a conservative analysis of freeway operations and potential impacts
of the proposed project.
The freeway mainline lane capacity has been assumed to be 2,000 vehicles per lane per hour. This is
consistent with the Caltrans analysis assumptions, and also with recent studies completed in the City,
including the Traffic Impact Study for the Town Center project, which is located within the study area. The
Transportation Research Board’s Highway Capacity Manual (2000) suggests, based on recent research, a
capacity of 2,200 vehicles per hour for four lane freeways and 2,300 vehicles per hour for six or more lane
freeways. This analysis can therefore be considered conservative in that the lower capacity value has been
assumed.
Freeway Segment Levels of Service

Freeway segment LOS is in accordance with the definitions included in Metro’s Congestion Management
Program for Los Angeles County (2004). The demand/capacity (D/C) ratios and LOS relationships are defined
in the CMP document and are presented in Table 4.13-15.
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Table 4.13-15

Caltrans Freeway Segment—Level of
Service Designation

D/C

LOS

D/C

LOS

0.00–0.35

A

> 1.00–1.25

F(0)

>0.35–0.54

B

> 1.25–1.35

F(1)

> 0.54–0.77

C

> 1.35–1.45

F(2)

> 0.77–0.93

D

> 1.45

F(3)

> 0.93–1.00

E

SOURCE:

Metro, Congestion Management Program for Los Angeles County, 2004.

Weekday Freeway Analysis

Based on the analysis methodology described above in Thresholds of Significance, the results of the weekday
freeway segment impact analysis for 2006 conditions with the proposed Glendale DSP are summarized in
Table 4.13-16, and for 2030 conditions with the proposed Glendale DSP in Table 4.13-17. Review of
Table 4.13-16 shows that the volume of traffic attributable to the proposed Glendale DSP, when combined
with existing traffic volume on the freeway mainline, is not estimated to significantly impact the study area
freeway segments. In fact, on several segments, the proposed Glendale DSP is estimated to slightly reduce
traffic volume on the freeway mainline compared to existing conditions. That said, the incremental change
in freeway volume attributable to the proposed Glendale DSP is so slight (from a potential increase of 150
vehicles during the peak hour to a reduction of 250 vehicles), it would be virtually undetectable to traveling
motorists. Review of Table 4.13-17 also shows that the volume of traffic attributable to the proposed
Glendale DSP, when combined with existing traffic volume on the freeway mainline, is not estimated to
significantly impact the study area freeway segments. As such, project impacts to highways would be less
than significant.
Threshold

Impact 4.13-3

Would the project substantially increase hazards due to a design
future (E.g., sharp curves or dangerous intersections) or incompatible
uses (e.g., farm equipment)?

The proposed project would not increase hazards due to a design
future or incompatible uses. Impacts would be less than significant.

The proposed Glendale DSP will be designed to utilize the existing network of regional and local roadways
located within the vicinity of the study area. All proposed changes to road design within the study area as a
part of the proposed Glendale DSP are improvements described within the mitigation measures of
Impact 4.13-1. Most of these improvements include are such things as adding one additional lane to a road
segment, or adding one additional turn lane at an intersection, and would not represent an increase in
hazards associated with a design feature. In fact, these improvements are designed to reduce any potential
hazards due to congestion. The proposed improvements have all been reviewed and approved by the City as
part of the Town Center project. As such, this impact would be less than significant.
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Table 4.13-16

Summary of Freeway Mainline Segment Impact Analyses—2006 Conditions with Project

Freeway Segment

Existing (2006) Conditions
Demand
V/C
LOS

2006 Project
Demand
V/C

LOS

V/C Difference
with Project

Significant
Project Impact?

1.089

F(0)

-0.014

No

12,350

1.235

F(0)

0.001

No

D

7,880

0.788

D

-0.015

No

0.933

E

9,260

0.926

D

-0.007

No

9,730

0.973

E

9,720

0.972

E

-0.001

No

10,000

11,520

1.152

F(0)

11,460

1.146

F(0)

-0.006

No

EB

10,000

9,490

0.949

E

9,510

0.951

E

0.002

No

WB

10,000

10,600

1.060

F(0)

10,440

1.044

F(0)

-0.016

No

NB

10,000

8,990

0.899

D

8,940

0.894

D

-0.005

No

SB

10,000

12,080

1.208

F(0)

11,920

1.192

F(0)

-0.016

No

NB

10,000

9,900

0.990

E

9,220

0.922

D

-0.068

No

SB

10,000

11,520

1.152

F(0)

11,380

1.138

F(0)

-0.014

No

EB

10,000

11,940

1.194

F(0)

11,740

1.174

F(0)

-0.020

No

WB

10,000

14,410

1.441

F(2)

14,280

1.428

F(2)

-0.013

No

EB

10,000

9,660

0.966

E

9,500

0.950

E

-0.016

No

WB

10,000

10,770

1.077

F(0)

10,580

1.058

F(0)

-0.019

No

EB

10,000

11,780

1.178

F(0)

11,630

1.163

F(0)

-0.015

No

WB

10,000

11,880

1.188

F(0)

11,780

1.178

F(0)

-0.010

No

EB

10,000

11,640

1.164

F(0)

11,460

1.146

F(0)

-0.018

No

WB

10,000

11,220

1.122

F(0)

11,150

1.115

F(0)

-0.007

No

NB

10,000

12,870

1.287

F(1)

12,800

1.280

F(1)

-0.007

No

SB

10,000

10,620

1.062

F(0)

10,380

1.038

F(0)

-0.024

No

NB

10,000

12,900

1.290

F(1)

12,230

1.223

F(0)

-0.067

No

SB

10,000

10,310

1.031

F(0)

10,470

1.047

F(0)

0.016

No

Direction

Peak Hour Capacity

EB

10,000

11,030

1.103

F(0)

10,890

WB

10,000

12,340

1.234

F(0)

EB

10,000

8,030

0.803

WB

10,000

9,330

EB

10,000

WB

A.M. Peak Hour
SR 134 west of Pacific Ave.
SR 134 east of Pacific Ave.
SR 134 east of Brand Blvd.
SR 134 east of Glendale Blvd.
I-5 north of Colorado Blvd. extension
I-5 south of Colorado Blvd. extension
P.M. Peak Hour
SR 134 west of Pacific Ave.
SR 134 east of Pacific Ave.
SR 134 east of Brand Blvd.
SR 134 east of Glendale Blvd.
I-5 north of Colorado Blvd. extension
I-5 south of Colorado Blvd. extension
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Table 4.13-16
SOURCE:

Summary of Freeway Mainline Segment Impact Analyses—2006 Conditions with Project

Glendale Downtown Specific Plan Traffic Impact Study, JuneAugust 2006.

(1) Source: 2005 Traffic Volumes on California State Highways, Caltrans website. A 1.5% growth factor was applied to factor volumes to 2006.
(2) Demand-to-capacity ratio (D/C calculated based on a capacity of 2,000 vehicles per lane per hour applied to the freeway mainline through traffic lanes, including HOV lanes; auxiliary
lanes are excluded.
(3) Freeway mainline levels of service are based on criteria provided in the 2004 Congestion Management Program for Los Angeles County (see Table 6-1).
(4)Based on traffic volume forecasts prepared using the Glendale Transportation Demand Model.
a Demand/Capacity ratio.
b To further define levels of congestions, Caltrans adds a numeric value of 0 through 3 to the Level of Service F designation (See Table 4.13-15).

Table 4.13-17

Summary of Freeway Mainline Segment Impact Analyses—2030 Conditions with Proposed Project
2030 No Build Conditions

Freeway Segment

2030 Proposed Project

Direction

Peak Hour
Capacity

Demand

D/C

LOS

Demand

D/C

LOS

D/C
Difference
with
Project

EB

10,000

11,030

1.103

F(0)

10,890

1.089

F(0)

-0.014

No

WB

10,000

12,340

1.234

F(0)

12,350

1.235

F(0)

0.001

No

EB

10,000

8,030

0.803

D

7,880

0.788

D

-0.015

No

WB

10,000

9,330

0.933

E

9,260

0.926

D

-0.007

No

EB

10,000

9,730

0.973

E

9,720

0.972

E

-0.001

No

WB

10,000

11,520

1.152

F(0)

11,460

1.146

F(0)

-0.006

No

EB

10,000

9,490

0.949

E

9,510

0.951

E

0.002

No

WB

10,000

10,600

1.060

F(0)

10,440

1.044

F(0)

-0.016

No

NB

10,000

8,990

0.899

D

8,940

0.894

D

-0.005

No

SB

10,000

12,080

1.208

F(0)

11,920

1.192

F(0)

-0.016

No

NB

10,000

9,900

0.990

E

9,220

0.922

D

-0.068

No

SB

10,000

11,520

1.152

F(0)

11,380

1.138

F(0)

-0.014

No

Significant
Project
Impact?

A.M. Peak Hour
SR 134 west of Pacific Ave.
SR 134 east of Pacific Ave.
SR 134 east of Brand Blvd.
SR 134 east of Glendale Ave.
I-5 north of Colorado Blvd. extension
I-5 south of Colorado Blvd. extension
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Table 4.13-17

Summary of Freeway Mainline Segment Impact Analyses—2030 Conditions with Proposed Project
2030 No Build Conditions

Freeway Segment

2030 Proposed Project

Direction

Peak Hour
Capacity

Demand

D/C

LOS

Demand

D/C

LOS

D/C
Difference
with
Project

EB

10,000

11,940

1.194

F(0)

11,740

1.174

F(0)

-0.020

No

WB

10,000

14,410

1.441

F(2)

14,280

1.428

F(2)

-0.013

No

EB

10,000

9,660

0.966

E

9,500

0.950

E

-0.016

No

WB

10,000

10,770

1.077

F(0)

10,580

1.058

F(0)

-0.019

No

EB

10,000

11,780

1.178

F(0)

11,630

1.163

F(0)

-0.015

No

WB

10,000

11,880

1.188

F(0)

11,780

1.178

F(0)

-0.010

No

EB

10,000

11,640

1.164

F(0)

11,460

1.146

F(0)

-0.018

No

WB

10,000

11,220

1.122

F(0)

11,150

1.115

F(0)

-0.007

No

NB

10,000

12,870

1.287

F(1)

12,800

1.280

F(1)

-0.007

No

SB

10,000

10,620

1.062

F(0)

10,380

1.038

F(0)

-0.024

No

NB

10,000

12,900

1.290

F(1)

12,230

1.223

F(0)

-0.067

No

SB

10,000

10,310

1.031

F(0)

10,470

1.047

F(0)

0.016

No

Significant
Project
Impact?

P.M. Peak Hour
SR 134 west of Pacific Ave.
SR 134 east of Pacific Ave.
SR 134 east of Brand Blvd.
SR 134 east of Glendale Ave.
I-5 north of Colorado Blvd. extension
I-5 south of Colorado Blvd. extension
SOURCE:

Glendale Downtown Specific Plan Traffic Impact Study, JuneAugust 2006.

(1) Source: 2005 Traffic Volumes on California State Highways, Caltrans website. A 1.5% growth factor was applied to factor volumes to 2006.
(2) Demand-to-capacity ratio (D/C calculated based on a capacity of 2,000 vehicles per lane per hour applied to the freeway mainline through traffic lanes, including HOV lanes; auxiliary
lanes are excluded.
(3) Freeway mainline levels of service are based on criteria provided in the 2004 Congestion Management Program for Los Angeles County (see Table 6-1).
(4) Based on traffic volume forecasts prepared using the Glendale Transportation Demand Model.
a) Demand/Capacity ratio.
b) To further define levels of congestions, Caltrans adds a numeric value of 0 through 3 to the Level of Service F designation (See Table 4.13-15).
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Threshold

Impact 4.13-4

Would the project result in inadequate emergency access?

The proposed project could result in inadequate emergency access;
however, adherence to mitigation measures identified within
Impact 4.6-3 of this EIR would ensure impacts remain less than
significant.

The proposed project would be required to meet all applicable local and State regulatory standards for
adequate emergency access. Emergency access within the proposed Glendale DSP area is covered in-depth
within Impact 4.6-3, in Section 4.6 (Hazards and Hazardous Materials) of this EIR. Adherence applicable
local and state regulatory standards and mitigation measures identified within Impact 4.6-3 would ensure
this impact remains less than significant.
Threshold

Impact 4.13-5

Would the project result in inadequate parking capacity?

The proposed project would provide adequate parking through
actively reducing auto traffic in downtown Glendale by creating
incentive programs, and through the development of additional
parking on site. Impacts would be less than significant.

No changes to the parking requirements are currently proposed under the DSP. Proposed development
projects within the DSP project area would continue to be subject to the parking requirements in
Title 30.32 of the GMC.
A deviation from the zoning code requirements is currently processed with the Glendale Redevelopment
Agency or the City through a parking reduction request. This process would continue with the DSP and no
changes to the process are proposed. Projects requesting a reduction would be subject to separate review to
determine parking-related impacts, including a shared parking analysis or other parking demand analysis
justifying a reduction in GMC required parking, when such requested are submitted for review.
Parking within the project area is discussed in Section 6.1.4 (Parking) of the proposed Glendale DSP. The
DSP includes the following mobility policies related to parking:






Provide incentives to maximize the efficiency of existing and future parking facilities. Create a
Parking Management District, which all new construction projects will join and help to support,
which will facilitate coordination of parking pricing to promote efficient use of parking resources and
policies that incentivizes transit use for employees.
Use shared parking where possible and establish operations guidelines and standards to minimize
parking activity impacts, particularly spillover parking impacts on adjacent residential neighborhoods.
Require a certain portion of on-site motorcycle and bicycle parking in addition to automobile spaces.
Maximize the efficiency of street parking by managing metered time limits to correspond with daily
activity patterns.
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Where an existing parking structure can be shown through parking studies to provide more parking
than required for an existing facility, excess parking may be converted to other uses or parking may
be made available for shared use.

Commercial sites may lease out additional parking spaces that are in excess of their required parking through
the parking use permit program (Chapter 30.32 of the Glendale Zoning Code). The cap on the excess
number of parking may be adjusted if the original use of the commercial site is changed. When reviewing
permit applications, the City will give priority to uses that:



Share parking with other uses
Provide incentives to use alternative transportation sources beyond those required by the City’s TMO
Ordinance.

Consolidated parking uses may provide parking spaces in private, public, or joint development structures to
satisfy off-street parking requirements for adjacent and surrounding properties. When a consolidated
parking structure is complete, surrounding commercial uses may apply to use spaces within such a structure
toward the required parking for their use. The City will encourage the construction of consolidated parking
facilities that are capable of expanding to meet future parking demands.
Two of the incentives in the DSP identified in Chapter 7 (Incentives and Bonus) would allow for a shared
parking arrangements and a reduction in parking. These incentives are codified in Chapter 6 of the proposed
DSP as discussed above.
The proposed DSP would allow for the development up to a maximum of approximately 3,980 residential
dwelling units, approximately 1.7 million square feet (sf) of office space, and a net reduction of
approximately 88,000 sf of retail space. Parking requirements within the City of Glendale are provided in
Chapter 32.32 of the GMC. The uses in each zone determine the amount of parking required. No changes
to the existing parking requirements are proposed as part of the DSP. Since the exact uses that would be
developed under the DSP are not known at this time, the precise amount of parking required is not known.
Table 4.13-18, below, indicates the assumptions made for the purpose of this EIR to arrive at an estimate of
the required parking under DSP. This is not to say that the future proposed uses will not require more
parking; however, since all new development in the DSP would be subject to the provisions of the Chapter
30.32 of the GMC, the project is not anticipated to result in significant impacts. With the assumptions
presented in Table 4.13-18, the project, for the purpose of this EIR, would require a total of 15,693 spaces.
Table 4.13-18
Broad Land Use
Category

Parking Demand for DSP

Potential Development

Existing Parking Requirements

Parking Space Required

3,980 units

2.5 space & 0.25 guest/per unit

10,945

Office

1.7 million sf

3 spaces/1,000 sf

5,100

Retail

-88,000 sf

4 space/1,000 sf

-352

Residential

Total Space Required
SOURCE:
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As mentioned previously, the Glendale Downtown Specific Plan is a mixed-use development plan that
would provide for 3,980 residential units and 1.7 million sf of office space. The project would generate
additional need for parking when new development is proposed.
Certain incentives included in the DSP would allow for a reduction in the amount of parking required in
Title 30.32 of the GMC. Projects that do not request such incentives would be subject to the parking
requirements provided in Title 30.32 of the Municipal Code. These projects are considered to have a lessthan-significant impact because they will be consistent with existing parking requirements outlined in
Chapter 30.32 of the GMC.
Because it is not known at this time if future development in the DSP would take advantage of these
incentives, an analysis of potential impacts associated with any parking reduction can not be completed at
this time; however, as part of the environmental review process, an analysis of potential parking impacts
associated with future development within the DSP will need to comply with code and a project-level
analysis of parking will be required for each development project.
As the City’s Municipal Code currently regulates the amount of parking necessary for development within
the City, no mitigation is necessary, and impacts would be less than significant.
Threshold

Would the project conflict with adopted policies, plans, or programs
supporting alternative transportation (e.g., bus turnouts, bicycle
racks)?

Impact 4.13-6

The proposed project would not conflict with adopted policies,
plans, or programs supporting alternative transportation. Impacts
would be less than significant.

The proposed DSP would establish its own policies in regards to supporting alternative transportation. As
stated in Impact 4.16-5, above, the proposed Glendale DSP would establish policies and create incentives
for developers who build pedestrian or transit oriented facilities as a part of their development. In addition,
goals and policies within the City’s General Plan elements pertaining to transportation/traffic (listed above
in Section 4.13.3 [Regulatory Framework]) have been analyzed within Section 4.8 (Land Use); the proposed
Glendale DSP does not conflict with applicable General Plan goals and policies pertaining to
transportation/traffic. As the proposed Glendale DSP is found to be consistent with the City’s goals and
policies pertaining to expanding alternative transportation, and as the proposed Glendale DSP is designed to
facilitate alternative transportation, impacts would be less than significant.

4.13.5

Cumulative Impacts

This cumulative impact analysis considers development of the proposed Glendale DSP, in conjunction with
the other development in the City and neighboring jurisdictions, as listed in Table 3-5 (List of Related
Development Projects) in Chapter 3 (Project Description). The geographic context for the cumulative
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analysis is based on the cumulative projects list, as allowed by Section 15130(b)(1)(A) of the CEQA
Guidelines.
For any thresholds where the project-specific analysis concluded that no impact would result, the project
would not contribute to any cumulative impacts.
The program level traffic analysis provided under Impact 4.13-1 considered trips generated by the proposed
Glendale DSP, as well as cumulative projects, in its development of future baseline conditions. As such, and
as with the findings of Impacts 4.13-1, because not all significantly impacted intersection could be mitigated
for, cumulative impacts would be significant and unavoidable, and this projects contribution would be
cumulatively considerable.
The program level traffic analysis provided under Impact 4.13-2 considered trips generated by the proposed
Glendale DSP, as well as cumulative projects, in its development of future baseline conditions. As such, and
as with the findings of Impacts 4.13-2, because the proposed Glendale DSP would actually create a slight
reduction in highway trips, cumulative impacts would be less than significant, and this projects contribution
would not be cumulatively considerable.
It is anticipated that future development of the cumulative projects and other future development would be
required to adhere to standard engineering practices and requirements and would be subject to planning and
design review by the presiding jurisdiction to avoid traffic hazards created by design features and land use
incompatibilities. As discussed under Impact 4.13-3, the proposed Glendale DSP would not present an
increase associated with a design feature, and, instead, are designed to reduce any potential hazards. For this
reason, and because such impacts (if and where they occur) are relatively site specific, cumulative impacts
associated with such traffic hazards are less than significant, and this projects contribution would not be
cumulatively considerable.
As stated in Impact 4.13-4, the project would be required to meet the emergency access standards
developed by the State and local municipality. As all other cumulative projects would be required to meet
these standards, cumulative impacts associated with emergency access would be less than significant, and
this projects contribution would not be cumulatively considerable.
Development projects within the DSP would be required to meet the provisions of Chapter 30.32 of the
GMC. Compliance with the GMC would ensure that no significant impacts would occur either for
cumulative projects or the proposed DSP. Therefore, cumulative impacts on parking would be less than
significant. The project would not result in a cumulatively considerable contribution to this impact and
would, therefore, be less than significant, and this projects contribution would not be cumulatively
considerable.
As stated within Impact 4.13-6, the proposed Glendale DSP would actually be creating stringent policies,
and offer incentives, on alternative forms of transportation. In addition, it is expected that in the future
projects will be required to create development consistent with the City’s General Plan—Circulation
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Element. For this reason, cumulative impacts associated with conflicts with adopted policies, plans, or
programs supporting alternative transportation are less than significant, and this projects contribution would
not be cumulatively considerable.

4.13.6

References

Glendale, City of. 1990. General Plan—Noise Element.
———.,1994. General Plan—Air Quality Element.
———. 1998. General Plan—Circulation Element.
———. 2003. General Plan—Safety Element.
Parsons Transportation Group, 2006, Glendale Downtown Specific Plan Traffic Impact Study, July.
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4.14 UTILITIES AND SERVICE SYSTEMS
4.14.1

Introduction

This section evaluates the effects on utilities and service systems related to implementation of the proposed
project by identifying anticipated demand and existing and planned utility availability. This section addresses
potential impacts to water supply, wastewater conveyance and treatment, solid waste, electricity, and
natural gas. In addition, mitigation measures intended to reduce project-related impacts are proposed,
where appropriate. Telecommunication services are considered “on demand” services and are, therefore,
not considered in this analysis. It should be noted that impacts associated with stormwater drainage are
analyzed in Section 4.7 (Hydrology and Water Quality) of this EIR. Data sources for this section include,
but are not limited to: the City of Glendale’s Urban Water Management Plan—2005, the City of
Glendale’s Wastewater System Master Plan—1998, Water Supply Evaluation (Assessment) for the Downtown
Specific Plan—2006, and the Glendale Unified School Districts Advisory Bond Committee Report to the
Superintendent and Board of Education—2006. For a complete, bibliographical list of data sources, see
Section 4.14.6 (References).
No comment letters were received in response to the Notice of Preparation circulated for the project
related to utilities and service systems. There were no comments/concerns raised in regards to utilities and
service systems during the January 2006 scoping meeting.

4.14.2

Environmental Setting

Glendale Downtown Specific Plan (DSP) area consists of approximately 220 acres located in the center of
the City of Glendale (City). The DSP area is generally bounded to the north by Glenoaks Boulevard, to the
west by Central and Columbus Avenues, to the east along Maryland and Glendale Avenues and to the south
one block south of Colorado Street. The East Broadway Neighborhood, a small portion of the South Brand
Boulevard Specific Plan area and adjacent C3 zones south of Colorado between Columbus Avenue and
Glendale Avenue, and the entire Glendale Central Redevelopment Area, with the exception of a small
segment north of Glenoaks Boulevard, fall within the DSP area. The area is bisected by Brand Boulevard,
one of the community's major thoroughfares, and the Ventura Freeway (SR-134).

 Water Supply
The Glendale Water and Power (GWP) provides water services for domestic, irrigation, and fire protection
purposes to the City. GWP has four sources of water to meet existing and projected water demands. These
sources consist of water imported from the Metropolitan Water District (MWD), groundwater from the
San Fernando and Verdugo Groundwater Basins, and recycled water.
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Metropolitan Water District

The MWD provides supplemental water from Northern California via the State Water Project and
Colorado River via the Colorado River Aqueduct to the coastal areas of southern California. Within its
service area, MWD has twenty-six member agencies that provide water to 16 million people. All member
agencies use and develop as much of their local water supplies as practicable, and purchase the remainder
from MWD to meet local demands. MWD supplies are delivered through three service connections with
the capabilities of 48, 12, and 10 cubic feet per second (cfs). According the City’s Urban Water
Management Plan (UWMP), these connections are currently adequate to meet current and future demand,
with the 12 cfs connection being increased to 20 cfs by late 2006. Should the City’s demand on MWD
increase dramatically, new or increased capacity connections would be needed; however, noting
Table 4.14-1 below, the City will not require a dramatic increase in MWD water. The capability of these
connections is more than adequate to meet current and future water demand to DSP buildout.
San Fernando & Verdugo Groundwater Basins

The City receives its groundwater supply from the San Fernando and Verdugo Groundwater Basins. The
City’s right to San Fernando and Verdugo Basin groundwater supplies is defined by the decision of the
California Supreme Court and the judgment in The City of Los Angeles vs. The City of San Fernando, et al.
(1979). The Court found that the City of Los Angeles has pueblo water rights to all native San Fernando
Basin surface and ground water supplies, and that Glendale is entitled to an annual “Return Flow Credit”
from the San Fernando Basin of 20 percent of all water delivered by Glendale. The 20 percent figure is
based on the assumption that 20 percent of the water used by the City percolates into the groundwater table
and is equal to about 5,500 acre-feet (AF) per year, depending on the overall municipal use each year. This
return flow credit is the City’s primary water right in the San Fernando Basin. The City also has the right to
extract additional water, subject to payment to the City of Los Angeles at a cost generally equivalent to the
cost of MWD supplies. Due to groundwater contamination in the San Fernando Basin, the City has not
always been able to fully use its return flow credit since 1979. As a result, the City has accumulated 66,201
AF of stored water credits in the basin. The City may, in any one year, extract from the San Fernando Basin
an amount not to exceed 10 percent of its last annual credit for import return. This provides important
year-to-year flexibility for the City in meeting water demands.
Recycled Water

The Los Angeles/Glendale Water Reclamation Plant provides reclaimed water in the City for non-potable
uses such as irrigation. The Reclamation Plant has a capacity of 20 million gallons per day and has been
delivering recycled water to the City since the late 1970s. Based on a contract between the Cities of
Glendale and Los Angeles, the City is entitled to 50 percent of any effluent produced at the plant.
Water Demand

The City currently utilizes approximately 22,666 AF per year of MWD supplies and approximately
6,466 AF per year from the San Fernando Basin (groundwater). The Glendale Water Treatment Plant and
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eight extraction wells pump, treat, and deliver water from the basin to Glendale via its Grandview Pumping
Station. The plant, with a capacity of 5,000 gallons per minute (gpm), can reliably provide 7,200 AF per
year for municipal use in Glendale, 350 AF per year for irrigation purposes at Forest Lawn Memorial Park,
and 250 AF per year for use at the Grayson Power Plant. Thus, from a planning perspective, Glendale has a
dependable water supply of 7,800 AF per year from the San Fernando Basin. In order to access this supply,
Glendale must utilize its return flow credit of 5,500 AF per year as well as 2,300 AF per year of its
accumulated credit.
As for the Verdugo Basin, the judgment described above gives the City the right to extract 3,856 AF per
year from this basin. Production of water has been highly variable in the past due to rainfall conditions and
past contamination from septic tanks in the area. The Verdugo Park Water Treatment Plant and five
extraction wells pump, treat, and deliver water to the City for municipal use. The City is working to
develop additional extraction capacity in order to utilize its full rights to the Verdugo basin.
Recycled Water

The City presently utilizes approximately 1,298 AF per year of reclaimed water from the Reclamation Plant
for non-potable uses such as irrigation. Treated wastewater not utilized by either the City or the City of Los
Angeles is discharged into the Los Angeles River.
Glendale recently completed construction at the plant to improve its reliability in the future. The objective
of this expansion is to eventually increase the use of recycled water to meet 10 percent of Glendale’s total
water demands.
These four sources combined supplied 32,638 AF of water to the City in 2005, with approximately
69 percent of it coming from the MWD. Table 4.14-1 shows the City’s current and projected sources of
water supply.
Table 4.14-1

Glendale’s Current and Projected Sources of
Water Supply (AF)

Source

2005

2010

2015

2020

2025

22,666

20,158

21,405

23,115

24,894

San Fernando Basin

6,466

7,800

7,800

7,800

7,800

Verdugo Basin

2,208

3,856

3,856

3,856

3,856

Recycled Water

1,298

2,010

2,030

2,050

2,050

32,638

33,824

35,091

36,821

38,600

Metropolitan Water District

Total
SOURCE:

Glendale, City of. 2005. UWMP.

Water Supply Assessment

Pursuant to Senate Bill 610, a Water Supply Assessment is required of the City to demonstrate adequate
water supply for the next 20 years for the DSP. Completed in MayAugust of 2006, the DSP’s Water Supply
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Evaluation presents an updated analysis of the capability of the water supply and transmission system to meet
future DSP usage requirements. The Water Supply Evaluation is provided as Appendix J of this document.
The Water Supply Evaluation indicates that the GWP has enough water supplies to meet the requirements
for the DSP. Currently MWD has water supplies available to meet all projected water demands under
various hydrologic conditions. Additional sources of water, such as the emergency water service connections
with neighboring cities (Los Angeles and Burbank), will add to the reliability of the system and ensure that
the GWP will meet future water demands of the DSP. Also, the City is committed to aggressively
advocating the use of recycled water for irrigation and toilet flushing, which will help increase the
conservation of potable water and reduce the dependency on imported supplies.

 Wastewater Service and Treatment
The Glendale Public Works Department (GPWD) provides sewer collection and treatment services in the
City. Sewage from the City is treated by the City of Los Angeles Hyperion System, which includes the Los
Angeles/Glendale Water Reclamation Plant, located outside the Glendale City limits in Los Angeles, and
the Hyperion Treatment Plant, located in Playa del Rey. The City and the City of Los Angeles jointly own
and share operating capacity of the Los Angeles/Glendale Water Reclamation Plant. Any City sewage not
treated at the Los Angeles/Glendale Water Reclamation Plant is treated at the Hyperion Treatment Plant.
The Los Angeles/Glendale Water Reclamation Plant has a design treatment capacity of 20 million gallons
per day (mgd). The Hyperion Treatment Plant has a dry weather design capacity of 450 mgd and is
currently operating below its design capacity at 360 mgd. The City of Glendale has access to this excess
capacity upon payment of Amalgamated Sewerage System Facilities Charges to the City of Los Angeles.
Approximately 340 miles of underground sewer mains ranging in size from 6 inches to 36 inches in diameter
are located throughout the City. The City owns and maintains the sewer lines within its public rights-ofway. These sewer mains collect sewage and convey it to trunk lines and into regional interceptor sewers for
conveyance to the Los Angeles/Glendale Water Reclamation Plant or the Hyperion Treatment Plant for
treatment. The sewer system uses the rolling topography in the City to allow gravity to convey the majority
of its sewage with minimum pumping costs. Pumping of sewage is only required in the southwestern section
of the City, bounded by the Arroyo Verdugo Wash and the Los Angeles River.

 Solid Waste
Within Los Angeles County there are two primary classifications of land use disposal facilities, Class III
landfills and Unclassified (Inert) landfills. Class III landfills accept all types of non-hazardous solid waste.
Countywide, based on the 2003 average disposal rate of 29,334 tons per day (6-days a week), excluding
waste being imported to the County, remaining capacity at local permitted Class III landfills will be at
capacity in approximately 12 years. That said, ultimate landfill capacity would be determined by several
factors including: (1) expiration of various permits (e.g., Land Use Permits, Waste Discharge Requirements
Permits, Solid Waste Facilities Permits, and Air Quality Permits); (2) restrictions to accepting waste
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generated only within a landfill’s particular jurisdiction and/or watershed boundary; and (3) operational
constraints.
Local Facilities

In 1989, residential and non-residential uses within the City disposed of approximately 345,000 tons of solid
waste. In 2005, residents and businesses reduced the amount of disposed solid waste by approximately
34 percent to about 226,689 tons per year. Similar to the disposal patterns Countywide and consistent with
AB 939 requirements, the decline can be attributed primarily to waste diversion programs, including waste
reduction, recycling, and composting.
In 2005, the majority of the City’s solid waste was disposed of at six facilities. Approximately 93 percent of
the waste generated was disposed of in Class III landfills, while approximately 7 percent of the waste
generated was disposed of at Nu-Way Live Oak Unclassified (Inert) landfill. Table 4.14-2 provides
Glendale’s 2005 solid waste distribution.
Table 4.14-2

2005 Distribution of the City of Glendale’s Solid Waste to Landfills

Landfill

Location

Type

Quantity Disposed
(tons)

Percentage of Solid
Waste Disposed

Scholl Canyon

Glendale

Class III

172,883

76.3%

Bradley

Los Angeles

Class III

2,853

1.3%

Puente Hills

Unincorporated LA County

Class III

35,428

15.6%

Sunshine Canyon

Unincorporated LA County

Class III

11,528

5.1%

Chiquita Canyon

Unincorporated LA County

Class III

2,380

1.0%

Nu-Way Live Oak

Irwindale

Unclassified (Inert)

(16,973)

N/A

1,617

0.7%

226,689

100%

Other
Total
SOURCE:

Glendale City of. 2006.

As shown in Table 4.14-3, the combined remaining capacity of the six landfills was approximately
65 million tons.
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Table 4.14-3

Disposal Capacities of Primary Landfills Serving The City of
Glendale
Annual
Permitted
Capacity
(million tons)

Annual
Disposal
(million tons)

Remaining
Permitted
Capacity
(million tons)

Remaining
Capacity
(years)

Glendale

1.06

0.46

6.73

14.73

Los Angeles

3.70

0.46

0.38

0.83

Unincorporated LA County

4.12

3.87

31.30

7.50

Unincorporated LA County

1.88

1.81

6.12

3.38

Unincorporated LA County

2.06

1.55

15.70

10.13

Irwindale

1.88

0.79

4.50

5.70

Landfill

Location

Scholl Canyona
b

Bradley

Puente Hills

a
c

Sunshine Canyon
Chiquita Canyon

c

Nu-Way Live Oak

c

Total Remaining Capacity (million tons)

64.73

Based on contact with the Sanitation Districts of Los Angeles, Monique O'Dwyer, on June 13, 2006
b Based on contact with Waste Management Inc., Kat SantMaria, on June 13, 2006
c Los Angeles County Department of Public Works, Website, Accessed April 12, 2006
a

Over three-fourths (76.3 percent) of the total waste generated in the City in 2005 was disposed of at the
Scholl Canyon Landfill. This site consists of 530 acres, of which Los Angeles County owns 25 acres,
Southern California Edison owns 30 acres, and the remaining 475 acres are owned by the City. The DSP
area is within the Scholl Canyon Watershed, which includes the entire City of Glendale; however, the City
does permit use of the facility by other municipalities for a fee. Approximately two-thirds, or about 287,000
tons, of the solid waste disposed of at the Scholl Canyon landfill in 2005 came from outside sources. As of
March 2006, this landfill had a remaining permitted capacity of 6.73 million tons or an estimated remaining
life of approximately 15 years. The City, if needed, would have access to all the remaining capacity of the
landfill by no longer accepting solid waste from other jurisdictions, extending the lifespan of the landfill.

 Electricity
GWP provides electrical service in the City. In 2005, the City received 84 percent of its power from
purchased power and 16 percent from City power supplies. Total capacity available from all power supplies
is 408 megawatts (MW) or 3.6 million MW hours (MWh) of energy per year. The single largest source of
power available to the GWP is provided by the Grayson Power Plant, a City-owned facility with an available
capacity of 247 MW. In 2005, the plant provided the GWP with 16 percent of its supply. Total capacity at
the Grayson Power Plant is not immediately available, as not all turbines are kept online for economic
reasons. To reduce costs, the City balances its use of the Grayson Power Plant and the purchase of power on
the open market based on current generation costs; however, in the event of a major loss of imported
power, the plant can provide increased generation within minutes and the full capacity can be available
within 1 to 3 days.
Other sources of power available to the City includes imported power of 86 MW from joint power
agreements with the Southern California Public Power Authority and the Intermountain Power Authority,
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and 70 MW from long-term power contracts with the Bonneville Power Authority and Portland General
Electric. Power from market purchases, joint power agreements, and long-term contracts is imported from
areas outside Glendale. There are 12 GWP distribution substations throughout the City.
In 2005, GWP customers demanded approximately 1.2 million MWh of energy per year. This demand
represented about one-third of overall available capacity.
Three 12 kV Substations (Columbus, Rossmoyne, and Tropico) and one 4kV substation (Acacia) currently
serve the DSP area. Table 4.14-4, below, shows the latest summer peak demand and capacity of these
substations (as of July 24, 2006), none of which are near capacity.
Table 4.14-4
Substation

Summer Demand of
DSP Substations
Demand (MW)

Capacity (MW)

Columbus

55

75.8

Rossmoyne

56

72.5

Tropico

39

53.7

Acacia

13

22.2

SOURCE:

GWP 2006

From the substations, 4,000- and 12,000-volt circuits further distribute power to users via an overhead or
underground network. At customer locations, distribution transformers lower the voltage to the
appropriate level for customer use, which is usually 120/240 volts. Since 1958 all new subdivisions have
been required to have underground electrical distribution. Throughout the City, approximately 60 percent
of the distribution circuits are overhead and 40 percent are underground.

 Natural Gas
Natural gas is currently supplied and distributed to the City by the Southern California Gas Company
(SCGC). The SCGC serves an area bounded by the international border to the south, San Gabriel Mountains
to the east, Pacific Ocean to the west, and Visalia and San Luis Obispo to the north. The City is serviced by
Field Operations units from the Glendale District operating base, which includes the cities of Glendale, La
Crescenta, La Canada-Flintridge, and parts of the City of Los Angeles.
Natural gas resources are drawn from naturally-occurring reservoirs primarily located outside the State and
delivered via high-pressure transmission lines. As the gas is transported to its destination, the pressure is
maintained with the assistance of compressors. The gas is then received at a storage field and redistributed
through another series of transmission lines. Natural gas is distributed throughout the City by a system of
transmission, supply, distribution, and service lines. As the pipeline transitions from one transmission line to
a supply line, the pressure of the natural gas is regulated down to the most efficient level of pressure for the
customer.
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4.14.3

Regulatory Framework

 Federal
Federal Safe Drinking Water Act

Enacted in 1974 and implemented by the EPA, the Federal Safe Drinking Water Act imposes water quality and
infrastructure standards for potable water delivery systems nation-wide. The primary standards are healthbased thresholds established for numerous toxic substances. Secondary standards are recommended
thresholds for taste and mineral content.
Clean Water Act

The EPA established primary drinking water standards in the Clean Water Act Section 304. States are required
to ensure that potable water retailed to the public meets these standards. Standards for a total of
81 individual constituents have been established under the Safe Drinking Water Act as amended in 1986. The
U.S. EPA may add additional constituents in the future. State primary and secondary drinking water
standards are promulgated in CCR Title 22 Sections 64431–64501. Secondary drinking water standards
incorporate non-health risk factors including taste, odor, and appearance.

 State
Urban Water Management Planning Act (California Water Code, Division 6, Part 2.6,
Section 10610 et seq.)

The Urban Water Management Planning Act was developed due to concerns for potential water supply
shortages throughout California. It requires information on water supply reliability and water use efficiency
measures. Urban water suppliers are required, as part of the Act, to develop and implement Urban Water
Management Plans to describe their efforts to promote efficient use and management of water resources.
SB 221 (Kuehl Bill) and SB 610 (Costa Bill)

Signed into law on October 2001 and effective in January 2002, SB 221 and SB 610 serve to ensure that
certain land developments in the state must be accompanied by an available and adequate supply of water to
serve those developments. Serving as companion measures, SB 610 and SB 221 seek to promote more
collaborative planning between local water suppliers and cities and counties.
SB 221 requires the legislative body of a city, county, or local agency to include, as a condition in any
tentative map that includes a subdivision, a requirement that a sufficient water supply shall be available to
serve the subdivision. A “subdivision” is defined as a proposed residential development of more than
500 dwelling units or one that would increase, by at least 10 percent, the number of service connections of
a public water system having less than 5,000 connections. “Sufficient water supply” is defined as the total
water supplies available during normal, single-dry, and multiple-dry years within a 20-year projection that
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will meet the projected demand of a proposed subdivision. SB 221 ensures that collaboration on finding the
needed water supplies to serve a new large subdivision occurs before construction begins.
SB 610 requires additional factors to be considered in the preparation of urban water management plans and
water supply assessments. SB 610 requires all urban water suppliers to prepare, adopt, and update an urban
water management plan that, essentially, forecasts water demands and supplies within a certain service
territory. In addition, water assessments must be furnished to local governments for inclusion in any
environmental documentation for certain projects (as defined in Water Code 10912(a)) subject to the
California Environmental Quality Act.
California Safe Drinking Water Act

Enacted in 1976, the California Safe Drinking Water Act is codified in Title 22 of the California Code of
Regulations (CCR). Potable water supply is managed through local agencies and water districts, the state
Department of Water Resources (DWR), the Department of Health Services (DHS), the SWRCB, the EPA,
and the U.S. Bureau of Reclamation. Water right applications are processed through the SWRCB for
properties claiming riparian rights or requesting irrigation water from state or federal distribution facilities.
The DWR manages the State Water Project (SWP) and compiles planning information on supply and
demand within the state.
Water Conservation Projects Act

California’s requirements for water conservation are codified in the Water Conservation Projects Act of 1985
(Water Code Sections 11950–11954), as reflected below:
11952. (a) It is the intent of the Legislature in enacting this chapter to encourage local agencies and
private enterprise to implement potential water conservation and reclamation projects…

Water Recycling Act

Enacted in 1991, the Water Recycling Act established water recycling as a priority in California. The Act
encourages municipal wastewater treatment districts to implement recycling programs to reduce local water
demands.
AB 939—California Integrated Waste Management Act

In 1989, the Legislature adopted the California Integrated Waste Management Act of 1989 (AB 939), which
established an integrated waste management hierarchy that consists of the following in order of importance:
source reduction, recycling, composting, and land disposal or solid waste. The law also required that each
county prepare a new Integrated Waste Management Plan. The Act further required each city to prepare a
Source Reduction and Recycling Element by July 1, 1991. Each source reduction element includes a plan
for achieving a solid waste goal of 25 percent by January 1, 1995 and 50 percent by January 1, 2000.
SB 2202 made a number of changes to the municipal solid waste diversion requirements under the Integrated
Waste Management Act. These changes included a revision to the statutory requirement for 50 percent
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diversion of solid waste to clarify that local governments shall continue to divert 50 percent of all solid
waste on and after January 1, 2000.
California Integrated Waste Management Board

At the state level, the management of solid waste is governed by regulations established by the California
Integrated Waste Management Board (CIWMB), which delegates local permitting, enforcement, and
inspection responsibilities to Local Enforcement Agencies. In 1997, some of the regulations adopted by the
State Water Quality Control Board pertaining to landfills (Title 23, Chapter 15) were incorporated with
CIWMB regulations (Title 14) to form Title 27 of the California Code of Regulations.
Title 24, California Code of Regulations

Energy consumption of new buildings in California is regulated by the State Building Energy Efficiency
Standards, embodied in Title 24 of the CCR. The efficiency standards apply to new construction of both
residential and non-residential buildings, and regulate energy consumed for heating, cooling, ventilation,
water heating, and lighting. The building efficiency standards are enforced through the local building or
individual agency permit and approval processes.

 Local
City of Glendale General Plan

General Plan goals and policies related to utilities and services systems are located in the Community
Facilities Element (December, 1975), and include:
Goal: Enhance the current level and quality of community facilities and services, and improve the
accessibility to them.
Policy: Maintain the high standard of utility services.
Policy: Monitor future needs for the increase in utility services.
Policy: Utilize all relevant, technological advancements to provide for the improved quality and
quantity of energy at the lowest possible cost within the constraints of environmental considerations.
As discussed in Section 4.8 (Land Use), the DSP does not conflict with applicable General Plan policies
relating to utilities and service systems.
City of Glendale Municipal Code
Glendale Water Conservation Policies

The City of Glendale has adopted a mandatory water conservation plan. Section 13.36 of the Glendale
Municipal Code describes programs the City is implementing to reduce demand for water. For example,
this section of the Code contains a “no water waste” policy which outlines prohibited uses of water such as
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hosing of sidewalks, walkways, driveways or parking areas. This section also prohibits landscape irrigation
between 10:00 A.M. and 5:00 P.M., failure to repair leaks of any sort, and water fountains without a
recirculating water system. It should be noted that typically, the City does not usually enforce these
restrictions except for during drought years.
All commercial and industrial customers of GWP using 25,000 billing units per year (one unit equals
748 gallons) or more must submit a quarterly water conservation plan to the City Manager’s Office and the
Director of Public Service.
The City’s existing reclaimed water system is only available in limited sections of the City. Where recycled
water use is feasible for a development, the City requires its use in lieu of potable water. Service
connections and extensions to areas outside of this system are subject to approval by the Director of Public
Works. Recycled water facilities are required in new developments when it is determined that recycled
water would be supplied in the future, regardless of whether or not the area is being served by the City’s
reclaimed water system during new construction.
Glendale Solid Waste Policies

Sections 30.48.190 and 30.64.120 of the Glendale Municipal Code provide the minimum requirements for
trash collection areas to be developed in conjunction with any new project in the Central Business District.

4.14.4

Project Impacts and Mitigation

 Analytic Method
Water Supply

Projected water use as a result of the DSP is generally analyzed and calculated using standard use (or
demand) factors (usually published by a water provider) that correlate the type of land use with a water use
rate. Anticipated demand from the proposed project is then compared to the availability of water supplies to
determine if there is a significant impact on water supplies from the project.
Wastewater Service

Wastewater flows are based upon the estimated current service area population and influent flows to the
plant. This generation rate is then multiplied by the estimated increase in population as a result of the DSP.
Estimated future wastewater flows are then compared to the remaining capacity of the conveyance and
treatment systems serving the DSP area to determine whether sufficient capacity exists and/or whether
there is the need for additional wastewater treatment systems.
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Gas and Electricity

To determine whether development under the DSP would result in impacts on electricity or natural gas
supplies, the projected increase in service demands were analyzed and calculated using standard demand
factors, based on type of land use. To determine impacts on natural gas supplies resulting from
implementation of the DSP, EIP Associates provided the projected increase in demand to SCGC to evaluate
whether there would be an adequate and reliable source of energy for the DSP and whether any
infrastructure improvements would be necessary.

 Thresholds of Significance
The following thresholds of significance are based on Appendix G of the CEQA Guidelines, as amended. In
general, impacts upon utilities would be considered significant if project implementation would exceed the
capacity of existing or planned infrastructure serving the community. Project impacts would be considered
significant if any of the following would occur:
Water Supply


Result in insufficient water supplies available to serve the project from existing entitlements and
resources



Require or result in the construction of new water treatment facilities or expansion of existing
facilities, the construction of which could cause significant environmental effects

Sewer/Wastewater


Exceed wastewater treatment requirements of the applicable Regional Water Quality Control Board



Require or result in the construction of new wastewater treatment facilities or expansion of existing
facilities, the construction of which could cause significant environmental effects



Result in a determination by the wastewater treatment provider which serves or may serve the
project that it has inadequate capacity to serve the project’s projected demand in addition to the
provider’s existing commitments

Solid Waste


Be served by a landfill with insufficient permitted capacity to accommodate the project’s solid waste
disposal needs



Result in non-compliance with federal, state, and local statutes and regulations related to solid waste

Gas/Electricity


Require or result in the construction of new energy production and/or transmission facilities or
expansion of existing facilities, the construction of which could cause significant environmental effects
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 Impacts and Mitigation Measures
Threshold

Would the project result in insufficient water supplies available to serve
the project from existing entitlements and resources?

Impact 4.14-1

Implementation of the DSP would generate an additional demand
for water; however, the additional demand would be adequately
served by anticipated water entitlements and resources. Impacts are
considered less than significant.

As discussed previously, future water demands would be supplied by a mix of imported water,
groundwater, and recycled water. Imported water from MWD is anticipated to remain adequate and
reliable for future water supplies and deliveries to support planned future growth. The City is planning on
increasing their production from the Verdugo Basin, through the construction of an additional well. In
addition, the City is also planning on increasing their use of recycled water by adding smaller users and
marketing to neighborhood agencies. The City plans to reduce its use of water imported from the MWD to
65 percent by the year 2010. According to the City’s UWMP, which takes into account growth under the
DSP, water supplies in the City would remain adequate through the year 2025, and there would even be a
surplus at that time.
Water Demand

The City’s UWMP shows a current per capita use of approximately 143 gallons per day (gpd). The DSP, at
buildout, would increase the population of the City by approximately 7,166 residents, through the
development of approximately 3,980 multi-family residential units. This increase in population would
create the demand for an additional 1,148 AF per year of water at DSP buildout. This number was derived
by taking the estimated population growth associated with development under the DSP at buildout, and
factoring it with the City’s current per capita use. The projected demand for additional water from residents
associated with the DSP could prove to be less than is predicted, as development under the DSP is restricted
to multi-family residential units that typically consume less water than single-family residential units. As
shown in Table 4.14-5, below, the City has planned for and would have an adequate supply of water
available to meet this demand. Impacts of the DSP related to water demand would be less than
significant.
Table 4.14-5

Glendale’s Current and Projected Water Supply
and Demand (AF)

Source

2005

2010

2015

2020

2025

Supply

32,638

33,824

35,091

36,821

38,600

Demand

29,698

30,920

32,143

33,367

34,592

2,940

2,904

2,948

3,454

4,008

Difference (Surplus)
SOURCE:

Glendale’s UWMP, 2005.
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Water Supply Reliability (Drought Conditions)

Based on normal demands during drought years, the three year water supply table is shown on
Table 4.14-6. As the table shows, water supply would remain the same during all 3 years due to the stability
of these sources. If there is need for significant demand reduction efforts, various voluntary or mandatory
conservation efforts can be implemented. Additional water supplies from the MWD are essential during
drought years.
Table 4.14-6

3-Year Drought Conditions Water
Supply Table (AF)

Source

Year 1

Year 2

Year 3

San Fernando Basin

8,056

8,056

8,056

Verdugo Basin

3,856

3,856

3,856

56,520

56,520

56,520

68,432

68,432

68,432

Metropolitan Water District
Total Supply
SOURCE:

Water Supply Evaluation for the Downtown Specific Plan.

Water supplies from the San Fernando and Verdugo Basins and recycled water would remain unaffected by
drought conditions. The MWD is proposing contracts with its member agencies to supply water, including
during drought conditions. These contracts will define, by agreement, the MWD’s obligation to provide
water to the City. In addition, with its completion of the Diamond Valley Reservoir near Hemet, the MWD
has added a significant amount of reliability to its ability to provide water to its member agencies.
It is anticipated that during any three-year drought, the City will have a sufficient water supply to meet
demand. According to the City’s UWMP, the City will be using less MWD water supplies in the future
when compared to its current use. With the City’s reduction of dependency on vulnerable imported
(MWD) water supplies, there will be a high level of reliability of the City’s water supply to meet demand,
including during drought conditions.
As shown in Table 4.14-6, even with development under the DSP, the City will continue to have adequate
supplies to meet demand under average drought conditions. In addition, as shown in Table 4.14-5, the
surplus of water resources provides a reasonable buffer of approximately 3,000 to 4,000 AF in the event of a
modest reduction in supplies in the future, either through decreases in the City’s groundwater extraction,
or through a reduction in imported water deliveries from the MWD. Impacts of the DSP related to water
supply would be less than significant.
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Threshold

Impact 4.14-2

Would the project require or result in the construction of new water
treatment facilities or expansion of existing facilities, the construction
of which could cause significant environmental effects?

Implementation of the DSP would not require the construction of
new water treatment facilities, or the expansion of existing
facilities. Impacts are considered less than significant.

The majority (69 percent) of the City’s water comes from the MWD. Groundwater extracted from the
Verdugo and San Fernando Basins are treated at facilities within the City; however, the amount of water
treated is restricted to the City’s right to extract. The City’s current water treatment facilities, the Glendale
Water Treatment Plant and Verdugo Park Water Treatment Plant, have enough capacity to treat the City’s
current groundwater rights. In an effort to lessen its reliance upon MWD water, the City is actively
exploring constructing new facilities to extract additional water from the Verdugo Basin, as it is currently
not being utilized to its full potential. Therefore, no additional water treatment facilities would be required
as a result of implementation of the DSP and impacts would be less than significant.
Threshold

Impact 4.14-3

Would the project exceed wastewater treatment requirements of the
applicable Regional Water Quality Control Board?

Implementation of the DSP would not exceed wastewater treatment
requirements of the Los Angeles Regional Water Quality Control
Board. Impacts are considered less than significant.

Sewage generated by development under the DSP will be treated at both the Los Angeles/Glendale Water
Reclamation Plant and the Hyperion Treatment Plant. The Los Angeles/Glendale Water Reclamation Plant
and the Hyperion Treatment Plant are both subject to permits issued by the Los Angeles Regional Water
Quality Control Board. The Los Angeles/Glendale Water Reclamation Plant is subject to two permits, a
National Pollution Discharge Elimination System (NPDES) Permit (Order No. 98-047), regulating the
discharge of treated sewage from the Plant to the Los Angeles River, and a Reclamation Permit
(Order No. 97-072), regulating the distribution of reclaimed water for irrigation and industrial uses in the
Cities of Los Angeles and Glendale. In addition, the Hyperion Treatment Plant is also subject to a NPDES
Permit (Order No. 94-021), regulating the discharge of treated sewage in the Santa Monica Bay. The
permits that regulate the Los Angeles/Glendale Water Reclamation Plant and the Hyperion Treatment
Plant set limitations on the amount of pollutants that the plants can discharge into receiving waters or the
amount of pollutants allowable to remain in reclaimed water for municipal use. An increase in the amount
of sewage treated at these plants could result in the plants not being able to meet pollutant standards
outlined in their respective permits.
Development under the DSP would generate an increase of approximately 1.14 mgd of sewage at buildout,
as shown in Table 4.14-7.
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Table 4.14-7
Type of Use

Sewage Created by the DSP at Buildout
Amount

Generation Ratea

Gallons per Day

Retail

-87,833 sf

100 gallons/1,000 sf

-8,783

Office

1,738,962 sf

200 gallons/1,000 sf

347,792

3,980 units

200 gallons/unit

796,200

Total

1,135,209

Multi-Family Residential
SOURCE:
a

EIP Associates.

City of Los Angeles, Bureau of Engineering, Sewer Design Manual—Part F, 1992.

Given that the Hyperion Treatment Plant is currently operating 90 mgd below capacity, additional sewage
generated by development under the DSP will not result in the plant exceeding sewage treatment
requirements. Consequently, each plant will operate within the limitations contained in their respective
permits. Therefore, the impact of the DSP on sewage treatment requirements is less than significant.
Threshold

Impact 4.14-4

Would the project require or result in the construction of new
wastewater treatment facilities or expansion of existing facilities, the
construction of which could cause significant environmental effects?

Implementation of the DSP would not require the construction of
new wastewater treatment facilities, or the expansion of existing
facilities. Impacts are considered less than significant.

Development under the DSP would generate an increase of approximately 1.14 mgd of sewage at buildout,
as shown in Table 4.14-7. As stated in Impact 4.14-3, sewage generated by development under the DSP will
be conveyed to either the Los Angeles/Glendale Water Reclamation Plant or the Hyperion Treatment Plant
for treatment. If the Reclamation Plant is operating at full capacity, excess sewage can be conveyed to the
Hyperion facility for treatment, which the City of Glendale has access to through the amalgamated
agreement. With the Hyperion Treatment Plant currently operating 90 mgd below capacity, the addition of
approximately one million gallons of sewage per day generated by the DSP at buildout will not result in the
plant exceeding capacity or require the construction of new wastewater treatment facilities.
As stated in Impact 4.14-5, below, the City is currently in the process of updating their WSMP. If the
updated WSMP finds that the existing sewer infrastructure cannot convey the additional 1.14 mgd of
wastewater at DSP buildout, construction of additional sewer infrastructure would occur. The short-term
impacts associated with construction are comprehensively analyzed in Section 4.2 (Air Quality), Section 4.9
(Noise), and Section 4.13 (Transportation/Traffic) of this EIR. While significant and unavoidable
construction impacts would occur in each of these issue areas as a result of construction under the proposed
project, these impacts would be mitigated to the extent feasible by the project requirements and mitigation
measures detailed in those sections. Construction of additional sewer infrastructure will not result in
significant impacts, but will contribute to overall construction impacts. The long-term impact of adding new
sewer infrastructure will help relive pressure on the existing sewer infrastructure. This impact is considered
less than significant, and no further mitigation is required.
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Threshold

Impact 4.14-5

Would the project result in a determination by the wastewater
treatment provider which serves or may serve the project that it has
inadequate capacity to serve the project’s projected demand in
addition to the provider’s existing commitments?

Implementation of the DSP would increase wastewater generation
such that treatment facilities existing wastewater conveyance
capacity would be inadequate to serve the DSP’s projected
wastewater flows in addition to the provider’s existing
commitments. Impacts are considered significant and unavoidable.

According the City’s 1998 WSMP, capacity of the City’s sewer mains will remain adequate through DSP
buildout. The WSMP states that about 20,500 ft of sewer pipeline are slated for replacement by 2020,
representing about only one percent of the City’s total sewer pipeline infrastructure. This finding takes into
account buildout of the City’s General Plan, with a maximum population of 245,000 by 2020.
All development under the DSP would connect to existing sewer trunk lines. Many of the existing trunk
lines are older than their suggested 50-year lifespan; however, sewer mains typically function acceptably for
over 100 years, and replacement of existing sewer mains would occur as funds are made available to the
City. Recent projects within the City have brought into question the existing capacity of the Colorado
Street, 21-inch truck line (City of Glendale, Town Center Final EIR, 2004). The WSMP shows an average flow
of approximately 3.677 mgd in February 1998, and 3.814 mgd in March 1998 (both considered “wet/rainy”
months, when flow within sewer lines are at their peak), with the maximum recorded flow-rate staying just
below 6.5 mgd for both months. The maximum depth recorded within the trunk line for both months was
10.72 inches, or just over 50 percent capacity of the 21-inch line. For 21-inch lines, City guidelines state
that a depth of flow to diameter of pipe ratio of less than 0.75 is satisfactory. A maximum ratio of just
greater than 0.50 (or 50 percent, as stated above) was recorded in the WSMP. As an additional 1.14 mgd of
wastewater produced by the DSP at buildout would not take this ratio above 0.75, project impacts would be
less than significant; however, as the recorded flow measurements are more than 8 years old, the current
depth and flow measurements within the City’s sewer infrastructure may be greater. Further, as additional
development has been approved and completed in the 8 years since the WSMP was completed, capacity has
likely been further reduced, and impacts on the Colorado Street sewer trunk line from additional
development under the DSP could be potentially significant. The City is currently updating the WSMP,
which could reveal greater deficiencies than previously identified. Therefore, the City’s current wastewater
conveyance system serving the DSP area may not have the capacity to accommodate additional
development.
If it is determined by the WSMP update that the current sewer infrastructure cannot convey the additional
1.14 mgd of wastewater at DSP buildout, this impact would be significant and unavoidable. Analysis of
additional wastewater flow and connections for development under the DSP would be conducted on a
project-by-project basis. There is no feasible mitigation to reduce the severity of this impact, as the City has
no mechanism in place at this time to collect developer fees for upgrade of infrastructure.
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Threshold

Would the project be served by a landfill with sufficient permitted
capacity to accommodate the project’s solid waste disposal needs
and result in compliance with federal, state, and local statutes and
regulations related to solid waste?

Impact 4.14-6

Implementation of the DSP would increase the generation of solid
waste, but would be served by landfills with adequate capacity to
accommodate the increase. This is considered a less-than-significant
impact.

Development under the DSP would result in an increase in both residential and commercial development
within the City. All solid waste generated by development under the DSP would be deposited at the Scholl
Canyon Landfill, which is owned by the City. As shown in Table 4.14-3 above, the annual disposal rate at
the Scholl Canyon facility is 0.46 million tons per year. Table 4.14-8 provides the projected amount of solid
waste that would be generated at DSP buildout. The total estimated annual increase in solid waste at DSP
buildout is projected to be 12,840 tons per year, or less than 3 percent of the annual disposal rate.
Development under the DSP would occur over an extended period of time, meaning the Scholl Canyon
Landfill will see an incremental increase in additional project solid waste until buildout of the DSP. In
addition, the Scholl Canyon Landfill should only receive about 50 percent or less of the 12,840 tons per year
of solid waste development under the DSP, as existing diversion programs require. Even with development
under the DSP, the lifespan of the Scholl Canyon Landfill is still approximately 15 years.
Table 4.14-8
Land Use

Solid Waste Generation of the DSP at Buildout
Potential New Development Solid Waste Generation Ratea

Solid Waste Generation

Residential

3,980 units

12.23 lb/unit/day

8,666 tons/year (yr)

Commercial Retail/Office

1,738,962 sf

0.0024 tons/sf/yr

4,174 tons/yr

Total
SOURCE:
a

12,840 tons/yr

EIP Associates.

California Integrated Waste Management Board, website: www.ciwmb.ca.gov.

Therefore, the Scholl Canyon Landfill would have sufficient capacity to continue to accommodate the
demand for Class III disposal facilities generated by development under the DSP. As such, the increase in
solid waste generation associated with development under the DSP would not exacerbate landfill capacity
shortages in the region to the point of significantly altering the projected timeline of any landfill to reach
capacity and the impact of the DSP on permitted landfill capacity is less than significant.
Threshold

Impact 4.14-7

4.14-18

Would the project require or result in the construction of new energy
production facilities, the construction of which could cause significant
environmental effects.

Implementation of the DSP would increase the demand for
electricity, but would not require or result in the construction of
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new energy production or transmission facilities, the construction
of which could cause significant environmental effects. Impacts
would be less than significant.
Development under the DSP would result in the direct addition of approximately 7,166 new residents and
approximately 1.7 million square feet (sf) of office development to the City at buildout. This new
development would increase demand for electricity over existing conditions. Analysis of additional
connections for electricity due to development under the DSP would be analyzed on a project-by-project
basis; however, as shown in Table 4.14-9, below, buildout of the DSP would result in an additional demand
of 45,961 MWh per year, an increase of less than 4 percent. As the City currently has capacity for
approximately 2.4 million MWh per year, implementation of the DSP would not substantially increase
demands beyond available supply. In addition, buildout under the DSP would demand an additional 5 MW
from four substations currently serving the DSP area. As shown in Table 4.14-4, above, all four of these
substations have the capacity to handle this extra demand individually. Therefore, the impact of the DSP on
electrical service within the City is considered less than significant.
Table 4.14-9
Type of Use

Commercial Retail/Office
Residential

Electrical Demand Created by the DSP at Buildout
Amount

Electricity
(kWh/yr)

Consumption Ratea

Electricity
(kWh/day)

Electricity
(MWh/yr)b

1,738,962 sf

13.55 kWh/sf/yr

23,562,935

66,188

23,563

3,980 units

c

22,399,057

61,367

22,399

Total

127,555

45,961

5626.49 kWh/unit/yr

45,962
SOURCE:

EIP Associates.

Based on SCAQMD CEQA Air Quality Handbook factors, 1993.
Based on 1,000 MWh=1 kWh.
c Based on one multi-family unit=15.42 kWh/day. Consumption factor multiplied by 365 days=5,626.49 kWh/yr.
a
b

Impact 4.14-8

Implementation of the DSP would increase the demand for natural
gas, but would not require or result in the construction of new
energy production or transmission facilities, the construction of
which could cause significant environmental effects. Impacts would
be less than significant.

Development under the DSP would result in the direct addition of approximately 7,166 new residents and
approximately 1.7 million sf of office development to the City at buildout. This new development would
increase demand for natural gas over existing conditions. Analysis of additional connections for gas due to
development under the DSP would be analyzed on a project-by-project basis; however, as shown in
Table 4.14-10, below, this would mean an additional 21.0 million cf/mo or 252.2 million cf/yr demand for
natural gas at buildout. SCGC has indicated that they are a "reactive” utility, providing natural gas as
customers request their services. Therefore, the impact of the DSP on gas service within the City is
considered less than significant.
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Table 4.14-10

Natural Gas Demand Created by the DSP at Buildout

Type of Use

Commercial Retail/Office
Residential

Amount

Consumption Ratea

Demand

1,738,962 sf

2.9 cubic foot (cf)/sf/month (mo)

5,042,990 cf/mo

3,980 units

4,011.5 cf/mo/unit

15,969,781cf/mo

Total

21,012,771 cf/mo
252,153,250 cf/yr

SOURCE:
a

4.14.5

EIP Associates.

Based on SCAQMD CEQA Air Quality Handbook factors, 1993.

Cumulative Impacts

 Water Supply
The City’s 2005 UWMP discusses how the City is currently providing water to its residents, and how it is
going to provide water to its residents in the future. The City has identified sufficient water supplies to meet
the additional demand associated with the DSP, and through General Plan buildout, which includes the
development of all citywide projects. The City has identified local supplies that could be accessed to make
up for any deficiency in imported (MWD) water. In addition, MWD water has been, and continues to
become, a more reliable source to City’s through the construction of new reservoirs and agreements with its
member agencies. No additional facilities would be required to meet the combined water needs of the DSP
and buildout of the General Plan. The cumulative impact related to water supply, and the need for
additional or expanded facilities is less than significant, and the DSP’s contribution to demand would not
be cumulatively considerable. This is considered to be a less-than-significant impact.

 Wastewater
The City has identified sufficient sewer capacity through its 1998 WSMP to meet the additional demand
associated with the DSP, and through General Plan buildout, which includes the development of all
Citywide projects. The WSMP determined that the wastewater conveyance system is expected to function
acceptably through the year 2020. However, current capacities of the City’s sewer trunk lines are unknown,
and the WSMP is undergoing an update that may reveal deficiencies in the wastewater conveyance system.
Because current capacities are unknown, implementation of cumulative projects and the DSP may cause
exceedance of existing sewer capacity on certain trunk lines. Therefore, the cumulative impact with respect
to wastewater conveyance is considered significant. If on completion of the updated WSMP it is determined
that sewer lines serving the DSP have insufficient capacity, the project’s contribution to the cumulative
impact would be cumulatively considerable, as no feasible mitigation is available to reduce the impact to a
less-than-significant level. Therefore, the cumulative impact on wastewater conveyance from
implementation of the DSP and cumulative projects would be significant and unavoidable.
Development under the DSP would generate an increase of approximately 1.14 mgd of sewage at buildout.
With the Hyperion Treatment Plant currently operating 90 mgd below capacity, the addition of
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approximately 1 million gallons of sewage per day generated by the DSP at buildout will not result in the
plant exceeding capacity or require the construction of new wastewater treatment facilities. The cumulative
impact related to sewer capacity, and the need for additional or expanded facilities is less than significant,
and the DSP’s contribution to demand would not be cumulatively considerable. This is considered to be a
less-than-significant.

 Solid Waste
The current capacity of the Scholl Canyon and Puente Hills Landfills, which receive over 90 percent of the
City’s waste, are adequate enough to accommodate solid waste disposal needs of the DSP, and development
of all citywide projects, for at least 15 years, if not longer. The City also utilizes five additional landfills, all
of which are currently still accepting materials. Though the Bradley Landfill is near capacity, if granted their
proposed expansion, an additional 4.7 million cubic yard will be made available.
The Scholl Canyon and Puente Hills Landfills are a part of the County Sanitation Districts of Los Angeles
County (CSDLAC). The CSDLAC provides solid waste management for over half the population in Los
Angeles County. CSDLAC’s service area covers approximately 800 square miles and encompasses
unincorporated County territory, as well as 78 cities, including Glendale. CSDLAC operates a
comprehensive solid waste management system, which includes landfills, recycling centers,
transfer/materials recovery facilities, and gas-to-energy facilities.
Although there is insufficient permitted disposal capacity within the existing system serving Los Angeles
County to provide for its long-term disposal needs, there is additional capacity potentially available within
Los Angeles County through the expansion of local landfills, and outside of Los Angeles County through the
use of a regional waste-by-rail system and remote landfills. As currently proposed by CSDLAC, this regional
system would utilize disposal capacity at the proposed Eagle Mountain Landfill (EML) in Riverside County
and the Mesquite Regional Landfill (MRL) in Imperial County.
Toward that end, CSDLAC entered into Purchase and Sale Agreements in August 2000, on these two
landfills, which are the only two fully permitted rail haul landfills in California. CSDLAC closed escrow on
the MRL in December 2002, and is currently in the planning and development process for that landfill. Due
in part to pending federal litigation, CSDLAC has not been able to close escrow on the purchase of the Eagle
Mountain Landfill.
CSDLAC intend to utilize a regional waste-by-rail system to transport municipal solid waste approximately
210 miles to MRL, via the Union Pacific Railroad main line, which extends from the Metropolitan Los
Angeles to Glamis, California. From Glamis, a 4.5-mile dedicated rail spur would be built to the site.
Closing escrow on the MRL has allowed work to begin on a comprehensive master plan for the
development of the site, including the landfill and rail infrastructure. Work on this project is currently
ongoing and scheduled to be finished in late 2008. Following completion of the master plan, CSDLAC
intend to pursue concurrent final design and construction of the facilities necessary to begin operation. The
MRL is scheduled to open for receipt of refuse in 2009.
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Although the CSDLAC is in the process of increasing the capacity to accommodate future increases in solid
waste, these improvements are not yet in place and will not be completed until at least 2009. Further, there
is presently insufficient permitted disposal capacity within the existing system serving Los Angeles County.
The DSP, in combination with other development, could contribute to insufficient permitted disposal
capacity by contributing additional solid waste to regional landfills. Development under the DSP would also
contribute construction debris to regional landfills, increasing the cumulative effect. Therefore, the DSP’s
contribution to the cumulative impact would be considered cumulatively considerable, and would be a
significant and unavoidable impact.

 Energy
The City currently utilizes approximately one-third of its electrical capacity. The City has sufficient
electrical capacity to meet the additional demand associated with the DSP, and through General Plan
buildout, which includes the development of all citywide projects. In addition, as new projects are
developed, energy conservation measures are employed. For example, all new projects constructed in
California are required to conform to the energy conservation standards specified in Title 24 of the CCR,
and many individual projects include other energy conservation measures in order to achieve green building
status, either officially (as recognized by the LEED Green Building Rating System) or unofficially (in order
recognize sustainable building principles). The cumulative impact related to the electrical supply, and the
need for additional or expanded facilities, is less than significant, and the DSP’s contribution to demand
would not be cumulatively considerable. This is considered to be a less-than-significant impact.
With regard to natural gas, the DSP would also result in permanent and continued use of this resource. The
DSP area is currently served by existing infrastructure that conveys gas from the SCGC. SCGC has stated
that it can supply natural gas without jeopardizing other service commitments. Because SCGC has stated
that demand projections are continuously updated, and SCGC’s system has ample capacity to assure
continued levels of service to all customers within the region, supplying the DSP area with additional natural
gas would not compromise its existing and projected service commitments. The cumulative impact related
to the supply of natural gas and the need for additional or expanded facilities is less than significant, and
the DSP’s contribution to demand would not be cumulatively considerable. This is considered to be a
less-than-significant impact.
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CHAPTER 5

Other CEQA Considerations

Section 15126 of the California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) Guidelines requires that all phases of a
project must be considered when evaluating its impact on the environment, including planning, acquisition,
development, and operation. As part of this analysis, the Environmental Impact Report (EIR) must also
identify (1) significant environmental effects of the proposed project, (2) significant environmental effects
that cannot be avoided if the proposed project is implemented, (3) significant irreversible environmental
changes that would result from implementation of the proposed project, (4) growth-inducing impacts of the
proposed project, (5) mitigation measures proposed to minimize significant effects, and (6) alternatives to
the proposed project.

5.1

SIGNIFICANT ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS OF THE PROPOSED
PROJECT

Table 1-1 (Summary of Environmental Effects and Project Requirements/Mitigation Measures), which is
contained in the Executive Summary of this EIR, and Sections 4.1 through 4.14 of this EIR provide a
comprehensive identification of the proposed project’s environmental effects, including the level of
significance both before and after mitigation.

5.2

SIGNIFICANT ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS THAT CANNOT BE
AVOIDED IF THE PROPOSED PROJECT IS IMPLEMENTED

Section 15126.2(b) of the CEQA Guidelines requires that an EIR describe any significant impacts that
cannot be avoided, even with the implementation of feasible mitigation measures. Development of the
proposed project would result in the following significant and unavoidable project-related and/or
cumulative impacts:




Aesthetics
› Implementation of the proposed project would result in an adverse impact on visual character and
quality
› Implementation of the proposed project would result in new sources of increased shade and
shadow.
Air Quality
› Construction activities associated with the proposed project could contribute substantially to an
existing or projected air quality violation for criteria air pollutants
› Operation of the proposed project would generate emissions that exceed South Coast Air Quality
Management District thresholds for VOC, NOX, CO, and PM10
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5.3

› Construction and operation of the proposed project could result in a cumulatively considerable net
increase of criteria pollutants for which the proposed project region is in nonattainment under an
applicable federal or state ambient air quality standard
Cultural Resources
› Implementation of the proposed project would have an adverse significant impact on historical
resources
Noise
› Operation of the proposed project could expose noise-sensitive land uses to noise levels that
exceed the standards established by the City of Glendale Municipal Code
› Construction activities associated with the proposed project could generate or expose persons or
structures to excessive groundborne vibration
Population and Housing
› Implementation of the proposed project together with cumulative projects in the City would cause
an exceedance of population forecasts (Cumulative Impact)
› Implementation of the proposed project together with cumulative projects in the City would cause
exceedance of housing forecasts (Cumulative Impact)
Public Services
› Implementation of the DSP would increase the demand for fire protection services
› Implementation under the DSP would increase the demand for police protection services
Recreation
› Any increase in population would exacerbate the existing parkland deficit in the City, which could
result in the further deterioration of existing parks and recreational facilities.
Traffic/Transportation
› The proposed Glendale DSP would generate new traffic volumes at the project site, and add traffic
volumes to the study intersections that would be considered significant.
Utilities and Service Systems
› Wastewater—Capacity of the Colorado Street sewer trunk line to accommodate any further
development in the DSP Area is unknown at this time; therefore, this impact is considered
significant and unavoidable.

SIGNIFICANT IRREVERSIBLE ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS

Section 15126.2(c) of the CEQA Guidelines requires a discussion of any significant irreversible
environmental changes that would be caused by the proposed project. Specifically, Section 15126.2(c)
states:
Uses of nonrenewable resources during the initial and continued phases of the project may be
irreversible, since a large commitment of such resources makes removal or nonuse thereafter
unlikely. Primary impacts and, particularly, secondary impacts (such as a highway improvement
which provides access to a previously inaccessible area) generally commit future generations to
similar uses. Also, irreversible damage can result from environmental accidents associated with the
project. Irretrievable commitments of resources should be evaluated to assure that such current
consumption is justified.
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Generally, a project would result in significant irreversible environmental changes if any of the following
would occur:





The primary and secondary impacts would generally commit future generations to similar uses
The project would involve a large commitment of nonrenewable resources
The project involves uses in which irreversible damage could result from any potential environmental
accidents associated with the project
The proposed consumption of resources is not justified (e.g., the project involves the wasteful use of
energy)

Resources that will be permanently and continually consumed by project implementation include water,
electricity, natural gas, and fossil fuels; however, the amount and rate of consumption of these resources
would not result in significant environmental impacts related to the unnecessary, inefficient, or wasteful use
of resources. In addition, construction activities related to the proposed project would result in the
irretrievable commitment of nonrenewable energy resources, primarily in the form of fossil fuels (including
fuel oil), natural gas, and gasoline for automobiles and construction equipment.
With respect to operational activities, compliance with all applicable building codes, as well as project
mitigation measures or project requirements, would ensure that all natural resources are conserved or
recycled to the maximum extent feasible. It is also possible that new technologies or systems will emerge,
or will become more cost-effective or user-friendly, that will further reduce the site’s reliance upon
nonrenewable natural resources; however, even with implementation of conservation measures,
consumption of natural resources would generally increase with implementation of the proposed project.
In addition, a long-term increase in the demand for electrical and natural gas resources would occur.
However, the proposed project would not involve a wasteful or unjustifiable use of energy or other
resources, and energy conservation efforts could also occur with new construction. In addition, new
development associated with the proposed project will be constructed and operated in accordance with
specifications contained in Title 24 of the CCR. Therefore, the use of energy on site would occur in an
efficient manner.

5.4

GROWTH-INDUCING IMPACTS

In general, a project may foster spatial, economic, or population growth in a geographic area if it meets any
one of the criteria identified below:





The project removes an impediment to growth (e.g., the establishment of an essential public service,
or the provision of new access to an area)
The project results in the urbanization of land in a remote location (leapfrog development)
The project establishes a precedent-setting action (e.g., a change in zoning or general plan
amendment approval)
Economic expansion or growth occurs in an area in response to the project (e.g., changes in revenue
base, employment expansion, etc.)
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If a project meets any one of these criteria, it may be considered growth inducing. Generally, growthinducing projects are either located in isolated, undeveloped, or underdeveloped areas, necessitating the
extension of major infrastructure such as sewer and water facilities or roadways, or encourage premature or
unplanned growth.
To comply with CEQA, an EIR must discuss the ways in which the proposed project could promote
economic or population growth in the vicinity of the project and how that growth will, in turn, affect the
surrounding environment [CEQA Guidelines Section 15126.2(d)]. Under CEQA, this growth is not to be
considered necessarily detrimental, beneficial, or of significant consequence. Induced growth is considered a
significant impact only if it affects (directly or indirectly) the ability of agencies to provide needed public
services, or if it can be demonstrated that the potential growth, in some other way, significantly affects the
environment.
Introduction to Growth Inducement Issues. Growth can be induced in a number of ways, including
the direct construction of new homes and businesses, the elimination of obstacles to growth, or through the
stimulation of economic activity within the region. The discussion of the removal of obstacles to growth
relates directly to the removal of infrastructure limitations (typically through the provision of additional
capacity or supply), or the reduction or elimination of regulatory constraints on growth that could result in
growth unforeseen at the time of project approval.
Elimination of Obstacles to Growth. The elimination of either physical or regulatory obstacles to
growth is considered to be a growth-inducing effect. A physical obstacle to growth typically involves the
lack of public service infrastructure. The extension of public service infrastructure, including roadways,
water mains, and sewer lines, into areas that are not currently provided with these services would be
expected to support new development. Similarly, the elimination or change to a regulatory obstacle,
including existing growth and development policies, could result in new growth.
According to SCAG Population Growth Projections for 2005-2020, a population increase of 10,772
residents is projected for Glendale, representing an annual average growth of 0.4 percent or approximately
718 residents per year. The SCAG Regional Comprehensive Plan and Guide (RCPG) which serves as a
framework to guide local land use decision-making as it relates to regional growth and the City of Glendale
Comprehensive General Plan will be used in order to provide long-term guidance and policies for maintain
and improving the quality of life in, and the resources of, the community.

5.4.1

Economic Effects

Implementation of the DSP would generate approximately 3,390 long-term employment positions, with the
distribution of part-time to full-time about 60 percent (2,034) full-time jobs and 40 percent (1,356) parttime jobs. It is estimated that 24 percent (814 persons) of those employed could relocated to Glendale based
on the existing residence characteristics of the work force. This would result in approximately
1,465 additional residents in the City (814 household x 1.8 persons per household at high density) given the
very conservative estimate that each of the 814 employees forms a single new household in the City. Given
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Los Angeles County’s (County) anticipated employment growth of approximately 12 percent between 2005
and 2015, or 1.2 percent per year, employment growth trends within the City are similar to the overall rate
of growth anticipated in County (employment growth in the County is projected to grow to 4,503,683 jobs
in 2005 to 5,198,739 jobs in 2015.)46 The provision of 3,390 jobs associated with the proposed project,
including approximately 60 percent full-time jobs and approximately 40 percent part-time jobs, is within
the employment growth forecasts for both the City and the County.
The unemployment in Glendale in 2005 was 4.2 percent and therefore, it can be assumed that some of the
employment opportunities associated with the project will be filled by current residents of the City. The
County of Los Angeles had an unemployment rate of approximately 5.7 percent in 200547 and it can also be
assumed that residents of surrounding communities will fill the job openings.
The increase in population of 7,166 people associated with the proposed residential units as well as the
potential increase in population of 814 associated with new employment opportunities would result in a
total population increase estimated at 7,980. The population growth estimate from the proposed project
will not exceed the projected population growth projected by Glendale between 2005 and 2020 due to the
fact that the net increase estimated by the project is 7,980 and the City estimated 10,772 as the increase.
The combination of land uses on the proposed project would function to increase retail and commercial
sales and activities within the City, as well as enhance the economic viability of the area. The creation of
new commercial activities and enhancement of existing commercial facilities would contribute to the
economic vitality of the City, which would enable the continued provision of high quality services and
programs for residents and businesses and would contribute to a large municipal revenue stream, as noted
above.
The positive revenue stream may result in the creation of indirect and induced jobs. Indirect jobs are those
that would be created when the future owners and/or managers of the retail-commercial uses purchase
goods and services from businesses in the region, and induced jobs are those that are created when wage
incomes of those employed in direct and indirect jobs are spent on the purchase of goods and services in the
region. The City’s economic impacts are primarily the result of purchases of goods and services as well as
payment of taxes and salaries, which affects the regional economy of the City and County, and on a more
indirect basis, California. Therefore, the positive revenue stream and the resulting increased economic
viability of the project site could result in indirect growth-inducing impacts.
Increased Demand on Secondary Markets. Development (residential or employment-generating
uses) typically generates a secondary or indirect demand for other goods and services. The secondary or
economic change can be quantified by an economic multiplier, which is an economic term used to describe
interrelationships among various sectors of the economy. One aspect of the multiplier effect is the potential

46
47

California Department of Finance, Demographic Characteristics, City/County Growth Projections January 1, 2006.
ibid.
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catalytic force a project can have on satellite or follow-up development because it creates a demand or
market to be served (e.g., neighborhood commercial development around residential development).
Increased Pressure on Land Use Intensification. Unforeseen future development can be spurred by
the construction of certain projects that have the effect of creating unique and currently unmet market
demands, or by creating economic incentive for future projects by substantially increasing surrounding
property values. These types of impacts are most often identified for projects developed in areas that are
currently lacking a full spectrum of economic activity. For example, newly developing office areas may be
lacking in a full range of support commercial uses; this support commercial demand can cause increased
pressure for rezones or general plan amendments aimed at providing adequate land to accommodate
businesses seeking to serve the unmet demand.

5.4.2

Growth Inducing Effects of the Proposed Project

 Remove an Impediment to Growth/Precedent-Setting Action
The proposed project would not induce substantial population growth in the area beyond that already
forecasted for the City of Glendale. The proposed DSP provides for redevelopment and infill projects that
will make efficient use of the existing infrastructure.
Although the proposed project includes a General Plan Amendment and a Zone Change (via the proposed
Specific Plan), the proposed land uses and zoning would generally be consistent with the existing
designations for the commercial and retail land uses. The proposed General Plan Amendment and Specific
Plan would not set a precedent by allowing mixed-use commercial and residential development within the
City. The proposed designations would be generally consistent with the nature of on-site and surrounding
development. Implementation of the amendments would allow for continued use of commercial
development, while also permitting mixed-use retail, entertainment, and residential development to
promote increased land use compatibility with surrounding uses. Therefore, the project would not be
growth inducing as a result of removing an impediment to growth or establishing a precedent-setting action.

 Urbanization of Land in a Remote Location
Implementation of the proposed project would not encourage growth through the urbanization of land in
remote locations, resulting in “leapfrog” development. The proposed project is located in an urbanized area
that is served by an existing and currently expanding network of electricity, water, sewer, storm drain,
communications, roadways, and other infrastructure sized to accommodate or allow existing and planned
growth. No growth-inducing impacts would occur as a result of development associated with the proposed
DSP.
As discussed above, a project can induce growth in an area either directly (by constructing new homes and
businesses) or indirectly (through the extension of infrastructure). The proposed mixed-use land use
designation for the DSP area would combine residential and commercial/retail uses. New development
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within the DSP plan area would comprise up to 3,980 residential dwelling units and approximately
1.7 million sf of office uses (there would be a net decrease of retail uses of approximately 88,000 sf48). The
existing uses in the downtown area consist of a combination of commercial, restaurants, retail, and similar
services. The existing development gives way to a division in land use, while the proposed development
encompasses a mixed-use, integrated approach. Moreover, the 7,166 residents that the proposed project
residential component could attract are consistent with the growth projections of the Glendale General
Plan.
Additionally, implementation of the DSP is anticipated to draw its employees from the City and nearby
areas, as the City had an estimated unemployment rate of 4.2 percent in 2005, while the County had an
estimated unemployment rate of 5.7 percent in 2005. Since the proposed project would offer expanded
commercial/retail uses, the permanent employment opportunities at the proposed project would provide
an opportunity for the local workforce that is currently unemployed to work within the City.
The DSP is infill development that makes maximum use of existing infrastructure. As the development that
would occur under the DSP would be infill or redevelopment, the development permitted under the DSP
would not require significant regional public infrastructure upgrades for any utility or service. However, any
new development would be required to include provisions to make the necessary improvements in order to
facilitate implementation of the DSP. Project developers would be required to fund their fair share
allocation of any necessary public infrastructure associated with development under the DSP. Any
infrastructure improvements would occur during a period of regional growth.

5.5

MITIGATION MEASURES PROPOSED TO MINIMIZE SIGNIFICANT
EFFECTS OF THE PROPOSED PROJECT

Table 1-1 (Summary of Environmental Effects and Project Requirements/Mitigation Measures), which is
contained in Executive Summary of this EIR, provides a comprehensive identification of the proposed
project’s environmental effects and proposed mitigation measures.

5.6

ALTERNATIVES TO THE PROPOSED PROJECT

Alternatives to the proposed project are presented in Chapter 6 (Alternatives to the Proposed Project) of
this Draft EIR.

48

Data from Glendale Town Center Specific Plan not included in these calculations.
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CHAPTER 6
6.1

Alternatives to the Proposed Project

INTRODUCTION

The following discussion evaluates alternatives to the proposed project and examines the potential
environmental impacts associated with each alternative. Through comparison of these alternatives to the
proposed project, the relative environmental advantages and disadvantages of each are weighed and
analyzed. The California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) Guidelines require that the range of alternatives
addressed in an EIR be governed by a rule of reason. Not every conceivable alternative must be addressed,
nor do infeasible alternatives need to be considered (CEQA Guidelines Section 15126.6). Section 15126.6
of the CEQA Guidelines states that the factors that may be taken into account when addressing the feasibility
of alternatives are site suitability, economic viability, availability of infrastructure, other plans or regulatory
limitations, and jurisdictional boundaries. The discussion of alternatives must focus on alternatives capable
of either avoiding or substantially lessening any significant environmental effects of the project, even if the
alternative would impede, to some degree, the attainment of the project objectives or would be more
costly. The alternatives discussion should not consider alternatives whose implementation is remote or
speculative, and the analysis need not be presented in the same level of detail as the assessment of the
project.
As identified in Section 3.3 (Project Objectives), the objectives of the proposed project are as follows:











Provide a framework and a manual to guide responsible growth and development of downtown
Perpetuate a powerful physical image promoting the city’s regional identity
Ensure downtown’s long-term status as a good place to do business
Encourage excellence in design and quality of craftsmanship to enhance the downtown environment
Strengthen downtown’s pedestrian, bicycle, and transit-oriented characteristics while ensuring
vehicular access to downtown destinations
Attract a wide range of activities to maintain a dynamic atmosphere
Provide incentives for a wide range of downtown housing types
Present development regulations in a user-friendly, easy-to-follow manner
Preserve and enhance the distinctive character of Glendale’s downtown buildings, streets and views
Concentrate growth in current transit-rich entertainment/employment centers to relieve
development pressures on existing residential neighborhoods

Based on the CEQA Guidelines, several factors need to be considered in determining the range of
alternatives to be analyzed in an EIR and the level of analytical detail that should be provided for each
alternative. These factors include (1) the nature of the significant impacts of the proposed project; (2) the
ability of alternatives to avoid or lessen the significant impacts associated with the project; (3) the ability of
the alternatives to meet the objectives of the project; and (4) the feasibility of the alternatives. The analysis
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in this EIR indicates that the project would result in significant and unavoidable impacts with respect to the
following:


















6-2

Aesthetics
› Implementation of the proposed project would result in a substantial adverse effect on the visual
quality of the DSP Area—project-related and cumulative
› Implementation of the proposed project would result in new sources of shade and shadow—
project-related and cumulative
Air Quality
› Construction activities associated with the proposed project would contribute substantially to an
existing or projected air quality violation for CO, VOC, NOX, and PM10—project-related and
cumulative
› Operation of the proposed project would generate emissions that exceed South Coast Air Quality
Management District thresholds for CO, VOC, NOX, and PM10—project-related and cumulative
› Construction and operation of the proposed project would result in a cumulatively considerable
net increase of criteria pollutants (CO, VOC, NOX, and PM10) for which the proposed project
region is in nonattainment under an applicable federal or state ambient air quality standard—
project-related and cumulative
Cultural Resources
› Implementation of the proposed project will result in a significant adverse impact on known
historic resources and potential historic properties—project-related and cumulative
Noise
› Operation of the proposed project would expose noise-sensitive land uses to noise levels that
exceed the standards established by the City of Glendale Municipal Code—project-related and
cumulative
› Construction activities associated with the proposed project would expose persons or structures to
excessive groundborne vibration—project-related and cumulative
Population and Housing
› Implementation of the proposed project would exceed population forecasts—cumulative
› Implementation of the proposed project would exceed housing forecasts—cumulative
Public services
› Implementation of the DSP would increase the demand for fire and police protection services—
project-related and cumulative
Recreation
› Implementation of the proposed project would result in the increased use of parks and recreational
facilities such that deterioration could occur—project-related and cumulative
Traffic/Transportation
› The proposed project would generate new traffic volumes that would add significant traffic
volumes to study intersections—project-related and cumulative
Utilities and Service Systems
› Implementation of the proposed project would increase wastewater generation such that treatment
facilities would be inadequate such that treatment (conveyance) facilities would be inadequate to
serve the projected wastewater flows in addition to the provider’s existing commitments—
project-related and cumulative
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Thus, the alternatives examined herein represent alternatives that would substantially lessen at least some of
the significant aesthetic, air quality, cultural resource, noise, public services, recreation,
traffic/transportation, and/or utilities impacts associated with implementation of the proposed project,
while still meeting the project objectives. As the lead agency, the City of Glendale will make any final
determination with respect to whether to proceed with the proposed project or whether to accept or reject
any of the alternatives identified in this section.
Since the CEQA Guidelines require that an EIR state why an alternative is being rejected, a preliminary
rationale for rejecting an alternative is presented, below, in this section. If the City ultimately rejects an
alternative, the rationale for the rejection will be presented in the findings that are required to be made
before the City certifies the EIR and takes action on the project.
The alternatives may include a different type of project, modification of the proposed project, or suitable
alternative project sites. However, the range of alternatives discussed in an EIR is governed by a “rule of
reason” which CEQA Guidelines Section 15126.6(f) defines as:
… set[ting] forth only those alternatives necessary to permit a reasoned choice. The alternatives shall
be limited to ones that would avoid or substantially lessen any of the significant effects of the project.
Of those alternatives, the EIR need examine in detail only the ones that the lead agency determines
could feasibly attain most of the basic objectives of the project. The range of feasible alternatives shall
be selected and discussed in a manner to foster meaningful public participation and informed
decision-making.

6.2

ALTERNATIVES NOT EVALUATED IN THIS EIR

As the DSP is designed to guide the development of the downtown area, an alternative site would not be
appropriate as an alternative to the proposed project. Other land uses such as all residential for all new or
redevelopment would not achieve the objectives of the proposed project and could result in incompatibility
with adjacent land uses. All-residential development would not attract a wide range of activities to maintain
a dynamic atmosphere for the downtown area or promote the image of downtown as a good place to do
business. Therefore, these alternatives were rejected from further analysis in the EIR because they do not
meet the objectives of the proposed project listed above. Finally, under the no project alternative analysis,
there is no discussion of a no project alternative with a freezing of conditions (i.e., no development). Under
CEQA Guidelines Section 15126.6(a), the no project alternative for a land use plan analyzes the
continuation of existing land use plans into the future. Analysis of a no project /no development alternative
is more appropriate for analyzing specific development projects.

6.3

ALTERNATIVES ANALYSIS

Three scenarios, representing a range of reasonable alternatives to the proposed project were selected for
detailed analysis. The goal for evaluating any of these alternatives is to identify ways to avoid or lessen the
significant environmental effects resulting from implementation of the proposed project, while attaining
most of the project objectives. While a “No Project/No Build” scenario was considered, as the DSP horizon
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year is 2030, it is extremely unlikely that development would not occur in the DSP area. Alternatives
selected for further analysis include the following:






Alternative 1—No Project/Reasonably Foreseeable Development (Continuation of
Existing General Plan): Under this alternative, development in the project area would occur
under the existing General Plan and zoning designations.
Methodology for Selection of Alternative 1: This alternative evaluates the environmental effects of buildout
of the DSP area according to the existing General Plan and zoning, which allows the decision-makers
to compare the impacts of approving the proposed project with the impacts of not approving the
proposed project. Therefore, under Alternative 1, the impacts of the proposed project are compared
to the impacts that would occur if the existing General Plan were implemented in the DSP area.
Alternative 2—Reduced (Mid-Rise) Project (A): This alternative could result in development
of approximately 66 fewer residential units and approximately 37,500 less square footage for office
uses. Building heights would be reduced in certain districts. Proposed retail development square
footages would remain the same as under the proposed Specific Plan. Typologies and typical densities
would also remain the same as under the proposed Specific Plan (see Appendix I).
Methodology for Selection of Alternative 2: This alternative would result in approximately one-third lower
building height in certain identified districts compared to the proposed project, which would reduce
many of the significant impacts of the proposed project.
Alternative 3—Reduced (Low-Rise) Project (B): This alternative would reduce the density
and height of the proposed uses in the Specific Plan, and could result in development of
approximately 546 fewer residential units and approximately 37,500 less square footage for office
uses. Proposed retail development square footages would remain the same as under the proposed
Specific Plan. Typologies and typical densities would also remain the same as under the proposed
Specific Plan (see Appendix I).
Methodology for Selection of Alternative 3: Because this alternative would reduce the density and height of
the proposed uses by approximately one-half in certain districts, it would reduce the overall
significant impacts of the proposed project.

6.3.1

Alternative 1—No Project/Reasonably Foreseeable
Development (Continuation of Existing General Plan)

 Description
Implementation of the No Project/Reasonably Foreseeable Development Alternative would represent the
continuation of the City’s existing General Plan and zoning designations to guide future growth and
development within the project area. The majority of the project area is zoned Central Business District
(CBD) which has no height, density or setback requirements for commercial/office development. For this
alternative, impacts would be analyzed under a maximum buildout scenario within the project area with the
allowed land uses and development standards designated in the existing General Plan and zoning
designations. Compared with the proposed project, the overall development potential in the project area
under this alternative would be slightly less (1.4 million sf of office uses under existing zoning compared to
1.7 million sf for the proposed project). The existing zoning allows for taller office buildings than the
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proposed project, while the project would allow for more residential, commercial, visitor-serving
commercial (hotel/motel), and parks/open space land uses than the existing regulations.
There are currently no building height limits prescribed within the CBD zone with the exception of
residential uses, which are subject to the provision of the High Density Residential (R-1250) zone that
restricts development to three stories and a maximum of 36 feet. Therefore, the potential for increasingly
dense development is greater under this alternative than under the proposed project because of the lack of
height limits (1.4 million sf of buildings 30 feet or more in height would represent more dense development
than 1.7 million sf in twenty-five stories), whereas under the DSP building heights are carefully planned so
as to ensure greater compatibility with existing development.

 Impacts
Aesthetics

The types of impacts associated with the obstruction/alteration of scenic resources within a state- or locally
designated scenic highway, degradation of scenic vistas, changes in visual character and quality, and
increased light and glare would be roughly similar to the proposed project under this alternative (with a few
minor exceptions), as the overall character of the downtown area would continue to be revitalized.
Similar to the proposed project, because the downtown area is neither located proximate to a statedesignated highway nor within a designated view corridor associated with a scenic highway, implementation
of this alternative would have no impact on scenic resources within a state scenic highway view corridor.
Similar to the proposed project, this alternative could result in obstruction of views of a scenic vista and/or
focal views of places of public interest (e.g., historic resources, public art, or landmarks). Views of
mountain ranges from within the downtown area are generally taken from viewsheds looking down street
corridors, between existing buildings, as existing buildings block or obstruct the views from other locations
within and around the downtown area. Similar to the proposed project, this alternative would not develop
new structures within street rights-of-way. However, greater building heights and densities could result in
greater blockage of viewsheds than under the proposed project. Policies outlined in the existing General
Plan would still protect scenic vistas and vistas in the City, and this impact would be less than significant.
Development under the existing General Plan would result in changes to the visual character and quality of
the downtown area. Similar to the proposed project, temporary adversely alter visual conditions associated
with construction activities under this alternative would be temporary visual distractions typically associated
with construction activities and equipment. As such, construction-related visual impacts associated with this
alternative are considered less than significant, and would be similar to the proposed project. Greater
height and massing of structures under implementation of the General Plan could result in greater changes
to the visual character and quality of the downtown area, but with implementation of architectural review
and design guidelines contained in the General Plan, this impact would remain less than significant,
similar to the proposed project, although slightly greater.
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The existing General Plan does not include the community character and neighborhood protection policies
contained in the proposed DSP. There are currently no building height limits prescribed within the existing
CBD zone with the exception of residential uses. Therefore, the potential for increasingly dense
development is greater under this alternative than under the proposed project, where building heights are
carefully planned so as to ensure greater compatibility with existing development. Therefore, permanent
impacts to the visual character or quality of the downtown area as a result of continued development under
this alternative would be less than significant, but would be greater than the proposed project.
In addition, light and glare would also be expected to increase with full buildout of the existing General
Plan, as described for the proposed project. The proposed project includes mitigation measures to ensure
that future project design features would be developed to ensure that lighting and glare impacts from
specific development projects would remain at less-than-significant levels. Development under this
alternative in accordance with the General Plan and Zoning Ordinance would not be subject to the
program-level mitigation measures applicable to the proposed project. In consideration of alreadysubstantial existing ambient lighting and glare in the DSP area, adverse environmental impacts from
increased light and glare associated with this alternative are anticipated to be less than significant, but
would be greater than the proposed project due to the absence of program-level mitigation measures.
Similar to the proposed project, new sources of increased shade would likely result from new development
under this alternative. Since there is typically no feasible mitigation available to reduce or eliminate shading
impacts, this impact is considered significant and unavoidable, but greater when compared to the
proposed project due to greater potential building heights and densities under this alternative.
Air Quality

Implementation of this alternative creates new sources of regional air emissions, but these sources would be
managed so as not to conflict with or impair implementation of the Air Quality Management Plan (AQMP).
The existing General Plan and Zoning Ordinance were considered in the preparation of the 2003 AQMP,
and implementation of this alternative would be consistent with the AQMP. This impact would be less than
significant, similar to the proposed project.
The total emissions generated by construction of individual projects, which may have overlapping schedules,
would be expected to remain in exceedance of SCAQMD thresholds. Construction impacts on air quality
would be expected to remain significant and unavoidable, similar to the proposed project.
Although total air emissions may be less than the proposed project, impacts related to operation of projects
under the existing General Plan and Zoning Ordinance would be significant and unavoidable, similar to
the proposed project.
Operation of projects under this alternative would not expose sensitive receptors to substantial localized
CO concentrations. The growth envisioned under this alternative would not generate CO concentrations
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exceeding national and state ambient air quality standards. Similar to the proposed project, the resulting air
quality impacts would be less than significant.
Development under the General Plan and Zoning Ordinance would not be expected to generate
objectionable odors that would affect a substantial number of people. This impact would be less than
significant, similar to the proposed project.
Biological Resources

As described in the Environmental Setting, the majority of the project area has been developed, paved, or
landscaped and supports largely nonnative plant species. Suitable habitat for sensitive mammal, reptile,
amphibian, or fish species does not exist within the DSP or adjacent areas, and there are no wildlife
migration corridors. In addition, no threatened, endangered, or sensitive species have been reported to
occur within the DSP area. Impacts would be less than significant, similar to the proposed project.
Some migratory avian species and other raptors may use portions of the site and adjacent areas during
breeding season, and are protected under the Migratory Bird Treaty Act (MTBA). Specific areas of concern
would be those portions of the proposed project area that contain large landscaping trees (windrows) or
other suitable vegetation such as medium size woody vegetation that could also be used for nesting by such
species as the southwestern willow flycatcher. Impacts to migratory birds would be addressed on a site-bysite basis. It is expected that mitigation measures would be applied as necessary to comply with the MBTA,
and reduce impacts to a less-than-significant level.
Cultural Resources

Development under this alternative would result in a different mix of uses, although this would not
substantially affect the level of impacts to cultural resources as identified for the proposed project. Grounddisturbing activities would continue to occur in order to accommodate new development. Consequently,
the potential of encountering fossil-bearing soils and rock formations, destroying below-ground
paleontological resources, affecting archaeological sites and sites of cultural significance to Native Americans
would still occur, similar to the proposed project. Given the lack of any documented buried cultural
resources in the area, the probability of uncovering these resources is considered low. Mitigation measures
would be expected to be developed on a site-by-site basis as individual projects are proposed and reviewed.
Therefore, it is anticipated that impacts under this alternative would be less than significant.
Because development could still occur within the project area, regardless of its intensity or type, the
potential demolition or alteration of historic structures could still occur. Under current City procedures,
intensive-level survey would still be required and mitigation measures implemented to protect historic
resources. However, demolition of historic structures could still occur, and the impact would be
significant and unavoidable, the same as for the proposed project.
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Geology and Soils

Greater development intensity would occur under this alternative; however, a substantially similar number
of people would be exposed to seismic and geologic hazards. Site-specific hazards associated with erosion,
loss of topsoil, liquefaction, subsidence, landslides, and expansive soils would be of a similar magnitude than
the proposed project. All future development in the project area would be required to adhere to the most
recent California Building Codes (CBC), which include strict building specifications to ensure structural and
foundational stability, similar to the proposed project. Overall, this alternative would have a less-thansignificant impact, substantially similar to the proposed project.
Hazards

Impacts related to Hazards and Hazardous Materials would be largely similar to the proposed project, as the
intensity of development would not substantially affect the potential for impacts to this resource. A number
of parcels within the Specific Plan area are listed in the Environmental Record Search (ERS) report as being
on various government lists for hazardous materials. Similar to the proposed project, there is potential for
encountering soil contamination at the listed sites during construction, which could create a significant
hazard to the public or the environment. As projects are reviewed on a site-by-site basis, it is expected that
mitigation measures would be identified to reduce this impact to a less-than-significant level.
Similar to the proposed project, all development would comply with health and safety and environmental
protection laws and regulations, related to new construction and hazardous materials storage, use, and
transport. This would minimize the public’s exposure to contaminated and hazardous substances due to
routine use and if a spill occurs. Further, compliance with applicable regulations would ensure that impacts
from hazardous materials handling adjacent to nearby schools would be less than significant. These impacts
would be less than significant.
Impacts to emergency access would be similar to the proposed project, as construction activities could
temporarily encroach onto roadways. As projects are reviewed on a site-by-site basis, it is expected that
mitigation measures would be identified to reduce this impact to a less-than-significant level.
Implementation of the current General Plan could result in greater building heights and density than under
the proposed project. This, in turn, could result in a greater number of helipads being constructed than
under the proposed project. Although the safety risks associated with private helipad operations would still
be considered less than significant, the impacts from helipad operations would be slightly greater under
this alternative than under the proposed project.
Hydrology and Water Quality

Implementation of this alternative would not result in significant impacts to hydrology or water quality. Less
development would occur, thereby reducing hydrology and water quality impacts. Although the total
amount of development could differ from the proposed project under this alternative, similar alterations to
drainage patterns, discharge of pollutants and alterations to hydrological patterns would occur. Runoff
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would be subject to NPDES permit standards. If necessary, treatment would be employed by individual
projects to remove excess pollutants from runoff during the construction and operational phases of
development. In terms of water quality, this alternative would have a less-than-significant impact.
As the DSP area does not include any significant recharge areas, depletion of groundwater and percolation of
pollutants into groundwater aquifers would be less than significant, similar to the proposed project.
This alternative would alter individual site drainage characteristics, but it would not increase the quantity of
runoff discharged into the City storm drain system, similar to the proposed project. These impacts would be
less than significant.
This alternative would have less-than-significant impacts resulting from exposure to flooding as a result of
a levee or dam, or effects of seiche, tsunami, or mudflow, similar to the proposed project.
Land Use

Existing land uses within the project area are primarily characterized as commercial with pockets of highdensity residential uses in the northwestern and northeastern portions of the downtown area. Development
under this alternative would continue this trend, with more development of office uses than the proposed
project. Inconsistencies between this alternative and the existing applicable land use plans governing
development of the proposed project area would not occur, and would not require amendments to the
General Plan and Zoning Code, which the proposed project would. The intention of this alternative is to
continue to provide mixed use commercial and residential communities, though not on the same level as the
proposed project. The neighborhoods/districts of this alternative are outlined under the Greater Downtown
Strategic Plan. The goals and policies of the Town Center Specific Plan are consistent with those identified
for this alternative, which includes the integration of residential uses into the downtown area and
contributing to a greater identity within the project area. Implementation of this alternative would not alter
the types or densities of the uses within the DSP area. As such, this alternative is consistent with the City’s
Central Glendale Redevelopment Project Plan, the Greater Downtown Strategic Plan, and the Town
Center Specific Plan. Overall changes to the land use character would result in potentially higher densities
with higher building heights than the proposed project. Integrated and cohesive development standards for
the downtown area would not be implemented as proposed under the DSP. Urban decay and blight impacts
would be substantially similar to the proposed project. On the whole, impacts would be less than
significant under this alternative, but slightly greater than the proposed project.
Noise

Development under this alternative could expose sensitive receptors in the project area to excessive noise
levels, though less so due to a reduction in residential development. Consequently, the noise impacts to
residential land uses would be less than the proposed project, but would remain significant and
unavoidable, similar to the proposed project.
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Similar to the proposed project, construction activities under this alternative would be subject to the City’s
Municipal Code standards, and unreasonably loud construction noise would be controlled. This impact
would be less than significant.
Future development under this alternative could expose persons to vibration levels generated during
construction activities. There are no mitigation measures available that would ensure that the threshold
would not be exceeded in all cases. Consequently, this would be a significant and unavoidable impact,
similar to the proposed project.
Future development under this alternative could generate or expose persons to noise levels in excess of City
standards. Although developments would be required to comply with existing noise standards, noise effects
on existing noise-sensitive uses could remain. Consequently, this impact would be similar to the proposed
project, and would be significant and unavoidable.
This alternative would not result in substantial permanent increases in traffic-related ambient noise levels.
Development would increase, although slightly less than the proposed project, which would result in
additional motor vehicles traveling throughout the City and other sources of ambient noise over existing
conditions. As this impact under the proposed project is less than significant, and because slightly less
development would occur under this alternative, it is anticipated that the increased traffic on local roads
would also be slightly less than the proposed project, but would result in a less-than-significant impact,
similar to the proposed project.
Helipad development could be greater under this alternative because of greater development intensity.
However, this impact would remain LTS as identified under the proposed project.
Population and Housing

Development proposed under this alternative would make maximum use of existing infrastructure, and
future development would be required to include provisions to make any necessary improvements and to
fund their fair share allocation of those costs. Thus, the indirect population growth impact resulting from
infrastructure improvements associated with this alternative is considered less than significant, similar to
the proposed project.
Reduced development potential and fewer residential uses under this alternative would result in fewer
residents and fewer housing units in the City at buildout versus conditions under the proposed project.
Because the projected increase of the anticipated residents in the City resulting from the proposed project is
within, or under the limit of, the total population increase projected for the City between 2005 and 2020,
and because this alternative would result in fewer new residents than the proposed project, the forecasted
population growth in the City resulting from this alternative is considered less than significant.
Due to the fact that the population growth forecasted for the City of Glendale is not considered substantial
in comparison to the surrounding areas (i.e., Arroyo-Verdugo Subregion and Los Angeles County) and the
direct population increase associated with the proposed housing units under this alternative was “planned
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for” due to its inclusion in the population/housing projections and planning documents (e.g., City General
Plan, SCAG RHNA), the impacts associated with the direct population growth as a result of this alternative
are considered less than significant. Because fewer residential units could be constructed and a resulting
lower population increase would occur under this alternative, population growth impacts would be less in
magnitude when compared to the proposed project; however, the beneficial impact of the proposed project
to provide a net increase in residential housing units to meet increased housing needs would not be realized
under this alternative.
This alternative would result in indirect population growth associated with employment from new office
uses and would provide fewer residential units than the proposed project. This would result in pressures on
transitional areas zoned multi-family residential to redevelop to the maximum zoned capacity to provide
more housing near jobs, to meet regional forecasts, and generally responding to employees desiring to live
closer to existing job centers to reduce their commute. Therefore, this alternative could potentially
exacerbate a future housing shortage issue in the City, and the impact would be greater than under the
proposed project for indirect population growth.
Public Services

Development under this alternative would result in less of an increase in new residents to the City at
buildout when compared to the proposed project. The firefighter to population service ratio would be
substantially similar to the proposed project, as fire protection needs would be required for
commercial/office uses as well as for residential uses. The same holds true for police protection, as the
police officer to population service ratio would be substantially similar to what is currently projected under
the proposed project. Schools would be less impacted under this alternative, as fewer residents mean fewer
students. However, even though the population increase would be slightly reduced compared to the
proposed project, impacts to fire and police services would remain significant and unavoidable, and
substantially similar to the proposed project impacts, as no development impact fees can be collected for
mitigation of significant impacts to fire and police services, similar to the proposed project.
Impacts to libraries and schools would be similar to the proposed project, with the payment of developer
schools fees and the library’s current volume-to-book ratio adequate for development under the City’s
General Plan. Impacts would be less than significant.
Recreation

Presently, Glendale has a deficit of parkland. The overall amount of land designated for parks and recreation
under this alternative would be less than the proposed project. This alternative would, however, result in a
slightly lower population increase than the proposed project. This reduction in population is not enough to
equate for the increase in park-acres per person the proposed project would create. This is a significant
and unavoidable impact under this alternative, with a greater impact than the proposed project.
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Transportation

Under this alternative, three of the intersections currently significantly impacted would become less
impacted than under the proposed project (please refer to Appendix H), although they will continue to run
at LOS D or better, The impacts to intersections would remain significant and unavoidable, although less
so than under the proposed project. This alternative is also expected to lessen existing and future (2030)
freeway traffic when compared to the proposed project, and would be a less-than-significant impact,
similar to the proposed project. As buildout of both the proposed project and this alternative would both be
subject to City code in regards to parking, impacts to parking would be similar to the proposed project and
less than significant. Impacts to emergency access would comply with existing policies contained in the
General Plan and Municipal Code, and would be less than significant, similar to the proposed project.
Utilities

Development under the No Project/Reasonably Foreseeable Alternative would include fewer residential
uses than the proposed project. As the population increase would be less than under the proposed project,
demands on utilities would be correspondingly less, and impacts would be less than significant.
The City has planned for and would have an adequate supply of water available to meet demand under this
impact. As the population increase would be less than under the proposed project, demand on water would
be correspondingly less, and impacts would be less than significant.
The Colorado Street sewer trunk line may have inadequate capacity to handle any further development in
the DSP area, similar to the proposed project. This aspect of utility service would be significant and
unavoidable, similar to the proposed project.
Adequate disposal capacity exists for this alternative, as adequate supply capacity exists for the proposed
project. Demand for waste disposal and generation of solid waste would be substantially similar under this
alternative to the proposed project, and impacts would continue to be less than significant.
Demand for energy would be anticipated to be substantially similar to the proposed project, and less than
significant.
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Table 6-1

Comparison of Impacts of Alternative 1— No Project/Reasonably Foreseeable Development
(Continuation of Existing General Plan) to the Proposed Project

Threshold

Impacts of
Alternative
Compared to
Proposed Project

Comments

Aesthetics
Have a substantial adverse effect on a scenic vista.

Greater than

Greater building heights and densities could result in greater blockage of
viewsheds than under the proposed project.

Substantially damage scenic resources, including, but not limited to,
trees, rock outcroppings, and historic buildings within a state scenic
highway.

Similar

No impact, similar to the proposed project (no state-designated scenic
highways in the vicinity of the project area).

Substantially adversely alter the existing visual character or quality of
the site and its surroundings

Greater than

Greater heights and densities would be allowed than under the proposed
project. No neighborhood protection policies would exist as under the
proposed project.

Create a new source of substantial light or glare which would adversely
affect day or nighttime views in the area.

Greater than

Buildout of the existing General Plan could result in greater heights and
building densities, which would result in greater sources of light and glare,
although these impacts would be LTS, the same as for the proposed
project. Also, program-level mitigation measures would not be
implemented under this alternative.

Shade currently unshaded uses located off the site that are sensitive to
shadow, such as residences, school playgrounds, parks, etc., for more
than two continuous hours between 9:00 A.M. and 3:00 P.M. during the
winter, or 9:00 A.M. and 5:00 P.M. during the summer.

Greater than

Greater height and density could result in greater impacts, but would still
be SU, similar to the proposed project.

Similar

Existing General Plan and zoning ordinance were considered in the
preparation of the 2003 AQMP, and implementation of this alternative
would be consistent with the AQMP.

Similar

Buildout of the existing General Plan is anticipated to exceed the
SCAQMD’s recommended thresholds of significance, similar to the
proposed project. Would not avoid the SU impact of the proposed
project.

Air Quality
Conflict with or obstruct implementation of the applicable air quality
plan.
Violate any state or federal air quality standard or contribute
substantially to an existing or projected air quality violation.
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Table 6-1

Comparison of Impacts of Alternative 1— No Project/Reasonably Foreseeable Development
(Continuation of Existing General Plan) to the Proposed Project

Threshold

Result in a cumulatively considerable net increase of any criteria
pollutant for which the project region is nonattainment under an
applicable federal or state ambient air quality standard (including
releasing emissions which exceed quantitative thresholds for ozone
precursors, including VOCs and NOX).

Impacts of
Alternative
Compared to
Proposed Project

Comments

Similar

Although total air emissions may be less than the proposed project,
impacts related to operation of projects under the existing General Plan
would be SU, similar to the proposed project.

Operation of the proposed project would generate emissions that
exceed South Coast Air Quality Management District thresholds for
VOC, NOX, CO, and PM10.

Similar

Although total air emissions may be less than the proposed project,
impacts related to operation of projects under the existing General Plan
and Zoning Ordinance would be significant and unavoidable, similar to the
proposed project.

Expose sensitive receptors to substantial pollutant concentrations.

Similar

Buildout of the existing General Plan would not create substantial
pollutant concentrations, similar to the proposed project.

Create objectionable odors affecting a substantial number of people.

Similar

Buildout of the existing General Plan would not create objectionable
odors affecting a substantial number of people, similar to the proposed
project.

Have a substantial adverse effect, either directly or through habitat
modification, on any species identified as a candidate, sensitive, or
special status species in local or regional plans, policies, or regulations,
or by the California Department of Fish and Game or U.S. Fish and
Wildlife Service.

Similar

No threatened, endangered, or sensitive species have been reported to
occur within the DSP area. The DSP area is urbanized and biological
impacts would be similar for any development in the area.

Have a substantial adverse effect on any riparian habitat or other
sensitive natural community identified in local or regional plans,
policies, regulations, or by the California Department of Fish and Game
or U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service.

Similar

Buildout of the existing General Plan would not result in disturbance of
existing habitats, similar to the proposed project.

Have a substantial adverse effect on federally protected wetlands, as
defined by Section 404 of the Clean Water Act (including, but not
limited to, marsh, vernal pool, coastal, etc.) through direct removal,
filling, hydrological interruption, or other means.

Similar

Buildout of the existing General Plan would not result in disturbance of
wetland habitats, similar to the proposed project.

Biological Resources
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Table 6-1

Comparison of Impacts of Alternative 1— No Project/Reasonably Foreseeable Development
(Continuation of Existing General Plan) to the Proposed Project

Threshold

Impacts of
Alternative
Compared to
Proposed Project

Comments

Interfere substantially with the movement of any native resident or
migratory fish or wildlife species or with established native resident or
migratory wildlife corridors, or impede the use of native wildlife
nursery sites.

Similar

Buildout of the General Plan would result in the same impacts as the
proposed project.

Conflict with any local policies or ordinances protecting biological
resources, such as a tree preservation policy or ordinance.

Similar

Buildout of the existing General Plan would be required to abide by local
policies and/or ordinances, the same as the proposed project.

Conflict with the provisions of an adopted Habitat Conservation Plan,
Natural Community Conservation Plan, or other approved local,
regional, or state habitat conservation plan.

Similar

There is no Habitat Conservation Plan or other approved plan applicable
to the DSP area.

Cause a substantial adverse change in the significance of a historical
resource as defined in Section 15064.5 of the CEQA Guidelines.

Similar

Buildout of the existing General Plan would have similar potential adverse
changes as the proposed project, as intensive-level surveys and mitigation
measures would still be required; however, demolition of historic
structures could still occur, and the impact would be SU, the same as for
the proposed project.

Cause a substantial adverse change in the significance of an
archaeological resource pursuant to Section 15064.5 of the CEQA
Guidelines.

Similar

Directly or indirectly destroy a unique paleontological resource or site
or unique geologic feature.

Similar

Mitigation measures for the proposed project would similarly reduce
impacts of this alternative to less than significant.

Similar

Following the applicable provisions of the California Health and Safety
Code would ensure that this impact remains less than significant by
ensuring appropriate examination, treatment, and protection of human
remains, as required by state law, similar to the proposed project.

Cultural Resources

Disturb any human remains, including those interred outside formal
cemeteries.

Glendale Downtown Specific Plan Program EIR

Mitigation measures for the proposed project would similarly reduce
impacts of this alternative to less than significant.
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Table 6-1

Comparison of Impacts of Alternative 1— No Project/Reasonably Foreseeable Development
(Continuation of Existing General Plan) to the Proposed Project

Threshold

Impacts of
Alternative
Compared to
Proposed Project

Comments

Geology, Soils, and Mineral Resources
Expose people or structures to potential substantial adverse effects,
including the risk of loss, injury, or death involving:
Greater

Buildout of the existing General Plan could result in greater building
heights and densities, which could expose a greater number of people to
risks from these geologic and seismic hazards, although there could be
fewer residential uses constructed.

Greater than

Buildout of the existing General Plan could result in greater building
heights and densities, which could expose a greater number of people to
risks from unstable soils, although there could be fewer residential uses
constructed.

Be located on expansive soil, as defined in Table 18-1-B of the
California Building Code (2001), creating substantial risks to life or
property.

Greater than

Buildout of the existing General Plan could result in greater building
heights and densities, which could expose a greater number of people to
risks from expansive soils, although there could be fewer residential uses
constructed.

Result in substantial soil erosion or the loss of topsoil.

Similar

All mandatory regulations would be observed, ensuring that potential sitespecific geotechnical conditions will be addressed fully in project design,
same as the proposed project.

Similar

All mandatory regulations would be observed, ensuring that potential sitespecific geotechnical conditions will be addressed fully in project design,
same as the proposed project. All development would be connected to
the existing wastewater conveyance system, similar to the proposed
project. Similar capacity issues would exist on the Colorado Street trunk
line.

Similar

Potentially greater building heights and densities would not be anticipated
to increase this risk and the impact would be similar to the proposed
project.

Fault rupture
Strong seismic groundshaking
Seismic-related ground failure, including liquefaction and
landsliding
Be located on a geologic unit or soil that is unstable, or that would
become unstable as a result of the project, and potentially result in onor off-site landslides, lateral spreading, subsidence, liquefaction, or
collapse.

Have soils incapable of adequately supporting the use of septic tanks or
alternative wastewater disposal systems where sewers are not available
for the disposal of wastewater.
Hazards and Hazardous Materials
Create a significant hazard to the public or the environment through
the routine transport, use, or disposal of hazardous materials.
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Table 6-1

Comparison of Impacts of Alternative 1— No Project/Reasonably Foreseeable Development
(Continuation of Existing General Plan) to the Proposed Project

Threshold

Create a significant hazard to the public or the environment through
reasonably foreseeable upset and accident conditions involving the
release of hazardous materials into the environment.

Impacts of
Alternative
Compared to
Proposed Project

Comments

Similar

Potentially greater building heights and densities would not be anticipated
to increase this risk and the impact would be similar to the proposed
project.

Emit hazardous emissions or handle hazardous or acutely hazardous
materials, substances, or waste within one-quarter mile of an existing
or proposed school.

Similar

Compliance with federal, state, and local laws and regulations would
ensure this impact remains less than significant, similar to the proposed
project (except for toxic air contaminant emissions, as identified in
Section 4.2 (Air Quality), which would be similar under this alternative).

Be located on a site which is included on a list of hazardous materials
sites compiled pursuant to Government Code Section 65962.5 and, as
a result, would create a significant hazard to the public or the
environment.

Similar

Development would occur on the same identified parcels as the proposed
project.

For a project located within an airport land use plan or, where such a
plan has not been adopted, within two miles of a public airport or
public use airport, would the project result in a safety hazard for
people residing or working in the project area.

Similar

The DSP area is not located within an airport land use plan.

For a project within the vicinity of a private airstrip, result in a safety
hazard for people residing or working in the project area.

Greater than

Buildout of the existing General Plan is not located within the vicinity of
an airstrip, same as the proposed project. It is anticipated that with
greater building heights and densities, a greater number of helipads could
be constructed than under the proposed project, but this impact would
remain LTS, similar to the proposed project, although presenting a
greater risk.

Impair implementation of or physically interfere with an adopted
emergency response plan or emergency evacuation plan.

Similar

Compliance would be required with standard City conditions and
requirements and would result in similar impacts with regard to
emergency response plans.

Expose people or structures to a significant risk of loss, injury, or
death involving wildland fires, including where wildlands are adjacent to
urbanized areas or where residences are intermixed with wildlands.

Similar

There is no risk of wildland fires in the DSP area.

Glendale Downtown Specific Plan Program EIR
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Table 6-1

Comparison of Impacts of Alternative 1— No Project/Reasonably Foreseeable Development
(Continuation of Existing General Plan) to the Proposed Project

Threshold

Impacts of
Alternative
Compared to
Proposed Project

Comments

Hydrology and Water Quality
Violate any water quality standards or waste discharge requirements.

Similar

Similar runoff coefficients, although slightly less permeable surfaces may
be developed under this alternative (fewer pocket parks or open spaces).

Substantially deplete groundwater supplies or interfere substantially
with groundwater recharge such that there would be a net deficit in
aquifer volume or a lowering of the local groundwater table level (e.g.,
the production rate of pre-existing nearby wells would drop to a level
which would not support existing land uses or planned uses for which
permits have been granted).

Similar

No significant changes in drainage patterns compared to the proposed
project. The DSP area is not a groundwater recharge area.

Substantially alter the existing drainage pattern of the site or area,
including through the alteration of the course of a stream or river, in a
manner that would result in substantial erosion or siltation on or off
site.

Similar

Similar runoff coefficients, so similar impact to proposed project.

Substantially alter the existing drainage pattern of the site or area,
including through the alteration of the course of a stream or river, or
substantially increase the rate or amount of surface runoff in a manner
that would result in flooding on or off site.

Similar

Despite greater potential building heights and densities, existing drainage
patterns would not be substantially altered.

Create or contribute runoff water which would exceed the capacity of
existing or planned stormwater drainage systems or provide substantial
additional sources of polluted runoff.

Similar

Similar runoff retention requirements would be required with
implementation of this alternative.

Otherwise substantially degrade water quality.

Similar

Similar requirements for water quality controls would be implemented
under this alternative.

Greater than

Buildout of the General Plan could result in greater building heights and
densities than under the proposed project. In addition, the landscape and
masonry buffers described in the design guidelines of the DSP would not
be implemented to help protect adjacent residential communities from
the impacts of higher-density development in the DSP area.

Land Use/Planning
Intensify development within the DSP area that creates
incompatibilities with adjacent land uses.
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Table 6-1

Comparison of Impacts of Alternative 1— No Project/Reasonably Foreseeable Development
(Continuation of Existing General Plan) to the Proposed Project

Threshold

Impacts of
Alternative
Compared to
Proposed Project

Comments

Physical division of an established community.

Similar

Buildout of the existing General Plan would be consistent with all
permitted uses at time of development, same as the proposed project.

Conflict with any applicable land use plan, policy, or regulation of an
agency with jurisdiction over the project (including, but not limited to,
the general plan, specific plan, or zoning ordinance) adopted for the
purpose of avoiding or mitigating an environmental effect.

Similar

Buildout of the existing General Plan would be consistent with all
permitted uses at time of development, same as the proposed project.

Conflict with any applicable habitat conservation plan or natural
community conservation plan.

Similar

There is no habitat conservation plan or natural community conservation
plan applicable to the project area.

Greater than

Buildout under the General Plan would result in greater development of
office and commercial uses than under the proposed project, which could
result in adverse effects on existing neighborhood and regional
commercial uses in the City.

Expose persons to or generate noise levels in excess of standards
established in the local general plan or noise ordinance, or applicable
standards of other agencies.

Greater than

Greater densities and building heights would result in greater noise
impacts from increased traffic.

Expose persons to or generate excessive groundborne vibration or
groundborne noise levels.

Similar

Vibration impacts from construction would be substantially similar to the
proposed project.

Cause a substantial permanent increase in ambient noise levels in the
project vicinity above levels existing without the project.

Greater than

Greater amount of vehicular traffic.

Cause a substantial temporary or periodic increase in ambient noise
levels in the project vicinity above levels existing without the project.

Similar

Construction noise impacts would be similar. Impacts on sensitive
receptors in the immediate vicinity would be slightly less due to less
residential development under this alternative.

Expose people residing or working in the project site to excessive
noise levels from a project located within an airport land use plan or,
where such a plan has not been adopted, within 2 miles of a public
airport or public use airport.

Similar

The DSP area is not located within an airport land use plan or in the
vicinity of a private airstrip.

Result in urban decay or urban blight (i.e., significant physical changes in
the environment).
Noise

Glendale Downtown Specific Plan Program EIR
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Table 6-1

Comparison of Impacts of Alternative 1— No Project/Reasonably Foreseeable Development
(Continuation of Existing General Plan) to the Proposed Project

Threshold

Expose people residing or working in the project site to excessive
noise levels from a project located within the vicinity of a private
airstrip.

Impacts of
Alternative
Compared to
Proposed Project

Comments

Greater than

Buildout of the existing General Plan could result in greater impacts from
noise from helipad operations, as a greater number of helipads could be
constructed under this alternative.

Induce substantial population growth in an area, either directly (for
example, by proposing new homes and businesses) or indirectly (for
example, through extension of roads or other infrastructure).

Greater than

Direct population growth would be less, as fewer residential uses would
be constructed; indirect growth due to employment would be greater
than the growth under the proposed project. Would not improve
jobs/housing balance. Would not result in the cumulative population
impact identified for the proposed project (exceedance of SCAG
projections). This alternative could exacerbate a future housing shortage
in the City, which would be a greater impact than under the proposed
project.

Displace substantial numbers of existing housing, necessitating the
construction of replacement housing elsewhere.

Similar

Buildout of the existing General Plan could result in the demolition of
existing residential uses, the same as the proposed project.

Displace substantial numbers of people, necessitating the construction
of replacement housing elsewhere.

Similar

Buildout of the existing General Plan could result in the displacement of
any people currently residing in the project area, the same as the
proposed project.

Similar

Buildout of the General Plan would not result in as substantial a resident
population increase compared to the proposed project, as fewer
residential uses would be provided. The impact on schools would be less
than the proposed project, and similar to for Police Protection, Fire
Protection, and Library Services. This alternative would not reduce the
significance of the SU impacts of the proposed project..

Population and Housing

Public Services
Result in substantial adverse physical impacts associated with the
provision of new or physically altered governmental facilities, the
construction of which could cause significant environmental impacts, in
order to maintain acceptable service ratios, response times, or other
performance objectives for any of the public services:

Fire Protection
Police Protection
Schools
Other public facilities
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Table 6-1

Comparison of Impacts of Alternative 1— No Project/Reasonably Foreseeable Development
(Continuation of Existing General Plan) to the Proposed Project

Threshold

Impacts of
Alternative
Compared to
Proposed Project

Comments

Recreation
Increase the use of existing neighborhood and regional parks or other
recreational facilities such that substantial physical deterioration of the
facility would occur or be accelerated.

Greater than

Increase in park-acres per person would not be implemented as under
the proposed project.

Include recreational facilities or require the construction or expansion
of recreational facilities that might have an adverse physical effect on
the environment.

Similar

All construction impacts addressed in other technical sections of the EIR
would be similar.

Cause an increase in traffic which is substantial in relation to the
existing traffic load and capacity of the street system (i.e., result in a
substantial increase in either the number of vehicle trips, the volume to
capacity ratio on roads, or congestion at intersections).

Slightly less
than

Under this alternative, three of the intersections currently significantly
impacted would become less impacted than under the proposed project
(please refer to Appendix H), although they will continue to run at LOS D
or better, The impacts to intersections would remain significant and
unavoidable, although less so than under the proposed project. This
alternative is also expected to lessen existing and future (2030) freeway
traffic when compared to the proposed project, and would be a less-thansignificant impact, similar to the proposed project

Exceed, either individually or cumulatively, a level of service standard
established by the county congestion management agency for
designated roads or highways.

Slightly less
than

Three fewer intersections would be impacted than under the proposed
project.

Result in inadequate emergency access.

Similar

Emergency access policies would continue to be implemented under this
alternative, the same as for the proposed project.

Result in inadequate parking capacity.

Similar

All development in the DSP area would be subject to Municipal Code
standards, and impacts would be similar to the proposed project.

Conflict with adopted policies, plans, or programs supporting
alternative transportation (e.g., bus turnouts, bicycle racks).

Similar

Implementation of the existing General Plan would not conflict with its
own policies supporting alternative transportation, similar to the
proposed project.

Transportation/Traffic

Glendale Downtown Specific Plan Program EIR
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Table 6-1

Comparison of Impacts of Alternative 1— No Project/Reasonably Foreseeable Development
(Continuation of Existing General Plan) to the Proposed Project

Threshold

Impacts of
Alternative
Compared to
Proposed Project

Comments

Utilities and Service Systems
Slightly less
than

Demand for potable and non-potable water would be slightly less due to
fewer residential units being constructed (higher demand rates than for
commercial/office uses) and less square footage of office space. The
difference in demand, however, would be negligible.

Slightly less
than

Demand for water treatment facilities or expansion of existing facilities
would be slightly less than under the proposed project (higher demand
rates than for commercial/office uses). The difference, however, would be
negligible.

Slightly less
than

Buildout of the existing General Plan would lead to the creation of slightly
less wastewater than buildout of the proposed project due to lower
generation rates for commercial/office uses than residential uses. The
difference, however, would be negligible.

Require or result in the construction of new wastewater treatment
facilities or expansion of existing facilities, the construction of which
could cause significant environmental effects.

Slightly less
than

Buildout of the existing General Plan would lead to the creation of slightly
less wastewater than buildout of the proposed project due to lower
generation rates for commercial/office uses than residential uses. The
difference, however, would be negligible.

Result in a determination (by the wastewater treatment provider that
serves or may serve the Project) that it has inadequate capacity to
serve the Project’s projected demand in addition to the provider’s
existing commitments.

Slightly less
than

Buildout of the existing General Plan would lead to the creation of slightly
less wastewater than buildout of the proposed project due to lower
generation rates for commercial/office uses than residential uses. The
difference, however, would be negligible.

Similar

Buildout of the existing General Plan would lead to the creation of similar
quantities of solid waste compared to the proposed project

Similar

Buildout of the existing General Plan would be required to comply with
all federal, state, and local statutes and regulations related to solid waste,
same as the proposed project.

Water Supply
Result in insufficient water supplies available to serve the project from
existing entitlements and resources.
Require or result in the construction of new water treatment facilities
or expansion of existing facilities, the construction of which could
cause significant environmental effects.
Wastewater
Exceed wastewater treatment requirements of the applicable Regional
Water Quality Control Board.

Solid Waste
Be served by a landfill with insufficient permitted capacity to
accommodate the project’s solid waste disposal needs.
Result in non-compliance with federal, state, and local statutes and
regulations related to solid waste.
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Table 6-1

Comparison of Impacts of Alternative 1— No Project/Reasonably Foreseeable Development
(Continuation of Existing General Plan) to the Proposed Project

Threshold

Impacts of
Alternative
Compared to
Proposed Project

Energy
Require or result in the construction of new energy production and/or
transmission facilities or expansion of existing facilities, the
construction of which could cause significant environmental effects.

Glendale Downtown Specific Plan Program EIR

Similar

Comments

Buildout of the existing General Plan would result in similar demand for
energy compared to the proposed project. The differences in energy
usage would be negligible for commercial/retail land uses compared to
inclusion of some residential units.
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6.3.2

Alternative 2—Reduced (Mid-Rise) Project (A)

 Description
Implementation of Alternative 2 could result in less residential and office use development than the
proposed project. This alternative would permit height limitations of four to six stories in the Orange
Central and Transitional Districts, with provisions for twelve-story buildings on selected blocks, as shown in
Figure 6-1, compared to height ranges from two to eighteen stories (twenty-five stories with incentives)
within the proposed project as shown in Figure 3-7 of Chapter 3 (Project Description). Policies within the
proposed Specific Plan would still be adopted. Specific development characteristics that would be allowed
under this alternative relative to the proposed Specific Plan are specified in Table 6-2.
Table 6-2

Alternative 2 and Specific Plan Characteristics
Potential
Residential
Units

Potential Office

Potential Retail

Jobs Createda

Population from
Residential
Developmentb

Alternative 2

3,915

1,701,462 sf

-87,833 sf

3,315

7,047

Proposed Specific Plan

3,980

1,738,962 sf

-87,833 sf

3,390

7,166

Source: City of Glendale, 2006
a Office
b

jobs based on 387 sf/job or 0.002 jobs/sf; Retail jobs based on 945 sf/job or 0.001 jobs/sf
Residential population based on 2.25 persons per residential unit

 Impacts
Aesthetics

The types of impacts associated with obstruction/alteration of scenic resources within a State- or locally
designated scenic highway, degradation of scenic vistas, changes in visual character and quality, and
increased light and glare would be roughly similar to the proposed project under this alternative (with a few
minor exceptions), as the overall character of the project area at buildout would be similar. Similar changes
could occur throughout the project area, and development would be subject to the same policies, standards,
and guidelines as presented in the proposed project.
Similar to the proposed project, because the downtown area is neither located proximate to a Statedesignated highway, nor within a designated view corridor associated with a scenic highway,
implementation of this alternative would have no impact on scenic resources within a State scenic highway
view corridor.
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Similar to the proposed project, this alternative could result in obstruction of views of a scenic vista and/or
focal views of places of public interest (e.g., historic resources, public art, or landmarks). Views of
mountain ranges from within the downtown area are generally taken from viewsheds looking down street
corridors, between existing buildings. Similar to the proposed project, this alternative would not develop
new structures within street rights-of-ways so existing viewsheds would not be blocked and views of the
mountains from within the downtown area would be preserved. Since development under this alternative
would be less intense and lower in proposed height than the structures under the proposed project, the
impacts upon scenic vistas of mountains from this alternative would be less than the proposed project and
are considered less than significant.
Development under this alternative would result in changes to the visual character and quality of the
downtown area. Similar to the proposed project, temporary adversely alter visual conditions associated with
construction activities under this alternative would be temporary visual distractions typically associated with
construction activities and equipment. As such, construction-related visual impacts associated with this
alternative are considered less than significant, and would be equal to the proposed project.
This alternative would result in permanent impacts to the visual character or quality of the downtown area.
The development proposed under this alternative would be reduced in density and height, resulting in lower
building height overall (maximum of twelve stories) in the Orange-Central District, as compared to a
maximum of eighteen stories under the proposed project. Even with implementation of design guidelines,
including landscaped areas and masonry buffers, the new development proposed under this alternative
would still result in degradation of the visual quality in the Orange-Central District, as the increased heights
would represent a substantial change over existing conditions in these districts. However, the impact,
though still significant and unavoidable, would be less than under the proposed project, as one-third less
height would be allowed. While the same design guidelines and new landscaping applicable to the proposed
project would be applied to this alternative, the new development proposed under this alternative would
generally improve the visual character of the DSP area and surrounding areas of downtown, the visual
quality impacts of this alternative would still be significant and unavoidable, but less than the proposed
project.
Light and glare would also be expected to increase with implementation of this alternative, similar to the
proposed project. This alternative includes the same mitigation measures applicable to the proposed project
to ensure that future project design features would be developed to ensure that lighting and glare impacts
from specific development projects would remain at less than significant levels. In consideration of alreadysubstantial existing ambient lighting and glare in the DSP area, adverse environmental impacts from
increased light and glare associated with this alternative are anticipated to be less than significant.
The provision of appropriate mitigation measures and specific project design features would ensure that
lighting and glare impacts from specific development projects under this alternative would remain at lessthan-significant levels.

Glendale Downtown Specific Plan Program EIR
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Similar to the proposed project, new sources of increased shade would likely result from new development
under this alternative, although slightly less than under the proposed project because building heights in
identified districts would be lower. Since there is typically no feasible mitigation available to reduce or
eliminate shading impacts, this impact is considered significant and unavoidable.
Air Quality

Implementation of this alternative would not provide new sources of regional air emissions that would
conflict with, and impair, implementation of the Air Quality Management Plan (AQMP). Implementation of
Alternative 2 would result in less residential development than the proposed project. Because future
population levels would still be consistent with SCAG projections, this alternative would also be considered
consistent with the 2003 AQMP. Similar to the proposed project, this impact would be considered less
than significant, similar to the proposed project.
The total amount of emissions generated, including criteria pollutants, under this alternative would be less
than that of the proposed project, as this alternative would result in a slightly lesser amount of construction.
However, the total emissions generated by construction of individual projects, which may have overlapping
schedules would be expected to remain in exceedance of SCAQMD thresholds. Construction impacts on air
quality would remain significant and unavoidable, although they would be less in magnitude than
compared to the proposed project.
Although total air emissions may be less than the proposed project, operation of projects under this
alternative would remain significant and unavoidable, even though the reduced development would
reduce the magnitude of this impact.
Operational emissions under buildout of this alternative are shown in Table 6-3 (Alternative 2 Daily
Operational Emissions). This impact would be of a lesser magnitude due to the slight reduction in
development envisioned under this alternative resulting a fewer total vehicle trips. The resulting air quality
impacts would be less than significant, and would be less than the proposed project.
Table 6-3
Emissions Source

Alternative 2 Daily Operational Emissions
Emissions in Pounds per Day
CO
SOX

VOC

NOX

Water and Space Heating

3.10

40.87

22.09

0.00

0.08

Landscape Maintenance

0.18

0.02

1.26

0.00

0.00

Consumer Products

191.53

—

—

—

—

Architectural Coatings

86.81

—

—

—

—

Motor Vehicles

131.82

138.26

1,145.86

1.90

289.50

413.45

179.13

1,169.22

1.90

289.58

SCAQMD Thresholds (lb/day)

55.00

55.00

550.00

150.00

150.00

Significant Impact

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

Maximum Daily Emissions

PM10

SOURCE: EIP Associates 2006. Calculation sheets are provided in Appendix C.
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Development under this alternative would not be expected to generate objectionable odors that would
affect a substantial number of people. This impact would be less than significant, similar to the proposed
project.
Biological Resources

As described in the Environmental Setting, the majority of the project area has been developed, paved, or
landscaped and supports largely non-native plant species. Suitable habitat for sensitive mammal, reptile,
amphibian, or fish species does not exist within the DSP or adjacent areas, and there are no wildlife
migration corridors. In addition, no threatened, endangered, or sensitive species have been reported to
occur within the DSP area. Impacts would be less than significant, similar to the proposed project.
Some migratory avian species and other raptors may use portions of the site and adjacent areas during
breeding season, and are protected under the Migratory Bird Treaty Act (MTBA). Specific areas of concern
would be those portions of the proposed project area that contain large landscaping trees (windrows) or
other suitable vegetation such as medium size woody vegetation that could also be used for nesting by such
species as the southwestern willow flycatcher. Impacts to migratory birds would be addressed through
project-specific Mitigation Measures and compliance with the MBTA, similar to the proposed project, and
impacts would be reduced to less-than-significant levels.
Cultural Resources

Development under this alternative would result in different building densities and building heights,
although this difference would not substantially affect the level of impacts to cultural resources. Grounddisturbing activities could continue to occur in order to accommodate new development. Consequently, the
potential of encountering fossil-bearing soils and rock formations, destroying below-ground paleontological
resources, affecting archaeological sites and sites of cultural significance to Native Americans would still
occur, similar to the proposed project. Given the lack of any documented buried cultural resources in the
area, the probability of uncovering these resources is considered low. Mitigation measures identified for the
proposed project would apply and would reduce impacts to less than significant.
Because development could still occur on the same parcels within the DSP, regardless of its intensity, the
potential demolition of historic structures could still occur. Even though the mitigation measures associated
with protection of historic resources for the proposed project would apply, impacts would remain
significant and unavoidable, similar to the proposed project.
Geology and Soils

Slightly less residential and office development is proposed under this alternative, and thus, site-specific
geologic hazards would be of a slightly lesser magnitude than the proposed project because less overall
development would reduce the risk of exposure to geologic hazards.
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Similar to the proposed project, existing regulations that address groundshaking and ground failure issues
(such as liquefaction), and adherence to the requirements of the Building and Safety Code would reduce
impacts associated with seismically induced groundshaking and ground failure to a less-than-significant
level.
Adherence to the soil and foundation support parameters and the grading requirements in the Building and
Safety Code, which is required by City and state law, would also ensure the maximum practicable
protection available from soil failures (i.e., lateral spreading, subsidence, liquefaction, collapse, and
expansive soils) under static or dynamic conditions. Similar to the proposed project, these impacts would be
less than significant.
Compliance with the NPDES permit process, the Building and Safety Code requirements and additional City
requirements would minimize potential effects from erosion. Consequently, similar to the proposed
project, the potential impact associated with topsoil erosion would be less than significant.
Hazards

Impacts related to Hazards and Hazardous Materials would be largely similar to the proposed project, as the
intensity of development would not substantially affect the potential for impacts to this resource. A number
of parcels within the Specific Plan area are listed in the ERS report as being on various government lists for
hazardous materials. Similar to the proposed project, there is potential for encountering soil contamination
at the listed sites during construction, which could create a significant hazard to the public or the
environment. Mitigation Measures identified for the proposed project would reduce this impact to a lessthan-significant level.
Construction and operational activities under this alternative could involve the routine use, storage,
transport, or disposal of hazardous materials in an identical fashion as the proposed project. This would
include materials typically used in construction (e.g., diesel fuel, paints and solvents), cleaning products
used in maintenance of commercial and residential space, auto repair and medical facility products, and
fertilizers and pesticides used in maintenance of landscaped areas. Compliance with applicable federal, state
and local regulations related to the use, storage and transport of such materials would ensure that this
impact would be less than significant, similar to the proposed project.
Similar to the proposed project, under this alternative, the City would be required to create an updated
emergency response plan for the project area to ensure adequate emergency access and evacuation. Site
plans for future development within the Specific Plan area would be reviewed by the Glendale City Fire
Department as well as the City of Glendale Planning Department to ensure adequate police, ambulance, and
fire personnel access to the proposed project area. In addition, future developments would likely require
further environmental analysis under CEQA which would include impact analysis of fire, police, and
ambulance access. Traffic impacts within the Specific Plan area which could impact response plans and
evacuation plans would be required to be mitigated to less than significant levels. After implementation of
identified mitigation measures for the proposed project, development initiated under this alternative would
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not interfere with any emergency response or evacuation plans. This impact is considered less than
significant, similar to the proposed project.
Although projects at the parcels within the DSP area listed in Alternative 2 would involve the use of some
hazardous materials within the Specific Plan area, applicable laws regarding upset and accident preparation
and response would continue to be implemented as required in the proposed project. Existing regulations
would be expected to minimize the potential for exposure to adverse health or safety effects. Therefore,
development under this alternative would not involve the use of materials in a manner that poses any
substantial hazards to people, or to animal or plant populations. Furthermore, the City of Glendale Fire
Department would continue to provide emergency response services. As mentioned above, this alternative
would not interfere with emergency response plans or emergency evacuation plans relating to hazardous
materials because each of the future projects within the proposed Specific Plan area would be required to go
through plan checks with the fire department in addition to further environmental review of fire and
emergency services. The types of hazardous materials anticipated are expected to be limited to regulated
types and quantities. For these reasons, Alternative 2 would result in a less-than-significant impact related
to the upset and accidental release of hazardous materials into the environment, similar to the proposed
project.
There are five Glendale Unified School District facilities within one-quarter mile of the Specific Plan area in
Alternative 2, and six private school facilities. As mentioned above, the future developments under
Alternative 2 could handle and/or store potentially hazardous materials within the Specific Plan area;
however, the types of hazardous materials anticipated are limited to regulated types and quantities.
Compliance with all applicable local, state, and federal laws, and regulations associated with hazards and
hazardous materials would ensure that development under this alternative would result in a less-thansignificant environmental impact related to the emission or handling of hazardous materials within the
vicinity of schools, similar to the proposed project.
Since this alternative includes mid-rise versus high-rise development in identified districts, the safety hazards
from helipad operations would be somewhat less than under the proposed project, as fewer helipads would
be constructed for low-rise development. This impact would be less than significant for this alternative,
similar to, although slightly less than, the proposed project.
Hydrology and Water Quality

Implementation of Alternative 2 would not result in significant impacts to hydrology or water quality. Less
residential and office development would occur, thereby slightly reducing hydrology and water quality
impacts. Grading and other earth moving activities during construction of individual projects within the
project area could lead to an increase in suspended solids from surface flows during storm events, which
could also impact surface water quality during storm events; however, any proposed development within
the DSP area under this alternative would have to satisfy all applicable requirements of the NPDES Program
and the Glendale Municipal Code, including the preparation of a SWPPP, similar to the proposed project.
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Compliance with these requirements would ensure that all construction related impacts to water quality and
waste discharge requirements would be less than significant.
During operational activities, pollutants may also be washed from the streets during non-storm events and
this effect has the potential to degrade water quality and may result in significant impacts; however,
development projects have a responsibility under the NPDES Municipal Permit No. CAS004001, to ensure
pollutant loads from the projects do not exceed total maximum daily loads for downstream receiving
waters. Under this alternative, development projects within the DSP area would be required to submit and
then implement a SUSMP containing design features BMPs appropriate and applicable to the individual
projects. Potential water quality impacts would be less than significant with the preparation of required
SUSMPs and implementation of the applicable BMPs, similar to the proposed project.
Groundwater use as a result of implementation of this alternative would be in accordance to existing plans
and projections and would not substantially deplete groundwater supplies. In addition, the project area is
currently not used for groundwater recharge activities and the site is developed with primarily impervious
surfaces. Under existing conditions, there is little, if any, potential for natural groundwater recharge to
occur, and there is no facilitated groundwater recharge. Under this alternative, impervious surface
characteristics would not be greatly altered, and no facilitated groundwater recharge facilities are planned.
Existing areas of pervious surfaces that are not being modified would remain and potential recharge would
not be changed. Improvement of existing impervious areas to more pervious conditions would not greatly
alter surface hydrology and would not significantly alter infiltration or groundwater recharge.
Consequently, development under this alternative would result in less-than-significant impact to
groundwater supplies or recharge, similar to the proposed project.
The project area is developed and served by existing storm water collection and conveyance systems, and
does not contain a stream or river. Although slightly less residential and office development would occur
under this alternative, construction activities associated with development would not require any substantial
changes to the existing drainage patterns of the area. Furthermore, individual projects developed under this
alternative would include project design features that would aid in the conveyance of storm water to
existing facilities. All runoff would continue to be conveyed via streets and gutters to storm drain locations
within the project area. The identified project requirement for the proposed project would still apply and
would ensure that impacts associated with drainage regarding erosion or flooding would remain less than
significant, similar to the proposed project.
The project area is an urbanized environment with no natural drainage and mostly impervious surfaces.
Urban contaminants in runoff from the proposed project area could lower the quality of stormwater runoff
both during and after construction. Sediment-laden runoff from construction and post-construction
operations at the site could enter the City’s storm drain system, and contribute to degradation water
quality; however, any potentially significant impacts on water quality during construction and postconstruction phases would be reduced to less than significant levels through compliance with the
identified PRs, and existing SUSMPs and implementation of the applicable BMPs. Because slightly less
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construction would occur under this alternative, this impact would be slightly less than the proposed
project.
Similar to the proposed project, implementation of this alternative, which would result in slightly less
residential and office development, would not otherwise substantially degrade water quality, place housing
or structures within a 100-year flood zone, or expose people or structures to a significant risk of loss,
injury, or death involving flooding, including flooding as a result of the failure of a levee or dam. There
would be no impact with respect to these thresholds. In addition, there would be no impact that would
expose people or structures under this alternative to a significant risk of loss, injury, or death involving
inundation by a seiche, tsunami, or mudflow.
Land Use

Existing land uses within the project area are primarily characterized as commercial with pockets of highdensity residential uses in the northwestern and northeastern portions of the downtown area. Development
under this alternative would include a higher degree of mid-rise residential mixed use development spread
across the downtown area compared to the proposed project, and slightly fewer total residential units and
office use would be constructed overall. Minor inconsistencies would occur between Alternative 2 and the
existing applicable land use plans governing development of the project area, similar to that identified for
the proposed project. Amendments to the General Plan and Zoning Code would be undertaken to ensure
conformity with the development proposed under this alternative. Similar to the proposed project, the
intention of this alternative is to provide mixed use residential and mixed use commercial communities,
which would enhance the efficiency and daily activity within the project area (although slightly less
residential would be allowed.) In addition, the neighborhoods/districts outlined under the existing General
Plan loosely conform to the types of uses and neighborhoods identified under this alternative. Further, the
goals and policies of the Town Center Specific Plan are consistent with those identified for the proposed
project (which would also apply to this alternative), which includes the integration of residential uses into
the downtown area and contributing to a greater identity within the project area. Implementation of this
alternative would not alter the types or densities of the preferred uses within the Town Center Specific Plan
area. As such, this alternative is consistent with the City’s Central Redevelopment Plan, the GDSP, and the
Town Center Specific Plan. Overall changes to the land use character would be similar to that described for
the proposed project, but would result in slightly different densities and lower building heights. On the
whole, impacts would be less than significant under this alternative, and similar to the proposed project.
Noise

Under Alternative 2, future development could expose sensitive receptors in the project area to excessive
noise levels because residential uses would be developed adjacent to commercial retail uses. Consequently,
the noise impacts to residential land uses along major thoroughfares would be similar to the proposed
project, and would remain significant and unavoidable.
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Similar to the proposed project, construction activities under this alternative would be subject to the City’s
Municipal Code standards, and unreasonably loud construction noise would be controlled. This impact
would be less than significant, similar to the proposed project.
Future development under this alternative could expose persons to vibration levels generated during
construction activities. As there are no mitigation measures available that would ensure that the threshold
would not be exceeded in all cases, this would be a significant and unavoidable impact, similar to the
proposed project.
Future development under Alternative 2 would generate or expose persons to noise levels in excess of City
standards. Although developments would be required to comply with existing noise standards, noise effects
on existing noise-sensitive uses could remain. Consequently, this impact would be similar to the proposed
project, and would be significant and unavoidable.
Reduced development under Alternative 2 would not result in substantial permanent increases in trafficrelated ambient noise levels. Development would increase over existing conditions, although slightly less
than the proposed project, which would result in additional motor vehicles traveling throughout the City
and other sources of ambient noise. Table 6-4 (Traffic Noise Impacts for Year 2006 Alternative 2 Buildout
Compared to Existing Conditions) shows the increased traffic-related noise caused by implementation of
Alternative 2 and compares them to existing conditions. As shown, because slightly less development would
occur under this alternative, it is anticipated that the increased traffic on local roads would also be slightly
less than the proposed project, and would result in a less-than-significant impact, similar to the proposed
project.
Table 6-4

Traffic Noise Impacts for Year 2006 Alternative 2 Buildout
Compared to Existing Conditions

Roadway Segment

Existing
Conditions

Noise Levels in dBA CNEL at 50 feet
Year 2006 With
Alternative 2
Significance
Traffic Volumes
Threshold1
Increase

Exceeds
Significance
Threshold?

Central Ave./SR-134 WB Ramps to
Brand Ave./SR-134 WB Ramps

64.4

64.6

0.2

3.0

No

Central Ave./SR-134 EB Ramps to
Brand Ave./SR-134 EB Ramps

64.1

64.3

0.2

3.0

No

Monterey Rd./SR-134 WB Ramps to
Monterey Rd./Brand Blvd.

65.1

65.1

0.0

3.0

No

Monterey Rd./SR-134 WB Ramps to
Monterey Rd./Glendale Ave.

67.2

67.6

0.4

3.0

No

Pacific Ave./Lexington Dr. to Central
Ave./Lexington Dr.

59.0

58.7

-0.3

3.0

No

Central Ave./Lexington Dr. to Brand
Blvd./Lexington Dr.

62.4

62.7

0.3

3.0

No

Brand Blvd./Lexington Dr. to Glendale
Ave./Lexington Dr.

63.7

63.7

0.0

3.0

No
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Table 6-4

Traffic Noise Impacts for Year 2006 Alternative 2 Buildout
Compared to Existing Conditions

Roadway Segment

Existing
Conditions

Noise Levels in dBA CNEL at 50 feet
Year 2006 With
Alternative 2
Significance
Traffic Volumes
Increase
Threshold1

Exceeds
Significance
Threshold?

Pacific Ave./Wilson Ave. to Central
Ave./Wilson Ave.

62.4

62.6

0.2

3.0

No

Central Ave./Wilson Ave. to Brand
Blvd./Wilson Ave.

65.2

65.5

0.3

3.0

No

Brand Blvd./Wilson Ave. to Glendale
Ave./Wilson Ave.

65.7

65.9

0.2

3.0

No

Pacific Ave./Broadway to Central
Ave./Broadway

67.8

67.6

-0.2

3.0

No

Central Ave./Broadway to Brand
Blvd./Broadway

67.0

65.4

-1.6

3.0

No

Brand Blvd./Broadway to Glendale
Ave./Broadway

67.2

67.3

0.1

3.0

No

S. Kenilworth Ave./Colorado St. to
Pacific Ave./Colorado St.

69.9

70.0

0.1

3.0

No

Pacific Ave./Colorado St. to Central
Ave./Colorado St.

69.7

69.8

0.1

3.0

No

Central Ave./Colorado St. to Brand
Blvd./Colorado St.

69.1

69.2

0.1

3.0

No

Brand Blvd./Colorado St. to Glendale
Ave./Colorado St.

68.9

68.8

-0.1

3.0

No

Central Ave./Chevy Chase Dr. to
Brand Ave./Chevy Chase Dr.

66.7

67.8

0.1

3.0

No

Pacific Ave./SR-134 EB Ramps to
Pacific Ave./Lexington Dr.

68.2

68.3

0.1

3.0

No

Central Ave./SR-134 EB Ramps to
Central Ave./Lexington Dr.

70.8

71.2

0.4

3.0

No

Brand Blvd./SR-134 EB Ramps to
Brand Blvd./Lexington Dr.

70.6

70.9

0.3

3.0

No

Glendale Ave./SR-134 EB Ramps to
Glendale Ave./Lexington Dr.

73.3

73.3

0.0

3.0

No

Pacific Ave./Lexington Dr. to Pacific
Ave./Wilson Ave.

66.8

66.9

0.1

3.0

No

Central Ave./Lexington Dr. to Central
Ave./Wilson Ave.

69.7

69.9

0.2

3.0

No

Brand Blvd./Lexington Dr. to Brand
Blvd./Wilson Ave.

67.8

68.1

0.4

3.0

No

Glendale Ave./Lexington Dr. to
Glendale Ave./Wilson Ave.

68.8

68.8

0.0

3.0

No

Pacific Ave./Wilson Ave. to Pacific
Ave./Broadway

66.6

67.0

0.4

3.0

No
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Table 6-4

Traffic Noise Impacts for Year 2006 Alternative 2 Buildout
Compared to Existing Conditions

Roadway Segment

Existing
Conditions

Noise Levels in dBA CNEL at 50 feet
Year 2006 With
Alternative 2
Significance
Traffic Volumes
Increase
Threshold1

Exceeds
Significance
Threshold?

Central Ave./Wilson Ave. to Central
Ave./Broadway

69.9

70.1

0.2

3.0

No

Brand Blvd./Wilson Ave. to Brand
Blvd./Broadway

67.7

68.0

0.3

3.0

No

Glendale Ave./Wilson Ave. to
Glendale Ave./Broadway

68.5

68.5

0.0

3.0

No

Pacific Ave./Broadway to Pacific
Ave./Colorado St.

66.2

66.4

0.2

3.0

No

Central Ave./Broadway to Central
Ave./Colorado St.

69.6

69.9

0.3

3.0

No

Brand Blvd./Broadway to Brand
Blvd./Colorado St.

68.3

68.4

0.1

3.0

No

Glendale Ave./Broadway to Glendale
Ave./Colorado St.

68.5

68.5

0.0

3.0

No

Pacific Ave./Colorado St. to Pacific
Ave./San Fernando Rd.

64.5

64.7

0.2

3.0

No

Central Ave./Colorado St. to Central
Ave./Chevy Chase Dr.

69.9

70.2

0.3

3.0

No

Brand Blvd./Colorado St. to Brand
Blvd./Chevy Chase Dr.

68.4

68.6

0.2

3.0

No

Glendale Ave./Colorado St. to
Glendale Ave./Chevy Chase Dr.

68.2

68.2

0.0

3.0

No

SOURCE:

EIP Associates 2006 (calculation data and results are provided in Appendix G)

Population and Housing

The proposed infill development under this alternative would make maximum use of existing infrastructure,
and future development would be required to include provisions to make any necessary improvements and
to fund their fair share allocation of those costs. Thus, the indirect population growth impact resulting from
infrastructure improvements associated with this alternative are considered less than significant, similar to
the proposed project.
Full buildout of Alternative 2 would result in similar impacts to population and housing as compared to the
proposed project. Reduced development potential would include approximately sixty-six fewer residential
units, among other density and height land use changes. The reduction in residential units would also reduce
the anticipated population by approximately 121 residents, for a total increase of approximately 7,045
persons. Because the projected increase of the anticipated residents in the City resulting from the proposed
project is within, or under the limit of, the total population increase projected for the City between 2005
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and 2020, and because this alternative would result in fewer new residents, the forecasted population
growth in the City is not considered substantial relative to the surrounding areas. Due to the fact that the
population growth forecasted for the City of Glendale is not considered substantial in comparison to the
surrounding areas (i.e., Arroyo-Verdugo Subregion and Los Angeles County) and the direct population
increase associated with the proposed project housing units was “planned for” due to its inclusion in the
population/housing projections and planning documents (e.g., City General Plan, SCAG RHNA), the
impacts associated with the direct population growth as a result of this alternative are considered less than
significant.
Because fewer residential units could be constructed and a resulting lower population increase would occur
under this alternative, this impact would be slightly less in magnitude when compared to the proposed
project. In addition, because the same amount of office and commercial space could be developed under this
alternative as compared to the proposed project, the anticipated increase of approximately 3,315 employees
as a result of future development in the project area would constitute a less-than-significant population
impact, similar to the proposed project.
While Alternative 2 does not specifically authorize the demolition and redevelopment of specific residential
units, similar to the proposed project, the changes in land use designations and redevelopment goals would
create opportunities for the demolition of current residential uses and redevelopment of new uses in their
place. The demolition of current residential uses would displace the people currently residing in affected
units. Although slightly fewer residential units could be developed under this alternative as compared to the
proposed project, this alternative would still result in the creation of additional housing units in the project
area. A net increase in residential housing units over existing conditions would result from this alternative.
It is also important to note that the existing residential parcels/units within the project area are privately
owned and the City does not have eminent domain authority to acquire the residential parcels for the
purpose of redeveloping them into non-public uses. Therefore, any redevelopment of the existing
residential uses (that would displace existing residents) would be under the purview of the private
landowners. The construction of replacement housing to offset the loss of existing residential units on
redeveloped land parcels in the project area would all be contained within the plan area. No additional
housing would be required outside of the boundaries of the project area to replace the potentially displaced
existing housing (and the residents occupying the housing). Due to the fact that the displacement of existing
housing and residents would be mitigated by a net increase in replacement housing within the project area,
impacts are considered less than significant and similar to the proposed project.
The beneficial impact of providing a net increase residential housing units to meet increased housing needs
would be realized under Alternative 2, but to a lesser degree than the proposed project. Due to the fact that
Alternative 2 would provide 66 fewer residential units than the proposed project, this alternative would not
perform as well as the proposed project in addressing a potential future housing shortage issue in the City.
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Public Services

As the population increase would be slightly less under this alternative compared to the proposed project,
impacts to public services would also be less than the proposed project, as discussed below.
The same types of development would be permitted throughout the project area and only slightly less
residential development could occur under this alternative. Therefore, the anticipated number of calls is
expected to be similar to the proposed project, and would not be above the recommended workload for a
rescue ambulance. Similarly, all new buildings developed under this alternative would be constructed in
accordance with the City’s Building Code and would be required to have adequate fire code requirements.
Implementation of this alternative could still result in a reduction in the firefighter per resident ratio within
the City. The firefighter to population service ratio would be reduced from one firefighter on duty per
3,600 residents to one firefighter on duty per 3,700 residents, a difference of less than 3 percent. While this
change is not substantial, and would take place over an extended period of time (buildout), implementation
of this alternative would still result in a reduction in the firefighter per resident ratio within the City, which
would be potentially significant. The City has no mechanism currently in place that would collect a fire
facilities fee. Therefore, as this alternative would reduce the present firefighter to resident ratio, reducing
the GFD’s ability to maintain the same workload/service levels, this impact is significant and
unavoidable, the same as for the proposed project.
All new development places an increased burden on police services and causes a need for increased staff and
increased space. Security concerns related to new uses within the project area would be addressed through
the permit process, at which time the GPD would have the opportunity to review the proposed uses and
provide input on necessary security measures. In addition, the City is not considered a high crime area that
experiences a disproportionately large number of crimes in comparison to other areas in the region. Persons
on-site or elsewhere in the City would not be exposed to increased risks as a result of the additional
demands on the GPD as a result of development under this alternative. However, the present police officer
to population service ratio would be reduced from 1.32 sworn officers per 1,000 residents to 1.28 sworn
officers per 1,000 residents, a difference of less than 4 percent, under implementation of this alternative;
The City has no mechanism currently in place to collect fair-share development fees for police staffing.
Therefore, as this alternative would reduce the present officer to population service ratio, reducing the
GPD’s ability to maintain the same workload/service levels, this impact is significant and unavoidable,
the same as for the proposed project.
Slightly fewer residential units would be developed under this alternative, which in turn, would result in
slightly fewer students when compared to the proposed project. A total of 1,018 new students would be
generated under this alternative. The Glendale Unified School District currently collects developer fees for
mitigation of school impacts. Government Code Section 53080, payment of development fees is considered
full mitigation for significant school impacts. Therefore, the impact on schools from this alternative would
be less than significant, similar to the proposed project, although slightly less.
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While this alternative would include the addition of residents to the project area, and result in a decrease to
the ratio of books per resident, the citywide volume per resident is already above the City standard. As
slightly fewer residential units would be developed under this alternative, the impact to library services
would also be less than significant, similar to the proposed project, and impact library services less than
the proposed project.
Recreation

Implementation of Alternative 2 could result in the increased use of parks and recreational facilities, and
could cause or accelerate the substantial physical deterioration of these facilities. Presently, Glendale has an
extreme deficit of parkland. The overall amount of land designated for parks and recreation under this
alternative would be the same as under the proposed project. Besides the traditional parks proposed within
the identified neighborhoods, the urban design concept includes uses of public lands including small urban
plazas, street closings for special events, upgrading alleys as paseos, and dedicating portions of wide
sidewalks for social and recreational uses. The provision of these types of streetscape improvements and
open space in the project area will provide increased passive recreation opportunities; however, as the
population rises in the City, increased pressure would be placed on parkland and open space areas within the
City, which could potentially cause degradation of those recreational areas. Because this alternative would
result in a slightly lower population increase than the proposed project, the increase in need for park land
would be slightly reduced, and this impact would be slightly less in magnitude comparatively; however,
although slightly fewer residents would be generated under this alternative, and even though parkland
would be provided under future development opportunities, the increase in population combined with the
substantial park deficit existing in the City would result in a significant-and-unavoidable impact.
Similar to the proposed project, implementation of Alternative 2 would include construction of park areas,
paseos, urban courtyards, and other open spaces, but the provision of these facilities would not result in
substantial adverse physical impacts. Similar to the proposed project, the long-term impact of adding new
parkland and open space areas will help relieve pressure on the currently inadequate inventory of
recreational facilities. This impact would remain less than significant.
Transportation

One of the ten intersections significantly impacted by the additional traffic forecast compared to existing
conditions with Alternative 2 is estimated to operate at level of service D or better during both peak hours,
as shown in Appendix H (Traffic Study). In total, thirteen of the twenty-eight study intersections are
estimated to operate at level of service E or F during one or both peak hours under existing conditions with
Alternative 2. Even with proposed mitigation measures, this is a significant and unavoidable impact, with
similar impacts than the proposed project.
Of the five intersections estimated to be significantly impacted in 2030 with the addition of Alternative 2
traffic, two will operate at level of service D or better during both peak hours with project traffic included.
The addition of project–related traffic at two of the other impacted intersection (Pacific Avenue at SR-134
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Westbound Ramps, and Brand Boulevard at SR-134 Westbound Ramps/Goode Avenue) is estimated to
reduce the afternoon level of service from LOS E under 2030 No Project conditions to LOS F with
Alternative 2. In total, twelve of the twenty-eight study intersections are forecast to operate at levels of
service E or F during one or both peak hours in 2030 with Alternative 2. Even with proposed mitigation
measures, this is a significant and unavoidable impact, with similar impacts as the proposed project.
Alternative 2 is not estimated to significantly impact the freeway mainline segments during current or future
(2030) conditions. This is a less-than-significant impact, similar to the proposed project.
As buildout of both the proposed project and Alternative 2 would both be subject to City code in regards to
parking, impacts would be similar and less than significant.
Utilities

Alternative 2, at buildout, would increase the population of the City by approximately 7,047 residents,
resulting in increased demands for utilities. As the population increase would be less than under the
proposed project, demands on utilities would be correspondingly less, although only slight so compared to
the proposed project, and impacts would be less than significant.
Development occurring in accord to Alternative 2 will require a water quality management plan, which
would ensure compliance with applicable waste discharge and water quality requirements. With respect to
water supply, the increase in population under this alternative would create the demand for an additional
1,032 AF per year of water at buildout. The City has planned for and would have an adequate supply of
water available to meet this demand. Further, the City’s current water treatment facilities, the Glendale
Water Treatment Plant and Verdugo Park Water Treatment Plant, have enough capacity to treat the City’s
current groundwater rights. Development under Alternative 2 would generate an increase of approximately
899,555 gallons of sewage per day at buildout, and the Hyperion Treatment Plant has adequate capacity to
meet this increased demand. However, the Colorado Street sewer trunk line may have inadequate capacity
to handle further development in the DSP area, similar to the proposed project. This aspect of utility service
would be significant and unavoidable, similar to the proposed project. New development would increase
demand for electricity and natural gas over existing conditions. A total of 10,768 tons of solid waste would
be generated annually under this alternative, and adequate disposal capacity exists. The City presently
consumes less than one-third of its current electrical capacity, and SCG has indicated that they are a
“reactive” utility, providing natural gas as customers request their services. As such, adequate infrastructure,
supply, and treatment facilities exist to meet utilities demands under this alternative and impacts would be
less than significant. As slightly less development would occur under this development, impacts would be
less.
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Table 6-5

Comparison of Impacts of Alternative 2—Reduced (Mid-Rise) Project (A) to the Proposed Project

Threshold

Impacts of
Alternative
Compared to
Proposed Project

Comments

Aesthetics
Have a substantial adverse effect on a scenic vista.

Slightly less
than

Scenic vistas would be protected by current General Plan policies to the
same extent as the proposed project; however, as building heights would
be less than under the proposed project, the impact on scenic vistas under
Alternative 2 would be less than the proposed project.

Substantially damage scenic resources, including, but not limited to,
trees, rock outcroppings, and historic buildings within a state scenic
highway.

Similar

No impact, similar to the proposed project (no state-designated scenic
highways in the vicinity of the project area).

Substantially adversely alter the existing visual character or quality of
the site and its surroundings.

Somewhat less
than

Approximately one-third lower building heights would be allowed than
under the proposed project. The impact would remain SU, the same as for
the proposed project.

Create a new source of substantial light or glare which would
adversely affect day or nighttime views in the area.

Slightly less
than

Lower building heights would result in less light and glare than under the
proposed project in certain districts.

Shade currently unshaded uses located off the site that are sensitive to
shadow, such as residences, school playgrounds, parks, etc., for more
than two continuous hours between 9:00 A.M. and 3:00 P.M. during the
winter, or 9:00 A.M. and 5:00 P.M. during the summer.

Slightly less
than

Lower building heights would result in fewer shade/shadow impacts,
although this impact would still be SU, the same as for the proposed
project, because heights in other districts would remain the same as under
the proposed project.

Conflict with or obstruct implementation of the applicable air quality
plan.

Similar

Future population levels were considered in the preparation of the 2003
AQMP which would be accommodated by Alternative 2, similar to the
proposed project. Implementation of this alternative would be consistent
with the AQMP.

Violate any state or federal air quality standard or contribute
substantially to an existing or projected air quality violation.

Slightly less
than

Buildout of Alternative 2 is anticipated to exceed the SCAQMD’s
recommended thresholds of significance, although slightly less than the
proposed project due to decreased development intensity. Would not
avoid the SU impact of the proposed project.

Air Quality
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Table 6-5

Comparison of Impacts of Alternative 2—Reduced (Mid-Rise) Project (A) to the Proposed Project

Threshold

Impacts of
Alternative
Compared to
Proposed Project

Comments

Result in a cumulatively considerable net increase of any criteria
pollutant for which the project region is nonattainment under an
applicable federal or state ambient air quality standard (including
releasing emissions which exceed quantitative thresholds for ozone
precursors, including VOCs and NOX).

Similar

Although total air emissions may be less than the proposed project,
impacts related to operation of projects under this alternative would be
SU, similar to the proposed project.

Operation of the proposed project would generate emissions that
exceed South Coast Air Quality Management District thresholds for
VOC, NOX, CO, and PM10.

Similar

Although total air emissions may be less than the proposed project,
impacts related to operation of this alternative would be significant and
unavoidable, similar to the proposed project.

Expose sensitive receptors to substantial pollutant concentrations.

Similar

Operational and construction emissions would be slightly less than under
the proposed project due to less intense development, and the impact
would be LTS, similar to the proposed project.

Create objectionable odors affecting a substantial number of people.

Similar

Buildout of Alternative 2 would not create objectionable odors affecting a
substantial number of people, similar to the proposed project.

Have a substantial adverse effect, either directly or through habitat
modification, on any species identified as a candidate, sensitive, or
special status species in local or regional plans, policies, or regulations,
or by the California Department of Fish and Game or U.S. Fish and
Wildlife Service.

Similar

No threatened, endangered, or sensitive species have been reported to
occur within the DSP area. The DSP area is urbanized and biological
impacts would be similar for any development in the area.

Have a substantial adverse effect on any riparian habitat or other
sensitive natural community identified in local or regional plans,
policies, regulations, or by the California Department of Fish and
Game or U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service.

Similar

Buildout of Alternative 2 would not result in disturbance of existing
habitats, similar to the proposed project.

Have a substantial adverse effect on federally protected wetlands, as
defined by Section 404 of the Clean Water Act (including, but not
limited to, marsh, vernal pool, coastal, etc.) through direct removal,
filling, hydrological interruption, or other means.

Similar

Buildout of Alternative 2would not result in disturbance of wetland
habitats, similar to the proposed project.

Interfere substantially with the movement of any native resident or
migratory fish or wildlife species or with established native resident or
migratory wildlife corridors, or impede the use of native wildlife
nursery sites.

Similar

Buildout of Alternative 2 would result in the same impacts as the
proposed project.

Biological Resources
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Table 6-5

Comparison of Impacts of Alternative 2—Reduced (Mid-Rise) Project (A) to the Proposed Project

Threshold

Impacts of
Alternative
Compared to
Proposed Project

Comments

Conflict with any local policies or ordinances protecting biological
resources, such as a tree preservation policy or ordinance.

Similar

Buildout of Alternative 2 would be required to abide by local policies
and/or ordinances, the same as the proposed project.

Conflict with the provisions of an adopted Habitat Conservation Plan,
Natural Community Conservation Plan, or other approved local,
regional, or state habitat conservation plan.

Similar

There is no Habitat Conservation Plan or other approved plan applicable
to the DSP area.

Cause a substantial adverse change in the significance of a historical
resource as defined in Section 15064.5 of the CEQA Guidelines.

Similar

Buildout of Alternative 2 would have similar potential adverse changes as
the proposed project, as the same sites would be developed as under the
proposed project.

Cause a substantial adverse change in the significance of an
archaeological resource pursuant to Section 15064.5 of the CEQA
Guidelines.

Similar

Directly or indirectly destroy a unique paleontological resource or
site or unique geologic feature.

Similar

Mitigation measures for the proposed project would similarly reduce
impacts of this alternative to less than significant.

Similar

Following the applicable provisions of the California Health and Safety
Code would ensure that this impact remains less than significant by
ensuring appropriate examination, treatment, and protection of human
remains, as required by state law, similar to the proposed project.

Similar

Buildout of Alternative 2 would result in lower building heights and
densities, which could expose a lesser number of people to risks from
these geologic and seismic hazards.

Similar

Development of this alternative would occur on the same parcels as
identified for the proposed project, and impacts to unstable soils would be
the same as under the proposed project.

Cultural Resources

Disturb any human remains, including those interred outside formal
cemeteries.

Mitigation measures for the proposed project would similarly reduce
impacts of this alternative to less than significant.

Geology, Soils, and Mineral Resources
Expose people or structures to potential substantial adverse effects,
including the risk of loss, injury, or death involving:

Fault rupture
Strong seismic groundshaking
Seismic-related ground failure, including liquefaction and
landsliding
Be located on a geologic unit or soil that is unstable, or that would
become unstable as a result of the project, and potentially result in
on- or off-site landslides, lateral spreading, subsidence, liquefaction, or
collapse.
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Table 6-5

Comparison of Impacts of Alternative 2—Reduced (Mid-Rise) Project (A) to the Proposed Project

Threshold

Impacts of
Alternative
Compared to
Proposed Project

Comments

Be located on expansive soil, as defined in Table 18-1-B of the
California Building Code (2001), creating substantial risks to life or
property.

Similar

Development of this alternative would occur on the same parcels as
identified for the proposed project, and impacts to unstable soils would be
the same as under the proposed project.

Result in substantial soil erosion or the loss of topsoil.

Similar

Development of this alternative would occur on the same parcels as
identified for the proposed project, and impacts as a result of soil erosion
or the loss of topsoil would be the same as under the proposed project.

Similar

All mandatory regulations would be observed, ensuring that potential sitespecific geotechnical conditions will be addressed fully in project design,
same as the proposed project. All development would be connected to
the existing wastewater conveyance system, similar to the proposed
project. Similar capacity issues would exist on the Colorado Street trunk
line.

Create a significant hazard to the public or the environment through
the routine transport, use, or disposal of hazardous materials.

Slightly less
than

Lower building heights would result in slightly less development intensity,
which could expose fewer people to risks from routine transport, use, or
disposal of hazardous materials. This impact would remain LTS, the same
as for the proposed project.

Create a significant hazard to the public or the environment through
reasonably foreseeable upset and accident conditions involving the
release of hazardous materials into the environment.

Slightly less
than

Slightly less development intensity would expose fewer people to risks
from reasonably foreseeable upset and accident conditions involving the
release of hazardous materials into the environment. This impact would
remain LTS, the same as for the proposed project.

Emit hazardous emissions or handle hazardous or acutely hazardous
materials, substances, or waste within one-quarter mile of an existing
or proposed school.

Similar

Compliance with federal, state, and local laws and regulations would
ensure this impact remains less than significant, similar to the proposed
project (except for toxic air contaminant emissions, as identified in Section
4.2, Air Quality, which would be similar under this alternative).

Be located on a site which is included on a list of hazardous materials
sites compiled pursuant to Government Code Section 65962.5 and, as
a result, would create a significant hazard to the public or the
environment.

Similar

Development would occur on the same identified parcels as the proposed
project.

Have soils incapable of adequately supporting the use of septic tanks
or alternative wastewater disposal systems where sewers are not
available for the disposal of wastewater.
Hazards and Hazardous Materials
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Table 6-5

Comparison of Impacts of Alternative 2—Reduced (Mid-Rise) Project (A) to the Proposed Project

Threshold

For a project located within an airport land use plan or, where such a
plan has not been adopted, within two miles of a public airport or
public use airport, would the project result in a safety hazard for
people residing or working in the project area.

Impacts of
Alternative
Compared to
Proposed Project

Comments

Similar

The DSP area is not located within an airport land use plan.

For a project within the vicinity of a private airstrip, result in a safety
hazard for people residing or working in the project area.

Slightly less
than

Buildout of Alternative 2 is not located within the vicinity of an airstrip,
same as the proposed project. It is anticipated that with lower building
heights and densities, a fewer number of helipads could be constructed
than under the proposed project, but this impact would remain LTS,
similar to the proposed project.

Impair implementation of or physically interfere with an adopted
emergency response plan or emergency evacuation plan.

Similar

Compliance would be required with standard City conditions and
requirements and would result in similar impacts with regard to
emergency response plans.

Expose people or structures to a significant risk of loss, injury, or
death involving wildland fires, including where wildlands are adjacent
to urbanized areas or where residences are intermixed with wildlands.

Similar

There is no risk of wildland fires in the DSP area.

Violate any water quality standards or waste discharge requirements.

Similar

Similar runoff coefficients and permeable surfaces would be provided
under this alternative.

Substantially deplete groundwater supplies or interfere substantially
with groundwater recharge such that there would be a net deficit in
aquifer volume or a lowering of the local groundwater table level (e.g.,
the production rate of pre-existing nearby wells would drop to a level
which would not support existing land uses or planned uses for which
permits have been granted).

Similar

No significant changes in drainage patterns compared to the proposed
project. The DSP area is not a groundwater recharge area.

Substantially alter the existing drainage pattern of the site or area,
including through the alteration of the course of a stream or river, in a
manner that would result in substantial erosion or siltation on or off
site.

Similar

Similar runoff coefficients, so similar impact to proposed project.

Hydrology and Water Quality
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Table 6-5

Comparison of Impacts of Alternative 2—Reduced (Mid-Rise) Project (A) to the Proposed Project
Impacts of
Alternative
Compared to
Proposed Project

Threshold

Comments

Substantially alter the existing drainage pattern of the site or area,
including through the alteration of the course of a stream or river, or
substantially increase the rate or amount of surface runoff in a manner
that would result in flooding on or off site.

Similar

Building footprints would be similar to the proposed project, and existing
drainage patterns would not be substantially altered.

Create or contribute runoff water which would exceed the capacity of
existing or planned stormwater drainage systems or provide
substantial additional sources of polluted runoff.

Similar

Similar runoff retention requirements
implementation of this alternative.

Otherwise substantially degrade water quality.

Similar

Similar requirements for water quality controls would be implemented
under this alternative.

Slightly less
than

Buildout of Alternative 2 would result in lower building heights and
densities than under the proposed project. The landscape and masonry
buffers described in the design guidelines of the DSP would be
implemented.

Physical division of an established community.

Similar

Alternative 2 would be consistent with all permitted uses at time of
development, the same as the proposed project.

Conflict with any applicable land use plan, policy, or regulation of an
agency with jurisdiction over the project (including, but not limited to,
the general plan, specific plan, or zoning ordinance) adopted for the
purpose of avoiding or mitigating an environmental effect.

Similar

Buildout of Alternative 2 would be consistent with all permitted uses at
time of development, same as the proposed project.

Conflict with any applicable habitat conservation plan or natural
community conservation plan.

Similar

There is no habitat conservation plan or natural community conservation
plan applicable to the project area.

Similar

Buildout of Alternative 2 would result in slightly less intense development
than under the proposed project, but would result in substantially similar
(LTS) adverse effects on existing neighborhood and regional commercial
uses in the City.

Slightly less
than

Lower densities and building heights would result in fewer noise impacts
from increased traffic.

would

be

required

with

Land Use/Planning
Intensify development within the DSP
incompatibilities with adjacent land uses.

area

that

creates

Result in urban decay or urban blight (i.e., significant physical changes
in the environment).
Noise
Expose persons to or generate noise levels in excess of standards
established in the local general plan or noise ordinance, or applicable
standards of other agencies.
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Table 6-5

Comparison of Impacts of Alternative 2—Reduced (Mid-Rise) Project (A) to the Proposed Project

Threshold

Impacts of
Alternative
Compared to
Proposed Project

Comments

Expose persons to or generate excessive groundborne vibration or
groundborne noise levels.

Similar

Vibration impacts from construction would be substantially similar to the
proposed project.

Cause a substantial permanent increase in ambient noise levels in the
project vicinity above levels existing without the project.

Slightly less
than

There would be less intense development, and therefore fewer ambient
noise impacts.

Cause a substantial temporary or periodic increase in ambient noise
levels in the project vicinity above levels existing without the project.

Similar

Construction noise impacts would be similar. Impacts on sensitive
receptors in the immediate vicinity would be slightly less due to less
residential development under this alternative.

Expose people residing or working in the project site to excessive
noise levels from a project located within an airport land use plan or,
where such a plan has not been adopted, within 2 miles of a public
airport or public use airport.

Similar

The DSP area is not located within an airport land use plan or in the
vicinity of a private airstrip.

Expose people residing or working in the project site to excessive
noise levels from a project located within the vicinity of a private
airstrip.

Slightly less
than

Buildout of Alternative 2 could result in fewer impacts from noise from
helipad operations, as a fewer number of helipads would be constructed
under this alternative.

Induce substantial population growth in an area, either directly (for
example, by proposing new homes and businesses) or indirectly (for
example, through extension of roads or other infrastructure).

Similar

Direct population growth would be slightly less, as fewer residential uses
would be constructed; indirect growth due to employment would be less
than the growth under the proposed project. Would not improve
jobs/housing balance to the same extent as under the proposed project
Would still result in the cumulative population impact identified for the
proposed project (exceedance of SCAG projections). This alternative
could exacerbate a future housing shortage in the City, which would be a
greater impact than under the proposed project.

Displace substantial numbers of existing housing, necessitating the
construction of replacement housing elsewhere.

Similar

Buildout of Alternative 2 could result in the demolition of existing
residential uses, the same as the proposed project.

Displace substantial numbers of people, necessitating the construction
of replacement housing elsewhere.

Similar

Buildout of Alternative 2 could result in the displacement of any people
currently residing in the project area, the same as the proposed project.

Population and Housing
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Table 6-5

Comparison of Impacts of Alternative 2—Reduced (Mid-Rise) Project (A) to the Proposed Project

Threshold

Impacts of
Alternative
Compared to
Proposed Project

Comments

Public Services
Result in substantial adverse physical impacts associated with the
provision of new or physically altered governmental facilities, the
construction of which could cause significant environmental impacts, in
order to maintain acceptable service ratios, response times, or other
performance objectives for any of the public services:

Similar

Buildout of Alternative 2 would not result in as substantial a resident
population increase compared to the proposed project, as fewer
residential uses would be provided. The impact on schools would be less
than the proposed project, similar to for Police Protection, Fire
Protection, and Library Services. This alternative would not reduce the
significance of the SU impacts of the proposed project.

Increase the use of existing neighborhood and regional parks or other
recreational facilities such that substantial physical deterioration of the
facility would occur or be accelerated.

Similar

Resident population would decrease only slightly compared to the
proposed project.

Include recreational facilities or require the construction or expansion
of recreational facilities that might have an adverse physical effect on
the environment.

Similar

All construction impacts addressed in other technical sections of the EIR
would be similar.

Cause an increase in traffic which is substantial in relation to the
existing traffic load and capacity of the street system (i.e., result in a
substantial increase in either the number of vehicle trips, the volume
to capacity ratio on roads, or congestion at intersections).

Slightly less
than

One of the ten intersections significantly impacted by the additional traffic
forecast compared to existing conditions with Alternative 2 is estimated
to operate at level of service D or better during both peak hours, as
shown in Appendix H (Traffic Study). In total, thirteen of the twenty-eight
study intersections are estimated to operate at level of service E or F
during one or both peak hours under existing conditions with Alternative
2. SU impacts of the proposed project would not be avoided.

Exceed, either individually or cumulatively, a level of service standard
established by the county congestion management agency for
designated roads or highways.

Slightly less
than

One fewer intersection would be impacted than under the proposed
project. See above.

Fire Protection
Police Protection
Schools
Other public facilities
Recreation

Transportation/Traffic
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Table 6-5

Comparison of Impacts of Alternative 2—Reduced (Mid-Rise) Project (A) to the Proposed Project

Threshold

Impacts of
Alternative
Compared to
Proposed Project

Comments

Result in inadequate emergency access.

Similar

Emergency access policies would continue to be implemented under this
alternative, the same as for the proposed project.

Result in inadequate parking capacity.

Similar

All development in the DSP area would be subject to Municipal Code
standards, and impacts would be similar to the proposed project.

Conflict with adopted policies, plans, or programs supporting
alternative transportation (e.g., bus turnouts, bicycle racks).

Similar

Implementation of Alternative 2 would not conflict with General Plan
policies supporting alternative transportation, similar to the proposed
project.

Similar

Demand for potable and non-potable water would be slightly less due to
fewer residential units being constructed. The difference in demand,
however, would be negligible.

Similar

Demand for water treatment facilities or expansion of existing facilities
would be slightly less than under the proposed project. The difference,
however, would be negligible.

Similar

Development under Alternative 2 would lead to the creation of slightly
less wastewater than buildout of the proposed project due to lower
generation rates. The difference, however, would be negligible.

Require or result in the construction of new wastewater treatment
facilities or expansion of existing facilities, the construction of which
could cause significant environmental effects.

Similar

Buildout of Alternative 2 would lead to the creation of slightly less
wastewater than buildout of the proposed project due to lower
generation rates. The difference, however, would be negligible.

Result in a determination (by the wastewater treatment provider that
serves or may serve the Project) that it has inadequate capacity to
serve the Project’s projected demand in addition to the provider’s
existing commitments.

Similar

Buildout of Alternative 2 would lead to the creation of slightly less
wastewater than buildout of the proposed project due to lower
generation rates. The difference, however, would be negligible.

Similar

Buildout of Alternative 2 would lead to the creation of only slightly less
quantities of solid waste compared to the proposed project

Utilities and Service Systems
Water Supply
Result in insufficient water supplies available to serve the project from
existing entitlements and resources.
Require or result in the construction of new water treatment facilities
or expansion of existing facilities, the construction of which could
cause significant environmental effects.
Wastewater
Exceed wastewater treatment requirements of the applicable Regional
Water Quality Control Board.

Solid Waste
Be served by a landfill with insufficient permitted capacity to
accommodate the project’s solid waste disposal needs.
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Table 6-5

Comparison of Impacts of Alternative 2—Reduced (Mid-Rise) Project (A) to the Proposed Project

Threshold

Result in non-compliance with federal, state, and local statutes and
regulations related to solid waste.

Impacts of
Alternative
Compared to
Proposed Project

Similar

Buildout of Alternative 2 would be required to comply with all federal,
state, and local statutes and regulations related to solid waste, same as the
proposed project.

Similar

Buildout of Alternative 2 would result in similar demand for energy
compared to the proposed project. The differences in energy usage would
be negligible compared to the proposed project.

Energy
Require or result in the construction of new energy production
and/or transmission facilities or expansion of existing facilities, the
construction of which could cause significant environmental effects.
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6.3.3

Alternative 3—Reduced (Low-Rise) Project (B)

 Description
Alternative 3 is a low-rise version (see Figure 6-2), applying Central Mixed Use (CMU) standards to the
downtown area, except for the Gateway and Broadway Center areas. Implementation of Reduced Project
(B) could result in less residential and office development, by approximately 546 fewer dwelling units and
37,500 sf, respectively, than the proposed Specific Plan. Building heights in the Orange-Central, the
southern portion of the Gateway District, the Broadway Center District, and Transitional Districts would be
reduced from twelve stories (twenty-five stories in the Gateway District) to a maximum of five stories in
most areas of the districts and a maximum of twelve stories on certain specified blocks as identified in Figure
6-2. Policies within the proposed Specific Plan would still be adopted. Specific development characteristics
that would be allowed under this alternative relative to the proposed Specific Plan are specified according to
land use type in Table 6-6, below.
Table 6-6

Alternative 3 and Specific Plan Characteristics

Potential
Residential
Units

Potential Office

Potential Retail

Jobs Created1

Population from
Residential
Development2

Alternative 3

3,435

1,701,462 sf

-87,833 sf

3,315

6,183

Proposed Specific Plan

3,980

1,738,962 sf

-87,833 sf

3,390

7,166

SOURCE:

City of Glendale, 2006

1Office
2

jobs based on 387 sf/job or 0.002 jobs/sf; Retail jobs based on 945 sf/job or 0.001 jobs/sf
Residential population based on 2.25 persons per residential unit

 Impacts
Aesthetics

The types of impacts associated with obstruction/alteration of scenic resources within a state- or locally
designated scenic highway, degradation of scenic vistas, changes in visual character and quality, and
increased light and glare would be roughly similar to the proposed project under this alternative (with a few
minor exceptions), as the overall character of the project area at buildout would be similar. Similar changes
could occur throughout the project area, and development would be subject to the same policies, standards,
and guidelines as presented in the proposed project.
Similar to the proposed project, because the downtown area is neither located proximate to a statedesignated highway, nor within a designated view corridor associated with a scenic highway,
implementation of this alternative would have no impact on scenic resources within a state scenic highway
view corridor.
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Similar to the proposed project, this alternative could result in obstruction of views of a scenic vista and/or
focal views of places of public interest (e.g., historic resources, public art, or landmarks). Views of
mountain ranges from within the downtown area are generally taken from viewsheds looking down street
corridors, between existing buildings. Similar to the proposed project, this alternative would not develop
new structures within street rights-of-way so existing viewsheds would not be blocked and views of the
mountains from within the downtown area would be preserved. Since development under this alternative
would be less intense and lower in proposed height than the structures under the proposed project, the
impacts upon scenic vistas of mountains from this alternative would be less than the proposed project and
are considered less than significant.
Development under this alternative would result in changes to the visual character and quality of the
downtown area. Similar to the proposed project, temporary adversely alter visual conditions associated with
construction activities under this alternative would be temporary visual distractions typically associated with
construction activities and equipment. As such, construction-related visual impacts associated with this
alternative are considered less than significant, and would be equal to the proposed project.
This alternative would result in permanent impacts to the visual character or quality of the downtown area.
However, the development proposed under this alternative would be significantly reduced in density and
height in the Orange-Central, Transitional, Gateway, and Broadway Center Districts, resulting in
substantially lower building height overall (by more than one-half in these areas), as compared to the
proposed project. The same design guidelines and new landscaping applicable to the proposed project would
be applied to this alternative. A change of one or two stories that currently exist in the identified districts to
a maximum of five stories would not represent a substantial increase in building height and massing, and,
therefore, would not represent an adverse change to the visual quality and character of the area. Therefore,
this impact would be considered less than significant, and significantly less than the proposed project.
Light and glare would also be expected to increase with implementation of this alternative, similar to the
proposed project. This alternative includes the same mitigation measures applicable to the proposed project
to ensure that future project design features would be developed to ensure that lighting and glare impacts
from specific development projects would remain at less than significant levels. In consideration of alreadysubstantial existing ambient lighting and glare in the DSP area, adverse environmental impacts from
increased light and glare associated with this alternative are anticipated to be less than significant. The
provision of appropriate mitigation measures and specific project design features would ensure that lighting
and glare impacts from specific development projects under this alternative would remain at less-thansignificant levels.
Similar to the proposed project, new sources of increased shade would likely result from new development
under this alternative. Since there is typically no feasible mitigation available to reduce or eliminate shading
impacts, this impact is considered significant and unavoidable, and equal to the proposed project.
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Air Quality

Implementation of this alternative would not provide new sources of regional air emissions that would
conflict with, and impair, implementation of the Air Quality Management Plan (AQMP). Implementation of
Alternative 3 would result in less residential and office development than the proposed project. Because
future population levels would still be consistent with SCAG projections, this alternative would also be
considered consistent with the 2003 AQMP. Similar to the proposed project, this impact would be
considered less than significant.
The total amount of emissions generated, including criteria pollutants, under this alternative could result in
slightly lesser amount of construction than the proposed project, due to the reduced amount of residential
and office development; however, the total emissions generated by construction of individual projects,
which may have overlapping schedules would be expected to remain in exceedance of SCAQMD thresholds.
As a result, construction impacts on air quality would remain significant and unavoidable, although they
would be less in magnitude compared to the proposed project.
Although total air emissions may be less than the proposed project, operation of projects under this
alternative would remain significant and unavoidable. Maximum operational emissions under buildout of
this alternative for each criteria air pollutant are shown in Table 6-7 (Alternative 3 Daily Operational
Emissions). Relative to the proposed project, this impact would be of a lesser magnitude due to the
reduction in development envisioned under this alternative. The resulting air quality impacts would be less
than significant, and would be less than the proposed project.
Table 6-7

Alternative 3 Daily Operational Emissions
Emissions in Pounds per Day
CO

Emissions Source

VOC

NOX

Water and Space Heating

2.82

37.25

Landscape Maintenance

0.18

Consumer Products

SOX

PM10

20.55

0.00

0.07

0.02

1.26

0.00

0.00

168.05

—

—

—

—

Architectural Coatings

79.09

—

—

—

—

Motor Vehicles

119.49

124.88

1,034.42

1.71

261.52

369.64

162.13

1,056.23

1.71

261.59

SCAQMD Thresholds (lb/day)

55.00

55.00

550.00

150.00

150.00

Significant Impact

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

Maximum Daily Emissions

SOURCE: EIP Associates 2006. Calculation sheets are provided in Appendix C.

Development under this alternative would not be expected to generate objectionable odors that would
affect a substantial number of people. This impact would be less than significant, similar to the proposed
project.
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Biological Resources

As described in the Environmental Setting, the majority of the DSP area has been developed, paved, or
landscaped and supports largely non-native plant species. Suitable habitat for sensitive mammal, reptile,
amphibian, or fish species does not exist within the DSP or adjacent areas, and there are no wildlife
migration corridors. In addition, no threatened, endangered, or sensitive species have been reported to
occur within the DSP area. Impacts would less than significant, similar to the proposed project.
Some migratory avian species and other raptors may use portions of the site and adjacent areas during
breeding season, and are protected under the MBTA. Specific areas of concern would be those portions of
the proposed project area that contain large landscaping trees (windrows) or other suitable vegetation such
as medium size woody vegetation that could also be used for nesting by such species as the southwestern
willow flycatcher. Impacts to migratory birds would be addressed through project-specific Mitigation
Measures and compliance with the MBTA, similar to the proposed project, and impacts would be reduced
to less-than-significant levels.
Cultural Resources

Development under this alternative would result in different building densities and building heights,
although this would not substantially affect the level of impacts to cultural resources. Ground-disturbing
activities could continue to occur in order to accommodate new development. Consequently, the potential
of encountering fossil-bearing soils and rock formations, destroying below-ground paleontological
resources, affecting archaeological sites and sites of cultural significance to Native Americans would still
occur, similar to the proposed project. Given the lack of any documented buried cultural resources in the
area, the probability of uncovering these resources is considered low. Mitigation measures identified for the
proposed project would apply and would reduce impacts to less than significant.
Because development could still occur on the same parcels within the DSP, regardless of its intensity, the
potential demolition of historic structures could still occur. Even though the mitigation measures associated
with protection of historic resources for the proposed project would apply, impacts would remain
significant and unavoidable, similar to the proposed project.
Geology and Soils

Less overall development is proposed under this alternative, and thus, site-specific geologic hazards would
be of a slightly lesser magnitude than the proposed project because less overall development would reduce
the risk of exposure to geologic hazards. Similar to the proposed project, existing regulations that address
groundshaking and ground failure issues (such as liquefaction), and adherence to the requirements of the
City’s Building and Safety Code would reduce impacts associated with seismically induced groundshaking
and ground failure to a less-than-significant level.
Adherence to the soil and foundation support parameters and the grading requirements in the City’s
Building and Safety Code, which is required by City and state law, would also ensure the maximum
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practicable protection available from soil failures (i.e., lateral spreading, subsidence, liquefaction, collapse,
and expansive soils) under static or dynamic conditions. Similar to the proposed project, these impacts
would be less than significant.
Compliance with the NPDES permit process, the Building and Safety Code requirements and additional City
requirements would minimize potential effects from erosion. Consequently, similar to the proposed
project, the potential impact associated with topsoil erosion would be less than significant.
Hazards

Impacts related to Hazards and Hazardous Materials would be largely similar to the proposed project, as the
intensity of development would not substantially affect the potential for impacts to this resource. A number
of parcels within the Specific Plan area are listed in the ERS report as being on various government lists for
hazardous materials. Similar to the proposed project, there is potential for encountering soil contamination
at the listed sites during construction, which could create a significant hazard to the public or the
environment. Mitigation Measures identified for the proposed project would reduce this impact to a lessthan-significant level.
Construction and operational activities under this alternative could involve the routine use, storage,
transport, or disposal of hazardous materials in an identical fashion as the proposed project. This would
include materials typically used in construction (e.g., diesel fuel, paints and solvents), cleaning products
used in maintenance of commercial and residential space, auto repair and medical facility products, and
fertilizers and pesticides used in maintenance of landscaped areas. Compliance with applicable federal, state
and local regulations related to the use, storage and transport of such materials would ensure that this
impact would be less than significant, similar to the proposed project.
Similar to the proposed project, under this alternative, the City would be required to create an updated
emergency response plan for the project area to ensure adequate emergency access and evacuation. Site
plans for future development within the Specific Plan area would be reviewed by the GFD as well as the
City of Glendale Planning Department to ensure adequate police, ambulance, and fire personnel access to
the proposed project area. In addition, future developments would likely require further environmental
analysis under CEQA which would include impact analysis of fire, police, and ambulance access. Traffic
impacts within the Specific Plan area which could impact response plans and evacuation plans would be
required to be mitigated to less than significant levels. After implementation of identified mitigation
measures for the proposed project, development initiated under this alternative would not interfere with
any emergency response or evacuation plans. This impact is considered less than significant, similar to the
proposed project.
Although projects at the identified parcels within the DSP area could involve the use of some hazardous
materials within the Specific Plan area, applicable laws regarding upset and accident preparation and
response would continue to be implemented as required in the proposed project. Existing regulations would
be expected to minimize the potential for exposure to adverse health or safety effects. Therefore,
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development under this alternative would not involve the use of materials in a manner that poses any
substantial hazards to people, or to animal or plant populations. Furthermore, the City of Glendale Fire
Department would continue to provide emergency response services. As mentioned above, this alternative
would not interfere with emergency response plans or emergency evacuation plans relating to hazardous
materials because each of the future projects within the proposed Specific Plan area would be required to go
through plan checks with the fire department in addition to further environmental review of fire and
emergency services. The types of hazardous materials anticipated are expected to be limited to regulated
types and quantities. For these reasons, Alternative 3 would result in a less-than-significant impact related
to the upset and accidental release of hazardous materials into the environment, similar to the proposed
project.
There are five Glendale Unified School District facilities, and six private school facilities, within one quarter
mile of the Specific Plan area in Alternative 3. As mentioned above, the future developments under
Alternative 3 could handle and/or store potentially hazardous materials within the Specific Plan area;
however, the types of hazardous materials anticipated are limited to regulated types and quantities.
Compliance with all applicable local, state, and federal laws, and regulations associated with hazards and
hazardous materials would ensure that development under this alternative would result in a less-thansignificant environmental impact related to the emission or handling of hazardous materials within the
vicinity of schools, similar to the proposed project.
Since this alternative includes low-rise versus high-rise development in identified districts, the safety hazards
from helipad operations would be somewhat less than under the proposed project, as fewer helipads would
be constructed for low-rise development. This impact would be less than significant for this alternative,
similar to, although slightly less than, the proposed project.
Hydrology and Water Quality

Implementation of Alternative 3 would not result in significant impacts to hydrology or water quality. Less
overall development could occur, thereby slightly reducing hydrology and water quality impacts. Grading
and other earth moving activities during construction of individual projects within the project area could
lead to an increase in suspended solids from surface flows during storm events, which could also impact
surface water quality during storm events; however, any proposed development within the DSP area under
this alternative would have to satisfy all applicable requirements of the NPDES Program and the Glendale
Municipal Code, including the preparation of a SWPPP, similar to the proposed project. Compliance with
these requirements would ensure that all construction related impacts to water quality and waste discharge
requirements would be less than significant.
During operational activities, pollutants may also be washed from the streets during non-storm events and
this effect has the potential to degrade water quality and may result in significant impacts; however,
development projects have a responsibility under the NPDES Municipal Permit No. CAS004001, to ensure
pollutant loads from the projects do not exceed total maximum daily loads for downstream receiving
waters. Under this alternative, development projects within the DSP area would be required to submit and
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then implement a SUSMP containing design features BMPs appropriate and applicable to the individual
projects. Potential water quality impacts would be less than significant with the preparation of required
SUSMPs and implementation of the applicable BMPs, similar to the proposed project.
Groundwater use as a result of implementation of this alternative would be in accordance to existing plans
and projections and would not substantially deplete groundwater supplies. In addition, the project area is
currently not used for groundwater recharge activities and the site is developed with primarily impervious
surfaces. Under existing conditions, there is little, if any, potential for natural groundwater recharge to
occur, and there is no facilitated groundwater recharge. Under this alternative, impervious surface
characteristics would not be greatly altered, and no facilitated groundwater recharge facilities are planned.
Existing areas of pervious surfaces that are not being modified would remain and potential recharge would
not be changed. Improvement of existing impervious areas to more pervious conditions would not greatly
alter surface hydrology and would not significantly alter infiltration or groundwater recharge.
Consequently, development under this alternative would result in less-than-significant impact to
groundwater supplies or recharge, similar to the proposed project.
The project area is developed and served by existing storm water collection and conveyance systems, and
does not contain a stream or river. Although slightly less residential and office development would occur
under this alternative, construction activities associated with development would not require any substantial
changes to the existing drainage patterns of the area. Furthermore, individual projects developed under this
alternative would include project design features that would aid in the conveyance of storm water to
existing facilities. All runoff would continue to be conveyed via streets and gutters to storm drain locations
within the project area. The identified project requirement for the proposed project would still apply and
would ensure that impacts associated with drainage regarding erosion or flooding would remain less than
significant, similar to the proposed project.
The project area is an urbanized environment with no natural drainage and mostly impervious surfaces.
Urban contaminants in runoff from the proposed project area could lower the quality of stormwater runoff
both during and after construction. Sediment-laden runoff from construction and post-construction
operations at the site could enter the City’s storm drain system, and contribute to degradation water
quality. However, any potentially significant impacts on water quality during construction and postconstruction phases would be reduced to less-than-significant levels through compliance with the
identified PRs, and existing SUSMPs and implementation of the applicable BMPs. Because slightly less
construction would occur under this alternative, this impact would be slightly less than the proposed
project.
Similar to the proposed project, implementation of this alternative, which would result in slightly less
residential development, would not otherwise substantially degrade water quality, place housing or
structures within a 100-year flood zone, or expose people or structures to a significant risk of loss, injury,
or death involving flooding, including flooding as a result of the failure of a levee or dam. There would be
no impact with respect to these thresholds. In addition, there would be no impact that would expose
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people or structures under this alternative to a significant risk of loss, injury, or death involving inundation
by a seiche, tsunami, or mudflow.
Land Use

Existing land uses within the project area are primarily characterized as commercial with pockets of highdensity residential uses in the northwestern and northeastern portions of the downtown area. Development
under this alternative would include less residential and office development compared to the proposed
project. Minor inconsistencies would occur between Alternative 3 and the existing applicable land use plans
governing development of the project area, similar to that identified for the proposed project. Amendments
to the General Plan and Zoning Code would be undertaken to ensure conformity with the development
proposed under this alternative. Similar to the proposed project, the intention of this alternative is to
provide mixed use residential and mixed use commercial communities, which would enhance the efficiency
and daily activity within the project area, but would occur in a different ratio than that under the proposed
project. In addition, the neighborhoods/districts outlined under the GDSP loosely conform to the types of
uses and neighborhoods identified under this alternative. Further, the goals and policies of the Town Center
Specific Plan are consistent with those identified for the proposed project (which would also apply to this
alternative), which includes the integration of residential uses into the downtown area and contributing to a
greater identity within the project area. Implementation of this alternative would not alter the types or
densities of the preferred uses within the Town Center Specific Plan area. As such, this alternative is
consistent with the City’s Central Redevelopment Plan, the GDSP, and the Town Center Specific Plan.
Overall changes to the land use character would be similar to that described for the proposed project, but
would result in different densities and lower building heights. On the whole, impacts would be less than
significant under this alternative, and similar to the proposed project.
Noise

Under Alternative 3, future development could expose sensitive receptors in the project area to excessive
noise levels because residential uses would be developed adjacent to commercial retail uses. Consequently,
the noise impacts to residential land uses along major thoroughfares would be similar to the proposed
project, and would remain significant and unavoidable.
Similar to the proposed project, construction activities under this alternative would be subject to the City’s
Municipal Code standards, and unreasonably loud construction noise would be controlled. This impact
would be less than significant, similar to the proposed project.
Future development under this alternative could expose persons to vibration levels generated during
construction activities. As no mitigation measures are available that would ensure that the threshold would
not be exceeded in all cases, this would be a significant and unavoidable impact, similar to the proposed
project.
Future development under Alternative 3 could generate or expose persons to noise levels in excess of City
standards. Although developments would be required to comply with existing noise standards, noise effects
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on existing noise-sensitive uses could remain. Consequently, this impact would be similar to the proposed
project, and would be significant and unavoidable.
Alternative 3 would not result in substantial permanent increases in traffic-related ambient noise levels.
Development would increase, although slightly less than the proposed project, which would result in
additional motor vehicles traveling throughout the City and other sources of ambient noise. Table 6-8
(Traffic Noise Impacts for Year 2006 Alternative 3 Buildout Compared to Existing Conditions) shows the
increased traffic-related noise caused by implementation of Alternative 3 and compares them to existing
conditions. As shown, because slightly less development would occur under this alternative, it is anticipated
that the increased traffic on local roads would also be slightly less than the proposed project, and would
result in a less-than-significant impact, similar to the proposed project.
Table 6-8

Traffic Noise Impacts for Year 2006 Alternative 3 Buildout
Compared to Existing Conditions

Roadway Segment

Existing
Conditions

Noise Levels in dBA CNEL at 50 feet
Year 2006 With
Alternative 3
Significance
Traffic Volumes
Increase
Threshold1

Exceeds
Significance
Threshold?

Central Ave./SR-134 WB Ramps to
Brand Ave./SR-134 WB Ramps

64.4

64.6

0.2

3.0

No

Central Ave./SR-134 EB Ramps to
Brand Ave./SR-134 EB Ramps

64.1

64.3

0.2

3.0

No

Monterey Rd./SR-134 WB Ramps to
Monterey Rd./Brand Blvd.

65.1

65.1

0.0

3.0

No

Monterey Rd./SR-134 WB Ramps to
Monterey Rd./Glendale Ave.

67.2

67.6

0.4

3.0

No

Pacific Ave./Lexington Dr. to Central
Ave./Lexington Dr.

59.0

58.9

-0.1

3.0

No

Central Ave./Lexington Dr. to Brand
Blvd./Lexington Dr.

62.4

62.8

0.4

3.0

No

Brand Blvd./Lexington Dr. to
Glendale Ave./Lexington Dr.

63.7

63.7

0.0

3.0

No

Pacific Ave./Wilson Ave. to Central
Ave./Wilson Ave.

62.4

62.5

0.1

3.0

No

Central Ave./Wilson Ave. to Brand
Blvd./Wilson Ave.

65.2

65.5

0.3

3.0

No

Brand Blvd./Wilson Ave. to Glendale
Ave./Wilson Ave.

65.7

65.9

0.2

3.0

No

Pacific Ave./Broadway to Central
Ave./Broadway

67.8

68.0

0.2

3.0

No

Central Ave./Broadway to Brand
Blvd./Broadway

67.0

67.2

0.2

3.0

No

Brand Blvd./Broadway to Glendale
Ave./Broadway

67.2

67.2

0.0

3.0

No
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Table 6-8

Traffic Noise Impacts for Year 2006 Alternative 3 Buildout
Compared to Existing Conditions

Roadway Segment

Existing
Conditions

Noise Levels in dBA CNEL at 50 feet
Year 2006 With
Alternative 3
Significance
Traffic Volumes
Increase
Threshold1

Exceeds
Significance
Threshold?

S. Kenilworth Ave./Colorado St. to
Pacific Ave./Colorado St.

69.9

70.0

0.1

3.0

No

Pacific Ave./Colorado St. to Central
Ave./Colorado St.

69.7

69.8

0.1

3.0

No

Central Ave./Colorado St. to Brand
Blvd./Colorado St.

69.1

69.2

0.1

3.0

No

Brand Blvd./Colorado St. to Glendale
Ave./Colorado St.

68.9

68.8

-0.1

3.0

No

Central Ave./Chevy Chase Dr. to
Brand Ave./Chevy Chase Dr.

66.7

67.8

1.1

3.0

No

Pacific Ave./SR-134 EB Ramps to
Pacific Ave./Lexington Dr.

68.2

68.3

0.1

3.0

No

Central Ave./SR-134 EB Ramps to
Central Ave./Lexington Dr.

70.8

71.2

0.4

3.0

No

Brand Blvd./SR-134 EB Ramps to
Brand Blvd./Lexington Dr.

70.6

70.9

0.3

3.0

No

Glendale Ave./SR-134 EB Ramps to
Glendale Ave./Lexington Dr.

73.3

73.3

0.0

3.0

No

Pacific Ave./Lexington Dr. to Pacific
Ave./Wilson Ave.

66.8

66.9

0.1

3.0

No

Central Ave./Lexington Dr. to
Central Ave./Wilson Ave.

69.7

69.9

0.2

3.0

No

Brand Blvd./Lexington Dr. to Brand
Blvd./Wilson Ave.

67.8

68.1

0.3

3.0

No

Glendale Ave./Lexington Dr. to
Glendale Ave./Wilson Ave.

68.8

68.8

0.0

3.0

No

Pacific Ave./Wilson Ave. to Pacific
Ave./Broadway

66.6

66.8

0.2

3.0

No

Central Ave./Wilson Ave. to Central
Ave./Broadway

69.9

70.1

0.2

3.0

No

Brand Blvd./Wilson Ave. to Brand
Blvd./Broadway

67.7

68.0

0.3

3.0

No

Glendale Ave./Wilson Ave. to
Glendale Ave./Broadway

68.5

68.4

-0.1

3.0

No

Pacific Ave./Broadway to Pacific
Ave./Colorado St.

66.2

66.4

0.2

3.0

No

Central Ave./Broadway to Central
Ave./Colorado St.

69.6

69.9

0.3

3.0

No

Brand Blvd./Broadway to Brand
Blvd./Colorado St.

68.3

68.4

0.1

3.0

No
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Table 6-8

Traffic Noise Impacts for Year 2006 Alternative 3 Buildout
Compared to Existing Conditions

Roadway Segment

Existing
Conditions

Noise Levels in dBA CNEL at 50 feet
Year 2006 With
Alternative 3
Significance
Traffic Volumes
Increase
Threshold1

Exceeds
Significance
Threshold?

Glendale Ave./Broadway to Glendale
Ave./Colorado St.

68.5

68.2

-0.3

3.0

No

Pacific Ave./Colorado St. to Pacific
Ave./San Fernando Rd.

64.5

64.6

0.1

3.0

No

Central Ave./Colorado St. to Central
Ave./Chevy Chase Dr.

69.9

70.1

0.2

3.0

No

Brand Blvd./Colorado St. to Brand
Blvd./Chevy Chase Dr.

68.4

68.5

0.1

3.0

No

Glendale Ave./Colorado St. to
Glendale Ave./Chevy Chase Dr.

68.2

68.2

0.0

3.0

No

SOURCE:

EIP Associates 2006 (calculation data and results are provided in Appendix G)

Population and Housing

The proposed infill development under this alternative would make maximum use of existing infrastructure,
and future development would be required to include provisions to make any necessary improvements and
to fund their fair share allocation of those costs. Thus, the indirect population growth impact resulting from
infrastructure improvements associated with this alternative is considered less than significant, similar to
the proposed project.
Full buildout of Alternative 3 would result in similar impacts to population and housing as compared to the
proposed project. Reduced development potential would include approximately 546 fewer residential units,
among other density and height land use changes. The reduction in residential uses would also reduce the
anticipated population by approximately 983 residents, for a total increase of approximately 6,183 persons.
Because the projected increase of the anticipated residents in the City resulting from the proposed project is
within, or under the limit of, the total population increase projected for the City between 2005 and 2020,
and because this alternative would result in fewer new residents, the forecasted population growth in the
City is not considered substantial relative to the surrounding areas. Due to the fact that the population
growth forecasted for the City of Glendale is not considered substantial in comparison to the surrounding
areas (i.e., Arroyo-Verdugo Subregion and Los Angeles County) and the direct population increase
associated with the proposed project housing units was “planned for” due to its inclusion in the
population/housing projections and planning documents (e.g., City General Plan, SCAG RHNA), the
impacts associated with the direct population growth as a result of this alternative are considered less than
significant.
Because fewer residential units could be constructed and a resulting lower population increase would occur
under this alternative, this impact would be less in magnitude when compared to the proposed project. In
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addition, approximately 3,315 employees would be generated, which is approximately 75 fewer than the
proposed project. This impact would remain less than significant, and would be less in magnitude
compared to the proposed project.
While this alternative does not specifically authorize the demolition and redevelopment of specific
residential units, similar to the proposed project, the changes in land use designations and redevelopment
goals would create opportunities for the demolition of current residential uses and redevelopment of new
uses in their place. The demolition of current residential uses would displace the people currently residing
in affected units. Although fewer residential units could be developed under this alternative as compared to
the proposed project, this alternative would still result in the creation of additional housing units in the
project area. A net increase in residential housing units over existing conditions would result from this
alternative. It is also important to note that the existing residential parcels/units within the project area are
privately owned and the City does not have eminent domain authority to acquire the residential parcels for
the purpose of redeveloping them into non-public uses. Therefore, any redevelopment of the existing
residential uses (that would displace existing residents) would be under the purview of the private
landowners. The construction of replacement housing to offset the loss of existing residential units on
redeveloped land parcels in the project area would all be contained within the plan area. No additional
housing would be required outside of the boundaries of the project area to replace the potentially displaced
existing housing (and the residents occupying the housing). Due to the fact that the displacement of existing
housing and residents would be mitigated by a net increase in replacement housing within the project area,
impacts are considered less than significant and similar to the proposed project.
The beneficial impact of providing a net increase in residential housing units to meet increased housing
needs would be realized under Alternative 3, but to a lesser degree than the proposed project. Due to the
fact that Alternative 3 would provide 546 fewer residential units than the proposed project, this alternative
would not perform as well as the proposed project in addressing a potential future housing shortage issue in
the City and result in pressures on transitional areas zoned multi-family residential to redevelop to the
maximum zoned capacity to provide more housing near jobs, to meet regional forecasts, and generally
responding to employees trying to get closer to existing job centers to reduce their commute.
Public Services

As the population increase would be less under this alternative when compared to the proposed project,
impacts to public services would also be less than the proposed project, as discussed below.
The anticipated number of calls is expected to be fewer than the proposed project due the reduction in
permitted development overall, and would not be above the recommended workload for a rescue
ambulance. Similarly, all new buildings developed under this alternative would be constructed in
accordance with the City’s Building Code and would be required to have adequate fire code requirements.
Implementation of this alternative could still result in a reduction in the firefighter per resident ratio within
the City. The firefighter to population service ratio would be reduced from one firefighter on duty per
3,600 residents to one firefighter on duty per 3,680 residents, a difference of less than 3 percent;
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Therefore, impacts to fire services would be substantially less under this alternative, although still
significant and unavoidable as under the proposed project, as no fee collection mechanism currently
exists to mitigate the impacts.
All new development places an increased burden on police services and causes a need for increased staff and
increased space. Security concerns related to new uses within the project area would be addressed through
the permit process, at which time the GPD would have the opportunity to review the proposed uses and
provide input on necessary security measures. In addition, the City is not considered a high crime area that
experiences a disproportionately large number of crimes in comparison to other areas in the region. Persons
on-site or elsewhere in the City would not be exposed to increased risks as a result of the additional
demands on the GPD as a result of development under this alternative. However, the present police officer
to population service ratio would be reduced from 1.32 sworn officers per 1,000 residents to 1.29 sworn
officers per 1,000 residents, a difference of less than four percent, under implementation of this alternative.
Therefore, impacts to fire services would be less under this alternative, although still significant and
unavoidable as under the proposed project, as no fee collection mechanism currently exists to mitigate the
impacts.
Substantially fewer residential units would be developed under this alternative, which in turn, would result
in fewer students when compared to the proposed project. A total of 744 new students would be generated
under this alternative. Developer fees for school impacts would be assessed. The impact on schools would
be substantially less than under the proposed project, as fewer residential units would be constructed, and
the impact would be less than significant, similar to the proposed project.
While this alternative would include the addition of residents to the project area, and result in a decrease to
the ratio of books per resident, the citywide volume per resident is already above the City standard. As
slightly fewer residential units would be developed under this alternative, the impact to library services
would also be less than significant, similar to the proposed project, and impact library services less than
the proposed project.
Recreation

Presently, Glendale has an extreme deficit of parkland. The overall amount of land designated for parks and
recreation under this alternative would be the same as under the proposed project. Besides the traditional
parks proposed within the identified neighborhoods, the urban design concept includes uses of public lands
including small urban plazas, street closings for special events, upgrading alleys as paseos, and dedicating
portions of wide sidewalks for social and recreational uses. The provision of these types of streetscape
improvements and open space in the project area will provide increased passive recreation opportunities;
however, as the population rises in the City, increased pressure would be placed on parkland and open space
areas within the City, which could potentially cause degradation of those recreational areas. Because this
alternative would result in a lower population increase than the proposed project, the increase in need for
park land would be reduced, and this impact would be less in magnitude comparatively however, although
fewer residents would be generated under this alternative, and even though parkland would be provided
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under future development opportunities, the increase in population combined with the substantial park
deficit existing in the City would result in a significant and unavoidable impact.
Similar to the proposed project, this alternative would provide additional parkland and open space, but the
provision of these facilities would not result in substantial adverse physical impacts. This impact would be
similar to the proposed project, and would remain less than significant.
Transportation

One of the ten intersections significantly impacted by the additional traffic forecast compared to existing
conditions with Alternative 3 is estimated to operate at level of service D or better during both peak hours,
as shown in Appendix H (Traffic Study). In total, twelve of the twenty-eight study intersections are
estimated to operate at level of service E or F during one or both peak hours under existing conditions with
Alternative 3. Even with proposed mitigation measures, this is a significant and unavoidable impact, even
though less of an impact compared to the proposed project.
Of the five intersections estimated to be significantly impacted in 2030 with the addition of Alternative 3
traffic, four will operate at level of service D or better during both peak hours with project traffic included.
In total, eleven of the twenty-eight study intersections are forecast to operate at levels of service E or F
during one or both peak hours in 2030 with Alternative 3. Even with proposed mitigation measures, this is a
significant and unavoidable impact, although less of an impact compared to the proposed project.
Alternative 3 is not estimated to significantly impact the freeway mainline segments during current or future
(2030) conditions. This is a less-than-significant impact, similar to the proposed project.
As buildout of both the proposed project and Alternative 3 would both be subject to City codes in regards to
parking, impacts would be similar and less than significant.
Utilities

Alternative 3, at buildout, would increase the population of the City by approximately 3,435 residents,
resulting in increased demands for utilities. As the population increase would be less than under the
proposed project, demands on utilities would be correspondingly less, and impacts would be less than
significant.
Development occurring in accord to the proposed project will require a water quality management plan,
which would ensure compliance with applicable waste discharge and water quality requirements. With
respect to water supply, the increase in population under this alternative would create the demand for an
additional 754 AF per year of water at buildout. The City has planned for and would have an adequate
supply of water available to meet this demand. Further, the City’s current water treatment facilities, the
Glendale Water Treatment Plant and Verdugo Park Water Treatment Plant, have enough capacity to treat
the City’s current groundwater rights. Development under Alternative 3 would generate an increase of
approximately 668,722 gallons of sewage per day at buildout, and the Hyperion Treatment Plant has
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adequate capacity to meet this increased demand. However, the Colorado Street sewer trunk line may have
inadequate capacity to handle further development in the DSP area, similar to the proposed project. This
aspect of utility service would be significant and unavoidable, similar to the proposed project. New
development would increase demand for electricity and natural gas over existing conditions. A total of
8,197 tons of solid waste that would be generated annually under this alternative, and adequate disposal
capacity exists. The City presently consumes less than one-third of its current electrical capacity, and SCG
has indicated that they are a “reactive” utility, providing natural gas as customers request their services. As
such, adequate infrastructure, supply, and treatment facilities exist to meet utilities demands under this
alternative and impacts would be less than significant. As there would be less development under this
alternative, impacts would be less overall than under the proposed project, although not to a less-thansignificant level for wastewater capacity.
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Table 6-9

Comparison of Impacts of Alternative 3—Reduced (Low-Rise) Project (B) to the Proposed Project

Threshold

Impacts of
Alternative
Compared to
Proposed Project

Comments

Aesthetics

Have a substantial adverse effect on a scenic vista.

Substantially less
than

Scenic vistas would be protected by current General Plan policies to the
same extent as the proposed project; however, as building heights
would be substantially less than under the proposed project, the impact
on scenic vistas under Alternative 3 would be less than the proposed
project.

Substantially damage scenic resources, including, but not limited to,
trees, rock outcroppings, and historic buildings within a state scenic
highway.

Similar

No impact, similar to the proposed project (no state-designated scenic
highways in the vicinity of the project area).

Substantially adversely alter the existing visual character or quality of
the site and its surroundings.

Substantially less
than

Significantly lower building heights would be allowed than under the
proposed project. The SU impact of the proposed project would be
reduced to LTS under this alternative.

Create a new source of substantial light or glare which would
adversely affect day or nighttime views in the area.

Substantially less
than

Significantly lower building heights would result in less light and glare
than under the proposed project in certain districts.

Shade currently unshaded uses located off the site that are sensitive to
shadow, such as residences, school playgrounds, parks, etc., for more
than two continuous hours between 9:00 A.M. and 3:00 P.M. during the
winter, or 9:00 A.M. and 5:00 P.M. during the summer.

Substantially less
than

Lower building heights would result in fewer shade/shadow impacts,
although this impact would still be SU, the same as for the proposed
project, because heights in other districts would remain the same as
under the proposed project.

Similar

Future population levels were considered in the preparation of the 2003
AQMP which would be accommodated by Alternative 3, similar to the
proposed project. Implementation of this alternative would be
consistent with the AQMP.

Slightly less than

Buildout of Alternative 3 is anticipated to exceed the SCAQMD’s
recommended thresholds of significance, although slightly less than the
proposed project due to decreased development intensity. Would not
avoid the SU impact of the proposed project.

Air Quality
Conflict with or obstruct implementation of the applicable air quality
plan.

Violate any state or federal air quality standard or contribute
substantially to an existing or projected air quality violation.
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Table 6-9

Comparison of Impacts of Alternative 3—Reduced (Low-Rise) Project (B) to the Proposed Project

Threshold

Impacts of
Alternative
Compared to
Proposed Project

Comments

Result in a cumulatively considerable net increase of any criteria
pollutant for which the project region is nonattainment under an
applicable federal or state ambient air quality standard (including
releasing emissions which exceed quantitative thresholds for ozone
precursors, including VOCs and NOX).

Similar

Although total air emissions may be less than the proposed project,
impacts related to operation of projects under the existing General Plan
would be SU, similar to the proposed project.

Operation of the proposed project would generate emissions that
exceed South Coast Air Quality Management District thresholds for
VOC, NOX, CO, and PM10.

Similar

Although total air emissions may be less than the proposed project,
impacts related to operation of this alternative would be significant and
unavoidable, similar to the proposed project.

Expose sensitive receptors to substantial pollutant concentrations.

Substantially less
than

Operational and construction emissions would be less than under the
proposed project due to less intense development.

Create objectionable odors affecting a substantial number of people.

Similar

Buildout of Alternative 3 would not create objectionable odors affecting
a substantial number of people, similar to the proposed project.

Have a substantial adverse effect, either directly or through habitat
modification, on any species identified as a candidate, sensitive, or
special status species in local or regional plans, policies, or regulations,
or by the California Department of Fish and Game or U.S. Fish and
Wildlife Service.

Similar

No threatened, endangered, or sensitive species have been reported to
occur within the DSP area. The DSP area is urbanized and biological
impacts would be similar for any development in the area.

Have a substantial adverse effect on any riparian habitat or other
sensitive natural community identified in local or regional plans,
policies, regulations, or by the California Department of Fish and Game
or U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service.

Similar

Buildout of Alternative 3 would not result in disturbance of existing
habitats, similar to the proposed project.

Have a substantial adverse effect on federally protected wetlands, as
defined by Section 404 of the Clean Water Act (including, but not
limited to, marsh, vernal pool, coastal, etc.) through direct removal,
filling, hydrological interruption, or other means.

Similar

Buildout of Alternative 3 would not result in disturbance of wetland
habitats, similar to the proposed project.

Interfere substantially with the movement of any native resident or
migratory fish or wildlife species or with established native resident or
migratory wildlife corridors, or impede the use of native wildlife
nursery sites.

Similar

Buildout of Alternative 3 would result in the same impacts as the
proposed project.

Biological Resources
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Table 6-9

Comparison of Impacts of Alternative 3—Reduced (Low-Rise) Project (B) to the Proposed Project

Threshold

Impacts of
Alternative
Compared to
Proposed Project

Comments

Conflict with any local policies or ordinances protecting biological
resources, such as a tree preservation policy or ordinance.

Similar

Buildout of Alternative 3 would be required to abide by local policies
and/or ordinances, the same as the proposed project.

Conflict with the provisions of an adopted Habitat Conservation Plan,
Natural Community Conservation Plan, or other approved local,
regional, or state habitat conservation plan.

Similar

There is no Habitat Conservation Plan or other approved plan
applicable to the DSP area.

Cause a substantial adverse change in the significance of a historical
resource as defined in Section 15064.5 of the CEQA Guidelines.

Similar

Buildout of Alternative 3 would have similar potential adverse changes
as the proposed project, as the same sites would be developed as under
the proposed project.

Cause a substantial adverse change in the significance of an
archaeological resource pursuant to Section 15064.5 of the CEQA
Guidelines.

Similar

Directly or indirectly destroy a unique paleontological resource or site
or unique geologic feature.

Similar

Mitigation measures for the proposed project would similarly reduce
impacts of this alternative to less than significant.

Similar

Following the applicable provisions of the California Health and Safety
Code would ensure that this impact remains less than significant by
ensuring appropriate examination, treatment, and protection of human
remains, as required by state law, similar to the proposed project.

Substantially less
than

Buildout of Alternative 3 would result in substantially lower building
heights and densities, which could expose a lesser number of people to
risks from these geologic and seismic hazards.

Similar

Development of this alternative would occur on the same parcels as
identified for the proposed project, and impacts to unstable soils would
be the same as under the proposed project.

Cultural Resources

Disturb any human remains, including those interred outside formal
cemeteries.

Mitigation measures for the proposed project would similarly reduce
impacts of this alternative to less than significant.

Geology, Soils, and Mineral Resources
Expose people or structures to potential substantial adverse effects,
including the risk of loss, injury, or death involving:

Fault rupture
Strong seismic groundshaking
Seismic-related ground failure, including liquefaction and
landsliding
Be located on a geologic unit or soil that is unstable, or that would
become unstable as a result of the project, and potentially result in onor off-site landslides, lateral spreading, subsidence, liquefaction, or
collapse.
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Table 6-9

Comparison of Impacts of Alternative 3—Reduced (Low-Rise) Project (B) to the Proposed Project

Threshold

Be located on expansive soil, as defined in Table 18-1-B of the
California Building Code (2001), creating substantial risks to life or
property.

Impacts of
Alternative
Compared to
Proposed Project

Comments

Similar

Development of this alternative would occur on the same parcels as
identified for the proposed project, and impacts to unstable soils would
be the same as under the proposed project.

Similar

Development of this alternative would occur on the same parcels as
identified for the proposed project, and impacts as a result of soil
erosion or the loss of topsoil would be the same as under the proposed
project.

Similar

All mandatory regulations would be observed, ensuring that potential
site-specific geotechnical conditions will be addressed fully in project
design, same as the proposed project. All development would be
connected to the existing wastewater conveyance system, similar to the
proposed project. Similar capacity issues would exist on the Colorado
Street trunk line.

Create a significant hazard to the public or the environment through
the routine transport, use, or disposal of hazardous materials.

Substantially less
than

Lower building heights would result in less development intensity, which
would expose fewer people to risks from routine transport, use, or
disposal of hazardous materials. This impact would remain LTS, the
same as for the proposed project.

Create a significant hazard to the public or the environment through
reasonably foreseeable upset and accident conditions involving the
release of hazardous materials into the environment.

Substantially less
than

Less development intensity would expose fewer people to risks from
reasonably foreseeable upset and accident conditions involving the
release of hazardous materials into the environment. This impact would
remain LTS, the same as for the proposed project.

Emit hazardous emissions or handle hazardous or acutely hazardous
materials, substances, or waste within one-quarter mile of an existing
or proposed school.

Similar

Compliance with federal, state, and local laws and regulations would
ensure this impact remains less than significant, similar to the proposed
project (except for toxic air contaminant emissions, as identified in
Section 4.2, Air Quality, which would be similar under this alternative).

Be located on a site which is included on a list of hazardous materials
sites compiled pursuant to Government Code Section 65962.5 and, as
a result, would create a significant hazard to the public or the
environment.

Similar

Development would occur on the same identified parcels as the
proposed project.

Result in substantial soil erosion or the loss of topsoil.

Have soils incapable of adequately supporting the use of septic tanks or
alternative wastewater disposal systems where sewers are not available
for the disposal of wastewater.
Hazards and Hazardous Materials
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Table 6-9

Comparison of Impacts of Alternative 3—Reduced (Low-Rise) Project (B) to the Proposed Project

Threshold

For a project located within an airport land use plan or, where such a
plan has not been adopted, within two miles of a public airport or
public use airport, would the project result in a safety hazard for
people residing or working in the project area.

Impacts of
Alternative
Compared to
Proposed Project

Comments

Similar

The DSP area is not located within an airport land use plan.

For a project within the vicinity of a private airstrip, result in a safety
hazard for people residing or working in the project area.

Substantially less
than

Buildout of Alternative 3 is not located within the vicinity of an airstrip,
same as the proposed project. It is anticipated that with lower building
heights and densities, a fewer number of helipads could be constructed
than under the proposed project, but this impact would remain LTS,
similar to the proposed project.

Impair implementation of or physically interfere with an adopted
emergency response plan or emergency evacuation plan.

Similar

Compliance would be required with standard City conditions and
requirements and would result in similar impacts with regard to
emergency response plans.

Expose people or structures to a significant risk of loss, injury, or
death involving wildland fires, including where wildlands are adjacent to
urbanized areas or where residences are intermixed with wildlands.

Similar

There is no risk of wildland fires in the DSP area.

Violate any water quality standards or waste discharge requirements.

Similar

Similar runoff coefficients and permeable surfaces would be provided
under this alternative.

Substantially deplete groundwater supplies or interfere substantially
with groundwater recharge such that there would be a net deficit in
aquifer volume or a lowering of the local groundwater table level (e.g.,
the production rate of pre-existing nearby wells would drop to a level
which would not support existing land uses or planned uses for which
permits have been granted).

Similar

No significant changes in drainage patterns compared to the proposed
project. The DSP area is not a groundwater recharge area.

Substantially alter the existing drainage pattern of the site or area,
including through the alteration of the course of a stream or river, in a
manner that would result in substantial erosion or siltation on or off
site.

Similar

Similar runoff coefficients, so similar impact to proposed project.

Hydrology and Water Quality
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Table 6-9

Comparison of Impacts of Alternative 3—Reduced (Low-Rise) Project (B) to the Proposed Project
Impacts of
Alternative
Compared to
Proposed Project

Threshold

Comments

Substantially alter the existing drainage pattern of the site or area,
including through the alteration of the course of a stream or river, or
substantially increase the rate or amount of surface runoff in a manner
that would result in flooding on or off site.

Similar

Building footprints would be similar to the proposed project, and
existing drainage patterns would not be substantially altered.

Create or contribute runoff water which would exceed the capacity of
existing or planned stormwater drainage systems or provide substantial
additional sources of polluted runoff.

Similar

Similar runoff retention requirements would be required with
implementation of this alternative.

Otherwise substantially degrade water quality.

Similar

Similar requirements for water quality controls would be implemented
under this alternative.

Substantially less
than

Buildout of Alternative 3 would result in lower building heights and
densities than under the proposed project. The landscape and masonry
buffers described in the design guidelines of the DSP would be
implemented.

Physical division of an established community.

Similar

Alternative 3 would be consistent with all permitted uses at time of
development, the same as the proposed project.

Conflict with any applicable land use plan, policy, or regulation of an
agency with jurisdiction over the project (including, but not limited to,
the general plan, specific plan, or zoning ordinance) adopted for the
purpose of avoiding or mitigating an environmental effect.

Similar

Buildout of Alternative 3 would be consistent with all permitted uses at
time of development, same as the proposed project.

Conflict with any applicable habitat conservation plan or natural
community conservation plan.

Similar

There is no habitat conservation plan or natural community
conservation plan applicable to the project area.

Similar

Buildout of Alternative 3 would result in less intense development than
under the proposed project, but would result in substantially similar
(LTS) adverse effects on existing neighborhood and regional commercial
uses in the City.

Less than

Lower densities and building heights would result in fewer noise impacts
from increased traffic.

Land Use/Planning
Intensify development within the DSP
incompatibilities with adjacent land uses.

area

that

creates

Result in urban decay or urban blight (i.e., significant physical changes in
the environment).
Noise
Expose persons to or generate noise levels in excess of standards
established in the local general plan or noise ordinance, or applicable
standards of other agencies.
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Table 6-9

Comparison of Impacts of Alternative 3—Reduced (Low-Rise) Project (B) to the Proposed Project

Threshold

Impacts of
Alternative
Compared to
Proposed Project

Comments

Expose persons to or generate excessive groundborne vibration or
groundborne noise levels.

Similar

Vibration impacts from construction would be substantially similar to
the proposed project.

Cause a substantial permanent increase in ambient noise levels in the
project vicinity above levels existing without the project.

Substantially less
than

There would be less intense development, and therefore fewer ambient
noise impacts.

Cause a substantial temporary or periodic increase in ambient noise
levels in the project vicinity above levels existing without the project.

Similar

Construction noise impacts would be similar. Impacts on sensitive
receptors in the immediate vicinity would be slightly less due to less
residential development under this alternative.

Expose people residing or working in the project site to excessive
noise levels from a project located within an airport land use plan or,
where such a plan has not been adopted, within 2 miles of a public
airport or public use airport.

Similar

The DSP area is not located within an airport land use plan or in the
vicinity of a private airstrip.

Expose people residing or working in the project site to excessive
noise levels from a project located within the vicinity of a private
airstrip.

Substantially less
than

Buildout of Alternative 3 could result in fewer impacts from noise from
helipad operations, as a fewer number of helipads would be constructed
under this alternative.

Induce substantial population growth in an area, either directly (for
example, by proposing new homes and businesses) or indirectly (for
example, through extension of roads or other infrastructure).

Similar

Direct population growth would be slightly less, as fewer residential
uses would be constructed; indirect growth due to employment would
be less than the growth under the proposed project. Would not
improve jobs/housing balance to the same extent as under the proposed
project Would still result in the cumulative population impact identified
for the proposed project (exceedance of SCAG projections). This
alternative could exacerbate a future housing shortage in the City,
which would be a greater impact than under the proposed project.

Displace substantial numbers of existing housing, necessitating the
construction of replacement housing elsewhere.

Similar

Buildout of Alternative 3 could result in the demolition of existing
residential uses, the same as the proposed project.

Displace substantial numbers of people, necessitating the construction
of replacement housing elsewhere.

Similar

Buildout of Alternative 3 could result in the displacement of any people
currently residing in the project area, the same as the proposed project.

Population and Housing
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Table 6-9

Comparison of Impacts of Alternative 3—Reduced (Low-Rise) Project (B) to the Proposed Project

Threshold

Impacts of
Alternative
Compared to
Proposed Project

Comments

Public Services
Result in substantial adverse physical impacts associated with the
provision of new or physically altered governmental facilities, the
construction of which could cause significant environmental impacts, in
order to maintain acceptable service ratios, response times, or other
performance objectives for any of the public services:

Substantially less
than

Buildout of Alternative 3 would not result in as substantial a resident
population increase compared to the proposed project, as fewer
residential uses would be provided. The impact on schools would be
less than the proposed project, similar to for Police Protection, Fire
Protection, and Library Services. This alternative would not reduce the
significance of the SU impacts of the proposed project.

Increase the use of existing neighborhood and regional parks or other
recreational facilities such that substantial physical deterioration of the
facility would occur or be accelerated.

Substantially less
than

Resident population would decrease compared to the proposed project.
This impact would remain SU.

Include recreational facilities or require the construction or expansion
of recreational facilities that might have an adverse physical effect on
the environment.

Similar

All construction impacts addressed in other technical sections of the
EIR would be similar.

Cause an increase in traffic which is substantial in relation to the
existing traffic load and capacity of the street system (i.e., result in a
substantial increase in either the number of vehicle trips, the volume to
capacity ratio on roads, or congestion at intersections).

Slightly less than

One fewer intersection would be impacted than under the proposed
project. SU impacts of the proposed project would not be avoided.

Exceed, either individually or cumulatively, a level of service standard
established by the county congestion management agency for
designated roads or highways.

Slightly less than

One fewer intersection would be impacted than under the proposed
project.

Result in inadequate emergency access.

Similar

Emergency access policies would continue to be implemented under this
alternative, the same as for the proposed project.

Result in inadequate parking capacity.

Similar

All development in the DSP area would be subject to Municipal Code
standards, and impacts would be similar to the proposed project.

Fire Protection
Police Protection
Schools
Other public facilities
Recreation

Transportation/Traffic
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Table 6-9

Comparison of Impacts of Alternative 3—Reduced (Low-Rise) Project (B) to the Proposed Project

Threshold

Conflict with adopted policies, plans, or programs supporting
alternative transportation (e.g., bus turnouts, bicycle racks).

Impacts of
Alternative
Compared to
Proposed Project

Comments

Similar

Implementation of Alternative 3 would not conflict with General Plan
policies supporting alternative transportation, similar to the proposed
project.

Substantially less
than

Demand for potable and non-potable water would be less due to less
intense development.

Substantially less
than

Demand for water treatment facilities or expansion of existing facilities
would be less than under the proposed project.

Substantially less
than

Development under Alternative 3 would lead to the creation of less
wastewater than buildout of the proposed project due to lower
generation rates.

Substantially less
than

Buildout of Alternative 3 would lead to the creation of less wastewater
than buildout of the proposed project due to lower generation rates.

Similar

Buildout of Alternative 3 would lead to the creation of less wastewater
than buildout of the proposed project due to lower generation rates.
However, due to capacity issues on the Colorado Street sewer trunk
line, this impact would remain SU, as any development could result in
the significant impact.

Substantially less
than

Buildout of Alternative 3 would lead to the creation of less quantities of
solid waste compared to the proposed project

Similar

Buildout of Alternative 3 would be required to comply with all federal,
state, and local statutes and regulations related to solid waste, same as
the proposed project.

Utilities and Service Systems
Water Supply
Result in insufficient water supplies available to serve the project from
existing entitlements and resources.
Require or result in the construction of new water treatment facilities
or expansion of existing facilities, the construction of which could
cause significant environmental effects.
Wastewater
Exceed wastewater treatment requirements of the applicable Regional
Water Quality Control Board.
Require or result in the construction of new wastewater treatment
facilities or expansion of existing facilities, the construction of which
could cause significant environmental effects.
Result in a determination (by the wastewater treatment provider that
serves or may serve the Project) that it has inadequate capacity to
serve the Project’s projected demand in addition to the provider’s
existing commitments.
Solid Waste
Be served by a landfill with insufficient permitted capacity to
accommodate the project’s solid waste disposal needs.
Result in non-compliance with federal, state, and local statutes and
regulations related to solid waste.
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Table 6-9

Comparison of Impacts of Alternative 3—Reduced (Low-Rise) Project (B) to the Proposed Project

Threshold

Impacts of
Alternative
Compared to
Proposed Project

Energy
Require or result in the construction of new energy production and/or
transmission facilities or expansion of existing facilities, the
construction of which could cause significant environmental effects.

Glendale Downtown Specific Plan Program EIR

Substantially less
than

Comments

Buildout of Alternative 3 would result in less demand for energy
compared to the proposed project because of decreased development
intensity.
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6.4

SUMMARY COMPARISON OF ALTERNATIVES

Table 6-10 below summarizes the level of significance and relative magnitude of impacts from each
alternative, when compared to the proposed project.
Table 6-10

Summary Comparison of Alternatives

Proposed
Project

Alternative 1
No Project/Reasonably
Foreseeable
Development
(Continuation of
Existing General Plan)

Alternative 2
Reduced (MidRise) Project (A)

Aesthetics

(2) SU

(2) SU/+

(2) SU/-

Air Quality

(3) SU

(3) SU/-

(3) SU/-

(3) SU/-

Biological Resources

LTS

=

=

=

Cultural Resources

(1) SU

(1) SU=

(1) SU/=

(1) SU/=

Geology

LTS

=

-

--

Hazards and Hazardous Materials

LTS

+

-

--

Hydrology

LTS

=

=

=

Land Use

LTS

+

=

-

(3) SU

(3) SU/+

(3) SU/-

(3) SU/--

LTS

+

=

=

Public Services

(2) SU

(2) SU/=

(2) SU/=

(2) SU/-

Recreation and Open Space

(1) SU

(1) SU/+

(1) SU/=

(1) SU/-

Transportation

(1) SU

(1) SU/-

(2) SU/-

(2) SU/--

Utilities and Service Systems

(1) SU

(1) SU/-

(1) SU/=

(1) SU/-

Environmental Issue Area

Noise
Population and Housing

Alternative 3
Reduced (LowRise) Project (B)

(1) SU/-(1) LTS/--

(SU) = significant and unavoidable
(LTS) = Less than Significant
(–) = Impacts considered to be less when compared with the proposed project.
(--) = Impacts considered to be substantially less when compared to the proposed project.
(+) = Impacts considered to be greater when compared with the proposed project.
(=) = Impacts considered to be equal or similar to the proposed project.

Table 6-11 below describes whether the alternative substantially lessens any of the project’s significant
impacts, although not to a less-than-significant level.
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Table 6-11

Does the Alternative Substantially Lessen any of Project’s
Significant Impacts?

Resource Area/Significant Project Impact

Alternative 1
No Project/Reasonably
Foreseeable
Development
(Continuation of
Existing General Plan)

Alternative 2
Reduced (MidRise) Project (A)

Alternative 3
Reduced
(Low-Rise)
Project (B)

N

Y

Y++

N

Y

Y+

N

N

N

N

Y

Y+

N

N

Y

N

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y+

Aesthetics
Implementation of the proposed project would result in a
substantial adverse effect on the visual quality of the DSP
Area
Implementation of the proposed project would result in new
sources of shade and shadow
Air Quality
Construction activities associated with the proposed project
would contribute substantially to an existing or projected air
quality violation for CO, VOC, NOX, and PM10
Operation of the proposed project would generate
emissions that exceed South Coast Air Quality Management
District thresholds for CO, VOC, NOX, and PM10
Construction and operation of the proposed project would
result in a cumulatively considerable net increase of criteria
pollutants (CO, VOC, NOX, and PM10) for which the
proposed project region is in nonattainment under an
applicable federal or state ambient air quality standard
Cultural Resources
Implementation of the proposed project will result in a
significant adverse impact on known historic resources and
potential historic properties
Noise
Operation of the proposed project would expose noisesensitive land uses to noise levels that exceed the standards
established by the City of Glendale Municipal Code
Construction activities associated with the proposed project
would expose persons or structures to excessive
groundborne vibration
Public Services
Implementation of the DSP would increase the demand for
fire and police protection services
Recreation
Implementation of the proposed project would result in the
increased use of parks and recreational facilities such that
deterioration
Traffic/Transportation
The proposed project would generate new traffic volumes
that would add significant traffic volumes to study
intersections
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Table 6-11

Does the Alternative Substantially Lessen any of Project’s
Significant Impacts?

Resource Area/Significant Project Impact

Alternative 1
No Project/Reasonably
Foreseeable
Development
(Continuation of
Existing General Plan)

Alternative 2
Reduced (MidRise) Project (A)

Alternative 3
Reduced
(Low-Rise)
Project (B)

N

N

N

Utilities and Service Systems
Implementation of the proposed project would increase
wastewater generation such that treatment facilities would
be inadequate such that treatment (conveyance) facilities
would be inadequate to serve the projected wastewater
flows in addition to the provider’s existing commitments

Y = The alternative substantially lessens the significant impacts of the proposed project
Y+ = the alternative substantially lessens the significant impacts of the proposed to an even greater degree than the proposed
project
Y++ = the alternative lessens one or more significant impacts of the proposed project to a less-than-significant level

6.5

ATTAINMENT OF PROJECT OBJECTIVES

Table 6-12 below summarizes the ability for each of the alternatives to obtain project objectives. As shown
in the table, the No Project/Reasonably Foreseeable Development Alternative would achieve some of the
project objectives, but would not achieve others (or would achieve them to a lesser degree than the
proposed project.) The Reduced Project (A) and (B) Alternatives would achieve all of the project objectives,
similar to the proposed project.
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Table 6-12

Objective

Attainment of Project Objectives

Alternative 1
No Project/Reasonably Foreseeable
Development (Continuation of Existing
General Plan)

N
Provide a framework and a manual to
guide
responsible
growth
and
development of downtown

Continuation of the existing General
Plan would not implement the
integrated design principles embodied
in the DSP to promote an orderly
growth of downtown.

Alternative 2
Reduced (Mid-Rise) Project (A)

Alternative 3
Reduced (Low-Rise) Project (B)

Y=

Y=

This alternative would implement the
same integrated design principles as the
proposed project, and would meet this
project objective in whole.

This alternative would implement the
same integrated design principles as the
proposed project, and would meet this
project objective in whole.

Y <-

Y=

Perpetuate a powerful physical image
promoting the city’s regional identity

Implementation of the existing general
plan would result in commercial/office
uses developed in the downtown,
which would perpetuate a powerful
physical image of a downtown business
district. However, it would not meet
the portion of this objective designed
to achieve an integrated sense of place
and destination for visitors by
providing increased entertainment
uses.
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This alternative does not meet this
objective to the same degree as the
proposed
project.
The
mid-rise
alternative
will
not
significantly
transform the City’s current skyline
with an approximately one-third
reduction in height. This would result in
a less powerful physical image that is
distinct
from
neighboring
cities.
Additionally, in contrast to the
proposed project, Alternative 2 does
not grant similar incentives in exchange
for public amenities such as open space,
and thus is less likely than the proposed
project to create new parks, plazas,
courtyards, and pedestrian passages that
define the physical image of downtown
as experienced by pedestrians.

Y <-This alternative does not meet this
objective to the same degree as the
proposed project, as the low-rise scenario
will not result in a significant
transformation or enhancement of the
City’s current skyline. Without the
enhancement of the skyline, there would
be a less powerful physical image distinct
from neighboring cities such as Pasadena
and Burbank, which are low-rise
downtowns similar to Alternative 3.
Additionally, in contrast to the proposed
project, Alternative 3 does not grant
similar incentives in exchange for public
amenities such as open space, and thus is
less likely than the proposed project to
create new parks, plazas, courtyards, and
pedestrian passages that define the
physical image of downtown as
experienced by pedestrians.
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Table 6-12

Objective

Attainment of Project Objectives

Alternative 1
No Project/Reasonably Foreseeable
Development (Continuation of Existing
General Plan)

Alternative 2
Reduced (Mid-Rise) Project (A)

Alternative 3
Reduced (Low-Rise) Project (B)

Y <--

Ensure downtown’s long-term status as
a good place to do business

Y=

Y=

Implementation of the existing General
Plan would not prohibit achieving this
objective. Height and density standards
are less restrictive than the proposed
project.

This alternative would provide only
slightly less mixed-use development
downtown and provides nearly the
same capacity for large-scale business
development, relocation, and expansion.

While alternative 2 will allow additional
mixed-use development downtown, it
does not ensure the downtown will be a
good place to do business to the same
degree as the proposed project.
Alternative 3 does not accommodate
sufficient development to meet changing
business demands because its height and
density standards are more restrictive
than the proposed project. This
alternative, therefore, provides less
capacity
for
large-scale
business
development, relocation, and expansion
than the proposed project. Alternative 3
will more quickly lead to a situation in
which downtown is built out, and
businesses will need to locate elsewhere
to continue to grow. Additionally, because
the margin between the existing
conditions and the development is
narrower in alternative 3 than the
proposed project, it is less likely to attract
redevelopment interests necessary to
bring continued economic energy into the
downtown.

Y=

Y=

The design principles in the DSP would
be implemented under this alternative.

The design principles in the DSP would be
implemented under this alternative.

N
Encourage excellence in design and
quality of craftsmanship to enhance the
downtown environment
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Continuation of the existing General
Plan would not implement the
integrated design principles embodied
in the DSP to promote excellence of
design and architectural compatibility.
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Table 6-12

Objective

Attainment of Project Objectives

Alternative 1
No Project/Reasonably Foreseeable
Development (Continuation of Existing
General Plan)

Alternative 2
Reduced (Mid-Rise) Project (A)

Alternative 3
Reduced (Low-Rise) Project (B)

Y <-

Strengthen downtown’s pedestrian,
bicycle
and
transit
oriented
characteristics while ensuring vehicular
access to downtown destinations

N
The General Plan would not implement
the
transit-oriented
development
envisioned in the DSP.

N
Attract a wide range of activities to
maintain a dynamic atmosphere

The General Plan would not include
residential uses and the integration of
paseos,
outdoor
plazas,
and
connections to bikeways and other
pedestrian amenities as under the
proposed project.

Glendale Downtown Specific Plan Program EIR

Alternative 2 does not meet this
objective to the same degree as the
proposed project, as less mixed-use
development downtown means more
vehicular trips from outside the
downtown to commercial and office
uses. Alternative 2 provides fewer
resources via development fees,
districts, and/or incentives to invest in
pedestrian, bicycle, and transit options.
However, the difference between the
amount of development under this
alternative is not substantial; therefore,
this alternative meets this objective to
only a slightly lesser degree as the
proposed project.

Alternative 3 does not meet this objective
to the same degree as the proposed
project, as less mixed-use development
downtown means more vehicular trips
from outside the downtown to
commercial and office uses. Alternative 3
provides fewer resources via development
fees, districts, and/or incentives to invest
in pedestrian, bicycle, and transit options.

Y <-

Y <--

Because this alternative has greater
restrictions on the intensity of
development, it does not meet this
objective to the same degree as the
proposed project, which has a range of
allowable building heights that may
accommodate a mixture of mixed-use
development, including low-rise marketrate housing, mid-rise condos and Class
B office, and high-rise luxury condos and
Class A office. This alternative is more
likely to result in a uniformity of
development heights.

Because this alternative has greater
restrictions
on
the
intensity
of
development, it does not meet this
objective to the same degree as the
proposed project, which has a range of
allowable building heights that may
accommodate a mixture of mixed-use
development, including low-rise marketrate housing, mid-rise condos and Class B
office, and high-rise luxury condos and
Class A office. This alternative is even
more likely to result in a uniformity of
development heights.

Y <--
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Table 6-12

Objective

Attainment of Project Objectives

Alternative 1
No Project/Reasonably Foreseeable
Development (Continuation of Existing
General Plan)

Alternative 2
Reduced (Mid-Rise) Project (A)

Alternative 3
Reduced (Low-Rise) Project (B)

Y <--

Housing would be provided under this
alternative, but at a slightly reduced
quantity. This alternative would meet
this project objective to a slightly lesser
extent than the proposed project.

Alternative 3 restricts housing options for
most of the downtown to a maximum of
six stories. This will result in a limited
range of building and housing types
(mostly Type V wood construction over
concrete podiums), in contrast to the
proposed project, which permits various
forms of high-rise development, including
high-rise residential. Additionally, in most
of the DSP, Alternative 3 provides only
two stories of additional height in
exchange for affordable housing, whereas
the proposed project may provide up to
six stories in the same areas, and
therefore more affordable housing
options.

Y=

Y=

Development regulations as under the
DSP would be included with this
alternative. This alternative would meet
this project objective fully.

Development regulations as under the
DSP would be included with this
alternative. This alternative would meet
the project objective fully.

Y <Provide incentives for a wide range of
downtown housing types

Present development regulations in a
user-friendly, easy-to-follow manner

Preserve and enhance the distinctive
character of Glendale’s downtown
buildings, streets, and views
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N
No housing would be provided under
this alternative.

N
The current development regulations
would continue in force.

N
The urban design guidelines specific to
the downtown area would not be
implemented under this alternative.

Y=
All design guidelines would be
implemented to the same extent as
under the proposed project. This
alternative would meet the project
objective fully.

Y=
All
design
guidelines
would
be
implemented to the same extent as under
the proposed project. This alternative
would meet the project objective fully.
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Table 6-12

Objective

Attainment of Project Objectives

Alternative 1
No Project/Reasonably Foreseeable
Development (Continuation of Existing
General Plan)

Alternative 2
Reduced (Mid-Rise) Project (A)

Y <N
Concentrate growth in current transitrich entertainment/employment centers
to relieve development pressures on
existing residential neighborhoods

As no residential uses would be
developed
in
the
DSP
area,
development pressures in existing
neighborhoods would continue to
exist.

While this alternative would meet this
project objective by provision of
housing in downtown, it would meet
the objective to a slightly lesser extent
because of inclusion of fewer residential
units and by putting greater restrictions
on development than the proposed
project, accommodates somewhat less
growth in the downtown.

Alternative 3
Reduced (Low-Rise) Project (B)

Y <-Alternative 3,
by
putting
greater
restrictions on development than the
proposed project, accommodates less
growth in the downtown, the City’s
premier entertainment, employment, and
transit center, and provides fewer
alternatives to development in existing
residential neighborhoods. This alternative
meets this objective to a significantly
lesser extent than the proposed project.

Y <- Alternative meets project objective, but to a lesser extent than the proposed project
Y <-- Alternative meets project objective, but to a significantly lesser extent than the proposed project
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6.6

ENVIRONMENTALLY SUPERIOR ALTERNATIVE

An EIR is required to identify the environmentally superior alternative from among the range of reasonable
alternatives that are evaluated. This would ideally be the alternative that results in fewer (or no) significant
and unavoidable impacts. CEQA Guidelines Section 15126(d)(2) states that if the environmentally superior
alternative is the no project alternative, the EIR shall also identify an environmentally superior alternative
from among the other alternatives.
Alternative 1 (No Project/Reasonably Foreseeable Development [Continuation of Existing General Plan])
does not avoid or lessen any of the substantial impacts of the proposed project. While Alternative 2
(Reduced [Mid-Rise] Project [A]) does not reduce any of the proposed project’s significant impacts to a lessthan-significant level, it does lessen the severity of many of the impacts, as noted in Table 6-11.
Alternative 3 (Reduced [Low-Rise] Project [B]) would reduce the significant and unavoidable impact to
visual character of the DSP area to a less-than-significant level. Alternative 3 would, therefore, be
environmentally superior to the proposed project because the significant environmental impacts to
aesthetics, air quality, noise, public services, transportation, and utilities would be lessened to the greatest
extent, since this alternative proposes the least amount of future development. However, Alternative 3 does
not fully meet the project objectives, as noted in Table 6-12.
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CHAPTER 9

Changes to the Draft EIR and
Responses to Comments

The Draft Environmental Impact Report (Draft EIR) for the proposed project was circulated for review and
comment to the public, other interested parties, agencies that commented on the IS/NOP, and surrounding
jurisdictions for a 45-day public review period that concluded on October 2, 2006.
Copies of the Draft EIR were available for public review during normal business hours at the City of
Glendale Planning Department and at the Glendale Redevelopment Agency. Additional copies of the Draft
EIR were made available for public review at all of the libraries in the City of Glendale. In addition, the
Draft EIR was located on the City of Glendale’s Planning Department’s website. A list of persons and
agencies that received either the Draft EIR or the Notice of Availability is included below.

9.1

PUBLIC REVIEW PROCESS

The Draft Environmental Impact Report (Draft EIR) was distributed to various public agencies, citizen
groups, and interested individuals for a 45-day public review period, which began on August 18, 2006, and
ended on October 2, 2006, at 5:00 P.M. The Draft EIR was circulated to state agencies for review through
the State Clearinghouse, Office of Planning and Research. Copies of the Draft EIR were available for review
at all libraries within the City of Glendale, the City of Glendale Planning Department, and the Glendale
Redevelopment Agency, as well as on the City of Glendale’s Planning Department’s website. During the
review period, the public was provided with the opportunity to submit written comments on the Draft EIR.
A public meeting was held at the City of Glendale’s Municipal Services Building on August 28, 2006, to
present the proposed project and encourage the public to comment on the adequacy and completeness of
the environmental analyses described in the Draft EIR. The public was invited to attend a Special Public
Hearing of the Planning Commission on September 20, 2006, at the City of Glendale’s Municipal Services
Building. The public was also invited to comment on the Draft EIR at the following public meetings:





Parks, Recreation & Community Services Commission, September 6, 2006
Historic Preservation Commission, September 25, 2006
Traffic & Parking Commission, September 25, 2006
Arts & Culture Commission, September 28, 2006

9.1.1

Persons/Entities Receiving the Draft EIR

The following persons or organizations received a copy of the Draft EIR through first-class mail:
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City of Pasadena

State of California

State of California

Planning & Development Department

Office of Planning and Research

Planning Division

State Clearing House

Office of Historic Preservation
Attn: Michelle Messinger

175 N. Garfield Avenue

P.O. Box 3044

1416 9TH Street, Room 1442

Pasadena, CA 91109
CALTRANS

Sacramento, CA 95812-3044

Sacramento CA 95814

SCAQMD

Regional Water Quality Control Board

Attn: CEQA Section

Los Angeles Region

21865 East Copley Drive

320 W 4TH Street, Ste. 200

Diamond Bar, CA 91765

Los Angeles, CA 90013

City of Burbank

City of Los Angeles

Attn: Harry W. Stone

Community Development Department

Planning Department

Director of Public Works

Planning Division

Director of Planning

900 South Fremont Avenue

275 E. Olive Street

200 North Spring Street, 5th Floor

Alhambra, CA 91803-1331

Burbank, CA 91502

Los Angeles County

LA County Sanitation

Los Angeles, CA 90012-2601
Environmental Director

Metropolitan Transportation Authority

District 5

One Gateway Plaza

1955 Workman Mill Road

Los Angeles, CA 90012-2952

Whittier, CA 90607

City of La Canada Flintridge

The Glendale Historical Society

County of Los Angeles

Planning Division

Attn: Arlene Vidor, President

Department of Regional Planning

1327 Foothill Blvd., #F

320 W. Temple Street

La Canada Flintridge, CA 91011

1008 Marion Drive
Glendale, CA 91205

Dr. Stephen Hodgson

Dr. John A. Davitt

Chief Business & Financial Officer

Superintendent/President

Native American Heritage Commission

Glendale Unified School District

Glendale Community College

915 Capitol Mall, Room 364

223 N. Jackson Street

1500 N. Verdugo Road

Sacramento, CA 95814

Glendale, CA 91205-4380
Los Angeles Conservancy

Glendale, CA 91208

District 7 Advance Planning
IGR Office 1-10C
120 South Spring Street
Los Angeles, CA 90012
LA County Public Works

Modern Committee
Attn: Mike Resnick
523 W 6th Street, # 826
Los Angeles, CA 90014
Carol Jacobs

Los Angeles Conservancy
Attn: Jay Platt
523 W 6th Street, # 826
Los Angeles, CA 90014
Glendale Homeowners

VP, Group Director

Coordinating Council

General Growth Properties, Inc.

Gary Cornell

100 W. Broadway, Ste. 700

1840 Calle Suenos

Glendale, CA 91210

Glendale, CA 91208
Southern California Association of
Governments

Harry Hall
Milano’s Restaurant
525 N. Brand Blvd.
Glendale, CA 91203
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LA County Department of
Regional Planning
320 W. Temple, 13th Floor
Los Angeles, CA 90012

Los Angeles, CA 90012

Rick Moses
Caruso Affiliated Holdings
101 The Grove Drive
Los Angeles, CA 90036
Judy Kendall/Lynn Johnson
Glendale Chamber of Commerce
200 S. Louise St.
Glendale, CA 91205

818 W. Seventh Street, 12th Floor (Main
Office)
Los Angeles, CA 90017
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The Draft EIR was also distributed to individuals and representatives of neighborhood associations who
personally asked for a copy.
Several comment letters were received during the Draft EIR review period. A complete list of all public
commenters, the date of the comment letter, and the comment letter denotation are set forth in Table 9-1
below.
Table 9-1

List of Commenters on the Draft EIR
Commenter

Date

Comment Letter #

COMMENT LETTERS
Government Agencies and Nongovernmental Organizations
Southern California Association of Governments

9/21/2006

SCAG

California Department of Transportation

9/28/2006

DOT

South Coast Air Quality Management District

9/29/2006

SCAQMD

Los Angeles County Department of Public Works

10/2/2006

LACDPW

The Glendale Historical Society

8/28/2006

GHS

Juliet M. Arroyo

10/2/2006

JMA

S.W. Balkin, D.P.M.

9/10/2006

SWB

John A. Henning, Jr.

10/3/2006

JAH

Individuals

At the Special Public Hearing of the Planning Commission on September 20, 2006, oral comments
concerning sewer capacity were received from the commissioners. The comments expressed concern over
completion of a sewer study to clarify sewer conditions. Additional concerns were expressed regarding how
funding of any required sewer upgrades would be equitably shared among future development. Responses
to these oral comments are contained in this document.

9.2

CEQA REQUIREMENTS

The City of Glendale as Lead Agency must provide each public agency that commented on the Draft EIR
with a copy of the Lead Agency’s response at least ten days before certifying the Final Environmental Impact
Report (Final EIR). In addition, the Lead Agency may also provide an opportunity for members of the
public to review the Final EIR prior to certification, although this is not a requirement of CEQA.

9.3

USE OF THE FINAL ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT REPORT

The Final EIR allows the public and the Lead Agency an opportunity to review revisions to the Draft EIR,
the responses to comments, and other components of the EIR—such as the Mitigation Monitoring Program
(MMP)—prior to approval of the project. The Final EIR serves as the environmental document used by the
City when considering approval of the proposed project.
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After completing the Final EIR, and before approving the project, the Lead Agency must make the following
three certifications as required by Section 15090 of the CEQA Guidelines:


That the Final EIR has been completed in compliance with CEQA



That the Final EIR was presented to the decision-making body of the Lead Agency, and that the
decision-making body reviewed and considered the information in the Final EIR prior to approving
the project



That the Final EIR reflects the Lead Agency’s independent judgment and analysis

Additionally, pursuant to Section 15091(a) of the CEQA Guidelines, if an EIR that has been certified for a
project identifies one or more significant environmental effects, the lead agency must adopt “Findings of
Fact.” For each significant impact, the lead agency must make one of the following findings:
(1) Changes or alterations have been required in, or incorporated into, the project which avoid or
substantially lessen the significant environmental effect as identified in the EIR.
(2) Such changes or alterations are within the responsibility and jurisdiction of another public agency
and not the agency making the finding. Such changes have been adopted by such other agency or
can and should be adopted by such other agency.
(3) Specific economic, legal, social, technological, or other considerations, including provision of
employment opportunities for highly trained workers, make infeasible the mitigation measures or
project alternatives identified in the final EIR.

Each finding must be accompanied by a brief explanation of the rationale for the finding. In addition,
pursuant to Section 15091(d) of the CEQA Guidelines, the agency must adopt, in conjunction with the
findings, a program for reporting or monitoring the changes that it has either required in the project or
made a condition of approval to avoid or substantially lessen environmental effects. These measures must be
fully enforceable through permit conditions, agreements, or other measures. This program is referred to as
the Mitigation Monitoring Program.
Further, pursuant to Section 15093(b) of the CEQA Guidelines, when a Lead Agency approves a project
that would result in significant unavoidable impacts that are disclosed in the Final EIR, the agency must state
in writing its reasons for supporting the approved action despite the significant unavoidable impacts of the
project. This Statement of Overriding Considerations shall be supported by substantial information in the
record, which includes this Final EIR. Since the proposed project would result in significant unavoidable
impacts, the City of Glendale would be required to adopt a Statement of Overriding Considerations if it
approves the project. This statement is not a substitute for the Findings of Fact described above.
These certifications, the Findings of Fact, and the Statement of Overriding Considerations are included in a
separate Findings document that accompanies the City’s staff report. Both the Final EIR and the Findings are
submitted to the City for consideration of the proposed project.
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9.4

CHANGES TO THE DRAFT EIR

9.4.1

Text Changes

Text changes are intended to clarify or correct information in the Draft Environmental Impact Report
(Draft EIR) in response to comments received on the document or as initiated by Lead Agency (City of
Glendale) staff. These changes have been indicated in the Draft EIR by strikethrough text for deletions and
double-underline text for additions.
The following changes have been made to the Draft EIR:

 Chapter 1 (Executive Summary)
Page1-11 through 1-15, Table 1-1 has been amended as follows:
Impact(s)

Impact 4.2-2 Construction
activities associated with the
proposed
project
could
contribute substantially to an
existing or projected air quality
violation for criteria air
pollutants. This is considered a
potentially significant impact.
Implementation of mitigation
measures MM 4.2-2(a) through
MM 4.2-2(gs) would reduce
this impact, but not to a lessthan-significant
level.
Therefore, this impact would
be considered significant and
unavoidable.

Level of
Significance
Prior to Mitigation

S

Mitigation Measure(s) and/or Project Requirements

MM 4.2-2(a) Project applicants shall require by
contract specifications that all diesel-powered
equipment used be retrofitted with aftertreatment products (e.g., engine catalysts) to the
extent that they are readily available in the South
Coast Air Basin. Contract specifications shall be
included in project construction documents,
which shall be reviewed by the City of Glendale
prior to issuance of a grading permit.

Level of
Significance
After Mitigation

SU

MM 4.2-2(b) Project applicants shall require by
contract specifications that all heavy-duty dieselpowered equipment operating and refueling at
the project site use low-NOX diesel fuel to the
extent that it is readily available and cost
effective (up to 125 percent of the cost of
California Air Resources Board diesel) in the
South Coast Air Basin (this does not apply to
diesel-powered trucks traveling to and from the
project site). Contract specifications shall be
included in project construction documents,
which shall be reviewed by the City of Glendale
prior to issuance of a grading permit.
MM 4.2-2(c) Project applicants shall require by
contract specifications that alternative fuel
construction equipment (i.e., compressed natural
gas, liquid petroleum gas, and unleaded gasoline)
be utilized to the extent that the equipment is
readily available and cost effective in the South
Coast Air Basin. Contract specifications shall be
included in project construction documents,
which shall be reviewed by the City of Glendale
prior to issuance of a grading permit.
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Impact(s)

Level of
Significance
Prior to Mitigation

Mitigation Measure(s) and/or Project Requirements

Level of
Significance
After Mitigation

MM 4.2-2(d) Project applicants shall require by
contract specifications that construction
equipment engines be maintained in good
condition and in proper tune per manufacturer’s
specification for the duration of construction.
Contract specifications shall be included in
project construction documents, which shall be
reviewed by the City of Glendale prior to
issuance of a grading permit.
MM 4.2-2(e) Project applicants shall require by
contract specifications that construction-related
equipment, including trucks and heavy-duty
equipment, motor vehicles, and portable
equipment, shall be turned off when not in use
for more than 305 minutes. Contract
specifications shall be included in project
construction documents, which shall be
reviewed by the City of Glendale prior to
issuance of a grading permit.
MM 4.2-2(f) Project applicants shall require by
contract specifications that construction
operations rely on the electricity infrastructure
surrounding the construction site rather than
electrical generators powered by internal
combustion engines to the extent feasible.
Contract specifications shall be included in
project construction documents, which shall be
reviewed by the City of Glendale prior to
issuance of a grading permit.
MM 4.2-2(g) As required by South Coast Air
Quality Management District Rule 403—Fugitive
Dust, all construction activities that are capable
of generating fugitive dust are required to
implement dust control measures during each
phase of project development to reduce the
amount of particulate matter entrained in the
ambient air. These measures include the
following:
 Application of soil stabilizers to inactive
construction areas
 Quick replacement of ground cover in
disturbed areas
 Watering of exposed surfaces three times
daily
 Watering of all unpaved haul roads three
times daily
 Covering all stock piles with tarp
 Reduction of vehicle speed on unpaved roads
 Post signs on-site limiting traffic to 15 miles
per hour or less
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Impact(s)

Level of
Significance
Prior to Mitigation

Mitigation Measure(s) and/or Project Requirements

Level of
Significance
After Mitigation

 Sweep streets adjacent to the project site at

the end of the day if visible soil material is
carried over to adjacent roads
 Cover or have water applied to the exposed
surface of all trucks hauling dirt, sand, soil, or
other loose materials prior to leaving the site
to prevent dust from impacting the
surrounding areas
 Install wheel washers where vehicles enter
and exit unpaved roads onto paved roads to
wash off trucks and any equipment leaving the
site each trip
 Appoint a construction relations officer to act
as a community liaison concerning on-site
construction activity including resolution of
issues related to PM10 generation
 Pave roads and road shoulders that have
exposed soil
 Suspend all excavating and grading operations
when winds (as instantaneous gusts) exceed
25 mph
MM 4.2-2(h) Project applicants shall require by
contract
specification
that
construction
equipment used for construction of projects
meets or exceed Tier 2 standards use emulsified
diesel fuels, and equip construction equipment
with oxidation catalysts, particulate traps or
other verified or certified retrofit technologies
to the extent feasible. Contract specifications
shall be included in project construction
documents, which shall be reviewed by the City
of Glendale prior to issuance of a grading permit.
MM 4.2-2(i) Project applicants shall require by
contract specification that electricity from power
poles rather than temporary diesel or gasoline
power generators be used during construction
activities to the extent feasible. Contract
specifications shall be included in project
construction documents, which shall be
reviewed by the City of Glendale prior to
issuance of a grading permit.
MM 4.2-2(j) Project applicants shall require by
contract specification that construction parking
be configured to minimize traffic interference to
the extent feasible. Contract specifications shall
be included in project construction documents,
which shall be reviewed by the City of Glendale
prior to issuance of a grading permit.
MM 4.2-2(k) Project applicants shall require by
contract specification that temporary traffic
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Impact(s)

Level of
Significance
Prior to Mitigation

Mitigation Measure(s) and/or Project Requirements

controls such as a flag person be provided during
all phases of construction to maintain smooth
traffic flow. Contract specifications shall be
included in project construction documents,
which shall be reviewed by the City of Glendale
prior to issuance of a grading permit.

Level of
Significance
After Mitigation

MM 4.2-2(l) Project applicants shall require by
contract specification that dedicated turn lanes
be provided and/or utilized for movement of
construction trucks and equipment on- and offsite to the extent feasible. Contract
specifications shall be included in project
construction documents, which shall be
reviewed by the City of Glendale prior to
issuance of a grading permit.
MM 4.2-2(m) Project applicants shall require by
contract specification that construction activities
that affect traffic flow on the arterial system be
scheduled to off-peak hours to the extent
feasible. Contract specifications shall be included
in project construction documents, which shall
be reviewed by the City of Glendale prior to
issuance of a grading permit.
MM 4.2-2(n) Project applicants shall require by
contract specification that construction trucks
be routed away from congested streets or
sensitive receptor areas to the extent feasible.
Contract specifications shall be included in
project construction documents, which shall be
reviewed by the City of Glendale prior to
issuance of a grading permit.
MM 4.2-2(o) Project applicants shall require by
contract specification that traffic flow during
construction
be
improved
by
signal
synchronization to the extent feasible. Contract
specifications shall be included in project
construction documents, which shall be
reviewed by the City of Glendale prior to
issuance of a grading permit.
MM 4.2-2(p) Project applicants shall require by
contract specification that high-pressure-lowvolume (HPLV) paint applicators with a minimum
transfer efficiency of at least 50% or other
application techniques with equivalent or higher
transfer efficiency be utilized to the extent
feasible. Contract specifications shall be included
in project construction documents, which shall
be reviewed by the City of Glendale prior to
issuance of a grading permit.
MM 4.2-2(q) Project applicants shall require by
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Impact(s)

Level of
Significance
Prior to Mitigation

Mitigation Measure(s) and/or Project Requirements

contract specification that required coatings and
solvents with a VOC content lower than
required under Rule 1113 be utilized to the
extent feasible. Contract specifications shall be
included in project construction documents,
which shall be reviewed by the City of Glendale
prior to issuance of a grading permit.

Level of
Significance
After Mitigation

MM 4.2-2(r) Project applicants shall require by
contract specification that construction materials
that do not require painting be utilized to the
extent feasible. Contract specifications shall be
included in project construction documents,
which shall be reviewed by the City of Glendale
prior to issuance of a grading permit.
MM 4.2-2(s) Project applicants shall require by
contract
specification
that
pre-painted
construction materials be utilized to the extent
feasible. Contract specifications shall be included
in project construction documents, which shall
be reviewed by the City of Glendale prior to
issuance of a grading permit.
Impact 4.2-4
Construction
and operation of the proposed
project could result in a
cumulatively considerable net
increase of criteria pollutants
for which the proposed
project
region
is
in
nonattainment
under
an
applicable federal or state
ambient air quality standard.
This is considered a significant
impact. Implementation of
mitigation measures MM 4.22(a) through MM 4.2-2(gs)
would reduce this impact, but
not to a less-than-significant
level. Therefore, this impact
would be considered significant
and unavoidable.

S

No feasible mitigation is available.
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Page 1-34, Table 1-1 has been amended as follows:
Impact(s)

Level of
Significance
Prior to Mitigation

Mitigation Measure(s) and/or Project
Requirements

Level of
Significance
After Mitigation

S

No feasible mitigation is available.

SU

Impact 4.14-5 Implementation of the DSP
would increase wastewater generation such
that treatment facilities existing wastewater
conveyance capacity would be inadequate to
serve the DSP’s projected wastewater flows in
addition
to
the
provider’s
existing
commitments. Impacts are considered
significant and unavoidable.

 Chapter 3 (Project Description)
Page 3-4, Section 3.3, Project Objectives, text has been amended as follows:
The DSP identifies a vision for downtown Glendale as an exciting, vibrant urban center which
provides a wide array of excellent shopping, dining, working, living, cultural, and entertainment
opportunities within short walking distances. The DSP is an urban design oriented plan, which sets
the physical standards and guidelines as well as land use regulations for activities within the DSP area.
The Plan’s purpose is to do the following:
Page 3-25, Table 3-2, Height and FAR Limits, a typographical error in the table headings
have been corrected as follows:
Table 3-2
District

Permitted # of
Stories

Permitted # of
Feeta

Height and FAR Limits
Permitted FARg

Maximum Stories
with Incentives

Maximum Height in
Feedt w/Incentivesa

Maximum FAR
with Incentives

…

 Section 4.2 (Air Quality)
Page 4.2-17, Impact 4.2-2, text has been amended as follows:
Impact 4.2-2

9-10

Construction activities associated with the proposed project could
contribute substantially to an existing or projected air quality
violation for criteria air pollutants. This is considered a
potentially significant impact. Implementation of mitigation
measures MM 4.2-2(a) through MM 4.2-2(gs) would reduce
this impact, but not to a less-than-significant level. Therefore,
this impact would be considered significant and unavoidable.
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Page 4.2-18, second paragraph, text has been amended as follows:
If site-specific review of the future development projects occurring within the DSP identifies
potentially significant air quality impacts associated with construction activities, mitigation measures
MM 4.2-2(a) through MM 4.2-2(gs) would be implemented to reduce these emissions. While
implementation of mitigation measures MM 4.2-2(a) through MM 4.2-2(gs) would reduce
construction-related emissions, they may not reduce these emissions to levels below the SCAQMD
thresholds for each individual development project, as the amount of emissions generated for each
project would vary depending on its size, the land area that would need to be disturbed during
construction, and the length of the construction schedule….
Page 4.2-19, mitigation measure MM 4.2-2(e) has been amended as follows:
MM 4.2-2(e)

Project applicants shall require by contract specifications that construction-related
equipment, including trucks and heavy-duty equipment, motor vehicles, and portable
equipment, shall be turned off when not in use for more than 305 minutes. Contract
specifications shall be included in project construction documents, which shall be reviewed
by the City of Glendale prior to issuance of a grading permit.

Page 4.2-19, mitigation measure MM 4.2-2(g) has been amended as follows:
MM 4.2-2(g)

As required by South Coast Air Quality Management District Rule 403—Fugitive Dust,
all construction activities that are capable of generating fugitive dust are required to
implement dust control measures during each phase of project development to reduce the
amount of particulate matter entrained in the ambient air. These measures include the
following:
 Application of soil stabilizers to inactive construction areas
 Quick replacement of ground cover in disturbed areas
 Watering of exposed surfaces three times daily
 Watering of all unpaved haul roads three times daily
 Covering all stock piles with tarp
 Reduction of vehicle speed on unpaved roads
 Post signs on-site limiting traffic to 15 miles per hour or less
 Sweep streets adjacent to the project site at the end of the day if visible soil material is
carried over to adjacent roads
 Cover or have water applied to the exposed surface of all trucks hauling dirt, sand, soil,
or other loose materials prior to leaving the site to prevent dust from impacting the
surrounding areas
 Install wheel washers where vehicles enter and exit unpaved roads onto paved roads to
wash off trucks and any equipment leaving the site each trip
 Appoint a construction relations officer to act as a community liaison concerning on-site
construction activity including resolution of issues related to PM10 generation
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Pave roads and road shoulders that have exposed soil
Suspend all excavating and grading operations when winds (as instantaneous gusts)
exceed 25 mph

Page 4.2-20, the following text has been added:

9-12

MM 4.2-2(h)

Project applicants shall require by contract specification that construction equipment used
for construction of projects meets or exceed Tier 2 standards use emulsified diesel fuels, and
equip construction equipment with oxidation catalysts, particulate traps or other verified or
certified retrofit technologies to the extent feasible. Contract specifications shall be included
in project construction documents, which shall be reviewed by the City of Glendale prior to
issuance of a grading permit.

MM 4.2-2(i)

Project applicants shall require by contract specification that electricity from power poles
rather than temporary diesel or gasoline power generators be used during construction
activities to the extent feasible. Contract specifications shall be included in project
construction documents, which shall be reviewed by the City of Glendale prior to issuance of
a grading permit.

MM 4.2-2(j)

Project applicants shall require by contract specification that construction parking be
configured to minimize traffic interference to the extent feasible. Contract specifications
shall be included in project construction documents, which shall be reviewed by the City of
Glendale prior to issuance of a grading permit.

MM 4.2-2(k)

Project applicants shall require by contract specification that temporary traffic controls such
as a flag person be provided during all phases of construction to maintain smooth traffic
flow. Contract specifications shall be included in project construction documents, which
shall be reviewed by the City of Glendale prior to issuance of a grading permit.

MM 4.2-2(l)

Project applicants shall require by contract specification that dedicated turn lanes be
provided and/or utilized for movement of construction trucks and equipment on and off site
to the extent feasible. Contract specifications shall be included in project construction
documents, which shall be reviewed by the City of Glendale prior to issuance of a grading
permit.

MM 4.2-2(m)

Project applicants shall require by contract specification that construction activities that
affect traffic flow on the arterial system be scheduled to off-peak hours to the extent
feasible. Contract specifications shall be included in project construction documents, which
shall be reviewed by the City of Glendale prior to issuance of a grading permit.

MM 4.2-2(n)

Project applicants shall require by contract specification that construction trucks be routed
away from congested streets or sensitive receptor areas to the extent feasible. Contract
specifications shall be included in project construction documents, which shall be reviewed
by the City of Glendale prior to issuance of a grading permit.
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MM 4.2-2(o)

Project applicants shall require by contract specification that traffic flow during
construction be improved by signal synchronization to the extent feasible. Contract
specifications shall be included in project construction documents, which shall be reviewed
by the City of Glendale prior to issuance of a grading permit.

MM 4.2-2(p)

Project applicants shall require by contract specification that high-pressure-low-volume
(HPLV) paint applicators with a minimum transfer efficiency of at least 50% or other
application techniques with equivalent or higher transfer efficiency be utilized to the extent
feasible. Contract specifications shall be included in project construction documents, which
shall be reviewed by the City of Glendale prior to issuance of a grading permit.

MM 4.2-2(q)

Project applicants shall require by contract specification that required coatings and solvents
with a VOC content lower than required under Rule 1113 be utilized to the extent feasible.
Contract specifications shall be included in project construction documents, which shall be
reviewed by the City of Glendale prior to issuance of a grading permit.

MM 4.2-2(r)

Project applicants shall require by contract specification that construction materials that do
not require painting be utilized to the extent feasible. Contract specifications shall be
included in project construction documents, which shall be reviewed by the City of Glendale
prior to issuance of a grading permit.

MM 4.2-2(s)

Project applicants shall require by contract specification that pre-painted construction
materials be utilized to the extent feasible. Contract specifications shall be included in
project construction documents, which shall be reviewed by the City of Glendale prior to
issuance of a grading permit.

Page 4.2-23, Impact 4.2-4, text has been amended as follows:
Impact 4.2-4

Construction and operation of the proposed project could
result in a cumulatively considerable net increase of criteria
pollutants for which the proposed project region is in
nonattainment under an applicable federal or state ambient air
quality standard. This is considered a significant impact.
Implementation of mitigation measures MM 4.2-2(a) through
MM 4.2-2(gs) would reduce this impact, but not to a less-thansignificant level. Therefore, this impact would be considered
significant and unavoidable.
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 Section 4.4 (Cultural Resources)
Page 4.4-9, Table 4.4-3 has been amended to include the following:
Table 4.4-3

Potential Historical Properties Identified in the Glendale DSP Area
APN

Eligibility Determination Based on Reconnaissance-Level Survey –
Pending Intensive-Level Survey and Formal Evaluation

5642005024

Eligible for California Register*

120 N Isabel St

5642012904

Eligible for National Register and California Register*

140 N Isabel St

5642012904

Eligible for California Register*

115 S Isabel St

5642007014

Eligible for Glendale Register*

5642002045

Eligible for Glendale Register*

Street Address

142–146 N Brand Blvd
…

…
200 W Wilson Ave

Source: Jones & Stokes, Glendale Downtown Specific Plan EIR Historical Resources Survey Technical Report, 2006.
* Determined through reconnaissance-level survey, pending intensive-level survey and formal evaluation.

 Section 4.10 (Population and Housing)
Page 4.10-12, Table 4.10-7 has been amended as follows:
Table 4.10-7
Plan

Proposed DSP
SOURCE:
1Office

Proposed DSP Development and Growth Potential

Additional
Commercial/Office
Building Area (sf)

Housing Stock
Increase
(dwelling units)

Jobs
Created1
(employees)

Increase in
Population2
(residents)

Additional Parking
(spaces)

1,738,962

3,980

3,390

7,164

9,902

City of Glendale, 2006

jobs based on 0.002 jobs/sf; Retail jobs based on 0.001 jobs/sf
population based on 1.8 persons per residential unit

2Residential

 Section 4.12 (Recreation)
Page 4.12-2, last paragraph, text has been amended as follows:
In addition, Pacific Park was completed in 2003 and Deukmejian Wilderness Park was completed in
2004. Planned parksed include Cerritos Park, Adams Square Mini Park, Cedar Mini Park, and
Maryland Mini Park.
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Page 4.12-5, Existing Park Facilities within the Project Area, text has been amended as
follows:
Existing Park Facilities within the Project Area

The Adult Recreation Center (ARC) is the only existing recreation and park facility, located at 201
East Colorado Street, within the proposed DSP area (refer to Figure 4.12-2). The ARC is classified as
a neighborhood park and specialty facility. The City is currently planning to improve the ARC
through building additions and reconstruction.

 Section 4.13 (Transportation/Traffic)
Page 4.13-9, Existing Levels of Services, Arterial Intersections, text of the seventh bullet has
been amended as follows:










Colorado Street at Pacific Avenue (A.M. ICU=0.917, LOS=E; P.M. ICU=0.983, LOS=E)
Colorado Street at Brand Boulevard (P.M. ICU=0.935, LOS=E)
Colorado Street at Glendale Avenue (P.M. ICU=0.984, LOS=E)
Broadway at Glendale Avenue (P.M. ICU=0.943, LOS=E)
Wilson Avenue at Glendale Avenue (P.M. ICU=0.925, LOS=E)
Pacific Avenue at SR-134 Eastbound Ramps (P.M. ICU=0.986, LOS=E)
Pacific Avenue at SR-1324 Westbound Ramps (P.M. ICU=0.938, LOS=E, P.M. ICU=0.943,
LOS=E)
Central Avenue at SR-134 Westbound On-ramp/Goode Avenue (P.M. ICU=1.129, LOS=F)
Brand Boulevard at SR-134 Westbound Off-ramp/Goode Avenue (P.M. ICU=0.932, LOS=E)

Page 4.13-12, Table 4.13-2, table source has been amended as follows:
SOURCE:

Glendale Downtown Specific Plan Traffic Impact Study, JuneAugust 2006.

Page 4.13-13, Table 4.13-3, table source has been amended as follows:
SOURCE:

Glendale Downtown Specific Plan Traffic Impact Study, JuneAugust 2006.

Page 4.13-15, Table 4.13-5, table source has been amended as follows:
SOURCE:

Glendale Downtown Specific Plan Traffic Impact Study, JuneAugust 2006.

Page 4.13-20, Table 4.13-6, table source has been amended as follows:
SOURCE:

Glendale Downtown Specific Plan Traffic Impact Study, JuneAugust 2006.

Page 4.13-21, Table 4.13-7, table source has been amended as follows:
SOURCE:

Glendale Downtown Specific Plan Traffic Impact Study, JuneAugust 2006.
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Page 4.13-21, Existing Parking Conditions, text of the second bullet has been amended as
follows:
There are three multi-level public parking structures located within Central Business District (CBD)
portion of the DSP area with an available parking supply of approximately 2,443 spaces. These
structures include the following:




625 spaces in the Orange Street Garage (located on Orange Street between California Street and
Wilson Avenue)
694 spaces in the Exchange parking structure (located on Maryland Avenue between Wilson
Avenue and Broadway)
1,124 spaces in the Marketplace parking structure (located on Maryland Avenue between
Broadway and Harvard Street)

Page 4.13-22, second paragraph, text has been amended as follows:
In addition to off-street parking, there are approximately 2,080 on-street parking spaces within the
DSP project area. As shown in Table 4.13-8, there are a total of approximately 28,184 on- and offstreet parking spaces within the DSP area. The Civic Center parking structure surface parking lot at
the Glendale County Courts building was not included in the survey since both lots essentially
function as private employee parking with very limited public/visitor parking.
Page 4.13-23, last paragraph, text has been amended as follows:
Projects in the existing CBD zone may request an exception from the parking code per the GMC, the
Redevelopment Agency (Parking Exceptions) has the authority to consider and grant relief from the
parking standards found in Chapter 30.32 Parking and Loading of the GMC Title 30-Zoning Code, in
the Central Glendale Redevelopment Project Area that is included in the DSP. All such Parking
Exceptions are subject to findings of fact. The Parking Exception process shall beis consistent with the
GMC as it relates to public …
Page 4.13-24, City of Glendale General Plan, text has been amended as follows:
City of Glendale General Plan

General Plan goals, objectives, and policies related to transportation/traffic are located in the
Circulation, Noise, and Air Quality, and Safety Elements, and include the following:
Page 4.13-26, City of Glendale General Plan, immediately following the three bullets at the
top of the page, text has been amended as follows:
Air Quality Element


Coordinate land-use planning with existing and planned transportation systems to encourage the use
of public transportation systems and non-polluting transportation in future development.
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Promote the use of public transportation and non-polluting transportation in standards for new
construction.



Expand existing public transportation and non-polluting transportation systems and develop new
systems in order to reach a great number of potential users. Continue to seek federal, state, and
regional funding sources.

Page 4.13-26, Section 4.13.4, Project Impacts and Mitigation, Thresholds of Significance, text
has been amended as follows:
The following thresholds of significance are based on Appendix HG of the CEQA Guidelines, as
amended. For purposes of this EIR, implementation of the proposed Glendale DSP may have a
significant adverse impact on transportation if it would result in any of the following…
Page 4.13-32, Table 4.13-9, table source has been amended as follows:
SOURCE:

Glendale Downtown Specific Plan Traffic Impact Study, JuneAugust 2006.

Page 4.13-35, Table 4.13-10, table source has been amended as follows:
SOURCE:

Glendale Downtown Specific Plan Traffic Impact Study, JuneAugust 2006.

Page 4.13-37, Table 4.13-11, table source has been amended as follows:
SOURCE:

Glendale Downtown Specific Plan Traffic Impact Study, JuneAugust 2006.

Page 4.13-40, Table 4.13-12, table source has been amended as follows:
SOURCE:

Glendale Downtown Specific Plan Traffic Impact Study, JuneAugust 2006.
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Pages 4.13-42 and 4.13-43, Table 4.13-13 has been amended as follows, including the revised table source:49
Table 4.13-13

Summary of Intersection Capacity Analysis—Existing Conditions (2006) with Project & Mitigation
EXISTING CONDITIONS (2006)
AM Peak Hour PM Peak Hour

No.

Intersection

2006 WITH PROPOSED PROJECT
AM Peak Hour PM Peak Hour

ICU

LOS

ICU

LOS

ICU

LOS

ICU

SIGNIFICANT IMPACT?
2006 WITH PROJECT & MITIGATION
AM Peak Hour PM Peak Hour AM Peak Hour PM Peak Hour
Change in
Change
LOS
ICU
YES? in ICU YES? ICU
LOS
ICU
LOS

1

Chevy Chase Dr. and Central Ave.

0.563

A

0.736

C

0.570

A

0.767

C

2

Chevy Chase Dr. and Brand Blvd.

0.753

C

0.847

D

0.779

C

0.867

D

3

Colorado St. and Kenilworth St.

0.548

A

0.647

B

0.576

A

0.665

B

4

Colorado St. and Pacific Ave.

0.917

E

0.983

E

0.938

E

0.993

E

5

Colorado St. and Central Ave.

0.669

B

0.891

D

0.687

B

0.904

E

6

Colorado St. and Brand Blvd.

0.776

C

0.935

E

0.817

D

0.954

E

7

Colorado St. and Glendale Blvd.

0.873

D

0.984

E

0.878

D

0.958

E

8

Broadway and Pacific Ave.

0.476

A

0.669

B

0.493

A

0.700

B

9

Broadway and Central Ave.

0.540

A

0.779

C

0.549

A

0.826

D

0.020
0.021

YES

0.041

YES

0.047

YES 0.779

C

0.800

C

0.766

C

0.881

D

YES 0.486

A

0.776

C

0.475

A

0.781

C

9a Broadway and Central Ave. Alternative Mitigation
10 Broadway and Brand Blvd.

0.568

A

0.629

B

0.577

A

0.659

B

11 Broadway and Glendale Ave.

0.768

C

0.943

E

0.762

C

0.939

E

12 Wilson Ave. and Pacific Ave.

0.483

A

0.573

A

0.479

A

0.631

B

13 Wilson Ave. and Central Ave.

0.529

A

0.699

B

0.561

A

0.738

C

14 Wilson Ave. and Brand Blvd.

0.441

A

0.631

B

0.464

A

0.658

B

0.568

A

0.629

B

0.577

A

0.659

B

0.765

C

0.925

E

0.768

C

0.970

E

0.429

A

0.518

A

0.433

A

0.511

A

15 Wilson Ave. and Glendale Ave.
16 Lexington Dr. and Pacific Ave.

49

0.045

YES

It should be noted that this change was stated in the text of the Draft EIR and the change in the table is for clarification only, and not a new impact.
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Table 4.13-13

Summary of Intersection Capacity Analysis—Existing Conditions (2006) with Project & Mitigation
EXISTING CONDITIONS (2006)
AM Peak Hour PM Peak Hour

No.

Intersection

2006 WITH PROPOSED PROJECT
AM Peak Hour PM Peak Hour

SIGNIFICANT IMPACT?
2006 WITH PROJECT & MITIGATION
AM Peak Hour PM Peak Hour AM Peak Hour PM Peak Hour
Change in
Change
LOS
ICU
YES? in ICU YES? ICU
LOS
ICU
LOS

ICU

LOS

ICU

LOS

ICU

LOS

ICU

17 Lexington Dr. and Central Ave.

0.467

A

0.599

A

0.472

A

0.619

B

18 Lexington Dr. and Brand Blvd.

0.471

A

0.578

A

0.463

A

0.599

A

19 Lexington Dr. and Glendale Ave.

0.689

B

0.865

D

0.684

B

0.860

D

20 Pacific Ave. and SR 134 EB Ramps

0.821

D

0.986

E

0.820

D

1.031

F

21 Pacific Ave. and SR 134 WB Ramps

0.938

F

0.943

E

0.945

E

0.928

E

22 Central Ave. and SR 134 WB On/Goode Ave. 0.889

D

1.129

F

0.980

E

1.179

F

23 Central Ave. and SR 134 EB Off/Sanchez Dr.

0.669

B

0.785

C

0.773

C

0.816

D

24 Brand Blvd. and SR 134 WB Off/Goode Ave.

0.856

D

0.932

E

1.018

F

1.002

F

25 Brand Blvd. and SR 134 EB On/Sanchez Dr.

0.803

D

1.190

F

0.781

C

1.267

F

26 SR 134 WB Ramps and Monterey Rd.

0.919

E

0.847

D

0.930

E

0.846

D

27 Glendale Ave. and SR 134 EB Ramps

0.707

C

0.820

D

0.713

C

0.814

D

28 Monterey Rd. and Glendale Ave.

0.832

D

1.047

F

0.847

D

1.042

F

SOURCE:

0.091
0.134

YES
YES

0.045

YES

0.059

YES 0.859

D

01.097

F

0.031

YES 0.673

B

0.746

C

0.070

YES 0.919

E

0.905

E

0.077

YES

Glendale Downtown Specific Plan Traffic Impact Study, JuneAugust 2006.
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Page 4.13-44, first partial paragraph, text has been amended as follows:
… through lanes on Central Avenue, the P.M. ICU at Broadway and Central Avenue is reduced from
0.826 to 0.7760.781 for Existing with Proposed Project conditions, representing a less-thansignificant project impact.
Page 4.13-44, second full paragraph, text has been amended as follows:
As shown in Table 4.13-13, this measure is anticipated to reduce the potentially significant projectrelated impact to less than significant levels. The improvements to the westbound approach will
reduce the A.M. peak hour ICU ratio from 0.980 (LOS E) to 0.859 (LOS D), and the P.M. ICU will
reduce from 1.179 (LOS F) to 1.097 (LOS F), resulting in a less than significant project-related
impact at this intersection.
Page 4.13-45, fourth paragraph, text has been amended as follows:
Intersection #210—Pacific Avenue and SR-134 WB Ramps: No feasible mitigation has been
identified for this location due to limited right-of-way and the constraints posed by the existing bridge
structure over SR-134. The potentially significant project-related impact at this intersection cannot be
reduced to less than significant levels. The significant project impact is therefore considered
unmitigated.
Page 4.13-48, Table 4.13-14, table source has been amended as follows:
SOURCE:

Glendale Downtown Specific Plan Traffic Impact Study, JuneAugust 2006.

Page 4.13-49, third paragraph, text has been amended as follows:
Intersection #267—Glendale Avenue and SR-134 EB Ramps: No feasible mitigation has been
identified for this location due to limited right-of-way and the constraints posed by the existing bridge
structure over SR-134. The potentially significant project-related impact at this intersection cannot be
reduced to less than significant levels. The significant project impact is therefore considered
unmitigated.
Page 4.13-49, text of the seventh bullet has been amended as follows:
There are currently twelve intersections operating at LOS E or F during one or both peak hours in the
existing conditions:
 Colorado

Street at Pacific Avenue (AM ICU=0.917, LOS=E; PM ICU=0.983, LOS=E)
 Colorado Street at Brand Boulevard (PM ICU=0.935, LOS=E)
 Colorado Street at Glendale Avenue (PM ICU=0.984, LOS=E)
 Broadway at Glendale Avenue (PM ICU=0.943, LOS=E)
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 Wilson

Avenue at Glendale Avenue (PM ICU=0.925, LOS=E)
 Pacific Avenue at SR-134 Eastbound Ramps (PM ICU=0.986, LOS=E)
 Pacific Avenue at SR-1324 Westbound Ramps (AM ICU=0.938, LOS=E, PM ICU=0.943,
LOS=E; )
 Central Avenue at SR-134 Westbound On-ramp/Goode Avenue (PM ICU=1.129, LOS=F)
 Brand Boulevard at SR-134 Westbound Off-ramp/Goode Avenue (PM ICU=0.932, LOS=E)
 Brand Boulevard at SR-134 Eastbound On-ramp/Sanchez Drive (PM ICU=1.190, LOS=F)
 SR-134 Westbound Ramps at Monterey Road (AM ICU=0.919, LOS=E)
 Monterey Road at Glendale Avenue (PM ICU=1.047, LOS=F)
Page 4.13-51, fifth and last paragraphs, text has been amended as follows:
No feasible mitigation measures could be identified for five of the intersections; therefore, under
2030 with Proposed Project; therefore, the DSP Proposed Project will have significant unavoidable
impacts at these three intersections:
 Pacific

Avenue and SR-134 Westbound Ramps
Avenue and SR-134 Westbound On-ramp/Goode Avenue
 Brand Boulevard and SR-134 Westbound Off-ramp/Goode Avenue
 Brand Boulevard and SR-134 Eastbound On-ramp/Sanchez Avenue
 Glendale Avenue and SR-134 Eastbound Ramps
 Central

Though many of the significantly impacted (based on the City’s threshold criteria) intersections of the
Proposed Project could be mitigated for under both existing and 2030 conditions, some would
remain unmitigated for due to a variety of constraints. Though effects on most of the impacted
intersections would be less than significant, there would still be significantly impacted, unmitigatable
intersections, and as such, impacts of an increase in traffic that is substantial in relation to the existing
traffic load and capacity of the street system would be considered significant and unavoidable.
Page 4.13-55, Table 4.13-16, table source has been amended as follows:
SOURCE:

Glendale Downtown Specific Plan Traffic Impact Study, JuneAugust 2006.

Page 4.13-56, Table 4.13-17, table source has been amended as follows:
SOURCE:

Glendale Downtown Specific Plan Traffic Impact Study, JuneAugust 2006.

Page 4.13-58, last paragraph, text has been amended as follows:
The proposed DSP would allow for the development up to a maximum of approximately 3,980
residential dwelling units, approximately 1.7 million square feet (sf) of office space, and a net
reduction of approximately 88,000 sf of retail space. …

Glendale Downtown Specific Plan Program EIR
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 Section 4.14 (Utilities and Service Systems)
Page 4.14-1, Section 4.14-1, Introduction, first paragraph has been amended as follows:
This section evaluates the effects on utilities and service systems related to implementation of the
proposed project by identifying anticipated demand and existing and planned utility availability. This
section addresses potential impacts to water supply, wastewater conveyance and treatment, solid
waste, electricity, and natural gas. In addition, mitigation measures intended to reduce projectrelated impacts are proposed, where appropriate. Telecommunication services are considered “on
demand” services and are, therefore, not considered in this analysis. It should be noted that impacts
associated with stormwater drainage are analyzed in Section 4.7 (Hydrology and Water Quality) of
this EIR. Data sources for this section include, but are not limited to: the City of Glendale’s Urban
Water Management Plan—2005, the City of Glendale’s Wastewater System Master Plan—1998,
Water Supply Evaluation (Assessment) for the Downtown Specific Plan—2006, and the Glendale Unified
School Districts Advisory Bond Committee Report to the Superintendent and Board of Education—
2006. For a complete, bibliographical list of data sources, see Section 4.14.6 (References).
Page 4.14-3, Water Supply Assessment, first paragraph has been amended as follows:
Pursuant to Senate Bill 610, a Water Supply Assessment is required of the City to demonstrate
adequate water supply for the next 20 years for the DSP. Completed in MayAugust of 2006, the
DSP’s Water Supply Evaluation presents an updated analysis of the capability of the water supply and
transmission system to meet future DSP usage requirements. The Water Supply Evaluation is
provided as Appendix J of this document.
Page 4.14-17, Impact 4.14-5, text has been amended as follows:
Impact 4.14-5
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Page 4.14-19, Table 4.14-9 has been amended as follows:
Table 4.14-9
Type of Use

Commercial Retail/Office
Residential

Electrical Demand Created by the DSP at Buildout
Amount

Electricity
(kWh/yr)

Consumption Ratea

Electricity
(kWh/day)

Electricity
(MWh/yr)b

1,738,962 sf

13.55 kWh/sf/yr

23,562,935

66,188

23,563

3,980 units

c

22,399,057

61,367

22,399

Total

127,555

45,961

5626.49 kWh/unit/yr

45,962
SOURCE:

EIP Associates.

Based on SCAQMD CEQA Air Quality Handbook factors, 1993.
Based on 1,000 MWh=1 kWh.
c Based on one multi-family unit=15.42 kWh/day. Consumption factor multiplied by 365 days=5,626.49 kWh/yr.
a
b

9.4.2

Figure Changes

The following figures have been corrected, and have been placed in the Draft EIR and the incorrect figure
removed:






Page 3-19, Figure 3-6, Proposed DSP Zoning
Page 3-23, Figure 3-7, Proposed Height Limits for DSP Districts
Page 4.4-11, Figure 4.4-1 has been renamed Listed and Potentially Eligible Historical Properties
Page 4.12-6, Figure 4.12-2, Parks and Recreational Facilities within Proposed Project Area
Page 4.12-7, Figure 4.12-3 has been renamed Recreation Planning Areas

9.4.3

Appendix Changes

Appendix E has been revised to include additional properties in response to comments. The updated
Appendix E is included in the Draft EIR and the old Appendix E removed.

Glendale Downtown Specific Plan Program EIR
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9.5

COMMENTS AND RESPONSES

This section of the Final EIR contains all comments received on the Draft EIR during the public review
period, as well as the Lead Agency’s responses to these comments. These responses provide explanation or
amplification of information contained in the Draft EIR, pursuant to Sections 15088(a) and 15088(b) of the
CEQA Guidelines, which states that comments that raise significant environmental issues are to be provided
with responses. Reasoned, factual responses have been provided to all comments received, with a particular
emphasis on significant environmental issues: detailed responses have been provided where a comment
raises a specific issue; however, a general response has been provided where the comment is relatively
general.

9.5.1

Responses to Comments from Government Agencies and
Nongovernment Organizations

This section contains responses to comments on the Draft EIR that were received from government agencies
and non-governmental organizations. All of the original comment letters, in their entirety, are provided
before the responses. Consistent with Sections 15088(a) and 15088(b) of the CEQA Guidelines, comments
that raise significant environmental issues are provided with responses. Comments that are outside of the
scope of CEQA review (i.e., where a comment does not raise an environmental issue, or where it expresses
the subjective opinion of the commenter) will be forwarded for consideration to the decision-makers as part
of the project approval process; these comments are answered with the phrase, “Comment noted,” but no
response is provided. All comments will be considered by the City when making a decision on the project.
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 Responses to Comments Received from the Southern California
Association of Governments dated September 21, 2006
Response to Comment 1

This comment is noted and will be forwarded to the decision-makers for review and consideration. SCAG
has evaluated the Draft Environmental Impact Report for the Glendale Downtown Specific Plan and
confirms that SCAG’s policies and forecasts were addressed appropriately and thoroughly and no additional
explanation is necessary.
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From: Krause, Erik [EKrause@ci.glendale.ca.us]
Sent: Monday, October 02, 2006 9:11 AM
To: Rondone, Alison E
Subject: FW: Comments on the Draft EIR for the Glendale Downtown Specific Plan
Importance: High
Please see comments from AQMD.
-----Original Message----From: Gordon Mize [mailto:gmize@aqmd.gov]
Sent: Friday, September 29, 2006 3:57 PM
To: Krause, Erik
Subject: Comments on the Draft EIR for the Glendale Downtown Specific Plan
Mr. Erik Krause, Senior Planner
City of Glendale, Planning Department
633 E. Broadway, Room 103
Glendale, CA 91206-4386
The South Coast Air Quality Management District (SCAQMD) appreciates the opportunity to comment on
the above-mentioned document. The following comments are meant as guidance for the Lead Agency
and should be incorporated into the Final Environmental Impact Report.
Air Quality Analysis

1. In section 4.2 Air Quality on page 4.2-13 and 4.2-14, the lead agency does not quantify
construction air quality impacts but concludes on page 4.2-17 that construction air quality impacts
based on “a qualitative analysis” would be considered significant and unavoidable. The lead
agency did not, however, support its conclusions by quantifying the proposed project’s
construction air quality impacts or the control efficiencies of the mitigation measures proposed by
the lead agency starting on page 4.2-18. The lead agency does not estimate construction air
quality impacts because “the total amount of construction emissions that could be generated as a
result of individual project build out would be difficult, if not impossible, to quantify due to
variables associated with daily construction activity (e.g., construction schedule, number and
types of equipment, etc.),…”.
It is important for the lead agency to actually quantify all project air quality impacts to disclose the
total impacts from the proposed construction activities to sensitive receptors such as residences
located near the proposed site. These residences may be exposed to emissions from fugitive
dust, off- and on-road vehicles and equipment such as bull dozers, cranes, graders, loaders,
water trucks, etc., architectural coatings and other emission sources listed in the project
description. To simply determine that impacts would be significant without quantifying those
impacts does not adequately disclose to the public and nearby sensitive receptors the magnitude
of those potential project construction emissions. The SCAQMD therefore recommends that for
this current project and for future projects that the lead agency quantify short-term air quality
impacts.
Pursuant to CEQA Guidelines §15147, the Draft EIR should contain sufficient technical detail to
permit full assessment of significant environmental impacts by reviewing agencies and members
of the public. Although precise information may not be available to estimate construction air
quality impacts, the lead agency should make emission estimates based on reasonable
assumptions regarding the construction phases and schedule, the type and size of construction
equipment that are available based on the proposed project description. Therefore, the Final EIR

1

should include emission estimates, emission factors, methodologies and control efficiencies for
any proposed mitigation measures from the soil disturbance sources of the construction project.
This information could be included in the Final EIR as part of the narration or as an appendix.
Otherwise, the lead agency has not demonstrated its determination or the extent of the proposed
project’s construction air quality impacts relative to the SCAQMD’s daily significance thresholds
listed on page 4.2-15. Although the lead agency has stated that using the CARB URBEMIS 2002
emissions model was not feasible for this project, the lead agency can also estimate construction
emissions by following the calculation methodologies in Chapter 9 and the Appendix to Chapter 9
in the South Coast AQMD’s CEQA Air Quality Handbook. On-road emissions for the proposed
project can be estimated using the current CARB EMFAC2002 emission factors, which can be
accessed from the following website:
http://www.aqmd.gov/ceqa/handbook/onroad/onroadEF03_25.xls .

1

In addition to the mitigation measures listed starting on page 4.2-18, the lead agency should
specify the control efficiency of each mitigation measure (if one is available) and apply the control
efficiency to the total emissions estimated for the project. In this way the lead agency can
quantitatively determine the significance of air quality impacts from the proposed project.

2. The Draft EIR describes residences located west of the Glendale Galleria and to the west behind
the Central Avenue frontage, and to the east beyond Maryland Avenue. Medium- and highdensity residential also exists south of Colorado Street and north of Glenoaks Boulevard.
Because these residences are located less than a quarter-mile from the proposed site, a localized
air quality analysis may be warranted to ensure that the existing residents are not adversely
affected by the construction activities that are occurring in close proximity. SCAQMD guidance for
performing a localized air quality analysis can be found at the following web address:
http://www.aqmd.gov/ceqa/handbook/LST/LST.html .

2

Construction Mitigation Measures

3. Should the lead agency determine that short-term (construction) air quality impacts from the
proposed project are estimated to exceed the established SCAQMD daily significance thresholds
(see comment #1) for particulate matter (PM10), oxides of nitrogen (NOx), and volatile organic
compounds (VOC), the SCAQMD recommends that the lead agency consider modifying the
following mitigation measures and adding additional mitigation measures to further reduce
construction air quality impacts from the project, if applicable and feasible:

3

Recommended changes:
The following changes are recommended for Mitigation Measure 4.2-2 (e) to reduce NOx:


Project applicants shall require by contract specifications that construction-related
equipment, including trucks and heavy-duty equipment, motor vehicles, and portable
equipment, shall be turned off when not in use for more than 30 5 minutes. Contract
specifications shall be included in project construction documents, which shall be reviewed by
the City of Glendale prior to issuance of a grading permit.

4

The following changes are recommended for Mitigation Measure 4.2.2(g) to reduce fugitive dust:


Cover or have water applied to the exposed surface of all trucks hauling dirt, sand, soil, or
other loose materials prior to leaving the site to prevent dust from impacting the surrounding
areas.

5

PM10
Recommended Additions:

6





Appoint a construction relations officer to act as a community liaison concerning on-site
construction activity including resolution of issues related to PM10 generation.
Pave road and road shoulders; and
Suspend all excavating and grading operations when winds (as instantaneous gusts)
exceed 25 mph;

6

NOx
Recommended Additions:


Require construction equipment that meet or exceed Tier 2 standards; use emulsified
diesel fuels; and equip construction equipment with oxidation catalysts, particulate traps
or other verified/certified retrofit technologies, etc.;
 Use electricity from power poles rather than temporary diesel or gasoline power
generators;
Configure construction parking to minimize traffic interference;

Provide temporary traffic controls such as a flag person, during all phases of construction

to maintain smooth traffic flow.
Provide dedicated turn lanes for movement of construction trucks and equipment on- and

off-site.
Schedule construction activities that affect traffic flow on the arterial system to off-peak

hour to the extent practicable;
Reroute construction trucks away from congested streets or sensitive receptor areas;

Improve traffic flow by signal synchronization.


7

VOC
Recommended Additions:





Contractors shall use high-pressure-low-volume (HPLV) paint applicators with a minimum
transfer efficiency of at least 50% or other application techniques with equivalent or higher
transfer efficiency.
Use required coatings and solvents with a VOC content lower than required under Rule
1113.
Construct/build with materials that do not require painting
Use pre-painted construction materials.

Pursuant to Public Resources Code Section 21092.5, please provide the SCAQMD with written
responses to all comments contained herein prior to the adoption of the Final Environmental Impact
Report. The SCAQMD staff would be happy to work with the Lead Agency to address these issues and
any other questions that may arise. Please contact me at (909) 396-3302, if you have any questions
regarding these comments.

Gordon E. Mize
Air Quality Specialist
CEQA Section
(909) 396-3302 Phone
(909) 396-3324 Fax
gmize@aqmd.gov

8
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 Responses to Comments from South Coast Air Quality Management
District dated September 29, 2006
Response to Comment 1

The commenter correctly quotes the Draft EIR to state that a qualitative analysis was performed for the
proposed project. The commenter continues to say that the lead agency should quantify the emissions
resulting from construction of the proposed project. A qualitative analysis of construction-related air quality
impacts was prepared due to the impracticality in determining the potential amount of demolition, grading,
excavation that would occur at any one time as well as the amount and type of equipment that would be
used for these activities and for building fabrication. In addition, a schedule of construction for individual
components of the proposed project has not been established.
The proposed project is a specific plan intended to be built out by the year 2030. The EIR is a program EIR
intended to study a program of action, not a specific development project. As a result, a quantitative analysis
of the daily construction emissions from the proposed project is difficult, if not impossible, to perform. A
quantitative analysis of the construction emissions of individual projects proposed under the Specific Plan
will be required as they are proposed, including an analysis of the individual projects’ cumulative impact to
air quality from implementation of the other concurrent individual projects under the Specific Plan.
Response to Comment 2

The commenter is requesting an air quality analysis of the proposed project using the SCAQMD’s localized
significance threshold (LST) methodology. As stated in Response to Comment 1, the proposed project is a
specific plan with an expected build out year of 2030. Individual projects, construction schedules, or specific
elements of construction activities have not yet been proposed under the Specific Plan. Individual project
boundaries, amounts of construction equipment, construction schedules, the amount of demolition debris,
soil excavation, and soil hauling would all be required to provide a proper LST analysis. As this information
is not yet available and individual projects have not yet been proposed, performing a proper LST analysis at
this stage is infeasible. As individual projects are proposed and specific elements required to perform a
proper LST analysis become available, LST analyses will be performed. However, an LST analysis is
infeasible to perform for a Program EIR.
Response to Comment 3

The commenter is suggesting revisions and additions to mitigation measures for construction emissions
listed in the Draft EIR. The comment has been noted, and the appropriate text changes have been made in
the Final EIR and new mitigation measures included in the Mitigation Monitoring Program.
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Response to Comment 4

The commenter is suggesting revisions and additions to mitigation measures for construction emissions
listed in the Draft EIR. The comment has been noted, and the appropriate text changes have been made in
the Final EIR and new mitigation measures included in the Mitigation Monitoring Program.
Response to Comment 5

The commenter is suggesting revisions and additions to mitigation measures for construction emissions
listed in the Draft EIR. The comment has been noted, and the appropriate text changes have been made in
the Final EIR and new mitigation measures included in the Mitigation Monitoring Program.
Response to Comment 6

The commenter is suggesting revisions and additions to mitigation measures for construction emissions
listed in the Draft EIR. The comment has been noted, and the appropriate text changes have been made in
the Final EIR and new mitigation measures included in the Mitigation Monitoring Program.
Response to Comment 7

The commenter is suggesting revisions and additions to mitigation measures for construction emissions
listed in the Draft EIR. The comment has been noted, and the appropriate text changes have been made in
the Final EIR and new mitigation measures included in the Mitigation Monitoring Program.
Response to Comment 8

The commenter is suggesting revisions and additions to mitigation measures for construction emissions
listed in the Draft EIR. The comment has been noted, and the appropriate text changes have been made in
the Final EIR and new mitigation measures included in the Mitigation Monitoring Program.
Response to Comment 9

The commenter is suggesting revisions and additions to mitigation measures for construction emissions
listed in the Draft EIR. The comment has been noted, and the appropriate text changes have been made in
the Final EIR and new mitigation measures included in the Mitigation Monitoring Program.

Glendale Downtown Specific Plan Program EIR
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 Responses to Comments from California Department of Transportation
dated September 28, 2006
Response to Comment 1

Comment noted. This comment does not raise issues with respect to the adequacy of the Draft EIR, but will
be forwarded to the decision-makers for their review and consideration.
Response to Comment 2

Comment noted. This comment is factual and does not raise issues with respect to the adequacy of the Draft
EIR, but will be forwarded to the decision-makers for their review and consideration.
Response to Comment 3

Comment noted. This comment is factual and does not raise issues with respect to the adequacy of the Draft
EIR, but will be forwarded to the decision-makers for their review and consideration.
Response to Comment 4

Comment noted. This comment is factual and does not raise issues with respect to the adequacy of the Draft
EIR, but will be forwarded to the decision-makers for their review and consideration.
Response to Comment 5

Comment noted. This comment is factual and does not raise issues with respect to the adequacy of the Draft
EIR, but will be forwarded to the decision-makers for their review and consideration.
Response to Comment 6

Comment noted. This comment is factual and does not raise issues with respect to the adequacy of the Draft
EIR, but will be forwarded to the decision-makers for their review and consideration.
Response to Comment 7

Comment noted. This comment is factual and does not raise issues with respect to the adequacy of the Draft
EIR, but will be forwarded to the decision-makers for their review and consideration.
Response to Comment 8

Comment noted. This comment is factual and does not raise issues with respect to the adequacy of the Draft
EIR, but will be forwarded to the decision-makers for their review and consideration.

Glendale Downtown Specific Plan Program EIR
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Response to Comment 9

Comment noted. This comment is factual and does not raise issues with respect to the adequacy of the Draft
EIR, but will be forwarded to the decision-makers for their review and consideration.
Response to Comment 10

Comment noted. This comment is factual and does not raise issues with respect to the adequacy of the Draft
EIR, but will be forwarded to the decision-makers for their review and consideration.
Response to Comment 11

Comment noted. This comment is factual and does not raise issues with respect to the adequacy of the Draft
EIR, but will be forwarded to the decision-makers for their review and consideration.
Response to Comment 12

Comment noted. This comment is factual and does not raise issues with respect to the adequacy of the Draft
EIR, but will be forwarded to the decision-makers for their review and consideration.
Response to Comment 13

Compared to the levels of traffic estimated to occur by 2030 without the DSP, the DSP land uses are not
expected to impact the freeway mainline system. In fact, traffic volumes are forecast to be the same or
slightly lower in nearly every case analyzed, with the development that would occur under the DSP.
Response to Comment 14

It is acknowledged that the DSP would potentially have significant and unavoidable adverse impacts at ten
study area intersections if it were in place in 2006. In 2030, the proposed project would significantly impact
seven study intersections.
Response to Comment 15

Because of the proximity of the DSP area to the SR-134, this freeway has the greatest potential to be
impacted by DSP-related traffic. For the same reason, the segments of I-5 adjacent to the Colorado
Boulevard extension were also included for analysis. Analysis of the segments of SR-134 and I-5 showed that
the DSP would result in very little additional traffic along SR-134 or I-5 compared to conditions without the
DSP (the currently adopted land uses for the DSP area). In fact, in 2030 with the Project, traffic volumes
are forecast to be slightly lower with the Project than without.
Response to Comment 16

The 2030 analysis was a cumulative analysis that assumed levels of development permissible under the City’s
adopted General Plan expected to be completed by 2030. This includes all projects that are currently under
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construction or that have been approved for construction. The traffic analysis reflects the impact of this
additional develop, with and without the Project.
Response to Comment 17

As indicated in the Response to Comment 3 above, in nearly every case, 2030 segment volumes along SR134 and I-5 are forecast to be slightly lower with the DSP than with the levels of development currently
allowed within the DSP area. The DSP is not estimated to impact other more remote freeways or state
routes when it does not significantly impact those facilities immediately adjacent to the DSP area. Because of
anticipated shifts in travel patterns with the DSP, the way in which DSP trips access the freeway will be
somewhat altered, resulting in significant and unavoidable adverse impacts to a number of the SR-134 ramps
within the study area, as identified in the EIR and its supporting traffic impact study.
Response to Comment 18

While the AM peak commute hours on the freeway may be somewhat earlier, for the intersections within
the DSP area, traffic tended to peak between 7:30 and 8:00. This was captured in the traffic counts which
were collected between 7:00 and 9:00 A.M.
Response to Comment 19

The City of Glendale recognizes is responsibility to maintain and preserve mobility for its businesses
residents and neighbors. The DSP, and the City of Glendale Mobility Study, underway concurrently with
the DSP, are aimed at improving access to and circulation within the DSP area by providing alternatives to
the traditional single occupant auto oriented environment. The DSP seeks to accomplish this through mixes
and locations of land uses, and improvements to the transportation system that strengthens the downtown’s
pedestrian, bicycle and transit oriented characteristics. The Mobility Study will foster modal alternatives for
travel to, from and within the Downtown, further reducing dependency on the automobile. These are in
addition to the improvements identified in the EIR to mitigate potential traffic impacts at specific locations
within the DSP study area.
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From: Krause, Erik [EKrause@ci.glendale.ca.us]
Sent: Monday, October 02, 2006 2:51 PM
To: Rondone, Alison E
Subject: FW: GLENDALE DOWNTOWN SPECIFIC PLAN
Importance: High
DEIR Comments.
-----Original Message----From: Chong, Suk [mailto:SCHONG@ladpw.org]
Sent: Monday, October 02, 2006 2:39 PM
To: Krause, Erik
Cc: Contreras, Danielle; Agahi, Simin
Subject: GLENDALE DOWNTOWN SPECIFIC PLAN

October 2, 2006
Mr. Erik Krause
Senior Planner
City of Glendale Planning Department
633 E. Broadway, Room 103
Glendale, CA 91206-4386
Dear Mr. Krause:
REPONSE TO NOTICE OF AVALIBILITY
DRAFT ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT REPORT
GLENDALE DOWNTOWN SPECIFIC PLAN
CITY OF GLENDALE
Thank you for the opportunity to provide comments on the subject document. The proposed project is to
guide development and design within the approximately 220 acres located in the center of the City of
Glendale. We offer the following comments for your consideration:
The DEIR states that the project will contribute construction debris to regional landfills and that it will be
1
significant and unavoidable impact (pg. 4.14-22). Despite this acknowledgement, the environmental
document should identify what measures will be implemented to mitigate this impact. Mitigation measures
may include the recycling of construction and demolition debris and the development of infrastructure in the
project to facilitate recycling. Also, as required by the California Solid Waste Reuse and Recycling Access
Act of 1991, as amended, the proposed project should provide an adequate storage area for collection and
removal of recyclable materials.
If you have any questions regarding the above comments, please contact Ms. Simin Agahi at (626) 4584915.
Suk Chong
County of Los Angeles
Department of Public Works
Land Development Division
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 Responses to comments from Los Angeles County Department of Public
Works dated October 2, 2006
Response to Comment 1

The commenter responds to a statement on page 4.14-22 of the DRAFT EIR regarding the projects’
contribution of construction debris to regional landfills which would be a significant and unavoidable
impact, and requests that the environmental document identify mitigation measures to mitigate this impact.
The commenter is referring to cumulative impacts on regional landfills, and not to the proposed project’s
impact to regional landfills. As discussed on pages 4.14-21 through 4.14-22 of the Draft EIR, cumulative
development of all citywide projects would have a significant and unavoidable impact on the Scholl Canyon
and Puente Hills landfills, as the development capacity potential for these landfills is only adequate to
accommodate solid waste disposal for the next fifteen years, potentially longer. However, as discussed on
page 4.14-18, the proposed project’s contribution to solid waste disposal to the servicing landfills would be
incremental and less-than-significant. Furthermore, the City is required to maintain a 50 percent diversion
rate, which it accomplishes through recycling and refuse collection programs. The proposed project would
be subject to these diversion efforts, which would include diversion of construction waste pursuant to
Chapters 8.56 and 8.58 of the Glendale Municipal Code. No further mitigation measures are necessary.
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 Responses to Comments from The Glendale Historical Society dated
August 28, 2006
Response to Comment 1

Comment noted. This comment does not raise issues with respect to the adequacy of the Draft EIR, but will
be forwarded to the decision-makers for their review and consideration.
Response to Comment 2

Comment noted. This comment does not raise issues with respect to the adequacy of the Draft EIR, but will
be forwarded to the decision-makers for their review and consideration.
Response to Comment 3

When a project is proposed that may potentially affect an identified historical resource, the City
will complete or cause to be completed a historical assessment of the affected property. The historical
assessment will include an intensive survey effort, historic research, and will provide a formal evaluation
according to federal, state and local criteria.
Response to Comment 4

Properties that have been identified as historical resources under CEQA after an intensive survey and formal
evaluation will be subject to the requirements of CEQA Guidelines Section 15064.5 and the protection it
affords historical resources. The term “historical resources” as defined in Section 15064.5 is a resource listed
in, or determined to be eligible by the State Historical Resources Commission, for listing in the California
Register; a resource included in a local register or identified as significant in an historical resource survey
meeting the requirements of Section 5024.1(g) of the Public Resources Code; any object, building,
structure, site, area, place, record, or manuscript which a lead agency determines to be historically
significant or significant in the architectural, engineering, scientific, economic, agricultural, educational,
social, political, military, or cultural annals of California may be considered to be an historical resource
provided the lead agency’s determination is supported by substantial evidence in light of the whole record.
A substantial adverse change in the significance of a historical resource is considered a significant effect on
the environment under CEQA. Substantial adverse change means physical demolition, destruction,
relocation, or alteration of the resource or its immediate surroundings such that then significance of an
historical resource would be materially impaired.
Response to Comment 5

The Downtown Specific Plan EIR identifies potential historical resources that would be subject to further
review. A map of the potentially eligible resources identified in the historic technical document prepared for
the EIR will be provided as a handout to the public. The map will include properties listed or formally
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determined eligible for listing at the federal, state or local level and those buildings that are potentially
eligible pending an intensive level survey. The intensive level survey will be required once development
applications are submitted to the City for review. The Downtown Specific Plan also includes tools in
Chapter 7 of the Specific Plan provided as incentives that include historic preservation and reuse of existing
buildings.
Response to Comment 6

The property at 301-305 N. Brand Boulevard was determined to be ineligible as a historical resource under
CEQA because the building lacks sufficient physical integrity. Thank you for providing us the additional
information on the decorative window grates.
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9.5.2

Responses to Comments from Individuals

This section contains responses to comments on the Draft EIR that were received from individuals. All of
the original comment letters, in their entirety, are provided before the responses. Consistent with Sections
15088(a) and 15088(b) of the CEQA Guidelines, comments that raise significant environmental issues are
provided with responses. Comments that are outside of the scope of CEQA review (i.e., where a comment
does not raise an environmental issue, or where it expresses the subjective opinion of the commenter) will
be forwarded for consideration to the decision-makers as part of the project approval process; these
comments are answered with the phrase, “Comment noted,” but no response is provided. All comments
will be considered by the City when making a decision on the project.
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From: Krause, Erik [EKrause@ci.glendale.ca.us]
Sent: Monday, October 02, 2006 4:43 PM
To: Rondone, Alison E
Subject: FW: Downtown Specific Plan EIR comment
Importance: High
See Comment Below.
-----Original Message----From: julietma@sbcglobal.net [mailto:julietma@sbcglobal.net]
Sent: Monday, October 02, 2006 4:40 PM
To: Krause, Erik
Subject: Downtown Specific Plan EIR comment
Dear Erik:
I reviewed the historic resource survey for the Downtown Specific Plan and couldn't find a DPR survey form for the following
property in the survey area.

1

Old Police Building - 140 N. Isabel Street
Also, I couldn't find a listing at the back of the report for the following properties that are less than 45 years old and are in the
survey area.

2

7-11 Store
- 425 E. Broadway
Office building - 415 E. Broadway

Sincerely,
Juliet M. Arroyo
Preservation Planning Consultant
323/819-0044
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 Responses to Comments from Juliet M. Arroyo dated October 2, 2006
Response to Comment 1

The property at 140 North Isabel Street (Old Police Building) was evaluated and photographed in the field,
but was inadvertently omitted from the DPR/listings. The Draft EIR has been corrected to include this
property, and a DPR form is included in the Final EIR.
Response to Comment 2

The 7-11 store at 425 East Broadway is listed in the historic resources technical report at APN: 5642-006058, but is incorrectly listed with an address 425 West Broadway. The property address has been corrected
to 425 East Broadway in the Final EIR.
The office building property appears in the historic technical report (Appendix E of Draft EIR) at APN:
5642006046, but is incorrectly listed as 100–102 East Broadway. The property address has been corrected
to 415 East Broadway in the Final EIR.
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 Responses to Comments from S.W. Balkin, D.P.M. dated September 10,
2006
Response to Comment 1

This comment is noted and will be forwarded to the decision-makers for review and consideration. The
building was determined potentially eligible for the National Register of Historic Places by the
reconnaissance-level survey of the Downtown Specific Plan Area. A full discussion is included within
Appendix E, the Historical Resources Technical Report, and within Section 4.4, Cultural Resources. The
Professional Building is not considered to be a historic resource under CEQA. However, it is potentially
eligible for the National Register and California Register. The preparation of an intensive-level survey as
part of a formal evaluation would be conducted at such time individual projects are submitted for
development review. The intensive-level survey would determine if the property is, in fact, eligible for
listing.
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 Responses to Comments from John A. Henning, Jr. dated October 3, 2006
Response to Comment 1

Comment noted. The commenter intends to prepare substantial additional comments for review and submit
those by October 9, 2006, and requests that that the additional comments be included in the Final EIR. Due
to the lateness of the October 9, 2006, comments, the City has not included a response for inclusion in the
Final EIR. However, the City intends to respond in writing as part of the administrative record for this
project.
Response to Comment 2

This comment indicates that the Project Description is inadequate by not providing acreage figures for any
individual district or individual parcels within those districts. As a result, the comment indicates that it is
impossible to determine the specific location or distribution of the new development which would be
permitted, and this hampers various aspects of the analysis, most notably the evaluation of traffic impacts,
land use, noise, and population growth.
While the Project Description does not incorporate the level of detail stated above, Section 3.4.14
(Proposed Land Uses) on page 3-21 of the Project Description refers the reader to Appendix I for
assumptions and methodology used to calculate proposed buildout under the Downtown Specific Plan.
Included in Appendix I are the lot area and location for individual parcels. Using this data, it is possible to
effectively calculate traffic, land use, noise, and population impacts anticipated under potential build-out of
the proposed project. Refer to Response to Comment 3, below, for an explanation of the methodology used
to determine potential buildout of the proposed project area.
Response to Comment 3

This comment makes a statement related to the adequacy of the methodology used for determining buildout
of the proposed project, referring to Appendix I of the Draft EIR authored by Alan Loomis. The comment
indicates that no thorough analysis is given for why the specific properties identified in Appendix I were
chosen and why others were not. The comment indicates that by not anticipating the worst-case scenario
(i.e. full development of the Plan Area), the EIR fails to captivate what is “possible” to occur, and assumes a
limit to what could occur, without placing a development cap to ensure that capacities identified in the EIR
are not exceeded.
Section 15143 of the CEQA Guidelines specifies that the EIR shall focus on the significant effects with
emphasis in proportion to their probability of occurrence. Furthermore, Section 15151 of the CEQA
Guidelines identifies that the sufficiency of an EIR is to be reviewed in the light of what is reasonably
feasible. The methodology to establish the DSP build-out complies with the requirements of CEQA by
estimating future build-out based on the probability of individual sites redeveloping in the future, and not
the possibility of all sites being redeveloped to full capacity as permitted by the density standards of the DSP.
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The City does not anticipate, nor has the objective, of redeveloping all parcels within the project area. The
methodology to predict probably build-out is based on those projects that are currently in the development
pipeline, and sites that have a reasonable possibility of redevelopment [i.e. surface parking lots, 2-3 story
parking structures, 1- to 3-story commercial buildings containing under-performing or marginal uses in
areas where DSP zoning allows significantly higher development (e.g. vacant restaurant pads, fast food
restaurants, single-story warehouse style retail)].
Furthermore, this EIR is a program-level analysis. Pursuant to Section 15168(c)(1) of the CEQA
Guidelines, if a later activity would have effects that were not examined in this program-level EIR, a new
initial study would need to be prepared leading to either an EIR or a negative declaration. For purposes of
this program-level EIR, the methodology used to calculate probable future buildout of the DSP is sufficient,
and no further analysis is required at this time.
Response to Comment 4

This comment states that the EIR does not contain clear numbers by Plan Area, for existing development,
permitted development, or proposed development.
The purpose of this Program EIR is to provide broad-based programmatic level analysis of the proposed
project on the DSP-wide scale, and not by individual districts. Data is provided for existing, permitted, and
proposed development for the project area, which allows for adequate environmental analysis of the
proposed project. The impact analysis for purposes of this program EIR for sections including aesthetics, air
quality, biological resources, cultural resources, geology and soils, hazards and hazardous materials,
hydrology and water quality, land use/planning, noise, population and housing, public services, and
recreation, can all be adequately assessed using data at the project area-wide level. The traffic impact
analysis is studied at a more detailed level, by study intersections, as appropriate. Individual projects
developed under the proposed DSP will undergo separate environmental review. No further analysis is
required at this time.
Response to Comment 5

The trip generation model from the City of Glendale’s Travel Demand Model was used to estimate trip
generation with and without the Project and its alternatives. The trip generation model uses socioeconomic
data and trip generation equations which have been calibrated specifically for the City of Glendale. It takes
in to account far more factors influencing trip generation and modal choice in Glendale, including household
income and auto ownership, than can be achieved with the manual application of standardized trip
generation rates to land uses. While the application of trip generation rates from accepted sources such as
the Institute of Transportation Engineers’ Trip Generation generally provides a reasonable estimate of the
likely trip making potential of an individual single-site project, it cannot provide an accurate representation
of the likely trip generation of many sites dispersed throughout the plan area with multiple uses. It is also
not an appropriate methodology to estimate the effects of the synergy between various mixtures and
proximity of uses. The trip generation model in the City’s Travel Demand Model is a more sophisticated
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methodology capable of providing a more accurate representation of the trip generation likely to occur with
and without the project.
Response to Comment 6

The City of Glendale Travel Demand Model was the basis for the distribution of traffic within the DSP study
area.
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9.5.3

Responses to Comments from Planning Commissions

At the Special Public Meeting of the Planning Commission on September 20, 2006, the Planning
Commission expressed concerns over the sewer capacity as stated in Impact 4.14-5. Specifically, the
Planning Commission requested the following information:


When the sewer study would be completed and the specific findings of that study, clarifying sewer
conditions



How funding of sewer upgrades will be equitably shared among future development

 Responses to Comments from Planning Commission September 20, 2006
Response to Comment 1

The sewer update study should be completed by the end of January, 2007. The entire City will be reevaluated, not just the downtown area. No flow tests will be done, but the study will be based on a model
that plugs in estimated flows for all existing and future (redeveloped) parcels. It should be noted that loading
factors are different for single-family residential, multifamily resident, industrial, and commercial uses. The
model will be calibrated using Glendale Water & Power’s existing water consumption data on each parcel
and compare the “estimated sewer flow” with the actual flows at the seven outfalls to the City of Los
Angeles.
Response to Comment 2

A funding mechanism will be developed, which may include developer contributions, upon completion of
the assessment.
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10.1 AUTHORITY
This Environmental Mitigation Monitoring and Reporting Program has been prepared pursuant to Section
21081.6 of the California Environmental Quality Act, known as CEQA (Public Resources Code Section 21000
et seq.), to provide for the monitoring of mitigation measures required of the Glendale Downtown Specific
Plan, as set forth in the Final Environmental Impact Report (Final EIR) prepared for the project. This report
will be kept on file in the offices of the City of Glendale (City), Planning Department, 633 East Broadway,
Room 103, Glendale, CA 91206-4386.

10.2 MONITORING SCHEDULE
Prior to the issuance of building permits, while detailed development plans are being prepared for approval
by City staff, City staff will be responsible for ensuring compliance with mitigation monitoring applicable to
the project design phase. City staff will prepare or cause to be prepared reports identifying compliance with
mitigation measures. Once construction has begun and is underway, monitoring of the mitigation measures
associated with construction will be included in the responsibilities of designated City staff, who shall
prepare or cause to be prepared reports of such monitoring no less than once a month until construction has
been completed. Once construction has been completed, the City will monitor the project as deemed
necessary.

10.3 CHANGES TO MITIGATION MEASURES
Any substantive change in the monitoring and reporting plan made by City staff shall be reported in writing
to the Environmental Administrator. Reference to such changes shall be made in the monthly/yearly
Environmental Mitigation Monitoring Report prepared by City staff. Modifications to the mitigation
measures may be made by City staff subject to one of the following findings, documented by evidence
included in the record:
a. The mitigation measure included in the Final EIR and the Mitigation Monitoring and Reporting
Program is no longer required because the significant environmental impact identified in the Final EIR
has been found not to exist, or to occur at a level which makes the impact less than significant as a
result of changes in the project, changes in conditions of the environment, or other factors.
OR
b. The modified or substitute mitigation measure to be included in the Mitigation Monitoring and
Reporting Program provides a level of environmental protection equal to or greater than that afforded
Glendale Downtown Specific Plan Program EIR
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by the mitigation measure included in the Final EIR and the Mitigation Monitoring and Reporting
Program; and
The modified or substitute mitigation measures do not have significant adverse effects on the
environment in addition to or greater than those which were considered by the Zoning Hearing
Officer and other responsible hearing bodies in their decisions on the Final EIR and the proposed
project; and
The modified or substitute mitigation measures are feasible, and the City, through measures included
in the Mitigation Monitoring and Reporting Program or other City procedures, can assure their
implementation.

10.4 SUPPORT DOCUMENTATION
Findings and related documentation supporting the findings involving modifications to mitigation measures
shall be maintained in the project file with the Mitigation Monitoring and Reporting Program and shall be
made available to the public upon request.

10.5 FORMAT OF MITIGATION MONITORING MATRIX
The mitigation monitoring matrix on the following pages is formatted to parallel the format of the Executive
Summary table contained in the Final EIR. The matrix identifies the environmental issue areas for which
monitoring is required, the required mitigation measures, the time frame for monitoring, and the
responsible monitoring agencies.
If any mitigation measures are not being implemented, the City may pursue corrective action. Penalties that
may be applied include, but are not limited to, the following: (1) a written notification and request for
compliance; (2) withholding of permits; (3) administrative fines; (4) a stop-work order; (5) criminal
prosecution and/or administrative fines; (6) forfeiture of security bonds or other guarantees; (7) revocation
of permits or other entitlements.
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Table 10-1
Impact

Mitigation Monitoring Program Matrix
Mitigation Measures

Time Frame/
Monitoring Milestone

Responsible
Monitoring Party

Aesthetics
Impact 4.1-4

MM 4.1-4(a) Lighting fixtures constructed as part of new development At Design Review and Development
shall be oriented and focused onto the specific onsite location intended for Plan Check
Services/Planning
illumination (e.g., parking lots, driveways, and walkways) and shielded away
from adjacent sensitive uses (e.g., schools, hospitals, senior housing, or
other residential properties) and public rights-of-way to minimize light
spillover onto off-site areas.

Implementation of the proposed DSP
would result in new sources of
increased lighting and glare.
Implementation of project design
requirements and mitigation measures
would ensure that impacts to lightMM 4.1-4(b) Ensure that lighting spillover onto adjacent sensitive uses
sensitive off-site uses would be less than (e.g., schools, hospitals, senior housing, or other residential properties) is
significant.
reduced by minimizing interior nighttime lighting of new development.

MM 4.1-4(c) Where appropriate and feasible, incorporate project design
features to shield light and/or glare from vehicles entering or exiting parking
lots and structures that face sensitive uses (e.g., schools, hospitals, senior
housing, or other residential properties) by providing barriers so that light
from vehicle headlights would not illuminate off-site sensitive uses.
MM 4.1-4(d) Where appropriate and feasible, incorporate project design
features to provide landscaping, physical barriers, screening, or other
buffers to minimize project-generated illumination from entering off-site
areas and to prevent glare or interference with vehicular traffic.
MM 4.1-4(e) To the extent feasible, locate and orient driveways into
parking lots, parking structures, and subterranean garages in a manner that
will not result in headlights from vehicles entering or exiting the parking
areas directly lighting any off-site sensitive uses.
MM 4.1-4(f) To the extent practical, minimize the height of new lighting
structures for surface parking areas, vehicular access ways, and walkways.
MM 4.1-4(g) To the extent feasible, proposed new structures shall be
designed to maximize the use of textured or other non-reflective exterior
surfaces and non-reflective glass.
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Table 10-1
Impact

Mitigation Monitoring Program Matrix
Mitigation Measures

Time Frame/
Monitoring Milestone

Responsible
Monitoring Party

Air Quality
Impact 4.2-2 Construction activities
associated with the proposed project
could contribute substantially to an
existing or projected air quality
violation for criteria air pollutants. This
is considered a potentially significant
impact. Implementation of mitigation
measures MM 4.2-2(a) through
MM 4.2-2(s) would reduce this impact,
but not to a less-than-significant level.
Therefore, this impact would be
considered significant and unavoidable.

MM 4.2-2(a) Project applicants shall require by contract specifications that Prior to issuance of
all diesel-powered equipment used be retrofitted with after-treatment grading permits
products (e.g., engine catalysts) to the extent that they are readily available
in the South Coast Air Basin. Contract specifications shall be included in
project construction documents, which shall be reviewed by the City of
Glendale prior to issuance of a grading permit.

Development
Services/Planning/Public
Works

MM 4.2-2(b) Project applicants shall require by contract specifications that
all heavy-duty diesel-powered equipment operating and refueling at the
project site use low-NOX diesel fuel to the extent that it is readily available
and cost effective (up to 125 percent of the cost of California Air
Resources Board diesel) in the South Coast Air Basin (this does not apply
to diesel-powered trucks traveling to and from the project site). Contract
specifications shall be included in project construction documents, which
shall be reviewed by the City of Glendale prior to issuance of a grading
permit.
MM 4.2-2(c) Project applicants shall require by contract specifications that
alternative fuel construction equipment (i.e., compressed natural gas, liquid
petroleum gas, and unleaded gasoline) be utilized to the extent that the
equipment is readily available and cost effective in the South Coast Air
Basin. Contract specifications shall be included in project construction
documents, which shall be reviewed by the City of Glendale prior to
issuance of a grading permit.
MM 4.2-2(d) Project applicants shall require by contract specifications that
construction equipment engines be maintained in good condition and in
proper tune per manufacturer’s specification for the duration of
construction. Contract specifications shall be included in project
construction documents, which shall be reviewed by the City of Glendale
prior to issuance of a grading permit.
MM 4.2-2(e) Project applicants shall require by contract specifications that
construction-related equipment, including trucks and heavy-duty equipment,
motor vehicles, and portable equipment, shall be turned off when not in use
for more than 5 minutes. Contract specifications shall be included in project
construction documents, which shall be reviewed by the City of Glendale
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Table 10-1
Impact

Mitigation Monitoring Program Matrix

Mitigation Measures
prior to issuance of a grading permit.

Time Frame/
Monitoring Milestone

Responsible
Monitoring Party

MM 4.2-2(f) Project applicants shall require by contract specifications that
construction operations rely on the electricity infrastructure surrounding
the construction site rather than electrical generators powered by internal
combustion engines to the extent feasible. Contract specifications shall be
included in project construction documents, which shall be reviewed by the
City of Glendale prior to issuance of a grading permit.
MM 4.2-2(g) As required by South Coast Air Quality Management District
Rule 403—Fugitive Dust, all construction activities that are capable of
generating fugitive dust are required to implement dust control measures
during each phase of project development to reduce the amount of
particulate matter entrained in the ambient air. These measures include the
following:
› Application of soil stabilizers to inactive construction areas
› Quick replacement of ground cover in disturbed areas
› Watering of exposed surfaces three times daily
› Watering of all unpaved haul roads three times daily
› Covering all stock piles with tarp
› Reduction of vehicle speed on unpaved roads
› Post signs on-site limiting traffic to 15 miles per hour or less
› Sweep streets adjacent to the project site at the end of the day if visible
soil material is carried over to adjacent roads
› Cover all trucks hauling dirt, sand, soil, or other loose materials prior to
leaving the site to prevent dust from impacting the surrounding areas
› Install wheel washers where vehicles enter and exit unpaved roads onto
paved roads to wash off trucks and any equipment leaving the site each
trip
› Appoint a construction relations officer to act as a community liaison
concerning on-site construction activity including resolution of issues
related to PM10 generation
› Pave roads and road shoulders that have exposed soil
› Suspend all excavating and grading operations when winds (as
instantaneous gusts) exceed 25 mph
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Table 10-1
Impact

Mitigation Monitoring Program Matrix
Mitigation Measures

Time Frame/
Monitoring Milestone

Responsible
Monitoring Party

MM 4.2-2(h) Project applicants shall require by contract specification that
construction equipment used for construction of projects meets or exceed
Tier 2 standards use emulsified diesel fuels, and equip construction
equipment with oxidation catalysts, particulate traps or other verified or
certified retrofit technologies to the extent feasible. Contract specifications
shall be included in project construction documents, which shall be
reviewed by the City of Glendale prior to issuance of a grading permit.
MM 4.2-2(i) Project applicants shall require by contract specification that
electricity from power poles rather than temporary diesel or gasoline
power generators be used during construction activities to the extent
feasible. Contract specifications shall be included in project construction
documents, which shall be reviewed by the City of Glendale prior to
issuance of a grading permit.
MM 4.2-2(j) Project applicants shall require by contract specification that
construction parking be configured to minimize traffic interference to the
extent feasible. Contract specifications shall be included in project
construction documents, which shall be reviewed by the City of Glendale
prior to issuance of a grading permit.
MM 4.2-2(k) Project applicants shall require by contract specification that
temporary traffic controls such as a flag person be provided during all
phases of construction to maintain smooth traffic flow. Contract
specifications shall be included in project construction documents, which
shall be reviewed by the City of Glendale prior to issuance of a grading
permit.
MM 4.2-2(l) Project applicants shall require by contract specification that
dedicated turn lanes be provided and/or utilized for movement of
construction trucks and equipment on and off site to the extent feasible.
Contract specifications shall be included in project construction documents,
which shall be reviewed by the City of Glendale prior to issuance of a
grading permit.
MM 4.2-2(m) Project applicants shall require by contract specification that
construction activities that affect traffic flow on the arterial system be
scheduled to off-peak hours to the extent feasible. Contract specifications
shall be included in project construction documents, which shall be
10-6
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Table 10-1
Impact

Mitigation Monitoring Program Matrix

Mitigation Measures
reviewed by the City of Glendale prior to issuance of a grading permit.

Time Frame/
Monitoring Milestone

Responsible
Monitoring Party

MM 4.2-2(n) Project applicants shall require by contract specification that
construction trucks be routed away from congested streets or sensitive
receptor areas to the extent feasible. Contract specifications shall be
included in project construction documents, which shall be reviewed by the
City of Glendale prior to issuance of a grading permit.
MM 4.2-2(o) Project applicants shall require by contract specification that
traffic flow be improved by signal synchronization to the extent feasible.
Contract specifications shall be included in project construction documents,
which shall be reviewed by the City of Glendale prior to issuance of a
grading permit.
MM 4.2-2(p) Project applicants shall require by contract specification that
high-pressure-low-volume (HPLV) paint applicators with a minimum
transfer efficiency of at least 50% or other application techniques with
equivalent or higher transfer efficiency be utilized to the extent feasible.
Contract specifications shall be included in project construction documents,
which shall be reviewed by the City of Glendale prior to issuance of a
grading permit.
MM 4.2-2(q) Project applicants shall require by contract specification that
required coatings and solvents with a VOC content lower than required
under Rule 1113 be utilized to the extent feasible. Contract specifications
shall be included in project construction documents, which shall be
reviewed by the City of Glendale prior to issuance of a grading permit.
MM 4.2-2(r) Project applicants shall require by contract specification that
construction materials that do not require painting be utilized to the extent
feasible. Contract specifications shall be included in project construction
documents, which shall be reviewed by the City of Glendale prior to
issuance of a grading permit.
MM 4.2-2(s) Project applicants shall require by contract specification that
pre-painted construction materials be utilized to the extent feasible.
Contract specifications shall be included in project construction documents,
which shall be reviewed by the City of Glendale prior to issuance of a
grading permit.

Glendale Downtown Specific Plan Program EIR
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Table 10-1
Impact
Impact 4.2-6 Construction and
operation of the proposed project
would not create objectionable odors
affecting a substantial number of people.
Implementation of mitigation measure
MM 4.2-6 would ensure that this impact
would remain less than significant.

Mitigation Monitoring Program Matrix
Mitigation Measures

MM 4.2-6 Trash receptacles within the project area will be required to
have lids that enable convenient collection and loading and will be emptied
on a regular basis, in compliance with City of Glendale regulations for the
collection of solid waste.

Time Frame/
Monitoring Milestone
At Issuance of
Occupancy Permit

Responsible
Monitoring Party
Public Works

Biological Resources
Impact 4.3-2 Implementation of the
project would not result in a potential
reduction in nesting opportunities for
resident and migratory avian species of
special concern. This is considered a
less-than-significant impact.

10-8

MM 4.3-2(a) To ensure that avian species of concern, protected migratory Prior to Issuance of
species (e.g., MBTA), or raptors species are not injured or disturbed by
Grading Permit
construction in the vicinity of nesting habitat, the project applicant shall
implement the following measures:
› When feasible, all tree removal shall occur between August 30 and
February 15 to avoid the breeding season of any raptor species that
could be using the area, and to discourage hawks from nesting in the
vicinity of an upcoming construction area. This period may be modified
with the authorization of the DFG; or if it is not feasible to remove
trees outside this window then, prior to the beginning of mass grading,
including grading for major infrastructure improvements, during the
period between February 15 and August 30, all trees within 350 feet of
any grading or earthmoving activity shall be surveyed for active raptor
nests by a qualified biologist no more than 30 days prior to disturbance.
If active raptor nests are found, and the site is within 350 feet of
potential construction activity, a fence shall be erected around the
tree(s) at a distance of up to 350 feet, depending on the species, from
the edge of the canopy to prevent construction disturbance and
intrusions on the nest area. The appropriate buffer shall be determined
by the City in consultation with CDFG.
› No construction vehicles shall be permitted within restricted areas (i.e.,
raptor protection zones), unless directly related to the management or
protection of the legally protected species.
› In the event that a nest is abandoned, despite efforts to minimize
disturbance, and if the nestlings are still alive, the developer shall contact
CDFG and, subject to CDFG approval, fund the recovery and hacking

Development
Services/Planning/Public
Works

City of Glendale
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Table 10-1
Impact

Mitigation Monitoring Program Matrix

Mitigation Measures
(controlled release of captive reared young) of the nestling(s).
› If a legally protected species nest is located in a tree designated for
removal, the removal shall be deferred until after August 30th, or until
the adults and young of the year are no longer dependent on the nest
site as determined by a qualified biologist.
MM 4.3-2(b) Large trees identified as windrows shall be retained to the
extent feasible. If removal is required, these trees shall be replaced within
the DSP area at a 2:1 ratio by native trees that would be similar in height at
maturity.

Time Frame/
Monitoring Milestone

Responsible
Monitoring Party

Prior to Issuance of
Grading Permit
(Education of
Construction
Personnel and
Notification of Tribal
Representatives)

Development
Services/Planning/Public
Works

Cultural Resources
Impact 4.4-1 Implementation of the
proposed project could cause a
substantial adverse change in the
significance of an archaeological
resource pursuant to Section 15064.5
of the CEQA Guidelines, and this would
be considered a significant impact.
Compliance with the identified
mitigation measure would reduce this
impact to less than significant.

MM 4.4-1 In the event that archeological resources are unearthed during
project subsurface activities, all earth disturbing work within a 200-meter
radius must be temporarily suspended or redirected until an archeologist
has evaluated the nature and significance of the find. After the find has been
appropriately mitigated, work in the area may resume.

Impact 4.4-2 Implementation of the
proposed project could directly or
indirectly destroy a unique
paleontological resource or site, or
unique geologic feature and this would
be considered a significant impact.
Implementation of the identified
mitigation measure would reduce this
impact to less than significant.

MM 4.4-2 In the event that paleontological resources are unearthed during
project, subsurface activities, all earth disturbing work within a 100-meter
radius must be temporarily suspended or redirected until a paleontologist
has evaluated the nature and significance of the find. After the find has been
appropriately mitigated, work in the area may resume.

During Construction
Activities (If Cultural
Resources are
Uncovered)

Glendale Downtown Specific Plan Program EIR

Prior to Issuance of
Grading Permit
(Education of
Construction
Personnel)

Development
Services/Planning/Public
Works

During Construction
Activities (If Cultural
Resources are
Uncovered)
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Table 10-1
Impact
Impact 4.4-3 Construction activities
under the proposed project could
result in the disturbance of human
remains, including those interred
outside of formal cemeteries. However,
compliance with the identified
mitigation measures would ensure that
this impact remains less than significant.

Impact 4.4-4 Implementation of the
proposed project would result in new
development, perhaps including
demolition, on or near sites with known
historic resources and on potentially
historic sites. This is considered a
potentially significant impact. Because
no feasible mitigation is available for
demolition of historic resources to
reduce the impact to a less-thansignificant level, this impact is
considered significant and unavoidable
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Mitigation Monitoring Program Matrix
Mitigation Measures

MM 4.4-3 If human remains are unearthed during construction of any
project under the DSP, State Health and Safety Code Section 7050.5
requires that no further disturbance shall occur until the County coroner
has made the necessary findings as to origin and disposition pursuant to
Public Resources Code Section 5097.98. If the remains are determined to
be of Native American descent, the coroner has 24 hours to notify the
Native American Heritage Commission (NAHC). The NAHC will then
contact the most likely descendant of the deceased Native American, who
will then serve as consultant on how to proceed with the remains.

Time Frame/
Monitoring Milestone

Responsible
Monitoring Party

Prior to issuance of
Grading Permits
(Education of
Construction
Personnel and
Notification of Tribal
Representatives)

Development
Services/Planning/Public
Works

During Construction
Activities (If Cultural
Resources are
Uncovered)

MM 4.4-4(a) To the extent feasible, the preservation, rehabilitation,
At Plan Check and
restoration, reconstruction or adaptive reuse of known historic resources Design Review
shall meet the U.S. Secretary of the Interior's Standards for Rehabilitation.
Any proposal to preserve, rehabilitate, restore, reconstruct, or adaptively
reuse a known historic resource in accordance with the Interior Secretary’s
Standards shall be deemed to not be a significant impact under CEQA and,
in such cases, no additional mitigation measures will be required.

Development
Services/Planning/Public
Works

MM 4.4-4(b) Historic street lamps, if any, should be repaired and reused,
and not replaced by contemporary fixtures, when maintenance or
streetscape improvements occur, unless reuse or repair is demonstrated to
be infeasible.
MM 4.4-4(c) In the event that a future development project within the
Downtown Specific Plan Area is proposed on or immediately surrounding a
site containing a known historic resource, environmental review of the
development project shall consider the impacts to the known historic
resource and, if needed, shall include a study conducted by a qualified
historian or architectural historian to determine whether the proposed
development project would materially alter in an adverse manner those
physical characteristics of the known historic resource that conveys its
historical significance. If the project would demolish a historic resource or if
it is determined that the development project would materially alter in an
adverse manner those physical characteristics that convey the resource’s
City of Glendale

Chapter 10 Environmental Mitigation Monitoring Program

Table 10-1
Impact

Mitigation Monitoring Program Matrix

Mitigation Measures
historic significance, the City shall impose any and all measures to avoid or
substantially lessen the impact, unless the City, after having analyzed the
significant impacts and proposed mitigation measures in an Environmental
Impact Report, finds such mitigation measures are infeasible and adopts a
statement of overriding considerations. Potential modifications to a sitespecific development project to avoid or mitigate adverse impacts on
historic resources include, but are not limited to:
› Site plan modifications that incorporate the historic resource into the
proposed project, and if necessary, rehabilitation of the historic
resource. Rehabilitation of architecturally or historically significant
buildings shall meet the U.S. Secretary of the interior’s Standards for
Rehabilitation;
› Design changes related to height density, upper story step-backs,
architectural features, or materials; and
› Changes in the proposed development program to include compatible
uses.
MM 4.4-4(d) In the event that a future development project within the
Downtown Specific Plan Area is proposed on a site containing a potential
historic property, the City shall require, as part of the environmental
review of the project, an intensive level survey to determine whether the
property is a historic resource under CEQA. If the intensive level survey
determines that the potential historic property is a historic resource, the
City shall undertake the analysis and impose mitigation measures required
under mitigation measures MM 4.4-4(a) through (c).

Time Frame/
Monitoring Milestone

Responsible
Monitoring Party

Hazards and Hazardous Materials
Impact 4.6-1 The proposed project
includes sites which were compiled
pursuant to Government Code Section
65962.5 and could therefore result in a
significant hazard to the public or
environment. Implementation of
mitigation measures MM 4.6-1(a) and
MM 4.6 1(b) and compliance with all
environmental review processes and

MM 4.6-1(a) Prepare a Phase I Environmental Site Assessment (ESA).
When sites that are listed in the ERS initiate project development, the
project sponsor shall obtain a Phase I ESA for the proposed site. The Phase
I ESA shall be prepared in accordance with ASTM E-1527-05 “Standard
Practice for Environmental Site Assessments: Phase I Environmental Site
Assessment Process” (November 1, 2005). The purpose of a Phase I ESA is
to identify environmental conditions at a proposed project site that may
suggest environmental contamination. The Phase I ESA report shall be
prepared by a Registered Environmental Assessor or similarly qualified

Glendale Downtown Specific Plan Program EIR

At Design Review and Development
Plan Check
Services/Planning/Fire
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Table 10-1

Mitigation Monitoring Program Matrix

Impact
Mitigation Measures
regulations would reduce this impact to individual prior to initiating any construction activities at the site.
a less-than-significant level.
If recommended in the Phase I ESA, the project sponsor shall undertake (or
require the responsible party to undertake) a Phase II ESA soil sampling
plan; or if any environmental contamination is identified by the Phase I ESA,
the project sponsor shall implement (or require the responsible party to
implement) the recommendations of the report to further investigate and
to remove any soil contamination.

Time Frame/
Monitoring Milestone

MM 4.6-1(b) In the event that previously unknown or unidentified soil
During Construction
and/or groundwater contamination that could present a threat to human
health or the environment is encountered during construction in the DSP
area, construction activities in the immediate vicinity of the contamination
shall cease immediately. If contamination is encountered, a Risk
Management Plan shall be prepared and implemented that (1) identifies the
contaminants of concern and the potential risk each contaminant would
pose to human health and the environment during construction and postdevelopment and (2) describes measures to be taken to protect workers,
and the public from exposure to potential site hazards. Such measures
could include a range of options, including, but not limited to, physical site
controls during construction, remediation, long-term monitoring, postdevelopment maintenance or access limitations, or some combination
thereof. Depending on the nature of contamination, if any, appropriate
agencies shall be notified (e.g., City of Glendale Fire Department). If needed,
a Site Health and Safety Plan that meets Occupational Safety and Health
Administration requirements shall be prepared and in place prior to
commencement of work in any contaminated area.
Impact 4.6-3 The proposed project
could impair the implementation of, or
physically interfere with, an adopted
emergency response plan or emergency
evacuation plan resulting in a significant
impact. Implementation of mitigation
measures MM 4.6 3(a) through
MM 4.6-3(c) would ensure this
potentially significant impact would be
reduced to a less-than-significant level.
10-12

MM 4.6-3(a) Prior to issuance of building permits, the City shall, in
Prior to the Issuance
of a Building Permit
consultation with the Planning Department, Public Works Department—
Traffic and Transportation Division, Fire Department, and Police
Department, develop an Emergency Evacuation/Management Plan for the
Specific Plan Area. This Emergency Evacuation/Management Plan shall be
integrated with the existing Emergency Evacuation/Management Plan for the
downtown area and be consistent with the City of Glendale General Plan
Safety Element goals and policies

Responsible
Monitoring Party

Fire/Public Works

Fire/Police/Public
Works/Planning

MM 4.6-3(b) The construction contractors for future projects within the

City of Glendale

Chapter 10 Environmental Mitigation Monitoring Program

Table 10-1
Impact

Mitigation Monitoring Program Matrix

Mitigation Measures
DSP area shall notify the City of Glendale Police Department, Fire
Department, Public Works Department—Traffic and Transportation
Division, and the City Planning Department that project activities shall
impede movement (such as road or lane closures) along roads within the
DSP area in order to allow for these first emergency response teams to
reroute traffic to an alternative route, if needed. Notification will occur at
least three working days in advance allowing time for the appropriate City
departments to act accordingly. Consultation with the City will dictate the
amount of time necessary to give notice of such an event.

Time Frame/
Monitoring Milestone

Responsible
Monitoring Party

MM 4.6-3(c) The construction contractors for future projects within the
DSP area shall keep at least one lane of traffic open at all times within the
DSP area in order to allow for movement of emergency response teams to
and through the project site, if needed
Hydrology and Water Quality
Impact 4.7-1 Construction and
Implementation of the Downtown
Specific Plan could result in the violation
of water quality standards or waste
discharge requirements. However,
compliance with existing regulations,
implementation of mitigation measures,
and the use of BMPs would reduce the
potential impacts to a less-thansignificant level.

MM 4.7-1(a) Prior to the issuance of a grading or building permit for
individual projects, the project developer shall file a NOI with California to
comply with the requirements of the National Pollution Discharge
Elimination System General Construction Permit (Municipal Code Title VII,
Chapter 8 7823(d)), including the Small LUP General Permit, if applicable.
This will include the preparation of a SWPPP incorporating BMPs for
construction-related control of erosion and sedimentation contained in
stormwater runoff. The SWPPP may include, but would not necessarily be
limited to, the following applicable measures:
› Minimum required pavement widths for residential streets needed to
comply with all zoning and applicable ordinances
› Use permeable materials for private sidewalks, driveways, parking lots,
or interior roadway surfaces
› Reduce the overall imperviousness associated with parking lots by using
pervious materials in spillover parking areas.
› Direct rooftop runoff to pervious areas and avoid routing rooftop
runoff to the roadway or the stormwater conveyance system.
› Biofilters including vegetated swales and strips
› Extended/dry detention basins

Glendale Downtown Specific Plan Program EIR

Prior to the Issuance
of a Grading Permit

Public Works
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Table 10-1
Impact

Mitigation Monitoring Program Matrix
Mitigation Measures

Time Frame/
Monitoring Milestone

Responsible
Monitoring Party

› Infiltration basin
› Infiltration trenches or vaults
› Infiltration basin
› Infiltration trenches or vaults
› Catch basin inserts
› Continuous flow deflection/separation systems
› Storm drain inserts
› Media filtration
› Foundation planting
› Catch basin screens
› Normal flow storage/separation systems
› Clarifiers
› Filtration systems
› Primary waste water treatment systems
› Dry Wells
› Cistern
MM 4.7-1(b) Individual project applicants shall prepare and implement a
Standard Urban Storm Water Mitigation Plan (SUSMP) per the
requirements of Chapter 13.42, Stormwater and Urban Runoff Pollution
Prevention Control and Standard Urban Storm Water Mitigation Plan of
the Glendale Municipal Code to ensure that stormwater runoff is managed
for water quality concerns through implementation of appropriate and
applicable BMPs.
Impact 4.7 3 Construction and
Operation of the Downtown Specific
Plan would not substantially alter the
existing drainage patterns of the area or
result in substantial erosion or siltation
on or off site, nor would it increase the
rate or amount of surface runoff in a
manner that would result in flooding
on- or off-site. This is considered to be
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MM 4.7-3 Individual projects within the DSP area shall comply with the
provision of the SUSMP to include drainage improvements, such as catch
basins, surface parking drains, and other drainage improvements as
necessary. These improvements must be constructed as part of the
proposed project in accordance with standard engineering practices and
BMP.

Prior to the Issuance
of a Grading Permit

Public Works/Planning

City of Glendale
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Table 10-1
Impact
a less-than-significant impact.
Impact 4.7-4 Construction and
implementation of the Downtown
Specific Plan could contribute runoff
water which would provide substantial
sources of polluted runoff. However,
compliance with existing regulations
would ensure that impacts would be
less than significant.

Mitigation Monitoring Program Matrix
Mitigation Measures

Time Frame/
Monitoring Milestone

Responsible
Monitoring Party

MM 4.7-1(a)–(b) and MM 4.7-3 would also apply to this impact.

Prior to the Issuance
of a Grading Permit

Public Works
Services/Environmental

MM 4.9-1(a) All construction activity within the City shall be conducted in
accordance with Section 8.36.080 of the City of Glendale Municipal Code.

During Construction

MM 4.9-1(b) The project applicant shall require by contract specifications
that the following construction best management practices (BMPs) be
implemented by contractors to reduce construction noise levels:
› Two weeks prior to the commencement of construction, notification
must be provided to surrounding land uses within 1,000 feet of a
project site disclosing the construction schedule, including the various
types of activities that would be occurring throughout the duration of
the construction period
› Ensure that construction equipment is properly muffled according to
industry standards and be in good working condition
› Place noise-generating construction equipment and locate construction
staging areas away from sensitive uses, where feasible
› Schedule high noise-producing activities between the hours of 8:00 A.M.
and 5:00 P.M. to minimize disruption on sensitive uses
› Implement noise attenuation measures to the extent feasible, which may
include, but are not limited to, temporary noise barriers or noise
blankets around stationary construction noise sources
› Use electric air compressors and similar power tools rather than diesel
equipment, where feasible
› Construction-related equipment, including heavy-duty equipment,
motor vehicles, and portable equipment, shall be turned off when not in

Prior to issuance of
Grading Permit
(Contract
Specifications)

Development
Services/Planning/Public
Works

Noise
Impact 4.9-1 Construction activities
associated with the proposed project
would generate noise levels that exceed
the noise standards established by the
City of Glendale Noise Regulations.
This is considered a potentially
significant impact. Implementation of
mitigation measures MM 4.9-1(a)
through MM 4.9-1(d) would reduce this
impact, but noise levels could still be
substantial. However, the project’s
construction noise impacts would be
temporary, would not occur during
recognized sleep hours, and would be
consistent with the exemption for
construction noise that exists in the
Municipal Code. Therefore, this impact
would be considered less than
significant.

Glendale Downtown Specific Plan Program EIR
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Table 10-1
Impact

Mitigation Monitoring Program Matrix

Mitigation Measures
use for more than 30 minutes
› Construction hours, allowable workdays, and the phone number of the
job superintendent shall be clearly posted at all construction entrances
to allow for surrounding owners and residents to contact the job
superintendent. If the City or the job superintendent receives a
complaint, the superintendent shall investigate, take appropriate
corrective action, and report the action taken to the reporting party.
Contract specifications shall be included in the proposed project
construction documents, which shall be reviewed by the City prior to
issuance of a grading permit.

Time Frame/
Monitoring Milestone

Responsible
Monitoring Party

MM 4.9-1(c) The project applicant shall require by contract specifications
that construction staging areas along with the operation of earthmoving
equipment within the DSP area would be located as far away from vibration
and noise sensitive sites as possible. Contract specifications shall be
included in the proposed project construction documents, which shall be
Prior to Issuance of
reviewed by the City prior to issuance of a grading permit.
Grading Permit
MM 4.9-1(d) The project applicant shall require by contract specifications
that heavily loaded trucks used during construction would be routed away
from residential streets to the extent feasible. Contract specifications shall
be included in the proposed project construction documents, which shall be
reviewed by the City prior to issuance of a grading permit.
Impact 4.9-3 Construction activities
associated with the proposed project
could generate or expose persons or
structures to excessive groundborne
vibration. While implementation of
mitigation measures MM 4.9-1(a)
through MM 4.9-1(d), MM 4.9-3(a), and
MM 4.9-3(b) would minimize this
impact, it would not reduce it to a lessthan-significant level. This is considered
a significant and unavoidable impact.
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MM 4.9-3(a) Prior to issuance of a grading permit, the developer shall
establish a 50-foot buffer zone around identified historic structures, and
shall provide for temporary fencing and private security patrols to prevent
human and vehicular/equipment access to the structures during
construction of the proposed project.

Prior to the Issuance
of a Grading Permit
and During
Construction

MM 4.9-3(b) Pile-driving shall be prohibited within 200 feet of identified
fragile structures within and around the DSP area.

Prior to Issuance of
Grading Permit
(Contract
Specifications)

Mitigation measures MM 4.9-1(a) through MM 4.9-1(d) also apply to this
impact.

Development
Services/Planning

City of Glendale
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Table 10-1
Impact
Impact 4.9-6 Construction activities
associated with the proposed project
would result in a substantial temporary
or periodic increase in ambient noise
levels. While implementation of
mitigation measures MM 4.9 1(a)
through MM 4.9 1(d) would minimize
this impact, it would not reduce it to a
less-than-significant level. Therefore,
this impact would be significant and
unavoidable.

Mitigation Monitoring Program Matrix

Mitigation Measures
MM 4.9-1(a) through MM 4.9-1(d) would also apply to this impact.

Time Frame/
Monitoring Milestone

Responsible
Monitoring Party

Prior to the Issuance Development
of Grading Permit and Services/Planning/Public
Works
during Construction
Activities

Traffic/Transportation
Impact 4.13-1 The proposed project
would generate new traffic volumes at
the project site, and add traffic volumes
to the study intersections that would be
considered significant. As not all of this
new traffic volume can be mitigated for,
impacts would be significant and
unavoidable.

Prior to Issuance of a
The following mitigation has been approved as part of the Town Center
Building Permit
project, Commonwealth Office project, and the City’s Capitol
Improvement Program (CIP):
› Chevy Chase Drive at Brand Boulevard: Convert northbound throughright turn lane to through lane only; add northbound right-turn only
lane (Town Center project).
› Colorado Street at Central Avenue: Install third westbound through
lane and an exclusive right-turn only lane as well as convert existing
eastbound right-turn only lane to a combination through right turn lane
(Town Center project).
› Colorado Street at Brand Boulevard: Install northbound, southbound
and eastbound right-turn only lanes (Town Center project).
› Colorado Street at Glendale Avenue: Convert existing northbound
combination through-right turn lane to through only lane; add
northbound right-turn only lane (Town Center project).
› Broadway at Central Avenue: Convert northbound and westbound
combination through-right turn lanes to through only lanes; add
exclusive right-turn only lanes northbound and westbound (Town
Center project).
› Broadway at Brand Boulevard: Add northbound right-turn only lane; add
third southbound through lane (Town Center project).

Glendale Downtown Specific Plan Program EIR

Development
Services/Public Works
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Table 10-1
Impact

Impact 4.13-4 The proposed project
could result in inadequate emergency
access; however, adherence to
mitigation measures identified within
Impact 4.6-3 of this EIR would ensure
impacts remain less than significant.
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Mitigation Monitoring Program Matrix

Mitigation Measures
› Broadway at Glendale Avenue: Add third northbound through lane
during the p.m. peak hour only by prohibiting on-street parking along
the east side of Glendale Avenue, south of Broadway; add southbound
right turn only lane (Town Center project).
› SR-134 Westbound On-Ramp/Goode Avenue at Central Avenue:
Restripe to provide fourth lane (one left-turn lane, one combination
through-left turn lane, one through lane and one right-turn lane)
(Commonwealth Office project).
› SR-134 Westbound On-Ramp/Goode Avenue at Brand Boulevard:
Restripe southbound Brand Boulevard north of Goode Avenue such
that the inside (#1) southbound through lane is a “trap” lane aligning
with the inside lane of the southbound dual left-turn lanes at Sanchez
Drive; the #2 southbound lane north of Goode will align to become an
optional left-turn or through lane (Commonwealth Office project).
› SR-134 Eastbound Off-Ramp/Sanchez Drive: Widen to provide fourth
lane (one combination through-left turn lane, one through lane, one
combination through-right-turn lane, one right turn lane) (CIP).
› Glendale Avenue at Monterey Road: Improve northbound Glendale
Avenue approach to Monterey Road to provide dual left-turn lanes, one
through lane and one combination through-right turn lane (CIP).
› SR-134 Eastbound Ramps at Glendale Avenue: Realign the #1
northbound through lane on Glendale Avenue south of the eastbound
off-ramp to be a trap lane to the dual northbound left-turn lanes at
Monterey Road (CIP).
The remaining intersections were found to be unmitigatable.
MM 4.6 3(a) through MM 4.6-3(c) would also apply to this impact.

Time Frame/
Monitoring Milestone

Prior to Issuance of a
Building Permit

Responsible
Monitoring Party

Fire/Police/Public
Works/Planning
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VISION

Downtown Glendale will be an exciting, vibrant urban
center which provides a wide array of excellent shopping,
dining, working, living, and entertainment opportunities
within a short walking distance.
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INTRODUCTION

Chapter One establishes the goals and purpose of the Plan,
its physical context, its relationship to other regulations
and planning documents, and provides a “users-guide”
to the Plan.

1
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1.1 PLAN GOALS AND PURPOSE
The Glendale Downtown Specific Plan (DSP) is an urban design oriented plan, which sets
the physical standards and guidelines as well as land use regulations for activities within the
Downtown Specific Plan area. The Plan’s purpose is to:

1.1.1 Provide a framework and a manual to
guide responsible growth and development
of downtown.

1.1.2 Perpetuate a powerful physical image
promoting the city’s regional identity.

1.1.3 Ensure downtown’s long-term status
as a good place to do business.

1.1.4 Encourage excellence in design and
quality of craftsmanship to enhance
the downtown environment.

1.1.5 Strengthen downtown’s pedestrian,
bicycle and transit oriented characteristics
while ensuring vehicular access to
downtown destinations.
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1.1.6 Attract a wide range of activities to
maintain a dynamic atmosphere.

1.1.7 Provide incentives for a wide range of
downtown housing types.

1.1.8 Present development regulations
in a user-friendly, easy-to-follow manner.

1.1.9 Preserve and enhance the distinctive
character of Glendale’s downtown buildings,
streets and views.

1.1.10 Concentrate growth in current transit-rich
entertainment/employment centers to
relieve development pressures on existing
residential neighborhoods.
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1.2 PLAN CONTEXT
Downtown Glendale is located at the southern base of the Verdugo Mountains, in a valley
“bowl” also bounded on the west by the Los Angeles River and Griffith Park and to the east
by the San Rafael Hills. This valley is also referred to as the “Golden Triangle” and further
defined by the 2, 134, and 5 Freeways, from which Downtown Glendale has unique and
immediate regional access to neighboring communities such as Burbank, Pasadena, North
Hollywood, La Crescenta, and Downtown Los Angeles.
Within the city of Glendale, Downtown is the convergence of a number of primary local
streets - Brand Boulevard, Central Avenue, Glendale Avenue, Colorado Street, Broadway, and
Glenoaks Avenue - that lead to surrounding neighborhoods and districts. The South Brand
“Boulevard of Cars”, a regional concentration of auto dealerships. South Brand also links
Downtown to the historic Tropico town site, now a burgeoning mixed-use and residential
neighborhood centered around the Metrolink station and Glendale Memorial Hospital. The
Adams Hill neighborhood and the Forest Lawn Memorial Park cemetery are to the south. The
North Brand district, a localized retail area, serving the residential neighborhoods north of the
134 Freeway.
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1.3 WHAT IS A SPECIFIC PLAN?
A specific plan is a regulatory tool that local governments use to guide development in a local
area consistent with the General Plan. While the General Plan is the primary guide for growth
and development in a community, a Specific Plan is able to focus on the unique characteristics
of a special area by customizing the planning process and land use regulations to that area. A
Specific Plan is enacted pursuant to Section 65450 et seq. of the California Government Code.

1.3.1 Consistency with California Specific Plan Requirements
According to California Law, a specific plan implements all or part of the area covered by a
general plan. The Glendale Downtown Specific Plan applies to only a part of the Glendale
General Plan area. The purpose of the Downtown Specific Plan is to specify, in greater detail,
requirements which are significant for this area.
Infrastructure has been discussed in various General Plan Elements. Build-out of the DSP would
require equal or less infrastructure than the build-out of the current land use regulations and is
consistent with the General Plan.

1.3.2 Relationship with other Documents and Plans
A. General Plan Consistency - To ensure consistency between the Downtown Specific Plan
and the city of Glendale General Plan, the General Plan will be amended concurrent with
the adoption of this Plan to include a Downtown Specific Plan Land Use Designation to
replace the General Plan designations for the area.
B. Zoning Ordinance Consistency - To ensure consistency between the Downtown
Specific Plan and the Glendale Zoning Code and Map, the Zoning Code and Map will be
amended concurrent with the adoption of this Plan to include a Downtown Specific Plan
zone to replace the zoning for that area. Where land use regulations and/or development
standards of the Glendale Zoning Code are inconsistent with this Specific Plan, the
standards and regulations of the Specific Plan shall prevail. Any issue not specifically
covered in the Specific Plan shall be subject to the regulations in the Zoning Code and/or
Municipal Code. Interpretations may be made by the applicable Review Authority if not
specifically covered in the City’s existing regulations.
C. Redevelopment Plan Consistency - The Glendale Redevelopment Agency was created in
1972 for the purpose of improving, upgrading and revitalizing specific areas within the City
that had become blighted because of deterioration, disuse, and unproductive economic
conditions. The Central Glendale Redevelopment Project Area covers 263 acres in the heart
of the City and is fully encompassed within the Downtown Specific Plan boundaries, with
the exception of the Glenoaks area. The Central Redevelopment Project Area is generally
bounded by Colorado Street to the south, Glenoaks Boulevard to the north, Central
Avenue and Columbus on the western periphery and Louise Street and Maryland Avenue
on the east. The mission of the Redevelopment Agency is to enhance and improve the
quality of life and to promote positive growth in the city of Glendale by facilitating retail,
cultural arts, housing and office projects, providing tax revenue and jobs that benefit
all of the city’s residents. The Downtown Specific Plan supports and expands upon such
objectives.
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D. The South Brand Boulevard Specific Plan - The South Brand Boulevard Specific Plan
(SBBSP) was developed in 1992 to provide a comprehensive set of plans, guidelines,
regulations and implementation programs for the auto-oriented, southwest portion of the
City of Glendale. The South Brand Boulevard and the Downtown Specific Plan areas are
adjacent to one another and separated only by Colorado Street. The Downtown Specific
Plan includes parcels along the south side of Colorado, which previously were part of the
SBBSP. At the time of adoption of the Downtown Specific Plan, the South Brand Boulevard
Specific Plan will be amended to exclude these parcels.
E. The Town Center Specific Plan - The Town Center Specific Plan addresses the Town
Center District of the Downtown Specific Plan. If any inconsistencies are identified
between the Downtown Specific Plan and the Town Center Specific Plan, then the Town
Center Specific Plan shall prevail for all activities within the Town Center District.
F. The Greater Downtown Strategic Plan - The Downtown Specific Plan is designed
to implement the vision, goals and policies of the Greater Downtown Strategic Plan
(1996), which includes the downtown and adjacent residential neighborhoods. Among
the Greater Downtown Strategic Plan goals are “significantly increasing the amount of
public open space and developed parkland in the downtown” and “strengthening the
interdependence between downtown and surrounding neighborhoods.” In case any
inconsistencies are identified between the two plans, the Downtown Specific Plan and/or
Glendale Zoning Code shall prevail.
G. The Galleria Development Agreement - The Glendale Galleria is subject to disposition
and development agreement between the Glendale Redevelopment Agency and the
Galleria Owners. Any new land use activity not covered in the Glendale Redevelopment
Agency’s agreements with the Galleria shall be subject to the Downtown Specific Plan.
H. Downtown Design Guidelines - A variety of Design Guidelines have been produced
for areas within the Downtown Specific Plan, including the “East Broadway Design
Guidelines” (2004) and “Urban Design Information and Guidelines” (1990). The
Downtown Specific Plan incorporates and supersedes these guidelines.
I. Downtown Specific Plan Environmental Impact Report - The DSP-EIR evaluates
the implications of the Downtown Specific Plan through a series of technical analyses,
as required by the California Environmental Quality Act. As necessary, the DSP-EIR also
proposes mitigations of undesirable impacts of the Downtown Specific Plan.
J. Glendale Mobility Study - The Glendale Mobility Study, in preparation at the time of
Downtown Specific Plan adoption, outlines a series of policies and programs intended to
enhance mobility in the Downtown area. “Chapter 6: Mobility” of the Downtown Specific
Plan is written to support the goals of the Glendale Mobility Study.
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1.4 HOW TO USE THIS PLAN
The DSP is designed to function as a manual for residents, business owners, property owners,
developers, designers, City staff and appointed and elected officials involved in review of
proposed development projects. If you are using this plan for the first time, it may be useful
for you to know the main components of the document and how to navigate it. We suggest
the following steps as a quick way to understand the different sections of the plan and how
best to focus on finding the answers to your questions.

Step 1: Find out what Downtown District your project is in.
Downtown Glendale has been divided into eleven (11) different districts. In addition to
general standards and guidelines that apply to the entire area, each district may have its own
distinctive set of development standards and permitted uses.
Locate your project location on the area map in “Chapter Two: Downtown Districts” to
determine in which district your project belongs.
DISTRICT______________________

Review the narrative description for that particular district to identify whether your
proposed project complies with the intent of the Specific Plan for that district. Descriptions
for each district can be found in “Chapter Two: Downtown Districts.”
_____________________________________________________________________

Step 2: Review the Summary Tables & Maps.
Many answers to basic questions are clearly listed in the maps and tables. The maps show
the boundaries and districts, as well as the basic transportation infrastructure. The summary
tables list out the permitted uses, height and density standards / bonuses, and general and
district specific standards and guidelines.
Once the project district has been identified, review the Use Table in Chapter Three to
establish if your proposed use is permitted in that district.
___________________
Review the Height and Setback Table in Chapter Four to determine the permitted height
and setback requirements for the particular district.
HEIGHT__________________ STORIES_________________ FAR__________________

_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
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Review the Incentives and Bonuses Table in Chapter Seven and “Chapter Eight:
Economic Development” to determine whether your proposed project is eligible for any
development bonuses.
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________

Step 3: Review the Standards and Guidelines Text
The City of Glendale has developed a set of Policies, Standards, and Guidelines that apply
to all downtown properties. As such, the Specific Plan Policies, Standards, and Guidelines
supersede those identified in the Zoning Code. When the Specific Plan is silent, the City’s
Zoning Code requirements will apply. The text further defines the information that is provided
in the tables, maps, and charts. The Standards and Guidelines is divided by three main topics:
Urban Design, Open Space and Mobility.
Examine “Chapter Four: Urban Design” and “Chapter Five: Open Space” to learn which
design standards are required for your project.
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
Review “Chapter Six: Mobility” to understand how the location of your project fits
into the pedestrian-vehicular framework of the Downtown and to determine which
transportation standards apply to your project.
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________

Step 4: Follow the Appropriate Application Process
Depending on the location of the project and time of application, the application will
be processed through the Glendale Planning Department and the Development Services
Department. Please refer to Chapter Nine to determine the application procedures.
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DOWNTOWN DISTRICTS

Downtown Glendale consists of a variety of districts, based
on the existing building patterns within each area. The
Downtown Specific Plan seeks to preserve and enhance
the aspects which provide each district its unique character,
while improving the attractiveness and livability of the
Downtown area.

2
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2.1 DOWNTOWN DISTRICTS
The Downtown Specific Plan area consists of approximately 220 acres located in the center
of the City of Glendale. The area is generally bounded to the north by Glenoaks Avenue,
to the west by Central and Columbus Avenues, to the east along Maryland and Glendale
Avenues and to the south by Colorado and Elk Streets. The majority of the Glendale Central
Redevelopment Area falls within the DSP area. Eleven distinct districts make up Downtown
Specific Plan.

Downtown districts are:
ALEX THEATRE
BROADWAY CENTER
CIVIC CENTER
EAST BROADWAY
GALLERIA
GATEWAY DISTRICT
MARYLAND
MID-ORANGE
ORANGE CENTRAL
TOWN CENTER
TRANSITIONAL - consisting of three non-contigous areas along Central Avenue, Colorado
Street, and North Maryland Avenue
The expected form and character for each district is described in the following pages through
illustrative perspectives and photographs. The sequence of the district descriptions follows a
narrated walk through the Downtown, departing from the Alex Theatre, heading north the
Gateway District, then south through on Central Avenue and Orange Street to Broadway
Center and the Galleria / Town Center areas, ending on the east side of Downtown in the
Maryland, East Broadway and Civic Center districts.
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2.1.1 ALEX THEATRE DISTRICT
The historic Alex Theatre is the focal point for this low-scale commercial strip of Downtown
Glendale. Concentrated along Brand Boulevard, north of Wilson and south of Lexington, this
two block commercial area features a variety of intimate-scale retail, restaurant and service
uses located within traditional storefronts. The Alex Theatre district encourages entertainment
activities, restaurants, small-scale retail businesses and other such pedestrian-oriented
activities. New development must be sensitive to the landmark status of Alex Theatre and the
traditional “old downtown main street” character of this section of Brand Boulevard.
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OPPOSITE: As the focus of the district, the Alex Theatre spire and
forecourt are the dominant features. The rendering illustrates
future development to the north and south of the Theatre,
with courtyards that combine with the Alex Theatre court to
create a rich pattern of outdoor spaces and passages for dining,
entertainment, and receptions.
RIGHT: The Chess Park, an award-winning design by Rios Clementi
Hale Studios, is a creative and inventive solution to the need for
open space and pedestrian linkages in the Downtown. More than
an inviting passage between the Orange Street Garage and Brand
Boulevard, the Chess Park also creates an identifiable and unique
place in a narrow site too small for a traditional park.
BELOW RIGHT: The Alex Theatre district retains the small-town
Main Street feel that has historically characterized this stretch of
Brand Boulevard. One and two-story commercial buildings with
traditional storefronts and shop windows will continue to be the
development standard for the district.
BELOW: The iconic Alex Theatre spire and marquee provide the
anchor to this entertainment, dining and shopping oriented
district, and create a focus for night-time energy.
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2.1.2 GATEWAY DISTRICT
Located at the northern portion of the Downtown Specific Plan area, the Gateway district
features the most visibly noted skyline of Downtown Glendale. Characterized by high-rise
development, the district is home to numerous corporate headquarters and businesses
whose multi-storied towers are visible from the various viewpoints throughout the city and
the 134 Freeway. The focus of the area is the continued promotion and location of corporate
headquarters, new hotels, mixed-use and residential buildings, complementary/accessory
service and retail businesses at the street level, as well as the introduction of appropriate
night-time entertainment uses.
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OPPOSITE: Between Brand and Central, a “lid” could be built over
the 134 Freeway in the form of a transit plaza. This deck would
create a significant open space resource, restore north-south
pedestrian connections in the Gateway area, and serve as terminal
for transfers between local transit service and a future regional
east-west transit line.
RIGHT: The preferred land uses in this district are high rise office
and residential, hotels, and other uses which support the adjacent
office uses and employees.
BELOW: The Gateway area includes Glendale’s highest
concentration of high rise, high intensity regional office uses.
Many of Glendale’s leading corporations are located at this highly
visible location along the 134 Freeway. The area includes high rise
residential uses, hotels and distinctive headquarters buildings, and
creates the dominant visual image of Glendale for freeway users.
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2.1.3 ORANGE-CENTRAL DISTRICT
Centrally located within Downtown, the Orange-Central district is bordered by Doran
Street on the north, Wilson Avenue on the south, Central Avenue on the west, and Orange
Street to the east. This district currently features an amalgamation of surface parking lots
and miscellaneous free-standing businesses. Because of its walkable proximity to major
retail and employment areas, the Orange-Central district is suitable for new, urban housing
development both as mixed-use or free-standing residential buildings. Central Avenue has
the potential to be transformed over time with mid-rise mixed-use structures, while Orange
can become a more intimate and pedestrian-oriented residential street. Areas adjacent to this
district on Central and Orange are defined by the complementary, but less intense, Central
Transitional and Mid-Orange districts that adjoin existing low-rise areas of the downtown and
surrounding neighborhoods.

2.1.4 CENTRAL TRANSITIONAL DISTRICT
Though not a part of the Central Glendale Downtown Redevelopment Area, the west side of
Central Avenue and adjoining leg of Broadway provide an important transition between the
high-intensity, mixed-activity of Downtown and a higher density residential neighborhood
to the west. The Central Transitional District currently features a variety of lower-scale
commercial and medical office buildings. This area should evolve into a mid-rise mixed-use
development, with an emphasis on ground floor commercial uses along Central Avenue.

2.1.5 MID-ORANGE DISTRICT
The east side of Orange Street between Lexington Drive and Wilson Avenue mediates the
height, uses, and intensities of the mid-rise Orange-Central district and the low-rise Alex
Theatre District. Arts-oriented uses, such as galleries and stage theatres, are encouraged
along these blocks, as well as low-rise mixed-use development.

This illustration shows Orange Street as the premier residential address
in Downtown Glendale. New street landscape has created inviting
pedestrian sidewalks and new townhouse style residences front the
street with stoops (where today there are parking lots). Across the
street is the Orange Street Garage, where the ground floor has been
transformed into a gallery / market. Beyond are the high-rise residential
towers of the Broadway Center district.
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ABOVE: Central Avenue as rendered in this view from California
is a vibrant mixed-use street. An eclectic mix of destination,
service and neighborhood-serving retail stores is at the sidewalk.
In newer buildings, the upper levels are residences with balconies
and patios overlooking the street-life.
RIGHT: As a demonstration of the design policies, standards
and guidelines of the Specific Plan, this diagram imagines a
redevelopment of the “Sears Block” at Orange / California /
Central / Wilson. The block is divided into four smaller quadrants
by intimate pedestrian paseos and alleys fronted by townhouses.
In exchange for the dedication of one quadrant as a public park,
a pair of 12-story residential towers are allowed through the
bonus / incentive program described in Chapter Seven. Quadrants
facing Central Avenue are developed as mid-rise residential or
large-format retail stores.
BELOW: 4 to 5-story mixed use buildings, such as these
precedents in Santa Monica and Pasadena, are the expected
development type along most of Central and Orange Avenues.
These buildings include ground-floor retail with upper level
residential and/or office uses.
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2.1.6 BROADWAY CENTER DISTRICT
Located south of Wilson, north of Broadway, east of Central and west of Brand, this twoblock district features an existing high rise office tower and several other commercial
buildings. Apart from the existing office tower located in the north-west corner of Broadway
and Brand and the existing office building on the north-east corner of Broadway and
Central, this area is subject to possible redevelopment, with the opportunity for high-rise
residential, office, or mixed-use development. The existing high-rise office building in the
Broadway Center district and its proximity to significant retail activity areas in the Galleria and
Town Center make this a prime target area for higher end, urban residential towers. Given
a permitted height limit of 16 stories by right and up to 4 additional stories through the
Incentives and Bonus Program (see Chapter Seven), this downtown district would constitute
the second cluster of high rise development in Downtown.
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ABOVE: The Galleria Tower is strategically located at a gentle
curve along Broadway, and therefore serves as visual terminus to
the street. A creative resurfacing of the Tower’s skin and opening
of its ground floor could take further advantage of this location.
ABOVE RIGHT: The City Center tower defines the “south hill” of
high rises on downtown Glendale skyline. A mixed-use building
with ground level retail and a large plaza facing Brand Boulevard,
it establishes the visual image of Broadway Center district.
RIGHT: The small scale storefronts on Wilson Avenue may begin
to support a vibrant “restaurant row” catering to downtown
residents and visitors as new residential, hotels, office and other
uses concentrate in Broadway Center, Alex Theatre and the
Orange-Central districts.
OPPOSITE: The Broadway Center district includes a large, semicircular plaza associated with the City Center office tower.
As illustrated here, a creative and selective redesign of this
plaza could transform it into an inviting open space facing
Brand Boulevard. Instead of pavement, grass and shade trees
are planted. The edges of the existing fountain are lined with
benches, so pedestrians can enjoy the water. Finally, the form of
the semi-circle is completed and lined with additional restaurants,
outdoor cafes, and defined by a ring of palm trees.
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2.1.7 TOWN CENTER DISTRICT (The Americana at Brand)
The Town Center district, bordered on the south by Colorado, on the east by Brand, on the
west by Central and on the north by the Galleria parking structure (between Broadway and
Harvard), is subject to the Town Center Specific Plan, not the Downtown Specific Plan. This
district features a large-scale, mixed-use development. As a significant regional retail and
entertainment destination with a residential component, the Town Center plays an important
role in the direction of development in other Downtown districts.

2.1.8 COLORADO TRANSITIONAL DISTRICT
This mixed-use district forms the southern edge of the Downtown area, and provides
a transition from the downtown to surrounding neighborhoods and the South Brand
“Boulevard of Cars”. Colorado is a heavily traveled regional street, with good visibility for
ground floor retail uses, and potential for upper level residential and commercial uses

2.1.9 GALLERIA DISTRICT
The Glendale Galleria district is fully developed with a regional shopping center. Its
boundaries include Colorado on the south, Columbus on the west, Broadway on the
north and Brand and Central on the easterly portions. The Glendale Galleria is subject to
agreements between the Glendale Redevelopment Agency and the Galleria owners. All
new development in the Galleria district not specifically addressed in these agreements is
subject to the Downtown Specific Plan. Over time, this area should strengthen pedestrian
connections between the Galleria and other parts of the downtown, and increase the vitality
and interest of the Galleria buildings at the street level to enliven the pedestrian experience.
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ABOVE: The Town Center will be the Downtown’s southern
anchor of Brand Boulevard, with retail and entertainment venues
plus residential condos and apartments, surrounding pedestrianonly outdoor promenades and open space.
RIGHT: New projects on Colorado Boulevard south of the
Town Center and Galleria will likely reference the traditional
architectural style of the Town Center, and include residential
with ground-floor retail.
BELOW RIGHT: The Glendale Galleria is a traditional indoor
shopping mall, and is a significant regional destination.
OPPOSITE: As downtown matures into a pedestrian-rich
environment with new residents, the Glendale Galleria should
transform from a traditional indoor-oriented shopping mall
to one with increased visibility and access at the sidewalks. A
key opportunity is the bridge over Central Avenue, which is
envisioned in this rendering as a transparent glass-enclosed
walkway, connecting the interior passages of the mall by stairs
and elevators to street-level storefronts at Central and Broadway.
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2.1.10 NORTH MARYLAND TRANSITIONAL DISTRICT
Maryland Avenue, north of Wilson Avenue, is a transitional zone between the high-intensity
and high-rise spine of Brand Boulevard and the low-rise residential neighborhood to the
east. Currently, multi-level parking structures for adjoining office towers define much of
this district. Future development in this district is envisioned as additional residential uses
compatible with the adjacent neighborhood.

2.1.11 MARYLAND DISTRICT
Maryland Avenue south of Wilson is home to two of Downtown’s more recent mixed-use
commercial developments (The Exchange and the Marketplace), which include a number of
restaurants, storefronts and office uses. Maryland lies between the Downtown core and the
East Broadway mixed-use district to the east. The Maryland District entails a combination of
entertainment, restaurant, retail and service uses, with the possibility of mixed-use residential
development and convention/meeting facilities.
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TOP: Existing surface parking lots on North Maryland may
redevelop with mid-rise mixed-use and residential buildings, such
as this precedent.
ABOVE: The Marketplace and The Exchange both face Brand
Boulevard with storefronts and provide pedestrian access to
Maryland Avenue and public parking structures via mid-block
paseos.
RIGHT: The glass entry rotunda of Borders Books & Music at the
corner of Brand and Broadway properly establishes the urban
prominence of this intersection and permits views into the store,
connecting interior activities with the energy of the sidewalk.
OPPOSITE: The paseo at the Glendale Marketplace is illustrated
here with modest modifications. Overhead “swag” lights, instead
of lampposts, deliver lighting without cluttering the passage.
Shade on sunny days is provided by canvas “sails” and awnings
spanning across the paseo. These and other improvements are
expected as a result of continued investment in the Maryland
District’s existing commercial developments.
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2.1.12 CIVIC CENTER DISTRICT
The Civic Center district features two individual areas: the Glendale City Hall campus (“Old
City Hall”, Perkins Building, Municipal Services Building, the “old” Police Station Building, the
“new” Police Station, the municipal parking structure, and the Glendale Court House) and
Central Park, which contains the Adult Recreation Center and the Central Library. Both areas
include the largest publicly-owned open space within the Downtown, and will therefore are
the principal parks for Downtown residents, employees, and visitors.

2.1.13 EAST BROADWAY DISTRICT
The East Broadway district was created in 2003 with the adoption of the City’s first official
mixed-use zoning districts, Residential Mixed-Use (RMU) and Commercial Mixed-Use (CMU).
This area, located between the established Central Glendale Redevelopment Area and the
Civic Center, combines a number of civic and cultural uses and historic buildings. This area
builds upon the mixed-use, moderate density of this area with newer mixed-use projects
including upper level housing and retail along Broadway.
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TOP: The FourOneSix, a mixed-use project proposed on East
Broadway, typifies the development expected in this district:
3-4 stories of residential above ground-level retail storefronts.
ABOVE LEFT: Heritage Park is a 4-story affordable apartment
building for seniors, and a receipt of a 2005 Glendale Urban
Design Achievement Award.
ABOVE RIGHT: The Central Post Office, a National Registered
landmark structure built in 1934 under the Works Progress
Administration, is one of the many civic and cultural facilities in
the East Broadway and Civic Center areas.
OPPOSITE: There are a cluster of small and medium size
opportunity sites along East Broadway that collectively
can create a new downtown gateway and provide a strong
storefront connection to the activities of Brand Boulevard.
Louise Street can become a new residential address with its
own distinctive architectural character using design elements
of historic buildings such as the YMCA, Post Office, First Baptist
Church and former First Federal Bank.
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LAND USE

Downtown supports a variety of economic activities.
The land use policies build on existing strengths and add
amenities, services, employment and living opportunities.
A mix of land uses is critical to support a diverse downtown
climate, enhance the pedestrian quality of the street, reduce
vehicle trips, and reinforce the existing varied character of
Downtown Glendale. The land use policies encourage the
clustering of certain uses as definable districts; designate key
ground floor uses; identify opportunities to create mixeduse neighborhoods; and increase Downtown’s supply of
open space.

3
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3.1 LAND USE POLICIES
3.1.1 Downtown Districts and Complementary Land Use Options
Include many land use options to encourage healthy urban districts with opportunities for
interaction between uses. Direct certain land uses to specific areas to reduce potential land
use conflicts such as noise or parking demand, while encouraging those land uses which
enhance the attractiveness and convenience of the primary downtown land uses such offices
and residential use.

3.1.2 The 24-Hour Downtown
Encourage appropriate land uses that extend the life of Downtown into the evenings and
weekends so that daytime, weekend, and nighttime uses can support each other and share
parking seven days a week. Such uses can contribute to the vitality of the downtown area
and the viability of downtown businesses.

3.1.3 Ground Floor Commercial
Provide ground floor uses where appropriate in order to support a pedestrian-oriented
environment in Downtown. Strategically encourage ground floor uses that will contribute to
creation of primary and secondary pedestrian activity streets.
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3.1.4 Infill Mixed-use and Residential
Provide mixed-use commercial and residential development in designated areas of
Downtown. In addition to market rate housing, encourage affordable and senior housing in
Downtown with incentives for additional height and density.

3.1.5 Land Use Incentives
Through the use of incentives, provide new public benefits that support overall success of all
Downtown uses. There are substantial development incentives for certain key uses which are
described further in Chapter Seven. These include:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Affordable Housing
Historic Preservation/Rehabilitation
Hotel
Landmark/Signature/Sustainable Design
Public Open Space
Reuse of Existing Buildings
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3.2 PERMITTED LAND USES
3.2.1 Permitted Uses by District
Downtown is divided into eleven sub-districts, as identified in the Land Use map (Figure 3-A).
Each district or district group has its own permitted uses described in Section 3.3.

3.2.2 Ground Floor Uses and Frontage
To accomplish pedestrian-oriented objectives of the DSP, certain streets have use restrictions
at the ground floor (see Table 3-B in Section 3.3). These use restrictions are coupled with the
design standards and guidelines described by Sections 4.2.7 and 4.2.8. Streets with Ground
Floor frontage restrictions are indicated on the Land Use map (Figure 3-A).
A. Primary Frontage Streets shall have ground floor uses including retail, restaurants
and entertainment uses prescribed by the land use standards. These uses are needed to
activate the street and support one another as a destination and shopping experience.
All such streets shall be developed with retail storefronts or arcades incorporating
features such as frequent entries and display windows to enhance the pedestrian
shopping experience. Primary Frontage streets are concentrated within a 5-minute walk
(approximately 1/4 mile radius) of the Brand/Broadway intersection and include:
• Brand Boulevard between Lexington and Colorado;
• Broadway between Central and Maryland;
• Harvard and Wilson Streets between Maryland and Orange; and
• Maryland Avenue between Wilson and Harvard.
B. Secondary Frontage Streets may have ground floor activities allowed on the primary
frontage streets, but additionally allow uses that provide services for the surrounding
uses. These include professional and business services which rely on walk-in trade, fitness
centers, and neighborhood commercial uses such as shoe repairs and cleaners. Live/work
and office uses are also allowed on these streets. Secondary Frontage streets include:
• Brand Boulevard north of Lexington;
• Broadway west of Central, and east of Maryland;
• Central Avenue between Doran and Broadway;
• Wilson Street between Orange and Central; and
• Colorado Street between Central and Louise.
C. Auto Retail Streets are streets that carry high volume automobile traffic and generally
contain existing retail uses which include surface parking lots. New uses are expected
to incorporate structured parking for new buildings. Remodels can incorporate surface
parking located primarily to the side or rear of existing buildings. Ground floor uses must
be commercial, with priority for retail uses, but can include any of the businesses service
uses listed above. Auto Retail Streets include:
• Colorado Street west of Central, and east of Louise; and
• Glendale Avenue south of Broadway.
D. Residential Streets are located in the East Broadway District, where landscaped setbacks
from the sidewalk are required (see Section 4.2.7). Ground floor uses may be retail,
services, office, live/work and/or residential. Residential Streets include:
• Havard Avenue east of Maryland; and
• Louise, Kenwood, Jackson and Isabel Streets between Wilson and Colorado.
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3.3 LAND USES AND PERMIT REQUIREMENTS
TABLE 3-A-1: Land Uses and Permit Requirements

TABLE 3-B-1

Land Uses1, 2

Frontage Req’mts4

Alex Theatre

Broadway Center

Civic Center

East Broadway

Galleria

Gateway

Maryland

Mid-Orange

Orange-Central

Transitional

See Standards in Section

Primary Frontage Streets

Secondary Frontage Streets

Auto-Retail Streets

Residentiale Streets

Permit Requirements by District 3

Accessory buildings and structures

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

-

N

N

P

P

Accessory uses

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

-

N

N

P

P

Antennas (pole type)

N

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

-

N

N

N

N

Carts (freestanding, portable type)

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

30.34.040

P

P

P

P

Dish antennas

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

30.34.050

N

N

N

N

Home occupation

P

P

N

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

30.45

N

N

P

P

Signs

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

30.33

P

P

P

P

Churches / Places of worship

P

P

N

C

P

P

P

P

P

C

-

N

C

P

P

Churches / Places of worship
(existing prior to June 1, 2003)

P

P

N

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

-

P

P

P

P

Convention Centers

P

P

P

N

P

P

P

P

N

N

-

N

C

C

C

Cultural Arts Centers

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

-

P

P

P

P

Gymnasiums and health clubs

P

P

N

C

P

P

P

P

P

C

-

N

P

P

P

Gymnasiums and health clubs
(existing prior to June 1, 2003)

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

-

P

P

P

P

Indoor recreation centers

P

P

P

C

P

P

P

P

P

C

30.70

N

C

P

P

Private clubs and lodges

P

P

N

C

P

P

P

P

P

C

-

N

C

C

C

Public dances

C

C

C

C

C

C

C

C

C

C

-

C

C

C

C

Schools, physical instruction

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

-

N

P

P

P

Schools, private

P

P

N

C

P

P

P

P

P

C

-

N

C

P

P

Schools, private specialized education /
training

P

P

N

N

P

P

P

P

P

N

-

N

C

P

P

Theaters

P

P

P

N

P

P

P

P

N

N

-

N

N

N

N

Key to Permit Requirements
P = Permitted Use
C = Conditional Use Permit (see Chapter
30.42)
T = Temporary Use
N = Use Not Allowed

Accessory Uses

Educational, Public Assembly Uses

1
2
3
4
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See Glendale Muncipal Code 30.03.010 regarding uses not listed
See Glendale Municpal Code 30.70 for definitions of the land uses
Uses in the Town Center District are subject to the Town Center Specific Plan
Frontage Requirements apply only to the first 25 feet of lot depth of the ground floor for
those street fronts designated with Frontage Standards on the Land Use Map (Figure 3-A)
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TABLE 3-A-2: Land Uses and Permit Requirements

TABLE 3-B-2

Land Uses1, 2

Frontage Req’mts4

Alex Theatre

Broadway Center

Civic Center

East Broadway

Galleria

Gateway

Maryland

Mid-Orange

Orange-Central

Transitional

See Standards in Section

Primary Frontage Streets

Secondary Frontage Streets

Auto-Retail Streets

Residential Streets

Permit Requirements by District 3

Broadcasting studios and indoor support
facilities - production

P

P

N

N

P

P

P

P

P

P

-

N

N

N

N

Soundstages - production

P

P

N

N

P

P

P

P

P

P

-

N

N

N

N

Adult Business Uses

P

P

N

N

P

P

P

P

P

N

30.34.010

P

P

P

P

Billiard establishment

C

C

N

N

C

C

C

C

C

N

-

N

C

C

C

Nightclubs, when located at least 200 feet
from a residential zone

C

C

N

N

C

C

C

C

C

N

30.34.110

N

C

C

C

Taverns

C

C

N

N

C

C

C

C

C

C

-

C

C

C

C

Assisted living center

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

-

N

P

P

P

Domestic violence shelter

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

-

N

P

P

P

Live/work units, provided that the
commercial portion is an office, retail or
service use permitted in the district in which
the project is located

P

P

N

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

30.34.080

N

P

P

P

Live/work units, conversion of a live/work
unit to entirely residential or entirely business use

P

P

N

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

-

N

P

P

P

Mixed Use Development

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

-

P

P

P

P

Multiple dwelling units, including senior
and affordable housing developments

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

-

N

P

P

P

Residential congregate care facilities

C

C

C

C

C

C

C

C

C

C

-

N

C

C

C

Residential congregate care facilities,
limited

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

-

N

P

P

P

Retirements and rest homes

C

C

C

C

C

C

C

C

C

C

-

N

C

C

C

Single Room Occupancy

P

P

P

N

P

P

P

P

P

N

-

N

P

P

P

Key to Permit Requirements
P = Permitted Use
C = Conditional Use Permit (see Chapter
30.42)
T = Temporary Use
N = Use Not Allowed

Industrial, Manufacturing, Processing Uses

Recreational Uses

Residential Uses5

1
2
3
4
5

See Glendale Muncipal Code 30.03.010 regarding uses not listed
See Glendale Municpal Code 30.70 for definitions of the land uses
Uses in the Town Center District are subject to the Town Center Specific Plan
Frontage Requirements apply only to the first 25 feet of lot depth of the ground floor for
those street fronts designated with Frontage Standards on the Land Use Map (Figure 3-A)
Minimum unit size is 540 square feet (for senior or affordable units), 600 square feet (for
efficiency and 1 bedroom units), 800 square feet (for two bedrooms units), 1000 square
feet (for three bedroom units) w/ 90 cubic feet of private storage space (for all units)
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3.3 LAND USES AND PERMIT REQUIREMENTS (cont’d)
TABLE 3-A-3: Land Uses and Permit Requirements

TABLE 3-B-3

Land Uses1, 2

Frontage Req’mts4

Alex Theatre

Broadway Center

Civic Center

East Broadway

Galleria

Gateway

Maryland

Mid-Orange

Orange-Central

Transitional

See Standards in Section

Primary Frontage Streets

Secondary Frontage Streets

Auto-Retail Streets

Residential Streets

Permit Requirements by District 3

Alchoholic beverage sales

C

C

C

C

C

C

C

C

C

C

-

C

C

C

C

Banquet halls

C

C

N

N

C

C

C

C

C

N

-

N

C

C

C

Christmas tree sales lots, when maintained
between November 1 and January 9

T

T

T

T

T

T

T

T

T

T

-

T

T

T

T

Firearms, weapons sales

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

-

N

P

P

P

Liquor stores

C

C

C

C

C

C

C

C

C

C

-

C

C

C

C

Nurseries and garden supplies

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

-

N

P

P

P

Paint and wallpaper stores

P

P

P

N

P

P

P

P

P

P

-

N

P

P

P

Paint and wallpaper stores, existing prior
to June 1, 2003

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

-

P

P

P

P

Pumpkin sales lots, when maintained
between October 15 and November 1

T

T

T

T

T

T

T

T

T

T

-

T

T

T

T

Restaurant, counter service w/ limited seating

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

-

P

P

P

P

Restaurant, fast food

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

-

P

P

P

P

Restaurant, full service

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

-

P

P

P

P

Retail stores, general merchandise

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

-

P

P

P

P

Spas and swimming pools, sales and service

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

-

N

P

P

P

Supermarkets

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

-

C

P

P

P

Key to Permit Requirements
P = Permitted Use
C = Conditional Use Permit (see Chapter
30.42)
T = Temporary Use
N = Use Not Allowed

Retail Uses

1
2
3
4
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See Glendale Muncipal Code 30.03.010 regarding uses not listed
See Glendale Municpal Code 30.70 for definitions of the land uses
Uses in the Town Center District are subject to the Town Center Specific Plan
Frontage Requirements apply only to the first 25 feet of lot depth of the ground floor for
those street fronts designated with Frontage Standards on the Land Use Map (Figure 3-A)
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TABLE 3-A-4: Land Uses and Permit Requirements

TABLE 3-B-4

Land Uses1, 2

Frontage Req’mts4

Alex Theatre

Broadway Center

Civic Center

East Broadway

Galleria

Gateway

Maryland

Mid-Orange

Orange-Central

Transitional

See Standards in Section

Primary Frontage Streets

Secondary Frontage Streets

Auto-Retail Streets

Residential Streets

Permit Requirements by District 3

Banks and financial institutions

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

-

P

P

P

P

Business support services

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

-

N

P

P

P

Contractor/s office and/or storage

T

T

T

T

T

T

T

T

T

T

-

T

T

T

T

Day care centers

C

C

C

C

C

C

C

C

C

C

-

N

C

C

C

Hotels and Motels

P

P

N

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

-

P

P

P

P

Medical and dental laboratories

P

P

N

N

P

P

P

P

P

N

-

N

P

P

P

Medical and dental offices

P

P

N

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

-

N

P

P

P

Offices

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

-

N

P

P

P

Personal services

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

-

N

P

P

P

Pet grooming

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

-

N

P

P

P

Repair and maintanence, consumer products

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

-

N

P

P

P

Non-emergency heliports

C

C

C

N

C

C

C

C

C

N

-

N

N

N

N

Parking lot / structure facilities

P

P

P

N

P

P

P

P

P

N

-

N

P

P

P

Utility and transmission facilities

C

C

C

C

C

C

C

C

C

C

-

N

N

N

N

Wireless telecommunications facilites

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

30.34.170

N

N

N

N

Key to Permit Requirements
P = Permitted Use
C = Conditional Use Permit (see Chapter
30.42)
T = Temporary Use
N = Use Not Allowed

Service, Office Uses

Transportation, Communication Uses

1
2
3
4

See Glendale Muncipal Code 30.03.010 regarding uses not listed
See Glendale Municpal Code 30.70 for definitions of the land uses
Uses in the Town Center District are subject to the Town Center Specific Plan
Frontage Requirements apply only to the first 25 feet of lot depth of the ground floor for
those street fronts designated with Frontage Standards on the Land Use Map (Figure 3-A)
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URBAN DESIGN

4

Downtown Glendale has evolved in the last 50 years
from a suburban main street to an urban center with a
skyline. But the skyline is only a part of Downtown’s urban
design quality. Distinctive districts, streets and places make
Downtown a diverse and interesting destination. The urban
design concepts build on the best of these characteristics
while demonstrating how new development can contribute
to the desired scale, image, and pedestrian-friendliness of
Downtown. This chapter includes key urban design policies,
development standards, and guidelines that describe how
new development will support the community’s image and
environmental vision for Downtown.
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4.1 URBAN DESIGN POLICIES
4.1.1 Downtown Character and Image
New development should enhance the overall image of the Downtown as an enticing
destination for visitors and Glendale residents. Development should reflect the pattern of
uses, height, and density envisioned by the DSP, as discussed in the Chapter Two for each
Downtown district.

4.1.2 Context Sensitive Design
New development should be sensitive to existing places and character in Downtown. Where
strong existing patterns of height, scale or use are established, new development should
reinforce these patterns.

4.1.3 Historic Preservation, Rehabilitation and Adaptive Reuse
Reuse and rehabilitate the existing buildings of architectural merit that reflect the spirit and
historic significance of Glendale’s past and ensure that these buildings will have their place in
the expressed design guidelines for new development.

4.1.4 Views
Protect and enhance significant public views of the Verdugo Mountains, public streets, spaces,
and significant architecture, including the Alex Theater and other distinctive buildings.

4.1.5 Gateways and Entries Concept
Use sensitive design to acknowledge or highlight the sense of entry to and definition of Downtown.
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4.1.6 Taller Buildings and Skyline
Create an attractive and striking skyline for the City. Taller buildings should be concentrated
at the Gateway to the downtown, with a second, lower high-rise “hill” to the west of the
existing office highrise at Brand and Broadway. Slender residential towers may be permitted
between Central and Brand linking these two “hills” in return for substantial public open
space or other incentives.

4.1.7 Building Heights and Downtown District Character
Building heights in the downtown area should be regulated to create transitions from
lower density neighborhoods surrounding the downtown and to provide a consistent scale
within various Downtown districts. While incentives may permit maximum building heights
or allowable FAR, they should not produce buildings which are out of character with the
surrounding neighborhoods unless the building fulfills the DSP goals of the district.

4.1.8 Edges and Transitions
Be sensitive to the transition between various Downtown districts and the residential
neighborhoods immediately surrounding Downtown. Heights of buildings should step down
toward the predominantly 1-3 story development of surrounding neighborhoods, particularly
in the transitional blocks at the edge of the Downtown Specific Plan area.

4.1.9 Pedestrian and Open Space Network
New development should enhance pedestrian activity by improving the physical attractiveness
of the street and providing places for relaxation, shopping, living, and dining. The pedestrian
experience is enhanced through the pedestrian framework of streets and open spaces (e.g.,
parks, plazas, paseos, and courtyards) that shape the pedestrian experience in Downtown.

4.1.10 Open Space
Use open space strategically to enhance and protect significant public views of the mountains
and create a continuum of public and private open spaces in Downtown.
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4.2 URBAN DESIGN STANDARDS AND GUIDELINES
The Urban Design standards and guidelines have been developed to work together to
implement the Urban Design policies. The standards are required and are signified by the
word “shall”or “must.” The guidelines are meant to set a direction and are typically put forth
using the words “should” or “may.”
STANDARDS: The standards are measurable criteria for development that implement urban
design policies. The standards for urban design reflect the type of form, orientation and
site planning required for buildings. They also have criteria for street edge conditions. The
standards are the urban form criteria for the eleven Downtown districts.
GUIDELINES: The urban design guidelines work together with the development standards
to ensure desirable and lasting quality in new developments. These qualitative criteria
communicate the design goals and guidelines for Downtown Glendale’s open space system,
building design and transition between commercial and residential areas.

4.2.1 The Urban Design Framework
The Urban Design Framework describes the physical vision of the downtown, and establishes
the basis for all subsequent design standards and guidelines. It consists of seven layers or
sections, each described individually:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Historic Preservation/Adaptive Reuse
Building Heights and Floor Area Ratios
Building Massing and Scale
Transitional Massing
Signature Architectural Features
Setbacks and Frontages, and
Open Space (described in Chapter Five)

Applied to a particular site in a linear fashion, the Urban Design standards and guidelines will
give physical form to a development project, as illustrated opposite.
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HISTORIC PRESERVATION / ADAPTIVE REUSE
4.2.2 Reuse of Existing Buildings
Glendale contains many historically significant buildings, as well as many older buildings which
contribute to the distinctive character of the downtown. Reuse of existing buildings can qualify
the owner for incentives as described in Chapter Seven and will comply with the following:
STANDARDS
A. Reuse shall be distinguished from new construction and shall be defined as the reuse of the
structure’s most distinguishing architectural features and at least 50% of the exterior walls
and roof of the existing structure.
GUIDELINES

BELOW: Security Trust
and Savings Bank, circa
1924 - Glendale’s first six
story building. Located
at Brand/Broadway on
the site of the Glendale
Depot of the Los Angeles
Interurban Railway (the
Pacific Electric “Red Cars”)
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B. High-quality materials should be used in the reuse of existing building exteriors in such
a way that the exterior of the building is physically improved and that the building
complements surrounding structures. All elevations of the building should be treated in a
consistent manner.
C. Visual access to the interiors of buildings will be encouraged.
D. Unarticulated building walls should be visually enhanced to mitigate their undesirable
appearance and to create visual interest. Windows, lighting, artwork, building materials,
and other façade improvements should be considered in achieving appropriate architecture.
E. The existing ground floor should be redesigned to attract and encourage pedestrian traffic
and/or accommodate pedestrian uses.
Additionally, preservation of a building on the local Glendale Register of Historic Resources in
accordance with the Secretary of Interior’s Standards for Rehabilitation can qualify the owner
for other significant incentives (see Chapter Seven).
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FIGURE 4-A
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HISTORIC STRUCTURES
National Register Structures
1 - Glendale YMCA
2 - Alex Theatre
3 - Glendale Central Post Office
Glendale Register Structures
4 - Masonic Temple
5 - Security Trust and Savings Bank
6 - City Hall
7 - Municipal Power & Light Building
8 - F.W. Woolworth Building
Eligible for listing on State Register
9 - Glendale Federal Savings and Loan
Other Notable Civic Structures
10 - Municipal Services Building
11 - Central Library
12 - Old Police Headquarters
13 - County Courthouse
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BUILDING HEIGHTS & FLOOR AREA RATIOS
4.2.3 Height and FAR Limits

Broadway Center Area C

Civic Center 3

East Broadway

Galleria

Gateway 4

Maryland

Mid-Orange

Orange Central

Town Center 5

Transitional

2

6

12

16

N/A

4

5

18

4

4

6

TCSP

4

HEIGHT IN FEET 1

35’

95’

185’

245’

N/A

65’

80’

275’

65’

65’

95’

TCSP

65’

PERMITTED FAR 6

2.00

3.00

5.20

7.00

N/A

2.50

2.75

7.25

2.50

2.50

3.00

TCSP

2.50

Alex Theater 2

Broadway Center Area A

Broadway Center Area B

Each Downtown district has height and floor area criteria. A bonus system has been
included as part of the DSP that allows for additional height or floor area for qualified
projects. Bonuses are granted to projects which provide additional public benefits, such as
open space, reuse of existing buildings, or affordable housing. The available bonuses are
discussed in Chapter Seven.

Maximum Height and FAR by Right
HEIGHT IN STORIES

Maximum Height and FAR with Incentives

3

12

16

20

N/A

5

6

25

6

6

12

TCSP

6

HEIGHT IN FEET1

50’

185’

245’

305’

N/A

80’

95’

380’

95’

95’

185’

TCSP

95’

MAXIMUM FAR

2.25

5.20

7.00

7.50

N/A

2.75

3.00

7.50

3.00

3.00

5.20

TCSP

3.00

HIEGHT IN STORIES

TABLE 4-A: Height/FAR
Limits by District
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1

Height limits are based on a 20 foot ground floor and 15 feet for each additional floor applied to all
districts with the exception of the Alex Theater District (see footnote 2 below).

2

Properties two parcels north and south of the Alex Theater are limited to a maximum of two story and 35
feet. Those properties on the east side of Brand Boulevard and on the west side of Brand north of
California are limited to a maximum of three stories or 50 feet.

3

Civic Center areas, as sites for public facilities, are subject to civic planning efforts and public review of
proposed projects, rather than Height and Density Standards.

4

The standard incentive would allow four (4) additional stories with a maximum height 305 feet and FAR
of 7.50. Reflects additional incentive for exceptionally designed (25 stories or 380 feet).

5

Subject to Town Center Specific Plan (TCSP).

6

FAR, or Floor Area Ratio, is a common measure of building mass, expressed as a ratio of building area to
land area. For example: a 20,000 sq ft parcel assigned a FAR of 1.0 may accommodate a maximum of
20,000 sq ft of building floor area, as a 1-story building with 100% lot coverage or a 2-story buidling
with 50% lot coverage, or a 5-story building with 20% lot coverage, or other ratio consistent with the
FAR and height standards for the district.
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FIGURE 4-B
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HEIGHT / FAR LIMITS
2 flrs (35’) / 2.00 FAR
3 flrs (50’) / 2.25 FAR (w/ incentives)
4 flrs (65’) / 2.50 FAR
5 flrs (80’) / 2.75 FAR (w/ incentives)
4 flrs (65’) / 2.50 FAR
6 flrs (95’) / 3.00 FAR (w/ incentives)
5 flrs (80’) / 2.75 FAR
6 flrs (95’) / 3.00 FAR (w/ incentives)
6 flrs (95’) / 3.00 FAR
12 flrs (185’) / 5.20 FAR (w/ incentives)
12 flrs (185’) / 5.20 FAR
16 flrs (245’) / 7.00 FAR (w/ incentives)
18 flrs (275’) / 7.25 FAR
20 flrs (305’) / 7.50 FAR (w/ incentives)
18 flrs (275’) / 7.25 FAR
25 flrs (380’) / 7.50 FAR (w/ incentives)
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BUILDING DESIGN: MASSING AND SCALE
4.2.4 Building Massing and Design Standards
The City welcomes innovative designs that will create landmark buildings. Additional bonus
development (FAR and/or height) is granted when a proposal is officially recognized for
landmark design (please see Chapter Seven). At a minimum, the following standards and
guidelines shall apply to new Downtown development projects:
STANDARDS
A. Tall buildings within the downtown shall create a “hill” like effect created by a collection
of light colored slender towers in the Gateway District, with a smaller hill at the Broadway
Center District near existing tall buildings.
B. Buildings above six stories tall shall not exceed a maximum diagonal dimension of 130
feet in plan (approximately 75 x100 floor plate) for the “tower” portion of the building
above six stories. Exceptions to this rule shall be granted only where it can be shown that
the resulting building achieves the goal of tall, slender towers which enhance the skyline
without blocking significant views from other buildings.
C. The bulk of new development shall be reduced through the articulation of building
massing and building façades.
D. View opportunities shall be integrated into the massing of new development at
appropriate locations.
E. Lighting shall be designed to consider safety and to reduce glare.
GUIDELINES
F. To improve the consistency of scale on the streets, new buildings should respond to the
scale and placement of design features of earlier buildings adjacent to them. Such design
features include cornice lines, colonnades, fenestration, and materials.
G. Design of new construction should intend to establish landmark buildings. Massing,
façade articulation, quality of building materials, signage, lighting, building projections
(e.g., towers), and other architectural features will be considered in establishing a
landmark building.
H. Where the new building façade is further set back from the street than the existing
adjacent buildings, the connection between new construction and adjacent buildings
should be designed to minimize dark corners and blank walls and create a continuous,
attractive, pedestrian environment.
I. Rooftop design should prevent unsightly rooftops as viewed from above, either by
screening mechanical systems from view, creating a significant top or landmark, or
designing the roof for use.
J. New development should step down to a scale similar to adjacent low-rise residential uses.
K. Projects built adjacent to historic structures that are smaller in scale should step down at
the street wall to align with the existing cornice.
L. Facades above the ground floor should be stepped back or be architecturally designed.
Blank or utilitarian facades are undesirable.
M. Existing views of the mountains and other local landmarks from nearby buildings should
be preserved wherever feasible.
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1

High rise towers should be relatively slender, and when measured
diagonally, are no more than 130 feet across

2

High rise massing should be divided to reduce overall bulk and
step graciously down towards lower adjacent structures

3

Primary building entrances should be clearly marked. Street trees
and streetscape improvements

4

Cornice lines should be consistent where new buildings meet
existing structures

5

New buildings should maintain key views

6

A building’s top should delineated with a change of detail and
meet the sky with a thinner form, or tapered overhang

7

Curtain walls should be designed with enough detail and texture,
while employing the highest quality materials

LEFT: High rise curtain walls should
be designed with the highest quality
materials and some texture and
surface relief from the glass plane
to provides scale and visual interest
from either adjacent towers and or
as viewed from a distance.
RIGHT: Towers should taper as they
reach skyward and assume forms
that represent the most slender
and elegant addition to Glendale’s
downtown skyline.
2 ON FAR RIGHT: Large buildings
should have an appropriate scale
where they meet the sidewalk
and street level. Towers should be
significantly separated from each
other to provide light, air and
views between them. Where new
buildings are adjacent to smaller or
historic structures, their cornice lines
and other façade elements should
be aligned.

6

1

2

5

7
4

4

3

3

High rises should have a lower story
base that steps down toward the
street. The main entrance should be
clearly marked with an architectural
canopy or other scaling element.
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BUILDING DESIGN: TRANSITIONAL MASSING
4.2.5 Buffers between Downtown and Residential Zones
Sites located at the edges of the Downtown Specific Plan area are adjacent to low-rise
residential neighborhoods, consisting largely of 2- and 3-story apartments. New development
on these sites needs to recognize this change in scale from the downtown through
transitional massing and other buffers. All new development and retrofitting of existing
buildings will be evaluated according to the following standards and guidelines for buffers
between Downtown and residential zones outside of the Downtown:
STANDARDS
A. A 5-foot rear setback shall be required in a Downtown development where it abuts a R1,
R1R, ROS, R-3050, R-2250, R1650, or R-1250 zone. Landscaping and emergency access
can be provided within that setback. The setback should be designed for safety, including
lighting and visual access.
B. A decorative masonry wall designed as a buffer shall be required between non-residential
uses (including parking) and any residential zones adjacent to the DSP area.
1. A decorative masonry wall shall not be less than 6 feet in height.
2. A wall next to a driveway shall be set back from the sidewalk to ensure visual access
for cars and space for landscaping.
C. Parking structures facing residential zones adjacent to the DSP area shall have all walls
designed as facades, compatible with the context.
GUIDELINES
D. For larger developments, the portion adjacent to residential zones should be designed to
appear as a separate building, with different setbacks, massing, height and architectural
character from the Downtown-facing portion.
E. For larger developments, a change of architectural style may be appropriate where
projects face or abut residential zones. The style and materials should relate to the
predominate characteristics of the residential neighborhood.
F. Grading measures, such as sunken parking areas or landscaped berms, should be used as
a means to screen parking lots from adjacent residential zones and/or elevation change.
Where a residential zone is divided from a commercial or parking use by a significant topographic or elevation change, requirements for setbacks, landscaped buffers, or decorative
walls may be waived by the City review authority in exchange for superior design solutions.
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5 story multi-family courtyard housing, stacked
flats, elevator access; ground floor retail.
TRANSITIONAL ZONE: 2 story townhouses.

6 story housing, stacked flats, elevator
access; ground floor retail.
TRANSITIONAL ZONE: 3 to 4 story
townhouse-style units.

5 to 6 story housing, stacked flats, elevator access
TRANSITIONAL ZONE: two story community center
with adjacent 3 to 4 story housing and courtyard.
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BUILDING DESIGN: SIGNATURE ARCHITECTURAL FEATURES
4.2.6 Signature Architectural Features
Various sites in the downtown, such as terminated vistas and corners at primary intersections
that mark entries to downtown, are ideal locations for signature architectural features. These
may include towers, prominent building entries, specialized signage or public art. Landscaped
setbacks and public pocket parks may also be used to identify these locations. Additionally,
East Broadway is designated a Civic Promenade, where the architectural style, massing and
character of new development should defer to existing civic buildings such as the City Hall
and the Central Post Office. Finally, the Open Space Network (see Chapter Five) identifies
various potential pedestrian and/or vehicle passages to augment existing alleys and paseos. These passages represent opportunities to create intimate, pedestrian-scaled walkways
through the downtown. Such features (identified in Figure 4-C) help provide visual landmarks
and enhance the image of Downtown.
TOP LEFT: Entry corner
indicated by architectural
tower and primary
entrance
TOP RIGHT: Entry corner
at Brand and Broadway
indicated by architectural
rotunda and primary
entrance
MIDDLE: Street vista
terminated by a prominent
building entrance
BOTTOM LEFT: Entry
corner indicated by
architectural tower
BOTTOM RIGHT: Entry
corner indicated by
signage
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ARCHITECTURAL FEATURES
Entry Location
Terminated Vista
Civic Promenade

Paseo / Passage (see Chapter 5)
Civic and Historic Landmarks
1 - Glendale YMCA
2 - Alex Theatre
3 - Glendale Central Post Office
4 - Masonic Temple
5 - Security Trust and Savings Bank
6 - City Hall
7 - Municipal Power & Light Building
8 - F.W. Woolworth Building
9 - Municipal Services Building
10 - Central Library
12 - Old Police Headquarters
11 - County Courthouse
12 - Adult Recreation Center
13 - Police Station
14 - Perkins Building
15 - Municipal Garage
16 - Glendale Federal Savings & Loan
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BUILDING DESIGN: SETBACKS AND FRONTAGES
4.2.7 Setback Requirements
Downtown’s image and comfort largely are determined by proportions of streets, as defined by
facing buildings, their frontages, setbacks and the streets themselves. Collectively, these shape
the pedestrian experience by creating a sense of enclosure and well-defined pedestrian zones.
Street and setback dimensions directly affect the pace and quality of the pedestrian experience.
Setbacks from the street shall comply with the following:
A. There shall be a minimum average setback on the ground floor of 12 feet from the curb to
the building frontage.
1. This open space shall include both public (the sidewalk) and private space.
3. Street trees and street furniture may be placed within the public area.
2. A clear area allowing pedestrian passage of a minimum of six (6) feet, measured from
the curb toward the building, shall be provided. Street furniture, street trees, and street
signage are permitted within the clear area that is closest to the curb, provided all ADA
requirements are met.
4. The area within the setback which is not specified as clear passage for pedestrians may
be used for other pedestrian-oriented outdoor uses, such as outdoor dining, open
space, landscaped plazas, benches, etc.
5. Building extensions above the ground floor may extend into the setback but not into
the 6-foot clear area or public right of way.
6. New construction or major remodels of buildings 10,000 square feet or more may be
required to install streetscape elements as specificed in Section 5.3.1.
B. Additional setback requirements and/or restrictions may apply, as determined by frontage
requirements identified in the map opposite (Figure 4-D) and Table 4-B.
TABLE 4-B: Additional
setback requirements and
restrictions
LEFT: ZGF to write caption for
this image >>>
RIGHT: ZGF to write caption
for this image >>>

ADDITIONAL SETBACK

MAXIMUM SETBACK (except for
open space features)

Primary Frontage

none

16 ft from curb

Secondary Frontage

none

20 ft from curb

Auto Frontage

none

24 ft from curb

min 10 ft from property line

none

FRONTAGE

Residential Streets
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FIGURE 4-D
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SETBACKS & FRONTAGES
Residential Streets Frontage
10 ft min setback from property line
No max setback
Secondary Frontage
12ft min setbackfrom curb
20ft max setback from curb
Primary Frontage
12ft min setback from curb
16ft max setback from curb
Auto-Oriented Frontage
12ft min setback from curb
24ft max setback from curb
All other Streets
12ft min setback from curb
No max setback
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BUILDING DESIGN: SETBACKS AND FRONTAGES
4.2.8 Street Facade and Frontage Design
Buildings should address the street in ways that reinforce pedestrian activity. All development
must be designed to enhance ground-level architectural elements on a human scale. Entry
conditions, building materials, canopies and awnings, display windows, lighting and welldesigned signage can all contribute to conditions ideal for attracting pedestrians.
A. All development will comply with the following design standards and guidelines:
STANDARDS
1. The building façade shall use architectural solutions (e.g., building materials, texture, offset
building massing, repetition of columns, recess entries, windows, and awnings) to avoid
the creation of impenetrable, unarticulated building facades.
2. Facades shall be constructed in a manner to appear substantial, avoiding low-quality
building materials and construction details that contribute to the perception of a façade as
flimsy, or are inconsistent with the materials and architectural style.
3. No ground level parking garages are permitted, except for garage entries on Primary or
Secondary Frontage Streets. Any parking at ground level must have active retail or other
habitable ground floor uses facing the sidewalk.
GUIDELINES
4. New development, or the retrofitting of existing development, should address the public
sidewalk. Design of the sidewalk-level façade should be incorporated into the design of
the overall building.
5. Ground-level façades should have entryways at reasonable intervals of no more than 50
feet apart. For residential use at the ground floor, a stoop and a ground floor level no
more than 3 feet above grade level is acceptable, while office or retail uses should be
within 1 foot of ground level. On a sloping site, the primary entrance should be at grade
level, and secondary entrances may be above or below.
6. Ground-level facades of buildings Primary Frontage Streets, should be designed with
entrances, windows, display windows, or other display devices.
7.. Ground-level facades should be augmented with streetscape or open space improvements
that improve the pedestrian environment.
8. At the ground level, unarticulated glass curtain walls should be avoided, unless their
design is considered of exceptional quality while allowing full transparency into an
attractive, active interior use. Facades of buildings should be divided into individual
storefronts or entries.
9. Large expanses of glass should be subdivided into smaller units.
10. Differentiation should be provided at the base and the top of windows.
11. The ground-level floors should be visually separated from floors above through the use of
architectural elements that could include awnings, canopies or lintels, or by recessing the
ground-floor level from the floor above.
12. A visible and delineated roofline should be created to visually demarcate where the
building silhouette meets the sky. All buildings shall have a suitable termination at the
roofline, such as a cornice, reveal, pediment, or related visual trim, such as neon or tiles.
The upper termination of a building shall be more strongly developed in building with a
flat or slightly sloping roof.
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13. Store entrances should be recessed, not flush, with the edge of the building façade, to
provide a shelter for persons entering and exiting and to articulate the facade.
14. Landscaping is encouraged to provide additional texture and planted features the groundlevel elevation for the pedestrian, but should increase the level of pedestrian interest at
street level rather than separating pedestrians from views into buildings.
1

4

7

6

6

2
8

3
5

1

Delineated roofline

2

Canopy separating ground floor from second floor

3

Recessed entrance

4

Subdivided glass at large windows

5

Planted feature at street level

6

Street trees and streetscape improvements

7

Column articulation

8

Lighting that enhances the architecture

B. For streets with ground floor use restrictions / requirements as described in Chapter Three,
certain frontages are also required or restricted. These are described in Table 4-C and described
in detail in the following pages:
TABLE 4-C: Frontage Design
Standards

PRIMARY
FRONTAGE

SECONDARY
FRONTAGE

AUTO-RETAIL
FRONTAGE

RESIDENTIAL
STREETS

Arcade

Allowed

Allowed

Allowed

Not Allowed

Storefront

Allowed

Allowed

Allowed

Not Allowed

Not Allowed

Allowed

Allowed

Allowed

Allowed

Allowed

Allowed

Not Allowed

Not Allowed

Not Allowed

Allowed

Allowed

Stoop
Porte-cochere
Other
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STREETSCAPE: BUILDING FRONTAGE DESIGN

1. Arcades function as an extension of the public sidewalk, providing shelter from the sun
and offering expanded opportunities for design on narrow lots. These will be encouraged
on the sunny sides of designated pedestrian-oriented streets. Examples in Downtown
Glendale include the Brand frontage of the City Center building. All covered sidewalk
arcades will conform to the following design standards and guidelines:
STANDARDS
a)
b)
c)
d)

Arcades shall be accessible to pedestrians.
Minimum interior height for sidewalk arcades shall be 12 feet above the finished grade.
The arcade shall be no more than two stories high.
Pavement patterns shall be consistent with patterns regulated by the City and shall
provide adequate drainage of water.

GUIDELINES
e) An arcade should be designed to function as an extension of the public sidewalk.
f) Priority locations for arcades are to extend an existing system of arcades within a
single block, or to provide shade and weather protection on Primary and Secondary
Frontage streets.
g) The first-floor setback of at least 12 feet from the curb may be under the arcade.
h) An arcade should be covered with a flat or sloping roof. When there is not a second floor
over the arcade, the roof of an arcade may be utilized as an open-air terrace or as a space
for outdoor dining.
i) A landscaped planter with a minimum width of one foot should be located in front of the
columns of the arcade. This planter should contain climbing landscaping which is capable
of reaching a height of 15 feet or more and connected to an irrigation system.
j) Design of an arcade should be consistent along its entire length and should be integrated
into the design of the building as a whole.
k) The columns of the arcade should be substantially thick, and the openings between
columns should be vertically proportioned.
l) Connections should be made between the arcade and the property adjacent to it.
m) Storefronts located along the arcade should comply with all applicable storefront design
guidelines.
n) To ensure proper penetration of daylight, the projection roof over an arcade should not
be deeper than it is tall.
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2. Storefronts are facades placed at or close to the right-of-way line, with the entrance at
sidewalk grade. This type is conventional for retail frontage and is commonly equipped
with cantilevered shed roof(s) or awning(s). Recessed storefronts are also acceptable. The
absence of a raised ground floor precludes residential units on the ground floor facing
the street, although such uses are appropriate at upper levels. This type is prevelent along
Brand Boulevard and Broadway in Downtown Glendale. All storefronts will conform to the
following design standards and guidelines:
STANDARDS
a) Storefronts shall be between 10 feet and 16 feet tall, as measured from the adjacent sidewalk.
b) The corresponding storefront(s) opening(s) along the primary frontage shall be at least 65%
of the 1st floor wall area and not have opaque or reflective glass.
c) Storefronts shall be open and accessible during normal business hours.
GUIDELINES
d) Storefront windows should not extend to the ground. They should have a solid base
surfaced with high-quality durable materials, such as ceramic tile, marble, granite,
limestone, or slate.
e) Awnings, signs and similar projections may encroach over the sidewalk as permitted by the
Glendale Municipal Code and the Building Code.
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STREETSCAPE: BUILDING FRONTAGE DESIGN

3. Stoops are entry porches/stairs that step up to an elevated ground story, securing privacy
for the windows and front rooms. Stoops are suitable for ground-floor residential uses at
short setbacks, and may be interspersed with the storefront frontage. A porch or shed roof
may also cover the stoop. All stoops will conform to the following design standards and
guidelines:
STANDARDS
a) Stoop porches should be a minimum of 20 square feet.
GUIDELINES
b) Stoops should correspond directly to the building entry and be at least 3 feet wide
(perpendicular or parallel to the sidewalk).
c) Stoops may be enclosed with walls, railings, or landscape.
d) Stoops may have an over-hanging roof or awning.
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4. Porte-Cocheres are recessed entry courts within a storefront or arcade frontage. Portecocheres are commonly used for vehicular dropoff or utility off loading, but may also
accomodate gardens, dining, retail storefronts. This frontage should be used sparingly. All
porte-cocheres will conform to the following design standards and guidelines:
STANDARDS
a) Porte-cocheres shall not be more than 40 feet deep.
GUIDELINES
b) The porte-cochere may be enclosed with a roof for protection from sun and rain.
c) The materials and architectural detailing of the porte-cochere should be consistent with
the street facade of the building.
d) A covered passage or arcade may be located at the entrance to the porte-cochere from
the sidewalk.
e) Entrances to the porte-cochere should generally be narrow, so as to minimize the
disruption of the dominant frontage pattern at the sidewalk.
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PARKS & OPEN SPACE

Downtown’s planned open space system emphasizes
physical and functional linkages between neighborhoods
within and around the Specific Plan area and parks. A variety
of Downtown parks and pocket parks, an adult recreation
center, and several formal plazas are anticipated in this
document. In addition, development incentives have been
provided to encourage creation of courtyards and outdoor
activity areas in conjunction with private development.
These policies are intended to create open spaces within
five minute walking distances in Downtown.

5
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5.1

OPEN SPACE POLICIES
5.1.1 Comprehensive Open Space System
Develop a comprehensive open space system that provides a diverse range of outdoor
opportunities for residents, workers, and visitors.

5.1.2 Walking Distance
Provide public open space within walking distance of all Downtown residents and employees.

5.1.3 Access to Regional Open Space Sites
Improve accessibility to regional recreational, leisure, and cultural opportunities outside the
DSP area, such as Griffith Park, the LA Zoo and Autry Center, the Los Angeles River, and the
Verdugo Mountains.

5.1.4 Excellent Design
Make the new public parks, plazas and courtyards harmonious, inspirational, and sources of
community pride and identity through design excellence.

5.1.5 Parkland Acquisition Program
Establish a comprehensive program to obtain new open space locations in Downtown
using a variety of techniques, including but not limited to transfer of development rights
(TDRs). Ideally, one large park or civic space, at least one acre in size, will be provided in
the northwestern portion of the downtown, as a counterpoint to the current Central Park.
The Orange Central district would make an ideal location for this park, which would serve
open space needs of moderate to high rise residential projects in the downtown, downtown
employees, and adjacent neighborhoods.
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5.1.6 Smaller Open Spaces
Pursue opportunities to enhance existing and create new smaller open spaces. These smaller
spaces can include public plazas, courtyards, fountains and pocket parks, on portions of
blocks throughout Downtown to supplement the larger public open spaces, provide local
focus points, and diversify the built environment.

5.1.7 Green Streets
Focus on excellent urban design to improve Downtown streets as an essential element of the
open space system as tree-lined open spaces and continuous recreational paths.

5.1.8 Private Open Space
Require private common open space as part of all large new residential or mixed use developments.

5.1.9 Strategic Improvements of Existing Open Space
Implement a program to reclaim open spaces that have deteriorated, have design features that
limit access and use opportunities, and/or are in need of activity and revitalization.
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5.2 OPEN SPACE NETWORK
The open space network shows the existing pattern of pedestrian streets and open spaces, and
potential opportunities for new pedestrian connections and open spaces. Besides conventional
parks, the open space standards and urban design concepts also emphasize non-traditional use
of public lands such as small urban plazas, upgrading alleys as paseos, dedicating portions of
wide sidewalks for social and recreational uses, and street closings for special events. Land use
policies provide an incentive density bonus to projects that contribute to the overall system of
open spaces.
Pedestrian streets include shopping streets such as Brand Boulevard and future pedestrian
streets such as Orange Street. Pedestrian connector streets are also an essential part of the overall
walking system in Downtown. These streets have wider sidewalks, streetscape and ground
floor uses that result in a comfortable and continuous pedestrian experience. Wilson, Lexington
and California are important east-west pedestrian connector streets. Orange and Maryland are
important north-south pedestrian streets. Brand Boulevard is Glendale’s “main signature street”
and Broadway is an important civic street. Both of these streets emphasize pedestrian friendly
design. Standards and Guidelines for setbacks and building frontages are described in Chapter
Four; mobility standards for pedestrian streets are discussed in Chapter Six.
Existing public open spaces include public parks and open spaces. The Central Park containing
the Adult Recreation Center and Central Library has served as the primary downtown public park.
The City Hall campus grounds, also known as the Perkins Plaza, is a second public open space
within the Downtown. The Town Center project adds a third urban open space.
Potential open spaces are candidate sites for additional or expanded public parks and plazas.
A fourth park opportunity exists south of the Central Park at the site of the Glendale Armory.
A fifth site may be created by “capping” the 134 Freeway between Central Avenue and Brand
Boulevard, potentionally in conjunction with a transit plaza for transfers between local and
regional east-west commuter traffic (additionally described in Chapter Six). The need for a sixth
site has been identified in the Orange-Central area. Additionally, opportunities are identified for
“pocket parks” or mini-plazas at sites located on minor view corridors (also see Section 4.2.6
Signature Architectural Features).
Private pedestrian plazas, paseos and courtyards add variety and scale to the public open
space system. The open space networks identifies potential links to the existing system of private
open spaces in the Downtown.
Opportunities for strategic improvements to current public parks and private plazas within
the Downtown are identified in the interest of maximizing present open space resources. Some
of the sites identified are currently drive-through areas which could be reconfigured for use as
parks or plazas; some are under-utilized plazas associated with office buildings; others are paseos
through private development for which physical enhancements are desired; and others include
the public parks within Downtown.
Potential pedestrian passages include existing alleys, opportunities for mid-block passages
and enhanced sidewalk access to existing developments such as the Glendale Galleria mall and
Exchange mixed-use complex. These passages will provide additional access to Downtown’s
attractions and amenities by creating a secondary pedestrian network in addition to the present
sidewalks aligned with the street grid.
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5.3 OPEN SPACE REQUIREMENTS
5.3.1 Sidewalk Requirements
Beautiful sidewalks with comfortable and attractive paving, generous landscape, shade trees,
and attractive and functional lighting create a pleasant experience for Downtown pedestrians.
New construction and major remodels of buildings 10,000 square feet or more may be
required to install streetscape elements as follows, or contribute in lieu payment for City
installation of such improvements:
STANDARDS
A. Install sidewalk paving pattern and materials as specified by the City.
B. Plant street trees and street landscaping as specified by the City, spaced a minimum of 25
feet apart or as required by the City.
C. Install light standards as specificed by the City.
D. Install pedestrian curb extensions on designated pedestrian-oriented streets as required by
the City.
E. Install sidewalk furniture (benches, drinking fountains, etc) as required by the City.
GUIDELINES
F. Developers may install sidewalk elements, such as commemorative plaques or artwork, as
approved by the City, at the main entrance to buildings.

ABOVE LEFT: The Brand Boulevard streetscape
ABOVE RIGHT: Streetscape
including sidewalk landscape
and street trees
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5.3.2 Open Space Requirement
Open space as part of all new development is an important amenity to make Downtown
Glendale a pleasant and hospitable environment, and to encourages outdoor activity
throughout the year. The Plan requires open space in conjunction with new development to
meet the needs of residents, businesses and other users. To increase usable open space in
Downtown, the following will be required:
STANDARDS
A. All new projects shall be designed to include open space. Projects are required to provide
open space for a minimum of 10% of the gross site area. Open space may assume a
variety of different forms of site design solutions, but all open spaces should be expansive
and uninterrupted. Open spaces shall be designed to be integrated into the overall design
of new developments, surrounding buildings, and existing open spaces.
B. At least 50% of the required open space area shall be usable and accessible to the general
public (i.e., a minimum of 5% of the gross site area)
C. The following areas shall be considered as part of the required open space, both
individually and in combination:
• Required front setbacks (see Section 4.2.7 Setback Requirements);
• Plazas, courtyards and paseos (see Section 5.4 Open Space Standards and
Guidelines); and
• Outdoor dining and landscaping within any of the above.
D. All residential projects shall contain a minimum 140 square feet of outdoor space per
unit. Outdoor space may be provided as common or private space. This open space
requirement is in addition to the publicly accessible requirement.
GUIDELINES
E. For project sites which contain designated cultural resources, minimum open space
requirements may be reduced by the Review Authority.
Properties can be developed to a greater height in exchange for the provision of additional
open space (see Chapter Seven). Wherever possible, such open space should be directly
accessible from one or more public streets for maximum visibility and access.
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5.4 OPEN SPACE DESIGN STANDARDS AND GUIDELINES
Projects will be evaluated with the following open space design standards and guidelines:

5.4.1 Open Space Location
STANDARDS
A. Open space should be physically and visually connected to the public sidewalk along one
or more public streets.
B. Open space must be designed for a mix of active and passive uses and/or activities.
GUIDELINES
C. Open space should be designed as one large, contiguous space and not many scattered,
separate spaces. Exceptions to this will be allowed if justified by physical and/or design
constraints or exemplary urban design that successfully links the smaller, separate spaces.
D. For projects that consist predominantly of office use, open space should be at the main
building entrance and at the same grade as the sidewalk.
E. For projects that consist predominantly of retail use at the ground level, the required
public open space may occur on the upper levels of a project.
F. When possible, open space should be located with access to sunlight.

5.4.2 Overall Design
STANDARDS
A. Seating is to be provided through the use of portable or fixed-site furniture or edges along
planters and/or fountains.
B. Open space shall be adequately lighted to address safety.
GUIDELINES
C. Open space should contain high-quality hardscape and focal elements, such as water
features or artwork.
D. Blank walls at the pedestrian level should be constructed with a planter at the base or the
top so that, at a minimum, clinging vines can be utilized to soften the expanse of blank
wall. Irrigation and maintenance concerns regarding the use of vines and small or narrow
planters should be considered early on the design phase of the building.

5.4.3 Landscaping
STANDARDS
A. The property owner shall maintain open space that is located on private property.
B. All landscaped areas shall contain a combination of low, medium, and tall plant materials
as appropriate.
C. Where possible, landscaping shall be drought-tolerant.
GUIDELINES
D. A minimum of 10% of the required open space should be landscaped.
E. Landscaping of new projects should enhance the building’s architecture and public and
common open spaces, and buffer adjacent residential land use.
F. Landscaping should include at least one canopy tree. The tree species, when grown
to a mature height and healthy spread, should be of a scale to reduce the vertical
proportioning of the plaza or courtyard.
G. In heavily used open spaces, trees which are not contained in raised planters or in a large
planter area should include the use of tree grates at their base.
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1

Visual connection to public realm

2

Conceived as a large contiguous space

3

Windowless walls should be planted

4

Retail may employ open spaces at upper levels

5

Access to sunlight and southern exposure

6

Accommodate a mix of active & passive uses

7

High quality materials and water feature if appropriate

8

Outdoor furniture and comfortable seating

9

Minimum of 15% landscaped area & canopied trees

10 Buffer adjacent residential uses

5.4.4 Outdoor Rooms
New developments are encouraged to create outdoor rooms by coordinating the open space
requirements and/or outdoor dining features with all adjacent developments. Where timing
makes it impossible to coordinate in the design phase, developers should anticipate future
outdoor rooms in their design, creating a flexible open space that will be sensitive to future
development adjacent to their project.
Outdoor Rooms may take the form of Plazas, Piazzas, Courtyards and/or Paseos, described in
the following pages.
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5.4.4 Outdoor Rooms (cont’d)

RIGHT: This rendering
illustrates the design
guidelines for plazas and
piazzas applied to an existing
semi-circular open space
associated with the City Center
office tower in the Broadway
Center district (above). Instead
of pavement, grass and shade
trees are planted. The edges of
the existing fountain are lined
with benches, so pedestrians
can enjoy the water. The
escalators have been relocated
so they do not intrude into
the plaza. Finally, the form of
the semi-circle is completed
and lined with additional
storefront restaurants,
outdoor cafes, and defined by
a ring of palm trees. As a result
of a creative and selective
redesign, this plaza could be
transformed into an inviting
park facing Brand Boulevard.
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A. Plazas and Piazzas are large outdoor rooms that extend the public realm of the street
and sidewalk. They enhance the downtown environment and are a benefit for the
property owners. Plazas and Piazzas should comply with the following design standards
and guidelines:
STANDARDS
1. Plazas shall abut public areas and be physically and visually accessible from the public
sidewalks. Security fences, walls, and entry gates shall not block the sidewalk edge of the
plaza or views into the plaza.
2. The plaza shall be accessible to the public for at least the time of normal business hours.
Signage or other mechanisms shall identify that the plaza is available for public use during
business hours.
3. At least 10% of the plaza’s surface shall be landscaped. Shade trees and gardens are
strongly encouraged. Irrigation shall be provided for any landscaping.
4. Entries to the plaza, and storefront entries within the plaza, shall be designed and lighted
so they do not create hiding places.
5. Vehicular access, loading, or parking uses are prohibited within the plaza.
GUIDELINES
6. Escalators or elevators should not dominate the function and appearance of the plaza.
7. Plazas should provide at least one sitting place for each 100 square feet of plaza in
addition to any permitted outdoor dining provided.
8. A majority of the gross area of the plaza should have access to sunlight for the duration
of daylight hours. A mix of direct sunlight and shade should be provided. No more than
30% of a plaza should be covered with a roof. Canopies, awning, cantilevered overhangs,
or balconies may project over the ground floor but should not prohibit the penetration of
sunlight to the ground floor.
9. Ground-level façade standards (described in Chapter Four) should be applied to facades
facing the plaza.
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5.4.4 Outdoor Rooms (cont’d)
BELOW: The rendering
illustrates courtyards as the
focus of future development
to the north and south of
the Alex Theatre. The new
courts combine with the
Theatre court to create a rich
pattern of outdoor spaces
and passages for dining,
entertainment, and receptions.
Paseos and other passages link
these courtyards together and
to nearby streets.
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B. Courtyards are exterior rooms located within the confines of a single or multiple projects, but
typically not directly visible or open to the street. They are generally smaller and more intimate
than plazas. Courtyards should comply with the following design standards and guidelines:
STANDARDS
1. The courtyard shall be accessible to the public for at least the time of normal business
hours. Signage or other mechanisms should identify that the courtyard is available for
public use during business hours.
2. Vehicular access, loading, or parking uses are prohibited within the courtyard.
3. At least 10% of the courtyard surface shall be landscaped. Shade trees and gardens are
strongly encouraged. Irrigation shall be provided for any landscaping.
4. Entries to the courtyard, and storefront entries within the courtyard, shall be designed and
lighted so they do not create hiding places.
GUIDELINES
5. Courtyards should be physically accessible from the public sidewalks. Security fences, walls,
and entry gates shall not block the sidewalk edge of the courtyard.
6. Courtyards should provide at least one sitting place for each 75 square feet of court in
addition to any permitted outdoor dining provided.
7. A majority of the gross area of the courtyard should have access to sunlight for the
duration of daylight hours. A mix of direct sunlight and shade should be provided. No more
than 45% of a courtyard should be covered with a roof. Canopies, awning, cantilevered
overhangs, or balconies may project over the ground floor but should not prohibit the
penetration of sunlight to the ground floor.
8. Ground-level façade standards (described in Chapter 4) should be applied to facades facing
the courtyard.
9. Escalators or elevators should not dominate the function and appearance of the courtyard.
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5.4.4 Outdoor Rooms (cont’d)

RIGHT: The food-court of the
Glendale Marketplace (existing
above) is rendered here with
modest modifications as an
illustration of the design
guidelines for paseos and
passages. Overhead “swag”
lights, instead of lampposts,
deliver lighting without
cluttering the passage. Shade
on sunny days is provided by
canvas “sails” and awnings
spanning across the paseo.
The existing storefronts and
signage is otherwise consistent
with the guidelines.
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C. Paseos are narrow pedestrian passages that serve as mid-block crossings or access to
interior courtyards. Their intimate scale and safety from vehicular traffic/noise makes them
vibrant retail destinations. Paseos are common to warm climates, where their enclosure
and relative shade also makes them an attractive alternative to street retail. Paseos should
comply with the following design standards and guidelines:
STANDARDS
1.
2.
3.
4.

Paseos shall not be more than 30 feet nor less than 10 feet wide.
Building walls faming paseos may not be three times wider than the paseo.
Vehicular access, loading, or parking uses are prohibited within the paseo.
The paseo shall be accessible to the public for at least the time of normal business hours.
Signage or other mechanisms shall identify that the paseo is available for public use during
business hours.
5. Entries to the paseo, and storefront entries within the paseo, shall be designed and lighted
so they do not create hiding places.
GUIDELINES
6. The paseo should not be covered by overhead structures for more than 40% of its path.
7. Ground-level façade standards (described in Chapter Four) should be applied to facades
facing the paseo.
8. Lighting should be provided from overhead fixtures, either mounted on the building
facade or suspended from cables spanning the paseo, sculptural objects, or other means
that do not obstruct the freeflow of pedestrians.
9. Shade should be provided from overhead awnings or free-standing umbrellas.
10. Landscaping should not obstruct the freeflow of pedestrians.
11. Paseos should generally provide a direct visual line of sight from the street to their
destination (ie: parallel street, courtyard, or parking structure).
12. Signage should be pedestrian-scaled.
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TOP LEFT: “Shield” by M.L.
Snowden, 2004 at Glendale
Police Station
TOP MIDDLE: “The Frogs” at
Glendale Marketplace
TOP RIGHT: “Intersection” by
Juan Nava, 1991 at City Center,
101 N Brand Blvd
CENTER: caption
BELOW: “Evolation” sculptural
elements by Jud Fine, Michael
Davis and Richard Turner, 1990
at Nestle Building garden /
fountain
BOTTOM LEFT: caption
BOTTOM MIDDLE: caption
BOTTOM RIGHT: “Me Too” by
Natalie Kroll, 1991 at Central
Park
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5.5 URBAN ART PROGRAM
The urban design concepts and policies encourage the inclusion of public art in Downtown
projects. The arts in public places guidelines should strive for an artistic approach that allows
for the artwork, whether purchased or commissioned, to be appropriate for the site. All
public art incorporated into new development should be considered early on in the project
design to integrate the art in to the architectural design and site planning concepts.
A. Purpose - Urban art helps to improve the environment, image, and character of
Downtown. The Urban Art Program establishes the requirements and procedures for
providing public art in conjunction with new Downtown developments.
B. Applicability
1. The provisions of this section apply to new development within the DSP area with an
improvement value of five hundred thousand dollars ($500,000.00) or more; and the
alteration or repair of a structure that increases total gross floor area or otherwise
intensifies the use, if the alteration, intensification, or repair has a value of five
hundred thousand dollars ($500,000.00) or more; where the value is as determined
by the Building Official.
2. Before issuance of a building permit, the applicant shall either comply with the
Downtown Arts requirements or pay an in-lieu fee in compliance with this section of
the Plan.
C. Art Plan and Installation Requirements - Each project that is subject to the provisions
of this section shall comply with the following requirements.
1. Approval of Urban Art Plan and Value of Art. The applicant shall file with and receive
approval from the Arts and Culture Commission for an Urban Art Plan for the project site
and structures. The plan shall provide for the installation of public art with a value of at
least one percent of the valuation of the project as determined by the Building Official.
2. Installation of Art. The urban art approved with the Urban Art Plan shall be installed in
compliance with the Urban Art Plan before issuance of final building permits.
D. In-Lieu Fee Alternative - As an alternative to the art plan and installation requirements
of this section, the applicant may choose to make a contribution to the Glendale
Urban Art Fund in an amount equivalent to one percent of the value of the project
as determined by the Building Official. If the valuation of the project changes during
construction, the fee shall be adjusted accordingly. The balance of the fee, if any, shall be
paid prior to final building inspection.
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ABOVE: caption
RIGHT: “Benjamin Franklin”
by George Wayne Lundee,
1989 (bronze) at the Glendale
Exchange
FAR RIGHT: “The Power and
the Passion” by J. Michael
Wilson, 1993 (bronze) at 500 N
Brand Blvd
BOTTOM LEFT: caption
BOTTOM RIGHT: “Triumph” by
James Thomas Russell 1997 at
701 N Brand Blvd
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5.5 Urban Art Program (cont’d)
E. Exemptions - The following development activities shall be exempt from the requirements
of this chapter:
1. Financed with Public Funds. Alteration, construction, or repair of structures to
perform rehabilitation of private property if that rehabilitation is primarily financed
with public funds;
2. Small and/or Affordable Residential Structures. Alteration, construction, or repair of
residential structures of one or two units, or residential developments with more than
25 percent of the units available to low- or moderate-income households as defined in
the Zoning Ordiance;
3. Financed with Development In-Lieu Fees. Alteration, construction, or repair financed by
funds collected in compliance with Downtown development in-lieu fees;
4. Capital Improvement Projects. Capital improvement projects performed by the city;
5. Historic Resources. Any repair, rehabilitation or alteration that meets the Secretary
of Interior’s Standards of any building that has been designated and listed on the
Glendale Register of Historic Resources, or the California Register of Historic Resources,
or the National Register of Historic Places; and
6. Nonprofit Service Providers. Projects that are intended primarily to provide facilities for
nonprofit public service providers.
F. Appeals - An action of the Arts and Culture Commission may be appealed to the Council
and shall otherwise comply with the provisions governing an appeal of a decision of the
Commission, in compliance with the Municipal Code. The fee for an appeal shall be as
established by the City at the time of the appeal.
G. Maintenance Requirements for Art Installations
1. Maintenance of Installation.
a) Approved, installed urban art works shall be maintained by the owner of the site
for the life of the project.
b) If approved art includes performance art or art programming, the programming
shall be provided as required.
2. Non-Maintenance of Installation. If the art required by this section is altered, removed,
is not maintained in good condition, or is not provided as required, the City may
exercise any and all remedies authorized by the Glendale Municipal Code.
3. Penalty for Non-Maintenance. If administrative remedies do not result in proper
maintenance, the City may impose a fine equal to the original arts requirement.
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MOBILITY

The Downtown Specific Plan considers transportation as
a means to accomplish the community’s vision and goals
for downtown in the realm of economic development,
excellence in urban design, environmental quality, and
quality-of-life for all residents. The Downtown Specific
Plan mobility policies maximize the accessibility, safety, and
efficiency of the Downtown transportation system for all
users, including pedestrians, transit passengers, cyclists,
and drivers of both personal and commercial vehicles.

6
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6.1

MOBILITY POLICIES
6.1.1 Local Circulation and Regional Connections
A. Maintain acceptable levels of local circulation in the DSP area and adjacent neighborhoods
and good connections with the regional circulation network for both transit and personal/
commercial vehicles.
B. Develop street typology based on functional and urban design considerations,
emphasizing connectivity and linkages, pedestrian and cyclist safety and comfort,
increasing transit movement and reducing total person delay, and compatibility with
adjacent land uses.
C. Maintain, re-establish, and enhance the street grid, to promote flexibility of movement
through greater street connectivity, capture natural views, and retain the historic
relationships between various streets.
D. Maintain, re-establish, and enhance the multi-modal use of Downtown alleys as an
integral part of the Downtown transportation system.

6.1.2 Land Use and Transit
A. Link land use and transit development policies to maximize transit use and convenience
in Downtown.
B. Cluster housing and employment around shared parking and major transit corridors and
transfer nodes, connected by pedestrian streets.
C. Make street and transit stop improvements to facilitate the safety, attractiveness and
convenience of transit use. This might include transit improvements to designated transitpriority streets to keep buses moving, upgrades to transit stops to include amenities such
as weather protection, and real time trip information, and other improvements.

6.1.3 Multi-Modal Future
A. Increase transportation choices by providing viable alternatives to exclusive reliance on the
auto for Downtown residents and visitors.
B. Through sound land use and transportation planning, emphasize diversifying modal
choices, increasing number of downtown trips by transit, bicycle, and on foot, and
improving pedestrian comfort and safety.
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6.1.4 Encourage Pedestrian Activity
A. Provide a high level of pedestrian amenities throughout the downtown area. Minimize
interruptions, suach as areas for loading and trash collection, and parking garage entries,
in sidewalks designated for pedestrian priority,
B. Provide pedestrian crosswalks at all intersections and consider additional improvements to
promote safety in key locations with high potential for pedestrian/vehicle conflicts.
C. Consider the special mobility requirements of the young, the elderly, and wheelchair or
mobility impaired users of the sidewalk network.
D. Promote increased walking for downtown residents and visitors with expanded marketing,
promotional/informational events, and financial incentives.

6.1.5 Encourage Bicycle Travel
A. Provide designated bicycle routes with lane markings and signage within and to and from
major downtown destinations.
B. Include bicycle parking, showers, and lockers to promote bicycle commuting in
new development.
C. Include bicycle parking in streetscape improvements.
D. Promote increased bicycling for downtown residents and visitors with expanded
marketing, promotional/informational events, and financial incentives.

6.1.6 Parking Management
A. Maximize the efficiency of existing and future parking facilities.
B. Create a Transportation Management District to manage parking supply and revenue
policies. The District can facilitate coordination of parking pricing to promote efficient use
of parking resources, policies which provide incentives for transit use for employees, and
other downtown transportation programs and incentives.
C. Use shared parking where possible and establish operations guidelines and standards
to minimize parking activity impacts, particularly spillover parking impacts on adjacent
residential neighborhoods.
D. Require a certain portion of on-site parking for motorcycle, bicycle, and carpool/carshare
vehicle parking in addition to automobile spaces.
E. Maximize the efficiency of parking by managing prices to correspond with activity and
demand patterns.
F. Where an existing parking structure can be shown through parking studies to provide
more parking than required for an existing facility, excess parking may be converted to
other uses or parking should be made available for shared use. At off-peak times where
parking is not in use by a facility, parking should be made available for shared use.
G. Reform preferential parking permit program to protect downtown-adjacent
neighborhoods from spillover parking problems.

6.1.7 Reduce Traffic and Parking Impacts on Neighborhoods
Through a strategic hierarchy of pedestrian-oriented and transit and vehicular-oriented streets
in Downtown, parking management, Transportation Demand Management (TDM) incentives,
transportation systems management (TSM), and key infrastructure improvements, work to
minimize traffic and parking spillover into downtown-adjacent neighborhoods.
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6.2 MOBILITY NETWORK
The mobility network shows the proposed hierarchy and priority of transportation modes on
existing streets. It also shows potential opportunities to expand this network with new streets.
The network map shows a new street classification which includes Pedestrian Priority Streets,
Transit Priority Streets, Bicycle Priority Streets and Auto Priority Streets and a methodology to
balance the sometimes competing needs of these different modes.
Signature Streets - Brand Boulevard and Broadway are designated Signature Streets due
to their unique identity. Brand Boulevard is Glendale’s “Main” street and Broadway is the
signature connection between the Downtown core and the Civic Center.
Primary Pedestrian Streets give first priority to creating excellent conditions for pedestrians.
This designation is usually most important on primary retail and transit corridors, but also
desirable on many residential streets. Typically, this means wide sidewalks, fine streetscapes,
curb parking to buffer pedestrians from passing traffic, and frequent safe crossings. All primary
transit streets should be considered primary pedestrian streets.
Primary Transit Streets give first priority to moving transit, even at the expense of some
loss of performance for auto traffic. On these streets, measures such as signal prioritization,
queue jumps or exclusive bus lanes should be installed and first priority should be given for
investments in transit amenities, such as better shelters and next bus arrival time information.
The web of transit priority streets will create a Primary Transit Network to provide fast,
frequent, convenient transit access throughout Glendale.
Primary Bicycle Streets are the key streets in the bicycle network. Bicycle streets do not
necessarily require eliminating auto or parking lanes to create a separated bicycle lane, but may
be designated as a bicycle route because of their topography and minimal auto/transit conflicts.
Primary Auto Streets give first priority to moving automobile traffic and will greatly resemble
the existing definition of a primary arterial street in Glendale. For example, Central Avenue and
Colorado Street are the primary vehicular connectors of Downtown with the regional freeway
networks and other communities. Therefore these streets are the primary auto streets in
Downtown, where vehicular through traffic as well as truck and service delivery traffic should
be directed. Parts of both Central and Colorado are also major bus routes for regional service
such as Metro buses which will require balancing as described below.
Some streets will be multi-function streets, designated both Primary Transit and Primary Auto.
Balancing the needs of different modes of transportation as they compete for limited space
on Glendale streets is crucial. This new street classification should establish a rational, practical
method of compromise whereby the net gain for the community can be maximized while the
net impact on different modes and context can be minimized.
New streets are identified as necessary to improve the street grid.
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6.3 MOBILITY STANDARDS AND GUIDELINES
6.3.1 Key Street Sections
A. Brand Streetscape - Use dramatic street trees to divide extra wide right of way into wide
sidewalk area, transit priority right of way. Consider role of diagonal versus parallel parking
in providing a pedestrian buffer from moving traffic and defining spaces. Look at “flexible
street” design where parking area can be converted to outdoor market or special event
space. Consider kiosks or other features within ROW.
B. Central Streetscape - Include substantial street trees and pedestrian improvements, but
recognize role in accommodating through regional traffic and linking 134 and Colorado.
This can be a combination of primary and secondary transit boulevards lined by moderate
density 4-6 story residential buildings.
C. Orange Streetscape - Develop pedestrian-scaled street with narrower Right of Way,
linking network of open spaces created in conjunction with residential development.
Restrict cars to slow speed, but recognize need for easy access to many existing parking
garages off Orange.

6.3.2 Orientation of New Development in Relation to Pedestrian- and
Vehicular-Oriented Streets
A. Pedestrian entrances to new development should be located on designated pedestrianoriented streets where applicable.
B. Vehicular access and garage entrances for new development should be located on primary
auto streets.
C. Pedestrian entrances should be conveniently located in relation to transit stops and
pedestrian crosswalks.

6.3.3 Bicycle Routes and Facilities
A. Construct a continuous network of bicycle lanes or bicycle boulevards to enable access
throughout Glendale
B. Provide ample public bicycle storage, especially near commercial areas, transit hubs and
large employers
C. Provide secure bicycle storage, showers and lockers at major employers and city facilities as
required by the Glendale Municipal Code.
D. Expand education and marketing through promotional events and financial incentives
E. Publish and distribute comprehensive bicycle maps of routes, facilities, and parking
F. Prioritize police enforcement of traffic safety violations that endanger cyclists
G. Require secure bicycle parking at residential developments

6.3.4 Roadway Standards
Implement multi-modal street performance measures:
• Auto Level of Service (already adopted and utilized)
• Transit Quality and Level of Service- including frequency, span of service, reliability,
loading, travel speed
• Pedestrian Level of Service
• Bicycle Level of Service
• Freight Level of Service
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6.3.5 Shared Parking
A “Park Once” district optimizes the customer/visitor experience to Downtown Glendale by
providing ample centralized parking options within walking distance of many downtown
attractions. It encourages a visitor to park once and walk between multiple destinations
which encourages retail activity and creates a lively downtown environment. A “Park Once”
District also maximizes the efficiency of all parking spaces downtown which reduces the need
for construction of expensive new lots and garages and permits better urban design.
A. Create a “Park Once” District to publicly manage the largest possible pool of parking spaces.
B. Allow guest parking in residential development to be shared
C. Allow shared parking arrangements for new development in lieu of construction of
unnecessary required off-street parking spaces
D. In developments where more parking exists than is needed to satisfy demand, provide
incentives to share parking spaces or make available for public use.
E. Encourage/require that parking be made available for shared or public use during off-peak
times when parking is not in use by a facility.
The City will encourage the construction of consolidated parking facilities that are capable
of expanding to meet future parking demands. Consolidated parking uses may provide
parking spaces in private, public, or joint development structures to satisfy off-street parking
requirements for adjacent and surrounding properties. When a consolidated parking structure
is complete, surrounding commercial uses may apply to use spaces within such a structure
toward the required parking for their use with parking in-lieu fees. Commercial sites may
lease out additional parking spaces that are in excess of their required parking through the
parking use permit program (Chapter 30.32 of the Glendale Zoning Code). The cap on
the excess number of parking may be adjusted if the original use of the commercial site is
changed. When reviewing permit applications, the City will give priority to uses that:
• Share parking with other uses;
• Provide incentives to use alternative transportation sources beyond those required by
the City’s Transportaiton Management Ordinance.

6.3.6 Transportation management
Oftentimes it is more cost-effective and more supportive of livability goals to manage
transportation demand rather than increase supply. Several transportation demand
management (TDM) policies and incentives may be implemented in the DSP area in order
to reduce vehicle congestion and person delay and increase the number of downtown trips
made by transit, bicycle, and on foot.
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.
F.

Strengthen existing Transportation Management Association
Establish Downtown Transportation Resource Center
Provide Universal Transit passes to all downtown employees and residents
Require parking cash-out for all new and existing commercial development
Require unbundling parking prices for all residential development
Establish a car sharing program
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INCENTIVES & BONUSES

As a way of encouraging desirable uses and public benefits
in Downtown, the City will allow certain bonuses for those
uses. To take advantage of these bonuses, the proposed
project must include one or more public benefits. This
chapter outlines the incentives and bonus program of the
Downtown Specific Plan.

7
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7.1

HEIGHT AND DENSITY BONUSES
The DSP provides certain bonuses intended to attract certain uses or types of development
in the Downtown. Table 7-A summarizes the types of incentives and bonuses associated with
each. The incentives and bonuses are described in greater detail in the following pages.

7.1.1 Review Authority for Height and Density Bonuses
Height and Density Bonuses according to standards outlined by the Downtown Specific Plan will
be granted to applicants by the City Council and/or Redevelopment Agency, following policies
and procedures adopted by the City of Glendale and/or Glendale Redevelopment Agency.

7.1.2 Measuring Density and Height Bonuses
In the Downtown Specific Plan, development density is defined by the number of stories
allowed within the building envelope set forth by design Standards and Guidelines in addition
to Floor Area Ratio. As long as the urban design and building standards and guidelines are
followed, the maximum number of stories and FAR allowed for each district may be built.
If an applicant chooses to take advantage of the height and density bonus program, the
number of stories associated with each incentive is calculated based on the fraction of a story
allowed for each incentive program. To qualify for a bonus story, the applicant must provide
sufficient amenities with incentives to add up to at least half (½) a story before being allowed
to build the additional height to take advantage of that bonus density.
TABLE 7-A: Height and
Density Bonus by Incentive

INCENTIVE

INCREASED HEIGHT

INCREASED DENSITY

Affordable Housing

max. allowed by district

max. allowed by district

Historic Preservation

max. allowed by district

max. allowed by district

Hotel

2 stories / 30’

1.00 FAR

Landmark / Signature design

2 stories / 30’

1.00 FAR

max. allowed by district

max. allowed by district

2 stories / 30’

1.00 FAR

Public Open Space
Reuse of Existing Buildings

Example: In the Maryland District, a maximum of four (4) stories and 65’ is allowed by right and an
addition of up to two (2) stories and 30’ may be granted if a developer takes advantage of the density
and height bonus provisions. In order to build an additional story on top of the four stories allowed
by right, the applicant must qualify for at least half (½ ) a floor. Please refer to Table 7-A for a list of
incentives and bonuses.
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7.2

HEIGHT AND DENSITY INCENTIVES
The following describes the height and density incentives, public benefits, and related bonuses.

7.2.1 Affordable Housing
PUBLIC BENEFITS
The City has a desire and need to increase affordable housing city-wide. Granting height/
density bonuses in exchange for affordable housing in either the DSP area or elsewhere in the
City supports this goal. The DSP affordable housing incentive is available only as an alternative
to the bonuses and incentives granted under the State density bonus law (California
Government Code Section 65915).
STANDARDS
The affordable housing incentive will allow additional numbers of floors and height (Table
7-A), if the applicant agrees to dedicate either 15% of the total number of units as affordable
units or build the equivalent to those units elsewhere in the city. If the developer chooses
to build the affordable units off site, he/she may either build those units as a free standing
project or in conjunction with one or more off-site projects or as a joint venture with a
qualified affordable housing developer. When the affordable units are provided off site, the
equivalent to the number of off-site units shall be deducted from the maximum number
of units allowed under the DSP at the original project site. All off-site development of the
affordable units must be approved by the Director of Community Development and Housing.
The affordable units shall be affordable to very low, low, or moderate income households.
Nine per cent (9%) of the units must be rented or sold to low and moderate income
households at Affordable Housing Cost (as defined in Chapter 30.35 of the Glendale
Municipal Code) and six per cent (6%) of the units must be rented or sold to very low-income
households at Affordable Housing Cost. The affordability period shall as set forth in Section
30.35.040 of the Glendale Municipal Code.
For example, in the Orange Central District, where the allowable height is 6 stories, an
applicant may be entitled up to 6 additional stories if he/she follows the procedures set by the
Community Development and Housing Department to either keep 15% of the on-site units
affordable or build the equivalent affordable units elsewhere in the city.
A. Off-Site Construction of Affordable Units
If the affordable units are built off-site, the building containing those units must be built
according to the rules and regulations applicable in the corresponding Specific Plan District
or zoning district. Off-site units may be free-standing or combined with other construction
projects. Off-site affordable units will be subject to concurrent design review with the
original Downtown project.
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In addition to all requirements of this plan and other pertinent documents, off-site
development of required affordable housing for the purpose of taking advantage of
the affordable housing incentive, at one or more approved sites, shall be subject to the
following findings:
1. The number of units to be provided off-site would be at least the same number that
would otherwise be constructed on site;
2. All off-site affordable units will contain on average the same number of bedrooms as the
non-affordable units in the project, and be comparable with the non-affordable units in
terms of appearance, finished quality, materials, and location within the building;
3. All affordable off-site units would be constructed before or concurrently with the main
project and final approval of the project shall be contingent upon completion and final
approval of the affordable units;
4. Off-site affordable units shall be allowed only in those areas which are designated in
the General Plan for the densities proposed by the developer and comply with zoning
regulations and standards.
5. Off-site affordable units built for the purpose of taking advantage of the Downtown
Specific Plan incentives shall be used only to fulfill the obligations required by this Plan.
An applicant may not count affordable units built to meet other affordable housing
obligations, such as the San Fernando Road Corridor Redevelopment Area inclusionary
housing requirements, toward the affordable housing obligations set forth by the DSP.
B. Implementation of Affordable Housing Incentive
1. Procedures - In accordance with the standards and procedures set forth in the
Implementation Policies, for any proposed new residential or mixed use development
with a residential component, which takes advantage of the affordable housing
incentive, the developer shall:
a) Submit an Affordable Housing Plan for approval by the Director of Community
Development and Housing, setting forth in detail the manner in which the
affordable housing commitment will be implemented.
b) Execute and cause to be recorded an Affordable Housing Agreement. The
Agreement shall at a minimum include:
i. The number of affordable units to be provided;
ii. The number of units at each applicable sales price or rent level; and
iii. A list of any other incentives or conditions approved for the project.
The Implementation Policies shall give further detail to the submission and review
timeline for the Affordable Housing Plan and Affordable Housing Agreement.
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2. Approval - Prior to issuance of any discretionary Approval, including but not limited
to, planning permits and zoning use certificates, for all or any portion of a residential
or mixed-use development subject to the DSP, the developer shall meet all applicable
requirements as follows:
a) The developer shall submit an Affordable Housing Plan for review and approval by
the Director of Community Development and Housing;
b) Whenever required, the developer shall submit original documentation that the
Affordable Housing Agreement has been properly recorded; and
c) The developer shall submit conclusive evidence that the approved Affordable
Housing Plan has been fully implemented as approved by the Director of
Community Development and Housing.
3. Construction Schedule - All affordable units in a residential development project shall
be constructed concurrently with or before the construction of the non-affordable
units, regardless of whether the affordable units are built on-site or off-site.
a) Unit Size, Type, and Location - All affordable units:
i. Shall be reasonably dispersed throughout the project when provided on-site;
ii. Shall contain on average the same number of bedrooms as the non-affordable
units in the project; and
iii. Shall be reasonably comparable with the non-affordable units in terms of
appearance, finished quality, and materials, as approved by the review authority.
b) Phasing - In the event a phased project is approved by the city, required on-site or
off-site affordable units associated with the Affordable Housing Incentive shall be
provided proportionally within each phase.
c) Occupants - New affordable units shall be occupied in the following manner:
i.

If residential rental units are being demolished and the existing tenants meet
the very low, low, or moderate income requirements as required by the
Affordable Housing Agreement for that Residential Project, the tenants shall be
given the right-of-first refusal to occupy the affordable units;
ii. If there are no qualified tenants, or if the qualified tenants choose not to
exercise the right-of-first-refusal, or if no demolition of residential rental units
occurs, then the units shall be offered to qualified tenants displaced by the
activity of the City of Glendale, Glendale Redevelopment Agency or Glendale
Housing Authority;
iii. If affordable units remain available after offering units as described in A
and B, the availability of affordable units shall be published in newspapers
circulated widely in the City of Glendale, including newspapers that reach
minority communities.
iv. Whenever an affordable unit becomes available, the Director of Community
Development and Housing shall be notified immediately in writing prior to
acting on publication requirements described in 3c above.
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7.2.2 Hotel
PUBLIC BENEFITS
Hotels are an important component of a thriving business district, and often provide
amenities which are available to the general public, including entertainment, restaurants, and
meeting rooms.
STANDARDS
The ground floor of hotels shall be designed to enhance the use mix and level of pedestrian
activity in the area for which they are proposed. This can be accomplished with cafes and
retail space along the street frontage, as well as public art and open space.
Hotel expansion will be reviewed on a case by case basis, and bonuses awarded by the review
authority commensurate with the degree to which the standards have been met and to the
public benefit provided.

7.2.3 Historic Preservation
PUBLIC BENEFITS
Preservation of Downtown’s significant number of historic resources are a key element of
creating a unique sense of place.
STANDARDS
A. The restoration or rehabilitation of the historic resource must meet the Secretary of the
Interior’s Standards
B. The project must be placed on the Glendale Register prior to or concurrent with design
review approval.

7.2.4 Landmark / Signature / Sustainable Design
PUBLIC BENEFITS
High quality design contributes to Downtown’s unique sense of place, and provides visual and
iconic identity to Downtown and the city. Sustainable design reduces resource consumption
and contributes to the city’s status as a leader in “green” practices.
STANDARDS
To qualify for height/density bonuses under Landmark/Signature/Sustainable Design,
applications will be considered under the following criteria:
A. Design must be by an international or nationally recognized design/architecture firm.
B. Applicant team must bring an award-winning portfolio of work
C. Building, if over 4 floors in height, must contribute to the Downtown skyline with an
iconic form. This may be accomplished through an engaging “crown” or sky-reaching
element, or an elegant tower silhouette that tapers as it reaches skyward.
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D. Project must demonstrate an innovative use of materials.
E. Project substantially conforms to the urban design and open space guidelines outlined in
Chapters Four and Five.
F. Additional consideration will be given to structures aspiring to LEED ratings, as defined
by the United States Green Building Council (USGBC). To be considered for bonuses as a
result of “green” design, applicants will be required to enter into a binding development
agreement with the City or Redevelopment Agency obligating the applicant to submit the
project qualifications for certification by the USGBC.

7.2.5 Public Open Space
PUBLIC BENEFITS
Open space provides the significant public good of a place to rest, relax, and congregate in an
area, open to all. A well designed plaza, park, or other outdoor space provides a counterpoint
to the built environment of streets and buildings, and adds a layer of texture to Downtown.
STANDARDS
A. Public open space shall meet the standards of Section 5.3.1.
B. The amount of height and/or floor area bonus shall be in direct proportion to the
increase in publicly accessible open space above the minimum required in Section 5.3.1.
For example, if an applicant provides 50% more publicly accessible open space than is
required, he may receive 50% of the height and FAR bonus indicated in this chapter

7.2.6 Re-Use of Existing Buildings
PUBLIC BENEFITS
The re-use of existing buildings minimizes environmental impacts from demolition and
disposal of building materials. In addition, the retention of distinctive visual architecture and
architectural features sustains the public’s familiarity and comfort with Downtown.
STANDARDS
A. Retention of distinctive architecture is encouraged.
B. Re-use of significant architectural features is encouraged.
C. The amount of the bonus received shall be in proportion to the amount and the
architectural value of the building and building features which are retained, as determined
by the review authority.
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ECONOMIC
DEVELOPMENT

The Downtown Specific Plan promotes the economic vitality
and growth of the Downtown. This chapter highlights the
resources and economic development programs available
to assist property owners and project managers in the
successful growth of existing and emerging Glendale
businesses.

8
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8.1

ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT POLICIES
The DSP is intended to provide for the orderly growth of the Downtown. New development in
the Downtown will add to the tax base and provide new employment opportunities. Private
sector investors that support the economic development objectives for the DSP can be eligible
for City and Redevelopment Agency incentives. Economic development policies include:
1) Maintain Downtown Glendale’s status as a healthy economic and employment center
which encourages the location of the entertainment and trade industries, specialty retail,
restaurant, office, hotel, and related uses for the benefit of the residents, employees,
businesses, property owners, and visitors.
2) Establish land use priorities based on economic criteria.
3) Provide incentives to encourage new development/business activity and expansion.
4) Strengthen the City’s economic base through retention, expansion, and attraction of
key businesses.
5) Increase revenues for businesses and the City through tourism and visitor attraction programs.
6) Increase employment opportunities for Glendale residents in Glendale businesses.
7) Build long-term partnerships between businesses, business organizations, educational
institutions and the City.
8) Develop funding mechanisms, where appropriate and feasible, to implement public
improvements and business-improvement activities.
9) Maintain a centralized economic development and land information system, and actively
promote economic development opportunities.
10) Allow mixed use development in all Downtown neighborhoods.
11) Continually monitor land use in downtown to ensure a balanced inventory of land for
appropriate use designations and development incentives in strategic locations.

8.2 BUSINESS SERVICES
The following services assist in the success of Glendale businesses:
1) Business Assistance: Glendale’s Economic Development staff proactively visits businesses to
learn of issues that might present obstacles to their operations. Glendale has staff devoted
to helping businesses solve problems whether permitting, inspection, legislative/policy or
providing advice.
2) Permit Service Center: One-stop center for information and assistance with most City permits.
3) Verdugo Jobs Center: This center provides a statewide network for job placement and
recruitment and workforce preparation and training programs.
4) Site Search: Economic Development staff assists businesses interested in Glendale with site
search and selection.
5) Redevelopment Agency Assistance: Redevelopment Agency assistance is available to help
businesses locate in Glendale. Assistance is considered on a case-by-case basis and is
intended to help achieve Agency goals.
6) Façade Improvement Program: Grant program to help businesses and property owners
update and improve exterior facades and signage.
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IMPLEMENTATION
& REVIEW

This chapter summarizes the development review process
for projects within the Downtown Specific Plan area, and
outlines additional policies necessary to implement the
Specific Plan.

9
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9.1

REVIEW AUTHORITY AND PROCEDURE
Review authority and procedures follow established policy as adopted by the City of
Glendale and/or the Glendale Redevelopment Agency. All discretionary applications, such as
variances and use permits, shall proceed along the established administrative procedures in
the Glendale Municipal Code. Planning and Development Services staff will work jointly to
support applicants through the appropriate processes.

9.2 ENVIRONMENTAL REVIEW
Although a program EIR has been prepared for the Downtown Specific Plan, every new
project in Downtown is subject to a project-specific environmental review as required
by California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA). The environmental review procedure
involves a comprehensive assessment of potential environmental effects of the project.
The environmental review is conducted concurrently with the processing of the project
application. Based on the scale and scope of a project, an Environmental Information Form
(EIF) submittal may be required to determine the extent of environmental impact. If the Initial
Study concludes that the proposed project will significantly affect the environment, then the
preparation of a mitigated Negative Declaration or an Environmental Impact Report shall be
necessary, dependent on the extent of the impact(s) on a project-by-project basis.
CEQA Guidelines dictate required noticing, proper circulation and public comment
timeframes. The Director of Planning or the Environmental Planning Board (EPB) shall evaluate
and analyze the prepared report to ascertain whether it is the appropriate environmental
review. The resulting documentation shall be reviewed and certified (or adopted), with
possible mitigation measures, by the Approving Body or Lead Agency.
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9.3 IMPLEMENTATION PROGRAMS
To enact the Downtown Specific Plan, the City of Glendale, Glendale Redevelopment
Agency, and/or Glendale Housing Authority will initiate and/or adopt the following polices
or programs:
1) Adopt a comprehensive Mobility Study for the Downtown area, that integrates vehicular
traffic, transit services, bicycle routes, pedestrian amenities and parking management
policies that are supportive of the DSP goal to create a multi-modal and pedestrian
oriented district.
2) Support and promote programs and projects that enhance Downtown’s access via
regional transit (ie: Rapid Bus, Busways, Light Rail)
3) Establish a specialized funding mechanism (such as a Downtown Improvement District)
to implement streetscape improvements such as enhanced lighting, street landscaping,
and crosswalks, as directed by the Mobility Study.
4) Build upon existing directional signage to create an integrated way-finding system
that addresses pedestrian and vehicular orientation to particular locations within the
Downtown, as well as to/from the Downtown.
5) Develop a Master Plan for the Central Park block to coordinate private and
public development.
6) Develop a Master Plan for the “Perkins Plaza” or Civic Center to maximize public usage
of this public open space resource.
7) Establish a funding mechanism (such as impact fees or Downtown Improvement
District) to build new open space within the DSP area, and/or within walking distance of
the DSP area.
8) Establish a new program, or expand an existing program (such as facade grants), to assist
DSP area property owners in refurbishing privately owned but publicly accessible open
space such that it can have greater public usage and benefit.
9) Continue existing programs (i.e., Glendale Urban Design Awards) that recognize design
excellence in the Downtown.
10)Establish a funding mechanism and program to implement public artwork throughout
the Downtown, including opportunities such as artist-designed utility infrastructure
(manhole covers, electrical box covers, streetlight boxes, etc).
11) Establish a fee to fund utility improvements required by the cumulative impacts of
growth in the DSP area.
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Appendix B

Notice of Preparation and
Comment Letters on the NOP

December 5, 2005

RE:

Availability of Notice of Preparation (NOP) to prepare a Program Environmental
Impact Report (EIR) for the Downtown Specific Plan, City of Glendale, California

To All Interested Agencies, Groups, and Persons:
The City of Glendale (City), serving as lead agency under the California Environmental Quality Act
(CEQA), will prepare a Program EIR for implementation of the Glendale Downtown Specific Plan
(herein referred to as the Project) in the City of Glendale. The Project area consists of
approximately 352 acres located in the center of the City of Glendale. The area is generally bounded
to the north by Glenoaks, to the west by Central Avenue and Columbus Avenue, to the east along
Maryland and Glendale Avenues and to the south one block south of Colorado Street.
The City of Glendale desires to implement a Specific Plan for neighborhoods within its Downtown.
A Specific Plan is an urban design-oriented plan, which will set physical standards and guidelines as
well as land use regulations for activities. Before the Specific Plan can be implemented, an
environmental review needs to be completed to determine the level of significance impacts from the
Project will have on different environmental issues. The City has determined that a Program EIR is
necessary for the Specific Plan, as the Project may result in a significant impact to several
environmental resources.
The NOP to prepare a Program EIR has been provided for your review. Additional copies are
available at the following locations:
City of Glendale Planning Division City of Glendale Redevelopment Agency Glendale Central Library
633 East Broadway, Room 103
633 E. Broadway, Room 201
222 E. Harvard St.
Glendale, CA 91206
Glendale, CA 91206
Glendale, CA 91205

Agencies, groups and persons are invited to comment on the NOP and content of the Program EIR.
Please send any written comments within 30 days of receipt of this letter to Erik Krause at the City
of Glendale Planning Department (address listed above) or at ekrause@ci.glendale.ca.us
A Scoping Meeting to receive oral comments on the Downtown Specific Plan Program EIR will be
held on Thursday January 5, 2006 at 5:30 p.m., Municipal Services Building, 633 East Broadway,
Rooms 105 and 106, Glendale, California 91206-4386.
If any questions arise regarding the Project or this notice, please feel free to call me at (818) 5482140.
Sincerely,
CITY OF GLENDALE, PLANNING DEPARTMENT

Erik Krause
Senior Planner

Enclosure

NOTICE OF PREPARATION
OF A DRAFT ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT REPORT
To:

Interested Parties

Subject:

From:

City of Glendale
Planning Department
633 East Broadway, Room 103
Glendale, CA 91206-4386

Notice of Preparation of a Draft Environmental Impact Report (EIR)

The City of Glendale will be the Lead Agency and will prepare an Environmental Impact Report
(EIR) for the project identified below. We need to know the views of your agency as to the
scope and content of the environmental information, which is germane to your agency’s statutory
responsibilities in connection with the proposed project. Your agency will need to use the EIR
prepared by our agency when considering your permit or other approval for the proposed project.
The project description, location, and potential environmental effects are contained in the
attached materials. An Initial Study has not been prepared for the proposed project.
The NOP for the Draft EIR is available for review at the following locations: City of Glendale
Planning Department, 633 East Broadway, Room 103, Glendale, CA 91206; City of Glendale
Redevelopment Agency, 633 E. Broadway, Room 201, Glendale, CA 91206; Glendale Central
Library, 222 E. Harvard St., Glendale, CA 91205.
Due to the time limits mandated by State law, your response must be sent at the earliest possible
date, but not later than 30 days after receipt of this notice.
A Scoping Meeting to receive oral comments on the proposed Downtown Specific Plan Program
EIR will be held on Thursday January 5, 2006 at 5:30 p.m. in the Municipal Services Building,
633 E. Broadway, Room 105 and 106, Glendale, California 91206-4386. The purpose of the
meeting is to solicit the public’s input on the scope and contents of the EIR. We encourage you
to attend the scoping meeting to find out more about the proposed project and give us your
comments.
Please send your response to Erik Krause, Senior Planner. Please also provide the name and
phone number for a contact person.
Project Title:

City of Glendale Downtown Specific Plan

Project Applicant:

City of Glendale – Planning Department

Date:

December 5, 2005

Signature:
Title:
Telephone:

Senior Planner
(818) 548-2140

City of Glendale
December 5, 2005
LEAD AGENCY
City of Glendale
633 East Broadway, Room 103
Glendale, California 91206-4386
PROJECT LOCATION
The regional location of the proposed project is illustrated in Figure 1. The Specific Plan area is
located in the center of the City of Glendale. The area is generally bounded to the north by
Glenoaks Boulevard, to the west by Central and Columbus Avenues, to the east along Maryland
and Glendale Avenues and to the south one block south of Colorado Street (see Figure 2). The
entire Glendale Central Redevelopment Area and the East Broadway Neighborhood fall within
the DSP Area.

Figure 1
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Figure 2

PROJECT DESCRIPTION
The Downtown Specific Plan (DSP or “proposed project”) will consist of a comprehensive set of
incentives, standards, and requirements that will implement the vision for the future downtown
Downtown Glendale Specific Plan — Notice of Preparation
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development. The DSP will act as the planning tool to guide and direct new development,
economic development; streetscape improvements; transportation development, parking;
pedestrian amenities; open space and land use; preservation of cultural resources; and art space.
This is an urban design oriented plan, which sets the physical standards and guidelines as well as
land use regulations for activities within the DSP area. The specific plan will be instrumental in
promoting the excitement and livability of downtown Glendale, as well as providing incentives
for development in keeping with the City’s vision. In addition, to preparation of the DSP a small
area, which is zoned CBD and is located north of Glenoaks will be rezoned to C2 and R1250.
The Central Glendale Redevelopment Project Area is in the heart of the City and covers
approximately 263 acres. All but a small segment north of Glenoaks Boulevard of the
Redevelopment Project Area is encompassed within the DSP boundaries. The Redevelopment
Project Area is generally bounded by Colorado Street to the south, Glenoaks Boulevard to the
north, Central Avenue and Columbus on the western periphery and Louise Street and Maryland
Avenue on the east. The area is bisected by Brand Boulevard, one of the community's major
thoroughfares, and the Ventura Freeway (SR-134).
The DSP Area has been divided into nine (9) different districts, based on the existing building
patterns within each area and the intended development envisioned for the districts. The
following paragraphs briefly describe each district. The Glenoaks area as shown on Figure 2 is
not a part of the DSP but will be rezoned to C2.
Gateway
Located towards the northern section of the DSP Area, the Gateway District features the most
visibly noted skyline of Downtown Glendale. Characterized by high-rise development, the
district is home to numerous corporate headquarters and businesses whose multi-storied towers
are visible from the various locations throughout the city and the SR-134 Freeway. The vision
for the area involves the continued promotion and location of corporate headquarters, new hotels,
mixed-use and residential buildings, complimentary accessory service and retail businesses at the
street level, as well as the introduction of appropriate night-time entertainment uses.
Alex Theatre
The Alex Theatre is the focal point for this low-scale commercial strip of old Downtown
Glendale. Concentrated along Brand Boulevard, north of Wilson and south of Lexington, this
two block commercial area features a variety of intimate-scale retail, restaurant and service uses
located within traditional storefronts. The vision for the Alex Theatre District encourages
entertainment activities, restaurants, small-scale retail businesses and other such active,
pedestrian-oriented activities. New development must be sensitive to the landmark status of
Alex Theatre and the traditional “old downtown” character of this section of Brand Boulevard.
Orange-Central
Centrally located within Downtown, the Orange-Central District is bordered by Lexington on the
north, Wilson on the south, Central on the west, and branches east along Lexington and Milford
Avenues, encompassing the easterly block of Brand Boulevard. This district currently features a
combination of surface parking lots, miscellaneous free-standing businesses, and a few
remaining older residential apartment buildings between Central and Orange Avenues. Because
of its walkable proximity to major retail and employment areas, the Orange-Central District is
Downtown Glendale Specific Plan — Notice of Preparation
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suitable for new, urban housing development both as mixed-use or free-standing residential
buildings.
Broadway-Center
Located south of Wilson, north of Broadway, east of Central and west of Brand, this two-block
district features existing high rise office towers, several commercial buildings, and a 1.4 acre
vacant parcel. Apart from the existing office tower located in the north-west corner of Broadway
and Brand, the existing office tower south of Broadway, and the existing office building on the
north-east corner of Broadway and Central, this area is subject to possible redevelopment, with
the opportunity for high-rise residential, office, or mixed-use development. The existing highrise office buildings in the Broadway-Center District and its proximity to significant retail
activity areas in the Galleria, Town Center, and Maryland Districts make this a prime target area
for higher end urban residential towers.
The Broadway-Center District is broken down into three areas (Areas A, B, and C). Area A
encompasses the parcels along the east side of Central Avenue in the western portion of the
district. Area B includes the parcels west of Orange Street in the center most portion of the
district and parcels south of Broadway associated with the existing office tower. Area C includes
the parcels east of Orange Street.
Downtown Mixed-Use Area #1
The Downtown Mixed-Use areas are scattered along specific corridors, often serving as
transition areas between different districts where mid-scale, mixed-use developments are
appropriate buffers. The easterly parcels along Central Avenue, the easterly parcels along
Orange Avenue (south of Broadway and south of Lexington), the properties bounded adjacent to
Maryland Avenue, and the southerly parcels along Colorado have been designated as Downtown
Mixed-Use areas. The majority of the existing development features lower scale commercial and
medical uses along Central, a combination of entertainment, restaurant, retail and service uses
along Maryland, subterranean, surface and above ground parking and low scale commercial uses
along Orange, and low scale commercial and hotel uses along Colorado. The vision for these
corridors involves mid-rise developments with an emphasis on residential mixed-use.
Galleria
The Galleria District is fully developed with an enclosed regional shopping center. Its
boundaries include Colorado on the south, Columbus on the west, Broadway on the north and
Brand and Central on the easterly portions. The Glendale Galleria is subject to a Disposition
and Development Agreements between the Glendale Redevelopment Agency and the Galleria
owners. Any new development in the Galleria District not specifically addressed in the
agreements shall be subject to the DSP.
Town Center
The Town Center District, bordered on the south by Colorado, on the east by Brand, on the west
by Central and on the north by the Galleria parking structure (between Broadway and Harvard),
is subject to the Town Center Specific Plan. This district is planned to be home to a mixed-use,
large-scale development. As a significant regional retail and entertainment destination with a
residential component, the Town Center District plays an important role in the direction of
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development in other Downtown districts. This district is regulated by the Town Center Specific
Plan.
East Broadway (Downtown Mixed-Use Area #2)
The East Broadway District links the Civic Areas District with the central portion of Downtown
Glendale. Created in 2003 with the adoption of the City’s first official mixed-use zoning
districts, the East Broadway District has its own zoning standards, as specified in the Residential
Mixed Use (RMU) and Commercial Mixed Use (CMU) zones. This area has been included
within the DSP area given its location between the established Central Glendale Redevelopment
Project Area and the Civic Areas District and its intent of providing mixed use residential
development within close proximity of the downtown core.
Civic Areas
Embodying the main governmental facilities of the City, the Civic Areas District features two
individual areas. One area includes the Glendale City Hall campus and the Glendale Municipal
Court Building south of Broadway across from City Hall. The City Hall campus includes the
“Old City Hall,” the Perkins Building, the Municipal Services Building, the former Police
Station Building, the new Police Station, the municipal parking structure, and three public
plazas. The second area, consisting mainly of public uses, includes the City’s Adult Recreation
Center and the Central Library, located on the northwest corner of Colorado Street and Louise
Avenue. Future development in this area will be subject to an Adult Recreation Center Master
Plan and other plans related to the Central Library. The Civic Areas District also includes the
former National Guard Armory site on the south side of Colorado Street.
District Design Standards
The DSP will include economic development, transportation/mobility, urban design, and land
use principles that will ensure the long-term health and vitality of the area. The DSP will define
the physical envelope for downtown Glendale’s future growth using height limits, density, and
design standards. The document will also direct all germane elements, including economic
development, urban design and architecture, density standards, open space and streetscape, use
mix, transportation (including pedestrian and transit-oriented development), parking, cultural
resources, and public art. The DSP will include requirements and incentives derived from an
analysis of existing and planned land use/transportation relationships, which will be clearly
defined in the DSP.
POTENTIAL ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS OF THE PROJECT
The City has determined that an EIR is necessary for the DSP, as the proposed project may result
in a significant impact to the following environmental resources: Land Use and Planning;
Hydrology/Water Quality; Population/Housing; Public Services; Utilities and Service Systems;
Aesthetics; Biological Resources; Cultural Resources; Geology and Soils; Recreation;
Transportation/Circulation; Air Quality; Noise; and Hazards and Hazardous Materials. The City
will analyze these environmental issues in the EIR prepared for the proposed DSP.
DEVELOPMENT OF THE PROGRAM EIR
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The City has determined that a Program EIR is the appropriate document to analyze the potential
significant impacts of the DSP. A Program EIR provides a programmatic analysis of the
proposed project. As defined by the CEQA Guidelines Section 15168, a Program EIR:
…is an EIR which may be prepared on a series of actions that can be characterized as one large
project and are related either:
 Geographically,
 As logical parts in the chain of contemplated actions,
 In connection with rules, regulations, plans, or other general criteria to govern the
conduct of a continuing program, or
 As individual activities carried out under the same authorizing statutory or regulatory
authority and having generally similar environmental effects which can be mitigated in
several different ways.

The entire proposed project area is geographically located within the City of Glendale. Further,
the proposed project is a Specific Plan, intended to guide and regulate growth with Glendale’s
downtown region.
DISCRETIONARY ACTIONS/ENTITLEMENTS
Approvals by the City of Glendale would be necessary for implementation of the proposed
project. Discretionary approvals may include, but are not limited to the following:





General Plan amendment to include a Downtown Specific Plan (DSP) Land Use
Designation to replace the General Plan designations for the DSP area and to change the
General Plan Designation of the area north of Glenoaks to Community Commercial and
High Density Residential.
Zone change to include a DSP zone to replace the zoning for that area and for the area
located north of Glenoaks from CBD to C2 and R1250.
Adoption of a Specific Plan.

The City of Glendale will consider the comments received in response to the Notice of
Preparation in determining the content of the EIR for this project. Any comments provided
should identify specific environmental concerns related to the proposed project.
Please provide comments in writing to:
City of Glendale Planning Department
633 East Broadway, Room 103
Glendale, California 91206
Attention: Erik Krause, Senior Planner
or at ekrause@ci.glendale.ca.us
Thank you for your participation in the environmental review of this project.
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Air Quality Data

Project URBEMIS Output Data

Page: 1
08/04/2006 4:08 PM

URBEMIS 2002 For Windows
File Name:
Project Name:
Project Location:
On-Road Motor Vehicle Emissions

8.7.0

P:\Projects - All Users\D21000.00+\D21109.00 Downtown Glendale SP PEIR\Air Quality\D2
D21109.00 Glendale Downtown Specific Plan EIR Preferred Project
South Coast Air Basin (Los Angeles area)
Based on EMFAC2002 version 2.2

SUMMARY REPORT
(Pounds/Day - Summer)
AREA SOURCE EMISSION ESTIMATES
NOx
41.64

CO
23.78

SO2
0.00

PM10
0.08

NOx

CO

SO2

PM10

97.61

1,166.41

1.93

294.70

SUM OF AREA AND OPERATIONAL EMISSION ESTIMATES
ROG
NOx
TOTALS (lbs/day,unmitigated)
420.70
139.24

CO
1,190.18

SO2
1.93

PM10
294.78

TOTALS (lbs/day,unmitigated)

ROG
286.50

OPERATIONAL (VEHICLE) EMISSION ESTIMATES
ROG
TOTALS (lbs/day,unmitigated)

134.20
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URBEMIS 2002 For Windows
File Name:
Project Name:
Project Location:
On-Road Motor Vehicle Emissions

8.7.0

P:\Projects - All Users\D21000.00+\D21109.00 Downtown Glendale SP PEIR\Air Quality\D2
D21109.00 Glendale Downtown Specific Plan EIR Preferred Project
South Coast Air Basin (Los Angeles area)
Based on EMFAC2002 version 2.2

SUMMARY REPORT
(Pounds/Day - Winter)
AREA SOURCE EMISSION ESTIMATES
NOx
41.62

CO
22.51

SO2
0.00

PM10
0.08

NOx

CO

SO2

PM10

140.74

1,087.04

1.57

294.70

SUM OF AREA AND OPERATIONAL EMISSION ESTIMATES
ROG
NOx
TOTALS (lbs/day,unmitigated)
382.23
182.36

CO
1,109.55

SO2
1.57

PM10
294.77

TOTALS (lbs/day,unmitigated)

ROG
286.32

OPERATIONAL (VEHICLE) EMISSION ESTIMATES
ROG
TOTALS (lbs/day,unmitigated)

95.91
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URBEMIS 2002 For Windows
File Name:
Project Name:
Project Location:
On-Road Motor Vehicle Emissions

8.7.0

P:\Projects - All Users\D21000.00+\D21109.00 Downtown Glendale SP PEIR\Air Quality\D2
D21109.00 Glendale Downtown Specific Plan EIR Preferred Project
South Coast Air Basin (Los Angeles area)
Based on EMFAC2002 version 2.2

SUMMARY REPORT
(Tons/Year)
AREA SOURCE EMISSION ESTIMATES
NOx
7.60

CO
4.22

SO2
0.00

PM10
0.01

OPERATIONAL (VEHICLE) EMISSION ESTIMATES
ROG
NOx
TOTALS (tpy, unmitigated)
22.16
20.44

CO
208.04

SO2
0.33

PM10
53.78

SUM OF AREA AND OPERATIONAL EMISSION ESTIMATES
ROG
NOx
TOTALS (tpy, unmitigated)
69.97
28.03

CO
212.26

SO2
0.33

PM10
53.80

TOTALS (tpy, unmitigated)

ROG
47.81
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URBEMIS 2002 For Windows
File Name:
Project Name:
Project Location:
On-Road Motor Vehicle Emissions

8.7.0

P:\Projects - All Users\D21000.00+\D21109.00 Downtown Glendale SP PEIR\Air Quality\D2
D21109.00 Glendale Downtown Specific Plan EIR Preferred Project
South Coast Air Basin (Los Angeles area)
Based on EMFAC2002 version 2.2

DETAIL REPORT
(Pounds/Day - Winter)
AREA SOURCE EMISSION ESTIMATES (Winter Pounds per Day, Unmitigated)
Source
ROG
NOx
CO
SO2
Natural Gas
3.16
41.62
22.51
0
Hearth
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
Landscaping - No winter emissions
Consumer Prdcts
194.76
Architectural Coatings
88.40
TOTALS(lbs/day,unmitigated)
286.32
41.62
22.51
0.00

PM10
0.08
0.00
0.08

Page: 5
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UNMITIGATED OPERATIONAL EMISSIONS
Apartments mid rise
General office building

ROG
76.49
19.43

NOx
110.94
29.80

CO
863.31
223.73

SO2
1.25
0.33

PM10
232.04
62.66

TOTAL EMISSIONS (lbs/day)

95.91

140.74

1,087.04

1.57

294.70

Does not include correction for passby trips.
Does not include double counting adjustment for internal trips.
OPERATIONAL (Vehicle) EMISSION ESTIMATES
Analysis Year: 2020

Temperature (F): 50

Season: Winter

EMFAC Version: EMFAC2002 (9/2002)
Summary of Land Uses:
Unit Type
Apartments mid rise
General office building

Acreage
104.76

No.
Units

Trip Rate
5.76 trips/dwelling unit
3.32 trips/1000 sq. ft.

Total
Trips

3,981.0022,930.56
1,738.96 5,773.35

Sum of Total Trips
Total Vehicle Miles Traveled

28,703.91
194,869.59

Vehicle Assumptions:
Fleet Mix:
Vehicle Type
Percent Type
Light Auto
54.40
Light Truck < 3,750
lbs
15.30
Light Truck 3,751- 5,750
16.40
Med Truck
5,751- 8,500
7.30
Lite-Heavy
8,501-10,000
1.10
Lite-Heavy 10,001-14,000
0.30
Med-Heavy
14,001-33,000
1.00
Heavy-Heavy 33,001-60,000
0.80
Line Haul > 60,000
lbs
0.00
Urban Bus
0.20
Motorcycle
1.60
School Bus
0.10
Motor Home
1.50

Non-Catalyst
0.40
0.70
0.60
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
50.00
0.00
0.00

Catalyst
99.40
98.00
98.80
98.60
81.80
66.70
20.00
0.00
0.00
50.00
50.00
0.00
93.30

Diesel
0.20
1.30
0.60
1.40
18.20
33.30
80.00
100.00
100.00
50.00
0.00
100.00
6.70

Travel Conditions
HomeWork
Urban Trip Length (miles) 11.5
Rural Trip Length (miles) 11.5
Trip Speeds (mph)
35.0
% of Trips - Residential 20.0

Residential
HomeShop
4.9
4.9
40.0
37.0

% of Trips - Commercial (by land use)
General office building

Commercial
HomeOther
6.0
6.0
40.0
43.0

Commute
10.3
10.3
40.0

35.0

Non-Work Customer
5.5
5.5
5.5
5.5
40.0
40.0

17.5

47.5
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Changes made to the default values for Land Use Trip Percentages
Changes made to the default values for Area
The hearth option switch changed from on to off.
The landscape year changed from 2005 to 2020.
Changes made to the default values for Operations
The operational emission year changed from 2005 to 2020.
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URBEMIS 2002 For Windows
File Name:
Project Name:
Project Location:
On-Road Motor Vehicle Emissions

8.7.0

P:\Projects - All Users\D21000.00+\D21109.00 Downtown Glendale SP PEIR\Air Quality\D2
D21109.00 Glendale Downtown Specific Plan EIR Preferred Project
South Coast Air Basin (Los Angeles area)
Based on EMFAC2002 version 2.2

DETAIL REPORT
(Pounds/Day - Summer)
AREA SOURCE EMISSION ESTIMATES (Summer Pounds per Day, Unmitigated)
Source
ROG
NOx
CO
SO2
Natural Gas
3.16
41.62
22.51
0
Hearth - No summer emissions
Landscaping
0.18
0.02
1.26
0.00
Consumer Prdcts
194.76
Architectural Coatings
88.40
TOTALS(lbs/day,unmitigated)
286.50
41.64
23.78
0.00

PM10
0.08
0.00
0.08
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UNMITIGATED OPERATIONAL EMISSIONS
Apartments mid rise
General office building

ROG
102.22
31.99

NOx
76.97
20.64

CO
924.30
242.11

SO2
1.52
0.41

PM10
232.04
62.66

TOTAL EMISSIONS (lbs/day)

134.20

97.61

1,166.41

1.93

294.70

Does not include correction for passby trips.
Does not include double counting adjustment for internal trips.
OPERATIONAL (Vehicle) EMISSION ESTIMATES
Analysis Year: 2020

Temperature (F): 90

Season: Summer

EMFAC Version: EMFAC2002 (9/2002)
Summary of Land Uses:
Unit Type
Apartments mid rise
General office building

Acreage
104.76

No.
Units

Trip Rate
5.76 trips/dwelling unit
3.32 trips/1000 sq. ft.

Total
Trips

3,981.0022,930.56
1,738.96 5,773.35

Sum of Total Trips
Total Vehicle Miles Traveled

28,703.91
194,869.59

Vehicle Assumptions:
Fleet Mix:
Vehicle Type
Percent Type
Light Auto
54.40
Light Truck < 3,750
lbs
15.30
Light Truck 3,751- 5,750
16.40
Med Truck
5,751- 8,500
7.30
Lite-Heavy
8,501-10,000
1.10
Lite-Heavy 10,001-14,000
0.30
Med-Heavy
14,001-33,000
1.00
Heavy-Heavy 33,001-60,000
0.80
Line Haul > 60,000
lbs
0.00
Urban Bus
0.20
Motorcycle
1.60
School Bus
0.10
Motor Home
1.50

Non-Catalyst
0.40
0.70
0.60
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
50.00
0.00
0.00

Catalyst
99.40
98.00
98.80
98.60
81.80
66.70
20.00
0.00
0.00
50.00
50.00
0.00
93.30

Diesel
0.20
1.30
0.60
1.40
18.20
33.30
80.00
100.00
100.00
50.00
0.00
100.00
6.70

Travel Conditions
HomeWork
Urban Trip Length (miles) 11.5
Rural Trip Length (miles) 11.5
Trip Speeds (mph)
35.0
% of Trips - Residential 20.0

Residential
HomeShop
4.9
4.9
40.0
37.0

% of Trips - Commercial (by land use)
General office building

Commercial
HomeOther
6.0
6.0
40.0
43.0

Commute
10.3
10.3
40.0

35.0

Non-Work Customer
5.5
5.5
5.5
5.5
40.0
40.0

17.5

47.5
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Changes made to the default values for Land Use Trip Percentages
Changes made to the default values for Area
The hearth option switch changed from on to off.
The landscape year changed from 2005 to 2020.
Changes made to the default values for Operations
The operational emission year changed from 2005 to 2020.
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URBEMIS 2002 For Windows
File Name:
Project Name:
Project Location:
On-Road Motor Vehicle Emissions

8.7.0

P:\Projects - All Users\D21000.00+\D21109.00 Downtown Glendale SP PEIR\Air Quality\D2
D21109.00 Glendale Downtown Specific Plan EIR Preferred Project
South Coast Air Basin (Los Angeles area)
Based on EMFAC2002 version 2.2

DETAIL REPORT
(Tons/Year)
AREA SOURCE EMISSION ESTIMATES
Source
Natural Gas
Hearth
Landscaping
Consumer Prdcts
Architectural Coatings
TOTALS (tpy, unmitigated)

(Tons per Year, Unmitigated)
ROG
NOx
CO
0.58
7.59
4.11
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.02
0.00
0.11
35.54
11.67
47.81
7.60
4.22

SO2
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

PM10
0.01
0.00
0.00
0.01
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UNMITIGATED OPERATIONAL EMISSIONS
Apartments mid rise
General office building

ROG
17.09
5.07

NOx
16.11
4.32

CO
164.97
43.07

SO2
0.26
0.07

PM10
42.35
11.44

TOTAL EMISSIONS (tons/yr)

22.16

20.44

208.04

0.33

53.78

Does not include correction for passby trips.
Does not include double counting adjustment for internal trips.
OPERATIONAL (Vehicle) EMISSION ESTIMATES
Analysis Year: 2020

Season: Annual

EMFAC Version: EMFAC2002 (9/2002)
Summary of Land Uses:
Unit Type
Apartments mid rise
General office building

Acreage
104.76

No.
Units

Trip Rate
5.76 trips/dwelling unit
3.32 trips/1000 sq. ft.

Total
Trips

3,981.0022,930.56
1,738.96 5,773.35

Sum of Total Trips
Total Vehicle Miles Traveled

28,703.91
194,869.59

Vehicle Assumptions:
Fleet Mix:
Vehicle Type
Percent Type
Light Auto
54.40
Light Truck < 3,750
lbs
15.30
Light Truck 3,751- 5,750
16.40
Med Truck
5,751- 8,500
7.30
Lite-Heavy
8,501-10,000
1.10
Lite-Heavy 10,001-14,000
0.30
Med-Heavy
14,001-33,000
1.00
Heavy-Heavy 33,001-60,000
0.80
Line Haul > 60,000
lbs
0.00
Urban Bus
0.20
Motorcycle
1.60
School Bus
0.10
Motor Home
1.50

Non-Catalyst
0.40
0.70
0.60
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
50.00
0.00
0.00

Catalyst
99.40
98.00
98.80
98.60
81.80
66.70
20.00
0.00
0.00
50.00
50.00
0.00
93.30

Diesel
0.20
1.30
0.60
1.40
18.20
33.30
80.00
100.00
100.00
50.00
0.00
100.00
6.70

Travel Conditions
HomeWork
Urban Trip Length (miles) 11.5
Rural Trip Length (miles) 11.5
Trip Speeds (mph)
35.0
% of Trips - Residential 20.0

Residential
HomeShop
4.9
4.9
40.0
37.0

% of Trips - Commercial (by land use)
General office building

Commercial
HomeOther
6.0
6.0
40.0
43.0

Commute
10.3
10.3
40.0

35.0

Non-Work Customer
5.5
5.5
5.5
5.5
40.0
40.0

17.5

47.5
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Changes made to the default values for Land Use Trip Percentages
Changes made to the default values for Area
The hearth option switch changed from on to off.
The landscape year changed from 2005 to 2020.
Changes made to the default values for Operations
The operational emission year changed from 2005 to 2020.

Alternative A URBEMIS Output Data
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URBEMIS 2002 For Windows
File Name:
Project Name:
Project Location:
On-Road Motor Vehicle Emissions

8.7.0

P:\Projects - All Users\D21000.00+\D21109.00 Downtown Glendale SP PEIR\Air Quality\D2
D21109.00 Glendale Downtown Specific Plan EIR Alternative A
South Coast Air Basin (Los Angeles area)
Based on EMFAC2002 version 2.2

SUMMARY REPORT
(Pounds/Day - Summer)
AREA SOURCE EMISSION ESTIMATES
NOx
40.89

CO
23.35

SO2
0.00

PM10
0.08

NOx

CO

SO2

PM10

95.88

1,145.86

1.90

289.50

SUM OF AREA AND OPERATIONAL EMISSION ESTIMATES
ROG
NOx
TOTALS (lbs/day,unmitigated)
413.45
136.77

CO
1,169.22

SO2
1.90

PM10
289.58

TOTALS (lbs/day,unmitigated)

ROG
281.63

OPERATIONAL (VEHICLE) EMISSION ESTIMATES
ROG
TOTALS (lbs/day,unmitigated)

131.82
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URBEMIS 2002 For Windows
File Name:
Project Name:
Project Location:
On-Road Motor Vehicle Emissions

8.7.0

P:\Projects - All Users\D21000.00+\D21109.00 Downtown Glendale SP PEIR\Air Quality\D2
D21109.00 Glendale Downtown Specific Plan EIR Alternative A
South Coast Air Basin (Los Angeles area)
Based on EMFAC2002 version 2.2

SUMMARY REPORT
(Pounds/Day - Winter)
AREA SOURCE EMISSION ESTIMATES
NOx
40.87

CO
22.09

SO2
0.00

PM10
0.08

NOx

CO

SO2

PM10

138.26

1,067.90

1.55

289.50

SUM OF AREA AND OPERATIONAL EMISSION ESTIMATES
ROG
NOx
TOTALS (lbs/day,unmitigated)
375.67
179.13

CO
1,089.99

SO2
1.55

PM10
289.57

TOTALS (lbs/day,unmitigated)

ROG
281.45

OPERATIONAL (VEHICLE) EMISSION ESTIMATES
ROG
TOTALS (lbs/day,unmitigated)

94.22
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URBEMIS 2002 For Windows
File Name:
Project Name:
Project Location:
On-Road Motor Vehicle Emissions

8.7.0

P:\Projects - All Users\D21000.00+\D21109.00 Downtown Glendale SP PEIR\Air Quality\D2
D21109.00 Glendale Downtown Specific Plan EIR Alternative A
South Coast Air Basin (Los Angeles area)
Based on EMFAC2002 version 2.2

SUMMARY REPORT
(Tons/Year)
AREA SOURCE EMISSION ESTIMATES
NOx
7.46

CO
4.15

SO2
0.00

PM10
0.01

OPERATIONAL (VEHICLE) EMISSION ESTIMATES
ROG
NOx
TOTALS (tpy, unmitigated)
21.77
20.08

CO
204.38

SO2
0.32

PM10
52.83

SUM OF AREA AND OPERATIONAL EMISSION ESTIMATES
ROG
NOx
TOTALS (tpy, unmitigated)
68.77
27.54

CO
208.52

SO2
0.32

PM10
52.85

TOTALS (tpy, unmitigated)

ROG
47.00
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URBEMIS 2002 For Windows
File Name:
Project Name:
Project Location:
On-Road Motor Vehicle Emissions

8.7.0

P:\Projects - All Users\D21000.00+\D21109.00 Downtown Glendale SP PEIR\Air Quality\D2
D21109.00 Glendale Downtown Specific Plan EIR Alternative A
South Coast Air Basin (Los Angeles area)
Based on EMFAC2002 version 2.2

DETAIL REPORT
(Pounds/Day - Winter)
AREA SOURCE EMISSION ESTIMATES (Winter Pounds per Day, Unmitigated)
Source
ROG
NOx
CO
SO2
Natural Gas
3.10
40.87
22.09
0
Hearth
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
Landscaping - No winter emissions
Consumer Prdcts
191.53
Architectural Coatings
86.81
TOTALS(lbs/day,unmitigated)
281.45
40.87
22.09
0.00

PM10
0.08
0.00
0.08
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UNMITIGATED OPERATIONAL EMISSIONS
Apartments mid rise
General office building

ROG
75.22
19.01

NOx
109.11
29.15

CO
848.99
218.91

SO2
1.23
0.32

PM10
228.19
61.31

TOTAL EMISSIONS (lbs/day)

94.22

138.26

1,067.90

1.55

289.50

Does not include correction for passby trips.
Does not include double counting adjustment for internal trips.
OPERATIONAL (Vehicle) EMISSION ESTIMATES
Analysis Year: 2020

Temperature (F): 50

Season: Winter

EMFAC Version: EMFAC2002 (9/2002)
Summary of Land Uses:
Unit Type
Apartments mid rise
General office building

Acreage
103.03

No.
Units

Trip Rate
5.76 trips/dwelling unit
3.32 trips/1000 sq. ft.

Total
Trips

3,915.0022,550.40
1,701.46 5,648.85

Sum of Total Trips
Total Vehicle Miles Traveled

28,199.25
191,432.22

Vehicle Assumptions:
Fleet Mix:
Vehicle Type
Percent Type
Light Auto
54.40
Light Truck < 3,750
lbs
15.30
Light Truck 3,751- 5,750
16.40
Med Truck
5,751- 8,500
7.30
Lite-Heavy
8,501-10,000
1.10
Lite-Heavy 10,001-14,000
0.30
Med-Heavy
14,001-33,000
1.00
Heavy-Heavy 33,001-60,000
0.80
Line Haul > 60,000
lbs
0.00
Urban Bus
0.20
Motorcycle
1.60
School Bus
0.10
Motor Home
1.50

Non-Catalyst
0.40
0.70
0.60
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
50.00
0.00
0.00

Catalyst
99.40
98.00
98.80
98.60
81.80
66.70
20.00
0.00
0.00
50.00
50.00
0.00
93.30

Diesel
0.20
1.30
0.60
1.40
18.20
33.30
80.00
100.00
100.00
50.00
0.00
100.00
6.70

Travel Conditions
HomeWork
Urban Trip Length (miles) 11.5
Rural Trip Length (miles) 11.5
Trip Speeds (mph)
35.0
% of Trips - Residential 20.0

Residential
HomeShop
4.9
4.9
40.0
37.0

% of Trips - Commercial (by land use)
General office building

Commercial
HomeOther
6.0
6.0
40.0
43.0

Commute
10.3
10.3
40.0

35.0

Non-Work Customer
5.5
5.5
5.5
5.5
40.0
40.0

17.5

47.5
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Changes made to the default values for Land Use Trip Percentages
Changes made to the default values for Area
The hearth option switch changed from on to off.
The landscape year changed from 2005 to 2020.
Changes made to the default values for Operations
The operational emission year changed from 2005 to 2020.
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URBEMIS 2002 For Windows
File Name:
Project Name:
Project Location:
On-Road Motor Vehicle Emissions

8.7.0

P:\Projects - All Users\D21000.00+\D21109.00 Downtown Glendale SP PEIR\Air Quality\D2
D21109.00 Glendale Downtown Specific Plan EIR Alternative A
South Coast Air Basin (Los Angeles area)
Based on EMFAC2002 version 2.2

DETAIL REPORT
(Pounds/Day - Summer)
AREA SOURCE EMISSION ESTIMATES (Summer Pounds per Day, Unmitigated)
Source
ROG
NOx
CO
SO2
Natural Gas
3.10
40.87
22.09
0
Hearth - No summer emissions
Landscaping
0.18
0.02
1.26
0.00
Consumer Prdcts
191.53
Architectural Coatings
86.81
TOTALS(lbs/day,unmitigated)
281.63
40.89
23.35
0.00

PM10
0.08
0.00
0.08
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UNMITIGATED OPERATIONAL EMISSIONS
Apartments mid rise
General office building

ROG
100.52
31.30

NOx
75.69
20.19

CO
908.97
236.89

SO2
1.50
0.40

PM10
228.19
61.31

TOTAL EMISSIONS (lbs/day)

131.82

95.88

1,145.86

1.90

289.50

Does not include correction for passby trips.
Does not include double counting adjustment for internal trips.
OPERATIONAL (Vehicle) EMISSION ESTIMATES
Analysis Year: 2020

Temperature (F): 90

Season: Summer

EMFAC Version: EMFAC2002 (9/2002)
Summary of Land Uses:
Unit Type
Apartments mid rise
General office building

Acreage
103.03

No.
Units

Trip Rate
5.76 trips/dwelling unit
3.32 trips/1000 sq. ft.

Total
Trips

3,915.0022,550.40
1,701.46 5,648.85

Sum of Total Trips
Total Vehicle Miles Traveled

28,199.25
191,432.22

Vehicle Assumptions:
Fleet Mix:
Vehicle Type
Percent Type
Light Auto
54.40
Light Truck < 3,750
lbs
15.30
Light Truck 3,751- 5,750
16.40
Med Truck
5,751- 8,500
7.30
Lite-Heavy
8,501-10,000
1.10
Lite-Heavy 10,001-14,000
0.30
Med-Heavy
14,001-33,000
1.00
Heavy-Heavy 33,001-60,000
0.80
Line Haul > 60,000
lbs
0.00
Urban Bus
0.20
Motorcycle
1.60
School Bus
0.10
Motor Home
1.50

Non-Catalyst
0.40
0.70
0.60
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
50.00
0.00
0.00

Catalyst
99.40
98.00
98.80
98.60
81.80
66.70
20.00
0.00
0.00
50.00
50.00
0.00
93.30

Diesel
0.20
1.30
0.60
1.40
18.20
33.30
80.00
100.00
100.00
50.00
0.00
100.00
6.70

Travel Conditions
HomeWork
Urban Trip Length (miles) 11.5
Rural Trip Length (miles) 11.5
Trip Speeds (mph)
35.0
% of Trips - Residential 20.0

Residential
HomeShop
4.9
4.9
40.0
37.0

% of Trips - Commercial (by land use)
General office building

Commercial
HomeOther
6.0
6.0
40.0
43.0

Commute
10.3
10.3
40.0

35.0

Non-Work Customer
5.5
5.5
5.5
5.5
40.0
40.0

17.5

47.5
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Changes made to the default values for Land Use Trip Percentages
Changes made to the default values for Area
The hearth option switch changed from on to off.
The landscape year changed from 2005 to 2020.
Changes made to the default values for Operations
The operational emission year changed from 2005 to 2020.
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URBEMIS 2002 For Windows
File Name:
Project Name:
Project Location:
On-Road Motor Vehicle Emissions

8.7.0

P:\Projects - All Users\D21000.00+\D21109.00 Downtown Glendale SP PEIR\Air Quality\D2
D21109.00 Glendale Downtown Specific Plan EIR Alternative A
South Coast Air Basin (Los Angeles area)
Based on EMFAC2002 version 2.2

DETAIL REPORT
(Tons/Year)
AREA SOURCE EMISSION ESTIMATES
Source
Natural Gas
Hearth
Landscaping
Consumer Prdcts
Architectural Coatings
TOTALS (tpy, unmitigated)

(Tons per Year, Unmitigated)
ROG
NOx
CO
0.57
7.46
4.03
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.02
0.00
0.11
34.95
11.46
47.00
7.46
4.15

SO2
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

PM10
0.01
0.00
0.00
0.01
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UNMITIGATED OPERATIONAL EMISSIONS
Apartments mid rise
General office building

ROG
16.81
4.96

NOx
15.85
4.23

CO
162.24
42.14

SO2
0.26
0.07

PM10
41.64
11.19

TOTAL EMISSIONS (tons/yr)

21.77

20.08

204.38

0.32

52.83

Does not include correction for passby trips.
Does not include double counting adjustment for internal trips.
OPERATIONAL (Vehicle) EMISSION ESTIMATES
Analysis Year: 2020

Season: Annual

EMFAC Version: EMFAC2002 (9/2002)
Summary of Land Uses:
Unit Type
Apartments mid rise
General office building

Acreage
103.03

No.
Units

Trip Rate
5.76 trips/dwelling unit
3.32 trips/1000 sq. ft.

Total
Trips

3,915.0022,550.40
1,701.46 5,648.85

Sum of Total Trips
Total Vehicle Miles Traveled

28,199.25
191,432.22

Vehicle Assumptions:
Fleet Mix:
Vehicle Type
Percent Type
Light Auto
54.40
Light Truck < 3,750
lbs
15.30
Light Truck 3,751- 5,750
16.40
Med Truck
5,751- 8,500
7.30
Lite-Heavy
8,501-10,000
1.10
Lite-Heavy 10,001-14,000
0.30
Med-Heavy
14,001-33,000
1.00
Heavy-Heavy 33,001-60,000
0.80
Line Haul > 60,000
lbs
0.00
Urban Bus
0.20
Motorcycle
1.60
School Bus
0.10
Motor Home
1.50

Non-Catalyst
0.40
0.70
0.60
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
50.00
0.00
0.00

Catalyst
99.40
98.00
98.80
98.60
81.80
66.70
20.00
0.00
0.00
50.00
50.00
0.00
93.30

Diesel
0.20
1.30
0.60
1.40
18.20
33.30
80.00
100.00
100.00
50.00
0.00
100.00
6.70

Travel Conditions
HomeWork
Urban Trip Length (miles) 11.5
Rural Trip Length (miles) 11.5
Trip Speeds (mph)
35.0
% of Trips - Residential 20.0

Residential
HomeShop
4.9
4.9
40.0
37.0

% of Trips - Commercial (by land use)
General office building

Commercial
HomeOther
6.0
6.0
40.0
43.0

Commute
10.3
10.3
40.0

35.0

Non-Work Customer
5.5
5.5
5.5
5.5
40.0
40.0

17.5

47.5
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Changes made to the default values for Land Use Trip Percentages
Changes made to the default values for Area
The hearth option switch changed from on to off.
The landscape year changed from 2005 to 2020.
Changes made to the default values for Operations
The operational emission year changed from 2005 to 2020.

Alternative B URBEMIS Output Data
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URBEMIS 2002 For Windows
File Name:
Project Name:
Project Location:
On-Road Motor Vehicle Emissions

8.7.0

P:\Projects - All Users\D21000.00+\D21109.00 Downtown Glendale SP PEIR\Air Quality\D2
D21109.00 Glendale Downtown Specific Plan EIR Alternative B
South Coast Air Basin (Los Angeles area)
Based on EMFAC2002 version 2.2

SUMMARY REPORT
(Pounds/Day - Summer)
AREA SOURCE EMISSION ESTIMATES
NOx
37.27

CO
21.81

SO2
0.00

PM10
0.07

NOx

CO

SO2

PM10

86.60

1,034.42

1.71

261.52

SUM OF AREA AND OPERATIONAL EMISSION ESTIMATES
ROG
NOx
TOTALS (lbs/day,unmitigated)
369.64
123.87

CO
1,056.23

SO2
1.71

PM10
261.59

TOTALS (lbs/day,unmitigated)

ROG
250.14

OPERATIONAL (VEHICLE) EMISSION ESTIMATES
ROG
TOTALS (lbs/day,unmitigated)

119.49
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URBEMIS 2002 For Windows
File Name:
Project Name:
Project Location:
On-Road Motor Vehicle Emissions

8.7.0

P:\Projects - All Users\D21000.00+\D21109.00 Downtown Glendale SP PEIR\Air Quality\D2
D21109.00 Glendale Downtown Specific Plan EIR Alternative B
South Coast Air Basin (Los Angeles area)
Based on EMFAC2002 version 2.2

SUMMARY REPORT
(Pounds/Day - Winter)
AREA SOURCE EMISSION ESTIMATES
NOx
37.25

CO
20.55

SO2
0.00

PM10
0.07

NOx

CO

SO2

PM10

124.88

963.81

1.39

261.52

SUM OF AREA AND OPERATIONAL EMISSION ESTIMATES
ROG
NOx
TOTALS (lbs/day,unmitigated)
334.97
162.13

CO
984.36

SO2
1.40

PM10
261.59

TOTALS (lbs/day,unmitigated)

ROG
249.96

OPERATIONAL (VEHICLE) EMISSION ESTIMATES
ROG
TOTALS (lbs/day,unmitigated)

85.00
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URBEMIS 2002 For Windows
File Name:
Project Name:
Project Location:
On-Road Motor Vehicle Emissions

8.7.0

P:\Projects - All Users\D21000.00+\D21109.00 Downtown Glendale SP PEIR\Air Quality\D2
D21109.00 Glendale Downtown Specific Plan EIR Alternative B
South Coast Air Basin (Los Angeles area)
Based on EMFAC2002 version 2.2

SUMMARY REPORT
(Tons/Year)
AREA SOURCE EMISSION ESTIMATES
NOx
6.80

CO
3.86

SO2
0.00

PM10
0.01

OPERATIONAL (VEHICLE) EMISSION ESTIMATES
ROG
NOx
TOTALS (tpy, unmitigated)
19.71
18.13

CO
184.49

SO2
0.29

PM10
47.73

SUM OF AREA AND OPERATIONAL EMISSION ESTIMATES
ROG
NOx
TOTALS (tpy, unmitigated)
61.35
24.93

CO
188.35

SO2
0.29

PM10
47.74

TOTALS (tpy, unmitigated)

ROG
41.64
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URBEMIS 2002 For Windows
File Name:
Project Name:
Project Location:
On-Road Motor Vehicle Emissions

8.7.0

P:\Projects - All Users\D21000.00+\D21109.00 Downtown Glendale SP PEIR\Air Quality\D21
D21109.00 Glendale Downtown Specific Plan EIR Alternative B
South Coast Air Basin (Los Angeles area)
Based on EMFAC2002 version 2.2

DETAIL REPORT
(Pounds/Day - Winter)
AREA SOURCE EMISSION ESTIMATES (Winter Pounds per Day, Unmitigated)
Source
ROG
NOx
CO
SO2
Natural Gas
2.82
37.25
20.55
0
Hearth
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
Landscaping - No winter emissions
Consumer Prdcts
168.05
Architectural Coatings
79.09
TOTALS(lbs/day,unmitigated)
249.96
37.25
20.55
0.00

PM10
0.07
0.00
0.07
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UNMITIGATED OPERATIONAL EMISSIONS
Apartments mid rise
General office building

ROG
66.00
19.01

NOx
95.73
29.15

CO
744.90
218.91

SO2
1.08
0.32

PM10
200.21
61.31

TOTAL EMISSIONS (lbs/day)

85.00

124.88

963.81

1.39

261.52

Does not include correction for passby trips.
Does not include double counting adjustment for internal trips.
OPERATIONAL (Vehicle) EMISSION ESTIMATES
Analysis Year: 2020

Temperature (F): 50

Season: Winter

EMFAC Version: EMFAC2002 (9/2002)
Summary of Land Uses:
Unit Type
Apartments mid rise
General office building

Acreage
90.39

No.
Units

Trip Rate
5.76 trips/dwelling unit
3.32 trips/1000 sq. ft.

Total
Trips

3,435.0019,785.60
1,701.46 5,648.85

Sum of Total Trips
Total Vehicle Miles Traveled

25,434.45
172,934.33

Vehicle Assumptions:
Fleet Mix:
Vehicle Type
Percent Type
Light Auto
54.40
Light Truck < 3,750
lbs
15.30
Light Truck 3,751- 5,750
16.40
Med Truck
5,751- 8,500
7.30
Lite-Heavy
8,501-10,000
1.10
Lite-Heavy 10,001-14,000
0.30
Med-Heavy
14,001-33,000
1.00
Heavy-Heavy 33,001-60,000
0.80
Line Haul > 60,000
lbs
0.00
Urban Bus
0.20
Motorcycle
1.60
School Bus
0.10
Motor Home
1.50

Non-Catalyst
0.40
0.70
0.60
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
50.00
0.00
0.00

Catalyst
99.40
98.00
98.80
98.60
81.80
66.70
20.00
0.00
0.00
50.00
50.00
0.00
93.30

Diesel
0.20
1.30
0.60
1.40
18.20
33.30
80.00
100.00
100.00
50.00
0.00
100.00
6.70

Travel Conditions
HomeWork
Urban Trip Length (miles) 11.5
Rural Trip Length (miles) 11.5
Trip Speeds (mph)
35.0
% of Trips - Residential 20.0

Residential
HomeShop
4.9
4.9
40.0
37.0

% of Trips - Commercial (by land use)
General office building

Commercial
HomeOther
6.0
6.0
40.0
43.0

Commute
10.3
10.3
40.0

35.0

Non-Work Customer
5.5
5.5
5.5
5.5
40.0
40.0

17.5

47.5
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Changes made to the default values for Land Use Trip Percentages
Changes made to the default values for Area
The hearth option switch changed from on to off.
The landscape year changed from 2005 to 2020.
Changes made to the default values for Operations
The operational emission year changed from 2005 to 2020.
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URBEMIS 2002 For Windows
File Name:
Project Name:
Project Location:
On-Road Motor Vehicle Emissions

8.7.0

P:\Projects - All Users\D21000.00+\D21109.00 Downtown Glendale SP PEIR\Air Quality\D2
D21109.00 Glendale Downtown Specific Plan EIR Alternative B
South Coast Air Basin (Los Angeles area)
Based on EMFAC2002 version 2.2

DETAIL REPORT
(Pounds/Day - Summer)
AREA SOURCE EMISSION ESTIMATES (Summer Pounds per Day, Unmitigated)
Source
ROG
NOx
CO
SO2
Natural Gas
2.82
37.25
20.55
0
Hearth - No summer emissions
Landscaping
0.18
0.02
1.26
0.00
Consumer Prdcts
168.05
Architectural Coatings
79.09
TOTALS(lbs/day,unmitigated)
250.14
37.27
21.81
0.00

PM10
0.07
0.00
0.07

Page: 8
08/04/2006 4:11 PM

UNMITIGATED OPERATIONAL EMISSIONS
Apartments mid rise
General office building
TOTAL EMISSIONS (lbs/day)

ROG
88.20
31.30

NOx
66.41
20.19

CO
797.53
236.89

SO2
1.31
0.40

PM10
200.21
61.31

119.49

86.60

1,034.42

1.71

261.52

Does not include correction for passby trips.
Does not include double counting adjustment for internal trips.
OPERATIONAL (Vehicle) EMISSION ESTIMATES
Analysis Year: 2020

Temperature (F): 90

Season: Summer

EMFAC Version: EMFAC2002 (9/2002)
Summary of Land Uses:
Unit Type
Apartments mid rise
General office building

Acreage
90.39

No.
Units

Trip Rate
5.76 trips/dwelling unit
3.32 trips/1000 sq. ft.

Total
Trips

3,435.0019,785.60
1,701.46 5,648.85

Sum of Total Trips
Total Vehicle Miles Traveled

25,434.45
172,934.33

Vehicle Assumptions:
Fleet Mix:
Vehicle Type
Percent Type
Light Auto
54.40
Light Truck < 3,750
lbs
15.30
Light Truck 3,751- 5,750
16.40
Med Truck
5,751- 8,500
7.30
Lite-Heavy
8,501-10,000
1.10
Lite-Heavy 10,001-14,000
0.30
Med-Heavy
14,001-33,000
1.00
Heavy-Heavy 33,001-60,000
0.80
Line Haul > 60,000
lbs
0.00
Urban Bus
0.20
Motorcycle
1.60
School Bus
0.10
Motor Home
1.50

Non-Catalyst
0.40
0.70
0.60
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
50.00
0.00
0.00

Catalyst
99.40
98.00
98.80
98.60
81.80
66.70
20.00
0.00
0.00
50.00
50.00
0.00
93.30

Diesel
0.20
1.30
0.60
1.40
18.20
33.30
80.00
100.00
100.00
50.00
0.00
100.00
6.70

Travel Conditions
HomeWork
Urban Trip Length (miles) 11.5
Rural Trip Length (miles) 11.5
Trip Speeds (mph)
35.0
% of Trips - Residential 20.0

Residential
HomeShop
4.9
4.9
40.0
37.0

% of Trips - Commercial (by land use)
General office building

Commercial
HomeOther
6.0
6.0
40.0
43.0

Commute
10.3
10.3
40.0

35.0

Non-Work Customer
5.5
5.5
5.5
5.5
40.0
40.0

17.5

47.5
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Changes made to the default values for Land Use Trip Percentages
Changes made to the default values for Area
The hearth option switch changed from on to off.
The landscape year changed from 2005 to 2020.
Changes made to the default values for Operations
The operational emission year changed from 2005 to 2020.
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URBEMIS 2002 For Windows
File Name:
Project Name:
Project Location:
On-Road Motor Vehicle Emissions

8.7.0

P:\Projects - All Users\D21000.00+\D21109.00 Downtown Glendale SP PEIR\Air Quality\D2
D21109.00 Glendale Downtown Specific Plan EIR Alternative B
South Coast Air Basin (Los Angeles area)
Based on EMFAC2002 version 2.2

DETAIL REPORT
(Tons/Year)
AREA SOURCE EMISSION ESTIMATES
Source
Natural Gas
Hearth
Landscaping
Consumer Prdcts
Architectural Coatings
TOTALS (tpy, unmitigated)

(Tons per Year, Unmitigated)
ROG
NOx
CO
0.52
6.80
3.75
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.02
0.00
0.11
30.67
10.44
41.64
6.80
3.86

SO2
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

PM10
0.01
0.00
0.00
0.01
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UNMITIGATED OPERATIONAL EMISSIONS
Apartments mid rise
General office building

ROG
14.75
4.96

NOx
13.90
4.23

CO
142.35
42.14

SO2
0.23
0.07

PM10
36.54
11.19

TOTAL EMISSIONS (tons/yr)

19.71

18.13

184.49

0.29

47.73

Does not include correction for passby trips.
Does not include double counting adjustment for internal trips.
OPERATIONAL (Vehicle) EMISSION ESTIMATES
Analysis Year: 2020

Season: Annual

EMFAC Version: EMFAC2002 (9/2002)
Summary of Land Uses:
Unit Type
Apartments mid rise
General office building

Acreage
90.39

No.
Units

Trip Rate
5.76 trips/dwelling unit
3.32 trips/1000 sq. ft.

Total
Trips

3,435.0019,785.60
1,701.46 5,648.85

Sum of Total Trips
Total Vehicle Miles Traveled

25,434.45
172,934.33

Vehicle Assumptions:
Fleet Mix:
Vehicle Type
Percent Type
Light Auto
54.40
Light Truck < 3,750
lbs
15.30
Light Truck 3,751- 5,750
16.40
Med Truck
5,751- 8,500
7.30
Lite-Heavy
8,501-10,000
1.10
Lite-Heavy 10,001-14,000
0.30
Med-Heavy
14,001-33,000
1.00
Heavy-Heavy 33,001-60,000
0.80
Line Haul > 60,000
lbs
0.00
Urban Bus
0.20
Motorcycle
1.60
School Bus
0.10
Motor Home
1.50

Non-Catalyst
0.40
0.70
0.60
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
50.00
0.00
0.00

Catalyst
99.40
98.00
98.80
98.60
81.80
66.70
20.00
0.00
0.00
50.00
50.00
0.00
93.30

Diesel
0.20
1.30
0.60
1.40
18.20
33.30
80.00
100.00
100.00
50.00
0.00
100.00
6.70

Travel Conditions
HomeWork
Urban Trip Length (miles) 11.5
Rural Trip Length (miles) 11.5
Trip Speeds (mph)
35.0
% of Trips - Residential 20.0

Residential
HomeShop
4.9
4.9
40.0
37.0

% of Trips - Commercial (by land use)
General office building

Commercial
HomeOther
6.0
6.0
40.0
43.0

Commute
10.3
10.3
40.0

35.0

Non-Work Customer
5.5
5.5
5.5
5.5
40.0
40.0

17.5

47.5
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Changes made to the default values for Land Use Trip Percentages
Changes made to the default values for Area
The hearth option switch changed from on to off.
The landscape year changed from 2005 to 2020.
Changes made to the default values for Operations
The operational emission year changed from 2005 to 2020.

Maximum CO Concentrations:
Existing Conditions

SIMPLIFIED CALINE4 CARBON MONOXIDE ANALYSIS
Project Number: 11109-00
Project Title: Glendale DSP EIR

Background Information
Nearest Air Monitoring Station measuring CO:
Background 1-hour CO Concentration (ppm):
Background 8-hour CO Concentration (ppm):
Persistence Factor:
Analysis Year:

Burbank W Palm Avenue
4.7
3.9
0.8
2006

Roadway Data
Intersection:
Analysis Condition:

Brand Blvd. and SR-134 EB Ramps
Existing Conditions

North-South Roadway:
East-West Roadway:

Brand Blvd.
SR-134 EB Ramps

A.M. Peak Hour Traffic Volumes

Average Speed
A.M.
P.M.
15
15
15
15

P.M. Peak Hour Traffic Volumes

N

N
0

W

No. of
Lanes
8
4

Roadway Type
At Grade
At Grade

<

1,493
v

422
>
^
<
v
>
285

296 ^
360 >
479 v
<

^
561

0

0
E
0
0
0

W

<

1,050
v

52 ^
638 >
394 v
<

S

0

^
1,074

N-S Road:
E-W Road:

3,237
1,890

533
>
^
<
v
>
719

E
0
0
0

S

Highest Traffic Volumes (Vehicles per Hour)
N-S Road:
E-W Road:

2,818
1,135

Roadway CO Contributions and Concentrations
1
Emissions = (A x B x C) / 100,000
A1
Roadway

A2

A3

B

C

Reference CO Concentrations Traffic Emission Estimated CO Concentrations
2
25 Feet 50 Feet 100 Feet Volume Factors
25 Feet 50 Feet 100 Feet

A.M. Peak Traffic Hour
North-South Road
East-West Road

5.7
2.6

4.6
2.2

3.4
1.7

2,818
1,135

7.55
7.55

1.21
0.22

0.98
0.19

0.72
0.15

P.M. Peak Traffic Hour
North-South Road
East-West Road

5.7
2.6

4.6
2.2

3.4
1.7

3,237
1,890

7.55
7.55

1.39
0.37

1.12
0.31

0.83
0.24

1
2

Methodology from Bay Area Air Quality Management DistrictBAAQMD CEQA Guidelines (1996).
Emission factors from EMFAC2002 (2003).

Total Roadway CO Concentrations
2
Peak Hour Emissions = North-South Concentration + East-West Concentration + Background 1-hour Concentration
8-Hour Emissions = ((Highest Peak Hour Concentration - Background 1-hour Concentration) x Persistence Factor) + Background 8-hour Concentration

25 Feet from Roadway Edge
50 Feet from Roadway Edge
100 Feet from Roadway Edge
2

A.M.
Peak Hour
6.1
5.8
5.5

P.M.
Peak Hour
6.4
6.1
5.7

2

8-Hour
5.3
5.1
4.8

Methodology from Bay Area Air Quality Management DistrictBAAQMD CEQA Guidelines (1996).

Brand Blvd and SR-134 EB On Sanchez Dr.xls

EIP Associates, a Division of PBS&J

8/4/2006

SIMPLIFIED CALINE4 CARBON MONOXIDE ANALYSIS
Project Number: 11009-00
Project Title: Glendale DSP EIR

Background Information
Nearest Air Monitoring Station measuring CO:
Background 1-hour CO Concentration (ppm):
Background 8-hour CO Concentration (ppm):
Persistence Factor:
Analysis Year:

Burbank W Palm Avenue
4.7
3.9
0.8
2006

Roadway Data
Intersection:
Analysis Condition:

Brand Blvd. and SR-134 WB Ramps/Goode Ave.
Existing Conditions

North-South Roadway:
East-West Roadway:

Roadway Type
Brand Blvd.
At Grade
At Grade
SR-134 WB Ramps/Goode A

A.M. Peak Hour Traffic Volumes

Average Speed
A.M.
P.M.
15
15
15
15

P.M. Peak Hour Traffic Volumes

N

N
239
<

W

No. of
Lanes
8
4

937
v

0
>

0^
0>
0v

^
<
v
<
307

^
549

E
497
472
979

267
<

W

1,007
v

0
>

0^
0>
0v

>

<
585

^
541

N-S Road:
E-W Road:

2,729
1,356

0

S

E
444
316
596

^
<
v
>
0

S

Highest Traffic Volumes (Vehicles per Hour)
N-S Road:
E-W Road:

2,772
1,948

Roadway CO Contributions and Concentrations
1
Emissions = (A x B x C) / 100,000
A1
Roadway

A2

A3

B

C

Reference CO Concentrations Traffic Emission Estimated CO Concentrations
2
25 Feet 50 Feet 100 Feet Volume Factors
25 Feet 50 Feet 100 Feet

A.M. Peak Traffic Hour
North-South Road
East-West Road

5.7
2.6

4.6
2.2

3.4
1.7

2,772
1,948

7.55
7.55

1.19
0.38

0.96
0.32

0.71
0.25

P.M. Peak Traffic Hour
North-South Road
East-West Road

5.7
2.6

4.6
2.2

3.4
1.7

2,729
1,356

7.55
7.55

1.17
0.27

0.95
0.23

0.70
0.17

1
2

Methodology from Bay Area Air Quality Management DistrictBAAQMD CEQA Guidelines (1996).
Emission factors from EMFAC2002 (2003).

Total Roadway CO Concentrations
Peak Hour Emissions = North-South Concentration + East-West Concentration + Background 1-hour Concentration 2
8-Hour Emissions = ((Highest Peak Hour Concentration - Background 1-hour Concentration) x Persistence Factor) + Background 8-hour Concentration 2

25 Feet from Roadway Edge
50 Feet from Roadway Edge
100 Feet from Roadway Edge
2

A.M.
Peak Hour
6.2
6.0
5.6

P.M.
Peak Hour
6.1
5.8
5.5

8-Hour
5.2
4.9
4.7

Methodology from Bay Area Air Quality Management DistrictBAAQMD CEQA Guidelines (1996).

Brand Blvd and SR-134 WB Off Goode Ave.xls

EIP Associates

8/4/2006

SIMPLIFIED CALINE4 CARBON MONOXIDE ANALYSIS
Project Number: 11009-00
Project Title: Glendale DSP EIR

Background Information
Nearest Air Monitoring Station measuring CO:
Background 1-hour CO Concentration (ppm):
Background 8-hour CO Concentration (ppm):
Persistence Factor:
Analysis Year:

Burbank W Palm Avenue
4.7
3.9
0.8
2006

Roadway Data
Intersection:
Analysis Condition:

Broadway and Glendale Ave.
Existing Conditions

North-South Roadway:
East-West Roadway:

Glendale Ave.
Broadway

A.M. Peak Hour Traffic Volumes

Average Speed
A.M.
P.M.
15
15
15
15

P.M. Peak Hour Traffic Volumes

N

N
151
<

W

No. of
Lanes
6
6

Roadway Type
At Grade
At Grade

1,030
v

96
>

102 ^
207 >
84 v

^
<
v
<

^
715

97

E
69
496
185

155
<

W

887
v

137 ^
589 >
270 v

>

<
83

^
1,081

N-S Road:
E-W Road:

2,569
1,637

61

S

187
>
^
<
v
>
114

E
120
403
134

S

Highest Traffic Volumes (Vehicles per Hour)
N-S Road:
E-W Road:

2,172
1,137

Roadway CO Contributions and Concentrations
1
Emissions = (A x B x C) / 100,000
A1
Roadway

A2

A3

B

C

Reference CO Concentrations Traffic Emission Estimated CO Concentrations
2
25 Feet 50 Feet 100 Feet Volume Factors
25 Feet 50 Feet 100 Feet

A.M. Peak Traffic Hour
North-South Road
East-West Road

6.1
2.3

4.9
2.0

3.5
1.7

2,172
1,137

7.55
7.55

1.00
0.20

0.80
0.17

0.57
0.15

P.M. Peak Traffic Hour
North-South Road
East-West Road

6.1
2.3

4.9
2.0

3.5
1.7

2,569
1,637

7.55
7.55

1.18
0.28

0.95
0.25

0.68
0.21

1
2

Methodology from Bay Area Air Quality Management DistrictBAAQMD CEQA Guidelines (1996).
Emission factors from EMFAC2002 (2003).

Total Roadway CO Concentrations
2
Peak Hour Emissions = North-South Concentration + East-West Concentration + Background 1-hour Concentration
8-Hour Emissions = ((Highest Peak Hour Concentration - Background 1-hour Concentration) x Persistence Factor) + Background 8-hour Concentration2

25 Feet from Roadway Edge
50 Feet from Roadway Edge
100 Feet from Roadway Edge
2

A.M.
Peak Hour
5.9
5.6
5.4

P.M.
Peak Hour
6.1
5.9
5.6

8-Hour
5.1
4.9
4.6

Methodology from Bay Area Air Quality Management DistrictBAAQMD CEQA Guidelines (1996).
Broadway and Glendale Ave.xls

EIP Associates

8/4/2006

SIMPLIFIED CALINE4 CARBON MONOXIDE ANALYSIS
Project Number: 11009-00
Project Title: Glendale DSP EIR

Background Information
Nearest Air Monitoring Station measuring CO:
Background 1-hour CO Concentration (ppm):
Background 8-hour CO Concentration (ppm):
Persistence Factor:
Analysis Year:

Burbank W Palm Avenue
4.7
3.9
0.8
2006

Roadway Data
Intersection:
Analysis Condition:

Central Ave. and SR-134 WB Ramps
Existing Conditions

North-South Roadway:
East-West Roadway:

Central Ave.
SR-134 WB Ramps

A.M. Peak Hour Traffic Volumes

Average Speed
A.M.
P.M.
15
15
15
15

P.M. Peak Hour Traffic Volumes

N

N
239
<

W

No. of
Lanes
8
4

Roadway Type
At Grade
At Grade

937
v

0
>

0 ^
0 >
0 v

^
<
v
<
307

^
549

E
497
472
979

267
<

W

1,007
v

0
>

0 ^
0 >
0 v

>

<
585

^
541

N-S Road:
E-W Road:

2,729
1,356

0

S

E
444
316
596

^
<
v
>
0

S

Highest Traffic Volumes (Vehicles per Hour)
N-S Road:
E-W Road:

2,772
1,948

Roadway CO Contributions and Concentrations
Emissions = (A x B x C) / 100,0001
A1
Roadway

A2

A3

B

C

Reference CO Concentrations Traffic Emission Estimated CO Concentrations
2
25 Feet 50 Feet 100 Feet Volume Factors 25 Feet 50 Feet 100 Feet

A.M. Peak Traffic Hour
North-South Road
East-West Road

5.7
2.6

4.6
2.2

3.4
1.7

2,772
1,948

7.55
7.55

1.19
0.38

0.96
0.32

0.71
0.25

P.M. Peak Traffic Hour
North-South Road
East-West Road

5.7
2.6

4.6
2.2

3.4
1.7

2,729
1,356

7.55
7.55

1.17
0.27

0.95
0.23

0.70
0.17

1
2

Methodology from Bay Area Air Quality Management DistrictBAAQMD CEQA Guidelines (1996).
Emission factors from EMFAC2002 (2003).

Total Roadway CO Concentrations
Peak Hour Emissions = North-South Concentration + East-West Concentration + Background 1-hour Concentration2
2
8-Hour Emissions = ((Highest Peak Hour Concentration - Background 1-hour Concentration) x Persistence Factor) + Background 8-hour Concentration

25 Feet from Roadway Edge
50 Feet from Roadway Edge
100 Feet from Roadway Edge
2

A.M.
Peak Hour
6.2
6.0
5.6

P.M.
Peak Hour
6.1
5.8
5.5

8-Hour
5.2
4.9
4.7

Methodology from Bay Area Air Quality Management DistrictBAAQMD CEQA Guidelines (1996).

Central Ave and SR-134 WB Ramps.xls

EIP Associates

8/4/2006

SIMPLIFIED CALINE4 CARBON MONOXIDE ANALYSIS
Project Number: 11009-00
Project Title: Glendale DSP EIR

Background Information
Nearest Air Monitoring Station measuring CO:
Background 1-hour CO Concentration (ppm):
Background 8-hour CO Concentration (ppm):
Persistence Factor:
Analysis Year:

Burbank W Palm Avenue
4.7
3.9
0.8
2006

Roadway Data
Intersection:
Analysis Condition:

Chevy Chase Dr. and Brand Blvd.
Existing Conditions

North-South Roadway:
East-West Roadway:

Brand Blvd.
Chevy Chase Dr.

A.M. Peak Hour Traffic Volumes

Average Speed
A.M.
P.M.
15
15
15
15

P.M. Peak Hour Traffic Volumes

N

N
55

W

No. of
Lanes
6
6

Roadway Type
At Grade
At Grade

922
v

<

75
>

109 ^
349 >
45 v

^
<
v
<

^
592

71

60
E
7
79
289

W

806
v

<
110 ^
674 >
48 v

>

<
92

^
952

N-S Road:
E-W Road:

2,257
1,709

60

S

101
>
^
<
v
>
207

E
86
489
152

S

Highest Traffic Volumes (Vehicles per Hour)
N-S Road:
E-W Road:

1,979
859

Roadway CO Contributions and Concentrations
Emissions = (A x B x C) / 100,0001
A1
Roadway

A2

A3

B

C

Reference CO Concentrations Traffic Emission Estimated CO Concentrations
2
25 Feet 50 Feet 100 Feet Volume Factors 25 Feet 50 Feet 100 Feet

A.M. Peak Traffic Hour
North-South Road
East-West Road

6.1
2.3

4.9
2.0

3.5
1.7

1,979
859

7.55
7.55

0.91
0.15

0.73
0.13

0.52
0.11

P.M. Peak Traffic Hour
North-South Road
East-West Road

6.1
2.3

4.9
2.0

3.5
1.7

2,257
1,709

7.55
7.55

1.04
0.30

0.84
0.26

0.60
0.22

1
2

Methodology from Bay Area Air Quality Management DistrictBAAQMD CEQA Guidelines (1996).
Emission factors from EMFAC2002 (2003).

Total Roadway CO Concentrations
Peak Hour Emissions = North-South Concentration + East-West Concentration + Background 1-hour Concentration2
2
8-Hour Emissions = ((Highest Peak Hour Concentration - Background 1-hour Concentration) x Persistence Factor) + Background 8-hour Concentration

25 Feet from Roadway Edge
50 Feet from Roadway Edge
100 Feet from Roadway Edge
2

A.M.
Peak Hour
5.7
5.5
5.3

P.M.
Peak Hour
6.0
5.8
5.5

8-Hour
5.0
4.8
4.6

Methodology from Bay Area Air Quality Management DistrictBAAQMD CEQA Guidelines (1996).

Chevy Chase Dr and Brand Blvd.xls

EIP Associates

8/4/2006

SIMPLIFIED CALINE4 CARBON MONOXIDE ANALYSIS
Project Number: 11009-00
Project Title: Glendale DSP EIR

Background Information
Nearest Air Monitoring Station measuring CO:
Background 1-hour CO Concentration (ppm):
Background 8-hour CO Concentration (ppm):
Persistence Factor:
Analysis Year:

Burbank W Palm Avenue
4.7
3.9
0.8
2006

Roadway Data
Intersection:
Analysis Condition:

Colorado St. and Brand Blvd.
Existing Conditions

North-South Roadway:
East-West Roadway:

Brand Blvd.
Colorado St.

A.M. Peak Hour Traffic Volumes

Average Speed
A.M.
P.M.
15
15
15
15

P.M. Peak Hour Traffic Volumes

N

N
48

W

No. of
Lanes
6
6

Roadway Type
At Grade
At Grade

578
v

<

55
>

84 ^
540 >
104 v

^
<
v
<
176

^
514

87
E
63
738
271

<

723
v

<
211

^
717

N-S Road:
E-W Road:

2,150
2,283

W
121 ^
955 >
142 v

>
97

S

156
>
^
<
v
>
186

E
101
714
171

S

Highest Traffic Volumes (Vehicles per Hour)
N-S Road:
E-W Road:

1,740
1,764

Roadway CO Contributions and Concentrations
Emissions = (A x B x C) / 100,0001
A1
Roadway

A2

A3

B

C

Reference CO Concentrations Traffic Emission Estimated CO Concentrations
2
25 Feet 50 Feet 100 Feet Volume Factors 25 Feet 50 Feet 100 Feet

A.M. Peak Traffic Hour
North-South Road
East-West Road

2.3
6.1

2.0
4.9

1.7
3.5

1,740
1,764

7.55
7.55

0.30
0.81

0.26
0.65

0.22
0.47

P.M. Peak Traffic Hour
North-South Road
East-West Road

2.3
6.1

2.0
4.9

1.7
3.5

2,150
2,283

7.55
7.55

0.37
1.05

0.32
0.84

0.28
0.60

1
2

Methodology from Bay Area Air Quality Management DistrictBAAQMD CEQA Guidelines (1996).
Emission factors from EMFAC2002 (2003).

Total Roadway CO Concentrations
Peak Hour Emissions = North-South Concentration + East-West Concentration + Background 1-hour Concentration2
2
8-Hour Emissions = ((Highest Peak Hour Concentration - Background 1-hour Concentration) x Persistence Factor) + Background 8-hour Concentration

25 Feet from Roadway Edge
50 Feet from Roadway Edge
100 Feet from Roadway Edge
2

A.M.
Peak Hour
5.8
5.6
5.4

P.M.
Peak Hour
6.1
5.8
5.5

8-Hour
5.1
4.8
4.6

Methodology from Bay Area Air Quality Management DistrictBAAQMD CEQA Guidelines (1996).

Colorado St and Brand Blvd.xls

EIP Associates

8/4/2006

SIMPLIFIED CALINE4 CARBON MONOXIDE ANALYSIS
Project Number: 11009-00
Project Title: Glendale DSP EIR

Background Information
Nearest Air Monitoring Station measuring CO:
Background 1-hour CO Concentration (ppm):
Background 8-hour CO Concentration (ppm):
Persistence Factor:
Analysis Year:

Burbank W Palm Avenue
4.7
3.9
0.8
2006

Roadway Data
Intersection:
Analysis Condition:

Colorado St. and Central Ave.
Existing Conditions

North-South Roadway:
East-West Roadway:

Central Ave.
Colorado St.

A.M. Peak Hour Traffic Volumes

Average Speed
A.M.
P.M.
15
15
15
15

P.M. Peak Hour Traffic Volumes

N

N
68

W

No. of
Lanes
8
8

Roadway Type
At Grade
At Grade

575
v

<

72
>

112 ^
622 >
183 v

^
<
v
<
112

^
495

E
34
762
122

249
<

723
v

<
260

^
713

N-S Road:
E-W Road:

2,280
2,744

W
163 ^
1,004 >
233 v

>
104

S

105
>
^
<
v
>
209

E
91
835
142

S

Highest Traffic Volumes (Vehicles per Hour)
N-S Road:
E-W Road:

1,591
1,859

Roadway CO Contributions and Concentrations
Emissions = (A x B x C) / 100,0001
A1
Roadway

A2

A3

B

C

Reference CO Concentrations Traffic Emission Estimated CO Concentrations
2
25 Feet 50 Feet 100 Feet Volume Factors 25 Feet 50 Feet 100 Feet

A.M. Peak Traffic Hour
North-South Road
East-West Road

2.2
5.7

1.9
4.6

1.6
3.4

1,591
1,859

7.55
7.55

0.26
0.80

0.23
0.65

0.19
0.48

P.M. Peak Traffic Hour
North-South Road
East-West Road

2.2
5.7

1.9
4.6

1.6
3.4

2,280
2,744

7.55
7.55

0.38
1.18

0.33
0.95

0.28
0.70

1
2

Methodology from Bay Area Air Quality Management DistrictBAAQMD CEQA Guidelines (1996).
Emission factors from EMFAC2002 (2003).

Total Roadway CO Concentrations
Peak Hour Emissions = North-South Concentration + East-West Concentration + Background 1-hour Concentration2
2
8-Hour Emissions = ((Highest Peak Hour Concentration - Background 1-hour Concentration) x Persistence Factor) + Background 8-hour Concentration

25 Feet from Roadway Edge
50 Feet from Roadway Edge
100 Feet from Roadway Edge
2

A.M.
Peak Hour
5.7
5.5
5.3

P.M.
Peak Hour
6.2
6.0
5.7

8-Hour
5.2
4.9
4.7

Methodology from Bay Area Air Quality Management DistrictBAAQMD CEQA Guidelines (1996).

Colorado St and Central Ave.xls

EIP Associates

8/4/2006

SIMPLIFIED CALINE4 CARBON MONOXIDE ANALYSIS
Project Number: 11009-00
Project Title: Glendale DSP EIR

Background Information
Nearest Air Monitoring Station measuring CO:
Background 1-hour CO Concentration (ppm):
Background 8-hour CO Concentration (ppm):
Persistence Factor:
Analysis Year:

Burbank W Palm Avenue
4.7
3.9
0.8
2006

Roadway Data
Intersection:
Analysis Condition:

Colorado St. and Glendale Ave.
Existing Conditions

North-South Roadway:
East-West Roadway:

Glendale Ave.
Colorado St.

A.M. Peak Hour Traffic Volumes

Average Speed
A.M.
P.M.
15
15
15
15

P.M. Peak Hour Traffic Volumes

N

N
147
<

W

No. of
Lanes
6
6

Roadway Type
At Grade
At Grade

843
v

98
>

121 ^
373 >
67 v

^
<
v
<
184

^
593

96
E
121
757
168

<

778
v

<
187

^
980

N-S Road:
E-W Road:

2,413
2,240

W
162 ^
820 >
140 v

>
70

S

189
>
^
<
v
>
147

E
176
727
181

S

Highest Traffic Volumes (Vehicles per Hour)
N-S Road:
E-W Road:

1,925
1,649

Roadway CO Contributions and Concentrations
Emissions = (A x B x C) / 100,0001
A1
Roadway

A2

A3

B

C

Reference CO Concentrations Traffic Emission Estimated CO Concentrations
2
25 Feet 50 Feet 100 Feet Volume Factors 25 Feet 50 Feet 100 Feet

A.M. Peak Traffic Hour
North-South Road
East-West Road

6.1
2.3

4.9
2.0

3.5
1.7

1,925
1,649

7.55
7.55

0.89
0.29

0.71
0.25

0.51
0.21

P.M. Peak Traffic Hour
North-South Road
East-West Road

6.1
2.3

4.9
2.0

3.5
1.7

2,413
2,240

7.55
7.55

1.11
0.39

0.89
0.34

0.64
0.29

1
2

Methodology from Bay Area Air Quality Management DistrictBAAQMD CEQA Guidelines (1996).
Emission factors from EMFAC2002 (2003).

Total Roadway CO Concentrations
Peak Hour Emissions = North-South Concentration + East-West Concentration + Background 1-hour Concentration2
2
8-Hour Emissions = ((Highest Peak Hour Concentration - Background 1-hour Concentration) x Persistence Factor) + Background 8-hour Concentration

25 Feet from Roadway Edge
50 Feet from Roadway Edge
100 Feet from Roadway Edge
2

A.M.
Peak Hour
5.8
5.6
5.4

P.M.
Peak Hour
6.2
5.9
5.6

8-Hour
5.1
4.9
4.7

Methodology from Bay Area Air Quality Management DistrictBAAQMD CEQA Guidelines (1996).

Colorado St and Glendale Ave.xls

EIP Associates

8/4/2006

SIMPLIFIED CALINE4 CARBON MONOXIDE ANALYSIS
Project Number: 11009-00
Project Title: Glendale DSP EIR

Background Information
Nearest Air Monitoring Station measuring CO:
Background 1-hour CO Concentration (ppm):
Background 8-hour CO Concentration (ppm):
Persistence Factor:
Analysis Year:

Burbank W Palm Avenue
4.7
3.9
0.8
2006

Roadway Data
Intersection:
Analysis Condition:

Colorado St. and Pacific Ave.
Existing Conditions

North-South Roadway:
East-West Roadway:

Pacific Ave.
Colorado St.

A.M. Peak Hour Traffic Volumes

Average Speed
A.M.
P.M.
15
15
15
15

P.M. Peak Hour Traffic Volumes

N

N
293
<

W

No. of
Lanes
6
6

Roadway Type
At Grade
At Grade

532
v

116
>
^
<
v
>
44

153 ^
845 >
56 v
<
185

^
265

E
60
814
82

250
<

388
v

<
157

^
444

N-S Road:
E-W Road:

1,642
2,895

W
271 ^
1,088 >
51 v

S

175
>
^
<
v
>
93

E
114
1,078
68

S

Highest Traffic Volumes (Vehicles per Hour)
N-S Road:
E-W Road:

1,419
2,346

Roadway CO Contributions and Concentrations
Emissions = (A x B x C) / 100,0001
A1
Roadway

A2

A3

B

C

Reference CO Concentrations Traffic Emission Estimated CO Concentrations
2
25 Feet 50 Feet 100 Feet Volume Factors 25 Feet 50 Feet 100 Feet

A.M. Peak Traffic Hour
North-South Road
East-West Road

2.3
6.1

2.0
4.9

1.7
3.5

1,419
2,346

7.55
7.55

0.25
1.08

0.21
0.87

0.18
0.62

P.M. Peak Traffic Hour
North-South Road
East-West Road

2.3
6.1

2.0
4.9

1.7
3.5

1,642
2,895

7.55
7.55

0.29
1.33

0.25
1.07

0.21
0.77

1
2

Methodology from Bay Area Air Quality Management DistrictBAAQMD CEQA Guidelines (1996).
Emission factors from EMFAC2002 (2003).

Total Roadway CO Concentrations
Peak Hour Emissions = North-South Concentration + East-West Concentration + Background 1-hour Concentration2
2
8-Hour Emissions = ((Highest Peak Hour Concentration - Background 1-hour Concentration) x Persistence Factor) + Background 8-hour Concentration

25 Feet from Roadway Edge
50 Feet from Roadway Edge
100 Feet from Roadway Edge
2

A.M.
Peak Hour
6.0
5.8
5.5

P.M.
Peak Hour
6.3
6.0
5.6

8-Hour
5.2
5.0
4.7

Methodology from Bay Area Air Quality Management DistrictBAAQMD CEQA Guidelines (1996).

Colorado St and Pacific Ave.xls

EIP Associates

8/4/2006

SIMPLIFIED CALINE4 CARBON MONOXIDE ANALYSIS
Project Number: 11009-00
Project Title: Glendale DSP EIR

Background Information
Nearest Air Monitoring Station measuring CO:
Background 1-hour CO Concentration (ppm):
Background 8-hour CO Concentration (ppm):
Persistence Factor:
Analysis Year:

Burbank W Palm Avenue
4.7
3.9
0.8
2006

Roadway Data
Intersection:
Analysis Condition:

Glendale Ave. and SR-134 EB Ramps
Existing Conditions

North-South Roadway:
East-West Roadway:

Glendale Ave.
SR-134 EB Ramps

A.M. Peak Hour Traffic Volumes

Average Speed
A.M.
P.M.
15
15
15
15

P.M. Peak Hour Traffic Volumes

N

N
270
<

W

No. of
Lanes
6
4

Roadway Type
At Grade
At Grade

1,355
v

0
>

453 ^
13 >
416 v

E
0
0
0

^
<
v
<
0

^
1,043

440
<

W

1,184
v

0
>

566 ^
0 >
650 v

>
555

<

S

E
0
0
0

^
<
v
0

^
1,212

N-S Road:
E-W Road:

4,125
1,656

>
1,079

S

Highest Traffic Volumes (Vehicles per Hour)
N-S Road:
E-W Road:

3,369
1,152

Roadway CO Contributions and Concentrations
Emissions = (A x B x C) / 100,0001
A1
Roadway

A2

A3

B

C

Reference CO Concentrations Traffic Emission Estimated CO Concentrations
2
25 Feet 50 Feet 100 Feet Volume Factors 25 Feet 50 Feet 100 Feet

A.M. Peak Traffic Hour
North-South Road
East-West Road

6.1
2.6

4.9
2.2

3.5
1.7

3,369
1,152

7.55
7.55

1.55
0.23

1.25
0.19

0.89
0.15

P.M. Peak Traffic Hour
North-South Road
East-West Road

6.1
2.6

4.9
2.2

3.5
1.7

4,125
1,656

7.55
7.55

1.90
0.33

1.53
0.28

1.09
0.21

1
2

Methodology from Bay Area Air Quality Management DistrictBAAQMD CEQA Guidelines (1996).
Emission factors from EMFAC2002 (2003).

Total Roadway CO Concentrations
Peak Hour Emissions = North-South Concentration + East-West Concentration + Background 1-hour Concentration2
2
8-Hour Emissions = ((Highest Peak Hour Concentration - Background 1-hour Concentration) x Persistence Factor) + Background 8-hour Concentration

25 Feet from Roadway Edge
50 Feet from Roadway Edge
100 Feet from Roadway Edge
2

A.M.
Peak Hour
6.4
6.1
5.7

P.M.
Peak Hour
6.9
6.5
6.0

8-Hour
5.7
5.4
5.0

Methodology from Bay Area Air Quality Management DistrictBAAQMD CEQA Guidelines (1996).

Glendale Ave and SR-134 EB Ramps.xls

EIP Associates

8/4/2006

SIMPLIFIED CALINE4 CARBON MONOXIDE ANALYSIS
Project Number: 11009-00
Project Title: Glendale DSP EIR

Background Information
Nearest Air Monitoring Station measuring CO:
Background 1-hour CO Concentration (ppm):
Background 8-hour CO Concentration (ppm):
Persistence Factor:
Analysis Year:

Burbank W Palm Avenue
4.7
3.9
0.8
2006

Roadway Data
Intersection:
Analysis Condition:

Lexington Dr. and Glendale Ave.
Existing Conditions

North-South Roadway:
East-West Roadway:

Glendale Ave.
Lexington Dr.

A.M. Peak Hour Traffic Volumes

Average Speed
A.M.
P.M.
15
15
15
15

P.M. Peak Hour Traffic Volumes

N

N
85

W

No. of
Lanes
6
4

Roadway Type
At Grade
At Grade

<

1,102
v

39
>

50 ^
39 >
66 v

^
<
v
<

^
787

60

91
E
62
177
25

W

1,179
v

<
246 ^
138 >
83 v

>

<
80

^
1,357

N-S Road:
E-W Road:

3,053
737

22

S

113
>
^
<
v
>
40

E
67
99
35

S

Highest Traffic Volumes (Vehicles per Hour)
N-S Road:
E-W Road:

2,125
477

Roadway CO Contributions and Concentrations
Emissions = (A x B x C) / 100,0001
A1
Roadway

A2

A3

B

C

Reference CO Concentrations Traffic Emission Estimated CO Concentrations
2
25 Feet 50 Feet 100 Feet Volume Factors 25 Feet 50 Feet 100 Feet

A.M. Peak Traffic Hour
North-South Road
East-West Road

6.1
2.6

4.9
2.2

3.5
1.7

2,125
477

7.55
7.55

0.98
0.09

0.79
0.08

0.56
0.06

P.M. Peak Traffic Hour
North-South Road
East-West Road

6.1
2.6

4.9
2.2

3.5
1.7

3,053
737

7.55
7.55

1.41
0.14

1.13
0.12

0.81
0.09

1
2

Methodology from Bay Area Air Quality Management DistrictBAAQMD CEQA Guidelines (1996).
Emission factors from EMFAC2002 (2003).

Total Roadway CO Concentrations
Peak Hour Emissions = North-South Concentration + East-West Concentration + Background 1-hour Concentration2
2
8-Hour Emissions = ((Highest Peak Hour Concentration - Background 1-hour Concentration) x Persistence Factor) + Background 8-hour Concentration

25 Feet from Roadway Edge
50 Feet from Roadway Edge
100 Feet from Roadway Edge
2

A.M.
Peak Hour
5.7
5.5
5.3

P.M.
Peak Hour
6.2
5.9
5.6

8-Hour
5.2
4.9
4.6

Methodology from Bay Area Air Quality Management DistrictBAAQMD CEQA Guidelines (1996).

Lexington Dr and Glendale Ave.xls

EIP Associates

8/4/2006

SIMPLIFIED CALINE4 CARBON MONOXIDE ANALYSIS
Project Number: 11009-00
Project Title: Glendale DSP EIR

Background Information
Nearest Air Monitoring Station measuring CO:
Background 1-hour CO Concentration (ppm):
Background 8-hour CO Concentration (ppm):
Persistence Factor:
Analysis Year:

Burbank W Palm Avenue
4.7
3.9
0.8
2006

Roadway Data
Intersection:
Analysis Condition:

Monterey Rd. and Glendale Ave.
Existing Conditions

North-South Roadway:
East-West Roadway:

Glendale Ave.
Monterey Rd.

A.M. Peak Hour Traffic Volumes

Average Speed
A.M.
P.M.
15
15
15
15

P.M. Peak Hour Traffic Volumes

N

N
688
<

W

No. of
Lanes
8
6

Roadway Type
At Grade
At Grade

931
v

0
>

127 ^
140 >
561 v

^
<
v
<
488

^
813

E
26
226
135

396
<

W

583
v

0
>

249 ^
188 >
953 v

>
195

S

E
23
187
88

^
<
v
<
438

^
1,240

N-S Road:
E-W Road:

3,391
2,411

>
89

S

Highest Traffic Volumes (Vehicles per Hour)
N-S Road:
E-W Road:

3,123
2,230

Roadway CO Contributions and Concentrations
Emissions = (A x B x C) / 100,0001
A1
Roadway

A2

A3

B

C

Reference CO Concentrations Traffic Emission Estimated CO Concentrations
2
25 Feet 50 Feet 100 Feet Volume Factors 25 Feet 50 Feet 100 Feet

A.M. Peak Traffic Hour
North-South Road
East-West Road

5.7
2.3

4.6
2.0

3.4
1.7

3,123
2,230

7.55
7.55

1.34
0.39

1.09
0.34

0.80
0.29

P.M. Peak Traffic Hour
North-South Road
East-West Road

5.7
2.3

4.6
2.0

3.4
1.7

3,391
2,411

7.55
7.55

1.46
0.42

1.18
0.36

0.87
0.31

1
2

Methodology from Bay Area Air Quality Management DistrictBAAQMD CEQA Guidelines (1996).
Emission factors from EMFAC2002 (2003).

Total Roadway CO Concentrations
Peak Hour Emissions = North-South Concentration + East-West Concentration + Background 1-hour Concentration2
2
8-Hour Emissions = ((Highest Peak Hour Concentration - Background 1-hour Concentration) x Persistence Factor) + Background 8-hour Concentration

25 Feet from Roadway Edge
50 Feet from Roadway Edge
100 Feet from Roadway Edge
2

A.M.
Peak Hour
6.4
6.1
5.8

P.M.
Peak Hour
6.5
6.2
5.9

8-Hour
5.4
5.1
4.9

Methodology from Bay Area Air Quality Management DistrictBAAQMD CEQA Guidelines (1996).

Monterey Rd and Glendale Ave.xls

EIP Associates

8/4/2006

SIMPLIFIED CALINE4 CARBON MONOXIDE ANALYSIS
Project Number: 11009-00
Project Title: Glendale DSP EIR

Background Information
Nearest Air Monitoring Station measuring CO:
Background 1-hour CO Concentration (ppm):
Background 8-hour CO Concentration (ppm):
Persistence Factor:
Analysis Year:

Burbank W Palm Avenue
4.7
3.9
0.8
2006

Roadway Data
Intersection:
Analysis Condition:

Pacific Ave. and SR-134 EB Ramps
Existing Conditions

North-South Roadway:
East-West Roadway:

Pacific Ave.
SR-134 EB Ramps

A.M. Peak Hour Traffic Volumes

Average Speed
A.M.
P.M.
15
15
15
15

P.M. Peak Hour Traffic Volumes

N

N
0

W

No. of
Lanes
8
2

Roadway Type
At Grade
At Grade

<

1,041
v

398
>
^
<
v
>
351

404 ^
0 >
486 v
<

^
792

0

0
E
0
0
0

W

920
v

<
481 ^
1 >
261 v
<

S

0

^
1,056

N-S Road:
E-W Road:

2,879
988

422
>
^
<
v
>
565

E
0
0
0

S

Highest Traffic Volumes (Vehicles per Hour)
N-S Road:
E-W Road:

2,670
890

Roadway CO Contributions and Concentrations
Emissions = (A x B x C) / 100,0001
A1
Roadway

A2

A3

B

C

Reference CO Concentrations Traffic Emission Estimated CO Concentrations
2
25 Feet 50 Feet 100 Feet Volume Factors 25 Feet 50 Feet 100 Feet

A.M. Peak Traffic Hour
North-South Road
East-West Road

5.7
2.7

4.6
2.2

3.4
1.7

2,670
890

7.55
7.55

1.15
0.18

0.93
0.15

0.69
0.11

P.M. Peak Traffic Hour
North-South Road
East-West Road

5.7
2.7

4.6
2.2

3.4
1.7

2,879
988

7.55
7.55

1.24
0.20

1.00
0.16

0.74
0.13

1
2

Methodology from Bay Area Air Quality Management DistrictBAAQMD CEQA Guidelines (1996).
Emission factors from EMFAC2002 (2003).

Total Roadway CO Concentrations
Peak Hour Emissions = North-South Concentration + East-West Concentration + Background 1-hour Concentration2
2
8-Hour Emissions = ((Highest Peak Hour Concentration - Background 1-hour Concentration) x Persistence Factor) + Background 8-hour Concentration

25 Feet from Roadway Edge
50 Feet from Roadway Edge
100 Feet from Roadway Edge
2

A.M.
Peak Hour
6.0
5.7
5.5

P.M.
Peak Hour
6.1
5.8
5.5

8-Hour
5.1
4.8
4.6

Methodology from Bay Area Air Quality Management DistrictBAAQMD CEQA Guidelines (1996).

Pacific Ave and SR-134 EB Ramps.xls

EIP Associates, a Division of PBS

8/4/2006

SIMPLIFIED CALINE4 CARBON MONOXIDE ANALYSIS
Project Number: 11009-00
Project Title: Glendale DSP EIR

Background Information
Nearest Air Monitoring Station measuring CO:
Background 1-hour CO Concentration (ppm):
Background 8-hour CO Concentration (ppm):
Persistence Factor:
Analysis Year:

Burbank W Palm Avenue
4.7
3.9
0.8
2006

Roadway Data
Intersection:
Analysis Condition:

Pacific Ave. and SR-134 WB Ramps
Existing Conditions

North-South Roadway:
East-West Roadway:

Pacific Ave.
SR-134 WB Ramps

A.M. Peak Hour Traffic Volumes

Average Speed
A.M.
P.M.
15
15
15
15

P.M. Peak Hour Traffic Volumes

N

N
557
<

W

No. of
Lanes
8
2

Roadway Type
At Grade
At Grade

1,080
v

0
>

0 ^
0 >
0 v

^
<
v
<
270

^
926

E
340
1
360

338
<

W

1,036
v

0
>

0 ^
0 >
0 v

>

<
409

^
1,128

N-S Road:
E-W Road:

2,878
748

0

S

E
362
1
305

^
<
v
>
0

S

Highest Traffic Volumes (Vehicles per Hour)
N-S Road:
E-W Road:

2,903
828

Roadway CO Contributions and Concentrations
Emissions = (A x B x C) / 100,0001
A1
Roadway

A2

A3

B

C

Reference CO Concentrations Traffic Emission Estimated CO Concentrations
2
25 Feet 50 Feet 100 Feet Volume Factors 25 Feet 50 Feet 100 Feet

A.M. Peak Traffic Hour
North-South Road
East-West Road

5.7
2.7

4.6
2.2

3.4
1.7

2,903
828

7.55
7.55

1.25
0.17

1.01
0.14

0.75
0.11

P.M. Peak Traffic Hour
North-South Road
East-West Road

5.7
2.7

4.6
2.2

3.4
1.7

2,878
748

7.55
7.55

1.24
0.15

1.00
0.12

0.74
0.10

1
2

Methodology from Bay Area Air Quality Management DistrictBAAQMD CEQA Guidelines (1996).
Emission factors from EMFAC2002 (2003).

Total Roadway CO Concentrations
Peak Hour Emissions = North-South Concentration + East-West Concentration + Background 1-hour Concentration2
2
8-Hour Emissions = ((Highest Peak Hour Concentration - Background 1-hour Concentration) x Persistence Factor) + Background 8-hour Concentration

25 Feet from Roadway Edge
50 Feet from Roadway Edge
100 Feet from Roadway Edge
2

A.M.
Peak Hour
6.1
5.8
5.5

P.M.
Peak Hour
6.1
5.8
5.5

8-Hour
5.0
4.8
4.6

Methodology from Bay Area Air Quality Management DistrictBAAQMD CEQA Guidelines (1996).

Pacific Ave and SR-134 WB Ramps.xls

EIP Associates, a Division of PBS

8/4/2006

SIMPLIFIED CALINE4 CARBON MONOXIDE ANALYSIS
Project Number: 11009-00
Project Title: Glendale DSP EIR

Background Information
Nearest Air Monitoring Station measuring CO:
Background 1-hour CO Concentration (ppm):
Background 8-hour CO Concentration (ppm):
Persistence Factor:
Analysis Year:

Burbank W Palm Avenue
4.7
3.9
0.8
2006

Roadway Data
Intersection:
Analysis Condition:

Monterey Rd. and SR-134 WB Ramps
Existing Conditions

North-South Roadway:
East-West Roadway:

SR-134 WB Ramps
Monterey Rd.

A.M. Peak Hour Traffic Volumes

Average Speed
A.M.
P.M.
15
15
15
15

P.M. Peak Hour Traffic Volumes

N

N
0

W

No. of
Lanes
4
6

Roadway Type
At Grade
At Grade

0

<

0

v

>

0 ^
383 >
116 v

^
<
v
<
308

^

0
E
0
256
1,168

W

v

0
>

0 ^
76 >
82 v

>
429

3

0

<

<
321

S

E
10
261
752

^
<
v
^
1

>
721

S

Highest Traffic Volumes (Vehicles per Hour)
N-S Road:
E-W Road:

2,024
2,236

N-S Road:
E-W Road:

1,877
1,820

Roadway CO Contributions and Concentrations
Emissions = (A x B x C) / 100,0001
A1
Roadway

A2

A3

B

C

Reference CO Concentrations Traffic Emission Estimated CO Concentrations
2
25 Feet 50 Feet 100 Feet Volume Factors 25 Feet 50 Feet 100 Feet

A.M. Peak Traffic Hour
North-South Road
East-West Road

2.6
6.1

2.2
4.9

1.7
3.5

2,024
2,236

7.55
7.55

0.40
1.03

0.34
0.83

0.26
0.59

P.M. Peak Traffic Hour
North-South Road
East-West Road

7.0
2.3

5.4
2.0

3.8
1.7

1,877
1,820

7.55
7.55

0.99
0.32

0.77
0.27

0.54
0.23

1
2

Methodology from Bay Area Air Quality Management DistrictBAAQMD CEQA Guidelines (1996).
Emission factors from EMFAC2002 (2003).

Total Roadway CO Concentrations
Peak Hour Emissions = North-South Concentration + East-West Concentration + Background 1-hour Concentration2
2
8-Hour Emissions = ((Highest Peak Hour Concentration - Background 1-hour Concentration) x Persistence Factor) + Background 8-hour Concentration

25 Feet from Roadway Edge
50 Feet from Roadway Edge
100 Feet from Roadway Edge
2

A.M.
Peak Hour
6.1
5.8
5.5

P.M.
Peak Hour
6.0
5.7
5.4

8-Hour
5.1
4.8
4.6

Methodology from Bay Area Air Quality Management DistrictBAAQMD CEQA Guidelines (1996).

SR-134 WB Ramps and Monterey Rd.xls

EIP Associates, a Division of PBS

8/4/2006

SIMPLIFIED CALINE4 CARBON MONOXIDE ANALYSIS
Project Number: 11009-00
Project Title: Glendale DSP EIR

Background Information
Nearest Air Monitoring Station measuring CO:
Background 1-hour CO Concentration (ppm):
Background 8-hour CO Concentration (ppm):
Persistence Factor:
Analysis Year:

Burbank W Palm Avenue
4.7
3.9
0.8
2006

Roadway Data
Intersection:
Analysis Condition:

Wilson Ave. and Glendale Ave.
Existing Conditions

North-South Roadway:
East-West Roadway:

Glendale Ave.
Wilson Ave.

A.M. Peak Hour Traffic Volumes

Average Speed
A.M.
P.M.
15
15
15
15

P.M. Peak Hour Traffic Volumes

N

N
173
<

W

No. of
Lanes
6
6

Roadway Type
At Grade
At Grade

789
v

51
>

56 ^
125 >
49 v

^
<
v
<

^
649

88

E
63
462
65

171
<

817
v

<
133

^
1,047

N-S Road:
E-W Road:

2,619
1,248

W
286 ^
185 >
123 v

>
23

S

155
>
^
<
v
>
78

E
143
350
46

S

Highest Traffic Volumes (Vehicles per Hour)
N-S Road:
E-W Road:

1,781
953

Roadway CO Contributions and Concentrations
Emissions = (A x B x C) / 100,0001
A1
Roadway

A2

A3

B

C

Reference CO Concentrations Traffic Emission Estimated CO Concentrations
2
25 Feet 50 Feet 100 Feet Volume Factors 25 Feet 50 Feet 100 Feet

A.M. Peak Traffic Hour
North-South Road
East-West Road

6.1
2.3

4.9
2.0

3.5
1.7

1,781
953

7.55
7.55

0.82
0.17

0.66
0.14

0.47
0.12

P.M. Peak Traffic Hour
North-South Road
East-West Road

6.1
2.3

4.9
2.0

3.5
1.7

2,619
1,248

7.55
7.55

1.21
0.22

0.97
0.19

0.69
0.16

1
2

Methodology from Bay Area Air Quality Management DistrictBAAQMD CEQA Guidelines (1996).
Emission factors from EMFAC2002 (2003).

Total Roadway CO Concentrations
Peak Hour Emissions = North-South Concentration + East-West Concentration + Background 1-hour Concentration2
2
8-Hour Emissions = ((Highest Peak Hour Concentration - Background 1-hour Concentration) x Persistence Factor) + Background 8-hour Concentration

25 Feet from Roadway Edge
50 Feet from Roadway Edge
100 Feet from Roadway Edge
2

A.M.
Peak Hour
5.7
5.5
5.3

P.M.
Peak Hour
6.1
5.8
5.5

8-Hour
5.0
4.8
4.6

Methodology from Bay Area Air Quality Management DistrictBAAQMD CEQA Guidelines (1996).

Wilson Ave and Glendale Ave.xls

EIP Associates

8/4/2006

Maximum CO Concentrations:
Year 2030 Without Project

SIMPLIFIED CALINE4 CARBON MONOXIDE ANALYSIS
Project Number: 11109-00
Project Title: Glendale DSP EIR

Background Information
Nearest Air Monitoring Station measuring CO:
Background 1-hour CO Concentration (ppm):
Background 8-hour CO Concentration (ppm):
Persistence Factor:
Analysis Year:

Burbank W Palm Avenue
4.7
3.9
0.8
2030

Roadway Data
Intersection:
Analysis Condition:

Brand Blvd. and SR-134 EB Ramps
Year 2030 - No Project

North-South Roadway:
East-West Roadway:

Brand Blvd.
SR-134 EB Ramps

A.M. Peak Hour Traffic Volumes

Average Speed
A.M.
P.M.
20
20
20
20

P.M. Peak Hour Traffic Volumes

N

N
0

W

No. of
Lanes
8
4

Roadway Type
At Grade
At Grade

<

1,641
v

638
>
^
<
v
>
322

351 ^
428 >
569 v
<

^
634

0

0
E
0
0
0

W

1,134
v

<
57 ^
694 >
429 v
<

S

0

^
1,276

N-S Road:
E-W Road:

3,693
2,145

597
>
^
<
v
>
854

E
0
0
0

S

Highest Traffic Volumes (Vehicles per Hour)
N-S Road:
E-W Road:

3,264
1,388

Roadway CO Contributions and Concentrations
Emissions = (A x B x C) / 100,0001
A1
Roadway

A2

A3

B

C

Reference CO Concentrations Traffic Emission Estimated CO Concentrations
2
25 Feet 50 Feet 100 Feet Volume Factors 25 Feet 50 Feet 100 Feet

A.M. Peak Traffic Hour
North-South Road
East-West Road

5.7
2.6

4.6
2.2

3.4
1.7

3,264
1,388

1.09
1.09

0.20
0.04

0.16
0.03

0.12
0.03

P.M. Peak Traffic Hour
North-South Road
East-West Road

5.7
2.6

4.6
2.2

3.4
1.7

3,693
2,145

1.09
1.09

0.23
0.06

0.19
0.05

0.14
0.04

1
2

Methodology from Bay Area Air Quality Management DistrictBAAQMD CEQA Guidelines (1996).
Emission factors from EMFAC2002 (2003).

Total Roadway CO Concentrations
Peak Hour Emissions = North-South Concentration + East-West Concentration + Background 1-hour Concentration2
2
8-Hour Emissions = ((Highest Peak Hour Concentration - Background 1-hour Concentration) x Persistence Factor) + Background 8-hour Concentration

25 Feet from Roadway Edge
50 Feet from Roadway Edge
100 Feet from Roadway Edge
2

A.M.
Peak Hour
4.9
4.9
4.8

P.M.
Peak Hour
5.0
4.9
4.8

8-Hour
4.1
4.1
4.1

Methodology from Bay Area Air Quality Management DistrictBAAQMD CEQA Guidelines (1996).

Brand Blvd and SR-134 EB On Sanchez Dr.xls

EIP Associates

8/4/2006

SIMPLIFIED CALINE4 CARBON MONOXIDE ANALYSIS
Project Number: 11009-00
Project Title: Glendale DSP EIR

Background Information
Nearest Air Monitoring Station measuring CO:
Background 1-hour CO Concentration (ppm):
Background 8-hour CO Concentration (ppm):
Persistence Factor:
Analysis Year:

Burbank W Palm Avenue
4.7
3.9
0.8
2030

Roadway Data
Intersection:
Analysis Condition:

Brand Blvd. and SR-134 WB Ramps/Goode Ave.
Year 2030 - No Project

North-South Roadway:
East-West Roadway:

Roadway Type
Brand Blvd.
At Grade
SR-134 WB Ramps/Good Av
At Grade

A.M. Peak Hour Traffic Volumes

Average Speed
A.M.
P.M.
20
20
20
20

P.M. Peak Hour Traffic Volumes

N

N
285
<

W

No. of
Lanes
8
4

1,094
v

0
>

0 ^
0 >
0 v

^
<
v
<
347

^
632

E
1,032
498
524

289
<

W

1,103
v

0
>

0 ^
0 >
0 v

>

<
695

^
652

N-S Road:
E-W Road:

3,091
1,457

0

S

E
478
338
641

^
<
v
>
0

S

Highest Traffic Volumes (Vehicles per Hour)
N-S Road:
E-W Road:

3,043
2,054

Roadway CO Contributions and Concentrations
Emissions = (A x B x C) / 100,0001
A1
Roadway

A2

A3

B

C

Reference CO Concentrations Traffic Emission Estimated CO Concentrations
2
25 Feet 50 Feet 100 Feet Volume Factors 25 Feet 50 Feet 100 Feet

A.M. Peak Traffic Hour
North-South Road
East-West Road

5.7
2.6

4.6
2.2

3.4
1.7

3,043
2,054

1.09
1.09

0.19
0.06

0.15
0.05

0.11
0.04

P.M. Peak Traffic Hour
North-South Road
East-West Road

5.7
2.6

4.6
2.2

3.4
1.7

3,091
1,457

1.09
1.09

0.19
0.04

0.15
0.03

0.11
0.03

1
2

Methodology from Bay Area Air Quality Management DistrictBAAQMD CEQA Guidelines (1996).
Emission factors from EMFAC2002 (2003).

Total Roadway CO Concentrations
Peak Hour Emissions = North-South Concentration + East-West Concentration + Background 1-hour Concentration2
2
8-Hour Emissions = ((Highest Peak Hour Concentration - Background 1-hour Concentration) x Persistence Factor) + Background 8-hour Concentration

25 Feet from Roadway Edge
50 Feet from Roadway Edge
100 Feet from Roadway Edge
2

A.M.
Peak Hour
4.9
4.9
4.8

P.M.
Peak Hour
4.9
4.9
4.8

8-Hour
4.1
4.1
4.0

Methodology from Bay Area Air Quality Management DistrictBAAQMD CEQA Guidelines (1996).

Brand Blvd and SR-134 WB Off Goode Ave.xls

EIP Associates

8/4/2006

SIMPLIFIED CALINE4 CARBON MONOXIDE ANALYSIS
Project Number: 11009-00
Project Title: Glendale DSP EIR

Background Information
Nearest Air Monitoring Station measuring CO:
Background 1-hour CO Concentration (ppm):
Background 8-hour CO Concentration (ppm):
Persistence Factor:
Analysis Year:

Burbank W Palm Avenue
4.7
3.9
0.8
2030

Roadway Data
Intersection:
Analysis Condition:

Broadway and Glendale Ave.
Year 2030 - No Project

North-South Roadway:
East-West Roadway:

Glendale Ave.
Broadway

A.M. Peak Hour Traffic Volumes

Average Speed
A.M.
P.M.
20
20
20
20

P.M. Peak Hour Traffic Volumes

N

N
180
<

W

No. of
Lanes
6
6

Roadway Type
At Grade
At Grade

1,226
v

114
>
^
<
v
>
69

120 ^
245 >
99 v
<
109

^
808

E
72
520
194

167
<

W

958
v

149 ^
641 >
293 v
<

S

99

^
1,285

N-S Road:
E-W Road:

2,915
1,782

202
>
^
<
v
>
136

E
129
433
144

S

Highest Traffic Volumes (Vehicles per Hour)
N-S Road:
E-W Road:

2,520
1,273

Roadway CO Contributions and Concentrations
Emissions = (A x B x C) / 100,0001
A1
Roadway

A2

A3

B

C

Reference CO Concentrations Traffic Emission Estimated CO Concentrations
2
25 Feet 50 Feet 100 Feet Volume Factors 25 Feet 50 Feet 100 Feet

A.M. Peak Traffic Hour
North-South Road
East-West Road

6.1
2.3

4.9
2.0

3.5
1.7

2,520
1,273

1.09
1.09

0.17
0.03

0.13
0.03

0.10
0.02

P.M. Peak Traffic Hour
North-South Road
East-West Road

6.1
2.3

4.9
2.0

3.5
1.7

2,915
1,782

1.09
1.09

0.19
0.04

0.16
0.04

0.11
0.03

1
2

Methodology from Bay Area Air Quality Management DistrictBAAQMD CEQA Guidelines (1996).
Emission factors from EMFAC2002 (2003).

Total Roadway CO Concentrations
Peak Hour Emissions = North-South Concentration + East-West Concentration + Background 1-hour Concentration2
2
8-Hour Emissions = ((Highest Peak Hour Concentration - Background 1-hour Concentration) x Persistence Factor) + Background 8-hour Concentration

25 Feet from Roadway Edge
50 Feet from Roadway Edge
100 Feet from Roadway Edge
2

A.M.
Peak Hour
4.9
4.8
4.8

P.M.
Peak Hour
4.9
4.9
4.8

8-Hour
4.1
4.1
4.0

Methodology from Bay Area Air Quality Management DistrictBAAQMD CEQA Guidelines (1996).

Broadway and Glendale Ave.xls

EIP Associates

8/4/2006

SIMPLIFIED CALINE4 CARBON MONOXIDE ANALYSIS
Project Number: 11009-00
Project Title: Glendale DSP EIR

Background Information
Nearest Air Monitoring Station measuring CO:
Background 1-hour CO Concentration (ppm):
Background 8-hour CO Concentration (ppm):
Persistence Factor:
Analysis Year:

Burbank W Palm Avenue
4.7
3.9
0.8
2030

Roadway Data
Intersection:
Analysis Condition:

Central Ave. and SR-134 WB Ramps
Year 2030 - No Project

North-South Roadway:
East-West Roadway:

Central Ave.
SR-134 WB Ramps

A.M. Peak Hour Traffic Volumes

Average Speed
A.M.
P.M.
20
20
20
20

P.M. Peak Hour Traffic Volumes

N

N
376
<

W

No. of
Lanes
8
4

Roadway Type
At Grade
At Grade

849
v

0
>

0 ^
0 >
0 v

^
<
v
<
199

^
714

E
185
541
367

387
<

W

733
v

0
>

0 ^
0 >
0 v

>

<
846

^
1,189

N-S Road:
E-W Road:

2,993
2,054

0

S

E
196
821
225

^
<
v
>
0

S

Highest Traffic Volumes (Vehicles per Hour)
N-S Road:
E-W Road:

2,129
1,116

Roadway CO Contributions and Concentrations
Emissions = (A x B x C) / 100,0001
A1
Roadway

A2

A3

B

C

Reference CO Concentrations Traffic Emission Estimated CO Concentrations
2
25 Feet 50 Feet 100 Feet Volume Factors 25 Feet 50 Feet 100 Feet

A.M. Peak Traffic Hour
North-South Road
East-West Road

5.7
2.6

4.6
2.2

3.4
1.7

2,129
1,116

1.09
1.09

0.13
0.03

0.11
0.03

0.08
0.02

P.M. Peak Traffic Hour
North-South Road
East-West Road

5.7
2.6

4.6
2.2

3.4
1.7

2,993
2,054

1.09
1.09

0.19
0.06

0.15
0.05

0.11
0.04

1
2

Methodology from Bay Area Air Quality Management DistrictBAAQMD CEQA Guidelines (1996).
Emission factors from EMFAC2002 (2003).

Total Roadway CO Concentrations
Peak Hour Emissions = North-South Concentration + East-West Concentration + Background 1-hour Concentration2
2
8-Hour Emissions = ((Highest Peak Hour Concentration - Background 1-hour Concentration) x Persistence Factor) + Background 8-hour Concentration

25 Feet from Roadway Edge
50 Feet from Roadway Edge
100 Feet from Roadway Edge
2

A.M.
Peak Hour
4.8
4.8
4.8

P.M.
Peak Hour
4.9
4.9
4.8

8-Hour
4.1
4.1
4.0

Methodology from Bay Area Air Quality Management DistrictBAAQMD CEQA Guidelines (1996).

Central Ave and SR-134 WB Ramps.xls

EIP Associates

8/4/2006

SIMPLIFIED CALINE4 CARBON MONOXIDE ANALYSIS
Project Number: 11009-00
Project Title: Glendale DSP EIR

Background Information
Nearest Air Monitoring Station measuring CO:
Background 1-hour CO Concentration (ppm):
Background 8-hour CO Concentration (ppm):
Persistence Factor:
Analysis Year:

Burbank W Palm Avenue
4.7
3.9
0.8
2030

Roadway Data
Intersection:
Analysis Condition:

Chevy Chase Dr. and Brand Blvd.
Year 2030 - No Project

North-South Roadway:
East-West Roadway:

Brand Blvd.
Chevy Chase Dr.

A.M. Peak Hour Traffic Volumes

Average Speed
A.M.
P.M.
20
20
20
20

P.M. Peak Hour Traffic Volumes

N

N
66

W

No. of
Lanes
6
6

Roadway Type
At Grade
At Grade

<

1,097
v

89
>

130 ^
415 >
53 v

^
<
v
<

^
669

80

65
E
117
632
305

W

871
v

<
120 ^
737 >
52 v

>

<
109

^
1,131

N-S Road:
E-W Road:

2,572
1,874

68

S

109
>
^
<
v
>
246

E
93
526
163

S

Highest Traffic Volumes (Vehicles per Hour)
N-S Road:
E-W Road:

2,272
1,626

Roadway CO Contributions and Concentrations
Emissions = (A x B x C) / 100,0001
A1
Roadway

A2

A3

B

C

Reference CO Concentrations Traffic Emission Estimated CO Concentrations
2
25 Feet 50 Feet 100 Feet Volume Factors 25 Feet 50 Feet 100 Feet

A.M. Peak Traffic Hour
North-South Road
East-West Road

6.1
2.3

4.9
2.0

3.5
1.7

2,272
1,626

1.09
1.09

0.15
0.04

0.12
0.04

0.09
0.03

P.M. Peak Traffic Hour
North-South Road
East-West Road

6.1
2.3

4.9
2.0

3.5
1.7

2,572
1,874

1.09
1.09

0.17
0.05

0.14
0.04

0.10
0.03

1
2

Methodology from Bay Area Air Quality Management DistrictBAAQMD CEQA Guidelines (1996).
Emission factors from EMFAC2002 (2003).

Total Roadway CO Concentrations
Peak Hour Emissions = North-South Concentration + East-West Concentration + Background 1-hour Concentration2
2
8-Hour Emissions = ((Highest Peak Hour Concentration - Background 1-hour Concentration) x Persistence Factor) + Background 8-hour Concentration

25 Feet from Roadway Edge
50 Feet from Roadway Edge
100 Feet from Roadway Edge
2

A.M.
Peak Hour
4.9
4.8
4.8

P.M.
Peak Hour
4.9
4.8
4.8

8-Hour
4.1
4.1
4.0

Methodology from Bay Area Air Quality Management DistrictBAAQMD CEQA Guidelines (1996).

Chevy Chase Dr and Brand Blvd.xls

EIP Associates

8/4/2006

SIMPLIFIED CALINE4 CARBON MONOXIDE ANALYSIS
Project Number: 11009-00
Project Title: Glendale DSP EIR

Background Information
Nearest Air Monitoring Station measuring CO:
Background 1-hour CO Concentration (ppm):
Background 8-hour CO Concentration (ppm):
Persistence Factor:
Analysis Year:

Burbank W Palm Avenue
4.7
3.9
0.8
2030

Roadway Data
Intersection:
Analysis Condition:

Colorado St. and Brand Blvd.
Year 2030 - No Project

North-South Roadway:
East-West Roadway:

Brand Blvd.
Colorado St.

A.M. Peak Hour Traffic Volumes

Average Speed
A.M.
P.M.
20
20
20
20

P.M. Peak Hour Traffic Volumes

N

N
57

W

No. of
Lanes
6
6

Roadway Type
At Grade
At Grade

687
v

<

66
>

100 ^
642 >
124 v

^
<
v
<
199

^
578

94
E
67
768
285

<

781
v

<
251

^
852

N-S Road:
E-W Road:

2,443
2,490

W
131 ^
1,039 >
154 v

>
109

S

169
>
^
<
v
>
221

E
109
768
184

S

Highest Traffic Volumes (Vehicles per Hour)
N-S Road:
E-W Road:

1,982
1,937

Roadway CO Contributions and Concentrations
Emissions = (A x B x C) / 100,0001
A1
Roadway

A2

A3

B

C

Reference CO Concentrations Traffic Emission Estimated CO Concentrations
2
25 Feet 50 Feet 100 Feet Volume Factors 25 Feet 50 Feet 100 Feet

A.M. Peak Traffic Hour
North-South Road
East-West Road

6.1
2.3

4.9
2.0

3.5
1.7

1,982
1,937

1.09
1.09

0.13
0.05

0.11
0.04

0.08
0.04

P.M. Peak Traffic Hour
North-South Road
East-West Road

2.3
6.1

2.0
4.9

1.7
3.5

2,443
2,490

1.09
1.09

0.06
0.17

0.05
0.13

0.05
0.09

1
2

Methodology from Bay Area Air Quality Management DistrictBAAQMD CEQA Guidelines (1996).
Emission factors from EMFAC2002 (2003).

Total Roadway CO Concentrations
Peak Hour Emissions = North-South Concentration + East-West Concentration + Background 1-hour Concentration2
2
8-Hour Emissions = ((Highest Peak Hour Concentration - Background 1-hour Concentration) x Persistence Factor) + Background 8-hour Concentration

25 Feet from Roadway Edge
50 Feet from Roadway Edge
100 Feet from Roadway Edge
2

A.M.
Peak Hour
4.9
4.8
4.8

P.M.
Peak Hour
4.9
4.9
4.8

8-Hour
4.1
4.1
4.0

Methodology from Bay Area Air Quality Management DistrictBAAQMD CEQA Guidelines (1996).

Colorado St and Brand Blvd.xls

EIP Associates

8/4/2006

SIMPLIFIED CALINE4 CARBON MONOXIDE ANALYSIS
Project Number: 11009-00
Project Title: Glendale DSP EIR

Background Information
Nearest Air Monitoring Station measuring CO:
Background 1-hour CO Concentration (ppm):
Background 8-hour CO Concentration (ppm):
Persistence Factor:
Analysis Year:

Burbank W Palm Avenue
4.7
3.9
0.8
2030

Roadway Data
Intersection:
Analysis Condition:

Colorado St. and Central Ave.
Year 2030 - No Project

North-South Roadway:
East-West Roadway:

Central Ave.
Colorado St.

A.M. Peak Hour Traffic Volumes

Average Speed
A.M.
P.M.
20
20
20
20

P.M. Peak Hour Traffic Volumes

N

N
80

W

No. of
Lanes
8
8

Roadway Type
At Grade
At Grade

685
v

<

85
>

134 ^
740 >
218 v

^
<
v
<
127

^
560

E
36
803
128

269
<

781
v

<
309

^
847

N-S Road:
E-W Road:

2,592
3,001

W
178 ^
1,093 >
254 v

>
118

S

114
>
^
<
v
>
249

E
97
898
152

S

Highest Traffic Volumes (Vehicles per Hour)
N-S Road:
E-W Road:

1,836
2,102

Roadway CO Contributions and Concentrations
Emissions = (A x B x C) / 100,0001
A1
Roadway

A2

A3

B

C

Reference CO Concentrations Traffic Emission Estimated CO Concentrations
2
25 Feet 50 Feet 100 Feet Volume Factors 25 Feet 50 Feet 100 Feet

A.M. Peak Traffic Hour
North-South Road
East-West Road

2.2
5.7

1.9
4.6

1.6
3.4

1,836
2,102

1.09
1.09

0.04
0.13

0.04
0.11

0.03
0.08

P.M. Peak Traffic Hour
North-South Road
East-West Road

2.2
5.7

1.9
4.6

1.6
3.4

2,592
3,001

1.09
1.09

0.06
0.19

0.05
0.15

0.05
0.11

1
2

Methodology from Bay Area Air Quality Management DistrictBAAQMD CEQA Guidelines (1996).
Emission factors from EMFAC2002 (2003).

Total Roadway CO Concentrations
Peak Hour Emissions = North-South Concentration + East-West Concentration + Background 1-hour Concentration2
2
8-Hour Emissions = ((Highest Peak Hour Concentration - Background 1-hour Concentration) x Persistence Factor) + Background 8-hour Concentration

25 Feet from Roadway Edge
50 Feet from Roadway Edge
100 Feet from Roadway Edge
2

A.M.
Peak Hour
4.8
4.8
4.8

P.M.
Peak Hour
4.9
4.9
4.8

8-Hour
4.1
4.1
4.0

Methodology from Bay Area Air Quality Management DistrictBAAQMD CEQA Guidelines (1996).

Colorado St and Central Ave.xls

EIP Associates

8/4/2006

SIMPLIFIED CALINE4 CARBON MONOXIDE ANALYSIS
Project Number: 11009-00
Project Title: Glendale DSP EIR

Background Information
Nearest Air Monitoring Station measuring CO:
Background 1-hour CO Concentration (ppm):
Background 8-hour CO Concentration (ppm):
Persistence Factor:
Analysis Year:

Burbank W Palm Avenue
4.7
3.9
0.8
2030

Roadway Data
Intersection:
Analysis Condition:

Colorado St. and Glendale Ave.
Year 2030 - No Project

North-South Roadway:
East-West Roadway:

Glendale Ave.
Colorado St.

A.M. Peak Hour Traffic Volumes

Average Speed
A.M.
P.M.
20
20
20
20

P.M. Peak Hour Traffic Volumes

N

N
175
<

W

No. of
Lanes
6
6

Roadway Type
At Grade
At Grade

1,003
v

116
>
^
<
v
>
79

144 ^
443 >
79 v
<
207

^
670

E
177
797
177

103
<

841
v

<
223

^
1,165

N-S Road:
E-W Road:

2,751
2,437

W
177 ^
892 >
153 v

S

205
>
^
<
v
>
174

E
189
782
195

S

Highest Traffic Volumes (Vehicles per Hour)
N-S Road:
E-W Road:

2,285
1,845

Roadway CO Contributions and Concentrations
Emissions = (A x B x C) / 100,0001
A1
Roadway

A2

A3

B

C

Reference CO Concentrations Traffic Emission Estimated CO Concentrations
2
25 Feet 50 Feet 100 Feet Volume Factors 25 Feet 50 Feet 100 Feet

A.M. Peak Traffic Hour
North-South Road
East-West Road

6.1
2.3

4.9
2.0

3.5
1.7

2,285
1,845

1.09
1.09

0.15
0.05

0.12
0.04

0.09
0.03

P.M. Peak Traffic Hour
North-South Road
East-West Road

6.1
2.3

4.9
2.0

3.5
1.7

2,751
2,437

1.09
1.09

0.18
0.06

0.15
0.05

0.10
0.05

1
2

Methodology from Bay Area Air Quality Management DistrictBAAQMD CEQA Guidelines (1996).
Emission factors from EMFAC2002 (2003).

Total Roadway CO Concentrations
Peak Hour Emissions = North-South Concentration + East-West Concentration + Background 1-hour Concentration2
2
8-Hour Emissions = ((Highest Peak Hour Concentration - Background 1-hour Concentration) x Persistence Factor) + Background 8-hour Concentration

25 Feet from Roadway Edge
50 Feet from Roadway Edge
100 Feet from Roadway Edge
2

A.M.
Peak Hour
4.9
4.8
4.8

P.M.
Peak Hour
4.9
4.9
4.8

8-Hour
4.1
4.1
4.0

Methodology from Bay Area Air Quality Management DistrictBAAQMD CEQA Guidelines (1996).

Colorado St and Glendale Ave.xls

EIP Associates

8/4/2006

SIMPLIFIED CALINE4 CARBON MONOXIDE ANALYSIS
Project Number: 11009-00
Project Title: Glendale DSP EIR

Background Information
Nearest Air Monitoring Station measuring CO:
Background 1-hour CO Concentration (ppm):
Background 8-hour CO Concentration (ppm):
Persistence Factor:
Analysis Year:

Burbank W Palm Avenue
4.7
3.9
0.8
2030

Roadway Data
Intersection:
Analysis Condition:

Colorado St. and Pacific Ave.
Year 2030 - No Project

North-South Roadway:
East-West Roadway:

Pacific Ave.
Colorado St.

A.M. Peak Hour Traffic Volumes

Average Speed
A.M.
P.M.
20
20
20
20

P.M. Peak Hour Traffic Volumes

N

N
349
<

W

No. of
Lanes
6
6

Roadway Type
At Grade
At Grade

633
v

137
>
^
<
v
>
49

182 ^
1,005 >
67 v
<
209

^
300

E
64
858
64

270
<

419
v

<
187

^
528

N-S Road:
E-W Road:

1,823
3,149

W
294 ^
1,184 >
55 v

S

189
>
^
<
v
>
110

E
123
1,159
73

S

Highest Traffic Volumes (Vehicles per Hour)
N-S Road:
E-W Road:

1,665
2,670

Roadway CO Contributions and Concentrations
Emissions = (A x B x C) / 100,0001
A1
Roadway

A2

A3

B

C

Reference CO Concentrations Traffic Emission Estimated CO Concentrations
2
25 Feet 50 Feet 100 Feet Volume Factors 25 Feet 50 Feet 100 Feet

A.M. Peak Traffic Hour
North-South Road
East-West Road

2.3
6.1

2.0
4.9

1.7
3.5

1,665
2,670

1.09
1.09

0.04
0.18

0.04
0.14

0.03
0.10

P.M. Peak Traffic Hour
North-South Road
East-West Road

2.3
6.1

2.0
4.9

1.7
3.5

1,823
3,149

1.09
1.09

0.05
0.21

0.04
0.17

0.03
0.12

1
2

Methodology from Bay Area Air Quality Management DistrictBAAQMD CEQA Guidelines (1996).
Emission factors from EMFAC2002 (2003).

Total Roadway CO Concentrations
Peak Hour Emissions = North-South Concentration + East-West Concentration + Background 1-hour Concentration2
2
8-Hour Emissions = ((Highest Peak Hour Concentration - Background 1-hour Concentration) x Persistence Factor) + Background 8-hour Concentration

25 Feet from Roadway Edge
50 Feet from Roadway Edge
100 Feet from Roadway Edge
2

A.M.
Peak Hour
4.9
4.8
4.8

P.M.
Peak Hour
4.9
4.9
4.8

8-Hour
4.1
4.1
4.0

Methodology from Bay Area Air Quality Management DistrictBAAQMD CEQA Guidelines (1996).

Colorado St and Pacific Ave.xls

EIP Associates

8/4/2006

SIMPLIFIED CALINE4 CARBON MONOXIDE ANALYSIS
Project Number: 11009-00
Project Title: Glendale DSP EIR

Background Information
Nearest Air Monitoring Station measuring CO:
Background 1-hour CO Concentration (ppm):
Background 8-hour CO Concentration (ppm):
Persistence Factor:
Analysis Year:

Burbank W Palm Avenue
4.7
3.9
0.8
2030

Roadway Data
Intersection:
Analysis Condition:

Glendale Ave. and SR-134 EB Ramps
Year 2030 - No Project

North-South Roadway:
East-West Roadway:

Glendale Ave.
SR-134 EB Ramps

A.M. Peak Hour Traffic Volumes

Average Speed
A.M.
P.M.
20
20
20
20

P.M. Peak Hour Traffic Volumes

N

N
321
<

W

No. of
Lanes
6
4

Roadway Type
At Grade
At Grade

1,612
v

0
>

538 ^
15 >
495 v

E
0
0
0

^
<
v
<
0

^
1,179

476
<

W

1,279
v

0
>

616 ^
0 >
716 v

>
627

<

S

E
0
0
0

^
<
v
0

^
1,405

N-S Road:
E-W Road:

4,682
1,808

>
1,282

S

Highest Traffic Volumes (Vehicles per Hour)
N-S Road:
E-W Road:

3,913
1,369

Roadway CO Contributions and Concentrations
Emissions = (A x B x C) / 100,0001
A1
Roadway

A2

A3

B

C

Reference CO Concentrations Traffic Emission Estimated CO Concentrations
2
25 Feet 50 Feet 100 Feet Volume Factors 25 Feet 50 Feet 100 Feet

A.M. Peak Traffic Hour
North-South Road
East-West Road

6.1
2.6

4.9
2.2

3.5
1.7

3,913
1,369

1.09
1.09

0.26
0.04

0.21
0.03

0.15
0.03

P.M. Peak Traffic Hour
North-South Road
East-West Road

6.1
2.6

4.9
2.2

3.5
1.7

4,682
1,808

1.09
1.09

0.31
0.05

0.25
0.04

0.18
0.03

1
2

Methodology from Bay Area Air Quality Management DistrictBAAQMD CEQA Guidelines (1996).
Emission factors from EMFAC2002 (2003).

Total Roadway CO Concentrations
Peak Hour Emissions = North-South Concentration + East-West Concentration + Background 1-hour Concentration2
2
8-Hour Emissions = ((Highest Peak Hour Concentration - Background 1-hour Concentration) x Persistence Factor) + Background 8-hour Concentration

25 Feet from Roadway Edge
50 Feet from Roadway Edge
100 Feet from Roadway Edge
2

A.M.
Peak Hour
5.0
4.9
4.8

P.M.
Peak Hour
5.0
5.0
4.9

8-Hour
4.2
4.1
4.1

Methodology from Bay Area Air Quality Management DistrictBAAQMD CEQA Guidelines (1996).

Glendale Ave and SR-134 EB Ramps.xls

EIP Associates

8/4/2006

SIMPLIFIED CALINE4 CARBON MONOXIDE ANALYSIS
Project Number: 11009-00
Project Title: Glendale DSP EIR

Background Information
Nearest Air Monitoring Station measuring CO:
Background 1-hour CO Concentration (ppm):
Background 8-hour CO Concentration (ppm):
Persistence Factor:
Analysis Year:

Burbank W Palm Avenue
4.7
3.9
0.8
2030

Roadway Data
Intersection:
Analysis Condition:

Lexington Dr. and Glendale Ave.
Year 2030 without Project

North-South Roadway:
East-West Roadway:

Glendale Ave.
Lexington Dr.

A.M. Peak Hour Traffic Volumes

Average Speed
A.M.
P.M.
15
15
15
15

P.M. Peak Hour Traffic Volumes

N

N
100
<

W

No. of
Lanes
6
4

Roadway Type
At Grade
At Grade

1,290
v

46
>

59 ^
46 >
77 v

^
<
v
<

^
875

67

97
E
64
184
26

W

1,253
v

<
263 ^
148 >
89 v

>

<
94

^
1,587

N-S Road:
E-W Road:

3,391
796

24

S

120
>
^
<
v
>
47

E
71
105
37

S

Highest Traffic Volumes (Vehicles per Hour)
N-S Road:
E-W Road:

2,434
533

Roadway CO Contributions and Concentrations
Emissions = (A x B x C) / 100,0001
A1
Roadway

A2

A3

B

C

Reference CO Concentrations Traffic Emission Estimated CO Concentrations
2
25 Feet 50 Feet 100 Feet Volume Factors 25 Feet 50 Feet 100 Feet

A.M. Peak Traffic Hour
North-South Road
East-West Road

6.1
2.6

4.9
2.2

3.5
1.7

2,434
533

1.23
1.23

0.18
0.02

0.15
0.01

0.10
0.01

P.M. Peak Traffic Hour
North-South Road
East-West Road

6.1
2.6

4.9
2.2

3.5
1.7

3,391
796

1.23
1.23

0.25
0.03

0.20
0.02

0.15
0.02

1
2

Methodology from Bay Area Air Quality Management DistrictBAAQMD CEQA Guidelines (1996).
Emission factors from EMFAC2002 (2003).

Total Roadway CO Concentrations
Peak Hour Emissions = North-South Concentration + East-West Concentration + Background 1-hour Concentration2
2
8-Hour Emissions = ((Highest Peak Hour Concentration - Background 1-hour Concentration) x Persistence Factor) + Background 8-hour Concentration

25 Feet from Roadway Edge
50 Feet from Roadway Edge
100 Feet from Roadway Edge
2

A.M.
Peak Hour
4.9
4.8
4.8

P.M.
Peak Hour
4.9
4.9
4.8

8-Hour
4.1
4.1
4.0

Methodology from Bay Area Air Quality Management DistrictBAAQMD CEQA Guidelines (1996).

Lexington Dr and Glendale Ave.xls

EIP Associates

8/4/2006

SIMPLIFIED CALINE4 CARBON MONOXIDE ANALYSIS
Project Number: 11009-00
Project Title: Glendale DSP EIR

Background Information
Nearest Air Monitoring Station measuring CO:
Background 1-hour CO Concentration (ppm):
Background 8-hour CO Concentration (ppm):
Persistence Factor:
Analysis Year:

Burbank W Palm Avenue
4.7
3.9
0.8
2030

Roadway Data
Intersection:
Analysis Condition:

Monterey Rd. and Glendale Ave.
Year 2030 - No Project

North-South Roadway:
East-West Roadway:

Glendale Ave.
Monterey Rd.

A.M. Peak Hour Traffic Volumes

Average Speed
A.M.
P.M.
20
20
20
20

P.M. Peak Hour Traffic Volumes

N

N
818
<

W

No. of
Lanes
8
6

Roadway Type
At Grade
At Grade

1,094
v

0
>

151 ^
167 >
667 v

^
<
v
<
552

^
930

E
27
238
143

428
<

W

646
v

0
>

271 ^
205 >
1,037 v

>
220

S

E
25
201
95

^
<
v
<
521

^
1,500

N-S Road:
E-W Road:

3,905
2,663

>
106

S

Highest Traffic Volumes (Vehicles per Hour)
N-S Road:
E-W Road:

3,606
2,593

Roadway CO Contributions and Concentrations
Emissions = (A x B x C) / 100,0001
A1
Roadway

A2

A3

B

C

Reference CO Concentrations Traffic Emission Estimated CO Concentrations
2
25 Feet 50 Feet 100 Feet Volume Factors 25 Feet 50 Feet 100 Feet

A.M. Peak Traffic Hour
North-South Road
East-West Road

5.7
2.3

4.6
2.0

3.4
1.7

3,606
2,593

1.09
1.09

0.22
0.07

0.18
0.06

0.13
0.05

P.M. Peak Traffic Hour
North-South Road
East-West Road

5.7
2.3

4.6
2.0

3.4
1.7

3,905
2,663

1.09
1.09

0.24
0.07

0.20
0.06

0.14
0.05

1
2

Methodology from Bay Area Air Quality Management DistrictBAAQMD CEQA Guidelines (1996).
Emission factors from EMFAC2002 (2003).

Total Roadway CO Concentrations
Peak Hour Emissions = North-South Concentration + East-West Concentration + Background 1-hour Concentration2
2
8-Hour Emissions = ((Highest Peak Hour Concentration - Background 1-hour Concentration) x Persistence Factor) + Background 8-hour Concentration

25 Feet from Roadway Edge
50 Feet from Roadway Edge
100 Feet from Roadway Edge
2

A.M.
Peak Hour
5.0
4.9
4.9

P.M.
Peak Hour
5.0
4.9
4.9

8-Hour
4.2
4.1
4.1

Methodology from Bay Area Air Quality Management DistrictBAAQMD CEQA Guidelines (1996).

Monterey Rd and Glendale Ave.xls

EIP Associates

8/4/2006

SIMPLIFIED CALINE4 CARBON MONOXIDE ANALYSIS
Project Number: 11009-00
Project Title: Glendale DSP EIR

Background Information
Nearest Air Monitoring Station measuring CO:
Background 1-hour CO Concentration (ppm):
Background 8-hour CO Concentration (ppm):
Persistence Factor:
Analysis Year:

Burbank W Palm Avenue
4.7
3.9
0.8
2030

Roadway Data
Intersection:
Analysis Condition:

Pacific Ave. and SR-134 EB Ramps
Year 2030 - No Project

North-South Roadway:
East-West Roadway:

Pacific Ave.
SR-134 EB Ramps

A.M. Peak Hour Traffic Volumes

Average Speed
A.M.
P.M.
20
20
20
20

P.M. Peak Hour Traffic Volumes

N

N
0

W

No. of
Lanes
8
2

Roadway Type
At Grade
At Grade

<

1,238
v

473
>
^
<
v
>
396

480 ^
0 >
578 v
<

^
895

0

0
E
0
0
0

W

994
v

<
523 ^
1 >
284 v
<

S

0

^
1,255

N-S Road:
E-W Road:

3,228
1,128

456
>
^
<
v
>
671

E
0
0
0

S

Highest Traffic Volumes (Vehicles per Hour)
N-S Road:
E-W Road:

3,107
1,058

Roadway CO Contributions and Concentrations
Emissions = (A x B x C) / 100,0001
A1
Roadway

A2

A3

B

C

Reference CO Concentrations Traffic Emission Estimated CO Concentrations
2
25 Feet 50 Feet 100 Feet Volume Factors 25 Feet 50 Feet 100 Feet

A.M. Peak Traffic Hour
North-South Road
East-West Road

5.7
2.7

4.6
2.2

3.4
1.7

3,107
1,058

1.09
1.09

0.19
0.03

0.16
0.03

0.12
0.02

P.M. Peak Traffic Hour
North-South Road
East-West Road

5.7
2.7

4.6
2.2

3.4
1.7

3,228
1,128

1.09
1.09

0.20
0.03

0.16
0.03

0.12
0.02

1
2

Methodology from Bay Area Air Quality Management DistrictBAAQMD CEQA Guidelines (1996).
Emission factors from EMFAC2002 (2003).

Total Roadway CO Concentrations
Peak Hour Emissions = North-South Concentration + East-West Concentration + Background 1-hour Concentration2
2
8-Hour Emissions = ((Highest Peak Hour Concentration - Background 1-hour Concentration) x Persistence Factor) + Background 8-hour Concentration

25 Feet from Roadway Edge
50 Feet from Roadway Edge
100 Feet from Roadway Edge
2

A.M.
Peak Hour
4.9
4.9
4.8

P.M.
Peak Hour
4.9
4.9
4.8

8-Hour
4.1
4.1
4.0

Methodology from Bay Area Air Quality Management DistrictBAAQMD CEQA Guidelines (1996).

Pacific Ave and SR-134 EB Ramps.xls

EIP Associates

8/4/2006

SIMPLIFIED CALINE4 CARBON MONOXIDE ANALYSIS
Project Number: 11009-00
Project Title: Glendale DSP EIR

Background Information
Nearest Air Monitoring Station measuring CO:
Background 1-hour CO Concentration (ppm):
Background 8-hour CO Concentration (ppm):
Persistence Factor:
Analysis Year:

Burbank W Palm Avenue
4.7
3.9
0.8
2030

Roadway Data
Intersection:
Analysis Condition:

Pacific Ave. and SR-134 WB Ramps
Year 2030 without Project

North-South Roadway:
East-West Roadway:

Pacific Ave.
SR-134 WB Ramps

A.M. Peak Hour Traffic Volumes

Average Speed
A.M.
P.M.
15
15
15
15

P.M. Peak Hour Traffic Volumes

N

N
652
<

W

No. of
Lanes
8
2

Roadway Type
At Grade
At Grade

1,289
v

0
>

0 ^
0 >
0 v

^
<
v
<
300

^
1,054

E
353
1
354

425
<

W

998
v

0
>

0 ^
0 >
0 v

>

<
452

^
1,298

N-S Road:
E-W Road:

3,114
878

0

S

E
393
1
328

^
<
v
>
0

S

Highest Traffic Volumes (Vehicles per Hour)
N-S Road:
E-W Road:

3,348
953

Roadway CO Contributions and Concentrations
Emissions = (A x B x C) / 100,0001
A1
Roadway

A2

A3

B

C

Reference CO Concentrations Traffic Emission Estimated CO Concentrations
2
25 Feet 50 Feet 100 Feet Volume Factors 25 Feet 50 Feet 100 Feet

A.M. Peak Traffic Hour
North-South Road
East-West Road

5.7
2.7

4.6
2.2

3.4
1.7

3,348
953

1.23
1.23

0.23
0.03

0.19
0.03

0.14
0.02

P.M. Peak Traffic Hour
North-South Road
East-West Road

5.7
2.7

4.6
2.2

3.4
1.7

3,114
878

1.23
1.23

0.22
0.03

0.18
0.02

0.13
0.02

1
2

Methodology from Bay Area Air Quality Management DistrictBAAQMD CEQA Guidelines (1996).
Emission factors from EMFAC2002 (2003).

Total Roadway CO Concentrations
Peak Hour Emissions = North-South Concentration + East-West Concentration + Background 1-hour Concentration2
2
8-Hour Emissions = ((Highest Peak Hour Concentration - Background 1-hour Concentration) x Persistence Factor) + Background 8-hour Concentration

25 Feet from Roadway Edge
50 Feet from Roadway Edge
100 Feet from Roadway Edge
2

A.M.
Peak Hour
4.9
4.9
4.8

P.M.
Peak Hour
4.9
4.9
4.8

8-Hour
4.1
4.1
4.0

Methodology from Bay Area Air Quality Management DistrictBAAQMD CEQA Guidelines (1996).

Pacific Ave and SR-134 WB Ramps.xls

EIP Associates, a Division of PBS

8/4/2006

SIMPLIFIED CALINE4 CARBON MONOXIDE ANALYSIS
Project Number: 11009-00
Project Title: Glendale DSP EIR

Background Information
Nearest Air Monitoring Station measuring CO:
Background 1-hour CO Concentration (ppm):
Background 8-hour CO Concentration (ppm):
Persistence Factor:
Analysis Year:

Burbank W Palm Avenue
4.7
3.9
0.8
2030

Roadway Data
Intersection:
Analysis Condition:

Monterey Rd. and SR-134 WB Ramps
Year 2030 - No Project

North-South Roadway:
East-West Roadway:

SR-134 WB Ramps
Monterey Rd.

A.M. Peak Hour Traffic Volumes

Average Speed
A.M.
P.M.
20
20
20
20

P.M. Peak Hour Traffic Volumes

N

N
0

W

No. of
Lanes
4
6

Roadway Type
At Grade
At Grade

0

<

0

v

>

0 ^
455 >
137 v

^
<
v
<
348

^

0
E
0
270
1,230

W

v

0
>

0 ^
768 >
89 v

>
485

4

0

<

<
381

S

E
11
281
809

^
<
v
^
1

>
857

S

Highest Traffic Volumes (Vehicles per Hour)
N-S Road:
E-W Road:

2,204
2,440

N-S Road:
E-W Road:

2,137
2,726

Roadway CO Contributions and Concentrations
Emissions = (A x B x C) / 100,0001
A1
Roadway

A2

A3

B

C

Reference CO Concentrations Traffic Emission Estimated CO Concentrations
2
25 Feet 50 Feet 100 Feet Volume Factors 25 Feet 50 Feet 100 Feet

A.M. Peak Traffic Hour
North-South Road
East-West Road

2.6
6.1

2.2
4.9

1.7
3.5

2,204
2,440

1.09
1.09

0.06
0.16

0.05
0.13

0.04
0.09

P.M. Peak Traffic Hour
North-South Road
East-West Road

2.6
6.1

2.2
4.9

1.7
3.5

2,137
2,726

1.09
1.09

0.06
0.18

0.05
0.15

0.04
0.10

1
2

Methodology from Bay Area Air Quality Management DistrictBAAQMD CEQA Guidelines (1996).
Emission factors from EMFAC2002 (2003).

Total Roadway CO Concentrations
Peak Hour Emissions = North-South Concentration + East-West Concentration + Background 1-hour Concentration2
2
8-Hour Emissions = ((Highest Peak Hour Concentration - Background 1-hour Concentration) x Persistence Factor) + Background 8-hour Concentration

25 Feet from Roadway Edge
50 Feet from Roadway Edge
100 Feet from Roadway Edge
2

A.M.
Peak Hour
4.9
4.9
4.8

P.M.
Peak Hour
4.9
4.9
4.8

8-Hour
4.1
4.1
4.0

Methodology from Bay Area Air Quality Management DistrictBAAQMD CEQA Guidelines (1996).

SR-134 WB Ramps and Monterey Rd.xls

EIP Associates

8/4/2006

SIMPLIFIED CALINE4 CARBON MONOXIDE ANALYSIS
Project Number: 11009-00
Project Title: Glendale DSP EIR

Background Information
Nearest Air Monitoring Station measuring CO:
Background 1-hour CO Concentration (ppm):
Background 8-hour CO Concentration (ppm):
Persistence Factor:
Analysis Year:

Burbank W Palm Avenue
4.7
3.9
0.8
2030

Roadway Data
Intersection:
Analysis Condition:

Wilson Ave. and Glendale Ave.
Year 2030 - No Project

North-South Roadway:
East-West Roadway:

Glendale Ave.
Wilson Ave.

A.M. Peak Hour Traffic Volumes

Average Speed
A.M.
P.M.
20
20
20
20

P.M. Peak Hour Traffic Volumes

N

N
205
<

W

No. of
Lanes
6
6

Roadway Type
At Grade
At Grade

933
v

60
>

66 ^
148 >
58 v

^
<
v
<

^
729

99

E
66
484
68

184
<

877
v

<
157

^
1,236

N-S Road:
E-W Road:

2,925
1,357

W
309 ^
200 >
133 v

>
26

S

166
>
^
<
v
>
92

E
153
374
49

S

Highest Traffic Volumes (Vehicles per Hour)
N-S Road:
E-W Road:

2,059
1,060

Roadway CO Contributions and Concentrations
Emissions = (A x B x C) / 100,0001
A1
Roadway

A2

A3

B

C

Reference CO Concentrations Traffic Emission Estimated CO Concentrations
2
25 Feet 50 Feet 100 Feet Volume Factors 25 Feet 50 Feet 100 Feet

A.M. Peak Traffic Hour
North-South Road
East-West Road

6.1
2.3

4.9
2.0

3.5
1.7

2,059
1,060

1.09
1.09

0.14
0.03

0.11
0.02

0.08
0.02

P.M. Peak Traffic Hour
North-South Road
East-West Road

6.1
2.3

4.9
2.0

3.5
1.7

2,925
1,357

1.09
1.09

0.19
0.03

0.16
0.03

0.11
0.03

1
2

Methodology from Bay Area Air Quality Management DistrictBAAQMD CEQA Guidelines (1996).
Emission factors from EMFAC2002 (2003).

Total Roadway CO Concentrations
Peak Hour Emissions = North-South Concentration + East-West Concentration + Background 1-hour Concentration2
2
8-Hour Emissions = ((Highest Peak Hour Concentration - Background 1-hour Concentration) x Persistence Factor) + Background 8-hour Concentration

25 Feet from Roadway Edge
50 Feet from Roadway Edge
100 Feet from Roadway Edge
2

A.M.
Peak Hour
4.8
4.8
4.8

P.M.
Peak Hour
4.9
4.9
4.8

8-Hour
4.1
4.1
4.0

Methodology from Bay Area Air Quality Management DistrictBAAQMD CEQA Guidelines (1996).

Wilson Ave and Glendale Ave.xls

EIP Associates

8/4/2006

Maximum CO Concentrations:
Year 2030 With Project

SIMPLIFIED CALINE4 CARBON MONOXIDE ANALYSIS
Project Number: 11109-00
Project Title: Glendale DSP EIR

Background Information
Nearest Air Monitoring Station measuring CO:
Background 1-hour CO Concentration (ppm):
Background 8-hour CO Concentration (ppm):
Persistence Factor:
Analysis Year:

Burbank W Palm Avenue
4.7
3.9
0.8
2030

Roadway Data
Intersection:
Analysis Condition:

Brand Blvd. and SR-134 EB Ramps
Year 2030 with Project

North-South Roadway:
East-West Roadway:

Brand Blvd.
SR-134 EB Ramps

A.M. Peak Hour Traffic Volumes

Average Speed
A.M.
P.M.
15
15
15
15

P.M. Peak Hour Traffic Volumes

N

N
0

W

No. of
Lanes
8
4

Roadway Type
At Grade
At Grade

<

1,608
v

625
>
^
<
v
>
373

380 ^
464 >
616 v
<

^
737

0

0
E
0
0
0

W

1,182
v

<
53 ^
653 >
404 v
<

S

0

^
1,298

N-S Road:
E-W Road:

3,753
2,144

622
>
^
<
v
>
869

E
0
0
0

S

Highest Traffic Volumes (Vehicles per Hour)
N-S Road:
E-W Road:

3,350
1,462

Roadway CO Contributions and Concentrations
Emissions = (A x B x C) / 100,0001
A1
Roadway

A2

A3

B

C

Reference CO Concentrations Traffic Emission Estimated CO Concentrations
2
25 Feet 50 Feet 100 Feet Volume Factors 25 Feet 50 Feet 100 Feet

A.M. Peak Traffic Hour
North-South Road
East-West Road

5.7
2.6

4.6
2.2

3.4
1.7

3,350
1,462

1.23
1.23

0.23
0.05

0.19
0.04

0.14
0.03

P.M. Peak Traffic Hour
North-South Road
East-West Road

5.7
2.6

4.6
2.2

3.4
1.7

3,753
2,144

1.23
1.23

0.26
0.07

0.21
0.06

0.16
0.04

1
2

Methodology from Bay Area Air Quality Management DistrictBAAQMD CEQA Guidelines (1996).
Emission factors from EMFAC2002 (2003).

Total Roadway CO Concentrations
Peak Hour Emissions = North-South Concentration + East-West Concentration + Background 1-hour Concentration2
2
8-Hour Emissions = ((Highest Peak Hour Concentration - Background 1-hour Concentration) x Persistence Factor) + Background 8-hour Concentration

25 Feet from Roadway Edge
50 Feet from Roadway Edge
100 Feet from Roadway Edge
2

A.M.
Peak Hour
5.0
4.9
4.8

P.M.
Peak Hour
5.0
4.9
4.9

8-Hour
4.2
4.1
4.1

Methodology from Bay Area Air Quality Management DistrictBAAQMD CEQA Guidelines (1996).

Brand Blvd and SR-134 EB On Sanchez Dr.xls

EIP Associates, a Division of PBS&J

8/4/2006

SIMPLIFIED CALINE4 CARBON MONOXIDE ANALYSIS
Project Number: 11009-00
Project Title: Glendale DSP EIR

Background Information
Nearest Air Monitoring Station measuring CO:
Background 1-hour CO Concentration (ppm):
Background 8-hour CO Concentration (ppm):
Persistence Factor:
Analysis Year:

Burbank W Palm Avenue
4.7
3.9
0.8
2030

Roadway Data
Intersection:
Analysis Condition:

Brand Blvd. and SR-134 WB Ramps/Goode Ave.
Year 2030 with Project

North-South Roadway:
East-West Roadway:

Roadway Type
Brand Blvd.
At Grade
SR-134 WB Ramps/Goode A
At Grade

A.M. Peak Hour Traffic Volumes

Average Speed
A.M.
P.M.
15
15
15
15

P.M. Peak Hour Traffic Volumes

N

N
276
<

W

No. of
Lanes
8
4

1,135
v

0
>

0 ^
0 >
0 v

^
<
v
<
349

^
768

E
522
494
1,096

279
<

W

1,114
v

0
>

0 ^
0 >
0 v

>

<
693

^
657

N-S Road:
E-W Road:

3,155
1,524

0

S

E
493
340
691

^
<
v
>
0

S

Highest Traffic Volumes (Vehicles per Hour)
N-S Road:
E-W Road:

3,348
2,112

Roadway CO Contributions and Concentrations
Emissions = (A x B x C) / 100,0001
A1
Roadway

A2

A3

B

C

Reference CO Concentrations Traffic Emission Estimated CO Concentrations
2
25 Feet 50 Feet 100 Feet Volume Factors 25 Feet 50 Feet 100 Feet

A.M. Peak Traffic Hour
North-South Road
East-West Road

5.7
2.6

4.6
2.2

3.4
1.7

3,348
2,112

1.23
1.23

0.23
0.07

0.19
0.06

0.14
0.04

P.M. Peak Traffic Hour
North-South Road
East-West Road

5.7
2.6

4.6
2.2

3.4
1.7

3,155
1,524

1.23
1.23

0.22
0.05

0.18
0.04

0.13
0.03

1
2

Methodology from Bay Area Air Quality Management DistrictBAAQMD CEQA Guidelines (1996).
Emission factors from EMFAC2002 (2003).

Total Roadway CO Concentrations
Peak Hour Emissions = North-South Concentration + East-West Concentration + Background 1-hour Concentration2
2
8-Hour Emissions = ((Highest Peak Hour Concentration - Background 1-hour Concentration) x Persistence Factor) + Background 8-hour Concentration

25 Feet from Roadway Edge
50 Feet from Roadway Edge
100 Feet from Roadway Edge
2

A.M.
Peak Hour
5.0
4.9
4.9

P.M.
Peak Hour
4.9
4.9
4.8

8-Hour
4.2
4.1
4.1

Methodology from Bay Area Air Quality Management DistrictBAAQMD CEQA Guidelines (1996).

Brand Blvd and SR-134 WB Off Goode Ave.xls

EIP Associates

8/4/2006

SIMPLIFIED CALINE4 CARBON MONOXIDE ANALYSIS
Project Number: 11009-00
Project Title: Glendale DSP EIR

Background Information
Nearest Air Monitoring Station measuring CO:
Background 1-hour CO Concentration (ppm):
Background 8-hour CO Concentration (ppm):
Persistence Factor:
Analysis Year:

Burbank W Palm Avenue
4.7
3.9
0.8
2030

Roadway Data
Intersection:
Analysis Condition:

Broadway and Glendale Ave.
Year 2030 with Project

North-South Roadway:
East-West Roadway:

Glendale Ave.
Broadway

A.M. Peak Hour Traffic Volumes

Average Speed
A.M.
P.M.
15
15
15
15

P.M. Peak Hour Traffic Volumes

N

N
178
<

W

No. of
Lanes
6
6

Roadway Type
At Grade
At Grade

1,217
v

113
>
^
<
v
>
69

120 ^
246 >
99 v
<
109

^
806

E
71
508
190

165
<

W

943
v

144 ^
619 >
283 v
<

S

96

^
1,252

N-S Road:
E-W Road:

2,849
1,734

199
>
^
<
v
>
133

E
127
427
142

S

Highest Traffic Volumes (Vehicles per Hour)
N-S Road:
E-W Road:

2,505
1,260

Roadway CO Contributions and Concentrations
Emissions = (A x B x C) / 100,0001
A1
Roadway

A2

A3

B

C

Reference CO Concentrations Traffic Emission Estimated CO Concentrations
2
25 Feet 50 Feet 100 Feet Volume Factors 25 Feet 50 Feet 100 Feet

A.M. Peak Traffic Hour
North-South Road
East-West Road

6.1
2.3

4.9
2.0

3.5
1.7

2,505
1,260

1.23
1.23

0.19
0.04

0.15
0.03

0.11
0.03

P.M. Peak Traffic Hour
North-South Road
East-West Road

6.1
2.3

4.9
2.0

3.5
1.7

2,849
1,734

1.23
1.23

0.21
0.05

0.17
0.04

0.12
0.04

1
2

Methodology from Bay Area Air Quality Management DistrictBAAQMD CEQA Guidelines (1996).
Emission factors from EMFAC2002 (2003).

Total Roadway CO Concentrations
Peak Hour Emissions = North-South Concentration + East-West Concentration + Background 1-hour Concentration2
2
8-Hour Emissions = ((Highest Peak Hour Concentration - Background 1-hour Concentration) x Persistence Factor) + Background 8-hour Concentration

25 Feet from Roadway Edge
50 Feet from Roadway Edge
100 Feet from Roadway Edge
2

A.M.
Peak Hour
4.9
4.9
4.8

P.M.
Peak Hour
4.9
4.9
4.8

8-Hour
4.1
4.1
4.0

Methodology from Bay Area Air Quality Management DistrictBAAQMD CEQA Guidelines (1996).

Broadway and Glendale Ave.xls

EIP Associates

8/4/2006

SIMPLIFIED CALINE4 CARBON MONOXIDE ANALYSIS
Project Number: 11009-00
Project Title: Glendale DSP EIR

Background Information
Nearest Air Monitoring Station measuring CO:
Background 1-hour CO Concentration (ppm):
Background 8-hour CO Concentration (ppm):
Persistence Factor:
Analysis Year:

Burbank W Palm Avenue
4.7
3.9
0.8
2030

Roadway Data
Intersection:
Analysis Condition:

Central Ave. and SR-134 WB Ramps
Year 2030 with Project

North-South Roadway:
East-West Roadway:

Central Ave.
SR-134 WB Ramps

A.M. Peak Hour Traffic Volumes

Average Speed
A.M.
P.M.
15
15
15
15

P.M. Peak Hour Traffic Volumes

N

N
369
<

W

No. of
Lanes
8
4

Roadway Type
At Grade
At Grade

889
v

0
>

0 ^
0 >
0 v

^
<
v
<
230

^
762

E
180
526
378

387
<

W

745
v

0
>

0 ^
0 >
0 v

>

<
849

^
1,098

N-S Road:
E-W Road:

2,917
2,043

0

S

E
192
807
225

^
<
v
>
0

S

Highest Traffic Volumes (Vehicles per Hour)
N-S Road:
E-W Road:

2,259
1,125

Roadway CO Contributions and Concentrations
Emissions = (A x B x C) / 100,0001
A1
Roadway

A2

A3

B

C

Reference CO Concentrations Traffic Emission Estimated CO Concentrations
2
25 Feet 50 Feet 100 Feet Volume Factors 25 Feet 50 Feet 100 Feet

A.M. Peak Traffic Hour
North-South Road
East-West Road

5.7
2.6

4.6
2.2

3.4
1.7

2,259
1,125

1.23
1.23

0.16
0.04

0.13
0.03

0.09
0.02

P.M. Peak Traffic Hour
North-South Road
East-West Road

5.7
2.6

4.6
2.2

3.4
1.7

2,917
2,043

1.23
1.23

0.20
0.07

0.17
0.06

0.12
0.04

1
2

Methodology from Bay Area Air Quality Management DistrictBAAQMD CEQA Guidelines (1996).
Emission factors from EMFAC2002 (2003).

Total Roadway CO Concentrations
Peak Hour Emissions = North-South Concentration + East-West Concentration + Background 1-hour Concentration2
2
8-Hour Emissions = ((Highest Peak Hour Concentration - Background 1-hour Concentration) x Persistence Factor) + Background 8-hour Concentration

25 Feet from Roadway Edge
50 Feet from Roadway Edge
100 Feet from Roadway Edge
2

A.M.
Peak Hour
4.9
4.8
4.8

P.M.
Peak Hour
4.9
4.9
4.8

8-Hour
4.1
4.1
4.0

Methodology from Bay Area Air Quality Management DistrictBAAQMD CEQA Guidelines (1996).

Central Ave and SR-134 WB Ramps.xls

EIP Associates

8/4/2006

SIMPLIFIED CALINE4 CARBON MONOXIDE ANALYSIS
Project Number: 11009-00
Project Title: Glendale DSP EIR

Background Information
Nearest Air Monitoring Station measuring CO:
Background 1-hour CO Concentration (ppm):
Background 8-hour CO Concentration (ppm):
Persistence Factor:
Analysis Year:

Burbank W Palm Avenue
4.7
3.9
0.8
2030

Roadway Data
Intersection:
Analysis Condition:

Chevy Chase Dr. and Brand Blvd.
Year 2030 with Project

North-South Roadway:
East-West Roadway:

Brand Blvd.
Chevy Chase Dr.

A.M. Peak Hour Traffic Volumes

Average Speed
A.M.
P.M.
15
15
15
15

P.M. Peak Hour Traffic Volumes

N

N
68

W

No. of
Lanes
6
6

Roadway Type
At Grade
At Grade

<

1,138
v

92
>

127 ^
405 >
52 v

^
<
v
<

^
659

79

66
E
8
91
332

W

876
v

<
114 ^
699 >
49 v

>

<
113

^
1,173

N-S Road:
E-W Road:

2,611
1,833

67

S

110
>
^
<
v
>
235

E
94
530
165

S

Highest Traffic Volumes (Vehicles per Hour)
N-S Road:
E-W Road:

2,327
995

Roadway CO Contributions and Concentrations
Emissions = (A x B x C) / 100,0001
A1
Roadway

A2

A3

B

C

Reference CO Concentrations Traffic Emission Estimated CO Concentrations
2
25 Feet 50 Feet 100 Feet Volume Factors 25 Feet 50 Feet 100 Feet

A.M. Peak Traffic Hour
North-South Road
East-West Road

6.1
2.3

4.9
2.0

3.5
1.7

2,327
995

1.23
1.23

0.17
0.03

0.14
0.02

0.10
0.02

P.M. Peak Traffic Hour
North-South Road
East-West Road

6.1
2.3

4.9
2.0

3.5
1.7

2,611
1,833

1.23
1.23

0.20
0.05

0.16
0.05

0.11
0.04

1
2

Methodology from Bay Area Air Quality Management DistrictBAAQMD CEQA Guidelines (1996).
Emission factors from EMFAC2002 (2003).

Total Roadway CO Concentrations
Peak Hour Emissions = North-South Concentration + East-West Concentration + Background 1-hour Concentration2
2
8-Hour Emissions = ((Highest Peak Hour Concentration - Background 1-hour Concentration) x Persistence Factor) + Background 8-hour Concentration

25 Feet from Roadway Edge
50 Feet from Roadway Edge
100 Feet from Roadway Edge
2

A.M.
Peak Hour
4.9
4.8
4.8

P.M.
Peak Hour
4.9
4.9
4.8

8-Hour
4.1
4.1
4.0

Methodology from Bay Area Air Quality Management DistrictBAAQMD CEQA Guidelines (1996).

Chevy Chase Dr and Brand Blvd.xls

EIP Associates

8/4/2006

SIMPLIFIED CALINE4 CARBON MONOXIDE ANALYSIS
Project Number: 11009-00
Project Title: Glendale DSP EIR

Background Information
Nearest Air Monitoring Station measuring CO:
Background 1-hour CO Concentration (ppm):
Background 8-hour CO Concentration (ppm):
Persistence Factor:
Analysis Year:

Burbank W Palm Avenue
4.7
3.9
0.8
2030

Roadway Data
Intersection:
Analysis Condition:

Colorado St. and Brand Blvd.
Year 2030 with Project

North-South Roadway:
East-West Roadway:

Brand Blvd.
Colorado St.

A.M. Peak Hour Traffic Volumes

Average Speed
A.M.
P.M.
15
15
15
15

P.M. Peak Hour Traffic Volumes

N

N
69

W

No. of
Lanes
6
6

Roadway Type
At Grade
At Grade

717
v

<

68
>

100 ^
643 >
124 v

^
<
v
<
198

^
576

98
E
67
770
206

<

810
v

<
255

^
864

N-S Road:
E-W Road:

2,487
2,472

W
127 ^
1,005 >
149 v

>
109

S

175
>
^
<
v
>
224

E
109
774
185

S

Highest Traffic Volumes (Vehicles per Hour)
N-S Road:
E-W Road:

1,930
1,904

Roadway CO Contributions and Concentrations
Emissions = (A x B x C) / 100,0001
A1
Roadway

A2

A3

B

C

Reference CO Concentrations Traffic Emission Estimated CO Concentrations
2
25 Feet 50 Feet 100 Feet Volume Factors 25 Feet 50 Feet 100 Feet

A.M. Peak Traffic Hour
North-South Road
East-West Road

6.1
2.3

4.9
2.0

3.5
1.7

1,930
1,904

1.23
1.23

0.14
0.05

0.12
0.05

0.08
0.04

P.M. Peak Traffic Hour
North-South Road
East-West Road

6.1
2.3

4.9
2.0

3.5
1.7

2,487
2,472

1.23
1.23

0.19
0.07

0.15
0.06

0.11
0.05

1
2

Methodology from Bay Area Air Quality Management DistrictBAAQMD CEQA Guidelines (1996).
Emission factors from EMFAC2002 (2003).

Total Roadway CO Concentrations
Peak Hour Emissions = North-South Concentration + East-West Concentration + Background 1-hour Concentration2
2
8-Hour Emissions = ((Highest Peak Hour Concentration - Background 1-hour Concentration) x Persistence Factor) + Background 8-hour Concentration

25 Feet from Roadway Edge
50 Feet from Roadway Edge
100 Feet from Roadway Edge
2

A.M.
Peak Hour
4.9
4.8
4.8

P.M.
Peak Hour
4.9
4.9
4.8

8-Hour
4.1
4.1
4.0

Methodology from Bay Area Air Quality Management DistrictBAAQMD CEQA Guidelines (1996).

Colorado St and Brand Blvd.xls

EIP Associates

8/4/2006

SIMPLIFIED CALINE4 CARBON MONOXIDE ANALYSIS
Project Number: 11009-00
Project Title: Glendale DSP EIR

Background Information
Nearest Air Monitoring Station measuring CO:
Background 1-hour CO Concentration (ppm):
Background 8-hour CO Concentration (ppm):
Persistence Factor:
Analysis Year:

Burbank W Palm Avenue
4.7
3.9
0.8
2030

Roadway Data
Intersection:
Analysis Condition:

Colorado St. and Central Ave.
Year 2030 with Project

North-South Roadway:
East-West Roadway:

Central Ave.
Colorado St.

A.M. Peak Hour Traffic Volumes

Average Speed
A.M.
P.M.
15
15
15
15

P.M. Peak Hour Traffic Volumes

N

N
79

W

No. of
Lanes
8
8

Roadway Type
At Grade
At Grade

675
v

<

84
>

131 ^
723 >
213 v

^
<
v
<
125

^
561

E
37
810
129

273
<

794
v

<
321

^
880

N-S Road:
E-W Road:

2,645
2,933

W
171 ^
1,049 >
243 v

>
116

S

115
>
^
<
v
>
258

E
95
876
149

S

Highest Traffic Volumes (Vehicles per Hour)
N-S Road:
E-W Road:

1,819
2,081

Roadway CO Contributions and Concentrations
Emissions = (A x B x C) / 100,0001
A1
Roadway

A2

A3

B

C

Reference CO Concentrations Traffic Emission Estimated CO Concentrations
2
25 Feet 50 Feet 100 Feet Volume Factors 25 Feet 50 Feet 100 Feet

A.M. Peak Traffic Hour
North-South Road
East-West Road

2.2
5.7

1.9
4.6

1.6
3.4

1,819
2,081

1.23
1.23

0.05
0.15

0.04
0.12

0.04
0.09

P.M. Peak Traffic Hour
North-South Road
East-West Road

2.2
5.7

1.9
4.6

1.6
3.4

2,645
2,933

1.23
1.23

0.07
0.21

0.06
0.17

0.05
0.12

1
2

Methodology from Bay Area Air Quality Management DistrictBAAQMD CEQA Guidelines (1996).
Emission factors from EMFAC2002 (2003).

Total Roadway CO Concentrations
Peak Hour Emissions = North-South Concentration + East-West Concentration + Background 1-hour Concentration2
2
8-Hour Emissions = ((Highest Peak Hour Concentration - Background 1-hour Concentration) x Persistence Factor) + Background 8-hour Concentration

25 Feet from Roadway Edge
50 Feet from Roadway Edge
100 Feet from Roadway Edge
2

A.M.
Peak Hour
4.9
4.8
4.8

P.M.
Peak Hour
4.9
4.9
4.8

8-Hour
4.1
4.1
4.0

Methodology from Bay Area Air Quality Management DistrictBAAQMD CEQA Guidelines (1996).

Colorado St and Central Ave.xls

EIP Associates

8/4/2006

SIMPLIFIED CALINE4 CARBON MONOXIDE ANALYSIS
Project Number: 11009-00
Project Title: Glendale DSP EIR

Background Information
Nearest Air Monitoring Station measuring CO:
Background 1-hour CO Concentration (ppm):
Background 8-hour CO Concentration (ppm):
Persistence Factor:
Analysis Year:

Burbank W Palm Avenue
4.7
3.9
0.8
2030

Roadway Data
Intersection:
Analysis Condition:

Colorado St. and Glendale Ave.
Year 2030 with Project

North-South Roadway:
East-West Roadway:

Glendale Ave.
Colorado St.

A.M. Peak Hour Traffic Volumes

Average Speed
A.M.
P.M.
15
15
15
15

P.M. Peak Hour Traffic Volumes

N

N
175
<

W

No. of
Lanes
6
6

Roadway Type
At Grade
At Grade

1,005
v

117
>
^
<
v
>
77

146 ^
451 >
81 v
<
202

^
656

E
124
778
172

104
<

843
v

<
222

^
1,160

N-S Road:
E-W Road:

2,740
2,394

W
169 ^
855 >
147 v

S

205
>
^
<
v
>
174

E
188
778
194

S

Highest Traffic Volumes (Vehicles per Hour)
N-S Road:
E-W Road:

2,223
1,833

Roadway CO Contributions and Concentrations
Emissions = (A x B x C) / 100,0001
A1
Roadway

A2

A3

B

C

Reference CO Concentrations Traffic Emission Estimated CO Concentrations
2
25 Feet 50 Feet 100 Feet Volume Factors 25 Feet 50 Feet 100 Feet

A.M. Peak Traffic Hour
North-South Road
East-West Road

6.1
2.3

4.9
2.0

3.5
1.7

2,223
1,833

1.23
1.23

0.17
0.05

0.13
0.05

0.10
0.04

P.M. Peak Traffic Hour
North-South Road
East-West Road

6.1
2.3

4.9
2.0

3.5
1.7

2,740
2,394

1.23
1.23

0.21
0.07

0.17
0.06

0.12
0.05

1
2

Methodology from Bay Area Air Quality Management DistrictBAAQMD CEQA Guidelines (1996).
Emission factors from EMFAC2002 (2003).

Total Roadway CO Concentrations
Peak Hour Emissions = North-South Concentration + East-West Concentration + Background 1-hour Concentration2
2
8-Hour Emissions = ((Highest Peak Hour Concentration - Background 1-hour Concentration) x Persistence Factor) + Background 8-hour Concentration

25 Feet from Roadway Edge
50 Feet from Roadway Edge
100 Feet from Roadway Edge
2

A.M.
Peak Hour
4.9
4.8
4.8

P.M.
Peak Hour
4.9
4.9
4.8

8-Hour
4.1
4.1
4.0

Methodology from Bay Area Air Quality Management DistrictBAAQMD CEQA Guidelines (1996).

Colorado St and Glendale Ave.xls

EIP Associates

8/4/2006

SIMPLIFIED CALINE4 CARBON MONOXIDE ANALYSIS
Project Number: 11009-00
Project Title: Glendale DSP EIR

Background Information
Nearest Air Monitoring Station measuring CO:
Background 1-hour CO Concentration (ppm):
Background 8-hour CO Concentration (ppm):
Persistence Factor:
Analysis Year:

Burbank W Palm Avenue
4.7
3.9
0.8
2030

Roadway Data
Intersection:
Analysis Condition:

Colorado St. and Pacific Ave.
Year 2030 with Project

North-South Roadway:
East-West Roadway:

Pacific Ave.
Colorado St.

A.M. Peak Hour Traffic Volumes

Average Speed
A.M.
P.M.
15
15
15
15

P.M. Peak Hour Traffic Volumes

N

N
341
<

W

No. of
Lanes
6
6

Roadway Type
At Grade
At Grade

618
v

134
>
^
<
v
>
50

186 ^
1,030 >
68 v
<
210

^
301

E
64
859
87

261
<

406
v

<
193

^
544

N-S Road:
E-W Road:

1,790
3,027

W
275 ^
1,107 >
52 v

S

183
>
^
<
v
>
113

E
121
1,139
71

S

Highest Traffic Volumes (Vehicles per Hour)
N-S Road:
E-W Road:

1,644
2,694

Roadway CO Contributions and Concentrations
Emissions = (A x B x C) / 100,0001
A1
Roadway

A2

A3

B

C

Reference CO Concentrations Traffic Emission Estimated CO Concentrations
2
25 Feet 50 Feet 100 Feet Volume Factors 25 Feet 50 Feet 100 Feet

A.M. Peak Traffic Hour
North-South Road
East-West Road

2.3
6.1

2.0
4.9

1.7
3.5

1,644
2,694

1.23
1.23

0.05
0.20

0.04
0.16

0.03
0.12

P.M. Peak Traffic Hour
North-South Road
East-West Road

2.3
6.1

2.0
4.9

1.7
3.5

1,790
3,027

1.23
1.23

0.05
0.23

0.04
0.18

0.04
0.13

1
2

Methodology from Bay Area Air Quality Management DistrictBAAQMD CEQA Guidelines (1996).
Emission factors from EMFAC2002 (2003).

Total Roadway CO Concentrations
Peak Hour Emissions = North-South Concentration + East-West Concentration + Background 1-hour Concentration2
2
8-Hour Emissions = ((Highest Peak Hour Concentration - Background 1-hour Concentration) x Persistence Factor) + Background 8-hour Concentration

25 Feet from Roadway Edge
50 Feet from Roadway Edge
100 Feet from Roadway Edge
2

A.M.
Peak Hour
4.9
4.9
4.8

P.M.
Peak Hour
4.9
4.9
4.8

8-Hour
4.1
4.1
4.0

Methodology from Bay Area Air Quality Management DistrictBAAQMD CEQA Guidelines (1996).

Colorado St and Pacific Ave.xls

EIP Associates

8/4/2006

SIMPLIFIED CALINE4 CARBON MONOXIDE ANALYSIS
Project Number: 11009-00
Project Title: Glendale DSP EIR

Background Information
Nearest Air Monitoring Station measuring CO:
Background 1-hour CO Concentration (ppm):
Background 8-hour CO Concentration (ppm):
Persistence Factor:
Analysis Year:

Burbank W Palm Avenue
4.7
3.9
0.8
2030

Roadway Data
Intersection:
Analysis Condition:

Glendale Ave. and SR-134 EB Ramps
Year 2030 with Project

North-South Roadway:
East-West Roadway:

Glendale Ave.
SR-134 EB Ramps

A.M. Peak Hour Traffic Volumes

Average Speed
A.M.
P.M.
15
15
15
15

P.M. Peak Hour Traffic Volumes

N

N
317
<

W

No. of
Lanes
6
4

Roadway Type
At Grade
At Grade

1,595
v

0
>

525 ^
14 >
464 v

E
0
0
0

^
<
v
<
0

^
1,172

455
<

W

1,253
v

0
>

615 ^
0 >
715 v

>
623

<

S

E
0
0
0

^
<
v
0

^
1,384

N-S Road:
E-W Road:

4,615
1,785

>
1,263

S

Highest Traffic Volumes (Vehicles per Hour)
N-S Road:
E-W Road:

3,854
1,320

Roadway CO Contributions and Concentrations
Emissions = (A x B x C) / 100,0001
A1
Roadway

A2

A3

B

C

Reference CO Concentrations Traffic Emission Estimated CO Concentrations
2
25 Feet 50 Feet 100 Feet Volume Factors 25 Feet 50 Feet 100 Feet

A.M. Peak Traffic Hour
North-South Road
East-West Road

6.1
2.6

4.9
2.2

3.5
1.7

3,854
1,320

1.23
1.23

0.29
0.04

0.23
0.04

0.17
0.03

P.M. Peak Traffic Hour
North-South Road
East-West Road

6.1
2.6

4.9
2.2

3.5
1.7

4,615
1,785

1.23
1.23

0.35
0.06

0.28
0.05

0.20
0.04

1
2

Methodology from Bay Area Air Quality Management DistrictBAAQMD CEQA Guidelines (1996).
Emission factors from EMFAC2002 (2003).

Total Roadway CO Concentrations
Peak Hour Emissions = North-South Concentration + East-West Concentration + Background 1-hour Concentration2
2
8-Hour Emissions = ((Highest Peak Hour Concentration - Background 1-hour Concentration) x Persistence Factor) + Background 8-hour Concentration

25 Feet from Roadway Edge
50 Feet from Roadway Edge
100 Feet from Roadway Edge
2

A.M.
Peak Hour
5.0
4.9
4.9

P.M.
Peak Hour
5.1
5.0
4.9

8-Hour
4.2
4.2
4.1

Methodology from Bay Area Air Quality Management DistrictBAAQMD CEQA Guidelines (1996).

Glendale Ave and SR-134 EB Ramps.xls

EIP Associates

8/4/2006

SIMPLIFIED CALINE4 CARBON MONOXIDE ANALYSIS
Project Number: 11009-00
Project Title: Glendale DSP EIR

Background Information
Nearest Air Monitoring Station measuring CO:
Background 1-hour CO Concentration (ppm):
Background 8-hour CO Concentration (ppm):
Persistence Factor:
Analysis Year:

Burbank W Palm Avenue
4.7
3.9
0.8
2030

Roadway Data
Intersection:
Analysis Condition:

Lexington Dr. and Glendale Ave.
Year 2030 with Project

North-South Roadway:
East-West Roadway:

Glendale Ave.
Lexington Dr.

A.M. Peak Hour Traffic Volumes

Average Speed
A.M.
P.M.
15
15
15
15

P.M. Peak Hour Traffic Volumes

N

N
98

W

No. of
Lanes
6
4

Roadway Type
At Grade
At Grade

<

1,269
v

45
>

59 ^
46 >
79 v

^
<
v
<

^
820

63

98
E
60
171
24

W

1,273
v

<
263 ^
147 >
89 v

>

<
95

^
1,606

N-S Road:
E-W Road:

3,435
800

23

S

122
>
^
<
v
>
47

E
73
108
38

S

Highest Traffic Volumes (Vehicles per Hour)
N-S Road:
E-W Road:

2,351
516

Roadway CO Contributions and Concentrations
Emissions = (A x B x C) / 100,0001
A1
Roadway

A2

A3

B

C

Reference CO Concentrations Traffic Emission Estimated CO Concentrations
2
25 Feet 50 Feet 100 Feet Volume Factors 25 Feet 50 Feet 100 Feet

A.M. Peak Traffic Hour
North-South Road
East-West Road

6.1
2.6

4.9
2.2

3.5
1.7

2,351
516

1.23
1.23

0.18
0.02

0.14
0.01

0.10
0.01

P.M. Peak Traffic Hour
North-South Road
East-West Road

6.1
2.6

4.9
2.2

3.5
1.7

3,435
800

1.23
1.23

0.26
0.03

0.21
0.02

0.15
0.02

1
2

Methodology from Bay Area Air Quality Management DistrictBAAQMD CEQA Guidelines (1996).
Emission factors from EMFAC2002 (2003).

Total Roadway CO Concentrations
Peak Hour Emissions = North-South Concentration + East-West Concentration + Background 1-hour Concentration2
2
8-Hour Emissions = ((Highest Peak Hour Concentration - Background 1-hour Concentration) x Persistence Factor) + Background 8-hour Concentration

25 Feet from Roadway Edge
50 Feet from Roadway Edge
100 Feet from Roadway Edge
2

A.M.
Peak Hour
4.9
4.8
4.8

P.M.
Peak Hour
5.0
4.9
4.8

8-Hour
4.1
4.1
4.0

Methodology from Bay Area Air Quality Management DistrictBAAQMD CEQA Guidelines (1996).

Lexington Dr and Glendale Ave.xls

EIP Associates

8/4/2006

SIMPLIFIED CALINE4 CARBON MONOXIDE ANALYSIS
Project Number: 11009-00
Project Title: Glendale DSP EIR

Background Information
Nearest Air Monitoring Station measuring CO:
Background 1-hour CO Concentration (ppm):
Background 8-hour CO Concentration (ppm):
Persistence Factor:
Analysis Year:

Burbank W Palm Avenue
4.7
3.9
0.8
2030

Roadway Data
Intersection:
Analysis Condition:

Monterey Rd. and Glendale Ave.
Year 2030 with Project

North-South Roadway:
East-West Roadway:

Glendale Ave.
Monterey Rd.

A.M. Peak Hour Traffic Volumes

Average Speed
A.M.
P.M.
15
15
15
15

P.M. Peak Hour Traffic Volumes

N

N
790
<

W

No. of
Lanes
8
6

Roadway Type
At Grade
At Grade

1,122
v

0
>

135 ^
150 >
636 v

^
<
v
<
550

^
928

E
28
242
154

424
<

W

640
v

0
>

271 ^
205 >
990 v

>
219

S

E
21
174
78

^
<
v
<
511

^
1,384

N-S Road:
E-W Road:

3,707
2,575

>
104

S

Highest Traffic Volumes (Vehicles per Hour)
N-S Road:
E-W Road:

3,609
2,503

Roadway CO Contributions and Concentrations
Emissions = (A x B x C) / 100,0001
A1
Roadway

A2

A3

B

C

Reference CO Concentrations Traffic Emission Estimated CO Concentrations
2
25 Feet 50 Feet 100 Feet Volume Factors 25 Feet 50 Feet 100 Feet

A.M. Peak Traffic Hour
North-South Road
East-West Road

5.7
2.3

4.6
2.0

3.4
1.7

3,609
2,503

1.23
1.23

0.25
0.07

0.20
0.06

0.15
0.05

P.M. Peak Traffic Hour
North-South Road
East-West Road

5.7
2.3

4.6
2.0

3.4
1.7

3,707
2,575

1.23
1.23

0.26
0.07

0.21
0.06

0.16
0.05

1
2

Methodology from Bay Area Air Quality Management DistrictBAAQMD CEQA Guidelines (1996).
Emission factors from EMFAC2002 (2003).

Total Roadway CO Concentrations
Peak Hour Emissions = North-South Concentration + East-West Concentration + Background 1-hour Concentration2
2
8-Hour Emissions = ((Highest Peak Hour Concentration - Background 1-hour Concentration) x Persistence Factor) + Background 8-hour Concentration

25 Feet from Roadway Edge
50 Feet from Roadway Edge
100 Feet from Roadway Edge
2

A.M.
Peak Hour
5.0
4.9
4.9

P.M.
Peak Hour
5.0
4.9
4.9

8-Hour
4.2
4.1
4.1

Methodology from Bay Area Air Quality Management DistrictBAAQMD CEQA Guidelines (1996).

Monterey Rd and Glendale Ave.xls

EIP Associates

8/4/2006

SIMPLIFIED CALINE4 CARBON MONOXIDE ANALYSIS
Project Number: 11009-00
Project Title: Glendale DSP EIR

Background Information
Nearest Air Monitoring Station measuring CO:
Background 1-hour CO Concentration (ppm):
Background 8-hour CO Concentration (ppm):
Persistence Factor:
Analysis Year:

Burbank W Palm Avenue
4.7
3.9
0.8
2030

Roadway Data
Intersection:
Analysis Condition:

Pacific Ave. and SR-134 EB Ramps
Year 2030 with Project

North-South Roadway:
East-West Roadway:

Pacific Ave.
SR-134 EB Ramps

A.M. Peak Hour Traffic Volumes

Average Speed
A.M.
P.M.
15
15
15
15

P.M. Peak Hour Traffic Volumes

N

N
0

W

No. of
Lanes
8
2

Roadway Type
At Grade
At Grade

<

1,223
v

471
>
^
<
v
>
396

486 ^
0 >
585 v
<

^
895

0

0
E
0
0
0

W

1,032
v

<
495 ^
1 >
269 v
<

S

0

^
1,229

N-S Road:
E-W Road:

3,226
1,129

470
>
^
<
v
>
658

E
0
0
0

S

Highest Traffic Volumes (Vehicles per Hour)
N-S Road:
E-W Road:

3,099
1,071

Roadway CO Contributions and Concentrations
Emissions = (A x B x C) / 100,0001
A1
Roadway

A2

A3

B

C

Reference CO Concentrations Traffic Emission Estimated CO Concentrations
2
25 Feet 50 Feet 100 Feet Volume Factors 25 Feet 50 Feet 100 Feet

A.M. Peak Traffic Hour
North-South Road
East-West Road

5.7
2.7

4.6
2.2

3.4
1.7

3,099
1,071

1.23
1.23

0.22
0.04

0.18
0.03

0.13
0.02

P.M. Peak Traffic Hour
North-South Road
East-West Road

5.7
2.7

4.6
2.2

3.4
1.7

3,226
1,129

1.23
1.23

0.23
0.04

0.18
0.03

0.13
0.02

1
2

Methodology from Bay Area Air Quality Management DistrictBAAQMD CEQA Guidelines (1996).
Emission factors from EMFAC2002 (2003).

Total Roadway CO Concentrations
Peak Hour Emissions = North-South Concentration + East-West Concentration + Background 1-hour Concentration2
2
8-Hour Emissions = ((Highest Peak Hour Concentration - Background 1-hour Concentration) x Persistence Factor) + Background 8-hour Concentration

25 Feet from Roadway Edge
50 Feet from Roadway Edge
100 Feet from Roadway Edge
2

A.M.
Peak Hour
4.9
4.9
4.8

P.M.
Peak Hour
4.9
4.9
4.8

8-Hour
4.1
4.1
4.0

Methodology from Bay Area Air Quality Management DistrictBAAQMD CEQA Guidelines (1996).

Pacific Ave and SR-134 EB Ramps.xls

EIP Associates, a Division of PBS

8/4/2006

SIMPLIFIED CALINE4 CARBON MONOXIDE ANALYSIS
Project Number: 11009-00
Project Title: Glendale DSP EIR

Background Information
Nearest Air Monitoring Station measuring CO:
Background 1-hour CO Concentration (ppm):
Background 8-hour CO Concentration (ppm):
Persistence Factor:
Analysis Year:

Burbank W Palm Avenue
4.7
3.9
0.8
2030

Roadway Data
Intersection:
Analysis Condition:

Pacific Ave. and SR-134 WB Ramps
Year 2030 with Project

North-South Roadway:
East-West Roadway:

Pacific Ave.
SR-134 WB Ramps

A.M. Peak Hour Traffic Volumes

Average Speed
A.M.
P.M.
15
15
15
15

P.M. Peak Hour Traffic Volumes

N

N
59

W

No. of
Lanes
8
2

Roadway Type
At Grade
At Grade

<

1,302
v

0
>

0 ^
0 >
0 v

^
<
v
<
305

^
1,098

E
372
1
402

443
<

W

1,164
v

0
>

0 ^
0 >
0 v

>

<
480

^
1,377

N-S Road:
E-W Road:

3,363
924

0

S

E
379
1
328

^
<
v
>
0

S

Highest Traffic Volumes (Vehicles per Hour)
N-S Road:
E-W Road:

3,107
775

Roadway CO Contributions and Concentrations
Emissions = (A x B x C) / 100,0001
A1
Roadway

A2

A3

B

C

Reference CO Concentrations Traffic Emission Estimated CO Concentrations
2
25 Feet 50 Feet 100 Feet Volume Factors 25 Feet 50 Feet 100 Feet

A.M. Peak Traffic Hour
North-South Road
East-West Road

5.7
2.7

4.6
2.2

3.4
1.7

3,107
775

1.23
1.23

0.22
0.03

0.18
0.02

0.13
0.02

P.M. Peak Traffic Hour
North-South Road
East-West Road

5.7
2.7

4.6
2.2

3.4
1.7

3,363
924

1.23
1.23

0.24
0.03

0.19
0.03

0.14
0.02

1
2

Methodology from Bay Area Air Quality Management DistrictBAAQMD CEQA Guidelines (1996).
Emission factors from EMFAC2002 (2003).

Total Roadway CO Concentrations
Peak Hour Emissions = North-South Concentration + East-West Concentration + Background 1-hour Concentration2
2
8-Hour Emissions = ((Highest Peak Hour Concentration - Background 1-hour Concentration) x Persistence Factor) + Background 8-hour Concentration

25 Feet from Roadway Edge
50 Feet from Roadway Edge
100 Feet from Roadway Edge
2

A.M.
Peak Hour
4.9
4.9
4.8

P.M.
Peak Hour
4.9
4.9
4.8

8-Hour
4.1
4.1
4.0

Methodology from Bay Area Air Quality Management DistrictBAAQMD CEQA Guidelines (1996).

Pacific Ave and SR-134 WB Ramps.xls

EIP Associates, a Division of PBS

8/4/2006

SIMPLIFIED CALINE4 CARBON MONOXIDE ANALYSIS
Project Number: 11009-00
Project Title: Glendale DSP EIR

Background Information
Nearest Air Monitoring Station measuring CO:
Background 1-hour CO Concentration (ppm):
Background 8-hour CO Concentration (ppm):
Persistence Factor:
Analysis Year:

Burbank W Palm Avenue
4.7
3.9
0.8
2030

Roadway Data
Intersection:
Analysis Condition:

Monterey Rd. and SR-134 WB Ramps
Year 2030 with Project

North-South Roadway:
East-West Roadway:

SR-134 WB Ramps
Monterey Rd.

A.M. Peak Hour Traffic Volumes

Average Speed
A.M.
P.M.
15
15
15
15

P.M. Peak Hour Traffic Volumes

N

N
0

W

No. of
Lanes
4
6

Roadway Type
At Grade
At Grade

0

<

0

v

>

0 ^
465 >
140 v

^
<
v
<
343

^

0
E
0
248
1,130

W

v

0
>

0 ^
756 >
88 v

>
477

3

0

<

<
384

S

E
8
192
552

^
<
v
^
1

>
864

S

Highest Traffic Volumes (Vehicles per Hour)
N-S Road:
E-W Road:

2,093
2,320

N-S Road:
E-W Road:

1,889
2,372

Roadway CO Contributions and Concentrations
Emissions = (A x B x C) / 100,0001
A1
Roadway

A2

A3

B

C

Reference CO Concentrations Traffic Emission Estimated CO Concentrations
2
25 Feet 50 Feet 100 Feet Volume Factors 25 Feet 50 Feet 100 Feet

A.M. Peak Traffic Hour
North-South Road
East-West Road

2.6
6.1

2.2
4.9

1.7
3.5

2,093
2,320

1.23
1.23

0.07
0.17

0.06
0.14

0.04
0.10

P.M. Peak Traffic Hour
North-South Road
East-West Road

2.6
6.1

2.2
4.9

1.7
3.5

1,889
2,372

1.23
1.23

0.06
0.18

0.05
0.14

0.04
0.10

1
2

Methodology from Bay Area Air Quality Management DistrictBAAQMD CEQA Guidelines (1996).
Emission factors from EMFAC2002 (2003).

Total Roadway CO Concentrations
Peak Hour Emissions = North-South Concentration + East-West Concentration + Background 1-hour Concentration2
2
8-Hour Emissions = ((Highest Peak Hour Concentration - Background 1-hour Concentration) x Persistence Factor) + Background 8-hour Concentration

25 Feet from Roadway Edge
50 Feet from Roadway Edge
100 Feet from Roadway Edge
2

A.M.
Peak Hour
4.9
4.9
4.8

P.M.
Peak Hour
4.9
4.9
4.8

8-Hour
4.1
4.1
4.0

Methodology from Bay Area Air Quality Management DistrictBAAQMD CEQA Guidelines (1996).

SR-134 WB Ramps and Monterey Rd.xls

EIP Associates, a Division of PBS

8/4/2006

SIMPLIFIED CALINE4 CARBON MONOXIDE ANALYSIS
Project Number: 11009-00
Project Title: Glendale DSP EIR

Background Information
Nearest Air Monitoring Station measuring CO:
Background 1-hour CO Concentration (ppm):
Background 8-hour CO Concentration (ppm):
Persistence Factor:
Analysis Year:

Burbank W Palm Avenue
4.7
3.9
0.8
2030

Roadway Data
Intersection:
Analysis Condition:

Wilson Ave. and Glendale Ave.
Year 2030 with Project

North-South Roadway:
East-West Roadway:

Glendale Ave.
Wilson Ave.

A.M. Peak Hour Traffic Volumes

Average Speed
A.M.
P.M.
15
15
15
15

P.M. Peak Hour Traffic Volumes

N

N
205
<

W

No. of
Lanes
6
6

Roadway Type
At Grade
At Grade

933
v

60
>

79 ^
176 >
69 v

^
<
v
<
101

^
742

E
66
485
68

182
<

869
v

<
158

^
1,247

N-S Road:
E-W Road:

2,921
1,347

W
306 ^
198 >
132 v

>
26

S

165
>
^
<
v
>
93

E
152
371
49

S

Highest Traffic Volumes (Vehicles per Hour)
N-S Road:
E-W Road:

2,085
1,115

Roadway CO Contributions and Concentrations
Emissions = (A x B x C) / 100,0001
A1
Roadway

A2

A3

B

C

Reference CO Concentrations Traffic Emission Estimated CO Concentrations
2
25 Feet 50 Feet 100 Feet Volume Factors 25 Feet 50 Feet 100 Feet

A.M. Peak Traffic Hour
North-South Road
East-West Road

6.1
2.3

4.9
2.0

3.5
1.7

2,085
1,115

1.23
1.23

0.16
0.03

0.13
0.03

0.09
0.02

P.M. Peak Traffic Hour
North-South Road
East-West Road

6.1
2.3

4.9
2.0

3.5
1.7

2,921
1,347

1.23
1.23

0.22
0.04

0.18
0.03

0.13
0.03

1
2

Methodology from Bay Area Air Quality Management DistrictBAAQMD CEQA Guidelines (1996).
Emission factors from EMFAC2002 (2003).

Total Roadway CO Concentrations
Peak Hour Emissions = North-South Concentration + East-West Concentration + Background 1-hour Concentration2
2
8-Hour Emissions = ((Highest Peak Hour Concentration - Background 1-hour Concentration) x Persistence Factor) + Background 8-hour Concentration

25 Feet from Roadway Edge
50 Feet from Roadway Edge
100 Feet from Roadway Edge
2

A.M.
Peak Hour
4.9
4.8
4.8

P.M.
Peak Hour
4.9
4.9
4.8

8-Hour
4.1
4.1
4.0

Methodology from Bay Area Air Quality Management DistrictBAAQMD CEQA Guidelines (1996).

Wilson Ave and Glendale Ave.xls

EIP Associates

8/4/2006

Appendix D

Special-Status Species Potentially
Occurring within the Specific Plan
Area

Appendix D
Common Name

Sensitive Species Potentially Occurring within the DSP Area
Scientific Name

Status2
Fed/CA/CNPS

Habitat and Seasonal Distribution in California

Potential to Occur Onsite

WILDLIFE
Amphibians
mountain yellowlegged frog

Rana muscosa

Fed: Endangered
Cal: CSC

Federal listing refers to
populations in the San Gabriel,
San Jacinto & San Bernardino
mountains only.

Absent.

Taricha torosa
torosa

Fed: None
Cal: CSC

Coastal drainages from
Mendocino county to San
Diego county.

Absent.

Emys (Clemmys)
marmorata pallida

Fed: None
Cal: CSC

Inhabits permanent or nearly
permanent bodies of water in
many habitat types; below
6,000 ft. elevation.

Absent.

Phrynosoma
coronatum
(blainvillii)

Fed: None
Cal: CSC

Inhabits coastal sage scrub
and chaparral in arid and
semi-arid climate conditions.

Absent.

Birds
burrowing owl

Athene cunicularia

Fed: None
Cal: CSC

(Burrow sites) Open, dry
annual or perennial
grasslands, deserts &
scrublands characterized by
low-growing vegetation.

Absent.

southwestern willow
flycatcher

Empidonax traillii
extimus

Fed: Endangered
Cal: Endangered

(Nesting) Riparian woodlands
in southern California. State
listing includes all subspecies.

Low.

coastal California
gnatcatcher

Polioptila
californica
californica

Fed: Treatened
Cal: CSC

Obligate, permanent resident
of coastal sage scrub below
2500 ft in southern California.

Absent.

Lasiurus xanthinus

Fed: None
Cal: CSC

Found in valley foothill
riparian, desert riparian,
desert wash, and palm oasis
habitats.

Low.

big free -tailed bat

Nyctinomops
macrotis

Fed: None
Cal: CSC

Low-lying arid areas in
southern California.

Absent.

southern grasshopper
mouse

Onychomys torridus
ramona

Fed: None
Cal: CSC

Desert areas, especially scrub
habitats with friable soils for
digging. Prefers low to
moderate shrub cover.

Absent.

American badger

Taxidea taxus

Fed: None
Cal: CSC

Most abundant in drier open
stages of most shrub, forest,
and herbaceous habitats, with
friable soils.

Absent.

coast range newt

Reptiles
southwestern pond
turtle
coast (San Diego)
horned lizard

Mammals
western yellow bat
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Common Name

Sensitive Species Potentially Occurring within the DSP Area
Scientific Name

Status2
Fed/CA/CNPS

Habitat and Seasonal Distribution in California

Potential to Occur Onsite

PLANTS
Greata's aster

Aster greatae

Fed: None
Cal: None
CNPS: 1B

Chaparral and cismontane
woodland.

Absent.

Parish's brittlescale

Atriplex parishii

Fed: None
Cal: None
CNPS: 1B

Alkali meadows, vernal pools,
chenopod scrub, and playas.

Absent.

Nevin's barberry

Berberis nevinii

Fed: Endangered
Cal: Endangered
CNPS: 1B

Chaparral, cismontane
woodland, coastal scrub, and
riparian scrub.

Absent.

Plummer's mariposa
lily

Calochortus
plummerae

Fed: None
Cal: None
CNPS: 1B

Coastal scrub, chaparral,
valley and foothill grassland,
cismontane woodland, and
lower montane coniferous
forest.

Absent.

southern tarplant

Centromadia parryi
ssp. australis

Fed: None
Cal: None
CNPS: 1B

Marshes and swamps
(margins), valley and foothill
grassland, and vernal pools.

Absent.

San Fernando Valley
spineflower

Chorizanthe parryi
var. fernandina

Fed: Candidate
Cal: Endangered
CNPS: 1B

Coastal scrub.

Absent.

slender-horned
spineflower

Dodecahema
leptoceras

Fed: Endangered
Cal: Endangered
CNPS: 1B

Chaparral and coastal scrub
(alluvial fan sage scrub).

Absent.

many-stemmed
dudleya

Dudleya multicaulis

Fed: None
Cal: None
CNPS: 1B

Chaparral, coastal scrub, and
valley and foothill grassland.

Absent.

Los Angeles sunflower

Helianthus nuttallii
ssp. parishii

Fed: None
Cal: None
CNPS: 1A

Marshes and swamps (coastal
salt and freshwater). Historical
from Southern California.

Absent.

mesa horkelia

Horkelia cuneata
ssp. puberula

Fed: None
Cal: None
CNPS: 1B

Chaparral, cismontane
woodland, and coastal scrub.

Low.

Orcutt's linanthus

Linanthus orcuttii

Fed: None
Cal: None
CNPS: 1B

Chaparral and lower montane
coniferous forest.

Low.

Davidson's bush
mallow

Malacothamnus
davidsonii

Fed: None
Cal: None
CNPS: 1B

Coastal scrub, riparian
woodland, and chaparral.

Absent.

Parish's gooseberry

Ribes divaricatum
var. parishii

Fed: None
Cal: None
CNPS: 1B

Riparian woodland.

Absent.
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Common Name

Sensitive Species Potentially Occurring within the DSP Area
Scientific Name

Status2
Fed/CA/CNPS

Habitat and Seasonal Distribution in California

Potential to Occur Onsite

CDFG SENSITIVE HABITATS
California Walnut Woodland

Absent.

Southern Coast Live Oak Riparian Forest

Absent.

Southern Cottonwood Willow Riparian Forest

Absent.

Southern Sycamore Alder Riparian
Woodland

Absent.

Federal (Fed)
FE
= Federally listed; Endangered
FT
= Federally listed, Threatened
SC
= Federal Species of Concern; not an active term, and is provided for informational purposes only.
FPE = Federally Proposed for Listing as Endangered
FPT = Federally Proposed for Listing as Threatened
FC
= Federal candidate species (former Category 1 candidates)
State (Cal)
ST
= State listed; Threatened
SE
= State listed; Endangered
FP
= Fully protected under the California Endangered Species Act
SA
= State Special Animal
CSC = California Species of Special Concern
California Native Plant Society (CNPS) designations analyzed
List 1A: Plants presumed extinct in California
List 1B: Plants rare and endangered in California and throughout their range
List 2: Plants rare, threatened or endangered in California but more common elsewhere in their range.
*  Taxa that are biologically rare, very restricted in distribution, declining throughout their range, or at a critical stage in their life cycle when
residing in California.
 Population(s) in California that may be peripheral to the major portion of a taxon’s range, but which are threatened with extirpation within
California.
 Taxa closely associated with a habitat that is declining in California (e.g., wetland, riparian, old growth forest).
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GLENDALE DOWNTOWN SPECIFIC PLAN EIR

HISTORICAL RESOURCES TECHNICAL REPORT

INTRODUCTION
STATEMENT OF PURPOSE
The City of Glendale is currently drafting a Downtown Specific Plan to promote, enhance, and
regulate future development in Downtown Glendale. The adoption of this programmatic
document meets the definition of a “project” under the California Environmental Quality Act
(CEQA) and requires the preparation of an Environmental Impact Report (EIR). As part of the
EIR for the project, Jones & Stokes conducted a historic resources survey of the Downtown
Specific Plan area and drafted this historical resources technical report to inform the preparation
of the cultural resources section of the EIR, provide a basis for evaluating impacts within the
project boundaries, and to otherwise serve as an informational document for the City of Glendale
Planning Department, City officials, and the general public.
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DOWNTOWN GLENDALE SPECIFIC PLAN EIR

HISTORICAL RESOURCES SURVEY TECHNICAL REPORT

I. PROJECT DESCRIPTION
The proposed Downtown Specific Plan is a programmatic policy document being prepared by
the City of Glendale. Consistent with State of California requirements, the City’s General Plan,
and other established policy documents, the proposed Specific Plan will include a comprehensive
set of incentives, standards, and requirements to guide future development in the City’s
Downtown area. The plan defines the physical envelope for future growth in Downtown
Glendale by using height limits, density, and design standards, and provides direction in germane
elements such as economic development, urban design and architecture, density standards, open
space and streetscape, use mix, transportation, parking, public art, and cultural resources.
The area covered by the Downtown Specific Plan area consists of approximately 221 acres
located in the center of the Glendale, California. The area is generally bounded to the north just
above Glenoaks Boulevard, to the west by Central Avenue and Columbus Avenue, to the east
along Maryland Avenue, and to the south by Colorado Street (See Figure 1).
Under CEQA, the EIR for the project must consider potential impacts on cultural resources. The
purpose of this historical resource technical report is to identify and evaluate all historically
significant resources that currently exist within the Downtown Specific Plan Area. This
information is then used to evaluate the project’s impacts for inclusion in the EIR, and to guide
planning for future development by the Glendale Planning Department.
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II. METHODOLOGY
A reconnaissance-level historical resource survey of the project area was undertaken in January
2006. The survey was conducted according to established professional standards and practices,
as prescribed in National Register Bulletin 24—Guidelines for Local Surveys: A Basis for
Preservation Planning and the Secretary of the Interior’s Standard and Guidelines for
Identification (48 FR 44720-23) and “Recording Historical Resources,” prepared by the State
Office of Historic Preservation dated March 1995. In National Register Bulletin 24, The
National Park Service characterizes a reconnaissance-level survey as “a ‘once over lightly’
inspection of an area, most useful for characterizing its resources in general and for developing a
basis for deciding how to organize and orient more detailed survey efforts.”
Using the latest in survey techniques and technology, the survey methodology involved three
principle elements: 1) Preparation of a historic context focused on the history and development
of Downtown Glendale; 2) Compiling a preliminary list of previously evaluated historical
resources in the project area; and 3) Conducting a reconnaissance-level field survey of all
properties within the project area. The completed historic context is presented in this technical
report in Section III below, and the results of the reconnaissance-level field survey are provided
in Section V. Because of the limited research inherent in a reconnaissance-level survey, the
present effort distinguishes between "known historical resources” (or resources that have already
been formally identified by an authoritative agency) and "potential historical resources." The
latter are properties that appear to meet the designation criteria of the National Register,
California Register, or Glendale Register, but require an intensive-level survey investigation
before a formal evaluation can be made.
The various criteria for identifying historical resources for the purposes of CEQA are set forth in
Section 15064.5(a) of the CEQA Guidelines.
A. Research Methods
Jones & Stokes conducted archival research to determine the location of previously documented
historic and architectural resources proximate to the project, and to help establish a historic
context for use in evaluating the significance of properties in the project area. The history of
Downtown Glendale has been well documented by prior studies, including the City’s Historic
Preservation Element of the General Plan and other reports and surveys. Therefore, historical
research was limited primarily to existing secondary sources. Primary sources were researched
to supplement this information where necessary and to account for gaps in the documentation.
Many of the properties in the Downtown Specific area are already listed in national, state, and/or
local inventories of historic properties, or have been previously surveyed by qualified
architectural historians in other projects. Jones & Stokes compiled a list of these prior
evaluations using several sources, including survey and project reports provided by the City of
Glendale. These sources included:
x National Register of Historic Places
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•

California Register of Historical Resources

•

California State Historical Resources Information System (CHRIS)

•

Glendale Register of Historical resources

•

"Glendale Architectural and Historical Survey: Final Report" (1983/84) by the Glendale
Historical Society

•

"Historical resources Survey: Downtown Glendale Project Area" (1991) by Associate
Historical resource Specialists

•

"Request for Determination of Eligibility for the Edison School/Pacific Park Project"
(1996/99) by Myra L. Frank & Associates

•

"Final Greater Downtown Strategic Plan Master EIR"

•

"City of Glendale: Historic Preservation Element of the General Plan"

•

"Historic Preservation Element Amendment: Final EIR" by EIP Associates

Based upon these sources, approximately 107 properties in the Downtown Specific Plan Area
have been previously evaluated using criteria for historical listing at the local, state, or national
levels. The compiled listing of previously evaluated properties is provided in Appendix A of this
report.
B. Field Methods
Jones & Stokes conducted a reconnaissance-level (or windshield) field survey of all properties
within the Downtown Specific Plan Area. This effort involved photographing, recording data
for, and evaluating a total of 372 properties on 594 parcels.
Using GIS data provided by the City of Glendale, including parcel boundaries and tax assessor
information for each property, Jones & Stokes’ staff created a parcel-by-parcel GIS baseline for
the project area that was then linked to a proprietary survey database. The survey database is
designed to directly relate to the City’s GIS, and the combined systems were employed in the
field to record information about each property. Aerial photograph and parcel boundary
overlays, estimated tax assessor construction dates, and location information, such as street
address and the Assessor’s Parcel Number (APN), aided this effort and helped ensure the
accuracy of the data collected.
Site-specific information was collected on a parcel-by-parcel basis for each building or structure
within the Downtown Specific Plan Area determined to be 45 years of age or older. Estimated
dates of construction were established using the tax assessor data provided by the City and by
visual inspection. Where multiple structures exist on a single parcel, each structure associated
with that parcel was individually recorded and evaluated. Where a single structure spanned
multiple parcels, the structure was recorded and evaluated as a single resource. Secondary
structures, such as sheds and garages, were not recorded as separate resources.
Based on information recorded during the reconnaissance-level survey, Jones & Stokes evaluated
the historical significance of all resources within the Downtown Specific Plan Area determined
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to be 45 years of age or older. The evaluations of historical significance were made using the
criteria of the National Register of Historic Places, the California Register of Historical
Resources, and the Glendale Register of Historical resources, respectively (refer to Section IV
for more information on each registry).
Information recorded for each resource determined to be 45 years of age or older included one or
more photographs of each property in the project area from the public right of way; the
architectural style of each resource, if identifiable; the existence of non-original additions and
alterations; and an assessment of the physical integrity of each resource based on existing local,
state, and national criteria. Resources less than 45 years of age were recorded only if they were
known to have some overriding architectural or historical significance.
Photographs were taken of properties within the Downtown Specific Plan Area determined to be
less than 45 years of age that had no known overriding significance. However, no additional
information was recorded.
Parking lots, vacant, and unimproved parcels within the project area were also identified. The
current use of these properties was documented (i.e., “parking lot” or “no improvements”). No
additional information was recorded for these parcels, and no evaluations assigned.
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III. HISTORIC CONTEXT
Jones & Stokes prepared the following historic context statement to better understand the history
of Glendale’s Downtown and to serve as a basis for evaluating the historical significance of
resources in the project area. The information in this historic context is intended to supplement
the citywide context statement, contained in the existing Historic Preservation Element of the
General Plan, dated September 1997. Portions of that statement have been summarized here for
continuity with an emphasis placed on the development patterns of the Downtown Specific Plan
Area.
The National Park Service guidelines, as specified in National Register Bulletin 16, define a
historic context as a body of information about historic properties organized by theme, place, and
time. This information is linked with tangible built resources through the concept of a property
type, or a grouping of individual properties based on shared physical or associative
characteristics. The purpose of a context statement is to provide decision makers and the
community with a framework for the identification of historical resources and the determination
of their relative significance.
The Downtown Glendale Specific Plan Historic Context Statement is a summary based on the
historic context statement in the City of Glendale’s Historic Preservation Element (1997). Other
sources include the Cumberland Heights Neighborhood Historical resource Survey Report
(2004), the Glendale Architectural and Historical Survey 1983 - 1984 Final Report, Gebhard &
Winter’s An Architectural Guidebook to Los Angeles (2003 edition), Los Angeles A to Z by
Leonard and Dale Pitt, Pacific Electric Stations, edited by John Heller, and the Los Angeles
Conservancy Modern Committee’s Glendale Tour booklet. Supplemental information as relates
to the Historical resources Survey has been added.
Overview
The City of Glendale is located at the base of the Verdugo Mountains, due north of downtown
Los Angeles. It is 30.6 square miles in size. The townsite was recorded on March 11, 1887, its
original boundaries First Street (now Lexington Drive) on the north, Fifth Street (now Harvard
Street) on the south, Central Avenue on the west, and the Childs Tract on the east. Glendale is
located within the original Spanish land grant boundaries of the Rancho San Rafael and the
Rancho La Cañada. Surrounding communities include Montrose, La Cañada Flintridge,
Burbank, Pasadena, Eagle Rock, Atwater, and Tujunga. The Los Angeles River flows along its
western boundary.
Although the townsite of Glendale faltered at first, by 1910 it could reasonably call itself the
“Fastest Growing City in America.” Transportation developments, avid boosters, a real estate
boom and the ideal suburban relationship to Los Angeles transformed a population of 300 in
1900 to 62,736 by 1930. Glendale incorporated in 1906.
At the turn of the twentieth century, the commercial downtown of Glendale was located on
Glendale Avenue at Third Street (now Wilson Avenue). But after the establishment of an
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interurban line by Leslie C. Brand and Henry Huntington, with tracks running up Brand
Boulevard, Brand became the civic and commercial hub of Glendale.
The Gabrielino
The earliest inhabitants of the Glendale area were the Gabrielino, a Native American group of
Shoshonean descent, a culturally prestigious community known for their advancements in preindustrial technology, maritime trade, religion and oral literature. After the Spanish established
the Mission San Gabriel de Archangel and the Mission San Fernando Rey de Espana in their
territory in the late eighteenth century, the Gabrielino were relocated to the missions, where their
culture experienced decline. In 1772 a Spanish soldier named Jose Maria Verdugo arrived at the
Mission San Gabriel de Archangel, eventually settling down to raise horses and cattle. He was
awarded the second land grand in Alta California, the Rancho San Rafael, in 1784.
Spanish Rancho to American Town (1784-1871)
The 36,403-acre Rancho San Rafael, bordering the Los Angeles River and the Arroyo Seco, was
granted in 1784 to Jose Maria Verdugo, a Spanish officer who had served with the Portola-Serra
Expedition. On the land, Verdugo raised livestock and cultivated crops. The Verdugo Adobe
was constructed c. 1826 or c. 1860 (the exact date is unknown) and is located at what is now
2211 Bonita Drive. Upon Verdugo’s death in 1831, the land passed to his son, Julio, and
daughter, Catalina.
After California became a state in 1850, Spanish and Mexican landowners were required to
validate their land claims. Julio and Catalina Verdugo were officially granted title to the rancho
by the Board of Land Commissioners in 1855, and in 1861 they split the rancho between
southern and northern portions. In 1858 Julio Verdugo acquired part of the Rancho La Cañada.
In the years following, various other land transactions and economic misfortunes whittled down
the Verdugos’ holdings. What became known as the “Great Partition” of 1871, the result of a
lawsuit brought by Andrew Glassell, among others, against a debt- ridden Julio Verdugo, saw the
land pass into the hands of several Anglo landholders. They included Captain C. E. Thom, Judge
Erskine M. Ross, B. F. Patterson, H. J. Crow, and E. T. Byram.
Glendale: Early Beginnings
The completion of the transcontinental railroad in 1876, and a subsequent fare war in 1886
between the Southern Pacific and the Santa Fe, created the Southern California land boom of the
1880s. Real estate speculators Byram, Phelon and Patterson purchased 126 acres of the Childs
Tract in 1883. O. W. Childs had been granted 371 acres of the Rancho San Rafael as part of the
Great Partition. The tract was located between First Street (Lexington Drive) and Ninth Street
(Windsor Road). On March 11, 1887, Thom, Ross, Patterson and Byram commissioned a survey
and recorded the town of “Glendale” (a name from the rancho days), bounded by First Street
(now Lexington Drive) on the north, Fifth Street (now Harvard Street) on the south, Central
Avenue on the west, and the Childs Tract on the east.
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To promote the new town, the developers
hired prestigious San Francisco architects
Samuel and Joseph Cather Newsom to
construct the Glendale Hotel in 18861887. With its elaborate porch, gables,
turrets and chimneys, the hotel
exemplified the fashionable Queen Anne
style. It was located on the block
bounded by present day Jackson Street,
Wilson Avenue, Isabel Street and
Broadway. However, the Glendale Hotel
was never occupied, as its fortunes, along
with Glendale’s, were affected by the
collapse of the land boom. The hotel was
briefly used as a girls’ school, then the
Glendale Sanitarium, before being
demolished in 1928.

Only two other buildings survive from Glendale’s earliest days, the Goode House (c. 1895) at
119 N. Cedar Street, and the Doctors’ House (c. 1888-1889), which was moved from its original
location at 921 East Wilson Avenue to Brand Park in 1980, and now operates as a house
museum.
Tropico
At the southern end of present day Glendale, the township of Tropico was platted in 1887 by real
estate speculators C. B. Erskine, John Erskine, Hezekiah Jarvis, and Albion Chandler. The town
was named after a Southern Pacific depot located nearby. Tropico was situated in the area of
Los Feliz Road (originally Tropico Avenue) and Central Avenue. The community transitioned
from ranch land and strawberry farms to a small town inhabited by commuters to Los Angeles.
One ranch house remains from the Tropico era, the small, wood-frame Richardson House, named
for a pioneer landowner and developer, now located at 1281 Mariposa Street.
An important early business in Tropico was the Tropico Art Tile Works, formed in 1904, which
eventually was absorbed by Gladding McBean. W. C. B. Richardson donated property at the
corner of San Fernando Road and Cypress Street to the company, hoping to lure potential
homeowners. The building still remains in its original location. An Improvement Association
was formed in 1900 to promote Tropico, later joining forces with the Glendale Improvement
Association to promote the interurban line. Tropico was annexed by Glendale in 1918.
Transportation and the “Father of Glendale”
While the City of Glendale could boast a population of merely 300 circa 1900, it experienced
impressive growth after 1900 for several reasons, one being the annexation of Tropico in 1918.
However, the most significant impact on Glendale’s development was the establishment of the
interurban railroad line between Glendale and Los Angeles in 1904. The interurban system was
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spearheaded by Leslie C. Brand, also known as the “Father of Glendale.” Brand moved to Los
Angeles in 1898 and amassed a fortune as co-founder of Title Guarantee and Trust Company.
He became Glendale’s largest landowner, and in 1902 established the Glendale Railway
Company, which was ultimately absorbed into the Pacific Electric Railway Company. Railway
tracks ran up Brand Boulevard by 1904, with the Glendale Depot located at Brand Boulevard and
Broadway.
Brand was aided in his efforts to promote Glendale by Edgar A. Goode, the founder of the
Glendale Improvement Association, and an important civic booster.
A Community of Homes
An important factor in Glendale’s growth was its identity as a bedroom community, a
“community of homes.” Its earliest architectural heritage belonged to its Spanish past, as
exemplified by the early adobes, followed by farmhouses and Victorian styles during the Anglo
immigration of 1871-1900. The Taylor House, built circa 1871, is a modest wood frame
residence, the earliest remaining
Brand Boulevard, 1915. Courtesy Los Angeles Public Library
home from the era. During the 1920s
Photo Collection Database 00047172.jpg
it was moved to its current location at
1027 Glenwood Road.
Although Glendale’s population was
a mere 300 at the turn of the twentieth
century, single-family residences
were constructed around that time in
the American Foursquare style, and
with population growth, Craftsman
bungalows were constructed from
1908 until after World War I. During
the 1920s Southern California
experienced a real estate boom, and
former agricultural lands and estates
were subdivided. Large tracts were
platted, and neighborhoods of
bungalows were built in the Spanish
Colonial Revival, Colonial Revival, or Craftsman/Colonial Revival styles. Upscale residential
neighborhoods, such as Cumberland Heights, were located in northern Glendale near Leslie C.
Brand’s estate, El Miradero, where large single-family residences were designed in the era’s
popular period revival styles.
Residential building downtown during the 1920s included multiple-family residential dwellings
close to the commercial and civic core. Popular styles included two- to four-story period revival
apartment buildings and bungalow courts.
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Brand Boulevard and the Growth of Downtown
The establishment of the Pacific Electric line running up Brand Boulevard shifted Glendale’s
business district from its original turn-of-the-century location at the corner of Glendale Avenue
and Third Street (Wilson Avenue). Attention turned west to Brand Boulevard, which soon
boomed with new commercial development. Older, one-story wood frame buildings were
replaced with two-story, masonry commercial buildings. The city’s first four-story business
block was constructed in 1922 at Brand Boulevard and Wilson Avenue. The first six-story
building on Brand Boulevard was constructed for Security Trust and Savings Bank (originally
Leslie C. Brand’s First National Bank of Glendale) in 1923 by leading Glendale architect Alfred
F. Priest, at 100 N. Brand Boulevard. Other important downtown buildings included the
Glendale Theater (1920), also designed by Priest. Priest was responsible for nearly fifty
buildings in Glendale, including residential, commercial, institutional and governmental
buildings.
Another important Glendale architect
working in the 1920s was Albert G.
Lindley, who designed the Hotel
Glendale (1924-25) with Charles R.
Selkirk, the Masonic Temple (1927-28),
and the Egyptian-themed, Art Deco Alex
Theater (1923-24). A member of the
Methodist Church, Lindley designed
numerous churches for Methodists and
other denominations.

Alex Theater, 216 N. Brand Boulevard, January 2006.

In 1928 the Seventh Day Adventist
Church purchased the Glendale
Sanitarium, formerly the Glendale Hotel,
from Leslie C. Brand. The surrounding
land was subdivided, and the Sanitarium
ultimately became the Glendale Adventist Medical Center.
During the 1920s Glendale became an important aviation center. Early in 1912, Leslie C. Brand
built the first private airplane hangar at Mountain Street and Grandview Avenue. Glendale’s
Grand Central Airport was likewise established in the early 1920s, along with the Zig Zag
Moderne/Spanish Colonial Revival style Grand Central Air Terminal in 1928, which was the
first official air terminal for the Los Angeles area. For the first time, air service was offered
between Los Angeles and New York. As years passed, the Grand Central Airport’s runway was
deemed insufficient for modern planes. The airport closed in 1959, although the terminal still
remains in its original location.
Important civic buildings were constructed in the 1930s, such as the Glendale Post Office,
erected in 1933-1934, at 313 E. Broadway. In 1940-1942 Glendale City Hall was constructed by
the Works Progress Administration in the Moderne style, designed by architect Albert E.
Hansen.
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Postwar Glendale and Modern Resources
Most development was complete in
Glendale by 1945. But Glendale, along
with the rest of Southern California,
experienced significant growth after World
War II. Important Modern postwar
buildings built downtown include the
County Courthouse, at 600 E. Broadway,
designed by Arthur Wolfe. The County
Courthouse combines the values of Modern
architecture (clean lines, wide use of glass,
horizontal breadth) with classical elements
such as the red brick façade.
Glendale City Hall, 613 E. Broadway, January 2006

Renowned modern architects Welton
Becket and Associates designed the
Glendale Public Library, located at 300 E.
Harvard, in 1973. Constructed of roughtextured concrete, the library’s clear span
roof used waffle slabs to absorb noise.
Even Glendale’s churches reinvented
themselves in the Modern style. In 1960
First United Methodist Church of Glendale
built a new Modern church at 134 N.
Kenwood. Architects Walter Moody and
Ralph Flewelling were both members of
the Methodist community.
Glendale County Courthouse 600 E. Broadway January 2006

The church features steel slip cables and
extensive glasswork. As its focal point is the Trilon, a 112-foot-high three-legged tower, now
known to the Glendale community as a prominent feature of the downtown skyline.
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IV. REGULATORY ENVIRONMENT
A. Thresholds of Significance
According to CEQA (Public Resources Code [PRC], Section 21084.1), historical resources
include any resource listed in, or determined to be eligible for listing, in the California Register
of Historical Resources, established in 1992. According to PRC §5024.1, a resource may be
listed in the California Register if it:
x Meets National Register of Historic Places criteria A through D;
x Has been determined eligible for, or listed in, the National Register of Historic Places;
x Is a State Historical Landmark designated after No. 770 and potentially if it was
designated before No. 770;
x Is a State Point of Historical Interest; or
x Has been determined significant by the State Historical resources Commission, including
individual resources, contributors to historic districts, significant resources identified in
qualifying historical resource surveys, locally designated historical resources, districts, or
landmarks (i.e., listing on the Glendale Register of Historical resources); or has been
designated under any municipal or county ordinance (i.e., in an historic preservation
overlay zone).
In addition, according to the §15064.5(a)(3) of the CEQA Guidelines, historical resources may
include: “Any object, building, structure, site, area, place, record, or manuscript which a lead
agency determines to be historically significant or significant in the architectural, engineering,
scientific, economic, agricultural, educational, social, political, military, or cultural annals of
California may be considered to be an historical resource, provided the lead agency's
determination is supported by substantial evidence in light of the whole record.
Generally, a resource shall be considered by the lead agency to be "historically significant" if the
resource is eligible for listing on the National Register of Historic Places, meets the criteria for
listing on the California Register of Historical Resources (Pub. Res. Code §5024.1, Title 14
CCR, Section 4852), or is eligible for designation as a local landmark.
B. National Register of Historic Places
First authorized by the Historic Sites Act of 1935, the National Register of Historic Places was
established by the National Historic Preservation Act of 1966 as “an authoritative guide to be
used by Federal, state and local governments, private groups and citizens to identify the Nation’s
cultural resources and to indicate what properties should be considered for protection from
destruction or impairment.” The National Register recognizes properties that are significant at
the national, state and local levels. According to the National Register, the quality of
significance in American history, architecture, archaeology, engineering, and culture is present in
districts, sites, buildings, structures, and objects that possess integrity of location, design, setting,
materials, workmanship, feeling, and association, and:
July 2006
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A. That are associated with events that have made a significant contribution to the broad
patterns of our history; or
B. That are associated with the lives of persons significant in our past; or
C. That embody the distinctive characteristics of a type, period, or method of
construction, or that represent the work of a master, or that possess high artistic
values, or that represent a significant and distinguishable entity whose components
may lack individual distinction; or
D. That have yielded, or may be likely to yield, information important in prehistory or
history.
Ordinarily cemeteries, birthplaces, or graves of historical figures, properties owned by religious
institutions or used for religious purposes, structures that have been moved from their original
locations, reconstructed historic buildings, properties primarily commemorative in nature, and
properties that have achieved significance within the past 50 years are not considered eligible for
the National Register, unless they satisfy certain conditions.
The evaluation of integrity according to the National Register is grounded in an understanding of
a property’s physical features and how these features relate to its historic significance. It is
through the retention of original character-defining features that the significance of a resource is
conveyed. The National Register recognizes seven aspects or qualities that, in various
combinations, define the integrity of a property. They include:
1. Location – Location is the place where the historic property was constructed or the
place where the historic event occurred.
2. Design – Design is the combination of elements that create the form, plan, space,
structure, and style of a property.
3. Setting – Setting is the physical environment of a historic property.
4. Materials – Materials are the physical elements that were combined or deposited
during a particular period of time and in a particular pattern or configuration to form a
historic property.
5. Workmanship – Workmanship is the physical evidence of the crafts of a particular
culture or people during any given period in history or prehistory.
6. Feeling – Feeling is a property's expression of the aesthetic or historic sense of a
particular period of time.
7. Association – Association is the direct link between an important historic event or
person and a historic property.
C. California Register of Historical Resources
The California Register of Historical Resources (California Register) was established to be a
comprehensive listing of California’s historical resources, including those of national, state and
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local significance. The California Register was established in 1992 by the State Legislature with
the passage of Assembly Bill (AB) 2881. The criteria for listing in the California Register are
consistent with those developed for the National Register, but have been modified for State use.
The types of resources that may be eligible for listing include buildings, sites, structures, objects,
and historic districts. Resources must be significant at the local, state, or national level under
one or more of the following criteria:
1. It is associated with events that have made a significant contribution to the broad
patterns of local or regional history, or the cultural heritage of California or the
United States;
2. It is associated with the lives of persons important to local, California, or national
history;
3. It embodies the distinctive characteristics of a type, period, region, or method of
construction, or represents the work of a master or possesses high artistic values; or
4. It has yielded, or has the potential to yield, information important tot he prehistory or
history of the local area, California, or the nation.
Resources eligible for listing in the California Register must retain enough of their historic
character or appearance to be recognizable as historical resources and to convey the reasons for
their significance. It is possible that resources lacking sufficient integrity for listing in the
National Register may still be eligible for the California Register. Buildings, structures, or
objects that have been moved or reconstructed, and resources that have achieved significance
within the past 50 years may also be considered for listing in the California Register under
specific circumstances.
D. Glendale Municipal Code
The Glendale Register of Historical resources, as established by Glendale Municipal Code Title
15.20, is the City of Glendale’s official list of designated historical resources. The City
recognizes a “historical resource” as meaning any “site, building, structure, area or place, manmade or natural, which is historically or archaeologically significant in the cultural, architectural,
archaeological, engineering, scientific, economic, agricultural, educational, social, political or
military heritage of the city of Glendale, the state of California, or the United States and which
has been designated as historically significant in the National Register of Historic Places, the
state of California Register of Historical Resources, the Glendale register of historical resources,
or the historic preservation element of the Glendale general plan.” To be eligible for listing on
the Glendale Register, a historical resource must contain one or more of the following elements:
A. The proposed resource identifies interest or value as part of the heritage of the city;
B. The proposed resource is the location of a significant historic event;
C. The proposed resource identifies with a person or persons or groups who significantly
contributed to the history and development of the city, or whose work has influenced
the heritage of the city, the state or the United States;
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D. The proposed resource exemplifies one (1) of the best remaining architectural type in
a neighborhood; or contains outstanding or exemplary elements of attention to
architectural design, detail, materials or craftsmanship of a particular historic period;
E. The proposed resource is in a unique location or contains a singular physical
characteristic representing an established and familiar visual feature of a
neighborhood;
F. The proposed resource is a source, site or repository of archeological interest; and/or
G. The proposed resource contains a natural setting that strongly contributes to the well
being of the people of the city.
The designation of local historic districts in the City of Glendale is subject to the requirements of
Glendale Municipal Code Title 30.25. Under these codes, a “historic district” (or a historic
district overlay zone) is defined as a “a geographically definable area possessing a concentration,
linkage or continuity, constituting more than sixty (60) percent of the total, of historic or scenic
properties, or thematically-related grouping of properties. Properties must contribute to each
other and be unified aesthetically by plan or historical physical development.” A historic district
overlay zone may be eligible for designation by the City of Glendale if it contains one or more of
the following elements:
A. Exemplifies or reflects special elements of the city's cultural, social, economic,
political, aesthetic, engineering, architectural, or natural history;
B. Is identified with persons or events significant in local, state, or national history;
C. Embodies distinctive characteristics of a style, type, period, or method of
construction, or is a valuable example of the use of indigenous materials or
craftsmanship;
D. Represents the work of notable builders, designers, or architects;
E. Has a unique location or is a view or vista representing an established and familiar
visual feature of a neighborhood community or of the city;
F. Embodies a collection of elements of architectural design, detail, materials or
craftsmanship that represent a significant structural or architectural achievement or
innovation;
G. Reflects significant geographical patterns, including those associated with different
eras of settlement and growth, transportation modes, or distinctive examples of park
or community planning;
H. Conveys a sense of historic and architectural cohesiveness through its design, setting,
materials, workmanship or association; or
I. Has been designated a historic district in the National Register of Historic Places or
the California Register of Historical Resources. (Ord. 5347 § 18 (part), 2003)
The City of Glendale has not adopted formal guidelines for evaluating the integrity of individual
historical resources or historic districts. Because of the diversity of types and characteristics of
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the city’s historical resources, the integrity of resources within the Downtown Specific Plan Area
were evaluated for local eligibility using the integrity guidelines established by the National
Register of Historic Places and the California Register of Historical Resources, and taking into
consideration the area’s period of significance and historic context.
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V. SURVEY FINDINGS
There are approximately 76 properties in the Downtown Specific Plan Area (out of a total of 372
properties on 594 parcels) that contain historical resources listed in, formerly determined eligible
for listing, or potentially eligible for listing, pending a formal evaluation, the National Register
of Historic Places, the California Register of Historical Resources, or as local landmarks or
landmark districts under the provisions of the Glendale Municipal Code. According to PRC
Section 21084.1, which defines eligibility for listing on the California Register of Historical
Resources, these properties may be considered "significant historical resources" for the purposes
of CEQA.
The reconnaissance-level survey results distinguish between “known historical resources” and
“potential historical resources.” “Known historical resources” include those properties
previously listed in or formally determined eligible for listing in the National Register or the
California Register, or that have been formally designated as local landmarks or contributors to a
local historic district. “Potential historical resources” are those properties identified during the
reconnaissance-level survey as being eligible for listing in the National Register, on the
California Register, or for designation as local landmarks or contributors to a local historic
district, but which have not been formally evaluated as part of an intensive-level survey effort.
The determination for each identified historical resource was documented on a DPR523a
Primary Record form, including a photograph and brief statement on the property’s historical
significance. A summarized list of these determinations is provided in Appendix C. The
completed DPR523a forms are likewise provided in Appendix D.
Of the 76 historical resources identified in the project area, 30 had been previously evaluated by
other projects and/or historical resource surveys. These resources were reevaluated as part of the
present undertaking, and their evaluations updated to reflect their current condition and relative
significance. A total of 9 of these properties are considered to be “known historical resources”
because they have already been listed on the National Register of Historic Places, the California
Register of Historical Resources, or the Glendale Register of Historical Resources. A prior
evaluation also exists for the historic “Streetlights” on East Broadway in Glendale. As a group,
these streetlights were formally evaluated as eligible for local listing or designation. Many
historic streetlights remain extant on several downtown streets, but were not fully inventoried as
part of the historic resources survey.
A total of 66 properties in the Downtown Specific Plan Area are considered to be “potential
historical resources” based on the results of the reconnaissance-level survey, because they appear
to meet the eligibility criteria for listing in the National Register of Historic Places, the California
Register of Historical Resources, or for designation as local landmarks. In addition, 5 of these
resources appear eligible for listing on the California Register as contributing properties to a
potential historic district. The properties at 540, 607, 610, and 633 N. Central Avenue, comprise
a group of four similarly designed medical office buildings, constructed between 1953 and 1963.
Based on the reconnaissance-level survey results, they have been identified as potential historical
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resources because they are an unique grouping of postwar medical office buildings that embody
distinctive characteristics of their architectural type and period of construction in Glendale.
The historic resources survey identified 160 properties in the Glendale Downtown Specific Plan
Area that do not appear to be historically significant and are not eligible for listing in the
National Register, California Register, or as a locally designated landmark or local historic
district, based on the reconnaissance-level survey results. Of these properties, 144 were
evaluated as ineligible for listing in the National Register, the California Register, or for local
designation, due to loss of physical integrity, lack of a cohesive neighborhood, or because they
otherwise did not meet applicable criteria to be considered historically significant. Of these, 16
properties were found to be ineligible for listing, but may warrant special consideration in local
planning processes. These properties retain good physical integrity or are representative
examples of a particular building type, but lack the characteristics and relative significance to be
considered individually eligible local landmarks or contributors in a local landmark district.
135 properties in the Glendale Downtown Specific Plan Area are less than 45 years old. These
properties do not yet meet the National Register’s age criteria and are not known to have some
overriding architectural or historical significance that would qualify them for listing. Because
certain properties may achieve historical significance with the passage of time, we recommend
that these properties be reevaluated when they reach 50 years of age.
Of the 594 parcels in the Glendale Downtown Specific Plan area, 151 are vacant and possess no
identified historic resources. Of these vacant parcels, 77 contain parking lots. 71 of the vacant
parcels have no visible improvements. The remaining 3 contain public courtyards or open space.
The complete results of the reconnaissance-level historic resources survey are summarized in
Table 1 below and are provided in detail in Appendix C.
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Table 1
Historical Resource Survey Results in the Glendale Downtown Specific Plan Area

# of Resources
1S

Individually listed on the National Register and California Register

4

1D

Listed in the National Register or the California Register as a
Contributor to a district or multiple resource property

0

2S2

Determined to be individually eligible for listing on the National
Register and listed on the California Register

1

2CS

Individual property determined eligible for listing in the California
Register by the State Historical Resource Commission

1

5S1

Individual property that is listed or designated locally

1

Appears individually eligible for listing on the National Register
and California Register*

21

Appears individually eligible for listing on the California Register*

12

Appears eligible for the California Register as a contributor to a
California Register eligible historic district*

5

Appears individually eligible for listing on the Glendale Register*

31

Total Eligible Properties

76

Determined ineligible for local listing or designation, but may
warrant special consideration in local planning*

16

Found ineligible for the National Register, California Register or
local designation*

144

Less than 45 years old

135

Not visible from the public right of way

1

Total Non-Eligible Properties

296

Total of All Evaluated Properties

372

* Pending intensive-level survey effort and formal evaluation
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VI. PROJECT IMPACTS
The purpose of this section is to analyze whether the proposed project would result in a
“substantial adverse change” to an “historical resource.” Under CEQA, the potential impacts of
a project on historical resources must be considered. The purpose of CEQA is to evaluate
whether a proposed project may have an adverse effect on the environment and, if so, if that
effect can be reduced or eliminated by pursuing an alternative course of action or through
mitigation measures.
In accordance with California Public Resource Code §21084.1, the proposed project would have
a significant effect on the environment if development associated with any of the development
scenarios would cause a substantial adverse change in the significance of a historical resource as
defined in Section 15064.5(b) of the CEQA Guidelines.
In determining potential impacts, a “substantial adverse change” means “demolition, destruction,
relocation, or alteration of the resource such that the significance of an historical resource would
be materially impaired.” (California Public Resources Code 5020.1(q).) The setting of a
resource should also be taken into account in that it too may contribute to the significance of the
resource, as impairment of the setting could affect the significance of a resource. Material
impairment occurs when a project:
1. Demolishes or materially alters in an adverse manner those physical characteristics of an
historical resource that convey its historical significance and that justify its inclusion in,
or eligibility for, inclusion in the California Register of Historical Resources; or
2. Demolishes or materially alters in an adverse manner those physical characteristics that
account for its inclusion in a local register of historical resources pursuant to Section
5020.1(k) of the Public Resources Code or its identification in an historical resources
survey meeting the requirements of Section 5024.1(g) of the Public Resources Code,
unless the public agency reviewing the effects of the project establishes by a
preponderance of evidence that the resource is not historically or culturally significant; or
3. Demolishes or materially alters in an adverse manner those physical characteristics of a
historical resource that convey its historical significance and that justify its eligibility for
inclusion in the California Register of Historical Resources as determined by a lead
agency for purposes of CEQA.( 18 State CEQA Guidelines, 15064.5(b)(2).)
CEQA regulations further identify the Secretary of the Interior's Standards for the Treatment of
Historic Properties with Guidelines for Preserving, Rehabilitating, Restoring, and Reconstructing
Historic Buildings or the Secretary of the Interior's Standards for Rehabilitation and Guidelines
for Rehabilitating Historic Buildings (1995), Weeks and Grimmer, as the measure to be used in
determinations of whether or not a project of new development or rehabilitation adversely
impacts an “historical resource.” Section 15064.5(b)(3) states:
Generally, a project that follows the Secretary of the Interior’s Standards for the Treatment of Historic
Properties with Guidelines for Preserving, Rehabilitating, Restoring, and Reconstructing Historic Buildings
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or the Secretary of the Interior’s Standards for Rehabilitation and Guidelines for Rehabilitating Historic
Buildings (1995), Weeks and Grimmer, shall be considered as mitigated to a level of less than a significant
impact on the historical resource.

Moreover, projects which strictly adhere to the Secretary of the Interior’s Standards may be
determined categorically exempt in that they have been determined not to have a significant
effect on the environment, thus, exempting it from the provisions of CEQA. (State CEQA
Guidelines 15300 and 15331.) However, the categorical exemption is not permitted when a
project “may cause a substantial change in the significance of a historical resource.” (State
CEQA Guidelines 15300.2(f).)
The Secretary of the Interior’s Standards are as follows:
1. A property will be used as it was historically or be given a new use that requires minimal
change to its distinctive materials, features, spaces, and spatial relationships.
2. The historic character of a property will be retained and preserved. The removal of
distinctive materials or alteration of features, spaces, and spatial relationships that
characterize a property will be avoided.
3. Each property will be recognized as a physical record of its time, place and use. Changes that
create a false sense of historical development, such as adding conjectural features or elements
from other historic properties, will not be undertaken.
4. Changes to a property that have acquired historic significance in their own right will be
retained and preserved.
5. Distinctive materials, features, finishes, and construction techniques or examples of
craftsmanship that characterize a property will be preserved.
6. Deteriorated historic features will be repaired rather than replaced. Where the severity of
deterioration requires replacement of a distinctive feature, the new feature will match the old
in design, color, texture, and, where possible, materials. Replacement of missing features will
be substantiated by documentary and physical evidence.
7. Chemical or physical treatments, if appropriate, will be undertaken using the gentlest means
possible. Treatments that cause damage to historic materials will not be used.
8. Archeological resources will be protected and preserved in place. If such resources must be
disturbed, mitigation measures will be undertaken.
9. New additions, exterior alterations, or related new construction will not destroy historic
materials, features, and spatial relationships that characterize the property. The new work
shall be differentiated from the old and will be compatible with the historic materials,
features, size, scale and proportion, and massing to protect the integrity of the property and
its environment.
10. New additions and adjacent or related new construction will be undertaken in such a manner
that, if removed in the future, the essential form and integrity of the historic property and its
environment would be unimpaired.
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In determining the impact of a project on an “historical resource,” CEQA regulations rely upon
the application of the Secretary of the Interior’s Standards to determine whether the project
demolishes or alters the resource, in particular those physical characteristics of the historical
resource that convey its historical significance.
A. Discussion of Impacts
Because the Glendale Downtown Specific Plan EIR is intended to be a programmatic document
that defines issues and sets forth development policy in broad terms rather than on a project or
site specific basis it reserves site specific analysis for subsequent tiers of the EIR process.
Development assumptions at this stage are in terms of scenarios for minimum, moderate and
maximum levels of potential development, as measured in new land use floor area and housing
units added.
Typical project impacts that may "disrupt or adversely affect...a property of historic or cultural
significance" or cause a "substantial adverse change in the significance of an historical resource"
may include:
Demolition or substantial alteration without consideration of historic features;
Incompatible massing, size, scale or architectural style of new development on
adjacent properties;
Obstruction or extensive shading of significant views to and from the property by
new development;
Incompatible use of an existing structure;
Disruption of integrity of setting; and
Long term loss of access to the property
The level of significance for an effect is dependent upon the existing integrity and nature of
contributing elements to its historic or cultural significance, and the sensitivity of the current or
historic use of the resource.
Preferred Alternative. Under the Preferred Alternative development scenario, a net change
from existing conditions up to 1,738,962 square feet of office space, -87,833 square feet of retail
space (not including Town Center), and 3,981 housing units could occur. The likelihood that any
of the new development would affect historical resources is dependent upon the proximity of the
proposed development to any of the identified historical resources. Any future development
project that is located on or in the proximity of any of the identified historical resources located
within the project area would have the potential to result in a significant impact to historical
resources. Any future development project within the project area that would cause a substantial
adverse change in the significance of an historical resource would represent a significant impact
related to historical resources.
Alternative A. This alternative would allow a net change from existing conditions up to
1,701,462 square feet of office space, -87,833 square feet of retail space (not including Town
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Center), and 3,915 housing units. Since development under Alternative A could occur on or near
parcels within the project area that presently contain identified historical resources, impacts
under the Alternative A would be potentially significant. Any future development project within
the project area that would cause a substantial adverse change in the significance of an historical
resource would represent a significant impact on historical resources.
Alternative B. This alternative would allow a net change from existing conditions up to
1,701,462 square feet of office space, -87,833 square feet of retail space (not including Town
Center), and 3,435 housing units. Because development under Alternative B could occur on or
near parcels within the Project Area that presently contain identified historical resources and
could thus result in a substantial adverse change in the significance of an historical resource,
impacts under Alternative B would be potentially significant, although the likelihood would be
less than Alternative A because the total allowable development would be less. Any future
development project within the project area that would cause a substantial adverse change in the
significance of an historical resource would represent a significant impact on historical
resources.
Cumulative Impacts
Cumulative impacts related to cultural resources could occur to the extent that multiple future
development projects within the project area were to result in significant impacts to multiple
identified historical resources. The following table contains a list of historical resources in the
Downtown Specific Plan area that may be demolished or materially altered in an adverse manner
by approved or pending development projects.
Table 2
Historical Resources that May Have Significant Cumulative Impacts
Related to Approved or Pending Projects
Resource Address:

APN:

607 N. Central Avenue
610 N. Central Avenue
633 N. Central Avenue
200 W. Wilson Avenue

5637002051
5343002050
5637002046
5642002045

The cumulative impacts to historical resources caused by approved or pending projects on these
historical resources would be significant and unavoidable.
Mitigation measures set forth below would address potential impacts to cultural resources that
would reduce impacts to cultural resource to less than significant levels and thus no significant
cumulative impacts related to cultural resources would occur.
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B. Mitigation Measures
The following mitigation measures are recommended for all future development projects within
the project area that are located on or in proximity to properties containing known historic
resources or potential historic resources:
1. To the extent feasible, the preservation, rehabilitation, restoration, reconstruction or adaptive
reuse of known historic resources shall meet the U.S. Secretary of the Interior's Standards for
Rehabilitation. Any proposal to preserve, rehabilitate, restore, reconstruct, or adaptively
reuse a known historic resource in accordance with the Interior Secretary’s Standards shall be
deemed to not be a significant impact under CEQA and, in such cases, no additional
mitigation measures will be required.
2. Historic street lamps, if any, should be repaired and reused, and not replaced by contemporary
fixtures, when maintenance or streetscape improvements occur, unless reuse or repair is
demonstrated to be infeasible.
3. In the event that a future development project within the Downtown Specific Plan Area is
proposed on or immediately surrounding a site containing a known historic resource,
environmental review of the development project shall consider the impacts to the known
historic resource and, if needed, shall include a study conducted by a qualified historian or
architectural historian to determine whether the proposed development project would
materially alter in an adverse manner those physical characteristics of the known historic
resource that conveys its historical significance. If the project would demolish a historic
resource or if it is determined that the development project would materially alter in an
adverse manner those physical characteristics that convey the resource’s historic
significance, the City shall impose any and all measures to avoid or substantially lessen the
impact, unless the City, after having analyzed the significant impacts and proposed
mitigation measures in an Environmental Impact Report, finds such mitigation measures are
infeasible and adopts a statement of overriding considerations. Potential modifications to a
site-specific development project to avoid or mitigate adverse impacts on historic resources
include, but are not limited to:
x Site plan modifications that incorporate the historic resource into the proposed
project, and if necessary, rehabilitation of the historic resource. Rehabilitation of
architecturally or historically significant buildings shall meet the U.S. Secretary of the
Interior’s Standards for Rehabilitation;
x Design changes related to height density, upper story step-backs, architectural
features, or materials; and
x Changes in the proposed development program to include compatible uses.
4. In the event that a future development project within the Downtown Specific Plan Area is
proposed on a site containing a potential historic property, the City shall require, as part of
the environmental review of the project, an intensive level survey to determine whether the
property is a historic resource under CEQA. If the intensive level survey determines that the
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potential historic property is a historic resource, the City shall undertake the analysis and
impose mitigation measures required under MM-4-14-3.
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Previously Identified Historical Resources

5642005081
5642005087
5642005920
5642005080
5642005075
5642005024
5642016057

130 N Brand Blvd

130 N Brand Blvd

138 N Brand Blvd

138-140 N Brand Blvd

138-140 N Brand Blvd

142-146 N Brand Blvd

200 N Brand Blvd

5642003004
5642003006

100-108 S Brand Blvd

100-108 S Brand Blvd

Prepared by Jones & Stokes

Historical Resources Technical Report

5643020056
5643003040

337 N Brand Blvd

401 N Brand Blvd

5643020051

5642005029

120-126 N Brand Blvd

315 N Brand Blvd

5642005030

114-118 N Brand Blvd

5642016909

5642005033

110 N Brand Blvd

216 N Brand Blvd

5642005032

108 N Brand Blvd

5642015036

5642005066

106 N Brand Blvd

5642016908

5642002085

101-135 N Brand Blvd

201 N Brand Blvd

5642005031

100-104 N Brand Blvd

216 N Brand Blvd

APN:

Street Address:

NR (5S) DEMOLISHED: 110-114 E Broadway; 1983/84 Glendale Architectural and Historical Survey (evaluated as "5D,"
Broadway Commercial District)

NR (5S) DEMOLISHED: 110-114 E Broadway; 1983/84 Glendale Architectural and Historical Survey (evaluated as "5D,"
Broadway Commercial District)

NR (2CS)

NR (6Y2)

1996 Pacific Park/Edison School Project Survey (evaluated as ineligible for the California Register)

GR; NR (1S) Listed on National Register

GR; NR (1S) Listed on National Register

GR; NR (4S); 1983/84 Glendale Architectural and Historical Survey (evaluated as "5D")

NR (5D) Brand Boulevard Commercial District; 1983/84 Glendale Architectural and Historical Survey (evaluated as "6")

NR (5D) Brand Boulevard Commercial District; 1983/84 Glendale Architectural and Historical Survey (evaluated as "5D")

NR (5D) Arthur Murray Dance Studio; Brand Boulevard Commercial District; 1983/84 Glendale Architectural and Historical
Survey (evaluated as "6")

NR (5D) Arthur Murray Dance Studio; Brand Boulevard Commercial District; 1983/84 Glendale Architectural and Historical
Survey (evaluated as "6")

NR (5D) Arthur Murray Dance Studio; Brand Boulevard Commercial District; 1983/84 Glendale Architectural and Historical
Survey (evaluated as "6")

NR (5D) Brand Boulevard Commercial District - DEMOLISHED: 128 & 132 North Brand Blvd; 1983/84 Glendale Architectural
and Historical Survey (evaluated as "6")

NR (5D) Brand Boulevard Commercial District - DEMOLISHED 128 & 132 North Brand Blvd; 1983/84 Glendale Architectural
and Historical Survey (evaluated as "6")

NR (5D) Brand Boulevard Commercial District; 1983/84 Glendale Architectural and Historical Survey (evaluated as "6")

NR (5D) Brand Boulevard Commercial District; 1983/84 Glendale Architectural and Historical Survey (evaluated as "6")

NR (5D) Brand Boulevard Commercial District

NR (5D) First National Bank/Masonic Building; Brand Boulevard Commercial District; 1983/84 Glendale Architectural and
Historical Survey

NR (5D) Pacific Electric Depot; Brand Boulevard Commercial District
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NR (5D) Brand Boulevard Commercial District - DEMOLISHED: Rudy Building/Cole and Campbell Building (101 N. Brand);
113 (F.W. Woolworth Bldg.), 117, 121, 127 (Palace Grand Theatre), 131 (Jensen's Place Grand Shops and Arcade), and 135 North
Brand; 1983/84 Glendale Architectural and Historical Survey

GR; NR (5D) Security Trust and Savings Bank; Brand Boulevard Commercial District; 1983/84 Glendale Architectural and
Historical Survey

Prior Evaluation(s):

APPENDIX A: Previously Evaluated Historical Resources

NR (5D) Brand Boulevard Commercial District, DEMOLISHED: 209-211 S Brand Blvd; 1983/84 Glendale Architectural and
Historical Survey (evaluated as "5D")

5642014913

5642014923

217 S Brand Blvd

Prepared by Jones & Stokes

Historical Resources Technical Report

5642013903
5642014915

214-220 S Brand Blvd

215 S Brand Blvd

5642013012

214-220 S Brand Blvd

NR (5D) Brand Boulevard Commercial District; DEMOLISHED: 217 S Brand BLVD; 1983/84 Glendale Architectural and
Historical Survey (evaluated as "5D")

NR (5D) Brand Boulevard Commercial District, DEMOLISHED: 215 S Brand Blvd; 1983/84 Glendale Architectural and
Historical Survey (evaluated as "6")

NR (5D) Brand Boulevard Commercial District; 1983/84 Glendale Architectural and Historical Survey (evaluated as "6")

NR (5D) Brand Boulevard Commercial District; 1983/84 Glendale Architectural and Historical Survey (evaluated as "6")

NR (5D) Brand Boulevard Commercial District; 1983/84 Glendale Architectural and Historical Survey (evaluated as "6")
NR (5D) Brand Boulevard Commercial District, DEMOLISHED: 213 S Brand Blvd; 1983/84 Glendale Architectural and
Historical Survey (evaluated as "5D")

5642013004
5642014914

212 S Brand Blvd

213 S Brand Blvd

NR (5D) Brand Boulevard Commercial District; DEMOLISHED: 205-207 S Brand BLVD; 1983/84 Glendale Architectural and
Historical Survey (evaluated as "5D")

NR (5D) Brand Boulevard Commercial District; 1983/84 Glendale Architectural and Historical Survey (evaluated as "6")

NR (1S) Huntley-Evans Buliding (Penderoys); 1983/84 Glendale Architectural and Historical Survey (evaluated as "5D")

NR (5D) Brand Boulevard Commercial District; 1983/84 Glendale Architectural and Historical Survey (evaluated as "6")

NR (5D) Brand Boulevard Commercial District; 1983/84 Glendale Architectural and Historical Survey (evaluated as "6")

NR (5D) Brand Boulevard Commercial District, DEMOLISHED: 139-141 S Brand BLVD (Capitol Theatre); 1983/84 Glendale
Architectural and Historical Survey (evaluated as "6")

209 S Brand Blvd

5642001929

139 S Brand Blvd

NR (5D) Brand Boulevard Commercial District, DEMOLISHED: 139-141 S Brand BLVD (Capitol Theatre); 1983/84 Glendale
Architectural and Historical Survey (evaluated as "6")

5642014002

5642001926

139 S Brand Blvd

NR (5D) Brand Boulevard Commercial District; DEMOLISHED: 135-137 S Brand BLVD; 1983/84 Glendale Architectural and
Historical Survey (evaluated as "6")

205 S Brand Blvd

5642001044

135 S Brand Blvd

NR (5D) Brand Boulevard Commercial District; DEMOLISHED: 129-133 S Brand BLVD; 1983/84 Glendale Architectural and
Historical Survey (evaluated as "6")

5642013001

5642001043

129 S Brand Blvd

NR (5S) DEMOLISHED: 110-114 E Broadway; 1983/84 Glendale Architectural and Historical Survey (evaluated as "5D,"
Broadway Commercial District)

200 S Brand Blvd

5642003005

100-108 S Brand Blvd

NR (5S) DEMOLISHED: 116-120 E Broadway; 1983/84 Glendale Architectural and Historical Survey (evaluated as "5D,"
Broadway Commercial District)

5642003021

5642003032

100-108 S Brand Blvd

NR (5D) DEMOLISHED: 102, 106, & 108 East Broadway; 1983/84 Glendale Architectural and Historical Survey (evaluated as
"5D," Broadway Commercial District)

156-160 S Brand Blvd

5642003003

100-108 S Brand Blvd

DEMOLISHED: 100 S Brand BLVD; 1983/84 Glendale Architectural and Historical Survey (evaluated as "5D")

5642003020

5642003002

100-108 S Brand Blvd

NR (5D) Brand Boulevard Commercial District - DEMOLISHED: 108-110 (Stuart Morris Dental Group), 112, 114 (Salvation
Army Thriftstore); 118 (Salmacia Music Store/Glendale Music), 120 (Glendale Theatre); 128 and 136 S. Brand Blvd; 1983/84
Glendale Architectural and Historical Survey (evaluated as "6")

5642003020

5642003040

100-108 S Brand Blvd

NR (6) DEMOLISHED: 123 S Maryland AVE

148-154 S Brand Blvd

5642003039

100-108 S Brand Blvd

Prior Evaluation(s):

148-154 S Brand Blvd

APN:

Street Address:

8/2/2006
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5641001004
5641001023

100 W Colorado St

120 W Colorado St
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5641004006

416 E Colorado St

1966 Pacific Park/Edison School Project Survey (evaluated as ineligible for the California Register)

5641001028
5641003022

300 S Central Ave

1966 Pacific Park/Edison School Project Survey (evaluated as ineligible for the California Register); DEMOLISHED

5642014030

200 S Central Ave

120 E Colorado St

NR (5D) Brand Boulevard Commercial District - DEMOLISHED: 143 North Brand Blvd

5642001923

200 W Broadway

1966 Pacific Park/Edison School Project Survey (evaluated as ineligible for the California Register)

1966 Pacific Park/Edison School Project Survey (evaluated as ineligible for the California Register)

NR (6)

NR (3S) DEMOLISHED: Glendale Lodge 1289 BPOE; 1983/84 Glendale Architectural and Historical Survey (evaluated as "5")

GR; NR (2S2/5S); 1983/84 Glendale Architectural and Historical Survey (evaluated as "5")

GR; NR (1S) Listed on National Register; 1983/84 Glendale Architectural and Historical Survey (evaluated as "2")

NR (5S) DEMOLISHED: 218-220 E Broadway; 1983/84 Glendale Architectural and Historical Survey (evaluated as "5D,"
Broadway Commercial District)

5642006901

5642004043

220 E Broadway

NR (5S) DEMOLISHED: 218-220 E Broadway; 1983/84 Glendale Architectural and Historical Survey (evaluated as "5D,"
Broadway Commercial District)

5642012904

5642004002

218 E Broadway

NR (4S) DEMOLISHED: 214-216 E Broadway; 1983/84 Glendale Architectural and Historical Survey (evaluated as "5D,"
Broadway Commercial District)

313 E Broadway

5642004003

214 E Broadway

NR (5D2); 1983/84 Glendale Architectural and Historical Survey (evaluated as "5D," Broadway Commercial District)

NR (5S); 1983/84 Glendale Architectural and Historical Survey

NR (5S) DEMOLISHED: 200 E Broadway

NR (5S)

1996 Pacific Park/Edison School Project Survey (evaluated as ineligible for the California Register)

1996 Pacific Park/Edison School Project Survey (evaluated as ineligible for the California Register)

NR (5D) Brand Boulevard Commercial District; DEMOLISHED: 233 S Brand BLVD (Brass Rail); 1983/84 Glendale
Architectural and Historical Survey (evaluated as "6")

GR; NR (7M/3S) Masonic Temple; 1983/84 Glendale Architectural and Historical Survey (evaluated as "3")

NR (5D) Brand Boulevard Commercial District; DEMOLISHED: 225-231 S Brand BLVD; 1983/84 Glendale Architectural and
Historical Survey (evaluated as "6")

NR (5D) Brand Boulevard Commercial District; 1983/84 Glendale Architectural and Historical Survey (evaluated as "5D")

NR (5D) Brand Boulevard Commercial District; DEMOLISHED: 221-223 S Brand BLVD; 1983/84 Glendale Architectural and
Historical Survey (evaluated as "5D")

613 E Broadway

5642005042
5642005043

5642004047

200 E Broadway

201-203 E Broadway

5642005079

107-117 E Broadway

205-209 E Broadway

5641003001
5641001005

300 S Brand Blvd

315 S Brand Blvd

5642014905

233 S Brand Blvd

NR (5D) Brand Boulevard Commercial District; 1983/84 Glendale Architectural and Historical Survey (evaluated as "6")

5642013007

5642014926

225 S Brand Blvd

5642013008

5642014926

225 S Brand Blvd

230 S Brand Blvd

5642013006

224-226 S Brand Blvd

232-236 S Brand Blvd

NR (5D) Brand Boulevard Commercial District; DEMOLISHED: 225-231 S Brand BLVD; 1983/84 Glendale Architectural and
Historical Survey (evaluated as "6")

5642014008

221 S Brand Blvd

NR (5D) Brand Boulevard Commercial District; DEMOLISHED: 219 S Brand BLVD; 1983/84 Glendale Architectural and
Historical Survey (evaluated as "6")

5642014007

219 S Brand Blvd

Prior Evaluation(s):

APN:

Street Address:
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1966 Pacific Park/Edison School Project Survey (evaluated as ineligible for the California Register)
NR (7R)

5641001010
5641001011

206 W Colorado St

210 W Colorado St

1996 Pacific Park/Edison School Project Survey (evaluated as ineligible for the California Register)

NR (6)

5642007039
5642007024

131 S Jackson St

140 S Jackson St

Prepared by Jones & Stokes
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NR (6); 1983/84 Glendale Architectural and Historical Survey (evaluated as "6")

NR (6); 1983/84 Glendale Architectural and Historical Survey (evaluated as "6")

NR (6); 1983/84 Glendale Architectural and Historical Survey (evaluated as "6")

1991 Historic Resources Survey: Downtown Glendale Project Area (evaluated as "worthy of note")

1991 Historic Resources Survey: Downtown Glendale Project Area (evaluated as "worthy of note")

1991 Historic Resources Survey: Downtown Glendale Project Area (evaluated as "worthy of note")

5642007011

5642006039

123-129 N Jackson St

1991 Historic Resources Survey: Downtown Glendale Project Area (evaluated as "worthy of note")

126 S Jackson St

5642006040

123-129 N Jackson St

NR (7K) DEMOLISHED: 130 N Jackson ST; 1983/84 Glendale Architectural and Historical Survey (evaluated as "5"); 1991
Historic Resources Survey: Downtown Glendale Project Area

5642007035

5642011901

120 N Jackson St

NR (6); 1983/84 Glendale Architectural and Historical Survey (evaluated as "6"); Listed as "worthy of note" in 1991 Historic
Resources Survey: Downtown Glendale Project Area

121 S Jackson St

5642006041

115-121 N Jackson St

NR (6); 1983/84 Glendale Architectural and Historical Survey (evaluated as "6"); Listed as "worthy of note" in 1991 Historic
Resources Survey: Downtown Glendale Project Area

5642007010

5642006042

115-121 N Jackson St

NR (6Y); 1991 Historic Resources Survey: Downtown Glendale Project Area (evaluated as "worthy of note")

5642007009

5642007015

117 S Isabel St

NR (5S) Listed as 120 N Isabel St

116-122 S Jackson St

5642012904

120 N Isabel St

1996 Pacific Park/Edison School Project Survey (evaluated as ineligible for the California Register); DEMOLISHED

1966 Pacific Park/Edison School Project Survey (evaluated as ineligible for the California Register); DEMOLISHED

1991 Historic Resources Survey: Downtown Glendale Project Area (evaluated as "worthy of note")

NR (6)

NR (6); 1983/84 Glendale Architectural and Historical Survey (evaluated as "6")

116-122 S Jackson St

5642014025
5642001934

200 W Harvard St

5642008011

601 E Harvard St

201 W Harvard St

5642007054

423 E Harvard St

NR (6) DEMOLISHED: 322 E Harvard ST

5642010025
5642010003

320 E Harvard St

412-422 E Harvard St

NR (3S) Kiefer & Eyerick Mortuary; 1983/84 Glendale Architectural and Historical Survey (evaluated as "3")

5642010026

314 E Harvard St
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GR; NR (3S); Listed in the HRI as 119 N. Glendale Avenue; 1983/84 Glendale Architectural and Historical Survey (evaluated as a
"5")

5641001017
5642012904

215 W Elk Ave

119 N Glendale Ave

1996 Pacific Park/Edison School Project Survey (evaluated as ineligible for the California Register)

1966 Pacific Park/Edison School Project Survey (evaluated as ineligible for the California Register)

5641001008
5641001009

1966 Pacific Park/Edison School Project Survey (evaluated as ineligible for the California Register); DEMOLISHED

124 W Colorado St

5642014024

123 W Colorado St

Prior Evaluation(s):

202 W Colorado St

APN:

Street Address:

5642001076
5642001933
5642001049
5642014900
5642014026
5642014800
5642005057
5642002045

124 S Orange St

129 S Orange St

134 S Orange St

200-210 S Orange St

205 S Orange St

213 S Orange St

200-204 E Wilson Ave

200 W Wilson Ave

Prepared by Jones & Stokes
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5642005073

5642004912

117-125 S Louise St

124 N Maryland Ave

5642004010

113-115 S Louise St

5642004032

5642006056

140 N Louise St

5642004037

5642004022

322-328 S Kenwood St

120 S Louise St

5642010011

232 S Kenwood St

128 S Louise St

5642007042
5642010010

132 S Kenwood St

5642007040

128 S Kenwood St

228 S Kenwood St

5642007038

126 S Kenwood St

GR; NR (5S2); 1983/84 Glendale Architectural and Historical Survey (evaluated as "5")

5642006060
5642004030

134 N Kenwood St

5642006056

127-129 N Kenwood St

117-119 S Kenwood St

NR (5D)

5642006056

119 N Kenwood St

NR (6); 1983/84 Glendale Architectural and Historical Survey (evaluated as "6")

NR (5D) Brand Boulevard Commercial District; 1983/84 Glendale Architectural and Historical Survey (evaluated as "6")

NR (7J/5S); 1983/84 Glendale Architectural and Historical Survey (evaluated as "5"); 1991 Historic Resources Survey:
Downtown Glendale Project Area

DEMOLISHED: Pacific Bell Telephone Building; 1996 Pacific Park/Edison School Project Survey (evaluated as eligible for the
California Register); 1996 Greater Downtown Strategic Plan Master EIR (evaluated as eligible for the California Register)

1966 Pacific Park/Edison School Project Survey (evaluated as ineligible for the California Register); DEMOLISHED
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GR; 1996 Pacific Park/Edison School Project Survey (evaluated as ineligible for the California Register); 1996 Greater Downtown
Strategic Plan Master EIR (evaluated as eligible for the Glendale Register and the California Register)

1966 Pacific Park/Edison School Project Survey (evaluated as ineligible for the California Register); DEMOLISHED

1996 Pacific Park/Edison School Project Survey (evaluated as ineligible for the California Register); DEMOLISHED

1996 Pacific Park/Edison School Project Survey (evaluated as eligible for the California Register); 1996 Greater Downtown
Strategic Plan Master EIR (evaluated as eligible for the California Register)

NR (5S/4S) DEMOLISHED: 134 N Maryland AVE (5S); DEMOLISHED: 210 E Wilson AVE (4S)

NR (5S); 1983/84 Glendale Architectural and Historical Survey (evaluated as "5")

NR (6); 1991 Historic Resources Survey: Downtown Glendale Project Area (evaluated as "worthy of note")

NR (4S); 1983/84 Glendale Architectural and Historical Survey (evaluated as "5")

NR (5S) Better Auto Body; 1983/84 Glendale Architectural and Historical Survey (evaluated as "5")

GR; NR (1S) Glendale YMCA; National Register Listed; 1983/84 Glendale Architectural and Historical Survey (evaluated as
"3"); 1991 Historic Resources Survey: Downtown Glendale Project Area

NR (6); 1983/84 Glendale Architectural and Historical Survey (evaluated as "6")

NR (5S); 1983/84 Glendale Architectural and Historical Survey (evaluated as "5")

NR (5S) Ellis Apartments; 1983/84 Glendale Architectural and Historical Survey (evaluated as "5")

NR (6); 1983/84 Glendale Architectural and Historical Survey (evaluated as "6")

NR (6) W.G. Boyd House; 1983/84 Glendale Architectural and Historical Survey (evaluated as "6")

NR (6); 1983/84 Glendale Architectural and Historical Survey (evaluated as "6")

NR (3S) Glendale Realty Board/Unity Temple; 1983/84 Glendale Architectural and Historical Survey (evaluated as "5")

1991 Historic Resources Survey: Downtown Glendale Project Area (evaluated as "worthy of note")

NR (5S); 1983/84 Glendale Architectural and Historical Survey (evaluated as "6")

5642009018
5642009028

NR (6); 1983/84 Glendale Architectural and Historical Survey (evaluated as "6")

220 S Jackson St

5642010012

213 S Jackson St

Prior Evaluation(s):

224 S Jackson St

APN:

Street Address:

APPENDIX B:
California Historical Resources Status
Codes and Definitions

California Historical Resource Status Codes
1

Properties listed in the National Register (NR) or the California Register (CR)

1D
1S

Contributor to a district or multiple resource property listed in NR by the Keeper. Listed in the CR.
Individual property listed in NR by the Keeper. Listed in the CR.

1CD
1CS
1CL

Listed in the CR as a contributor to a district or multiple resource property by the SHRC
Listed in the CR as individual property by the SHRC.
Automatically listed in the California Register – Includes State Historical Landmarks 770 and above and Points of Historical
Interest nominated after December 1997 and recommended for listing by the SHRC.

2

Properties determined eligible for listing in the National Register (NR) or the California Register (CR)

2B
2D
2D2
2D3
2D4
2S
2S2
2S3
2S4

Determined eligible for NR as an individual property and as a contributor to an eligible district in a federal regulatory process.
Listed in the CR.
Contributor to a district determined eligible for NR by the Keeper. Listed in the CR.
Contributor to a district determined eligible for NR by consensus through Section 106 process. Listed in the CR.
Contributor to a district determined eligible for NR by Part I Tax Certification. Listed in the CR.
Contributor to a district determined eligible for NR pursuant to Section 106 without review by SHPO. Listed in the CR.
Individual property determined eligible for NR by the Keeper. Listed in the CR.
Individual property determined eligible for NR by a consensus through Section 106 process. Listed in the CR.
Individual property determined eligible for NR by Part I Tax Certification. Listed in the CR.
Individual property determined eligible for NR pursuant to Section 106 without review by SHPO. Listed in the CR.

2CB
2CD
2CS

Determined eligible for CR as an individual property and as a contributor to an eligible district by the SHRC.
Contributor to a district determined eligible for listing in the CR by the SHRC.
Individual property determined eligible for listing in the CR by the SHRC.

3

Appears eligible for National Register (NR) or California Register (CR) through Survey Evaluation

3B
3D
3S

Appears eligible for NR both individually and as a contributor to a NR eligible district through survey evaluation.
Appears eligible for NR as a contributor to a NR eligible district through survey evaluation.
Appears eligible for NR as an individual property through survey evaluation.

3CB
3CD
3CS

Appears eligible for CR both individually and as a contributor to a CR eligible district through a survey evaluation.
Appears eligible for CR as a contributor to a CR eligible district through a survey evaluation.
Appears eligible for CR as an individual property through survey evaluation.

4

Appears eligible for National Register (NR) or California Register (CR) through other evaluation
4CM

5

Master List - State Owned Properties – PRC §5024.

Properties Recognized as Historically Significant by Local Government
5D1
5D2
5D3

Contributor to a district that is listed or designated locally.
Contributor to a district that is eligible for local listing or designation.
Appears to be a contributor to a district that appears eligible for local listing or designation through survey evaluation.

5S1
5S2
5S3

Individual property that is listed or designated locally.
Individual property that is eligible for local listing or designation.
Appears to be individually eligible for local listing or designation through survey evaluation.

5B

Locally significant both individually (listed, eligible, or appears eligible) and as a contributor to a district that is locally listed,
designated, determined eligible or appears eligible through survey evaluation.

6C
6J
6L

Determined ineligible for or removed from California Register by SHRC.
Landmarks or Points of Interest found ineligible for designation by SHRC.
Determined ineligible for local listing or designation through local government review process; may warrant special consideration
in local planning.
Determined ineligible for NR through Part I Tax Certification process.
Determined ineligible for NR pursuant to Section 106 without review by SHPO.
Removed from NR by the Keeper.
Determined ineligible for the NR by SHRC or Keeper.
Determined ineligible for NR by consensus through Section 106 process – Not evaluated for CR or Local Listing.
Found ineligible for NR, CR or Local designation through survey evaluation.

6

Not Eligible for Listing or Designation as specified

6T
6U
6W
6X
6Y
6Z

7

Not Evaluated for National Register (NR) or California Register (CR) or Needs Revaluation
7J
7K
7L
7M
7N
7N1
7R
7W

Received by OHP for evaluation or action but not yet evaluated.
Resubmitted to OHP for action but not reevaluated.
State Historical Landmarks 1-769 and Points of Historical Interest designated prior to January 1998 – Needs to be reevaluated
using current standards.
Submitted to OHP but not evaluated - referred to NPS.
Needs to be reevaluated (Formerly NR Status Code 4)
Needs to be reevaluated (Formerly NR SC4) – may become eligible for NR w/restoration or when meets other specific conditions.
Identified in Reconnaissance Level Survey: Not evaluated.
Submitted to OHP for action – withdrawn.
12/8/2003

APPENDIX C:
Historical Resources Identified in the
Glendale Downtown Specific Plan Area

APPENDIX C: Historical Resources Identified in the Glendale Downtown Specific Plan Area
Street Address:

APN:

Evaluation:

100-104 N Brand Blvd

5642005031

5S1/3S

142-146 N Brand Blvd

5642005024

Eligible for California Register*

201 N Brand Blvd

5642015036

5S1

209 N Brand Blvd

5642015035

Eligible for Glendale Register*

216 N Brand Blvd

5642016909

1S/5S1

216 N Brand Blvd

5642016908

1S/5S1

221-225 N Brand Blvd

5642015032

Eligible for Glendale Register*

337 N Brand Blvd

5643020056

Eligible for California Register*

401 N Brand Blvd

5643003040

2CS

156-160 S Brand Blvd

5642003021

1S

224-226 S Brand Blvd

5642013006

Eligible for Glendale Register*

230 S Brand Blvd

5642013007

Eligible for Glendale Register*

232-236 S Brand Blvd

5642013008

5S1/3S

201-203 E Broadway

5642005042

Eligible for National Register and California Register*

205-209 E Broadway

5642005043

Eligible for Glendale Register*

215 E Broadway

5642005925

Eligible for National Register and California Register*

313 E Broadway

5642006901

1S/5S1

501 E Broadway

5642011042

Eligible for Glendale Register*

600 E Broadway

5642008901

Eligible for National Register and California Register*

613 E Broadway

5642012904

2S2/5S1

633 E Broadway

5642012904

Eligible for National Register and California Register*

351 W Broadway

5637009017

Eligible for Glendale Register*

353 W Broadway

5637009018

Eligible for Glendale Register*

357 W Broadway

5637009031

Eligible for Glendale Register*

119 W California Ave

5643020048

Eligible for National Register and California Register*

121 W California Ave

5643020048

Eligible for National Register and California Register*

101 N Central Ave

5637009007

Eligible for Glendale Register*

227-229 N Central Ave

5637007001

Eligible for National Register and California Register*

346 N Central Ave

5643020028

Eligible for California Register*

540 N Central Ave

5643001062

Eligible for California Register as contributor to historic district*

607 N Central Ave

5637002051

Eligible for California Register as contributor to historic district*

610 N Central Ave

5643002050

Eligible for California Register as contributor to historic district*

633 N Central Ave

5637002046

Eligible for California Register as contributor to historic district*

201 E Colorado St

5642013901

Eligible for Glendale Register*

220 E Colorado St

5641003900

Eligible for California Register*

326 E Colorado St

5641004008

Eligible for California Register*

206 W Colorado St

5641001010

Eligible for National Register and California Register*

328-340 W Colorado St

5696004041

Not visible from public right of way

328-340 W Colorado St

5696004042

Not visible from public right of way

360 W Colorado St

5696004017

Eligible for Glendale Register*
* Determined through reconnaissance-level survey, pending intensive-level survey and formal evaluation.
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Street Address:

APN:

Evaluation:

112 N Columbus Ave

5637009037

Eligible for Glendale Register*

425 E Elk Ave

5641004026

Eligible for Glendale Register*

215 W Elk Ave

5641001017

Eligible for Glendale Register*

119 N Glendale Ave

5642012904

5S1/3S

219 E Harvard St

5642004039

Eligible for California Register*

222-300 E Harvard St

5642013901

Eligible for California Register*

305 E Harvard St

5642004038

Eligible for National Register and California Register*

314 E Harvard St

5642010026

Eligible for National Register and California Register*

408 E Harvard St

5642010004

Eligible for Glendale Register*

409 E Harvard St

5642007047

Eligible for Glendale Register*

423 E Harvard St

5642007054

Eligible for Glendale Register*

120 N Isabel St

5642012904

Eligible for National Register and California Register*

140 N Isabel St

5642012904

Eligible for California Register*

115 S Isabel St

5642007014

Eligible for Glendale Register*

115-121 N Jackson St

5642006042

Eligible for Glendale Register*

123-129 N Jackson St

5642006040

Eligible for Glendale Register*

123-129 N Jackson St

5642006039

Eligible for Glendale Register*

139-141 N Jackson St

5642006036

Eligible for Glendale Register*

116-122 S Jackson St

5642007009

Eligible for California Register*

116-122 S Jackson St

5642007010

Eligible for California Register*

121 S Jackson St

5642007035

Eligible for Glendale Register*

132-136 S Jackson St

5642007023

Eligible for California Register*

132-136 S Jackson St

5642007013

Eligible for California Register*

220 S Jackson St

5642009018

Eligible for California Register*

119 N Kenwood St

5642006056

Eligible for Glendale Register*

127-129 N Kenwood St

5642006056

Eligible for Glendale Register*

130 N Kenwood St

5642006060

5S1/3S

130 N Kenwood St

5642006060

Eligible for National Register and California Register*

134 N Kenwood St

5642006060

5S1/3S

117-119 S Kenwood St

5642004030

Eligible for Glendale Register*

128 S Kenwood St

5642007040

Eligible for Glendale Register*

216 S Kenwood St

5642010007

Eligible for Glendale Register*

228 S Kenwood St

5642010010

Eligible for National Register and California Register*

231-233 S Kenwood St

5642010048

Eligible for National Register and California Register*

232 S Kenwood St

5642010011

Eligible for National Register and California Register*

121 W Lexington Dr

5643003039

Eligible for California Register as contributor to historic district*

140 N Louise St

5642006056

1S

128 N Maryland Ave

5642005088

Eligible for Glendale Register*

224 N Maryland Ave

5642016046

Eligible for Glendale Register*

124 S Orange St

5642001076

Eligible for California Register*

200-204 E Wilson Ave

5642005057

Eligible for National Register and California Register*

200 W Wilson Ave

5642002045

Eligible for Glendale Register*
* Determined through reconnaissance-level survey, pending intensive-level survey and formal evaluation.

Historical Resources Technical Report
Prepared by Jones & Stokes

Page 2
10/17/2006

APPENDIX D:
DPR523a Forms for Identified Historical
Resources

Primary #

State of California -- The Resources Agency
DEPARTMENT OF PARKS AND RECREATION

HR #
Trinomial

PRIMARY RECORD

NRHP Status Code

5S1

Other Listings
Review Code
Page 1 of 1
* Resource Name or #:
P1.
* P2.

Reviewer

Date

Security Trust and Savings Bank

Other Identifier:
Location:
Not for Publication
b. USGS 7.5' Quad

a. County Los Angeles
T
;R
;
1/4 of

Unrestricted
Date

c. Address 100-104 N BRAND BLVD
d. UTM: (Give more than one for large and/or linear feature)

City

1/4 of Sec

Glendale
Zone

;
Zip

,

B.M.

91203-2641

mE/

mN

e. Other Locational Data: (e.g. parcel #, legal description, directions to resource, elevation, additional UTMs, etc. as app

APN(s): 5642005031

* P3a. Description:

(Describe resource and its major elements. Include design, materials, condition, alterations, size, setting, and boundaries.)

The property contains a six-story commercial building, designed by architect Alfred Priest and constructed as the Security Trust
and Savings Bank in 1923. The building is already listed on the Glendale Register of Historical Resources as a local landmark;
The building appears individually eligible for listing on the National Register of Historic Places, pending an intensive-level survey
and formal evaluation, under Criterion A for its association with the commercial development in Glendale during the 1920s; and
under Criterion C because it embodies the distinctive characteristics of a type and period of construction, and potentially as the
work of a locally significant architect.
Current Survey Evaluation: 5S1; Determined individually eligible for National Register and California Register by reconnaissancelevel survey, pending intensive-level survey and formal evaluation.
Prior Evaluations: GR; NR (5D) Security Trust and Savings Bank; Brand Boulevard Commercial District; 1983/84 Glendale
Architectural and Historical Survey
Integrity: Fair

(List attributes and codes)

* P3b. Resource Attributes:
* P4.

Building

Resources Present:

P5a. Photograph or Drawing

Structure

HP07 3+ story commercial building
Object

Site

District

Element of District

Other (Isolates, etc.)

(Photograph required for buildings, structures, and objects) P5b. Description of Photo: (View, date, etc.)

* P6. Date Constructed/Age and Sources:
Prehistoric
Historic
Both

1923 (Estimated) Tax Assessment
* P7. Owner and Address:

100 N Brand Llc
201 Wilshire Blvd
Santa Monica, CA 90401-1212
* P8. Recorded by: (Name, affiliation, address)

Christopher J. Hetzel
Jones & Stokes
811 W 7th ST, Suite 800
Los Angeles, CA 90017
* P9. Date Recorded:
* P10. Survey Type:

7/7/2006
(Describe)

Glendale DSP EIR Reconnaissance-Level
Historical Resources Survey
* P11. Report Citation:

(Cite survey report/other sources or "none")

Historical Resources Technical Report for the Glendale Downtown Specific Plan EIR
NONE
Location Map
Sketch Map
* Attachments:
Archaeological Record
District Record
Linear Feature Record
Photograph Record
DPR 523A (1/95)

Continuation Sheet
Milling Station Record

Building, Structure, and Object Record
Rock Art Record

Artifact Record

Other: (List)
* Required Information

Primary #

State of California -- The Resources Agency
DEPARTMENT OF PARKS AND RECREATION

HR #
Trinomial

PRIMARY RECORD

NRHP Status Code
Other Listings
Review Code

Page 1 of 1
* Resource Name or #:
P1.
* P2.

Reviewer

Date

142-146 N BRAND BLVD

Other Identifier:
Location:
Not for Publication
b. USGS 7.5' Quad

a. County Los Angeles
T
;R
;
1/4 of

Unrestricted
Date

c. Address 142-146 N BRAND BLVD
d. UTM: (Give more than one for large and/or linear feature)

City

1/4 of Sec

Glendale
Zone

;
Zip

,

B.M.

91203-2602

mE/

mN

e. Other Locational Data: (e.g. parcel #, legal description, directions to resource, elevation, additional UTMs, etc. as app

APN(s): 5642005024

* P3a. Description:

(Describe resource and its major elements. Include design, materials, condition, alterations, size, setting, and boundaries.)

The property contains a two-story commercial building, constructed in 1908. The building appears individually eligible for listing
on the California Register of Historical Resources, pending an intensive-level survey and formal evaluation, under Criterion 1 for
its association with the early commercial development of Glendale, 1900-1920; and under Criterion 3 because it embodies the
distinctive characteristics of a type and period of construction, and potentially as the work of a locally significant architect.
Current Survey Evaluation: Determined individually eligible for California Register by reconnaissance-level survey, pending
intensive-level survey and formal evaluation.
Prior Evaluations: NR (5D) Brand Boulevard Commercial District; 1983/84 Glendale Architectural and Historical Survey
(evaluated as "5D")
Integrity: Fair

(List attributes and codes)

* P3b. Resource Attributes:
* P4.

Building

Resources Present:

P5a. Photograph or Drawing

Structure

HP06 1-3 story commercial building
Object

Site

District

Element of District

Other (Isolates, etc.)

(Photograph required for buildings, structures, and objects) P5b. Description of Photo: (View, date, etc.)

* P6. Date Constructed/Age and Sources:
Prehistoric
Historic
Both

1908 (Estimated) Tax Assessment
* P7. Owner and Address:

John & Virginia Hedlund Trust
1350 W Bay Ave
Newport Beach, CA 92661-1021
* P8. Recorded by: (Name, affiliation, address)

Christopher J. Hetzel
Jones & Stokes
811 W 7th ST, Suite 800
Los Angeles, CA 90017
* P9. Date Recorded:
* P10. Survey Type:

7/7/2006
(Describe)

Glendale DSP EIR Reconnaissance-Level
Historical Resources Survey
* P11. Report Citation:

(Cite survey report/other sources or "none")

Historical Resources Technical Report for the Glendale Downtown Specific Plan EIR
NONE
Location Map
Sketch Map
* Attachments:
Archaeological Record
District Record
Linear Feature Record
Photograph Record
DPR 523A (1/95)

Continuation Sheet
Milling Station Record

Building, Structure, and Object Record
Rock Art Record

Artifact Record

Other: (List)
* Required Information

Primary #

State of California -- The Resources Agency
DEPARTMENT OF PARKS AND RECREATION

HR #
Trinomial

PRIMARY RECORD

NRHP Status Code

5S1

Other Listings
Review Code
Page 1 of 1
* Resource Name or #:
P1.
* P2.

Reviewer

Date

F.W. Woolworth Company Building

Other Identifier:
Location:
Not for Publication
b. USGS 7.5' Quad

a. County Los Angeles
T
;R
;
1/4 of

Unrestricted
Date

c. Address 201 N BRAND BLVD
d. UTM: (Give more than one for large and/or linear feature)

City

1/4 of Sec

Glendale
Zone

;
Zip

,

B.M.

91203-2609

mE/

mN

e. Other Locational Data: (e.g. parcel #, legal description, directions to resource, elevation, additional UTMs, etc. as app

APN(s): 5642015036

* P3a. Description:

(Describe resource and its major elements. Include design, materials, condition, alterations, size, setting, and boundaries.)

The property contains a two-story commercial building, constructed as the F.W. Woolworth Company Building in 1941. The
building is already listed on the Glendale Register of Historical Resources as a local landmark. A substantial second-story
addition was constructed in the 1990s.
Current Survey Evaluation: 5S1
Prior Evaluations: GR; NR (4S); 1983/84 Glendale Architectural and Historical Survey (evaluated as "5D")
Integrity: Poor

(List attributes and codes)

* P3b. Resource Attributes:
* P4.

Building

Resources Present:

P5a. Photograph or Drawing

Structure

HP06 1-3 story commercial building
Object

Site

District

Element of District

Other (Isolates, etc.)

(Photograph required for buildings, structures, and objects) P5b. Description of Photo: (View, date, etc.)

* P6. Date Constructed/Age and Sources:
Prehistoric
Historic
Both

1941 (Estimated) Tax Assessment
* P7. Owner and Address:

201 North Brand Llc
837 Traction Ave 400
Los Angeles, CA 90013-1868
* P8. Recorded by: (Name, affiliation, address)

Christopher J. Hetzel
Jones & Stokes
811 W 7th ST, Suite 800
Los Angeles, CA 90017
* P9. Date Recorded:
* P10. Survey Type:

7/7/2006
(Describe)

Glendale DSP EIR Reconnaissance-Level
Historical Resources Survey
* P11. Report Citation:

(Cite survey report/other sources or "none")

Historical Resources Technical Report for the Glendale Downtown Specific Plan EIR
NONE
Location Map
Sketch Map
* Attachments:
Archaeological Record
District Record
Linear Feature Record
Photograph Record
DPR 523A (1/95)

Continuation Sheet
Milling Station Record

Building, Structure, and Object Record
Rock Art Record

Artifact Record

Other: (List)
* Required Information

Primary #

State of California -- The Resources Agency
DEPARTMENT OF PARKS AND RECREATION

HR #
Trinomial

PRIMARY RECORD

NRHP Status Code
Other Listings
Review Code

Page 1 of 1
* Resource Name or #:
P1.
* P2.

Reviewer

Date

209 N BRAND BLVD

Other Identifier:
Location:
Not for Publication
b. USGS 7.5' Quad

a. County Los Angeles
T
;R
;
1/4 of

Unrestricted
Date

c. Address 209 N BRAND BLVD
d. UTM: (Give more than one for large and/or linear feature)

City

1/4 of Sec

Glendale
Zone

;
Zip

,

B.M.

91203-2609

mE/

mN

e. Other Locational Data: (e.g. parcel #, legal description, directions to resource, elevation, additional UTMs, etc. as app

APN(s): 5642015035

* P3a. Description:

(Describe resource and its major elements. Include design, materials, condition, alterations, size, setting, and boundaries.)

The property contains a two-story commercial building, constructed in 1930. The building appears individually eligible for listing
on the Glendale Register of Historical Resources, pending an intensive-level survey and formal evaluation, under Criterion D
because it is one of the best remaining commercial properties in Glendale from the 1930s, and contains exemplary elements of
design, detail, and materials from this period.
Current Survey Evaluation: Determined individually eligible for California Register by reconnaissance-level survey, pending
intensive-level survey and formal evaluation.
Integrity: Fair

(List attributes and codes)

* P3b. Resource Attributes:
* P4.

Building

Resources Present:

P5a. Photograph or Drawing

Structure

HP06 1-3 story commercial building
Object

Site

District

Element of District

Other (Isolates, etc.)

(Photograph required for buildings, structures, and objects) P5b. Description of Photo: (View, date, etc.)

* P6. Date Constructed/Age and Sources:
Prehistoric
Historic
Both

1930 (Estimated) Tax Assessment
* P7. Owner and Address:

209 North Brand Boulevard L P
1225 S Camden Dr
Los Angeles, CA 90035-1111
* P8. Recorded by: (Name, affiliation, address)

Christopher J. Hetzel
Jones & Stokes
811 W 7th ST, Suite 800
Los Angeles, CA 90017
* P9. Date Recorded:
* P10. Survey Type:

7/7/2006
(Describe)

Glendale DSP EIR Reconnaissance-Level
Historical Resources Survey
* P11. Report Citation:

(Cite survey report/other sources or "none")

Historical Resources Technical Report for the Glendale Downtown Specific Plan EIR
NONE
Location Map
Sketch Map
* Attachments:
Archaeological Record
District Record
Linear Feature Record
Photograph Record
DPR 523A (1/95)

Continuation Sheet
Milling Station Record

Building, Structure, and Object Record
Rock Art Record

Artifact Record

Other: (List)
* Required Information

Primary #

State of California -- The Resources Agency
DEPARTMENT OF PARKS AND RECREATION

HR #
Trinomial

PRIMARY RECORD

NRHP Status Code

1S

Other Listings
Review Code
Page 1 of 1
* Resource Name or #:
P1.
* P2.

Other Identifier:

Reviewer

Date

Alex Theatre
Alex Theatre

Location:
Not for Publication
b. USGS 7.5' Quad

a. County Los Angeles
T
;R
;
1/4 of

Unrestricted
Date

c. Address 216 N BRAND BLVD
d. UTM: (Give more than one for large and/or linear feature)

City

1/4 of Sec

Glendale
Zone

;
Zip

,

B.M.

91203-2610

mE/

mN

e. Other Locational Data: (e.g. parcel #, legal description, directions to resource, elevation, additional UTMs, etc. as app

APN(s): 5642016908, 5642016909

* P3a. Description:

(Describe resource and its major elements. Include design, materials, condition, alterations, size, setting, and boundaries.)

The property contains the Alex Theatre, constructed in 1925. The theater is already listed on the Glendale Register of Historical
Resources as a local landmark; and has already listed on the National Register of Historic Places.
Current Survey Evaluation: 1S
Prior Evaluations: GR; NR (1S) Listed on National Register
Integrity: Good

(List attributes and codes)

* P3b. Resource Attributes:
* P4.

Building

Resources Present:

P5a. Photograph or Drawing

Structure

HP10 Theater
Object

Site

District

Element of District

Other (Isolates, etc.)

(Photograph required for buildings, structures, and objects) P5b. Description of Photo: (View, date, etc.)

* P6. Date Constructed/Age and Sources:
Prehistoric
Historic
Both

1925 (Estimated) Tax Assessment
* P7. Owner and Address:

Redevelopment Agency Of
633 E Broadway 201
Glendale, CA 91206-4310
* P8. Recorded by: (Name, affiliation, address)

Christopher J. Hetzel
Jones & Stokes
811 W 7th ST, Suite 800
Los Angeles, CA 90017
* P9. Date Recorded:
* P10. Survey Type:

7/7/2006
(Describe)

Glendale DSP EIR Reconnaissance-Level
Historical Resources Survey
* P11. Report Citation:

(Cite survey report/other sources or "none")

Historical Resources Technical Report for the Glendale Downtown Specific Plan EIR
NONE
Location Map
Sketch Map
* Attachments:
Archaeological Record
District Record
Linear Feature Record
Photograph Record
DPR 523A (1/95)

Continuation Sheet
Milling Station Record

Building, Structure, and Object Record
Rock Art Record

Artifact Record

Other: (List)
* Required Information

Primary #

State of California -- The Resources Agency
DEPARTMENT OF PARKS AND RECREATION

HR #
Trinomial

PRIMARY RECORD

NRHP Status Code
Other Listings
Review Code

Page 1 of 1
* Resource Name or #:
P1.
* P2.

Reviewer

Date

221-225 N BRAND BLVD

Other Identifier:
Location:
Not for Publication
b. USGS 7.5' Quad

a. County Los Angeles
T
;R
;
1/4 of

Unrestricted
Date

c. Address 221-225 N BRAND BLVD
d. UTM: (Give more than one for large and/or linear feature)

City

1/4 of Sec

Glendale
Zone

;
Zip

,

B.M.

91203-2609

mE/

mN

e. Other Locational Data: (e.g. parcel #, legal description, directions to resource, elevation, additional UTMs, etc. as app

APN(s): 5642015032

* P3a. Description:

(Describe resource and its major elements. Include design, materials, condition, alterations, size, setting, and boundaries.)

The property contains a two-story commercial building, constructed circa 1935. The building appears individually eligible for
listing on the Glendale Register of Historical Resources, pending an intensive-level survey and formal evaluation, under Criterion
D because it is one of the best remaining commercial properties in Glendale from the 1930s, and contains exemplary elements of
design, detail, and materials from this period.
Current Survey Evaluation: Determined individually eligible for California Register by reconnaissance-level survey, pending
intensive-level survey and formal evaluation.
Integrity: Fair

(List attributes and codes)

* P3b. Resource Attributes:
* P4.

Building

Resources Present:

P5a. Photograph or Drawing

Structure

HP06 1-3 story commercial building
Object

Site

District

Element of District

Other (Isolates, etc.)

(Photograph required for buildings, structures, and objects) P5b. Description of Photo: (View, date, etc.)

* P6. Date Constructed/Age and Sources:
Prehistoric
Historic
Both

Circa 1935 (Estimated) Physical Attributes
* P7. Owner and Address:

Interstate Prop Associates
433 N Camden Dr 900
Beverly Hills, CA 90210-4413
* P8. Recorded by: (Name, affiliation, address)

Christopher J. Hetzel
Jones & Stokes
811 W 7th ST, Suite 800
Los Angeles, CA 90017
* P9. Date Recorded:
* P10. Survey Type:

7/7/2006
(Describe)

Glendale DSP EIR Reconnaissance-Level
Historical Resources Survey
* P11. Report Citation:

(Cite survey report/other sources or "none")

Historical Resources Technical Report for the Glendale Downtown Specific Plan EIR
NONE
Location Map
Sketch Map
* Attachments:
Archaeological Record
District Record
Linear Feature Record
Photograph Record
DPR 523A (1/95)

Continuation Sheet
Milling Station Record

Building, Structure, and Object Record
Rock Art Record

Artifact Record

Other: (List)
* Required Information

Primary #

State of California -- The Resources Agency
DEPARTMENT OF PARKS AND RECREATION

HR #
Trinomial

PRIMARY RECORD

NRHP Status Code
Other Listings
Review Code

Page 1 of 1
* Resource Name or #:
P1.
* P2.

Reviewer

Date

337 N BRAND BLVD

Other Identifier:
Location:
Not for Publication
b. USGS 7.5' Quad

a. County Los Angeles
T
;R
;
1/4 of

Unrestricted
Date

c. Address 337 N BRAND BLVD
d. UTM: (Give more than one for large and/or linear feature)

City

1/4 of Sec

Glendale
Zone

;
Zip

,

B.M.

91203-2303

mE/

mN

e. Other Locational Data: (e.g. parcel #, legal description, directions to resource, elevation, additional UTMs, etc. as app

APN(s): 5643020056

* P3a. Description:

(Describe resource and its major elements. Include design, materials, condition, alterations, size, setting, and boundaries.)

The property contains a three-story commercial building, constructed in 1924. The building appears individually eligible for
listing on the California Register of Historical Resources, pending an intensive-level survey and formal evaluation, under Criterion
1 for its association with the commercial development of Glendale in the 1920s; and under Criterion 3 because it embodies the
distinctive characteristics of its type and period of construction, and potentially as the work of a locally significant architect.
Current Survey Evaluation: Determined individually eligible for California Register by reconnaissance-level survey, pending
intensive-level survey and formal evaluation.
Prior Evaluations: NR (6Y2)
Integrity: Fair

(List attributes and codes)

* P3b. Resource Attributes:
* P4.

Building

Resources Present:

P5a. Photograph or Drawing

Structure

HP06 1-3 story commercial building
Object

Site

District

Element of District

Other (Isolates, etc.)

(Photograph required for buildings, structures, and objects) P5b. Description of Photo: (View, date, etc.)

* P6. Date Constructed/Age and Sources:
Prehistoric
Historic
Both

1924 (Estimated) Tax Assessment
* P7. Owner and Address:

Oganes Khudikyan
932 N Brand Blvd
Glendale, CA 91202-2905
* P8. Recorded by: (Name, affiliation, address)

Christopher J. Hetzel
Jones & Stokes
811 W 7th ST, Suite 800
Los Angeles, CA 90017
* P9. Date Recorded:
* P10. Survey Type:

7/7/2006
(Describe)

Glendale DSP EIR Reconnaissance-Level
Historical Resources Survey
* P11. Report Citation:

(Cite survey report/other sources or "none")

Historical Resources Technical Report for the Glendale Downtown Specific Plan EIR
NONE
Location Map
Sketch Map
* Attachments:
Archaeological Record
District Record
Linear Feature Record
Photograph Record
DPR 523A (1/95)

Continuation Sheet
Milling Station Record

Building, Structure, and Object Record
Rock Art Record

Artifact Record

Other: (List)
* Required Information

Primary #

State of California -- The Resources Agency
DEPARTMENT OF PARKS AND RECREATION

HR #
Trinomial

PRIMARY RECORD

NRHP Status Code

2CS

Other Listings
Review Code
Page 1 of 1
* Resource Name or #:
P1.
* P2.

Other Identifier:

Reviewer

Date

Glendale Federal Savings & Loan Building
Glendale Federal Savings & Loan Building

Location:
Not for Publication
b. USGS 7.5' Quad

a. County Los Angeles
T
;R
;
1/4 of

Unrestricted
Date

c. Address 401 N BRAND BLVD
d. UTM: (Give more than one for large and/or linear feature)

City

1/4 of Sec

Glendale
Zone

;
Zip

,

B.M.

91203-2269

mE/

mN

e. Other Locational Data: (e.g. parcel #, legal description, directions to resource, elevation, additional UTMs, etc. as app

APN(s): 5643003040

* P3a. Description:

(Describe resource and its major elements. Include design, materials, condition, alterations, size, setting, and boundaries.)

The property contains the Glendale Federal Savings & Loan Building, designed by architect W.A. Sarmiento and constructed in
1958. The building is already listed on the California State Historical Resources Inventory with an evaluation of 2CS (Individual
property determined eligible for listing in the California Register by the State Historical Resources Commission).
Current Survey Evaluation: 2CS
Prior Evaluations: NR (2CS)
Integrity: Good

(List attributes and codes)

* P3b. Resource Attributes:
* P4.

Building

Resources Present:

P5a. Photograph or Drawing

Structure

HP07 3+ story commercial building
Object

Site

District

Element of District

Other (Isolates, etc.)

(Photograph required for buildings, structures, and objects) P5b. Description of Photo: (View, date, etc.)

* P6. Date Constructed/Age and Sources:
Prehistoric
Historic
Both

1958 (Estimated) Tax Assessment
* P7. Owner and Address:

Nicholson Vertex Lp
135 Main St
San Francisco, CA 94105-1812
* P8. Recorded by: (Name, affiliation, address)

Christopher J. Hetzel
Jones & Stokes
811 W 7th ST, Suite 800
Los Angeles, CA 90017
* P9. Date Recorded:
* P10. Survey Type:

7/7/2006
(Describe)

Glendale DSP EIR Reconnaissance-Level
Historical Resources Survey
* P11. Report Citation:

(Cite survey report/other sources or "none")

Historical Resources Technical Report for the Glendale Downtown Specific Plan EIR
NONE
Location Map
Sketch Map
* Attachments:
Archaeological Record
District Record
Linear Feature Record
Photograph Record
DPR 523A (1/95)

Continuation Sheet
Milling Station Record

Building, Structure, and Object Record
Rock Art Record

Artifact Record

Other: (List)
* Required Information

Primary #

State of California -- The Resources Agency
DEPARTMENT OF PARKS AND RECREATION

HR #
Trinomial

PRIMARY RECORD

NRHP Status Code

1S

Other Listings
Review Code
Page 1 of 1
* Resource Name or #:
P1.
* P2.

Reviewer

Date

Huntley-Evans Buliding (Penderoys)

Other Identifier:
Location:
Not for Publication
b. USGS 7.5' Quad

a. County Los Angeles
T
;R
;
1/4 of

Unrestricted
Date

c. Address 156-160 S BRAND BLVD
d. UTM: (Give more than one for large and/or linear feature)

City

1/4 of Sec

Glendale
Zone

;
Zip

,

B.M.

91204-1308

mE/

mN

e. Other Locational Data: (e.g. parcel #, legal description, directions to resource, elevation, additional UTMs, etc. as app

APN(s): 5642003021

* P3a. Description:

(Describe resource and its major elements. Include design, materials, condition, alterations, size, setting, and boundaries.)

The property contains a three-story commercial building, constructed as the Huntley-Evans Building in 1921. The building has
already been listed on the National Register of Historic Places.
Current Survey Evaluation: 1S
Prior Evaluations: NR (1S) Huntley-Evans Buliding (Penderoys); 1983/84 Glendale Architectural and Historical Survey
(evaluated as "5D")
Integrity: Fair

(List attributes and codes)

* P3b. Resource Attributes:
* P4.

Building

Resources Present:

P5a. Photograph or Drawing

Structure

HP06 1-3 story commercial building
Object

Site

District

Element of District

Other (Isolates, etc.)

(Photograph required for buildings, structures, and objects) P5b. Description of Photo: (View, date, etc.)

* P6. Date Constructed/Age and Sources:
Prehistoric
Historic
Both

1921 (Estimated) Tax Assessment
* P7. Owner and Address:

Brand Blvd Associates L P
109 E Harvard St
Glendale, CA 91205-1036
* P8. Recorded by: (Name, affiliation, address)

Christopher J. Hetzel
Jones & Stokes
811 W 7th ST, Suite 800
Los Angeles, CA 90017
* P9. Date Recorded:
* P10. Survey Type:

7/7/2006
(Describe)

Glendale DSP EIR Reconnaissance-Level
Historical Resources Survey
* P11. Report Citation:

(Cite survey report/other sources or "none")

Historical Resources Technical Report for the Glendale Downtown Specific Plan EIR
NONE
Location Map
Sketch Map
* Attachments:
Archaeological Record
District Record
Linear Feature Record
Photograph Record
DPR 523A (1/95)

Continuation Sheet
Milling Station Record

Building, Structure, and Object Record
Rock Art Record

Artifact Record

Other: (List)
* Required Information

Primary #

State of California -- The Resources Agency
DEPARTMENT OF PARKS AND RECREATION

HR #
Trinomial

PRIMARY RECORD

NRHP Status Code
Other Listings
Review Code

Page 1 of 1
* Resource Name or #:
P1.
* P2.

Reviewer

Date

224-226 S 1/2 BRAND BLVD

Other Identifier:
Location:
Not for Publication
b. USGS 7.5' Quad

a. County Los Angeles
T
;R
;
1/4 of

Unrestricted
Date

c. Address 224-226 S 1/2 BRAND BLVD
d. UTM: (Give more than one for large and/or linear feature)

City

1/4 of Sec

Glendale
Zone

;
Zip

,

B.M.

91204-1310

mE/

mN

e. Other Locational Data: (e.g. parcel #, legal description, directions to resource, elevation, additional UTMs, etc. as app

APN(s): 5642013006

* P3a. Description:

(Describe resource and its major elements. Include design, materials, condition, alterations, size, setting, and boundaries.)

The property contains a two-story commercial building, constructed circa 1920. The building appears individually eligible for
listing on the Glendale Register of Historical Resources, pending an intensive-level survey and formal evaluation, under Criterion
D because it is one of the best remaining commercial properties in Glendale from the 1920s, and contains exemplary elements of
design, detail, materials and craftsmanship from this period.
Current Survey Evaluation: Determined individually eligible for California Register by reconnaissance-level survey, pending
intensive-level survey and formal evaluation.
Prior Evaluations: NR (5D) Brand Boulevard Commercial District; 1983/84 Glendale Architectural and Historical Survey
(evaluated as "5D")
Integrity: Fair

(List attributes and codes)

* P3b. Resource Attributes:
* P4.

Building

Resources Present:

P5a. Photograph or Drawing

Structure

HP06 1-3 story commercial building
Object

Site

District

Element of District

Other (Isolates, etc.)

(Photograph required for buildings, structures, and objects) P5b. Description of Photo: (View, date, etc.)

* P6. Date Constructed/Age and Sources:
Prehistoric
Historic
Both

Circa 1920 (Estimated) Physical Attributes
* P7. Owner and Address:

Denis G Depietro Trust
6305 Yucca St
Los Angeles, CA 90028-5239
* P8. Recorded by: (Name, affiliation, address)

Christopher J. Hetzel
Jones & Stokes
811 W 7th ST, Suite 800
Los Angeles, CA 90017
* P9. Date Recorded:
* P10. Survey Type:

7/7/2006
(Describe)

Glendale DSP EIR Reconnaissance-Level
Historical Resources Survey
* P11. Report Citation:

(Cite survey report/other sources or "none")

Historical Resources Technical Report for the Glendale Downtown Specific Plan EIR
NONE
Location Map
Sketch Map
* Attachments:
Archaeological Record
District Record
Linear Feature Record
Photograph Record
DPR 523A (1/95)

Continuation Sheet
Milling Station Record

Building, Structure, and Object Record
Rock Art Record

Artifact Record

Other: (List)
* Required Information

Primary #

State of California -- The Resources Agency
DEPARTMENT OF PARKS AND RECREATION

HR #
Trinomial

PRIMARY RECORD

NRHP Status Code
Other Listings
Review Code

Page 1 of 1
* Resource Name or #:
P1.
* P2.

Reviewer

Date

230 S BRAND BLVD

Other Identifier:
Location:
Not for Publication
b. USGS 7.5' Quad

a. County Los Angeles
T
;R
;
1/4 of

Unrestricted
Date

c. Address 230 S BRAND BLVD
d. UTM: (Give more than one for large and/or linear feature)

City

1/4 of Sec

Glendale
Zone

;
Zip

,

B.M.

91204-1310

mE/

mN

e. Other Locational Data: (e.g. parcel #, legal description, directions to resource, elevation, additional UTMs, etc. as app

APN(s): 5642013007

* P3a. Description:

(Describe resource and its major elements. Include design, materials, condition, alterations, size, setting, and boundaries.)

The property contains a one-story commercial building, constructed circa 1920. The building appears individually eligible for
listing on the Glendale Register of Historical Resources, pending an intensive-level survey and formal evaluation, under Criterion
D because it is one of the best remaining commercial properties in Glendale from the 1920s, and contains exemplary elements of
design, detail, materials and craftsmanship from this period
.
Current Survey Evaluation: Determined individually eligible for California Register by reconnaissance-level survey, pending
intensive-level survey and formal evaluation.
Prior Evaluations: NR (5D) Brand Boulevard Commercial District; 1983/84 Glendale Architectural and Historical Survey
(evaluated as "6")
Integrity: Fair

(List attributes and codes)

* P3b. Resource Attributes:
* P4.

Building

Resources Present:

P5a. Photograph or Drawing

Structure

HP06 1-3 story commercial building
Object

Site

District

Element of District

Other (Isolates, etc.)

(Photograph required for buildings, structures, and objects) P5b. Description of Photo: (View, date, etc.)

* P6. Date Constructed/Age and Sources:
Prehistoric
Historic
Both

Circa 1920 (Estimated) Physical Attributes
* P7. Owner and Address:

The De Pietro Ltd
6305 Yucca St
Los Angeles, CA 90028-5239
* P8. Recorded by: (Name, affiliation, address)

Christopher J. Hetzel
Jones & Stokes
811 W 7th ST, Suite 800
Los Angeles, CA 90017
* P9. Date Recorded:
* P10. Survey Type:

7/7/2006
(Describe)

Glendale DSP EIR Reconnaissance-Level
Historical Resources Survey
* P11. Report Citation:

(Cite survey report/other sources or "none")

Historical Resources Technical Report for the Glendale Downtown Specific Plan EIR
NONE
Location Map
Sketch Map
* Attachments:
Archaeological Record
District Record
Linear Feature Record
Photograph Record
DPR 523A (1/95)

Continuation Sheet
Milling Station Record

Building, Structure, and Object Record
Rock Art Record

Artifact Record

Other: (List)
* Required Information

Primary #

State of California -- The Resources Agency
DEPARTMENT OF PARKS AND RECREATION

HR #
Trinomial

PRIMARY RECORD

NRHP Status Code

5S1

Other Listings
Review Code
Page 1 of 1
* Resource Name or #:
P1.
* P2.

Other Identifier:

Reviewer

Date

Masonic Temple
Masonic Temple

Location:
Not for Publication
b. USGS 7.5' Quad

a. County Los Angeles
T
;R
;
1/4 of

Unrestricted
Date

c. Address 232-236 S BRAND BLVD
d. UTM: (Give more than one for large and/or linear feature)

City

1/4 of Sec

Glendale
Zone

;
Zip

,

B.M.

91204-1310

mE/

mN

e. Other Locational Data: (e.g. parcel #, legal description, directions to resource, elevation, additional UTMs, etc. as app

APN(s): 5642013008

* P3a. Description:

(Describe resource and its major elements. Include design, materials, condition, alterations, size, setting, and boundaries.)

The property contains a nine-story building, constructed as the Glendale Masonic Temple in 1928. The building is already listed
on the Glendale Register of Historical Resources as a local landmark. It appears individually eligible for listing on the National
Register of Historic Places, pending an intensive-level survey and formal evaluation, under Criterion A for its association with the
Masonic organization in Glendale; and under Criterion C because it embodies the distinctive characteristics of type and period of
construction, and potentially as the work of a locally significant architect.
Current Survey Evaluation: 5S1; Determined individually eligible for National Register and California Register by reconnaissancelevel survey, pending intensive-level survey and formal evaluation.
Prior Evaluations: GR; NR (7M/3S) Masonic Temple; 1983/84 Glendale Architectural and Historical Survey (evaluated as "3")
Integrity: Good

(List attributes and codes)

* P3b. Resource Attributes:
* P4.

Building

Resources Present:

P5a. Photograph or Drawing

Structure

HP07 3+ story commercial building
Object

Site

District

Element of District

Other (Isolates, etc.)

(Photograph required for buildings, structures, and objects) P5b. Description of Photo: (View, date, etc.)

* P6. Date Constructed/Age and Sources:
Prehistoric
Historic
Both

1928 (Estimated) Tax Assessment
* P7. Owner and Address:

De Pietro Limited
6305 Yucca St 800
Los Angeles, CA 90028-4825
* P8. Recorded by: (Name, affiliation, address)

Christopher J. Hetzel
Jones & Stokes
811 W 7th ST, Suite 800
Los Angeles, CA 90017
* P9. Date Recorded:
* P10. Survey Type:

7/7/2006
(Describe)

Glendale DSP EIR Reconnaissance-Level
Historical Resources Survey
* P11. Report Citation:

(Cite survey report/other sources or "none")

Historical Resources Technical Report for the Glendale Downtown Specific Plan EIR
NONE
Location Map
Sketch Map
* Attachments:
Archaeological Record
District Record
Linear Feature Record
Photograph Record
DPR 523A (1/95)

Continuation Sheet
Milling Station Record

Building, Structure, and Object Record
Rock Art Record

Artifact Record

Other: (List)
* Required Information

Primary #

State of California -- The Resources Agency
DEPARTMENT OF PARKS AND RECREATION

HR #
Trinomial

PRIMARY RECORD

NRHP Status Code
Other Listings
Review Code

Page 1 of 1
* Resource Name or #:
P1.
* P2.

Reviewer

Date

Burn Davis Building

Other Identifier:
Location:
Not for Publication
b. USGS 7.5' Quad

a. County Los Angeles
T
;R
;
1/4 of

Unrestricted
Date

c. Address 201-203 E BROADWAY
d. UTM: (Give more than one for large and/or linear feature)

City

1/4 of Sec

Glendale
Zone

;
Zip

,

B.M.

91206-4235

mE/

mN

e. Other Locational Data: (e.g. parcel #, legal description, directions to resource, elevation, additional UTMs, etc. as app

APN(s): 5642005042

* P3a. Description:

(Describe resource and its major elements. Include design, materials, condition, alterations, size, setting, and boundaries.)

The property contains a two-story commercial building, constructed in 1923. The building appears individually eligible for listing
on the National Register of Historic Places, pending an intensive-level survey and formal evaluation, under Criterion C as an
excellent example of this type and style of architecture in Glendale; and potentially for association with a locally significant
architect.
Current Survey Evaluation: Determined individually eligible for National Register and California Register by reconnaissance-level
survey, pending intensive-level survey and formal evaluation.
Prior Evaluations: NR (5S); 1983/84 Glendale Architectural and Historical Survey
Integrity: Fair

(List attributes and codes)

* P3b. Resource Attributes:
* P4.

Building

Resources Present:

P5a. Photograph or Drawing

Structure

HP06 1-3 story commercial building
Object

Site

District

Element of District

Other (Isolates, etc.)

(Photograph required for buildings, structures, and objects) P5b. Description of Photo: (View, date, etc.)

* P6. Date Constructed/Age and Sources:
Prehistoric
Historic
Both

1923 (Factual) Prior Evaluation
* P7. Owner and Address:

Social Betterment Props Intl
6331 Hollywood Blvd
Los Angeles, CA 90028-6321
* P8. Recorded by: (Name, affiliation, address)

Christopher J. Hetzel
Jones & Stokes
811 W 7th ST, Suite 800
Los Angeles, CA 90017
* P9. Date Recorded:
* P10. Survey Type:

7/7/2006
(Describe)

Glendale DSP EIR Reconnaissance-Level
Historical Resources Survey
* P11. Report Citation:

(Cite survey report/other sources or "none")

Historical Resources Technical Report for the Glendale Downtown Specific Plan EIR
NONE
Location Map
Sketch Map
* Attachments:
Archaeological Record
District Record
Linear Feature Record
Photograph Record
DPR 523A (1/95)

Continuation Sheet
Milling Station Record

Building, Structure, and Object Record
Rock Art Record

Artifact Record

Other: (List)
* Required Information

Primary #

State of California -- The Resources Agency
DEPARTMENT OF PARKS AND RECREATION

HR #
Trinomial

PRIMARY RECORD

NRHP Status Code
Other Listings
Review Code

Page 1 of 1
* Resource Name or #:
P1.
* P2.

Reviewer

Date

205-209 E BROADWAY

Other Identifier:
Location:
Not for Publication
b. USGS 7.5' Quad

a. County Los Angeles
T
;R
;
1/4 of

Unrestricted
Date

c. Address 205-209 E BROADWAY
d. UTM: (Give more than one for large and/or linear feature)

City

1/4 of Sec

Glendale
Zone

;
Zip

,

B.M.

91205-1008

mE/

mN

e. Other Locational Data: (e.g. parcel #, legal description, directions to resource, elevation, additional UTMs, etc. as app

APN(s): 5642005043

* P3a. Description:

(Describe resource and its major elements. Include design, materials, condition, alterations, size, setting, and boundaries.)

The property contains a two-story commercial building, constructed circa 1920. The building appears individually eligible for
listing on the Glendale Register of Historical Resources, pending an intensive-level survey and formal evaluation, under Criterion
D because it is one of the best remaining commercial properties in Glendale from the 1920s, and contains exemplary elements of
design, detail, materials and craftsmanship from this period.
.
Current Survey Evaluation: Determined individually eligible for California Register by reconnaissance-level survey, pending
intensive-level survey and formal evaluation.
Prior Evaluations: NR (5D2); 1983/84 Glendale Architectural and Historical Survey (evaluated as "5D," Broadway Commercial
District)
Integrity: Poor

(List attributes and codes)

* P3b. Resource Attributes:
* P4.

Building

Resources Present:

P5a. Photograph or Drawing

Structure

HP06 1-3 story commercial building
Object

Site

District

Element of District

Other (Isolates, etc.)

(Photograph required for buildings, structures, and objects) P5b. Description of Photo: (View, date, etc.)

* P6. Date Constructed/Age and Sources:
Prehistoric
Historic
Both

Circa 1920 (Estimated) Prior Evaluation
* P7. Owner and Address:

Rafi Ourfalian
205 E Broadway
Glendale, CA 91205-1008
* P8. Recorded by: (Name, affiliation, address)

Christopher J. Hetzel
Jones & Stokes
811 W 7th ST, Suite 800
Los Angeles, CA 90017
* P9. Date Recorded:
* P10. Survey Type:

7/7/2006
(Describe)

Glendale DSP EIR Reconnaissance-Level
Historical Resources Survey
* P11. Report Citation:

(Cite survey report/other sources or "none")

Historical Resources Technical Report for the Glendale Downtown Specific Plan EIR
NONE
Location Map
Sketch Map
* Attachments:
Archaeological Record
District Record
Linear Feature Record
Photograph Record
DPR 523A (1/95)

Continuation Sheet
Milling Station Record

Building, Structure, and Object Record
Rock Art Record

Artifact Record

Other: (List)
* Required Information

Primary #

State of California -- The Resources Agency
DEPARTMENT OF PARKS AND RECREATION

HR #
Trinomial

PRIMARY RECORD

NRHP Status Code
Other Listings
Review Code

Page 1 of 1
* Resource Name or #:
P1.
* P2.

Other Identifier:

Reviewer

Date

Fidelity Savings and Loan Building
Fidelity Savings and Loan Building

Location:
Not for Publication
b. USGS 7.5' Quad

a. County Los Angeles
T
;R
;
1/4 of

Unrestricted
Date

c. Address 215 E BROADWAY
d. UTM: (Give more than one for large and/or linear feature)

City

1/4 of Sec

Glendale
Zone

;
Zip

,

B.M.

91205-1008

mE/

mN

e. Other Locational Data: (e.g. parcel #, legal description, directions to resource, elevation, additional UTMs, etc. as app

APN(s): 5642005925

* P3a. Description:

(Describe resource and its major elements. Include design, materials, condition, alterations, size, setting, and boundaries.)

The property contains a three-story commercial building, constructed as the Fidelity Savings and Loan Building in 1956. The
building appears to be individually eligible for listing on the National Register of Historic Places, pending an intensive-level
survey and formal evaluation, under Criterion C because it is an excellent example of 1950s modern architecture in Glendale;
embodies the distinctive characteristics of its type and period of construction; and represents the work of master architect
Wenceslaus Alfonsa Sarmiento. Sarmiento is also responsible for the design of the Glendale Federal Building on Brand
Boulevard.
Current Survey Evaluation: Determined individually eligible for National Register and California Register by reconnaissance-level
survey, pending intensive-level survey and formal evaluation.
Integrity: Good

(List attributes and codes)

* P3b. Resource Attributes:
* P4.

Building

Resources Present:

P5a. Photograph or Drawing

Structure

HP06 1-3 story commercial building
Object

Site

District

Element of District

Other (Isolates, etc.)

(Photograph required for buildings, structures, and objects) P5b. Description of Photo: (View, date, etc.)

* P6. Date Constructed/Age and Sources:
Prehistoric
Historic
Both

1956 (Estimated) Tax Assessment
* P7. Owner and Address:

Redevelopment Agency Of
633 E Broadway 201
Glendale, CA 91206-4310
* P8. Recorded by: (Name, affiliation, address)

Christopher J. Hetzel
Jones & Stokes
811 W 7th ST, Suite 800
Los Angeles, CA 90017
* P9. Date Recorded:
* P10. Survey Type:

7/7/2006
(Describe)

Glendale DSP EIR Reconnaissance-Level
Historical Resources Survey
* P11. Report Citation:

(Cite survey report/other sources or "none")

Historical Resources Technical Report for the Glendale Downtown Specific Plan EIR
NONE
Location Map
Sketch Map
* Attachments:
Archaeological Record
District Record
Linear Feature Record
Photograph Record
DPR 523A (1/95)

Continuation Sheet
Milling Station Record

Building, Structure, and Object Record
Rock Art Record

Artifact Record

Other: (List)
* Required Information

Primary #

State of California -- The Resources Agency
DEPARTMENT OF PARKS AND RECREATION

HR #
Trinomial

PRIMARY RECORD

NRHP Status Code

1S

Other Listings
Review Code
Page 1 of 1
* Resource Name or #:
P1.
* P2.

Other Identifier:

Reviewer

Date

U.S. Federal Building and Post Office
U.S. Federal Building and Post Office

Location:
Not for Publication
b. USGS 7.5' Quad

a. County Los Angeles
T
;R
;
1/4 of

Unrestricted
Date

c. Address 313 E BROADWAY
d. UTM: (Give more than one for large and/or linear feature)

City

1/4 of Sec

Glendale
Zone

;
Zip

,

B.M.

91205-1010

mE/

mN

e. Other Locational Data: (e.g. parcel #, legal description, directions to resource, elevation, additional UTMs, etc. as app

APN(s): 5642006901

* P3a. Description:

(Describe resource and its major elements. Include design, materials, condition, alterations, size, setting, and boundaries.)

The property contains the two-story U.S. Federal Building and Post Office, constructed in 1923. The building is already listed on
the Glendale Register of Historical Resources as a local landmark; and is already listed on the National Register of Historic Places.
Current Survey Evaluation: 1S
Prior Evaluations: GR; NR (1S) Listed on National Register; 1983/84 Glendale Architectural and Historical Survey (evaluated as
"2")
Integrity: Good

(List attributes and codes)

* P3b. Resource Attributes:
* P4.

Building

Resources Present:

P5a. Photograph or Drawing

Structure

HP14 Government building
Object

Site

District

Element of District

Other (Isolates, etc.)

(Photograph required for buildings, structures, and objects) P5b. Description of Photo: (View, date, etc.)

* P6. Date Constructed/Age and Sources:
Prehistoric
Historic
Both

1934 (Factual) Prior Evaluation
* P7. Owner and Address:

U S Govt
313 E Broadway
Glendale, CA 91205-1010
* P8. Recorded by: (Name, affiliation, address)

Christopher J. Hetzel
Jones & Stokes
811 W 7th ST, Suite 800
Los Angeles, CA 90017
* P9. Date Recorded:
* P10. Survey Type:

7/7/2006
(Describe)

Glendale DSP EIR Reconnaissance-Level
Historical Resources Survey
* P11. Report Citation:

(Cite survey report/other sources or "none")

Historical Resources Technical Report for the Glendale Downtown Specific Plan EIR
NONE
Location Map
Sketch Map
* Attachments:
Archaeological Record
District Record
Linear Feature Record
Photograph Record
DPR 523A (1/95)

Continuation Sheet
Milling Station Record

Building, Structure, and Object Record
Rock Art Record

Artifact Record

Other: (List)
* Required Information

Primary #

State of California -- The Resources Agency
DEPARTMENT OF PARKS AND RECREATION

HR #
Trinomial

PRIMARY RECORD

NRHP Status Code
Other Listings
Review Code

Page 1 of 1
* Resource Name or #:
P1.
* P2.

Reviewer

Date

501 E BROADWAY

Other Identifier:
Location:
Not for Publication
b. USGS 7.5' Quad

a. County Los Angeles
T
;R
;
1/4 of

Unrestricted
Date

c. Address 501 E BROADWAY
d. UTM: (Give more than one for large and/or linear feature)

City

1/4 of Sec

Glendale
Zone

;
Zip

,

B.M.

91205-1110

mE/

mN

e. Other Locational Data: (e.g. parcel #, legal description, directions to resource, elevation, additional UTMs, etc. as app

APN(s): 5642011042

* P3a. Description:

(Describe resource and its major elements. Include design, materials, condition, alterations, size, setting, and boundaries.)

The property contains a one-story commercial retail building, constructed in 1945. The building appears individually eligible for
listing on the Glendale Register of Historical Resources, pending an intensive-level survey and formal evaluation, under Criterion
D because it is one of the best remaining commercial properties in Glendale from the 1940s, and contains exemplary elements of
design, detail, materials and craftsmanship from this period.
Current Survey Evaluation: Determined individually eligible for California Register by reconnaissance-level survey, pending
intensive-level survey and formal evaluation.
Integrity: Good

(List attributes and codes)

* P3b. Resource Attributes:
* P4.

Building

Resources Present:

P5a. Photograph or Drawing

Structure

HP06 1-3 story commercial building
Object

Site

District

Element of District

Other (Isolates, etc.)

(Photograph required for buildings, structures, and objects) P5b. Description of Photo: (View, date, etc.)

* P6. Date Constructed/Age and Sources:
Prehistoric
Historic
Both

1945 (Estimated) Tax Assessment
* P7. Owner and Address:

Dunn-edwards Properties Iii Llc
4885 E 52nd Pl
Los Angeles, CA 90040-2807
* P8. Recorded by: (Name, affiliation, address)

Christopher J. Hetzel
Jones & Stokes
811 W 7th ST, Suite 800
Los Angeles, CA 90017
* P9. Date Recorded:
* P10. Survey Type:

7/7/2006
(Describe)

Glendale DSP EIR Reconnaissance-Level
Historical Resources Survey
* P11. Report Citation:

(Cite survey report/other sources or "none")

Historical Resources Technical Report for the Glendale Downtown Specific Plan EIR
NONE
Location Map
Sketch Map
* Attachments:
Archaeological Record
District Record
Linear Feature Record
Photograph Record
DPR 523A (1/95)

Continuation Sheet
Milling Station Record

Building, Structure, and Object Record
Rock Art Record

Artifact Record

Other: (List)
* Required Information

Primary #

State of California -- The Resources Agency
DEPARTMENT OF PARKS AND RECREATION

HR #
Trinomial

PRIMARY RECORD

NRHP Status Code
Other Listings
Review Code

Page 1 of 1
* Resource Name or #:
P1.
* P2.

Other Identifier:

Reviewer

Date

Los Angeles County Courthouse
Los Angeles County Courthouse

Location:
Not for Publication
b. USGS 7.5' Quad

a. County Los Angeles
T
;R
;
1/4 of

Unrestricted
Date

c. Address 600 E BROADWAY
d. UTM: (Give more than one for large and/or linear feature)

City

1/4 of Sec

Glendale
Zone

;
Zip

,

B.M.

91205

mE/

mN

e. Other Locational Data: (e.g. parcel #, legal description, directions to resource, elevation, additional UTMs, etc. as app

APN(s): 5642008901

* P3a. Description:

(Describe resource and its major elements. Include design, materials, condition, alterations, size, setting, and boundaries.)

The property contains the two- to three-story Los Angeles County Courthouse building, designed by architect Arthur Wolfe and
constructed in 1959. The building appears individually eligible for listing on the National Register of Historic Places, pending an
intensive-level survey and formal evaluation, under Criterion A for its association with the Los Angeles County courts system; and
under Criterion C because it embodies the distinctive characteristics of a type and period of construction, such as its lack of
ornamentation, planar walls, and structural design, and represents the work of a locally significant architect.
Current Survey Evaluation: Determined individually eligible for National Register and California Register by reconnaissance-level
survey, pending intensive-level survey and formal evaluation.
Integrity: Good

(List attributes and codes)

* P3b. Resource Attributes:
* P4.

Building

Resources Present:

P5a. Photograph or Drawing

Structure

HP14 Government building
Object

Site

District

Element of District

Other (Isolates, etc.)

(Photograph required for buildings, structures, and objects) P5b. Description of Photo: (View, date, etc.)

* P6. Date Constructed/Age and Sources:
Prehistoric
Historic
Both

1959 (Factual) Research
* P7. Owner and Address:

L A County
500 W Temple St 754
Los Angeles, CA 90012-2700
* P8. Recorded by: (Name, affiliation, address)

Christopher J. Hetzel
Jones & Stokes
811 W 7th ST, Suite 800
Los Angeles, CA 90017
* P9. Date Recorded:
* P10. Survey Type:

7/7/2006
(Describe)

Glendale DSP EIR Reconnaissance-Level
Historical Resources Survey
* P11. Report Citation:

(Cite survey report/other sources or "none")

Historical Resources Technical Report for the Glendale Downtown Specific Plan EIR
NONE
Location Map
Sketch Map
* Attachments:
Archaeological Record
District Record
Linear Feature Record
Photograph Record
DPR 523A (1/95)

Continuation Sheet
Milling Station Record

Building, Structure, and Object Record
Rock Art Record

Artifact Record

Other: (List)
* Required Information

Primary #

State of California -- The Resources Agency
DEPARTMENT OF PARKS AND RECREATION

HR #
Trinomial

PRIMARY RECORD

NRHP Status Code

2S2

Other Listings
Review Code
Page 1 of 1
* Resource Name or #:
P1.
* P2.

Other Identifier:

Reviewer

Date

Glendale City Hall
Glendale City Hall

Location:
Not for Publication
b. USGS 7.5' Quad

a. County Los Angeles
T
;R
;
1/4 of

Unrestricted
Date

c. Address 613 E BROADWAY
d. UTM: (Give more than one for large and/or linear feature)

City

1/4 of Sec

Glendale
Zone

;
Zip

,

B.M.

91205

mE/

mN

e. Other Locational Data: (e.g. parcel #, legal description, directions to resource, elevation, additional UTMs, etc. as app

APN(s): 5642012904

* P3a. Description:

(Describe resource and its major elements. Include design, materials, condition, alterations, size, setting, and boundaries.)

The property contains the two-story Glendale City Hall building, designed by Albert E. Hansen and constructed by the Works
Progress Administration in 1940-1942. The building is already listed on the Glendale Register of Historical Resources as a local
landmark; and is listed in the California State Historical Resources Inventory with an evaluation of 2S2 (Individual property
determined eligible for the National Register by a consensus through Section 106 process. Listed in the California Register).
Current Survey Evaluation: 2S2
Prior Evaluations: GR; NR (2S2/5S); 1983/84 Glendale Architectural and Historical Survey (evaluated as "5")
Integrity: Good

(List attributes and codes)

* P3b. Resource Attributes:
* P4.

Building

Resources Present:

P5a. Photograph or Drawing

Structure

HP14 Government building
Object

Site

District

Element of District

Other (Isolates, etc.)

(Photograph required for buildings, structures, and objects) P5b. Description of Photo: (View, date, etc.)

* P6. Date Constructed/Age and Sources:
Prehistoric
Historic
Both

1940 (Estimated) Tax Assessment
* P7. Owner and Address:

Glendale City

* P8. Recorded by: (Name, affiliation, address)

Christopher J. Hetzel
Jones & Stokes
811 W 7th ST, Suite 800
Los Angeles, CA 90017
* P9. Date Recorded:
* P10. Survey Type:

7/7/2006
(Describe)

Glendale DSP EIR Reconnaissance-Level
Historical Resources Survey
* P11. Report Citation:

(Cite survey report/other sources or "none")

Historical Resources Technical Report for the Glendale Downtown Specific Plan EIR
NONE
Location Map
Sketch Map
* Attachments:
Archaeological Record
District Record
Linear Feature Record
Photograph Record
DPR 523A (1/95)

Continuation Sheet
Milling Station Record

Building, Structure, and Object Record
Rock Art Record

Artifact Record

Other: (List)
* Required Information

Primary #

State of California -- The Resources Agency
DEPARTMENT OF PARKS AND RECREATION

HR #
Trinomial

PRIMARY RECORD

NRHP Status Code
Other Listings
Review Code

Page 1 of 1
* Resource Name or #:
P1.
* P2.

Other Identifier:

Reviewer

Date

Municipal Services Building
Municipal Services Building

Location:
Not for Publication
b. USGS 7.5' Quad

a. County Los Angeles
T
;R
;
1/4 of

Unrestricted
Date

c. Address 633 E BROADWAY
d. UTM: (Give more than one for large and/or linear feature)

City

1/4 of Sec

Glendale
Zone

;
Zip

,

B.M.

91205

mE/

mN

e. Other Locational Data: (e.g. parcel #, legal description, directions to resource, elevation, additional UTMs, etc. as app

APN(s): 5642012904

* P3a. Description:

(Describe resource and its major elements. Include design, materials, condition, alterations, size, setting, and boundaries.)

The property contains the Glendale Municipal Services Buildings, designed by architects A.C. Martin and Merrill W. Baird and
constructed in 1966. The building appears individually eligible for listing on the National Register of Historic Places, pending an
intensive-level survey and formal evaluation, under Criterion A for its association with Glendale municipal government; and under
Criterion C as an excellent example of this type and style of architecture in Glendale and its association with a locally significant
architect.
Current Survey Evaluation: Determined individually eligible for National Register and California Register by reconnaissance-level
survey, pending intensive-level survey and formal evaluation.
Integrity: Good

(List attributes and codes)

* P3b. Resource Attributes:
* P4.

Building

Resources Present:

P5a. Photograph or Drawing

Structure

HP14 Government building
Object

Site

District

Element of District

Other (Isolates, etc.)

(Photograph required for buildings, structures, and objects) P5b. Description of Photo: (View, date, etc.)

* P6. Date Constructed/Age and Sources:
Prehistoric
Historic
Both

1966 (Factual) Research
* P7. Owner and Address:

Glendale City

* P8. Recorded by: (Name, affiliation, address)

Christopher J. Hetzel
Jones & Stokes
811 W 7th ST, Suite 800
Los Angeles, CA 90017
* P9. Date Recorded:
* P10. Survey Type:

* P11. Report Citation:

7/7/2006
(Describe)

(Cite survey report/other sources or "none")

Historical Resources Technical Report for the Glendale Downtown Specific Plan EIR
NONE
Location Map
Sketch Map
* Attachments:
Archaeological Record
District Record
Linear Feature Record
Photograph Record
DPR 523A (1/95)

Continuation Sheet
Milling Station Record

Building, Structure, and Object Record
Rock Art Record

Artifact Record

Other: (List)
* Required Information

Primary #

State of California -- The Resources Agency
DEPARTMENT OF PARKS AND RECREATION

HR #
Trinomial

PRIMARY RECORD

NRHP Status Code
Other Listings
Review Code

Page 1 of 1
* Resource Name or #:
P1.
* P2.

Reviewer

Date

351 W BROADWAY

Other Identifier:
Location:
Not for Publication
b. USGS 7.5' Quad

a. County Los Angeles
T
;R
;
1/4 of

Unrestricted
Date

c. Address 351 W BROADWAY
d. UTM: (Give more than one for large and/or linear feature)

City

1/4 of Sec

Glendale
Zone

;
Zip

,

B.M.

91204-1301

mE/

mN

e. Other Locational Data: (e.g. parcel #, legal description, directions to resource, elevation, additional UTMs, etc. as app

APN(s): 5637009017

* P3a. Description:

(Describe resource and its major elements. Include design, materials, condition, alterations, size, setting, and boundaries.)

The property contains a one-story single-family residence, constructed circa 1910. The residence appears individually eligible for
listing on the Glendale Register of Historical Resources, pending an intensive-level survey and formal evaluation, under Criterion
D because it is one the last intact residential structures remaining from downtown Glendale's early development, 1900-1914, and
contains exemplary elements of design, detail, materials and craftsmanship from this period.
Current Survey Evaluation: Determined individually eligible for California Register by reconnaissance-level survey, pending
intensive-level survey and formal evaluation.
Integrity: Good

(List attributes and codes)

* P3b. Resource Attributes:
* P4.

Building

Resources Present:

P5a. Photograph or Drawing

Structure

HP02 Single family property
Object

Site

District

Element of District

Other (Isolates, etc.)

(Photograph required for buildings, structures, and objects) P5b. Description of Photo: (View, date, etc.)

* P6. Date Constructed/Age and Sources:
Prehistoric
Historic
Both

Circa 1910 (Estimated) Physical Attributes
* P7. Owner and Address:

Raul E & Rosa E Porto Tr
4123 Walton Oaks Ln
Montrose, CA 91020-1215
* P8. Recorded by: (Name, affiliation, address)

Christopher J. Hetzel
Jones & Stokes
811 W 7th ST, Suite 800
Los Angeles, CA 90017
* P9. Date Recorded:
* P10. Survey Type:

7/7/2006
(Describe)

Glendale DSP EIR Reconnaissance-Level
Historical Resources Survey
* P11. Report Citation:

(Cite survey report/other sources or "none")

Historical Resources Technical Report for the Glendale Downtown Specific Plan EIR
NONE
Location Map
Sketch Map
* Attachments:
Archaeological Record
District Record
Linear Feature Record
Photograph Record
DPR 523A (1/95)

Continuation Sheet
Milling Station Record

Building, Structure, and Object Record
Rock Art Record

Artifact Record

Other: (List)
* Required Information

Primary #

State of California -- The Resources Agency
DEPARTMENT OF PARKS AND RECREATION

HR #
Trinomial

PRIMARY RECORD

NRHP Status Code
Other Listings
Review Code

Page 1 of 1
* Resource Name or #:
P1.
* P2.

Reviewer

Date

353 W BROADWAY

Other Identifier:
Location:
Not for Publication
b. USGS 7.5' Quad

a. County Los Angeles
T
;R
;
1/4 of

Unrestricted
Date

c. Address 353 W BROADWAY
d. UTM: (Give more than one for large and/or linear feature)

City

1/4 of Sec

Glendale
Zone

;
Zip

,

B.M.

91204-1346

mE/

mN

e. Other Locational Data: (e.g. parcel #, legal description, directions to resource, elevation, additional UTMs, etc. as app

APN(s): 5637009018

* P3a. Description:

(Describe resource and its major elements. Include design, materials, condition, alterations, size, setting, and boundaries.)

The property contains a one-story single-family residence, constructed in 1905. The residence appears individually eligible for
listing on the Glendale Register of Historical Resources, pending an intensive-level survey and formal evaluation, under Criterion
D because it is one the last intact residential structures remaining from downtown Glendale's early development, 1900-1914, and
contains exemplary elements of design, detail, materials and craftsmanship from this period.
Current Survey Evaluation: Determined individually eligible for California Register by reconnaissance-level survey, pending
intensive-level survey and formal evaluation.
Integrity: Good

(List attributes and codes)

* P3b. Resource Attributes:
* P4.

Building

Resources Present:

P5a. Photograph or Drawing

Structure

HP02 Single family property
Object

Site

District

Element of District

Other (Isolates, etc.)

(Photograph required for buildings, structures, and objects) P5b. Description of Photo: (View, date, etc.)

* P6. Date Constructed/Age and Sources:
Prehistoric
Historic
Both

1905 (Estimated) Tax Assessment
* P7. Owner and Address:

Oral B Hill Tr
138 Laurel Heights Pl
San Antonio, TX 78212-5216
* P8. Recorded by: (Name, affiliation, address)

Christopher J. Hetzel
Jones & Stokes
811 W 7th ST, Suite 800
Los Angeles, CA 90017
* P9. Date Recorded:
* P10. Survey Type:

7/7/2006
(Describe)

Glendale DSP EIR Reconnaissance-Level
Historical Resources Survey
* P11. Report Citation:

(Cite survey report/other sources or "none")

Historical Resources Technical Report for the Glendale Downtown Specific Plan EIR
NONE
Location Map
Sketch Map
* Attachments:
Archaeological Record
District Record
Linear Feature Record
Photograph Record
DPR 523A (1/95)

Continuation Sheet
Milling Station Record

Building, Structure, and Object Record
Rock Art Record

Artifact Record

Other: (List)
* Required Information

Primary #

State of California -- The Resources Agency
DEPARTMENT OF PARKS AND RECREATION

HR #
Trinomial

PRIMARY RECORD

NRHP Status Code
Other Listings
Review Code

Page 1 of 1
* Resource Name or #:
P1.
* P2.

Reviewer

Date

357 W BROADWAY

Other Identifier:
Location:
Not for Publication
b. USGS 7.5' Quad

a. County Los Angeles
T
;R
;
1/4 of

Unrestricted
Date

c. Address 357 W BROADWAY
d. UTM: (Give more than one for large and/or linear feature)

City

1/4 of Sec

Glendale
Zone

;
Zip

,

B.M.

91204-1348

mE/

mN

e. Other Locational Data: (e.g. parcel #, legal description, directions to resource, elevation, additional UTMs, etc. as app

APN(s): 5637009031

* P3a. Description:

(Describe resource and its major elements. Include design, materials, condition, alterations, size, setting, and boundaries.)

The property contains a one-story single-family residence, constructed in 1911. The residence appears individually eligible for
listing on the Glendale Register of Historical Resources, pending an intensive-level survey and formal evaluation, under Criterion
D because it is one the last intact residential structures remaining from downtown Glendale's early development, 1900-1914, and
contains exemplary elements of design, detail, materials and craftsmanship from this period.
Current Survey Evaluation: Determined individually eligible for California Register by reconnaissance-level survey, pending
intensive-level survey and formal evaluation.
Integrity: Good

(List attributes and codes)

* P3b. Resource Attributes:
* P4.

Building

Resources Present:

P5a. Photograph or Drawing

Structure

HP02 Single family property
Object

Site

District

Element of District

Other (Isolates, etc.)

(Photograph required for buildings, structures, and objects) P5b. Description of Photo: (View, date, etc.)

* P6. Date Constructed/Age and Sources:
Prehistoric
Historic
Both

1911 (Estimated) Tax Assessment
* P7. Owner and Address:

Yasunori Kawabata
1423 Walton Oaks Ln
Montrose, CA 91020-1215
* P8. Recorded by: (Name, affiliation, address)

Christopher J. Hetzel
Jones & Stokes
811 W 7th ST, Suite 800
Los Angeles, CA 90017
* P9. Date Recorded:
* P10. Survey Type:

7/7/2006
(Describe)

Glendale DSP EIR Reconnaissance-Level
Historical Resources Survey
* P11. Report Citation:

(Cite survey report/other sources or "none")

Historical Resources Technical Report for the Glendale Downtown Specific Plan EIR
NONE
Location Map
Sketch Map
* Attachments:
Archaeological Record
District Record
Linear Feature Record
Photograph Record
DPR 523A (1/95)

Continuation Sheet
Milling Station Record

Building, Structure, and Object Record
Rock Art Record

Artifact Record

Other: (List)
* Required Information

Primary #

State of California -- The Resources Agency
DEPARTMENT OF PARKS AND RECREATION

HR #
Trinomial

PRIMARY RECORD

NRHP Status Code
Other Listings
Review Code

Page 1 of 1
* Resource Name or #:
P1.
* P2.

Other Identifier:

Reviewer

Date

Great White Hut
Great White Hut

Location:
Not for Publication
b. USGS 7.5' Quad

a. County Los Angeles
T
;R
;
1/4 of

Unrestricted
Date

c. Address 119 W CALIFORNIA AVE
d. UTM: (Give more than one for large and/or linear feature)

City

1/4 of Sec

Glendale
Zone

;
Zip

,

B.M.

91203-2211

mE/

mN

e. Other Locational Data: (e.g. parcel #, legal description, directions to resource, elevation, additional UTMs, etc. as app

APN(s): 5643020048

* P3a. Description:

(Describe resource and its major elements. Include design, materials, condition, alterations, size, setting, and boundaries.)

The property contains a one-story roadside food stand, constructed in 1947. It appears individually eligible for listing on the
National Register of Historic Places, pending an intensive-level survey and formal evaluation, under Criterion C because it is a
unique building type in the City of Glendale and is an excellent example of this type of roadside architecture built in the late 1940s
Current Survey Evaluation: Determined individually eligible for National Register and California Register by reconnaissance-level
survey, pending intensive-level survey and formal evaluation.
Integrity: Good

(List attributes and codes)

* P3b. Resource Attributes:
* P4.

Building

Resources Present:

P5a. Photograph or Drawing

Structure

HP06 1-3 story commercial building
Object

Site

District

Element of District

Other (Isolates, etc.)

(Photograph required for buildings, structures, and objects) P5b. Description of Photo: (View, date, etc.)

* P6. Date Constructed/Age and Sources:
Prehistoric
Historic
Both

1947 (Estimated) Tax Assessment
* P7. Owner and Address:

Jeffrey B Hobson Tr
1752 Riverside Dr
Glendale, CA 91201-2816
* P8. Recorded by: (Name, affiliation, address)

Christopher J. Hetzel
Jones & Stokes
811 W 7th ST, Suite 800
Los Angeles, CA 90017
* P9. Date Recorded:
* P10. Survey Type:

7/7/2006
(Describe)

Glendale DSP EIR Reconnaissance-Level
Historical Resources Survey
* P11. Report Citation:

(Cite survey report/other sources or "none")

Historical Resources Technical Report for the Glendale Downtown Specific Plan EIR
NONE
Location Map
Sketch Map
* Attachments:
Archaeological Record
District Record
Linear Feature Record
Photograph Record
DPR 523A (1/95)

Continuation Sheet
Milling Station Record

Building, Structure, and Object Record
Rock Art Record

Artifact Record

Other: (List)
* Required Information

Primary #

State of California -- The Resources Agency
DEPARTMENT OF PARKS AND RECREATION

HR #
Trinomial

PRIMARY RECORD

NRHP Status Code
Other Listings
Review Code

Page 1 of 1
* Resource Name or #:
P1.
* P2.

Other Identifier:

Reviewer

Date

Zinke's Shoe Repair
Zinke's Shoe Repair

Location:
Not for Publication
b. USGS 7.5' Quad

a. County Los Angeles
T
;R
;
1/4 of

Unrestricted
Date

c. Address 121 W CALIFORNIA AVE
d. UTM: (Give more than one for large and/or linear feature)

City

1/4 of Sec

Glendale
Zone

;
Zip

,

B.M.

91203-2211

mE/

mN

e. Other Locational Data: (e.g. parcel #, legal description, directions to resource, elevation, additional UTMs, etc. as app

APN(s): 5643020048

* P3a. Description:

(Describe resource and its major elements. Include design, materials, condition, alterations, size, setting, and boundaries.)

The property contains one-story commercial building, constructed in 1947 and currently occupied by Zinke's Shoe Repair. The
building appears individually eligible for listing on the National Register of Historic Places, pending an intensive-level survey and
formal evaluation, under Criterion C because it is a unique building type in the City of Glendale and is an excellent example of
this type of architecture built in the city in the late 1940s.
Current Survey Evaluation: Determined individually eligible for National Register and California Register by reconnaissance-level
survey, pending intensive-level survey and formal evaluation.
Integrity: Good

(List attributes and codes)

* P3b. Resource Attributes:
* P4.

Building

Resources Present:

P5a. Photograph or Drawing

Structure

HP06 1-3 story commercial building
Object

Site

District

Element of District

Other (Isolates, etc.)

(Photograph required for buildings, structures, and objects) P5b. Description of Photo: (View, date, etc.)

* P6. Date Constructed/Age and Sources:
Prehistoric
Historic
Both

1947 (Estimated) Tax Assessment
* P7. Owner and Address:

Jeffrey B Hobson Tr
1752 Riverside Dr
Glendale, CA 91201-2816
* P8. Recorded by: (Name, affiliation, address)

Christopher J. Hetzel
Jones & Stokes
811 W 7th ST, Suite 800
Los Angeles, CA 90017
* P9. Date Recorded:
* P10. Survey Type:

7/7/2006
(Describe)

Glendale DSP EIR Reconnaissance-Level
Historical Resources Survey
* P11. Report Citation:

(Cite survey report/other sources or "none")

Historical Resources Technical Report for the Glendale Downtown Specific Plan EIR
NONE
Location Map
Sketch Map
* Attachments:
Archaeological Record
District Record
Linear Feature Record
Photograph Record
DPR 523A (1/95)

Continuation Sheet
Milling Station Record

Building, Structure, and Object Record
Rock Art Record

Artifact Record

Other: (List)
* Required Information

Primary #

State of California -- The Resources Agency
DEPARTMENT OF PARKS AND RECREATION

HR #
Trinomial

PRIMARY RECORD

NRHP Status Code
Other Listings
Review Code

Page 1 of 1
* Resource Name or #:
P1.
* P2.

Reviewer

Date

101 N CENTRAL AVE

Other Identifier:
Location:
Not for Publication
b. USGS 7.5' Quad

a. County Los Angeles
T
;R
;
1/4 of

Unrestricted
Date

c. Address 101 N CENTRAL AVE
d. UTM: (Give more than one for large and/or linear feature)

City

1/4 of Sec

Glendale
Zone

;
Zip

,

B.M.

91203-2502

mE/

mN

e. Other Locational Data: (e.g. parcel #, legal description, directions to resource, elevation, additional UTMs, etc. as app

APN(s): 5637009007

* P3a. Description:

(Describe resource and its major elements. Include design, materials, condition, alterations, size, setting, and boundaries.)

The property contains a two-story commercial building, constructed in 1927. The building appears individually eligible for listing
on the Glendale Register of Historical Resources, pending an intensive-level survey and formal evaluation, under Criterion D
because it is one of the best remaining commercial properties in Glendale from the late 1920s, and contains exemplary elements of
design, detail, materials and craftsmanship from this period.
Current Survey Evaluation: Determined individually eligible for California Register by reconnaissance-level survey, pending
intensive-level survey and formal evaluation.
Integrity: Fair

(List attributes and codes)

* P3b. Resource Attributes:
* P4.

Building

Resources Present:

P5a. Photograph or Drawing

Structure

HP06 1-3 story commercial building
Object

Site

District

Element of District

Other (Isolates, etc.)

(Photograph required for buildings, structures, and objects) P5b. Description of Photo: (View, date, etc.)

* P6. Date Constructed/Age and Sources:
Prehistoric
Historic
Both

1927 (Estimated) Tax Assessment
* P7. Owner and Address:

M Mardiross Tr
104 W Maple St 12
Glendale, CA 91204-2139
* P8. Recorded by: (Name, affiliation, address)

Christopher J. Hetzel
Jones & Stokes
811 W 7th ST, Suite 800
Los Angeles, CA 90017
* P9. Date Recorded:
* P10. Survey Type:

7/7/2006
(Describe)

Glendale DSP EIR Reconnaissance-Level
Historical Resources Survey
* P11. Report Citation:

(Cite survey report/other sources or "none")

Historical Resources Technical Report for the Glendale Downtown Specific Plan EIR
NONE
Location Map
Sketch Map
* Attachments:
Archaeological Record
District Record
Linear Feature Record
Photograph Record
DPR 523A (1/95)

Continuation Sheet
Milling Station Record

Building, Structure, and Object Record
Rock Art Record

Artifact Record

Other: (List)
* Required Information

Primary #

State of California -- The Resources Agency
DEPARTMENT OF PARKS AND RECREATION

HR #
Trinomial

PRIMARY RECORD

NRHP Status Code
Other Listings
Review Code

Page 1 of 1
* Resource Name or #:
P1.
* P2.

Other Identifier:

Reviewer

Date

Glendale Professional Building
Glendale Professional Building

Location:
Not for Publication
b. USGS 7.5' Quad

a. County Los Angeles
T
;R
;
1/4 of

Unrestricted
Date

c. Address 227-229 N CENTRAL AVE
d. UTM: (Give more than one for large and/or linear feature)

City

1/4 of Sec

Glendale
Zone

;
Zip

,

B.M.

91203-2531

mE/

mN

e. Other Locational Data: (e.g. parcel #, legal description, directions to resource, elevation, additional UTMs, etc. as app

APN(s): 5637007001

* P3a. Description:

(Describe resource and its major elements. Include design, materials, condition, alterations, size, setting, and boundaries.)

The property contains a six-story commercial office building, constructed in 1929. The building appears individually eligible for
listing on the National Register of Historic Places, pending an intensive-level survey and formal evaluation, under Criterion C as
an excellent example of this type and style of architecture in Glendale; and potentially for association with a locally significant
architect.
Current Survey Evaluation: Determined individually eligible for National Register and California Register by reconnaissance-level
survey, pending intensive-level survey and formal evaluation.
Integrity: Fair

(List attributes and codes)

* P3b. Resource Attributes:
* P4.

Building

Resources Present:

P5a. Photograph or Drawing

Structure

HP07 3+ story commercial building
Object

Site

District

Element of District

Other (Isolates, etc.)

(Photograph required for buildings, structures, and objects) P5b. Description of Photo: (View, date, etc.)

* P6. Date Constructed/Age and Sources:
Prehistoric
Historic
Both

1929 (Estimated) Tax Assessment
* P7. Owner and Address:

Image Properties Llc
1920 Griffith Ave
Los Angeles, CA 90011-1219
* P8. Recorded by: (Name, affiliation, address)

Christopher J. Hetzel
Jones & Stokes
811 W 7th ST, Suite 800
Los Angeles, CA 90017
* P9. Date Recorded:
* P10. Survey Type:

7/7/2006
(Describe)

Glendale DSP EIR Reconnaissance-Level
Historical Resources Survey
* P11. Report Citation:

(Cite survey report/other sources or "none")

Historical Resources Technical Report for the Glendale Downtown Specific Plan EIR
NONE
Location Map
Sketch Map
* Attachments:
Archaeological Record
District Record
Linear Feature Record
Photograph Record
DPR 523A (1/95)

Continuation Sheet
Milling Station Record

Building, Structure, and Object Record
Rock Art Record

Artifact Record

Other: (List)
* Required Information

Primary #

State of California -- The Resources Agency
DEPARTMENT OF PARKS AND RECREATION

HR #
Trinomial

PRIMARY RECORD

NRHP Status Code
Other Listings
Review Code

Page 1 of 1
* Resource Name or #:
P1.
* P2.

Reviewer

Date

346 N CENTRAL AVE

Other Identifier:
Location:
Not for Publication
b. USGS 7.5' Quad

a. County Los Angeles
T
;R
;
1/4 of

Unrestricted
Date

c. Address 346 N CENTRAL AVE
d. UTM: (Give more than one for large and/or linear feature)

City

1/4 of Sec

Glendale
Zone

;
Zip

,

B.M.

91203-2216

mE/

mN

e. Other Locational Data: (e.g. parcel #, legal description, directions to resource, elevation, additional UTMs, etc. as app

APN(s): 5643020028

* P3a. Description:

(Describe resource and its major elements. Include design, materials, condition, alterations, size, setting, and boundaries.)

The property contains a two-story building, constructed in a variation of the Spanish Colonial Revival style in 1934. The building
appears individually eligible for listing on the California Register of Historic Places, pending an intensive-level survey and formal
evaluation, under Criterion 3 for its unique architectural type and style, and potentially for association with a locally significant
architect. The building may also have significance under Criteria 1 or 2 for associations with a local civic organization or
individual.
Current Survey Evaluation: Determined individually eligible for California Register by reconnaissance-level survey, pending
intensive-level survey and formal evaluation.
Integrity: Good

(List attributes and codes)

* P3b. Resource Attributes:
* P4.

Building

Resources Present:

P5a. Photograph or Drawing

Structure

HP06 1-3 story commercial building
Object

Site

District

Element of District

Other (Isolates, etc.)

(Photograph required for buildings, structures, and objects) P5b. Description of Photo: (View, date, etc.)

* P6. Date Constructed/Age and Sources:
Prehistoric
Historic
Both

1934 (Estimated) Tax Assessment
* P7. Owner and Address:

Michael Karahalios
344 N Central Ave
Glendale, CA 91203-2216
* P8. Recorded by: (Name, affiliation, address)

Christopher J. Hetzel
Jones & Stokes
811 W 7th ST, Suite 800
Los Angeles, CA 90017
* P9. Date Recorded:
* P10. Survey Type:

7/7/2006
(Describe)

Glendale DSP EIR Reconnaissance-Level
Historical Resources Survey
* P11. Report Citation:

(Cite survey report/other sources or "none")

Historical Resources Technical Report for the Glendale Downtown Specific Plan EIR
NONE
Location Map
Sketch Map
* Attachments:
Archaeological Record
District Record
Linear Feature Record
Photograph Record
DPR 523A (1/95)

Continuation Sheet
Milling Station Record

Building, Structure, and Object Record
Rock Art Record

Artifact Record

Other: (List)
* Required Information

Primary #

State of California -- The Resources Agency
DEPARTMENT OF PARKS AND RECREATION

HR #
Trinomial

PRIMARY RECORD

NRHP Status Code
Other Listings
Review Code

Page 1 of 1
* Resource Name or #:
P1.
* P2.

Reviewer

Date

540 N CENTRAL AVE

Other Identifier:
Location:
Not for Publication
b. USGS 7.5' Quad

a. County Los Angeles
T
;R
;
1/4 of

Unrestricted
Date

c. Address 540 N CENTRAL AVE
d. UTM: (Give more than one for large and/or linear feature)

City

1/4 of Sec

Glendale
Zone

;
Zip

,

B.M.

91203-1916

mE/

mN

e. Other Locational Data: (e.g. parcel #, legal description, directions to resource, elevation, additional UTMs, etc. as app

APN(s): 5643001062

* P3a. Description:

(Describe resource and its major elements. Include design, materials, condition, alterations, size, setting, and boundaries.)

The property contains a three-story medical office building, constructed in 1953. It is one of four similiarly designed buildings
located within a one block area. As one of four similarly designed structures, the building is considered eligible for listing in the
California Register, pending an intensive-level survey and formal evaluation, as a contributor to an eligible historic district. The
historic district is eligible under Criteria 1 as an unique grouping of postware medical office buildings that represent the growth
and development of the medical industry in Glendale in the 1950s and 1960s, and under Criteria 3 as an unique grouping of
speculatively-developed medical office buildings in Glendale that are oustanding examples of a well articulated modernist
vernacular.
Current Survey Evaluation: Determined eligible for California Register as contributor to historic district by reconnaissance-level
survey, pending intensive-level survey and formal evaluation.
Integrity: Good

(List attributes and codes)

* P3b. Resource Attributes:
* P4.

Building

Resources Present:

P5a. Photograph or Drawing

Structure

HP06 1-3 story commercial building
Object

Site

District

Element of District

Other (Isolates, etc.)

(Photograph required for buildings, structures, and objects) P5b. Description of Photo: (View, date, etc.)

* P6. Date Constructed/Age and Sources:
Prehistoric
Historic
Both

1953 (Estimated) Tax Assessment
* P7. Owner and Address:

Frank A Jr & Rhodes F Jr Rhodes
607 N Central Ave
Glendale, CA 91203-1804
* P8. Recorded by: (Name, affiliation, address)

Christopher J. Hetzel
Jones & Stokes
811 W 7th ST, Suite 800
Los Angeles, CA 90017
* P9. Date Recorded:
* P10. Survey Type:

7/7/2006
(Describe)

Glendale DSP EIR Reconnaissance-Level
Historical Resources Survey
* P11. Report Citation:

(Cite survey report/other sources or "none")

Historical Resources Technical Report for the Glendale Downtown Specific Plan EIR
NONE
Location Map
Sketch Map
* Attachments:
Archaeological Record
District Record
Linear Feature Record
Photograph Record
DPR 523A (1/95)

Continuation Sheet
Milling Station Record

Building, Structure, and Object Record
Rock Art Record

Artifact Record

Other: (List)
* Required Information

Primary #

State of California -- The Resources Agency
DEPARTMENT OF PARKS AND RECREATION

HR #
Trinomial

PRIMARY RECORD

NRHP Status Code
Other Listings
Review Code

Page 1 of 1
* Resource Name or #:
P1.
* P2.

Reviewer

Date

607 N CENTRAL AVE

Other Identifier:
Location:
Not for Publication
b. USGS 7.5' Quad

a. County Los Angeles
T
;R
;
1/4 of

Unrestricted
Date

c. Address 607 N CENTRAL AVE
d. UTM: (Give more than one for large and/or linear feature)

City

1/4 of Sec

Glendale
Zone

;
Zip

,

B.M.

91203-1804

mE/

mN

e. Other Locational Data: (e.g. parcel #, legal description, directions to resource, elevation, additional UTMs, etc. as app

APN(s): 5637002051

* P3a. Description:

(Describe resource and its major elements. Include design, materials, condition, alterations, size, setting, and boundaries.)

The property contains a three-story medical office building, constructed in 1963. It is one of four similiarly designed buildings
located within a one block area. As one of four similarly designed structures, the building is considered eligible for listing in the
California Register, pending an intensive-level survey and formal evaluation, as a contributor to an eligible historic district. The
historic district is eligible under Criteria 1 as an unique grouping of postware medical office buildings that represent the growth
and development of the medical industry in Glendale in the 1950s and 1960s, and under Criteria 3 as an unique grouping of
speculatively-developed medical office buildings in Glendale that are oustanding examples of a well articulated modernist
vernacular.
Current Survey Evaluation: Determined eligible for California Register as contributor to historic district by reconnaissance-level
survey, pending intensive-level survey and formal evaluation.
Integrity: Fair

(List attributes and codes)

* P3b. Resource Attributes:
* P4.

Building

Resources Present:

P5a. Photograph or Drawing

Structure

HP06 1-3 story commercial building
Object

Site

District

Element of District

Other (Isolates, etc.)

(Photograph required for buildings, structures, and objects) P5b. Description of Photo: (View, date, etc.)

* P6. Date Constructed/Age and Sources:
Prehistoric
Historic
Both

1963 (Estimated) Tax Assessment
* P7. Owner and Address:

Jon T Green
1401 Avocado Ave
Newport Beach, CA 92660-7720
* P8. Recorded by: (Name, affiliation, address)

Christopher J. Hetzel
Jones & Stokes
811 W 7th ST, Suite 800
Los Angeles, CA 90017
* P9. Date Recorded:
* P10. Survey Type:

7/7/2006
(Describe)

Glendale DSP EIR Reconnaissance-Level
Historical Resources Survey
* P11. Report Citation:

(Cite survey report/other sources or "none")

Historical Resources Technical Report for the Glendale Downtown Specific Plan EIR
NONE
Location Map
Sketch Map
* Attachments:
Archaeological Record
District Record
Linear Feature Record
Photograph Record
DPR 523A (1/95)

Continuation Sheet
Milling Station Record

Building, Structure, and Object Record
Rock Art Record

Artifact Record

Other: (List)
* Required Information

Primary #

State of California -- The Resources Agency
DEPARTMENT OF PARKS AND RECREATION

HR #
Trinomial

PRIMARY RECORD

NRHP Status Code
Other Listings
Review Code

Page 1 of 1
* Resource Name or #:
P1.
* P2.

Reviewer

Date

610 N CENTRAL AVE

Other Identifier:
Location:
Not for Publication
b. USGS 7.5' Quad

a. County Los Angeles
T
;R
;
1/4 of

Unrestricted
Date

c. Address 610 N CENTRAL AVE
d. UTM: (Give more than one for large and/or linear feature)

City

1/4 of Sec

Glendale
Zone

;
Zip

,

B.M.

91203-1403

mE/

mN

e. Other Locational Data: (e.g. parcel #, legal description, directions to resource, elevation, additional UTMs, etc. as app

APN(s): 5643002050

* P3a. Description:

(Describe resource and its major elements. Include design, materials, condition, alterations, size, setting, and boundaries.)

The property contains a three-story medical office building, constructed in 1955. It is one of four similiarly designed buildings
located within a one block area. As one of four similarly designed structures, the building is considered eligible for listing in the
California Register, pending an intensive-level survey and formal evaluation, as a contributor to an eligible historic district. The
historic district is eligible under Criteria 1 as an unique grouping of postware medical office buildings that represent the growth
and development of the medical industry in Glendale in the 1950s and 1960s, and under Criteria 3 as an unique grouping of
speculatively-developed medical office buildings in Glendale that are oustanding examples of a well articulated modernist
vernacular.
Current Survey Evaluation: Determined eligible for California Register as contributor to historic district by reconnaissance-level
survey, pending intensive-level survey and formal evaluation.
Integrity: Good

(List attributes and codes)

* P3b. Resource Attributes:
* P4.

Building

Resources Present:

P5a. Photograph or Drawing

Structure

HP06 1-3 story commercial building
Object

Site

District

Element of District

Other (Isolates, etc.)

(Photograph required for buildings, structures, and objects) P5b. Description of Photo: (View, date, etc.)

* P6. Date Constructed/Age and Sources:
Prehistoric
Historic
Both

1955 (Estimated) Tax Assessment
* P7. Owner and Address:

Causey Investments
1401 Avocado Ave 901
Newport Beach, CA 92660-7785
* P8. Recorded by: (Name, affiliation, address)

Christopher J. Hetzel
Jones & Stokes
811 W 7th ST, Suite 800
Los Angeles, CA 90017
* P9. Date Recorded:
* P10. Survey Type:

7/7/2006
(Describe)

Glendale DSP EIR Reconnaissance-Level
Historical Resources Survey
* P11. Report Citation:

(Cite survey report/other sources or "none")

Historical Resources Technical Report for the Glendale Downtown Specific Plan EIR
NONE
Location Map
Sketch Map
* Attachments:
Archaeological Record
District Record
Linear Feature Record
Photograph Record
DPR 523A (1/95)

Continuation Sheet
Milling Station Record

Building, Structure, and Object Record
Rock Art Record

Artifact Record

Other: (List)
* Required Information

Primary #

State of California -- The Resources Agency
DEPARTMENT OF PARKS AND RECREATION

HR #
Trinomial

PRIMARY RECORD

NRHP Status Code
Other Listings
Review Code

Page 1 of 1
* Resource Name or #:
P1.
* P2.

Reviewer

Date

633 N CENTRAL AVE

Other Identifier:
Location:
Not for Publication
b. USGS 7.5' Quad

a. County Los Angeles
T
;R
;
1/4 of

Unrestricted
Date

c. Address 633 N CENTRAL AVE
d. UTM: (Give more than one for large and/or linear feature)

City

1/4 of Sec

Glendale
Zone

;
Zip

,

B.M.

91205

mE/

mN

e. Other Locational Data: (e.g. parcel #, legal description, directions to resource, elevation, additional UTMs, etc. as app

APN(s): 5637002046

* P3a. Description:

(Describe resource and its major elements. Include design, materials, condition, alterations, size, setting, and boundaries.)

The property contains a three-story medical office building, constructed in 1960. It is one of four similiarly designed buildings
located within a one block area. As one of four similarly designed structures, the building is considered eligible for listing in the
California Register, pending an intensive-level survey and formal evaluation, as a contributor to an eligible historic district. The
historic district is eligible under Criteria 1 as an unique grouping of postware medical office buildings that represent the growth
and development of the medical industry in Glendale in the 1950s and 1960s, and under Criteria 3 as an unique grouping of
speculatively-developed medical office buildings in Glendale that are oustanding examples of a well articulated modernist
vernacular.
Current Survey Evaluation: Determined eligible for California Register as contributor to historic district by reconnaissance-level
survey, pending intensive-level survey and formal evaluation.
Integrity: Good

(List attributes and codes)

* P3b. Resource Attributes:
* P4.

Building

Resources Present:

P5a. Photograph or Drawing

Structure

HP06 1-3 story commercial building
Object

Site

District

Element of District

Other (Isolates, etc.)

(Photograph required for buildings, structures, and objects) P5b. Description of Photo: (View, date, etc.)

* P6. Date Constructed/Age and Sources:
Prehistoric
Historic
Both

1960 (Estimated) Tax Assessment
* P7. Owner and Address:

* P8. Recorded by: (Name, affiliation, address)

Christopher J. Hetzel
Jones & Stokes
811 W 7th ST, Suite 800
Los Angeles, CA 90017
* P9. Date Recorded:
* P10. Survey Type:

7/7/2006
(Describe)

Glendale DSP EIR Reconnaissance-Level
Historical Resources Survey
* P11. Report Citation:

(Cite survey report/other sources or "none")

Historical Resources Technical Report for the Glendale Downtown Specific Plan EIR
NONE
Location Map
Sketch Map
* Attachments:
Archaeological Record
District Record
Linear Feature Record
Photograph Record
DPR 523A (1/95)

Continuation Sheet
Milling Station Record

Building, Structure, and Object Record
Rock Art Record

Artifact Record

Other: (List)
* Required Information

Primary #

State of California -- The Resources Agency
DEPARTMENT OF PARKS AND RECREATION

HR #
Trinomial

PRIMARY RECORD

NRHP Status Code
Other Listings
Review Code

Page 1 of 1
* Resource Name or #:
P1.
* P2.

Other Identifier:

Reviewer

Date

Glendale Adult Recreation Center
Glendale Adult Recreation Center

Location:
Not for Publication
b. USGS 7.5' Quad

a. County Los Angeles
T
;R
;
1/4 of

Unrestricted
Date

c. Address 201 E COLORADO ST
d. UTM: (Give more than one for large and/or linear feature)

City

1/4 of Sec

Glendale
Zone

;
Zip

,

B.M.

91205

mE/

mN

e. Other Locational Data: (e.g. parcel #, legal description, directions to resource, elevation, additional UTMs, etc. as app

APN(s): 5642013901

* P3a. Description:

(Describe resource and its major elements. Include design, materials, condition, alterations, size, setting, and boundaries.)

The property contains the Glendale Adult Recreation Center, designed by architects Carl Denny and Graham Latta in 1949. The
building appears individually eligible for listing on the California Register of Historical Resources under Criterion D, pending an
intensive-level survey and formal evaluation, because it embodies the distinctive characteristics of a type and period of
construction and potentially as the work of a locally significant architect.
Current Survey Evaluation: Determined individually eligible for Glendale Register by reconnaissance-level survey, pending
intensive-level survey and formal evaluation.
Integrity: Fair

(List attributes and codes)

* P3b. Resource Attributes:
* P4.

Building

Resources Present:

P5a. Photograph or Drawing

Structure

HP13 Community center/social hall
Object

Site

District

Element of District

Other (Isolates, etc.)

(Photograph required for buildings, structures, and objects) P5b. Description of Photo: (View, date, etc.)

* P6. Date Constructed/Age and Sources:
Prehistoric
Historic
Both

1949 (Factual) Research
* P7. Owner and Address:

Glendale City

* P8. Recorded by: (Name, affiliation, address)

Christopher J. Hetzel
Jones & Stokes
811 W 7th ST, Suite 800
Los Angeles, CA 90017
* P9. Date Recorded:
* P10. Survey Type:

7/7/2006
(Describe)

Glendale DSP EIR Reconnaissance-Level
Historical Resources Survey
* P11. Report Citation:

(Cite survey report/other sources or "none")

Historical Resources Technical Report for the Glendale Downtown Specific Plan EIR
NONE
Location Map
Sketch Map
* Attachments:
Archaeological Record
District Record
Linear Feature Record
Photograph Record
DPR 523A (1/95)

Continuation Sheet
Milling Station Record

Building, Structure, and Object Record
Rock Art Record

Artifact Record

Other: (List)
* Required Information

Primary #

State of California -- The Resources Agency
DEPARTMENT OF PARKS AND RECREATION

HR #
Trinomial

PRIMARY RECORD

NRHP Status Code
Other Listings
Review Code

Page 1 of 1
* Resource Name or #:
P1.
* P2.

Other Identifier:

Reviewer

Date

California National Guard Armoury
California National Guard Armoury

Location:
Not for Publication
b. USGS 7.5' Quad

a. County Los Angeles
T
;R
;
1/4 of

Unrestricted
Date

c. Address 220 E COLORADO ST
d. UTM: (Give more than one for large and/or linear feature)

City

1/4 of Sec

Glendale
Zone

;
Zip

,

B.M.

91205

mE/

mN

e. Other Locational Data: (e.g. parcel #, legal description, directions to resource, elevation, additional UTMs, etc. as app

APN(s): 5641003900

* P3a. Description:

(Describe resource and its major elements. Include design, materials, condition, alterations, size, setting, and boundaries.)

The property contains the two-story California National Guard Armoury building, constructed circa 1955. The building appears
individually eligible for listing on the California Register of Historical Resources, pending an intensive-level survey and formal
evaluation, under Criterion 1 for its association with the California National Guard; and under Criterion 3 because it embodies
distinctive characteristics of a type and period of construction, such as minimal ornamentation, planar walls, ribbon windows, and
a structural design.
Current Survey Evaluation: Determined individually eligible for California Register by reconnaissance-level survey, pending
intensive-level survey and formal evaluation.
Integrity: Good

(List attributes and codes)

* P3b. Resource Attributes:
* P4.

Building

Resources Present:

P5a. Photograph or Drawing

Structure

HP34 Military property
Object

Site

District

Element of District

Other (Isolates, etc.)

(Photograph required for buildings, structures, and objects) P5b. Description of Photo: (View, date, etc.)

* P6. Date Constructed/Age and Sources:
Prehistoric
Historic
Both

Circa 1955 (Estimated) Physical Attributes
* P7. Owner and Address:

Glendale City

* P8. Recorded by: (Name, affiliation, address)

Christopher J. Hetzel
Jones & Stokes
811 W 7th ST, Suite 800
Los Angeles, CA 90017
* P9. Date Recorded:
* P10. Survey Type:

7/7/2006
(Describe)

Glendale DSP EIR Reconnaissance-Level
Historical Resources Survey
* P11. Report Citation:

(Cite survey report/other sources or "none")

Historical Resources Technical Report for the Glendale Downtown Specific Plan EIR
NONE
Location Map
Sketch Map
* Attachments:
Archaeological Record
District Record
Linear Feature Record
Photograph Record
DPR 523A (1/95)

Continuation Sheet
Milling Station Record

Building, Structure, and Object Record
Rock Art Record

Artifact Record

Other: (List)
* Required Information

Primary #

State of California -- The Resources Agency
DEPARTMENT OF PARKS AND RECREATION

HR #
Trinomial

PRIMARY RECORD

NRHP Status Code
Other Listings
Review Code

Page 1 of 1
* Resource Name or #:
P1.
* P2.

Other Identifier:

Reviewer

Date

Astro Motel
Astro Motel

Location:
Not for Publication
b. USGS 7.5' Quad

a. County Los Angeles
T
;R
;
1/4 of

Unrestricted
Date

c. Address 326 E COLORADO ST
d. UTM: (Give more than one for large and/or linear feature)

City

1/4 of Sec

Glendale
Zone

;
Zip

,

B.M.

91205-1633

mE/

mN

e. Other Locational Data: (e.g. parcel #, legal description, directions to resource, elevation, additional UTMs, etc. as app

APN(s): 5641004008

* P3a. Description:

(Describe resource and its major elements. Include design, materials, condition, alterations, size, setting, and boundaries.)

The property contains a two-story motel, constructed in 1963. The building appears individually eligible for listing on the
California Register of Historical Resources, pending an intensive-level survey and formal evaluation, under Criterion 3 because it
embodies distinctive characteristics of its type and period of construction, and is one of the best remaining in downtown
Glendale. The building may also be associated with a locally significant architect.
Current Survey Evaluation: Determined individually eligible for California Register by reconnaissance-level survey, pending
intensive-level survey and formal evaluation.
Integrity: Good

(List attributes and codes)

* P3b. Resource Attributes:
* P4.

Building

Resources Present:

P5a. Photograph or Drawing

Structure

HP05 Hotel/motel
Object

Site

District

Element of District

Other (Isolates, etc.)

(Photograph required for buildings, structures, and objects) P5b. Description of Photo: (View, date, etc.)

* P6. Date Constructed/Age and Sources:
Prehistoric
Historic
Both

1963 (Estimated) Tax Assessment
* P7. Owner and Address:

Vinod Desai
1533 Ridgeway Dr
Glendale, CA 91202
* P8. Recorded by: (Name, affiliation, address)

Christopher J. Hetzel
Jones & Stokes
811 W 7th ST, Suite 800
Los Angeles, CA 90017
* P9. Date Recorded:
* P10. Survey Type:

7/7/2006
(Describe)

Glendale DSP EIR Reconnaissance-Level
Historical Resources Survey
* P11. Report Citation:

(Cite survey report/other sources or "none")

Historical Resources Technical Report for the Glendale Downtown Specific Plan EIR
NONE
Location Map
Sketch Map
* Attachments:
Archaeological Record
District Record
Linear Feature Record
Photograph Record
DPR 523A (1/95)

Continuation Sheet
Milling Station Record

Building, Structure, and Object Record
Rock Art Record

Artifact Record

Other: (List)
* Required Information

Primary #

State of California -- The Resources Agency
DEPARTMENT OF PARKS AND RECREATION

HR #
Trinomial

PRIMARY RECORD

NRHP Status Code
Other Listings
Review Code

Page 1 of 1
* Resource Name or #:
P1.
* P2.

Reviewer

Date

206 W COLORADO ST

Other Identifier:
Location:
Not for Publication
b. USGS 7.5' Quad

a. County Los Angeles
T
;R
;
1/4 of

Unrestricted
Date

c. Address 206 W COLORADO ST
d. UTM: (Give more than one for large and/or linear feature)

City

1/4 of Sec

Glendale
Zone

;
Zip

,

B.M.

91204-1306

mE/

mN

e. Other Locational Data: (e.g. parcel #, legal description, directions to resource, elevation, additional UTMs, etc. as app

APN(s): 5641001010

* P3a. Description:

(Describe resource and its major elements. Include design, materials, condition, alterations, size, setting, and boundaries.)

The property contains a one-story restaurant building, constructed in 1964. The building appears individually eligible for listing
on the National Register of Historical Resources, pending an intensive-level survey and formal evaluation, under Criterion C as an
excellent example of this type and style of architecture and one of the last remaining in downtown Glendale; and potentially for
association with a locally significant architect.
Current Survey Evaluation: Determined individually eligible for National Register and California Register by reconnaissance-level
survey, pending intensive-level survey and formal evaluation.
Prior Evaluations: 1996 Pacific Park/Edison School Project Survey (evaluated as ineligible for the California Register)
Integrity: Good

(List attributes and codes)

* P3b. Resource Attributes:
* P4.

Building

Resources Present:

P5a. Photograph or Drawing

Structure

HP06 1-3 story commercial building
Object

Site

District

Element of District

Other (Isolates, etc.)

(Photograph required for buildings, structures, and objects) P5b. Description of Photo: (View, date, etc.)

* P6. Date Constructed/Age and Sources:
Prehistoric
Historic
Both

1964 (Estimated) Tax Assessment
* P7. Owner and Address:

Zarie Inc
206 W Colorado St
Glendale, CA 91204-1306
* P8. Recorded by: (Name, affiliation, address)

Christopher J. Hetzel
Jones & Stokes
811 W 7th ST, Suite 800
Los Angeles, CA 90017
* P9. Date Recorded:
* P10. Survey Type:

7/7/2006
(Describe)

Glendale DSP EIR Reconnaissance-Level
Historical Resources Survey
* P11. Report Citation:

(Cite survey report/other sources or "none")

Historical Resources Technical Report for the Glendale Downtown Specific Plan EIR
NONE
Location Map
Sketch Map
* Attachments:
Archaeological Record
District Record
Linear Feature Record
Photograph Record
DPR 523A (1/95)

Continuation Sheet
Milling Station Record

Building, Structure, and Object Record
Rock Art Record

Artifact Record

Other: (List)
* Required Information

Primary #

State of California -- The Resources Agency
DEPARTMENT OF PARKS AND RECREATION

HR #
Trinomial

PRIMARY RECORD

NRHP Status Code
Other Listings
Review Code

Page 1 of 1
* Resource Name or #:
P1.
* P2.

Reviewer

Date

360 W COLORADO ST

Other Identifier:
Location:
Not for Publication
b. USGS 7.5' Quad

a. County Los Angeles
T
;R
;
1/4 of

Unrestricted
Date

c. Address 360 W COLORADO ST
d. UTM: (Give more than one for large and/or linear feature)

City

1/4 of Sec

Glendale
Zone

;
Zip

,

B.M.

91204-1603

mE/

mN

e. Other Locational Data: (e.g. parcel #, legal description, directions to resource, elevation, additional UTMs, etc. as app

APN(s): 5696004017

* P3a. Description:

(Describe resource and its major elements. Include design, materials, condition, alterations, size, setting, and boundaries.)

The property contains a one-story retail storefront building, constructed in 1963. The building appears individually eligible for
listing on the Glendale Register of Historical Resources, pending an intensive-level survey and formal evaluation, under Criterion
D because of its unique modernist design and as one of the best remaining retail storefront buildings in Glendale from the 1960s.
It contains exemplary elements of design, detail, materials and craftsmanship from this period.
Current Survey Evaluation: Determined individually eligible for California Register by reconnaissance-level survey, pending
intensive-level survey and formal evaluation.
Integrity: Good

(List attributes and codes)

* P3b. Resource Attributes:
* P4.

Building

Resources Present:

P5a. Photograph or Drawing

Structure

HP06 1-3 story commercial building
Object

Site

District

Element of District

Other (Isolates, etc.)

(Photograph required for buildings, structures, and objects) P5b. Description of Photo: (View, date, etc.)

* P6. Date Constructed/Age and Sources:
Prehistoric
Historic
Both

1963 (Estimated) Tax Assessment
* P7. Owner and Address:

Amado & Betty P Deborja
25 River Rock Ct
Azusa, CA 91702
* P8. Recorded by: (Name, affiliation, address)

Christopher J. Hetzel
Jones & Stokes
811 W 7th ST, Suite 800
Los Angeles, CA 90017
* P9. Date Recorded:
* P10. Survey Type:

7/7/2006
(Describe)

Glendale DSP EIR Reconnaissance-Level
Historical Resources Survey
* P11. Report Citation:

(Cite survey report/other sources or "none")

Historical Resources Technical Report for the Glendale Downtown Specific Plan EIR
NONE
Location Map
Sketch Map
* Attachments:
Archaeological Record
District Record
Linear Feature Record
Photograph Record
DPR 523A (1/95)

Continuation Sheet
Milling Station Record

Building, Structure, and Object Record
Rock Art Record

Artifact Record

Other: (List)
* Required Information

Primary #

State of California -- The Resources Agency
DEPARTMENT OF PARKS AND RECREATION

HR #
Trinomial

PRIMARY RECORD

NRHP Status Code
Other Listings
Review Code

Page 1 of 1
* Resource Name or #:
P1.
* P2.

Reviewer

Date

112 N COLUMBUS AVE

Other Identifier:
Location:
Not for Publication
b. USGS 7.5' Quad

a. County Los Angeles
T
;R
;
1/4 of

Unrestricted
Date

c. Address 112 N COLUMBUS AVE
d. UTM: (Give more than one for large and/or linear feature)

City

1/4 of Sec

Glendale
Zone

;
Zip

,

B.M.

91203-2505

mE/

mN

e. Other Locational Data: (e.g. parcel #, legal description, directions to resource, elevation, additional UTMs, etc. as app

APN(s): 5637009037

* P3a. Description:

(Describe resource and its major elements. Include design, materials, condition, alterations, size, setting, and boundaries.)

The property contains a one-story single-family residence constructed in 1922. The residence appears individually eligible for
listing on the Glendale Register of Historical Resources, pending an intensive-level survey and formal evaluation, under Criterion
D because it is one the last intact residential structures remaining from downtown Glendale's early development, 1920-1930, and
contains exemplary elements of Spanish Colonial Revival design, detail, materials and craftsmanship from this period.
Current Survey Evaluation: Determined individually eligible for California Register by reconnaissance-level survey, pending
intensive-level survey and formal evaluation.
Integrity: Good

(List attributes and codes)

* P3b. Resource Attributes:
* P4.

Building

Resources Present:

P5a. Photograph or Drawing

Structure

HP02 Single family property
Object

Site

District

Element of District

Other (Isolates, etc.)

(Photograph required for buildings, structures, and objects) P5b. Description of Photo: (View, date, etc.)

* P6. Date Constructed/Age and Sources:
Prehistoric
Historic
Both

1922 (Estimated) Tax Assessment
* P7. Owner and Address:

Antonita Benitez
112 N Columbus Ave
Glendale, CA 91203-2505
* P8. Recorded by: (Name, affiliation, address)

Christopher J. Hetzel
Jones & Stokes
811 W 7th ST, Suite 800
Los Angeles, CA 90017
* P9. Date Recorded:
* P10. Survey Type:

7/7/2006
(Describe)

Glendale DSP EIR Reconnaissance-Level
Historical Resources Survey
* P11. Report Citation:

(Cite survey report/other sources or "none")

Historical Resources Technical Report for the Glendale Downtown Specific Plan EIR
NONE
Location Map
Sketch Map
* Attachments:
Archaeological Record
District Record
Linear Feature Record
Photograph Record
DPR 523A (1/95)

Continuation Sheet
Milling Station Record

Building, Structure, and Object Record
Rock Art Record

Artifact Record

Other: (List)
* Required Information

Primary #

State of California -- The Resources Agency
DEPARTMENT OF PARKS AND RECREATION

HR #
Trinomial

PRIMARY RECORD

NRHP Status Code
Other Listings
Review Code

Page 1 of 1
* Resource Name or #:
P1.
* P2.

Reviewer

Date

425 E ELK AVE

Other Identifier:
Location:
Not for Publication
b. USGS 7.5' Quad

a. County Los Angeles
T
;R
;
1/4 of

Unrestricted
Date

c. Address 425 E ELK AVE
d. UTM: (Give more than one for large and/or linear feature)

City

1/4 of Sec

Glendale
Zone

;
Zip

,

B.M.

91205-1614

mE/

mN

e. Other Locational Data: (e.g. parcel #, legal description, directions to resource, elevation, additional UTMs, etc. as app

APN(s): 5641004026

* P3a. Description:

(Describe resource and its major elements. Include design, materials, condition, alterations, size, setting, and boundaries.)

The property contains a two-story multiple-family apartment building, constructed in 1922. The building is one of three similiarly
designed structures that were built at the same time on adjacent parcels. The property appears individually eligible for listing on
the Glendale Register of Historical Resources, pending an intensive-level survey and formal evaluation, under Criterion D because
it is one of the best remaining Spanish Colonial Revival style apartment building of this type in downtown Glendale, and contains
exemplary elements of design, detail, materials and craftsmanship from this period.
Current Survey Evaluation: Determined individually eligible for California Register by reconnaissance-level survey, pending
intensive-level survey and formal evaluation.
Integrity: Good

(List attributes and codes)

* P3b. Resource Attributes:
* P4.

Building

Resources Present:

P5a. Photograph or Drawing

Structure

HP03 Multifamily property
Object

Site

District

Element of District

Other (Isolates, etc.)

(Photograph required for buildings, structures, and objects) P5b. Description of Photo: (View, date, etc.)

* P6. Date Constructed/Age and Sources:
Prehistoric
Historic
Both

1922 (Estimated) Tax Assessment
* P7. Owner and Address:

Melvin S Pechter
2226 Westshore Ln
Westlake Village, CA 91361
* P8. Recorded by: (Name, affiliation, address)

Christopher J. Hetzel
Jones & Stokes
811 W 7th ST, Suite 800
Los Angeles, CA 90017
* P9. Date Recorded:
* P10. Survey Type:

7/7/2006
(Describe)

Glendale DSP EIR Reconnaissance-Level
Historical Resources Survey
* P11. Report Citation:

(Cite survey report/other sources or "none")

Historical Resources Technical Report for the Glendale Downtown Specific Plan EIR
NONE
Location Map
Sketch Map
* Attachments:
Archaeological Record
District Record
Linear Feature Record
Photograph Record
DPR 523A (1/95)

Continuation Sheet
Milling Station Record

Building, Structure, and Object Record
Rock Art Record

Artifact Record

Other: (List)
* Required Information

Primary #

State of California -- The Resources Agency
DEPARTMENT OF PARKS AND RECREATION

HR #
Trinomial

PRIMARY RECORD

NRHP Status Code
Other Listings
Review Code

Page 1 of 1
* Resource Name or #:
P1.
* P2.

Reviewer

Date

215 W ELK AVE

Other Identifier:
Location:
Not for Publication
b. USGS 7.5' Quad

a. County Los Angeles
T
;R
;
1/4 of

Unrestricted
Date

c. Address 215 W ELK AVE
d. UTM: (Give more than one for large and/or linear feature)

City

1/4 of Sec

Glendale
Zone

;
Zip

,

B.M.

91204-1718

mE/

mN

e. Other Locational Data: (e.g. parcel #, legal description, directions to resource, elevation, additional UTMs, etc. as app

APN(s): 5641001017

* P3a. Description:

(Describe resource and its major elements. Include design, materials, condition, alterations, size, setting, and boundaries.)

The property contains a one-story single-family residence, constructed in 1912. The residence appears individually eligible for
listing on the Glendale Register of Historical Resources, pending an intensive-level survey and formal evaluation, under Criterion
D because it is one the last intact residential structures remaining from downtown Glendale's early development, 1900-1914, and
embodies the distinctive characteristics of its type and period of construction.
Current Survey Evaluation: Determined individually eligible for California Register by reconnaissance-level survey, pending
intensive-level survey and formal evaluation.
Prior Evaluations: NR (7R)
Integrity: Good

(List attributes and codes)

* P3b. Resource Attributes:
* P4.

Building

Resources Present:

P5a. Photograph or Drawing

Structure

HP02 Single family property
Object

Site

District

Element of District

Other (Isolates, etc.)

(Photograph required for buildings, structures, and objects) P5b. Description of Photo: (View, date, etc.)

* P6. Date Constructed/Age and Sources:
Prehistoric
Historic
Both

1912 (Estimated) Tax Assessment
* P7. Owner and Address:

Juan & Elvira Mendez Etal
215 W Elk Ave
Glendale, CA 91204-1718
* P8. Recorded by: (Name, affiliation, address)

Christopher J. Hetzel
Jones & Stokes
811 W 7th ST, Suite 800
Los Angeles, CA 90017
* P9. Date Recorded:
* P10. Survey Type:

7/7/2006
(Describe)

Glendale DSP EIR Reconnaissance-Level
Historical Resources Survey
* P11. Report Citation:

(Cite survey report/other sources or "none")

Historical Resources Technical Report for the Glendale Downtown Specific Plan EIR
NONE
Location Map
Sketch Map
* Attachments:
Archaeological Record
District Record
Linear Feature Record
Photograph Record
DPR 523A (1/95)

Continuation Sheet
Milling Station Record

Building, Structure, and Object Record
Rock Art Record

Artifact Record

Other: (List)
* Required Information

Primary #

State of California -- The Resources Agency
DEPARTMENT OF PARKS AND RECREATION

HR #
Trinomial

PRIMARY RECORD

NRHP Status Code

5S1

Other Listings
Review Code
Page 1 of 1
* Resource Name or #:
P1.
* P2.

Other Identifier:

Reviewer

Date

Municipal Power & Light Building
formerly 145 N. Howard Street

Location:
Not for Publication
b. USGS 7.5' Quad

a. County Los Angeles
T
;R
;
1/4 of

Unrestricted
Date

c. Address 119 N Glendale AVE
d. UTM: (Give more than one for large and/or linear feature)

City

1/4 of Sec

Glendale
Zone

;
Zip

,

B.M.

91205

mE/

mN

e. Other Locational Data: (e.g. parcel #, legal description, directions to resource, elevation, additional UTMs, etc. as app

APN(s): 5642012904

* P3a. Description:

(Describe resource and its major elements. Include design, materials, condition, alterations, size, setting, and boundaries.)

The property contains the Glendale Municipal Power & Light Building, constructed in 1929. The building is already listed on the
Glendale Register of Historical Resources, and is already listed on the California State Historic Resources Inventory with an
evaluation of 3S (Appears eligible for the National Register as an individual property through survey evaluation).
Current Survey Evaluation: Determined individually eligible for National Register and California Register by reconnaissance-level
survey, pending intensive-level survey and formal evaluation.
Prior Evaluations: GR; NR (3S); Listed in the HRI as 119 N. Glendale Avenue; 1983/84 Glendale Architectural and Historical
Survey (evaluated as a "5")
Integrity: Good

(List attributes and codes)

* P3b. Resource Attributes:
* P4.

Building

Resources Present:

P5a. Photograph or Drawing

Structure

HP09 Public utilities building
Object

Site

District

Element of District

Other (Isolates, etc.)

(Photograph required for buildings, structures, and objects) P5b. Description of Photo: (View, date, etc.)

* P6. Date Constructed/Age and Sources:
Prehistoric
Historic
Both

1929 (Factual) Prior Evaluation
* P7. Owner and Address:

Glendale City

* P8. Recorded by: (Name, affiliation, address)

Christopher J. Hetzel
Jones & Stokes
811 W 7th ST, Suite 800
Los Angeles, CA 90017
* P9. Date Recorded:
* P10. Survey Type:

7/7/2006
(Describe)

Glendale DSP EIR Reconnaissance-Level
Historical Resources Survey
* P11. Report Citation:

(Cite survey report/other sources or "none")

Historical Resources Technical Report for the Glendale Downtown Specific Plan EIR
NONE
Location Map
Sketch Map
* Attachments:
Archaeological Record
District Record
Linear Feature Record
Photograph Record
DPR 523A (1/95)

Continuation Sheet
Milling Station Record

Building, Structure, and Object Record
Rock Art Record

Artifact Record

Other: (List)
* Required Information

Primary #

State of California -- The Resources Agency
DEPARTMENT OF PARKS AND RECREATION

HR #
Trinomial

PRIMARY RECORD

NRHP Status Code
Other Listings
Review Code

Page 1 of 1
* Resource Name or #:
P1.
* P2.

Other Identifier:

Reviewer

Date

Glendale Presbyterian Church
Glendale Presbyterian Church

Location:
Not for Publication
b. USGS 7.5' Quad

a. County Los Angeles
T
;R
;
1/4 of

Unrestricted
Date

c. Address 219 E HARVARD ST
d. UTM: (Give more than one for large and/or linear feature)

City

1/4 of Sec

Glendale
Zone

;
Zip

,

B.M.

91205-1016

mE/

mN

e. Other Locational Data: (e.g. parcel #, legal description, directions to resource, elevation, additional UTMs, etc. as app

APN(s): 5642004039

* P3a. Description:

(Describe resource and its major elements. Include design, materials, condition, alterations, size, setting, and boundaries.)

The property contains a two-story religious building designed by noted architect Hal C. Whittemore & Associates in 1973. It
appears individually eligible for listing on the California Register of Historical Resources, pending an intensive-level survey and
formal evaluation, under Criterion 3 because it embodies distinctive characteristics of a type and period of construction, and
represents the work of a master architect.
Current Survey Evaluation: Determined individually eligible for the California Register by reconnaissance-level survey, pending
intensive-level survey and formal evaluation.
Integrity: Good

(List attributes and codes)

* P3b. Resource Attributes:
* P4.

Building

Resources Present:

P5a. Photograph or Drawing

Structure

HP16 Religious building
Object

Site

District

Element of District

Other (Isolates, etc.)

(Photograph required for buildings, structures, and objects) P5b. Description of Photo: (View, date, etc.)

* P6. Date Constructed/Age and Sources:
Prehistoric
Historic
Both

1973 (Factual) Research
* P7. Owner and Address:

Glendale Presbyterian Church
125 S Louise St
Glendale, CA 91205-1024
* P8. Recorded by: (Name, affiliation, address)

Christopher J. Hetzel
Jones & Stokes
811 W 7th ST, Suite 800
Los Angeles, CA 90017
* P9. Date Recorded:
* P10. Survey Type:

7/7/2006
(Describe)

Glendale DSP EIR Reconnaissance-Level
Historical Resources Survey
* P11. Report Citation:

(Cite survey report/other sources or "none")

Historical Resources Technical Report for the Glendale Downtown Specific Plan EIR
NONE
Location Map
Sketch Map
* Attachments:
Archaeological Record
District Record
Linear Feature Record
Photograph Record
DPR 523A (1/95)

Continuation Sheet
Milling Station Record

Building, Structure, and Object Record
Rock Art Record

Artifact Record

Other: (List)
* Required Information

Primary #

State of California -- The Resources Agency
DEPARTMENT OF PARKS AND RECREATION

HR #
Trinomial

PRIMARY RECORD

NRHP Status Code
Other Listings
Review Code

Page 1 of 1
* Resource Name or #:
P1.
* P2.

Other Identifier:

Reviewer

Date

Glendale Central Library
Glendale Central Library

Location:
Not for Publication
b. USGS 7.5' Quad

a. County Los Angeles
T
;R
;
1/4 of

Unrestricted
Date

c. Address 222-300 E HARVARD ST
d. UTM: (Give more than one for large and/or linear feature)

City

1/4 of Sec

Glendale
Zone

;
Zip

,

B.M.

91205

mE/

mN

e. Other Locational Data: (e.g. parcel #, legal description, directions to resource, elevation, additional UTMs, etc. as app

APN(s): 5642013901

* P3a. Description:

(Describe resource and its major elements. Include design, materials, condition, alterations, size, setting, and boundaries.)

The property contains the two-story Glendale Central Library building designed by noted architect Welton Beckett Associates,
and constructed in 1973. The building appears individually eligible for listing on the California Register of Historical Resources,
pending an intensive-level survey and formal evaluation, under Criterion 3 because it embodies distinctive characteristics of 1970s
modern architecture, and represents the work of a master architect.
Current Survey Evaluation: Determined individually eligible for California Register by reconnaissance-level survey, pending
intensive-level survey and formal evaluation.
Integrity: Good

(List attributes and codes)

* P3b. Resource Attributes:
* P4.

Building

Resources Present:

P5a. Photograph or Drawing

Structure

HP13 Community center/social hall
Object

Site

District

Element of District

Other (Isolates, etc.)

(Photograph required for buildings, structures, and objects) P5b. Description of Photo: (View, date, etc.)

* P6. Date Constructed/Age and Sources:
Prehistoric
Historic
Both

1973 (Factual) Research
* P7. Owner and Address:

Glendale City

* P8. Recorded by: (Name, affiliation, address)

Christopher J. Hetzel
Jones & Stokes
811 W 7th ST, Suite 800
Los Angeles, CA 90017
* P9. Date Recorded:
* P10. Survey Type:

7/7/2006
(Describe)

Glendale DSP EIR Reconnaissance-Level
Historical Resources Survey
* P11. Report Citation:

(Cite survey report/other sources or "none")

Historical Resources Technical Report for the Glendale Downtown Specific Plan EIR
NONE
Location Map
Sketch Map
* Attachments:
Archaeological Record
District Record
Linear Feature Record
Photograph Record
DPR 523A (1/95)

Continuation Sheet
Milling Station Record

Building, Structure, and Object Record
Rock Art Record

Artifact Record

Other: (List)
* Required Information

Primary #

State of California -- The Resources Agency
DEPARTMENT OF PARKS AND RECREATION

HR #
Trinomial

PRIMARY RECORD

NRHP Status Code
Other Listings
Review Code

Page 1 of 1
* Resource Name or #:
P1.
* P2.

Reviewer

Date

305 E HARVARD ST

Other Identifier:
Location:
Not for Publication
b. USGS 7.5' Quad

a. County Los Angeles
T
;R
;
1/4 of

Unrestricted
Date

c. Address 305 E HARVARD ST
d. UTM: (Give more than one for large and/or linear feature)

City

1/4 of Sec

Glendale
Zone

;
Zip

,

B.M.

91205-1018

mE/

mN

e. Other Locational Data: (e.g. parcel #, legal description, directions to resource, elevation, additional UTMs, etc. as app

APN(s): 5642004038

* P3a. Description:

(Describe resource and its major elements. Include design, materials, condition, alterations, size, setting, and boundaries.)

The property contains a two-story religious building, constructed in 1951. The building appears individually eligible for listing on
the National Register of Historic Places, pending an intensive-level survey and formal evaluation, under Criterion C as an unique
example of this type and style of architecture in Glendale; and potentially for association with a locally significant architect.
Current Survey Evaluation: Determined individually eligible for National Register and California Register by reconnaissance-level
survey, pending intensive-level survey and formal evaluation.
Integrity: Good

(List attributes and codes)

* P3b. Resource Attributes:
* P4.

Building

Resources Present:

P5a. Photograph or Drawing

Structure

HP16 Religious building
Object

Site

District

Element of District

Other (Isolates, etc.)

(Photograph required for buildings, structures, and objects) P5b. Description of Photo: (View, date, etc.)

* P6. Date Constructed/Age and Sources:
Prehistoric
Historic
Both

1951 (Estimated) Tax Assessment
* P7. Owner and Address:

Glendale Presbyterian Church
125 S Louise St
Glendale, CA 91205-1024
* P8. Recorded by: (Name, affiliation, address)

Christopher J. Hetzel
Jones & Stokes
811 W 7th ST, Suite 800
Los Angeles, CA 90017
* P9. Date Recorded:
* P10. Survey Type:

7/7/2006
(Describe)

Glendale DSP EIR Reconnaissance-Level
Historical Resources Survey
* P11. Report Citation:

(Cite survey report/other sources or "none")

Historical Resources Technical Report for the Glendale Downtown Specific Plan EIR
NONE
Location Map
Sketch Map
* Attachments:
Archaeological Record
District Record
Linear Feature Record
Photograph Record
DPR 523A (1/95)

Continuation Sheet
Milling Station Record

Building, Structure, and Object Record
Rock Art Record

Artifact Record

Other: (List)
* Required Information

Primary #

State of California -- The Resources Agency
DEPARTMENT OF PARKS AND RECREATION

HR #
Trinomial

PRIMARY RECORD

NRHP Status Code
Other Listings
Review Code

Page 1 of 1
* Resource Name or #:
P1.
* P2.

Reviewer

Date

Kiefer & Eyerick Mortuary

Other Identifier:
Location:
Not for Publication
b. USGS 7.5' Quad

a. County Los Angeles
T
;R
;
1/4 of

Unrestricted
Date

c. Address 314 E HARVARD ST
d. UTM: (Give more than one for large and/or linear feature)

City

1/4 of Sec

Glendale
Zone

;
Zip

,

B.M.

91205-1019

mE/

mN

e. Other Locational Data: (e.g. parcel #, legal description, directions to resource, elevation, additional UTMs, etc. as app

APN(s): 5642010026

* P3a. Description:

(Describe resource and its major elements. Include design, materials, condition, alterations, size, setting, and boundaries.)

The property contains a two-story religious building, constructed circa 1930. The building appears individually eligible for listing
on the National Register of Historic Places, pending an intensive-level survey and formal evaluation, under Criterion C as an
unique example of this type and style of architecture in Glendale; and potentially for association with a locally significant architect
Current Survey Evaluation: Determined individually eligible for National Register and California Register by reconnaissance-level
survey, pending intensive-level survey and formal evaluation.
Prior Evaluations: NR (3S) Kiefer & Eyerick Mortuary; 1983/84 Glendale Architectural and Historical Survey (evaluated as "3")
Integrity: Good

(List attributes and codes)

* P3b. Resource Attributes:
* P4.

Building

Resources Present:

P5a. Photograph or Drawing

Structure

HP16 Religious building
Object

Site

District

Element of District

Other (Isolates, etc.)

(Photograph required for buildings, structures, and objects) P5b. Description of Photo: (View, date, etc.)

* P6. Date Constructed/Age and Sources:
Prehistoric
Historic
Both

Circa 1930 (Estimated) Physical Attributes
* P7. Owner and Address:

Assistance League Of Glendale
Po Box 10608
Glendale, CA 91209-3608
* P8. Recorded by: (Name, affiliation, address)

Christopher J. Hetzel
Jones & Stokes
811 W 7th ST, Suite 800
Los Angeles, CA 90017
* P9. Date Recorded:
* P10. Survey Type:

7/7/2006
(Describe)

Glendale DSP EIR Reconnaissance-Level
Historical Resources Survey
* P11. Report Citation:

(Cite survey report/other sources or "none")

Historical Resources Technical Report for the Glendale Downtown Specific Plan EIR
NONE
Location Map
Sketch Map
* Attachments:
Archaeological Record
District Record
Linear Feature Record
Photograph Record
DPR 523A (1/95)

Continuation Sheet
Milling Station Record

Building, Structure, and Object Record
Rock Art Record

Artifact Record

Other: (List)
* Required Information

Primary #

State of California -- The Resources Agency
DEPARTMENT OF PARKS AND RECREATION

HR #
Trinomial

PRIMARY RECORD

NRHP Status Code
Other Listings
Review Code

Page 1 of 1
* Resource Name or #:
P1.
* P2.

Reviewer

Date

408 E HARVARD ST

Other Identifier:
Location:
Not for Publication
b. USGS 7.5' Quad

a. County Los Angeles
T
;R
;
1/4 of

Unrestricted
Date

c. Address 408 E HARVARD ST
d. UTM: (Give more than one for large and/or linear feature)

City

1/4 of Sec

Glendale
Zone

;
Zip

,

B.M.

91205-1060

mE/

mN

e. Other Locational Data: (e.g. parcel #, legal description, directions to resource, elevation, additional UTMs, etc. as app

APN(s): 5642010004

* P3a. Description:

(Describe resource and its major elements. Include design, materials, condition, alterations, size, setting, and boundaries.)

The property contains a two-story multiple-family apartment building, constructed in 1939. The building appears individually
eligible for listing on the Glendale Register of Historical Resources, pending an intensive-level survey and formal evaluation,
under Criterion D because it is one of the best remaining Regency Revival style apartment buildings in downtown Glendale from
the late 1930s. It contains exemplary elements of design, detail, materials and craftsmanship from this period.
Current Survey Evaluation: Determined individually eligible for California Register by reconnaissance-level survey, pending
intensive-level survey and formal evaluation.
Integrity: Fair

(List attributes and codes)

* P3b. Resource Attributes:
* P4.

Building

Resources Present:

P5a. Photograph or Drawing

Structure

HP03 Multifamily property
Object

Site

District

Element of District

Other (Isolates, etc.)

(Photograph required for buildings, structures, and objects) P5b. Description of Photo: (View, date, etc.)

* P6. Date Constructed/Age and Sources:
Prehistoric
Historic
Both

1939 (Estimated) Tax Assessment
* P7. Owner and Address:

Danielson Tr Tr
Po Box 420032
San Diego, CA 92142-0032
* P8. Recorded by: (Name, affiliation, address)

Christopher J. Hetzel
Jones & Stokes
811 W 7th ST, Suite 800
Los Angeles, CA 90017
* P9. Date Recorded:
* P10. Survey Type:

7/7/2006
(Describe)

Glendale DSP EIR Reconnaissance-Level
Historical Resources Survey
* P11. Report Citation:

(Cite survey report/other sources or "none")

Historical Resources Technical Report for the Glendale Downtown Specific Plan EIR
NONE
Location Map
Sketch Map
* Attachments:
Archaeological Record
District Record
Linear Feature Record
Photograph Record
DPR 523A (1/95)

Continuation Sheet
Milling Station Record

Building, Structure, and Object Record
Rock Art Record

Artifact Record

Other: (List)
* Required Information

Primary #

State of California -- The Resources Agency
DEPARTMENT OF PARKS AND RECREATION

HR #
Trinomial

PRIMARY RECORD

NRHP Status Code
Other Listings
Review Code

Page 1 of 1
* Resource Name or #:
P1.
* P2.

Reviewer

Date

409 E HARVARD ST

Other Identifier:
Location:
Not for Publication
b. USGS 7.5' Quad

a. County Los Angeles
T
;R
;
1/4 of

Unrestricted
Date

c. Address 409 E HARVARD ST
d. UTM: (Give more than one for large and/or linear feature)

City

1/4 of Sec

Glendale
Zone

;
Zip

,

B.M.

91205-1042

mE/

mN

e. Other Locational Data: (e.g. parcel #, legal description, directions to resource, elevation, additional UTMs, etc. as app

APN(s): 5642007047

* P3a. Description:

(Describe resource and its major elements. Include design, materials, condition, alterations, size, setting, and boundaries.)

The property contains a two-story multiple-family apartment building, constructed circa 1940. The building appears individually
eligible for listing on the Glendale Register of Historical Resources, pending an intensive-level survey and formal evaluation,
under Criterion D because it is one of the best remaining Colonial Revival Style style apartment buildings in downtown Glendale
from the late 1940s. It contains exemplary elements of design, detail, materials and craftsmanship from this period.
Current Survey Evaluation: Determined individually eligible for the Glendale Register by reconnaissance-level survey, pending
intensive-level survey and formal evaluation.
Integrity: Good

(List attributes and codes)

* P3b. Resource Attributes:
* P4.

Building

Resources Present:

P5a. Photograph or Drawing

Structure

HP03 Multifamily property
Object

Site

District

Element of District

Other (Isolates, etc.)

(Photograph required for buildings, structures, and objects) P5b. Description of Photo: (View, date, etc.)

* P6. Date Constructed/Age and Sources:
Prehistoric
Historic
Both

Circa 1940 (Estimated) Physical Attributes
* P7. Owner and Address:

Avis G Dahlen Trust
1850 Las Flores Dr
Glendale, CA 91207-1214
* P8. Recorded by: (Name, affiliation, address)

Christopher J. Hetzel
Jones & Stokes
811 W 7th ST, Suite 800
Los Angeles, CA 90017
* P9. Date Recorded:
* P10. Survey Type:

7/7/2006
(Describe)

Glendale DSP EIR Reconnaissance-Level
Historical Resources Survey
* P11. Report Citation:

(Cite survey report/other sources or "none")

Historical Resources Technical Report for the Glendale Downtown Specific Plan EIR
NONE
Location Map
Sketch Map
* Attachments:
Archaeological Record
District Record
Linear Feature Record
Photograph Record
DPR 523A (1/95)

Continuation Sheet
Milling Station Record

Building, Structure, and Object Record
Rock Art Record

Artifact Record

Other: (List)
* Required Information

Primary #

State of California -- The Resources Agency
DEPARTMENT OF PARKS AND RECREATION

HR #
Trinomial

PRIMARY RECORD

NRHP Status Code
Other Listings
Review Code

Page 1 of 1
* Resource Name or #:
P1.
* P2.

Reviewer

Date

423 E HARVARD ST

Other Identifier:
Location:
Not for Publication
b. USGS 7.5' Quad

a. County Los Angeles
T
;R
;
1/4 of

Unrestricted
Date

c. Address 423 E HARVARD ST
d. UTM: (Give more than one for large and/or linear feature)

City

1/4 of Sec

Glendale
Zone

;
Zip

,

B.M.

91205-1020

mE/

mN

e. Other Locational Data: (e.g. parcel #, legal description, directions to resource, elevation, additional UTMs, etc. as app

APN(s): 5642007054

* P3a. Description:

(Describe resource and its major elements. Include design, materials, condition, alterations, size, setting, and boundaries.)

The property contains a one-story single-family residence, constructed circa 1908. The residence appears individually eligible for
listing on the Glendale Register of Historical Resources, pending an intensive-level survey and formal evaluation, under Criterion
D because it is one the last intact residential structures remaining from downtown Glendale's early development, 1900-1914, and
contains exemplary elements of design, detail, materials and craftsmanship from this period.
Current Survey Evaluation: Determined individually eligible for California Register by reconnaissance-level survey, pending
intensive-level survey and formal evaluation.
Prior Evaluations: NR (6)
Integrity: Good

(List attributes and codes)

* P3b. Resource Attributes:
* P4.

Building

Resources Present:

P5a. Photograph or Drawing

Structure

HP02 Single family property
Object

Site

District

Element of District

Other (Isolates, etc.)

(Photograph required for buildings, structures, and objects) P5b. Description of Photo: (View, date, etc.)

* P6. Date Constructed/Age and Sources:
Prehistoric
Historic
Both

1908 (Estimated) Tax Assessment
* P7. Owner and Address:

Bahman Dianati
24057 Hatteras St
Woodland Hills, CA 91367-4035
* P8. Recorded by: (Name, affiliation, address)

Christopher J. Hetzel
Jones & Stokes
811 W 7th ST, Suite 800
Los Angeles, CA 90017
* P9. Date Recorded:
* P10. Survey Type:

7/7/2006
(Describe)

Glendale DSP EIR Reconnaissance-Level
Historical Resources Survey
* P11. Report Citation:

(Cite survey report/other sources or "none")

Historical Resources Technical Report for the Glendale Downtown Specific Plan EIR
NONE
Location Map
Sketch Map
* Attachments:
Archaeological Record
District Record
Linear Feature Record
Photograph Record
DPR 523A (1/95)

Continuation Sheet
Milling Station Record

Building, Structure, and Object Record
Rock Art Record

Artifact Record

Other: (List)
* Required Information

Primary #

State of California -- The Resources Agency
DEPARTMENT OF PARKS AND RECREATION

HR #
Trinomial

PRIMARY RECORD

NRHP Status Code
Other Listings
Review Code

Page 1 of 1
* Resource Name or #:
P1.
* P2.

Other Identifier:

Reviewer

Date

General Services Building
General Services Building

Location:
Not for Publication
b. USGS 7.5' Quad

a. County Los Angeles
T
;R
;
1/4 of

Unrestricted
Date

c. Address 120 N Isabel ST
d. UTM: (Give more than one for large and/or linear feature)

City

1/4 of Sec

Glendale
Zone

;
Zip

,

B.M.

91205

mE/

mN

e. Other Locational Data: (e.g. parcel #, legal description, directions to resource, elevation, additional UTMs, etc. as app

APN(s): 5642012904

* P3a. Description:

(Describe resource and its major elements. Include design, materials, condition, alterations, size, setting, and boundaries.)

The property contains the Glendale General Services Building, designed by William C. Reisner and constructed by the WPA in
1935. The building appears individually eligible for listing on the National Register of Historic Places, pending an intensive-level
survey and formal evaluation, under Criterion A for its association with Glendale municipal government; and under Criterion C as
an excellent example of this type and style of architecture in Glendale and its association with a locally significant architect.
Current Survey Evaluation: Determined individually eligible for National Register and California Register by reconnaissance-level
survey, pending intensive-level survey and formal evaluation.
Prior Evaluations: NR (5S) Listed as 120 N Isabel St
Integrity: Good

(List attributes and codes)

* P3b. Resource Attributes:
* P4.

Building

Resources Present:

P5a. Photograph or Drawing

Structure

HP14 Government building
Object

Site

District

Element of District

Other (Isolates, etc.)

(Photograph required for buildings, structures, and objects) P5b. Description of Photo: (View, date, etc.)

* P6. Date Constructed/Age and Sources:
Prehistoric
Historic
Both

1935 (Factual) Prior Evaluation
* P7. Owner and Address:

Glendale City

* P8. Recorded by: (Name, affiliation, address)

Christopher J. Hetzel
Jones & Stokes
811 W 7th ST, Suite 800
Los Angeles, CA 90017
* P9. Date Recorded:
* P10. Survey Type:

* P11. Report Citation:

7/7/2006
(Describe)

(Cite survey report/other sources or "none")

Historical Resources Technical Report for the Glendale Downtown Specific Plan EIR
NONE
Location Map
Sketch Map
* Attachments:
Archaeological Record
District Record
Linear Feature Record
Photograph Record
DPR 523A (1/95)

Continuation Sheet
Milling Station Record

Building, Structure, and Object Record
Rock Art Record

Artifact Record

Other: (List)
* Required Information

Primary #

State of California -- The Resources Agency
DEPARTMENT OF PARKS AND RECREATION

HR #
Trinomial

PRIMARY RECORD

NRHP Status Code
Other Listings
Review Code

Page 1 of 1
* Resource Name or #:
P1.
* P2.

Reviewer

Date

115 S ISABEL ST

Other Identifier:
Location:
Not for Publication
b. USGS 7.5' Quad

a. County Los Angeles
T
;R
;
1/4 of

Unrestricted
Date

c. Address 115 S ISABEL ST
d. UTM: (Give more than one for large and/or linear feature)

City

1/4 of Sec

Glendale
Zone

;
Zip

,

B.M.

91205-1148

mE/

mN

e. Other Locational Data: (e.g. parcel #, legal description, directions to resource, elevation, additional UTMs, etc. as app

APN(s): 5642007014

* P3a. Description:

(Describe resource and its major elements. Include design, materials, condition, alterations, size, setting, and boundaries.)

The property contains a two-story multiple-family apartment building, constructed in 1950. The building appears individually
eligible for listing on the Glendale Register of Historical Resources, pending an intensive-level survey and formal evaluation,
under Criterion D because it is one of the best remaining Regency Revival style apartment buildings in downtown Glendale from
the late 1950s. It contains exemplary elements of design, detail, materials and craftsmanship from this period.
Current Survey Evaluation: Determined individually eligible for California Register by reconnaissance-level survey, pending
intensive-level survey and formal evaluation.
Integrity: Good

(List attributes and codes)

* P3b. Resource Attributes:
* P4.

Building

Resources Present:

P5a. Photograph or Drawing

Structure

HP03 Multifamily property
Object

Site

District

Element of District

Other (Isolates, etc.)

(Photograph required for buildings, structures, and objects) P5b. Description of Photo: (View, date, etc.)

* P6. Date Constructed/Age and Sources:
Prehistoric
Historic
Both

1950 (Estimated) Tax Assessment
* P7. Owner and Address:

1752 Winona Llc
602 N Elm Dr
Beverly Hills, CA 90210-3421
* P8. Recorded by: (Name, affiliation, address)

Christopher J. Hetzel
Jones & Stokes
811 W 7th ST, Suite 800
Los Angeles, CA 90017
* P9. Date Recorded:
* P10. Survey Type:

7/7/2006
(Describe)

Glendale DSP EIR Reconnaissance-Level
Historical Resources Survey
* P11. Report Citation:

(Cite survey report/other sources or "none")

Historical Resources Technical Report for the Glendale Downtown Specific Plan EIR
NONE
Location Map
Sketch Map
* Attachments:
Archaeological Record
District Record
Linear Feature Record
Photograph Record
DPR 523A (1/95)

Continuation Sheet
Milling Station Record

Building, Structure, and Object Record
Rock Art Record

Artifact Record

Other: (List)
* Required Information

Primary #

State of California -- The Resources Agency
DEPARTMENT OF PARKS AND RECREATION

HR #
Trinomial

PRIMARY RECORD

NRHP Status Code
Other Listings
Review Code

Page 1 of 1
* Resource Name or #:
P1.
* P2.

Reviewer

Date

115-121 N JACKSON ST

Other Identifier:
Location:
Not for Publication
b. USGS 7.5' Quad

a. County Los Angeles
T
;R
;
1/4 of

Unrestricted
Date

c. Address 115-121 N JACKSON ST
d. UTM: (Give more than one for large and/or linear feature)

City

1/4 of Sec

Glendale
Zone

;
Zip

,

B.M.

91206-4354

mE/

mN

e. Other Locational Data: (e.g. parcel #, legal description, directions to resource, elevation, additional UTMs, etc. as app

APN(s): 5642006042

* P3a. Description:

(Describe resource and its major elements. Include design, materials, condition, alterations, size, setting, and boundaries.)

The property contains a four-story multiple-family apartment building, constructed in 1926. The building appears individually
eligible for listing on the Glendale Register of Historical Resources, pending an intensive-level survey and formal evaluation,
under Criterion D because it is one of the best remaining multiple-family apartment buildings in downtown Glendale from the
1920s, and contains exemplary elements of design, detail, materials and craftsmanship from this period.
Current Survey Evaluation: Determined individually eligible for California Register by reconnaissance-level survey, pending
intensive-level survey and formal evaluation.
Prior Evaluations: NR (6); 1983/84 Glendale Architectural and Historical Survey (evaluated as "6"); Listed as "worthy of note" in
1991 Historic Resources Survey: Downtown Glendale Project Area
Integrity: Fair

(List attributes and codes)

* P3b. Resource Attributes:
* P4.

Building

Resources Present:

P5a. Photograph or Drawing

Structure

HP03 Multifamily property
Object

Site

District

Element of District

Other (Isolates, etc.)

(Photograph required for buildings, structures, and objects) P5b. Description of Photo: (View, date, etc.)

* P6. Date Constructed/Age and Sources:
Prehistoric
Historic
Both

1926 (Factual) Prior Evaluation
* P7. Owner and Address:

Ariathurai Trust
5309 La Canada Blvd
La Canada, CA 91011-1724
* P8. Recorded by: (Name, affiliation, address)

Christopher J. Hetzel
Jones & Stokes
811 W 7th ST, Suite 800
Los Angeles, CA 90017
* P9. Date Recorded:
* P10. Survey Type:

7/7/2006
(Describe)

Glendale DSP EIR Reconnaissance-Level
Historical Resources Survey
* P11. Report Citation:

(Cite survey report/other sources or "none")

Historical Resources Technical Report for the Glendale Downtown Specific Plan EIR
NONE
Location Map
Sketch Map
* Attachments:
Archaeological Record
District Record
Linear Feature Record
Photograph Record
DPR 523A (1/95)

Continuation Sheet
Milling Station Record

Building, Structure, and Object Record
Rock Art Record

Artifact Record

Other: (List)
* Required Information

Primary #

State of California -- The Resources Agency
DEPARTMENT OF PARKS AND RECREATION

HR #
Trinomial

PRIMARY RECORD

NRHP Status Code
Other Listings
Review Code

Page 1 of 1
* Resource Name or #:
P1.
* P2.

Reviewer

Date

123-129 N JACKSON ST

Other Identifier:
Location:
Not for Publication
b. USGS 7.5' Quad

a. County Los Angeles
T
;R
;
1/4 of

Unrestricted
Date

c. Address 123-129 N JACKSON ST
d. UTM: (Give more than one for large and/or linear feature)

City

1/4 of Sec

Glendale
Zone

;
Zip

,

B.M.

91206-4355

mE/

mN

e. Other Locational Data: (e.g. parcel #, legal description, directions to resource, elevation, additional UTMs, etc. as app

APN(s): 5642006039, 5642006039

* P3a. Description:

(Describe resource and its major elements. Include design, materials, condition, alterations, size, setting, and boundaries.)

The property contains a pair of two-story multiple-family apartment building, constructed in 1940. The building appears
individually eligible for listing on the Glendale Register of Historical Resources, pending an intensive-level survey and formal
evaluation, under Criterion D because it is one of the best remaining Colonial Revival style apartment buildings in downtown
Glendale from the 1940s. It contains exemplary elements of design, detail, materials and craftsmanship from this period.
Current Survey Evaluation: Determined individually eligible for California Register by reconnaissance-level survey, pending
intensive-level survey and formal evaluation.
Prior Evaluations: 1991 Historic Resources Survey: Downtown Glendale Project Area (evaluated as "worthy of note")
Integrity: Good

(List attributes and codes)

* P3b. Resource Attributes:
* P4.

Building

Resources Present:

P5a. Photograph or Drawing

Structure

HP03 Multifamily property
Object

Site

District

Element of District

Other (Isolates, etc.)

(Photograph required for buildings, structures, and objects) P5b. Description of Photo: (View, date, etc.)

* P6. Date Constructed/Age and Sources:
Prehistoric
Historic
Both

1940 (Estimated) Tax Assessment
* P7. Owner and Address:

123-129 Jackson Apartments Llc
Po Box 32
Montrose, CA 91021-0032
* P8. Recorded by: (Name, affiliation, address)

Christopher J. Hetzel
Jones & Stokes
811 W 7th ST, Suite 800
Los Angeles, CA 90017
* P9. Date Recorded:
* P10. Survey Type:

7/7/2006
(Describe)

Glendale DSP EIR Reconnaissance-Level
Historical Resources Survey
* P11. Report Citation:

(Cite survey report/other sources or "none")

Historical Resources Technical Report for the Glendale Downtown Specific Plan EIR
NONE
Location Map
Sketch Map
* Attachments:
Archaeological Record
District Record
Linear Feature Record
Photograph Record
DPR 523A (1/95)

Continuation Sheet
Milling Station Record

Building, Structure, and Object Record
Rock Art Record

Artifact Record

Other: (List)
* Required Information

Primary #

State of California -- The Resources Agency
DEPARTMENT OF PARKS AND RECREATION

HR #
Trinomial

PRIMARY RECORD

NRHP Status Code
Other Listings
Review Code

Page 1 of 1
* Resource Name or #:
P1.
* P2.

Reviewer

Date

139-141 N JACKSON ST

Other Identifier:
Location:
Not for Publication
b. USGS 7.5' Quad

a. County Los Angeles
T
;R
;
1/4 of

Unrestricted
Date

c. Address 139-141 N JACKSON ST
d. UTM: (Give more than one for large and/or linear feature)

City

1/4 of Sec

Glendale
Zone

;
Zip

,

B.M.

91206-4379

mE/

mN

e. Other Locational Data: (e.g. parcel #, legal description, directions to resource, elevation, additional UTMs, etc. as app

APN(s): 5642006036

* P3a. Description:

(Describe resource and its major elements. Include design, materials, condition, alterations, size, setting, and boundaries.)

The property contains a two-story multiple-family apartment building, constructed in 1946. The building appears individually
eligible for listing on the Glendale Register of Historical Resources, pending an intensive-level survey and formal evaluation,
under Criterion D because it is one of the best remaining Modernist style apartment buildings in downtown Glendale from the
1940s. It contains exemplary elements of design, detail, materials and craftsmanship from this period.
Current Survey Evaluation: Determined individually eligible for California Register by reconnaissance-level survey, pending
intensive-level survey and formal evaluation.
Integrity: Good

(List attributes and codes)

* P3b. Resource Attributes:
* P4.

Building

Resources Present:

P5a. Photograph or Drawing

Structure

HP03 Multifamily property
Object

Site

District

Element of District

Other (Isolates, etc.)

(Photograph required for buildings, structures, and objects) P5b. Description of Photo: (View, date, etc.)

* P6. Date Constructed/Age and Sources:
Prehistoric
Historic
Both

1946 (Estimated) Tax Assessment
* P7. Owner and Address:

Joseph J & Martha C Wetzel Trust
1615 Camden Pkwy
South Pasadena, CA 91030-4911
* P8. Recorded by: (Name, affiliation, address)

Christopher J. Hetzel
Jones & Stokes
811 W 7th ST, Suite 800
Los Angeles, CA 90017
* P9. Date Recorded:
* P10. Survey Type:

7/7/2006
(Describe)

Glendale DSP EIR Reconnaissance-Level
Historical Resources Survey
* P11. Report Citation:

(Cite survey report/other sources or "none")

Historical Resources Technical Report for the Glendale Downtown Specific Plan EIR
NONE
Location Map
Sketch Map
* Attachments:
Archaeological Record
District Record
Linear Feature Record
Photograph Record
DPR 523A (1/95)

Continuation Sheet
Milling Station Record

Building, Structure, and Object Record
Rock Art Record

Artifact Record

Other: (List)
* Required Information

Primary #

State of California -- The Resources Agency
DEPARTMENT OF PARKS AND RECREATION

HR #
Trinomial

PRIMARY RECORD

NRHP Status Code
Other Listings
Review Code

Page 1 of 1
* Resource Name or #:
P1.
* P2.

Reviewer

Date

116-122 S JACKSON ST

Other Identifier:
Location:
Not for Publication
b. USGS 7.5' Quad

a. County Los Angeles
T
;R
;
1/4 of

Unrestricted
Date

c. Address 116-122 S JACKSON ST
d. UTM: (Give more than one for large and/or linear feature)

City

1/4 of Sec

Glendale
Zone

;
Zip

,

B.M.

91205-4932

mE/

mN

e. Other Locational Data: (e.g. parcel #, legal description, directions to resource, elevation, additional UTMs, etc. as app

APN(s): 5642007009, 5642007010

* P3a. Description:

(Describe resource and its major elements. Include design, materials, condition, alterations, size, setting, and boundaries.)

The property contains a courtyard style complex of three two-story multiple-family apartment building, constructed in 1939. The
property appears individually eligible for listing on the California Register of Historical Resources, pending an intensive-level
survey and formal evaluation, under Criterion 3 because it is one of the best remaining Colonial Revival courtyard style apartment
buildings in downtown Glendale from the late 1930s. It embodies the distinctive characteristics of its type and period of
construction.
Current Survey Evaluation: Determined individually eligible for California Register by reconnaissance-level survey, pending
intensive-level survey and formal evaluation.
Prior Evaluations: 1991 Historic Resources Survey: Downtown Glendale Project Area (evaluated as "worthy of note")
Integrity: Good

(List attributes and codes)

* P3b. Resource Attributes:
* P4.

Building

Resources Present:

P5a. Photograph or Drawing

Structure

HP03 Multifamily property
Object

Site

District

Element of District

Other (Isolates, etc.)

(Photograph required for buildings, structures, and objects) P5b. Description of Photo: (View, date, etc.)

* P6. Date Constructed/Age and Sources:
Prehistoric
Historic
Both

1939 (Estimated) Tax Assessment
* P7. Owner and Address:

R A Phillips Co Llc
1155 Pine Bluff Dr
Pasadena, CA 91107-1753
* P8. Recorded by: (Name, affiliation, address)

Christopher J. Hetzel
Jones & Stokes
811 W 7th ST, Suite 800
Los Angeles, CA 90017
* P9. Date Recorded:
* P10. Survey Type:

7/7/2006
(Describe)

Glendale DSP EIR Reconnaissance-Level
Historical Resources Survey
* P11. Report Citation:

(Cite survey report/other sources or "none")

Historical Resources Technical Report for the Glendale Downtown Specific Plan EIR
NONE
Location Map
Sketch Map
* Attachments:
Archaeological Record
District Record
Linear Feature Record
Photograph Record
DPR 523A (1/95)

Continuation Sheet
Milling Station Record

Building, Structure, and Object Record
Rock Art Record

Artifact Record

Other: (List)
* Required Information

Primary #

State of California -- The Resources Agency
DEPARTMENT OF PARKS AND RECREATION

HR #
Trinomial

PRIMARY RECORD

NRHP Status Code
Other Listings
Review Code

Page 1 of 1
* Resource Name or #:
P1.
* P2.

Reviewer

Date

121 S JACKSON ST

Other Identifier:
Location:
Not for Publication
b. USGS 7.5' Quad

a. County Los Angeles
T
;R
;
1/4 of

Unrestricted
Date

c. Address 121 S JACKSON ST
d. UTM: (Give more than one for large and/or linear feature)

City

1/4 of Sec

Glendale
Zone

;
Zip

,

B.M.

91205-1151

mE/

mN

e. Other Locational Data: (e.g. parcel #, legal description, directions to resource, elevation, additional UTMs, etc. as app

APN(s): 5642007035

* P3a. Description:

(Describe resource and its major elements. Include design, materials, condition, alterations, size, setting, and boundaries.)

The property contains a two-story single-family residence, constructed circa 1915. The property appears individually eligible for
listing on the Glendale Register of Historical Resources, pending an intensive-level survey and formal evaluation, under Criterion
D because it is one of the last remaining large, two-story single-family residences of this style and type remaining in the context of
the survey area, and it contains exemplary elements of the Craftsman style in its architectural type, details, and materials from its
period of construction. There may also be additional associations with a locally significant architect, builder, or resident.
Current Survey Evaluation: Determined individually eligible for California Register by reconnaissance-level survey, pending
intensive-level survey and formal evaluation.
Prior Evaluations: NR (6); 1983/84 Glendale Architectural and Historical Survey (evaluated as "6")
Integrity: Good

(List attributes and codes)

* P3b. Resource Attributes:
* P4.

Building

Resources Present:

P5a. Photograph or Drawing

Structure

HP02 Single family property
Object

Site

District

Element of District

Other (Isolates, etc.)

(Photograph required for buildings, structures, and objects) P5b. Description of Photo: (View, date, etc.)

* P6. Date Constructed/Age and Sources:
Prehistoric
Historic
Both

Circa 1915 (Estimated) Physical Attributes
* P7. Owner and Address:

Arthur R & Sandra L Mayes Trust
Po Box 9364
Glendale, CA 91226-0364
* P8. Recorded by: (Name, affiliation, address)

Christopher J. Hetzel
Jones & Stokes
811 W 7th ST, Suite 800
Los Angeles, CA 90017
* P9. Date Recorded:
* P10. Survey Type:

7/7/2006
(Describe)

Glendale DSP EIR Reconnaissance-Level
Historical Resources Survey
* P11. Report Citation:

(Cite survey report/other sources or "none")

Historical Resources Technical Report for the Glendale Downtown Specific Plan EIR
NONE
Location Map
Sketch Map
* Attachments:
Archaeological Record
District Record
Linear Feature Record
Photograph Record
DPR 523A (1/95)

Continuation Sheet
Milling Station Record

Building, Structure, and Object Record
Rock Art Record

Artifact Record

Other: (List)
* Required Information

Primary #

State of California -- The Resources Agency
DEPARTMENT OF PARKS AND RECREATION

HR #
Trinomial

PRIMARY RECORD

NRHP Status Code
Other Listings
Review Code

Page 1 of 1
* Resource Name or #:
P1.
* P2.

Reviewer

Date

132-136 S JACKSON ST

Other Identifier:
Location:
Not for Publication
b. USGS 7.5' Quad

a. County Los Angeles
T
;R
;
1/4 of

Unrestricted
Date

c. Address 132-136 S JACKSON ST
d. UTM: (Give more than one for large and/or linear feature)

City

1/4 of Sec

Glendale
Zone

;
Zip

,

B.M.

91205-4928

mE/

mN

e. Other Locational Data: (e.g. parcel #, legal description, directions to resource, elevation, additional UTMs, etc. as app

APN(s): 5642007023, 5642007013

* P3a. Description:

(Describe resource and its major elements. Include design, materials, condition, alterations, size, setting, and boundaries.)

The property contains a pair of Dingbat style two-story multiple-family courtyard apartment buildings, constructed in 1963. The
property appears individually eligible for listing on the California Register of Historical Resources, pending an intensive-level
survey and formal evaluation, under Criterion 3 because it is one of the best remaining Dingbat style courtyard apartment
buildings in downtown Glendale. It embodies the distinctive characteristics of its type and period of construction.
Current Survey Evaluation: Determined individually eligible for California Register by reconnaissance-level survey, pending
intensive-level survey and formal evaluation.
Integrity: Good

(List attributes and codes)

* P3b. Resource Attributes:
* P4.

Building

Resources Present:

P5a. Photograph or Drawing

Structure

HP03 Multifamily property
Object

Site

District

Element of District

Other (Isolates, etc.)

(Photograph required for buildings, structures, and objects) P5b. Description of Photo: (View, date, etc.)

* P6. Date Constructed/Age and Sources:
Prehistoric
Historic
Both

1963 (Estimated) Tax Assessment
* P7. Owner and Address:

Ghazar & Rima Zehnaly
4326 Fairlawn Dr
La Canada, CA 91011-3115
* P8. Recorded by: (Name, affiliation, address)

Christopher J. Hetzel
Jones & Stokes
811 W 7th ST, Suite 800
Los Angeles, CA 90017
* P9. Date Recorded:
* P10. Survey Type:

7/7/2006
(Describe)

Glendale DSP EIR Reconnaissance-Level
Historical Resources Survey
* P11. Report Citation:

(Cite survey report/other sources or "none")

Historical Resources Technical Report for the Glendale Downtown Specific Plan EIR
NONE
Location Map
Sketch Map
* Attachments:
Archaeological Record
District Record
Linear Feature Record
Photograph Record
DPR 523A (1/95)

Continuation Sheet
Milling Station Record

Building, Structure, and Object Record
Rock Art Record

Artifact Record

Other: (List)
* Required Information

Primary #

State of California -- The Resources Agency
DEPARTMENT OF PARKS AND RECREATION

HR #
Trinomial

PRIMARY RECORD

NRHP Status Code
Other Listings
Review Code

Page 1 of 1
* Resource Name or #:
P1.
* P2.

Reviewer

Date

220 S JACKSON ST

Other Identifier:
Location:
Not for Publication
b. USGS 7.5' Quad

a. County Los Angeles
T
;R
;
1/4 of

Unrestricted
Date

c. Address 220 S JACKSON ST
d. UTM: (Give more than one for large and/or linear feature)

City

1/4 of Sec

Glendale
Zone

;
Zip

,

B.M.

91205-1165

mE/

mN

e. Other Locational Data: (e.g. parcel #, legal description, directions to resource, elevation, additional UTMs, etc. as app

APN(s): 5642009018

* P3a. Description:

(Describe resource and its major elements. Include design, materials, condition, alterations, size, setting, and boundaries.)

The property contains a three-story multiple-family apartment building, constructed in 1929. The building appears individually
eligible for listing on the California Register of Historic Places, pending an intensive-level survey and formal evaluation, under
Criterion 3 as an excellent example of this type and style of architecture, and one of the best remaining in downtown Glendale.
The building may also be associated with a locally significant architect.
Current Survey Evaluation: Determined individually eligible for California Register by reconnaissance-level survey, pending
intensive-level survey and formal evaluation.
Prior Evaluations: NR (6); 1983/84 Glendale Architectural and Historical Survey (evaluated as "6")
Integrity: Good

(List attributes and codes)

* P3b. Resource Attributes:
* P4.

Building

Resources Present:

P5a. Photograph or Drawing

Structure

HP03 Multifamily property
Object

Site

District

Element of District

Other (Isolates, etc.)

(Photograph required for buildings, structures, and objects) P5b. Description of Photo: (View, date, etc.)

* P6. Date Constructed/Age and Sources:
Prehistoric
Historic
Both

Circa 1925 (Estimated) Physical Attributes
* P7. Owner and Address:

Elias & Carolyn Kuddiss
1626 Vista Dr
Glendale, CA 91201-1234
* P8. Recorded by: (Name, affiliation, address)

Christopher J. Hetzel
Jones & Stokes
811 W 7th ST, Suite 800
Los Angeles, CA 90017
* P9. Date Recorded:
* P10. Survey Type:

7/7/2006
(Describe)

Glendale DSP EIR Reconnaissance-Level
Historical Resources Survey
* P11. Report Citation:

(Cite survey report/other sources or "none")

Historical Resources Technical Report for the Glendale Downtown Specific Plan EIR
NONE
Location Map
Sketch Map
* Attachments:
Archaeological Record
District Record
Linear Feature Record
Photograph Record
DPR 523A (1/95)

Continuation Sheet
Milling Station Record

Building, Structure, and Object Record
Rock Art Record

Artifact Record

Other: (List)
* Required Information

Primary #

State of California -- The Resources Agency
DEPARTMENT OF PARKS AND RECREATION

HR #
Trinomial

PRIMARY RECORD

NRHP Status Code
Other Listings
Review Code

Page 1 of 1
* Resource Name or #:
P1.
* P2.

Reviewer

Date

119 N Kenwood ST

Other Identifier:
Location:
Not for Publication
b. USGS 7.5' Quad

a. County Los Angeles
T
;R
;
1/4 of

Unrestricted
Date

c. Address 119 N Kenwood ST
d. UTM: (Give more than one for large and/or linear feature)

City

1/4 of Sec

Glendale
Zone

;
Zip

,

B.M.

91206-4226

mE/

mN

e. Other Locational Data: (e.g. parcel #, legal description, directions to resource, elevation, additional UTMs, etc. as app

APN(s): 5642006056

* P3a. Description:

(Describe resource and its major elements. Include design, materials, condition, alterations, size, setting, and boundaries.)

The property contains a two-story Spanish Colonial Revival apartment building, constructed in 1922. The building appears
individually eligible for listing on the Glendale Register of Historical Resources, pending an intensive-level survey and formal
evaluation, under Criterion D because it is one of the last remaining apartment buildings in downtown Glendale from the 1920s,
and contains exemplary elements of design, detail, materials and craftsmanship from this period.
Current Survey Evaluation: Determined individually eligible for Glendale Register by reconnaissance-level survey, pending
intensive-level survey and formal evaluation.
Prior Evaluations: 1991 Historic Resources Survey: Downtown Glendale Project Area (evaluated as "worthy of note")
Integrity: Good

(List attributes and codes)

* P3b. Resource Attributes:
* P4.

Building

Resources Present:

P5a. Photograph or Drawing

Structure

HP03 Multifamily property
Object

Site

District

Element of District

Other (Isolates, etc.)

(Photograph required for buildings, structures, and objects) P5b. Description of Photo: (View, date, etc.)

* P6. Date Constructed/Age and Sources:
Prehistoric
Historic
Both

1922 (Estimated) Tax Assessment
* P7. Owner and Address:

Young Mens Christian Assn
140 N Louise St
Glendale, CA 91206-4226
* P8. Recorded by: (Name, affiliation, address)

Christopher J. Hetzel
Jones & Stokes
811 W 7th ST, Suite 800
Los Angeles, CA 90017
* P9. Date Recorded:
* P10. Survey Type:

7/7/2006
(Describe)

Glendale DSP EIR Reconnaissance-Level
Historical Resources Survey
* P11. Report Citation:

(Cite survey report/other sources or "none")

Historical Resources Technical Report for the Glendale Downtown Specific Plan EIR
NONE
Location Map
Sketch Map
* Attachments:
Archaeological Record
District Record
Linear Feature Record
Photograph Record
DPR 523A (1/95)

Continuation Sheet
Milling Station Record

Building, Structure, and Object Record
Rock Art Record

Artifact Record

Other: (List)
* Required Information

Primary #

State of California -- The Resources Agency
DEPARTMENT OF PARKS AND RECREATION

HR #
Trinomial

PRIMARY RECORD

NRHP Status Code
Other Listings
Review Code

Page 1 of 1
* Resource Name or #:
P1.
* P2.

Reviewer

Date

127-129 N Kenwood ST

Other Identifier:
Location:
Not for Publication
b. USGS 7.5' Quad

a. County Los Angeles
T
;R
;
1/4 of

Unrestricted
Date

c. Address 127-129 N Kenwood ST
d. UTM: (Give more than one for large and/or linear feature)

City

1/4 of Sec

Glendale
Zone

;
Zip

,

B.M.

91206-4226

mE/

mN

e. Other Locational Data: (e.g. parcel #, legal description, directions to resource, elevation, additional UTMs, etc. as app

APN(s): 5642006056

* P3a. Description:

(Describe resource and its major elements. Include design, materials, condition, alterations, size, setting, and boundaries.)

The property contains a two-story multiple-family apartment building, constructed in 1920. The building appears individually
eligible for listing on the Glendale Register of Historical Resources, pending an intensive-level survey and formal evaluation,
under Criterion D because it is one of the last remaining apartment buildings in downtown Glendale from the 1920s, and contains
exemplary elements of design, detail, materials and craftsmanship from this period.
Current Survey Evaluation: Determined individually eligible for Glendale Register by reconnaissance-level survey, pending
intensive-level survey and formal evaluation.
Prior Evaluations: NR (5D)
Integrity: Good

(List attributes and codes)

* P3b. Resource Attributes:
* P4.

Building

Resources Present:

P5a. Photograph or Drawing

Structure

HP03 Multifamily property
Object

Site

District

Element of District

Other (Isolates, etc.)

(Photograph required for buildings, structures, and objects) P5b. Description of Photo: (View, date, etc.)

* P6. Date Constructed/Age and Sources:
Prehistoric
Historic
Both

Circa 1920 (Estimated) Physical Attributes
* P7. Owner and Address:

Young Mens Christian Assn
140 N Louise St
Glendale, CA 91206-4226
* P8. Recorded by: (Name, affiliation, address)

Christopher J. Hetzel
Jones & Stokes
811 W 7th ST, Suite 800
Los Angeles, CA 90017
* P9. Date Recorded:
* P10. Survey Type:

* P11. Report Citation:

7/7/2006
(Describe)

(Cite survey report/other sources or "none")

Historical Resources Technical Report for the Glendale Downtown Specific Plan EIR
NONE
Location Map
Sketch Map
* Attachments:
Archaeological Record
District Record
Linear Feature Record
Photograph Record
DPR 523A (1/95)

Continuation Sheet
Milling Station Record

Building, Structure, and Object Record
Rock Art Record

Artifact Record

Other: (List)
* Required Information

Primary #

State of California -- The Resources Agency
DEPARTMENT OF PARKS AND RECREATION

HR #
Trinomial

PRIMARY RECORD

NRHP Status Code
Other Listings
Review Code

Page 1 of 1
* Resource Name or #:
P1.
* P2.

Other Identifier:

Reviewer

Date

Glendale First Methodist Episcopal Church
Glendale First Methodist Episcopal Church

Location:
Not for Publication
b. USGS 7.5' Quad

a. County Los Angeles
T
;R
;
1/4 of

Unrestricted
Date

c. Address 130 N KENWOOD ST
d. UTM: (Give more than one for large and/or linear feature)

City

1/4 of Sec

Glendale
Zone

;
Zip

,

B.M.

91206-4204

mE/

mN

e. Other Locational Data: (e.g. parcel #, legal description, directions to resource, elevation, additional UTMs, etc. as app

APN(s): 5642006060

* P3a. Description:

(Describe resource and its major elements. Include design, materials, condition, alterations, size, setting, and boundaries.)

The property contains a Modern style church building, designed by notable architects Flewelling & Moody and constructed in
1960. It appears individually eligible for on the National Register of Historic Places, pending an intensive-level survey and
formal evaluation, under Criterion C because it embodies distinctive characteristics of a type and period of construction, and
represents the work of a master architect.
Current Survey Evaluation: Determined individually eligible for National Register and California Register by reconnaissance-level
survey, pending intensive-level survey and formal evaluation.

(List attributes and codes)

* P3b. Resource Attributes:
* P4.

Building

Resources Present:

P5a. Photograph or Drawing

Structure

HP16 Religious building
Object

Site

District

Element of District

Other (Isolates, etc.)

(Photograph required for buildings, structures, and objects) P5b. Description of Photo: (View, date, etc.)

* P6. Date Constructed/Age and Sources:
Prehistoric
Historic
Both

1960 (Estimated) Tax Assessment
* P7. Owner and Address:

First United Methodist Ch
134 N Kenwood St
Glendale, CA 91206-4204
* P8. Recorded by: (Name, affiliation, address)

Christopher J. Hetzel
Jones & Stokes
811 W 7th ST, Suite 800
Los Angeles, CA 90017
* P9. Date Recorded:
* P10. Survey Type:

7/7/2006
(Describe)

Glendale DSP EIR Reconnaissance-Level
Historical Resources Survey
* P11. Report Citation:

(Cite survey report/other sources or "none")

Historical Resources Technical Report for the Glendale Downtown Specific Plan EIR
NONE
Location Map
Sketch Map
* Attachments:
Archaeological Record
District Record
Linear Feature Record
Photograph Record
DPR 523A (1/95)

Continuation Sheet
Milling Station Record

Building, Structure, and Object Record
Rock Art Record

Artifact Record

Other: (List)
* Required Information

Primary #

State of California -- The Resources Agency
DEPARTMENT OF PARKS AND RECREATION

HR #
Trinomial

PRIMARY RECORD

NRHP Status Code

5S1

Other Listings
Review Code
Page 1 of 1
* Resource Name or #:
P1.
* P2.

Other Identifier:

Reviewer

Date

Glendale First Methodist Episcopal Church
Glendale First Methodist Episcopal Church

Location:
Not for Publication
b. USGS 7.5' Quad

a. County Los Angeles
T
;R
;
1/4 of

Unrestricted
Date

c. Address 134 N KENWOOD ST
d. UTM: (Give more than one for large and/or linear feature)

City

1/4 of Sec

Glendale
Zone

;
Zip

,

B.M.

91206-4204

mE/

mN

e. Other Locational Data: (e.g. parcel #, legal description, directions to resource, elevation, additional UTMs, etc. as app

APN(s): 5642006060

* P3a. Description:

(Describe resource and its major elements. Include design, materials, condition, alterations, size, setting, and boundaries.)

The property contains a church building, constructed in 1928. The building is already listed on the Glendale Register of
Historical Resources. It appears individually eligible for listing on the National Register of Historic Places, pending an intensivelevel survey and formal evaluation, under Criterion C as an excellent example of this type and style of architecture in Glendale;
and potentially for association with a locally significant architect.
Current Survey Evaluation: Determined individually eligible for National Register and California Register by reconnaissance-level
survey, pending intensive-level survey and formal evaluation.
Prior Evaluations: GR; NR (5S2); 1983/84 Glendale Architectural and Historical Survey (evaluated as "5")
Integrity: Good

(List attributes and codes)

* P3b. Resource Attributes:
* P4.

Building

Resources Present:

P5a. Photograph or Drawing

Structure

HP16 Religious building
Object

Site

District

Element of District

Other (Isolates, etc.)

(Photograph required for buildings, structures, and objects) P5b. Description of Photo: (View, date, etc.)

* P6. Date Constructed/Age and Sources:
Prehistoric
Historic
Both

1928 (Factual) Prior Evaluation
* P7. Owner and Address:

First United Methodist Ch
134 N Kenwood St
Glendale, CA 91206-4204
* P8. Recorded by: (Name, affiliation, address)

Christopher J. Hetzel
Jones & Stokes
811 W 7th ST, Suite 800
Los Angeles, CA 90017
* P9. Date Recorded:
* P10. Survey Type:

* P11. Report Citation:

7/7/2006
(Describe)

(Cite survey report/other sources or "none")

Historical Resources Technical Report for the Glendale Downtown Specific Plan EIR
NONE
Location Map
Sketch Map
* Attachments:
Archaeological Record
District Record
Linear Feature Record
Photograph Record
DPR 523A (1/95)

Continuation Sheet
Milling Station Record

Building, Structure, and Object Record
Rock Art Record

Artifact Record

Other: (List)
* Required Information

Primary #

State of California -- The Resources Agency
DEPARTMENT OF PARKS AND RECREATION

HR #
Trinomial

PRIMARY RECORD

NRHP Status Code
Other Listings
Review Code

Page 1 of 1
* Resource Name or #:
P1.
* P2.

Other Identifier:

Reviewer

Date

Glendale Realty Board/Unity Temple
Glendale Realty Board/Unity Temple

Location:
Not for Publication
b. USGS 7.5' Quad

a. County Los Angeles
T
;R
;
1/4 of

Unrestricted
Date

c. Address 117-119 S KENWOOD ST
d. UTM: (Give more than one for large and/or linear feature)

City

1/4 of Sec

Glendale
Zone

;
Zip

,

B.M.

91205-1022

mE/

mN

e. Other Locational Data: (e.g. parcel #, legal description, directions to resource, elevation, additional UTMs, etc. as app

APN(s): 5642004030

* P3a. Description:

(Describe resource and its major elements. Include design, materials, condition, alterations, size, setting, and boundaries.)

The property contains a two-story Spanish Colonial Revival style office building, constructed in 1926. The building appears
individually eligible for listing on the Glendale Register of Historic Places, pending an intensive-level survey and formal
evaluation, under Criterion D because it is one of the best remaining Spanish Colonial Revival style buildings in downtown
Glendale from the late 1930s. It contains exemplary elements of design, detail, materials and craftsmanship from this period. It
may also have association with a locally significant architect.
Current Survey Evaluation: Determined individually eligible for California Register by reconnaissance-level survey, pending
intensive-level survey and formal evaluation.
Prior Evaluations: NR (3S) Glendale Realty Board/Unity Temple; 1983/84 Glendale Architectural and Historical Survey
(evaluated as "5")
Integrity: Good

(List attributes and codes)

* P3b. Resource Attributes:
* P4.

Building

Resources Present:

P5a. Photograph or Drawing

Structure

HP06 1-3 story commercial building
Object

Site

District

Element of District

Other (Isolates, etc.)

(Photograph required for buildings, structures, and objects) P5b. Description of Photo: (View, date, etc.)

* P6. Date Constructed/Age and Sources:
Prehistoric
Historic
Both

1926 (Estimated) Tax Assessment
* P7. Owner and Address:

Kenwood Manor
5326 San Fernando Rd
Glendale, CA 91203-2407
* P8. Recorded by: (Name, affiliation, address)

Christopher J. Hetzel
Jones & Stokes
811 W 7th ST, Suite 800
Los Angeles, CA 90017
* P9. Date Recorded:
* P10. Survey Type:

7/7/2006
(Describe)

Glendale DSP EIR Reconnaissance-Level
Historical Resources Survey
* P11. Report Citation:

(Cite survey report/other sources or "none")

Historical Resources Technical Report for the Glendale Downtown Specific Plan EIR
NONE
Location Map
Sketch Map
* Attachments:
Archaeological Record
District Record
Linear Feature Record
Photograph Record
DPR 523A (1/95)

Continuation Sheet
Milling Station Record

Building, Structure, and Object Record
Rock Art Record

Artifact Record

Other: (List)
* Required Information

Primary #

State of California -- The Resources Agency
DEPARTMENT OF PARKS AND RECREATION

HR #
Trinomial

PRIMARY RECORD

NRHP Status Code
Other Listings
Review Code

Page 1 of 1
* Resource Name or #:
P1.
* P2.

Reviewer

Date

W.G. Boyd House

Other Identifier:
Location:
Not for Publication
b. USGS 7.5' Quad

a. County Los Angeles
T
;R
;
1/4 of

Unrestricted
Date

c. Address 128 S KENWOOD ST
d. UTM: (Give more than one for large and/or linear feature)

City

1/4 of Sec

Glendale
Zone

;
Zip

,

B.M.

91205-1023

mE/

mN

e. Other Locational Data: (e.g. parcel #, legal description, directions to resource, elevation, additional UTMs, etc. as app

APN(s): 5642007040

* P3a. Description:

(Describe resource and its major elements. Include design, materials, condition, alterations, size, setting, and boundaries.)

The property contains a one-story single-family residence, constructed in 1920. The residence appears individually eligible for
listing on the Glendale Register of Historical Resources, pending an intensive-level survey and formal evaluation, under Criterion
D because it is one the last intact single-family residential structures remaining from downtown Glendale's development following
the end of the First World War, and contains exemplary elements of design, detail, materials and craftsmanship from this period.
Current Survey Evaluation: Determined individually eligible for California Register by reconnaissance-level survey, pending
intensive-level survey and formal evaluation.
Prior Evaluations: NR (6) W.G. Boyd House; 1983/84 Glendale Architectural and Historical Survey (evaluated as "6")
Integrity: Good

(List attributes and codes)

* P3b. Resource Attributes:
* P4.

Building

Resources Present:

P5a. Photograph or Drawing

Structure

HP02 Single family property
Object

Site

District

Element of District

Other (Isolates, etc.)

(Photograph required for buildings, structures, and objects) P5b. Description of Photo: (View, date, etc.)

* P6. Date Constructed/Age and Sources:
Prehistoric
Historic
Both

1920 (Estimated) Tax Assessment
* P7. Owner and Address:

Varoozh Saroian
3254 Emerald Isle Dr
Glendale, CA 91206-1110
* P8. Recorded by: (Name, affiliation, address)

Christopher J. Hetzel
Jones & Stokes
811 W 7th ST, Suite 800
Los Angeles, CA 90017
* P9. Date Recorded:
* P10. Survey Type:

7/7/2006
(Describe)

Glendale DSP EIR Reconnaissance-Level
Historical Resources Survey
* P11. Report Citation:

(Cite survey report/other sources or "none")

Historical Resources Technical Report for the Glendale Downtown Specific Plan EIR
NONE
Location Map
Sketch Map
* Attachments:
Archaeological Record
District Record
Linear Feature Record
Photograph Record
DPR 523A (1/95)

Continuation Sheet
Milling Station Record

Building, Structure, and Object Record
Rock Art Record

Artifact Record

Other: (List)
* Required Information

Primary #

State of California -- The Resources Agency
DEPARTMENT OF PARKS AND RECREATION

HR #
Trinomial

PRIMARY RECORD

NRHP Status Code
Other Listings
Review Code

Page 1 of 1
* Resource Name or #:
P1.
* P2.

Reviewer

Date

216 S KENWOOD ST

Other Identifier:
Location:
Not for Publication
b. USGS 7.5' Quad

a. County Los Angeles
T
;R
;
1/4 of

Unrestricted
Date

c. Address 216 S KENWOOD ST
d. UTM: (Give more than one for large and/or linear feature)

City

1/4 of Sec

Glendale
Zone

;
Zip

,

B.M.

91205-1635

mE/

mN

e. Other Locational Data: (e.g. parcel #, legal description, directions to resource, elevation, additional UTMs, etc. as app

APN(s): 5642010007

* P3a. Description:

(Describe resource and its major elements. Include design, materials, condition, alterations, size, setting, and boundaries.)

The property contains a two-story single-family residence, constructed in 1928. The residence appears individually eligible for
listing on the Glendale Register of Historical Resources, pending an intensive-level survey and formal evaluation, under Criterion
D because it is one the last intact two-story Spanish Colonial Revival style single-family residential structures remaining in
downtown Glendale. The property ontains exemplary elements of design, detail, materials and craftsmanship from its period of
construction.
Current Survey Evaluation: Determined individually eligible for California Register by reconnaissance-level survey, pending
intensive-level survey and formal evaluation.
Integrity: Fair

(List attributes and codes)

* P3b. Resource Attributes:
* P4.

Building

Resources Present:

P5a. Photograph or Drawing

Structure

HP02 Single family property
Object

Site

District

Element of District

Other (Isolates, etc.)

(Photograph required for buildings, structures, and objects) P5b. Description of Photo: (View, date, etc.)

* P6. Date Constructed/Age and Sources:
Prehistoric
Historic
Both

1928 (Estimated) Tax Assessment
* P7. Owner and Address:

Stella C Ma
1240 E Washington Blvd
Pasadena, CA 91104-2525
* P8. Recorded by: (Name, affiliation, address)

Christopher J. Hetzel
Jones & Stokes
811 W 7th ST, Suite 800
Los Angeles, CA 90017
* P9. Date Recorded:
* P10. Survey Type:

7/7/2006
(Describe)

Glendale DSP EIR Reconnaissance-Level
Historical Resources Survey
* P11. Report Citation:

(Cite survey report/other sources or "none")

Historical Resources Technical Report for the Glendale Downtown Specific Plan EIR
NONE
Location Map
Sketch Map
* Attachments:
Archaeological Record
District Record
Linear Feature Record
Photograph Record
DPR 523A (1/95)

Continuation Sheet
Milling Station Record

Building, Structure, and Object Record
Rock Art Record

Artifact Record

Other: (List)
* Required Information

Primary #

State of California -- The Resources Agency
DEPARTMENT OF PARKS AND RECREATION

HR #
Trinomial

PRIMARY RECORD

NRHP Status Code
Other Listings
Review Code

Page 1 of 1
* Resource Name or #:
P1.
* P2.

Reviewer

Date

Ellis Apartments

Other Identifier:
Location:
Not for Publication
b. USGS 7.5' Quad

a. County Los Angeles
T
;R
;
1/4 of

Unrestricted
Date

c. Address 228 S KENWOOD ST
d. UTM: (Give more than one for large and/or linear feature)

City

1/4 of Sec

Glendale
Zone

;
Zip

,

B.M.

91205-5101

mE/

mN

e. Other Locational Data: (e.g. parcel #, legal description, directions to resource, elevation, additional UTMs, etc. as app

APN(s): 5642010010

* P3a. Description:

(Describe resource and its major elements. Include design, materials, condition, alterations, size, setting, and boundaries.)

The property contains a four-story multiple-family apartment building, constructed in 1927. The building appears individually
eligible for listing on the National Register of Historic Places, pending an intensive-level survey and formal evaluation, under
Criterion C as an excellent example of this type and style of architecture, and one of the best remaining in downtown Glendale;
and potentially for association with a locally significant architect.
Current Survey Evaluation: Determined individually eligible for National Register and California Register by reconnaissance-level
survey, pending intensive-level survey and formal evaluation.
Prior Evaluations: NR (5S) Ellis Apartments; 1983/84 Glendale Architectural and Historical Survey (evaluated as "5")
Integrity: Good

(List attributes and codes)

* P3b. Resource Attributes:
* P4.

Building

Resources Present:

P5a. Photograph or Drawing

Structure

HP03 Multifamily property
Object

Site

District

Element of District

Other (Isolates, etc.)

(Photograph required for buildings, structures, and objects) P5b. Description of Photo: (View, date, etc.)

* P6. Date Constructed/Age and Sources:
Prehistoric
Historic
Both

1927 (Estimated) Tax Assessment
* P7. Owner and Address:

Fish Family Trust
228 S Kenwood St
Glendale, CA 91205-5101
* P8. Recorded by: (Name, affiliation, address)

Christopher J. Hetzel
Jones & Stokes
811 W 7th ST, Suite 800
Los Angeles, CA 90017
* P9. Date Recorded:
* P10. Survey Type:

7/7/2006
(Describe)

Glendale DSP EIR Reconnaissance-Level
Historical Resources Survey
* P11. Report Citation:

(Cite survey report/other sources or "none")

Historical Resources Technical Report for the Glendale Downtown Specific Plan EIR
NONE
Location Map
Sketch Map
* Attachments:
Archaeological Record
District Record
Linear Feature Record
Photograph Record
DPR 523A (1/95)

Continuation Sheet
Milling Station Record

Building, Structure, and Object Record
Rock Art Record

Artifact Record

Other: (List)
* Required Information

Primary #

State of California -- The Resources Agency
DEPARTMENT OF PARKS AND RECREATION

HR #
Trinomial

PRIMARY RECORD

NRHP Status Code
Other Listings
Review Code

Page 1 of 1
* Resource Name or #:
P1.
* P2.

Reviewer

Date

231-233 S KENWOOD ST

Other Identifier:
Location:
Not for Publication
b. USGS 7.5' Quad

a. County Los Angeles
T
;R
;
1/4 of

Unrestricted
Date

c. Address 231-233 S KENWOOD ST
d. UTM: (Give more than one for large and/or linear feature)

City

1/4 of Sec

Glendale
Zone

;
Zip

,

B.M.

91205-1634

mE/

mN

e. Other Locational Data: (e.g. parcel #, legal description, directions to resource, elevation, additional UTMs, etc. as app

APN(s): 5642010048

* P3a. Description:

(Describe resource and its major elements. Include design, materials, condition, alterations, size, setting, and boundaries.)

The property contains a Mission Revival style church building, constructed circa 1930. It appears individually eligible for listing
on the National Register of Historic Places, pending an intensive-level survey and formal evaluation, under Criterion C as an
excellent example of this type and style of architecture in Glendale. It may also have association with a locally significant
architect.
Current Survey Evaluation: Determined individually eligible for National Register and California Register by reconnaissance-level
survey, pending intensive-level survey and formal evaluation.
Integrity: Good

(List attributes and codes)

* P3b. Resource Attributes:
* P4.

Building

Resources Present:

P5a. Photograph or Drawing

Structure

HP16 Religious building
Object

Site

District

Element of District

Other (Isolates, etc.)

(Photograph required for buildings, structures, and objects) P5b. Description of Photo: (View, date, etc.)

* P6. Date Constructed/Age and Sources:
Prehistoric
Historic
Both

Circa 1935 (Estimated) Physical Attributes
* P7. Owner and Address:

United Community Church
333 E Colorado St
Glendale, CA 91205-1632
* P8. Recorded by: (Name, affiliation, address)

Christopher J. Hetzel
Jones & Stokes
811 W 7th ST, Suite 800
Los Angeles, CA 90017
* P9. Date Recorded:
* P10. Survey Type:

7/7/2006
(Describe)

Glendale DSP EIR Reconnaissance-Level
Historical Resources Survey
* P11. Report Citation:

(Cite survey report/other sources or "none")

Historical Resources Technical Report for the Glendale Downtown Specific Plan EIR
NONE
Location Map
Sketch Map
* Attachments:
Archaeological Record
District Record
Linear Feature Record
Photograph Record
DPR 523A (1/95)

Continuation Sheet
Milling Station Record

Building, Structure, and Object Record
Rock Art Record

Artifact Record

Other: (List)
* Required Information

Primary #

State of California -- The Resources Agency
DEPARTMENT OF PARKS AND RECREATION

HR #
Trinomial

PRIMARY RECORD

NRHP Status Code
Other Listings
Review Code

Page 1 of 1
* Resource Name or #:
P1.
* P2.

Reviewer

Date

232 S KENWOOD ST

Other Identifier:
Location:
Not for Publication
b. USGS 7.5' Quad

a. County Los Angeles
T
;R
;
1/4 of

Unrestricted
Date

c. Address 232 S KENWOOD ST
d. UTM: (Give more than one for large and/or linear feature)

City

1/4 of Sec

Glendale
Zone

;
Zip

,

B.M.

91205-1655

mE/

mN

e. Other Locational Data: (e.g. parcel #, legal description, directions to resource, elevation, additional UTMs, etc. as app

APN(s): 5642010011

* P3a. Description:

(Describe resource and its major elements. Include design, materials, condition, alterations, size, setting, and boundaries.)

The property contains a two-story multiple-family apartment building, constructed in 1927. The building appears individually
eligible for listing on the National Register of Historic Places, pending an intensive-level survey and formal evaluation, under
Criterion C as an excellent example of this type and style of architecture, and one of the best remaining in downtown Glendale;
and potentially for association with a locally significant architect.
Current Survey Evaluation: Determined individually eligible for National Register and California Register by reconnaissance-level
survey, pending intensive-level survey and formal evaluation.
Prior Evaluations: NR (5S); 1983/84 Glendale Architectural and Historical Survey (evaluated as "5")
Integrity: Good

(List attributes and codes)

* P3b. Resource Attributes:
* P4.

Building

Resources Present:

P5a. Photograph or Drawing

Structure

HP03 Multifamily property
Object

Site

District

Element of District

Other (Isolates, etc.)

(Photograph required for buildings, structures, and objects) P5b. Description of Photo: (View, date, etc.)

* P6. Date Constructed/Age and Sources:
Prehistoric
Historic
Both

1927 (Estimated) Tax Assessment
* P7. Owner and Address:

232 S Kenwood Llc
232 S Kenwood St
Glendale, CA 91205-1655
* P8. Recorded by: (Name, affiliation, address)

Christopher J. Hetzel
Jones & Stokes
811 W 7th ST, Suite 800
Los Angeles, CA 90017
* P9. Date Recorded:
* P10. Survey Type:

7/7/2006
(Describe)

Glendale DSP EIR Reconnaissance-Level
Historical Resources Survey
* P11. Report Citation:

(Cite survey report/other sources or "none")

Historical Resources Technical Report for the Glendale Downtown Specific Plan EIR
NONE
Location Map
Sketch Map
* Attachments:
Archaeological Record
District Record
Linear Feature Record
Photograph Record
DPR 523A (1/95)

Continuation Sheet
Milling Station Record

Building, Structure, and Object Record
Rock Art Record

Artifact Record

Other: (List)
* Required Information

Primary #

State of California -- The Resources Agency
DEPARTMENT OF PARKS AND RECREATION

HR #
Trinomial

PRIMARY RECORD

NRHP Status Code
Other Listings
Review Code

Page 1 of 1
* Resource Name or #:
P1.
* P2.

Other Identifier:

Reviewer

Date

Glendale Federal Building Annex
Glendale Federal Building Annex

Location:
Not for Publication
b. USGS 7.5' Quad

a. County Los Angeles
T
;R
;
1/4 of

Unrestricted
Date

c. Address 121 W LEXINGTON DR
d. UTM: (Give more than one for large and/or linear feature)

City

1/4 of Sec

Glendale
Zone

;
Zip

,

B.M.

91203-2269

mE/

mN

e. Other Locational Data: (e.g. parcel #, legal description, directions to resource, elevation, additional UTMs, etc. as app

APN(s): 5643003039

* P3a. Description:

(Describe resource and its major elements. Include design, materials, condition, alterations, size, setting, and boundaries.)

The property contains the Glendale Federal Savings & Loan Building Annex, constructed in 1966. The building is closely
associated with the Glendale Federal & Savings Loan Building at 401 N. Brand Boulevard. The building appears eligible for
listing on the California Register of Historical Resources, pending an intensive-level survey and formal evaluation, under Criterion
3 in association with the Glendale Federal Savings & Loan building because it embodies distinctive characteristics of its type and
period of construction, and represents the continued history and use of the property.
Current Survey Evaluation: Determined eligible for California Register as contributor to historic district by reconnaissance-level
survey, pending intensive-level survey and formal evaluation.
Integrity: Good

(List attributes and codes)

* P3b. Resource Attributes:
* P4.

Building

Resources Present:

P5a. Photograph or Drawing

Structure

HP07 3+ story commercial building
Object

Site

District

Element of District

Other (Isolates, etc.)

(Photograph required for buildings, structures, and objects) P5b. Description of Photo: (View, date, etc.)

* P6. Date Constructed/Age and Sources:
Prehistoric
Historic
Both

1966 (Estimated) Tax Assessment
* P7. Owner and Address:

Nicholson Vertex Lp
135 Main St
San Francisco, CA 94105-1812
* P8. Recorded by: (Name, affiliation, address)

Christopher J. Hetzel
Jones & Stokes
811 W 7th ST, Suite 800
Los Angeles, CA 90017
* P9. Date Recorded:
* P10. Survey Type:

7/7/2006
(Describe)

Glendale DSP EIR Reconnaissance-Level
Historical Resources Survey
* P11. Report Citation:

(Cite survey report/other sources or "none")

Historical Resources Technical Report for the Glendale Downtown Specific Plan EIR
NONE
Location Map
Sketch Map
* Attachments:
Archaeological Record
District Record
Linear Feature Record
Photograph Record
DPR 523A (1/95)

Continuation Sheet
Milling Station Record

Building, Structure, and Object Record
Rock Art Record

Artifact Record

Other: (List)
* Required Information

Primary #

State of California -- The Resources Agency
DEPARTMENT OF PARKS AND RECREATION

HR #
Trinomial

PRIMARY RECORD

NRHP Status Code

1S

Other Listings
Review Code
Page 1 of 1
* Resource Name or #:
P1.
* P2.

Other Identifier:

Reviewer

Date

Glendale YMCA
Glendale YMCA

Location:
Not for Publication
b. USGS 7.5' Quad

a. County Los Angeles
T
;R
;
1/4 of

Unrestricted
Date

c. Address 140 N LOUISE ST
d. UTM: (Give more than one for large and/or linear feature)

City

1/4 of Sec

Glendale
Zone

;
Zip

,

B.M.

91206-4226

mE/

mN

e. Other Locational Data: (e.g. parcel #, legal description, directions to resource, elevation, additional UTMs, etc. as app

APN(s): 5642006056

* P3a. Description:

(Describe resource and its major elements. Include design, materials, condition, alterations, size, setting, and boundaries.)

The property contains the three-story Glendale YMCA, constructed in 1926. The building is already listed on the Glendale
Register of Historical Resources as a local landmark; and is already listed on the National Register of Historic Places.
Current Survey Evaluation: 1S
Prior Evaluations: GR; NR (1S) Glendale YMCA; National Register Listed; 1983/84 Glendale Architectural and Historical
Survey (evaluated as "3"); 1991 Historic Resources Survey: Downtown Glendale Project Area
Integrity: Good

(List attributes and codes)

* P3b. Resource Attributes:
* P4.

Building

Resources Present:

P5a. Photograph or Drawing

Structure

HP13 Community center/social hall
Object

Site

District

Element of District

Other (Isolates, etc.)

(Photograph required for buildings, structures, and objects) P5b. Description of Photo: (View, date, etc.)

* P6. Date Constructed/Age and Sources:
Prehistoric
Historic
Both

1926 (Factual) Prior Evaluation
* P7. Owner and Address:

Young Mens Christian Assn
140 N Louise St
Glendale, CA 91206-4226
* P8. Recorded by: (Name, affiliation, address)

Christopher J. Hetzel
Jones & Stokes
811 W 7th ST, Suite 800
Los Angeles, CA 90017
* P9. Date Recorded:
* P10. Survey Type:

7/7/2006
(Describe)

Glendale DSP EIR Reconnaissance-Level
Historical Resources Survey
* P11. Report Citation:

(Cite survey report/other sources or "none")

Historical Resources Technical Report for the Glendale Downtown Specific Plan EIR
NONE
Location Map
Sketch Map
* Attachments:
Archaeological Record
District Record
Linear Feature Record
Photograph Record
DPR 523A (1/95)

Continuation Sheet
Milling Station Record

Building, Structure, and Object Record
Rock Art Record

Artifact Record

Other: (List)
* Required Information

Primary #

State of California -- The Resources Agency
DEPARTMENT OF PARKS AND RECREATION

HR #
Trinomial

PRIMARY RECORD

NRHP Status Code
Other Listings
Review Code

Page 1 of 1
* Resource Name or #:
P1.
* P2.

Reviewer

Date

128 N MARYLAND AVE

Other Identifier:
Location:
Not for Publication
b. USGS 7.5' Quad

a. County Los Angeles
T
;R
;
1/4 of

Unrestricted
Date

c. Address 128 N MARYLAND AVE
d. UTM: (Give more than one for large and/or linear feature)

City

1/4 of Sec

Glendale
Zone

;
Zip

,

B.M.

91206-4235

mE/

mN

e. Other Locational Data: (e.g. parcel #, legal description, directions to resource, elevation, additional UTMs, etc. as app

APN(s): 5642005088

* P3a. Description:

(Describe resource and its major elements. Include design, materials, condition, alterations, size, setting, and boundaries.)

The property contains a two-story commercial building, constructed in 1920. The building appears individually eligible for listing
on the Glendale Register of Historical Resources, pending an intensive-level survey and formal evaluation, under Criterion D
because it is one of the best remaining commercial properties in Glendale from the 1920s, and contains exemplary elements of
design, detail, materials and craftsmanship from this period.
Current Survey Evaluation: Determined individually eligible for California Register by reconnaissance-level survey, pending
intensive-level survey and formal evaluation.
Integrity: Fair

(List attributes and codes)

* P3b. Resource Attributes:
* P4.

Building

Resources Present:

P5a. Photograph or Drawing

Structure

HP06 1-3 story commercial building
Object

Site

District

Element of District

Other (Isolates, etc.)

(Photograph required for buildings, structures, and objects) P5b. Description of Photo: (View, date, etc.)

* P6. Date Constructed/Age and Sources:
Prehistoric
Historic
Both

Circa 1920 (Estimated) Physical Attributes
* P7. Owner and Address:

Glendale Exchange Mw
2101 Nw Corporate Blvd 300
Boca Raton, FL 33431
* P8. Recorded by: (Name, affiliation, address)

Christopher J. Hetzel
Jones & Stokes
811 W 7th ST, Suite 800
Los Angeles, CA 90017
* P9. Date Recorded:
* P10. Survey Type:

7/7/2006
(Describe)

Glendale DSP EIR Reconnaissance-Level
Historical Resources Survey
* P11. Report Citation:

(Cite survey report/other sources or "none")

Historical Resources Technical Report for the Glendale Downtown Specific Plan EIR
NONE
Location Map
Sketch Map
* Attachments:
Archaeological Record
District Record
Linear Feature Record
Photograph Record
DPR 523A (1/95)

Continuation Sheet
Milling Station Record

Building, Structure, and Object Record
Rock Art Record

Artifact Record

Other: (List)
* Required Information

Primary #

State of California -- The Resources Agency
DEPARTMENT OF PARKS AND RECREATION

HR #
Trinomial

PRIMARY RECORD

NRHP Status Code
Other Listings
Review Code

Page 1 of 1
* Resource Name or #:
P1.
* P2.

Reviewer

Date

224 N MARYLAND AVE

Other Identifier:
Location:
Not for Publication
b. USGS 7.5' Quad

a. County Los Angeles
T
;R
;
1/4 of

Unrestricted
Date

c. Address 224 N MARYLAND AVE
d. UTM: (Give more than one for large and/or linear feature)

City

1/4 of Sec

Glendale
Zone

;
Zip

,

B.M.

91206-4216

mE/

mN

e. Other Locational Data: (e.g. parcel #, legal description, directions to resource, elevation, additional UTMs, etc. as app

APN(s): 5642016046

* P3a. Description:

(Describe resource and its major elements. Include design, materials, condition, alterations, size, setting, and boundaries.)

The property contains a two-story multiple-family apartment building, constructed in 1927. The building appears individually
eligible for listing on the Glendale Register of Historical Resources, pending an intensive-level survey and formal evaluation,
under Criterion D because it is one of the only apartment buildings of this style and type remaining in downtown Glendale from
the 1920s. It contains exemplary elements of design, detail, materials and craftsmanship from this period.
Current Survey Evaluation: Determined individually eligible for California Register by reconnaissance-level survey, pending
intensive-level survey and formal evaluation.
Integrity: Fair

(List attributes and codes)

* P3b. Resource Attributes:
* P4.

Building

Resources Present:

P5a. Photograph or Drawing

Structure

HP03 Multifamily property
Object

Site

District

Element of District

Other (Isolates, etc.)

(Photograph required for buildings, structures, and objects) P5b. Description of Photo: (View, date, etc.)

* P6. Date Constructed/Age and Sources:
Prehistoric
Historic
Both

1927 (Estimated) Tax Assessment
* P7. Owner and Address:

Major Investments Llc
Po Box 1664
Santa Clarita, CA 91386
* P8. Recorded by: (Name, affiliation, address)

Christopher J. Hetzel
Jones & Stokes
811 W 7th ST, Suite 800
Los Angeles, CA 90017
* P9. Date Recorded:
* P10. Survey Type:

7/7/2006
(Describe)

Glendale DSP EIR Reconnaissance-Level
Historical Resources Survey
* P11. Report Citation:

(Cite survey report/other sources or "none")

Historical Resources Technical Report for the Glendale Downtown Specific Plan EIR
NONE
Location Map
Sketch Map
* Attachments:
Archaeological Record
District Record
Linear Feature Record
Photograph Record
DPR 523A (1/95)

Continuation Sheet
Milling Station Record

Building, Structure, and Object Record
Rock Art Record

Artifact Record

Other: (List)
* Required Information

Primary #

State of California -- The Resources Agency
DEPARTMENT OF PARKS AND RECREATION

HR #
Trinomial

PRIMARY RECORD

NRHP Status Code
Other Listings
Review Code

Page 1 of 1
* Resource Name or #:
P1.
* P2.

Other Identifier:

Reviewer

Date

Pacific Bell Building
Pacific Bell Building

Location:
Not for Publication
b. USGS 7.5' Quad

a. County Los Angeles
T
;R
;
1/4 of

Unrestricted
Date

c. Address 124 S ORANGE ST
d. UTM: (Give more than one for large and/or linear feature)

City

1/4 of Sec

Glendale
Zone

;
Zip

,

B.M.

91204-1325

mE/

mN

e. Other Locational Data: (e.g. parcel #, legal description, directions to resource, elevation, additional UTMs, etc. as app

APN(s): 5642001076

* P3a. Description:

(Describe resource and its major elements. Include design, materials, condition, alterations, size, setting, and boundaries.)

The property contains the five-story Pacific Bell Building, constructed in 1939. The building appears individually eligible for
listing on the California Register of Historical Resources, pending an intensive-level survey and formal evaluation, under Criterion
3 as a late example of the PWA Moderne style of architecture in Glendale. The building embodies the distinctive characteristics
of this type and period of construction.
Current Survey Evaluation: Determined individually eligible for California Register by reconnaissance-level survey, pending
intensive-level survey and formal evaluation.
Prior Evaluations: 1996 Pacific Park/Edison School Project Survey (evaluated as eligible for the California Register); 1996
Greater Downtown Strategic Plan Master EIR (evaluated as eligible for the California Register)
Integrity: Fair

(List attributes and codes)

* P3b. Resource Attributes:
* P4.

Building

Resources Present:

P5a. Photograph or Drawing

Structure

HP09 Public utilities building
Object

Site

District

Element of District

Other (Isolates, etc.)

(Photograph required for buildings, structures, and objects) P5b. Description of Photo: (View, date, etc.)

* P6. Date Constructed/Age and Sources:
Prehistoric
Historic
Both

1939 (Estimated) Tax Assessment
* P7. Owner and Address:

Amidi Partnership
162 Constitution Dr
Menlo Park, CA 94025-1117
* P8. Recorded by: (Name, affiliation, address)

Christopher J. Hetzel
Jones & Stokes
811 W 7th ST, Suite 800
Los Angeles, CA 90017
* P9. Date Recorded:
* P10. Survey Type:

7/7/2006
(Describe)

Glendale DSP EIR Reconnaissance-Level
Historical Resources Survey
* P11. Report Citation:

(Cite survey report/other sources or "none")

Historical Resources Technical Report for the Glendale Downtown Specific Plan EIR
NONE
Location Map
Sketch Map
* Attachments:
Archaeological Record
District Record
Linear Feature Record
Photograph Record
DPR 523A (1/95)

Continuation Sheet
Milling Station Record

Building, Structure, and Object Record
Rock Art Record

Artifact Record

Other: (List)
* Required Information

Primary #

State of California -- The Resources Agency
DEPARTMENT OF PARKS AND RECREATION

HR #
Trinomial

PRIMARY RECORD

NRHP Status Code
Other Listings
Review Code

Page 1 of 1
* Resource Name or #:
P1.
* P2.

Reviewer

Date

Maryland Hotel

Other Identifier:
Location:
Not for Publication
b. USGS 7.5' Quad

a. County Los Angeles
T
;R
;
1/4 of

Unrestricted
Date

c. Address 200-204 E WILSON AVE
d. UTM: (Give more than one for large and/or linear feature)

City

1/4 of Sec

Glendale
Zone

;
Zip

,

B.M.

91206-4241

mE/

mN

e. Other Locational Data: (e.g. parcel #, legal description, directions to resource, elevation, additional UTMs, etc. as app

APN(s): 5642005057

* P3a. Description:

(Describe resource and its major elements. Include design, materials, condition, alterations, size, setting, and boundaries.)

The property contains a four-story hotel building, constructed in 1924. The building appears individually eligible for listing on
the National Register of Historic Places, pending an intensive-level survey and formal evaluation, under Criterion C as an
excellent example of this type and style of architecture in Glendale; and potentially for association with a locally significant
architect.
Current Survey Evaluation: Determined individually eligible for National Register and California Register by reconnaissance-level
survey, pending intensive-level survey and formal evaluation.
Prior Evaluations: NR (7J/5S); 1983/84 Glendale Architectural and Historical Survey (evaluated as "5"); 1991 Historic Resources
Survey: Downtown Glendale Project Area
Integrity: Fair

(List attributes and codes)

* P3b. Resource Attributes:
* P4.

Building

Resources Present:

P5a. Photograph or Drawing

Structure

HP05 Hotel/motel
Object

Site

District

Element of District

Other (Isolates, etc.)

(Photograph required for buildings, structures, and objects) P5b. Description of Photo: (View, date, etc.)

* P6. Date Constructed/Age and Sources:
Prehistoric
Historic
Both

1924 (Factual) Prior Evaluation
* P7. Owner and Address:

El Camino Inv Co Inc Tr Trust
Po Box 614
Beverly Hills, CA 90213-0614
* P8. Recorded by: (Name, affiliation, address)

Christopher J. Hetzel
Jones & Stokes
811 W 7th ST, Suite 800
Los Angeles, CA 90017
* P9. Date Recorded:
* P10. Survey Type:

7/7/2006
(Describe)

Glendale DSP EIR Reconnaissance-Level
Historical Resources Survey
* P11. Report Citation:

(Cite survey report/other sources or "none")

Historical Resources Technical Report for the Glendale Downtown Specific Plan EIR
NONE
Location Map
Sketch Map
* Attachments:
Archaeological Record
District Record
Linear Feature Record
Photograph Record
DPR 523A (1/95)

Continuation Sheet
Milling Station Record

Building, Structure, and Object Record
Rock Art Record

Artifact Record

Other: (List)
* Required Information

Primary #

State of California -- The Resources Agency
DEPARTMENT OF PARKS AND RECREATION

HR #
Trinomial

PRIMARY RECORD

NRHP Status Code
Other Listings
Review Code

Page 1 of 1
* Resource Name or #:
P1.
* P2.

Reviewer

Date

200 W WILSON AVE

Other Identifier:
Location:
Not for Publication
b. USGS 7.5' Quad

a. County Los Angeles
T
;R
;
1/4 of

Unrestricted
Date

c. Address 200 W WILSON AVE
d. UTM: (Give more than one for large and/or linear feature)

City

1/4 of Sec

Glendale
Zone

;
Zip

,

B.M.

91204-1307

mE/

mN

e. Other Locational Data: (e.g. parcel #, legal description, directions to resource, elevation, additional UTMs, etc. as app

APN(s): 5642002045

* P3a. Description:

(Describe resource and its major elements. Include design, materials, condition, alterations, size, setting, and boundaries.)

The property contains a one-story commercial retail building, constructed circa 1940. The building appears individually eligible
for listing on the Glendale Register of Historical Resources, pending an intensive-level survey and formal evaluation, under
Criterion D because it is one of the best remaining moderne commercial retail buildings in downtown Glendale from the 1940s,
and contains exemplary elements of design, detail, materials and craftsmanship from this period.
Current Survey Evaluation: Determined individually eligible for California Register by reconnaissance-level survey, pending
intensive-level survey and formal evaluation.
Prior Evaluations: NR (5D) Brand Boulevard Commercial District; 1983/84 Glendale Architectural and Historical Survey
(evaluated as "6")
Integrity: Fair

(List attributes and codes)

* P3b. Resource Attributes:
* P4.

Building

Resources Present:

P5a. Photograph or Drawing

Structure

HP06 1-3 story commercial building
Object

Site

District

Element of District

Other (Isolates, etc.)

(Photograph required for buildings, structures, and objects) P5b. Description of Photo: (View, date, etc.)

* P6. Date Constructed/Age and Sources:
Prehistoric
Historic
Both

Circa 1940 (Estimated) Physical Attributes
* P7. Owner and Address:

Murray S Pepper Trust
9744 Wilshire Blvd 440
Beverly Hills, CA 90212-1808
* P8. Recorded by: (Name, affiliation, address)

Christopher J. Hetzel
Jones & Stokes
811 W 7th ST, Suite 800
Los Angeles, CA 90017
* P9. Date Recorded:
* P10. Survey Type:

7/7/2006
(Describe)

Glendale DSP EIR Reconnaissance-Level
Historical Resources Survey
* P11. Report Citation:

(Cite survey report/other sources or "none")

Historical Resources Technical Report for the Glendale Downtown Specific Plan EIR
NONE
Location Map
Sketch Map
* Attachments:
Archaeological Record
District Record
Linear Feature Record
Photograph Record
DPR 523A (1/95)

Continuation Sheet
Milling Station Record

Building, Structure, and Object Record
Rock Art Record

Artifact Record

Other: (List)
* Required Information

Primary #

State of California -- The Resources Agency
DEPARTMENT OF PARKS AND RECREATION

HR #
Trinomial

PRIMARY RECORD

NRHP Status Code
Other Listings
Review Code

Page 1 of 1
* Resource Name or #:
P1.
* P2.

Other Identifier:

Reviewer

Date

Glendale Police Department
Glendale Police Department

Location:
Not for Publication
b. USGS 7.5' Quad

a. County Los Angeles
T
;R
;
1/4 of

Unrestricted
Date

c. Address 140 N ISABEL ST
d. UTM: (Give more than one for large and/or linear feature)

City

1/4 of Sec

Glendale
Zone

;
Zip

,

B.M.

91205

mE/

mN

e. Other Locational Data: (e.g. parcel #, legal description, directions to resource, elevation, additional UTMs, etc. as app

APN(s): 5642012904

* P3a. Description:

(Describe resource and its major elements. Include design, materials, condition, alterations, size, setting, and boundaries.)

The property contains the Glendale Police Department Building, designed by architects Marion J. Varner and Raymond Jones and
constructed in 1960. The building appears individually eligible for listing on the California Register of Historical Resources,
pending an intensive-level survey and formal evaluation, under Criterion 3 as a distinctive example of mid-century institutional
design in Modern style and as a representative work of architects Varner and Jones.
Current Survey Evaluation: Determined individually eligible for California Register by reconnaissance-level survey, pending
intensive-level survey and formal evaluation.
Integrity: Good

(List attributes and codes)

* P3b. Resource Attributes:
* P4.

Building

Resources Present:

P5a. Photograph or Drawing

Structure

HP14 Government building
Object

Site

District

Element of District

Other (Isolates, etc.)

(Photograph required for buildings, structures, and objects) P5b. Description of Photo: (View, date, etc.)

* P6. Date Constructed/Age and Sources:
Prehistoric
Historic
Both

1960 (Factual) Research
* P7. Owner and Address:

Glendale City

* P8. Recorded by: (Name, affiliation, address)

Christopher J. Hetzel
Jones & Stokes
811 W 7th ST, Suite 800
Los Angeles, CA 90017
* P9. Date Recorded:
* P10. Survey Type:

7/7/2006
(Describe)

Glendale DSP EIR Reconnaissance-Level
Historical Resources Survey
* P11. Report Citation:

(Cite survey report/other sources or "none")

Historical Resources Technical Report for the Glendale Downtown Specific Plan EIR
NONE
Location Map
Sketch Map
* Attachments:
Archaeological Record
District Record
Linear Feature Record
Photograph Record
DPR 523A (1/95)

Continuation Sheet
Milling Station Record

Building, Structure, and Object Record
Rock Art Record

Artifact Record

Other: (List)
* Required Information

APPENDIX E:
Complete Survey Results by Street Address

APPENDIX E: Complete Survey Results by Street Address
Street Address:

Evaluation:

208 Arden Ave

Parking Lot

212-216 Arden Ave

Not eligible for National Register, California Register, or Glendale Register

100-104 N Brand Blvd

5S1/3S

101-135 N Brand Blvd

Less than 45 years old

106 N Brand Blvd

Courtyard

108 N Brand Blvd

Not eligible for National Register, California Register, or Glendale Register

110 N Brand Blvd

Not eligible for National Register, California Register, or Glendale Register

114-118 N Brand Blvd

Less than 45 years old

120-126 N Brand Blvd

Not eligible for National Register, California Register, or Glendale Register

130 N Brand Blvd

Less than 45 years old

138-140 N Brand Blvd

Less than 45 years old

138-140 N Brand Blvd

Less than 45 years old

138 N Brand Blvd

Less than 45 years old

142-146 N Brand Blvd

Eligible for California Register

200 N Brand Blvd

Not eligible for National Register, California Register, or Glendale Register

201 N Brand Blvd

5S1

208 N Brand Blvd

Not eligible for National Register, California Register, or Glendale Register

209 N Brand Blvd

Eligible for Glendale Register

210 N Brand Blvd

Not eligible for National Register, California Register, or Glendale Register

213-215 N Brand Blvd

Not eligible for National Register, California Register, or Glendale Register

214 N Brand Blvd

Not eligible for National Register, California Register, or Glendale Register

216 N Brand Blvd

1S/5S1

219 N Brand Blvd

Not eligible for National Register, California Register, or Glendale Register

221-225 N Brand Blvd

Eligible for Glendale Register

222-222 N Brand Blvd

Not eligible for National Register, California Register, or Glendale Register

224 N Brand Blvd

Not eligible for National Register, California Register, or Glendale Register

227 N Brand Blvd

Courtyard

228-230 N Brand Blvd

Not eligible for National Register, California Register, or Glendale Register

229-231 N Brand Blvd

Not eligible for National Register, California Register, or Glendale Register

232-234 N Brand Blvd

Not eligible for National Register, California Register, or Glendale Register

233-235 N Brand Blvd

Not eligible for National Register, California Register, or Glendale Register

236-238 N Brand Blvd

Not eligible for National Register, California Register, or Glendale Register

237-239 N Brand Blvd

Not eligible for National Register, California Register, or Glendale Register

240 N Brand Blvd

Not eligible for National Register, California Register, or Glendale Register

241 N Brand Blvd

Not eligible for National Register, California Register, or Glendale Register

247-251 N Brand Blvd

Not eligible for National Register, California Register, or Glendale Register

300 N Brand Blvd

Not eligible for National Register, California Register, or Glendale Register
*All properties evaluated hrough reconnaissance-level survey.

Historical Resources Technical Report
Prepared by Jones & Stokes

Page 1
10/17/2006

Street Address:

Evaluation:

301-305 N Brand Blvd

Not eligible for National Register, California Register, or Glendale Register

304 N Brand Blvd

Not eligible for National Register, California Register, or Glendale Register

308 N Brand Blvd

Not eligible for National Register, California Register, or Glendale Register

309-315 N Brand Blvd

Not eligible for National Register, California Register, or Glendale Register

315 N Brand Blvd

Not eligible for National Register, California Register, or Glendale Register

316 N Brand Blvd

Not eligible for National Register, California Register, or Glendale Register

317 N Brand Blvd

Not eligible for National Register, California Register, or Glendale Register

321-323 N Brand Blvd

Not eligible for National Register, California Register, or Glendale Register

325 N Brand Blvd

Not eligible for National Register, California Register, or Glendale Register

329-335 N Brand Blvd

Not eligible for National Register, California Register, or Glendale Register

330 N Brand Blvd

Less than 45 years old

331 N Brand Blvd

Less than 45 years old

337 N Brand Blvd

Eligible for California Register

345 N Brand Blvd

Less than 45 years old

400-450 N Brand Blvd

Less than 45 years old

401 N Brand Blvd

2CS

409-411 N Brand Blvd

Not eligible for National Register, California Register, or Glendale Register

413 N Brand Blvd

Not eligible for National Register, California Register, or Glendale Register

419 N Brand Blvd

Not eligible for National Register, California Register, or Glendale Register

421 N Brand Blvd

Not eligible for National Register, California Register, or Glendale Register

429 N Brand Blvd

Not eligible for National Register, California Register, or Glendale Register

500 N Brand Blvd

Less than 45 years old

505 N Brand Blvd

Less than 45 years old

525 N Brand Blvd

Less than 45 years old

535 N Brand Blvd

Less than 45 years old

550 N Brand Blvd

Less than 45 years old

600 N Brand Blvd

Less than 45 years old

611 N Brand Blvd

Less than 45 years old

620 N Brand Blvd

Less than 45 years old

700 N Brand Blvd

Less than 45 years old

701 N Brand Blvd

Less than 45 years old

801 N Brand Blvd

Less than 45 years old

100-108 S Brand Blvd

Less than 45 years old

127 S Brand Blvd

Not eligible for National Register, California Register, or Glendale Register

129 S Brand Blvd

No Improvements

135 S Brand Blvd

No Improvements

139 S Brand Blvd

No Improvements

148-154 S Brand Blvd

Not eligible for National Register, California Register, or Glendale Register

156-160 S Brand Blvd

1S
*All properties evaluated hrough reconnaissance-level survey.
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200 S Brand Blvd

Less than 45 years old

201 S Brand Blvd

No Improvements

205 S Brand Blvd

No Improvements

208-210 S Brand Blvd

Not eligible for National Register, California Register, or Glendale Register

209 S Brand Blvd

No Improvements

212 S Brand Blvd

Not eligible for National Register, California Register, or Glendale Register

213 S Brand Blvd

No Improvements

214-220 S Brand Blvd

Not eligible for National Register, California Register, or Glendale Register

215 S Brand Blvd

No Improvements

217 S Brand Blvd

No Improvements

219 S Brand Blvd

No Improvements

221 S Brand Blvd

No Improvements

224-226 S Brand Blvd

Eligible for Glendale Register

225 S Brand Blvd

No Improvements

230 S Brand Blvd

Eligible for Glendale Register

232-236 S Brand Blvd

5S1/3S

233 S Brand Blvd

No Improvements

237 S Brand Blvd

No Improvements

238 S Brand Blvd

No Improvements

243 S Brand Blvd

No Improvements

300 S Brand Blvd

Not eligible for National Register, California Register, or Glendale Register

315 S Brand Blvd

Less than 45 years old

317 S Brand Blvd

Not eligible for National Register, California Register, or Glendale Register

318 S Brand Blvd

Not eligible for National Register, California Register, or Glendale Register

319 S Brand Blvd

Less than 45 years old

320 S Brand Blvd

Parking Lot

107-117 E Broadway

Less than 45 years old

200 E Broadway

Less than 45 years old

201-203 E Broadway

Eligible for National Register and California Register

205-209 E Broadway

Eligible for Glendale Register

211 E Broadway

Not eligible for National Register, California Register, or Glendale Register

214 E Broadway

No Improvements

215 E Broadway

Parking Lot

215 E Broadway

Eligible for National Register and California Register

218 E Broadway

No Improvements

220 E Broadway

No Improvements

300 E Broadway

Parking Lot

306-308 E Broadway

Less than 45 years old

313 E Broadway

1S/5S1
*All properties evaluated hrough reconnaissance-level survey.
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Street Address:

Evaluation:

314-316 E Broadway

Less than 45 years old

318 E Broadway

Not eligible for National Register, California Register, or Glendale Register

320-320 E Broadway

Not eligible for National Register, California Register, or Glendale Register

400 E Broadway

No Improvements

406 E Broadway

Parking Lot

412 E Broadway

No Improvements

415 E Broadway

Less than 45 years old

422 E Broadway

No Improvements

425 E Broadway

Less than 45 years old

500 E Broadway

Not eligible for National Register, California Register, or Glendale Register

501 E Broadway

Eligible for Glendale Register

505 E Broadway

Parking Lot

509-511 E Broadway

Not eligible for National Register, California Register, or Glendale Register

510 E Broadway

Not eligible for National Register, California Register, or Glendale Register

513-515 E Broadway

Not eligible for National Register, California Register, or Glendale Register

517 E Broadway

Not eligible for National Register, California Register, or Glendale Register

520 E Broadway

Less than 45 years old

522 E Broadway

Less than 45 years old

525 E Broadway

Parking Lot

600 E Broadway

Eligible for National Register and California Register

613 E Broadway

2S2/5S1

633 E Broadway

Eligible for National Register and California Register

200 W Broadway

Not eligible for National Register, California Register, or Glendale Register

200 W Broadway

Less than 45 years old

225 W Broadway

Less than 45 years old

300-326 W Broadway

Less than 45 years old

313 W Broadway

Less than 45 years old

325-327 W Broadway

Not eligible for National Register, California Register, or Glendale Register

333 W Broadway

Less than 45 years old

335 W Broadway

Less than 45 years old

341 W Broadway

Not eligible for National Register, California Register, or Glendale Register

343 W Broadway

Parking Lot

347 W Broadway

Parking Lot

351 W Broadway

Not eligible for National Register, California Register, or Glendale Register

351 W Broadway

Eligible for Glendale Register

353 W Broadway

Eligible for Glendale Register

357 W Broadway

Eligible for Glendale Register

361-371 W Broadway

Less than 45 years old

375 W Broadway

Parking Lot
*All properties evaluated hrough reconnaissance-level survey.
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Street Address:

Evaluation:

127 Burchett St

Less than 45 years old

200 Burchett St

Less than 45 years old

211 Burchett St

Parking Lot

217 Burchett St

Parking Lot

221 Burchett St

Parking Lot

105-111 W California Ave

Not eligible for National Register, California Register, or Glendale Register

117 W California Ave

Not eligible for National Register, California Register, or Glendale Register

119 W California Ave

Eligible for National Register and California Register

121 W California Ave

Eligible for National Register and California Register

201 W California Ave

Not eligible, but may warrant special consideration

212 W California Ave

Less than 45 years old

217 W California Ave

Less than 45 years old

130 Central Ave

No Improvements

101 N Central Ave

Eligible for Glendale Register

107 N Central Ave

Not eligible for National Register, California Register, or Glendale Register

111 N Central Ave

Less than 45 years old

115-125 N Central Ave

Less than 45 years old

130 N Central Ave

Not eligible for National Register, California Register, or Glendale Register

130 N Central Ave

Not eligible for National Register, California Register, or Glendale Register

201-211 N Central Ave

Less than 45 years old

210 N Central Ave

Not eligible for National Register, California Register, or Glendale Register

210 N Central Ave

No Improvements

214 N Central Ave

Less than 45 years old

215 N Central Ave

Not eligible for National Register, California Register, or Glendale Register

216 N Central Ave

Parking Lot

219-221 N Central Ave

Less than 45 years old

220 N Central Ave

Less than 45 years old

227-229 N Central Ave

Eligible for National Register and California Register

233 N Central Ave

Less than 45 years old

233 N Central Ave

Not eligible for National Register, California Register, or Glendale Register

236 N Central Ave

Not eligible, but may warrant special consideration

239 N Central Ave

Less than 45 years old

243 N Central Ave

Less than 45 years old

301 N Central Ave

Not eligible for National Register, California Register, or Glendale Register

305 N Central Ave

Not eligible for National Register, California Register, or Glendale Register

306 N Central Ave

Not eligible for National Register, California Register, or Glendale Register

308 N Central Ave

Not eligible, but may warrant special consideration

311 N Central Ave

Not eligible for National Register, California Register, or Glendale Register

314 N Central Ave

Less than 45 years old
*All properties evaluated hrough reconnaissance-level survey.
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Street Address:

Evaluation:

324 N Central Ave

Not eligible for National Register, California Register, or Glendale Register

333 N Central Ave

Less than 45 years old

334 N Central Ave

Not eligible for National Register, California Register, or Glendale Register

336 N Central Ave

Not eligible, but may warrant special consideration

340 N Central Ave

Parking Lot

343 N Central Ave

Less than 45 years old

346 N Central Ave

Eligible for California Register

347 N Central Ave

No Improvements

401 N Central Ave

Less than 45 years old

405 N Central Ave

No Improvements

411 N Central Ave

Less than 45 years old

418 N Central Ave

Less than 45 years old

500 N Central Ave

Less than 45 years old

501-503 N Central Ave

Not eligible for National Register, California Register, or Glendale Register

505-507 N Central Ave

Not eligible for National Register, California Register, or Glendale Register

511 N Central Ave

Not eligible for National Register, California Register, or Glendale Register

515 N Central Ave

Not eligible for National Register, California Register, or Glendale Register

523 N Central Ave

Less than 45 years old

526 N Central Ave

Parking Lot

530 N Central Ave

Parking Lot

540 N Central Ave

Eligible for California Register as contributor to historic district

607 N Central Ave

Eligible for California Register as contributor to historic district

610 N Central Ave

Eligible for California Register as contributor to historic district

611 N Central Ave

Parking Lot

626 N Central Ave

Less than 45 years old

633 N Central Ave

Eligible for California Register as contributor to historic district

655 N Central Ave

Less than 45 years old

700 N Central Ave

Less than 45 years old

820 N Central Ave

Parking Lot

900 N Central Ave

Less than 45 years old

200 S Central Ave

No Improvements

220 S Central Ave

No Improvements

224 S Central Ave

No Improvements

232 S Central Ave

No Improvements

300 S Central Ave

Less than 45 years old

313 S Central Ave

Less than 45 years old

320 S Central Ave

Less than 45 years old

333 S Central Ave

Not eligible for National Register, California Register, or Glendale Register

120 E Colorado St

Less than 45 years old
*All properties evaluated hrough reconnaissance-level survey.
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Street Address:

Evaluation:

201 E Colorado St

Eligible for Glendale Register

220 E Colorado St

Eligible for California Register

300 E Colorado St

Not eligible for National Register, California Register, or Glendale Register

305 E Colorado St

Parking Lot

310 E Colorado St

Less than 45 years old

326 E Colorado St

Eligible for California Register

333 E Colorado St

Less than 45 years old

406 E Colorado St

Not eligible for National Register, California Register, or Glendale Register

407 E Colorado St

Not eligible for National Register, California Register, or Glendale Register

411 E Colorado St

Not eligible for National Register, California Register, or Glendale Register

416 E Colorado St

Parking Lot

418 E Colorado St

Not eligible, but may warrant special consideration

420 E Colorado St

Not eligible for National Register, California Register, or Glendale Register

424 E Colorado St

Parking Lot

425 E Colorado St

Less than 45 years old

500 E Colorado St

Not eligible for National Register, California Register, or Glendale Register

501 E Colorado St

Not eligible for National Register, California Register, or Glendale Register

503 E Colorado St

Not eligible for National Register, California Register, or Glendale Register

100 W Colorado St

Less than 45 years old

120 W Colorado St

Less than 45 years old

123 W Colorado St

Less than 45 years old

124 W Colorado St

Not eligible for National Register, California Register, or Glendale Register

202 W Colorado St

Not eligible for National Register, California Register, or Glendale Register

206 W Colorado St

Eligible for National Register and California Register

210 W Colorado St

Less than 45 years old

217 W Colorado St

No Improvements

219 W Colorado St

No Improvements

225 W Colorado St

No Improvements

300 W Colorado St

Less than 45 years old

318-320 W Colorado St

Less than 45 years old

328-340 W Colorado St

Not eligible for National Register, California Register, or Glendale Register

328-340 W Colorado St

Not visible from public right of way

344-352 W Colorado St

Not eligible for National Register, California Register, or Glendale Register

356-360 W Colorado St

Less than 45 years old

360 W Colorado St

Eligible for Glendale Register

364 W Colorado St

Not eligible for National Register, California Register, or Glendale Register

401 W Colorado St

Not eligible for National Register, California Register, or Glendale Register

108 N Columbus Ave

No Improvements

112 N Columbus Ave

Eligible for Glendale Register
*All properties evaluated hrough reconnaissance-level survey.
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Street Address:

Evaluation:

652 N Columbus Ave

Not eligible for National Register, California Register, or Glendale Register

200 E Doran St

No Improvements

116 W Doran St

Less than 45 years old

210 W Doran St

Parking Lot

214 W Doran St

Parking Lot

425 E Elk Ave

Eligible for Glendale Register

121 W Elk Ave

Parking Lot

125 W Elk Ave

Parking Lot

203 W Elk Ave

Parking Lot

205 W Elk Ave

Not eligible for National Register, California Register, or Glendale Register

209 W Elk Ave

Not eligible, but may warrant special consideration

213 W Elk Ave

Parking Lot

215 W Elk Ave

Eligible for Glendale Register

119 N Glendale Ave

5S1/3S

245 Glendale Ave

Less than 45 years old

141 N Glendale Ave

Less than 45 years old

135 S Glendale Ave

Not eligible for National Register, California Register, or Glendale Register

143 S Glendale Ave

Not eligible for National Register, California Register, or Glendale Register

145 S Glendale Ave

Not eligible for National Register, California Register, or Glendale Register

201 S Glendale Ave

Not eligible for National Register, California Register, or Glendale Register

211 S Glendale Ave

Not eligible for National Register, California Register, or Glendale Register

217 S Glendale Ave

Not eligible for National Register, California Register, or Glendale Register

221 S Glendale Ave

Not eligible for National Register, California Register, or Glendale Register

225 S Glendale Ave

Less than 45 years old

229 S Glendale Ave

Not eligible for National Register, California Register, or Glendale Register

235 S Glendale Ave

Less than 45 years old

245 S Glendale Ave

Less than 45 years old

301 S Glendale Ave

Less than 45 years old

315 S Glendale Ave

Less than 45 years old

317 S Glendale Ave

Not eligible, but may warrant special consideration

325 S Glendale Ave

Not eligible for National Register, California Register, or Glendale Register

100 W Glenoaks Blvd

Less than 45 years old

200 W Glenoaks Blvd

Less than 45 years old

247 W Glenoaks Blvd

Parking Lot

300 W Glenoaks Blvd

Less than 45 years old

400 W Glenoaks Blvd

Less than 45 years old

444 W Glenoaks Blvd

Less than 45 years old

106 E Harvard St

Parking Lot

111 E Harvard St

Less than 45 years old
*All properties evaluated hrough reconnaissance-level survey.
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Street Address:

Evaluation:

219 E Harvard St

Eligible for California Register

222-300 E Harvard St

Eligible for California Register

305 E Harvard St

Eligible for National Register and California Register

306 E Harvard St

Parking Lot

308 E Harvard St

Parking Lot

314 E Harvard St

Eligible for National Register and California Register

320 E Harvard St

Less than 45 years old

401 E Harvard St

Not eligible for National Register, California Register, or Glendale Register

404 E Harvard St

Not eligible for National Register, California Register, or Glendale Register

405 E Harvard St

Not eligible for National Register, California Register, or Glendale Register

408 E Harvard St

Eligible for Glendale Register

409 E Harvard St

Eligible for Glendale Register

412-422 E Harvard St

Less than 45 years old

415 E Harvard St

Less than 45 years old

419 E Harvard St

Not eligible for National Register, California Register, or Glendale Register

423 E Harvard St

Eligible for Glendale Register

500 E Harvard St

Not eligible for National Register, California Register, or Glendale Register

501-511 E Harvard St

Less than 45 years old

510 E Harvard St

Less than 45 years old

512 E Harvard St

Parking Lot

518 E Harvard St

Parking Lot

601 E Harvard St

Not eligible, but may warrant special consideration

117 W Harvard St

No Improvements

200 W Harvard St

No Improvements

201 W Harvard St

No Improvements

202 Hawthorne St

No Improvements

120 N Isabel St

Eligible for National Register and California Register

131-135 N Isabel St

Less than 45 years old

140 N Isabel St

Eligible for California Register

115 S Isabel St

Eligible for Glendale Register

117 S Isabel St

Not eligible for National Register, California Register, or Glendale Register

121 S Isabel St

Less than 45 years old

124 S Isabel St

Less than 45 years old

128 S Isabel St

No Improvements

132 S Isabel St

Parking Lot

137 S Isabel St

Parking Lot

143 S Isabel St

Less than 45 years old

111 N Jackson St

Less than 45 years old

115-121 N Jackson St

Eligible for Glendale Register
*All properties evaluated hrough reconnaissance-level survey.
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Street Address:

Evaluation:

115-121 N Jackson St

Not eligible for National Register, California Register, or Glendale Register

120 N Jackson St

Less than 45 years old

123-129 N Jackson St

Eligible for Glendale Register

133 N Jackson St

Parking Lot

135 N Jackson St

Not eligible for National Register, California Register, or Glendale Register

139-141 N Jackson St

Eligible for Glendale Register

145 N Jackson St

Not eligible, but may warrant special consideration

112 S Jackson St

Parking Lot

113 S Jackson St

Parking Lot

116-122 S Jackson St

Eligible for California Register

117 S Jackson St

Not eligible for National Register, California Register, or Glendale Register

121 S Jackson St

Eligible for Glendale Register

123-127 S Jackson St

Not eligible for National Register, California Register, or Glendale Register

126 S Jackson St

Less than 45 years old

130 S Jackson St

Less than 45 years old

131 S Jackson St

Not eligible for National Register, California Register, or Glendale Register

132-136 S Jackson St

Eligible for California Register

132-136 S Jackson St

Eligible for California Register

135 S Jackson St

Less than 45 years old

137 S Jackson St

Not eligible for National Register, California Register, or Glendale Register

140 S Jackson St

Not eligible for National Register, California Register, or Glendale Register

212 S Jackson St

Not eligible for National Register, California Register, or Glendale Register

213 S Jackson St

Not eligible, but may warrant special consideration

216 S Jackson St

Less than 45 years old

217-221 S Jackson St

Not eligible, but may warrant special consideration

220 S Jackson St

Eligible for California Register

224 S Jackson St

Parking Lot

228 S Jackson St

Parking Lot

119 N Kenwood St

Eligible for Glendale Register

127-129 N Kenwood St

Eligible for Glendale Register

130 N Kenwood St

5S1/3S

130 N Kenwood St

Eligible for National Register and California Register

134 N Kenwood St

5S1/3S

141 N Kenwood St

Not eligible for National Register, California Register, or Glendale Register

103-109 S Kenwood St

Not eligible for National Register, California Register, or Glendale Register

111 S Kenwood St

Not eligible for National Register, California Register, or Glendale Register

115 S Kenwood St

Parking Lot

116 S Kenwood St

Parking Lot

117-119 S Kenwood St

Eligible for Glendale Register
*All properties evaluated hrough reconnaissance-level survey.
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Street Address:

Evaluation:

118 S Kenwood St

Not eligible for National Register, California Register, or Glendale Register

126 S Kenwood St

No Improvements

128 S Kenwood St

Eligible for Glendale Register

132 S Kenwood St

Not eligible, but may warrant special consideration

133 S Kenwood St

Less than 45 years old

210 S Kenwood St

Less than 45 years old

213 S Kenwood St

Less than 45 years old

216 S Kenwood St

Eligible for Glendale Register

217 S Kenwood St

Less than 45 years old

220 S Kenwood St

Less than 45 years old

221 S Kenwood St

Not eligible for National Register, California Register, or Glendale Register

225 S Kenwood St

Not eligible, but may warrant special consideration

228 S Kenwood St

Eligible for National Register and California Register

231-233 S Kenwood St

Eligible for National Register and California Register

232 S Kenwood St

Eligible for National Register and California Register

322-328 S Kenwood St

Not eligible for National Register, California Register, or Glendale Register

121 W Lexington Dr

Eligible for California Register as contributor to historic district

201 W Lexington Dr

Less than 45 years old

208-210 W Lexington Dr

Not eligible, but may warrant special consideration

111 N Louise St

Not eligible for National Register, California Register, or Glendale Register

131 N Louise St

Parking Lot

135 N Louise St

Parking Lot

140 N Louise St

1S

141 N Louise St

Parking Lot

145 N Louise St

Parking Lot

113-115 S Louise St

Not eligible for National Register, California Register, or Glendale Register

114 S Louise St

Parking Lot

116 S Louise St

Not eligible for National Register, California Register, or Glendale Register

117-125 S Louise St

Parking Lot

120 S Louise St

Not eligible for National Register, California Register, or Glendale Register

124 S Louise St

Parking Lot

128 S Louise St

Parking Lot

132 S Louise St

Parking Lot

200 S Louise St

Not eligible for National Register, California Register, or Glendale Register

208 S Louise St

Not eligible for National Register, California Register, or Glendale Register

212 S Louise St

Not eligible, but may warrant special consideration

216 S Louise St

Less than 45 years old

224 S Louise St

Not eligible, but may warrant special consideration

110 N Maryland Ave

Less than 45 years old
*All properties evaluated hrough reconnaissance-level survey.
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Street Address:

Evaluation:

116 N Maryland Ave

Less than 45 years old

124 N Maryland Ave

Less than 45 years old

124-130 N Maryland Ave

Less than 45 years old

128 N Maryland Ave

Eligible for Glendale Register

130 N Maryland Ave

Less than 45 years old

200 N Maryland Ave

Less than 45 years old

215 N Maryland Ave

Parking Lot

224 N Maryland Ave

Eligible for Glendale Register

225 N Maryland Ave

Not eligible for National Register, California Register, or Glendale Register

230 N Maryland Ave

Less than 45 years old

244 N Maryland Ave

Not eligible for National Register, California Register, or Glendale Register

303 N Maryland Ave

Parking Lot

319 N Maryland Ave

Not eligible for National Register, California Register, or Glendale Register

600 N Maryland Ave

Less than 45 years old

625 N Maryland Ave

Less than 45 years old

821 N Maryland Ave

Less than 45 years old

120-136 S Maryland Ave

Less than 45 years old

222 Monterey Rd

Less than 45 years old

201 N Orange St

Not eligible for National Register, California Register, or Glendale Register

204 N Orange St

Parking Lot

210 N Orange St

Parking Lot

212 N Orange St

Not eligible for National Register, California Register, or Glendale Register

213 N Orange St

Less than 45 years old

216 N Orange St

Not eligible for National Register, California Register, or Glendale Register

222-246 N Orange St

Less than 45 years old

315 N Orange St

Parking Lot

321 N Orange St

Parking Lot

324 N Orange St

Not eligible for National Register, California Register, or Glendale Register

328 N Orange St

Not eligible for National Register, California Register, or Glendale Register

340 N Orange St

Less than 45 years old

523 N Orange St

Less than 45 years old

527 N Orange St

No Improvements

531 N Orange St

No Improvements

124 S Orange St

Eligible for California Register

124 S Orange St

Parking Lot

129 S Orange St

No Improvements

133 S Orange St

No Improvements

134 S Orange St

No Improvements

200-210 S Orange St

No Improvements
*All properties evaluated hrough reconnaissance-level survey.
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Street Address:
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205 S Orange St

No Improvements

213 S Orange St

No Improvements

217 S Orange St

No Improvements

221 S Orange St

No Improvements

224 S Orange St

No Improvements

229 S Orange St

No Improvements

230 S Orange St

No Improvements

241 S Orange St

No Improvements

345 Pioneer Dr

Not eligible for National Register, California Register, or Glendale Register

375 Pioneer Dr

Not eligible for National Register, California Register, or Glendale Register

108 E Wilson Ave

Less than 45 years old

200-204 E Wilson Ave

Eligible for National Register and California Register

220 E Wilson Ave

Parking Lot

414 E Wilson Ave

Not eligible for National Register, California Register, or Glendale Register

500 E Wilson Ave

Less than 45 years old

512 E Wilson Ave

Not eligible for National Register, California Register, or Glendale Register

520 E Wilson Ave

Less than 45 years old

115-121 W Wilson Ave

Not eligible for National Register, California Register, or Glendale Register

121 W Wilson Ave

Not eligible for National Register, California Register, or Glendale Register

200 W Wilson Ave

Eligible for Glendale Register

205 W Wilson Ave

Not eligible for National Register, California Register, or Glendale Register

207 W Wilson Ave

Not eligible for National Register, California Register, or Glendale Register

209 W Wilson Ave

Less than 45 years old

211 W Wilson Ave

Not eligible for National Register, California Register, or Glendale Register

213 W Wilson Ave

Not eligible for National Register, California Register, or Glendale Register

225 W Wilson Ave

Parking Lot

316-320 W Wilson Ave

Less than 45 years old

*All properties evaluated hrough reconnaissance-level survey.
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APPENDIX F:
Complete Survey Results by Parcel

APPENDIX F: Complete Survey Results by Parcel*
APN:

Street Address:

Evaluation:

5636007073

247 W Glenoaks Blvd

Parking Lot

5636012052

300 W Glenoaks Blvd

Less than 45 years old

5636012053

200 W Glenoaks Blvd

Less than 45 years old

5636017054

444 W Glenoaks Blvd

Less than 45 years old

5636017055

400 W Glenoaks Blvd

Less than 45 years old

5637001035

375 Pioneer Dr

Not eligible for National Register, California Register, or Glendale Register

5637001036

652 N Columbus Ave

Not eligible for National Register, California Register, or Glendale Register

5637001045

0

Less than 45 years old

5637001051

345 Pioneer Dr

Not eligible for National Register, California Register, or Glendale Register

5637001227

655 N Central Ave

Less than 45 years old

5637002002

0

Parking Lot

5637002003

0

Parking Lot

5637002024

0

Parking Lot

5637002046

633 N Central Ave

Determined eligible for California Register as contributor to historic district by
reconnaissance-level survey, pending intensive-level survey and formal
evaluation.

5637002050

611 N Central Ave

Parking Lot

5637002051

607 N Central Ave

Determined eligible for California Register as contributor to historic district by
reconnaissance-level survey, pending intensive-level survey and formal
evaluation.

5637003048

511 N Central Ave

Not eligible for National Register, California Register, or Glendale Register

5637003050

501-503 N Central Ave

Not eligible for National Register, California Register, or Glendale Register

5637003051

515 N Central Ave

Not eligible for National Register, California Register, or Glendale Register

5637003052

505-507 N Central Ave

Not eligible for National Register, California Register, or Glendale Register

5637003053

523 N Central Ave

Less than 45 years old

5637004043

411 N Central Ave

Less than 45 years old

5637004046

405 N Central Ave

No Improvements

5637004047

401 N Central Ave

Less than 45 years old

5637005003

343 N Central Ave

Less than 45 years old

5637005004

347 N Central Ave

No Improvements

5637005040

333 N Central Ave

Less than 45 years old

5637006001

301 N Central Ave

Not eligible for National Register, California Register, or Glendale Register

5637006002

305 N Central Ave

Not eligible for National Register, California Register, or Glendale Register

5637006003

311 N Central Ave

Not eligible for National Register, California Register, or Glendale Register

5637006042

0

Not eligible for National Register, California Register, or Glendale Register

5637007001

227-229 N Central Ave

Determined individually eligible for National Register and California Register by
reconnaissance-level survey, pending intensive-level survey and formal
evaluation.

5637007002

233 N Central Ave

Less than 45 years old

*All properties evaluated through reconnaissance-level survey.
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5637007003

239 N Central Ave

Less than 45 years old

5637007004

243 N Central Ave

Less than 45 years old

5637008001

219-221 N Central Ave

Less than 45 years old

5637008039

201-211 N Central Ave

Less than 45 years old

5637008040

201-211 N Central Ave

Less than 45 years old

5637008081

215 N Central Ave

Not eligible for National Register, California Register, or Glendale Register

5637009006

107 N Central Ave

Not eligible for National Register, California Register, or Glendale Register

5637009007

101 N Central Ave

Determined individually eligible for California Register by reconnaissance-level
survey, pending intensive-level survey and formal evaluation.

5637009008

313 W Broadway

Less than 45 years old

5637009009

313 W Broadway

Less than 45 years old

5637009012

333 W Broadway

Less than 45 years old

5637009013

335 W Broadway

Less than 45 years old

5637009014

341 W Broadway

Not eligible for National Register, California Register, or Glendale Register

5637009015

343 W Broadway

Parking Lot

5637009016

347 W Broadway

Parking Lot

5637009017

351 W Broadway
351 W Broadway

Determined individually eligible for California Register by reconnaissance-level
survey, pending intensive-level survey and formal evaluation.
Not eligible for National Register, California Register, or Glendale Register

5637009018

353 W Broadway

Determined individually eligible for California Register by reconnaissance-level
survey, pending intensive-level survey and formal evaluation.

5637009030

325-327 W Broadway

Not eligible for National Register, California Register, or Glendale Register

5637009031

357 W Broadway

Determined individually eligible for California Register by reconnaissance-level
survey, pending intensive-level survey and formal evaluation.

5637009032

361-371 W Broadway

Less than 45 years old

5637009033

361-371 W Broadway

Less than 45 years old

5637009034

361-371 W Broadway

Less than 45 years old

5637009035

375 W Broadway

Parking Lot

5637009036

108 N Columbus Ave

No Improvements

5637009037

112 N Columbus Ave

Determined individually eligible for California Register by reconnaissance-level
survey, pending intensive-level survey and formal evaluation.

5637009048

316-320 W Wilson Ave

Less than 45 years old

5637009051

115-125 N Central Ave

Less than 45 years old

5637009052

111 N Central Ave

Less than 45 years old

5641001001

319 S Brand Blvd

Less than 45 years old

5641001002

317 S Brand Blvd

Not eligible for National Register, California Register, or Glendale Register

5641001003

121 W Elk Ave

Parking Lot

5641001004

100 W Colorado St

Less than 45 years old

5641001005

315 S Brand Blvd

Less than 45 years old

5641001008

124 W Colorado St

Not eligible for National Register, California Register, or Glendale Register

5641001009

202 W Colorado St

Not eligible for National Register, California Register, or Glendale Register

*All properties evaluated through reconnaissance-level survey.
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5641001010

206 W Colorado St

Determined individually eligible for National Register and California Register by
reconnaissance-level survey, pending intensive-level survey and formal
evaluation.

5641001011

210 W Colorado St

Less than 45 years old

5641001017

215 W Elk Ave

Determined individually eligible for California Register by reconnaissance-level
survey, pending intensive-level survey and formal evaluation.

5641001018

213 W Elk Ave

Parking Lot

5641001019

209 W Elk Ave

Not eligible, but may warrant special consideration

5641001020

205 W Elk Ave

Not eligible for National Register, California Register, or Glendale Register

5641001021

203 W Elk Ave

Parking Lot

5641001022

125 W Elk Ave

Parking Lot

5641001023

120 W Colorado St

Less than 45 years old

5641001027

320 S Central Ave

Less than 45 years old

5641001028

300 S Central Ave

Less than 45 years old

5641003001

300 S Brand Blvd

Not eligible for National Register, California Register, or Glendale Register

5641003003

318 S Brand Blvd

Not eligible for National Register, California Register, or Glendale Register

5641003004

320 S Brand Blvd

Parking Lot

5641003022

120 E Colorado St

Less than 45 years old

5641003900

220 E Colorado St
0

Determined individually eligible for California Register by reconnaissance-level
survey, pending intensive-level survey and formal evaluation.
Not eligible for National Register, California Register, or Glendale Register

5641004001

301 S Glendale Ave

Less than 45 years old

5641004002

500 E Colorado St

Not eligible for National Register, California Register, or Glendale Register

5641004003

424 E Colorado St

Parking Lot

5641004004

420 E Colorado St

Not eligible for National Register, California Register, or Glendale Register

5641004005

418 E Colorado St

Not eligible, but may warrant special consideration

5641004006

416 E Colorado St

Parking Lot

5641004007

406 E Colorado St

Not eligible for National Register, California Register, or Glendale Register

5641004008

326 E Colorado St

Determined individually eligible for California Register by reconnaissance-level
survey, pending intensive-level survey and formal evaluation.

5641004012

300 E Colorado St

Not eligible for National Register, California Register, or Glendale Register

5641004026

425 E Elk Ave

Determined individually eligible for California Register by reconnaissance-level
survey, pending intensive-level survey and formal evaluation.

5641004027

325 S Glendale Ave

Not eligible for National Register, California Register, or Glendale Register

5641004028

317 S Glendale Ave

Not eligible, but may warrant special consideration

5641004029

315 S Glendale Ave

Less than 45 years old

5641004030

310 E Colorado St

Less than 45 years old

5642001037

133 S Orange St

No Improvements

5642001043

129 S Brand Blvd

No Improvements

5642001044

135 S Brand Blvd

No Improvements

5642001049

134 S Orange St

No Improvements

5642001059

200 W Broadway

Less than 45 years old
*All properties evaluated through reconnaissance-level survey.
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5642001060

200 W Broadway

Less than 45 years old

5642001061

200 W Broadway

Less than 45 years old

5642001063

200 W Broadway

Less than 45 years old

5642001066

200 W Broadway

Less than 45 years old

5642001067

200 W Broadway

Less than 45 years old

5642001068

200 W Broadway

Not eligible for National Register, California Register, or Glendale Register

5642001069

300-326 W Broadway

Less than 45 years old

5642001070

0

Not eligible for National Register, California Register, or Glendale Register

5642001071

300-326 W Broadway

Less than 45 years old

5642001072

300-326 W Broadway

Less than 45 years old

5642001073

300-326 W Broadway

Less than 45 years old

5642001074

300-326 W Broadway

Less than 45 years old

5642001075

127 S Brand Blvd

Not eligible for National Register, California Register, or Glendale Register

5642001076

124 S Orange St

Determined individually eligible for California Register by reconnaissance-level
survey, pending intensive-level survey and formal evaluation.

5642001079

130 Central Ave

No Improvements

5642001080

0

No Improvements

5642001901

124 S Orange St

Parking Lot

5642001923

200 W Broadway

Less than 45 years old

5642001926

139 S Brand Blvd

No Improvements

5642001927

117 W Harvard St

No Improvements

5642001928

0

No Improvements

5642001929

139 S Brand Blvd

No Improvements

5642001930

202 Hawthorne St

No Improvements

5642001931

300-326 W Broadway

Less than 45 years old

5642001932

0

No Improvements

5642001933

129 S Orange St

No Improvements

5642001934

201 W Harvard St

No Improvements

5642002045

200 W Wilson Ave
0
0

Determined individually eligible for California Register by reconnaissance-level
survey, pending intensive-level survey and formal evaluation.
Not eligible for National Register, California Register, or Glendale Register

5642002054

130 N Central Ave
130 N Central Ave

Not eligible for National Register, California Register, or Glendale Register
Not eligible for National Register, California Register, or Glendale Register

5642002056

225 W Broadway

Less than 45 years old

5642002084

101-135 N Brand Blvd

Less than 45 years old

5642002085

101-135 N Brand Blvd

Less than 45 years old

5642002086

0 Se Cor

No Improvements

5642002087

0 Sw Cor

No Improvements

5642003002

100-108 S Brand Blvd

Less than 45 years old

5642003003

100-108 S Brand Blvd

Less than 45 years old

*All properties evaluated through reconnaissance-level survey.
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5642003004

100-108 S Brand Blvd

Less than 45 years old

5642003005

100-108 S Brand Blvd

Less than 45 years old

5642003006

100-108 S Brand Blvd

Less than 45 years old

5642003020

148-154 S Brand Blvd

Not eligible for National Register, California Register, or Glendale Register

5642003020

148-154 S Brand Blvd

Not eligible for National Register, California Register, or Glendale Register

5642003021

156-160 S Brand Blvd

1S

5642003032

100-108 S Brand Blvd

Less than 45 years old

5642003033

100-108 S Brand Blvd

Less than 45 years old

5642003035

100-108 S Brand Blvd

Less than 45 years old

5642003039

100-108 S Brand Blvd

Less than 45 years old

5642003040

100-108 S Brand Blvd

Less than 45 years old

5642003041

111 E Harvard St

Less than 45 years old

5642004002

218 E Broadway

No Improvements

5642004003

214 E Broadway

No Improvements

5642004010

113-115 S Louise St

Not eligible for National Register, California Register, or Glendale Register

5642004022

322-328 S Kenwood St
103-109 S Kenwood St
111 S Kenwood St

Not eligible for National Register, California Register, or Glendale Register
Not eligible for National Register, California Register, or Glendale Register
Not eligible for National Register, California Register, or Glendale Register

5642004023

320-320 E Broadway

Not eligible for National Register, California Register, or Glendale Register

5642004024

318 E Broadway

Not eligible for National Register, California Register, or Glendale Register

5642004025

314-316 E Broadway

Less than 45 years old

5642004026

306-308 E Broadway

Less than 45 years old

5642004028

115 S Kenwood St

Parking Lot

5642004029

114 S Louise St

Parking Lot

5642004030

117-119 S Kenwood St

Determined individually eligible for California Register by reconnaissance-level
survey, pending intensive-level survey and formal evaluation.

5642004031

116 S Louise St

Not eligible for National Register, California Register, or Glendale Register

5642004032

120 S Louise St

Not eligible for National Register, California Register, or Glendale Register

5642004035

124 S Louise St

Parking Lot

5642004037

128 S Louise St

Parking Lot

5642004038

305 E Harvard St

Determined individually eligible for National Register and California Register by
reconnaissance-level survey, pending intensive-level survey and formal
evaluation.

5642004039

219 E Harvard St

Determined individually eligible for the California Register by reconnaissancelevel survey, pending intensive-level survey and formal evaluation.

5642004041

133 S Kenwood St

Less than 45 years old

5642004043

220 E Broadway

No Improvements

5642004044

132 S Louise St

Parking Lot

5642004047

200 E Broadway

Less than 45 years old

5642004900

120-136 S Maryland Ave

Less than 45 years old

5642004906

120-136 S Maryland Ave

Less than 45 years old

*All properties evaluated through reconnaissance-level survey.
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5642004907

120-136 S Maryland Ave

Less than 45 years old

5642004908

120-136 S Maryland Ave

Less than 45 years old

5642004909

120-136 S Maryland Ave

Less than 45 years old

5642004910

120-136 S Maryland Ave

Less than 45 years old

5642004911

300 E Broadway

Parking Lot

5642004912

117-125 S Louise St

Parking Lot

5642005024

142-146 N Brand Blvd

Determined individually eligible for California Register by reconnaissance-level
survey, pending intensive-level survey and formal evaluation.

5642005029

120-126 N Brand Blvd

Not eligible for National Register, California Register, or Glendale Register

5642005030

114-118 N Brand Blvd

Less than 45 years old

5642005031

100-104 N Brand Blvd

5S1; Determined individually eligible for National Register and California
Register by reconnaissance-level survey, pending intensive-level survey and
formal evaluation.

5642005032

108 N Brand Blvd

Not eligible for National Register, California Register, or Glendale Register

5642005033

110 N Brand Blvd

Not eligible for National Register, California Register, or Glendale Register

5642005034

108 E Wilson Ave

Less than 45 years old

5642005042

201-203 E Broadway

Determined individually eligible for National Register and California Register by
reconnaissance-level survey, pending intensive-level survey and formal
evaluation.

5642005043

205-209 E Broadway

Determined individually eligible for California Register by reconnaissance-level
survey, pending intensive-level survey and formal evaluation.

5642005044

211 E Broadway

Not eligible for National Register, California Register, or Glendale Register

5642005046

111 N Louise St

Not eligible for National Register, California Register, or Glendale Register

5642005048

131 N Louise St

Parking Lot

5642005049

135 N Louise St

Parking Lot

5642005050

141 N Louise St

Parking Lot

5642005051

145 N Louise St

Parking Lot

5642005052

220 E Wilson Ave

Parking Lot

5642005057

200-204 E Wilson Ave

Determined individually eligible for National Register and California Register by
reconnaissance-level survey, pending intensive-level survey and formal
evaluation.

5642005066

106 N Brand Blvd

Courtyard

5642005072

124-130 N Maryland Ave

Less than 45 years old

5642005073

124 N Maryland Ave

Less than 45 years old

5642005074

124-130 N Maryland Ave

Less than 45 years old

5642005075

138-140 N Brand Blvd

Less than 45 years old

5642005079

107-117 E Broadway

Less than 45 years old

5642005080

138-140 N Brand Blvd

Less than 45 years old

5642005081

130 N Brand Blvd

Less than 45 years old

5642005083

138 N Brand Blvd

Less than 45 years old

5642005086

116 N Maryland Ave

Less than 45 years old

5642005087

130 N Brand Blvd

Less than 45 years old

*All properties evaluated through reconnaissance-level survey.
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5642005088

128 N Maryland Ave
130 N Maryland Ave

Determined individually eligible for California Register by reconnaissance-level
survey, pending intensive-level survey and formal evaluation.
Less than 45 years old

5642005089

110 N Maryland Ave

Less than 45 years old

5642005920

138 N Brand Blvd

Less than 45 years old

5642005922

138 N Brand Blvd

Less than 45 years old

5642005924

138 N Brand Blvd

Less than 45 years old

5642005925

215 E Broadway

Determined individually eligible for National Register and California Register by
reconnaissance-level survey, pending intensive-level survey and formal
evaluation.

5642005926

215 E Broadway

Parking Lot

5642006035

414 E Wilson Ave

Not eligible for National Register, California Register, or Glendale Register

5642006036

139-141 N Jackson St

Determined individually eligible for California Register by reconnaissance-level
survey, pending intensive-level survey and formal evaluation.

5642006037

135 N Jackson St

Not eligible for National Register, California Register, or Glendale Register

5642006038

133 N Jackson St

Parking Lot

5642006039

123-129 N Jackson St

Determined individually eligible for California Register by reconnaissance-level
survey, pending intensive-level survey and formal evaluation.

5642006040

123-129 N Jackson St

Determined individually eligible for California Register by reconnaissance-level
survey, pending intensive-level survey and formal evaluation.

5642006041

115-121 N Jackson St

Not eligible for National Register, California Register, or Glendale Register

5642006042

115-121 N Jackson St

Determined individually eligible for California Register by reconnaissance-level
survey, pending intensive-level survey and formal evaluation.

5642006044

111 N Jackson St

Less than 45 years old

5642006046

415 E Broadway

Less than 45 years old

5642006056

140 N Louise St
119 N Kenwood St
127-129 N Kenwood St

1S
Determined individually eligible for Glendale Register by reconnaissance-level
survey, pending intensive-level survey and formal evaluation.
Determined individually eligible for Glendale Register by reconnaissance-level
survey, pending intensive-level survey and formal evaluation.
Less than 45 years old

5642006057

141 N Kenwood St

Not eligible for National Register, California Register, or Glendale Register

5642006058

425 E Broadway

Less than 45 years old

5642006059

145 N Jackson St

Not eligible, but may warrant special consideration

5642006060

130 N Kenwood St
130 N Kenwood St
134 N Kenwood St

Determined individually eligible for National Register and California Register by
reconnaissance-level survey, pending intensive-level survey and formal
evaluation.
Determined individually eligible for National Register and California Register by
reconnaissance-level survey, pending intensive-level survey and formal
evaluation.
Determined individually eligible for National Register and California Register by
reconnaissance-level survey, pending intensive-level survey and formal
evaluation.

5642006901

313 E Broadway

1S/5S1

5642007001

522 E Broadway

Less than 45 years old

5642007005

510 E Broadway

Not eligible for National Register, California Register, or Glendale Register

5642007008

112 S Jackson St

Parking Lot

5642007009

116-122 S Jackson St

Determined individually eligible for California Register by reconnaissance-level
survey, pending intensive-level survey and formal evaluation.
*All properties evaluated through reconnaissance-level survey.
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5642007010

116-122 S Jackson St

Determined individually eligible for California Register by reconnaissance-level
survey, pending intensive-level survey and formal evaluation.

5642007011

126 S Jackson St

Less than 45 years old

5642007012

130 S Jackson St

Less than 45 years old

5642007013

132-136 S Jackson St

Determined individually eligible for California Register by reconnaissance-level
survey, pending intensive-level survey and formal evaluation.

5642007014

115 S Isabel St

Determined individually eligible for California Register by reconnaissance-level
survey, pending intensive-level survey and formal evaluation.

5642007015

117 S Isabel St

Not eligible for National Register, California Register, or Glendale Register

5642007020

137 S Isabel St

Parking Lot

5642007023

132-136 S Jackson St

Determined individually eligible for California Register by reconnaissance-level
survey, pending intensive-level survey and formal evaluation.

5642007024

140 S Jackson St

Not eligible for National Register, California Register, or Glendale Register

5642007025

501-511 E Harvard St

Less than 45 years old

5642007026

501-511 E Harvard St

Less than 45 years old

5642007028

412 E Broadway

No Improvements

5642007029

0

Parking Lot

5642007030

406 E Broadway

Parking Lot

5642007031

400 E Broadway

No Improvements

5642007032

113 S Jackson St

Parking Lot

5642007033

116 S Kenwood St

Parking Lot

5642007034

117 S Jackson St

Not eligible for National Register, California Register, or Glendale Register

5642007035

121 S Jackson St

Determined individually eligible for California Register by reconnaissance-level
survey, pending intensive-level survey and formal evaluation.

5642007036

118 S Kenwood St

Not eligible for National Register, California Register, or Glendale Register

5642007037

123-127 S Jackson St

Not eligible for National Register, California Register, or Glendale Register

5642007038

126 S Kenwood St

No Improvements

5642007039

131 S Jackson St

Not eligible for National Register, California Register, or Glendale Register

5642007040

128 S Kenwood St

Determined individually eligible for California Register by reconnaissance-level
survey, pending intensive-level survey and formal evaluation.

5642007041

135 S Jackson St

Less than 45 years old

5642007042

132 S Kenwood St

Not eligible, but may warrant special consideration

5642007043

137 S Jackson St

Not eligible for National Register, California Register, or Glendale Register

5642007045

419 E Harvard St

Not eligible for National Register, California Register, or Glendale Register

5642007046

415 E Harvard St

Less than 45 years old

5642007047

409 E Harvard St

Determined individually eligible for the Glendale Register by reconnaissancelevel survey, pending intensive-level survey and formal evaluation.

5642007048

405 E Harvard St

Not eligible for National Register, California Register, or Glendale Register

5642007049

401 E Harvard St

Not eligible for National Register, California Register, or Glendale Register

5642007051

121 S Isabel St

Less than 45 years old

5642007052

520 E Broadway

Less than 45 years old

5642007053

422 E Broadway

No Improvements
*All properties evaluated through reconnaissance-level survey.
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5642007054

423 E Harvard St

Determined individually eligible for California Register by reconnaissance-level
survey, pending intensive-level survey and formal evaluation.

5642007055

500 E Broadway

Not eligible for National Register, California Register, or Glendale Register

5642007057

143 S Isabel St

Less than 45 years old

5642008008

124 S Isabel St

Less than 45 years old

5642008009

128 S Isabel St

No Improvements

5642008010

132 S Isabel St

Parking Lot

5642008011

601 E Harvard St

Not eligible, but may warrant special consideration

5642008016

135 S Glendale Ave

Not eligible for National Register, California Register, or Glendale Register

5642008017

143 S Glendale Ave

Not eligible for National Register, California Register, or Glendale Register

5642008020

145 S Glendale Ave
0

Not eligible for National Register, California Register, or Glendale Register
Less than 45 years old

5642008901

600 E Broadway

Determined individually eligible for National Register and California Register by
reconnaissance-level survey, pending intensive-level survey and formal
evaluation.

5642009001

201 S Glendale Ave

Not eligible for National Register, California Register, or Glendale Register

5642009004

217 S Glendale Ave

Not eligible for National Register, California Register, or Glendale Register

5642009005

221 S Glendale Ave

Not eligible for National Register, California Register, or Glendale Register

5642009007

229 S Glendale Ave

Not eligible for National Register, California Register, or Glendale Register

5642009009

245 Glendale Ave

Less than 45 years old

5642009010

245 S Glendale Ave

Less than 45 years old

5642009011

245 S Glendale Ave

Less than 45 years old

5642009012

503 E Colorado St

Not eligible for National Register, California Register, or Glendale Register

5642009015

500 E Harvard St

Not eligible for National Register, California Register, or Glendale Register

5642009016

212 S Jackson St

Not eligible for National Register, California Register, or Glendale Register

5642009017

216 S Jackson St

Less than 45 years old

5642009018

220 S Jackson St

Determined individually eligible for California Register by reconnaissance-level
survey, pending intensive-level survey and formal evaluation.

5642009023

512 E Harvard St

Parking Lot

5642009024

518 E Harvard St

Parking Lot

5642009026

510 E Harvard St

Less than 45 years old

5642009027

235 S Glendale Ave

Less than 45 years old

5642009028

224 S Jackson St

Parking Lot

5642009029

228 S Jackson St

Parking Lot

5642009030

501 E Colorado St

Not eligible for National Register, California Register, or Glendale Register

5642009031

211 S Glendale Ave

Not eligible for National Register, California Register, or Glendale Register

5642009032

225 S Glendale Ave

Less than 45 years old

5642010001

412-422 E Harvard St

Less than 45 years old

5642010002

412-422 E Harvard St

Less than 45 years old

5642010003

412-422 E Harvard St

Less than 45 years old

*All properties evaluated through reconnaissance-level survey.
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5642010004

408 E Harvard St

Determined individually eligible for California Register by reconnaissance-level
survey, pending intensive-level survey and formal evaluation.

5642010005

404 E Harvard St

Not eligible for National Register, California Register, or Glendale Register

5642010006

210 S Kenwood St

Less than 45 years old

5642010007

216 S Kenwood St

Determined individually eligible for California Register by reconnaissance-level
survey, pending intensive-level survey and formal evaluation.

5642010010

228 S Kenwood St

Determined individually eligible for National Register and California Register by
reconnaissance-level survey, pending intensive-level survey and formal
evaluation.

5642010011

232 S Kenwood St

Determined individually eligible for National Register and California Register by
reconnaissance-level survey, pending intensive-level survey and formal
evaluation.

5642010012

213 S Jackson St

Not eligible, but may warrant special consideration

5642010013

217-221 S Jackson St

Not eligible, but may warrant special consideration

5642010014

217-221 S Jackson St

Not eligible, but may warrant special consideration

5642010021

411 E Colorado St

Not eligible for National Register, California Register, or Glendale Register

5642010022

407 E Colorado St

Not eligible for National Register, California Register, or Glendale Register

5642010023

401 W Colorado St

Not eligible for National Register, California Register, or Glendale Register

5642010025

320 E Harvard St

Less than 45 years old

5642010026

314 E Harvard St

Determined individually eligible for National Register and California Register by
reconnaissance-level survey, pending intensive-level survey and formal
evaluation.

5642010027

308 E Harvard St

Parking Lot

5642010028

306 E Harvard St

Parking Lot

5642010029

200 S Louise St

Not eligible for National Register, California Register, or Glendale Register

5642010030

208 S Louise St

Not eligible for National Register, California Register, or Glendale Register

5642010031

213 S Kenwood St

Less than 45 years old

5642010032

212 S Louise St

Not eligible, but may warrant special consideration

5642010033

217 S Kenwood St

Less than 45 years old

5642010034

216 S Louise St

Less than 45 years old

5642010035

221 S Kenwood St

Not eligible for National Register, California Register, or Glendale Register

5642010036

224 S Louise St

Determined individually eligible for California Register by reconnaissance-level
survey, pending intensive-level survey and formal evaluation.

5642010041

305 E Colorado St

Parking Lot

5642010046

425 E Colorado St

Less than 45 years old

5642010047

220 S Kenwood St

Less than 45 years old

5642010048

333 E Colorado St
231-233 S Kenwood St
225 S Kenwood St

Less than 45 years old
Determined individually eligible for National Register and California Register by
reconnaissance-level survey, pending intensive-level survey and formal
evaluation.
Not eligible, but may warrant special consideration

5642011028

512 E Wilson Ave

Not eligible for National Register, California Register, or Glendale Register

5642011037

517 E Broadway

Not eligible for National Register, California Register, or Glendale Register

5642011038

513-515 E Broadway

Not eligible for National Register, California Register, or Glendale Register

5642011039

509-511 E Broadway

Not eligible for National Register, California Register, or Glendale Register
*All properties evaluated through reconnaissance-level survey.
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5642011040

509-511 E Broadway

Not eligible for National Register, California Register, or Glendale Register

5642011041

505 E Broadway

Parking Lot

5642011042

501 E Broadway

Determined individually eligible for California Register by reconnaissance-level
survey, pending intensive-level survey and formal evaluation.

5642011044

500 E Wilson Ave

Less than 45 years old

5642011045

520 E Wilson Ave

Less than 45 years old

5642011046

525 E Broadway

Parking Lot

5642011900

120 N Jackson St
131-135 N Isabel St

Less than 45 years old
Less than 45 years old

5642011901

120 N Jackson St

Less than 45 years old

5642011902

120 N Jackson St

Less than 45 years old

5642011903

120 N Jackson St

Less than 45 years old

5642011904

131-135 N Isabel St

Less than 45 years old

5642011905

131-135 N Isabel St

Less than 45 years old

5642012901

141 N Glendale Ave

Less than 45 years old

5642012903

141 N Glendale Ave

Less than 45 years old

5642012904

613 E Broadway
119 N Glendale Ave
120 N Isabel St
633 E Broadway
140 N Isabel St

2S2/5S1
Determined individually eligible for National Register and California Register by
reconnaissance-level survey, pending intensive-level survey and formal
evaluation.
Determined individually eligible for National Register and California Register by
reconnaissance-level survey, pending intensive-level survey and formal
evaluation.
Determined individually eligible for National Register and California Register by
reconnaissance-level survey, pending intensive-level survey and formal
evaluation.

5642013001

200 S Brand Blvd

Less than 45 years old

5642013002

106 E Harvard St

Parking Lot

5642013003

208-210 S Brand Blvd

Not eligible for National Register, California Register, or Glendale Register

5642013004

212 S Brand Blvd

Not eligible for National Register, California Register, or Glendale Register

5642013006

224-226 S Brand Blvd

Determined individually eligible for California Register by reconnaissance-level
survey, pending intensive-level survey and formal evaluation.

5642013007

230 S Brand Blvd

Determined individually eligible for California Register by reconnaissance-level
survey, pending intensive-level survey and formal evaluation.

5642013008

232-236 S Brand Blvd

5S1; Determined individually eligible for National Register and California
Register by reconnaissance-level survey, pending intensive-level survey and
formal evaluation.

5642013011

238 S Brand Blvd

No Improvements

5642013012

214-220 S Brand Blvd

Not eligible for National Register, California Register, or Glendale Register

5642013901

222-300 E Harvard St
201 E Colorado St

Determined individually eligible for California Register by reconnaissance-level
survey, pending intensive-level survey and formal evaluation.
Determined individually eligible for Glendale Register by reconnaissance-level
survey, pending intensive-level survey and formal evaluation.

5642013903

214-220 S Brand Blvd

Not eligible for National Register, California Register, or Glendale Register

5642014002

205 S Brand Blvd

No Improvements

5642014007

219 S Brand Blvd

No Improvements

5642014008

221 S Brand Blvd

No Improvements
*All properties evaluated through reconnaissance-level survey.
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5642014019

230 S Orange St

No Improvements

5642014023

243 S Brand Blvd

No Improvements

5642014024

123 W Colorado St

Less than 45 years old

5642014025

200 W Harvard St

No Improvements

5642014026

205 S Orange St

No Improvements

5642014027

0

No Improvements

5642014030

200 S Central Ave

No Improvements

5642014033

217 S Orange St

No Improvements

5642014800

213 S Orange St

No Improvements

5642014900

200-210 S Orange St

No Improvements

5642014901

0

No Improvements

5642014902

0

No Improvements

5642014904

237 S Brand Blvd

No Improvements

5642014905

233 S Brand Blvd

No Improvements

5642014906

0

No Improvements

5642014907

0

No Improvements

5642014908

0

No Improvements

5642014909

0

No Improvements

5642014910

0

No Improvements

5642014911

217 W Colorado St

No Improvements

5642014912

219 W Colorado St

No Improvements

5642014913

209 S Brand Blvd

No Improvements

5642014914

213 S Brand Blvd

No Improvements

5642014915

215 S Brand Blvd

No Improvements

5642014916

210 N Central Ave

No Improvements

5642014917

220 S Central Ave

No Improvements

5642014918

241 S Orange St

No Improvements

5642014919

221 S Orange St

No Improvements

5642014920

224 S Central Ave

No Improvements

5642014921

225 W Colorado St

No Improvements

5642014922

229 S Orange St

No Improvements

5642014923

217 S Brand Blvd

No Improvements

5642014924

224 S Orange St

No Improvements

5642014925

201 S Brand Blvd

No Improvements

5642014926

225 S Brand Blvd

No Improvements

5642014926

225 S Brand Blvd

No Improvements

5642014927

232 S Central Ave

No Improvements

5642014927

232 S Central Ave

No Improvements

5642015026

247-251 N Brand Blvd

Not eligible for National Register, California Register, or Glendale Register
*All properties evaluated through reconnaissance-level survey.
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5642015027

241 N Brand Blvd

Not eligible for National Register, California Register, or Glendale Register

5642015028

237-239 N Brand Blvd

Not eligible for National Register, California Register, or Glendale Register

5642015029

233-235 N Brand Blvd

Not eligible for National Register, California Register, or Glendale Register

5642015030

229-231 N Brand Blvd

Not eligible for National Register, California Register, or Glendale Register

5642015032

221-225 N Brand Blvd

Determined individually eligible for California Register by reconnaissance-level
survey, pending intensive-level survey and formal evaluation.

5642015033

219 N Brand Blvd

Not eligible for National Register, California Register, or Glendale Register

5642015034

213-215 N Brand Blvd

Not eligible for National Register, California Register, or Glendale Register

5642015035

209 N Brand Blvd

Determined individually eligible for California Register by reconnaissance-level
survey, pending intensive-level survey and formal evaluation.

5642015036

201 N Brand Blvd

5S1

5642015037

115-121 W Wilson Ave

Not eligible for National Register, California Register, or Glendale Register

5642015038

121 W Wilson Ave

Not eligible for National Register, California Register, or Glendale Register

5642015039

204 N Orange St

Parking Lot

5642015040

212 N Orange St

Not eligible for National Register, California Register, or Glendale Register

5642015045

212 W California Ave

Less than 45 years old

5642015046

213 N Orange St

Less than 45 years old

5642015047

201 N Orange St

Not eligible for National Register, California Register, or Glendale Register

5642015048

205 W Wilson Ave

Not eligible for National Register, California Register, or Glendale Register

5642015049

207 W Wilson Ave

Not eligible for National Register, California Register, or Glendale Register

5642015050

209 W Wilson Ave

Less than 45 years old

5642015051

211 W Wilson Ave

Not eligible for National Register, California Register, or Glendale Register

5642015052

213 W Wilson Ave

Not eligible for National Register, California Register, or Glendale Register

5642015054

210 N Central Ave

Not eligible for National Register, California Register, or Glendale Register

5642015055

214 N Central Ave

Less than 45 years old

5642015056

216 N Central Ave

Parking Lot

5642015057

220 N Central Ave

Less than 45 years old

5642015058

236 N Central Ave

Not eligible, but may warrant special consideration

5642015059

216 N Orange St

Not eligible for National Register, California Register, or Glendale Register

5642015900

222-246 N Orange St

Less than 45 years old

5642015901

222-246 N Orange St

Less than 45 years old

5642015902

210 N Orange St

Parking Lot

5642015903

225 W Wilson Ave

Parking Lot

5642015904

222-246 N Orange St

Less than 45 years old

5642015905

227 N Brand Blvd

Courtyard

5642015906

222-246 N Orange St

Less than 45 years old

5642015907

222-246 N Orange St

Less than 45 years old

5642016044

200 N Maryland Ave

Less than 45 years old

5642016044

200 N Maryland Ave

Less than 45 years old

5642016045

0

Parking Lot
*All properties evaluated through reconnaissance-level survey.
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5642016045

0

Parking Lot

5642016046

224 N Maryland Ave

Determined individually eligible for California Register by reconnaissance-level
survey, pending intensive-level survey and formal evaluation.

5642016050

244 N Maryland Ave

Not eligible for National Register, California Register, or Glendale Register

5642016057

200 N Brand Blvd

Not eligible for National Register, California Register, or Glendale Register

5642016058

208 N Brand Blvd
210 N Brand Blvd

Not eligible for National Register, California Register, or Glendale Register
Not eligible for National Register, California Register, or Glendale Register

5642016059

214 N Brand Blvd

Not eligible for National Register, California Register, or Glendale Register

5642016061

222-222 N Brand Blvd

Not eligible for National Register, California Register, or Glendale Register

5642016063

228-230 N Brand Blvd

Not eligible for National Register, California Register, or Glendale Register

5642016064

232-234 N Brand Blvd

Not eligible for National Register, California Register, or Glendale Register

5642016065

236-238 N Brand Blvd

Not eligible for National Register, California Register, or Glendale Register

5642016070

225 N Maryland Ave

Not eligible for National Register, California Register, or Glendale Register

5642016071

224 N Brand Blvd

Not eligible for National Register, California Register, or Glendale Register

5642016072

240 N Brand Blvd

Not eligible for National Register, California Register, or Glendale Register

5642016073

240 N Brand Blvd

Not eligible for National Register, California Register, or Glendale Register

5642016075

230 N Maryland Ave

Less than 45 years old

5642016900

0

Parking Lot

5642016900

0

Parking Lot

5642016901

215 N Maryland Ave

Parking Lot

5642016902

0

Parking Lot

5642016903

0

Parking Lot

5642016904

0

Parking Lot

5642016905

0

Parking Lot

5642016906

0

Parking Lot

5642016907

0

Not eligible for National Register, California Register, or Glendale Register

5642016908

216 N Brand Blvd

1S/5S1

5642016909

216 N Brand Blvd

1S/5S1

5643001001

200 E Doran St

No Improvements

5643001002

531 N Orange St

No Improvements

5643001003

210 W Doran St

Parking Lot

5643001004

214 W Doran St

Parking Lot

5643001008

527 N Orange St

No Improvements

5643001040

116 W Doran St

Less than 45 years old

5643001052

505 N Brand Blvd

Less than 45 years old

5643001053

535 N Brand Blvd

Less than 45 years old

5643001059

525 N Brand Blvd

Less than 45 years old

5643001060

526 N Central Ave

Parking Lot

5643001061

530 N Central Ave

Parking Lot

*All properties evaluated through reconnaissance-level survey.
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5643001062

540 N Central Ave

Determined eligible for California Register as contributor to historic district by
reconnaissance-level survey, pending intensive-level survey and formal
evaluation.

5643001064

116 W Doran St

Less than 45 years old

5643001069

523 N Orange St

Less than 45 years old

5643001070

500 N Central Ave
0

Less than 45 years old
Less than 45 years old

5643002048

626 N Central Ave

Less than 45 years old

5643002049

611 N Brand Blvd
0
0

Less than 45 years old
Less than 45 years old
Less than 45 years old

5643002050

610 N Central Ave

Determined eligible for California Register as contributor to historic district by
reconnaissance-level survey, pending intensive-level survey and formal
evaluation.

5643003001

429 N Brand Blvd

Not eligible for National Register, California Register, or Glendale Register

5643003002

421 N Brand Blvd

Not eligible for National Register, California Register, or Glendale Register

5643003003

419 N Brand Blvd

Not eligible for National Register, California Register, or Glendale Register

5643003024

409-411 N Brand Blvd

Not eligible for National Register, California Register, or Glendale Register

5643003025

413 N Brand Blvd

Not eligible for National Register, California Register, or Glendale Register

5643003036

418 N Central Ave

Less than 45 years old

5643003037

201 W Lexington Dr

Less than 45 years old

5643003039

121 W Lexington Dr

Determined eligible for California Register as contributor to historic district by
reconnaissance-level survey, pending intensive-level survey and formal
evaluation.

5643003040

401 N Brand Blvd

2CS

5643004016

400-450 N Brand Blvd

Less than 45 years old

5643004034

400-450 N Brand Blvd

Less than 45 years old

5643004035

400-450 N Brand Blvd

Less than 45 years old

5643004036

400-450 N Brand Blvd

Less than 45 years old

5643004037

400-450 N Brand Blvd

Less than 45 years old

5643004038

400-450 N Brand Blvd

Less than 45 years old

5643004039

400-450 N Brand Blvd

Less than 45 years old

5643004044

400-450 N Brand Blvd

Less than 45 years old

5643004048

500 N Brand Blvd

Less than 45 years old

5643004049

550 N Brand Blvd

Less than 45 years old

5643004050

400-450 N Brand Blvd

Less than 45 years old

5643004051

400-450 N Brand Blvd

Less than 45 years old

5643004052

400-450 N Brand Blvd

Less than 45 years old

5643018031

625 N Maryland Ave

Less than 45 years old

5643018032

620 N Brand Blvd
625 N Maryland Ave

Less than 45 years old
Less than 45 years old

5643018084

600 N Brand Blvd

Less than 45 years old

5643018085

600 N Maryland Ave

Less than 45 years old

*All properties evaluated through reconnaissance-level survey.
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5643019040

316 N Brand Blvd

Not eligible for National Register, California Register, or Glendale Register

5643019041

308 N Brand Blvd

Not eligible for National Register, California Register, or Glendale Register

5643019042

304 N Brand Blvd

Not eligible for National Register, California Register, or Glendale Register

5643019043

300 N Brand Blvd

Not eligible for National Register, California Register, or Glendale Register

5643019044

319 N Maryland Ave

Not eligible for National Register, California Register, or Glendale Register

5643019203

330 N Brand Blvd

Less than 45 years old

5643019204

331 N Brand Blvd

Less than 45 years old

5643019204

331 N Brand Blvd

Less than 45 years old

5643019900

303 N Maryland Ave

Parking Lot

5643020028

346 N Central Ave

Determined individually eligible for California Register by reconnaissance-level
survey, pending intensive-level survey and formal evaluation.

5643020029

340 N Central Ave

Parking Lot

5643020030

336 N Central Ave

Not eligible, but may warrant special consideration

5643020031

334 N Central Ave

Not eligible for National Register, California Register, or Glendale Register

5643020032

233 N Central Ave

Not eligible for National Register, California Register, or Glendale Register

5643020033

324 N Central Ave

Not eligible for National Register, California Register, or Glendale Register

5643020035

308 N Central Ave

Not eligible, but may warrant special consideration

5643020036

217 W California Ave

Less than 45 years old

5643020037

306 N Central Ave

Not eligible for National Register, California Register, or Glendale Register

5643020038

201 W California Ave

Not eligible, but may warrant special consideration

5643020039

201 W California Ave

Not eligible, but may warrant special consideration

5643020040

315 N Orange St

Parking Lot

5643020046

328 N Orange St

Not eligible for National Register, California Register, or Glendale Register

5643020047

324 N Orange St

Not eligible for National Register, California Register, or Glendale Register

5643020048

119 W California Ave
121 W California Ave
117 W California Ave

Determined individually eligible for National Register and California Register by
reconnaissance-level survey, pending intensive-level survey and formal
evaluation.
Determined individually eligible for National Register and California Register by
reconnaissance-level survey, pending intensive-level survey and formal
evaluation.
Not eligible for National Register, California Register, or Glendale Register

5643020049

301-305 N Brand Blvd
105-111 W California Ave

Not eligible for National Register, California Register, or Glendale Register
Not eligible for National Register, California Register, or Glendale Register

5643020050

309-315 N Brand Blvd

Not eligible for National Register, California Register, or Glendale Register

5643020051

315 N Brand Blvd

Not eligible for National Register, California Register, or Glendale Register

5643020052

317 N Brand Blvd

Not eligible for National Register, California Register, or Glendale Register

5643020053

321-323 N Brand Blvd

Not eligible for National Register, California Register, or Glendale Register

5643020054

325 N Brand Blvd

Not eligible for National Register, California Register, or Glendale Register

5643020055

329-335 N Brand Blvd

Not eligible for National Register, California Register, or Glendale Register

5643020056

337 N Brand Blvd

Determined individually eligible for California Register by reconnaissance-level
survey, pending intensive-level survey and formal evaluation.

5643020057

345 N Brand Blvd

Less than 45 years old

5643020058

340 N Orange St

Less than 45 years old
*All properties evaluated through reconnaissance-level survey.
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5643020059

0

Parking Lot

5643020060

208-210 W Lexington Dr

Not eligible, but may warrant special consideration

5643020061

314 N Central Ave

Less than 45 years old

5643020062

321 N Orange St

Parking Lot

5643020906

0

Parking Lot

5644003031

212-216 Arden Ave

Not eligible for National Register, California Register, or Glendale Register

5644003032

212-216 Arden Ave

Not eligible for National Register, California Register, or Glendale Register

5644003033

208 Arden Ave

Parking Lot

5644003054

700 N Central Ave

Less than 45 years old

5644003066

801 N Brand Blvd

Less than 45 years old

5644003070

200 Burchett St

Less than 45 years old

5644003071

701 N Brand Blvd

Less than 45 years old

5644003072

127 Burchett St

Less than 45 years old

5644003901

217 Burchett St

Parking Lot

5644003903

211 Burchett St

Parking Lot

5644003905

221 Burchett St

Parking Lot

5644003906

820 N Central Ave

Parking Lot

5644013040

0

Parking Lot

5644013041

100 W Glenoaks Blvd

Less than 45 years old

5644013043

900 N Central Ave

Less than 45 years old

5644013902

0

Boulevard at Glenoaks BLVD

5644013929

0

Not eligible for National Register, California Register, or Glendale Register

5644018055

700 N Brand Blvd

Less than 45 years old

5644018058

222 Monterey Rd

Less than 45 years old

5644018162

821 N Maryland Ave

Less than 45 years old

5695005040

300-326 W Broadway

Less than 45 years old

5695005041

300-326 W Broadway

Less than 45 years old

5695005043

300-326 W Broadway

Less than 45 years old

5695005046

300-326 W Broadway

Less than 45 years old

5695005047

300-326 W Broadway

Less than 45 years old

5695005935

300-326 W Broadway

Less than 45 years old

5695005936

0

Not eligible for National Register, California Register, or Glendale Register

5695005937

0

Not eligible for National Register, California Register, or Glendale Register

5696004003

313 S Central Ave

Less than 45 years old

5696004016

356-360 W Colorado St

Less than 45 years old

5696004017

360 W Colorado St

Determined individually eligible for California Register by reconnaissance-level
survey, pending intensive-level survey and formal evaluation.

5696004018

364 W Colorado St

Not eligible for National Register, California Register, or Glendale Register

5696004039

300 W Colorado St

Less than 45 years old
*All properties evaluated through reconnaissance-level survey.
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5696004040

318-320 W Colorado St

Less than 45 years old

5696004041

328-340 W Colorado St

7R

5696004042

328-340 W Colorado St

7R

5696004043

328-340 W Colorado St

Not eligible for National Register, California Register, or Glendale Register

5696004044

328-340 W Colorado St

Not eligible for National Register, California Register, or Glendale Register

5696004045

344-352 W Colorado St

Not eligible for National Register, California Register, or Glendale Register

5696004046

344-352 W Colorado St

Not eligible for National Register, California Register, or Glendale Register

5696004047

344-352 W Colorado St

Not eligible for National Register, California Register, or Glendale Register

5696004048

333 S Central Ave

Not eligible for National Register, California Register, or Glendale Register

*All properties evaluated through reconnaissance-level survey.
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Appendix F

Environmental Records Search

Site Location:
12301 Wilshire Blvd
Los Angeles, CA 90064
(N 34-8-59, W 118-15-18) NAD83

Rec-Check√
The New Standard for ASTM Radius Searches
(One Mile Environmental Records Search, Exceeds ASTM 1527/1528)
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
INFORMATION ON THE REQUESTED LOCATION
Site Address:
Client Project Number:
Coordinates:
FACRES Project Number:
Subject Site Listed on the following lists:
Subject Site Listed as Map ID#:
USGS 7.5 Minute Quad Map:
Township, Section and Range:
Flood Zone:
(FEMA Q3 Digital Data)
Fire Insurance Map Coverage:
Date of Report

12301 Wilshire Blvd
Los Angeles, CA 90064
11109-00
N 34-8-59, W 118-15-18 (NAD 83)
31419341
Not Listed
N/A
Burbank
Township: 01N Range: 13W Section: 21
Baseline: San Bernardino
Panel: 0650300000A
Zone D - Areas of undetermined, but possible, flood hazards
Yes Volume: 1 - 2 GLENDALE v1,v2, v2A
February 25, 2006

Copyright©2005, First American Commercial Real Estate Services, Inc. All rights reserved.

1

www.RecCheck.com
(800) 377-2430

Soil Type: (USGS STATSGO Data)
BEACHES 1% to 5% slopes, 1% of total
CHINO 0% to 2% slopes, 3% of total
CHINO 0% to 2% slopes, 2% of total
CROPLEY 2% to 5% slopes, 6% of total
DELHI 0% to 2% slopes, 1% of total
DIABLO 4% to 9% slopes, 1% of total
ELDER 0% to 2% slopes, 1% of total
GREENFIELD 2% to 5% slopes, 2% of total
HANFORD 0% to 2% slopes, 17% of total
HANFORD 2% to 5% slopes, 2% of total
HUENEME 0% to 2% slopes, 1% of total
METZ 0% to 2% slopes, 2% of total
RAMONA 2% to 5% slopes, 2% of total
RIVERWASH 0% to 2% slopes, 1% of total
SORRENTO 0% to 2% slopes, 2% of total
SORRENTO 0% to 2% slopes, 7% of total
SORRENTO 0% to 2% slopes, 2% of total
TUJUNGA 0% to 2% slopes, 2% of total
TUJUNGA 0% to 2% slopes, 1% of total
URBAN LAND 0% to 2% slopes, 43% of total
BEACHES 1% to 5% slopes, 1% of total

1994
1920
1994
1966
1964
1964

In-House Aerial Photos or Historical Topo Maps
Aerial File:FSXL3124 Rank: 4
1913 USGS Map File:30D0213_WTB Rank: 1
USGS Map File:30D1920_WTB Rank: 1
1898 USGS Map File:22D98XX_WTB Rank: 1
USGS Map File:22D7294127F Rank: 2
1953 USGS Map File:22D53XX127F Rank: 2
USGS Map File:22D66XX127F Rank: 2
1964 Aerial File:1D645BE038 Rank: 3
Aerial File:2D64127050 Rank: 3
1964 Aerial File:2D64127039 Rank: 1
Aerial File:2D64127040 Rank: 3

KEY TO AERIAL RANK OR HISTORICAL TOPO MAPS
Rank:
4
3
2
1

Description:
The subject site located near center of Aerial or Topographical map.
The subject site located towards edge of Aerial or Topographical map.
The subject site is likely covered and located near outer edge of Aerial or Topographical map.
The subject site is likely covered and located near outer corner of Aerial or Topographical map.

Radon
For County: 0.5% of homes predicted to be over 4 Pico Curies/Liter
For zip code 90064
Number of tests per zip code: 63
Number of tests where radon is > 4 pCi/L: 0
Percentage of test where radon is > 4 pCi/L: 0.00%
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HIGH RISK* OCCURRENCES FOUND IN REQUESTED SEARCH RADIUS
DISTANCE SEARCHED
LIST SEARCHED

(IN MILES)

OCCURRENCES FOUND

NPL
CERCLIS
CalSites
LUST-Open
CalSites-VCP
SLIC-Open

1.5
1
1.5
1
1
1

0
0
1
9
0
6

* For the purposes of this report, “high risk” occurrences are those that have known contamination and have not received a “case
closed” or “no further action” status from the agency that maintains the records.

LISTED OCCURRENCE SUMMARY
LIST
SEARCHED
NPL
CERCLIS
CalSites
LUST-Open
CalSites-VCP
SLIC-Open
CalSites-REF
CalSites-NFE
CalSites-SCH
SWIS
RCRA-COR
RCRA-TSD
Controls-CA
DOGWells
ERNS
CERCLISArchived
CalSites-NFA
LUST-Closed
SLIC-Closed
UST
Hist-UST
RCRA
HWIS-CA

DISTANCE
SEARCHED

0.625

0.75

1

1.5

TOTAL

1.5
1
1.5
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1.5
1
1
0.75
0.625
1

0
0
0
7
0
3
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
2
0
3
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
1

0
1
0
-

0
0
1
9
0
6
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1

1
1
1
0.625
0.625
0.625
0.625

0
1
0
16
32
27
161

0
1
0
-

0
3
0
-

-

0
5
0
16
32
27
161
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SITE LOCATION TOPOGRAPHIC MAP

N

U.S. Geological Survey. Burbank Quadrangle
7.5 Minute Series, Approximate Scale: 1: 36000

12301 Wilshire Blvd
Los Angeles, CA 90064

FIGURE:
JOB:
DATE:

1
11109-00
2/25/2006

SITE LOCATION STREET MAP

N

Approximate Scale: 1: 36000

12301 Wilshire Blvd
Los Angeles, CA 90064

FIGURE:
JOB:
DATE:

11109-00
2/25/2006

1 1/2-MILE RADIUS STREET MAP W/OCCURENCES

All plotted occurrences represent approximate locations based on geographic information provided by the respective agency. Actual locations may vary due to numerous reasons such as: the
size of the property, accuracy of the provided location, accuracy of the software used to determine the location, etc. Occurrences are shown in three colors to give a visual indication of the
potential risk of the listed occurrence based on the type of list and the current status of the occurrence. Occurrences shown in RED are locations with known contamination that have not
received a “case closed” or “no further action” status. Occurrences shown in YELLOW have been listed by the respective agency, but do not always represent an environmental risk. The
detailed status information and description of the list should be reviewed for further information. Occurrences shown in GREEN are occurrences that have active permits or have had
contamination in the past but have received a “case closed” or “no further action” status and therefore do not likely present an environmental risk.

3/4-MILE RADIUS STREET MAP W/OCCURRENCES

All plotted occurrences represent approximate locations based on geographic information provided by the respective agency. Actual locations may vary due to numerous reasons such as: the
size of the property, accuracy of the provided location, accuracy of the software used to determine the location, etc. Occurrences are shown in three colors to give a visual indication of the
potential risk of the listed occurrence based on the type of list and the current status of the occurrence. Occurrences shown in RED are locations with known contamination that have not
received a “case closed” or “no further action” status. Occurrences shown in YELLOW have been listed by the respective agency, but do not always represent an environmental risk. The
detailed status information and description of the list should be reviewed for further information. Occurrences shown in GREEN are occurrences that have active permits or have had
contamination in the past but have received a “case closed” or “no further action” status and therefore do not likely present an environmental risk.

1 1/2-MILE TOPOGRAPHIC MAP W/OCCURRENCES

All plotted occurrences represent approximate locations based on geographic information provided by the respective agency. Actual locations may vary due to numerous reasons such as: the
size of the property, accuracy of the provided location, accuracy of the software used to determine the location, etc. Occurrences are shown in three colors to give a visual indication of the
potential risk of the listed occurrence based on the type of list and the current status of the occurrence. Occurrences shown in RED are locations with known contamination that have not
received a “case closed” or “no further action” status. Occurrences shown in YELLOW have been listed by the respective agency, but do not always represent an environmental risk. The
detailed status information and description of the list should be reviewed for further information. Occurrences shown in GREEN are occurrences that have active permits or have had
contamination in the past but have received a “case closed” or “no further action” status and therefore do not likely present an environmental risk.

1-MILE RADIUS STREET MAP

N

Showing all Street Names
Within a ½-mile Radius
Approximate Scale: 1: 19000

12301 Wilshire Blvd
Los Angeles, CA 90064

FIGURE:
JOB:
DATE:

11109-00
2/25/2006

LISTED OCCURRENCE DETAILS
LIST

STATUS

DISTANCE

DIRECTION

MAP ID

UST

Listed

0.05 miles

N

1

SITE NAME

AGENCY ID#

ABM ENGINEERING SERVICE OFFICE

FAtest11

ADDRESS

CITY

ZIP

330 NORTH BRAND BLVD.

Glendale

91203

DETAILS
No Additional Details Found

LIST

STATUS

DISTANCE

DIRECTION

MAP ID

HWIS-CA

Listed

0.05 miles

N

1

SITE NAME

AGENCY ID#

VOIT COMPANIES

CAC001413192

ADDRESS

CITY

ZIP

330 N BRAND BLVD STE 690

GLENDALE

91203

DETAILS
Year: 1998
CAT_DESC: Empty containers less than 30 gallons
METH_DESC: Disposal, landfill
TONS: 0.1
Year: 1998
CAT_DESC: Other empty containers 30 gallons or more
METH_DESC: Disposal, landfill
TONS: 0.23

LIST

STATUS

DISTANCE

DIRECTION

MAP ID

HWIS-CA

Listed

0.05 miles

N

1

SITE NAME

AGENCY ID#

FRANKLIN KAM DC

CAL000110980

ADDRESS

CITY

ZIP

330 N BRAND

GLENDALE

91203
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DETAILS
Year: 1993
CAT_DESC: Photochemicals/photoprocessing waste
METH_DESC: Recycler
TONS: 0.0208

LIST

STATUS

DISTANCE

DIRECTION

MAP ID

HWIS-CA

Listed

0.06 miles

S

2

SITE NAME

AGENCY ID#

PHOTO COLOR LAB

CAL000159815

ADDRESS

CITY

ZIP

247 N BRAND

GLENDALE

91203

DETAILS
Year: 1997
CAT_DESC: Photochemicals/photoprocessing waste
METH_DESC: Recycler
TONS: 0.003
Year: 1996
CAT_DESC: Other inorganic solid waste
METH_DESC: Recycler
TONS: 0.0025
Year: 1996
CAT_DESC: Metal sludge (see 121)
METH_DESC: Recycler
TONS: 0.1175
Year: 1996
CAT_DESC: Photochemicals/photoprocessing waste
METH_DESC: Recycler
TONS: 0.6002
Year: 1996
CAT_DESC: Photochemicals/photoprocessing waste
METH_DESC: Recycler
TONS: 0.3335

LIST

STATUS

DISTANCE

DIRECTION

MAP ID

HWIS-CA

Listed

0.06 miles

N

3

SITE NAME

AGENCY ID#

BANK OF AMERICA

CAC001468472

ADDRESS

CITY

ZIP

345 N BRAND BLVD

GLENDALE

91203
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DETAILS
Year: 1999
CAT_DESC: Asbestos containing waste
METH_DESC: Disposal, landfill
TONS: 0

LIST

STATUS

DISTANCE

DIRECTION

MAP ID

HWIS-CA

Listed

0.06 miles

N

3

SITE NAME

AGENCY ID#

BANK OF AMERICA

CAC002313505

ADDRESS

CITY

ZIP

345 N BRAND BLVD

GLENDALE

91203

DETAILS
Year: 2001
CAT_DESC: Asbestos containing waste
METH_DESC: Disposal, landfill
TONS: 235.98
Year: 2001
CAT_DESC: Asbestos containing waste
METH_DESC: Disposal, landfill
TONS: 29.07

LIST

STATUS

DISTANCE

DIRECTION

MAP ID

RCRA

LISTED

0.09 miles

W

4

SITE NAME

AGENCY ID#

SEARS ROEBUCK AND CO 6701

CAR000108589

ADDRESS

CITY

ZIP

211 W CALIFORNIA ST

GLENDALE

91203

DETAILS
Subject to corrective action: NO
Generator type: Small Quantity Generator
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LIST

STATUS

DISTANCE

DIRECTION

MAP ID

HWIS-CA

Listed

0.11 miles

SW

5

SITE NAME

AGENCY ID#

CITY OF GLENDALE REDEVELOPMENT AGENCY

CAC001425096

ADDRESS

CITY

ZIP

228 N ORANGE ST

GLENDALE

91203

DETAILS
Year: 1999
CAT_DESC: Asbestos containing waste
METH_DESC: Disposal, landfill
TONS: 58.996

LIST

STATUS

DISTANCE

DIRECTION

MAP ID

RCRA

LISTED

0.13 miles

SW

6

SITE NAME

AGENCY ID#

FIRST CLASS PRINT AND GRAPH

CA0001027051

ADDRESS

CITY

ZIP

213 N ORANGE UNIT C AND D

GLENDALE

91203

DETAILS
Subject to corrective action: NO
Generator type: Small Quantity Generator

LIST

STATUS

DISTANCE

DIRECTION

MAP ID

HWIS-CA

Listed

0.13 miles

SW

6

SITE NAME

AGENCY ID#

RICHARD L RUPP DPM

CAL000076425

ADDRESS

CITY

ZIP

213 N ORANGE STE E

GLENDALE

91203
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DETAILS
Year: 1998
CAT_DESC: Metal sludge (see 121)
METH_DESC: Recycler
TONS: 0.0075
Year: 1997
CAT_DESC: Metal sludge (see 121)
METH_DESC: Recycler
TONS: 0.0041
Year: 1996
CAT_DESC: Metal sludge (see 121)
METH_DESC: Recycler
TONS: 0.0035
Year: 1994
CAT_DESC: Metal sludge (see 121)
METH_DESC: Recycler
TONS: 0.0035

LIST

STATUS

DISTANCE

DIRECTION

MAP ID

HWIS-CA

Listed

0.13 miles

SW

6

SITE NAME

AGENCY ID#

ANNA LEE, DDS

CAL000144019

ADDRESS

CITY

ZIP

213 NORTH ORANGE #F

GLENDALE

91203

DETAILS
Year: 2000
CAT_DESC: Photochemicals/photoprocessing waste
METH_DESC: Recycler
TONS: 0.02
Year: 1998
CAT_DESC: Photochemicals/photoprocessing waste
METH_DESC: Transfer station
TONS: 0.0208
Year: 1997
CAT_DESC: Photochemicals/photoprocessing waste
METH_DESC: Transfer station
TONS: 0.0416
Year: 1996
CAT_DESC: Photochemicals/photoprocessing waste
METH_DESC: Transfer station
TONS: 0.0208
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LIST

STATUS

DISTANCE

DIRECTION

MAP ID

HWIS-CA

Listed

0.14 miles

E

7

SITE NAME

AGENCY ID#

M & F INVESTMENTS

CAC000768592

ADDRESS

CITY

ZIP

302-306 N LOUISE ST

GLENDALE

91206

DETAILS
Year: 1997
CAT_DESC: Other inorganic solid waste
METH_DESC: Disposal, Land application
TONS: 0.125

LIST

STATUS

DISTANCE

DIRECTION

MAP ID

HWIS-CA

Listed

0.14 miles

N

8

SITE NAME

AGENCY ID#

1X GLENDALE FEDERAL BANK

CAC000906056

ADDRESS

CITY

ZIP

401 N BRAND AVE

GLENDALE

90000

DETAILS
Year: 1994
CAT_DESC: Asbestos containing waste
METH_DESC: Disposal, landfill
TONS: 0.2107

LIST

STATUS

DISTANCE

DIRECTION

MAP ID

HWIS-CA

Listed

0.14 miles

N

8

SITE NAME

AGENCY ID#

GLENDALE FEDERAL BANK

CAC001253640

ADDRESS

CITY

ZIP

401 BRAND AVE

GLENDALE

91209
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DETAILS
Year: 1997
CAT_DESC: Waste oil and mixed oil
METH_DESC: Recycler
TONS: 0.0834

LIST

STATUS

DISTANCE

DIRECTION

MAP ID

HWIS-CA

Listed

0.14 miles

N

8

SITE NAME

AGENCY ID#

1X GLENDALE FEDERAL BANK

CAC001259112

ADDRESS

CITY

ZIP

401 N BRAND BLVD

GLENDALE

91207

DETAILS
Year: 1997
CAT_DESC: Asbestos containing waste
METH_DESC: Disposal, landfill
TONS: 5.0568

LIST

STATUS

DISTANCE

DIRECTION

MAP ID

HWIS-CA

Listed

0.14 miles

SE

9

SITE NAME

AGENCY ID#

128 N MARYLAND PARTNERSHIP

CAC001217760

ADDRESS

CITY

ZIP

206 E WILSON

GLENDALE

91206

DETAILS
Year: 1996
CAT_DESC: Asbestos containing waste
METH_DESC: Disposal, landfill
TONS: 5.0568
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LIST

STATUS

DISTANCE

DIRECTION

MAP ID

HWIS-CA

Listed

0.14 miles

SE

9

SITE NAME

AGENCY ID#

128 NORTH MARYLAND PARTNERSHIP

CAP601252417

ADDRESS

CITY

ZIP

206 E WILSON AVE

GLENDALE

91206

DETAILS
Year: 1996
CAT_DESC: Other inorganic solid waste
METH_DESC: Transfer station
TONS: 2.8
Year: 1996
CAT_DESC: Unspecified oil-containing waste
METH_DESC: Transfer station
TONS: 0.2293

LIST

STATUS

DISTANCE

DIRECTION

MAP ID

HWIS-CA

Listed

0.14 miles

SE

10

SITE NAME

AGENCY ID#

JH WILSON HOUSEHOLD APPLIANCES

CAL000011030

ADDRESS

CITY

ZIP

208 E WILSON AVE

GLENDALE

91206

DETAILS
Year: 1993
CAT_DESC: Photochemicals/photoprocessing waste
METH_DESC: Recycler
TONS: 0.2919

LIST

STATUS

DISTANCE

DIRECTION

MAP ID

HWIS-CA

Listed

0.15 miles

N

11

SITE NAME

AGENCY ID#

GLENDALE CAMERA CENTER

CAL000074998

ADDRESS

CITY

ZIP

412 N BRAND

GLENDALE

91203
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DETAILS
Year: 1996
CAT_DESC: Metal sludge (see 121)
METH_DESC: Recycler
TONS: 0.055
Year: 1995
CAT_DESC: Metal sludge (see 121)
METH_DESC: Recycler
TONS: 0.036

LIST

STATUS

DISTANCE

DIRECTION

MAP ID

HWIS-CA

Listed

0.15 miles

N

12

SITE NAME

AGENCY ID#

450 N BRAND, LLC

CAC001422056

ADDRESS

CITY

ZIP

416 N BRAND

GLENDALE

91203

DETAILS
Year: 1998
CAT_DESC: Asbestos containing waste
METH_DESC: Disposal, landfill
TONS: 6.7424

LIST

STATUS

DISTANCE

DIRECTION

MAP ID

RCRA

LISTED

0.15 miles

SW

13

SITE NAME

AGENCY ID#

DONS CLEANERS

CAD982042236

ADDRESS

CITY

ZIP

205 W WILSON AVE

GLENDALE

91203

DETAILS
Subject to corrective action: NO
Generator type: Small Quantity Generator
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LIST

STATUS

DISTANCE

DIRECTION

MAP ID

HWIS-CA

Listed

0.15 miles

SW

13

SITE NAME

AGENCY ID#

DONS CLEANERS

CAD982042236

ADDRESS

CITY

ZIP

205 W WILSON AVE

GLENDALE

91203

DETAILS
Year: 1998
CAT_DESC: Solids or sludges with halogenated organic compounds >= 1,000 Mg./L
METH_DESC: Recycler
TONS: 0.08
Year: 1998
CAT_DESC: Liquids with halogenated organic compounds >= 1,000 Mg./L
METH_DESC: Recycler
TONS: 0.1376
Year: 1996
CAT_DESC: Halogenated solvents (chloroforms, methyl chloride, perchloroethylene, etc)
METH_DESC: Recycler
TONS: 0.1459
Year: 1995
CAT_DESC: Halogenated solvents (chloroforms, methyl chloride, perchloroethylene, etc)
METH_DESC: Recycler
TONS: 1.1241

LIST

STATUS

DISTANCE

DIRECTION

MAP ID

HWIS-CA

Listed

0.15 miles

SE

14

SITE NAME

AGENCY ID#

FIRST ASUA LIFE INSURANCE CO

CAC001406880

ADDRESS

CITY

ZIP

230 NORTH MARYLAND AVE

GLENDALE

91206

DETAILS
Year: 1998
CAT_DESC: Unspecified organic liquid mixture
METH_DESC: Transfer station
TONS: 0.2293
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LIST

STATUS

DISTANCE

DIRECTION

MAP ID

HWIS-CA

Listed

0.15 miles

SE

14

SITE NAME

AGENCY ID#

JOHN GAZARIAN DDS

CAL000159718

ADDRESS

CITY

ZIP

230 N MARYLAND AVE STE 205

GLENDALE

91205

DETAILS
Year: 2000
CAT_DESC: Other inorganic solid waste
METH_DESC: Transfer station
TONS: 0
Year: 1999
CAT_DESC: Other inorganic solid waste
METH_DESC: Transfer station
TONS: 0
Year: 1998
CAT_DESC: Other inorganic solid waste
METH_DESC: Transfer station
TONS: 0.0002
Year: 1997
CAT_DESC: Other inorganic solid waste
METH_DESC: Recycler
TONS: 0.0168

LIST

STATUS

DISTANCE

DIRECTION

MAP ID

HWIS-CA

Listed

0.15 miles

N

15

SITE NAME

AGENCY ID#

450 NORTH BRAND LLC

CAC001318328

ADDRESS

CITY

ZIP

420 N BRAND BLVD

GLENDALE

91203

DETAILS
Year: 1999
CAT_DESC: Asbestos containing waste
METH_DESC: Disposal, landfill
TONS: 4.214
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LIST

STATUS

DISTANCE

DIRECTION

MAP ID

UST

Listed

0.16 miles

NW

16

SITE NAME

AGENCY ID#

GLENDALE FEDERAL BANK

19-070-000201

ADDRESS

CITY

ZIP

201 W Lexington Dr.

Glendale

91203

DETAILS
No Additional Details Found

LIST

STATUS

DISTANCE

DIRECTION

MAP ID

HWIS-CA

Listed

0.16 miles

NW

16

SITE NAME

AGENCY ID#

GLENDALE FEDERAL BANK

CAC001057016

ADDRESS

CITY

ZIP

201 WEST LEXINGTON

GLENDALE

91203

DETAILS
Year: 1996
CAT_DESC: Waste oil and mixed oil
METH_DESC: Transfer station
TONS: 0.25
Year: 1996
CAT_DESC: Unspecified solvent mixture
METH_DESC: Transfer station
TONS: 0.25
Year: 1996
CAT_DESC: Contaminated soil from site clean-up
METH_DESC: Transfer station
TONS: 0.25

LIST

STATUS

DISTANCE

DIRECTION

MAP ID

HWIS-CA

Listed

0.16 miles

NW

16

SITE NAME

AGENCY ID#

GLENDALE FEDERAL BANK

CAC001413776

ADDRESS

CITY

ZIP

201 WEST LEXINGTON

GLENDALE

91203
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DETAILS
Year: 1998
CAT_DESC: Waste oil and mixed oil
METH_DESC: Recycler
TONS: 0.0625

LIST

STATUS

DISTANCE

DIRECTION

MAP ID

HWIS-CA

Listed

0.16 miles

NW

16

SITE NAME

AGENCY ID#

CAL FED BANK

CAC001426656

ADDRESS

CITY

ZIP

201 WEST LEXINGTON

GLENDALE

91203

DETAILS
Year: 1999
CAT_DESC: Aqueous solution with total organic residues 10 percent or more
METH_DESC: Treatment, tank
TONS: 2.085

LIST

STATUS

DISTANCE

DIRECTION

MAP ID

HWIS-CA

Listed

0.16 miles

N

17

SITE NAME

AGENCY ID#

WELLS FARGO BANK

CAC000977176

ADDRESS

CITY

ZIP

431 N. BRAND BLVD

GLENDALE

91203

DETAILS
Year: 1994
CAT_DESC: Asbestos containing waste
METH_DESC: Disposal, landfill
TONS: 25.284
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LIST

STATUS

DISTANCE

DIRECTION

MAP ID

SLIC-OPEN

Reopen Previously
Closed Case

0.17 miles

W

18

SITE NAME

AGENCY ID#

ARMIK AUTO REPAIR

SL603799108

ADDRESS

CITY

ZIP

306 N. CENTRAL AVE.

GLENDALE

91203

DETAILS
LEAD_AGENCY_CONTACT: UNASSIGNED
LEAD_AGENCY: LOS ANGELES RWQCB (REGION 4)
LEAD_AGENCY_CASE_NUMBER: 113.0232
RESPONSIBLE_PARTY: ARMIK YEGHNAZARY
SUBSTANCE_RELEASED: VOC
STATUS: Reopen Previously Closed Case

LIST

STATUS

DISTANCE

DIRECTION

MAP ID

Hist-UST

Listed

0.17 miles

W

18

SITE NAME

AGENCY ID#

VREJ*:BOYAJIAN

66714

ADDRESS

CITY

ZIP

306 N CENTRAL AVE

GLENDALE

91203

DETAILS
File Name: 00028460.TIF
Disc Volume: disc08

LIST

STATUS

DISTANCE

DIRECTION

MAP ID

RCRA

LISTED

0.17 miles

W

18

SITE NAME

AGENCY ID#

SHELL OIL CO

CAD981158694

ADDRESS

CITY

ZIP

306 N CENTRAL/CALIFORNIA

GLENDALE

91203
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DETAILS
Subject to corrective action: NO

LIST

STATUS

DISTANCE

DIRECTION

MAP ID

RCRA

LISTED

0.17 miles

W

18

SITE NAME

AGENCY ID#

ANDYS AUTO MECHANIC

CAD983613795

ADDRESS

CITY

ZIP

306 N CENTRAL AVE

GLENDALE

91203

DETAILS
Subject to corrective action: NO
Generator type: Small Quantity Generator

LIST

STATUS

DISTANCE

DIRECTION

MAP ID

RCRA

LISTED

0.17 miles

SW

19

SITE NAME

AGENCY ID#

SEARS- GLENDALE

CAD120420039

ADDRESS

CITY

ZIP

236 N CENTRAL AVE

GLENDALE

91203

DETAILS
Subject to corrective action: NO
Generator type: Small Quantity Generator

LIST

STATUS

DISTANCE

DIRECTION

MAP ID

HWIS-CA

Listed

0.17 miles

SW

19

SITE NAME

AGENCY ID#

SEARS ROEBUCK CO 1088/6701

CAD120420039

ADDRESS

CITY

ZIP

236 N CENTRAL AVE

GLENDALE

91203
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DETAILS
Year: 2002
CAT_DESC: Aqueous solution with total organic residues less than 10 percent
METH_DESC: Transfer station
TONS: 0.05
Year: 2002
CAT_DESC: Asbestos containing waste
METH_DESC: Disposal, landfill
TONS: 0.25
Year: 2002
CAT_DESC: Aqueous solution with total organic residues less than 10 percent
METH_DESC: Transfer station
TONS: 0.07
Year: 2002
CAT_DESC: Aqueous solution with total organic residues less than 10 percent
METH_DESC: Transfer station
TONS: 0.05
Year: 2002
CAT_DESC: Asbestos containing waste
METH_DESC: Disposal, landfill
TONS: 0.84
Year: 2002
CAT_DESC: Aqueous solution with total organic residues less than 10 percent
METH_DESC: Transfer station
TONS: 0.06
Year: 2002
CAT_DESC: Aqueous solution with total organic residues less than 10 percent
METH_DESC: Transfer station
TONS: 0.07
Year: 2002
CAT_DESC: Aqueous solution with total organic residues less than 10 percent
METH_DESC: Transfer station
TONS: 0.07
Year: 2002
CAT_DESC: Aqueous solution with total organic residues less than 10 percent
METH_DESC: Transfer station
TONS: 0.05
Year: 2002
CAT_DESC: Aqueous solution with total organic residues less than 10 percent
METH_DESC: Transfer station
TONS: 0.05
Year: 2001
CAT_DESC: Aqueous solution with total organic residues less than 10 percent
METH_DESC: Transfer station
TONS: 0.7
Year: 2000
CAT_DESC: Aqueous solution with total organic residues less than 10 percent
METH_DESC: Transfer station
TONS: 0.8
Year: 2000
CAT_DESC: Oil/water separation sludge
METH_DESC: Transfer station
TONS: 9.58
Year: 1999
CAT_DESC: Aqueous solution with total organic residues less than 10 percent
METH_DESC: Transfer station
TONS: 0.6709
Year: 1998
CAT_DESC: Unspecified solvent mixture
METH_DESC: Transfer station
TONS: 0.0666
Year: 1998
CAT_DESC: Aqueous solution with total organic residues less than 10 percent
METH_DESC: Transfer station
TONS: 0.1667
Year: 1997
CAT_DESC: Unspecified solvent mixture
METH_DESC: Transfer station
TONS: 0.2709
Year: 1996
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CAT_DESC: Unspecified solvent mixture
METH_DESC: Transfer station
TONS: 0.1917
Year: 1995
CAT_DESC: Unspecified solvent mixture
METH_DESC: Transfer station
TONS: 0.1332
Year: 1994
CAT_DESC: Liquids with halogenated organic compounds >= 1,000 Mg./L
METH_DESC: Recycler
TONS: 0.2293
Year: 1994
CAT_DESC: Asbestos containing waste
METH_DESC: Disposal, landfill
TONS: 1.6856
Year: 1994
CAT_DESC: Off-specification, aged or surplus organics
METH_DESC: Transfer station
TONS: 0.0208
Year: 1994
CAT_DESC: Unspecified organic liquid mixture
METH_DESC: Transfer station
TONS: 1.6054
Year: 1994
CAT_DESC: Unspecified organic liquid mixture
METH_DESC: Recycler
TONS: 12.51
Year: 1993
CAT_DESC: Paint sludge
METH_DESC: Disposal, other
TONS: 0.025
Year: 1993
CAT_DESC: Off-specification, aged or surplus organics
METH_DESC: Disposal, other
TONS: 0.75

LIST

STATUS

DISTANCE

DIRECTION

MAP ID

Hist-UST

Listed

0.19 miles

W

20

SITE NAME

AGENCY ID#

SEARS - GLENDALE 1088

54851

ADDRESS

CITY

ZIP

311 W CALIFORNIA AVENUE

GLENDALE

91203

DETAILS
File Name: 00028286.TIF
Disc Volume: disc08
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LIST

STATUS

DISTANCE

DIRECTION

MAP ID

HWIS-CA

Listed

0.19 miles

SW

21

SITE NAME

AGENCY ID#

CENTRAL MEDICAL CENTER

CAL000082419

ADDRESS

CITY

ZIP

214 NORTH CENTRAL AVENUE

GLENDALE

91203

DETAILS
Year: 1996
CAT_DESC: Metal sludge (see 121)
METH_DESC: Recycler
TONS: 0.012
Year: 1996
CAT_DESC: Photochemicals/photoprocessing waste
METH_DESC: Transfer station
TONS: 0.0834
Year: 1995
CAT_DESC: Metal sludge (see 121)
METH_DESC: Recycler
TONS: 0.0195
Year: 1994
CAT_DESC: Metal sludge (see 121)
METH_DESC: Recycler
TONS: 0.017
Year: 1993
CAT_DESC: Metal sludge (see 121)
METH_DESC: Recycler
TONS: 0.0175

LIST

STATUS

DISTANCE

DIRECTION

MAP ID

HWIS-CA

Listed

0.2 miles

S

22

SITE NAME

AGENCY ID#

QUANTUM PHOTO CENTER

CAL000117720

ADDRESS

CITY

ZIP

132 N BRAND BLVD

GLENDALE

91203

DETAILS
Year: 1996
CAT_DESC: Metal sludge (see 121)
METH_DESC: Recycler
TONS: 0.072
Year: 1994
CAT_DESC: Photochemicals/photoprocessing waste
METH_DESC: Recycler
TONS: 0.0417
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LIST

STATUS

DISTANCE

DIRECTION

MAP ID

HWIS-CA

Listed

0.2 miles

S

23

SITE NAME

AGENCY ID#

W.F.C. VENTURES, L.P.

CAC001009392

ADDRESS

CITY

ZIP

130 NORTH BRAND BLVD.

LOS ANGELES

91203

DETAILS
Year: 1995
CAT_DESC: Aqueous solution with total organic residues 10 percent or more
METH_DESC: Recycler
TONS: 0.0834
Year: 1995
CAT_DESC: Off-specification, aged or surplus organics
METH_DESC: Recycler
TONS: 0.0025
Year: 1995
CAT_DESC: Unspecified organic liquid mixture
METH_DESC: Recycler
TONS: 0.9591

LIST

STATUS

DISTANCE

DIRECTION

MAP ID

HWIS-CA

Listed

0.2 miles

S

23

SITE NAME

AGENCY ID#

SHEPPARD ASSOCIATES

CAL000044814

ADDRESS

CITY

ZIP

130 NORTH BRAND BLVD STE 201

GLENDALE

91203
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DETAILS
Year: 1997
CAT_DESC: Photochemicals/photoprocessing waste
METH_DESC: Recycler
TONS: 0.0917
Year: 1996
CAT_DESC: Photochemicals/photoprocessing waste
METH_DESC: Recycler
TONS: 0.0583
Year: 1995
CAT_DESC: Photochemicals/photoprocessing waste
METH_DESC: Recycler
TONS: 0.2334
Year: 1994
CAT_DESC: Photochemicals/photoprocessing waste
METH_DESC: Recycler
TONS: 0.2083
Year: 1993
CAT_DESC: Photochemicals/photoprocessing waste
METH_DESC: Recycler
TONS: 0.1792

LIST

STATUS

DISTANCE

DIRECTION

MAP ID

SLIC-OPEN

Case Open

0.2 miles

SW

24

SITE NAME

AGENCY ID#

BARBEQUE'S GALORE

SL603799109

ADDRESS

CITY

ZIP

201 N. CENTRAL AVE.

GLENDALE

91203

DETAILS
LEAD_AGENCY_CONTACT: UNASSIGNED
LEAD_AGENCY: LOS ANGELES RWQCB (REGION 4)
LEAD_AGENCY_CASE_NUMBER: 113.0247
SUBSTANCE_RELEASED: MET, VOC
RECENT_DTW: 108.11
STATUS: Case Open

LIST

STATUS

DISTANCE

DIRECTION

MAP ID

Hist-UST

Listed

0.2 miles

SW

24

SITE NAME

AGENCY ID#

93848

1463

ADDRESS

CITY

ZIP

201 N CENTRAL AVE

GLENDALE

91203
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DETAILS
File Name: 00026D71.TIF
Disc Volume: disc07

LIST

STATUS

DISTANCE

DIRECTION

MAP ID

RCRA

LISTED

0.2 miles

SW

24

SITE NAME

AGENCY ID#

CHEVRON STATION 9 3848

CAD982344525

ADDRESS

CITY

ZIP

201 N CENTRAL AVE

GLENDALE

91203

DETAILS
Subject to corrective action: NO
Generator type: Small Quantity Generator

LIST

STATUS

DISTANCE

DIRECTION

MAP ID

HWIS-CA

Listed

0.22 miles

NE

25

SITE NAME

AGENCY ID#

CARROLL ELLISON

CAC001416488

ADDRESS

CITY

ZIP

420 N LOUISE UNIT 2

GLENDALE

91206

DETAILS
Year: 1998
CAT_DESC: Oil/water separation sludge
METH_DESC: Transfer station
TONS: 0.834
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LIST

STATUS

DISTANCE

DIRECTION

MAP ID

HWIS-CA

Listed

0.22 miles

NE

25

SITE NAME

AGENCY ID#

LOUISE ROYAL APARTMENTS

CAC002223305

ADDRESS

CITY

ZIP

420 N LOUISE UNIT 2

GLENDALE

91206

DETAILS
Year: 1999
CAT_DESC: Other organic solids
METH_DESC: Transfer station
TONS: 7.85

LIST

STATUS

DISTANCE

DIRECTION

MAP ID

HWIS-CA

Listed

0.22 miles

SE

26

SITE NAME

AGENCY ID#

CINAMERICA_THEATRE

CAC000730168

ADDRESS

CITY

ZIP

128 NORTH MARYLAND

GLENDALE

91206

DETAILS
Year: 1995
CAT_DESC: Unspecified oil-containing waste
METH_DESC: Recycler
TONS: 0.2085

LIST

STATUS

DISTANCE

DIRECTION

MAP ID

HWIS-CA

Listed

0.22 miles

SE

26

SITE NAME

AGENCY ID#

MANN THEATRES

CAC001379072

ADDRESS

CITY

ZIP

128 N MARYLAND AVE

GLENDALE

91206
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DETAILS
Year: 1998
CAT_DESC: Waste oil and mixed oil
METH_DESC: Recycler
TONS: 0.6255

LIST

STATUS

DISTANCE

DIRECTION

MAP ID

HWIS-CA

Listed

0.22 miles

SE

26

SITE NAME

AGENCY ID#

MANN THEATER INC

CAC002334417

ADDRESS

CITY

ZIP

128 N MARYLAND AVE

GLENDALE

91206

DETAILS
Year: 2002
CAT_DESC: Other empty containers 30 gallons or more
METH_DESC: Recycler
TONS: 0.06

LIST

STATUS

DISTANCE

DIRECTION

MAP ID

HWIS-CA

Listed

0.22 miles

NW

27

SITE NAME

AGENCY ID#

S C I DENTISTRY INC

CAL000137798

ADDRESS

CITY

ZIP

411 N CENTRAL AVE,#225

GLENDALE

91203
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DETAILS
Year: 2002
CAT_DESC: Photochemicals/photoprocessing waste
METH_DESC: Transfer station
TONS: 0.02
Year: 2002
CAT_DESC: Photochemicals/photoprocessing waste
METH_DESC: Recycler
TONS: 0.02
Year: 2002
CAT_DESC: Photochemicals/photoprocessing waste
METH_DESC: Transfer station
TONS: 0.02
Year: 2002
CAT_DESC: Photochemicals/photoprocessing waste
METH_DESC: Recycler
TONS: 0.02
Year: 2002
CAT_DESC: Photochemicals/photoprocessing waste
METH_DESC: Recycler
TONS: 0.04
Year: 2002
CAT_DESC: Photochemicals/photoprocessing waste
METH_DESC: Recycler
TONS: 0.02
Year: 2002
CAT_DESC: Photochemicals/photoprocessing waste
METH_DESC: Recycler
TONS: 0.02
Year: 2002
CAT_DESC: Photochemicals/photoprocessing waste
METH_DESC: Recycler
TONS: 0.02
Year: 2002
CAT_DESC: Photochemicals/photoprocessing waste
METH_DESC: Recycler
TONS: 0.02
Year: 2001
CAT_DESC: Photochemicals/photoprocessing waste
METH_DESC: Recycler
TONS: 0.27
Year: 2001
CAT_DESC: Photochemicals/photoprocessing waste
METH_DESC: Transfer station
TONS: 0.02
Year: 2000
CAT_DESC: Photochemicals/photoprocessing waste
METH_DESC: Recycler
TONS: 0.33
Year: 1999
CAT_DESC: Photochemicals/photoprocessing waste
METH_DESC: Transfer station
TONS: 0.1373
Year: 1998
CAT_DESC: Photochemicals/photoprocessing waste
METH_DESC: Transfer station
TONS: 0.1456
Year: 1997
CAT_DESC: Photochemicals/photoprocessing waste
METH_DESC: Transfer station
TONS: 0.1248
Year: 1996
CAT_DESC: Photochemicals/photoprocessing waste
METH_DESC: Transfer station
TONS: 0.1249
Year: 1995
CAT_DESC: Photochemicals/photoprocessing waste
METH_DESC: Transfer station
TONS: 0.1292
Year: 1995
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CAT_DESC: Photochemicals/photoprocessing waste
METH_DESC: Transfer station
TONS: 0.032

LIST

STATUS

DISTANCE

DIRECTION

MAP ID

HWIS-CA

Listed

0.22 miles

NW

27

SITE NAME

AGENCY ID#

DR. STEVEN GOLDMAN, DDS

CAL000152977

ADDRESS

CITY

ZIP

411 N CENTRAL AVE, STE 220

GLENDALE

91203

DETAILS
Year: 2001
CAT_DESC: Unspecified organic liquid mixture
METH_DESC: Transfer station
TONS: 0.02
Year: 2000
CAT_DESC: Unspecified organic liquid mixture
METH_DESC: Transfer station
TONS: 0.02
Year: 1999
CAT_DESC: Unspecified organic liquid mixture
METH_DESC: Transfer station
TONS: 0.0208

LIST

STATUS

DISTANCE

DIRECTION

MAP ID

HWIS-CA

Listed

0.22 miles

NW

27

SITE NAME

AGENCY ID#

SARO DORIAN, DC

CAL000157801

ADDRESS

CITY

ZIP

411 NORTH CENTRAL AVE,#325

GLENDALE

91203

DETAILS
Year: 1996
CAT_DESC: Photochemicals/photoprocessing waste
METH_DESC: Recycler
TONS: 0.03
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LIST

STATUS

DISTANCE

DIRECTION

MAP ID

HWIS-CA

Listed

0.22 miles

NW

27

SITE NAME

AGENCY ID#

MELINEH ARAKELIAN DDS

CAL000171857

ADDRESS

CITY

ZIP

411 N CENTRAL AVE STE 120

GLENDALE

91203

DETAILS
Year: 2001
CAT_DESC: Photochemicals/photoprocessing waste
METH_DESC: Recycler
TONS: 0.04
Year: 2000
CAT_DESC: Photochemicals/photoprocessing waste
METH_DESC: Recycler
TONS: 0.06

LIST

STATUS

DISTANCE

DIRECTION

MAP ID

HWIS-CA

Listed

0.23 miles

SE

28

SITE NAME

AGENCY ID#

GLENDALE USD/DALEIY HI SCH

CAC002272657

ADDRESS

CITY

ZIP

220 N KENWOOD

GLENDALE

91206

DETAILS
Year: 2000
CAT_DESC: Asbestos containing waste
METH_DESC: Disposal, landfill
TONS: 33.71

LIST

STATUS

DISTANCE

DIRECTION

MAP ID

UST

Listed

0.23 miles

N

29

SITE NAME

AGENCY ID#

500 NORTH BRAND BUILDING

19-070-005000

ADDRESS

CITY

ZIP

500 North Brand

Glendale

91203
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DETAILS
No Additional Details Found

LIST

STATUS

DISTANCE

DIRECTION

MAP ID

HWIS-CA

Listed

0.23 miles

N

30

SITE NAME

AGENCY ID#

NORTH AMERICAN BLDG MGMT

CAC002178097

ADDRESS

CITY

ZIP

505 N BRAND BLVD STE 1450

GLENDALE

91203

DETAILS
Year: 1999
CAT_DESC: Oil/water separation sludge
METH_DESC: Transfer station
TONS: 0.7506

LIST

STATUS

DISTANCE

DIRECTION

MAP ID

HWIS-CA

Listed

0.23 miles

N

30

SITE NAME

AGENCY ID#

NORTH AMERICAN BUILDING MANAGEMENT

CAL000139519

ADDRESS

CITY

ZIP

505 N BRAND BLVD STE 1450

GLENDALE

91203

DETAILS
Year: 1998
CAT_DESC: Off-specification, aged or surplus organics
METH_DESC: Recycler
TONS: 0.1668
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LIST

STATUS

DISTANCE

DIRECTION

MAP ID

HWIS-CA

Listed

0.23 miles

SE

31

SITE NAME

AGENCY ID#

YMCA

CAC002552125

ADDRESS

CITY

ZIP

140 N LOUISE ST

GLENDALE

91206

DETAILS
Year: 2002
CAT_DESC: Off-specification, aged or surplus organics
METH_DESC: Treatment, tank
TONS: 0.89
Year: 2002
CAT_DESC: Off-specification, aged or surplus organics
METH_DESC: Transfer station
TONS: 0.37
Year: 2002
CAT_DESC: Other empty containers 30 gallons or more
METH_DESC: Transfer station
TONS: 0.07
Year: 2002
CAT_DESC: Waste oil and mixed oil
METH_DESC: Treatment, tank
TONS: 0.12

LIST

STATUS

DISTANCE

DIRECTION

MAP ID

RCRA

LISTED

0.23 miles

S

32

SITE NAME

AGENCY ID#

CALIFORNIA ENVIRONMENT AND NAT DEF INC

CA0000724773

ADDRESS

CITY

ZIP

100 N BRAND BLVD UNIT 322

GLENDALE

91203

DETAILS
Subject to corrective action: NO
Generator type: Small Quantity Generator
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LIST

STATUS

DISTANCE

DIRECTION

MAP ID

HWIS-CA

Listed

0.23 miles

S

32

SITE NAME

AGENCY ID#

HOME SAVINGS OF AMERICA

CAC001012896

ADDRESS

CITY

ZIP

100 NORTH BRAND BLVD.

GLENDALE

91203

DETAILS
Year: 1995
CAT_DESC: Asbestos containing waste
METH_DESC: Disposal, landfill
TONS: 0.8428

LIST

STATUS

DISTANCE

DIRECTION

MAP ID

HWIS-CA

Listed

0.25 miles

SE

33

SITE NAME

AGENCY ID#

APPLIED GRAPHICS AND IMAGING

CAL000124561

ADDRESS

CITY

ZIP

105 NORTH MARYLAND AVENUE

GLENDALE

91206

DETAILS
Year: 1996
CAT_DESC: Other inorganic solid waste
METH_DESC: Recycler
TONS: 0.005
Year: 1996
CAT_DESC: Metal sludge (see 121)
METH_DESC: Recycler
TONS: 0.1175
Year: 1996
CAT_DESC: Photochemicals/photoprocessing waste
METH_DESC: Recycler
TONS: 0.0834
Year: 1996
CAT_DESC: Photochemicals/photoprocessing waste
METH_DESC: Recycler
TONS: 1.5796
Year: 1995
CAT_DESC: Photochemicals/photoprocessing waste
METH_DESC: Recycler
TONS: 0.4502
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LIST

STATUS

DISTANCE

DIRECTION

MAP ID

HWIS-CA

Listed

0.25 miles

SW

34

SITE NAME

AGENCY ID#

THE MAMOGRAPHY CENTER

CAL000135778

ADDRESS

CITY

ZIP

200 W BROADWAY

GLENDALE

91204

DETAILS
Year: 2001
CAT_DESC: Unspecified solvent mixture
METH_DESC: Disposal, other
TONS: 0.06

LIST

STATUS

DISTANCE

DIRECTION

MAP ID

HWIS-CA

Listed

0.25 miles

SW

35

SITE NAME

AGENCY ID#

YAGHJIAN CHIROPRACTIC

CAL920734132

ADDRESS

CITY

ZIP

111 N CENTRAL AVE

GLENDALE

91203

DETAILS
Year: 1994
CAT_DESC: Photochemicals/photoprocessing waste
METH_DESC: Recycler
TONS: 0.0208

LIST

STATUS

DISTANCE

DIRECTION

MAP ID

HWIS-CA

Listed

0.26 miles

SE

36

SITE NAME

AGENCY ID#

CIRCUIT CITY

CAC001318640

ADDRESS

CITY

ZIP

200 E BROADWAY

GLENDALE

91205
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DETAILS
Year: 1999
CAT_DESC: Unspecified oil-containing waste
METH_DESC: Treatment, tank
TONS: 0.2293

LIST

STATUS

DISTANCE

DIRECTION

MAP ID

HWIS-CA

Listed

0.26 miles

N

37

SITE NAME

AGENCY ID#

ARDEN REALTY INC

CAC001153432

ADDRESS

CITY

ZIP

535 N BRAND BLVD

GLENDALE

91203

DETAILS
Year: 1998
CAT_DESC: Polychlorinated biphenyls and material containing PCBs
METH_DESC: Recycler
TONS: 1.75

LIST

STATUS

DISTANCE

DIRECTION

MAP ID

HWIS-CA

Listed

0.26 miles

N

37

SITE NAME

AGENCY ID#

WELLS FARGO

CAC001215688

ADDRESS

CITY

ZIP

535 N BRAND BLVD

GLENDALE

91203

DETAILS
Year: 1996
CAT_DESC: Asbestos containing waste
METH_DESC: Disposal, landfill
TONS: 45.5112
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LIST

STATUS

DISTANCE

DIRECTION

MAP ID

HWIS-CA

Listed

0.26 miles

N

37

SITE NAME

AGENCY ID#

ARDEN REALTY INC

CAC001227536

ADDRESS

CITY

ZIP

535 N BRAND BLVD

GLENDALE

91203

DETAILS
Year: 1997
CAT_DESC: Polychlorinated biphenyls and material containing PCBs
METH_DESC: Recycler
TONS: 2.8045
Year: 1997
CAT_DESC: Asbestos containing waste
METH_DESC: Disposal, landfill
TONS: 401.1728

LIST

STATUS

DISTANCE

DIRECTION

MAP ID

HWIS-CA

Listed

0.26 miles

N

37

SITE NAME

AGENCY ID#

ARDEN REALTY INC

CAC001417200

ADDRESS

CITY

ZIP

535 N BRAND BLVD

GLENDALE

91203

DETAILS
Year: 1998
CAT_DESC: Polychlorinated biphenyls and material containing PCBs
METH_DESC: Recycler
TONS: 2

LIST

STATUS

DISTANCE

DIRECTION

MAP ID

HWIS-CA

Listed

0.26 miles

N

37

SITE NAME

AGENCY ID#

WELLS FARGO CORP PROPERTIES GRP

CAC002558039

ADDRESS

CITY

ZIP

535 N BRAND BLVD

GLENDALE

91203
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DETAILS
Year: 2002
CAT_DESC: Asbestos containing waste
METH_DESC: Disposal, landfill
TONS: 5.89

LIST

STATUS

DISTANCE

DIRECTION

MAP ID

HWIS-CA

Listed

0.27 miles

SE

38

SITE NAME

AGENCY ID#

GLENDALE ROTARY OFFSET PTG CO

CAL000023756

ADDRESS

CITY

ZIP

112 S MARYLAND AVENUE

GLENDALE

91205

DETAILS
Year: 2000
CAT_DESC: Organic monomer waste (includes unreacted resins)
METH_DESC: Recycler
TONS: 0.69
Year: 2000
CAT_DESC: Organic monomer waste (includes unreacted resins)
METH_DESC: Transfer station
TONS: 0.25
Year: 2000
CAT_DESC: Aqueous solution with total organic residues less than 10 percent
METH_DESC: Recycler
TONS: 0.83
Year: 2000
CAT_DESC: Other empty containers 30 gallons or more
METH_DESC: Transfer station
TONS: 0.35
Year: 2000
CAT_DESC: Aqueous solution with total organic residues 10 percent or more
METH_DESC: Recycler
TONS: 0.45
Year: 2000
CAT_DESC: Off-specification, aged or surplus organics
METH_DESC: Recycler
TONS: 0.1
Year: 1997
CAT_DESC: Aqueous solution with total organic residues less than 10 percent
METH_DESC: Recycler
TONS: 0.66
Year: 1997
CAT_DESC: Other empty containers 30 gallons or more
METH_DESC: Transfer station
TONS: 0.115
Year: 1997
CAT_DESC: Other organic solids
METH_DESC: Transfer station
TONS: 3
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LIST

STATUS

DISTANCE

DIRECTION

MAP ID

HWIS-CA

Listed

0.27 miles

SE

39

SITE NAME

AGENCY ID#

CITY OF GLENDALE

CAC002551988

ADDRESS

CITY

ZIP

115 MARYLAND AVE

GLENDALE

91205

DETAILS
Year: 2002
CAT_DESC: Unspecified oil-containing waste
METH_DESC: Disposal, landfill
TONS: 0.06
Year: 2002
CAT_DESC: Unspecified oil-containing waste
METH_DESC: Disposal, landfill
TONS: 0.06

LIST

STATUS

DISTANCE

DIRECTION

MAP ID

UST

Listed

0.27 miles

NW

40

SITE NAME

AGENCY ID#

500 NORTH CENTRAL

19-070-000500

ADDRESS

CITY

ZIP

500 North Central Ave.

Glendale

91203

DETAILS
No Additional Details Found

LIST

STATUS

DISTANCE

DIRECTION

MAP ID

HWIS-CA

Listed

0.27 miles

NW

40

SITE NAME

AGENCY ID#

NEVILLE TAORMINA DDS A DENTAL

CAL000144973

ADDRESS

CITY

ZIP

500 CENTRAL AVE #700

GLENDALE

91203
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DETAILS
Year: 1997
CAT_DESC: Metal sludge (see 121)
METH_DESC: Recycler
TONS: 0.015

LIST

STATUS

DISTANCE

DIRECTION

MAP ID

HWIS-CA

Listed

0.27 miles

NW

40

SITE NAME

AGENCY ID#

MJ MANAGEMENT

CAL000152748

ADDRESS

CITY

ZIP

500 N CENTRAL AVE STE 250

GLENDALE

91203

DETAILS
Year: 1998
CAT_DESC: Photochemicals/photoprocessing waste
METH_DESC: Recycler
TONS: 0.025

LIST

STATUS

DISTANCE

DIRECTION

MAP ID

HWIS-CA

Listed

0.27 miles

NW

40

SITE NAME

AGENCY ID#

NARBEH KUREGHIAN DMD INC

CAL000181246

ADDRESS

CITY

ZIP

500 N CENTRAL AVE STE 760

GLENDALE

91203

DETAILS
Year: 2001
CAT_DESC: Other inorganic solid waste
METH_DESC: Transfer station
TONS: 0
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LIST

STATUS

DISTANCE

DIRECTION

MAP ID

LUST-Open

Leak Confirmed

0.28 miles

N

41

SITE NAME

AGENCY ID#

500 NORTH BRAND PARTNERSHIP

T0603704963

ADDRESS

CITY

ZIP

550 BRAND BLVD N

GLENDALE

91202

DETAILS
Case Number: R-10794
Last Reviewed: 1987-08-19
Lead Agency: LOCAL AGENCY
Discovered: 1986-02-14
Stop Date: 1986-02-14
Leak Confirmed: 1986-03-07
Case Type: Soil only affected
Substance released: "Gasoline-Automotive (motor gasoline and additives), leaded & unleaded"
Misc: VISUAL INSPECTION OF TANKS INDICATES THEY ARE SOUND. SOIL UNDER TANKS 1&4 SHOWS EVIDENCE
OF CONTAMINATION
OLD CASE #000292

LIST

STATUS

DISTANCE

DIRECTION

MAP ID

HWIS-CA

Listed

0.28 miles

N

41

SITE NAME

AGENCY ID#

OWENS CORPORATION

CAC001128480

ADDRESS

CITY

ZIP

550 N BRAND AVE

GLENDALE

91203

DETAILS
Year: 1995
CAT_DESC: Aqueous solution with total organic residues 10 percent or more
METH_DESC: Treatment, tank
TONS: 0.6713

LIST

STATUS

DISTANCE

DIRECTION

MAP ID

UST

Listed

0.28 miles

SW

42

SITE NAME

AGENCY ID#

PACIFIC BELL

19-070-000124

ADDRESS

CITY

ZIP

124 S. Orange

Glendale

91204
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DETAILS
No Additional Details Found

LIST

STATUS

DISTANCE

DIRECTION

MAP ID

Hist-UST

Listed

0.28 miles

SW

42

SITE NAME

AGENCY ID#

PACIFIC BELL (K2-107)

44931

ADDRESS

CITY

ZIP

124 S ORANGE ST

GLENDALE

91204

DETAILS
File Name: 00027B29.TIF
Disc Volume: disc07

LIST

STATUS

DISTANCE

DIRECTION

MAP ID

RCRA

LISTED

0.28 miles

SW

42

SITE NAME

AGENCY ID#

PACIFIC BELL

CAT080022742

ADDRESS

CITY

ZIP

124 S ORANGE STREET

GLENDALE

91204

DETAILS
Subject to corrective action: NO
Generator type: Small Quantity Generator

LIST

STATUS

DISTANCE

DIRECTION

MAP ID

HWIS-CA

Listed

0.28 miles

SW

42

SITE NAME

AGENCY ID#

PACIFIC BELL

CAT080022742

ADDRESS

CITY

ZIP

124 S ORANGE ST

GLENDALE

91204
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DETAILS
Year: 2002
CAT_DESC: Organic liquids with metals (see 121)
METH_DESC: Recycler
TONS: 4.17
Year: 2002
CAT_DESC: Organic liquids with metals (see 121)
METH_DESC: Recycler
TONS: 0.45
Year: 2002
CAT_DESC: Organic liquids with metals (see 121)
METH_DESC: Recycler
TONS: 10.42
Year: 2002
CAT_DESC: Aqueous solution with total organic residues less than 10 percent
METH_DESC: Recycler
TONS: 0.62
Year: 2002
CAT_DESC: Organic liquids with metals (see 121)
METH_DESC: Recycler
TONS: 1.87
Year: 2002
CAT_DESC: Organic liquids with metals (see 121)
METH_DESC: Recycler
TONS: 4.17
Year: 2002
CAT_DESC: Organic liquids with metals (see 121)
METH_DESC: Recycler
TONS: 6.67
Year: 2002
CAT_DESC: Organic liquids with metals (see 121)
METH_DESC: Recycler
TONS: 5
Year: 2002
CAT_DESC: Other organic solids
METH_DESC: Disposal, landfill
TONS: 0.05
Year: 2002
CAT_DESC: Other organic solids
METH_DESC: Disposal, other
TONS: 5.99
Year: 2002
CAT_DESC: Organic liquids with metals (see 121)
METH_DESC: Recycler
TONS: 5
Year: 2002
CAT_DESC: Unspecified sludge waste
METH_DESC: Treatment, incineration
TONS: 0.07
Year: 2001
CAT_DESC: Other inorganic solid waste
METH_DESC: Recycler
TONS: 0.37
Year: 2001
CAT_DESC: Unspecified organic liquid mixture
METH_DESC: Transfer station
TONS: 0.12
Year: 1999
CAT_DESC: Asbestos containing waste
METH_DESC: Disposal, landfill
TONS: 0.8428
Year: 1997
CAT_DESC: Waste oil and mixed oil
METH_DESC: Recycler
TONS: 0.417
Year: 1996
CAT_DESC: Asbestos containing waste
METH_DESC: Disposal, landfill
TONS: 3.3712
Year: 1995
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CAT_DESC: Aqueous solution with total organic residues less than 10 percent
METH_DESC: Treatment, tank
TONS: 1.668
Year: 1995
CAT_DESC: Unspecified organic liquid mixture
METH_DESC: Transfer station
TONS: 0.8756
Year: 1993
CAT_DESC: Unspecified organic liquid mixture
METH_DESC: Treatment, tank
TONS: 0.04
Year: 1993
CAT_DESC: Asbestos containing waste
METH_DESC: Disposal, landfill
TONS: 0

LIST

STATUS

DISTANCE

DIRECTION

MAP ID

HWIS-CA

Listed

0.29 miles

S

43

SITE NAME

AGENCY ID#

GLENDALE MARKETPLACE LLP

CAC000736008

ADDRESS

CITY

ZIP

108-142 S BRAND BLVD

GLENDALE

91205

DETAILS
Year: 1997
CAT_DESC: Waste oil and mixed oil
METH_DESC: Recycler
TONS: 0.688
Year: 1997
CAT_DESC: Asbestos containing waste
METH_DESC: Disposal, landfill
TONS: 10.1136

LIST

STATUS

DISTANCE

DIRECTION

MAP ID

HWIS-CA

Listed

0.29 miles

SE

44

SITE NAME

AGENCY ID#

ADMINISTRATION CENTER

CAD982037533

ADDRESS

CITY

ZIP

223 N JACKSON ST

GLENDALE

91206
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DETAILS
Year: 1998
CAT_DESC: Laboratory waste chemicals
METH_DESC: Transfer station
TONS: 0.11

LIST

STATUS

DISTANCE

DIRECTION

MAP ID

HWIS-CA

Listed

0.29 miles

SE

45

SITE NAME

AGENCY ID#

YMCA

CAC000935856

ADDRESS

CITY

ZIP

131 - 133 NO. KENWOOD ST.

GLENDALE

91206

DETAILS
Year: 1995
CAT_DESC: Asbestos containing waste
METH_DESC: Disposal, landfill
TONS: 0.1685

LIST

STATUS

DISTANCE

DIRECTION

MAP ID

HWIS-CA

Listed

0.29 miles

SE

46

SITE NAME

AGENCY ID#

THE FIRST UNITED METHODIST CHURCH

CAC002370479

ADDRESS

CITY

ZIP

134 N KENWOOD ST

GLENDALE

91206

DETAILS
Year: 2001
CAT_DESC: Asbestos containing waste
METH_DESC: Disposal, landfill
TONS: 1.68
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LIST

STATUS

DISTANCE

DIRECTION

MAP ID

HWIS-CA

Listed

0.29 miles

SE

47

SITE NAME

AGENCY ID#

TED COSS

CAC001148024

ADDRESS

CITY

ZIP

113 S LOUISE

GLENDALE

91205

DETAILS
Year: 1997
CAT_DESC: Unspecified oil-containing waste
METH_DESC: Recycler
TONS: 0.9174

LIST

STATUS

DISTANCE

DIRECTION

MAP ID

HWIS-CA

Listed

0.29 miles

SE

48

SITE NAME

AGENCY ID#

AUTO BODY CRAFTERS

CAL000090028

ADDRESS

CITY

ZIP

115 SOUTH LOUISE ST

GLENDALE

91205

DETAILS
Year: 1993
CAT_DESC: Oxygenated solvents (acetone, butanol, ethyl acetate, etc.)
METH_DESC: Transfer station
TONS: 0.0275

LIST

STATUS

DISTANCE

DIRECTION

MAP ID

HWIS-CA

Listed

0.3 miles

SE

49

SITE NAME

AGENCY ID#

NISHAN ODABASHIAN DMD

CAL000148395

ADDRESS

CITY

ZIP

206 N JACKSON ST

GLENDALE

91206
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DETAILS
Year: 2000
CAT_DESC: Photochemicals/photoprocessing waste
METH_DESC: Recycler
TONS: 0.1
Year: 1999
CAT_DESC: Photochemicals/photoprocessing waste
METH_DESC: Recycler
TONS: 0.1542
Year: 1996
CAT_DESC: Photochemicals/photoprocessing waste
METH_DESC: Recycler
TONS: 0.1084

LIST

STATUS

DISTANCE

DIRECTION

MAP ID

HWIS-CA

Listed

0.31 miles

SW

50

SITE NAME

AGENCY ID#

RITE AID #5536

CAL000153162

ADDRESS

CITY

ZIP

130 S CENTRAL AVE

GLENDALE

91204

DETAILS
Year: 1998
CAT_DESC: Photochemicals/photoprocessing waste
METH_DESC: Recycler
TONS: 0.0208

LIST

STATUS

DISTANCE

DIRECTION

MAP ID

UST

Listed

0.31 miles

NW

51

SITE NAME

AGENCY ID#

DPG. LICO

19-070-000520A

ADDRESS

CITY

ZIP

520 N. Central

Glendale

91203

DETAILS
No Additional Details Found
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LIST

STATUS

DISTANCE

DIRECTION

MAP ID

RCRA

LISTED

0.33 miles

NW

52

SITE NAME

AGENCY ID#

SO CALIF RADIOLOGY MED GRP

CAD983623968

ADDRESS

CITY

ZIP

540 N CENTRAL AVE STE 110

GLENDALE

91203

DETAILS
Subject to corrective action: NO

LIST

STATUS

DISTANCE

DIRECTION

MAP ID

HWIS-CA

Listed

0.33 miles

NW

52

SITE NAME

AGENCY ID#

SO CALIF RADIOLOGY MED GRP

CAD983623968

ADDRESS

CITY

ZIP

540 N CENTRAL AVE STE 110

GLENDALE

91203

DETAILS
Year: 1993
CAT_DESC: Metal sludge (see 121)
METH_DESC: Recycler
TONS: 0.0145
Year: 1993
CAT_DESC: Other inorganic solid waste
METH_DESC: Recycler
TONS: 0.0045

LIST

STATUS

DISTANCE

DIRECTION

MAP ID

HWIS-CA

Listed

0.33 miles

NW

52

SITE NAME

AGENCY ID#

HOWARD J QUAN DDS

CAL000140290

ADDRESS

CITY

ZIP

540 N CENTRAL AVE STE 204

GLENDALE

91203
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DETAILS
Year: 1998
CAT_DESC: Photochemicals/photoprocessing waste
METH_DESC: Recycler
TONS: 0.0083

LIST

STATUS

DISTANCE

DIRECTION

MAP ID

UST

Listed

0.35 miles

N

53

SITE NAME

AGENCY ID#

GLENDALE CENTER

19-070-000611

ADDRESS

CITY

ZIP

611 N. Brand Blvd.

Glendale

91203

DETAILS
No Additional Details Found

LIST

STATUS

DISTANCE

DIRECTION

MAP ID

Hist-UST

Listed

0.35 miles

N

53

SITE NAME

AGENCY ID#

SECURITY PACIFIC NATIONAL BANK

55010

ADDRESS

CITY

ZIP

611 NO BRAND BOULEVARD

GLENDALE

91203

DETAILS
File Name: 00027BA7.TIF
Disc Volume: disc07

LIST

STATUS

DISTANCE

DIRECTION

MAP ID

HWIS-CA

Listed

0.35 miles

N

53

SITE NAME

AGENCY ID#

BANK OF AMERICA

CAC000725840

ADDRESS

CITY

ZIP

611 NORTH BRAND BLVD

GLENDALE

91203
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DETAILS
Year: 1994
CAT_DESC: Tank bottom waste
METH_DESC: Recycler
TONS: 0.417
Year: 1995
CAT_DESC: Tank bottom waste
METH_DESC: Recycler
TONS: 0.3753

LIST

STATUS

DISTANCE

DIRECTION

MAP ID

HWIS-CA

Listed

0.35 miles

N

53

SITE NAME

AGENCY ID#

1X BANK OF AMERICA

CAC000977880

ADDRESS

CITY

ZIP

611 NORTH BRAND BLVD

GLENDALE

91203

DETAILS
Year: 1994
CAT_DESC: Tank bottom waste
METH_DESC: Recycler
TONS: 0.688

LIST

STATUS

DISTANCE

DIRECTION

MAP ID

HWIS-CA

Listed

0.35 miles

N

53

SITE NAME

AGENCY ID#

MACGUIRE PARTNERS

CAC002110448

ADDRESS

CITY

ZIP

611 N BRAND BLVD

GLENDALE

91203
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DETAILS
Year: 1999
CAT_DESC: Contaminated soil from site clean-up
METH_DESC: Transfer station
TONS: 5.4
Year: 1999
CAT_DESC: Unspecified aqueous solution
METH_DESC: Disposal, landfill
TONS: 0.0417
Year: 1999
CAT_DESC: Other organic solids
METH_DESC: Disposal, landfill
TONS: 0.375
Year: 1999
CAT_DESC: Alkaline solution without metals pH >= 12.5
METH_DESC: Recycler
TONS: 0.2085
Year: 1999
CAT_DESC: Paint sludge
METH_DESC: Disposal, landfill
TONS: 0.4587
Year: 1999
CAT_DESC: Off-specification, aged or surplus organics
METH_DESC: Disposal, landfill
TONS: 0.9174
Year: 1999
CAT_DESC: Waste oil and mixed oil
METH_DESC: Recycler
TONS: 0.2293
Year: 1999
CAT_DESC: Waste oil and mixed oil
METH_DESC: Recycler
TONS: 18.9318
Year: 1999
CAT_DESC: Waste oil and mixed oil
METH_DESC: Treatment, tank
TONS: 1.668

LIST

STATUS

DISTANCE

DIRECTION

MAP ID

HWIS-CA

Listed

0.35 miles

N

53

SITE NAME

AGENCY ID#

BANK OF AMERICA

CAC002280233

ADDRESS

CITY

ZIP

611 N BRAND BLVD

GLENDALE

91203

DETAILS
Year: 2000
CAT_DESC: Unspecified organic liquid mixture
METH_DESC: Treatment, tank
TONS: 0.83
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LIST

STATUS

DISTANCE

DIRECTION

MAP ID

HWIS-CA

Listed

0.35 miles

N

53

SITE NAME

AGENCY ID#

BANK OF AMERICA INC

CAC002454199

ADDRESS

CITY

ZIP

611 N BRAND BLVD

GLENDALE

91203

DETAILS
Year: 2002
CAT_DESC: Asbestos containing waste
METH_DESC: Disposal, landfill
TONS: 0.08

LIST

STATUS

DISTANCE

DIRECTION

MAP ID

HWIS-CA

Listed

0.35 miles

N

53

SITE NAME

AGENCY ID#

SECURITY PACIFIC NATIONAL BANK

CAL000016591

ADDRESS

CITY

ZIP

611 NORTH BRAND BLVD

GLENDALE

91203
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DETAILS
Year: 1996
CAT_DESC: Asbestos containing waste
METH_DESC: Disposal, landfill
TONS: 37.0832
Year: 1996
CAT_DESC: Asbestos containing waste
METH_DESC: Disposal, landfill
TONS: 37.0832
Year: 1996
CAT_DESC: Asbestos containing waste
METH_DESC: Disposal, landfill
TONS: 0.8428
Year: 1995
CAT_DESC: Asbestos containing waste
METH_DESC: Disposal, landfill
TONS: 1791.2871
Year: 1995
CAT_DESC: Polychlorinated biphenyls and material containing PCBs
METH_DESC: Recycler
TONS: 5.2587
Year: 1994
CAT_DESC: Asbestos containing waste
METH_DESC: Disposal, landfill
TONS: 2642.178
Year: 1994
CAT_DESC: Polychlorinated biphenyls and material containing PCBs
METH_DESC: Recycler
TONS: 3.0668
Year: 1994
CAT_DESC: Polychlorinated biphenyls and material containing PCBs
METH_DESC: Disposal, landfill
TONS: 4.153
Year: 1993
CAT_DESC: Asbestos containing waste
METH_DESC: Disposal, landfill
TONS: 889.154

LIST

STATUS

DISTANCE

DIRECTION

MAP ID

HWIS-CA

Listed

0.35 miles

N

53

SITE NAME

AGENCY ID#

BANK OF AMERICA-GLENDALE TECHNOLOGY CTR.

CAL000159388

ADDRESS

CITY

ZIP

611 NORTH BRAND BLVD

GLENDALE

91203

DETAILS
Year: 1996
CAT_DESC: Polychlorinated biphenyls and material containing PCBs
METH_DESC: Recycler
TONS: 0.5
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LIST

STATUS

DISTANCE

DIRECTION

MAP ID

HWIS-CA

Listed

0.36 miles

N

54

SITE NAME

AGENCY ID#

HOME SAVINGS OF AMERICA GLENDALE #8

CAC000754640

ADDRESS

CITY

ZIP

620 N BRAND BLVD

GLENDALE

91203

DETAILS
Year: 1996
CAT_DESC: Asbestos containing waste
METH_DESC: Disposal, landfill
TONS: 0.24
Year: 1995
CAT_DESC: Asbestos containing waste
METH_DESC: Disposal, landfill
TONS: 50.568
Year: 1995
CAT_DESC: Asbestos containing waste
METH_DESC: Disposal, landfill
TONS: 5.0568

LIST

STATUS

DISTANCE

DIRECTION

MAP ID

HWIS-CA

Listed

0.36 miles

NW

55

SITE NAME

AGENCY ID#

MIKE BARDI, D.D.S.

CAL000159651

ADDRESS

CITY

ZIP

607 N CENTRAL AVE

GLENDALE

91203

DETAILS
Year: 1998
CAT_DESC: Photochemicals/photoprocessing waste
METH_DESC: Recycler
TONS: 0.0208
Year: 1997
CAT_DESC: Photochemicals/photoprocessing waste
METH_DESC: Recycler
TONS: 0.0166
Year: 1996
CAT_DESC: Photochemicals/photoprocessing waste
METH_DESC: Recycler
TONS: 0.0208
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LIST

STATUS

DISTANCE

DIRECTION

MAP ID

HWIS-CA

Listed

0.36 miles

NW

55

SITE NAME

AGENCY ID#

DBA GLENDALE EYE SURGERY CENTER

CAL000178591

ADDRESS

CITY

ZIP

607 N CENTRAL AVE STE 103

GLENDALE

91203

DETAILS
Year: 1998
CAT_DESC: Pharmaceutical waste
METH_DESC: Transfer station
TONS: 0.021
Year: 1997
CAT_DESC: Unspecified organic liquid mixture
METH_DESC: Transfer station
TONS: 0.0083
Year: 1997
CAT_DESC: Pharmaceutical waste
METH_DESC: Transfer station
TONS: 0.021

LIST

STATUS

DISTANCE

DIRECTION

MAP ID

HWIS-CA

Listed

0.37 miles

S

56

SITE NAME

AGENCY ID#

BRAND BLVD. ASSOCIATES

CAC000927592

ADDRESS

CITY

ZIP

109 EAST HARVARD

GLENDALE

91205

DETAILS
Year: 1994
CAT_DESC: Asbestos containing waste
METH_DESC: Disposal, landfill
TONS: 0.8428
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LIST

STATUS

DISTANCE

DIRECTION

MAP ID

RCRA

LISTED

0.37 miles

SE

57

SITE NAME

AGENCY ID#

DUNN-EDWARDS CORPORATION

CAD981399454

ADDRESS

CITY

ZIP

501 EAST BROADWAY

GLENDALE

91205

DETAILS
Subject to corrective action: NO
Generator type: Small Quantity Generator

LIST

STATUS

DISTANCE

DIRECTION

MAP ID

HWIS-CA

Listed

0.37 miles

SE

57

SITE NAME

AGENCY ID#

DUNN-EDWARDS CORPORATION

CAD981399454

ADDRESS

CITY

ZIP

501 E BROADWAY

GLENDALE

91205

DETAILS
Year: 2002
CAT_DESC: Paint sludge
METH_DESC: Recycler
TONS: 0.22
Year: 2000
CAT_DESC: Oxygenated solvents (acetone, butanol, ethyl acetate, etc.)
METH_DESC: Transfer station
TONS: 0.45
Year: 1997
CAT_DESC: Unspecified aqueous solution
METH_DESC: Transfer station
TONS: 0.4586
Year: 1996
CAT_DESC: Off-specification, aged or surplus organics
METH_DESC: Transfer station
TONS: 0.2293
Year: 1995
CAT_DESC: Unspecified aqueous solution
METH_DESC: Transfer station
TONS: 0.2293
Year: 1993
CAT_DESC: Aqueous solution with total organic residues 10 percent or more
METH_DESC: Recycler
TONS: 0.2085
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LIST

STATUS

DISTANCE

DIRECTION

MAP ID

HWIS-CA

Listed

0.38 miles

SE

58

SITE NAME

AGENCY ID#

NOOBAR JANOIAN MD-MPC

CAL000115913

ADDRESS

CITY

ZIP

517-519 EAST BROADWAY

GLENDALE

91205

DETAILS
Year: 1998
CAT_DESC: Photochemicals/photoprocessing waste
METH_DESC: Recycler
TONS: 0.0175
Year: 1997
CAT_DESC: Photochemicals/photoprocessing waste
METH_DESC: Recycler
TONS: 0.015
Year: 1996
CAT_DESC: Photochemicals/photoprocessing waste
METH_DESC: Recycler
TONS: 0.015
Year: 1995
CAT_DESC: Photochemicals/photoprocessing waste
METH_DESC: Recycler
TONS: 0.0075

LIST

STATUS

DISTANCE

DIRECTION

MAP ID

HWIS-CA

Listed

0.38 miles

SE

59

SITE NAME

AGENCY ID#

L.A. VOGUE

CAL000127398

ADDRESS

CITY

ZIP

520 E BROADWAY

GLENDALE

91205
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DETAILS
Year: 1999
CAT_DESC: Photochemicals/photoprocessing waste
METH_DESC: Transfer station
TONS: 0.0625
Year: 1998
CAT_DESC: Photochemicals/photoprocessing waste
METH_DESC: Transfer station
TONS: 0.0625
Year: 1997
CAT_DESC: Photochemicals/photoprocessing waste
METH_DESC: Transfer station
TONS: 0.0625
Year: 1996
CAT_DESC: Photochemicals/photoprocessing waste
METH_DESC: Transfer station
TONS: 0.0625
Year: 1995
CAT_DESC: Photochemicals/photoprocessing waste
METH_DESC: Transfer station
TONS: 0.0625

LIST

STATUS

DISTANCE

DIRECTION

MAP ID

HWIS-CA

Listed

0.38 miles

SE

59

SITE NAME

AGENCY ID#

V & R MESERKHOMI INC

CAL000148186

ADDRESS

CITY

ZIP

520 EAST BROADWAY #102

GLENDALE

91205

DETAILS
Year: 1995
CAT_DESC: Photochemicals/photoprocessing waste
METH_DESC: Recycler
TONS: 0.0499

LIST

STATUS

DISTANCE

DIRECTION

MAP ID

HWIS-CA

Listed

0.39 miles

S

60

SITE NAME

AGENCY ID#

THE PEP BOYS MANNY MOE & JACK #605

CAD981662323

ADDRESS

CITY

ZIP

201 S BRAND

GLENDALE

91204
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DETAILS
Year: 1993
CAT_DESC: Oil/water separation sludge
METH_DESC: Transfer station
TONS: 0.6255

LIST

STATUS

DISTANCE

DIRECTION

MAP ID

SLIC-OPEN

Reopen Previously
Closed Case

0.39 miles

SW

61

SITE NAME

AGENCY ID#

PACIFIC BELL

SL603799126

ADDRESS

CITY

ZIP

208 W. HARVARD ST. #108

GLENDALE

91204

DETAILS
LEAD_AGENCY_CONTACT: UNASSIGNED
LEAD_AGENCY: LOS ANGELES RWQCB (REGION 4)
LEAD_AGENCY_CASE_NUMBER: 113.5813
RESPONSIBLE_PARTY: UNKNOWN
SUBSTANCE_RELEASED: VOC
STATUS: Reopen Previously Closed Case

LIST

STATUS

DISTANCE

DIRECTION

MAP ID

RCRA

LISTED

0.39 miles

SW

61

SITE NAME

AGENCY ID#

PACIFIC BELL

CAD980881635

ADDRESS

CITY

ZIP

208 W HARVARD RM 108

GLENDALE

91204

DETAILS
Subject to corrective action: NO
Generator type: Small Quantity Generator
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LIST

STATUS

DISTANCE

DIRECTION

MAP ID

HWIS-CA

Listed

0.39 miles

NW

62

SITE NAME

AGENCY ID#

SPASOJE M NESKOVIC MD

CAL000066235

ADDRESS

CITY

ZIP

633 N CENTRAL STE 209

GLENDALE

91203

DETAILS
Year: 1998
CAT_DESC: Metal sludge (see 121)
METH_DESC: Recycler
TONS: 0.0208
Year: 1998
CAT_DESC: Metal sludge (see 121)
METH_DESC: Recycler
TONS: 0.0285
Year: 1997
CAT_DESC: Metal sludge (see 121)
METH_DESC: Recycler
TONS: 0.0513
Year: 1995
CAT_DESC: Metal sludge (see 121)
METH_DESC: Recycler
TONS: 0.028

LIST

STATUS

DISTANCE

DIRECTION

MAP ID

HWIS-CA

Listed

0.39 miles

NW

62

SITE NAME

AGENCY ID#

CLARISSE ATAKHANIAN DDS

CAL000100767

ADDRESS

CITY

ZIP

633 N CENTRAL AVE SUITE 205

GLENDALE

91203
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DETAILS
Year: 2000
CAT_DESC: Other inorganic solid waste
METH_DESC: Transfer station
TONS: 0.002
Year: 1999
CAT_DESC: Other inorganic solid waste
METH_DESC: Transfer station
TONS: 0.0135
Year: 1998
CAT_DESC: Other inorganic solid waste
METH_DESC: Transfer station
TONS: 0.0004
Year: 1997
CAT_DESC: Other inorganic solid waste
METH_DESC: Recycler
TONS: 0.0252
Year: 1996
CAT_DESC: Photochemicals/photoprocessing waste
METH_DESC: Transfer station
TONS: 0.005

LIST

STATUS

DISTANCE

DIRECTION

MAP ID

HWIS-CA

Listed

0.39 miles

NW

63

SITE NAME

AGENCY ID#

HOWARD FLEINER DDS

CAL000138007

ADDRESS

CITY

ZIP

610 N CENTRAL AVE

GLENDALE

91203

DETAILS
Year: 2002
CAT_DESC: Oil/water separation sludge
METH_DESC: Treatment, tank
TONS: 20.85
Year: 2002
CAT_DESC: Oil/water separation sludge
METH_DESC: Treatment, tank
TONS: 20.85
Year: 1998
CAT_DESC: Photochemicals/photoprocessing waste
METH_DESC: Recycler
TONS: 0.0666
Year: 1997
CAT_DESC: Photochemicals/photoprocessing waste
METH_DESC: Recycler
TONS: 0.0417
Year: 1996
CAT_DESC: Photochemicals/photoprocessing waste
METH_DESC: Recycler
TONS: 0.0708
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LIST

STATUS

DISTANCE

DIRECTION

MAP ID

HWIS-CA

Listed

0.4 miles

SE

64

SITE NAME

AGENCY ID#

CHIROPRACTIC HEALTH MGT CTR

CAL000112981

ADDRESS

CITY

ZIP

126 SO JACKSON ST #301

GLENDALE

91205

DETAILS
Year: 1994
CAT_DESC: Photochemicals/photoprocessing waste
METH_DESC: Recycler
TONS: 0.0125

LIST

STATUS

DISTANCE

DIRECTION

MAP ID

UST

Listed

0.4 miles

SE

65

SITE NAME

AGENCY ID#

CITY OF GLENDALE

19-070-000140

ADDRESS

CITY

ZIP

140 N. Isabel

Glendale

91206

DETAILS
No Additional Details Found

LIST

STATUS

DISTANCE

DIRECTION

MAP ID

Hist-UST

Listed

0.4 miles

SE

65

SITE NAME

AGENCY ID#

GLENDALE POLICE

25608

ADDRESS

CITY

ZIP

140 NORTH ISABEL ST

GLENDALE

91208

DETAILS
File Name: 00026FFA.TIF
Disc Volume: disc07
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LIST

STATUS

DISTANCE

DIRECTION

MAP ID

HWIS-CA

Listed

0.4 miles

SE

65

SITE NAME

AGENCY ID#

GLENDALE POLICE DEPARTMENT

CAL000172417

ADDRESS

CITY

ZIP

140 N ISABEL ST

GLENDALE

91206

DETAILS
Year: 1998
CAT_DESC: Off-specification, aged or surplus organics
METH_DESC: Recycler
TONS: 0.005
Year: 1998
CAT_DESC: Laboratory waste chemicals
METH_DESC: Disposal, other
TONS: 0.0305
Year: 1998
CAT_DESC: Liquids with pH <= 2
METH_DESC: Recycler
TONS: 0.02
Year: 1998
CAT_DESC: Unspecified alkaline solution
METH_DESC: Recycler
TONS: 0.01
Year: 1998
CAT_DESC: Unspecified aqueous solution
METH_DESC: Treatment, incineration
TONS: 0.02
Year: 1998
CAT_DESC: Other organic solids
METH_DESC: Disposal, landfill
TONS: 0.15
Year: 1998
CAT_DESC: Unspecified organic liquid mixture
METH_DESC: Recycler
TONS: 0.0542
Year: 1998
CAT_DESC: Unspecified solvent mixture
METH_DESC: Recycler
TONS: 0.075
Year: 1998
CAT_DESC: Other inorganic solid waste
METH_DESC: Disposal, landfill
TONS: 0.0225
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LIST

STATUS

DISTANCE

DIRECTION

MAP ID

HWIS-CA

Listed

0.4 miles

SE

65

SITE NAME

AGENCY ID#

GLENDALE POLICE DEPARTMENT

CAL922093900

ADDRESS

CITY

ZIP

140 N ISABEL

GLENDALE

91206

DETAILS
Year: 1998
CAT_DESC: Metal sludge (see 121)
METH_DESC: Recycler
TONS: 0.0208
Year: 1997
CAT_DESC: Metal sludge (see 121)
METH_DESC: Recycler
TONS: 0.0265
Year: 1996
CAT_DESC: Metal sludge (see 121)
METH_DESC: Recycler
TONS: 0.0245
Year: 1994
CAT_DESC: Metal sludge (see 121)
METH_DESC: Recycler
TONS: 0.023
Year: 1993
CAT_DESC: Metal sludge (see 121)
METH_DESC: Recycler
TONS: 0.0205

LIST

STATUS

DISTANCE

DIRECTION

MAP ID

HWIS-CA

Listed

0.4 miles

SE

66

SITE NAME

AGENCY ID#

TED OSBORN

CAC001258960

ADDRESS

CITY

ZIP

320 EAST HARVARD

GLENDALE

91205

DETAILS
Year: 1997
CAT_DESC: Asbestos containing waste
METH_DESC: Disposal, landfill
TONS: 1.2642
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LIST

STATUS

DISTANCE

DIRECTION

MAP ID

Hist-UST

Listed

0.41 miles

SW

67

SITE NAME

AGENCY ID#

GLENDALE FIRE STATION 21

25591

ADDRESS

CITY

ZIP

210 SOUTH ORANGE

GLENDALE

91204

DETAILS
File Name: 00027007.TIF
Disc Volume: disc07

LIST

STATUS

DISTANCE

DIRECTION

MAP ID

UST

Listed

0.41 miles

SE

68

SITE NAME

AGENCY ID#

GLENDALE CITY YARD

19-070-000120

ADDRESS

CITY

ZIP

120 North Isabel

Glendale

91206

DETAILS
No Additional Details Found

LIST

STATUS

DISTANCE

DIRECTION

MAP ID

Hist-UST

Listed

0.41 miles

SE

68

SITE NAME

AGENCY ID#

CIVIC CENTER GARAGE

12926

ADDRESS

CITY

ZIP

120 N ISABEL ST

GLENDALE

91206

DETAILS
File Name: 00026FF9.TIF
Disc Volume: disc07
County: Los Angeles
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LIST

STATUS

DISTANCE

DIRECTION

MAP ID

HWIS-CA

Listed

0.41 miles

SE

68

SITE NAME

AGENCY ID#

GLENDALE CIVIC CENTER GARAGE

CAL000142323

ADDRESS

CITY

ZIP

120 N ISABEL ST

GLENDALE

91206

DETAILS
Year: 2002
CAT_DESC: Unspecified aqueous solution
METH_DESC: Recycler
TONS: 0.66
Year: 2001
CAT_DESC: Unspecified oil-containing waste
METH_DESC: Recycler
TONS: 4.17
Year: 1998
CAT_DESC: Aqueous solution with total organic residues 10 percent or more
METH_DESC: Recycler
TONS: 0.5004
Year: 1995
CAT_DESC: Unspecified aqueous solution
METH_DESC: Recycler
TONS: 0.6255
Year: 1995
CAT_DESC: Unspecified oil-containing waste
METH_DESC: Recycler
TONS: 0.7297

LIST

STATUS

DISTANCE

DIRECTION

MAP ID

HWIS-CA

Listed

0.42 miles

SE

69

SITE NAME

AGENCY ID#

CITY 0F GLENDALE/PUBLICWORKS

CAC001174312

ADDRESS

CITY

ZIP

111 N ISABEL ST

GLENDALE

91206

DETAILS
Year: 1998
CAT_DESC: Asbestos containing waste
METH_DESC: Disposal, landfill
TONS: 6.7424
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LIST

STATUS

DISTANCE

DIRECTION

MAP ID

LUST-Open

Pollution
Characterization
Underway

0.42 miles

SW

70

SITE NAME

AGENCY ID#

76 STATION #0353

T0603728619

ADDRESS

CITY

ZIP

200 CENTRAL AVE. S.

GLENDALE

91204

DETAILS
Case Number: 912040107
Lead Agency: REGIONAL WATER QUALITY CONTROL BOARD
Discovered: 2004-03-11
Leak Confirmed: 2004-04-21
Preliminary Site Assessment Underway: 2005-01-17
Pollution Characterization Underway: 2005-01-25
Case Type: Other Groundwater affected (uses other than drinking water)
Substance released: "Gasoline-Automotive (motor gasoline and additives), leaded & unleaded"

LIST

STATUS

DISTANCE

DIRECTION

MAP ID

UST

Listed

0.42 miles

SW

70

SITE NAME

AGENCY ID#

SS NO. 30316

19-070-030316

ADDRESS

CITY

ZIP

200 S. Central Avenue

Glendale

91204

DETAILS
No Additional Details Found

LIST

STATUS

DISTANCE

DIRECTION

MAP ID

Hist-UST

Listed

0.42 miles

SW

70

SITE NAME

AGENCY ID#

SERVICE STATION 0353

55217

ADDRESS

CITY

ZIP

200 SOUTH CENTRAL AVENUE

GLENDALE

91204
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DETAILS
File Name: 00028FA6.TIF
Disc Volume: disc09

LIST

STATUS

DISTANCE

DIRECTION

MAP ID

Hist-UST

Listed

0.42 miles

SW

70

SITE NAME

AGENCY ID#

UNION OIL SERVICE STATION 035

63358

ADDRESS

CITY

ZIP

200 SOUTH CENTRAL AVENUE

GLENDALE

91204

DETAILS
File Name: 0002838C.TIF
Disc Volume: disc08

LIST

STATUS

DISTANCE

DIRECTION

MAP ID

HWIS-CA

Listed

0.42 miles

SW

70

SITE NAME

AGENCY ID#

UNOCAL SERVICE STATION #0353

CAD981646961

ADDRESS

CITY

ZIP

200 S CENTRAL AVE

GLENDALE

91204
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DETAILS
Year: 1997
CAT_DESC: Unspecified oil-containing waste
METH_DESC: Transfer station
TONS: 0.2293
Year: 1997
CAT_DESC: Aqueous solution with total organic residues 10 percent or more
METH_DESC: Transfer station
TONS: 0.4586
Year: 1996
CAT_DESC: Aqueous solution with total organic residues 10 percent or more
METH_DESC: Transfer station
TONS: 0.1042
Year: 1995
CAT_DESC: Aqueous solution with total organic residues 10 percent or more
METH_DESC: Transfer station
TONS: 0.2293
Year: 1994
CAT_DESC: Tank bottom waste
METH_DESC: Recycler
TONS: 1.668

LIST

STATUS

DISTANCE

DIRECTION

MAP ID

HWIS-CA

Listed

0.42 miles

SW

70

SITE NAME

AGENCY ID#

TOSCO CORPORATION STATION #30316

CAL000139105

ADDRESS

CITY

ZIP

200 S CENTRAL AVE

GLENDALE

91204

DETAILS
Year: 2002
CAT_DESC: Aqueous solution with total organic residues less than 10 percent
METH_DESC: Treatment, tank
TONS: 0.62

LIST

STATUS

DISTANCE

DIRECTION

MAP ID

RCRA

LISTED

0.42 miles

SW

71

SITE NAME

AGENCY ID#

ERFS GARAGE AUTO SERVICE

CAD983647264

ADDRESS

CITY

ZIP

226 S ORANGE

GLENDALE

91204
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DETAILS
Subject to corrective action: NO
Generator type: Small Quantity Generator

LIST

STATUS

DISTANCE

DIRECTION

MAP ID

HWIS-CA

Listed

0.42 miles

SW

71

SITE NAME

AGENCY ID#

ERFS GARAGE AUTO SERVICE

CAD983647264

ADDRESS

CITY

ZIP

226 S ORANGE

GLENDALE

91204

DETAILS
Year: 1994
CAT_DESC: Unspecified aqueous solution
METH_DESC: Recycler
TONS: 0.688

LIST

STATUS

DISTANCE

DIRECTION

MAP ID

HWIS-CA

Listed

0.42 miles

SW

72

SITE NAME

AGENCY ID#

RICHARD OWEN TRUST

CAC001029008

ADDRESS

CITY

ZIP

229 SOUTH ORANGE STREET

GLENDALE

91204

DETAILS
Year: 1995
CAT_DESC: Aqueous solution with total organic residues less than 10 percent
METH_DESC: Treatment, tank
TONS: 0.2085
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LIST

STATUS

DISTANCE

DIRECTION

MAP ID

Hist-UST

Listed

0.43 miles

S

73

SITE NAME

AGENCY ID#

GOODYEAR AUTO SERV

25947

ADDRESS

CITY

ZIP

245 SO BRAND

GLENDALE

91204

DETAILS
File Name: 00026C05.TIF
Disc Volume: disc07

LIST

STATUS

DISTANCE

DIRECTION

MAP ID

Hist-UST

Listed

0.43 miles

S

73

SITE NAME

AGENCY ID#

GOODYEAR AUTO SERVICE CENTER

25957

ADDRESS

CITY

ZIP

245 S BRAND BLVD

GLENDALE

91204

DETAILS
File Name: 00026C1E.TIF
Disc Volume: disc07

LIST

STATUS

DISTANCE

DIRECTION

MAP ID

HWIS-CA

Listed

0.43 miles

S

73

SITE NAME

AGENCY ID#

1X GOODYEAR AUTO SERVICE CTR #9238

CAD000312645

ADDRESS

CITY

ZIP

245 SO BRAND BLVD

GLENDALE

90040
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DETAILS
Year: 1997
CAT_DESC: Unspecified solvent mixture
METH_DESC: Recycler
TONS: 1.401
Year: 1997
CAT_DESC: Oxygenated solvents (acetone, butanol, ethyl acetate, etc.)
METH_DESC: Transfer station
TONS: 0.432
Year: 1994
CAT_DESC: Paint sludge
METH_DESC: Recycler
TONS: 1.9556
Year: 1995
CAT_DESC: Paint sludge
METH_DESC: Recycler
TONS: 1.13
Year: 1998
CAT_DESC: Oxygenated solvents (acetone, butanol, ethyl acetate, etc.)
METH_DESC: Transfer station
TONS: 0.503
Year: 1994
CAT_DESC: Unspecified organic liquid mixture
METH_DESC: Transfer station
TONS: 1.3552
Year: 1993
CAT_DESC: Unspecified organic liquid mixture
METH_DESC: Transfer station
TONS: 0.5421
Year: 1993
CAT_DESC: Unspecified organic liquid mixture
METH_DESC: Transfer station
TONS: 0.9174
Year: 1996
CAT_DESC: Unspecified solvent mixture
METH_DESC: Recycler
TONS: 1.5219
Year: 1998
CAT_DESC: Unspecified solvent mixture
METH_DESC: Recycler
TONS: 0.271
Year: 1996
CAT_DESC: Oxygenated solvents (acetone, butanol, ethyl acetate, etc.)
METH_DESC: Transfer station
TONS: 0.126
Year: 2000
CAT_DESC: Unspecified solvent mixture
METH_DESC: Recycler
TONS: 0.65
Year: 2000
CAT_DESC: Unspecified oil-containing waste
METH_DESC: Recycler
TONS: 0.45
Year: 1993
CAT_DESC: Aqueous solution with total organic residues less than 10 percent
METH_DESC: Recycler
TONS: 2.8356
Year: 1993
CAT_DESC: Unspecified aqueous solution
METH_DESC: Recycler
TONS: 1.6888
Year: 1995
CAT_DESC: Unspecified solvent mixture
METH_DESC: Recycler
TONS: 0.738
Year: 1998
CAT_DESC: Other organic solids
METH_DESC: Recycler
TONS: 0.075
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LIST

STATUS

DISTANCE

DIRECTION

MAP ID

HWIS-CA

Listed

0.43 miles

S

73

SITE NAME

AGENCY ID#

GOODYEAR AUTO SERVICE CENTER

CAL000015944

ADDRESS

CITY

ZIP

245 S BRAND BLVD

GLENDALE

91204

DETAILS
Year: 2002
CAT_DESC: Oil/water separation sludge
METH_DESC: Recycler
TONS: 1.45
Year: 2001
CAT_DESC: Oil/water separation sludge
METH_DESC: Recycler
TONS: 2.1
Year: 1994
CAT_DESC: Hydrocarbon solvents (benzene, hexane, Stoddard, Etc.)
METH_DESC: Transfer station
TONS: 0.0583

LIST

STATUS

DISTANCE

DIRECTION

MAP ID

HWIS-CA

Listed

0.44 miles

SW

74

SITE NAME

AGENCY ID#

1X CITY OF GLENDALE

CAC000903888

ADDRESS

CITY

ZIP

216 S CENTRAL AVE

GLENDALE

91205

DETAILS
Year: 1994
CAT_DESC: Asbestos containing waste
METH_DESC: Disposal, landfill
TONS: 0.8428
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LIST

STATUS

DISTANCE

DIRECTION

MAP ID

Hist-UST

Listed

0.44 miles

SE

75

SITE NAME

AGENCY ID#

CITY HALL

12707

ADDRESS

CITY

ZIP

613 E BROADWAY

GLENDALE

91206

DETAILS
File Name: 00026FF7.TIF
Disc Volume: disc07
County: Los Angeles

LIST

STATUS

DISTANCE

DIRECTION

MAP ID

HWIS-CA

Listed

0.44 miles

SE

75

SITE NAME

AGENCY ID#

CITY OF GLENDALE

CAC002350257

ADDRESS

CITY

ZIP

613 E BROADWAY

GLENDALE

91206

DETAILS
Year: 2001
CAT_DESC: Asbestos containing waste
METH_DESC: Disposal, landfill
TONS: 0.84

LIST

STATUS

DISTANCE

DIRECTION

MAP ID

RCRA

LISTED

0.45 miles

SW

76

SITE NAME

AGENCY ID#

D & B AUTOMOTIVE SERVICE CENTER

CAD982478240

ADDRESS

CITY

ZIP

415 W BROADWAY

GLENDALE

91204
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DETAILS
Subject to corrective action: NO
Generator type: Small Quantity Generator

LIST

STATUS

DISTANCE

DIRECTION

MAP ID

RCRA

LISTED

0.45 miles

SW

77

SITE NAME

AGENCY ID#

GLENDALE MOTOR CARS

CAD982050890

ADDRESS

CITY

ZIP

230 S CENTRAL AVE

GLENDALE

91204

DETAILS
Subject to corrective action: NO
Generator type: Small Quantity Generator

LIST

STATUS

DISTANCE

DIRECTION

MAP ID

HWIS-CA

Listed

0.46 miles

SE

78

SITE NAME

AGENCY ID#

DESKTOP PUBLISHING & COMPUTERS

CAL000143672

ADDRESS

CITY

ZIP

220 S KENWOOD ST, STE 100

GLENDALE

91205

DETAILS
Year: 1998
CAT_DESC: Photochemicals/photoprocessing waste
METH_DESC: Recycler
TONS: 0.4586
Year: 1996
CAT_DESC: Photochemicals/photoprocessing waste
METH_DESC: Recycler
TONS: 0.4586
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LIST

STATUS

DISTANCE

DIRECTION

MAP ID

HWIS-CA

Listed

0.46 miles

SW

79

SITE NAME

AGENCY ID#

SUNRISE IMPORTED CAR SERVICE

CAL000148653

ADDRESS

CITY

ZIP

420 W BROADWAY

GLENDALE

91204

DETAILS
Year: 2000
CAT_DESC: Oil/water separation sludge
METH_DESC: Recycler
TONS: 1.45
Year: 1997
CAT_DESC: Aqueous solution with total organic residues 10 percent or more
METH_DESC: Recycler
TONS: 0.2293
Year: 1996
CAT_DESC: Aqueous solution with total organic residues 10 percent or more
METH_DESC: Recycler
TONS: 0.4586

LIST

STATUS

DISTANCE

DIRECTION

MAP ID

HWIS-CA

Listed

0.46 miles

SW

80

SITE NAME

AGENCY ID#

RIVES HOTEL

CAC002222553

ADDRESS

CITY

ZIP

424 W BROADWAY

GLENDALE

91204

DETAILS
Year: 1999
CAT_DESC: Waste oil and mixed oil
METH_DESC: Treatment, tank
TONS: 0.6255
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LIST

STATUS

DISTANCE

DIRECTION

MAP ID

Hist-UST

Listed

0.47 miles

SE

81

SITE NAME

AGENCY ID#

JAMES G POLLARD AND SONS INC

30936

ADDRESS

CITY

ZIP

501 E HARVARD ST

GLENDALE

91205

DETAILS
File Name: 000270E5.TIF
Disc Volume: disc07

LIST

STATUS

DISTANCE

DIRECTION

MAP ID

RCRA

LISTED

0.47 miles

SE

81

SITE NAME

AGENCY ID#

DYNAMEDIA DESIGN AND GRAPHICS

CAD983622937

ADDRESS

CITY

ZIP

501 E HARVARD ST

GLENDALE

91205

DETAILS
Subject to corrective action: NO
Generator type: Small Quantity Generator

LIST

STATUS

DISTANCE

DIRECTION

MAP ID

HWIS-CA

Listed

0.47 miles

SE

81

SITE NAME

AGENCY ID#

DYNAMEDIA DESIGN AND GRAPHICS

CAD983622937

ADDRESS

CITY

ZIP

501 E HARVARD ST

GLENDALE

91205
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DETAILS
Year: 1998
CAT_DESC: Photochemicals/photoprocessing waste
METH_DESC: Recycler
TONS: 0.0218
Year: 1996
CAT_DESC: Photochemicals/photoprocessing waste
METH_DESC: Recycler
TONS: 0.0655
Year: 1995
CAT_DESC: Photochemicals/photoprocessing waste
METH_DESC: Recycler
TONS: 0.0223
Year: 1994
CAT_DESC: Photochemicals/photoprocessing waste
METH_DESC: Recycler
TONS: 0.0432
Year: 1993
CAT_DESC: Photochemicals/photoprocessing waste
METH_DESC: Recycler
TONS: 0.0645

LIST

STATUS

DISTANCE

DIRECTION

MAP ID

RCRA

LISTED

0.47 miles

SE

82

SITE NAME

AGENCY ID#

MASKELL GRAPHICS INC

CAR000073346

ADDRESS

CITY

ZIP

510 E HARVARD ST

GLENDALE

91205

DETAILS
Subject to corrective action: NO
Generator type: Small Quantity Generator

LIST

STATUS

DISTANCE

DIRECTION

MAP ID

HWIS-CA

Listed

0.47 miles

SE

82

SITE NAME

AGENCY ID#

MASKELL GRAPHICS INC

CAL000148720

ADDRESS

CITY

ZIP

510 E HARVARD ST

GLENDALE

91205
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DETAILS
Year: 2000
CAT_DESC: Aqueous solution with total organic residues less than 10 percent
METH_DESC: Transfer station
TONS: 0.22
Year: 1999
CAT_DESC: Aqueous solution with total organic residues less than 10 percent
METH_DESC: Transfer station
TONS: 0.1751
Year: 1998
CAT_DESC: Photochemicals/photoprocessing waste
METH_DESC: Recycler
TONS: 0.0208
Year: 1996
CAT_DESC: Metal sludge (see 121)
METH_DESC: Recycler
TONS: 0.025

LIST

STATUS

DISTANCE

DIRECTION

MAP ID

HWIS-CA

Listed

0.47 miles

SE

82

SITE NAME

AGENCY ID#

COMPLETE COLOR

CAL000174072

ADDRESS

CITY

ZIP

510 E HARVARD ST

GLENDALE

91205

DETAILS
Year: 1998
CAT_DESC: Photochemicals/photoprocessing waste
METH_DESC: Recycler
TONS: 0.1854
Year: 1997
CAT_DESC: Photochemicals/photoprocessing waste
METH_DESC: Recycler
TONS: 0.0055
Year: 1995
CAT_DESC: Other inorganic solid waste
METH_DESC: Recycler
TONS: 0.004

LIST

STATUS

DISTANCE

DIRECTION

MAP ID

HWIS-CA

Listed

0.47 miles

SE

82

SITE NAME

AGENCY ID#

MASKELL GRAPHICS INC

CAR000073346

ADDRESS

CITY

ZIP

510 E HARVARD ST

GLENDALE

91205
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DETAILS
Year: 2002
CAT_DESC: Liquids with halogenated organic compounds >= 1,000 Mg./L
METH_DESC: Transfer station
TONS: 0.06
Year: 2002
CAT_DESC: Liquids with halogenated organic compounds >= 1,000 Mg./L
METH_DESC: Transfer station
TONS: 0.06
Year: 2002
CAT_DESC: Liquids with halogenated organic compounds >= 1,000 Mg./L
METH_DESC: Transfer station
TONS: 0.06
Year: 2002
CAT_DESC: Liquids with halogenated organic compounds >= 1,000 Mg./L
METH_DESC: Transfer station
TONS: 0.07
Year: 2001
CAT_DESC: Liquids with halogenated organic compounds >= 1,000 Mg./L
METH_DESC: Transfer station
TONS: 0.38
Year: 2000
CAT_DESC: Liquids with halogenated organic compounds >= 1,000 Mg./L
METH_DESC: Transfer station
TONS: 0.12

LIST

STATUS

DISTANCE

DIRECTION

MAP ID

Hist-UST

Listed

0.48 miles

SW

83

SITE NAME

AGENCY ID#

PROFESSIONAL AMBULANCE

48376

ADDRESS

CITY

ZIP

440 W BROADWAY

GLENDALE

91204

DETAILS
File Name: 00027DF3.TIF
Disc Volume: disc07

LIST

STATUS

DISTANCE

DIRECTION

MAP ID

Hist-UST

Listed

0.48 miles

SW

83

SITE NAME

AGENCY ID#

PROFESSIONAL AMBULANCE SERVICE

48377

ADDRESS

CITY

ZIP

440 W BROADWAY

GLENDALE

91204
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DETAILS
File Name: 00027DF1.TIF
Disc Volume: disc07

LIST

STATUS

DISTANCE

DIRECTION

MAP ID

HWIS-CA

Listed

0.48 miles

SW

83

SITE NAME

AGENCY ID#

AMERICAN MEDICAL RESPONSE

CAL000123524

ADDRESS

CITY

ZIP

440 WEST BROADWAY

GLENDALE

91204
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DETAILS
Year: 2002
CAT_DESC: Waste oil and mixed oil
METH_DESC: Recycler
TONS: 0.41
Year: 2002
CAT_DESC: Waste oil and mixed oil
METH_DESC: Recycler
TONS: 0.45
Year: 2002
CAT_DESC: Waste oil and mixed oil
METH_DESC: Recycler
TONS: 0.41
Year: 2002
CAT_DESC: Waste oil and mixed oil
METH_DESC: Recycler
TONS: 0.41
Year: 2002
CAT_DESC: Oil/water separation sludge
METH_DESC: Recycler
TONS: 3.06
Year: 2002
CAT_DESC: Oil/water separation sludge
METH_DESC: Recycler
TONS: 3.51
Year: 2002
CAT_DESC: Waste oil and mixed oil
METH_DESC: Recycler
TONS: 0.45
Year: 2002
CAT_DESC: Waste oil and mixed oil
METH_DESC: Recycler
TONS: 0.41
Year: 2002
CAT_DESC: Waste oil and mixed oil
METH_DESC: Recycler
TONS: 0.41
Year: 2002
CAT_DESC: Waste oil and mixed oil
METH_DESC: Recycler
TONS: 0.41
Year: 2002
CAT_DESC: Waste oil and mixed oil
METH_DESC: Recycler
TONS: 0.37
Year: 2002
CAT_DESC: Oil/water separation sludge
METH_DESC: Recycler
TONS: 3.91
Year: 2001
CAT_DESC: Waste oil and mixed oil
METH_DESC: Recycler
TONS: 1.25
Year: 2001
CAT_DESC: Waste oil and mixed oil
METH_DESC: Transfer station
TONS: 2.16
Year: 2001
CAT_DESC: Oil/water separation sludge
METH_DESC: Recycler
TONS: 8.48
Year: 2000
CAT_DESC: Waste oil and mixed oil
METH_DESC: Transfer station
TONS: 4.48
Year: 1999
CAT_DESC: Waste oil and mixed oil
METH_DESC: Transfer station
TONS: 1.7931
Year: 1999
Copyright©2005, First American Commercial Real Estate Services, Inc. All rights reserved.
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CAT_DESC: Aqueous solution with total organic residues less than 10 percent
METH_DESC: Transfer station
TONS: 0.1625
Year: 1998
CAT_DESC: Organic liquids with metals (see 121)
METH_DESC: Transfer station
TONS: 0.0625
Year: 1998
CAT_DESC: Oil/water separation sludge
METH_DESC: Transfer station
TONS: 2.502
Year: 1998
CAT_DESC: Aqueous solution with total organic residues less than 10 percent
METH_DESC: Transfer station
TONS: 0.0417
Year: 1998
CAT_DESC: Aqueous solution with total organic residues less than 10 percent
METH_DESC: Treatment, tank
TONS: 0.0667
Year: 1997
CAT_DESC: Other inorganic solid waste
METH_DESC: Disposal, landfill
TONS: 1.6856

LIST

STATUS

DISTANCE

DIRECTION

MAP ID

UST

Listed

0.48 miles

N

84

SITE NAME

AGENCY ID#

700 NORTH BRAND

19-070-007000

ADDRESS

CITY

ZIP

700 N. Brand Boulevard, Suite 580

Glendale

91203

DETAILS
No Additional Details Found

LIST

STATUS

DISTANCE

DIRECTION

MAP ID

UST

Listed

0.48 miles

N

85

SITE NAME

AGENCY ID#

ARAL CORP

19-070-000701

ADDRESS

CITY

701 N. Brand Blvd.

Glendale

ZIP

DETAILS
No Additional Details Found
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LIST

STATUS

DISTANCE

DIRECTION

MAP ID

HWIS-CA

Listed

0.48 miles

N

85

SITE NAME

AGENCY ID#

CALIF CREDIT UNION

CAC001470608

ADDRESS

CITY

ZIP

701 N BRAND BLVD

GLENDALE

91203

DETAILS
Year: 1999
CAT_DESC: Waste oil and mixed oil
METH_DESC: Recycler
TONS: 0.3127

LIST

STATUS

DISTANCE

DIRECTION

MAP ID

HWIS-CA

Listed

0.49 miles

NW

86

SITE NAME

AGENCY ID#

HOME SAVINGS OF AMERICA

CAP400480269

ADDRESS

CITY

ZIP

448 W MILFORD

GLENDALE

91203

DETAILS
Year: 1994
CAT_DESC: Other organic solids
METH_DESC: Transfer station
TONS: 0.2

LIST

STATUS

DISTANCE

DIRECTION

MAP ID

Hist-UST

Listed

0.5 miles

S

87

SITE NAME

AGENCY ID#

98797

2096

ADDRESS

CITY

ZIP

101 E COLORADO

GLENDALE

91205
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DETAILS
File Name: 00026EC5.TIF
Disc Volume: disc07

LIST

STATUS

DISTANCE

DIRECTION

MAP ID

UST

Listed

0.5 miles

SE

88

SITE NAME

AGENCY ID#

C. E. PENKINS BLDG.

19-070-000141

ADDRESS

CITY

ZIP

141 N. Glendale Ave

Glendale

91206

DETAILS
No Additional Details Found

LIST

STATUS

DISTANCE

DIRECTION

MAP ID

HWIS-CA

Listed

0.5 miles

SE

89

SITE NAME

AGENCY ID#

BANK OF AMERICA

CAC001270704

ADDRESS

CITY

ZIP

203 N GLENDALE

GLENDALE

91201

DETAILS
Year: 1997
CAT_DESC: Asbestos containing waste
METH_DESC: Disposal, landfill
TONS: 0.2528

LIST

STATUS

DISTANCE

DIRECTION

MAP ID

HWIS-CA

Listed

0.5 miles

SE

90

SITE NAME

AGENCY ID#

GREG MARDIROSSIAN DDS INC

CAL000093579

ADDRESS

CITY

ZIP

144 N GLENDALE AVE, #100

GLENDALE

91206
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DETAILS
Year: 1998
CAT_DESC: Photochemicals/photoprocessing waste
METH_DESC: Recycler
TONS: 0.1042
Year: 1997
CAT_DESC: Photochemicals/photoprocessing waste
METH_DESC: Recycler
TONS: 0.0875
Year: 1996
CAT_DESC: Photochemicals/photoprocessing waste
METH_DESC: Recycler
TONS: 0.1251

LIST

STATUS

DISTANCE

DIRECTION

MAP ID

HWIS-CA

Listed

0.5 miles

SE

91

SITE NAME

AGENCY ID#

BARCO CLINIC

CAL000110511

ADDRESS

CITY

ZIP

140 N GLENDALE AVE

GLENDALE

91206

DETAILS
Year: 1995
CAT_DESC: Metal sludge (see 121)
METH_DESC: Recycler
TONS: 0.015

LIST

STATUS

DISTANCE

DIRECTION

MAP ID

RCRA

LISTED

0.5 miles

S

92

SITE NAME

AGENCY ID#

MR ONE HOUR

CAD981662232

ADDRESS

CITY

ZIP

108-B W COLORADO BLVD

GLENDALE

91204

DETAILS
Subject to corrective action: NO
Generator type: Small Quantity Generator
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LIST

STATUS

DISTANCE

DIRECTION

MAP ID

HWIS-CA

Listed

0.5 miles

S

92

SITE NAME

AGENCY ID#

IMAGE 1 HOUR PHOTO

CAL000129946

ADDRESS

CITY

ZIP

108 WEST COLORADO STREET

GLENDALE

91204

DETAILS
Year: 1998
CAT_DESC: Photochemicals/photoprocessing waste
METH_DESC: Recycler
TONS: 0.03
Year: 1997
CAT_DESC: Photochemicals/photoprocessing waste
METH_DESC: Recycler
TONS: 0.0666
Year: 1996
CAT_DESC: Photochemicals/photoprocessing waste
METH_DESC: Transfer station
TONS: 0.0417

LIST

STATUS

DISTANCE

DIRECTION

MAP ID

HWIS-CA

Listed

0.5 miles

E

93

SITE NAME

AGENCY ID#

SPORTSMART

CAC000950768

ADDRESS

CITY

ZIP

211 N GLENDALE AVE

GLENDALE

91203

DETAILS
Year: 1994
CAT_DESC: Asbestos containing waste
METH_DESC: Disposal, landfill
TONS: 0.5899
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LIST

STATUS

DISTANCE

DIRECTION

MAP ID

HWIS-CA

Listed

0.5 miles

E

93

SITE NAME

AGENCY ID#

VESTAR DEVELOPMENT CO

CAC001350352

ADDRESS

CITY

ZIP

211 N GLENDALE AVE

GLENDALE

91206

DETAILS
Year: 1998
CAT_DESC: Asbestos containing waste
METH_DESC: Disposal, landfill
TONS: 1063.6136

LIST

STATUS

DISTANCE

DIRECTION

MAP ID

HWIS-CA

Listed

0.5 miles

E

93

SITE NAME

AGENCY ID#

CITY OF GLENDALE/DEPT OF DEV SVCS

CAC001465912

ADDRESS

CITY

ZIP

211 N GLENDALE AVE

GLENDALE

91206

DETAILS
Year: 1998
CAT_DESC: Unspecified organic liquid mixture
METH_DESC: Recycler
TONS: 1.251
Year: 1998
CAT_DESC: Oil/water separation sludge
METH_DESC: Recycler
TONS: 0.834

LIST

STATUS

DISTANCE

DIRECTION

MAP ID

UST

Listed

0.5 miles

SE

94

SITE NAME

AGENCY ID#

TOSCO CORPORATION SITE NO. 30405

19-070-000200

ADDRESS

CITY

ZIP

200 N. Glendale Ave.

Glendale

91206
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DETAILS
No Additional Details Found

LIST

STATUS

DISTANCE

DIRECTION

MAP ID

Hist-UST

Listed

0.5 miles

SE

94

SITE NAME

AGENCY ID#

SERVICE STATION 1798

55281

ADDRESS

CITY

ZIP

200 N GLENDALE AVE

GLENDALE

91206

DETAILS
File Name: 00028F2C.TIF
Disc Volume: disc08
County: Los Angeles

LIST

STATUS

DISTANCE

DIRECTION

MAP ID

Hist-UST

Listed

0.5 miles

SE

94

SITE NAME

AGENCY ID#

UNION OIL SERVICE STATION 179

63404

ADDRESS

CITY

ZIP

200 NORTH GLENDALE AVENUE

GLENDALE

91206

DETAILS
File Name: 00028241.TIF
Disc Volume: disc08
County: Los Angeles

LIST

STATUS

DISTANCE

DIRECTION

MAP ID

HWIS-CA

Listed

0.5 miles

SE

94

SITE NAME

AGENCY ID#

MARK'S 76 UNOCAL SERVICE STATION

CAC002345305

ADDRESS

CITY

ZIP

200 N GLENDALE AVE

GLENDALE

91206
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DETAILS
Year: 2001
CAT_DESC: Oil/water separation sludge
METH_DESC: Recycler
TONS: 0.72

LIST

STATUS

DISTANCE

DIRECTION

MAP ID

HWIS-CA

Listed

0.5 miles

SE

94

SITE NAME

AGENCY ID#

UNOCAL SERVICE STATION #1798

CAD981644974

ADDRESS

CITY

ZIP

200 N GLENDALE AVE

GLENDALE

91206

DETAILS
Year: 1996
CAT_DESC: Aqueous solution with total organic residues less than 10 percent
METH_DESC: Treatment, tank
TONS: 0.3127
Year: 1994
CAT_DESC: Unspecified oil-containing waste
METH_DESC: Recycler
TONS: 0.2085
Year: 1993
CAT_DESC: Other empty containers 30 gallons or more
METH_DESC: Recycler
TONS: 10.25
Year: 1993
CAT_DESC: Unspecified oil-containing waste
METH_DESC: Recycler
TONS: 1.2718

LIST

STATUS

DISTANCE

DIRECTION

MAP ID

HWIS-CA

Listed

0.5 miles

SE

94

SITE NAME

AGENCY ID#

PAUL'S UNOCAL SERVICE

CAL000162708

ADDRESS

CITY

ZIP

200 N GLENDALE AVE

GLENDALE

91206
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DETAILS
Year: 1997
CAT_DESC: Waste oil and mixed oil
METH_DESC: Recycler
TONS: 1.1467

LIST

STATUS

DISTANCE

DIRECTION

MAP ID

HWIS-CA

Listed

0.5 miles

SE

94

SITE NAME

AGENCY ID#

TOSCO CORPORATION STATION #30405

CAL000169341

ADDRESS

CITY

ZIP

200 N GLENDALE AVE

GLENDALE

91206

DETAILS
Year: 2000
CAT_DESC: Aqueous solution with total organic residues less than 10 percent
METH_DESC: Recycler
TONS: 0.28

LIST

STATUS

DISTANCE

DIRECTION

MAP ID

HWIS-CA

Listed

0.5 miles

SE

94

SITE NAME

AGENCY ID#

MARK'S 76

CAL000222288

ADDRESS

CITY

ZIP

200 N GLENDALE AVE

GLENDALE

91206

DETAILS
Year: 2002
CAT_DESC: Waste oil and mixed oil
METH_DESC: Recycler
TONS: 2.08
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LIST

STATUS

DISTANCE

DIRECTION

MAP ID

HWIS-CA

Listed

0.5 miles

E

95

SITE NAME

AGENCY ID#

LONGS DRUG STORE #456

CAL000201103

ADDRESS

CITY

ZIP

221 N GLENDALE AVE

GLENDALE

91206

DETAILS
Year: 2001
CAT_DESC: Photochemicals/photoprocessing waste
METH_DESC: Recycler
TONS: 0.25
Year: 2000
CAT_DESC: Photochemicals/photoprocessing waste
METH_DESC: Recycler
TONS: 0.68

LIST

STATUS

DISTANCE

DIRECTION

MAP ID

Hist-UST

Listed

0.51 miles

SE

96

SITE NAME

AGENCY ID#

GLENDALE OMS 15

25605

ADDRESS

CITY

ZIP

220 E COLORADO STREET

GLENDALE

91205

DETAILS
File Name: 0002694F.TIF
Disc Volume: disc07

LIST

STATUS

DISTANCE

DIRECTION

MAP ID

Hist-UST

Listed

0.51 miles

SE

96

SITE NAME

AGENCY ID#

GLENDALE OMS 15

25606

ADDRESS

CITY

ZIP

220 E COLORADO STREET

GLENDALE

91205
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DETAILS
File Name: 00028838.TIF
Disc Volume: disc08

LIST

STATUS

DISTANCE

DIRECTION

MAP ID

Hist-UST

Listed

0.51 miles

SE

96

SITE NAME

AGENCY ID#

GLENDALE OMS 15

25607

ADDRESS

CITY

ZIP

220 E COLORADO STREET

GLENDALE

91205

DETAILS
File Name: 0002883F.TIF
Disc Volume: disc08

LIST

STATUS

DISTANCE

DIRECTION

MAP ID

RCRA

LISTED

0.51 miles

SE

96

SITE NAME

AGENCY ID#

OMS #15

CAD981369051

ADDRESS

CITY

ZIP

220 E COLORADO ST

GLENDALE

91205

DETAILS
Subject to corrective action: NO
Generator type: Small Quantity Generator

LIST

STATUS

DISTANCE

DIRECTION

MAP ID

HWIS-CA

Listed

0.51 miles

SE

96

SITE NAME

AGENCY ID#

OMS #15

CAD981369051

ADDRESS

CITY

ZIP

220 E COLORADO ST

GLENDALE

91205
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DETAILS
Year: 2002
CAT_DESC: Polychlorinated biphenyls and material containing PCBs
METH_DESC: Recycler
TONS: 0.55
Year: 1999
CAT_DESC: Contaminated soil from site clean-up
METH_DESC: Treatment, tank
TONS: 6.3
Year: 1996
CAT_DESC: Asbestos containing waste
METH_DESC: Disposal, landfill
TONS: 29.498
Year: 1995
CAT_DESC: Unspecified aqueous solution
METH_DESC: Recycler
TONS: 4.17
Year: 1995
CAT_DESC: Unspecified aqueous solution
METH_DESC: Recycler
TONS: 0.2293
Year: 1995
CAT_DESC: Waste oil and mixed oil
METH_DESC: Recycler
TONS: 1.1467
Year: 1995
CAT_DESC: Aqueous solution with total organic residues 10 percent or more
METH_DESC: Recycler
TONS: 0.2293
Year: 1995
CAT_DESC: Other inorganic solid waste
METH_DESC: Recycler
TONS: 0.4
Year: 1995
CAT_DESC: Other inorganic solid waste
METH_DESC: Transfer station
TONS: 0.03
Year: 1994
CAT_DESC: Other empty containers 30 gallons or more
METH_DESC: Recycler
TONS: 6.395
Year: 1994
CAT_DESC: Other organic solids
METH_DESC: Transfer station
TONS: 0.2
Year: 1994
CAT_DESC: Off-specification, aged or surplus organics
METH_DESC: Transfer station
TONS: 0.2
Year: 1994
CAT_DESC: Unspecified alkaline solution
METH_DESC: Transfer station
TONS: 0.03
Year: 1994
CAT_DESC: Waste oil and mixed oil
METH_DESC: Recycler
TONS: 1.0425
Year: 1994
CAT_DESC: Oxygenated solvents (acetone, butanol, ethyl acetate, etc.)
METH_DESC: Transfer station
TONS: 0.01
Year: 1993
CAT_DESC: Empty containers less than 30 gallons
METH_DESC: Disposal, landfill
TONS: 0.1795
Year: 1993
CAT_DESC: Other organic solids
METH_DESC: Disposal, landfill
TONS: 0.4615
Year: 1993
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CAT_DESC: Contaminated soil from site clean-up
METH_DESC: Disposal, landfill
TONS: 0.2615
Year: 1993
CAT_DESC: Unspecified oil-containing waste
METH_DESC: Recycler
TONS: 4.8372
Year: 1993
CAT_DESC: Latex waste
METH_DESC: Disposal, landfill
TONS: 0.0805
Year: 1993
CAT_DESC: Unspecified oil-containing waste
METH_DESC: Recycler
TONS: 0.0083
Year: 1993
CAT_DESC: Waste oil and mixed oil
METH_DESC: Treatment, tank
TONS: 5.5836
Year: 1993
CAT_DESC: Waste oil and mixed oil
METH_DESC: Recycler
TONS: 0.2543
Year: 1993
CAT_DESC: Unspecified solvent mixture
METH_DESC: Recycler
TONS: 0.2335
Year: 1993
CAT_DESC: Unspecified solvent mixture
METH_DESC: Recycler
TONS: 0.1668
Year: 1993
CAT_DESC: Asbestos containing waste
METH_DESC: Disposal, landfill
TONS: 0.0325

LIST

STATUS

DISTANCE

DIRECTION

MAP ID

RCRA

LISTED

0.51 miles

SW

97

SITE NAME

AGENCY ID#

SALERNO RADIATOR

CAD982409369

ADDRESS

CITY

ZIP

219 W COLARADO ST

GLENDALE

91204

DETAILS
Subject to corrective action: NO
Generator type: Small Quantity Generator
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LIST

STATUS

DISTANCE

DIRECTION

MAP ID

HWIS-CA

Listed

0.51 miles

NW

98

SITE NAME

AGENCY ID#

ALL STATE INS CO

CAC001106680

ADDRESS

CITY

ZIP

700 NO CENTRAL AVE

GLENDALE

91203

DETAILS
Year: 1995
CAT_DESC: Tank bottom waste
METH_DESC: Recycler
TONS: 0.2085

LIST

STATUS

DISTANCE

DIRECTION

MAP ID

HWIS-CA

Listed

0.51 miles

NW

98

SITE NAME

AGENCY ID#

ALL STATE INS CO

CAC001160208

ADDRESS

CITY

ZIP

700 NO CENTRAL AVE

GLENDALE

91203

DETAILS
Year: 1996
CAT_DESC: Tank bottom waste
METH_DESC: Recycler
TONS: 0.6255

LIST

STATUS

DISTANCE

DIRECTION

MAP ID

HWIS-CA

Listed

0.51 miles

NW

98

SITE NAME

AGENCY ID#

CB COMMERCIAL

CAC001258064

ADDRESS

CITY

ZIP

700 NORTH CENTRAL

GLENDALE

91203
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DETAILS
Year: 1996
CAT_DESC: Tank bottom waste
METH_DESC: Recycler
TONS: 0.0417

LIST

STATUS

DISTANCE

DIRECTION

MAP ID

HWIS-CA

Listed

0.51 miles

NW

98

SITE NAME

AGENCY ID#

CB RICHARD ELLIS

CAC002214169

ADDRESS

CITY

ZIP

700 N CENTRAL

GLENDALE

91203

DETAILS
Year: 1999
CAT_DESC: Waste oil and mixed oil
METH_DESC: Recycler
TONS: 0.1251

LIST

STATUS

DISTANCE

DIRECTION

MAP ID

HWIS-CA

Listed

0.51 miles

SW

99

SITE NAME

AGENCY ID#

T M STUDIOS

CAL000188386

ADDRESS

CITY

ZIP

467 W BROADWAY

GLENDALE

91204

DETAILS
Year: 1998
CAT_DESC: Photochemicals/photoprocessing waste
METH_DESC: Recycler
TONS: 0.8089
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LIST

STATUS

DISTANCE

DIRECTION

MAP ID

Hist-UST

Listed

0.51 miles

SW

100

SITE NAME

AGENCY ID#

CHARLIE MUSSALLI

11833

ADDRESS

CITY

ZIP

466 W BROADWAY

GLENDALE

91204

DETAILS
File Name: 00026B2D.TIF
Disc Volume: disc07

LIST

STATUS

DISTANCE

DIRECTION

MAP ID

HWIS-CA

Listed

0.51 miles

SW

100

SITE NAME

AGENCY ID#

JMCN INC

CAC002229841

ADDRESS

CITY

ZIP

466 BROADWAY

GLENDALE

91204

DETAILS
Year: 1999
CAT_DESC: Waste oil and mixed oil
METH_DESC: Recycler
TONS: 4.587

LIST

STATUS

DISTANCE

DIRECTION

MAP ID

RCRA

LISTED

0.51 miles

SW

101

SITE NAME

AGENCY ID#

1/2 HOUR PHOTO EXPRESS

CAD982462111

ADDRESS

CITY

ZIP

224 W COLORADO BLVD #103

GLENDALE

91203

DETAILS
Subject to corrective action: NO
Generator type: Small Quantity Generator
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LIST

STATUS

DISTANCE

DIRECTION

MAP ID

HWIS-CA

Listed

0.51 miles

SW

101

SITE NAME

AGENCY ID#

18 MIN PHOTO EXPRESS

CAD982462111

ADDRESS

CITY

ZIP

224 W COLORADO BLVD #103

GLENDALE

91203

DETAILS
Year: 1997
CAT_DESC: Photochemicals/photoprocessing waste
METH_DESC: Transfer station
TONS: 0.1668
Year: 1996
CAT_DESC: Photochemicals/photoprocessing waste
METH_DESC: Transfer station
TONS: 0.0625
Year: 1994
CAT_DESC: Metal sludge (see 121)
METH_DESC: Recycler
TONS: 0.075
Year: 1993
CAT_DESC: Photochemicals/photoprocessing waste
METH_DESC: Recycler
TONS: 0.4378

LIST

STATUS

DISTANCE

DIRECTION

MAP ID

Hist-UST

Listed

0.51 miles

SE

102

SITE NAME

AGENCY ID#

LUBE MASTERS

37306

ADDRESS

CITY

ZIP

605 E HARVARD

GLENDALE

91205

DETAILS
File Name: 00027927.TIF
Disc Volume: disc07
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LIST

STATUS

DISTANCE

DIRECTION

MAP ID

HWIS-CA

Listed

0.51 miles

SE

102

SITE NAME

AGENCY ID#

GLENDALE LUBE

CAL000049162

ADDRESS

CITY

ZIP

605 EAST HARVARD AVE

GLENDALE

91205

DETAILS
Year: 2000
CAT_DESC: Unspecified aqueous solution
METH_DESC: Recycler
TONS: 0.68
Year: 2000
CAT_DESC: Unspecified aqueous solution
METH_DESC: Recycler
TONS: 0.22
Year: 1999
CAT_DESC: Unspecified aqueous solution
METH_DESC: Recycler
TONS: 2.0637
Year: 1998
CAT_DESC: Unspecified aqueous solution
METH_DESC: Recycler
TONS: 0.6255
Year: 1998
CAT_DESC: Unspecified aqueous solution
METH_DESC: Recycler
TONS: 4.4198
Year: 1998
CAT_DESC: Waste oil and mixed oil
METH_DESC: Recycler
TONS: 0.834
Year: 1997
CAT_DESC: Waste oil and mixed oil
METH_DESC: Recycler
TONS: 15.0745
Year: 1997
CAT_DESC: Aqueous solution with total organic residues 10 percent or more
METH_DESC: Recycler
TONS: 0.6255
Year: 1997
CAT_DESC: Unspecified aqueous solution
METH_DESC: Recycler
TONS: 6.5051
Year: 1997
CAT_DESC: Unspecified aqueous solution
METH_DESC: Recycler
TONS: 0.688
Year: 1996
CAT_DESC: Waste oil and mixed oil
METH_DESC: Recycler
TONS: 2.919
Year: 1996
CAT_DESC: Waste oil and mixed oil
METH_DESC: Recycler
TONS: 51.0616
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LIST

STATUS

DISTANCE

DIRECTION

MAP ID

Hist-UST

Listed

0.52 miles

SE

103

SITE NAME

AGENCY ID#

COLONIAL BUICK HONDA

13650

ADDRESS

CITY

ZIP

144 SO GLENDALE AVE

GLENDALE

91205

DETAILS
File Name: 00027321.TIF
Disc Volume: disc07

LIST

STATUS

DISTANCE

DIRECTION

MAP ID

RCRA

LISTED

0.52 miles

SE

103

SITE NAME

AGENCY ID#

COLONIAL HONDA INC

CAD983588971

ADDRESS

CITY

ZIP

144 S GLENDALE AVE

GLENDALE

91205

DETAILS
Subject to corrective action: NO
Generator type: Small Quantity Generator

LIST

STATUS

DISTANCE

DIRECTION

MAP ID

HWIS-CA

Listed

0.52 miles

SE

103

SITE NAME

AGENCY ID#

COLONIAL HONDA INC

CAD983588971

ADDRESS

CITY

ZIP

144 S GLENDALE AVE

GLENDALE

91205
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DETAILS
Year: 2002
CAT_DESC: Oil/water separation sludge
METH_DESC: Recycler
TONS: 3.23
Year: 2002
CAT_DESC: Off-specification, aged or surplus organics
METH_DESC: Transfer station
TONS: 0.22
Year: 2002
CAT_DESC: Aqueous solution with total organic residues less than 10 percent
METH_DESC: Transfer station
TONS: 0.21
Year: 2002
CAT_DESC: Aqueous solution with total organic residues less than 10 percent
METH_DESC: Transfer station
TONS: 0.2
Year: 2002
CAT_DESC: Aqueous solution with total organic residues less than 10 percent
METH_DESC: Transfer station
TONS: 0.2
Year: 2002
CAT_DESC: Other organic solids
METH_DESC: Transfer station
TONS: 0.4
Year: 2002
CAT_DESC: Other organic solids
METH_DESC: Transfer station
TONS: 0.4
Year: 2001
CAT_DESC: Aqueous solution with total organic residues less than 10 percent
METH_DESC: Transfer station
TONS: 1.6
Year: 2001
CAT_DESC: Other organic solids
METH_DESC: Transfer station
TONS: 0.35
Year: 2001
CAT_DESC: Off-specification, aged or surplus organics
METH_DESC: Recycler
TONS: 0.12
Year: 2001
CAT_DESC: Off-specification, aged or surplus organics
METH_DESC: Transfer station
TONS: 0.56
Year: 2000
CAT_DESC: Aqueous solution with total organic residues less than 10 percent
METH_DESC: Recycler
TONS: 0.2
Year: 2000
CAT_DESC: Off-specification, aged or surplus organics
METH_DESC: Recycler
TONS: 0.95
Year: 2000
CAT_DESC: Aqueous solution with total organic residues 10 percent or more
METH_DESC: Recycler
TONS: 2.29
Year: 2000
CAT_DESC: Aqueous solution with total organic residues less than 10 percent
METH_DESC: Transfer station
TONS: 1.83
Year: 2000
CAT_DESC: Waste oil and mixed oil
METH_DESC: Transfer station
TONS: 2.08
Year: 2000
CAT_DESC: Tank bottom waste
METH_DESC: Treatment, tank
TONS: 5
Year: 2000
Copyright©2005, First American Commercial Real Estate Services, Inc. All rights reserved.
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CAT_DESC: Oil/water separation sludge
METH_DESC: Recycler
TONS: 3.02
Year: 2000
CAT_DESC: Other organic solids
METH_DESC: Recycler
TONS: 0.52
Year: 2000
CAT_DESC: Unspecified solvent mixture
METH_DESC: Transfer station
TONS: 0.04
Year: 2000
CAT_DESC: Unspecified aqueous solution
METH_DESC: Recycler
TONS: 0.72
Year: 2000
CAT_DESC: Waste oil and mixed oil
METH_DESC: Recycler
TONS: 0.62
Year: 1999
CAT_DESC: Other organic solids
METH_DESC: Transfer station
TONS: 0.2
Year: 1999
CAT_DESC: Other organic solids
METH_DESC: Recycler
TONS: 0.225
Year: 1999
CAT_DESC: Aqueous solution with total organic residues less than 10 percent
METH_DESC: Transfer station
TONS: 1.7638
Year: 1998
CAT_DESC: Oil/water separation sludge
METH_DESC: Transfer station
TONS: 0.834
Year: 1998
CAT_DESC: Aqueous solution with total organic residues less than 10 percent
METH_DESC: Transfer station
TONS: 0.7504
Year: 1998
CAT_DESC: Aqueous solution with total organic residues less than 10 percent
METH_DESC: Treatment, tank
TONS: 0.1251
Year: 1998
CAT_DESC: Unspecified oil-containing waste
METH_DESC: Transfer station
TONS: 0.15
Year: 1998
CAT_DESC: Unspecified oil-containing waste
METH_DESC: Recycler
TONS: 2.502
Year: 1998
CAT_DESC: Aqueous solution with total organic residues 10 percent or more
METH_DESC: Recycler
TONS: 0.688
Year: 1997
CAT_DESC: Waste oil and mixed oil
METH_DESC: Transfer station
TONS: 0.3753
Year: 1997
CAT_DESC: Aqueous solution with total organic residues 10 percent or more
METH_DESC: Recycler
TONS: 1.668
Year: 1997
CAT_DESC: Unspecified organic liquid mixture
METH_DESC: Transfer station
TONS: 9.0904
Year: 1996
CAT_DESC: Waste oil and mixed oil
METH_DESC: Transfer station
TONS: 2.8147
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Year: 1996
CAT_DESC: Unspecified organic liquid mixture
METH_DESC: Transfer station
TONS: 4.0031
Year: 1996
CAT_DESC: Aqueous solution with total organic residues less than 10 percent
METH_DESC: Transfer station
TONS: 4.7955
Year: 1995
CAT_DESC: Aqueous solution with total organic residues less than 10 percent
METH_DESC: Transfer station
TONS: 7.5685
Year: 1994
CAT_DESC: Aqueous solution with total organic residues less than 10 percent
METH_DESC: Recycler
TONS: 0.417
Year: 1994
CAT_DESC: Aqueous solution with total organic residues less than 10 percent
METH_DESC: Transfer station
TONS: 4.5452
Year: 1994
CAT_DESC: Aqueous solution with total organic residues less than 10 percent
METH_DESC: Recycler
TONS: 0.4587
Year: 1994
CAT_DESC: Waste oil and mixed oil
METH_DESC: Recycler
TONS: 0.4795
Year: 1993
CAT_DESC: Aqueous solution with total organic residues less than 10 percent
METH_DESC: Recycler
TONS: 4.4619

LIST

STATUS

DISTANCE

DIRECTION

MAP ID

Hist-UST

Listed

0.52 miles

S

104

SITE NAME

AGENCY ID#

OLDSMOBILE AND GMC TRUCK DEALER

44026

ADDRESS

CITY

ZIP

400 SO BRAND BLVD

GLENDALE

91204

DETAILS
File Name: 00026CAE.TIF
Disc Volume: disc07
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LIST

STATUS

DISTANCE

DIRECTION

MAP ID

RCRA

LISTED

0.52 miles

S

104

SITE NAME

AGENCY ID#

GUY SCHMIDT INC

CAD981445000

ADDRESS

CITY

ZIP

400 S BRAND BLVD

GLENDALE

91204

DETAILS
Subject to corrective action: NO
Generator type: Small Quantity Generator

LIST

STATUS

DISTANCE

DIRECTION

MAP ID

HWIS-CA

Listed

0.52 miles

S

104

SITE NAME

AGENCY ID#

GUY SCHMIDT INC

CAD981445000

ADDRESS

CITY

ZIP

400 S BRAND BLVD

GLENDALE

91204
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DETAILS
Year: 2002
CAT_DESC: Aqueous solution with total organic residues less than 10 percent
METH_DESC: Transfer station
TONS: 0.01
Year: 2002
CAT_DESC: Aqueous solution with total organic residues less than 10 percent
METH_DESC: Transfer station
TONS: 0.4
Year: 2002
CAT_DESC: Aqueous solution with total organic residues less than 10 percent
METH_DESC: Transfer station
TONS: 0.01
Year: 2002
CAT_DESC: Aqueous solution with total organic residues less than 10 percent
METH_DESC: Transfer station
TONS: 0.01
Year: 2002
CAT_DESC: Aqueous solution with total organic residues less than 10 percent
METH_DESC: Transfer station
TONS: 0.3
Year: 2002
CAT_DESC: Aqueous solution with total organic residues less than 10 percent
METH_DESC: Transfer station
TONS: 0.35
Year: 2002
CAT_DESC: Aqueous solution with total organic residues less than 10 percent
METH_DESC: Transfer station
TONS: 0.24
Year: 2002
CAT_DESC: Oil/water separation sludge
METH_DESC: Recycler
TONS: 3.12
Year: 2002
CAT_DESC: Aqueous solution with total organic residues less than 10 percent
METH_DESC: Transfer station
TONS: 0.01
Year: 2001
CAT_DESC: Aqueous solution with total organic residues less than 10 percent
METH_DESC: Transfer station
TONS: 1.21
Year: 2000
CAT_DESC: Unspecified aqueous solution
METH_DESC: Recycler
TONS: 0.45
Year: 2000
CAT_DESC: Aqueous solution with total organic residues 10 percent or more
METH_DESC: Recycler
TONS: 0.41
Year: 2000
CAT_DESC: Waste oil and mixed oil
METH_DESC: Recycler
TONS: 0.2
Year: 2000
CAT_DESC: Aqueous solution with total organic residues less than 10 percent
METH_DESC: Transfer station
TONS: 1.85
Year: 1999
CAT_DESC: Aqueous solution with total organic residues less than 10 percent
METH_DESC: Transfer station
TONS: 1.3256
Year: 1999
CAT_DESC: Aqueous solution with total organic residues 10 percent or more
METH_DESC: Recycler
TONS: 3.1692
Year: 1998
CAT_DESC: Organic liquids with metals (see 121)
METH_DESC: Transfer station
TONS: 0.1916
Year: 1998
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CAT_DESC: Aqueous solution with total organic residues 10 percent or more
METH_DESC: Recycler
TONS: 5.1707
Year: 1998
CAT_DESC: Other organic solids
METH_DESC: Disposal, other
TONS: 0.05
Year: 1998
CAT_DESC: Oil/water separation sludge
METH_DESC: Recycler
TONS: 5.2125
Year: 1998
CAT_DESC: Unspecified solvent mixture
METH_DESC: Recycler
TONS: 0.0834
Year: 1998
CAT_DESC: Unspecified solvent mixture
METH_DESC: Transfer station
TONS: 0.0208
Year: 1998
CAT_DESC: Halogenated solvents (chloroforms, methyl chloride, perchloroethylene, etc)
METH_DESC: Recycler
TONS: 0.2293
Year: 1998
CAT_DESC: Aqueous solution with total organic residues less than 10 percent
METH_DESC: Transfer station
TONS: 0.1873
Year: 1997
CAT_DESC: Unspecified solvent mixture
METH_DESC: Transfer station
TONS: 0.1248
Year: 1997
CAT_DESC: Oil/water separation sludge
METH_DESC: Recycler
TONS: 0.9382
Year: 1997
CAT_DESC: Aqueous solution with total organic residues 10 percent or more
METH_DESC: Recycler
TONS: 6.5677
Year: 1996
CAT_DESC: Aqueous solution with total organic residues 10 percent or more
METH_DESC: Recycler
TONS: 9.4867
Year: 1996
CAT_DESC: Oil/water separation sludge
METH_DESC: Recycler
TONS: 4.3785
Year: 1996
CAT_DESC: Unspecified solvent mixture
METH_DESC: Transfer station
TONS: 0.0208
Year: 1995
CAT_DESC: Unspecified aqueous solution
METH_DESC: Recycler
TONS: 5.275
Year: 1995
CAT_DESC: Oil/water separation sludge
METH_DESC: Recycler
TONS: 3.753
Year: 1995
CAT_DESC: Aqueous solution with total organic residues 10 percent or more
METH_DESC: Recycler
TONS: 4.2116
Year: 1994
CAT_DESC: Unspecified aqueous solution
METH_DESC: Recycler
TONS: 12.3221
Year: 1994
CAT_DESC: Hydrocarbon solvents (benzene, hexane, Stoddard, Etc.)
METH_DESC: Transfer station
TONS: 0.1584
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Year: 1993
CAT_DESC: Unspecified aqueous solution
METH_DESC: Recycler
TONS: 3.0857

LIST

STATUS

DISTANCE

DIRECTION

MAP ID

Hist-UST

Listed

0.52 miles

S

105

SITE NAME

AGENCY ID#

FIRESTONE STORES OF GLENDALE

22272

ADDRESS

CITY

ZIP

401 S BRAND

GLENDALE

91204

DETAILS
File Name: 0002677B.TIF
Disc Volume: disc06

LIST

STATUS

DISTANCE

DIRECTION

MAP ID

HWIS-CA

Listed

0.52 miles

S

105

SITE NAME

AGENCY ID#

FIRESTONE STORE #67C1

CAD981977176

ADDRESS

CITY

ZIP

401 S BRAND

GLENDALE

91204

DETAILS
Year: 1999
CAT_DESC: Aqueous solution with total organic residues less than 10 percent
METH_DESC: Transfer station
TONS: 0.0625
Year: 1996
CAT_DESC: Oil/water separation sludge
METH_DESC: Transfer station
TONS: 4.17
Year: 1995
CAT_DESC: Aqueous solution with total organic residues less than 10 percent
METH_DESC: Transfer station
TONS: 0.6255
Year: 1994
CAT_DESC: Unspecified aqueous solution
METH_DESC: Recycler
TONS: 0.688
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LIST

STATUS

DISTANCE

DIRECTION

MAP ID

HWIS-CA

Listed

0.52 miles

N

106

SITE NAME

AGENCY ID#

MONTEREY ISLAND CONDOMINIUM

CAC001474472

ADDRESS

CITY

ZIP

222 MONTEREY RD

GLENDALE

91206

DETAILS
Year: 1999
CAT_DESC: Waste oil and mixed oil
METH_DESC: Recycler
TONS: 0.6255

LIST

STATUS

DISTANCE

DIRECTION

MAP ID

Hist-UST

Listed

0.53 miles

SW

107

SITE NAME

AGENCY ID#

TEXACO

60533

ADDRESS

CITY

ZIP

224 W COLORADO AND CENTRAL

GLENDALE

91204

DETAILS
File Name: 00028AA1.TIF
Disc Volume: disc08

LIST

STATUS

DISTANCE

DIRECTION

MAP ID

HWIS-CA

Listed

0.53 miles

N

108

SITE NAME

AGENCY ID#

NESTLE_FOOD COMPANY

CAC000884536

ADDRESS

CITY

ZIP

800 NORTH BRAND BLVD.

GLENDALE

91203
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DETAILS
Year: 1994
CAT_DESC: Hydrocarbon solvents (benzene, hexane, Stoddard, Etc.)
METH_DESC: Transfer station
TONS: 0.0166
Year: 1994
CAT_DESC: Alkaline solution without metals pH >= 12.5
METH_DESC: Transfer station
TONS: 0.0083
Year: 1994
CAT_DESC: Off-specification, aged or surplus organics
METH_DESC: Transfer station
TONS: 0.025

LIST

STATUS

DISTANCE

DIRECTION

MAP ID

HWIS-CA

Listed

0.53 miles

N

108

SITE NAME

AGENCY ID#

LINCOLN PROPERTIES

CAC001127968

ADDRESS

CITY

ZIP

800 N BRAND BLVD

GLENDALE

91203

DETAILS
Year: 1995
CAT_DESC: Waste oil and mixed oil
METH_DESC: Recycler
TONS: 0.2293

LIST

STATUS

DISTANCE

DIRECTION

MAP ID

HWIS-CA

Listed

0.53 miles

N

108

SITE NAME

AGENCY ID#

NESTLE USA INC

CAC002282617

ADDRESS

CITY

ZIP

800 N BRAND BLVD

GLENDALE

91203

DETAILS
Year: 2000
CAT_DESC: Alkaline solution without metals pH >= 12.5
METH_DESC: Transfer station
TONS: 0.02
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LIST

STATUS

DISTANCE

DIRECTION

MAP ID

HWIS-CA

Listed

0.53 miles

N

108

SITE NAME

AGENCY ID#

NESTLE USA INC

CAC002550105

ADDRESS

CITY

ZIP

800 N BRAND BLVD

GLENDALE

91203

DETAILS
Year: 2002
CAT_DESC: Laboratory waste chemicals
METH_DESC: Recycler
TONS: 0
Year: 2002
CAT_DESC: Off-specification, aged or surplus organics
METH_DESC: Transfer station
TONS: 0
Year: 2002
CAT_DESC: Off-specification, aged or surplus organics
METH_DESC: Transfer station
TONS: 0
Year: 2002
CAT_DESC: Off-specification, aged or surplus organics
METH_DESC: Transfer station
TONS: 0

LIST

STATUS

DISTANCE

DIRECTION

MAP ID

HWIS-CA

Listed

0.53 miles

N

109

SITE NAME

AGENCY ID#

CB COMMERCIAL

CAC000981152

ADDRESS

CITY

ZIP

801 NO BRAND AVE STE 250

GLENDALE

91203

DETAILS
Year: 1994
CAT_DESC: Tank bottom waste
METH_DESC: Recycler
TONS: 0.0834
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LIST

STATUS

DISTANCE

DIRECTION

MAP ID

HWIS-CA

Listed

0.53 miles

N

109

SITE NAME

AGENCY ID#

ALL STATE INC CO

CAC001106672

ADDRESS

CITY

ZIP

801 NO BRAND BLVD

GLENDALE

91203

DETAILS
Year: 1995
CAT_DESC: Tank bottom waste
METH_DESC: Recycler
TONS: 0.417

LIST

STATUS

DISTANCE

DIRECTION

MAP ID

HWIS-CA

Listed

0.53 miles

N

109

SITE NAME

AGENCY ID#

CB COMMERCIAL

CAC001258056

ADDRESS

CITY

ZIP

801 NO BRAND AVE

GLENDALE

91203

DETAILS
Year: 1996
CAT_DESC: Tank bottom waste
METH_DESC: Recycler
TONS: 0.1251

LIST

STATUS

DISTANCE

DIRECTION

MAP ID

Hist-UST

Listed

0.54 miles

SW

110

SITE NAME

AGENCY ID#

AIRCO WELDING SUPPLY

3044

ADDRESS

CITY

ZIP

306 COLORADO ST

GLENDALE

91204
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DETAILS
File Name: 000261FA.TIF
Disc Volume: disc06

LIST

STATUS

DISTANCE

DIRECTION

MAP ID

HWIS-CA

Listed

0.54 miles

SW

111

SITE NAME

AGENCY ID#

NICKS AUTO REPAIR

CAL000214832

ADDRESS

CITY

ZIP

313 S CENTRAL AVE

GLENDALE

91204

DETAILS
Year: 2001
CAT_DESC: Oil/water separation sludge
METH_DESC: Recycler
TONS: 0.89
Year: 2000
CAT_DESC: Oil/water separation sludge
METH_DESC: Recycler
TONS: 0.52
Year: 1999
CAT_DESC: Oil/water separation sludge
METH_DESC: Transfer station
TONS: 0.7005

LIST

STATUS

DISTANCE

DIRECTION

MAP ID

Hist-UST

Listed

0.54 miles

S

112

SITE NAME

AGENCY ID#

GUY SCHMIDT MAZDA

26638

ADDRESS

CITY

ZIP

425 S BRAND BLVD

GLENDALE

91204

DETAILS
File Name: 00026CAC.TIF
Disc Volume: disc07
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LIST

STATUS

DISTANCE

DIRECTION

MAP ID

HWIS-CA

Listed

0.54 miles

S

112

SITE NAME

AGENCY ID#

GUY SCHMIDT MAZDA

CAL000030951

ADDRESS

CITY

ZIP

425 S BRAND BLVD

GLENDALE

91204

DETAILS
Year: 1997
CAT_DESC: Oil/water separation sludge
METH_DESC: Recycler
TONS: 4.587
Year: 1996
CAT_DESC: Oil/water separation sludge
METH_DESC: Recycler
TONS: 28.356

LIST

STATUS

DISTANCE

DIRECTION

MAP ID

HWIS-CA

Listed

0.55 miles

SE

113

SITE NAME

AGENCY ID#

A & A X-RAY

CAL000114137

ADDRESS

CITY

ZIP

415 EAST COLORADO_STREET

GLENDALE

91205

DETAILS
Year: 1993
CAT_DESC: Photochemicals/photoprocessing waste
METH_DESC: Recycler
TONS: 0.0417

LIST

STATUS

DISTANCE

DIRECTION

MAP ID

RCRA

LISTED

0.55 miles

SE

114

SITE NAME

AGENCY ID#

PALACE CLEANERS

CAD055616361

ADDRESS

CITY

ZIP

201 S GLENDALE AVE

GLENDALE

91205
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DETAILS
Subject to corrective action: NO
Generator type: Small Quantity Generator

LIST

STATUS

DISTANCE

DIRECTION

MAP ID

HWIS-CA

Listed

0.55 miles

SE

114

SITE NAME

AGENCY ID#

PALACE CLEANERS & LAUNDRY

CAD055616361

ADDRESS

CITY

ZIP

201 S GLENDALE AVE

GLENDALE

91205
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DETAILS
Year: 2002
CAT_DESC: Halogenated solvents (chloroforms, methyl chloride, perchloroethylene, etc)
METH_DESC: Recycler
TONS: 0.22
Year: 2002
CAT_DESC: Halogenated solvents (chloroforms, methyl chloride, perchloroethylene, etc)
METH_DESC: Recycler
TONS: 0.2
Year: 2002
CAT_DESC: Halogenated solvents (chloroforms, methyl chloride, perchloroethylene, etc)
METH_DESC: Transfer station
TONS: 0.22
Year: 2002
CAT_DESC: Halogenated solvents (chloroforms, methyl chloride, perchloroethylene, etc)
METH_DESC: Transfer station
TONS: 0.1
Year: 2001
CAT_DESC: Halogenated solvents (chloroforms, methyl chloride, perchloroethylene, etc)
METH_DESC: Recycler
TONS: 0.41
Year: 2001
CAT_DESC: Halogenated solvents (chloroforms, methyl chloride, perchloroethylene, etc)
METH_DESC: Transfer station
TONS: 0.6
Year: 2000
CAT_DESC: Halogenated solvents (chloroforms, methyl chloride, perchloroethylene, etc)
METH_DESC: Recycler
TONS: 0.22
Year: 2000
CAT_DESC: Halogenated solvents (chloroforms, methyl chloride, perchloroethylene, etc)
METH_DESC: Transfer station
TONS: 0.16
Year: 2000
CAT_DESC: Halogenated solvents (chloroforms, methyl chloride, perchloroethylene, etc)
METH_DESC: Recycler
TONS: 0.66
Year: 1999
CAT_DESC: Halogenated solvents (chloroforms, methyl chloride, perchloroethylene, etc)
METH_DESC: Recycler
TONS: 4.2015
Year: 1998
CAT_DESC: Halogenated solvents (chloroforms, methyl chloride, perchloroethylene, etc)
METH_DESC: Recycler
TONS: 5.0385
Year: 1997
CAT_DESC: Halogenated solvents (chloroforms, methyl chloride, perchloroethylene, etc)
METH_DESC: Recycler
TONS: 44.8172
Year: 1996
CAT_DESC: Halogenated solvents (chloroforms, methyl chloride, perchloroethylene, etc)
METH_DESC: Recycler
TONS: 4.6914
Year: 1995
CAT_DESC: Halogenated solvents (chloroforms, methyl chloride, perchloroethylene, etc)
METH_DESC: Recycler
TONS: 5.3628
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LIST

STATUS

DISTANCE

DIRECTION

MAP ID

HWIS-CA

Listed

0.55 miles

SE

115

SITE NAME

AGENCY ID#

DR GARY O'BRIEN DDS

CAL000120214

ADDRESS

CITY

ZIP

425 E COLORADO BLVD,#470

GLENDALE

91205

DETAILS
Year: 1994
CAT_DESC: Photochemicals/photoprocessing waste
METH_DESC: Recycler
TONS: 0.2292
Year: 1993
CAT_DESC: Photochemicals/photoprocessing waste
METH_DESC: Recycler
TONS: 0.0834

LIST

STATUS

DISTANCE

DIRECTION

MAP ID

HWIS-CA

Listed

0.55 miles

SE

116

SITE NAME

AGENCY ID#

JIFFY LUBE #1296

CAL000067669

ADDRESS

CITY

ZIP

202 S GLENDALE AVE

GLENDALE

91205
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DETAILS
Year: 2001
CAT_DESC: Unspecified solvent mixture
METH_DESC: Transfer station
TONS: 0.22
Year: 2000
CAT_DESC: Aqueous solution with total organic residues less than 10 percent
METH_DESC: Transfer station
TONS: 8.29
Year: 1999
CAT_DESC: Waste oil and mixed oil
METH_DESC: Transfer station
TONS: 2.085
Year: 1999
CAT_DESC: Aqueous solution with total organic residues less than 10 percent
METH_DESC: Transfer station
TONS: 25.249
Year: 1998
CAT_DESC: Aqueous solution with total organic residues less than 10 percent
METH_DESC: Transfer station
TONS: 19.1609
Year: 1997
CAT_DESC: Other organic solids
METH_DESC: Transfer station
TONS: 0.0425
Year: 1996
CAT_DESC: Unspecified oil-containing waste
METH_DESC: Recycler
TONS: 1.7931
Year: 1995
CAT_DESC: Unspecified aqueous solution
METH_DESC: Recycler
TONS: 15.6788
Year: 1995
CAT_DESC: Waste oil and mixed oil
METH_DESC: Recycler
TONS: 2.919
Year: 1994
CAT_DESC: Unspecified aqueous solution
METH_DESC: Recycler
TONS: 8.3857
Year: 1994
CAT_DESC: Unspecified oil-containing waste
METH_DESC: Recycler
TONS: 5.004

LIST

STATUS

DISTANCE

DIRECTION

MAP ID

LUST-Open

Leak Confirmed

0.56 miles

E

117

SITE NAME

AGENCY ID#

SHELL

T0603704942

ADDRESS

CITY

ZIP

350 GLENDALE AVE N

GLENDALE

91204
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DETAILS
Case Number: R-10603
Last Reviewed: 1989-12-14
Lead Agency: LOCAL AGENCY
Discovered: 1989-09-18
Stop Date: 1989-09-18
Leak Confirmed: 1989-11-10
Case Type: Soil only affected
Substance released: "Aviation gasoline and additives, Grade 80, 100, & 100LL (low lead)"
Misc: SOIL MITIGATION TO BE ATTEMPTED DURING TANK REMOVAL/
OLD CASE #121489-06

REPLACEMENT PROJECT.

LIST

STATUS

DISTANCE

DIRECTION

MAP ID

HWIS-CA

Listed

0.56 miles

SE

118

SITE NAME

AGENCY ID#

TUNEUP MASTERS #4

CAD981630130

ADDRESS

CITY

ZIP

222 S GLENDALE AVE

GLENDALE

91205
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DETAILS
Year: 2001
CAT_DESC: Aqueous solution with total organic residues less than 10 percent
METH_DESC: Transfer station
TONS: 0.44
Year: 2000
CAT_DESC: Aqueous solution with total organic residues less than 10 percent
METH_DESC: Transfer station
TONS: 0.72
Year: 1999
CAT_DESC: Aqueous solution with total organic residues less than 10 percent
METH_DESC: Transfer station
TONS: 0.5666
Year: 1999
CAT_DESC: Aqueous solution with total organic residues 10 percent or more
METH_DESC: Recycler
TONS: 0.9172
Year: 1998
CAT_DESC: Aqueous solution with total organic residues 10 percent or more
METH_DESC: Recycler
TONS: 0.5003
Year: 1998
CAT_DESC: Other organic solids
METH_DESC: Disposal, other
TONS: 0.025
Year: 1998
CAT_DESC: Oil/water separation sludge
METH_DESC: Recycler
TONS: 2.919
Year: 1998
CAT_DESC: Aqueous solution with total organic residues less than 10 percent
METH_DESC: Transfer station
TONS: 0.0542
Year: 1997
CAT_DESC: Oil/water separation sludge
METH_DESC: Recycler
TONS: 1.8765
Year: 1997
CAT_DESC: Aqueous solution with total organic residues 10 percent or more
METH_DESC: Recycler
TONS: 0.5212
Year: 1997
CAT_DESC: Other organic solids
METH_DESC: Disposal, other
TONS: 0.225
Year: 1996
CAT_DESC: Aqueous solution with total organic residues 10 percent or more
METH_DESC: Recycler
TONS: 0.6879
Year: 1996
CAT_DESC: Oil/water separation sludge
METH_DESC: Recycler
TONS: 1.5637
Year: 1995
CAT_DESC: Aqueous solution with total organic residues 10 percent or more
METH_DESC: Recycler
TONS: 0.2293
Year: 1993
CAT_DESC: Oil/water separation sludge
METH_DESC: Recycler
TONS: 0.9382
Year: 1993
CAT_DESC: Waste oil and mixed oil
METH_DESC: Transfer station
TONS: 1.251
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LIST

STATUS

DISTANCE

DIRECTION

MAP ID

LUST-Open

Preliminary Site
Assessment
Underway

0.57 miles

NW

119

SITE NAME

AGENCY ID#

EXXON #7-3678

T0603705087

ADDRESS

CITY

ZIP

825 CENTRAL ST N

GLENDALE

91203

DETAILS
Case Number: R-11989
Last Reviewed: 1992-05-06
Lead Agency: LOCAL AGENCY
Preliminary Site Assessment Underway: 1992-05-06
Case Type: Soil only affected
Substance released: "Gasoline-Automotive (motor gasoline and additives), leaded & unleaded"
Misc: OLD CASE #11989

LIST

STATUS

DISTANCE

DIRECTION

MAP ID

UST

Listed

0.57 miles

NW

119

SITE NAME

AGENCY ID#

CENTRAL AUTOMOTIVE

19-070-000520

ADDRESS

CITY

ZIP

825 N. Central Ave.

Glendale

91203

DETAILS
No Additional Details Found

LIST

STATUS

DISTANCE

DIRECTION

MAP ID

Hist-UST

Listed

0.57 miles

NW

119

SITE NAME

AGENCY ID#

EXXON SERVICE STATION

20323

ADDRESS

CITY

ZIP

825 N CENTRAL

GLENDALE

91203
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DETAILS
File Name: 000265FE.TIF
Disc Volume: disc06

LIST

STATUS

DISTANCE

DIRECTION

MAP ID

HWIS-CA

Listed

0.57 miles

NW

119

SITE NAME

AGENCY ID#

EXXON RAS #7-3678

CAL000002692

ADDRESS

CITY

ZIP

825 NORTH CENTRAL AVENUE

GLENDALE

91203

DETAILS
Year: 1995
CAT_DESC: Unspecified oil-containing waste
METH_DESC: Treatment, tank
TONS: 4.587
Year: 1995
CAT_DESC: Other empty containers 30 gallons or more
METH_DESC: Recycler
TONS: 12
Year: 1993
CAT_DESC: Aqueous solution with total organic residues less than 10 percent
METH_DESC: Treatment, tank
TONS: 0.0625

LIST

STATUS

DISTANCE

DIRECTION

MAP ID

HWIS-CA

Listed

0.57 miles

NW

119

SITE NAME

AGENCY ID#

CENTRAL AUTOMOTIVE SERVICENTER

CAL000040198

ADDRESS

CITY

ZIP

825 N CENTRAL AVE

GLENDALE

91203

DETAILS
Year: 1995
CAT_DESC: Unspecified organic liquid mixture
METH_DESC: Transfer station
TONS: 0.3961
Year: 1994
CAT_DESC: Unspecified organic liquid mixture
METH_DESC: Transfer station
TONS: 0.2085
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LIST

STATUS

DISTANCE

DIRECTION

MAP ID

RCRA

LISTED

0.57 miles

SE

120

SITE NAME

AGENCY ID#

EXPRESS CLEANERS

CAD983612417

ADDRESS

CITY

ZIP

503 E COLORADO BLVD

GLENDALE

91205

DETAILS
Subject to corrective action: NO
Generator type: Small Quantity Generator

LIST

STATUS

DISTANCE

DIRECTION

MAP ID

HWIS-CA

Listed

0.57 miles

SE

120

SITE NAME

AGENCY ID#

EXPRESS CLEANERS

CAD983612417

ADDRESS

CITY

ZIP

503 E COLORADO BLVD

GLENDALE

91205

DETAILS
Year: 1999
CAT_DESC: Halogenated solvents (chloroforms, methyl chloride, perchloroethylene, etc)
METH_DESC: Recycler
TONS: 0
Year: 1999
CAT_DESC: Solids or sludges with halogenated organic compounds >= 1,000 Mg./L
METH_DESC: Recycler
TONS: 0.12
Year: 1996
CAT_DESC: Halogenated solvents (chloroforms, methyl chloride, perchloroethylene, etc)
METH_DESC: Recycler
TONS: 0.3066
Year: 1995
CAT_DESC: Halogenated solvents (chloroforms, methyl chloride, perchloroethylene, etc)
METH_DESC: Recycler
TONS: 0.6882
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LIST

STATUS

DISTANCE

DIRECTION

MAP ID

LUST-Open

Pollution
Characterization
Underway

0.57 miles

SE

121

SITE NAME

AGENCY ID#

MOBIL #11-GHW

T0603705028

ADDRESS

CITY

ZIP

250 GLENDALE AVE S

GLENDALE

91205

DETAILS
Case Number: R-11158
Last Reviewed: 1993-08-16
Lead Agency: LOCAL AGENCY
Discovered: 1991-04-30
Leak Confirmed: 1991-04-30
Pollution Characterization Underway: 1993-08-16
Case Type: Soil only affected
Substance released: "Gasoline-Automotive (motor gasoline and additives), leaded & unleaded"
Misc: OLD CASE #061391-14

LIST

STATUS

DISTANCE

DIRECTION

MAP ID

UST

Listed

0.57 miles

SE

121

SITE NAME

AGENCY ID#

A&I INVESTMENTS, INC. (00GHW)

19-070-000250

ADDRESS

CITY

ZIP

250 S Glendale A

Glendale

91205

DETAILS
No Additional Details Found

LIST

STATUS

DISTANCE

DIRECTION

MAP ID

Hist-UST

Listed

0.57 miles

SE

121

SITE NAME

AGENCY ID#

GEORGE SAAD 14-232-L

25125

ADDRESS

CITY

ZIP

250 S GLENDALE

GLENDALE

91205
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DETAILS
File Name: 00027F2F.TIF
Disc Volume: disc07

LIST

STATUS

DISTANCE

DIRECTION

MAP ID

RCRA

LISTED

0.57 miles

SE

121

SITE NAME

AGENCY ID#

EXXONMOBIL OIL CORP.

CAL000056303

ADDRESS

CITY

ZIP

250 S GLENDALE AVE

GLENDALE

91205

DETAILS
Subject to corrective action: NO
Generator type: Large Quantity Generator

LIST

STATUS

DISTANCE

DIRECTION

MAP ID

HWIS-CA

Listed

0.57 miles

SE

121

SITE NAME

AGENCY ID#

MOBIL OIL CORPORATION 18-GHW

CAL000056303

ADDRESS

CITY

ZIP

250 SO GLENDALE AVE

GLENDALE

91205
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DETAILS
Year: 2002
CAT_DESC: Unspecified oil-containing waste
METH_DESC: Treatment, tank
TONS: 0.06
Year: 2002
CAT_DESC: Unspecified oil-containing waste
METH_DESC: Treatment, tank
TONS: 0.04
Year: 2002
CAT_DESC: Unspecified oil-containing waste
METH_DESC: Treatment, tank
TONS: 0.02
Year: 2002
CAT_DESC: Unspecified oil-containing waste
METH_DESC: Treatment, tank
TONS: 0.02
Year: 2002
CAT_DESC: Unspecified oil-containing waste
METH_DESC: Treatment, tank
TONS: 0.02
Year: 2002
CAT_DESC: Unspecified oil-containing waste
METH_DESC: Treatment, tank
TONS: 0.03
Year: 2002
CAT_DESC: Unspecified oil-containing waste
METH_DESC: Treatment, tank
TONS: 0.14
Year: 2002
CAT_DESC: Unspecified oil-containing waste
METH_DESC: Treatment, tank
TONS: 0.66
Year: 2002
CAT_DESC: Unspecified oil-containing waste
METH_DESC: Treatment, tank
TONS: 0.04
Year: 2002
CAT_DESC: Unspecified oil-containing waste
METH_DESC: Treatment, tank
TONS: 0.03
Year: 2002
CAT_DESC: Unspecified oil-containing waste
METH_DESC: Treatment, tank
TONS: 0.02
Year: 2002
CAT_DESC: Unspecified oil-containing waste
METH_DESC: Treatment, tank
TONS: 0.04
Year: 2002
CAT_DESC: Unspecified oil-containing waste
METH_DESC: Treatment, tank
TONS: 0.05
Year: 2002
CAT_DESC: Unspecified oil-containing waste
METH_DESC: Treatment, tank
TONS: 0.02
Year: 2002
CAT_DESC: Unspecified oil-containing waste
METH_DESC: Treatment, tank
TONS: 0.03
Year: 2002
CAT_DESC: Unspecified oil-containing waste
METH_DESC: Treatment, tank
TONS: 0.04
Year: 2002
CAT_DESC: Unspecified oil-containing waste
METH_DESC: Treatment, tank
TONS: 0.04
Year: 2002
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CAT_DESC: Unspecified oil-containing waste
METH_DESC: Treatment, tank
TONS: 0.01
Year: 2002
CAT_DESC: Unspecified oil-containing waste
METH_DESC: Treatment, tank
TONS: 0.04
Year: 2002
CAT_DESC: Unspecified oil-containing waste
METH_DESC: Treatment, tank
TONS: 0.06
Year: 2002
CAT_DESC: Unspecified oil-containing waste
METH_DESC: Treatment, tank
TONS: 0.04
Year: 2002
CAT_DESC: Unspecified oil-containing waste
METH_DESC: Treatment, tank
TONS: 0.02
Year: 2002
CAT_DESC: Unspecified oil-containing waste
METH_DESC: Treatment, tank
TONS: 0.08
Year: 2001
CAT_DESC: Other organic solids
METH_DESC: Disposal, other
TONS: 0
Year: 2001
CAT_DESC: Unspecified oil-containing waste
METH_DESC: Treatment, tank
TONS: 2.02
Year: 2000
CAT_DESC: Unspecified oil-containing waste
METH_DESC: Treatment, tank
TONS: 1.85
Year: 2000
CAT_DESC: Aqueous solution with total organic residues less than 10 percent
METH_DESC: Treatment, tank
TONS: 0.01
Year: 1999
CAT_DESC: Invalid waste code
METH_DESC: Treatment, tank
TONS: 0.1
Year: 1999
CAT_DESC: Unspecified oil-containing waste
METH_DESC: Treatment, tank
TONS: 0.9702
Year: 1998
CAT_DESC: Aqueous solution with total organic residues less than 10 percent
METH_DESC: Treatment, tank
TONS: 0.0708
Year: 1998
CAT_DESC: Unspecified oil-containing waste
METH_DESC: Treatment, tank
TONS: 1.9714
Year: 1997
CAT_DESC: Unspecified oil-containing waste
METH_DESC: Treatment, tank
TONS: 1.8468
Year: 1994
CAT_DESC: Aqueous solution with total organic residues less than 10 percent
METH_DESC: Treatment, tank
TONS: 0.5337
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LIST

STATUS

DISTANCE

DIRECTION

MAP ID

HWIS-CA

Listed

0.58 miles

SW

122

SITE NAME

AGENCY ID#

EVANS INC. DBA MIDAS MUFFLER SHOP

CAL000121442

ADDRESS

CITY

ZIP

220 WEST ELK AVENUE

GLENDALE

91204

DETAILS
Year: 2000
CAT_DESC: Aqueous solution with total organic residues less than 10 percent
METH_DESC: Transfer station
TONS: 0.06
Year: 1999
CAT_DESC: Aqueous solution with total organic residues less than 10 percent
METH_DESC: Transfer station
TONS: 0.3124
Year: 1998
CAT_DESC: Aqueous solution with total organic residues less than 10 percent
METH_DESC: Treatment, tank
TONS: 0.05
Year: 1998
CAT_DESC: Aqueous solution with total organic residues less than 10 percent
METH_DESC: Transfer station
TONS: 0.2167
Year: 1995
CAT_DESC: Unspecified solvent mixture
METH_DESC: Transfer station
TONS: 0.0333

LIST

STATUS

DISTANCE

DIRECTION

MAP ID

HWIS-CA

Listed

0.59 miles

SW

123

SITE NAME

AGENCY ID#

COTTMAN TRANSMISSION OF GLENDALE INC

CAL000189731

ADDRESS

CITY

ZIP

407 S CENTRAL AVE

GLENDALE

91204

DETAILS
Year: 2000
CAT_DESC: Aqueous solution with total organic residues less than 10 percent
METH_DESC: Transfer station
TONS: 0.06
Year: 1999
CAT_DESC: Aqueous solution with total organic residues less than 10 percent
METH_DESC: Transfer station
TONS: 0.0625
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LIST

STATUS

DISTANCE

DIRECTION

MAP ID

RCRA

LISTED

0.59 miles

SW

124

SITE NAME

AGENCY ID#

QUALITY AUTO REPAIR

CAD983589995

ADDRESS

CITY

ZIP

409 S CENTRAL AVE

GLENDALE

91204

DETAILS
Subject to corrective action: NO
Generator type: Small Quantity Generator

LIST

STATUS

DISTANCE

DIRECTION

MAP ID

HWIS-CA

Listed

0.59 miles

SW

124

SITE NAME

AGENCY ID#

R V VOLVO

CAL000189608

ADDRESS

CITY

ZIP

409 S CENTRAL AVE

GLENDALE

91204

DETAILS
Year: 1998
CAT_DESC: Oil/water separation sludge
METH_DESC: Transfer station
TONS: 1.8765

LIST

STATUS

DISTANCE

DIRECTION

MAP ID

HWIS-CA

Listed

0.6 miles

NE

125

SITE NAME

AGENCY ID#

EDITH GEVORGIAN DDS

CAL000100673

ADDRESS

CITY

ZIP

332 E GLENOAKS BLVD SUITE 100

GLENDALE

91207
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DETAILS
Year: 1997
CAT_DESC: Unspecified organic liquid mixture
METH_DESC: Transfer station
TONS: 0.0374
Year: 1996
CAT_DESC: Unspecified organic liquid mixture
METH_DESC: Transfer station
TONS: 0.0125
Year: 1995
CAT_DESC: Photochemicals/photoprocessing waste
METH_DESC: Recycler
TONS: 0.0083

LIST

STATUS

DISTANCE

DIRECTION

MAP ID

LUST-Open

Preliminary Site
Assessment
Underway

0.61 miles

NE

126

SITE NAME

AGENCY ID#

TEXACO

T0603704999

ADDRESS

CITY

ZIP

401 GLENDALE AVE N

GLENDALE

91206

DETAILS
Case Number: R-11012
Last Reviewed: 1991-09-16
Lead Agency: LOCAL AGENCY
Discovered: 1991-09-04
Preliminary Site Assessment Underway: 1991-09-04
Case Type: Soil only affected
Substance released: "Gasoline-Automotive (motor gasoline and additives), leaded & unleaded"
Misc: OLD CASE #091691-02

LIST

STATUS

DISTANCE

DIRECTION

MAP ID

LUST-Open

Leak Confirmed

0.62 miles

NE

127

SITE NAME

AGENCY ID#

GAY'S AUTOMOTIVE & TOWING

T0603704939

ADDRESS

CITY

ZIP

418 GLENOAKS BLVD E

GLENDALE

91207
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DETAILS
Case Number: R-10555
Last Reviewed: 1997-10-09
Lead Agency: LOCAL AGENCY
Discovered: 1997-09-04
Stop Date: 1997-09-05
Leak Confirmed: 1997-09-19
Case Type: Soil only affected
Substance released: Hydrocarbons
Misc: ONE OF THE DIESEL FUEL DISPENSER STARTED LEAKING FUEL FROM THE IMPACT VALVE. THE VALVE
WAS REMOVED AND THE PIPE CAPPED.LAC DPW CASE #R-10555

LIST

STATUS

DISTANCE

DIRECTION

MAP ID

LUST-Closed

Case Closed

0.62 miles

NW

128

SITE NAME

AGENCY ID#

76 PRODUCTS STATION #2175

T0603702042

ADDRESS

CITY

ZIP

901 CENTRAL AVE N

GLENDALE

91203

DETAILS
Case Number: 912030025
Last Reviewed: 1999-12-17
Lead Agency: LOCAL AGENCY
Discovered: 1992-10-22
Stop Date: 1992-10-22
Leak Confirmed: 1992-10-23
Case Closed: 1999-12-17
Case Type: Soil only affected
Substance released: "Gasoline-Automotive (motor gasoline and additives), leaded & unleaded"

LIST

STATUS

DISTANCE

DIRECTION

MAP ID

LUST-Open

Leak Confirmed

0.65 miles

NW

129

SITE NAME

AGENCY ID#

SHELL

T0603702043

ADDRESS

CITY

ZIP

625 PACIFIC AVE N

GLENDALE

91203
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DETAILS
Case Number: 912030034
Last Reviewed: 1987-08-19
Lead Agency: LOCAL AGENCY
Discovered: 1986-06-11
Stop Date: 1986-06-11
Leak Confirmed: 1986-06-11
Case Type: Soil only affected
Substance released: "Gasoline-Automotive (motor gasoline and additives), leaded & unleaded"
Misc: OLD CASE #000281

LIST

STATUS

DISTANCE

DIRECTION

MAP ID

SLIC-OPEN

Preliminary Site
Assessment
Underway

0.67 miles

NW

130

SITE NAME

AGENCY ID#

TA MFG. CO.

SL603798937

ADDRESS

CITY

ZIP

375 W. ARDEN AVE.

GLENDALE

91209

DETAILS
LEAD_AGENCY_CONTACT: MOHAMMAD ZAIDI
LEAD_AGENCY: LOS ANGELES RWQCB (REGION 4)
LEAD_AGENCY_CASE_NUMBER: 109.0480
RESPONSIBLE_PARTY: DAVE SCHMIDT
SUBSTANCE_RELEASED: CR, VOC
STATUS: Preliminary Site Assessment Underway

LIST

STATUS

DISTANCE

DIRECTION

MAP ID

SLIC-OPEN

Reopen Previously
Closed Case

0.67 miles

SW

131

SITE NAME

AGENCY ID#

PACIFIC RADIATOR

SL603799119

ADDRESS

CITY

ZIP

450 W. COLORADO ST.

GLENDALE

91204

DETAILS
LEAD_AGENCY_CONTACT: UNASSIGNED
LEAD_AGENCY: LOS ANGELES RWQCB (REGION 4)
LEAD_AGENCY_CASE_NUMBER: 113.1705
RESPONSIBLE_PARTY: UNKNOWN
SUBSTANCE_RELEASED: CR, VOC
STATUS: Reopen Previously Closed Case
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LIST

STATUS

DISTANCE

DIRECTION

MAP ID

LUST-Closed

Case Closed

0.71 miles

NE

132

SITE NAME

AGENCY ID#

GAS S/S -VACANT

T0603702057

ADDRESS

CITY

ZIP

525 GLENDALE AVE N

GLENDALE

91206

DETAILS
Case Number: 912060043
Last Reviewed: 1996-10-08
Lead Agency: LOCAL AGENCY
Discovered: 1995-03-23
Preliminary Site Assessment Workplan Submitted: 1995-08-08
Case Closed: 1996-10-08
Case Type: Soil only affected
Substance released: "Gasoline-Automotive (motor gasoline and additives), leaded & unleaded"
Misc: GLENDALE FIRE DEPT-VAZKEN DEMIRJIAN 818-543-4030
SEE UST LEAK RPT UPDATE REVISED 6/5/98

LIST

STATUS

DISTANCE

DIRECTION

MAP ID

SLIC-OPEN

Reopen Previously
Closed Case

0.72 miles

NW

133

SITE NAME

AGENCY ID#

ADVANCED BIODIAGNOSTICS

SL603798936

ADDRESS

CITY

ZIP

417 ARDEN AVE.

GLENDALE

91203

DETAILS
LEAD_AGENCY_CONTACT: UNASSIGNED
LEAD_AGENCY: LOS ANGELES RWQCB (REGION 4)
LEAD_AGENCY_CASE_NUMBER: 109.0432
RESPONSIBLE_PARTY: UNKNOWN
SUBSTANCE_RELEASED: VOC
STATUS: Reopen Previously Closed Case
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LIST

STATUS

DISTANCE

DIRECTION

MAP ID

LUST-Open

Pollution
Characterization
Underway

0.73 miles

NW

134

SITE NAME

AGENCY ID#

MOBIL #11-KNL

T0603702044

ADDRESS

CITY

ZIP

800 PACIFIC AVE N

GLENDALE

91203

DETAILS
Case Number: 912030043
Last Reviewed: 1988-08-01
Lead Agency: LOCAL AGENCY
Discovered: 1986-05-05
Stop Date: 1986-06-23
Pollution Characterization Underway: 1988-08-01
Case Type: Soil only affected
Substance released: "Gasoline-Automotive (motor gasoline and additives), leaded & unleaded"
Misc: 12031 LEAK REPORTED 07/27/87.
OLD CASE #000311

LIST

STATUS

DISTANCE

DIRECTION

MAP ID

LUST-Closed

Case Closed

0.78 miles

NW

135

SITE NAME

AGENCY ID#

ACC

T0603702038

ADDRESS

CITY

ZIP

458 GLENOAKS BLVD W

GLENDALE

91202

DETAILS
Case Number: 912020016
Last Reviewed: 1987-08-19
Lead Agency: LOCAL AGENCY
Discovered: 1986-03-20
Stop Date: 1986-03-20
Case Closed: 1997-07-10
Case Type: Soil only affected
Substance released: "Gasoline-Automotive (motor gasoline and additives), leaded & unleaded"
Misc: TANKS APPEARED IN SOUND CONDIITION SOIL CONTAMINATION AT SOUTH END
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LIST

STATUS

DISTANCE

DIRECTION

MAP ID

LUST-Closed

Case Closed

0.82 miles

N

136

SITE NAME

AGENCY ID#

BRAND MOBIL

T0603702061

ADDRESS

CITY

ZIP

1100 BRAND BLVD N

GLENDALE

91207

DETAILS
Case Number: 912070016
Last Reviewed: 2000-02-13
Lead Agency: REGIONAL WATER QUALITY CONTROL BOARD
Discovered: 1998-10-14
Stop Date: 1998-10-14
Preliminary Site Assessment Workplan Submitted: 1998-11-01
Preliminary Site Assessment Underway: 1998-11-01
Pollution Characterization Underway: 2001-01-12
Case Closed: 2005-05-26
Case Type: Soil only affected
Substance released: "Gasoline-Automotive (motor gasoline and additives), leaded & unleaded"
Field Points: MW-1
Misc: SOIL SAMPLES COLLECTED DURING THE TANK REMOVAL PROJECT INDICATED LEVELS OF TPH AND TRPH
GREATER THEN THE ACTIONS LEVELS SET BY THE LOCAL AGENCY.

LIST

STATUS

DISTANCE

DIRECTION

MAP ID

LUST-Closed

Case Closed

0.82 miles

S

137

SITE NAME

AGENCY ID#

PACIFIC BMW

T0603702047

ADDRESS

CITY

ZIP

732 BRAND BLVD S

GLENDALE

91204

DETAILS
Case Number: 912040043
Last Reviewed: 1995-10-03
Lead Agency: LOCAL AGENCY
Discovered: 1995-03-07
Stop Date: 1995-03-07
Remediation Underway: 1995-03-07
Case Closed: 1995-05-05
Case Type: Soil only affected
Substance released: Freon
Misc: TO WIP/REBECCA NEVAREZ

OLD CASE #951016-01
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LIST

STATUS

DISTANCE

DIRECTION

MAP ID

Calsites-REF

PROPERTY/SITE
REFERRED TO
ANOTHER
AGENCY

0.99 miles

S

138

SITE NAME

AGENCY ID#

PACIFIC AIRMOTIVE

19760014

ADDRESS

CITY

ZIP

926 SOUTH BRAND BLVD

GLENDALE

91202

DETAILS
STATUS: PROPERTY/SITE REFERRED TO ANOTHER AGENCY
STATUS DATE: 11/10/1994
LEAD AGENCY: N/A
ALTERNATE NAME(S): PACIFIC AIRMOTIVE
ALTERNATE ADDRESS: 926 SOUTH BRAND BLVD,GLENDALE,91202
ACTIVITIES: ACTIVITY: DISCOVERY
COMPLETION DATE: 09/92/1983
ACTIVITY: SITE SCREENING
COMPLETION DATE: 11/10/1994
COMMENTS:
DATE: 03/30/1984 COMMENTS: FACILITY DRIVE-BY ASAP. NO BLDG EXISTS.PAVED PARKING LOT. NO WASTE
PRODUCTION.
DATE: 04/40/1984 COMMENTS: CURRENTLY NOT LOCATABLE. ASSUMED OWNER PALOMINO CLUB, 6907
LANKERSHIM BLVD., N.HOLLYWOOD, CA 90068. SOURCE ACT: AIRCRAFT SERVICE,STORAGE OF AIRCRAFT
PARTS. FAC TYPE: T/C W/ M.ASPER 213-634-3300,4/ 4/84 - PARTS WAREHOUSE. IN 1949 & 1954 SEWER & STORM
DRAINS WERE AVAILABLE AT THIS LOCATION. SUBMIT TO EPA PRELIM ASSESS DONE RCRA 3012
DATE: 09/92/1983 COMMENTS: FACILITY IDENTIFIED ID FROM ERRIS
DATE: 11/10/1994 COMMENTS: DATABASE VALIDATION PROGRAM CONFIRMS NFA FOR DTSC.

LIST

STATUS

DISTANCE

DIRECTION

MAP ID

Cerclis-Archived

NFA

0.99 miles

S

138

SITE NAME

AGENCY ID#

PACIFIC AIRMOTIVE

0901822

ADDRESS

CITY

ZIP

926 S BRAND BLVD

GLENDALE

91202

DETAILS
EPA ID: CAD980636575 NPL STATUS: Not on the NPL
ACTIONS:
ACTION TYPE: PRELIMINARY ASSESSMENT ACTION DATE: 01/11/1984
ACTION QUALIFIER: NFRAP (No Futher Remedial Action Planned

ACTION LEAD TYPE: State, Fund Financed

COMMENTS:
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LIST

STATUS

DISTANCE

DIRECTION

MAP ID

CalSites

CERTIFIED

1.14 miles

SW

139

SITE NAME

AGENCY ID#

WILSHIRE PROPERTIES

19380058

ADDRESS

CITY

ZIP

4685 SAN FERNANDO ROAD WEST

LOS ANGELES

90039

DETAILS
STATUS: CERTIFIED
STATUS DATE: 11/11/1985
LEAD AGENCY: N/A
ALTERNATE NAME(S): RALPH GROCERIES, WILSHIRE PROPERTIES
ALTERNATE ADDRESS: 4685 SAN FERNANDO ROAD WEST,LOS ANGELES,90039
BACKGROUND: This property was purchased by Ralph's Grocery Company for for construction of an automated warehouse.
During the clearing, excavating and grading of the property, materials and substances of a probable regulated nature were discovered.
These include an abandoned plating shop, 2 abandoned underground tanks, abandoned assayer's pits and a pool of asphaltic tar. The
site was certified on November 12, 1985 and DTSC was consulted throughout thw soil excavation of the underground tanks and
assayer's pit.
ACTIVITIES: ACTIVITY: CERTIFICATION
COMPLETION DATE: 11/11/1985
COMMENTS:
DATE: 10/02/1985 COMMENTS: DTSC and RWQCB inspected the site.
DATE: 11/11/1985 COMMENTS: 501 cubic yards of hazardous soil, 16,000 lbs. of debris and 5,900 gallons of liquid were removed.
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RECORD SOURCES SEARCHED
NPL
National Priorities List
Description: The National Priorities List is the list of national priorities among the
known releases or threatened releases of hazardous substances, pollutants, or
contaminants throughout the United States and its territories. The NPL is intended
primarily to guide the EPA in determining which sites warrant further investigation.
Agency: U.S. Environmental Protection Agency
Phone Number: 8004249346
Date of data: 12/14/2005
Date last checked: 1/12/2006
Distance searched: 1.5 miles
Sites:
None Found

CERCLIS
Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation, and Liability Information
System
Description: CERCLIS is the Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation,
and Liability Information System. CERCLIS contains information on hazardous waste
sites, potential hazardous waste sites, and remedial activities across the nation, including
sites that are on the National Priorities List (NPL) or being considered for the NPL.
Agency: U.S. Environmental Protection Agency
Phone Number: 8004249346
Date of data: 12/14/2005
Date last checked: 1/12/2006
Distance searched: 1 mile
Sites:
None Found

CalSites
CalSites Database or Site Mitigation and Brownfields Reuse Program Database
(SMBRPD) or State (NPL and CERCLIS)
Description: The Department of Toxic Substances Control (DTSC) maintains an
automated database that contains information on properties in California where hazardous
substances have been released, or where the potential for a release exists. This database is
known as “CalSites.” For over a decade, CalSites has assisted DTSC staff, the public, the
Legislature, federal, state and local agencies by providing a brief history of cleanup
activities, contaminants of concern, and scheduled future cleanup activities. This category
contains properties where hazardous substance releases have been confirmed. These sites
are considered to pose the greatest threat to the public and the environment. These
confirmed sites are generally high priority, high potential risk, and include military
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facilities, state "funded" or Responsible Party (RP) lead, and National Priorities List
(NPL) sites.
Agency: CA Environmental Protection Agency, Department of Toxic Substances Control
Phone Number: 9163233400
Date of data: 7/31/2005
Date last checked: 1/18/2006
Distance searched: 1.5 miles
Sites:
WILSHIRE PROPERTIES
MapID: 139 CERTIFIED

LUST-Open
Leaking Underground Storage Tanks, Open Cases
Description: The California State Water Resources Control Board's Underground
Storage Tank Program keeps a list of all underground storage tanks which have been
reported as having had a release. This subset of sites is those that have not yet been
updated as having been closed and now have a status of Case Open.
Agency: CA State Water Resources Control Board, Underground Storage Tank Program
Phone Number: 9163415808
Date of data: 1/17/2006
Date last checked: 1/17/2006
Distance searched: 1 mile
Sites:
500 NORTH BRAND PARTNERSHIP
MapID: 41
Leak
Confirmed
76 STATION #0353
MapID: 70
Pollution
Characterization Underway
SHELL
MapID: 117
Leak
Confirmed
EXXON #7-3678
MapID: 119 Preliminary
Site Assessment Underway
MOBIL #11-GHW
MapID: 121
Pollution
Characterization Underway
TEXACO
MapID: 126 Preliminary
Site Assessment Underway
GAY'S AUTOMOTIVE & TOWING
MapID: 127
Leak
Confirmed
SHELL
MapID: 129
Leak
Confirmed
MOBIL #11-KNL
MapID: 134
Pollution
Characterization Underway

CalSites-VCP
Voluntary Cleanup Program Properties
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Description: The Department of Toxic Substances Control (DTSC) maintains an
automated database that contains information on properties in California where hazardous
substances have been released, or where the potential for a release exists. This database is
known as “CalSites.” For over a decade, CalSites has assisted DTSC staff, the public, the
Legislature, federal, state and local agencies by providing a brief history of cleanup
activities, contaminants of concern, and scheduled future cleanup activities. This category
contains low threat level properties with either confirmed or unconfirmed releases and the
project proponents have requested that DTSC oversee investigation and/or cleanup
activities and have agreed to provide coverage for DTSC's costs.
Agency: CA Environmental Protection Agency, Department of Toxic Substances Control
Phone Number: 9163233400
Date of data: 7/31/2005
Date last checked: 1/18/2006
Distance searched: 1 mile
Sites:
None Found

SLIC-Open
The Spills, Leaks, Investigation & Cleanup, Open Cases
Description: The Spills, Leaks, Investigation & cleanup (SLIC) Program deals with site
investigation and corrective action involving sites not overseen by the Underground Tank
Program and the Well Investigation Program. This program is not restricted to particular
pollutants or environments; rather, the program covers all types of pollutants (such as
solvents, petroleum fuels, and heavy metals) and all environments (including surface and
water, groundwater, and the vadose zone). Upon confirming that an unauthorized
discharge is polluting or threatens to pollute regional waterbodies, the Regional Board
oversees site investigation and corrective action. Statutory authority for the program is
derived from the California Water Code, Division 7, Section 13304. Guidelines for site
investigation and remediation are promulgated in State Board Resolution No. 92-49
entitled Policies and Procedures For Investigation and Cleanup and Abatement of
Discharges Under Water Code Section 13304.
Agency: CA State Water Resources Control Board (Spills, Leaks, Investigation &
cleanup Program)
Phone Number: 2135766717
Date of data: 1/18/2006
Date last checked: 1/18/2006
Distance searched: 1 mile
Sites:
None Found

CalSites-REF
Unconfirmed Properties Referred to Another Local or State Agency
Description: The Department of Toxic Substances Control (DTSC) maintains an
automated database that contains information on properties in California where hazardous
substances have been released, or where the potential for a release exists. This database is
known as “CalSites.” For over a decade, CalSites has assisted DTSC staff, the public, the
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Legislature, federal, state and local agencies by providing a brief history of cleanup
activities, contaminants of concern, and scheduled future cleanup activities. This category
contains properties that are suspected of being contaminated. These are unconfirmed
contaminated properties that need to be assessed using the PEA process.
Agency: CA Environmental Protection Agency, Department of Toxic Substances Control
Phone Number: 9163233400
Date of data: 7/31/2005
Date last checked: 1/18/2006
Distance searched: 1 mile
Sites:
None Found

CalSites-NFE
Unconfirmed Properties Needing Further Evaluation
Description: The Department of Toxic Substances Control (DTSC) maintains an
automated database that contains information on properties in California where hazardous
substances have been released, or where the potential for a release exists. This database is
known as “CalSites.” For over a decade, CalSites has assisted DTSC staff, the public, the
Legislature, federal, state and local agencies by providing a brief history of cleanup
activities, contaminants of concern, and scheduled future cleanup activities. This category
contains properties where contamination has not been confirmed and which were
determined as not requiring direct DTSC Site Mitigation Program action or oversight.
Accordingly, these sites have been referred to another state or local regulatory agency.
Agency: CA Environmental Protection Agency, Department of Toxic Substances Control
Phone Number: 9163233400
Date of data: 7/31/2005
Date last checked: 1/18/2006
Distance searched: 1 mile
Sites:
None Found

CalSites-SCH
School Property Evaluation Program Properties
Description: The Department of Toxic Substances Control (DTSC) maintains an
automated database that contains information on properties in California where hazardous
substances have been released, or where the potential for a release exists. This database is
known as “CalSites.” For over a decade, CalSites has assisted DTSC staff, the public, the
Legislature, federal, state and local agencies by providing a brief history of cleanup
activities, contaminants of concern, and scheduled future cleanup activities. This category
contains proposed and existing school sites that are being evaluated by DTSC for
possible hazardous materials contamination. In some cases, these properties may be listed
in the CalSites category depending on the level of threat to public health and safety on the
environment they pose.
Agency: CA Environmental Protection Agency, Department of Toxic Substances Control
Phone Number: 9163233400
Date of data: 7/31/2005
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Date last checked: 1/18/2006
Distance searched: 1 mile
Sites:
None Found

SWIS
Solid Waste Information System
Description: The Solid Waste Information System (SWIS) database contains information
on solid waste facilities, operations, and disposal sites throughout the State of California.
The types of facilities found in this database include landfills, transfer stations, material
recovery facilities, composting sites, transformation facilities, waste tire sites, and closed
disposal sites.
Agency: CA Integrated Waste Management Board
Phone Number: 9163416320
Date of data: 1/17/2006
Date last checked: 1/17/2006
Distance searched: 1 mile
Sites:
None Found

RCRA-COR
Resource Conservation and Recovery Act - Corrective Actions (CORRACTS)
Description: In 1965, to encourage environmentally sound methods for disposal of
household, municipal, commercial, and industrial refuse, Congress passed the first federal
law to require safeguards on these activities, the Solid Waste Disposal Act. Congress
amended this law in 1976 by passing the Resource Conservation and Recovery Act
(RCRA) (pronounced "Ric-ra"). The primary goals of RCRA are to: Protect human
health and the environment from the potential hazards of waste disposal. Conserve
energy and natural resources. Reduce the amount of waste generated. Ensure that wastes
are managed in an environmentally sound manner.
EPA estimates that between 50 and 70 percent of all TSDFs have some degree of
environmental contamination requiring detailed investigation and perhaps cleanup. Under
a program entitled Corrective Action, EPA has the statutory authority to require
permitted and interim status TSDFs to clean up hazardous waste contamination.
Agency: U.S. Environmental Protection Agency
Phone Number: 8004249346
Date of data: 1/10/2006
Date last checked: 1/12/2006
Distance searched: 1.5 miles
Sites:
None Found

RCRA-TSD
Resource Conservation and Recovery Act - Treatment, Storage, and Disposal sites
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Description: In 1965, to encourage environmentally sound methods for disposal of
household, municipal, commercial, and industrial refuse, Congress passed the first federal
law to require safeguards on these activities, the Solid Waste Disposal Act. Congress
amended this law in 1976 by passing the Resource Conservation and Recovery Act
(RCRA) (pronounced "Ric-ra"). The primary goals of RCRA are to: Protect human
health and the environment from the potential hazards of waste disposal. Conserve
energy and natural resources. Reduce the amount of waste generated. Ensure that wastes
are managed in an environmentally sound manner.
Treatment, Storage and Disposal Facility - Facilities that receive hazardous waste from
generators or other facilities for treatment, storage or disposal of waste are known as
TSDFs.
Agency: U.S. Environmental Protection Agency
Phone Number: 8004249346
Date of data: 1/10/2006
Date last checked: 1/12/2006
Distance searched: 1 mile
Sites:
None Found

Controls-CA
Calsites with Deed Restrictions or other Controls
Description: A deed restricted site is a property where DTSC has placed limits or
requirements on future use of the property due to varying levels of cleanup possible,
practical, or necessary at the site. The DTSC Site Mitigation and Brownfields Reuse
Program (SMBRP) list includes sites cleaned up under the program's oversight and
generally does not include current or former hazardous waste facilities that required a
hazardous waste facility permit. The list represents deed restrictions that are active. Some
sites have multiple deed restrictions. Not all deed restrictions are available at this time.
Agency: CA Environmental Protection Agency, Department of Toxic Substances Control
Phone Number: 9162553745
Date of data: 1/4/2006
Date last checked: 1/4/2006
Distance searched: 1 mile
Sites:
None Found

DOGWells
California Oil and Gas Wells
Description: The Division of Oil, Gas, and Geothermal Resources (DOGGR) was
formed in 1915 to address the needs of the state, local governments, and industry by
regulating statewide oil and gas activities with uniform laws and regulations. The
Division supervises the drilling, operation, maintenance, and plugging and abandonment
of onshore and offshore oil, gas, and geothermal wells, preventing damage to: (1) life,
health, property, and natural resources; (2) underground and surface waters suitable for
irrigation or domestic use; and (3) oil, gas, and geothermal reservoirs.
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Agency: California Department of Conservation, Division of Oil, Gas & Geothermal
Resources
Phone Number: 9163231779
Date of data: 12/13/2005
Date last checked: 12/13/2005
Distance searched: 0.75 miles
Sites:
None Found

ERNS
Emergency Response Notification System
Description: The primary function of the National Response Center is to serve as the
sole national point of contact for reporting all oil, chemical, radiological, biological, and
etiological discharges into the environment anywhere in the United States and its
territories. In addition to gathering and distributing spill data for Federal On-Scene
Coordinators and serving as the communications and operations center for the National
Response Team, the NRC maintains agreements with a variety of federal entities to make
additional notifications regarding incidents meeting established trigger criteria.
Agency: National Response Center
Phone Number: 8004248802
Date of data: 12/31/2005
Date last checked: 1/19/2006
Distance searched: 0.625 miles
Sites:
None Found

CERCLIS-Archived
CERCLIS sites that have been archived (NFRAP)
Description: The Archive designation means that assessment at a site has been
completed and EPA has determined no steps will be taken to designate the site as a
priority by listing it on the National Priorities List (NPL). No further remedial action is
planned for these sites under the Superfund Program.
Agency: U.S. Environmental Protection Agency
Phone Number: 8004249346
Date of data: 12/14/2005
Date last checked: 1/12/2006
Distance searched: 1 mile
Sites:
None Found

CalSites-NFA
Properties with No Further Action Determination
Description: The Department of Toxic Substances Control (DTSC) maintains an
automated database that contains information on properties in California where hazardous
substances have been released, or where the potential for a release exists. This database is
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known as “CalSites.” For over a decade, CalSites has assisted DTSC staff, the public, the
Legislature, federal, state and local agencies by providing a brief history of cleanup
activities, contaminants of concern, and scheduled future cleanup activities. This category
contains properties at which DTSC has made a clear determination that the property does
not pose a problem to the environment or to public health. This determination is typically
based on findings of a PEA.
Agency: CA Environmental Protection Agency, Department of Toxic Substances Control
Phone Number: 9163233400
Date of data: 7/31/2005
Date last checked: 1/18/2006
Distance searched: 1 mile
Sites:
None Found

LUST-Closed
Leaking Underground Storage Tanks, Closed Cases
Description: The California State Water Resources Control Board's Underground
Storage Tank Program keeps a list of all underground storage tanks which have been
reported as having had a release. This subset of sites is those that have received closure
and now have a status of Case Closed.
Agency: CA State Water Resources Control Board, Underground Storage Tank Program
Phone Number: 9163415808
Date of data: 1/17/2006
Date last checked: 1/17/2006
Distance searched: 1 mile
Sites:
76 PRODUCTS STATION #2175
MapID: 128 Case Closed
GAS S/S -VACANT
MapID: 132 Case Closed
ACC
MapID: 135 Case Closed
BRAND MOBIL
MapID: 136 Case Closed
PACIFIC BMW
MapID: 137 Case Closed

SLIC-Closed
The Spills, Leaks, Investigation & Cleanup, Closed Cases
Description: The Spills, Leaks, Investigation & cleanup (SLIC) Program deals with site
investigation and corrective action involving sites not overseen by the Underground Tank
Program and the Well Investigation Program. This program is not restricted to particular
pollutants or environments; rather, the program covers all types of pollutants (such as
solvents, petroleum fuels, and heavy metals) and all environments (including surface and
water, groundwater, and the vadose zone). Upon confirming that an unauthorized
discharge is polluting or threatens to pollute regional waterbodies, the Regional Board
oversees site investigation and corrective action. Statutory authority for the program is
derived from the California Water Code, Division 7, Section 13304. Guidelines for site
investigation and remediation are promulgated in State Board Resolution No. 92-49
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entitled Policies and Procedures For Investigation and Cleanup and Abatement of
Discharges Under Water Code Section 13304.
Agency: CA State Water Resources Control Board (Spills, Leaks, Investigation &
cleanup Program)
Phone Number: 2135766717
Date of data: 1/18/2006
Date last checked: 1/18/2006
Distance searched: 1 mile
Sites:
None Found

UST
Underground Storage Tanks
Description: The California State Water Resources Control Board keeps this list of
registered underground storage tanks.
Agency: CA State Water Resources Control Board, Underground Storage Tank Program
Phone Number: 9163415808
Date of data: 1/18/2006
Date last checked: 1/18/2006
Distance searched: 0.625 miles
Sites:
ABM ENGINEERING SERVICE OFFICE
MapID: 1 Listed
GLENDALE FEDERAL BANK
MapID: 16 Listed
500 NORTH BRAND BUILDING
MapID: 29 Listed
500 NORTH CENTRAL
MapID: 40 Listed
PACIFIC BELL
MapID: 42 Listed
DPG. LICO
MapID: 51 Listed
GLENDALE CENTER
MapID: 53 Listed
CITY OF GLENDALE
MapID: 65 Listed
GLENDALE CITY YARD
MapID: 68 Listed
SS NO. 30316
MapID: 70 Listed
700 NORTH BRAND
MapID: 84 Listed
ARAL CORP
MapID: 85 Listed
C. E. PENKINS BLDG.
MapID: 88 Listed
TOSCO CORPORATION SITE NO. 30405
MapID: 94 Listed
CENTRAL AUTOMOTIVE
MapID: 119 Listed
A&I INVESTMENTS, INC. (00GHW)
MapID: 121 Listed

Hist-UST
Historical Underground Storage Tanks
Description: The California State Water Resources Control Board keeps the Hazardous
Substances Storage Container Information on file. This is a database of historical
underground storage tanks that was kept until the late 1980's, but has been discontinued
and is no longer updated.
Agency: California State Water Resources Control Board
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Phone Number: 9163415851
Date of data: 12/31/1989
Date last checked: 1/18/2006
Distance searched: 0.625 miles
Sites:
VREJ*:BOYAJIAN
SEARS - GLENDALE 1088
93848
PACIFIC BELL (K2-107)
SECURITY PACIFIC NATIONAL BANK
GLENDALE POLICE
GLENDALE FIRE STATION 21
CIVIC CENTER GARAGE
SERVICE STATION 0353
UNION OIL SERVICE STATION 035
GOODYEAR AUTO SERV
GOODYEAR AUTO SERVICE CENTER
CITY HALL
JAMES G POLLARD AND SONS INC
PROFESSIONAL AMBULANCE
PROFESSIONAL AMBULANCE SERVICE
98797
SERVICE STATION 1798
UNION OIL SERVICE STATION 179
GLENDALE OMS 15
GLENDALE OMS 15
GLENDALE OMS 15
CHARLIE MUSSALLI
LUBE MASTERS
COLONIAL BUICK HONDA
OLDSMOBILE AND GMC TRUCK DEALER
FIRESTONE STORES OF GLENDALE
TEXACO
AIRCO WELDING SUPPLY
GUY SCHMIDT MAZDA
EXXON SERVICE STATION
GEORGE SAAD 14-232-L

MapID: 18
MapID: 20
MapID: 24
MapID: 42
MapID: 53
MapID: 65
MapID: 67
MapID: 68
MapID: 70
MapID: 70
MapID: 73
MapID: 73
MapID: 75
MapID: 81
MapID: 83
MapID: 83
MapID: 87
MapID: 94
MapID: 94
MapID: 96
MapID: 96
MapID: 96
MapID: 100
MapID: 102
MapID: 103
MapID: 104
MapID: 105
MapID: 107
MapID: 110
MapID: 112
MapID: 119
MapID: 121

Listed
Listed
Listed
Listed
Listed
Listed
Listed
Listed
Listed
Listed
Listed
Listed
Listed
Listed
Listed
Listed
Listed
Listed
Listed
Listed
Listed
Listed
Listed
Listed
Listed
Listed
Listed
Listed
Listed
Listed
Listed
Listed

RCRA
Resource Conservation and Recovery Act
Description: In 1965, to encourage environmentally sound methods for disposal of
household, municipal, commercial, and industrial refuse, Congress passed the first federal
law to require safeguards on these activities, the Solid Waste Disposal Act. Congress
amended this law in 1976 by passing the Resource Conservation and Recovery Act
(RCRA) (pronounced "Ric-ra"). The primary goals of RCRA are to: Protect human
health and the environment from the potential hazards of waste disposal. Conserve
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energy and natural resources. Reduce the amount of waste generated. Ensure that wastes
are managed in an environmentally sound manner.
Agency: U.S. Environmental Protection Agency
Phone Number: 8004249346
Date of data: 1/10/2006
Date last checked: 1/12/2006
Distance searched: 0.625 miles
Sites:
SEARS ROEBUCK AND CO 6701
MapID: 4 LISTED
FIRST CLASS PRINT AND GRAPH
MapID: 6 LISTED
DONS CLEANERS
MapID: 13 LISTED
SHELL OIL CO
MapID: 18 LISTED
ANDYS AUTO MECHANIC
MapID: 18 LISTED
SEARS- GLENDALE
MapID: 19 LISTED
CHEVRON STATION 9 3848
MapID: 24 LISTED
CALIFORNIA ENVIRONMENT AND NAT DEF INC
MapID: 32 LISTED
PACIFIC BELL
MapID: 42 LISTED
SO CALIF RADIOLOGY MED GRP
MapID: 52 LISTED
DUNN-EDWARDS CORPORATION
MapID: 57 LISTED
PACIFIC BELL
MapID: 61 LISTED
ERFS GARAGE AUTO SERVICE
MapID: 71 LISTED
D & B AUTOMOTIVE SERVICE CENTER
MapID: 76 LISTED
GLENDALE MOTOR CARS
MapID: 77 LISTED
DYNAMEDIA DESIGN AND GRAPHICS
MapID: 81 LISTED
MASKELL GRAPHICS INC
MapID: 82 LISTED
MR ONE HOUR
MapID: 92 LISTED
OMS #15
MapID: 96 LISTED
SALERNO RADIATOR
MapID: 97 LISTED
1/2 HOUR PHOTO EXPRESS
MapID: 101 LISTED
COLONIAL HONDA INC
MapID: 103 LISTED
GUY SCHMIDT INC
MapID: 104 LISTED
PALACE CLEANERS
MapID: 114 LISTED
EXPRESS CLEANERS
MapID: 120 LISTED
EXXONMOBIL OIL CORP.
MapID: 121 LISTED
QUALITY AUTO REPAIR
MapID: 124 LISTED

HWIS-CA
Hazardous Waste Information Summary
Description: The Hazardous Waste Summary Report (formerly the Tanner Report) is
prepared from data extracted from the copies of hazardous waste manifests received each
year by DTSC. The volume of manifests is typically 900,000 - 1,000,000 annually,
representing approximately 450,000 - 500,000 shipments.
Agency: CA Environmental Protection Agency, Department of Toxic Substances Control
Phone Number: 9162553745
Date of data: 12/31/2002
Date last checked: 1/18/2006
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Distance searched: 0.625 miles
Sites:
VOIT COMPANIES
FRANKLIN KAM DC
PHOTO COLOR LAB
BANK OF AMERICA
BANK OF AMERICA
CITY OF GLENDALE REDEVELOPMENT AGENCY
RICHARD L RUPP DPM
ANNA LEE, DDS
M & F INVESTMENTS
1X GLENDALE FEDERAL BANK
GLENDALE FEDERAL BANK
1X GLENDALE FEDERAL BANK
128 N MARYLAND PARTNERSHIP
128 NORTH MARYLAND PARTNERSHIP
JH WILSON HOUSEHOLD APPLIANCES
GLENDALE CAMERA CENTER
450 N BRAND, LLC
DONS CLEANERS
FIRST ASUA LIFE INSURANCE CO
JOHN GAZARIAN DDS
450 NORTH BRAND LLC
GLENDALE FEDERAL BANK
GLENDALE FEDERAL BANK
CAL FED BANK
WELLS FARGO BANK
SEARS ROEBUCK CO 1088/6701
CENTRAL MEDICAL CENTER
QUANTUM PHOTO CENTER
W.F.C. VENTURES, L.P.
SHEPPARD ASSOCIATES
CARROLL ELLISON
LOUISE ROYAL APARTMENTS
CINAMERICA_THEATRE
MANN THEATRES
MANN THEATER INC
S C I DENTISTRY INC
DR. STEVEN GOLDMAN, DDS
SARO DORIAN, DC
MELINEH ARAKELIAN DDS
GLENDALE USD/DALEIY HI SCH
NORTH AMERICAN BLDG MGMT
NORTH AMERICAN BUILDING MANAGEMENT
YMCA
HOME SAVINGS OF AMERICA
APPLIED GRAPHICS AND IMAGING
THE MAMOGRAPHY CENTER
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MapID: 1
MapID: 1
MapID: 2
MapID: 3
MapID: 3
MapID: 5
MapID: 6
MapID: 6
MapID: 7
MapID: 8
MapID: 8
MapID: 8
MapID: 9
MapID: 9
MapID: 10
MapID: 11
MapID: 12
MapID: 13
MapID: 14
MapID: 14
MapID: 15
MapID: 16
MapID: 16
MapID: 16
MapID: 17
MapID: 19
MapID: 21
MapID: 22
MapID: 23
MapID: 23
MapID: 25
MapID: 25
MapID: 26
MapID: 26
MapID: 26
MapID: 27
MapID: 27
MapID: 27
MapID: 27
MapID: 28
MapID: 30
MapID: 30
MapID: 31
MapID: 32
MapID: 33
MapID: 34
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Listed
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Listed
Listed
Listed
Listed
Listed
Listed
Listed
Listed
Listed
Listed
Listed
Listed
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YAGHJIAN CHIROPRACTIC
CIRCUIT CITY
ARDEN REALTY INC
WELLS FARGO
ARDEN REALTY INC
ARDEN REALTY INC
WELLS FARGO CORP PROPERTIES GRP
GLENDALE ROTARY OFFSET PTG CO
CITY OF GLENDALE
NEVILLE TAORMINA DDS A DENTAL
MJ MANAGEMENT
NARBEH KUREGHIAN DMD INC
OWENS CORPORATION
PACIFIC BELL
GLENDALE MARKETPLACE LLP
ADMINISTRATION CENTER
YMCA
THE FIRST UNITED METHODIST CHURCH
TED COSS
AUTO BODY CRAFTERS
NISHAN ODABASHIAN DMD
RITE AID #5536
SO CALIF RADIOLOGY MED GRP
HOWARD J QUAN DDS
BANK OF AMERICA
1X BANK OF AMERICA
MACGUIRE PARTNERS
BANK OF AMERICA
BANK OF AMERICA INC
SECURITY PACIFIC NATIONAL BANK
BANK OF AMERICA-GLENDALE TECHNOLOGY CTR.
HOME SAVINGS OF AMERICA GLENDALE #8
MIKE BARDI, D.D.S.
DBA GLENDALE EYE SURGERY CENTER
BRAND BLVD. ASSOCIATES
DUNN-EDWARDS CORPORATION
NOOBAR JANOIAN MD-MPC
L.A. VOGUE
V & R MESERKHOMI INC
THE PEP BOYS MANNY MOE & JACK #605
SPASOJE M NESKOVIC MD
CLARISSE ATAKHANIAN DDS
HOWARD FLEINER DDS
CHIROPRACTIC HEALTH MGT CTR
GLENDALE POLICE DEPARTMENT
GLENDALE POLICE DEPARTMENT
TED OSBORN
GLENDALE CIVIC CENTER GARAGE
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MapID: 35
MapID: 36
MapID: 37
MapID: 37
MapID: 37
MapID: 37
MapID: 37
MapID: 38
MapID: 39
MapID: 40
MapID: 40
MapID: 40
MapID: 41
MapID: 42
MapID: 43
MapID: 44
MapID: 45
MapID: 46
MapID: 47
MapID: 48
MapID: 49
MapID: 50
MapID: 52
MapID: 52
MapID: 53
MapID: 53
MapID: 53
MapID: 53
MapID: 53
MapID: 53
MapID: 53
MapID: 54
MapID: 55
MapID: 55
MapID: 56
MapID: 57
MapID: 58
MapID: 59
MapID: 59
MapID: 60
MapID: 62
MapID: 62
MapID: 63
MapID: 64
MapID: 65
MapID: 65
MapID: 66
MapID: 68
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CITY 0F GLENDALE/PUBLICWORKS
UNOCAL SERVICE STATION #0353
TOSCO CORPORATION STATION #30316
ERFS GARAGE AUTO SERVICE
RICHARD OWEN TRUST
1X GOODYEAR AUTO SERVICE CTR #9238
GOODYEAR AUTO SERVICE CENTER
1X CITY OF GLENDALE
CITY OF GLENDALE
DESKTOP PUBLISHING & COMPUTERS
SUNRISE IMPORTED CAR SERVICE
RIVES HOTEL
DYNAMEDIA DESIGN AND GRAPHICS
MASKELL GRAPHICS INC
COMPLETE COLOR
MASKELL GRAPHICS INC
AMERICAN MEDICAL RESPONSE
CALIF CREDIT UNION
HOME SAVINGS OF AMERICA
BANK OF AMERICA
GREG MARDIROSSIAN DDS INC
BARCO CLINIC
IMAGE 1 HOUR PHOTO
SPORTSMART
VESTAR DEVELOPMENT CO
CITY OF GLENDALE/DEPT OF DEV SVCS
MARK'S 76 UNOCAL SERVICE STATION
UNOCAL SERVICE STATION #1798
PAUL'S UNOCAL SERVICE
TOSCO CORPORATION STATION #30405
MARK'S 76
LONGS DRUG STORE #456
OMS #15
ALL STATE INS CO
ALL STATE INS CO
CB COMMERCIAL
CB RICHARD ELLIS
T M STUDIOS
JMCN INC
18 MIN PHOTO EXPRESS
GLENDALE LUBE
COLONIAL HONDA INC
GUY SCHMIDT INC
FIRESTONE STORE #67C1
MONTEREY ISLAND CONDOMINIUM
NESTLE_FOOD COMPANY
LINCOLN PROPERTIES
NESTLE USA INC
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MapID: 69
MapID: 70
MapID: 70
MapID: 71
MapID: 72
MapID: 73
MapID: 73
MapID: 74
MapID: 75
MapID: 78
MapID: 79
MapID: 80
MapID: 81
MapID: 82
MapID: 82
MapID: 82
MapID: 83
MapID: 85
MapID: 86
MapID: 89
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MapID: 91
MapID: 92
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MapID: 93
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MapID: 102
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NESTLE USA INC
CB COMMERCIAL
ALL STATE INC CO
CB COMMERCIAL
NICKS AUTO REPAIR
GUY SCHMIDT MAZDA
A & A X-RAY
PALACE CLEANERS & LAUNDRY
DR GARY O'BRIEN DDS
JIFFY LUBE #1296
TUNEUP MASTERS #4
EXXON RAS #7-3678
CENTRAL AUTOMOTIVE SERVICENTER
EXPRESS CLEANERS
MOBIL OIL CORPORATION 18-GHW
EVANS INC. DBA MIDAS MUFFLER SHOP
COTTMAN TRANSMISSION OF GLENDALE INC
R V VOLVO
EDITH GEVORGIAN DDS
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MapID: 108
MapID: 109
MapID: 109
MapID: 109
MapID: 111
MapID: 112
MapID: 113
MapID: 114
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MapID: 116
MapID: 118
MapID: 119
MapID: 119
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OCCURRENCES NOT MAPPED
The following occurrences were not mapped due to various reasons mostly resulting from
incomplete or inaccurate address information. All of the following occurrences were
determined to share the same zip code as the subject site. General status information is
given with each occurrence along with any address information entered by the agency
responsible for the list.
Requested all unplottable sites.

CHEVRON #9-5108
11113 SAN FERNANDO RD
ATWATER VILLAGE, CA 90039
__________
5447 SAN FERNANDO RD WEST AND DORAN
LOS ANGELES, CA 90039
__________
2850 KERR ST

LUST-Closed
Case Closed

ERNS
Reported

ERNS
Reported

LOS ANGELES, CA 90039
__________
AERO ENGINES INC
3030_3033_3034 N COOLIDGE AVE
LOS ANGELES, CA 90039
__________
SPORT FUN, INC
4621 S PERRY ST
LOS ANGELES, CA 90039
__________
JOHN BAKER PERFORMANCE
4304 ALGIERS
LOS ANGELES, CA 90039
__________
BIDDULPH VW ISUZU
4434 W GLENDALE AVE
LOS ANGELES, CA 90039
__________
WONTRONICS
3048 N. COOLAGE AVE.
LOS ANGELES, CA 90039
__________
SFPP TAYLOR YARD STATION
PERLITA
LOS ANGELES, CA 90039
__________
ELECTRO CONST CORP
3021 NOWENA AVE
LOS ANGELES, 90039
__________
TUTOR SLIBA
751 EARL ST
LOS ANGELES, CA 90039
__________

RCRA
LISTED

RCRA
LISTED

RCRA
LISTED

RCRA
LISTED

SLIC-OPEN
Case Open

SLIC-CLOSED
Case Closed

Hist-UST
Listed

HWIS-CA
Listed
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CITY OF LOS ANGELES
SUNNYNOOK DR PED BRIDGE OVER
LOS ANGELES, CA 90039
__________
MIDWAY YARD (METRO LINK)
BROADWAY AVE & RAILROAD TRACKS
LOS ANGELES, CA 90039
__________
68 PARAMOUNT PICTURES
5471 ELECTRONICS PLACE
LOS ANGELES, CA 90039
__________
TOW INDUSTRIES
2910 ALESSANDRO ST
LOS ANGELES, CA 90039
__________
INTERFACE BRANDS INC
1330 RIPPLE
LOS ANGELES, CA 90039
__________
CITY OF LOS ANGELES
3934 REGELI ST
LOS ANGELES, CA 90039
__________
TOW INDUSTRIES INC
2910 ALESSANDRO ST
LOS ANGELES, CA 90039
__________
BARWICK INDEPENDENT STUDIOS
4385 ELECTRONIC PLACE
LOS ANGELES, CA 90039
__________
Barwick Studio's (John Elliott)
4585 Electrics Place Stage B
LOS ANGELES, CA 90039
__________
AERO ENGINES INC
3030-3033-3034 COOLIDGE
LOS ANGELES, CA 90039
__________
PAT SUAZO BODY & FRAME SHOP
2808 A ROWENA AVE
LOS ANGELES, CA 90039
__________
ADWATERS UNOCAL 76
3070 GLEANDEAL BLVD
LOS ANGELES, CA 90039
__________
METROLINK/SOUTHERN CA REGIONAL RAIL AUTH
650 PERLITA AVENUE
LOS ANGELES, CA 90039
__________
CLEANING STORE THE
1225 BN PACIFIC AVE
GLENDALE, CA 91202
__________
PEPSI-COLA BOTTLING GROUP/BALD
4416 NORTH AZUSA GANYON ROAD

HWIS-CA
Listed

HWIS-CA
Listed

HWIS-CA
Listed

HWIS-CA
Listed

HWIS-CA
Listed

HWIS-CA
Listed

HWIS-CA
Listed

HWIS-CA
Listed

HWIS-CA
Listed

HWIS-CA
Listed

HWIS-CA
Listed

HWIS-CA
Listed

HWIS-CA
Listed

RCRA
LISTED

Hist-UST
Listed
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BALDWIN PARK, 91202
__________
LUCK STORES INC
1855 GLEANOAKS
GLENDALE, CA 91202
__________
CITY OF GLENDALE - PUBLIC WORKS ENGINEER
500 BLOCK OF KENILWORTH
GLENDALE, CA 91202
__________
THE CLEANING STORE
1225 BN PACIFIC AVE
GLENDALE, CA 91202
__________
HARRINGTON TOOLS
5420-5440A-C WEST SAN FERNANDO ROAD
GLENDALE, CA 91203
__________
SUNLAND CHEMICAL
5440A-C W SAN FERNANDO RD
GLENDALE, CA 91203
__________
MT WILSON OBSERVATORY
T2N-R11W-S29
MT WILSON, CA 91203
__________
NESTLE BUILDING
Glendale, CA 91203
__________
NATIONAL BROADCASTING COMPANY
0 MT WILSON-RED BOX RD
MT WILSON, CA 91203
__________
LA CO DPW ROAD DIV 553B
0 MT WILSON-RED BOX RD
MT WILSON, CA 91203
__________
KTLA BROADCASTING CO
0 MT WILSON-RED BOX RD
MT WILSON, CA 91203
__________
810 FIRST ST NE
810 1ST ST NE
, DC 91203
__________
ALLSTATE PLAZA
700 NORTH CENTER AVENUE
GLENDALE, 91203
__________
FIDELITY FEDERAL SAVENGS GARAG
600 NORTH HARYLAND AVENUE
GLENDALE, 91203
__________
240 NORTH BRAND PARTNERS
240 NO. BRAND PARTNERS
GLENDALE, CA 91203
__________

HWIS-CA
Listed

HWIS-CA
Listed

HWIS-CA
Listed

CERCLIS
Not on the NPL

CERCLIS
Not on the NPL

LUST-Closed
Case Closed

UST
Listed

UST
Listed

UST
Listed

UST
Listed

UST-DC
Listed

Hist-UST
Listed

Hist-UST
Listed

HWIS-CA
Listed
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SO CAL PRESBYTERIAN HOME
143 SO YSABEL ST
GLENDALE, CA 91203
__________
550 NORTH BRAND BLDG
550 NO BRAND BLDG
GLENDALE, CA 91203
__________
COUNTY OF LOS ANGELES
LATITUDE 341303 / LONGITUDE 1181656
GLENDALE, CA 91203
__________
CO SANITATION DISTRICTS OF LOS ANGELES
PUBLIC SERVICE CORPORATE YARD
GLENDALE, CA 91203
__________
KAISER PERMANENTE
444 GLENOAKS BLVD
GLENDALE, CA 91203
__________
PACIFIC EDISON SCHOOL
PACIFIC AVENUE/VINE STREET
DTSC
GLENDALE, CA 91204
__________

HWIS-CA
Listed

HWIS-CA
Listed

HWIS-CA
Listed

HWIS-CA
Listed

HWIS-CA
Listed

Calsites-SCH
NO FURTHER ACTION FOR

ERNS
Reported

GLENDALE DEPOT
GLENDALE, CA 91204
__________
ERFS GARAGE
6015 BRANK BLVD
GLENDALE, CA 91204
__________
SUNNYSLOPE HIGH SCHL
35 WEST DUNLAP
GLENDALE, CA 91204
__________
KENDALL RACING
700 A IVY ST
GLENDALE, CA 91204
__________
KALPAK
4334 TO 4336 SAN FERNANDO
GLENDALE, CA 91204
__________
CALTRANS DORAN ST
943 DORAN ST
GLENDALE, CA 91204
__________
AIRCO WELDING SUPPLY
360 N COLORADO ST
GLENDALE, 91204
__________
GLENDALE TRUCK AND EQUIP CORP
4677 SONFIRWOODS RD
GLENDALE, 91204
__________
MUIR CHASE

RCRA
LISTED

RCRA
LISTED

RCRA
LISTED

RCRA
LISTED

RCRA
LISTED

Hist-UST
Listed

Hist-UST
Listed

HWIS-CA
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1940 GARDEN AVE.
GLENDALE, CA 91204
__________
BARRY POWELL REAL ESTATE INV CO INC
1220 AND 1230 SOUTH BRAND
GLENDALE, CA 91204
__________
AMA CONSTRUCTION
121 LEXINGTON DR
GLENDALE, CA 91204
__________
OREMOR MANAGEMENT
1251-1255 MARYLAND ST
GLENDALE, CA 91204
__________
WINDSOR CLEANERS
721 D S CENTRA AVE
GLENDALE, CA 91204
__________
CENTRAL CLEANERS
1100 C S CENTRAL AVE
GLENDALE, CA 91204
__________
ERFS GARAGE
6015 BRANK BLVD
GLENDALE, CA 91204
__________
JON MCCULLOUGH INC
1821 TYBURN ST
GLENDALE, CA 91204
__________
GLENDALE AUTO SVC
1504 S BROWN BLVD
GLENDALE, CA 91204
__________
Caltrans Doran St
943 Doran St
Glendale, CA 91204
__________
CERRITOS ELEMENTARY (EXPANSION)
FOREST AVENUE
CALMORTGAGE ONLY
GLENDALE, CA 91205
__________
AAMCO TRANSMISSIONS
7012 VAN NUYS BLVD
VAN NUYS, 91205
__________
GLENDALE INSTA-TUNE AND LUBE
800 EBROADWAY
GLENDALE, 91205
__________
MOBIL OIL CO
250 N GLENDALE BLVD
GLENDALE, 91205
__________
LOS ANGELES COUNTY, INTERNAL SRVS. DEPT.
GLENDALE DPSS

Listed

HWIS-CA
Listed

HWIS-CA
Listed

HWIS-CA
Listed

HWIS-CA
Listed

HWIS-CA
Listed

HWIS-CA
Listed

HWIS-CA
Listed

HWIS-CA
Listed

HWIS-CA
Listed

Calsites-SCH
NO ACTION - FOR

Hist-UST
Listed

Hist-UST
Listed

Hist-UST
Listed

HWIS-CA
Listed
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GLENDALE, CA 91205
__________
FOREST LAWN CO
3311 SOUTH FERNANDO
LOS ANGELES, CA 91205
__________
ACME RENT
P O BOX 6487
GLENDALE, CA 91205
__________

HWIS-CA
Listed

HWIS-CA
Listed

ERNS
Reported

PT LOMA WASTE WATER
SAN DIEGO, CA 91206
__________
1078 FLEETWOOD ST
SUN VALLY, CA 91206
__________
DICK'S TEXACO
401N. / Glendale and Lexington
Glendale, CA 91206
__________
TOSCO CORPERATION SITE NO. 30404
901 N. Glendelse Ave.
Glendale, CA 91206
__________
CAMPUS CLEANERS
553-E N GLENDALE BLVD
GLENDALE, CA 91206
__________
CITY OF GLENDALE POLICE RANGE
FERN LANE DIRT ROAD AT END OF
GLENDALE, CA 91206
__________
GLENDALE ADVENTIST MEDICAL CEN
1509 WILSON TERACE
GLENDALE, 91206
__________
CITY OF GLENDALE/FACILITY SERVICES DIV
SIERRA NEGRO LOOKOUT
GLENDALE, CA 91206
__________
CITY OF GLENDALE
1703-1705-1707 GARDENA AVE
GLENDALE, CA 91206
__________
GLENDALE ADVENTIST MEDICAL CENTER
1509 WILSON TERRANCE
GLENDALE, CA 91206
__________
DTI INC
3424 SAN FERNANDO RD
GLENDALE, CA 91206
__________
CIVIC CENTER CITY OF GLENDALE
1401 N VERTIGO
GLENDALE, CA 91206
__________

ERNS
Reported

UST
Listed

UST
Listed

RCRA
LISTED

RCRA
LISTED

Hist-UST
Listed

HWIS-CA
Listed

HWIS-CA
Listed

HWIS-CA
Listed

HWIS-CA
Listed

HWIS-CA
Listed
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CAMPUS CLEANERS
153 M GLENDALE BLVD
GLENDALE, CA 91206
__________
Robison Prezioso Inc
N E Crnr Of Dunsmore Ave
Glendale, CA 91206
__________

HWIS-CA
Listed

HWIS-CA
Listed

ERNS
Reported

CATALINA ISLANDS
AVALON, CA 91207
__________
FOREST LAWN CO
125 EULALIA ST
GLENDALE, CA 91207
__________

HWIS-CA
Listed
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DISCLAIMER, LIMITS AND LIABILITIES
All of the data presented in this report was garnered from public information maintained
by governmental agencies. First American Commercial Real Estate Services, Inc.
(FACRES) cannot ensure that the data, which has been entered and maintained by others,
is complete or accurate. Any, and all omissions, errors, negligence, accidentally or
otherwise within the data received by FACRES is assumed to be caused by others and
FACRES cannot and does not assume, take, or acknowledge any liability whatsoever for
data. The extrapolation of the mapped locations is based solely on the accuracy of the
data provided by others. Prior to relying completely on any mapped location within this
report, its accuracy should be verified using other means such as further documentation
or a field visit. FACRES makes no representation, warranty or guaranty, express or implied
regarding the accuracy of the data entered and maintained by others or the suitability of
this report for a certain task.
The data presented in this report should only be interpreted by an experienced
environmental professional that completely understands the potential inaccuracy of the data,
the possible existence of contaminated occurrences that have not been listed, and the
possibility that the governmental database misrepresents the actual status of an occurrence.
Prior to relying completely on any of the data within this report, an environmental
professional should verify the accuracy of the information presented.
It is important that the reader and/or end user of this information realize that the data
gathered has not been verified for accuracy or completeness in any way by FACRES. As
much as possible, the data is presented unchanged to represent the actual data produced
by these agencies.
FACRES does however stand behind its representation of the data, any manually plotted
occurrences, and all other items directly under its control. This report does comply with
section 7.2.1.1 of ASTM 1527-00 – Standard Environmental Record Sources. FACRES
does ensure that the data is accurately reproduced from the original source. FACRES backs
the reporting of the data with $5,000,000 of insurance.
The FACRES logo, name, report design, presentation, maps, tables, etc., are the exclusive
property of FACRES and its affiliates. Except as provided below, information or images
contained in this report may not be reproduced or distributed in whole or in part by any
means without the prior written permission from FACRES. United States and international
copyright laws protect any and all reports produced by FACRES.
The person or entity that purchased this report may make up to five (5) copies of the entire
report or any part of it for archival purposes or to include as part of another report. All
copyright information must remain intact and not be modified in any way.
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Appendix G

Noise Data

Sound Level Meter Summary

File Translated:
Model/Serial Number:
Firmware/Software Revs:
Name:
Descr1:
Descr2:
Setup/Setup Descr:
Location:
Note1:
Note2:
Octave Filters:

12 Apr 2006, 09:20:07

Page 1

P:\Projects - All Users\11000-00+\11109-00 Downtown Glendale SP PEIR\Noise\Location01.slmdl
814 / A0174
1.026 / 1.07
EIP Associates
12301 Wilshire Blvd. Suite 430
Los Angeles, CA 90025
15minute.slm / 15 Minute
Glenoaks between Melrose and Central
Primary source: Traffic
None

Overall Measurement
Start Time:
22-Mar-2006 14:35:49
Elapsed Time:
00:15:00.0
Leq:
59.7 dBA
SEL:
89.3 dBA
Dose:
0.00 %
Proj. Dose:
0.09 %
Threshold:
0 dB
Criterion:
90 dB
Exchange Rate:
3 dB

Current Measurement
Start Time:
22-Mar-2006 14:35:49
Elapsed Time:
00:15:00.0
Leq:
59.7 dBA
SEL:
89.3 dBA
Dose:
0.00 %
Proj. Dose:
0.09 %
Threshold:
0 dB
Criterion:
90 dB
Exchange Rate:
3 dB

Min:
Max:
Peak-1:
Peak-2:

49.4 dBA
76.7 dBA
100.9 dBF
90.7 dBA

Min:
Max:
Peak-1:
Peak-2:

L 1.67
L 8.33
L 33.33

67.9 dBA
63.6 dBA
57.6 dBA

22-Mar-2006 14:40:04
22-Mar-2006 14:37:48
22-Mar-2006 14:37:48
22-Mar-2006 14:37:47
L 50.00
L 66.67
L 90.00

49.4 dBA 22-Mar-2006 14:40:04
76.7 dBA 22-Mar-2006 14:37:48
100.9 dBF 22-Mar-2006 14:37:48
90.7 dBA 22-Mar-2006 14:37:47

56.0 dBA
54.8 dBA
52.4 dBA

Detector: Slow
Weighting: A
SPL Exceedance Level 1: 115.00 Exceeded:
SPL Exceedance level 2:
120 Exceeded:
Peak-1 Exceedance Level:
140 Exceeded:
Peak-2 Exceedance Level:
140 Exceeded:
Hysteresis:
2
Overloaded:
0 time(s)
Paused:
0 times for 00:00:00.0

0 times
0 times
0 times
0 times

Calibrated:
Checked:
Calibrator
Cal Records Count:

15-Aug-2005 14:12:59
22-Mar-2006 14:30:50
LD 0504
0

Offset: 8.6 dB
Level: 113.90 dB
Level: 114.0 dB

Interval Records:
History Records:

Enabled
Disabled

Number Interval Records:
Number History Records:

814 Memory:
Free Memory:

524288 bytes
432367 bytes 82.47% free

Battery Level:

97% Source: INT

1
18

Sound Level Meter Summary
File Translated:
Model/Serial Number:
Firmware/Software Revs:
Name:
Descr1:
Descr2:
Setup/Setup Descr:
Location:
Note1:
Note2:
Octave Filters:

12 Apr 2006, 09:20:45
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P:\Projects - All Users\11000-00+\11109-00 Downtown Glendale SP PEIR\Noise\Location02.slmdl
814 / A0174
1.026 / 1.07
EIP Associates
12301 Wilshire Blvd. Suite 430
Los Angeles, CA 90025
15minute.slm / 15 Minute
Central between Dryden and Fairview
Primary source: Traffic, kids playing
None

Overall Measurement
Start Time:
22-Mar-2006 15:02:38
Elapsed Time:
00:15:00.0
Leq:
67.2 dBA
SEL:
96.8 dBA
Dose:
0.00 %
Proj. Dose:
0.52 %
Threshold:
0 dB
Criterion:
90 dB
Exchange Rate:
3 dB

Current Measurement
Start Time:
22-Mar-2006 15:02:38
Elapsed Time:
00:15:00.0
Leq:
67.2 dBA
SEL:
96.8 dBA
Dose:
0.00 %
Proj. Dose:
0.52 %
Threshold:
0 dB
Criterion:
90 dB
Exchange Rate:
3 dB

Min:
Max:
Peak-1:
Peak-2:

54.2 dBA
78.4 dBA
101.3 dBF
94.8 dBA

Min:
Max:
Peak-1:
Peak-2:

L 1.67
L 8.33
L 33.33

73.4 dBA
70.8 dBA
67.1 dBA

22-Mar-2006 15:06:28
22-Mar-2006 15:04:06
22-Mar-2006 15:04:56
22-Mar-2006 15:11:27
L 50.00
L 66.67
L 90.00

54.2 dBA 22-Mar-2006 15:06:28
78.4 dBA 22-Mar-2006 15:04:06
101.3 dBF 22-Mar-2006 15:04:56
94.8 dBA 22-Mar-2006 15:11:27

65.5 dBA
63.9 dBA
60.3 dBA

Detector: Slow
Weighting: A
SPL Exceedance Level 1: 115.00 Exceeded:
SPL Exceedance level 2:
120 Exceeded:
Peak-1 Exceedance Level:
140 Exceeded:
Peak-2 Exceedance Level:
140 Exceeded:
Hysteresis:
2
Overloaded:
0 time(s)
Paused:
0 times for 00:00:00.0

0 times
0 times
0 times
0 times

Calibrated:
Checked:
Calibrator
Cal Records Count:

15-Aug-2005 14:12:59
22-Mar-2006 14:30:50
LD 0504
0

Offset: 8.6 dB
Level: 113.90 dB
Level: 114.0 dB

Interval Records:
History Records:

Enabled
Disabled

Number Interval Records:
Number History Records:

814 Memory:
Free Memory:

524288 bytes
432367 bytes 82.47% free

Battery Level:

97% Source: INT

1
18

Sound Level Meter Summary
File Translated:
Model/Serial Number:
Firmware/Software Revs:
Name:
Descr1:
Descr2:
Setup/Setup Descr:
Location:
Note1:
Note2:
Octave Filters:

12 Apr 2006, 09:21:01
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P:\Projects - All Users\11000-00+\11109-00 Downtown Glendale SP PEIR\Noise\Location03.slmdl
814 / A0174
1.026 / 1.07
EIP Associates
12301 Wilshire Blvd. Suite 430
Los Angeles, CA 90025
15minute.slm / 15 Minute
Louise between Monterey and Glenoaks
Primary source: Traffic
None

Overall Measurement
Start Time:
22-Mar-2006 15:40:30
Elapsed Time:
00:15:00.0
Leq:
64.1 dBA
SEL:
93.7 dBA
Dose:
0.00 %
Proj. Dose:
0.25 %
Threshold:
0 dB
Criterion:
90 dB
Exchange Rate:
3 dB

Current Measurement
Start Time:
22-Mar-2006 15:40:30
Elapsed Time:
00:15:00.0
Leq:
64.1 dBA
SEL:
93.7 dBA
Dose:
0.00 %
Proj. Dose:
0.25 %
Threshold:
0 dB
Criterion:
90 dB
Exchange Rate:
3 dB

Min:
Max:
Peak-1:
Peak-2:

58.3 dBA
79.5 dBA
104.0 dBF
96.2 dBA

Min:
Max:
Peak-1:
Peak-2:

L 1.67
L 8.33
L 33.33

70.5 dBA
65.8 dBA
63.5 dBA

22-Mar-2006 15:53:45
22-Mar-2006 15:50:51
22-Mar-2006 15:50:50
22-Mar-2006 15:45:29
L 50.00
L 66.67
L 90.00

58.3 dBA 22-Mar-2006 15:53:45
79.5 dBA 22-Mar-2006 15:50:51
104.0 dBF 22-Mar-2006 15:50:50
96.2 dBA 22-Mar-2006 15:45:29

62.7 dBA
62.1 dBA
60.8 dBA

Detector: Slow
Weighting: A
SPL Exceedance Level 1: 115.00 Exceeded:
SPL Exceedance level 2:
120 Exceeded:
Peak-1 Exceedance Level:
140 Exceeded:
Peak-2 Exceedance Level:
140 Exceeded:
Hysteresis:
2
Overloaded:
0 time(s)
Paused:
0 times for 00:00:00.0

0 times
0 times
0 times
0 times

Calibrated:
Checked:
Calibrator
Cal Records Count:

15-Aug-2005 14:12:59
22-Mar-2006 14:30:50
LD 0504
0

Offset: 8.6 dB
Level: 113.90 dB
Level: 114.0 dB

Interval Records:
History Records:

Enabled
Disabled

Number Interval Records:
Number History Records:

814 Memory:
Free Memory:

524288 bytes
432367 bytes 82.47% free

Battery Level:

97% Source: INT

1
18

Sound Level Meter Summary
File Translated:
Model/Serial Number:
Firmware/Software Revs:
Name:
Descr1:
Descr2:
Setup/Setup Descr:
Location:
Note1:
Note2:
Octave Filters:

12 Apr 2006, 09:21:20
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P:\Projects - All Users\11000-00+\11109-00 Downtown Glendale SP PEIR\Noise\Location04.slmdl
814 / A0174
1.026 / 1.07
EIP Associates
12301 Wilshire Blvd. Suite 430
Los Angeles, CA 90025
15minute.slm / 15 Minute
Brand between Glenoaks and Dryden
Primary source: Traffic, siren
None

Overall Measurement
Start Time:
22-Mar-2006 16:07:39
Elapsed Time:
00:15:00.0
Leq:
75.7 dBA
SEL:
105.2 dBA
Dose:
0.11 %
Proj. Dose:
3.71 %
Threshold:
0 dB
Criterion:
90 dB
Exchange Rate:
3 dB

Current Measurement
Start Time:
22-Mar-2006 16:07:39
Elapsed Time:
00:15:00.0
Leq:
75.7 dBA
SEL:
105.2 dBA
Dose:
0.11 %
Proj. Dose:
3.71 %
Threshold:
0 dB
Criterion:
90 dB
Exchange Rate:
3 dB

Min:
Max:
Peak-1:
Peak-2:

51.7 dBA
98.6 dBA
111.4 dBF
110.2 dBA

Min:
Max:
Peak-1:
Peak-2:

L 1.67
L 8.33
L 33.33

82.7 dBA
68.1 dBA
63.0 dBA

22-Mar-2006 16:15:16
22-Mar-2006 16:13:12
22-Mar-2006 16:13:06
22-Mar-2006 16:13:12
L 50.00
L 66.67
L 90.00

51.7 dBA 22-Mar-2006 16:15:16
98.6 dBA 22-Mar-2006 16:13:12
111.4 dBF 22-Mar-2006 16:13:06
110.2 dBA 22-Mar-2006 16:13:12

61.4 dBA
59.8 dBA
56.2 dBA

Detector: Slow
Weighting: A
SPL Exceedance Level 1: 115.00 Exceeded:
SPL Exceedance level 2:
120 Exceeded:
Peak-1 Exceedance Level:
140 Exceeded:
Peak-2 Exceedance Level:
140 Exceeded:
Hysteresis:
2
Overloaded:
0 time(s)
Paused:
0 times for 00:00:00.0

0 times
0 times
0 times
0 times

Calibrated:
Checked:
Calibrator
Cal Records Count:

15-Aug-2005 14:12:59
22-Mar-2006 14:30:50
LD 0504
0

Offset: 8.6 dB
Level: 113.90 dB
Level: 114.0 dB

Interval Records:
History Records:

Enabled
Disabled

Number Interval Records:
Number History Records:

814 Memory:
Free Memory:

524288 bytes
432367 bytes 82.47% free

Battery Level:

97% Source: INT

1
18

Sound Level Meter Summary
File Translated:
Model/Serial Number:
Firmware/Software Revs:
Name:
Descr1:
Descr2:
Setup/Setup Descr:
Location:
Note1:
Note2:
Octave Filters:

12 Apr 2006, 09:21:37
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P:\Projects - All Users\11000-00+\11109-00 Downtown Glendale SP PEIR\Noise\Location05.slmdl
814 / A0174
1.026 / 1.07
EIP Associates
12301 Wilshire Blvd. Suite 430
Los Angeles, CA 90025
15minute.slm / 15 Minute
Colorado between Brand and Orange
Primary source: Traffic
None

Overall Measurement
Start Time:
22-Mar-2006 16:56:04
Elapsed Time:
00:15:00.0
Leq:
70.0 dBA
SEL:
99.6 dBA
Dose:
0.00 %
Proj. Dose:
1.01 %
Threshold:
0 dB
Criterion:
90 dB
Exchange Rate:
3 dB

Current Measurement
Start Time:
22-Mar-2006 16:56:04
Elapsed Time:
00:15:00.0
Leq:
70.0 dBA
SEL:
99.6 dBA
Dose:
0.00 %
Proj. Dose:
1.01 %
Threshold:
0 dB
Criterion:
90 dB
Exchange Rate:
3 dB

Min:
Max:
Peak-1:
Peak-2:

54.5 dBA
83.4 dBA
110.3 dBF
106.1 dBA

Min:
Max:
Peak-1:
Peak-2:

L 1.67
L 8.33
L 33.33

77.9 dBA
73.6 dBA
69.4 dBA

22-Mar-2006 17:03:44
22-Mar-2006 17:10:22
22-Mar-2006 17:06:50
22-Mar-2006 17:01:13
L 50.00
L 66.67
L 90.00

54.5 dBA 22-Mar-2006 17:03:44
83.4 dBA 22-Mar-2006 17:10:22
110.3 dBF 22-Mar-2006 17:06:50
106.1 dBA 22-Mar-2006 17:01:13

67.5 dBA
65.6 dBA
61.7 dBA

Detector: Slow
Weighting: A
SPL Exceedance Level 1: 115.00 Exceeded:
SPL Exceedance level 2:
120 Exceeded:
Peak-1 Exceedance Level:
140 Exceeded:
Peak-2 Exceedance Level:
140 Exceeded:
Hysteresis:
2
Overloaded:
0 time(s)
Paused:
0 times for 00:00:00.0

0 times
0 times
0 times
0 times

Calibrated:
Checked:
Calibrator
Cal Records Count:

15-Aug-2005 14:12:59
22-Mar-2006 14:30:50
LD 0504
0

Offset: 8.6 dB
Level: 113.90 dB
Level: 114.0 dB

Interval Records:
History Records:

Enabled
Disabled

Number Interval Records:
Number History Records:

814 Memory:
Free Memory:

524288 bytes
432367 bytes 82.47% free

Battery Level:

97% Source: INT

1
18

Sound Level Meter Summary
File Translated:
Model/Serial Number:
Firmware/Software Revs:
Name:
Descr1:
Descr2:
Setup/Setup Descr:
Location:
Note1:
Note2:
Octave Filters:

12 Apr 2006, 09:21:59
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P:\Projects - All Users\11000-00+\11109-00 Downtown Glendale SP PEIR\Noise\Location06.slmdl
814 / A0174
1.026 / 1.07
EIP Associates
12301 Wilshire Blvd. Suite 430
Los Angeles, CA 90025
15minute.slm / 15 Minute
Brand between California and Wilson
Primary source: Traffic
Road construction north of California
None

Overall Measurement
Start Time:
22-Mar-2006 17:35:53
Elapsed Time:
00:15:00.0
Leq:
63.5 dBA
SEL:
93.0 dBA
Dose:
0.00 %
Proj. Dose:
0.22 %
Threshold:
0 dB
Criterion:
90 dB
Exchange Rate:
3 dB

Current Measurement
Start Time:
22-Mar-2006 17:35:53
Elapsed Time:
00:15:00.0
Leq:
63.5 dBA
SEL:
93.0 dBA
Dose:
0.00 %
Proj. Dose:
0.22 %
Threshold:
0 dB
Criterion:
90 dB
Exchange Rate:
3 dB

Min:
Max:
Peak-1:
Peak-2:

52.3 dBA
81.1 dBA
104.7 dBF
104.1 dBA

Min:
Max:
Peak-1:
Peak-2:

L 1.67
L 8.33
L 33.33

71.0 dBA
66.4 dBA
62.7 dBA

22-Mar-2006 17:43:06
22-Mar-2006 17:39:44
22-Mar-2006 17:39:44
22-Mar-2006 17:39:44
L 50.00
L 66.67
L 90.00

52.3 dBA 22-Mar-2006 17:43:06
81.1 dBA 22-Mar-2006 17:39:44
104.7 dBF 22-Mar-2006 17:39:44
104.1 dBA 22-Mar-2006 17:39:44

61.4 dBA
59.5 dBA
56.8 dBA

Detector: Slow
Weighting: A
SPL Exceedance Level 1: 115.00 Exceeded:
SPL Exceedance level 2:
120 Exceeded:
Peak-1 Exceedance Level:
140 Exceeded:
Peak-2 Exceedance Level:
140 Exceeded:
Hysteresis:
2
Overloaded:
0 time(s)
Paused:
0 times for 00:00:00.0

0 times
0 times
0 times
0 times

Calibrated:
Checked:
Calibrator
Cal Records Count:

15-Aug-2005 14:12:59
22-Mar-2006 14:30:50
LD 0504
0

Offset: 8.6 dB
Level: 113.90 dB
Level: 114.0 dB

Interval Records:
History Records:

Enabled
Disabled

Number Interval Records:
Number History Records:

814 Memory:
Free Memory:

524288 bytes
432367 bytes 82.47% free

Battery Level:

97% Source: INT

1
18

Sound Level Meter Summary
File Translated:
Model/Serial Number:
Firmware/Software Revs:
Name:
Descr1:
Descr2:
Setup/Setup Descr:
Location:
Note1:
Note2:
Octave Filters:

12 Apr 2006, 09:22:15
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P:\Projects - All Users\11000-00+\11109-00 Downtown Glendale SP PEIR\Noise\Location07.slmdl
814 / A0174
1.026 / 1.07
EIP Associates
12301 Wilshire Blvd. Suite 430
Los Angeles, CA 90025
15minute.slm / 15 Minute
Wilson between Louise and Kenwood
Primary source: Traffic
None

Overall Measurement
Start Time:
22-Mar-2006 18:03:27
Elapsed Time:
00:15:00.0
Leq:
65.8 dBA
SEL:
95.4 dBA
Dose:
0.00 %
Proj. Dose:
0.38 %
Threshold:
0 dB
Criterion:
90 dB
Exchange Rate:
3 dB

Current Measurement
Start Time:
22-Mar-2006 18:03:27
Elapsed Time:
00:15:00.0
Leq:
65.8 dBA
SEL:
95.4 dBA
Dose:
0.00 %
Proj. Dose:
0.38 %
Threshold:
0 dB
Criterion:
90 dB
Exchange Rate:
3 dB

Min:
Max:
Peak-1:
Peak-2:

47.1 dBA
78.2 dBA
98.2 dBF
91.9 dBA

Min:
Max:
Peak-1:
Peak-2:

L 1.67
L 8.33
L 33.33

71.6 dBA
69.2 dBA
66.0 dBA

22-Mar-2006 18:17:10
22-Mar-2006 18:12:26
22-Mar-2006 18:16:30
22-Mar-2006 18:12:25
L 50.00
L 66.67
L 90.00

47.1 dBA 22-Mar-2006 18:17:10
78.2 dBA 22-Mar-2006 18:12:26
98.2 dBF 22-Mar-2006 18:16:30
91.9 dBA 22-Mar-2006 18:12:25

64.5 dBA
62.4 dBA
57.3 dBA

Detector: Slow
Weighting: A
SPL Exceedance Level 1: 115.00 Exceeded:
SPL Exceedance level 2:
120 Exceeded:
Peak-1 Exceedance Level:
140 Exceeded:
Peak-2 Exceedance Level:
140 Exceeded:
Hysteresis:
2
Overloaded:
0 time(s)
Paused:
0 times for 00:00:00.0

0 times
0 times
0 times
0 times

Calibrated:
Checked:
Calibrator
Cal Records Count:

15-Aug-2005 14:12:59
22-Mar-2006 14:30:50
LD 0504
0

Offset: 8.6 dB
Level: 113.90 dB
Level: 114.0 dB

Interval Records:
History Records:

Enabled
Disabled

Number Interval Records:
Number History Records:

814 Memory:
Free Memory:

524288 bytes
432367 bytes 82.47% free

Battery Level:

97% Source: INT

1
18

Sound Level Meter Summary
File Translated:
Model/Serial Number:
Firmware/Software Revs:
Name:
Descr1:
Descr2:
Setup/Setup Descr:
Location:
Note1:
Note2:
Octave Filters:

12 Apr 2006, 09:22:34
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P:\Projects - All Users\11000-00+\11109-00 Downtown Glendale SP PEIR\Noise\Location08.slmdl
814 / A0174
1.026 / 1.07
EIP Associates
12301 Wilshire Blvd. Suite 430
Los Angeles, CA 90025
15minute.slm / 15 Minute
Louise between Colorado and Harvard
Primary source: Traffic, siren
None

Overall Measurement
Start Time:
22-Mar-2006 18:34:55
Elapsed Time:
00:15:00.0
Leq:
70.8 dBA
SEL:
100.3 dBA
Dose:
0.00 %
Proj. Dose:
1.19 %
Threshold:
0 dB
Criterion:
90 dB
Exchange Rate:
3 dB

Current Measurement
Start Time:
22-Mar-2006 18:34:55
Elapsed Time:
00:15:00.0
Leq:
70.8 dBA
SEL:
100.3 dBA
Dose:
0.00 %
Proj. Dose:
1.19 %
Threshold:
0 dB
Criterion:
90 dB
Exchange Rate:
3 dB

Min:
Max:
Peak-1:
Peak-2:

51.6 dBA
95.5 dBA
111.3 dBF
105.6 dBA

Min:
Max:
Peak-1:
Peak-2:

L 1.67
L 8.33
L 33.33

80.7 dBA
67.9 dBA
62.2 dBA

22-Mar-2006 18:44:24
22-Mar-2006 18:42:32
22-Mar-2006 18:35:15
22-Mar-2006 18:42:32
L 50.00
L 66.67
L 90.00

51.6 dBA 22-Mar-2006 18:44:24
95.5 dBA 22-Mar-2006 18:42:32
111.3 dBF 22-Mar-2006 18:35:15
105.6 dBA 22-Mar-2006 18:42:32

60.4 dBA
58.9 dBA
56.2 dBA

Detector: Slow
Weighting: A
SPL Exceedance Level 1: 115.00 Exceeded:
SPL Exceedance level 2:
120 Exceeded:
Peak-1 Exceedance Level:
140 Exceeded:
Peak-2 Exceedance Level:
140 Exceeded:
Hysteresis:
2
Overloaded:
0 time(s)
Paused:
0 times for 00:00:00.0

0 times
0 times
0 times
0 times

Calibrated:
Checked:
Calibrator
Cal Records Count:

15-Aug-2005 14:12:59
22-Mar-2006 14:30:50
LD 0504
0

Offset: 8.6 dB
Level: 113.90 dB
Level: 114.0 dB

Interval Records:
History Records:

Enabled
Disabled

Number Interval Records:
Number History Records:

814 Memory:
Free Memory:

524288 bytes
432367 bytes 82.47% free

Battery Level:

97% Source: INT

1
18

Sound Level Meter Summary
File Translated:
Model/Serial Number:
Firmware/Software Revs:
Name:
Descr1:
Descr2:
Setup/Setup Descr:
Location:
Note1:
Note2:
Octave Filters:

12 Apr 2006, 09:22:50
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P:\Projects - All Users\11000-00+\11109-00 Downtown Glendale SP PEIR\Noise\Location09.slmdl
814 / A0174
1.026 / 1.07
EIP Associates
12301 Wilshire Blvd. Suite 430
Los Angeles, CA 90025
15minute.slm / 15 Minute
Colorado between Louise and Brand
Primary source: Traffic
None

Overall Measurement
Start Time:
22-Mar-2006 18:55:29
Elapsed Time:
00:15:00.0
Leq:
68.8 dBA
SEL:
98.3 dBA
Dose:
0.00 %
Proj. Dose:
0.75 %
Threshold:
0 dB
Criterion:
90 dB
Exchange Rate:
3 dB

Current Measurement
Start Time:
22-Mar-2006 18:55:29
Elapsed Time:
00:15:00.0
Leq:
68.8 dBA
SEL:
98.3 dBA
Dose:
0.00 %
Proj. Dose:
0.75 %
Threshold:
0 dB
Criterion:
90 dB
Exchange Rate:
3 dB

Min:
Max:
Peak-1:
Peak-2:

50.6 dBA
79.8 dBA
103.5 dBF
94.3 dBA

Min:
Max:
Peak-1:
Peak-2:

L 1.67
L 8.33
L 33.33

74.2 dBA
72.4 dBA
69.3 dBA

22-Mar-2006 19:07:57
22-Mar-2006 19:08:34
22-Mar-2006 19:08:33
22-Mar-2006 19:08:33
L 50.00
L 66.67
L 90.00

50.6 dBA 22-Mar-2006 19:07:57
79.8 dBA 22-Mar-2006 19:08:34
103.5 dBF 22-Mar-2006 19:08:33
94.3 dBA 22-Mar-2006 19:08:33

67.6 dBA
64.8 dBA
57.5 dBA

Detector: Slow
Weighting: A
SPL Exceedance Level 1: 115.00 Exceeded:
SPL Exceedance level 2:
120 Exceeded:
Peak-1 Exceedance Level:
140 Exceeded:
Peak-2 Exceedance Level:
140 Exceeded:
Hysteresis:
2
Overloaded:
0 time(s)
Paused:
0 times for 00:00:00.0

0 times
0 times
0 times
0 times

Calibrated:
Checked:
Calibrator
Cal Records Count:

15-Aug-2005 14:12:59
22-Mar-2006 14:30:50
LD 0504
0

Offset: 8.6 dB
Level: 113.90 dB
Level: 114.0 dB

Interval Records:
History Records:

Enabled
Disabled

Number Interval Records:
Number History Records:

814 Memory:
Free Memory:

524288 bytes
432367 bytes 82.47% free

Battery Level:

97% Source: INT

1
18

Sound Level Meter Summary
File Translated:
Model/Serial Number:
Firmware/Software Revs:
Name:
Descr1:
Descr2:
Setup/Setup Descr:
Location:
Note1:
Note2:
Octave Filters:

12 Apr 2006, 09:23:06
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P:\Projects - All Users\11000-00+\11109-00 Downtown Glendale SP PEIR\Noise\Location10.slmdl
814 / A0174
1.026 / 1.07
EIP Associates
12301 Wilshire Blvd. Suite 430
Los Angeles, CA 90025
15minute.slm / 15 Minute
Columbus between Doran and Milford
Primary source: Traffic, kids playing
None

Overall Measurement
Start Time:
22-Mar-2006 19:28:14
Elapsed Time:
00:15:00.0
Leq:
61.5 dBA
SEL:
91.1 dBA
Dose:
0.00 %
Proj. Dose:
0.14 %
Threshold:
0 dB
Criterion:
90 dB
Exchange Rate:
3 dB

Current Measurement
Start Time:
22-Mar-2006 19:28:14
Elapsed Time:
00:15:00.0
Leq:
61.5 dBA
SEL:
91.1 dBA
Dose:
0.00 %
Proj. Dose:
0.14 %
Threshold:
0 dB
Criterion:
90 dB
Exchange Rate:
3 dB

Min:
Max:
Peak-1:
Peak-2:

46.5 dBA
76.1 dBA
99.3 dBF
93.1 dBA

Min:
Max:
Peak-1:
Peak-2:

L 1.67
L 8.33
L 33.33

68.7 dBA
65.5 dBA
61.1 dBA

22-Mar-2006 19:41:51
22-Mar-2006 19:39:48
22-Mar-2006 19:39:42
22-Mar-2006 19:39:25
L 50.00
L 66.67
L 90.00

46.5 dBA 22-Mar-2006 19:41:51
76.1 dBA 22-Mar-2006 19:39:48
99.3 dBF 22-Mar-2006 19:39:42
93.1 dBA 22-Mar-2006 19:39:25

58.5 dBA
56.0 dBA
52.3 dBA

Detector: Slow
Weighting: A
SPL Exceedance Level 1: 115.00 Exceeded:
SPL Exceedance level 2:
120 Exceeded:
Peak-1 Exceedance Level:
140 Exceeded:
Peak-2 Exceedance Level:
140 Exceeded:
Hysteresis:
2
Overloaded:
0 time(s)
Paused:
0 times for 00:00:00.0

0 times
0 times
0 times
0 times

Calibrated:
Checked:
Calibrator
Cal Records Count:

15-Aug-2005 14:12:59
22-Mar-2006 14:30:50
LD 0504
0

Offset: 8.6 dB
Level: 113.90 dB
Level: 114.0 dB

Interval Records:
History Records:

Enabled
Disabled

Number Interval Records:
Number History Records:

814 Memory:
Free Memory:

524288 bytes
432367 bytes 82.47% free

Battery Level:

97% Source: INT

1
18

TRAFFIC NOISE LEVELS
Project Number: D21109.00
Project Name: Glendale Downtown Specific Plan EIR

Background Information
Model Description:
Analysis Scenario(s):
Source of Traffic Volumes:
Community Noise Descriptor:

FHWA Highway Noise Prediction Model (FHWA-RD-77-108) with California Vehicle Noise (CALVENO) Emission Levels.
Existing Conditions
Parsons
Ldn:
CNEL:
X

Assumed 24-Hour Traffic Distribution:
Total ADT Volumes
Medium-Duty Trucks
Heavy-Duty Trucks

Day
Evening
77.70% 12.70%
87.43% 5.05%
89.10% 2.84%

Night
9.60%
7.52%
8.06%

Traffic Noise Levels

Analysis Condition
Roadway Segment
Existing Conditions
Central Ave./SR-134 WB Ramps to Brand Ave./SR-134 WB Ramps
Central Ave./SR-134 EB Ramps to Brand Ave./SR-134 EB Ramps
Monterey Rd./SR-134 WB Ramps to Monterey Rd./Brand Blvd.
Monterey Rd./SR-134 WB Ramps to Monterey Rd./Glendale Ave.
Pacific Ave./Lexington Dr. to Central Ave./Lexington Dr.
Central Ave./Lexington Dr. to Brand Blvd./Lexington Dr.
Brand Blvd./Lexington Dr. to Glendale Ave./Lexington Dr.
Pacific Ave./Wilson Ave. to Central Ave./Wilson Ave.
Central Ave./Wilson Ave. to Brand Blvd./Wilson Ave.
Brand Blvd./Wilson Ave. to Glendale Ave./Wilson Ave.
Pacific Ave./Broadway to Central Ave./Broadway
Central Ave./Broadway to Brand Blvd./Broadway
Brand Blvd./Broadway to Glendale Ave./Broadway
S. Kenilworth Ave./Colorado St. to Pacific Ave./Colorado St.
Pacific Ave./Colorado St. to Central Ave./Colorado St.
Central Ave./Colorado St. to Brand Blvd./Colorado St.
Brand Blvd./Colorado St. to Glendale Ave./Colorado St.
Central Ave./Chevy Chase Dr. to Brand Ave./Chevy Chase Dr.
Pacific Ave./SR-134 EB Ramps to Pacific Ave./Lexington Dr.
Central Ave./SR-134 EB Ramps to Central Ave./Lexington Dr.
Brand Blvd./SR-134 EB Ramps to Brand Blvd./Lexington Dr.
Glendale Ave./SR-134 EB Ramps to Glendale Ave./Lexington Dr.
Pacific Ave./Lexington Dr. to Pacific Ave./Wilson Ave.
Central Ave./Lexington Dr. to Central Ave./Wilson Ave.
Brand Blvd./Lexington Dr. to Brand Blvd./Wilson Ave.
Glendale Ave./Lexington Dr. to Glendale Ave./Wilson Ave.
Pacific Ave./Wilson Ave. to Pacific Ave./Broadway
Central Ave./Wilson Ave. to Central Ave./Broadway
Brand Blvd./Wilson Ave. to Brand Blvd./Broadway
Glendale Ave./Wilson Ave. to Glendale Ave./Broadway
Pacific Ave./Broadway to Pacific Ave./Colorado St.
Central Ave./Broadway to Central Ave./Colorado St.
Brand Blvd./Broadway to Brand Blvd./Colorado St.
Glendale Ave./Broadway to Glendale Ave./Colorado St.
Pacific Ave./Colorado St. to Pacific Ave./San Fernando Rd.
Central Ave./Colorado St. to Central Ave./Chevy Chase Dr.
Brand Blvd./Colorado St. to Brand Blvd./Chevy Chase Dr.
Glendale Ave./Colorado St. to Glendale Ave./Chevy Chase Dr.
1

Lanes

4
4
4
4
4
4
4
2
2
2
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
6
6
6
4
6
6
6
4
6
6
6
4
6
6
6
4
6
6
6

Peak
Median
Hour
ADT
Width Volume Volume

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
12
12
12
12
0
0
12
18
0
0
12
18
0
0
12
18
0
0
12
18
0
0
12
12
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

11,680
10,830
13,700
22,300
2,510
5,490
7,370
5,790
11,100
12,480
18,690
15,600
16,370
28,950
27,440
23,860
22,830
14,820
28,020
28,150
32,370
41,250
20,030
21,770
17,240
27,740
19,130
22,770
16,540
25,670
17,580
21,200
19,050
25,690
12,010
22,800
21,500
24,130

Design Dist. from
Speed Center to Alpha
1
(mph) Receptor Factor

30
30
30
30
35
35
35
35
35
35
35
35
35
35
35
35
35
35
30
35
30
40
30
35
30
30
30
35
30
30
30
35
30
30
30
35
30
30

50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Barrier
Attn.
dB(A)

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Peak Hour 24-Hour
Vehicle Mix
Medium Heavy
dB(A)
dB(A)
Leq
Trucks Trucks
CNEL

1.8%
1.8%
1.8%
1.8%
1.8%
1.8%
1.8%
1.8%
1.8%
1.8%
1.8%
1.8%
1.8%
1.8%
1.8%
1.8%
1.8%
1.8%
1.8%
1.8%
1.8%
1.8%
1.8%
1.8%
1.8%
1.8%
1.8%
1.8%
1.8%
1.8%
1.8%
1.8%
1.8%
1.8%
1.8%
1.8%
1.8%
1.8%

0.7%
0.7%
0.7%
0.7%
0.7%
0.7%
0.7%
0.7%
0.7%
0.7%
0.7%
0.7%
0.7%
0.7%
0.7%
0.7%
0.7%
0.7%
0.7%
0.7%
0.7%
0.7%
0.7%
0.7%
0.7%
0.7%
0.7%
0.7%
0.7%
0.7%
0.7%
0.7%
0.7%
0.7%
0.7%
0.7%
0.7%
0.7%

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

64.4
64.1
65.1
67.2
59.0
62.4
63.7
62.4
65.2
65.7
67.8
67.0
67.2
69.9
69.7
69.1
68.9
66.7
68.2
70.8
70.6
73.3
66.8
69.7
67.8
68.8
66.6
69.9
67.7
68.5
66.2
69.6
68.3
68.5
64.5
69.9
68.4
68.2

Distance is from the centerline of the roadway segment to the receptor location.

Existing Traffic Noise Levels.xls

EIP Associates, a division of PBS&J

8/6/2006

TRAFFIC NOISE LEVELS
Project Number: D21109.00
Project Name: Glendale Downtown Specific Plan EIR

Background Information
Model Description:
Analysis Scenario(s):
Source of Traffic Volumes:
Community Noise Descriptor:

FHWA Highway Noise Prediction Model (FHWA-RD-77-108) with California Vehicle Noise (CALVENO) Emission Levels.
Existing Plus Project Conditions
Parsons
Ldn:
CNEL:
X

Assumed 24-Hour Traffic Distribution:
Total ADT Volumes
Medium-Duty Trucks
Heavy-Duty Trucks

Day
Evening
77.70% 12.70%
87.43% 5.05%
89.10% 2.84%

Night
9.60%
7.52%
8.06%

Traffic Noise Levels

Analysis Condition
Roadway Segment
Existing Plus Project Conditions
Central Ave./SR-134 WB Ramps to Brand Ave./SR-134 WB Ramps
Central Ave./SR-134 EB Ramps to Brand Ave./SR-134 EB Ramps
Monterey Rd./SR-134 WB Ramps to Monterey Rd./Brand Blvd.
Monterey Rd./SR-134 WB Ramps to Monterey Rd./Glendale Ave.
Pacific Ave./Lexington Dr. to Central Ave./Lexington Dr.
Central Ave./Lexington Dr. to Brand Blvd./Lexington Dr.
Brand Blvd./Lexington Dr. to Glendale Ave./Lexington Dr.
Pacific Ave./Wilson Ave. to Central Ave./Wilson Ave.
Central Ave./Wilson Ave. to Brand Blvd./Wilson Ave.
Brand Blvd./Wilson Ave. to Glendale Ave./Wilson Ave.
Pacific Ave./Broadway to Central Ave./Broadway
Central Ave./Broadway to Brand Blvd./Broadway
Brand Blvd./Broadway to Glendale Ave./Broadway
S. Kenilworth Ave./Colorado St. to Pacific Ave./Colorado St.
Pacific Ave./Colorado St. to Central Ave./Colorado St.
Central Ave./Colorado St. to Brand Blvd./Colorado St.
Brand Blvd./Colorado St. to Glendale Ave./Colorado St.
Central Ave./Chevy Chase Dr. to Brand Ave./Chevy Chase Dr.
Pacific Ave./SR-134 EB Ramps to Pacific Ave./Lexington Dr.
Central Ave./SR-134 EB Ramps to Central Ave./Lexington Dr.
Brand Blvd./SR-134 EB Ramps to Brand Blvd./Lexington Dr.
Glendale Ave./SR-134 EB Ramps to Glendale Ave./Lexington Dr.
Pacific Ave./Lexington Dr. to Pacific Ave./Wilson Ave.
Central Ave./Lexington Dr. to Central Ave./Wilson Ave.
Brand Blvd./Lexington Dr. to Brand Blvd./Wilson Ave.
Glendale Ave./Lexington Dr. to Glendale Ave./Wilson Ave.
Pacific Ave./Wilson Ave. to Pacific Ave./Broadway
Central Ave./Wilson Ave. to Central Ave./Broadway
Brand Blvd./Wilson Ave. to Brand Blvd./Broadway
Glendale Ave./Wilson Ave. to Glendale Ave./Broadway
Pacific Ave./Broadway to Pacific Ave./Colorado St.
Central Ave./Broadway to Central Ave./Colorado St.
Brand Blvd./Broadway to Brand Blvd./Colorado St.
Glendale Ave./Broadway to Glendale Ave./Colorado St.
Pacific Ave./Colorado St. to Pacific Ave./San Fernando Rd.
Central Ave./Colorado St. to Central Ave./Chevy Chase Dr.
Brand Blvd./Colorado St. to Brand Blvd./Chevy Chase Dr.
Glendale Ave./Colorado St. to Glendale Ave./Chevy Chase Dr.
1

Lanes

4
4
4
4
4
4
4
2
2
2
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
6
6
6
4
6
6
6
4
6
6
6
4
6
6
6
4
6
6
6

Peak
Median
Hour
ADT
Width Volume Volume

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
12
12
12
12
0
0
12
18
0
0
12
18
0
0
12
18
0
0
12
18
0
0
12
12
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

12,310
11,350
13,660
24,540
2,500
5,840
7,360
6,100
11,690
13,240
19,550
16,320
16,620
29,390
27,760
24,180
22,510
15,180
28,730
30,610
34,320
41,190
20,010
23,070
18,300
27,590
20,000
24,040
12,990
24,610
18,330
22,750
19,780
27,920
12,380
23,730
22,310
23,960

Design Dist. from
Speed Center to Alpha
1
(mph) Receptor Factor

30
30
30
30
35
35
35
35
35
35
35
35
35
35
35
35
35
35
30
35
30
40
30
35
30
30
30
35
30
30
30
35
30
30
30
35
30
30

50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Barrier
Attn.
dB(A)

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Peak Hour 24-Hour
Vehicle Mix
Medium Heavy
dB(A)
dB(A)
Leq
Trucks Trucks
CNEL

1.8%
1.8%
1.8%
1.8%
1.8%
1.8%
1.8%
1.8%
1.8%
1.8%
1.8%
1.8%
1.8%
1.8%
1.8%
1.8%
1.8%
1.8%
1.8%
1.8%
1.8%
1.8%
1.8%
1.8%
1.8%
1.8%
1.8%
1.8%
1.8%
1.8%
1.8%
1.8%
1.8%
1.8%
1.8%
1.8%
1.8%
1.8%

0.7%
0.7%
0.7%
0.7%
0.7%
0.7%
0.7%
0.7%
0.7%
0.7%
0.7%
0.7%
0.7%
0.7%
0.7%
0.7%
0.7%
0.7%
0.7%
0.7%
0.7%
0.7%
0.7%
0.7%
0.7%
0.7%
0.7%
0.7%
0.7%
0.7%
0.7%
0.7%
0.7%
0.7%
0.7%
0.7%
0.7%
0.7%

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

64.6
64.3
65.1
67.6
59.0
62.7
63.7
62.6
65.4
66.0
68.0
67.2
67.2
70.0
69.7
69.1
68.8
66.9
68.3
71.2
70.8
73.3
66.8
70.0
68.1
68.8
66.8
70.1
66.6
68.3
66.4
69.9
68.4
68.9
64.7
70.1
68.5
68.2

Distance is from the centerline of the roadway segment to the receptor location.

Existing Plus Project Traffic Noise Levels.xls

EIP Associates, a division of PBS&J

8/6/2006

TRAFFIC NOISE LEVELS
Project Number: D21109.00
Project Name: Glendale Downtown Specific Plan EIR

Background Information
Model Description:
Analysis Scenario(s):
Source of Traffic Volumes:
Community Noise Descriptor:

FHWA Highway Noise Prediction Model (FHWA-RD-77-108) with California Vehicle Noise (CALVENO) Emission Levels.
Year 2030 Plus Project Conditions
Parsons
Ldn:
CNEL:
X

Assumed 24-Hour Traffic Distribution:
Total ADT Volumes
Medium-Duty Trucks
Heavy-Duty Trucks

Day
Evening
77.70% 12.70%
87.43% 5.05%
89.10% 2.84%

Night
9.60%
7.52%
8.06%

Traffic Noise Levels

Analysis Condition
Roadway Segment
Year 2030 Plus Project Conditions
Central Ave./SR-134 WB Ramps to Brand Ave./SR-134 WB Ramps
Central Ave./SR-134 EB Ramps to Brand Ave./SR-134 EB Ramps
Monterey Rd./SR-134 WB Ramps to Monterey Rd./Brand Blvd.
Monterey Rd./SR-134 WB Ramps to Monterey Rd./Glendale Ave.
Pacific Ave./Lexington Dr. to Central Ave./Lexington Dr.
Central Ave./Lexington Dr. to Brand Blvd./Lexington Dr.
Brand Blvd./Lexington Dr. to Glendale Ave./Lexington Dr.
Pacific Ave./Wilson Ave. to Central Ave./Wilson Ave.
Central Ave./Wilson Ave. to Brand Blvd./Wilson Ave.
Brand Blvd./Wilson Ave. to Glendale Ave./Wilson Ave.
Pacific Ave./Broadway to Central Ave./Broadway
Central Ave./Broadway to Brand Blvd./Broadway
Brand Blvd./Broadway to Glendale Ave./Broadway
S. Kenilworth Ave./Colorado St. to Pacific Ave./Colorado St.
Pacific Ave./Colorado St. to Central Ave./Colorado St.
Central Ave./Colorado St. to Brand Blvd./Colorado St.
Brand Blvd./Colorado St. to Glendale Ave./Colorado St.
Central Ave./Chevy Chase Dr. to Brand Ave./Chevy Chase Dr.
Pacific Ave./SR-134 EB Ramps to Pacific Ave./Lexington Dr.
Central Ave./SR-134 EB Ramps to Central Ave./Lexington Dr.
Brand Blvd./SR-134 EB Ramps to Brand Blvd./Lexington Dr.
Glendale Ave./SR-134 EB Ramps to Glendale Ave./Lexington Dr.
Pacific Ave./Lexington Dr. to Pacific Ave./Wilson Ave.
Central Ave./Lexington Dr. to Central Ave./Wilson Ave.
Brand Blvd./Lexington Dr. to Brand Blvd./Wilson Ave.
Glendale Ave./Lexington Dr. to Glendale Ave./Wilson Ave.
Pacific Ave./Wilson Ave. to Pacific Ave./Broadway
Central Ave./Wilson Ave. to Central Ave./Broadway
Brand Blvd./Wilson Ave. to Brand Blvd./Broadway
Glendale Ave./Wilson Ave. to Glendale Ave./Broadway
Pacific Ave./Broadway to Pacific Ave./Colorado St.
Central Ave./Broadway to Central Ave./Colorado St.
Brand Blvd./Broadway to Brand Blvd./Colorado St.
Glendale Ave./Broadway to Glendale Ave./Colorado St.
Pacific Ave./Colorado St. to Pacific Ave./San Fernando Rd.
Central Ave./Colorado St. to Central Ave./Chevy Chase Dr.
Brand Blvd./Colorado St. to Brand Blvd./Chevy Chase Dr.
Glendale Ave./Colorado St. to Glendale Ave./Chevy Chase Dr.
1

Lanes

4
4
4
4
4
4
4
2
2
2
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
6
6
6
4
6
6
6
4
6
6
6
4
6
6
6
4
6
6
6

Peak
Median
Hour
ADT
Width Volume Volume

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
12
12
12
12
0
0
12
18
0
0
12
18
0
0
12
18
0
0
12
18
0
0
12
12
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

13,120
57,190
14,200
25,750
2,740
7,930
8,410
6,490
12,240
13,610
21,380
17,600
17,340
30,270
29,330
25,420
24,720
15,980
31,880
79,240
37,530
46,150
22,460
24,420
20,980
31,480
21,550
26,060
19,800
28,300
20,030
24,760
21,830
28,490
13,790
26,450
24,870
27,400

Design Dist. from
Speed Center to Alpha
1
(mph) Receptor Factor

30
30
30
30
35
35
35
35
35
35
35
35
35
35
35
35
35
35
30
35
30
30
30
35
30
30
30
35
30
30
30
35
30
30
30
35
30
30

50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Barrier
Attn.
dB(A)

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Peak Hour 24-Hour
Vehicle Mix
Medium Heavy
dB(A)
dB(A)
Leq
Trucks Trucks
CNEL

1.8%
1.8%
1.8%
1.8%
1.8%
1.8%
1.8%
1.8%
1.8%
1.8%
1.8%
1.8%
1.8%
1.8%
1.8%
1.8%
1.8%
1.8%
1.8%
1.8%
1.8%
1.8%
1.8%
1.8%
1.8%
1.8%
1.8%
1.8%
1.8%
1.8%
1.8%
1.8%
1.8%
1.8%
1.8%
1.8%
1.8%
1.8%

0.7%
0.7%
0.7%
0.7%
0.7%
0.7%
0.7%
0.7%
0.7%
0.7%
0.7%
0.7%
0.7%
0.7%
0.7%
0.7%
0.7%
0.7%
0.7%
0.7%
0.7%
0.7%
0.7%
0.7%
0.7%
0.7%
0.7%
0.7%
0.7%
0.7%
0.7%
0.7%
0.7%
0.7%
0.7%
0.7%
0.7%
0.7%

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

64.9
71.3
65.3
67.8
59.4
64.0
64.3
62.9
65.6
66.1
68.3
67.5
67.4
70.1
70.0
69.4
69.2
67.1
68.8
75.3
71.2
71.1
67.3
70.2
68.7
69.4
67.1
70.5
68.4
68.9
66.8
70.3
68.9
69.0
65.1
70.6
69.0
68.8

Distance is from the centerline of the roadway segment to the receptor location.

Year 2030 Plus Project Traffic Noise Levels.xls

EIP Associates, a division of PBS&J

8/6/2006

TRAFFIC NOISE LEVELS
Project Number: D21109.00
Project Name: Glendale Downtown Specific Plan EIR

Background Information
Model Description:
Analysis Scenario(s):
Source of Traffic Volumes:
Community Noise Descriptor:

FHWA Highway Noise Prediction Model (FHWA-RD-77-108) with California Vehicle Noise (CALVENO) Emission Levels.
Existing Condition Plus Alternative A
Parsons
Ldn:
CNEL:
X

Assumed 24-Hour Traffic Distribution:
Total ADT Volumes
Medium-Duty Trucks
Heavy-Duty Trucks

Day
Evening
77.70% 12.70%
87.43% 5.05%
89.10% 2.84%

Night
9.60%
7.52%
8.06%

Traffic Noise Levels

Analysis Condition
Roadway Segment
Existing Conditions
Central Ave./SR-134 WB Ramps to Brand Ave./SR-134 WB Ramps
Central Ave./SR-134 EB Ramps to Brand Ave./SR-134 EB Ramps
Monterey Rd./SR-134 WB Ramps to Monterey Rd./Brand Blvd.
Monterey Rd./SR-134 WB Ramps to Monterey Rd./Glendale Ave.
Pacific Ave./Lexington Dr. to Central Ave./Lexington Dr.
Central Ave./Lexington Dr. to Brand Blvd./Lexington Dr.
Brand Blvd./Lexington Dr. to Glendale Ave./Lexington Dr.
Pacific Ave./Wilson Ave. to Central Ave./Wilson Ave.
Central Ave./Wilson Ave. to Brand Blvd./Wilson Ave.
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Glendale Ave./SR-134 EB Ramps to Glendale Ave./Lexington Dr.
Pacific Ave./Lexington Dr. to Pacific Ave./Wilson Ave.
Central Ave./Lexington Dr. to Central Ave./Wilson Ave.
Brand Blvd./Lexington Dr. to Brand Blvd./Wilson Ave.
Glendale Ave./Lexington Dr. to Glendale Ave./Wilson Ave.
Pacific Ave./Wilson Ave. to Pacific Ave./Broadway
Central Ave./Wilson Ave. to Central Ave./Broadway
Brand Blvd./Wilson Ave. to Brand Blvd./Broadway
Glendale Ave./Wilson Ave. to Glendale Ave./Broadway
Pacific Ave./Broadway to Pacific Ave./Colorado St.
Central Ave./Broadway to Central Ave./Colorado St.
Brand Blvd./Broadway to Brand Blvd./Colorado St.
Glendale Ave./Broadway to Glendale Ave./Colorado St.
Pacific Ave./Colorado St. to Pacific Ave./San Fernando Rd.
Central Ave./Colorado St. to Central Ave./Chevy Chase Dr.
Brand Blvd./Colorado St. to Brand Blvd./Chevy Chase Dr.
Glendale Ave./Colorado St. to Glendale Ave./Chevy Chase Dr.
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4
4
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2
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6
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0
0
0
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0
0
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0
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0
0
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0
0
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0
0
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0
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12
12
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0
0
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0
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0
0
0
0
0
0
0
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0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
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12,300
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13,640
24,410
2,300
5,840
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18,970
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20,780
22,870
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25,610
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19,780
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23,950
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1
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30
30
30
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35
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50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
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50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
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50
50
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50
50
50
50
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0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
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dB(A)

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Peak Hour 24-Hour
Vehicle Mix
Medium Heavy
dB(A)
dB(A)
Leq
Trucks Trucks
CNEL

1.8%
1.8%
1.8%
1.8%
1.8%
1.8%
1.8%
1.8%
1.8%
1.8%
1.8%
1.8%
1.8%
1.8%
1.8%
1.8%
1.8%
1.8%
1.8%
1.8%
1.8%
1.8%
1.8%
1.8%
1.8%
1.8%
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1.8%
1.8%
1.8%
1.8%
1.8%
1.8%
1.8%
1.8%
1.8%
1.8%
1.8%

0.7%
0.7%
0.7%
0.7%
0.7%
0.7%
0.7%
0.7%
0.7%
0.7%
0.7%
0.7%
0.7%
0.7%
0.7%
0.7%
0.7%
0.7%
0.7%
0.7%
0.7%
0.7%
0.7%
0.7%
0.7%
0.7%
0.7%
0.7%
0.7%
0.7%
0.7%
0.7%
0.7%
0.7%
0.7%
0.7%
0.7%
0.7%

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
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0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
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0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
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64.6
64.3
65.1
67.6
58.7
62.7
63.7
62.6
65.5
65.9
67.6
65.4
67.3
70.0
69.8
69.2
68.8
67.8
68.3
71.2
70.9
73.3
66.9
69.9
68.1
68.8
67.0
70.1
68.0
68.5
66.4
69.9
68.4
68.5
64.7
70.2
68.6
68.2

Distance is from the centerline of the roadway segment to the receptor location.
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FHWA Highway Noise Prediction Model (FHWA-RD-77-108) with California Vehicle Noise (CALVENO) Emission Levels.
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Assumed 24-Hour Traffic Distribution:
Total ADT Volumes
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Day
Evening
77.70% 12.70%
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89.10% 2.84%

Night
9.60%
7.52%
8.06%

Traffic Noise Levels

Analysis Condition
Roadway Segment
Existing Conditions
Central Ave./SR-134 WB Ramps to Brand Ave./SR-134 WB Ramps
Central Ave./SR-134 EB Ramps to Brand Ave./SR-134 EB Ramps
Monterey Rd./SR-134 WB Ramps to Monterey Rd./Brand Blvd.
Monterey Rd./SR-134 WB Ramps to Monterey Rd./Glendale Ave.
Pacific Ave./Lexington Dr. to Central Ave./Lexington Dr.
Central Ave./Lexington Dr. to Brand Blvd./Lexington Dr.
Brand Blvd./Lexington Dr. to Glendale Ave./Lexington Dr.
Pacific Ave./Wilson Ave. to Central Ave./Wilson Ave.
Central Ave./Wilson Ave. to Brand Blvd./Wilson Ave.
Brand Blvd./Wilson Ave. to Glendale Ave./Wilson Ave.
Pacific Ave./Broadway to Central Ave./Broadway
Central Ave./Broadway to Brand Blvd./Broadway
Brand Blvd./Broadway to Glendale Ave./Broadway
S. Kenilworth Ave./Colorado St. to Pacific Ave./Colorado St.
Pacific Ave./Colorado St. to Central Ave./Colorado St.
Central Ave./Colorado St. to Brand Blvd./Colorado St.
Brand Blvd./Colorado St. to Glendale Ave./Colorado St.
Central Ave./Chevy Chase Dr. to Brand Ave./Chevy Chase Dr.
Pacific Ave./SR-134 EB Ramps to Pacific Ave./Lexington Dr.
Central Ave./SR-134 EB Ramps to Central Ave./Lexington Dr.
Brand Blvd./SR-134 EB Ramps to Brand Blvd./Lexington Dr.
Glendale Ave./SR-134 EB Ramps to Glendale Ave./Lexington Dr.
Pacific Ave./Lexington Dr. to Pacific Ave./Wilson Ave.
Central Ave./Lexington Dr. to Central Ave./Wilson Ave.
Brand Blvd./Lexington Dr. to Brand Blvd./Wilson Ave.
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Pacific Ave./Colorado St. to Pacific Ave./San Fernando Rd.
Central Ave./Colorado St. to Central Ave./Chevy Chase Dr.
Brand Blvd./Colorado St. to Brand Blvd./Chevy Chase Dr.
Glendale Ave./Colorado St. to Glendale Ave./Chevy Chase Dr.
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0
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0
0
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0
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1

INTRODUCTION

This report describes the assumptions and methodologies, and summarizes the results of
the traffic impact analysis for the proposed Glendale Downtown Specific Plan. The
traffic impact analysis was conducted to identify and evaluate the potential impacts that
traffic generated as a result of the proposed Glendale Downtown Specific Plan will have
on the local and regional transportation network. The Downtown Specific Plan is an
urban design oriented plan that sets the physical standards and guidelines, as well as land
use regulations for activities within the Downtown Specific Plan area. The Plan includes
economic development, transportation, urban design, and land use principles to ensure
the long-term health and vitality of the Glendale Downtown area. The Plan’s purpose is
to:
•

Provide a framework and a manual to guide responsible growth and development
of downtown.

•

Perpetuate a powerful physical impact promoting the city’s regional identity.

•

Ensure downtown’s long-term status as a good place to do business.

•

Encourage excellence in design and quality of craftsmanship to enhance the
downtown environment.

•

Strengthen downtown’s pedestrian, bicycle and transit oriented characteristics
while ensuring vehicular access to downtown destinations.

•

Attract a wide range of activities to maintain a dynamic atmosphere.

•

Provide incentives for a wide range of downtown housing types.

•

Present development regulations in a user-friendly, easy-to-follow manner.

•

Preserve and enhance the distinctive character of Glendale’s downtown buildings,
street and views.

The Downtown Specific Plan area encompasses approximately 221 acres in the center of
the City of Glendale. Figure 1-1 shows the vicinity of the Downtown Specific Plan study
area in a regional context.
The traffic analysis follows the City of Glendale traffic study guidelines and is consistent
with the traffic impact assessment guidelines provided in the 2004 Congestion
Management Program for Los Angeles County. The analysis evaluates potential projectrelated impacts at 28 study intersections within the Specific Plan area identified by City
of Glendale staff. Intersection Capacity Utilization analysis methodology was used to
evaluate intersection operations and levels of service during AM and PM peak hours. In
addition, a review was conducted of Los Angeles County Metropolitan Transportation
Authority (MTA) intersection and freeway monitoring stations to determine if a
Congestion Management Program transportation impact assessment analyses was
required. Peak hour capacity analyses were performed for six freeway segments that
provide regional access to/from Downtown Glendale, two of which are MTA freeway
monitoring stations.
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1.1

Report Organization

This report describes the existing transportation system within the study area (Section 2),
forecasts future baseline conditions of this transportation system (Section 3), describes
the proposed project and project alternatives (Section 4), presents the results of the
analysis of the traffic related impacts of the project under two scenarios: existing
conditions with project and 2030 conditions with project (Section 5), presents the
evaluation of potential project-related impacts to the freeway system (Section 6),
documents review and compliance with the 2004 Los Angeles County Congestion
Management Program requirements (Section 7), and identifies potential measures to
mitigate identified impacts (Section 8). Section 9 summarizes the findings and
conclusions of this traffic impact study.
1.2

Project Description

The Downtown Specific Plan area consists of approximately 221 acres. The area is
generally bounded to the north just above Glenoaks Boulevard, to the west by Central
Avenue and Columbus Avenue, to the east along Maryland and Glendale Avenues and to
the south one block south of Colorado Street. Figure 1-2 shows the Downtown Specific
Plan area. The entire Glendale Redevelopment Area, with the exception of a small
segment north of Glenoaks Boulevard, and East Broadway Neighborhood fall within the
Downtown Specific Plan Area.
Downtown Glendale consists of a variety of different neighborhoods or districts, based
on the existing building patterns within each area and the intended development
envisioned for the distinguishable districts. The Downtown Specific Plan is intended to
preserve the aspects of each district that provide its unique character, while improving the
attractiveness and livability of the Downtown area. The following provides a brief
description of each of the districts, its general boundaries, current character, and the
vision contained in the proposed plan (see Figure 1.2):
Alex Theater District - The historic Alex Theatre is the focal point for this low-scale commercial strip of
historic Downtown Glendale. Concentrated along Brand Boulevard, north of Wilson and south of
Lexington, this two block commercial area features a variety of intimate-scale retail, restaurant and service
uses located within traditional storefronts. The vision for the Alex Theatre district encourages
entertainment activities, restaurants, small-scale retail businesses and other such active, pedestrian-oriented
activities. New development must be sensitive to the landmark status of Alex Theatre and the traditional
“old downtown main street” character of this section of Brand Boulevard.
Gateway District - Located at the northern portion of the Downtown Specific Plan area, the Gateway
district features the most visibly noted skyline of Downtown Glendale. Characterized by high-rise
development, the district is home to numerous corporate headquarters and businesses whose multi-storied
towers are visible from the various viewpoints throughout the city and the 134 Freeway. The vision for the
area involves the continued promotion and location of corporate headquarters, new hotels, mixed-use and
residential buildings, complimentary/accessory service and retail businesses at the street level, as well as
the introduction of appropriate night-time entertainment uses.
Orange-Central District - Centrally located within Downtown, the Orange-Central district is bordered by
Doran Street on the north, Wilson Avenue on the south, Central Avenue on the west, and Orange Street to
the east. This district currently features an amalgamation of surface parking lots, miscellaneous freestanding businesses, and a few remaining older residential apartment buildings. Because of its walkable
proximity to major retail and employment areas, the Orange-Central district is suitable for new, urban
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housing development both as mixed-use or free-standing residential buildings. Central Avenue has the
potential to be transformed over time into a boulevard lined with mid-rise housing, while Orange can
provide a more pedestrian oriented scale. Areas adjacent to this district on Central and Orange are defined
by the complimentary, but less intense, West Central and Mid-Orange districts that transition to existing
low-rise areas of the downtown and adjoining neighborhoods.
West Central Transitional District - Though not a part of the Central Glendale Downtown Redevelopment
Area, the west side of Central Avenue and adjoining leg of Broadway provide an important transition
between the high-intensity, mixed-activity Downtown and a higher density residential neighborhood to the
west. The West-Central area currently features a variety of lower-scale commercial and medical office
buildings. The vision for this area involves mid-rise mixed-use development, with an emphasis on ground
floor commercial uses along Central Avenue.
Mid-Orange District - The east side of Orange Avenue between Lexington Drive and Wilson Avenue is a
transitional zone in height, use, and intensities between the mid-rise Orange-Central district and low-rise
historic Alex Theatre District. Arts-oriented uses, such as galleries and stage theatres, are encouraged
along these blocks.
Broadway Center District - Located south of Wilson, north of Broadway, east of Central and west of Brand,
this two-block district features an existing high rise office tower, several commercial buildings, and a 1.4
acre vacant parcel. Apart from the existing office tower located in the north-west corner of Broadway and
Brand and the existing office building on the north-east corner of Broadway and Central, this area is subject
to possible redevelopment, with the opportunity for high-rise residential, office, or mixed-use development.
The existing high-rise office building in the Broadway Center district and its proximity to significant retail
activity areas in the Galleria and Town Center make this a prime target area for higher end, urban
residential towers. Given a permitted height limit of 16 stories by right and up to 4 additional stories
through the Incentives and Bonus Program, this downtown district would constitute the second cluster of
high rise development noted in Downtown.
Galleria District - The Glendale Galleria district is fully developed with a regional shopping center. Its
boundaries include Colorado on the south, Columbus on the west, Broadway on the north and Brand and
Central on the easterly portions. The Glendale Galleria is subject to a development agreement between the
Glendale Redevelopment Agency and the Galleria owners. All new development in the Galleria district not
specifically addressed in the development agreement shall be subject to the Downtown Specific Plan. Over
time, the vision for this area is to strengthen pedestrian connections between the Galleria and other parts of
the downtown, and to increase the vitality and interest of the Galleria buildings at the street level to enliven
the pedestrian experience.
Town Center District - The Town Center district, bordered on the south by Colorado, on the east by Brand,
on the west by Central and on the north by the Galleria parking structure (between Broadway and Harvard),
is subject to the Town Center Specific Plan. This district features a large-scale, mixed-use development. As
a significant regional retail and entertainment destination with a residential component, the Town Center
plays an important role in the direction of development in other Downtown districts.
South Colorado Transitional District - This mixed-use zone forms the southern edge of the Downtown area,
and provides a transition from the downtown to surrounding neighborhoods. Colorado is a heavily traveled
regional street, with good visibility for ground floor retail uses, and potential for upper level residential and
commercial uses.
South Maryland District - The Maryland Avenue area is home to two of Downtown’s more recent
commercial developments (the Maryland Exchange and the Marketplace), which include a number of
restaurants, storefronts and office uses. Maryland lies between the Downtown core and the East Broadway
mixed-use district to the east. The vision for the Maryland Avenue area entails a combination of
entertainment, restaurant, retail and service uses, with the possibility of mixed-use residential development.
North Maryland Transitional District - Maryland Avenue, north of Wilson Avenue, is a transitional zone
between the high-intensity and high-rise spine of Brand Boulevard and the low-rise residential
neighborhood to the east. Currently, multi-level parking structures for adjoining office towers define much
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of this district. Future development in this district is envisioned as additional residential uses compatible
with the adjacent neighborhood.
East Broadway District - The East Broadway district was created in 2003 with the adoption of the City’s
first official mixed-use zoning districts, Residential Mixed-Use (RMU) and Commercial Mixed-Use
(CMU). This area, located between the established Central Redevelopment Area and the Civic Center,
combines a number of civic and cultural uses and historic buildings. The vision for this area builds upon
the mixed-use, moderate density of this area with newer mixed-use projects with upper level housing and
retail along Broadway.
Civic Center Districts - The Civic Center districts feature two individual areas, one which includes the
Glendale City Hall campus (“Old City Hall”, Perkins Building, Municipal Services Building, the “old”
Police Station Building, the “new” Police Station, the municipal parking structure, and the Glendale Court
House), and the other area which contains the Adult Recreation Center and the Central Library. Both areas
include the largest publicly-owned open space within the Downtown, and will therefore become the
dominant public parks for Downtown residents, employees, and visitors.

A key element of the Downtown Specific Plan (DSP) is the provision of a mix of land
uses that enhance the pedestrian quality of the street and reduce vehicle trips. The land
use policies contained in the DSP encourage clustering of certain uses, creation of mixeduse areas and designation of key ground floor uses. Certain streets within the Downtown
are designated as primary retail streets and secondary retail streets. Primary retail streets
must have principal ground floor uses including retail, restaurants and entertainment.
Secondary retail streets may have ground floor activities that provide services for
surrounding uses, such as food, recreation and commercial services supporting office
and/or residential activities.
Primary retail streets include:
•

Brand Boulevard between Doran and Colorado Streets;

•

Harvard Street, Wilson Avenue, California Avenue, and Lexington Drive between
Maryland Avenue and Orange Street;

•

Maryland Avenue between Wilson Avenue and Harvard Street; and

•

Central Avenue from Wilson Avenue to Colorado Street.

Secondary retail streets include:
•

West Broadway from Columbus Avenue to Central Avenue;

•

East Broadway from Maryland Avenue to Glendale Avenue;

•

Central Avenue from Glenoaks Boulevard to Wilson Avenue;

•

Milford Street and Doran Street between Central Avenue and Maryland Avenue:
and

•

Harvard Street, Wilson Avenue, California Avenue and Lexington Drive between
Central Avenue and Orange Street.
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Auto Oriented Commercial Streets carry a high volume of automobile traffic and
generally contain existing retail uses with surface parking lots or new buildings with
parking structures. Auto Oriented Commercial Streets include:
•

Colorado Street from Columbus Avenue to Glendale Avenue;

•

Glendale Avenue south of Colorado Street to East Broadway; and

•

Broadway west of Central Avenue.
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2

EXISTING CONDITIONS
2.1

Regional Highway System

Regional access to Glendale’s Downtown is provided by State Route 134 (Ventura
Freeway), Interstate 5 (I-5, Golden State Freeway), and State Route 2 (Glendale
Freeway). Interstate 210 (Foothill Freeway) provides indirect access to the Downtown
area. The following provides a brief description of the Ventura Freeway (SR-134), the
Golden State Freeway (I-5), the Glendale Freeway (SR-2) and the Foothill Freeway (I210).
State Route 134 (Ventura Freeway) is an east-west oriented freeway that extends from I210 in Pasadena to U.S. Highway 101 in North Hollywood. It consists of four mixedflow travel lanes and one High Occupancy Vehicle (HOV) lane in each direction in the
Glendale area. In the vicinity of the study area, full interchanges are provided at Pacific
Avenue, Central Avenue/Brand Boulevard, and Glendale Avenue/Monterey Road. The
SR-134 ramps at Central Avenue and Brand Boulevard are connected by one-way
connector roadways (Goode Avenue westbound and Sanchez Drive eastbound). At
Central Avenue, a westbound on-ramp and an eastbound off-ramp are provided. At
Brand Boulevard, a westbound off-ramp and an eastbound on-ramp are provided.
Interstate 5 (Golden State Freeway) is a north-south oriented freeway that extends from
the U.S.-Mexico border in San Diego to the U.S.-Canadian border north of Seattle,
Washington. In the vicinity of the project area, I-5 consists of five mixed-flow travel
lanes in each direction. I-5 interchanges with Colorado Street, west of the study area.
State Route 2 (Glendale Freeway) is a north-south freeway that extends from just south of
I-5 near the Echo Park community of Los Angeles on the south to just north of I-210 (at
Foothill Boulevard) near La Canada Flintridge on the north. A partial diamond
interchange with a southbound on-ramp and a northbound off-ramp at Colorado Street
provides access to/from the study area.
Interstate 210 (Foothill Freeway) is primarily an east/west oriented freeway that extends
between I-5 in Sylmar in the northwest and State Route 57 in Pomona in the southeast.
Full diamond interchanges are provided at Pennsylvania Avenue, La Crescenta Avenue,
and Ocean View Boulevard.
2.2

Existing Street System

The existing street system within and surrounding Downtown Glendale generally forms a
grid pattern, allowing easy access to the Downtown from all directions. The following
provides a brief description of key roadways serving the Downtown.
Pacific Avenue is a north-south oriented roadway that is located west of the Specific Plan
area. Pacific Avenue is designated in the City of Glendale General Plan Circulation
Element as a Minor Arterial south of the Ventura Freeway and a Major Arterial north of
the freeway to Glenoaks Boulevard. The roadway consists of two through lanes in each
direction. Curbside parking is generally prohibited on both sides of Pacific Avenue. The
posted speed limit along Pacific Avenue is 25 miles per hour (mph) north of Colorado
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Street and 30 mph south of the Colorado Street. Bus stops for MTA Routes 183 and 201,
and the Glendale Beeline Routes 5 and 6 are provided along Pacific Avenue.
Central Avenue is a north-south oriented roadway that traverses the length of the Specific
Plan area. It is designated as a Major Arterial within the study area in the City’s General
Plan Circulation Element. Two through travel lanes in each direction are provided
throughout the study area. Exclusive left-turn lanes are provided at major intersection
along Central Avenue. Curbside parking is generally prohibited along both sides of
Central Avenue north of Lexington Drive. South of Lexington Drive, two-hour metered
parking between the hours of 9:00 a.m. and 6:00 p.m. is allowed along both sides of
Central Avenue. The posted speed limit is 35 mph within the study area. There are bus
stops for MTA Routes 180, 181 and 380, and the Glendale Beeline Routes 1, 2, 4 and 5
along Central Avenue.
Brand Boulevard is a north-south oriented roadway that traverses the length of the
Specific Plan area. Brand Boulevard is designated as a Major Arterial in the City’s
General Plan Circulation Element between Glenoaks Boulevard and the southerly City
boundary. Brand Boulevard consists of two through travel lanes in each direction with
exclusive left-turn lanes at major intersections. Two-hour angled parking is provided
along both sides of Brand Boulevard from north of Colorado Street to north of Lexington
Drive, through the Downtown area. Some of the angled parking, as well as a few parallel
parking spaces north of Lexington Drive, are designated as 30-minute parking. Bus stops
are provided along Brand Boulevard for MTA Routes 92, 183 and 201, and for Glendale
Beeline Routes 1, 2, 3, 4, and 11. The posted speed limit along Brand Boulevard within
the study area is 25 mph.
Glendale Avenue is a north-south oriented roadway that is located along the eastern edge
of the Specific Plan area. It is designated as a Major Arterial in the City’s General Plan
Circulation Element. It consists of two through travel lanes in each direction with
exclusive left-turn lanes at major intersections within the Specific Plan area. There is
two-hour metered parking between the hours of 9:00 a.m. and 6:00 p.m. along both sides
of Glendale Avenue. The posted speed limit along Glendale Avenue is 30 mph. Bus
stops are provided along Glendale Avenue for MTA Route 90 and 91 and for Glendale
Beeline Routes 3, 4, and 11.
Monterey Road is an east-west oriented roadway in the northeastern portion of the
Specific Plan area. In the City’s General Plan Circulation Element, Monterey Road is
designated as a Minor Arterial between Brand Boulevard and Cordova Avenue, as a
Major Arterial between Cordova Avenue and Glendale Avenue, and as an Urban
Collector between Glendale Avenue and Verdugo Road. It consists of two through travel
lanes in each direction, and provides westbound access to SR-134.
Sanchez Drive is a one-way, eastbound roadway located immediately south of SR-134
and extending between the SR-134 eastbound ramps at Central Avenue and at Brand
Boulevard. Sanchez Drive is designated as a Major Arterial in the City’s General Plan
Circulation Element. It consists of three eastbound through travel lanes with an exclusive
left-turn lane at its intersection with Brand Boulevard. Curbside parking is prohibited
along both sides of Sanchez Drive.
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Goode Avenue is a one-way, westbound roadway north of SR-134 that extends between
the SR 134 westbound ramps at Central Avenue and at Brand Boulevard. Goode Avenue
is designated as a Major Arterial in the City’s General Plan Circulation Element. It
consists of three westbound through travel lanes. An exclusive left-turn lane is provided
at its intersection with Central Avenue. Curbside parking is prohibited along both sides
of Goode Avenue.
Lexington Drive is an east-west oriented roadway. It is designated as a Urban Collector
in the City’s General Plan Circulation Element. It consists of one through travel lane in
each direction with exclusive left-turn lanes at major intersections. Between Pacific
Avenue and Columbus Avenue, parking is permitted along both sides of Lexington
Drive. Parking is limited to 2 hours between 9:00 a.m. and 6:00 p.m. between Columbus
Avenue and Central Avenue. 2-hour metered parking is provided between Central
Avenue and Orange Avenue; parking is prohibited along both side of Lexington Drive
between Orange Avenue and Brand Boulevard. From Brand Boulevard to Maryland
Avenue, there is unmetered 2-hour parking (between 9:00 a.m. and 6:00 p.m.) along both
sides of the roadway. Unrestricted parking is permitted along both sides of Lexington
Drive east of Maryland Avenue. There is no posted speed limit on Lexington Drive; the
speed limit is therefore assumed to be 25 mph consistent with the State of California
Vehicle Code.
Wilson Avenue is an east-west oriented roadway. It is classified as a Minor Arterial in
the City’s General Plan Circulation Element. It consists of one through travel lane in
each direction with exclusive left turn lanes at major intersections. From Glendale
Avenue to Isabel Street, parking is prohibited along both sides of the roadway. From
Isabel Street to Brand Boulevard, parking is permitted along both sides of the roadway.
Between Orange Avenue and Central Avenue parking is generally prohibited; west of
Central Avenue to Columbus Avenue, 2-hour parking is permitted between 9:00 a.m. and
6:00 p.m. West of Columbus Avenue parking is unrestricted along both sides of the
roadway. There is no posted speed limit on Wilson Avenue; the speed limit is therefore
assumed to be 25 mph consistent with the State of California Vehicle Code.
Broadway is an east-west oriented roadway. It is designated as a Minor Arterial in the
City’s General Plan Circulation Element. It consists of two travel lanes in each direction
and exclusive left-turn lanes at major intersections. Curbside parking is generally
prohibited on both sides of Broadway. Bus stops are provided along Broadway for MTA
Routes 180, 181, 183, 201 and 380, and for Glendale Beeline Routes 3 and 4.
Colorado Street is an east-west oriented roadway that traverses the southern portion of
the Specific Plan area. Colorado Street is designated as a Major Arterial in the City’s
General Plan Circulation Element. It consists of two travel lanes in each direction with
exclusive left-turn lanes at major intersections. Curbside parking is generally prohibited
along both sides of Colorado Street west of Central Avenue. East of Central Avenue,
two-hour metered parking is allowed along both sides of the street between 9:00 a.m. and
6:00 p.m. Colorado Street is posted for a speed limit of 35 mph within the study area.
Chevy Chase Drive is an east-west oriented roadway that is located south of the project
site. It is designated as a Minor Arterial between the City’s westerly boundary to
Glenoaks Boulevard and as a Community Collector between Glenoaks Boulevard and the
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City’s northeasterly boundary in the City’s General Plan Circulation Element. Two
through travel lanes are provided in each direction of Chevy Chase Drive within the study
area with exclusive left-turn lanes at Central Avenue and at Brand Boulevard. Curbside
parking is generally allowed on both sides of Chevy Chase Drive. Bus stops are provided
along Chevy Chase Drive for MTA Route 183 and for Glendale Beeline Route 4. There
is no posted speed limit on Chevy Chase in the project vicinity; thus, it is assumed to
have a speed limit of 25 mph consistent with the State of California Vehicle Code.
Kenilworth Avenue is a discontinuous north-south roadway that extends between
Riverdale Drive and Vine Street, south of Colorado Street; from Colorado Street to
Harvard Street; from Broadway to California Street; from California Street to north of
Doran Street: and from Patterson Avenue, north of SR-134, to Stocker Street. It is
designated as a Local Street within the study area in the City’s General Plan Circulation
Element. One through travel lane is provided in each direction and parking is permitted
along both sides of Kenilworth Avenue. There is no posted speed limit on Kenilworth
Avenue in the project area; thus, it is assumed to have a speed limit of 25 mph consistent
with the State of California Vehicle Code.
2.3

Traffic Volumes and Levels of Service

A total of 28 intersections within and surrounding the Downtown Specific Plan area were
identified by City of Glendale Traffic and Transportation Division staff for inclusion in
this analysis. Figure 2.1, Existing Intersection Lane Configurations, shows the location
of each intersection. All of the intersections are controlled by traffic signals.
2.3.1

Traffic Counts

Peak hour traffic volume turning movement counts were conducted at 19 of the
intersections in October 2002. Manual counts of vehicular turning movements were
conducted during the morning (AM) and afternoon (PM) commute periods to determine
the peak traffic hour during each of those periods. The manual counts were conducted
from 7:00 to 9:00 a.m. and from 4:00 to 6:00 p.m., since these hours are generally
associated with the peak commute periods in this region. A growth factor of 1 percent
per year was applied to the traffic volumes to reflect the growth that has occurred
between Fall 2002 and Spring 2006. Traffic volume counts at the remaining 9
intersections were conducted between March 23 and April 4, 2006. Counts were again
conducted from 7:00 to 9:00 a.m. and from 4:00 to 6:00 p.m. Figures 2.2 and 2.3 show
Existing (2006) intersection turning movement volumes for the AM peak hour and the
PM peak hour, respectively. Traffic count data sheets are included in Appendix A.
2.3.2

Level of Service Analysis Methodology

Level of service analyses were performed for existing (2006) conditions for each of the
28 intersections, using the Intersection Capacity Utilization (ICU) analysis methodology
for signalized intersections. In ICU analysis, the ICU ratio for an intersection is
computed based on volume-to-capacity ratios of the critical movements. The overall
intersection ICU ratio corresponds to a qualitative Level of Service (LOS) value which
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describes intersection operations and traffic flow characteristics. LOS values range from
A, representing free flow conditions with very little delay, to F, representing significant
delays, vehicle queues and congestions. The V/C ratios and corresponding LOS are
defined in Table 2-1, Level of Service Definitions for Signalized Intersections.
Table 2-1
Level of Service Definitions for Signalized Intersections
Level of
Service
(LOS)

Intersection
Capacity
Utilization Ratio
(ICU)

Definition

A

0.000 - 0.600

At LOS A, there are no cycles that are fully loaded, and few are even close to
loaded. No approach phase is fully utilized by traffic and no vehicle waits longer
than one red indication. Typically, the approach appears quite open, turning
movements are easily made, and nearly all drivers find freedom of operation.

B

0.601 - 0.700

LOS B represents stable operations. An occasional approach phase is fully utilized
and a substantial number are approaching full use. Many drivers begin to feel
somewhat restricted with platoons of vehicles.

C

0.701 - 0.800

At LOS C stable operations continue. Full signal cycle loading is still intermittent,
but more frequent. Occasionally drivers may have to wait through more than one
red signal indication, and back-ups may develop behind turning vehicles.

0.801 - 0.900

LOS D encompasses a zone of increasing restriction, approaching instability.
Delays to approaching vehicles may be substantial during short peaks within the
peak period, but enough cycles with lower demand occur to permit periodic
clearance of developing queues, thus preventing excessive back-ups.

0.901 - 1.000

LOS E represents the most vehicles that any particular intersection approach can
accommodate. At capacity (V/C = 1.00) there may be long queues of vehicles
waiting upstream of the intersection and delays may be great (up to several signal
cycles.

> 1.000

LOS F represents jammed conditions. Backups from locations downstream or on
cross streets may restrict or prevent movement of vehicles out of the intersection
approaches; volumes carried are unpredictable. V/C values are highly variable
because full utilization of the approach may be prevented by outside conditions.

D

E

F

Source: 2004 Congestion Management Program for Los Angeles County
2.3.3

Existing Levels of Service

Arterial Intersections
Table 2-2, Intersection Capacity Analysis Summary – Existing Conditions, summarizes
the existing AM and PM peak hour ICU ratio and LOS for each of the 28 study area
intersections. As shown in Table 2-2, 16 intersections are presently operating at LOS D
or better during the AM and PM peak hours. The ICU worksheets are contained in
Appendix C. The following 12 intersections are presently operating at LOS E or F during
one or both peak hours:
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•

Colorado Street at Pacific Avenue (AM ICU=0.917, LOS=E; PM ICU=0.983,
LOS=E)

•

Colorado Street at Brand Boulevard (PM ICU=0.935, LOS=E)

•

Colorado Street at Glendale Avenue (PM ICU=0.984, LOS=E)

•

Broadway at Glendale Avenue (PM ICU=0.943, LOS=E)

•

Wilson Avenue at Glendale Avenue (PM ICU=0.925, LOS=E)

•

Pacific Avenue at SR-134 Eastbound Ramps (PM ICU=0.986, LOS=E)

•

Pacific Avenue at SR-132 Westbound Ramps (AM ICU=0.938, LOS=E, PM
ICU=0.943, LOS=E; )

•

Central Avenue at SR-134 Westbound On-ramp/Goode Avenue (PM ICU=1.129,
LOS=F)

•

Brand Boulevard at SR-134 Westbound Off-ramp/Goode Avenue (PM
ICU=0.932, LOS=E)

•

Brand Boulevard at SR-134 Eastbound On-ramp/Sanchez Drive (PM ICU=1.190,
LOS=F)

•

SR-134 Westbound Ramps at Monterey Road (AM ICU=0.919, LOS=E)

•

Monterey Road at Glendale Avenue (PM ICU=1.047, LOS=F)

Freeway Mainline Segments
Table 2-3, 2006 Freeway Mainline Segment Levels of Service, summarizes the existing
AM and PM peak hour LOS at six freeway segments. The eastbound segments of SR134 east of Pacific Avenue and east of Brand Boulevard are operating at LOS C during
the AM peak hour. All other segments are operating at LOS D or worse during the AM
peak hour. All of the freeway segments are presently operating at LOS D or worse in
both directions during the PM peak hour.
2.4

Public Transit Services

Public transit services within the Downtown Specific Plan area are provided by the Los
Angeles County Metropolitan Transportation Authority (MTA) and the City of Glendale
Beeline. The following is a description of the services provided by each transit agency.
2.4.1

MTA Metro Bus Transit Services

MTA provides bus transit service along major roadways within the Specific Plan study
area including: Pacific Avenue, Central Avenue, Brand Boulevard, Glendale Avenue,
Colorado Street and Chevy Chase Drive. MTA operates seven routes within the
Downtown Specific Plan area. Table 2-4, MTA Metro Bus Transit Services in
Downtown Specific Area, shows the routes and the weekday headways.
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2.4.2

City of Glendale Bus Transit Services

The City of Glendale provides bus transit within the study area with its Beeline shuttle
bus service. Within the Downtown Specific Plan area, Glendale Beeline service is
provided along Brand Boulevard, Broadway, Central Avenue, Chevy Chase Drive,
Colorado Street, Glendale Avenue and Pacific Avenue. Glendale Beeline also provides
express service to the Glendale Transportation Center along Brand Boulevard. Glendale
Beeline operates six local transit routes in the Downtown Specific Plan area plus the
express shuttle to the Glendale Transportation Center. The shuttles operate Monday
through Friday from 6:00 a.m. to 6:30 p.m. and on weekends from 9:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m.
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Table 2-2
Intersection Capacity Analysis Summary
Existing (2006) Conditions
Existing (2006) Conditions
AM Peak Hour
PM Peak Hour
ICU
LOS
ICU
LOS
0.563
A
0.736
C

No.

Intersection

1

Chevy Chase Dr. and Central Ave.

2

Chevy Chase Dr. and Brand Blvd.

0.753

C

0.847

D

3

Colorado St. and Kenilworth St.

0.548

A

0.647

B

4

Colorado St. and Pacific Ave.

0.917

E

0.983

E

5

Colorado St. and Central Ave.

0.669

B

0.891

D

6

Colorado St. and Brand Blvd.

0.776

C

0.935

E

7

Colorado St. and Glendale Ave

0.873

D

0.984

E

8

Broadway and Pacific Ave.

0.476

A

0.669

B

9

Broadway and Central Ave.

0.540

A

0.779

C

10

Broadway and Brand Blvd.

0.568

A

0.629

B

11

Broadway and Glendale Ave.

0.768

C

0.943

E

12

Wilson Ave. and Pacific Ave.

0.483

A

0.573

A

13

Wilson Ave. and Central Ave.

0.529

A

0.699

B

14

Wilson Ave. and Brand Blvd.

0.441

A

0.631

B

15

Wilson Ave. and Glendale Ave.

0.765

C

0.925

E

16

Lexington Dr. and Pacific Ave.

0.429

A

0.518

A

17

Lexington Dr. and Central Ave.

0.467

A

0.599

A

18

Lexington Dr. and Brand Blvd.

0.471

A

0.578

A

19

Lexington Dr. and Glendale Ave.

0.689

B

0.865

D

20

Pacific Ave. and SR 134 EB Ramps

0.821

D

0.986

E

21

Pacific Ave. and SR 134 WB Ramps

0.938

E

0.943

E

22

Central Ave. and SR 134 WB On/Goode Ave.

0.899

D

1.129

F

23

Central Ave. and SR 134 EB Off/Sanchez Dr.

0.669

B

0.785

C

24

Brand Blvd. and SR 134 WB Off/Goode Ave.

0.856

D

0.932

E

25

Brand Blvd. and SR 134 EB On/Sanchez Dr.

0.803

D

1.190

F

26

SR 134 WB Ramps and Monterey Rd.

0.919

E

0.847

D

27

Glendale Ave. and SR 134 EB Ramps

0.707

C

0.820

D

28

Monterey Rd. and Glendale Ave.

0.832

D

1.047

F
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Table 2-3
2006 Freeway Mainline Segment Level of Service
Freeway Segment

SR 134 west of Pacific Ave.
SR 134 east of Pacific Ave.
SR 134 east of Brand Blvd.
SR 134 east of Glendale Ave.
I-5 north of Colorado St. extension
I-5 south of Colorado St. extension

Direction

Peak
Hour
Capacity

EB
WB
EB
WB
EB
WB
EB
WB
NB
SB
NB
SB

10,000
10,000
10,000
10,000
10,000
10,000
10,000
10,000
10,000
10,000
10,000
10,000

EXISTING (2006) CONDITIONS
AM Peak Hour
Demand
7,900
8,900
7,500
9,300
7,700
9,600
8,300
9,400
8,300
9,800
7,800
9,300

D/C
0.790
0.890
0.750
0.930
0.770
0.960
0.830
0.940
0.830
0.980
0.780
0.930

PM Peak Hour
LOS
D
D
C
D
C
E
D
E
D
E
D
D

Demand
10,300
8,400
10,500
8,300
10,700
8,500
9,900
9,600
10,500
9,100
9,900
8,600

Source: 2005 All Traffic Volumes on California State Highway System, Traffic and Vehicle Data Unit, California Department of
Transportation.
(a)
To further define levels of congestions, Caltrans adds a numeric value of 0 through 3 to the Level of Service F designation (See
Table 6-1).

Table 2-4
MTA Metro Bus Transit Services in Downtown Specific Plan Area
Line
Route
Local Routes To/From Downtown Los Angeles

Headways

84/85

Glendale - Downtown L.A. via Cypress

30 min. with 8 - 10 min.
during peaks

90/91

Glendale Ave. - Pennsylvania Ave. - Foothill Blvd. Glendale Ave. - La Crescenta Ave. - Foothill Blvd.

30 min. with 10 - 15
min. during peaks

92

Sylmar - Downtown L.A.

20 min. with 10 - 15
min. during peaks

Local Routes - Other Areas
180/181

Pasadena - Hollywood

16 min. with 10 - 12
min. during peaks

183

Magnolia Blvd. - E. Colorado St. - Glendale
Transportation Center

20 min. with 10 - 15
min. during peaks

201

Glendale - Koreatown via Silver Lake

30 min.

Metro Rapid Priority Service
780

Metro Rapid: Hollywood - Glendale - Pasadena

10-15 min.

Source: Los Angeles County Metropolitan Transportation Authority website, May 2006.
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D/C
1.030
0.840
1.050
0.830
1.070
0.850
0.990
0.960
1.050
0.910
0.990
0.860

LOS
F(0)a
D
F(0)
D
F(0)
D
E
E
F(0)
D
E
D
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3

FUTURE BASELINE CONDITIONS
3.1

Glendale Transportation Demand Model

The Glendale Downtown Specific Plan is intended to provide a long-range vision for
Downtown Glendale, therefore, the future baseline conditions address the long-range
planning horizon for the City: 2030. The updated City of Glendale Transportation
Demand Model was used to develop future traffic volume forecast for the future baseline
conditions. The model is a traditional four-step travel demand model (trip generation,
trip distribution, mode choice and trip assignment), and uses the Emme/2 travel demand
modeling software. The update of the model occurred during 2005, and the ability of the
model to accurately forecast traffic volumes within the City of Glendale was validated
against 2005 traffic volume ground counts.
The Glendale Transportation Demand Model uses six socioeconomic variables as input to
estimate the travel demand for each zone in the region covered by the model. These
variables include:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Single-family Dwelling Units;
Multiple-family Dwelling Units;
Residential Population;
Median Household Income;
Retail Employment; and
Non-retail Employment

The socioeconomic data was developed by the City of Glendale Planning Department
based on data used in the Southern California Association of Government’s (SCAG)
regional model. The socioeconomic data for the DSP base year (2005) was developed by
interpolating data between 2000 and 2030.
Socioeconomic data for future year scenarios (2030 No Build, 2030 with Preferred
Project and 2030 with Project Alternatives A and B) were developed by the Glendale
Planning Department using SCAG 2030 socioeconomic data except in the DSP study
area. Within the DSP study area, 2005 base socioeconomic data was used with the
exception of four traffic analysis zones (TAZs) (425,426,428, and 431). These four TAZs
include some of the Town Center development project. For these four TAZs,
socioeconomic data was estimated to account for planned development in the Town
Center project expected to occur prior to 2030.
Table 3-1, Summary of 2005 and 2030 Socioeconomic Data within the DSP Study Area,
provides a summary and compares the socioeconomic data estimates within the DSP
study area for 2005 and 2030 baseline conditions.
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Table 3-1
Summary of 2005 and 2030 Socioeconomic Data
within the DSP Study Area

Scenario
Existing (2005)
2030 No Build
% Growth

3.2
3.2.1

Single Family
Dwelling Units

Multi Family
Dwelling Units

Total
Population

Retail
Employment
(employees)

Total
Employment
(employees)

100
105
5%

3,031
3,537
17%

7,335
8,855
21%

4,804
6,147
28%

23,740
23,545
-1%

Future Baseline Traffic Volumes and Levels of Service

2030 Baseline Traffic Volume Forecasts

2030 baseline traffic volumes were generated by the Glendale Transportation Demand
Model. As described above, the socioeconomic data, which is the basis for estimating
future trips, is based on data used in the SCAG regional model, refined within the City of
Glendale by the City’s Planning Department. The 2030 roadway network is consistent
with SCAG’s Regional Transportation Plan. Additional detail has been added within the
City of Glendale, consistent with the adopted plans and taking into account planned and
programmed improvements within the City. In particular, the network was modified to
reflect circulation system changes in the vicinity of the Glendale Town Center, in the area
roughly bounded by Colorado Street on the south, Broadway on the north, Central
Avenue on the west and Brand Boulevard on the east.
Using the AM and PM peak hour traffic volume forecasts generated by the model for
2005 and 2030 conditions, and existing AM and PM turning movement counts at study
area intersections, AM and PM peak hour turning movement forecasts at 28 study area
intersections were developed for 2030 conditions. Figures 3.1 and 3.2 show the 2030
Baseline AM and PM peak hour intersection turning movement forecasts at the 28 study
area intersections.
3.2.2

2030 Baseline Levels of Service

Arterial Intersections
A number of intersection improvements are planned/programmed within the DSP study
area. Most have been included as conditions of approval for development projects, most
notably Town Center and the Commonwealth Office Development project.
Improvements at two intersections are to be implemented as part of the City’s Capital
Improvement Program.
As part of the Glendale Town Center project approval process, a number of mitigation
measures were conditioned by the City on the project. These improvements were
assumed to be completed by 2030. Where they involved any of the 28 study area
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intersections, they were included in the 2030 intersection analysis. The Town Center
improvements affecting study area intersections included the following:
•

Chevy Chase Drive and Brand Boulevard – Install northbound right-turn only
lane.

•

Colorado Street and Central Avenue – Install westbound through lane, westbound
right-turn only lane, and convert existing eastbound right-turn only lane to a
combination through/right-turn lane.

•

Colorado Street and Brand Boulevard – Install eastbound and northbound and
southbound right-turn only lanes.

•

Colorado Street and Glendale Avenue – Install northbound right-turn only lane

•

Broadway and Central Avenue – Install northbound and westbound right-turn
only lane

•

Broadway and Brand Boulevard – Install northbound right-turn only lane and an
additional southbound through lane.

•

Broadway and Glendale Avenue – Install an additional northbound through lane
during the PM peak hours, and a southbound right turn only lane.

Improvements conditioned of the Commonwealth Office Development project that affect
study area intersections include the following:
•

Central Avenue at SR-134 Westbound Ramps/Goode Avenue – Restripe the
westbound approach to provide a left turn lane and optional left-turn/through lane,
a through lane and a right turn lane.

•

Brand Boulevard at SR-134 Westbound Ramps/Sanchez Drive – Restripe
southbound approach to provide one left-turn lane, one optional left turn through
lane and one through lane. Improvements at two study area intersections are part
of the City’s Capital Improvement Program. They include:

•

Central Avenue at SR-134 Eastbound Ramps/Sanchez Drive – Widen the offramp to provide four lanes on the eastbound approach including one optional leftturn/through lane, one through lane, one optional through/right-turn lane and one
right turn only lane.

•

Glendale Avenue at Monterey Road – Install second northbound left turn lane.

Table 3-2, Intersection Capacity Analysis Summary – 2030 Baseline Conditions,
summarizes the 2030 AM and PM peak hour ICU ratio and LOS for each of the 28 study
area intersections and provides a comparison to existing conditions. The ICU worksheets
are contained in Appendix C. Where CIP roadway or intersection improvements are
planned, or conditioned of an approved development (i.e.,the Town Center project and
the Commonwealth Offive project), those improvements were assumed to be constructed
by 2030 and were, therefore, incorporated into the analysis of the intersection as
background improvements relative to the DSP Preferred Project and Alternatives A and
B. As a result, some intersections are forecast to operate at improved levels of service
compared to their current condition. As shown in Table 3-2, 19 intersections are forecast
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to operate at LOS D or better during the AM and PM peak hours. The following 13
intersections are forecast to operate at LOS E or F during one or both peak hours in 2030:
•

Chevy Chase Drive at Brand Boulevard (PM ICU=0.934, LOS=E)

•

Colorado Street at Pacific Avenue (AM ICU=1.013, LOS=F; PM ICU=1.048,
LOS=F)

•

Colorado Street at Brand Boulevard (PM ICU =0.971, LOS=E)

•

Colorado Street at Glendale Avenue (AM ICU=0.962, LOS=E; PM ICU=1.079,
LOS=F)

•

Wilson Avenue at Glendale Avenue (PM ICU=0.994, LOS=E)

•

Lexington Drive at Glendale Avenue (PM ICU=0.960, LOS=E)

•

Pacific Avenue at SR-134 Eastbound Ramps (AM ICU=0.934, LOS=E; PM
ICU=1.266, LOS=F)

•

Pacific Avenue at SR-134 Westbound Ramps (AM ICU=1.061, LOS=F; PM
ICU=1.026, LOS=F)

•

Central Avenue at SR-134 Westbound Ramps/Goode Avenue (AM ICU=0.949,
LOS=E; PM ICU=1.123, LOS=F)

•

Brand Boulevard at SR-134 Eastbound Ramps/Sanchez Drive (AM ICU=0.973,
LOS=E; PM ICU=1.020, LOS=F)

•

Brand Boulevard at SR-134 Westbound Off-ramp/Goode Avenue (AM
ICU=0.948, LOS=E; PM ICU=0.919, LOS=E)

•

SR-134 Westbound Ramps at Monterey Road (AM ICU=0.980, LOS=E; PM
ICU=0.916, LOS=E)

•

Glendale Avenue at Monterey Road (AM ICU=0.906, LOS=E; PM ICU=1.154,
LOS=F).
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Table 3-2
Intersection Capacity Analysis Summary – 2030 Baseline Conditions

No.

Intersection

Existing (2006) Conditions
AM Peak
PM Peak
Hour
Hour
ICU
LOS ICU
LOS

1

Chevy Chase Dr. and Central Ave.

0.563

A

0.736

C

0.618

B

0.807

D

2

Chevy Chase Dr. and Brand Blvd.

0.753

C

0.847

D

0.838

D

0.934

E

3

Colorado St. and Kenilworth St.

0.548

A

0.647

B

0.583

A

0.724

C

4

Colorado St. and Pacific Ave.

0.917

E

0.983

E

1.013

F

1.048

F

5

Colorado St. and Central Ave.

0.669

B

0.891

D

0.664

B

0.900

D

6

Colorado St. and Brand Blvd.

0.776

C

0.935

E

0.824

D

0.971

E

7

Colorado St. and Glendale Ave.

0.873

D

0.984

E

0.962

E

1.079

F

8

Broadway and Pacific Ave.

0.476

A

0.669

B

0.532

A

0.728

C

9

Broadway and Central Ave.

0.540

A

0.779

C

0.587

A

0.847

D

10

Broadway and Brand Blvd.

0.568

A

0.629

B

0.563

A

0.688

B

11

Broadway and Glendale Ave.

0.768

C

0.943

E

0.855

D

0.892

D

12

Wilson Ave. and Pacific Ave.

0.483

A

0.573

A

0.535

A

0.635

B

13

Wilson Ave. and Central Ave.

0.529

A

0.699

B

0.595

A

0.771

C

14

Wilson Ave. and Brand Blvd.

0.441

A

0.631

B

0.469

A

0.679

B

15

Wilson Ave. and Glendale Ave.

0.765

C

0.925

E

0.831

D

0.994

E

16

Lexington Dr. and Pacific Ave.

0.429

A

0.518

A

0.485

A

0.579

A

17

Lexington Dr. and Central Ave.

0.467

A

0.599

A

0.529

A

0.665

B

18

Lexington Dr. and Brand Blvd.

0.471

A

0.578

A

0.608

B

0.724

C

19

Lexington Dr. and Glendale Ave.

0.689

B

0.865

D

0.767

C

0.960

E

20

Pacific Ave. and SR 134 EB Ramps

0.821

D

0.986

E

0.934

E

1.266

F

21

Pacific Ave. and SR 134 WB Ramps

0.938

E

0.943

E

1.061

F

1.026

F

22

Central Ave. and SR 134 WB On/Goode Ave.

0.889

D

1.129

F

0.949

E

1.123

F

23

Central Ave. and SR 134 EB Off/Sanchez Dr.

0.669

B

0.785

C

0.759

C

0.829

D

24

Brand Blvd. and SR 134 WB Off/Goode Ave.

0.856

D

0.932

E

0.968

E

0.919

E

25

Brand Blvd. and SR 134 EB On/Sanchez Dr.

0.803

D

1.190

F

0.973

E

1.020

F

26

SR 134 WB Ramps and Monterey Rd.

0.919

E

0.847

D

0.980

E

0.916

E

27

Glendale Ave. and SR 134 EB Ramps

0.707

C

0.820

D

0.808

D

0.817.

D

28

Monterey Rd. and Glendale Ave.

0.832

D

1.047

F

0.923

E

1.169

F
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Freeway Mainline Segments
Table 3-3, 2030 No Project Freeway Mainline Segment Levels of Service, summarizes
the 2030 AM and PM peak hour LOS at six freeway segments. Review of Table 3-3
shows that, with the exception of eastbound SR-134 east of Pacific Avenue and
northbound I-5 north of the Colorado Street extension, all of the segments are forecast to
operate at LOS E or worse in both directions during the AM peak hour. Eastbound SR134 east of Pacific Avenue is forecast to operate at LOS D during the AM peak hour.
During the PM peak hour, the eastbound segment of SR-134 east of Pacific Avenue is
forecast to operate at LOS E. All other segments are forecast to operate at LOS F during
the PM peak hour.
Table 3-3
2030 No Project Freeway Mainline Segment Levels of Service
Freeway Segment

SR 134 west of Pacific Ave.
SR 134 east of Pacific Ave.
SR 134 east of Brand Blvd.
SR 134 east of Glendale Ave.
I-5 north of Colorado St. extension
I-5 south of Colorado St. extension

Direction

EB
WB
EB
WB
EB
WB
EB
WB
NB
SB
NB
SB

2030 NO PROJECT

Peak
Hour
Capacity

AM Peak Hour
Demand
11,030
12,340
8,030
9,330
9,730
11,520
9,490
10,600
8,990
12,080
9,900
11,520

10,000
10,000
10,000
10,000
10,000
10,000
10,000
10,000
10,000
10,000
10,000
10,000

D/C
1.103
1.234
0.803
0.933
0.973
1.152
0.949
1.060
0.899
1.208
0.990
1.152

PM Peak Hour
LOS(a)
F(0)
F(0)
D
E
E
F(0)
E
F(0)
D
F(0)
E
F(0)

Demand
11,940
14,410
9,660
10,770
11,780
11,880
11,640
11,220
12,870
10,620
12,900
10,310

D/C
1.194
1.441
0.966
1.077
1.178
1.188
1.164
1.122
1.287
1.062
1.290
1.031

LOS(a)
F(0)
F(2)
E
F(0)
F(0)
F(0)
F(0)
F(0)
F(1)
F(0)
F(1)
F(0)

(a) LOS F(1) through F(3) designations are assigned where severely congested (less than 25 mph) conditions prevail for more than one hour (See
Table 6-1).
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4

PROPOSED PROJECT AND ALTERNATIVES

The Glendale Downtown Specific Plan is an urban design oriented plan, which sets the
physical standards and guidelines as well as the land use regulations for activities within
the Downtown Specific Plan area. The Downtown Specific Plan area consists of
approximately 221 acres located in the center of the City of Glendale. The area is
generally bounded to the west by Central Avenue and Columbus Avenue, to the east by
Maryland Avenue, to the south by Colorado Street, and extends just north of Glenoaks
Boulevard on the north (see Figure 1.2 – Downtown Specific Plan Area).
There are a variety of different neighborhoods or districts within Downtown Glendale
(see Section 1.2 for a description of the various downtown districts) and the Specific Plan
is intended to preserve aspects of each district which provide unique character, while
improving the attractiveness and livability of the Downtown area. The entire Glendale
Redevelopment Area, with the exception of a small segment north of Glenoaks
Boulevard, and East Broadway Neighborhood fall within the Downtown Specific Plan
Area.
Land uses within the Downtown permissible under the Downtown Specific Plan include
residential, office, and retail commercial. Three alternatives for the Downtown Specific
Plan are under consideration: Preferred Project, Alternative A and Alternative B. Figure
4.1 shows the Downtown Specific Plan Preferred Project. Figures 4.2 and 4.3 show the
Downtown Specific Plan Alternatives A and B, respectively. Table 4-1, Summary of
DSP Proposed Land Uses, provides a summary of the types and quantities of land uses
proposed in the Preferred Project and in each of the two alternatives, along with the
population and employment associated with each land use scenario.
Table 4-1
Summary of DSP Proposed Land Use

Alternative
Preferred Project
Alternative A
Alternative B

Residential

Office

Units
3,980
3,913
3,435

Square
Feet
1,738,962
1,701,462
1,701,462

Population
7,204
7,084
6,214

Retail
Employees
2,209
2,134
2,134

Square
Feet
-87,833
-87,833
-87,833

Employees
-88
-88
-88

Park

Parking

Square
Feet
93,000
93,000
93,000

Spaces
9,902
9,669
8,818

Source: City of Glendale, Exhibit 1 Glendale Development Potential, January 25, 2006.

Review of Figures 4.1 through 4.3 and Table 4-1 shows that the difference between the
project alternatives relates to the distribution and intensity of land uses. The Preferred
Project includes the highest number of residential units. Alternative A provides
approximately 67 fewer residential units than the Preferred Project and 37,500 square feet
less office space. Therefore, Alternative A is slightly less intense than the Preferred
Project. Alternative B provides 545 fewer residential units, or approximately 14 percent
fewer units than the Preferred Project, and approximately 37,500 fewer square feet of
office space than the Preferred Project, making it the least intense development
alternative.
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Downtown Specific Plan Map
Draft Preferred Project

Figure 4.1
Preferred Project
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Figure 4.2
Alternative A
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Figure 4.3
Alternative B
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The City Glendale Planning Department provided estimates for the socioeconomic
variables within the DSP study area required by the transportation model for trip
generation and mode choice, for the Preferred Project, and for Alternatives A and B.
These estimates were provided for all of the parcels that are subject to consideration by
the DSP. For each of the DSP Alternatives, the relative changes to the socioeconomic
variables were applied to the data used in the 2005 and 2030 No Project scenarios,
resulting in six unique forecasts of future development:
•

Existing with Preferred Project

•

Existing with Alternative A

•

Existing with Alternative B

•

2030 with Preferred Project

•

2030 with Alternative A

•

2030 with Alternative B.

Table 4-2, Summary of Socioeconomic Data for Downtown Specific Plan Area, shows
the number of dwelling units, population and employment in the DSP study area in 2005
and 2030, with and without implementation of the proposed DSP alternatives. The
socioeconomic data, by traffic analysis zone for 2005 No Project and With Project
Scenarios and for 2030 No Project and With Project Scenarios is included in Appendix
D. Without the DSP, population in the Downtown Specific Plan area is projected to
increase by approximately 21 percent, from 7,335 people to 8,855 people between 2005
and 2030. With implementation of the DSP, will nearly double. For the “Existing with
Project” scenarios, population increases from 7,335 people without the DSP to between
13,549 and 14,539 people with the various proposed DSP alternatives. In 2030, the DSP
area population is forecast to be 8,855 people without the DSP, increasing to between
15,069 to 16,059 people with the proposed DSP alternatives.
Retail employment in the DSP area is forecast to increase by approximately 28 percent
between 2005 and 2030 without the DSP. With the DSP Preferred Project and each of
the alternatives, the retail square footage in the DSP area decreases by approximately
87,833 square feet, with a corresponding reduction in the number of retail employees
(approximately 88 fewer employees) compared to the No Project scenarios. In order to
estimate traffic volumes with the Preferred Project and each of the alternatives, the DSP
land uses, population and employment estimates were allocated to the traffic analysis
zones (TAZs) in the Glendale Transportation Demand Model. The methodology used to
allocate the DSP data among the TAZs, ensured that the reduction in retail employment
planned with the DSP did not create any instances of TAZs with negative retail
employment. As a result, the socioeconomic data input to the model for the “with
Project” scenarios assumed a net increase of 86 retail employees. The likely growth in
retail employment with the DSP ranges between -1.8 and 1.7 percent compared to
existing conditions, and between -1.4 and 1.3 percent compared to 2030 conditions.
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Non-retail employment in the DSP area is forecast to decrease slightly from 23,740 in
2005 to 23,545 in 2030. With the DSP, total employment will increase between 8.9 and
9.3 percent compared to existing, and between 9.0 and 9.4 percent compared to 2030
baseline.
Table 4-2
Summary of Socioeconomic Data for Downtown Specific Plan Area

Scenario
Existing (2005)
Existing with Preferred Project
Existing with Alternative A
Existing with Alternative B
2030 No Build
2030 with Preferred Project
2030 with Alternative A
2030 with Alternative B

Single
Family
Dwelling
Units
100
100
100
100

Multi Family
Dwelling
Units

Total
Population

Retail
Employment(a)

Non-Retail
Employment

3,031
7,011
6,944
6,466

7,335
14,539
14,419
13,549

4,804
4,890
4,890
4,890

23,740
25,949
25,874
25,874

3,537
7,517
7,450
6,972

8,855
16,059
15,939
15,069

6,147
6,233
6,233
6,233

23,545
25,754
25,679
25,679

105
105
105
105

(a) The DSP Preferred Project and its alternatives assume a net reduction in retail square footage in the DSP area and a
corresponding reduction in the number of retail employees. (see Table 4-1). The methodology used to develop, balance
and refine the socioeconomic data input to the Glendale Transportation Demand Model assumed an increase of 86
retail employees in the DSP area, producing slightly higher and therefore more conservative traffic volume forecasts
for the “with Project” scenarios.

4.1

Project Trip Generation

The Glendale Transportation Demand Model includes a trip generation model which
estimates the number of trips generated by each traffic analysis zone based on the
socioeconomic data for that zone. The model estimates the number of person trips
generated by each zone (attractions or inbound trips, and productions or outbound trips)
for AM peak hour, PM peak hour and daily conditions. For those traffic analysis zones
within the DSP, the socioeconomic data input to the model was modified to represent the
levels and types of development in that zone which would occur with each of the DSP
alternatives (Preferred Project, Alternative A and Alternative B). To obtain an estimate
of the trips attributable to the DSP, the total number of trips estimated by the model for
the “No Project” scenario was subtracted from the total number of trips for each “with
project” scenario. The difference was the number of trips attributable to the DSP in
under each scenario. Table 4-3, Summary of Downtown Specific Plan Person Trip
Generation, summarizes the number of person trips attributable to the DSP Preferred
Project and to Alternative A and Alternative B.
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Table 4-3
Summary of Downtown Specific Plan Person Trip Generation
AM Peak Hour
Scenario
Preferred Project
Alternative A
Alternative B

Attractions
(Inbound)
1,241
1,215
1,124

Productions
(Outbound)
1,869
1,833
1,647

PM Peak Hour
Total
3,110
3,048
2,771

Attractions
(Inbound)
1,729
1,697
1,524

Productions
(Outbound)
1,312
1,285
1,182

Daily
Total
3,041
2,982
2,705

37,899
37,174
33,642

In the Glendale Transportation Demand modeling process, the person trips are converted
to vehicle trips through the application of a mode choice model. The mode choice model
allocates the person trips to drive alone, shared ride or transit person trips. Vehicle
occupancy factors by mode convert the person trips to vehicle trips. The vehicle trips are
then assigned to the roadway system through the trip assignment model. Table 4-4,
Summary of Downtown Specific Plan Vehicle Trip Generation, provides a summary of
the vehicle trips attributable to the DSP Preferred Project and Alternatives A and B. The
vehicle trips represent the number of vehicles entering and exiting the project. In the case
of the Downtown Specific, there is no single project site. The DSP will affect numerous
city blocks within the Downtown area generally bounded to the north by Glenoaks
Boulevard, to the west by Central Avenue and Columbus Avenue, to the east along
Maryland Avenue and Glendale Avenue, and to the south one block south Colorado
Street(see Figure 1.2). The vehicle trips generated by DSP-related development will be
dispersed throughout the DSP area. Review of Table 4-4 show that the DSP Preferred
Project is estimated to generate approximately 26,922 daily trips with approximately
2,066 trips occurring during the AM peak hour (654 trips inbound and 1,412 trips
outbound) and 2,252 trips occurring during the PM peak hour (1,327 trips inbound and
925 trips outbound.) Alternative A is estimated to generate approximately 2 percent
fewer trips than the Preferred Project, or 26,457 daily trips. Approximately 2,039 trips
will occur during the AM peak hour and 2,218 trips during the PM peak hour.
Alternative B generates the fewest trips, approximately 12 percent fewer than the
Preferred Project. Alternative B is estimated to generate approximately 23,761 daily trips
with approximately 1,774 trips during the AM peak hour and 1,979 trips during the PM
peak hour.
Table 4-4
Summary of Downtown Specific Plan
Vehicle Trip Generation
AM Peak Hour

PM Peak Hour
Daily

Scenario
Preferred Project
Alternative A
Alternative B
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Inbound
654
642
586

Outbound
1,412
1,397
1,188

Total
2,066
2,039
1,774

39

Inbound
1,327
1,309
1,154

Outbound
925
909
825

Total
2,252
2,218
1,979

26,922
26,457
23,761
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4.2

Traffic Volume Assignments with the Proposed Project

The Glendale Transportation Demand Model was used to generate traffic volume
forecasts for the following conditions:
•

Existing No Project

•

Existing with Preferred Project

•

Existing with Alternative A

•

Existing with Alternative B

•

2030 No Project

•

2030 with Preferred Project

•

2030 with Alternative A

•

2030 with Alternative B

The Existing No Project forecast was not used directly in this traffic impact study to
compare existing conditions with and without the proposed project. Actual traffic
volume count data was used to analyze existing conditions and as the base for developing
Existing with Project forecasts. However, the Existing No Project forecast was used to
validate the model’s reliability in replicating existing traffic conditions before the model
was used to forecast future conditions. The traffic volume forecasts generated by the
model were compared to traffic volume count data. Adjustments were made to the model
until the traffic volume forecasts it produced matched traffic volume ground counts
within acceptable thresholds.
The Existing No Project forecast, in combination with traffic volume count data, was also
used to develop and refine the peak hour traffic volume turning movement forecasts at
study area intersections. The 2006 “With Project” forecasts for each study area
intersection were estimated by subtracting 2005 No Project approach volume forecast for
each intersection leg from the 2005 “With Project” forecast for each alternative. The
difference was added to the 2006 approach volumes based on actual ground counts.
Figures 4.4 and 4.5 show 2006 AM and PM peak hour traffic volume forecasts with the
Preferred Project. AM and PM peak hour traffic volumes forecasts for Alternative A and
Alternative B are provided in Appendix B .
Figures 4.6 and 4.7 show the 2030 with Preferred Project AM and PM peak hour traffic
volumes. AM and PM peak hour traffic volume forecasts with Alternative A and
Alternative B are provided in Appendix B.
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5

TRAFFIC IMPACT ANALYSIS
5.1

Intersection Capacity Utilization Analysis Methodology

The twenty-eight study intersections were evaluated using the Intersection Capacity
Utilization (ICU) method of analysis for signalized intersection which determines the
volume-to-capacity (v/c) ratios on a critical movement basis. The overall v/c ratio for the
intersection, referred to as the ICU ratio, is assigned a Level of Service value to
qualitatively describe intersection operations. The calculation has been performed for the
weekday morning peak hour (the four consecutive 15-minute periods with the highest
traffic volume counts, generally between 7:00 a.m. and 9:00 a.m.) and the weekday
afternoon peak hour (the four consecutive 15-minute periods with the highest traffic
volume counts, generally between 4:00 p.m. and 6:00 p.m.). The Level of Service (LOS)
designations range from LOS A (representing free flow conditions) to LOS F
(representing highly congested conditions). A summary of ICU ratios and corresponding
Levels of Service are presented in Table 2-1 and the ICU worksheets are contained in
Appendix C.
The ICU methodology is a static analysis tool for evaluating traffic operations of
individual intersections. As such, it does not account for vehicle queues that may extend
through nearby intersections. Therefore, the LOS may appear better than is actually
observed in the field. For example, this situation often occurs during peak periods at the
SR-134 freeway ramp intersections at Pacific Avenue, Central Avenue, Brand Boulevard,
Monterey Road and Glendale Avenue. To reflect traffic operations at the SR-134 ramp
intersections, the traffic volume turning movements were assigned to travel lanes based
upon geometric configuration of each pair of ramp intersections. Volumes were assigned
to the available lanes, taking into consideration “trap” lanes(through lanes which exit one
intersection and become mandatory turn lanes at the next). In addition, the capacities
assumed for lanes entering the freeway from an arterial intersection were reduced to
reflect the frequent queuing on the ramps as vehicle wait to merge onto SR-134 during
congested peak hours, thereby limiting the number of vehicles that can turn from the
arterial onto the freeway ramp. The capacity reductions were applied to lanes feeding
SR-134 westbound on-ramps for both the AM and PM peak hour analysis, and to lanes
feeding SR-134 eastbound ramps for PM peak hour analysis only.
As described previously in Section 2, for 2030 conditions, roadway improvements which
have previously been conditioned of other approved development projects in the
Downtown, (i.e., the Town Center project and the Commonwealth Office Development
project) or included in the City’s Capital Improvement Program, have been assumed to be
completed by 2030 and have therefore been included in this analysis. This includes the
following improvements:
•

Chevy Chase Drive at Brand Boulevard – Convert northbound through-right turn
lane to through lane only; add northbound right-turn only lane (Town Center
project).
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•

Colorado Street at Central Avenue – Install third westbound through lane and an
exclusive right-turn only lane as well as convert existing eastbound right-turn
only lane to a combination through right turn lane (Town Center project).

•

Colorado Street at Brand Boulevard – Install northbound, southbound and
eastbound right-turn only lanes (Town Center project).

•

Colorado Street at Glendale Avenue – Convert existing northbound combination
through-right turn lane to through only lane; add northbound right-turn only lane
(Town Center project).

•

Broadway at Central Avenue – Convert northbound and westbound combination
through-right turn lanes to through only lanes; add exclusive right-turn only lanes
northbound and westbound (Town Center project).

•

Broadway at Brand Boulevard – Add northbound right-turn only lane; add third
southbound through lane (Town Center project).

•

Broadway at Glendale Avenue – Add third northbound through lane during the
PM peak hour only by prohibiting on-street parking along the east side of
Glendale Avenue, south of Broadway; add southbound right turn only lane (Town
Center project).

•

SR-134 Westbound On-Ramp/Goode Avenue at Central Avenue – Restripe to
provide fourth lane ( one left-turn lane, one combination through-left turn lane,
one through lane and one right-turn lane) (Commonwealth Office project).

•

SR-134 Eastbound Off-Ramp/Sanchez Drive at Central Avenue – Widen to
provide fourth lane ( one combination through-left turn lane, one through lane,
one combination through-right-turn lane, one right turn lane) (CIP).

•

SR-134 Westbound On-Ramp/Goode Avenue at Brand Boulevard – Restripe
southbound Brand Boulevard north of Goode Avenue such that the inside (#1)
southbound through lane is a “trap” lane aligning with the inside lane of the
southbound dual left-turn lanes at Sanchez Drive; the #2 southbound lane north of
Goode will align to become an optional left-turn or through lane (Commonwealth
Office project).

•

Glendale Avenue at Monterey Road – Improve northbound Glendale Avenue
approach to Monterey Road to provide dual left-turn lanes, one through lane and
one combination through-right turn lane (CIP).

•

SR-134 Eastbound Ramps at Glendale Avenue – Realign the #1 northbound
through lane on Glendale Avenue south of the eastbound off-ramp to be a trap
lane to the dual northbound left-turn lanes at Monterey Road (CIP).

All other intersections were assumed to maintain the same geometric configurations with
no improvements between 2006 and 2030.
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5.2

Traffic Impact Criteria and Thresholds

The potential impact of the additional traffic estimated to be added with the
implementation of the DSP Preferred Project or each of the alternatives was evaluated for
AM and PM peak hour conditions at each of the 28 study area intersections. The results
of the ICU analyses for 2006 conditions with the Preferred Project and with Alternatives
A and B were compared to 2006 conditions without the DSP. Likewise, 2030 conditions
with the Preferred Project and with the alternatives were compared to 2030 No Project
conditions at each intersection.
The significance of the potential impacts was determined based on the traffic impact
criteria provided by the City of Glendale transportation staff. The following definition of
significant project-related traffic impacts has been applied in this analysis:
“If the project increases the volume-to-capacity (v/c) ratio by 0.020 or
greater and the intersection is projected to operate at Level of Service
(LOS) D, E or F with the project, the increase is deemed significant.”
5.3

Traffic Impact Analysis Scenarios

Intersection Capacity Utilization and Levels of Service analyses have been conducted for
each of the 28 study intersections for the following scenarios:
•

Existing (2006) Conditions

•

Existing Conditions with the Preferred Project

•

Existing Conditions with Alternative A

•

Existing Conditions with Alternative B

•

2030 No Project Conditions

•

2030 with the Preferred Project

•

2030 With Alternative A

•

2030 with Alternative B

Tables 5-1 through 5-3 summarize the results of the ICU analyses for Existing Conditions
with the Preferred Project, Existing Conditions with Alternative A and Existing
Conditions with Alternative B, respectively, and compare those results to Existing
Conditions without the DSP. Tables 5-4 through 5-6 summarize the results of the ICU
analyses for 2030 Conditions with the Preferred Project, 2030 Conditions with
Alternative A and 2030 Conditions with Alternative B, respectively, and compare those
results to the 2030 Conditions without the DSP. The ICU worksheets are included in the
Appendix C.
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Intersection

Lexington Dr. and Central Ave.

Lexington Dr. and Pacific Ave.

Wilson Ave. and Glendale Ave.

Wilson Ave. and Brand Blvd.

Wilson Ave. and Central Ave.

Wilson Ave. and Pacific Ave.

Broadway and Glendale Ave.

Broadway and Brand Blvd.

Broadway and Central Ave.

Broadway and Pacific Ave.

Colorado St. and Glendale Ave.

Colorado St. and Brand Blvd.

Colorado St. and Central Ave.

Colorado St. and Pacific Ave.

Colorado St. and Kenilworth St.

Chevy Chase Dr. and Brand Blvd.

Chevy Chase Dr. and Central Ave.
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17

16

15

14

13

12

11

10

9

8

7

6

5

4

3

2

1

No.

0.467

0.429

0.765

0.441

0.529

0.483

0.768

0.568

0.540

0.476

0.873

0.776

0.669

0.917

0.548

0.753

0.563

ICU

A

A

C

A

A

A

C

A

A

A

D

C

B

E

A

C

A

LOS

AM Peak Hour

0.599

0.518

0.925

0.631

0.699

0.573

0.943

0.629

0.779

0.669

0.984

0.935

0.891

0.983

0.647

0.847

0.736

ICU

48

A

A

E

B

B

A

E

B

C

B

E

E

D

E

B

D

C

LOS

PM Peak Hour

Existing (2006) Conditions

0.472

0.433

0.768

0.464

0.561

0.479

0.762

0.577

0.549

0.493

0.878

0.817

0.687

0.938

0.576

0.779

0.570

ICU

A

A

C

A

A

A

C

A

A

A

D

D

B

E

A

C

A

LOS

AM Peak Hour

0.619

0.511

0.970

0.658

0.738

0.631

0.939

0.659

0.826

0.700

0.958

0.954

0.904

0.993

0.665

0.867

0.767

ICU

B

A

E

B

C

B

E

B

D

B

E

E

E

E

B

D

C

LOS

PM Peak Hour

2006 With Preferred Project

Table 5-1
Summary of Intersection Capacity Utilization Analyses Existing Conditions with Preferred Project
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0.004

0.041

0.021

YES

YES

AM Peak Hour
Change
YES?
in ICU

0.045

-0.003

0.047

-0.026

0.019

0.013

0.010

0.020

YES

YES

YES

PM Peak Hour
Change
YES?
in ICU

Significant Impact?

0.669
0.856

Central Ave. and SR 134 EB
Off/Sanchez Dr.

Brand Blvd. and SR 134 WB
Off/Goode Ave.

23

24

Monterey Rd. and Glendale Ave.

0.832

0.707

0.919

0.803

D

C

E

D

D

B

D

E

D

B

A

LOS

1.047

0.820

0.847

1.190

0.932

0.785

1.129

0.943

0.986

0.865

0.578

ICU

F

D

D

F

E

C

F

E

E

D

A

LOS

PM Peak Hour

0.847

0.713

0.930

0.781

1.018

0.773

0.980

0.945

0.820

0.684

0.463

ICU

D

C

E

C

F

C

E

E

D

B

A

LOS

AM Peak Hour

1.042

0.814

0.846

1.267

1.002

0.816

1.179

0.928

1.031

0.860

0.599

ICU
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F

D

D

F

F

D

F

E

F

D

A

LOS

PM Peak Hour

2006 With Preferred Project

Note: Change in ICU computed for intersections estimated to operate at LOS D or worse under “With Project” conditions.

28

27

26

25

Brand Blvd. and SR 134 EB
On/Sanchez Dr.
SR 134 WB Ramps and Monterey
Rd.
Glendale Ave. and SR 134 EB
Ramps

0.889

0.821

Central Ave. and SR 134 WB
On/Goode Ave.

21

20

22

0.689

0.471

ICU

0.938

Lexington Dr. and Brand Blvd.

Intersection

AM Peak Hour

Existing (2006) Conditions

Lexington Dr. and Glendale Ave.
Pacific Ave. and SR 134 EB
Ramps
Pacific Ave. and SR 134 WB
Ramps

19

18

No.

Table 5-1 - continued
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0.015

0.006

0.011

-0.022

0.134

0.104

0.091

0.007

-0.001

YES

YES

AM Peak Hour
Change
YES?
in ICU

-0.005

-0.006

-0.001

0.077

0.070

0.031

0.059

-0.015

0.045

-0.005

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

PM Peak Hour
Change
YES?
in ICU

Significant Impact?

Wilson Ave. and Brand Blvd.
Wilson Ave. and Glendale
Ave.

Wilson Ave. and Central Ave.

Wilson Ave. and Pacific Ave.

Broadway and Glendale Ave.

Broadway and Brand Blvd.

Broadway and Central Ave.

Broadway and Pacific Ave.

Colorado St. and Brand Blvd.
Colorado St. and Glendale
Ave.

Colorado St. and Central Ave.

Colorado St. and Pacific Ave.

Intersection
Chevy Chase Dr. and Central
Ave.
Chevy Chase Dr. and Brand
Blvd.
Colorado St. and Kenilworth
St.
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15

14

13

12

11

10

9

8

7

6

5

4

3

2

1

No.

0.763

0.441

0.529

0.483

0.768

0.568

0.540

0.476

0.873

0.776

0.669

0.917

0.548

0.753

0.563

ICU

C

A

A

A

C

A

A

A

D

C

B

E

A

C

A

LOS

AM Peak Hour

0.925

0.631

0.699

0.573

0.943

0.629

0.779

0.669

0.984

0.935

0.891

0.983

0.647

0.847

0.736

ICU

E

B

B

A

E

B

C

B

E

E

D

E

B

D

C

LOS

PM Peak Hour

Existing (2006) Conditions
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0.770

0.467

0.538

0.475

0.766

0.581

0.550

0.573

0.821

0.800

0.692

0.936

0.576

0.784

0.580

ICU

C

A

A

A

C

A

A

A

D

C

B

E

A

C

A

LOS

AM Peak Hour

0.952

0.664

0.738

0.631

0.949

0.659

0.827

0.782

0.908

0.949

0.916

0.994

0.672

0.945

0.767

ICU

E

B

C

B

E

B

D

C

E

E

E

E

B

E

C

LOS

PM Peak Hour

2006 with Alternative A

Table 5-2
Summary of Intersection Capacity Utilization Analyses Existing Conditions with Alternative A
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-0.053

0.019

AM Peak Hour
Change
YES?
in ICU

0.027

0.048

-0.076

0.014

0.026

0.011

0.098

YES

YES

YES

YES

PM Peak Hour
Change
YES?
in ICU

Significant Impact?

0.669
0.884

Central Ave. and SR 134 EB
Off/Sanchez Dr.

Brand Blvd. and SR 134 WB
Off/Goode Ave.

23

24

0.832

0.707

0.919

0.803

D

C

E

D

D

B

D

E

D

B

A

A

A

LOS

1.047

0.820

0.847

1.190

0.932

0.785

1.129

0.943

0.986

0.865

0.578

0.599

0.518

ICU

F

D

D

F

E

C

F

E

E

D

A

A

A

LOS

PM Peak Hour

0.845

0.707

0.927

0.769

1.018

0.761

1.005

0.947

0.818

0.679

0.473

0.443

0.441

ICU

D

C

E

C

F

C

F

E

D

B

A

A

A

LOS

AM Peak Hour

1.049

0.824

0.844

1.268

1.007

0.816

1.180

0.973

1.037

0.860

0.599

0.619

0.541

ICU
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F

D

D

F

F

D

F

E

F

D

A

B

A

LOS

PM Peak Hour

2006 with Alternative A

Note: Change in ICU computed for intersections estimated to operate at LOS D or worse under “With Project” conditions.

28

27

26

25

Brand Blvd. and SR 134 EB
On/Sanchez Dr.
SR 134 WB Ramps and
Monterey Rd.
Glendale Ave. and SR 134 EB
Ramps
Monterey Rd. and Glendale
Ave.

0.889

0.821

0.689

Central Ave. and SR 134 WB
On/Goode Ave.

21

20

19

22

0.471

0.467

0.429

ICU

0.938

Lexington Dr. and Pacific Ave.
Lexington Dr. and Central
Ave.

Intersection

AM Peak Hour

Existing (2006) Conditions

Lexington Dr. and Brand Blvd.
Lexington Dr. and Glendale
Ave.
Pacific Ave. and SR 134 EB
Ramps
Pacific Ave. and SR 134 WB
Ramps

18

17

16

No.

Table 5-2 - continued
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0.013

0.008

-0.034

0.170

0.116

0.009

-0.003

YES

YES

AM Peak Hour
Change
YES?
in ICU

0.002

0.004

-0.003

0.078

0.075

0.031

0.051

0.030

0.051

-0.004

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

PM Peak Hour
Change
YES?
in ICU

Significant Impact?

Intersection

Wilson Ave. and Glendale Ave.

Wilson Ave. and Brand Blvd.

Wilson Ave. and Central Ave.

Wilson Ave. and Pacific Ave.

Broadway and Glendale Ave.

Broadway and Brand Blvd.

Broadway and Central Ave.

Broadway and Pacific Ave.

Colorado St. and Glendale Ave.

Colorado St. and Brand Blvd.

Colorado St. and Central Ave.

Colorado St. and Pacific Ave.

Colorado St. and Kenilworth St.

Chevy Chase Dr. and Brand Blvd.

Chevy Chase Dr. and Central Ave.
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15

14

13

12

11

10

9

8

7

6

5

4

3

2

1

No.

0.765

0.441

0.529

0.483

0.768

0.568

0.540

0.476

0.873

0.776

0.669

0.917

0.548

0.753

0.563

ICU

C

A

A

A

C

A

A

A

D

C

B

E

A

C

A

LOS

AM Peak Hour

0.925

0.631

0.699

0.573

0.943

0.629

0.779

0.669

0.984

0.935

0.891

0.983

0.647

0.847

0.736

ICU

E

B

B

A

E

B

C

B

E

E

D

E

B

D

C

52

LOS

PM Peak Hour

Existing (2006) Conditions

0.760

0.461

0.552

0.471

0.764

0.579

0.567

0.490

0.870

0.794

0.690

0.936

0.549

0.792

0.543

ICU

C

A

A

A

C

A

A

A

D

C

B

E

A

C

A

LOS

AM Peak Hour

0.957

0.663

0.727

0.624

0.940

0.659

0.825

0.746

0.959

0.947

0.914

0.989

0.591

0.942

0.763

ICU

E

B

C

B

E

B

D

C

E

E

E

E

A

E

C

LOS

PM Peak Hour

2006 with Alternative B

Table 5-3
Summary of Intersection Capacity Utilization Analyses Existing Conditions with Alternative B

Glendale Downtown Specific Plan Traffic Impact Study

-0.003

0.019

AM Peak Hour
Change
YES?
in ICU

0.032

-0.003

0.046

-0.025

0.012

0.024

0.007

0.095

YES

YES

YES

YES

PM Peak Hour
Change
YES?
in ICU

Significant Impact?

0.669
0.884

Central Ave. and SR 134 EB
Off/Sanchez Dr.

Brand Blvd. and SR 134 WB
Off/Goode Ave.

23

24

Monterey Rd. and Glendale Ave.

0.832

0.707

0.919

0.803

D

C

E

D

D

B

D

E

D

B

A

A

A

LOS

1.047

0.820

0.847

1.190

0.932

0.785

1.129

0.943

0.986

0.865

0.578

0.599

0.518

ICU

F

D

D

F

E

C

F

E

E

D

A

A

A

LOS

PM Peak Hour

0.816

0.693

0.928

0.781

1.014

0.760

0.913

0.933

0.813

0.683

0.477

0.468

0.450

ICU

D

B

E

C

F

C

E

E

D

B

A

A

A

LOS

AM Peak Hour

1.046

0.821

0.847

1.261

0.989

0.814

1.172

0.985

1.082

0.866

0.605

0.612

0.532

ICU
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-0.001

0.000

0.071

0.057

0.029

0.043

F

YES

YES

0.042

0.096

0.001

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

PM Peak Hour
Change
YES?
in ICU

0.004
-0.016

0.009

-0.022

0.166

0.024

-0.005

-0.008

AM Peak Hour
Change
YES?
in ICU

Significant Impact?

D

D

F

E

D

F

E

F

D

B

B

A

LOS

PM Peak Hour

2006 with Alternative B

Note: Change in ICU computed for intersections estimated to operate at LOS D or worse under “With Project” conditions.

28

27

26

25

Brand Blvd. and SR 134 EB
On/Sanchez Dr.
SR 134 WB Ramps and Monterey
Rd.
Glendale Ave. and SR 134 EB
Ramps

0.889

0.821

Central Ave. and SR 134 WB
On/Goode Ave.

21

20

22

0.689

0.471

0.467

0.429

ICU

0.938

Lexington Dr. and Brand Blvd.

Lexington Dr. and Central Ave.

Lexington Dr. and Pacific Ave.

Intersection

AM Peak Hour

Existing (2006) Conditions

Lexington Dr. and Glendale Ave.
Pacific Ave. and SR 134 EB
Ramps
Pacific Ave. and SR 134 WB
Ramps

19

18

17

16

No.

Table 5-3 - continued
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Chevy Chase Dr. and Central Ave.

Chevy Chase Dr. and Brand Blvd.

Colorado St. and Kenilworth St.

Colorado St. and Pacific Ave.

Colorado St. and Central Ave.

Colorado St. and Brand Blvd.

Colorado St. and Glendale Ave.

Broadway and Pacific Ave.

Broadway and Central Ave.

Broadway and Brand Blvd.

Broadway and Glendale Ave.

Wilson Ave. and Pacific Ave.

Wilson Ave. and Central Ave.

Wilson Ave. and Brand Blvd.

Wilson Ave. and Glendale Ave.

Lexington Dr. and Pacific Ave.

Lexington Dr. and Central Ave.

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17
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Intersection

No.

0.529

0.485

0.831

0.469

0.595

0.535

0.855

0.563

0.587

0.532

0.962

0.824

0.664

1.013

0.583

0.838

ICU
0.618

A

A

D

A

A

A

D

A

A

A

E

D

B

F

A

D

LOS
B

0.665

0.579

0.994

0.679

0.771

0.635

0.892

0.688

0.847

0.728

1.079

0.971

0.900

1.048

0.724

0.934

ICU
0.807

54

B

A

E

B

C

B

D

B

D

C

F

E

D

F

C

E

LOS
D

2030 No Project Conditions
AM Peak Hour
PM Peak Hour

0.541

0.474

0.839

0.508

0.612

0.535

0.804

0.563

0.679

0.541

0.919

0.828

0.665

1.023

0.583

0.877

ICU
0.652

A

A

D

A

B

A

D

A

B

A

E

D

B

F

A

D

LOS
B

0.679

0.587

1.001

0.702

0.806

0.643

0.884

0.668

0.839

0.742

0.975

0.942

0.911

1.040

0.731

0.872

ICU
0.820

B

A

E

C

D

B

D

B

D

C

E

E

E

F

C

D

LOS
D

2030 with Preferred Project
AM Peak Hour
PM Peak Hour

Table 5-4
Summary of Intersection Capacity Utilization Analyses 2030 Conditions with Preferred Project

Glendale Downtown Specific Plan Traffic Impact Study

0.008

-0.051

-0.043

0.004

0.010

0.039

YES

AM Peak Hour
Change
YES?
in ICU

Significant Impact?

0.006

0.035

-0.008

-0.008

-0.104

-0.029

0.011

-0.008

-0.062

YES

PM Peak Hour
Change
YES?
in ICU

Lexington Dr. and Brand Blvd.

Lexington Dr. and Glendale Ave.

Pacific Ave. and SR 134 EB Ramps

Pacific Ave. and SR 134 WB Ramps
Central Ave. and SR 134 WB
On/Goode Ave.
Central Ave. and SR 134 EB
Off/Sanchez Dr.
Brand Blvd. and SR 134 WB
Off/Goode Ave.
Brand Blvd. and SR 134 EB
On/Sanchez Dr.
SR 134 WB Ramps and Monterey Rd.

18

19

20

21

Monterey Rd. and Glendale Ave.

28

0.923

0.808

0.980

0.973

0.968

0.759

0.949

1.061

0.934

0.767

ICU
0.608

E

D

E

E

E

C

E

F

E

C

LOS
B

1.169

0.817

0.916

1.020

0.919

0.829

1.123

1.026

1.266

0.960

ICU
0.724

F

D

E

F

E

D

F

F

F

E

LOS
C

0.918

0.804

0.950

1.051

0.994

0.7792

0.973

1.065

0.951

0.747

ICU
0.602

E

D

E

F

E

C

E

F

E

C

LOS
B

1.146

0.917

0.876

1.346

0.953

0.828

1.125

1.061

1.281

0.970

ICU
0.754
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F

E

D

F

E

D

F

F

F

E

LOS
C

PM Peak Hour

AM Peak Hour

AM Peak Hour

PM Peak Hour

2030 with Preferred Project

2030 No Project Conditions

Note: Change in ICU computed for intersections estimated to operate at LOS D or worse under “With Project” conditions.

Glendale Ave. and SR 134 EB Ramps

27

26

25

24

23

22

Intersection

No.
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-0.005

-0.004

-0.030

0.078

0.026

0.024

0.004

0.017

YES

YES

YES

AM Peak Hour
Change
YES?
in ICU

Significant Impact?

-0.023

0.100

0.040

0.326

0.034

-0.001

0.002

0.035

0.015

0.010

YES

YES

YES

YES

PM Peak Hour
Change
YES?
in ICU

Chevy Chase Dr. and Central Ave.

Chevy Chase Dr. and Brand Blvd.

Colorado St. and Kenilworth St.

Colorado St. and Pacific Ave.

Colorado St. and Central Ave.

Colorado St. and Brand Blvd.

Colorado St. and Glendale Ave.

Broadway and Pacific Ave.

Broadway and Central Ave.

Broadway and Brand Blvd.

Broadway and Glendale Ave.

Wilson Ave. and Pacific Ave.

Wilson Ave. and Central Ave.

Wilson Ave. and Brand Blvd.

Wilson Ave. and Glendale Ave.

Lexington Dr. and Pacific Ave.

Lexington Dr. and Central Ave.

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17
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Intersection

No.

0.529

0.485

0.831

0.469

0.595

0.535

0.855

0.563

0.587

0.532

0.962

0.824

0.664

1.013

0.583

0.838

0.618

A

A

D

A

A

A

D

A

A

A

E

D

B

F

A

D

B

0.665

0.579

0.994

0.679

0.771

0.635

0.892

0.688

0.847

0.728

1.079

0.971

0.900

1.048

0.724

0.934

0.807

56

B

A

E

B

C

B

D

B

D

C

F

E

D

F

C

E

D

LOS

0.543

0.480

0.839

0.513

0.608

0.537

0.789

0.562

0.676

0.546

0.964

0.831

0.662

1.028

0.583

0.900

0.655

ICU

A

A

D

A

B

A

C

A

B

A

E

D

B

F

A

D

B

LOS

ICU

ICU

LOS

AM Peak Hour

PM Peak Hour

AM Peak Hour

0.685

0.589

1.001

0.704

0.800

0.653

0.864

0.673

0.837

0.752

1.021

0.944

0.908

1.042

0.724

0.879

0.836

ICU

B

A

F

C

C

B

D

B

D

C

F

E

E

F

C

D

D

LOS

PM Peak Hour

2030 with Alternative A

2030 No Project Conditions

Table 5-5
Summary of Intersection Capacity Utilization Analyses 2030 Conditions with Alternative A

Glendale Downtown Specific Plan Traffic Impact Study

0.008

0.002

0.007

0.015

0.062

YES

AM Peak Hour
Change
YES?
in ICU

Significant Impact?

0.006

-0.028

-0.010

-0.058

-0.027

0.008

-0.006

-0.055

0.030

YES

YES

PM Peak Hour
Change
YES?
in ICU

Lexington Dr. and Brand Blvd.

Lexington Dr. and Glendale Ave.

Pacific Ave. and SR 134 EB Ramps

Pacific Ave. and SR 134 WB Ramps
Central Ave. and SR 134 WB
On/Goode Ave.
Central Ave. and SR 134 EB
Off/Sanchez Dr.
Brand Blvd. and SR 134 WB
Off/Goode Ave.
Brand Blvd. and SR 134 EB
On/Sanchez Dr.

18

19

20

21

Glendale Ave. and SR 134 EB Ramps

Monterey Rd. and Glendale Ave.

27

28

0.923

0.808

0.980

0.973

0.968

0.759

0.949

1.061

0.934

0.767

0.608

E

D

E

E

E

C

E

F

E

C

B

1.169

0.817

0.916

1.020

0.919

0.829

1.123

1.026

1.266

0.960

0.724

F

D

E

F

E

D

F

F

F

E

C

LOS

0.901

0.799

1.000

1.057

1.001

0.771

0.934

1.058

0.909

0.752

0.612

ICU

E

C

E

F

F

C

E

F

E

C

B

LOS

ICU

ICU

LOS

AM Peak Hour

PM Peak Hour

AM Peak Hour

1.141

0.894

0.911

1.341

0.955

0.831

1.137

1.057

1.281

0.966

0.753

ICU
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F

D

E

F

E

D

F

F

F

E

C

LOS

PM Peak Hour

2030 with Alternative A

2030 No Project Conditions

Note: Change in ICU computed for intersections estimated to operate at LOS D or worse under “With Project” conditions.

SR 134 WB Ramps and Monterey Rd.

26

25

24

23

22

Intersection

No.
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-0.022

-0.009

0.020

0.084

0.033

-0.015

-0.003

-0.025

YES

YES

-0.028

0.077

-0.005

0.321

0.036

0.014

0.031

0.015

0.006

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES?

Change
in ICU

Change
in ICU

YES?

PM Peak Hour

AM Peak Hour

Significant Impact?

Chevy Chase Dr. and Central Ave.

Chevy Chase Dr. and Brand Blvd.

Colorado St. and Kenilworth St.

Colorado St. and Pacific Ave.

Colorado St. and Central Ave.

Colorado St. and Brand Blvd.

Colorado St. and Glendale Ave.

Broadway and Pacific Ave.

Broadway and Central Ave.

Broadway and Brand Blvd.

Broadway and Glendale Ave.

Wilson Ave. and Pacific Ave.

Wilson Ave. and Central Ave.

Wilson Ave. and Brand Blvd.

Wilson Ave. and Glendale Ave.

Lexington Dr. and Pacific Ave.

Lexington Dr. and Central Ave.

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17
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Intersection

No.

0.529

0.485

0.831

0.469

0.595

0.535

0.855

0.563

0.587

0.532

0.962

0.824

0.664

1.013

0.583

0.838

0.618

A

A

D

A

A

A

D

A

A

A

E

D

B

F

A

D

B

0.665

0.579

0.994

0.679

0.771

0.635

0.892

0.688

0.847

0.728

1.079

0.971

0.900

1.048

0.724

0.934

0.807

58

B

A

E

B

C

B

D

B

D

C

F

E

D

F

C

E

D

LOS

0.529

0.517

0.825

0.745

0.729

0.543

0.792

0.561

0.556

0.547

0.976

0.833

0.657

1.029

0.583

0.887

0.561

ICU

A

A

D

C

C

A

C

A

A

A

E

D

B

F

A

D

A

LOS

ICU

ICU

LOS

AM Peak Hour

PM Peak Hour

AM Peak Hour

0.648

0.583

0.994

0.704

0.800

0.632

0.901

0.673

0.838

0.742

1.024

0.950

0.917

1.037

0.724

0.860

0.827

ICU

B

A

E

C

C

B

D

B

D

C

F

E

E

F

C

D

D

LOS

PM Peak Hour

2030 with Alternative B

2030 No Project Conditions

Table 5-6
Summary of Intersection Capacity Utilization Analyses 2030 Conditions with Alternative B
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-0.006

0.014

0.009

0.016

0.049

YES

AM Peak Hour
Change
YES?
in ICU

Significant Impact?

-0.001

0.009

0.015

-0.055

-0.021

0.017

-0.011

-0.073

0.020

YES

PM Peak Hour
Change
YES?
in ICU

Lexington Dr. and Brand Blvd.

Lexington Dr. and Glendale Ave.

Pacific Ave. and SR 134 EB Ramps

Pacific Ave. and SR 134 WB Ramps
Central Ave. and SR 134 WB
On/Goode Ave.
Central Ave. and SR 134 EB
Off/Sanchez Dr.
Brand Blvd. and SR 134 WB
Off/Goode Ave.
Brand Blvd. and SR 134 EB
On/Sanchez Dr.

18

19

20

21

Glendale Ave. and SR 134 EB Ramps

Monterey Rd. and Glendale Ave.

27

28

0.923

0.808

0.980

0.973

0.968

0.759

0.949

1.061

0.934

0.767

0.608

E

D

E

E

E

C

E

F

E

C

B

1.169

0.817

0.916

1.020

0.919

0.829

1.123

1.026

1.266

0.960

0.724

F

D

E

F

E

D

F

F

F

E

C

LOS

0.916

0.792

0.962

1.021

0.995

0.769

0.938

1.051

0.906

0.737

0.605

ICU

E

C

E

F

E

C

E

F

E

C

B

LOS

ICU

ICU

LOS

AM Peak Hour

PM Peak Hour

AM Peak Hour

1.165

0.914

0.873

1.329

0.937

0.809

1.124

0.993

1.273

0.962

0.755

ICU
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F

E

D

F

E

D

F

E

F

E

C

LOS

PM Peak Hour

2030 with Alternative B

2030 No Project Conditions

Note: Change in ICU computed for intersections estimated to operate at LOS D or worse under “With Project” conditions.

SR 134 WB Ramps and Monterey Rd.

26

25

24

23

22

Intersection

No.
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-0.007

-0.016

-0.018

0.048

0.027

-0.011

-0.010

-0.028

YES

YES

YES?

-0.004

0.097

-0.043

0.309

0.018

-0.020

0.001

-0.033

0.007

0.002

YES

YES

YES

YES?

PM Peak Hour
Change
in ICU

AM Peak Hour
Change
in ICU

Significant Impact?

Glendale Downtown Specific Plan Traffic Impact Study

5.4
5.4.1

Existing (2006) with Project Conditions

Existing Conditions with Preferred Project

Review of Table 5-1 shows that the additional traffic estimated to be generated by the
Preferred Project is expected to significantly impact ten of the 28 study area intersections:
•

Chevy Chase Drive at Brand Boulevard – PM ICU = 0.867, Change in ICU =
0.020, LOS = D

•

Colorado Street at Pacific Avenue – AM ICU = 0.938, Change in ICU = 0.021,
LOS = E

•

Colorado Street at Brand Boulevard - AM ICU = 0.817, Change in ICU = 0.041,
LOS = D

•

Broadway at Central Avenue – PM ICU = 0.826, Change in ICU = 0.047, LOS =
D

•

Wilson Avenue at Glendale Avenue – PM ICU = 0.970, Change in ICU = 0.045,
LOS = E

•

Pacific Avenue and SR-134 Eastbound Ramps – PM ICU=1.031, Change in ICU
=0.045, LOS=F

•

Central Avenue and SR-134 Westbound On/Goode Avenue – AM ICU = 0.980,
Change in ICU = 0.091, LOS = E; PM ICU = 1.179, Change in ICU = 0.059, LOS
=F

•

Central Avenue and SR-134 Eastbound Ramp/Sanchez Drive –PM ICU = 0.816,
Change in ICU = 0.031, LOS = D

•

Brand Boulevard at SR-134 Westbound Off/Goode Avenue – AM ICU = 1.018,
Change in ICU = 0.134, LOS = F; PM ICU = 1.002, Change in ICU = 0.070, LOS
=F

•

Brand Boulevard at SR-134 Eastbound On/Sanchez Drive –PM ICU = 1.267,
Change in ICU = 0.077, LOS = F.

Three of the ten impacted intersections are estimated to operate at level of service D or
better during both peak hours with the addition of project traffic (Chevy Chase Drive at
Brand Boulevard, Broadway at Central Avenue and Central Avenue at SR-134 Eastbound
Off-ramp/Sanchez Drive.) In total, 13 of the 28 study intersections are estimated to
operate at level of service E or F during one or both peak hours with the Preferred
Project. This compares to 12 intersections operating at level of service E or F under
existing conditions.
5.4.2

Existing Conditions with Alternative A

Review of Table 5-2 shows that the additional traffic estimated to be generated by the
Alternative A is expected to significantly impact ten of the 28 study area intersections:
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•

Chevy Chase Drive at Brand Boulevard – PM ICU = 0.945, Change in ICU =
0.098, LOS = E

•

Colorado Street at Central Avenue – PM ICU = 0.916, Change in ICU = 0.026,
LOS = E

•

Broadway at Central Avenue – PM ICU = 0.827, Change in ICU = 0.048, LOS =
D

•

Wilson Avenue at Glendale Avenue – PM ICU = 0.998, Change in ICU = 0.022,
LOS = E

•

Pacific Avenue at SR-134 Eastbound Ramps – PM ICU = 1.037, Change in ICU
= 0.051, LOS=F

•

Pacific Avenue at SR-134 Westbound Ramps –PM ICU = 0.973, Change in ICU
= 0.030, LOS = E

•

Central Avenue and SR-134 Westbound On/Goode Avenue – PM ICU = 1.025,
Change in ICU = 0.044, LOS = F

•

Central Avenue and SR-134 Eastbound Ramp/Sanchez Drive –PM ICU = 0.816,
Change in ICU = 0.031, LOS = D

•

Brand Boulevard at SR-134 Westbound Off/Goode Avenue – AM ICU = 1.018,
Change in ICU = 0.170, LOS = F; PM ICU = 1.007, Change in ICU = 0.075, LOS
=F

•

Brand Boulevard at SR-134 Eastbound On/Sanchez Drive –PM ICU = 1.268,
Change in ICU = 0.078, LOS = F

Two of the ten intersections significantly impacted by the additional traffic forecast with
Alternative A are estimated to operate at level of service D or better during both peak
hours. In total, 14 of the 28 study intersections are estimated to operate at level of service
E or F during one or both peak hours under existing conditions with Alternative A. This
compares to 12 intersections operating at level of service E or F under existing
conditions.
5.4.3

Existing Conditions with Alternative B

Review of Table 5-2 shows that the additional traffic estimated to be generated by the
Alternative A is expected to significantly impact ten of the 28 study area intersections:
•

Chevy Chase Drive at Brand Boulevard – PM ICU = 0.942, Change in ICU =
0.095, LOS = E

•

Colorado Street at Central Avenue – PM ICU = 0.914, Change in ICU = 0.024,
LOS = E

•

Broadway at Central Avenue – PM ICU = 0.825, Change in ICU = 0.046, LOS =
D

•

Wilson Avenue at Glendale Avenue – PM ICU = 0.951, Change in ICU = 0.032,
LOS = E
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•

Pacific Avenue at SR-134 Eastbound Ramps – PM ICU = 1.082, Change in ICU
= 0.096, LOS = F

•

Pacific Avenue at SR-134 Westbound Ramps – PM ICU=0.985, Change in ICU =
0.042, LOS=E

•

Central Avenue and SR-134 Westbound On/Goode Avenue – AM ICU = 0.913,
Change in ICU = 0.024, LOS = E; PM ICU=1.172, Change in ICU=0.043,
LOS=F

•

Central Avenue and SR-134 Eastbound Ramp/Sanchez Drive –PM ICU=0.814,
Change in ICU=0.029, LOS=D

•

Brand Boulevard at SR-134 Westbound Off/Goode Avenue – AM ICU=1.014,
Change in ICU=0.166, LOS = F; PM ICU=0.989, Change in ICU=0.057, LOS=E

•

Brand Boulevard at SR-134 Eastbound On/Sanchez Drive –PM ICU=1.261,
Change in ICU=0.041, LOS= F

Two of the ten intersections significantly impacted by the additional traffic forecast with
Alternative B are estimated to operate at level of service D or better during both peak
hours. In total, 14 of the 28 study intersections are estimated to operate at level of service
E or F during one or both peak hours under existing conditions with Alternative B. This
compares to 12 intersections operating at level of service E or F under existing
conditions.
5.4.4

Summary of Existing with Project Conditions

The Preferred Project is estimated to significantly impact 10 of the 28 study area
intersections. Alternative A and Alternative B each impact 10 of 28 intersections. Under
the Preferred Project, three of the significantly impacted intersections will continue to
operate at LOS D or better during both peak hours. Under Alternative A and Alternative
B, two of the significantly impacted intersections will continue to operate at LOS D or
better under both peak hours with project traffic. Table 5-7 provides a summary of the
number of impacted intersections under each project alternative, as well as the number of
intersections estimated to operate at LOS E or LOS F during each peak hour under each
scenario (including the No Project scenario).
Table 5-7
Summary of Existing with Project Conditions at
Study Area Intersections
Scenario
2006 Conditions with:
No Project
Preferred Project
Alternative A
Alternative B

August 07, 2006

No. of Intersections Significantly
Impacted
AM Peak
PM Peak
Hour
Hour
Total(a)
N.A.
4
2
2

N.A.
8
10
10

N.A.
10
10
10
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No. of Intersections
Operating at LOS E
AM Peak
PM Peak
Hour
Hour
3
4
3
4

9
8
9
9

No. of Intersections
Operating at LOS F
AM Peak
PM Peak
Hour
Hour
0
1
1
2

2
4
4
4
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5.5
5.5.1

2030 with Project Conditions

2030 Conditions with Preferred Project

Table 5-4 shows the results of the Intersection Capacity Utilization analyses for 2030
conditions with the Preferred Project. Review of Table 5-4 shows that, when compared
to the 2030 No Project conditions, the additional traffic attributable to the Preferred
Project is estimated to significantly impact 7 of the 28 study area intersections. These
five intersections are:
•

Chevy Chase Drive at Brand Boulevard – AM ICU=0.877, Change in ICU=0.039,
LOS=D

•

Wilson Avenue at Central Avenue – PM ICU=0.806, Change in ICU=0.035,
LOS=D

•

Pacific Avenue at SR-134 Westbound Ramps – PM ICU=1.061, Change in
ICU=0.035, LOS=F

•

Central Avenue at SR-134 Westbound Ramps/Goode Avenue – AM ICU = 0.973,
Change in ICU = 0.024, LOS = E

•

Brand Boulevard at SR-134 Westbound Off/Goode Avenue –AM ICU = 0.994,
Change in ICU = 0.026, LOS = E; PM ICU = 0.953, Change in ICU = 0.034, LOS
=E

•

Brand Boulevard at SR-134 Eastbound On/Sanchez Drive – AM ICU = 1,051,
Change in LOS = 0.078, LOS = F; PM ICU = 1.346, Change in ICU = 0.326,
LOS = F

•

Glendale Avenue at SR-134 Eastbound Ramps – PM ICU = 0.917, Change in
ICU = 0.100, LOS = E.

Of the seven intersections estimated to be significantly impacted in 2030 with the
addition of Preferred Project traffic, two will operate at level of service D or better during
both peak hours with project traffic included. In total, 14 of the 28 study intersections are
forecast to operate at levels of service E or F during one or both peak hours in 2030 with
the Preferred Project. Thirteen intersections are also forecast to operate at levels of
service E or F during one or both peak hours under 2030 No Project conditions.
5.5.2 2030 Conditions with Alternative A
Table 5-5 shows the results of the Intersection Capacity Utilization analyses for 2030
conditions with Alternative A. Review of Table 5-5 shows that, when compared to the
2030 No Project conditions, the additional traffic attributable to Alternative A is
estimated to significantly impact 5 of the 28 study area intersections. These six
intersections are:
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•

Chevy Chase Drive at Central Avenue – PM ICU=0.836, Change in ICU=0.030,
LOS=D

•

Chevy Chase Drive at Brand Boulevard – AM ICU=0.900, Change in ICU=0.062,
LOS=D

•

Pacific Avenue at SR-134 Westbound Ramps – PM ICU=1.057, Change in
ICU=0.031, LOS=F

•

Brand Boulevard at SR-134 Westbound Off/Goode Avenue –AM ICU = 1.001,
Change in ICU = 0.033, LOS = F; PM ICU = 0.955, Change in ICU = 0.036, LOS
=E

•

Brand Boulevard at SR-134 Eastbound On/Sanchez Drive – AM ICU = 1.057,
Change in ICU = 0.084, LOS = F; PM ICU = 1.341, Change in ICU = 0.321, LOS
=F

•

Glendale Avenue at SR-134 Eastound Ramps – PM ICU = 0.894, Change in ICU
= 0.077, LOS = D.

Of the six intersections estimated to be significantly impacted in 2030 with the addition
of Alternative A traffic, three will operate at level of service D or better during both peak
hours with project traffic included. In total, 13 of the 28 study intersections are forecast
to operate at levels of service E or F during one or both peak hours in 2030 with
Alternative A. Thirteen intersections are forecast to operate at levels of service E or F
during one or both peak hours under 2030 No Project conditions.
5.5.3 2030 Conditions with Alternative B
Table 5-6 shows the results of the Intersection Capacity Utilization analyses for 2030
conditions with Alternative B. Review of Table 5-6 shows that, when compared to the
2030 No Project conditions, the additional traffic attributable to Alternative B is
estimated to significantly impact 5 of the 28 study area intersections. These four
intersections are:
•

Chevy Chase Drive at Central Avenue – PM ICU=0.827, Change in ICU=0.020,
LOS=D

•

Chevy Chase Drive at Brand Boulevard – AM ICU=0.887, Change in ICU=0.049,
LOS=D

•

Brand Boulevard at SR-134 Westbound Off/Goode Avenue –AM ICU=0.995,
Change in ICU=-0.027, LOS=E

•

Brand Boulevard at SR-134 Eastbound On/Sanchez Drive – AM ICU=1.021,
Change in ICU=0.048, LOS=F; PM ICU = 1.329, Change in ICU = 0.309, LOS =
F

•

Glendale Avenue at SR-134 Eastbound Ramps – PM ICU = 0.894, Change in
ICU = 0.077, LOS = D.
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Of the five intersections estimated to be significantly impacted in 2030 with the addition
of Alternative B traffic, two will operate at level of service D or better during both peak
hours with project traffic included. In total, 14 of the 28 study intersections are forecast
to operate at levels of service E or F during one or both peak hours in 2030 with
Alternative B. Thirteen intersections are forecast to operate at levels of service E or F
during one or both peak hours under 2030 No Project conditions.
5.5.4

Summary of 2030 with Project Conditions

The Preferred Project is estimated to significantly impact 7 of the 28 study intersections.
Alternative A is estimated to significantly impact 6 of the 28 study area intersections,
while Alternative B is expected to impact 5 intersections. Under the Preferred Project,
two of the significantly impacted intersections will continue to operate at LOS D or better
during both peak hours. Under Alternative A, two of the significantly impacted
intersections will continue to operate at LOS D or better under both peak hours with
project traffic, while under Alternative B, two of the impacted intersections will operate
at LOS D or better. Table 5-8 provides a summary of the number of impacted
intersections under each project alternative, as well as the number of intersections
estimated to operate at LOS E or LOS F during each peak hour under each scenario
(including the No Project scenario).
Table 5-8
Summary of 2030 with Project Conditions at
Study Area Intersections
Scenario

2030 Conditions with:
No Project
Preferred Project
Alternative A
Alternative B
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No. of Intersections Significantly
Impacted
AM Peak
PM Peak
Hour
Hour
Total(a)
N.A.
4
3
3

N.A.
5
5
3

N.A.
7
6
5
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No. of Intersections
Operating at LOS E
AM Peak
PM Peak
Hour
Hour
7
6
5
6

6
3
5
6

No. of Intersections
Operating at LOS F
AM Peak
PM Peak
Hour
Hour
2
7
4
3

7
6
8
7
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6

FREEWAY IMPACT ANALYSIS

The impact of the Glendale Downtown Specific Plan on the regional freeway system has
been determined based on the existing weekday peak hour traffic volumes data available
from the State of California Department of Transportation (Caltrans) website, and on the
traffic volume forecasts from the Glendale Transportation Demand Model. The Caltrans
traffic count data was from 2005. It was increased 1.5 percent to estimate 2006
conditions. The freeway impact analysis is based on the number of mainline freeway
lanes only, including high occupancy vehicle (HOV) lanes. Along some of the freeway
segments, auxiliary lanes are provided to facilitate traffic entering and exiting the
mainline. Although some auxiliary lanes accommodate through traffic, auxiliary lane
capacity was not included in this analysis so as to provide a conservative analysis of
freeway operations and potential impacts of the proposed project.
The freeway mainline lane capacity has been assumed to be 2,000 vehicles per lane per
hour. This is consistent with Caltrans analysis assumptions and also with recent studies
completed in the City of Glendale, including the Traffic Impact Study for the Glendale
Town Center project, which is located within the DSP study area. The Highway Capacity
Manual (Transportation Research Board, 2000) suggests, based on recent research, a
capacity of 2,200 vehicles per hour for four lane freeways and 2,300 vehicles per hour for
six or more lane freeways. This analysis can therefore be considered conservative in that
the lower capacity value has been assumed.
6.1

Freeway Segment Levels of Service

Freeway segment Levels of Service are in accordance with the definitions included in the
2004 Congestion Management Program for Los Angeles County, Los Angeles County
Metropolitan Transportation Authority, July 22, 2004. The demand/capacity (D/C) ratios
and Level of Service relationships are defined in the CMP document and are presented in
Table 6-1.
Table 6-1
Caltrans Freeway Segment
Level of Service Designation
D/C

LOS

D/C

LOS

0.00 - 0.35

A

> 1.00 - 1.25

F(0)

>0.35 - 0.54

B

> 1.25 - 1.35

F(1)

> 0.54 - 0.77

C

> 1.35 - 1.45

F(2)

> 0.77 - 0.93

D

> 1.45

F(3)

> 0.93 - 1.00

E

Source: Appendix D, 2004 Congestion Management Program for the County of Los Angeles, July 22, 2004.
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6.2

Freeway Segment Significance Criteria

Freeway segments have been evaluated in accordance with the standards included in the
2004 Congestion Management Program for Los Angeles County. A significant impact on
the freeway system is defined as follows:
“For purposes of the CMP, a significant impact occurs when the proposed
project increases traffic demand on a CMP facility 2% of capacity (V/C
greater than or equal to 0.02), causing LOS F (V/C>1.00); if the facility is
already LOS F, a significant impact occurs when the proposed project
increases traffic demand on a CMP facility by 2% of capacity (V/C greater
than or equal to 0.02.)”
The CMP also acknowledges that the “calculation of LOS based on D/C ratios is a
surrogate for the speed-based LOS used by Caltrans for traffic operational analysis. LOS
F(1) through F(3) designations are assigned where severely congested (less than 25 mph)
conditions prevail for more than one hour, converted to an estimate of peak hour demand
in the table above. Note that calculated LOS F traffic demands may therefore be greater
than observed traffic volumes.”
6.3

Weekday Freeway Analysis

Based on the analysis methodology described above, the results of the weekday freeway
segment impact analysis for 2006 conditions with project are summarized in Table 6-2
through 6-4, and for 2030 conditions with project are summarized in Table 6-5 through 67. Review of Table 6-2 shows that the volume of traffic attributable to the Preferred
Project, when combined with existing traffic volume on the freeway mainline, are not
estimated to significantly impact the study area freeway segments. In fact, on several
segments, the DSP Preferred Project is estimated to slightly reduce traffic volume on the
freeway mainline compared to existing conditions. However, the incremental change in
freeway volume attributable to the Preferred Project is so slight (from a potential increase
of 150 vehicles during the peak hour to a reduction of 250 vehicles) as to be virtually
undetectable to traveling motorists. Alternatives A and B are also not estimated to
significantly impact the freeway mainline segments.
In 2030, the Preferred Project is not estimated to significantly impact the study area
freeway mainline segments, as shown in Table 6-5. Tables 6-6 and 6-7 show that
Alternatives A and B are also not expected to impact any freeway mainline segments.
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Table 6-2
Summary of Freeway Mainline Segment Impact Analyses
2006 Conditions with Preferred Project
AM PEAK HOUR
Freeway Segment

Direction

EB
WB
EB
WB
EB
WB
EB
WB
NB
SB
NB
SB

10,000
10,000
10,000
10,000
10,000
10,000
10,000
10,000
10,000
10,000
10,000
10,000

Direction

Peak
Hour
Capacity

EB
WB
EB
WB
EB
WB
EB
WB
NB
SB
NB
SB

10,000
10,000
10,000
10,000
10,000
10,000
10,000
10,000
10,000
10,000
10,000
10,000

SR 134 west of
Pacific Ave.
SR 134 east of Pacific
Ave.
SR 134 east of Brand
Blvd.
SR 134 east of
Glendale Ave.
I-5 north of Colorado
Blvd. extension
I-5 south of Colorado
Blvd. extension
PM PEAK HOUR
Freeway Segment

SR 134 west of
Pacific Ave.
SR 134 east of Pacific
Ave.
SR 134 east of Brand
Blvd.
SR 134 east of
Glendale Ave.
I-5 north of Colorado
Blvd. extension
I-5 south of Colorado
Blvd. extension

(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

Peak
Hour
Capacity

Existing (2006)
Conditions
Demand
7,900
8,900
7,500
9,300
7,700
9,600
8,300
9,400
8,300
9,800
7,800
9,300

V/C
0.790
0.890
0.750
0.930
0.770
0.960
0.830
0.940
0.830
0.980
0.780
0.930

LOS
D
D
C
D
C
E
D
E
D
E
D
D

Existing (2006)
Conditions
Demand
10,300
8,400
10,500
8,300
10,700
8,500
9,900
9,600
10,500
9,100
9,900
8,600

V/C
1.030
0.840
1.050
0.830
1.070
0.850
0.990
0.960
1.050
0.910
0.990
0.860

LOS
F(0)
D
F(0)
D
F(0)
D
E
E
F(0)
D
E
D

2006 Preferred Project

Demand
7870
8,970
7430
9,240
7830
9,540
8,370
9,380
8250
9,760
7770
9,340

V/C
0.787
0.897
0.743
0.924
0.783
0.954
0.837
0.938
0.825
0.976
0.777
0.934

LOS
D
D
C
D
D
E
D
E
D
E
D
E

2006 Preferred Project

Demand
10,390
8,410
10,480
8,240
10,740
8,620
10,000
9,670
10,470
9,100
9,780
8,520

V/C
1.039
0.841
1.048
0.824
1.074
0.862
1.000
0.967
1.047
0.910
0.978
0.852

LOS
F(0)
D
F(0)
D
F(0)
D
E
E
F(0)
D
E
D

V/C
Difference
with
Project

Significant
Project
Impact?

-0.003
0.007
-0.007
-0.006
0.013
-0.006
0.007
-0.002
-0.005
-0.004
-0.003
0.004

NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO

V/C
Difference
with
Project

Significant
Project
Impact?

0.009
0.001
-0.002
-0.006
0.004
0.012
0.010
0.007
-0.003
0.000
-0.012
-0.008

NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO

Source: 2005 Traffic Volumes on California State Highways, Caltrans website. A 1.5% growth factor was applied to factor
volumes to 2006.
Demand-to-capacity ratio (D/C calculated based on a capacity of 2,000 vehicles per lane per hour applied to the freeway mainline
through traffic lanes, including HOV lanes; auxiliary lanes are excluded.
Freeway mainline levels of service are based on criteria provided in the 2004 Congestion Management Program for Los Angeles
County (see Table 6-1).
Based on traffic volume forecasts prepared using the Glendale Transportation Demand Model.
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Table 6-3
Summary of Freeway Mainline Segment Impact Analyses
2006 Conditions with Alternative A
AM PEAK HOUR
Freeway Segment

SR 134 west of Pacific
Ave.
SR 134 east of Pacific Ave.
SR 134 east of Brand Blvd.
SR 134 east of Glendale
Ave.
I-5 north of Colorado Blvd.
extension
I-5 south of Colorado Blvd.
extension
PM PEAK HOUR
Freeway Segment

SR 134 west of Pacific
Ave.
SR 134 east of Pacific Ave.
SR 134 east of Brand Blvd.
SR 134 east of Glendale
Ave.
I-5 north of Colorado Blvd.
extension
I-5 south of Colorado Blvd.
extension
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

Direction

Peak
Hour
Capacity

EB
WB
EB
WB
EB
WB
EB
WB
NB
SB
NB
SB

10,000
10,000
10,000
10,000
10,000
10,000
10,000
10,000
10,000
10,000
10,000
10,000

Direction

Peak
Hour
Capacity

EB
WB
EB
WB
EB
WB
EB
WB
NB
SB
NB
SB

10,000
10,000
10,000
10,000
10,000
10,000
10,000
10,000
10,000
10,000
10,000
10,000

Existing (2006)
Conditions
Demand
7,900
8,900
7,500
9,300
7,700
9,600
8,300
9,400
8,300
9,800
7,800
9,300

D/C
0.790
0.890
0.750
0.930
0.770
0.960
0.830
0.940
0.830
0.980
0.780
0.930

LOS
D
D
C
D
C
E
D
E
D
E
D
D

Existing (2006)
Conditions
Demand
10,300
8,400
10,500
8,300
10,700
8,500
9,900
9,600
10,500
9,100
9,900
8,600

D/C
1.030
0.840
1.050
0.830
1.070
0.850
0.990
0.960
1.050
0.910
0.990
0.860

LOS
F(0)
D
F(0)
D
F(0)
D
E
E
F(0)
D
E
D

2006 Alternative A

Demand
7,880
8,990
7,480
9,270
7,840
9,560
8,400
9,380
8,200
9,710
7,740
9,270

D/C
0.788
0.899
0.748
0.927
0.784
0.956
0.840
0.938
0.820
0.971
0.774
0.927

LOS
D
D
C
D
D
E
D
E
D
E
D
D

2006 Alternative A

Demand
10,380
8,400
10,460
8,220
10,720
8,590
9,970
9,650
10,440
9,100
9,840
8,500

D/C
1.038
0.840
1.046
0.822
1.072
0.859
0.997
0.965
1.044
0.910
0.984
0.850

LOS
F(0)
D
F(0)
D
F(0)
D
E
E
F(0)
D
E
D

D/C
Difference
with
Project

Significant
Project
Impact?

-0.002
0.009
-0.002
-0.003
0.014
-0.004
0.010
-0.002
-0.010
-0.009
-0.006
-0.003

NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO

D/C
Difference
with
Project

Significant
Project
Impact?

0.008
0.000
-0.004
-0.008
0.002
0.009
0.007
0.005
-0.006
0.000
-0.006
-0.010

NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO

Source: 2005 Traffic Volumes on California State Highways, Caltrans website. A 1.5% growth factor was applied to factor
volumes to 2006.
Demand-to-capacity ratio (D/C calculated based on a capacity of 2,000 vehicles per lane per hour applied to the freeway mainline
through traffic lanes, including HOV lanes; auxiliary lanes are excluded.
Freeway mainline levels of service are based on criteria provided in the 2004 Congestion Management Program for Los Angeles
County (see Table 6-1).
Based on traffic volume forecasts prepared using the Glendale Transportation Demand Model.
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Table 6-4
Summary of Freeway Mainline Segment Impact Analyses
2006 Conditions with Alternative B
AM PEAK HOUR

Freeway Segment

SR 134 west of
Pacific Ave.
SR 134 east of
Pacific Ave.
SR 134 east of
Brand Blvd.
SR 134 east of
Glendale Ave.
I-5 north of
Colorado Blvd.
extension
I-5 south of
Colorado Blvd.
extension
PM PEAK HOUR

Freeway Segment

SR 134 west of
Pacific Ave.
SR 134 east of
Pacific Ave.
SR 134 east of
Brand Blvd.
SR 134 east of
Glendale Ave.
I-5 north of
Colorado Blvd.
extension
I-5 south of
Colorado Blvd.
extension
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

Direction

Peak
Hour
Capacity

Existing (2006)
Conditions

2006 Alternative B

Demand
7,900
8,900
7,500
9,300
7,700
9,600
8,300
9,400
8,300

D/C
0.790
0.890
0.750
0.930
0.770
0.960
0.830
0.940
0.830

LOS
D
D
C
D
C
E
D
E
D

0.980
0.780
0.930

EB
WB
EB
WB
EB
WB
EB
WB
NB

10,000
10,000
10,000
10,000
10,000
10,000
10,000
10,000
10,000

SB
NB

10,000
10,000

9,800
7,800

SB

10,000

9,300

Direction

Peak
Hour
Capacity

EB
WB
EB
WB
EB
WB
EB
WB
NB

10,000
10,000
10,000
10,000
10,000
10,000
10,000
10,000
10,000

SB
NB

10,000

SB

D/C
Difference
with
Project

Significant
Project
Impact?

-0.002
0.010
-0.002
0.000
0.012
-0.001
0.015
0.002
-0.005

NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO

Demand
7,880
9,000
7,480
9,300
7,820
9,590
8,450
9,420
8,250

D/C
0.788
0.900
0.748
0.930
0.782
0.959
0.845
0.942
0.825

LOS
D
D
C
D
D
E
D
E
D

E
D

9,740
7,780

0.974
0.778

E
D

-0.006
-0.002

NO
NO

D

9,290

0.929

D

-0.001

NO

D/C
Difference
with
Project

Significant
Project
Impact?

0.010
0.003
-0.001
-0.006
0.005
0.010
0.012
0.006
-0.002

NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO

Existing (2006)
Conditions

2006 Alternative B

Demand
10,300
8,400
10,500
8,300
10,700
8,500
9,900
9,600
10,500

D/C
1.030
0.840
1.050
0.830
1.070
0.850
0.990
0.960
1.050

LOS
F(0)
D
F(0)
D
F(0)
D
E
E
F(0)

Demand
10,400
8,430
10,490
8,240
10,750
8,600
10,020
9,660
10,480

D/C
1.040
0.843
1.049
0.824
1.075
0.860
1.002
0.966
1.048

LOS
F(0)
D
F(0)
D
F(0)
D
F(0)
E
F(0)

10,000

9,100
9,900

0.910
0.990

D
E

9,090
9,880

0.909
0.988

D
E

-0.001
-0.002

NO
NO

10,000

8,600

0.860

D

8,500

0.850

D

-0.010

NO

Source: 2005 Traffic Volumes on California State Highways, Caltrans website. A 1.5% growth factor was applied to factor
volumes to 2006.
Demand-to-capacity ratio (D/C calculated based on a capacity of 2,000 vehicles per lane per hour applied to the freeway mainline
through traffic lanes, including HOV lanes; auxiliary lanes are excluded.
Freeway mainline levels of service are based on criteria provided in the 2004 Congestion Management Program for Los Angeles
County (see Table 6-1).
Based on traffic volume forecasts prepared using the Glendale Transportation Demand Model.
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Table 6-5
Summary of Freeway Mainline Segment Impact Analyses
2030 Conditions with Preferred Project
AM PEAK HOUR

Freeway Segment

SR 134 west of Pacific
Ave.
SR 134 east of Pacific Ave.
SR 134 east of Brand Blvd.
SR 134 east of Glendale
Ave.
I-5 north of Colorado Blvd.
extension
I-5 south of Colorado Blvd.
extension
PM PEAK HOUR

Freeway Segment

SR 134 west of Pacific
Ave.
SR 134 east of Pacific Ave.
SR 134 east of Brand Blvd.
SR 134 east of Glendale
Ave.
I-5 north of Colorado Blvd.
extension
I-5 south of Colorado Blvd.
extension
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

Direction

Peak
Hour
Capacity

EB
WB
EB
WB
EB
WB
EB
WB
NB
SB
NB
SB

10,000
10,000
10,000
10,000
10,000
10,000
10,000
10,000
10,000
10,000
10,000
10,000

Direction

Peak
Hour
Capacity

EB
WB
EB
WB
EB
WB
EB
WB
NB
SB
NB
SB

10,000
10,000
10,000
10,000
10,000
10,000
10,000
10,000
10,000
10,000
10,000
10,000

2030 No Build
Conditions
Demand
11,030
12,340
8,030
9,330
9,730
11,520
9,490
10,600
8,990
12,080
9,900
11,520

D/C
1.103
1.234
0.803
0.933
0.973
1.152
0.949
1.060
0.899
1.208
0.990
1.152

2030 Preferred Project

LOS
F(0)
F(0)
D
E
E
F(0)
E
F(0)
D
F(0)
E
F(0)

2030 No Build
Conditions
Demand
11,940
14,410
9,660
10,770
11,780
11,880
11,640
11,220
12,870
10,620
12,900
10,310

D/C
1.194
1.441
0.966
1.077
1.178
1.188
1.164
1.122
1.287
1.062
1.290
1.031

Demand
10,890
12,350
7,880
9,260
9,720
11,460
9,510
10,440
8,940
11,920
9,220
11,380

D/C
1.089
1.235
0.788
0.926
0.972
1.146
0.951
1.044
0.894
1.192
0.922
1.138

LOS
F(0)
F(0)
D
D
E
F(0)
E
F(0)
D
F(0)
D
F(0)

2030 Preferred Project

LOS
F(0)
F(2)
E
F(0)
F(0)
F(0)
F(0)
F(0)
F(1)
F(0)
F(1)
F(0)

Demand
11,740
14,280
9,500
10,580
11,630
11,780
11,460
11,150
12,800
10,380
12,230
10,470

D/C
1.174
1.428
0.950
1.058
1.163
1.178
1.146
1.115
1.280
1.038
1.223
1.047

LOS
F(0)
F(2)
E
F(0)
F(0)
F(0)
F(0)
F(0)
F(1)
F(0)
F(0)
F(0)

D/C
Difference
with
Project

Significant
Project
Impact?

-0.014
0.001
-0.015
-0.007
-0.001
-0.006
0.002
-0.016
-0.005
-0.016
-0.068
-0.014

NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO

D/C
Difference
with
Project

Significant
Project
Impact?

-0.020
-0.013
-0.016
-0.019
-0.015
-0.010
-0.018
-0.007
-0.007
-0.024
-0.067
0.016

NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO

Source: 2005 Traffic Volumes on California State Highways, Caltrans website. A 1.5% growth factor was applied to factor
volumes to 2006.
Demand-to-capacity ratio (D/C calculated based on a capacity of 2,000 vehicles per lane per hour applied to the freeway mainline
through traffic lanes, including HOV lanes; auxiliary lanes are excluded.
Freeway mainline levels of service are based on criteria provided in the 2004 Congestion Management Program for Los Angeles
County (see Table 6-1).
Based on traffic volume forecasts prepared using the Glendale Transportation Demand Model.
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Table 6-6
Summary of Freeway Mainline Segment Impact Analyses
2030 Conditions with Alternative A
AM PEAK HOUR

Freeway Segment

Direction

Peak
Hour
Capacity

EB
WB
EB
WB
EB
WB
EB
WB
NB
SB
NB
SB

10,000
10,000
10,000
10,000
10,000
10,000
10,000
10,000
10,000
10,000
10,000
10,000

Direction

Peak
Hour
Capacity

SR 134 west of
Pacific Ave.
SR 134 east of Pacific
Ave.
SR 134 east of Brand
Blvd.
SR 134 east of
Glendale Ave.
I-5 north of Colorado
Blvd. extension
I-5 south of Colorado
Blvd. extension
PM PEAK HOUR

Freeway Segment

SR 134 west of
Pacific Ave.
SR 134 east of Pacific
Ave.
SR 134 east of Brand
Blvd.
SR 134 east of
Glendale Ave.
I-5 north of Colorado
Blvd. extension
I-5 south of Colorado
Blvd. extension
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

EB
WB
EB
WB
EB
WB
EB
WB
NB
SB
NB
SB

10,000
10,000
10,000
10,000
10,000
10,000
10,000
10,000
10,000
10,000
10,000
10,000

2030 No Build
Conditions
Demand
11,030
12,340
8,030
9,330
9,730
11,520
9,490
10,600
8,990
12,080
9,900
11,520

D/C
1.103
1.234
0.803
0.933
0.973
1.152
0.949
1.060
0.899
1.208
0.990
1.152

2030 Alternative A

LOS
F(0)
F(0)
D
E
E
F(0)
E
F(0)
D
F(0)
E
F(0)

2030 No Build
Conditions
Volume
11,940
14,410
9,660
10,770
11,780
11,880
11,640
11,220
12,870
10,620
12,900
10,310

D/C
1.194
1.441
0.966
1.077
1.178
1.188
1.164
1.122
1.287
1.062
1.290
1.031

Demand
10,840
12,300
7,810
9,270
9,790
11,420
9,530
10,410
8,950
11,890
9,250
11,380

D/C
1.084
1.230
0.781
0.927
0.979
1.142
0.953
1.041
0.895
1.189
0.925
1.138

LOS
F(0)
F(0)
D
D
E
F(0)
E
F(0)
D
F(0)
D
F(0)

2030 Alternative A

LOS
F(0)
F(2)
E
F(0)
F(0)
F(0)
F(0)
F(0)
F(1)
F(0)
F(1)
F(0)

Volume
11,750
14,320
9,530
10,580
11,700
11,810
11,510
11,180
12,760
10,430
12,210
10,120

D/C
1.175
1.432
0.953
1.058
1.170
1.181
1.151
1.118
1.276
1.043
1.221
1.012

LOS
F(0)
F(2)
E
F(0)
F(0)
F(0)
F(0)
F(0)
F(1)
F(0)
F(0)
F(0)

D/C
Difference
with
Project

Significant
Project
Impact?

-0.019
-0.004
-0.022
-0.006
0.006
-0.010
0.004
-0.019
-0.004
-0.019
-0.065
-0.014

NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO

D/C
Difference
with
Project

Significant
Project
Impact?

-0.019
-0.009
-0.013
-0.019
-0.008
-0.007
-0.013
-0.004
-0.011
-0.019
-0.069
-0.019

NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO

Source: 2005 Traffic Volumes on California State Highways, Caltrans website. A 1.5% growth factor was applied to factor
volumes to 2006.
Demand-to-capacity ratio (D/C calculated based on a capacity of 2,000 vehicles per lane per hour applied to the freeway mainline
through traffic lanes, including HOV lanes; auxiliary lanes are excluded.
Freeway mainline levels of service are based on criteria provided in the 2004 Congestion Management Program for Los Angeles
County (see Table 6-1).
Based on traffic volume forecasts prepared using the Glendale Transportation Demand Model.
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Table 6-7
Summary of Freeway Mainline Segment Impact Analyses
2030 Conditions with Alternative B
AM PEAK HOUR

Freeway Segment

Direction

Peak
Hour
Capacity

EB
WB
EB
WB
EB
WB
EB
WB
NB
SB
NB
SB

10,000
10,000
10,000
10,000
10,000
10,000
10,000
10,000
10,000
10,000
10,000
10,000

Direction

Peak
Hour
Capacity

EB
WB
EB
WB
EB
WB
EB
WB
NB
SB
NB
SB

10,000
10,000
10,000
10,000
10,000
10,000
10,000
10,000
10,000
10,000
10,000
10,000

SR 134 west of
Pacific Ave.
SR 134 east of Pacific
Ave.
SR 134 east of Brand
Blvd.
SR 134 east of
Glendale Ave.
I-5 north of Colorado
Blvd. extension
I-5 south of Colorado
Blvd. extension
PM PEAK HOUR
Freeway Segment

SR 134 west of
Pacific Ave.
SR 134 east of Pacific
Ave.
SR 134 east of Brand
Blvd.
SR 134 east of
Glendale Ave.
I-5 north of Colorado
Blvd. extension
I-5 south of Colorado
Blvd. extension
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

2030 No Build
Conditions
Demand
11,030
12,340
8,030
9,330
9,730
11,520
9,490
10,600
8,990
12,080
9,900
11,520

D/C
1.103
1.234
0.803
0.933
0.973
1.152
0.949
1.060
0.899
1.208
0.990
1.152

2030 Alternative B

LOS
F(0)
F(0)
D
E
E
F(0)
E
F(0)
D
F(0)
E
F(0)

2030 No Build
Conditions
Demand
11,940
14,410
9,660
10,770
11,780
11,880
11,640
11,220
12,870
10,620
12,900
10,310

D/C
1.194
1.441
0.966
1.077
1.178
1.188
1.164
1.122
1.287
1.062
1.290
1.031

Demand
10,940
12,470
7,850
9,230
9,760
11,590
9,520
10,520
9,190
11,820
9,460
11,300

D/C
1.094
1.247
0.785
0.923
0.976
1.159
0.952
1.052
0.919
1.182
0.946
1.130

LOS
F(0)
F(0)
D
D
E
F(0)
E
F(0)
D
F(0)
E
F(0)

2030 Alternative B

LOS
F(0)
F(2)
E
F(0)
F(0)
F(0)
F(0)
F(0)
F(1)
F(0)
F(1)
F(0)

Demand
11,920
14,360
9,560
10,570
11,800
11,820
11,594
11,190
12,940
10,520
12,390
10,240

D/C
1.192
1.436
0.956
1.057
1.180
1.182
1.159
1.119
1.294
1.052
1.239
1.024

LOS
F(0)
F(2)
E
F(0)
F(0)
F(0)
F(0)
F(0)
F(1)
F(0)
F(0)
F(0)

D/C
Difference
with
Project

Significant
Project
Impact?

-0.009
0.013
-0.018
-0.010
0.003
0.007
0.003
-0.008
0.020
-0.026
-0.044
-0.022

NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
YES
NO
NO
NO

D/C
Difference
with
Project

Significant
Project
Impact?

-0.002
-0.005
-0.010
-0.020
0.002
-0.006
-0.005
-0.003
0.007
-0.010
-0.051
-0.007

NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO

Source: 2005 Traffic Volumes on California State Highways, Caltrans website. A 1.5% growth factor was applied to factor
volumes to 2006.
Demand-to-capacity ratio (D/C calculated based on a capacity of 2,000 vehicles per lane per hour applied to the freeway mainline
through traffic lanes, including HOV lanes; auxiliary lanes are excluded.
Freeway mainline levels of service are based on criteria provided in the 2004 Congestion Management Program for Los Angeles
County (see Table 6-1).
Based on traffic volume forecasts prepared using the Glendale Transportation Demand Model.
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7

CONGESTION MANAGEMENT PROGRAM TRAFFIC IMPACT
ASSESSMENT

The Congestion Management Program (CMP) was enacted by the California State
Legislature with the passage of Proposition 111 in 1990. The program is intended to
address the impact of local growth on the regional transportation system. In Los Angeles
County, the CMP is administered by the Los Angeles County Metropolitan
Transportation Authority (MTA).
As required by the 2004 Congestion Management Program for Los Angeles County, a
traffic impact assessment has been prepared to determine the potential impacts of the
proposed Downtown Specific Plan on designated monitoring locations included in the
CMP highway system. The analysis has been prepared in accordance with the procedures
outlined in the 2004 Congestion Management Program for Los Angeles County (MTA,
July 2004.)
7.1

Intersections

The CMP traffic impact analysis guidelines require that arterial monitoring intersections
must be examined if the proposed project will add 50 or more trips to the intersection
during either the AM or PM weekday peak hours. There are no CMP monitoring
intersections in the study area, therefore no CMP intersection traffic impact assessment is
required for the Downtown Specific Plan.
7.2

Freeways

There are two CMP freeway monitoring locations within the DSP study area:
CMP Station

Freeway Segment

No. 1005

I-5 south of Colorado Boulevard extension

No. 1055

SR-134 east of Central Avenue

The CMP guidelines require analysis of mainline freeway monitoring locations where the
project will add 150 or more trips, in either direction, during either the AM or PM
weekday peak hours. A freeway impact analysis was conducted as part of this traffic
study and the results are discussed in the preceding section (Section 6 Freeway Impact
Analysis). The Preferred Project is not estimated to contribute 150 trips or more during
either peak hour to the CMP monitoring locations along I-5 and SR-134. Alternatives A
and B are also not estimated to contribute 150 trips in either direction to the CMP
monitory segments during either peak hour.
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8

MITIGATION

This section describes measures to mitigate the proposed project’s potentially significant
transportation impacts to less than significant levels, where feasible. The DSP Preferred
Project and Alternatives A and B have been analyzed for two timeframes: Existing
(2006) with Project, and 2030 with Project. Under the Existing with Project scenario, the
only additional development that was assumed was that which would be permissible
under the DSP, with no other development occurring in the surrounding area and no
transportation system improvements.
For the 2030 with Project scenarios, in addition to the levels of development that would
be permissible under the DSP, development planned to occur in the area surrounding the
DSP by 2030 was included. The planned improvements to the transportation system
(CIP), as well as those which have been conditioned of other approved projects, were also
assumed to be completed and were included in the analyses.
Measures to mitigate project impacts would typically consist of improvements such as
roadway and/or intersection restriping, roadway widening to accommodate additional
travel lanes, and/or traffic signal modifications. For the Existing with Project conditions,
where there are CIP improvements and improvements that have been conditions of
approved developments that could address significant impacts of the DSP project, they
have been used herein as mitigation for the Existing with Project condition. However,
for 2030, such improvements are assumed as background improvements for the DSP
Preferred Project and Alternatives A and B. The following summarize the recommended
mitigation measures for the Preferred Project and for Alternative A and Alternative B.
8.1

Preferred Project Mitigation

Based on the City’s threshold criteria, ten of the 28 study area intersections are estimated
to be significantly impacted by the DSP Preferred Project under the “Existing with
Preferred Project” scenario. Under the “2030 with Preferred Project”, seven of the 28
study area intersections are estimated to be significantly impacted by the DSP Preferred
Project.
8.1.1

Existing with Preferred Project Mitigation

Under Existing with Preferred Project conditions, the following ten intersections are
forecast to be significantly impacted by the Preferred Project:
•

Chevy Chase Drive and Brand Boulevard

•

Colorado Street and Pacific Avenue

•

Colorado Street and Brand Boulevard

•

Broadway and Central Avenue

•

Wilson Avenue and Glendale Avenue

•

Pacific Avenue and SR-123 Eastbound Ramps

•

Central Avenue and SR-134 Westbound On-ramp/Goode Avenue
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•

Central Avenue and SR-134 Eastbound Off-ramp/Sanchez Avenue

•

Brand Boulevard and SR-134 Westbound Off-ramp/Goode Avenue

•

Brand Boulevard and SR-134 Eastbound On-ramp/Sanchez Avenue

Improvements Conditioned of Other Approved Projects
The following improvements are conditioned of other approved projects (including the
Glendale Town Center project and the Commonwealth Office Development project), or
are included in the City’s Capital Improvement Program (CIP) but not yet constructed.
In addition to addressing the impacts of those projects, the improvements will also
address the impacts of the DSP Preferred Project, reducing them to less than significant
levels.
Intersection # 2: Chevy Chase Drive and Brand Boulevard – Improvements to this
intersection, conditioned of the Town Center project, consist of the installation of a
northbound right-turn only lane.
As shown in Table 8-1, this improvement is anticipated to reduce the potentially
significant impacts of the DSP Preferred Project to less than significant. With this
improvement, the ICU ratio during the PM peak hour is reduced from 0.867 (LOS D) to
0.800 (LOS C) with the Preferred Project, resulting in a less than significant projectrelated impact at this intersection.
Intersection #6: Colorado Street and Brand Boulevard – Improvements at this
intersection, conditioned of the Town Center project, consist of the installation of
eastbound, northbound and southbound right-turn only lanes.
As shown in Table 8-1, these measures are anticipated to reduce the potentially
significant impact of the DSP Preferred Project to less than significant levels. With these
improvements, the AM peak hour ICU ratio at this intersection for Existing with
Preferred Project conditions is reduced from 0.817 (LOS D) to 0.766 (LOS C),
representing a less than significant project impact. Although the Preferred Project is not
estimated to significantly impact PM peak hour operations at this intersection, the
identified improvements will also reduce the PM peak hour ICU ratio from 0.954 (LOS
E) to 0.881 (LOS D).
Intersection # 9: Broadway and Central Avenue – Improvements at this intersection,
conditioned of the Town Center project, consist of the installation of northbound and
westbound right-turn only lanes.
As shown in Table 8-1 this measure is anticipated to reduce the potentially significant
project-related impact to less than significant levels. Installation of the a westbound
right-turn only lane at this intersection will improve the PM peak hour ICU ratio from
0.826 (LOS D) to 0.776 (LOS C), resulting in a less than significant project related
impact.
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Colorado St. and Pacific Ave.

Colorado St. and Central Ave.

Colorado St. and Brand Blvd.

Colorado St. and Glendale Ave.

Broadway and Pacific Ave.

Broadway and Central Ave(a).

Broadway and Brand Blvd.

Broadway and Glendale Ave.

Wilson Ave. and Pacific Ave.

Wilson Ave. and Central Ave.

Wilson Ave. and Brand Blvd.

Wilson Ave. and Glendale Ave.

Broadway and Central Ave. Alternative Mitigation

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

(a)

August 07, 2006

Colorado St. and Kenilworth St.

3

0.765

0.441

0.529

0.483

0.768

0.568

0.540

0.476

0.873

0.776

0.669

0.917

0.548

0.753

Chevy Chase Dr. and Brand Blvd.

C

A

A

A

C

A

A

A

D

C

B

E

A

C

A

LOS

2

0.563

ICU

Chevy Chase Dr. and Central Ave.

Intersection

1

No.

2006 With Preferred Project

0.925

0.631

0.699

0.573

0.943

0.629

0.779

0.669

0.984

0.935

0.891

0.983

0.647

0.847

0.736

ICU

E

B

B

A

E

B

C

B

E

E

D

E

B

D

C

LOS

0.768

0.464

0.561

0.479

0.762

0.577

0.549

0.493

0.878

0.817

0.687

0.938

0.576

0.779

0.570

ICU

77

C

A

A

A

C

A

A

A

D

D

B

E

A

C

A

LOS

0.970

0.658

0.738

0.631

0.939

0.659

0.826

0.700

0.958

0.954

0.904

0.993

0.665

0.867

0.767

ICU

E

B

C

B

E

B

D

B

E

E

E

E

B

D

C

LOS

AM Peak Hour PM Peak Hour AM Peak Hour PM Peak Hour

Existing (2006) Conditions
PM Peak Hour

0.041

0.021

YES

YES

0.045

0.047

0.020

YES

YES

YES

Change in
Change in
YES?
YES?
ICU
ICU

AM Peak Hour

Significant Impact?

Table 8-1
Summary of Intersection Capacity Utilization Analysis –
2006 with Preferred Project with Mitigation
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0.475

0.486

0.766

0.779

ICU

A

A

C

C

LOS

0.781

0.776

0.881

0.800

ICU

C

C

D

C

LOS

AM Peak Hour PM Peak Hour

2006 with Preferred Project with
Mitigation

0.889

0.669

0.803

0.919

Lexington Dr. and Glendale Ave.

Pacific Ave. and SR 134 EB Ramps

Pacific Ave. and SR 134 WB Ramps

Central Ave. and SR 134 WB
On/Goode Ave.

Central Ave. and SR 134 EB
Off/Sanchez Dr.

Brand Blvd. and SR 134 WB
Off/Goode Ave.

Brand Blvd. and SR 134 EB
On/Sanchez Dr.

SR 134 WB Ramps and Monterey
Rd.

Glendale Ave. and SR 134 EB Ramps 0.707

Monterey Rd. and Glendale Ave.

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

26

27

28
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0.938

Lexington Dr. and Brand Blvd.

18

0.832

0.856

0.821

0.689

0.471

0.467

Lexington Dr. and Central Ave.

17

0.429

ICU

Lexington Dr. and Pacific Ave.

Intersection

2006 With Preferred Project

D

C

E

D

D

B

D

F

D

B

A

A

A

LOS

1.047

0.820

0.847

1.190

0.932

0.785

1.129

0.943

0.986

0.865

0.578

0.599

0.518

ICU

F

D

D

F

E

C

F

E

E

D

A

A

A

LOS

0.847

0.713

0.930

0.781

1.018

0.773

0.980

0.945

0.820

0.684

0.463

0.472

0.433

ICU

78

D

C

E

C

F

C

E

E

D

B

A

A

A

LOS

1.042

0.814

0.846

1.267

1.002

0.816

1.179

0.928

1.031

0.860

0.599

0.619

0.511

ICU

F

D

D

F

F

D

F

E

F

D

A

B

A

LOS

AM Peak Hour PM Peak Hour AM Peak Hour PM Peak Hour

Existing (2006) Conditions

16

No.

Table 8-1 - continued
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PM Peak Hour

0.134

0.091

YES

YES

0.077

0.070

0.031

0.059

0.045

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

Change in
Change in
YES?
YES?
ICU
ICU

AM Peak Hour

Significant Impact?

0.919

0.673

0.859

ICU

E

B

D

LOS

0.905

0.746

01.097

ICU

E

C

F

LOS

AM Peak Hour PM Peak Hour

2006 with Preferred Project with
Mitigation

Glendale Downtown Specific Plan Traffic Impact Study

An alternative mitigation would be to add on Central Avenue a third northbound through
lane and convert the existing southbound right-turn only lane to an optional rightturn/through lane between Broadway and Wilson Avenue. This improvement could be
implemented by removing on-street parking along both sides of Central Avenue between
Broadway and Wilson Avenue (4:00 to 6:00 PM only on the west side), and widening the
roadway 2 to 4 feet on each side. Widening Central Avenue would provided needed
capacity and improve traffic flow along Central Avenue, which is proposed to be an
Auto-oriented Corridor in the DSP, and would eliminate the need to widen Broadway,
west of Central Avenue and reduce the sidewalk width in this corridor. With the addition
of third northbound and southbound through lanes on Central Avenue, the PM ICU at
Broadway and Central Avenue is reduced from 0.826 to 0.791 for Existing with Preferred
Project conditions, representing a less than significant project impact.
Intersection #22: Central Avenue and SR-134 WB Ramps/Goode Avenue –
Improvements at this intersection, conditioned of the Commonwealth Office
Development project, involve widening the westbound approach of Goode Avenue and
restriping to provide a left-turn lane, an optional left/through lane, and a through lane and
a right-turn only lane.
As shown in Table 8-1, this measure is anticipated to reduce the potentially significant
project-related impact to less than significant levels. The improvements to the westbound
approach will reduce the AM peak hour ICU ratio from 0.980 (LOS E) to 0.859 (LOS D),
and the PM ICU will reduce from 1.179 (LOS F) to 1.097 (LOS F), resulting in a less
than significant project-related impact at this intersection8
Intersection # 23: Central Avenue and SR-134 EB Ramps/Sanchez Drive –
Improvements at this intersection, which are contained in the City’s CIP, consist of
widening the eastbound off-ramp to add a fourth lane. The ramp would be striped to
provide an optional left-turn/through lane, a through lane, and optional right-turn/through
lane and a right-turn only lane.
As shown in Table 8-1, this measure is anticipated to reduce the AM peak hour ICU ratio
from 0.773 (LOS C) to 0.673 (LOS B) and the PM peak ICU ratio from 0.816 (LOS D) to
0.746 (LOS C). With these improvements, the potentially significant project-related
impact is reduced to less than significant levels.
Intersection # 24: Brand Boulevard and SR-134 WB Off-ramp/Goode Avenue –
Improvements at this intersection, conditioned of the Commonwealth Office
Development project, consist of restriping the southbound approach to provide one leftturn lane, one optional left-turn/through lane and one through/right-turn lane.
As shown in Table 8-1, this measure is anticipated to reduce the AM ICU ratio from
1.018 (LOS F) to 0.919 (LOS E) and the PM ICU ratio from 1.002 (LOS F) to 0.905
(LOS E). With these improvements, the potentially significant project-related impact is
reduced to less than significant levels.
Mitigation Proposed for DSP Preferred Project
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The following intersections will be impacted by the Preferred Project. No improvements
have been identified previously or programmed for these intersections.
Intersection # 4: Colorado Street and Pacific Avenue – No feasible mitigation have been
identified for this location due to the limited right-of-way and immediately adjacent
development. The addition of a third through lane eastbound and westbound along
Colorado Street is needed to more effectively accommodate the high volume of through
traffic along this roadway, particularly during the PM peak hour.
As shown in Table 8-1, the potentially significant project-related impact at this
intersection cannot be reduced to less than significant levels, and the significant projectrelated impact is considered unmitigated.
Intersection # 15: Wilson Avenue and Glendale Avenue - No feasible mitigation have
been identified for this location. A significant portion of the intersection capacity is
utilized by traffic approaching Glendale Avenue on Wilson Avenue, particularly the
eastbound left turn volume, and the westbound through and right turn movement. The
volume of traffic making these movements strains the single lane capacity available. As
shown in Table 8-1, the potentially significant project-related impact at this intersection
cannot be reduced to less than significant levels, and the significant project-related
impact is considered unmitigated.
Intersection # 21: Pacific Avenue and SR-134 EB Ramps
No feasible mitigation has been identified for this location due to limited right-of-way
and the constraints posed by the existing bridge structure over SR-134. The potentially
significant project-related impact at this intersection cannot be reduced to less than
significant levels. The significant project impact is therefore considered unmitigated.
Intersection # 25: Brand Boulevard and SR-134 EB On-ramp/Sanchez Drive
No feasible mitigation has been identified for this location due to limited right-of-way
and the constraints posed by the existing bridge structure over SR-134. The potentially
significant project-related impact at this intersection cannot be reduced to less than
significant levels. The significant project impact is therefore considered unmitigated.
8.1.2

2030 with Preferred Project Mitigation

Under 2030 with Preferred Project conditions, the following seven intersections are
forecast to be significantly impacted by the Preferred Project:
•

Chevy Chase Drive and Brand Boulevard

•

Wilson Avenue and Central Avenue

•

Pacific Avenue and SR-134 Westbound Ramps

•

Central Avenue and SR-134 Westbound Ramps/Goode Avenue

•

Brand Boulevard and SR-134 Westbound Off-ramp/Goode Avenue

•

Brand Boulevard and SR-134 Eastbound On-ramp/Sanchez Avenue

•

Glendale Avenue and SR-134 Eastbound Ramps
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Where possible, traffic mitigation measures have identified for these intersections, as
described below. Table 8-2 shows anticipated operations at these intersections with
implementation of these mitigation.
Intersection # 2: Chevy Chase Drive and Brand Boulevard – The improvement at this
intersection involves restriping the roadway to add a second westbound left turn lane on
Chevy Chase Drive. This improvement will require removal of on-street parking along
both sides of Chevy Chase Drive for a distance of approximately 250 feet east of Brand
Boulevard and approximately 150 feet west of Brand Boulevard. This will eliminate
approximately 14 parking spaces east of Brand Boulevard (approximately 7 spaces on
each side of Chevy Chase Drive) and approximately 4 spaces west of Brand Boulevard.
The westbound approach would then be restriped to provide two left-turn lanes, one
through lane and one optional through-right turn lane. The west leg would be restriped to
realign and maintain the two through receiving lanes, one optional eastbound throughright turn lane, one through lane, one left turn lane and a protective island aligned with
the second westbound left turn lane.
As shown in Table 8-2, this measure is anticipated to reduce the potentially significant
project-related impact to less than significant levels. With this improvement, the AM
peak hour ICU ratio at this intersection is reduced from 0.877 (LOS D) to 0.784 (LOS C).
This represents a less than significant project-related impact at this intersection. Should
the City of Glendale not accept the identified mitigation measure, the result would be a
significant, unavoidable impact at this location.
Intersection # 13: Wilson Avenue and Central Avenue – The improvement at this
intersection involves installation of a northbound right-turn only lane. The measure will
require removal of approximately 7 on-street parking spaces along the east side of
Central Avenue, and the widening of the east side by 2 to 4 feet. There will continue to be
on-street parking along the west side of Central Avenue and the adjacent commercial
uses have off-street parking available. (Note: This improvement coincides with the
alternative mitigation at the intersection of Broadway and Central Avenue discussed
under the Existing with Project scenario).
As shown in Table 8-2, this measure is anticipated to reduce the potentially significant
project-related impact to less than significant levels. The installation of a northbound
right-turn only lane at this intersection is estimated to reduce the PM peak hour ICU ratio
from 0.806 (LOS D) to 0.763 (LOS C), representing a less than significant project related
impact. Should the City of Glendale not accept the identified mitigation measure, the
result would be a significant, unavoidable impact at this location.
Intersection # 21: Pacific Avenue and SR-134 WB Ramps - No feasible mitigation has
been identified for this location due to limited right-of-way and the constraints posed by
the existing bridge structure over SR-134. The potentially significant project-related
impact at this intersection cannot be reduced to less than significant levels. The
significant project impact is therefore considered unmitigated.
Intersection # 22: Central Avenue and SR-134 WB Ramps/Goode Avenue - No feasible
mitigation has been identified for this location due to limited right-of-way and the
constraints posed by the existing bridge structure over SR-134. The potentially
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significant project-related impact at this intersection cannot be reduced to less than
significant levels. The significant project impact is therefore considered unmitigated.
Intersection # 24: Brand Boulevard and SR-134 WB Off-ramp/Goode Avenue - No
feasible mitigation has been identified for this location due to limited right-of-way and
the constraints posed by the existing bridge structure over SR-134. The potentially
significant project-related impact at this intersection cannot be reduced to less than
significant levels. The significant project impact is therefore considered unmitigated.
Intersection # 25: Brand Boulevard and SR-134 EB On-ramp/Sanchez Drive - No
feasible mitigation has been identified for this location due to limited right-of-way and
the constraints posed by the existing bridge structure over SR-134. The potentially
significant project-related impact at this intersection cannot be reduced to less than
significant levels. The significant project impact is therefore considered unmitigated.
Intersection #26: Glendale Avenue and SR-134 EB Ramps - No feasible mitigation has
been identified for this location due to limited right-of-way and the constraints posed by
the existing bridge structure over SR-134. The potentially significant project-related
impact at this intersection cannot be reduced to less than significant levels. The
significant project impact is therefore considered unmitigated.
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Chevy Chase Dr. and Brand Blvd.

Colorado St. and Kenilworth St.

Colorado St. and Pacific Ave.

Colorado St. and Central Ave.

Colorado St. and Brand Blvd.

Colorado St. and Glendale Ave.

Broadway and Pacific Ave.

Broadway and Central Ave.

Broadway and Brand Blvd.

Broadway and Glendale Ave.

Wilson Ave. and Pacific Ave.

Wilson Ave. and Central Ave.

Wilson Ave. and Brand Blvd.

Wilson Ave. and Glendale Ave.

Lexington Dr. and Pacific Ave.

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16
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Chevy Chase Dr. and Central Ave.

Intersection

1

No.

0.485

0.831

0.469

0.595

0.535

0.855

0.563

0.587

0.532

0.962

0.824

0.664

1.013

0.583

0.838

0.618

ICU

A

D

A

A

A

D

A

A

A

E

D

B

F

A

D

B

LOS

0.579

0.994

0.679

0.771

0.635

0.892

0.688

0.847

0.728

1.079

0.971

0.900

1.048

0.724

0.934

0.807

ICU

A

E

B

C

B

D

B

D

C

F

E

D

F

C

E

D

LOS

0.474

0.848

0.508

0.612

0.535

0.804

0.563

0.679

0.541

0.919

0.828

0.665

1.023

0.583

0.877

0.652

ICU
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A

D

A

B

A

D

A

B

A

E

D

B

F

A

D

B

LOS

0.587

1.000

0.702

0.806

0.643

0.884

0.668

0.839

0.742

0.975

0.942

0.911

1.040

0.731

0.872

0.820

ICU

A

E

C

D

B

D

B

D

C

E

E

E

F

C

D

D

LOS

PM Peak
Hour

AM Peak
Hour

AM Peak
Hour

PM Peak
Hour

2030 with Preferred Project

2030 No Project Conditions

0.039

YES

0.035

YES

YES?

Change
in ICU

Change
in ICU
YES?

PM Peak Hour

AM Peak Hour

Significant Impact?

Table 8-2
Summary of Intersection Capacity Utilization Analysis
2030 with Preferred Project with Mitigation
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0.612

0.784

ICU

B

C

LOS

AM Peak
Hour

0.763

0.826

ICU

C

D

LOS

PM Peak
Hour

2030 with Preferred Project
with Mitigation

Lexington Dr. and Brand Blvd.

Lexington Dr. and Glendale Ave.

Pacific Ave. and SR 134 EB Ramps

Pacific Ave. and SR 134 WB Ramps
Central Ave. and SR 134 WB On/Goode
Ave.
Central Ave. and SR 134 EB Off/Sanchez
Dr.
Brand Blvd. and SR 134 WB Off/Goode
Ave.

19

20

21

SR 134 WB Ramps and Monterey Rd.

Glendale Ave. and SR 134 EB Ramps

Monterey Rd. and Glendale Ave.

26

27

28
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Brand Blvd. and SR 134 EB On/Sanchez Dr.

25

24

23

22

Lexington Dr. and Central Ave.

18

Intersection

17

No.

Table 8-2 - continued

C
E
E

0.759
0.968
0.973

E

E

0.949

0.923

F

1.061

E

E

0.934

D

C

0.767

0.808

B

0.608

0.980

LOS
A

ICU
0.529

1.169

0.817

0.916

1.020

0.919

0.829

1.123

1.026

1.266

0.960

0.724

ICU
0.665

F

F

E

F

E

D

F

F

F

E

C

LOS
B

2030 No Project Conditions
AM Peak
PM Peak
Hour
Hour
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0.918

0.804

0.950

1.051

0.994

0.792

0.973

1.065

0.951

0.747

0.602

ICU
0.541
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E

E

E

F

E

C

E

F

E

C

B

LOS
A

1.146

0.917

0.876

1.346

0.953

0.828

1.125

1.061

1.281

0.970

0.754

ICU
0.626

F

E

D

F

E

D

F

F

F

E

C

LOS
B

2030 with Preferred Project
AM Peak
PM Peak
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Hour

0.078

0.026

0.024

YES

YES

YES

0.100

0.326

0.034

0.035

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES?

Change
in ICU
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in ICU
YES?

PM Peak Hour

AM Peak Hour

Significant Impact?

ICU

LOS

ICU
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AM Peak
PM Peak
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8.2

Alternative A Mitigation

Based on the City’s threshold criteria, ten of the 28 study area intersections are estimated
to be significantly impacted by the DSP Alternative A under the “Existing with
Alternative A” scenario. Under the “2030 with Alternative A”, six of the 28 study area
intersections are estimated to be significantly impacted by the DSP Preferred Project.
8.2.1

Existing with Alternative A Mitigation

Compared to existing conditions without Alternative A, Alternative A is forecast to
significantly impact the following nine of the 28 study area intersections:
•

Chevy Chase Drive and Brand Boulevard

•

Colorado Street and Central Avenue

•

Broadway and Central Avenue

•

Wilson Avenue and Glendale Avenue

•

Pacific Avenue and SR-134 Eastbound Ramps

•

Pacific Avenue and SR-134 Westbound Ramps

•

Central Avenue and SR-134 Westbound On-ramp/Goode Avenue

•

Central Avenue and SR-134 Eastbound Off-ramp/Sanchez Avenue

•

Brand Boulevard and SR-134 Westbound Off-ramp/Goode Avenue

•

Brand Boulevard and SR-134 Eastbound On-ramp/Sanchez Avenue

The traffic mitigation measures identified for these intersections under the Preferred
Project conditions would also be applicable to Alternative A. With implementation of
these mitigation, the following operations are anticipated, as shown in Table 8-3.
Intersection # 2: Chevy Chase Drive and Brand Boulevard – The improvement at this
intersection, involves restriping the roadway to add a second westbound left turn lane on
Chevy Chase Drive. This improvement will require removal of on-street parking along
both sides of Chevy Chase Drive for a distance of approximately 250 feet east of Brand
Boulevard and approximately 150 feet west of Brand Boulevard. This will eliminate
approximately 14 parking spaces east of Brand Boulevard (approximately 7 spaces on
each side of Chevy Chase Drive) and approximately 4 spaces west of Brand Boulevard.
The westbound approach would then be restriped to provide two left-turn lanes, one
through lane and one optional through-right turn lane. The west leg would be restriped to
realign and maintain the two through receiving lanes, one optional eastbound throughright turn lane, one through lane, one left turn lane and a protective island aligned with
the second westbound left turn lane.
As shown in Table 8-3, the improvement measure identified for this intersection is
anticipated to reduce the potentially significant project-related impacts to less than
significant. With this improvement, the ICU ratio during the PM peak hour is reduced
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from 0.945 (LOS) to 0.878 (LOS D) with Alternative A, resulting in a less than
significant project-related impact at this intersection.
Intersection # 5: Colorado Street and Central Avenue – Improvements at this
intersection, conditioned of the Town Center project, consist of the construction of an
additional westbound through lane and an exclusive right-turn only lane as well as the
conversion of the existing eastbound right-turn only lane to a combination through-right
turn lane.
As shown in Table 8-3, these improvements are estimated to reduce the PM peak hour
ICU ratio from 0.916 (LOS E) to 0.860 (LOS D) with Alternative A, resulting in a less
than significant project impact at this intersection.
Intersection # 9: Broadway and Central Avenue – Improvements at this intersection,
conditioned of the Town Center project, consist of the installation of northbound
andwestbound right-turn only lanes.
As shown in Table 8-3 the measure identified for this intersection is anticipated to reduce
the potentially significant project-related impact to less than significant levels.
Installation of the westbound right-turn only lane at this intersection will improve the PM
peak hour ICU ratio from 0.827 (LOS D) to 0.779 (LOS C), resulting in a less than
significant project related impact.
An alternative mitigation would be to add on Central Avenue a third northbound through
lane and a convert the existing southbound right-turn only lane to an optional rightturn/through lane between Broadway and Wilson Avenue. This improvement could be
implemented by removing on-street parking along both sides of Central Avenue between
Broadway and Wilson Avenue, and widening the roadway 2 to 4 feet on each side.
Widening Central Avenue would provided needed capacity and improve traffic flow
along Central Avenue, which is proposed to be an Auto-oriented Corridor in the DSP,
and would eliminate the need to widen Broadway west of Central Avenue and reduce the
sidewalk width in this corridor. With the addition of third northbound and southbound
through lanes on Central Avenue, the PM ICU at Broadway and Central Avenue is
reduced from 0.826 to 0.783 for Existing with Alternative A conditions, representing a
less than significant project impact.
Intersection # 15: Wilson Avenue and Glendale Avenue - No feasible mitigation have
been identified for this location. A significant portion of the intersection capacity is
utilized by traffic approaching Glendale Avenue on Wilson Avenue, particularly the
eastbound left turn volume, and the westbound through and right turn movement. The
volume of traffic making these movements strains the single lane capacity available.
As shown in Table 8-3, the potentially significant project-related impact at this
intersection cannot be reduced to less than significant levels, and the significant projectrelated impact is considered unmitigated.
Intersection # 21: Pacific Avenue and SR-134 WB Ramps - No feasible mitigation has
been identified for this location due to limited right-of-way and the constraints posed by
the existing bridge structure over SR-134. The potentially significant project-related
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impact at this intersection cannot be reduced to less than significant levels. The
significant project impact is therefore considered unmitigated.
Intersection # 22: Central Avenue and SR-134 WB On-ramp/Goode Avenue Improvements at this intersection, conditioned of the Commonwealth Office
Development project, involve widening the westbound approach of Goode Avenue and
restriping to provide a left-turn lane, an optional left/through lane, and a through lane and
a right-turn only lane.
As shown in Table 8-3, this measure is anticipated to reduce the potentially significant
project-related impact to less than significant levels. The improvements to the westbound
approach will reduce the AM peak hour ICU ratio from 1.005 (LOS F) to 0.862 (LOS D),
and the PM ICU will reduce from 1.180 (LOS F) to 1.090 (LOS F), resulting in a less
than significant project-related impact at this intersection.
Intersection # 23: Central Avenue and SR-134 EB Ramps/Sanchez Drive –
Improvements at this intersection, which are contained in the City’s CIP, consist of
widening the eastbound off-ramp to add a fourth lane. The ramp would be striped to
provide an optional left-turn/through lane, a through lane, and optional right-turn/through
lane and a right-turn only lane.
As shown in Table 8-3, this measure is anticipated to reduce the AM ICU ratio from
0.761 (LOS C) to 0.664 (LOS B) and the PM peak hour ICU ratio from 0.816 (LOS D) to
0.746 (LOS C). With these improvements, the potentially significant project-related
impact is reduced to to less than significant levels.
Intersection # 24: Brand Boulevard and SR-134 WB Off-ramp/Goode Avenue Improvements at this intersection, conditioned of the Commonwealth Office
Development project, consist of restriping the southbound approach to provide one leftturn lane, one optional left-turn/through lane and one through-right turn lane.
As shown in Table 8-3, this measure is anticipated to reduce the AM ICU ratio from
1.018 (LOS F) to 0.919 (LOS E) and the PM ICU ratio from 1.007 (LOS F) to 0.912
(LOS E). With these improvements, the potentially significant project-related impact is
reduced to less than significant levels.
Intersection # 25: Brand Boulevard and SR-134 EB On-ramp/Sanchez Drive - No
feasible mitigation has been identified for this location due to limited right-of-way and
the constraints posed by the existing bridge structure over SR-134. The potentially
significant project-related impact at this intersection cannot be reduced to less than
significant levels. The significant project impact is therefore considered unmitigated.
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Chevy Chase Dr. and Brand Blvd.

Colorado St. and Kenilworth St.

Colorado St. and Pacific Ave.

Colorado St. and Central Ave.

Colorado St. and Brand Blvd.

Colorado St. and Glendale Ave.

Broadway and Pacific Ave.

Broadway and Central Ave.

Broadway and Brand Blvd.

Broadway and Glendale Ave.

Wilson Ave. and Pacific Ave.

Wilson Ave. and Central Ave.

Wilson Ave. and Brand Blvd.

Wilson Ave. and Glendale Ave.

Lexington Dr. and Pacific Ave.

Lexington Dr. and Central Ave.

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17
0.467

0.429

0.765

0.441

0.529

0.483

0.768

0.568

0.540

0.476

0.873

0.776

0.669

0.917

0.548

0.753

0.563

ICU
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Lexington Dr. and Brand Blvd.
0.471
(a) Broadway and Central Ave. Alternative Mitigation

18

Chevy Chase Dr. and Central Ave.

2

Intersection

No.
1
0.736

A

A

A

C

A

A

A

C

A

A

A

D

C

B

E

A

0.578

0.599

0.518

0.925

0.631

0.699

0.573

0.943

0.629

0.779

0.669

0.984

0.935

0.891

0.983

0.647

0.847

A
C

ICU

A

A

A

E

B

B

A

E

B

C

B

E

E

D

E

B

D

C

LOS

PM Peak Hour

LOS

AM Peak
Hour

Existing (2006) Conditions

0.473

0.443

0.441

0.770

0.467

0.538

0.475

0.766

0.581

0.550

0.573

0.821

0.800

0.692

0.936

0.576

0.784

0.580

ICU
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A

A

A

C

A

A

A

C

A

A

A

D

C

B

E

A

C

A

LOS

AM Peak
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0.599

0.619

0.541

0.952

0.664

0.738

0.631

0.949

0.659

0.827

0.782

0.908

0.949

0.916

0.994

0.672

0.945

0.767

ICU

A

B

A

E

B

C

B

E

B

D

C

E

E

E

E

B

E

C

LOS

PM Peak Hour

2006 with Alternative A

0.023

Change
in ICU

YES

YES?

AM Peak Hour

0.027

0.048

0.025

0.098

Change
in ICU

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES?

PM Peak Hour

Significant Impact?
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0.476

0.487

0.615

0.784

ICU

A

A

B

C

LOS

AM Peak
Hour

0.783

0.779

0.860

0.878

ICU

C

C

D

D

LOS

PM Peak
Hour

2006 with Alternative A with
Mitigation

0.803

Brand Blvd. and SR 134 EB
On/Sanchez Dr.
SR 134 WB Ramps and Monterey
Rd.
Glendale Ave. and SR 134 EB
Ramps

25

28

27
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Monterey Rd. and Glendale Ave.

0.856

Brand Blvd. and SR 134 WB
Off/Goode Ave.

24

0.832

0.707

0.919

0.669

Central Ave. and SR 134 EB
Off/Sanchez Dr.

23

26

0.889

0.938

0.821

0.689

ICU

Central Ave. and SR 134 WB
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Pacific Ave. and SR 134 WB Ramps

Pacific Ave. and SR 134 EB Ramps

Lexington Dr. and Glendale Ave.

Intersection

D
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B

D

E

D

B
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1.047
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F

D

D
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E

C
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D
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22
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No.
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0.845

0.707

0.927

0.769

1.018

0.761

1.005

0.947

0.818

0.679
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C

E
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C

F

E

D

B

LOS
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1.049

0.824

0.844

1.268

1.007
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1.180
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1.037

0.860
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F

D

D

F

F

D

F

E

F

D
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2006 with Alternative A
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in ICU

YES
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YES?

AM Peak Hour

0.078

0.075

0.031
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0.030

0.051
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YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES?
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Significant Impact?

0.919

0.664

0.862

ICU

E

B

D

LOS
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1.090

ICU

E

C

F
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8.2.2

2030 with Alternative A Mitigation

Under 2030 with Alternative A conditions, the following six intersections are forecast to
be significantly impacted:
•

Chevy Chase Drive and Central Avenue

•

Chevy Chase Drive and Brand Boulevard

•

Pacific Avenue and SR-134 Westbound Ramps

•

Brand Boulevard and SR-134 Westbound Off-ramp/Goode Avenue

•

Brand Boulevard and SR-134 Eastbound On-ramp/Sanchez Avenue

•

Glendale Avenue and SR-134 Eastbound Ramps

The traffic mitigation measures identified for these intersections under the 2030 with
Preferred Project conditions would also be applicable to Alternative A. With
implementation of these mitigations, the following operations are anticipated, as shown
in Table 8-4.
Intersection # 1: Chevy Chase Drive and Central Avenue - No feasible mitigation has
been identified for this location due to limited right-of-way. The potentially significant
project-related impact at this intersection cannot be reduced to less than significant levels.
The significant project impact is therefore considered unmitigated.
Intersection # 2: Chevy Chase Drive and Brand Boulevard – The improvement at this
intersection, involves restriping the roadway to add a second westbound left turn lane on
Chevy Chase Drive. This improvement will require removal of on-street parking along
both sides of Chevy Chase Drive for a distance of approximately 250 feet east of Brand
Boulevard and approximately 150 feet west of Brand Boulevard. This will eliminate
approximately 14 parking spaces east of Brand Boulevard (approximately 7 spaces on
each side of Chevy Chase Drive) and approximately 4 spaces west of Brand Boulevard.
The westbound approach would then be restriped to provide two left-turn lanes, one
through lane and one optional through-right turn lane. The west leg would be restriped to
realign and maintain the two through receiving lanes, one optional eastbound throughright turn lane, one through lane, one left turn lane and a protective island aligned with
the second westbound left turn lane.
As shown in Table 8-4, the improvement measure identified for this intersection is
anticipated to reduce the potentially significant project-related impacts to less than
significant. With this improvement, the ICU ratio during the AM peak hour is reduced
from 0.900 (LOS D ) to 0.0.803 (LOS D) and the PM peak hour ICU ratio is reduced
from 0.879 (LOS D) to 0.833 (LOS D) with Alternative A, resulting in a less than
significant project-related impact at this intersection.
Intersection # 21: Pacific Avenue and SR-134 WB Ramps - No feasible mitigation has
been identified for this location due to limited right-of-way and the constraints posed by
the existing bridge structure over SR-134. The potentially significant project-related
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impact at this intersection cannot be reduced to less than significant levels. The
significant project impact is therefore considered unmitigated.
Intersection # 24: Brand Boulevard and SR-134 WB Off-ramp/Goode Avenue - No
feasible mitigation has been identified for this location due to limited right-of-way and
the constraints posed by the existing bridge structure over SR-134. The potentially
significant project-related impact at this intersection cannot be reduced to less than
significant levels. The significant project impact is therefore considered unmitigated.
Intersection # 25: Brand Boulevard and SR-134 EB On-ramp/Sanchez Drive - No
feasible mitigation has been identified for this location due to limited right-of-way and
the constraints posed by the existing bridge structure over SR-134. The potentially
significant project-related impact at this intersection cannot be reduced to less than
significant levels. The significant project impact is therefore considered unmitigated.
8.3

Alternative B Mitigation

Based on the City’s threshold criteria, ten of the 28 study area intersections are estimated
to be significantly impacted by the DSP Preferred Project under the “Existing with
Preferred Project” scenario. Under the “2030 with Preferred Project”, five of the 28
study area intersections are estimated to be significantly impacted by the DSP Preferred
Project.
8.3.1

Existing with Alternative B Mitigation

Under Existing with Alternative B conditions, the following ten intersections are forecast
to be significantly impacted by the project:
•

Chevy Chase Drive and Brand Boulevard

•

Colorado Street and Central Avenue

•

Broadway and Central Avenue

•

Wilson Avenue and Glendale Avenue

•

Pacific Avenue and SR-134 Eastbound Ramps

•

Pacific Avenue and SR-134 Westbound Ramps

•

Central Avenue and SR-134 Westbound On-ramp/Goode Avenue

•

Central Avenue and SR-134 Eastbound Off-ramp/Sanchez Avenue

•

Brand Boulevard and SR-134 Westbound Off-ramp/Goode Avenue

•

Brand Boulevard and SR-134 Eastbound On-ramp/Sanchez Avenue

The traffic mitigation measures identified for these intersections under the Preferred
Project conditions would also be applicable to Alternative B. With implementation of
these mitigation, the following operations are anticipated, as shown in Table 8-5.
Intersection # 2: Chevy Chase Drive and Brand Boulevard – The improvement at this
intersection, involves restriping the roadway to add a second westbound left turn lane on
Chevy Chase Drive. This improvement will require removal of on-street parking along
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both sides of Chevy Chase Drive for a distance of approximately 250 feet east of Brand
Boulevard and approximately 150 feet west of Brand Boulevard. This will eliminate
approximately 14 parking spaces east of Brand Boulevard (approximately 7 spaces on
each side of Chevy Chase Drive) and approximately 4 spaces west of Brand Boulevard.
The westbound approach would then be restriped to provide two left-turn lanes, one
through lane and one optional through-right turn lane. The west leg would be restriped to
realign and maintain the two through receiving lanes, one optional eastbound throughright turn lane, one through lane, one left turn lane and a protective island aligned with
the second westbound left turn lane.
As shown in Table 8-5, the improvement measure identified for this intersection is
anticipated to reduce the potentially significant project-related impacts to less than
significant. With this improvement, the ICU ratio during the PM peak hour is reduced
from 0.942 (LOS) to 0.875 (LOS D) with Alternative B, resulting in a less than
significant project-related impact at this intersection.
Intersection # 5: Colorado Street and Central Avenue – Improvements at this
intersection, conditioned of the Town Center project, consist of the construction of an
additional westbound through lane and an exclusive right-turn only lane as well as the
conversion of the existing eastbound right-turn only lane to a combination through-right
turn lane. As shown in Table 8-5, these improvements are estimated to reduce the PM
peak hour ICU ratio from 0.914 (LOS E) to 0.858 (LOS D) with Alternative B, resulting
in a less than significant project impact at this intersection.
Intersection # 9: Broadway and Central Avenue – Improvements at this intersection,
conditioned of the Town Center project, consist of the installation of northbound
andwestbound right-turn only lanes.
As shown in Table 8-5 the measure identified for this intersection is anticipated to reduce
the potentially significant project-related impact to less than significant levels.
Installation of the westbound right-turn only lane at this intersection will improve the PM
peak hour ICU ratio from 0.825 (LOS D) to 0.777 (LOS C), resulting in a less than
significant project related impact.
An alternative mitigation would be to add on Central Avenue a third northbound through
lane and a convert the existing southbound right-turn only lane to an optional rightturn/through lane between Broadway and Wilson Avenue. This improvement could be
implemented by removing on-street parking along both sides of Central Avenue between
Broadway and Wilson Avenue, and widening the roadway 2 to 4 feet on each side.
Widening Central Avenue would provided needed capacity and improve traffic flow
along Central Avenue, which is proposed to be an Auto-oriented Corridor in the DSP,
and would eliminate the need to widen Broadway west of Central Avenue and reduce the
sidewalk width in this corridor. With the addition of third northbound and southbound
through lanes on Central Avenue, the PM ICU at Broadway and Central Avenue is
reduced from 0.825 to 0.783 for Existing with Alternative A conditions, representing a
less than significant project impact.
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Chevy Chase Dr. and Brand Blvd.

Colorado St. and Kenilworth St.

Colorado St. and Pacific Ave.

Colorado St. and Central Ave.

Colorado St. and Brand Blvd.

Colorado St. and Glendale Ave.

Broadway and Pacific Ave.

Broadway and Central Ave.

Broadway and Brand Blvd.

Broadway and Glendale Ave.

Wilson Ave. and Pacific Ave.

Wilson Ave. and Central Ave.

Wilson Ave. and Brand Blvd.

Wilson Ave. and Glendale Ave.

Lexington Dr. and Pacific Ave.

Lexington Dr. and Central Ave.

Lexington Dr. and Brand Blvd.

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18
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Chevy Chase Dr. and Central Ave.
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1

No.

0.608

0.529

0.485

0.831

0.469

0.595

0.535

0.855

0.563

0.587

0.532

0.962

0.824

0.664
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0.583

0.838

0.618

B

A

A

D

A

A

A

D

A

A

A

E

D

B

F

A

D

B
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0.724

0.665

0.579

0.994

0.679

0.771

0.635

0.892

0.688

0.847

0.728

1.079

0.971

0.900

1.048

0.724

0.934

0.807

ICU

C

B

A

E

B

C

B

D

B

D

C

F

E

D

F

C

E

D
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PM Peak
Hour

2030 No Project Conditions

ICU
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0.612

0.543

0.480

0.839

0.513

0.608

0.537

0.789

0.562

0.676

0.546

0.964

0.831

0.662

1.028

0.583

0.900

0.655
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B

A

A

D

A

B

A

C

A

B

A

E

D

B

F

A

D

B
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0.753

0.685

0.589

1.001

0.704

0.800

0.653

0.864

0.673

0.837

0.752

1.021

0.944
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1.042

0.724

0.879

0.836
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C
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E

E
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E
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2030 with Alternative A
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YES

-0.055
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YES

YES

YES?

Change
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Change
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YES?
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0.803

ICU

D
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Hour

0.833

ICU

D
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2030 with Alternative A with
Mitigation

Pacific Ave. and SR 134 WB Ramps
Central Ave. and SR 134 WB On/Goode
Ave.
Central Ave. and SR 134 EB Off/Sanchez
Dr.
Brand Blvd. and SR 134 WB Off/Goode
Ave.
Brand Blvd. and SR 134 EB On/Sanchez
Dr.
SR 134 WB Ramps and Monterey Rd.

Glendale Ave. and SR 134 EB Ramps

Monterey Rd. and Glendale Ave.

21

26

27

28

25

24

23
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Pacific Ave. and SR 134 EB Ramps

20

22

Lexington Dr. and Glendale Ave.

Intersection

19

No.

Table 8-4 - continued

0.923

0.808

0.980

0.973

0.968

0.759

0.949

1.061

0.934
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0.901

0.799

1.000

1.057

1.001

0.771
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1.058

0.909
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2030 with Alternative A
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Intersection # 15: Wilson Avenue and Glendale Avenue - No feasible mitigation have
been identified for this location. A significant portion of the intersection capacity is
utilized by traffic approaching Glendale Avenue on Wilson Avenue, particularly the
eastbound left turn volume, and the westbound through and right turn movement. The
volume of traffic making these movements strains the single lane capacity available.
As shown in Table 8-5, the potentially significant project-related impact at this
intersection cannot be reduced to less than significant levels, and the significant projectrelated impact is considered unmitigated.
Intersection # 21: Pacific Avenue and SR-134 WB Ramps - No feasible mitigation has
been identified for this location due to limited right-of-way and the constraints posed by
the existing bridge structure over SR-134. The potentially significant project-related
impact at this intersection cannot be reduced to less than significant levels. The
significant project impact is therefore considered unmitigated.
Intersection # 22: Central Avenue and SR-134 WB On-ramp/Goode Avenue –
Improvements at this intersection, conditioned of the Commonwealth Office
Development project, involve widening the westbound approach of Goode Avenue and
restriping to provide a left-turn lane, an optional left/through lane, and a through lane and
a right-turn only lane.
As shown in Table 8-5, this measure is anticipated to reduce the potentially significant
project-related impact to less than significant levels. The improvements to the westbound
approach will reduce the PM ICU will reduce from 1.172 (LOS F) to 1.077 (LOS F),
resulting in a less than significant project-related impact at this intersection.
Intersection # 23: Central Avenue and SR-134 EB Ramps/Sanchez Drive –
Improvements at this intersection, which are contained in the City’s CIP, consist of
widening the eastbound off-ramp to add a fourth lane. The ramp would be striped to
provide an optional left-turn/through lane, a through lane, and optional right-turn/through
lane and a right-turn only lane.
As shown in Table 8-5, this measure is anticipated to reduce the AM peak hour ICU ratio
from 0.760 (LOS C) to 0.664 (LOS B) and the PM peak hour ICU ratio from 0.814 (LOS
D) to 0.743 (LOC C). With these improvements, the potentially significant projectrelated impact is reduced to less than significant levels.
Intersection # 24: Brand Boulevard and SR-134 WB Off-ramp/Goode Avenue Improvements at this intersection, conditioned of the Commonwealth Office
Development project, consist of restriping the southbound approach to provide one leftturn lane, one optional left turn through lane and one through lane. This restriping
eliminates the need for the #1 southbound through lane to function as a “trap” lane,
allowing traffic to distribute more evenly across the available lanes at this approach,
eliminating the overloading and excessive queuing in the #1 lane.
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As shown in Table 8-5, this measure is anticipated to reduce the AM ICU ratio from
1.014 (LOS F) to 0.916 (LOS E) and the PM ICU ratio from 0.989 (LOS E) to 0.901
(LOS E). With these improvements, the potentially significant project-related impact is
reduced to less than significant levels.
Intersection # 25: Brand Boulevard and SR-134 EB On-ramp/Sanchez Drive - No
feasible mitigation has been identified for this location due to limited right-of-way and
the constraints posed by the existing bridge structure over SR-134. The potentially
significant project-related impact at this intersection cannot be reduced to less than
significant levels. The significant project impact is therefore considered unmitigated.
8.3.2

2030 with Alternative B Mitigation

Under 2030 with Alternative B conditions, the following five intersections are forecast to
be significantly impacted by the Preferred Project:
•

Chevy Chase Drive and Central Avenue

•

Chevy Chase Drive and Brand Boulevard

•

Brand Boulevard and SR-134 Westbound Off-ramp/Goode Avenue

•

Brand Boulevard and SR-134 Eastbound On-ramp/Sanchez Avenue

•

Glendale Avenue and SR-134 Eastbound Ramps

The traffic mitigation measures identified for these intersections under the 2030 with
Preferred Project and 2030 with Alternative A conditions would also be applicable to
Alternative B. With implementation of these mitigations, the following operations are
anticipated, as shown in Table 8-6.
Intersection # 1: Chevy Chase Drive and Central Avenue – No feasible mitigation has
been identified for this location due to limited right-of-way. The potentially significant
project-related impact at this intersection cannot be reduced to less than significant levels.
The significant project impact is therefore considered unmitigated.
Intersection # 2: Chevy Chase Drive and Brand Boulevard – The improvement at this
intersection, involves restriping the roadway to add a second westbound left turn lane on
Chevy Chase Drive. This improvement will require removal of on-street parking along
both sides of Chevy Chase Drive for a distance of approximately 250 feet east of Brand
Boulevard and approximately 150 feet west of Brand Boulevard. This will eliminate
approximately 14 parking spaces east of Brand Boulevard (approximately 7 spaces on
each side of Chevy Chase Drive) and approximately 4 spaces west of Brand Boulevard.
The westbound approach would then be restriped to provide two left-turn lanes, one
through lane and one optional through-right turn lane. The west leg would be restriped to
realign and maintain the two through receiving lanes, one optional eastbound throughright turn lane, one through lane, one left turn lane and a protective island aligned with
the second westbound left turn lane.
As shown in Table 8-6, the improvement measure identified for this intersection is
anticipated to reduce the potentially significant project-related impacts to less than
significant. With this improvement, the ICU ratio during the AM peak hour is reduced
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from 0.887 (LOS D ) to 0.801 (LOS D) with Alternative B, resulting in a less than
significant project-related impact at this intersection.
Intersection # 24: Brand Boulevard and SR-134 WB Off-ramp/Goode Avenue - No
feasible mitigation has been identified for this location due to limited right-of-way and
the constraints posed by the existing bridge structure over SR-134. The potentially
significant project-related impact at this intersection cannot be reduced to less than
significant levels. The significant project impact is therefore considered unmitigated.
Intersection # 25: Brand Boulevard and SR-134 EB On-ramp/Sanchez Drive - No
feasible mitigation has been identified for this location due to limited right-of-way and
the constraints posed by the existing bridge structure over SR-134. The potentially
significant project-related impact at this intersection cannot be reduced to less than
significant levels. The significant project impact is therefore considered unmitigated.
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Chevy Chase Dr. and Brand Blvd.

Colorado St. and Kenilworth St.

Colorado St. and Pacific Ave.

Colorado St. and Central Ave.

Colorado St. and Brand Blvd.

Colorado St. and Glendale Ave.

Broadway and Pacific Ave.

Broadway and Central Ave. (a).

Broadway and Brand Blvd.

Broadway and Glendale Ave.

Wilson Ave. and Pacific Ave.

Wilson Ave. and Central Ave

Wilson Ave. and Brand Blvd.

Wilson Ave. and Glendale Ave.

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10
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14
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0.765

0.441

0.529

0.483

0.768

0.568

0.540

0.476

0.873

0.776

0.669

0.917

0.548
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Lexington Dr. and Pacific Ave.
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(a) Broadway and Central Ave. Alternative Mitigation
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Monterey Rd. and Glendale Ave.
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Wilson Ave. and Glendale Ave.

15

Broadway and Glendale Ave.

11

Wilson Ave. and Brand Blvd.

Broadway and Brand Blvd.

10
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Broadway and Central Ave.

9

Wilson Ave. and Pacific Ave.

Broadway and Pacific Ave.
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D

B

D

C

F

E

D

F

C

E

D

LOS

PM Peak
Hour

2030 No Project Conditions

0.737

0.605

0.529

0.517

0.825

0.745

0.729

0.543

0.792

0.561

0.592

0.547

0.976

0.833

0.657

1.029

0.583

0.887

0.561

ICU

100

C

B

A

A

D

C

C

A

C

A

A

A

E

D

B

F

A

D

A

LOS

AM Peak
Hour

0.962

0.755

0.648

0.583

0.994

0.704

0.800

0.632

0.901

0.673

0.838

0.742

1.024

0.950

0.917

1.037

0.724

0.860

0.827

ICU

E

C

B

A

E

C

C

B

D

B

D

C

F

E

E

F

C

D

D

LOS

PM Peak
Hour

2030 with Alternative B

0.049

YES

0.020

YES

YES?

Change
in ICU

Change
in ICU
YES?

PM Peak Hour

AM Peak Hour

Significant Impact?

Table 8-6
Summary of Intersection Capacity Utilization Analysis –
2030 with Alternative B with Mitigation
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0.801

0.657

ICU

D

B

LOS

AM Peak
Hour

0.815

0.785

ICU

D

C

LOS

PM Peak
Hour

2030 with Alternative B with
Mitigation

Glendale Ave. and SR 134 EB Ramps

Monterey Rd. and Glendale Ave.

26

27

28

25

24

23
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Pacific Ave. and SR 134 WB Ramps
Central Ave. and SR 134 WB On/Goode
Ave.
Central Ave. and SR 134 EB Off/Sanchez
Dr.
Brand Blvd. and SR 134 WB Off/Goode
Ave.
Brand Blvd. and SR 134 EB On/Sanchez
Dr.
SR 134 WB Ramps and Monterey Rd.

21

22

Pacific Ave. and SR 134 EB Ramps

Intersection

20

No.

Table 8-6 - continued

0.923

0.808

0.980

0.973

0.968

0.759

0.949

1.061

0.934

ICU

E

D

E

E

E

C

E

F

E

LOS

AM Peak
Hour

1.169

0.817

0.916

1.020

0.919

0.829

1.123

1.026

1.266

ICU

F

D

E

F

E

D

F

F

F

LOS

PM Peak
Hour

2030 No Project Conditions
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0.916

0.792

0.962

1.021

0.995

0.769

0.938

1.051

0.906

ICU

101

E

C

E

F

E

C

E

F

E

LOS

AM Peak
Hour

1.165

0.914

873

1.329

0.937

0.809

1.124

0.993

1.273

ICU

F

E

D

F

E

D

F

E

F

LOS

PM Peak
Hour

2030 with Alternative B

0.048

0.027

YES

YES

0.309

0.018

YES

YES

YES?

Change
in ICU

Change
in ICU
YES?

PM Peak Hour

AM Peak Hour

Significant Impact?

ICU

LOS

AM Peak
Hour

ICU

LOS

PM Peak
Hour

2030 with Alternative B with
Mitigation
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SUMMARY OF FINDINGS AND CONCLUSIONS

This traffic impact analysis was conducted to identify and evaluate the potential impacts
that traffic generated as a result of the proposed Glendale Downtown Specific Plan will
have on the local and regional transportation network. The potential traffic-related
impacts of the Preferred Project and two alternatives (Alternative A and Alternative B)
were assessed in the context of two timeframes: Existing (2006) Conditions and 2030
Conditions.
There are currently12 intersections operating at LOS E or F during one or both peak
hours:
•

Colorado Street at Pacific Avenue (AM ICU=0.917, LOS=E; PM ICU=0.983,
LOS=E)

•

Colorado Street at Brand Boulevard (PM ICU=0.935, LOS=E)

•

Colorado Street at Glendale Avenue (PM ICU=0.984, LOS=E)

•

Broadway at Glendale Avenue (PM ICU=0.943, LOS=E)

•

Wilson Avenue at Glendale Avenue (PM ICU=0.925, LOS=E)

•

Pacific Avenue at SR-134 Eastbound Ramps (PM ICU=0.986, LOS=E)

•

Pacific Avenue at SR-132 Westbound Ramps (AM ICU=0.938, LOS=E, PM
ICU=0.943, LOS=E; )

•

Central Avenue at SR-134 Westbound On-ramp/Goode Avenue (PM ICU=1.129,
LOS=F)

•

Brand Boulevard at SR-134 Westbound Off-ramp/Goode Avenue (PM
ICU=0.932, LOS=E)

•

Brand Boulevard at SR-134 Eastbound On-ramp/Sanchez Drive (PM ICU=1.190,
LOS=F)

•

SR-134 Westbound Ramps at Monterey Road (AM ICU=0.919, LOS=E)

•

Monterey Road at Glendale Avenue (PM ICU=1.047, LOS=F).

The six freeway segments within the study area are presently operating at LOS D or
worse in both directions during the PM peak hour.
In evaluating intersection operating conditions in 2030, roadway or intersection
improvements which are planned or conditioned of an approved development were
assumed to be constructed by 2030 and were incorporated into the analysis of the
intersection. As a result, some intersections are forecast to operate at improved levels of
service compared to their current condition. The following 13 intersections are forecast to
operate at LOS E or F during one or both peak hours in 2030:
•

Chevy Chase Drive at Brand Boulevard (PM ICU=0.934, LOS=E)

•

Colorado Street at Pacific Avenue (AM ICU=1.013, LOS=F; PM ICU=1.048,
LOS=F)
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•

Colorado Street at Brand Boulevard (PM ICU =0.971, LOS=E)

•

Colorado Street at Glendale Avenue (AM ICU=0.962, LOS=E; PM ICU=1.079,
LOS=F)

•

Wilson Avenue at Glendale Avenue (PM ICU=0.994, LOS=E)

•

Lexington Drive at Glendale Avenue (PM ICU=0.960, LOS=E)

•

Pacific Avenue at SR-134 Eastbound Ramps (AM ICU=0.934, LOS=E; PM
ICU=1.266, LOS=F)

•

Pacific Avenue at SR-134 Westbound Ramps (AM ICU=1.061, LOS=F; PM
ICU=1.026, LOS=F)

•

Central Avenue at SR-134 Westbound Ramps/Goode Avenue (AM ICU=0.949,
LOS=E; PM ICU=1.123, LOS=F)

•

Brand Boulevard at SR-134 Eastbound Ramps/Sanchez Drive (AM ICU=0.973,
LOS=E; PM ICU=1.020, LOS=F)

•

Brand Boulevard at SR-134 Westbound Off-ramp/Goode Avenue (AM
ICU=0.948, LOS=E; PM ICU=0.919, LOS=E)

•

SR-134 Westbound Ramps at Monterey Road (AM ICU=0.980, LOS=E; PM
ICU=0.916, LOS=E)

•

Glendale Avenue at Monterey Road (AM ICU=0.906, LOS=E; PM ICU=1.154,
LOS=F).

By 2030, all of the study area freeway segments are forecast to operate at LOS E or
worse in both directions during the AM peak hour with the exception of eastbound SR134 east of Pacific Avenue, and northbound I-5 north of the Colorado Street extension,
which are forecast to operate at LOS D during the AM peak hour. During the PM peak
hour, the eastbound segment of SR-134 east of Pacific Avenue is forecast to operate at
LOS E. All other segments are forecast to operate at LOS F during the PM peak hour.
The Downtown Specific Plan (DSP) Preferred Project is estimated to generate
approximately 26,922 daily trips with approximately 2,066 trips occurring during the AM
peak hour (654 trips inbound and 1,412 trips outbound) and 2,252 trips occurring during
the PM peak hour (1,327 trips inbound and 925 trips outbound.)
Alternative A is estimated to generate approximately 2 percent fewer trips than the
Preferred Project, or 26,457 daily trips. Approximately 2,039 trips will occur during the
AM peak hour and 2,218 trips during the PM peak hour.
Alternative B generates the fewest trips, approximately 12 percent fewer than the
Preferred Project. Alternative B is estimated to generate approximately 23,761 daily trips
with approximately 1,774 trips during the AM peak hour and 1,979 trips during the PM
peak hour.
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9.1

Existing with Project Conditions

Under Existing with Preferred Project conditions, the following ten intersections are
forecast to be significantly impacted by the Preferred Project:
•

Chevy Chase Drive at Brand Boulevard – PM ICU = 0.867, Change in ICU =
0.020, LOS = D

•

Colorado Street at Pacific Avenue

•

Colorado Street at Brand

•

Broadway at Central

•

Wilson Avenue at Glendale Avenue

•

Pacific Avenue and SR-134 Eastbound

•

Central Avenue and SR-134 Westbound On/Goode

•

Central Avenue and SR-134 Eastbound Ramp/Sanchez

•

Brand Boulevard at SR-134 Westbound Off/Goode Avenue

•

Brand Boulevard at SR-134 Eastbound On/Sanchez

Improvements to mitigate potential project impacts have been identified for 6 of the 10
intersections, reducing the project impacts to less than significant levels at these 6
intersections.
No feasible mitigation measures could be identified for four (4) of the intersections;
therefore, the DSP Preferred Project will have significant unavoidable impacts at these
four intersections:
•

Colorado Street and Pacific Avenue

•

Wilson Avenue at Glendale Avenue

•

Brand Boulevard and SR-134 Westbound Off-ramp/Goode Avenue

•

Brand Boulevard and SR-134 Eastbound On-ramp/Sanchez Avenue

Compared to existing conditions without Alternative A, Alternative A is forecast to
significantly impact the following ten of the 28 study area intersections:
•

Chevy Chase Drive and Brand Boulevard

•

Colorado Street and Central Avenue

•

Broadway and Central Avenue

•

Wilson Avenue and Glendale Avenue

•

Pacific Avenue and SR-134 Eastbound Ramps

•

Pacific Avenue and SR-134 Westbound Ramps

•

Central Avenue and SR-134 Westbound On-ramp/Goode Avenue
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•

Central Avenue and SR-134 Eastbound Off-ramp/Sanchez Avenue

•

Brand Boulevard and SR-134 Westbound Off-ramp/Goode Avenue

•

Brand Boulevard and SR-134 Eastbound On-ramp/Sanchez Avenue

Improvements to mitigate potential project impacts have been identified for 6 of the 10
intersections, reducing the project impacts to less than significant levels at these 6
intersections.
No feasible mitigation measures could be identified for four (4) of the intersections;
therefore, the DSP Alternative A will have significant unavoidable impacts at these four
intersections:
•

Wilson Avenue and Glendale Avenue

•

Pacific Avenue and SR-134 Eastbound Ramps

•

Pacific Avenue and SR-134 Westbound Ramps

•

Brand Boulevard and SR-134 Eastbound On-ramp/Sanchez Avenue

Under Existing with Alternative B conditions, the following ten intersections are forecast
to be significantly impacted by the project:
•

Chevy Chase Drive and Brand Boulevard

•

Colorado Street and Central Avenue

•

Broadway and Central Avenue

•

Wilson Avenue and Glendale Avenue

•

Pacific Avenue and SR-134 Eastbound Ramps

•

Pacific Avenue and SR-134 Westbound Ramps

•

Central Avenue and SR-134 Westbound On-ramp/Goode Avenue

•

Central Avenue and SR-134 Eastbound Off-ramp/Sanchez Avenue

•

Brand Boulevard and SR-134 Westbound Off-ramp/Goode Avenue

•

Brand Boulevard and SR-134 Eastbound On-ramp/Sanchez Avenue

Improvements to mitigate potential project impacts have been identified for 6 of the 10
intersections, reducing the project impacts to less than significant levels at these 6
intersections.
No feasible mitigation measures could be identified for four (4) of the intersections;
therefore, the DSP Alternative B will have significant unavoidable impacts at these four
intersections:
•

Wilson Avenue and Glendale Avenue

•

Pacific Avenue and SR-134 Eastbound Ramps

•

Pacific Avenue and SR-134 Westbound Ramps
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•

Brand Boulevard and SR-134 Eastbound On-ramp/Sanchez Avenue

Under Existing with Project Conditions, the DSP Preferred Project and Alternatives A
and B are not forecast to significantly impact the freeway mainline segments within the
study area, nor the Congestion Management Program station locations.
9.2

2030 with Project Conditions

Under 2030 with Preferred Project conditions, the following seven intersections are
forecast to be significantly impacted by the Preferred Project:
•

Chevy Chase Drive and Brand Boulevard

•

Wilson Avenue and Central Avenue

•

Pacific Avenue and SR-134 Westbound Ramps

•

Central Avenue and SR-134 Westbound On-ramp/Goode Avenue

•

Brand Boulevard and SR-134 Westbound Off-ramp/Goode Avenue

•

Brand Boulevard and SR-134 Eastbound On-ramp/Sanchez Avenue

•

Glendale Avenue and SR-134 Eastbound Ramps

Improvements to mitigate potential project impacts have been identified for 2 of the 7
intersections, reducing the project impacts to less than significant levels at these 2
intersections.
No feasible mitigation measures could be identified for five of the intersections;
therefore, under 2030 with Preferred Project, the DSP Preferred Project will have
significant unavoidable impacts at these five intersections:
•

Pacific Avenue and SR-134 Westbound Ramps

•

Central Avenue and SR-134 Westbound On-ramp/Goode Avenue

•

Brand Boulevard and SR-134 Westbound Off-ramp/Goode Avenue

•

Brand Boulevard and SR-134 Eastbound On-ramp/Sanchez Avenue

•

Glendale Avenue and SR-134 Eastbound Ramps

Under 2030 with Alternative A conditions, the following six intersections are forecast to
be significantly impacted:
•

Chevy Chase Drive and Central Avenue

•

Chevy Chase Drive and Brand Boulevard

•

Pacific Avenue and SR-134 Westbound Ramps

•

Brand Boulevard and SR-134 Westbound Off-ramp/Goode Avenue

•

Brand Boulevard and SR-134 Eastbound On-ramp/Sanchez Avenue

•

Glendale Avenue and SR-134 Eastbound Ramps
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Improvements to mitigate potential project impacts have been identified for 1 of the 6
intersections, reducing the project impacts to less than significant levels at this
intersection (Chevy Chase Drive at Brand Boulevard).
No feasible mitigation measures could be identified for five (5) of the intersections;
therefore, under 2030 with Alternative A, the DSP Alternative A will have significant
unavoidable impacts at these five intersections:
•

Chevy Chase Drive and Central Avenue

•

Pacific Avenue and SR-134 Westbound Ramps

•

Brand Boulevard and SR-134 Westbound Off-ramp/Goode Avenue

•

Brand Boulevard and SR-134 Eastbound On-ramp/Sanchez Avenue

•

Glendale Avenue and SR-134 Eastbound Ramps

Under 2030 with Alternative B conditions, the following five intersections are forecast to
be significantly impacted by the Preferred Project:
•

Chevy Chase Drive and Central Avenue

•

Chevy Chase Drive and Brand Boulevard

•

Brand Boulevard and SR-134 Westbound Off-ramp/Goode Avenue

•

Brand Boulevard and SR-134 Eastbound On-ramp/Sanchez Avenue

•

Glendale Avenue and SR-134 Eastbound Ramps

Improvements to mitigate potential project impacts have been identified for 1 of the 5
intersections, reducing the project impacts to less than significant levels at this
intersection (Chevy Chase Drive and Brand Boulevard).
No feasible mitigation measures could be identified for four (4) of the intersections;
therefore, under 2030 with Alternative B, the DSP Alternative B will have significant
unavoidable impacts at these four intersections:
•

Chevy Chase Drive and Central Avenue

•

Brand Boulevard and SR-134 Westbound Off-ramp/Goode Avenue

•

Brand Boulevard and SR-134 Eastbound On-ramp/Sanchez Avenue

•

Glendale Avenue and SR-134 Eastbound Ramps.

The DSP Preferred Project and Alternatives A and B are not forecast to significantly
impact the freeway mainline segments within the study area in 2030, nor the Congestion
Management Program station locations.
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Buildout Methodology

Methodology to establish DSP Build-out
Prepared by Alan Loomis, Principal Urban Designer
January 3, 2006 (and revised for inclusion in the EIR, July 31, 2006)
In so far as the proposed Downtown Specific Plan (DSP) is principally a zoning document that
allows a wide-range of land uses within a defined physical development envelope, it is difficult to
predict with any certainty how much and what type of growth might result from the Plan. To make
such predictions it is therefore necessary to rely on a series of reasonable approximations. The
following explains the methodology and precedents for establishing these approximations, and
the resulting projected build-out numbers expressed in the attached spreadsheets (Exhibits 1-0,
1-A, and 1-B, dated Feb 1, 2006):
1. Site Identification – For the purposes of the EIR, a limited number of sites are expected to
redevelop under the DSP.
a. Current / Pipeline projects – Projects in the development process, either in construction or in
some form of agency review at date of the EIR Notice of Preparation, are identified as
appropriate.
b. Probable future projects – Various sites within the DSP have been identified as potential and
likely candidates for redevelopment. In general, these sites are at present entirely or in
combination one of the following uses: surface parking lots, 2-3 story parking structures, 1-3
story commercial buildings containing under-performing or marginal uses in areas where
proposed DSP zoning allows significantly higher development potential (examples include
vacant restaurant pads, fast food restaurants, single-story warehouse style retail). A few
additional sites are also included to reflect current development interest, such as 600-620 N
Brand Blvd.
2. Build-out of individual sites
a. Current / Pipeline projects – Current density numbers for current and pipeline projects are
used.
b. Probable projects – Residential density for probable projects is calculated through a ratio of
units per acre. The acreage of probable sites is derived from GIS data; the density multiplier
is calibrated to the expected building type / height allowed by the DSP for that site. Assuming
that all projects maximize the incentives and bonus program of the DSP, and therefore
maximize the DSP zoning envelope, five different building types are expected: 4-5 story
mixed use building, with residential above ground floor retail/commercial; 5-6 story mixed use
building, with residential above ground floor retail/commercial; 6-12 story mixed use tower,
with residential ground floor retail/commercial; 12-24 story mixed use tower, with residential
ground floor retail/commercial; and a 25 story office tower. Although the density of the
building types are not changed between the plan and the alternatives, the mix and location of
these types does vary in the alternatives and is therefore reflected in the corresponding
spreadsheets.
For the mixed-use buildings, residential density is assumed to be 70 units/acre at 4-5 stories,
90 units/acre at 5-6 stories, 100 units/acre at 6-12 stories, and 150 units/acre at 12-24
stories. These assumptions are based on a comparative analysis of selected projects in
those height ranges. Comparative projects were selected with the following criteria: the size
of the project site must be within an acre of size of sites available in downtown Glendale
(maximum: 5 acres); project must have been completed or proposed within the past 5 years;
and the project must be in a comparable economic or demographic environment experiencing
urban infill development similar to that anticipated by the Glendale DSP (ie: sister cities /
neighborhoods such as Pasadena, Burbank or North Hollywood). Projects proposed for

Glendale are also included in the comparative analysis. In the analysis, the average density
is 62 units/acre for 4-5 story buildings; 85 units/acre for 4-6 story buildings; 90 units/acre for
6-12 story buildings; and 147 units/acre for 12-24 story towers. (See attached spreadsheet,
Exhibit 2, dated Feb 1, 2006). These units/acre ratios were rounded up to the nearest factor
of ten for the EIR build-out calculation.
Ground floor retail/commercial of mixed use buildings is assumed to be 30% of the site area
(anticipating that the remaining 70% is dedicated to lobbies, loading/service uses, and
parking).
Of the probable development sites, two were analyzed for 25-story single-use office towers.
Given the geometry of these sites, limited site planning options are available and preliminary
site plans were generated, resulting in an average floor plate of approximately 300,000 sq ft.
This results in a total of 750,000 sq ft, for which a portion of the ground floor is assumed to be
retail or restaurant.
3. Subtraction of existing uses – Existing structures/uses on probable development sites are
assumed to be removed/demolished entirely in favor of new projects, and are therefore
included as negative numbers in build-out scenario. The size of these uses is derived from
County Assessor’s data in the City’s GIS system.
4. Population assumptions per use – Three different ratios where employed to project population
from building programs: persons per residential unit, persons per square foot of office space,
and persons per square foot of retail space.
a. Residential - Persons per residential unit was calculated at 1.80 occupants per unit.
Although less than the city-wide average of approximately 2.75 occupants per unit, this ratio
is nonetheless consistent with the sales/rental experience of downtown-oriented development
in other similar cities (Pasadena, Burbank, Long Beach, et al), as well as current occupancies
within the Downtown Specific Plan area. Sales, rental and marketing experience of
downtown developers in both Glendale and other cities with projects comparable to that
expected by the Downtown Specific Plan, suggest that downtown residents are
predominantly singles, young couples, and empty-nesters, but rarely families with children.
This testimony suggests that the average downtown residential unit is occupied by two or one
individuals. Presently there are two high-rise residential complexes in Glendale (Monterey
Towers and Pioneer Towers) where sufficient information exists to verify this assumption with
local experience. Each complex is the only residential use in its associated census block,
establishing overall population for the entire complex; number of units per complex is
available through building and permit records; from these two sources of information, average
occupancy per unit was determined at approximately 1.70 persons. For the purposes of the
EIR, this number was rounded up to the more conservative estimate of 1.80 occupants per
unit.
b. Office and Retail - Occupancy per square foot of office or retail space was calculated using
ratios derived from the “Commercial Energy Consumption Survey” prepared by the
Department of Energy in 1995. This national survey discovered a ratio of 387 square feet
per office worker and 945 square feet per retail/service worker. For additional information
see www.eia.doe.gov/emeu/consumptionbriefs/cbecs/pbawebsite/contents.htm.
Disclaimer: This identification of sites and methodology of determining potential build-out does
not entitle, permit or establish density/development standards for those sites or any other within
the DSP area, nor does it constitute any policy objectives on the part of the City or
Redevelopment Agency to foster development at the locations identified. The purpose of this
study is purely to establish a reasonable build-out of the Downtown Specific Plan as necessary
for the Environmental Impact Report analysis.

Exhibit 1-0

Compiled by ALoomis, Planning Dept February 1, 2006

GLENDALE DOWNTOWN SPECIFIC PLAN- OPPORTUNITY SITES & POTENTIAL DEVELOPMENT
PREFERED ALTERNATIVE
CUMULATIVE PROJECTS
Site # Address
1 Central
2 Goode Ave
less existing
3 Central
less existing
9 W. Milford
10a 300 N Central
12 301 N Central
less existing
18 185-87 N. Orange
less existing
19 Brand
25 Broadway
26 Broadway
27 Broadway
37 Colorado
less existing
Subtotal

Cross St
Burchett
Central

Corner
Lot Area Current
NW
43,650 surface parking
midblock
20,800

Potential Devel.
272 room hotel
8 story office

Residential
no
no

Doran

NE

77,916 3-story office/GF: restaurant 24-story res'd

284 units (160uac)

Orange
California
California

SE
NE
NW

37,500 parking garage
27,690 vacant bldgs
33,125 small mixed use

24 story res'd tower
10 story res/retail
2-6 story res/off/ret

142 units (165uac)
72 units (114uac)
46 units

Wilson

SW

40,768 1-story retail

16 st res w 2st pkg

200 units

W.Wilson
Louise
Kenwood
Jackson
Jackson

SW
SW
SE
SW
NE

59,405 vacant
30,142
22,638
22,742
19,402 1-story office

16-20 story RMU
SNK
Broadway Mixed Use Dvlpm
Intercorp

280 units
38 units (68uac)
118 units (84.5uac)
incl. in above
28 units

Office (SF)

Retail (SF)

188,000 SF
-10,500 sf
-32,854 sf

1,208

A SITES (vacant lots/buildings and/or surface parking lots with nominal structures)
Site # Address
Cross St
Corner
Lot Area Current
4 Sanchez
Brand
SW
65,980 surface parking
6 Central
Doran
SE
87,665 3-story office / parking
less existing
7 Central
Doran
SW
75,542 6-story medical office
less existing
16 E Wilson
Maryland
NW
28,183 6-story retail/office
less existing
17 Maryland
E Wilson
midblock
14,340 surface parking
20 E. Broadway
Louise
NW
21,904 2-story com (DPSS) / parking
less existing
23 Brand
Colorado
NE
17,611 vacant
29 Doran
N. Central SW
23,797 1-story fast food
less existing
38 Colorado
S. Glendale NW
18,058 1-story retail
less existing
Subtotal

Potential Devel.
25 story office & park
12 story & park
DMU Typology
DMU Typology

18,712
-6,755
10,000

11,470
-7,233

30 units (90uac)
45 units (90uac)

DMU Typology
DMU Typology

36 units (90uac)
49 units (90uac)

EBMU Typology

29 units (70uac)

Stage 1

Retail (SF)
72,000 SF
13,000 SF

Comments
Embassy Suites Hotel
may build Jan 08
Johnson Fain Tower

prelim staff review on 01/25/06 for high rise res'd proposal
Approved
Approved

4,000 SF
SF
12,435 SF
sf
-5,390 sf
sf l/w - 5un
3,000 SF
-17,470 sf
3,000 SF
3,900 SF
7,000 SF
incl. in above
SF
sf
166,603
-721

Residential
Office (SF)
no units
600,000 SF
201 units (100uac)
13,000 SF
-32,854 sf
156 units (90uac)
-66,725 sf
58 units (90uac)

DMU Typology
DMU Typology

Hotel Status
yes
Const
Permitted

-7,398 sf
3,600 SF
-7,398 sf

Stage 1

2 fl parking above grade

prelim project for 176 res unit / 290 rm hotel w/ 700 cars
Const
Typical
Const
TheFourOneSix
included in above #26

Hotel Status

Comments
narrow/noise/view?
higher limit yield that Pref. Alt.

App/Pend
8,500
-5,000
2,800
4,700

SF (30%)
sf
SF (20%)
SF (15%)

3,500
7,100
-3,438
5,417
-7,357

SF (20%)
SF (30%)
sf
SF (30%)
sf
101,222

poss

-93,116 sf

605

420,305

Status
B SITES (one to two story structures with active businesses, including low-rise parking structures)
Site # Address
Cross St
Corner
Lot Area Current
Potential Devel.
10b Central
Lexington
SE
62,540 office
6-12 story
less existing
11 Orange
California
NW
109,356 office, Sears Auto Repair
6-12 story
less existing
15a Brand
California
SE
43,916 1-2 story com./ surf. Parking
MU - 2 story
less existing
15b Maryland
California
SW
43,299 surface parking
DMU Typology
less existing
21 Brand
E. Harvard SE
35,508 2-4 story comm.
DMU Typology
less existing
22 Colorado
Orange
NE
29,089 3-story hotel
DMU Typology
less existing
24 Brand
Colorado
SW
85,189 1-story retail & office
DMU Typology
less existing
30 Lexington
Central
NW
39,929
DMU Typology
less existing
31 Lexington
Central
SW
32,370
DMU Typology
less existing
32 California
Central
SW
18,757
DMU Typology
less existing
33 Wilson
Central
NW
34,502
DMU Typology
less existing
34 Columbus
Colorado
SE
12,444
DMU Typology
less existing
35 Colorado
S. Louise
SE
16,368
EBMU Typology
less existing
36 Colorado
S. Glendale SW
63,181
EBMU Typology
less existing
Subtotal
C SITES (mid-rise structures with active businesses, including mid-rise parking structures)
Site # Address
Cross St
Corner
Lot Area Current
Potential Devel.
5 Doran
Brand
NE
112,409 6 and 7 story offices
(2) 25 story office towers
less existing
8 Brand
Doran
SW
71,071 11-story office
25 story office w/pkg
less existing
13 Central
Wilson
NE
108,862 Sears big box +GRA
6&12 st & park
less existing
14 Orange
Wilson
NW
100,184 Sears parking garage
6&12 st & park
less existing
28 Maryland
Doran
NE
49,000 3 story parking garage
(1) 25 story office tower
39 Central
Milford
SE
103,174 CitiBank garage and branch
6&12 st & park
less existing
Subtotal
TOTAL NEW DEVELOPMENT

1,960,006

89 units (90uac)
73 units (90uac)
-6,783 sf
60 units (90uac)
176 units (90uac)
-10,560 sf
82 units (90uac)
67 units (90uac)
39 units (90uac)
-4,800 sf
71 units (90uac)
26 units (90uac)
26 units (70uac)
102 units (70uac)
1,207

Office (SF)
750,000 SF
-203,428 sf
245 units (150uac)
750,000 SF
-119,323 sf
250 units (100uac)
-11,015 sf
230 units (100uac)
no units
237 units (100uac)
961

1.80 persons/unit
7166 residents

70 un/ac
90 un/ac
100 un/Ac
150 un/Ac

-48,417

Residential
no units

3,981 units

Population Assumption
TOTAL POPULATION
Typologies/Typical Densities
EBMU Typology (East Broadway Mixed Use)
• 4 story resid. over commercial
DMU Typology (Downtown Mixed Use)
• 4-6 story resid. over commercial
6-12 Story Tower
12-24 Story Tower

Residential
Office (SF)
144 units (100uac)
-15,871 sf
251 units (100uac)
-40,403 sf
no units
30,000 SF

Retail (SF)
18,700 SF (30%)
-34,846 sf
32,800 SF (30%)
-18,700 sf
30,000 SF
-61,260 sf
52,000 SF
-19,135 sf
7,100 SF (20%)
-32,753 sf
8,700 SF (30%)
-18,399 sf
25,600 SF (30%)
-33,794 sf
7,900 SF (20%)
-4,698 sf
9,700 SF (30%)
-22,867 sf
5,600 SF (30%)
-6,492 sf
10,300 SF (30%)
-24,561 sf
3,700 SF (30%)
-3,350 sf
4,900 SF (30%)
-4,988 sf
19,000 SF (30%)
-41,837 sf
-91,680

Hotel

Retail (SF)

Hotel Status
poss

40,000 SF
15,000
-172,254
20,500
-8,900

SF (30%)
sf
SF (20%)
sf

Comments

park pot
educational offices

Comments

redev. 11 st office / encapsulated parking
60,000 SF Park

37,500 SF
9,000 SF
-7,500 sf
1,196,234
1,738,962 SF

33000 SF Park

-96,654
-87,833 SF

0.002 persons/sf*
0.001 persons/sf*
3478 employees
-88 employees
* 387 sf / person
* 945 sf / person
source: http://www.eia.doe.gov/emeu/consumptionbriefs/cbecs/pbawebsite/contents.htm
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GLENDALE DOWNTOWN SPECIFIC PLAN- OPPORTUNITY SITES & POTENTIAL DEVELOPMENT
ALTERNATIVE A (highlights indicate opportunity sites with changes from Preferred Alternative)
CUMULATIVE PROJECTS
Site # Address
1 Central
2 Goode Ave
less existing
3 Central
less existing
9 W. Milford
10a 300 N Central
12 301 N Central
less existing
18 185-87 N. Orange
less existing
19 Brand
25 Broadway
26 Broadway
27 Broadway
37 Colorado
less existing
Subtotal

Cross St
Burchett
Central

Corner
Lot Area Current
NW
43,650 surface parking
midblock
20,800

Potential Devel.
272 room hotel
8 story office

Residential
no
no

Doran

NE

77,916 3-story office/GF: restaurant 24-story res'd

Orange
California
California

SE
NE
NW

37,500 parking garage
27,690 vacant bldgs
33,125 small mixed use

6-12 story
10 story res/retail
2-6 story res/off/ret

Wilson

SW

40,768 1-story retail

16 st res w 2st pkg

200 units

W.Wilson
Louise
Kenwood
Jackson
Jackson

SW
SW
SE
SW
NE

59,405 vacant
30,142
22,638
22,742
19,402 1-story office

16-20 story RMU
SNK
Broadway Mixed Use Dvlpm
Intercorp

280 units
38 units (68uac)
118 units (84.5uac)
incl. in above
28 units

Office (SF)

Retail (SF)

188,000 SF
-10,500 sf

284 units (160uac)
-32,854 sf
86 units (100uac)
72 units (114uac)
46 units

18,712
-6,755
10,000

11,470
-7,233

1,152

A SITES (vacant lots/buildings and/or surface parking lots with nominal structures)
Site # Address
Cross St
Corner
Lot Area Current
4 Sanchez
Brand
SW
65,980 surface parking
6 Central
Doran
SE
87,665 3-story office / parking
less existing
7 Central
Doran
SW
75,542 6-story medical office
less existing
16 E Wilson
Maryland
NW
28,183 6-story retail/office
less existing
17 Maryland
E Wilson
midblock
14,340 surface parking
20 E. Broadway
Louise
NW
21,904 2-story com (DPSS) / parking
less existing
23 Brand
Colorado
NE
17,611 vacant
29 Doran
N. Central SW
23,797 1-story fast food
less existing
38 Colorado
S. Glendale NW
18,058 1-story retail
less existing
Subtotal

Potential Devel.
25 story office & park
12 story & park
DMU Typology
DMU Typology

30 units (90uac)
45 units (90uac)

DMU Typology
DMU Typology

36 units (90uac)
49 units (90uac)

EBMU Typology

29 units (70uac)

Stage 1

Retail (SF)
72,000 SF
13,000 SF

Comments
Embassy Suites Hotel
may build Jan 08
Johnson Fain Tower

prelim staff review on 01/25/06 for high rise res'd proposal
Approved
Approved

4,000 SF
SF
12,435 SF
sf
-5,390 sf
sf l/w - 5un
3,000 SF
-17,470 sf
3,000 SF
3,900 SF
7,000 SF
incl. in above
SF
sf
166,603
-721

Residential
Office (SF)
no units
600,000 SF
201 units (100uac)
13,000 SF
-32,854 sf
156 units (90uac)
-66,725 sf
58 units (90uac)

DMU Typology
DMU Typology

Hotel Status
yes
Const
Permitted

-7,398 sf
3,600 SF
-7,398 sf

Stage 1

2 fl parking above grade

prelim project for 176 res unit / 290 rm hotel w/ 700 cars
Const
Typical
Const
TheFourOneSix
included in above #26

Hotel Status

Comments
narrow/noise/view?
higher limit yield that Pref. Alt.

App/Pend
8,500
-5,000
2,800
4,700

SF (30%)
sf
SF (20%)
SF (15%)

3,500
7,100
-3,438
5,417
-7,357

SF (20%)
SF (30%)
sf
SF (30%)
sf
101,222

poss

-93,116 sf

605

420,305

Status
B SITES (one to two story structures with active businesses, including low-rise parking structures)
Site # Address
Cross St
Corner
Lot Area Current
Potential Devel.
10b Central
Lexington
SE
62,540 office
DMU Typology
less existing
11 Orange
California
NW
109,356 office, Sears Auto Repair
DMU Typology
less existing
15a Brand
California
SE
43,916 1-2 story com./ surf. Parking
MU - 2 story
less existing
15b Maryland
California
SW
43,299 surface parking
DMU Typology
less existing
21 Brand
E. Harvard SE
35,508 2-4 story comm.
DMU Typology
less existing
22 Colorado
Orange
NE
29,089 3-story hotel
DMU Typology
less existing
24 Brand
Colorado
SW
85,189 1-story retail & office
DMU Typology
less existing
30 Lexington
Central
NW
39,929
DMU Typology
less existing
31 Lexington
Central
SW
32,370
DMU Typology
less existing
32 California
Central
SW
18,757
DMU Typology
less existing
33 Wilson
Central
NW
34,502
DMU Typology
less existing
34 Columbus
Colorado
SE
12,444
DMU Typology
less existing
35 Colorado
S. Louise
SE
16,368
EBMU Typology
less existing
36 Colorado
S. Glendale SW
63,181
EBMU Typology
less existing
Subtotal
C SITES (mid-rise structures with active businesses, including mid-rise parking structures)
Site # Address
Cross St
Corner
Lot Area Current
Potential Devel.
5 Doran
Brand
NE
112,409 6 and 7 story offices
(2) 25 story office towers
less existing
8 Brand
Doran
SW
71,071 11-story office
25 story office w/pkg
less existing
13 Central
Wilson
NE
108,862 Sears big box +GRA
DMU Typology
less existing
14 Orange
Wilson
NW
100,184 Sears parking garage
DMU Typology
less existing
28 Maryland
Doran
NE
49,000 3 story parking garage
DMU Typology
39 Central
Milford
SE
103,174 CitiBank garage and branch
DMU Typology
less existing
Subtotal
TOTAL NEW DEVELOPMENT

1,960,006

226 units (90uac)
no units

90 un/ac
100 un/Ac
150 un/Ac

-40,403 sf
30,000 SF

89 units (90uac)
73 units (90uac)
-6,783 sf
60 units (90uac)
176 units (90uac)
-10,560 sf
82 units (90uac)
67 units (90uac)
39 units (90uac)
-4,800 sf
71 units (90uac)
26 units (90uac)
26 units (70uac)
102 units (70uac)
1,167

-48,417

Residential
no units

Office (SF)
750,000 SF
-203,428 sf
245 units (150uac)
750,000 SF
-119,323 sf
225 units (90uac)
-11,015 sf
207 units (90uac)

101 units (90uac)
213 units (90uac)
991

1.80 persons/unit
7047 residents

70 un/ac

Office (SF)
-15,871 sf

3,915 units

Population Assumption
TOTAL POPULATION
Typologies/Typical Densities
EBMU Typology (East Broadway Mixed Use)
• 4 story resid. over commercial
DMU Typology (Downtown Mixed Use)
• 4-6 story resid. over commercial
6-12 Story Tower
12-24 Story Tower

Residential
129 units (90uac)

Retail (SF)
18,700 SF (30%)
-34,846 sf
32,800 SF (30%)
-18,700 sf
30,000 SF
-61,260 sf
52,000 SF
-19,135 sf
7,100 SF (20%)
-32,753 sf
8,700 SF (30%)
-18,399 sf
25,600 SF (30%)
-33,794 sf
7,900 SF (20%)
-4,698 sf
9,700 SF (30%)
-22,867 sf
5,600 SF (30%)
-6,492 sf
10,300 SF (30%)
-24,561 sf
3,700 SF (30%)
-3,350 sf
4,900 SF (30%)
-4,988 sf
19,000 SF (30%)
-41,837 sf
-91,680

Hotel

Retail (SF)

Hotel Status
poss

40,000 SF
15,000
-172,254
20,500
-8,900

SF (30%)
sf
SF (20%)
sf

9,000 SF
-7,500 sf
1,158,734
1,701,462 SF

Comments

park pot
educational offices

Comments

redev. 11 st office / encapsulated parking
60,000 SF Park

33000 SF Park

-96,654
-87,833 SF

0.002 persons/sf*
0.001 persons/sf*
3403 employees
-88 employees
* 387 sf / person
* 945 sf / person
source: http://www.eia.doe.gov/emeu/consumptionbriefs/cbecs/pbawebsite/contents.htm
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GLENDALE DOWNTOWN SPECIFIC PLAN- OPPORTUNITY SITES & POTENTIAL DEVELOPMENT
ALTERNATIVE B (highlights indicate opportunity sites with changes from Preferred Alternative)
CUMULATIVE PROJECTS
Site # Address
1 Central
2 Goode Ave
less existing
3 Central
less existing
9 W. Milford
10a 300 N Central
12 301 N Central
less existing
18 185-87 N. Orange
less existing
19 Brand
25 Broadway
26 Broadway
27 Broadway
37 Colorado
less existing
Subtotal

Cross St
Burchett
Central

Corner
Lot Area Current
NW
43,650 surface parking
midblock
20,800

Potential Devel.
272 room hotel
8 story office

Residential
no
no

Doran

NE

77,916 3-story office/GF: restaurant 24-story res'd

Orange
California
California

SE
NE
NW

37,500 parking garage
27,690 vacant bldgs
33,125 small mixed use

6-12 story
10 story res/retail
2-6 story res/off/ret

Wilson

SW

40,768 1-story retail

16 st res w 2st pkg

200 units

W.Wilson
Louise
Kenwood
Jackson
Jackson

SW
SW
SE
SW
NE

59,405 vacant
30,142
22,638
22,742
19,402 1-story office

16-20 story RMU
SNK
Broadway Mixed Use Dvlpm
Intercorp

280 units
38 units (68uac)
118 units (84.5uac)
incl. in above
28 units

Office (SF)

Retail (SF)

188,000 SF
-10,500 sf

284 units (160uac)
-32,854 sf
86 units (100uac)
72 units (114uac)
46 units

18,712
-6,755
10,000

11,470
-7,233

1,152

A SITES (vacant lots/buildings and/or surface parking lots with nominal structures)
Site # Address
Cross St
Corner
Lot Area Current
4 Sanchez
Brand
SW
65,980 surface parking
6 Central
Doran
SE
87,665 3-story office / parking
less existing
7 Central
Doran
SW
75,542 6-story medical office
less existing
16 E Wilson
Maryland
NW
28,183 6-story retail/office
less existing
17 Maryland
E Wilson
midblock
14,340 surface parking
20 E. Broadway
Louise
NW
21,904 2-story com (DPSS) / parking
less existing
23 Brand
Colorado
NE
17,611 vacant
29 Doran
N. Central SW
23,797 1-story fast food
less existing
38 Colorado
S. Glendale NW
18,058 1-story retail
less existing
Subtotal

Potential Devel.
25 story office & park
12 story & park
EBMU Typology
EBMU Typology

23 units (70uac)
35 units (70uac)

EBMU Typology
EBMU Typology

28 units (70uac)
38 units (70uac)

EBMU Typology

29 units (70uac)

Stage 1

Retail (SF)
72,000 SF
13,000 SF

Comments
Embassy Suites Hotel
may build Jan 08
Johnson Fain Tower

prelim staff review on 01/25/06 for high rise res'd proposal
Approved
Approved

4,000 SF
SF
12,435 SF
sf
-5,390 sf
sf l/w - 5un
3,000 SF
-17,470 sf
3,000 SF
3,900 SF
7,000 SF
incl. in above
SF
sf
166,603
-721

Residential
Office (SF)
no units
600,000 SF
201 units (100uac)
13,000 SF
-32,854 sf
121 units (70uac)
-66,725 sf
45 units (70uac)

EBMU Typology
EBMU Typology

Hotel Status
yes
Const
Permitted

-7,398 sf
3,600 SF
-7,398 sf

Stage 1

2 fl parking above grade

prelim project for 176 res unit / 290 rm hotel w/ 700 cars
Const
Typical
Const
TheFourOneSix
included in above #26

Hotel Status

Comments
narrow/noise/view?
higher limit yield that Pref. Alt.

App/Pend
8,500
-5,000
2,800
4,700

SF (30%)
sf
SF (20%)
SF (15%)

3,500
7,100
-3,438
5,417
-7,357

SF (20%)
SF (30%)
sf
SF (30%)
sf
101,222

poss

-93,116 sf

522

420,305

Status
B SITES (one to two story structures with active businesses, including low-rise parking structures)
Site # Address
Cross St
Corner
Lot Area Current
Potential Devel.
10b Central
Lexington
SE
62,540 office
EBMU Typology
less existing
11 Orange
California
NW
109,356 office, Sears Auto Repair
EBMU Typology
less existing
15a Brand
California
SE
43,916 1-2 story com./ surf. Parking
MU - 2 story
less existing
15b Maryland
California
SW
43,299 surface parking
EBMU Typology
less existing
21 Brand
E. Harvard SE
35,508 2-4 story comm.
EBMU Typology
less existing
22 Colorado
Orange
NE
29,089 3-story hotel
EBMU Typology
less existing
24 Brand
Colorado
SW
85,189 1-story retail & office
EBMU Typology
less existing
30 Lexington
Central
NW
39,929
EBMU Typology
less existing
31 Lexington
Central
SW
32,370
EBMU Typology
less existing
32 California
Central
SW
18,757
EBMU Typology
less existing
33 Wilson
Central
NW
34,502
EBMU Typology
less existing
34 Columbus
Colorado
SE
12,444
EBMU Typology
less existing
35 Colorado
S. Louise
SE
16,368
EBMU Typology
less existing
36 Colorado
S. Glendale SW
63,181
EBMU Typology
less existing
Subtotal
C SITES (mid-rise structures with active businesses, including mid-rise parking structures)
Site # Address
Cross St
Corner
Lot Area Current
Potential Devel.
5 Doran
Brand
NE
112,409 6 and 7 story offices
(2) 25 story office towers
less existing
8 Brand
Doran
SW
71,071 11-story office
25 story office w/pkg
less existing
13 Central
Wilson
NE
108,862 Sears big box +GRA
EBMU Typology
less existing
14 Orange
Wilson
NW
100,184 Sears parking garage
EBMU Typology
less existing
28 Maryland
Doran
NE
49,000 3 story parking garage
EBMU Typology
39 Central
Milford
SE
103,174 CitiBank garage and branch
EBMU Typology
less existing
Subtotal
TOTAL NEW DEVELOPMENT

1,960,006

176 units (70uac)
no units

90 un/ac
100 un/Ac
150 un/Ac

-40,403 sf
30,000 SF

70 units (70uac)
57 units (70uac)
-6,783 sf
47 units (70uac)
137 units (70uac)
-10,560 sf
64 units (70uac)
52 units (70uac)
30 units (70uac)
-4,800 sf
55 units (70uac)
20 units (70uac)
26 units (70uac)
102 units (70uac)
936

-48,417

Residential
no units

Office (SF)
750,000 SF
-203,428 sf
245 units (150uac)
750,000 SF
-119,323 sf
175 units (70uac)
-11,015 sf
161 units (70uac)

79 units (70uac)
166 units (70uac)
825

1.80 persons/unit
6183 residents

70 un/ac

Office (SF)
-15,871 sf

3,435 units

Population Assumption
TOTAL POPULATION
Typologies/Typical Densities
EBMU Typology (East Broadway Mixed Use)
• 4 story resid. over commercial
DMU Typology (Downtown Mixed Use)
• 4-6 story resid. over commercial
6-12 Story Tower
12-24 Story Tower

Residential
101 units (70uac)

Retail (SF)
18,700 SF (30%)
-34,846 sf
32,800 SF (30%)
-18,700 sf
30,000 SF
-61,260 sf
52,000 SF
-19,135 sf
7,100 SF (20%)
-32,753 sf
8,700 SF (30%)
-18,399 sf
25,600 SF (30%)
-33,794 sf
7,900 SF (20%)
-4,698 sf
9,700 SF (30%)
-22,867 sf
5,600 SF (30%)
-6,492 sf
10,300 SF (30%)
-24,561 sf
3,700 SF (30%)
-3,350 sf
4,900 SF (30%)
-4,988 sf
19,000 SF (30%)
-41,837 sf
-91,680

Hotel

Retail (SF)

Hotel Status
poss

40,000 SF
15,000
-172,254
20,500
-8,900

SF (30%)
sf
SF (20%)
sf

9,000 SF
-7,500 sf
1,158,734
1,701,462 SF

Comments

park pot
educational offices

Comments

redev. 11 st office / encapsulated parking
60,000 SF Park

33000 SF Park

-96,654
-87,833 SF

0.002 persons/sf*
0.001 persons/sf*
3403 employees
-88 employees
* 387 sf / person
* 945 sf / person
source: http://www.eia.doe.gov/emeu/consumptionbriefs/cbecs/pbawebsite/contents.htm

Location

Glendale
Glendale
Glendale
Pasadena
Pasadena
Pasadena
West Hollywood
Pasadena
Pasadena
Santa Ana
Long Beach
South Pasadena
Pasadena
Burbank
Pasadena
Fullerton
Burbank

Location

Glendale
Glendale
Pasadena
Santa Monica
Pasadena
Pasadena
Pasadena
Pasadena
Miracle Mile
Pasadena
Pasadena

Location

Glendale
Pasadena

Location

Glendale
Glendale
Glendale
Glendale
Glendale
Long Beach
Little Tokyo

2-4 story buildings

Broadway & Louise
228 S Jackson
416 Broadway
215 S Marengo
Messina
Granada Court
Seven Fountains
Madison Walk
Heritage Walk
The Cordoba
Olive Court
Mission Meridian
The Milan
Burbank Collection
Alexan City Place
Pinnacle
Village Walk

4-6 story buildings

301 N Central
435 Los Feliz
Walnut & Hudson
606 Broadway
Walnut Place
Delacey Place
Playhouse Condos
Union Village
Miracle Mile
Trio
Del Mar Station

Towers 6-12 stories

300 N Central
The Madison

Towers 12-24 stories

Orange & Milford project
185 N Orange
610 N Central
BOSA project
City Center II project
150 Ocean Blvd
G8Way

46
165
22
50
28
34
146
104
197
304
347

24 stories
16 stories
24 stories
19 stories
20 stories
18 stories
5-22 stories
Averages

Site Size

0.76 acres
2.05 acres
0.352 acres
0.344 acres
0.365 acres
0.407 acres
1.5 acres
1.729 acres
2 acres
3.4 acres
4.2 acres
1.60 acres

Site Size

0.5 acres
0.6 acres
1.36 acres
0.361 acres
0.407 acres
0.64 acres
0.69 acres
0.794 acres
0.89 acres
1.18 acres
1.5 acres
1.65 acres
0.78 acres
2.04 acres
2.37 acres
2.4 acres
2.53 acres
1.22 acres

Site Size

142
0.86 acres
204 0.935 acres
284
1.78 acres
135 1.378 acres
186 1.378 acres
216
1.86 acres
850
6.1 acres
2.04 acres

Site Size

72 0.635 acres
16 0.242 acres
0.44 acres

Height Units

8 stories
7 stories
Averages

Height Units

6 stories
6 stories
5 stories
6 stories
5 stories
4-6 stories
6 stories
stories
5 stories
4-6 stories
4-7 stories
Averages

Height Units

34
26
115
38
42
31
20
48
38
45
58
67
55
118
214
192
140

Height Units

4 stories
3 stories
4 stories
2-4 stories
3-4 stories
2-4 stories
2-4 stories
4 stories
3-4 stories
2-4 stories
2-3 stories
2-3 stories
4-5 stories
6 stories
4 stories
4 stories
4 stories
Averages

Exhibit 2: Comparative Density Analysis

165 du/acre
218 du/acre
160 du/acre
98 du/acre
135 du/acre
116 du/acre
139 du/acre
147 du/acre

Density

113 du/acre
66 du/acre
90 du/acre

Density

61 du/acre
80 du/acre
63 du/acre
145 du/acre
77 du/acre
84 du/acre
97 du/acre
60 du/acre
99 du/acre
89 du/acre
83 du/acre
85 du/acre

Density

68 du/acre
43 du/acre
85 du/acre
105 du/acre
103 du/acre
48 du/acre
29 du/acre
60 du/acre
43 du/acre
38 du/acre
39 du/acre
41 du/acre
71 du/acre
58 du/acre
90 du/acre
80 du/acre
55 du/acre
62 du/acre

Density

3.76
4.98

6.69
4.50

FAR

4.09

4.09

FAR

1.79
2.65
2.52

2.57
4.22
2.58
1.53

2.71
2.82
2.15

FAR

2.22

2.25
2.37
1.88

3.59
1.82
2.12
2.20
2.10
1.62

FAR

condo
condo
condo
condo
condo
condo
mixed

Type

condo
condo

Type

condo
condo
rental
rental
rental
condo
condo
condo
rental
rental
rental

Type

condo
condo
condo
condo
rental
condo
rental
condo
condo
condo
condo
condo
condo
condo
rental
rental
condo

Type

12,435 sf
2,265 sf
2,976 sf
6,578 sf
2,410 sf
5,000 sf
9,700 sf
4,100 sf
sf
14,602 sf
11,000 sf
7,107 sf

5,105 sf
3,438 sf
19,509 sf

sf
av 1050 sf
sf
av 1325 sf
sf
sf
sf

0 sf
3,000 sf
30,000 sf
11,977 sf
?? sf
no sf
sf
19,509 sf

Unit Size Retail / Office

av 1348 sf
sf

Unit Size Retail / Office

av 1152 sf
813-1595 sf
sf
700-1000 sf
sf
sf
sf
sf
sf
532-1645 sf
560-1622 sf

7%
39%
20%

18%
33%

10%
6%

38%
3%
19%
44%
15%
28%
15%
5%

Retail / Office
% site
3,900 sf 18%
11,470 sf 44%
7,000 sf 12%
no sf
12,700 sf 72%
no sf
no sf
no sf
no sf
sf
no sf
5,000 sf
7%
10,700 sf 31%
38,400 sf 43%
no sf
no sf
58,800 sf 53%
14,212 sf

Unit Size Retail / Office

av 1280 sf
sf
761-1252 sf
av 540 sf
sf
av 1436 sf
av 1700 sf
sf
sf
av 1489 sf
800-1400 sf
763-2440 sf
700-1900 sf
1200 sf
766-1240 sf
662-1591 sf
1159-1942 sf

Unit Size

89
236
373

1.62
2.00
1.74

600

200

6

Com
100
9
14

40
462
0

51
45
0
0
5
0

Com
15
31
40
0

Ratio
2.11
2.33
2.24
2.29
0.01

Parking
Res
300
475
637
309

Com
300
45
0
49

Parking
Ratio Res Com
2.39 172
20

600

2.09

1.73

48
305

1.71

Parking
Ratio Res
2.28 105
2.29 378
1.50
33

51
45
81
76
97

1.65
2.25
1.69
2.00
2.16

Parking
Ratio Res
2.00
68
2.27
59
2.28 262
1.00
38
SNK

Developer

I
I
I
I
I
I
I and III

Const Type

I
I?

Const Type

V over II
mod. III

Const Type

Amidi Group
Intercorp
Mapleton Partners
BOSA
Amidi Group
Camden Development
Related Companies

Developer

Urban Housing Alliance LLC
The Madison Company

Developer

Central-California LLC
Urban Housing Alliance LLC
Pasadena Hudson LLC
JSM
Walnut Place LLC
Toledo Homes
Standard Pacific
Millcreek Development
Legacy
Shea Properties
Urban Partners / Archstone

Developer

Intercorp
Western Urban Ventures
JSM
V
Milcreek Development
V
Seven Fountains LLC
V
Olson Company
V
Olson Company
V over I
Steadfast Company
Type V
Livable Places
V over I
Creative Housing Assoc
III 1 hr
Champion Development
III(mod) over I Champion Development
V
Trammell Crow Res'd
BRE Properties
Olson Company

V & II on I

Const Type

Chris Dikeakos Architects
GMP
JohnsonFain Partnership
Chris Dikeakos Architects
Chris Dikeakos Architects
Thomas Cox
Thomas Cox

Architect

Steinberg Group
WPH Architecture

Architect

Herand derSarkissian
Steinberg Group
Gary Scherquist
MRY / DE Architects
Togawa Smith
Alajajian Marcoosi Architects
Togawa Smith
M&P / RTKL
Thomas Cox
Thomas Cox
Moule & Polyzoides

Architect

KTGY
Landmark Design
LCRA
DE Architects
DE Architects
Moule & Polyzoides
Moule & Polyzoides
Nestor + Gaffney Architecture
Bassenian-Lagoni Architects
Moule & Polyzoides
Studio E
Moule & Polyzoides
Studio One Eleven
Studio One Eleven
VTBS
KTYG
Nestor + Gaffney Architecture

Architect

Notes / WebSite / Misc

www.brefullerton.com
www.ngarch.com

affordable housing / www.olivecourt.com / www.livableplaces.org
adjacent to Gold Line station / www.missionmeridianvillage.com

www.granadacourt.com
10 units under entitlement / www.7fountains.com
www.ngarch.com

Notes / WebSite / Misc

pre-appl
stage 1
stage 1
withdrawn
pre-appl

Status

entitled
entitled

Status

includes 150-room hotel
www.tca-arch.com
consists of 1 22-story tower, 3 5-story bldgs, 600-car public garage

Notes / WebSite / Misc

www.wphinc.com/projects/highrise/madison.htm

Notes / WebSite / Misc

entitled
entitled
entitled
under const
finish 2004
under const www.toledohomesinc.com
permitted
entitled
www.tca-arch.com
finish 2005 www.tca-arch.com
under const includes Gold Line station and historic depot

Status

finish 2005

under const
entltled
under const
under const
finish 2004
under const
finish 2002
finish 2000
finish 2000
in design
under const
finish 2005
plan check
permitted
finish 2001

Status

compiled by Alan Loomis, Principal Urban Designer, City of Glendale
February 1, 2006
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Introduction
The City of Glendale Water & Power (GWP) provides electric and water supplies to the
Glendale residents. GWP service territory encompasses approximately 31 square miles
and serves nearly 200,000 people. GWP has four water supply sources: San Fernando
Basin, Verdugo Basin, Recycled Water & Imported Water supplied by the Metropolitan
Water District. The system consists of two water treatment plants, 378 miles of
distribution pipeline, 30 water storage facilities, and 34 pump stations. The average
annual yield from these four sources is about 9.7 billion gallons. Approximately 31% of
the Glendale water supply is produced locally from both wells and surface water. The
remaining 69% is purchased from Metropolitan Water District of Southern California.
Since the 1950s and 1960s City of Glendale has been focusing on developing the
downtown area into a more commerce-driven zone, with people living in the outskirts
of this central district. Considering the trend of changes in lifestyle and other factors,
the City has a new vision of downtown development for a mixed use to create a more
active and vibrant environment. To accomplish this new goal, Glendale Planning
Department has proposed the Downtown Specific Plan (DSP).
This report discusses water supply availability to Glendale for the next 20 years and the
ability to meet future water demand for the proposed Downtown Specific Plan.
Purpose of The Report
Under the California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA), a “Water Supply Evaluation”
is required to be submitted with the Environmental Impact Report (EIR) for the
Downtown Specific Plan. This report is to demonstrate that Glendale has adequate
water supplies for the next 20 years for the proposed Glendale Downtown Specific Plan
development project which spans from Colorado Boulevard northerly to Glenoaks
Boulevard. The report presents an updated analysis of the capability of the water supply
and transmission system to meet future DSP usage requirements.
Regulatory Requirement
Urban Water Management Planning Act
All urban water suppliers providing water for municipal purposes to more than 30,000
customers or supplying more than 3,000 acre-feet of water are required by the Urban
Water Management Planning Act to prepare and adopt an urban water management
plan for submittal to the State Department of Water Resources (DWR). The Act also
requires that the plan be periodically reviewed for changes and that an update be
submitted to DWR every five years. The plan describes and evaluates the practical and
efficient uses of water activities, water reclamation and conservation and detailed
evaluation of water supply and demand at least twenty years into the future.
The 2005 Glendale Urban Water Management Plan (UWMP) was adopted by the City
Council and was submitted to DWR in December 2005 for review. For purposes of this
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Water Supply Assessment, Glendale has slightly modified its projections of the
quantities of water it will receive from various sources for the next 20 years. The
primary modifications focus on greater use of local supplies and promotion of recycled
water use.
Senate Bill 221 (Kuehl) and Senate Bill 610 (Costa)
This legislation amends existing California law regarding land use planning and water
supply availability by requiring more information and assurance of supply than
required in the UWMP. The legislation took effect on January 1, 2002 and requires
water retail providers like Glendale Water & Power (GWP) to demonstrate that sufficient
and reliable supplies are available to serve large-scale developments prior to completion
of the environmental review process and approval of such large-scale projects.
This report is intended to fulfill the requirements of this new legislation for the
Downtown Specific Plan (DSP).
Downtown Specific Plan Water Demands
The projected water demands for the DSP is 337 million gallons per year or 1,034 acrefeet per year (AFY) based upon the potential development data provided by Glendale
Planning Department which is included as Attachment 1. Currently, Glendale delivers
about 33,000 AFY to its water users city-wide. The water demands of the proposed
project represent approximately 3.1 percent of the water use in Glendale.
The information in Attachment 1 does not specifically identify the anticipated water use
for new development landscaping. For the purposes of this report it is assumed that
recycled water use for landscape irrigation and toilet-flushing of new development in
the Downtown Specific Plan will total 100 AFY, which represents a conservative
estimate.
Existing Water Sources and Supplies
The City of Glendale (refer as “City”) currently has four sources of water available to
meet demands: San Fernando Basin, Verdugo Basin, Metropolitan Water District
(imported water) and recycled water from the Los Angeles/Glendale Water
Reclamation Plant (LAGWRP). Each of these sources is described below. The entry
points in the Glendale water system for the various supplies are shown in Figure 1.
Over the past 40 years, there has been a change in the mix of supplies used to meet
water demands in the City. In the future, we project minor changes in water supplies.
These changes and sources are discussed below.
1.

San Fernando Basin

The City’s water right to San Fernando Basin supplies is defined by the judgment in the
matter entitled “The City of Los Angeles vs. the City of San Fernando, et al.” (1979) (the
“Judgment”) (Attachment 2). It consists of a return flow credit, a type of water right
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based on the assumption that a percentage of water used in the City is returned to the
groundwater basin. Additionally, the City has a right to accumulate its credits annually
if its water rights are not used. In the water years of 2003-04 and 2004-05, the City had a
storage credit of 66,201 AF and 64,103 AF (as shown in Attachment 3), respectively,
within the basin. Also, there is a right to produce excess water subject to a payment
obligation to the City of Los Angeles based primarily on the cost of MWD alternative
supplies. This option to produce additional water in excess of the return flow credit and
the accumulated credits is a significant factor in relation to the water production at the
Glendale Water Treatment Plant (GWTP), which is part of a U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency (EPA) Superfund clean-up project in Glendale. The project consists
of a 5,000 gallon-per-minute (gpm) facility and eight wells that supply the plant. The
project currently delivers approximately 7,200 AFY to the City and provides about 22
percent of the City’s total demand. Further discussion of this can be found later in this
report. The various San Fernando Basin supplies are:
Return Flow Credit – Glendale is entitled to a return flow credit of 20 percent of
all delivered water (including recycled water) in the San Fernando Basin and its
tributary hill and mountain area. A location map is shown in Figure 2. The
return flow credit is calculated by determining the amount of total water used in
the City less 105 percent of total sales by Glendale to Verdugo Basin and its
tributary hills. This credit ranges from about 5,000 AFY to 5,400 AFY depending
on actual water use. This is the City’s primary water right in the San Fernando
Basin.
Physical Solution Water – Glendale has an agreement to extract excess water
chargeable against the rights of the City of Los Angeles upon payment of
specified charges generally tied to MWD’s water rates. Glendale’s physical
solution right is 5,000 AFY.
Pumping for Groundwater Cleanup – Section 2.5 of the Upper Los Angeles
River Area’s Policies and Procedures, dated July, 1993, provides for the
unlimited extraction of basin water for SUPERFUND activities, subject to
payment of specified charges similar to physical solution water. This right
became a significant factor with the completion of the Glendale Water Treatment
Plant (GWTP) in 2000.
Carry-over extractions – In addition to current extractions of return flow water
and stored water, Glendale may, in any one year, extract from the San Fernando
Basin an amount not to exceed 10 percent of its last annual credit for import
return water, subject to an obligation to replace such over-extraction by reduced
extraction during the next water year. This provides important year-to-year
flexibility in meeting water demands.
San Fernando Basin production has been limited over the past 20 years and was
eventually eliminated for a time because of the volatile organic compounds (VOCs) in
the groundwater. The entire San Fernando Valley is part of a U. S. Environmental
Protection Agency (EPA) Superfund cleanup program. Over the past ten years, many
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water treatment plants had been constructed in the San Fernando Valley to remove
VOCs from the groundwater. EPA had focused on the construction of cleanup facilities
in Glendale. The Glendale Water Treatment Plant and eight extraction wells had been
constructed to pump, treat and deliver the water to Glendale via its Grandview
Pumping Station. Significant production from the basin and delivery to Glendale
started in January 2002.
The cleanup facilities consist of seven shallow extraction wells and one deep well; the
5,000 gpm Glendale Water Treatment Plant to remove the VOCs; piping to convey the
untreated water from the wells to the water treatment plant; a system to convey water
from the treatment plant to the Glendale potable distribution system; a facility to blend
the treated groundwater with water from Metropolitan, and a disinfection facility. A
general layout of these facilities is shown on Figure 3.
The major agreements between City of Glendale and Glendale Respondents Group
(GRG), which represents forty plus industries identified by the EPA as potentially
responsible for the groundwater contamination, and the EPA were signed in the year
2000. GRG retained CDM Consulting Engineers, Inc. to design and construct the
required facilities. Construction has been completed and the State Department of Health
Services issued a permit for Glendale to operate the facilities in July 2000. Glendale
started taking small quantities of water from this facility on July 23, 2001. The delivery
of the water to Glendale was initially limited because of Glendale’s concerns with taking
water with higher chromium 6 levels than in the current water supply, even though
such water met all water quality standards. In January 2002, the Council authorized
Glendale to start delivering 5,000 gpm from the treatment facility into Glendale’s
potable water system with a target to minimize the concentration of chromium 6 in the
water. This source now provides about 7,200 AFY to Glendale, and will meet about 22
percent of projected near-term water demands. There is additional groundwater
production of 350 AFY by Forest Lawn Memorial Park for irrigation purposes, and 250
AFY for use of the cooling towers at the Glendale Power Plant, for a total of 7,800 AFY.
Additionally, Glendale can pump and treat more groundwater in times of imported
water shortages based on accumulated pumping credits discussed earlier in this section.
As discussed previously, Glendale as of October 2005 has 64,103 AF in accumulated
pumping credits in the San Fernando Basin. In order to achieve 7,800 AF of San
Fernando Basin production per year, Glendale must utilize its return flow credit of 5,500
AF per year as well as 2,300 AF per year of its accumulated pumping credits. Additional
usage of accumulated groundwater credits could be used to meet unexpected demands
or in cases of emergency. The usage of additional amounts of accumulated groundwater
pumping credits was not considered in the supply-demand analysis of this Water
Supply Evaluation, but rather would be in addition to the amounts of available water
supplies detailed in that analysis. That these additional amounts of groundwater were
not included in the supply-demand analysis further ensures that there are sufficient
supplies to meet Plan demands.
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2.

Verdugo Basin

Historically, groundwater supplies from the Verdugo Basin contributed a small portion
to the City’s water supplies via five wells and an underground water infiltration system.
The Judgment gives Glendale the right to extract 3,856 AFY (see page 15 of Judgment in
Attachment 2) from the Verdugo Basin. Crescenta Valley Water District also has water
rights and is the only other entity allowed to extract water from the Verdugo Basin.
Use of these supplies has been limited over the past five years due to water quality
problems, groundwater levels, and limited extraction capacity. In order to increase the
use of these supplies, the City completed construction of the Verdugo Park Water
Treatment Plant (VPWTP) in 1996. This facility has a capacity of 1,500 gpm and treats
water from the two low capacity wells (referred to as Glorietta Wells A & B) and from
the water supplies in the old Verdugo Pickup, a horizontal infiltration system. Actual
flows from these sources range between 500-550 gpm. The three existing wells referred
to as Glorietta Wells 3, 4, and 6 and the Verdugo Park Water Treatment Plant alone will
not fully utilize the City’s entire water rights to the Verdugo Basin supplies and
additional extraction capacity in the Verdugo Basin are being developed to reach the
water right capacity. The existing wells and VPWTP produce about 2,300 AFY and
account for about seven percent of Glendale’s total demand. The City has immediate
plans to increase its extraction capacity so that it can utilize its full adjudicated water
right from the Verdugo Basin, to the extent possible given the basin’s hydrology. To
that end, the City has hired Geomatrix Consultants, Inc. to determine possible sites for
additional water extraction from the basin. Being an urban area, there are many issues
to be resolved in finding desirable well sites. If the City is able to utilize its full rights to
these supplies, about 12 percent of the City’s total water demand can be obtained from
this Basin, which is an increase of five percent of current water production. The location
of the VPWTP and existing wells are shown on Figure 1.
Historically, the only water quality parameter of concern in the Verdugo Basin is high
concentration of nitrates from septic tanks in the La Crescenta area and agricultural
activities in the Basin. Septic systems have all been disconnected and the sources are
connected to the sanitary sewer system. A significant drop in nitrates has been observed.
However, large quantities of imported water from MWD are blended with the
groundwater so that the nitrate levels do not impact the usability of this groundwater
source.
3.

Metropolitan Water District

The Metropolitan Water District of Southern California (MWD or “Metropolitan”) is a
public agency organized in 1928 by a vote of the electorates of 13 Southern California
cities which included Glendale. The first function of MWD was building the Colorado
River Aqueduct to import water from the Colorado River. Water deliveries through the
aqueduct began in the early 1940’s. This imported water supplemented the local water
supplies of the original 13 Southern California member cities. In 1972, to meet growing
water demands in its service area, MWD started receiving additional water supplies
from the State Water Project. The State Water Project is owned and operated by the
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State of California Department of Water Resources (DWR). MWD currently imports
water from these two sources: (1) the Colorado River via the Colorado River Aqueduct
and (2) the State Water Project via the California Aqueduct.
The locations of the above facilities are shown in Figure 4. MWD’s service area includes
the Southern California coastal plain. It extends about 200 miles along the Pacific Ocean
from the city of Oxnard on the north to the Mexico border on the south, and it reaches 70
miles inland from the coast. MWD is currently composed of 27 member agencies,
including 14 cities, 12 municipal water districts, and one county water authority.
3a.

Colorado River Water

The Colorado River Aqueduct conveys water 242 miles from the W.P. Whisett
Pumping Plant Intake Facility at Lake Havasu, on the Colorado River, to its point
of termination at Lake Matthews Reservoir, near the city of Riverside. From this
reservoir, water is distributed to its 27 Member agencies throughout Southern
California.
California is one of the seven states that have rights to divert water from the
Colorado River. MWD is one of six California entities that have rights to
Colorado River water. Most of this water is used for irrigating agriculture in the
Imperial Valley. California has a right to the Colorado River at 4.4 million acrefeet per year. MWD’s basic right to California’s share of Colorado River Water is
550,000 acre-feet per year. Historically, California has been using about 5.3
million acre-feet of Colorado River water per year of water. Additional water has
been used primarily by MWD. This has always been a concern to the other states
that have rights to Colorado River water. Since MWD has the least right to
Colorado River water within the State of California and because of the concerns
by other Colorado River Basin states, efforts are underway to reduce California’s
use of its right to 4.4 million acre-feet per year. A variety of programs have been
designed to increase conservation of water supplies and storage supplies while
still keeping the Colorado River Aqueduct full. Some of the programs are listed
below. Detailed information on these many programs is provided in MWD’s
Regional Urban Water Management Plan.
x

Diamond Valley Lake – the completion of Diamond Valley Lake
nearly doubled the area’s surface water storage capacity;

x

Groundwater Storage Program in Upper Coachella Valley;

x

Water Conservation Program in the Imperial Valley to improve
irrigation efficiency in return for the right to divert the water
conserved by the programs;

x

Test Land Fallowing in the Palos Verde Valley;

x

Demonstration Groundwater Storage Program in Central Arizona;
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x

Imperial Irrigation District – San Diego County Water Authority
Transfer and Metropolitan – San Diego County Water Authority
Exchange;

x

All American Canal and Coachella Canal Lining.

3b.
State Water Project
The second source of imported water for MWD is the State Water Project (SWP).
SWP facilities comprise 32 storage facilities (reservoirs and lakes), 662 miles of
aqueduct, and 25 power and pumping plants. The SWP originates at Lake
Oroville, which is located on the Feather River in Northern California. That
water, along with all additional unused water from the watershed flows into
Sacramento/San Joaquin Delta. Water from the Delta is then pumped to water
users in the San Francisco Bay area, transported through the California Aqueduct
to water users in California, or flows through the Delta to San Francisco Bay and
ultimately the Pacific Ocean.
DWR contracted to deliver water in stages to 29 SWP contractors, with an
ultimate delivery of 4.23 million AF per year. Currently, DWR is delivering water
to 29 SWP contractors. MWD is the largest, with a contracted entitlement of
2,011,500 AF per year, or approximately 48 percent of the total contracted
entitlement. MWD receives deliveries of SWP supplies via the California
Aqueduct at Castaic Lake in Los Angeles County, Devil Canyon Afterbay in San
Bernardino County, and Box Springs Turnout and Lake Perris in Riverside
County. The first delivery of SWP water to Metropolitan occurred in 1972.
The initial facilities of the SWP, completed in the early 1970’s, were designed to
meet the early needs of the SWP contractors. It was intended that additional SWP
facilities, including water supply facilities, would be built over time to meet
projected increases in contractors’ delivery needs. Each contractor’s SWP contract
provided for a buildup in entitlement over time, with most contractors reaching
their maximum annual entitlement by the year 1990. However, no major water
supply improvements have been added to the project since the completion of the
initial SWP facilities in the early 1970’s primarily due to the environmental issues.
In particular environmental issues the Bay-Delta have limited the operations to
pass water from Northern California through the Bay-Delta to the southern part
of the state. The California Bay-Delta Authority (previously known as CALFED)
is an association of State and federal agencies. It has been assigned the task of
balancing the competing needs and developing options to provide a long-term
solution to the Bay-Delta Program and pledges to restore the Bay-Delta
ecosystem, improve water quality, enhance water supply reliability and assure
long-term stability for agriculture, urban and environmental uses.
As a CALFED Implementing Agency, MWD had implemented a number of
CALFED programs to improve the SWP delivery reliability and quality, such as:
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x

Delta Improvement Package (DIP) allow SWP to increase its
permitted export pumping capacity from the existing 6,680 to 8,500
cubic feet-per-second (cfs) at the Banks Pumping Plant in the Delta, a
key factor in MWD’s supply reliability goal. It also increases water
supply for regional groundwater and surface water storage initiatives
to 130,000 acre-feet per year.

x

CALFED Levees Program coordinates Delta levee maintenance and
improvement activities. Its goal is to protect water supplies needed
for the environment, agriculture and urban uses by reducing the
threat of levee failure and seawater intrusion.

MWD also initiated many programs to improve the reliability of the State Water
Project supplies outside of the CALFED process. Some are:
x

Semitropic Water Storage Desert Agreement to store SWP supplies
in Semitropic groundwater basin. This water is stored during times of
surplus and withdrawn during times of drought in the MWD service
area.

x

Arvin Edison Water Management Program operates similar to the
Semitropic Program.

To date, MWD has stored significant quantities of water in these San Joaquin
Valley groundwater basins storage projects, with more intended.
3c.

Glendale-MWD Delivery Points

Glendale receives MWD water through three service connections as shown on
Figure 1. The service connection number and capacity are summarized in Table
1 below. In total, MWD has a total delivery capacity of 70 cfs. During hot
summer days, it is common for Glendale to utilize the full capacity of the
facilities. Any significant increase in demands on MWD could require another
service connection. A copy of Glendale’s service agreement with MWD is
included in Attachment 4.

TABLE 1
METROPOLITAN CONNECTIONS AND CAPACITY
Service Connection
Number
Capacity (cfs)
G-1
48
G-2
10
G-3
12*
* To increase to 20 cfs by mid 2006
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Over the years, MWD has provided high level of reliability in meeting Glendale’s
supplemental water supply needs. It is believed that the reliability of water
supply to the City will continue in the future as a result of the many water
resource programs under way and the proposed future programs now being
considered based on MWD’s Water Surplus and Drought Management (WSDM)
Plan and Integrated Resources Plan (IRP). This source will always be a major
factor in meeting the water needs of the City. The City closely follows the
planning activities at MWD to assure that it has adequate supplies to meet the
needs of its member agencies.
4.

Recycled Water

The City of Glendale has been delivering recycled water from the Los Angeles/Glendale
Water Reclamation Plant (LAGWRP) since the late 1970’s. This is a 20 million gallonper-day (MGD) facility owned by the Cities of Los Angeles and Glendale. Based on a
1970 contract between the Cities of Los Angeles and Glendale, the relevant portions of
which are included in Attachment 5, Glendale is entitled to 50% of any effluent
produced at the plant, which is more than sufficient for all recycled water use within
City of Glendale. Treated wastewater that is not used in either the Glendale or Los
Angeles system is discharged to the Los Angeles River and eventually reaches the ocean.
As a result of the Los Angeles Integrated Resource Plan (IRP) process currently
underway, Glendale is working with Los Angeles on a future new arrangement for
LAGWRP which enhances the reliability and quality of the Recycled water supplies.
In order to improve its production reliability, the plant has undergone constructionrehabilitation of the aeration and settling basins. Fifty percent of the plant was out of
service between April 11 and August 31 of 2005 due to construction. During the
construction period, a two week reduction of production to 4 MGD and several plant
shut-downs were experienced. In view of these, improvements of providing alternative
water source to customers were considered for any future recycled water service
interruption.
LADWP provides an emergency potable water supply for the Griffith Park Tank for any
future system shutdown. The City also considering the installation of swivel-el
connection on major recycled water users (mainly for irrigation) to make the supply
more reliable and assured. Other ways to provide alternative source of water for
emergency use are also being considered.
Currently, Glendale has forty-two (42) recycled water users. These include two golf
courses, a landfill, eight recreation parks, two cemeteries, one high school, one junior
high school, one elementary school, and other irrigation areas. Also, three high-rise
buildings, Glendale’s new Police Headquarters and the new buildings at Glendale
Community College are dual-plumbed to use recycled water for sanitary flushing
purposes when facilities are in place to provide the water (Figure 6). In the next five
years, approximately eighteen (18) new recycled water users will be added for irrigation
and dual-plumbing, some of which have already been completed. Figure 6A provides a
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general idea of the scope of the expansion program. The amount of potable water
purchased from Metropolitan is expected to have a corresponding reduction.
In the 1990’s Glendale Water Department began to require all new high-rise buildings
(5-story or higher) to install dual-plumbing system within the Glendale Downtown area.
Recycled water customers are solely responsible for funding and installing the
connectors from the recycled water pipeline in the public streets to the customer’s
property, and for all on-site facilities to distribute recycled water to the ultimate use.
Glendale’s existing recycled water system is adjacent to the southern area of DSP at
Colorado Avenue and Brand Boulevard. The main recycled water distribution pipelines
and existing recycled water facilities are shown in more detail in Figure 5.
The
requirement of dual-plumbing along with the new building standards of DSP will
greatly facilitate delivery of recycled water to the Downtown vicinity for landscaping
irrigation and sanitary use. The expected deliveries from the various projects are shown
in Table 2.

TABLE 2
RECYCLED WATER USE (AFY)

PROJECTS

2005*

2010

2015

2020

2025

2030

Brand Park Pipeline

86

170

170

170

170

170

Forest Lawn Pipeline

264

350

350

350

350

350

Power Plant Pipeline

333

450

450

450

450

450

Verdugo-Scholl Pipeline

615

1,040

1060

1,080

1,080

1,080

TOTAL

1,298

2,010

2030

2,050

2,050

2,050

* Plant shutdowns experienced due to plant construction reduced recycled water usage.

5.

Summary of Local Supplies

The current use of local resources available to the City is substantially less than rights
because of water quality and extraction problems. A general summary of the City’s
rights to local water resources compared to the amount currently being used is shown
on Table 3.
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TABLE 3
LOCAL WATER PROJECTS AND USE (AFY)
Potential
Source

Current Use

Future Use

5,000 - 5,400

7,800 AFY

7,800

Verdugo Basin

3,856

2,300 AFY

3,856

Recycled Water

10,000

1,300 AFY

2,050

San Fernando Basin

Right

Note : San Fernando Basin data includes Glendale Physical Solution Water Right and Use

Past Water Use and Trends
In the past, the water quality problems in the San Fernando Basin and groundwater
levels in the Verdugo Basin have impacted the ability of Glendale to produce water from
these Basins. Glendale has only recently been able to better utilize its rights to the San
Fernando Basin water supplies accumulated for many years. The EPA has designated
several locations in the San Fernando Basin as Superfund sites and required construction
of cleanup treatment facilities by the industry group responsible for the contamination.
The Glendale cleanup project is the last in a series of EPA-required cleanup facilities and
construction is now complete. The project consists of eight (8) production wells and a
water treatment facility.
The Glendale water treatment facility was built to treat VOCs (volatile organic
compounds). In December 2000, Glendale started operating the treatment plant. But
because of the chromium 6 issue, only a small quantity was initially pumped and
delivered. Full operation started on January 6, 2002 and has been operating at full
capacity despite issues related to chromium 6 and has yielded an average production
rate of 7 MGD. A study is being made regarding removal of chromium 6.
Glendale currently has five (5) active production wells and a pick-up system (infiltration
galleries) in the Verdugo Basin, along with the VPWTP. The lower water levels have
reduced supplies for this source, and accordingly, Glendale has reduced its projections
of supply from this source as well.
Historically, Glendale used groundwater to meet a varying portion of its water demand.
In the 1940s and 1950s essentially all of Glendale's water needs were obtained from the
San Fernando and the Verdugo Basins with limited supplies from Metropolitan. In the
1960's, production from the San Fernando Basin reached a peak of about 17,000 AFY.
The Grandview well water collection system in the San Fernando Basin and the
Grandview Pumping Plant originally pumped a peak capacity of about 24,000 gpm (34.6
million gallons per day (MGD)) from San Fernando Basin directly into Glendale’s
potable water system.
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In the mid-1970s, Glendale limited production from the San Fernando Basin to about
12,000 AFY as part of a court decree arising from a Water Rights lawsuit by the City of
Los Angeles. In 1975, the California Supreme Court decision and subsequent Judgment
in City of Los Angeles vs. City of San Fernando further limited Glendale's production
right. The current right is about 5,500 AFY based on a Return Flow Credit right from
water use in Glendale, with certain additional rights as described above.
Other limitations to groundwater use occurred in the late 1970s, when production from
the Verdugo Pick-up system in the Verdugo Basin was discontinued because of water
quality problems.
In late 1979, Assembly Bill 1803 required that all water agencies using groundwater
must conduct tests for the presence of certain industrial solvents. The tests indicated
that VOCs such as trichlorethylene (TCE) and perchloroethylene (PCE) were present in
the San Fernando Basin groundwater supplies in concentrations exceeding State
Department of Health Services’ maximum contaminant levels (MCL). Both chemicals
were used extensively in the past as degreasers in manufacturing industries.
At that time, the presence and hazards to the water supplies were identified. As a result,
Glendale had to further limit its use of San Fernando Basin supplies. From 1980 to 1992,
Glendale reduced production; and from 1992 to 2000, Glendale totally suspended
production from the basin because of the presence of VOCs. During this 20-year period
of reduced production, Glendale continued to accumulate the groundwater storage
credits that could be used in the future. Glendale’s storage account balance is 64,103 AF,
based on 2004-05 Upper Los Angeles River Area Watermaster Annual Report.
Projected Water Demand In Glendale
Projection Methodology
To forecast retail water demands, Metropolitan uses an econometric mode, the MWDMAIN Water Use Forecasting System, which relates water use to independent variables
such as housing, employment, income, price, and weather. Many water resource
agencies across the country use a similar version of this model including the U. S. Army
Corps of Engineers, the U. S. Geological Survey, the state of New York, the cities of
Phoenix, Las Vegas, and Portland, and some of Metropolitan’s member agencies.
The model’s demographic and economic variables are based on the Southern California
Association of Governments (SCAG) Regional Transportation Plan and the San Diego
Association of Government (SANDAG) 2020 Forecast. Metropolitan contracted with the
Center for Continuing Study of the California Economy (CCSCE) and SCAG to extend
these projections to 2050. SCAG and SANDAG demographic projections are supported
by environmental impact reports and based on city, county and regional general plans.
Glendale uses the results of the MWD modeling effort in developing long-term water
demands in the City.
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Water Supply and Demand
Water use by customer category in year 2004 is shown in Figure 8. We observe:
 Four-fifths of total water use is associated with residential water use:
o 44 % with single family
o 37 % with multi family
 Commercial users consumed 15 %
 Irrigation users, include both residential and commercial, used 2 %, and
 The remaining 2 % was consumed by industrial users
The projected water supply necessary to meet the projected water demand, in Table 4,
using MWD-MAIN calibrated for Glendale shows the overall “normal water” demand
for year 2010 to be 33,824 AFY, and for year 2025 demand of 38,600 AFY. These water
use projections are based on projected population, housing, and employment, as
incorporated in the Glendale General Plan. The data obtained from the Glendale
Planning Department and those of the Southern California Association of Government
were programmed into the MWD-MAIN water demand forecasting model for Glendale
including variable weather conditions. The year 2025 demand reflects a modest increase
over current use on the order of 10 percent as Glendale is essentially “built-out”. These
projections incorporate the 1981 and 1992 California plumbing code changes requiring
ultra-low flush toilets beginning in 1992, along with a continuation of current drought
oriented public education and information programs. As additional conservation
measures are carried out, there could be still more reductions in projected use.

TABLE 4
HISTORIC AND PROJECTED SOURCES OF WATER SUPPLY (AF)
Water
Year
1998-99
1999-00
2000-01
2001-02
2002-03
2003-04
2004-05
2010
2015
2020
2025
2030

San Fernando
Basin
409
516
673
4,013
8,495
7,872
6,466
7,800
7,800
7,800
7,800
7,800

Verdugo
Basin
2,720
2,451
2,105
2,120
1,551
2,174
2,208
3,856
3,856
3,856
3,856
3,856

Recycled
Water
1,458
1,742
1,664
1,500
1,376
1,517
1,298
2,010
2,030
2,050
2,050
2,050

MWD*
Water
26,605
28,851
29,033
26,264
21,896
23,774
22,666
20,158
21,405
23,115
24,894
26,824

Total
Supply
31,192
33,560
33,475
33,897
33,318
35,337
32,638
33,824
35,091
36,821
38,600
40,530

Note : MWD-MAIN calibrated for Glendale were used in projections
* MWD water supply in Table 4 does not reflect the maximum amount available. The supplies are
projected based on the demands shown in Table 5A
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The major increase in San Fernando Basin water supplies reflects operation of the
Glendale Water Treatment Plant (GWTP). Based on present demands, this supply
would provide for about 23 percent of the water used in the City. But due to the
chromium 6 issue in the San Fernando Basin, the ability to continue fully utilize the San
Fernando Basin water supply is uncertain. Glendale has undertaken a program to
address the chromium 6 contamination proactively. To resolve the problem, Glendale is
currently developing a chromium 6 removal treatment process at the GWTP to meet the
EPA water quality standard. The plan is to have a treatment facility in place by 2008. In
the meantime, as shown in Tables 5 through 8, Glendale anticipates that it will continue
to adequately meet the City’s demands through local supply and purchases from
Metropolitan.
Water Demands based on Hydrology
The UWMP and SB 221/610 require discussion of the sufficiency of water supplies for
various hydrologic conditions such as average, wet, single dry, and multiple-year dry
periods.
The specifics of each hydrologic event included are:
Multi-year dry period. A repeat of the 1990 to 1992 multi-year drought condition that
occurred twice during the historic 77-year record, thus having a probability of
occurrence of 2.6%,
Single dry year. A repeat of 1977 below-normal conditions that occurred once during
the historic 77-year record, thus having a probability of occurrence of 1.3%
Average (Normal) year. Statistical average of 77 historical hydrological conditions when
combined with above-normal conditions (wet-years) having a probability of occurrence
of 73%, and
Wet year. A repeat of 1985 and 2005 above-normal conditions.
Based on historic water use experience in Glendale, the “single dry year” and “single
year within multi-year dry period” demands are assumed to be six percent greater than
the “normal demand,” wet year demand is assumed to be six percent lower than the
“normal year.” This differs from the percentage increase in demand that the
Metropolitan projects in its dry year analysis. There are a number of reasons for this.
First, increases in water demand in dry years are not as dramatic in Glendale due to the
fact that it is an urbanized city. The types of land uses that are the most sensitive to
fluctuations in climate are agricultural, open-space, and landscaping-type uses. The
portion of Glendale that is occupied by such land uses is relatively small, especially
when compared with the service area of Metropolitan, which is large and includes a
greater proportion of open space and agriculture than Glendale does. Consequently, the
Metropolitan is prone to see more dramatic increases in water demands than Glendale.
Second, the urban uses that make up the bulk of Glendale result in water demands that
do not fluctuate much with changes in climate from year to year. Third, Metropolitan
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water is typically used to cover the portions of a member agency’s water budget that
local supplies cannot meet. As a result, whatever increases in demand a member agency
experiences in a dry year are met solely by Metropolitan, and this is reflected in the high
percentage increases in demand Metropolitan predicts in dry year scenarios. The
increases in projected demands in both single-dry year and multiple-dry year scenarios
are six percent for Glendale and approximately ten percent and thirteen percent for
single-dry year and multiple-dry year, respectively, for Metropolitan (data based on
MWD 2005 Regional Urban Water Management Plan (RUWMP) Tables II-4, II-5 and II-6).
This difference in the methodology is not an inconsistency, but is rather indicative of the
nature of Glendale and the status of Metropolitan as a regional wholesaler of water.
A summary of water demands under various hydrologic conditions (i.e., normal, wet,
dry, and multi-year dry periods) is shown in Table 5. As noted, the projected water
demands for a single dry year and each year in a multi-year dry period are the same.
Experience has shown that cumulative dry years in a developed city like Glendale do
not result in a greater annual demand for water as the dry period continues. As detailed
above, Glendale is an urban city with land uses that are comparatively resistant to dry
climatic periods in terms of their water demands. Residential, commercial, and
industrial uses will generally use the same amount of water during droughts as during
normal years, with perhaps a nominal increase in irrigation for landscaping. Because
open space and agricultural uses are not dominant, the drier conditions of a multipleyear drought will not result in higher demands in Glendale as compared to a single-year
drought. Water use for the Downtown Specific Plan will incorporated into Glendale’s
current water demand projections as shown on Table 5A.
A summary of Glendale’s projected 20-year water needs for normal,dry year, and multidry year conditions is provided in Table 6, showing the changes in water sources over
the next 20 years (Figure 7). Also, Glendale’s historic and projected water use and
source of supply is presented in Figure 9. Water supplies are expected to meet water
demands on a very reliable basis. The “dry year” and “single year within multiple dry
year” demands are assumed to be 6 percent higher than the “normal demand” based on
experience in the City. A key conclusion from Table 6 is that higher demands in the City
will be met by increased purchases from MWD. The City is actively working with
MWD to assure there are adequate future supplies.
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TABLE 5
PROJECTED WATER DEMANDS FOR VARIOUS HYDROLOGIC CONDITIONS
WITHOUT DOWNTOWN SPECIFIC PLAN WITHIN GLENDALE’S PROJECTED
WATER DEMANDS (AFY)
Single Year within
Multiple-Year
Dry Period
32,775

Year
2010

Normal
30,920

Wet
29,065

Single
Dry Year
32,775

2015

32,143

30,214

34,072

34,072

2020

33,367

31,365

35,369

35,369

2025

34,592

32,516

36,668

36,668

2030

35,818

33,669

37,967

37,967

TABLE 5A
PROJECTED WATER DEMANDS FOR VARIOUS HYDROLOGIC CONDITIONS
WITH DOWNTOWN SPECIFIC PLAN WITHIN GLENDALE’S PROJECTED
WATER DEMANDS (AFY)
Single Year within
Multiple-Year
Dry Period
33,871

Year
2010

Normal
31,954

Wet
30,037

Single
Dry Year
33,871

2015

33,177

31,186

35,168

35,168

2020

34,401

32,337

36,465

36,465

2025

35,626

33,488

37,764

37,764

2030

36,852

34,641

39,063

39,063
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2,940

29,698

32,638

2,904

30,920

33,824

2,948

32,143

35,091

2,030

21,405

3,856

7,800

2015

3,454

33,367

36,821

2,050

23,115

3,856

7,800

2020

4,008

34,592

38,600

2,050

24,894

3,856

7,800

2025

4,712

35,818

40,530

2,050

26,824

3,856

7,800

2030

2,984

31,480

34,464

1,375

24,027

2,208

6,854

2005

2,258

32,775

35,033

2,010

21,367

3,856

7,800

2010

2,303

34,072

36,375

2,030

22,689

3,856

7,800

2015

2,839

35,369

38,208

2,050

24,502

3,856

7,800

2020

3,426

36,668

40,094

2,050

26,388

3,856

7,800

2025

Single Dry Year
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* With the construction of new well(s), GWP plans to maximize the extraction right of Verdugo Basin.
** MWD usage increased and recycled water use declined due to construction at LAGWRP and plant shut-downs.

DSP (A) – (B)

Available for

Water

Demand (B)

Projected

Supply (A)

Total Projected

Water

Recycled

2,010

20,158

22,666

MWD

1,298

3,856*

2,208

Wells

Verdugo Wells

2010

7,800

2005**

6,466

San Fernando

SOURCE

Normal Year

4,172

37,967

42,139

2,050

28,433

3,856

7,800

2030

2,984

31,480

34,464

1,375

24,027

2,208

6,854

2005

2,258

32,775

35,033

2,010

21,367

3,856

7,800

2010

2,303

34,072

36,375

2,030

22,689

3,856

7,800

2015

2,839

35,369

38,208

2,050

24,502

3,856

7,800

2020

3,426

36,668

40,094

2,050

26,388

3,856

7,800

2025

4,172

37,967

42,139

2,050

28,433

3,856

7,800

2030

Single Year within Multi-Dry Year Period

TABLE 6
GLENDALE'S PROJECTED WATER SUPPLY AND DEMAND DURING NORMAL, SINGLE DRY AND MULTI-DRY YEARS
(ACRE-FEET)

The specifics of the Glendale mandatory water conservation program are included in the
Glendale Municipal Code, which is included as Attachment 6. The stated purpose of the
program reads as follows:
“The purpose of this chapter is to provide a mandatory water conservation
plan to minimize the effect of a shortage of water to the customers of
Glendale and, by means of this chapter, to adopt provisions that will
significantly reduce the consumption of water over an extended period of
time thereby extending the available water required for the customers of
Glendale, to protect basic human health, safety and quality of life, to share
the impacts caused by the water shortage in accord with the severity of the
water shortage, and to minimize the hardship to Glendale and the general
public to the greatest extent possible.”
In particular, Glendale has implemented Best Management Practices identified by the
water industry, as presented in a program described in the 2005 Glendale UWMP,
Section VII. Water Conservation. The information is included in Attachment 7. A
review shows a wide variety of continuing conservation efforts in implementing the
BMPs and responding to dry periods in Glendale, as done in the past. This includes
such programs as plumbing retrofits to low water usage appliances, audits of water use,
school programs, toilet replacements, and water waste prohibitions.
Glendale’s Projected Metropolitan Water Demands
As previously discussed, Glendale’s need for Metropolitan water supplies are highly
variable depending on hydrologic conditions as Metropolitan is the “swing” water
supply. Tables 5 and 5A identify total water demands under various hydrologic
conditions. The annual local water supplies are assumed to be constant for various
types of hydrologic conditions, as they come from a reliable groundwater source of
supply that should not vary from year to year based on current and recent historic
storage levels. The need for Metropolitan supplies can change from year to year based
on hydrologic conditions and resulting demands. A series of tables has been prepared to
identify Glendale’s demands for Metropolitan supplies under various hydrologic
conditions. As shown in Table 6, for example, the demands for Metropolitan water
supplies by the year 2025 can range from 24,000 AF to 29,000 AF.
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Glendale’s Ability To Meet Demands
To illustrate Glendale’s ability to meet the additional demand for the DSP, Table 7 is
prepared to display estimated potable water supply available for DSP.

TABLE 7
POTABLE WATER SUPPLY CAPABILITY AVAILABLE FOR DSP
Maximum Water Supply
San Fernando Basin

(AFY)
7,800

(current well production)

Verdugo Basin

3,856

(total water right)

MWD G-01 Service Connection

34,782

(at maximum flow rate of 48 cfs)

MWD G-02 Service Connection

7,246

(at maximum flow rate of 10 cfs)

MWD G-03 Service Connection
14,492
(at maximum flow rate of 20 cfs)
______________________________________________________________________
Total Maximum Water Supply

68,176

Potential Water Demand City-Wide

(38,000)

Estimated Water
Available for DSP

30,176

(based on single- and multiple-dryyear projected demand in 2030,
excluding DSP)
_______________________________________________________________________

Currently MWD G-01 Service Connection operates on a daily-demand basis. In Table 7,
water supply at G-01 was calculated by the assumption of operating the service
connection on a 24/7 basis, which is achievable when condition requires. That is the
reason why the current and projected water supply discussed in previous sections were
much less than the number in Table 7.
Although the current well production for Verdugo Basin is 2,300 AFY, the maximum
water right of 3,856 AFY was used for the analysis because the City plans to begin
extracting its full water right within the next year or two, well in advance of the project
demand for year 2030. As noted previously in this Water Supply Assessment, the City is
in the process of siting wells and has immediate plans to increase its extraction capacity
in the Verdugo Basin and to utilize its maximum adjudicated amount of 3,856 AFY.
As shown in Table 7, the total maximum water supply, including local and imported
water supply is 68,176 acre-feet per year. To be conservative when estimating for the
possible water demand in the future, 38,000 acre-feet per year was used in the
calculation. When the potential water demand of 38,000 AFY in year 2030 under dry
year condition from Table 5 was subtracted from the total maximum water supply
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(68,176 AFY), it yields a possible amount of 30,176 AFY of water left available for DSP,
which is more than sufficient for the estimated DSP water demand (1,034 AFY).
DSP also involves potential use of recycled water in new developments. Table 8 shows
that the City has adequate supply of recycled water for DSP potential needs. In the
calculation 2,050 AFY was used as a conservative estimate of recycled water demand for
year 2030 without DSP. As the table shows, there will be more than enough recycled
water to support the DSP.

TABLE 8
ESTIMATED RECYCLED WATER SUPPLY AVAIABLE FOR DSP
Recycled Water Supply

10,000 AFY

Projected Water Demand City-Wide

(2,050 AFY)

_________________________________________________________________________

Estimated Recycled Water Available for DSP

7,950 AFY

Estimated Recycled Water Needed For DSP

100 AFY

Reliability of water supplies is also a key item for review in this document. Glendale
depends greatly on Metropolitan supplies. Consequently, the reliability of Metropolitan
water supplies to meet Glendale water needs as well as the needs of its other twenty-five
member agencies becomes exceptionally crucial. The MWD’s RUWMP provides
significant information on providing a reliable supply of water to its member agencies
such as Glendale. The MWD’s Water Surplus and Drought Management (WSDM) Plan
is the key document in their effort to do so. For Glendale, MWD is the supplier of “last
resort” in meeting the needs of our citizens.
For this reason, the WSDM Plan is
summarized below.
In April of 1999, Metropolitan’s Board of Directors adopted the WSDM Plan. This plan
guides management of regional water supplies to achieve the reliability goals of
Southern California’s Integrated Resources Plan (IRP). Through effective management
of its water supply, Metropolitan fully expects to be one hundred percent reliable in
meeting all non-interruptible demands throughout the next ten years. After ten years,
reliability maintenance efforts will require additional water resource programs, which
are explained in this report.
Unlike Metropolitan’s previous shortage management plans, the WSDM Plan recognizes
the link between surpluses and shortages, and it integrates planned operational
activities with respect to both conditions. The WSDM Plan continues Metropolitan’s
commitment to the regional planning approaches initiated in the IRP.
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The guiding principle of the WSDM Plan is to manage Metropolitan’s water resources
and management programs to minimize adverse impacts of water shortages to retail
customers. From this guiding principle, the following supporting principles have been
developed.

x
x

Encourage efficient water use and economical local resource programs,

x

Pursue innovative transfer and banking programs to secure more imported water for
use in dry years,

x

Increase public awareness about water supply issues.

Coordinate operations with member agencies to make as much surplus water as
possible available for use in dry years,

The WSDM Plan also declared that, should mandatory imported water allocations be
necessary, those allocations would be calculated on the basis of need, as opposed to any
type of historical purchases. The WSDM Plan contains the following considerations that
would go into an allocation of imported water:

x
x
x
x
x
x

Impact on retail consumers and regional economy,
Investments in local resources, including recycling and conservation,
Population growth,
Changes and/or losses in local supplies,
Participation in Metropolitan’s Non-firm (interruptible) programs,
Investment in Metropolitan’s facilities.

The WSDM Plan also defines five surplus management stages and seven shortage
management stages to guide resource management activities. These stages are not
defined merely by shortfalls in imported water supply, but also by the water balances in
Metropolitan’s storage programs. Thus, a ten percent shortfall in imported supplies
could be a stage one shortage if storage levels are high. If storage levels are already
depleted, the same shortfall in imported supplies could potentially be defined as a more
severe shortage. Each year, Metropolitan evaluates the level of supplies available and
existing levels of water in storage to determine the appropriate management stage for
that year.
When MWD must make net withdrawals from storage to meet demands, it is considered
to be in a shortage condition. Under most stages, it is still able to meet all end-use
demands for water.

Glendale Water System Improvements
To assure the reliability and quality of water served to our water users, Glendale Water
Department has been dedicated in improving the water system, which includes
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components such as water treatment plant, reservoirs, tanks, pump stations,
communication system and pipelines. The major improvements are discussed below.
1.

Glendale Water Treatment Plant

The City has continued to expand the use of its local water supplies with the addition of
the Glendale Water Treatment Plant (GWTP). The GWTP, which began delivering water
to the community in the middle of 2000, has been operating at full capacity despite
issues related to chromium 6 and has yielded an average production rate of 7 MGD.
2.

Proposed Chevy Chase 968 Reservoir Project

In 1997 during a routine inspection of the reservoir, City staff observed cracks in the
column foundation which were believed to be the result of the 1994 Northridge
earthquake. Temporary repairs have been done and, if continued, will be costly. It
became apparent the most cost-effective solution is to replace the entire reservoir in a
relatively short time.
The proposed project is divided into three major tasks:
(1)

Developing potential alternative sites and Environmental Impact Analysis
(2004-2005) – Alternatives were presented to the community and golf course
owner. A proposed site was identified in Spring of 2005 and a mitigated
negative declaration was certified and adopted by the City Council on June
27, 2006.

(2)

Environmental impact analysis, engineering design, and soil analyses (20052006) – After the site selection, final design, detailed soil analysis, structural
engineering, hydraulic analysis and cost estimate would be performed and
presented to the community.

(3)

Construction of the reservoir (2006-2009) – If the City Council elects to
proceed with the reservoir replacement, construction of the new 15-million
gallon reservoir is projected to begin in 2006 and be completed by 2009.

If the City Council approves this proposed project, Glendale Water and Power will be
working closely with the Fire and Police Departments to ensure that any emergency
services are readily available throughout all phases of the project.
3.

Water Main Replacement Program

Another program to improve the water system is the Water Main Replacement. Work
completed in the last five years is listed below:
Hillcrest (FY 2003-04 Project I) – Installation of 1.3 miles of new 8” water main,
replacing old 4” main.
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Cascadia (FY 2003-04 Project II) – Installation of over 1.2 miles of new 8” water
main, replacing old 4” main.
Rossmoyne/Adams Hill (FY 2003-04 Project III) – Installation of over 1.3 miles
of new 8” water main, replacing old 4” main.
Rossmoyne (FY 2004-05 Project I) – Installation of 1.6 miles of new 8” water
main including 14 new fire hydrants.
Moncado (FY 2004-05 Project II) – Installation of 1.7 miles of new 8” water main.
Irving (FY 2004-05 Project III) – Installation of 0.8 miles of new 8” water main.
In Fiscal Years 2003-04 and 2004-05, about 3.8 miles and 4.1 miles of 4” mains,
respectively, have been replaced including new service connections and
additional fire hydrants.
4.

Water Main Cleaning and Lining Program

Water main cleaning and lining has been an on-going effort for more than ten years.
The Department has a standing policy that the minimum size of distribution lines in the
system is 8 inches. Smaller sizes have been replaced to increase capacity to meet the
increasing demand for water. Works completed in the last 5 years are:
1.
2.
3.
5.

Sunset Road (and nearby streets) – Completed in January 2004
Doran Street – Completed in May 2005
Chevy Chase Canyon Drive – Completed in June 2004

Pumping Stations Improvement Program

The Department has continuously rehabilitated or replaced inefficient pumps and
motors at all our pumping stations. The priority needs have been established and the
following works completed have been the most recent:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Western Pumping Station – Installation of new motors
Park Manor Pumping Stations – New boosters, electric motors and starter
installed
Glorietta Park Pump Station – Completed the design of new switchgear and
motor control starters, installed new pumps and motor
Melwood Pumping Station – New motor
Emerald Isle 1666 PS – New end suction pump
Glorietta Well No. 3 – New motor and pump
Glenoaks 968 PS – New pump installed
Grandview Pumping Station – Large compressor, rebuilt pump and motor,
new clay valve installed
Markridge PS – New pump and two motors
Verdugo 1&2 – Rebuilt pump and motor
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11.
12.
6.

Metro 1 – Rebuilt pump and motor
Metro 2 – Repair turbine meter and installed new butterfly valve
Installation of Pressure Reducing Stations

In an effort to enhance reliability, the Water Department has installed several Pressure
Reducing Valve (PRV) Stations throughout the distribution system. These new stations
offer the system a much greater degree of redundancy during high demand periods and
also make it easier to take reservoirs out of service for maintenance purposes.
7.

Groundwater Extraction Facility Replacement

The Glendale Water & Power Department is in process of siting, drilling and equipping a
replacement well in the Verdugo Basin. The existing wells are not producing the
expected production in spite of rehabilitation work which was completed in 2004-05. A
decrease in the groundwater production has been noted in recent years and a new well
will be the best alternative. Maximizing its ability to extract water from the Verdugo
Basin is a priority for Glendale. The new well will reduce the City’s dependency on
MWD water.
8.

Water System Analysis (Hydraulic Modeling)

In May of 2005, the City of Glendale employed the services of Carollo Engineers to begin
Phase I of the City’s Water Hydraulic Model Development Program. It is expected to be
completed by May 2006. The objectives are to continue the analysis including water
flows, pressure, etc. This will give a better understanding of the system and optimized
operation. It will help to determine areas with water quality problem, assess causes of
service interruptions, and assist in meeting new regulations such as the Disinfection Byproduct Rule.
9.

Water Supervisory Control & Data Acquisition System (SCADA) Upgrade

In October of 2003, the City began a program to upgrade its Supervisory Control And
Data Acquisition System (SCADA). The work included the replacement of 16
Programmable Logic Controllers (PLC’s) as well as Radio Transmission System
upgrades for many of the City’s Water Pumping Facilities. The work to upgrade the
SCADA system at the remaining pump stations is ongoing and is scheduled for
completion within the next year.
10.

Metropolitan Water District G-03 Service Connection Upgrade

A contract between the City and MWD has been signed to increase the delivery capacity
from 12 cfs to 20 cfs of the MWD G-03 service connection to the Glendale’s water system.
This will improve the blending capability and reliability of the MWD supply.
11.

Future Los Angeles Interconnections
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Glendale is working with City of Los Angeles, Department of Water and Power to
establish two (2) interconnections between the two systems. These will increase
Glendale’s reliability by providing an emergency source of supply.
Future Goals
The City expanded the use of its local water supplies with operation of the Glendale
Water Treatment Plant (GWTP). However, because of chromium 6 related issues, the
reliability of this water supply cannot be guaranteed into the future until a chromiumremoval treatment is put into operation. Glendale is working with the Cities of Los
Angeles and Burbank, with the help of EPA and American Water Works Research
Foundation (AwwaRF), to develop a new treatment technology for chromium 6. This
research effort is being undertaken on a proactive basis. The plan is to have a complete
treatment facility in place by the year 2008. Until then, Glendale intends to continue to
meet demands through local and imported water supplies as outlined in this Evaluation.
Currently, seventy percent of the water used in the City is provided by MWD. The
Water Department is planning to increase water production in the Verdugo Basin by
constructing a new well within the basin and increase the recycled water use by adding
small users and expand the marketing effort to neighboring agencies. The Glendale
Water Department goal is to reduce the City’s water purchase from MWD to sixty-five
percent of total water use by the year 2010.
The increased development of our local water sources will firm up water supplies
available to the City as the local water supplies are expected to be available during wet
or dry years and even in times of extended drought. The imported supplies from
Northern California and, to a lesser extent, the Colorado River may be affected during
drought years. The MWD’s new Diamond Valley Reservoir also improves MWD’s
overall water reliability to supply Glendale’s water demand even during dry periods.
Conclusion
This Water Supply Assessment illustrates that the Glendale Water Department has
enough water supplies to meet the requirements for the Downtown Specific Plan (see
Tables 7 & 8).
Currently, Metropolitan has water supplies available to meet all
projected water demands under various hydrologic conditions. Additional sources of
water, such as the emergency water service connections with neighboring cities, Los
Angeles and Burbank will add to the reliability of the system and ensure that Glendale
GWP will meet the future water demands of the DSP projects. Also, Glendale is
committed to aggressively advocating the use of recycled water for irrigation & toilet
flushing, which will help increased the conservation of potable water and reduced the
dependency on imported supplies.
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Appendix K

Proposed General Plan
Amendments

APPENDIX K
PROPOSED GENERAL PLAN AMENDMENTS
Circulation Element
Section 2.2 Implementation—Street Improvements. The third bullet shall be
amended to read as follows:

The design standards and cross-sections in Section 2-3 are the minimum acceptable design standards for new
public streets dedicated to the City and for new private streets. Street improvements and dedications on
existing streets as part of new development shall also be consistent with the standards in these exhibits,
unless detailed differently in the Master Plan of Street or found by the City Engineer to be infeasible. In the
area covered by the Downtown Specific Plan, the design standards and cross-sections may in Section 2-3
may be modified to accomplish the mobility goals of the DSP.
Section 2.2 Implementation—Land Use. The first bullet shall be amended to read as
follows:

The City shall evaluate zoning in the commercial and industrial areas of the city and establish floor area
ratios based on the availability of existing or proposed street capacity to accommodate future growth. The
standards for determining floor area ratios need to be correlated with intersection capacity. A minimum
desired level of service is “D” during afternoon peak hours, except at intersections along major arterials,
where a minimum desired level of service is “E”. Alternate levels of service may be acceptable in the areas
covered by the Downtown Specific Plan.
Section 3.1 Land Use, Population and Employment—Major Regional Projects—
Greater Downtown Strategic Plan is amended as follows:

Greater Downtown Strategic Plan Downtown Specific Plan
In 1996 2006, the City approved the Glendale Greater Downtown Specific Strategic Plan to provide
direction for growth and revitalization of the downtown area. The City Council certified the Master
Environmental Impact Report for a specific development scenario for the greater downtown area and
approved an implementation program under this scenario. The EIR analyzes impacts resulting from those
developments that can reasonably be expected in the next 15 years under ideal market conditions by the
year 2030. The development project in the EIR included approximately 4,000 new dwelling units and 3.5
million _________ square feet of commercial space (retail, office, hotel, theater) and approximately 380
housing units, primarily within the boundary of the current Redevelopment Project Area. According to the
EIR, approximately 10,038 ___ new jobs could be added due to development under the plan.
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Housing Element
Section 5-1
Starting on page 5-1

5.1 LAND INVENTORY
This section evaluates the potential for additional residential development which could occur under
the City's current General Plan and zoning, and in specific areas. Generally, the emphasis for
potential residential growth has shifted from vacant and underutilitized land to specified areas along
major transportation corridors with commercial services, with the capacity for higher densities. This
is evidenced by the adoption of the City's Mixed Use Zoning programs, which were implemented by
zoning amendments for the San Fernando Road Corridor Redevelopment Project Area, and the East
Broadway Project Area. The Downtown Specific Plan also promotes a shift in development towards
downtown sites. The availability of public services and facilities to accommodate potential
residential growth is also evaluated.
RESIDENTIAL DEVELOPMENT CAPACITY
Exhibit 5-1 provides a breakdown of the number and type of additional residential dwelling units
that could be constructed on residentially zoned properties in Glendale under the current General
Plan. These figures were derived from two primary sources: the City's Geographic Information
System (GIS), and a study prepared in 1993 in accordance with existing zoning provisions regarding
hillside development, and were amended to reflect the changes in zoning acreages for those
categories affected by the recent Parks rezoning in 2005 Lot characteristics from the GIS are based
on data from the Los Angeles County Assessor's Office as well as a land use analysis prepared by the
City.
For the purposes of this analysis, only land with development potential was evaluated. Development
potential was defined as either vacant land or underdeveloped land. Vacant single family lots in the
R1 (Low Density Residential) zone were identified by the GIS. The 1993 study mentioned above
identified vacant lots in the R1R (Restricted Residential) zone and estimated the development
potential of vacant, unsubdivided hillside properties in the ROS (Residential Open Space) zone. In
the multi-family zones, the GIS was used to identify both vacant and underdeveloped lots. Only
vacant lots of at least 5,000 square feet of land area were considered to have development potential.
Underdeveloped land included lots with one or more units, with at least 6,600 square feet of lot
area in R-1650, R-2250, and R-3050 zones, or 5,000 square feet of lot area in the R-1250 zone, and
where the existing number of units on each lot was between 40 and 60 percent of the maximum
number that could be built. The GIS is able to calculate this on a lot by lot basis. The formula is
Number of Existing Units/(Area of the Lot/Allowable Density for Each Lot)=40 percent, or 60
percent. These calculations gave a high and low estimate for the development potential of each
multifamily zone and were adjusted proportionally for the revised acreages from the recent parks
rezoning in 2005. Based on these factors, and based on a feasible level of development, there is
enough vacant and underdeveloped land in the City to support between 6,400 and 7,740 6,290 and
7,630 additional dwelling units.
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EXHIBIT 5-1

DEVELOPMENT POTENTIAL OF VACANT/UNDERDEVELOPED RESIDENTIALLYZONED PROPERTIES

Zoning Category

Total
Acreage

Developable
Acreage

Vacant Land
Potential

Underdeveloped
Land Potential
(Dwelling Units)

(Dwelling Units)

(Dwelling Units)

Total
Development

ROS – Residential Open
Space(hillside zone)

920

920

460-640

-

460-640

R1R – Low Density
Residential (hillside)

2,81920

360

1,060-1,510

-

1,060-1,510

R1 – Low Density Residential

2,723

49

40-100

-

40-100

R-3050 – Moderate Density
Residential

350

32-80

30

270-600

3060-630

R-2250 – Medium Density
Residential

7270

132-167129-164

120

1,5640-1,6310

1,6760-1,7430

R-1650 – Medium-High
Density Residential

299297

66-86 63-83

90

1,110-1,190 1,070-1,150

1,220-1,300 1,160-1,240

R-1250 – High Density
Residential

237 233

69-85 65-81

210

1,470-1,640 1,400-1,570

1,680-1,850 1,610-1,780

1,624 – 1,743
1,618 - 1,737

2,010-2,700
--

4,390-5,040
4,280 - 4,930

6,400-7,740
6,350 - 7,630

Total

8,069
8,063

VACANT LAND
Only limited potential exists in the City for the development of vacant, unsubdivided property. In
the flatter areas of the City, few vacant, residentially zoned lots of any significant size remain. The
vast majority of the remaining vacant land in the City is in our mountains, which are both
biologically and environmentally sensitive areas. The aver-age slope of projects in the mountains is
estimated at approximately 60 percent. Much of this land is restricted to low density development
or has been zoned for open space. The environmental constraints of the unsubdivided privately held
properties preclude development of a substantial number of housing units.
About 27-32 25-30 percent of the dwelling unit potential could be satisfied in the single family
residential zones and would be concentrated predominately in the City's mountainous communities.
Much of this would be in previously subdivided lots. The high cost of developing in mountainous
terrain renders infeasible the majority of the City's vacant land for lower cost housing. The potential
for affordable housing development is in the higher density residential zoning categories (i.e. R3050, R-2250, R-1650 and R-1250).
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UNDERDEVELOPED LAND
Another potential resource for residential development in Glendale is in the "underdeveloped" areas
of the City. A portion of the City's higher density residential acreage (R-3050, R-2250, R-1650, and
R-1250 zones) is currently developed at less than maximum capacity, such as with single family
dwellings and duplexes. Recycling of these lower density residential uses typically occurs when it
becomes economically feasible to increase the intensity of use allowed in the zone by acquiring the
improved site, demolishing the existing units, and constructing new, higher density units. Glendale's
four multifamily zones permit significant increases above single family densities, thereby increasing
the economic viability of recycling existing lower density developments with higher density
apartments and condominiums. Glendale's population growth in the 1980's in particular was fueled
by the recycling of underutilized lots into higher density multifamily apartments and condominiums.
Land recycling such as this continues and demonstrates that the redevelopment of parcels by the
private sector is economically feasible. In 2005 2006, Glendale's population is estimated at 207,000
206,308. Since 1990, the population of Glendale grew by an additional 27,000 people.
Between 1980 and 1990, the City of Glendale's population expanded by over 40,000 individuals.
This is a 43.2 percent population increase between 1980 and 2000. This increase is significantly
greater than the County as a whole, and also exceeds the growth in the surrounding communities of
Burbank and Pasadena which grew at a rate of 24.4 percent and 19.0 percent respectively. Growth
between the 1980's and 1990's can be largely attributed to the redevelopment of underutilized
properties in the multiple family residential zone categories. During the 1980's and 1990's, over
10,500 dwelling units were added to the City. This clearly demonstrates that the economic
conditions and the zoning regulations permit a viable reuse of property into higher density
residential development.
The City has undertaken several rezoning programs during recent years. In 1986, the City
undertook a comprehensive rezoning program in which all residential land use categories were
reevaluated. This resulted in both changes of zones and the development of new standards. A further
rezoning strategy also occurred in 1991, resulting in the refinement of the City's multiple family
zoning standards. As a result of these two programs, the zoning distribution represents an accurate
portrayal of the land use patterns in the City in that areas with a concentration of economically
viable single family units have been zoned either single family or in the lowest category of multiple
family zoning. Also as a result of these zoning efforts, the underutilized properties in the multiple
family zones are generally those that do not have a high economic value as a single family or duplex
use. Therefore, the total development potential expressed in Exhibit 5.1 is an accurate
representation of viable development potential of this type of property.
Approximately 22-26 23-26 percent of the dwelling unit potential is contained in the Medium
Density Residential Zone (up to 19 unit/acre), 17-19 16-18 percent in the Medium High Density
Residential Zone (up to 26 units per acre), and another 24-26 23-25 percent in the High Density
Residential Zone (up to 34 units/acre). While it is unlikely that all underdeveloped sites will
convert to higher densities, a significant potential for intensification exists. This potential for
recycling in Glendale will serve to provide adequate sites to meet the City's identified housing
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needs. In terms of providing affordable housing, the 4,540-4,860 4,430-4,750 units of housing that
could be built in the Medium Density, Medium High Density and High Density zones provide a
significant contribution to the stock of housing which, combined with City incentives, can be priced
within lower income groups' range of affordability. These zones have the greatest potential to
provide future affordable housing.
It should be noted that Exhibit 5-1 does not reflect several factors related to housing in the City.
First, it does not show residential potential in commercial and newly created mixed use zones and in
the Downtown Specific Plan. Nearly all of our commercial zones permit residential development by
right in accordance with the R-1250 zone standards provided that such development is above the
first floor. A few mixed use projects have already been built in the City, and many more in the
mixed use zones are in the development review process, indicating a level of acceptance for such
housing and the potential for the creation of more. There has also been interest expressed by the
development community in building residences downtown. Over 1,400 units of housing are under
construction, approved or in process in the downtown area. Exhibit 5.2 identifies residential
development in the commercial zones and Exhibit 5.3 shows residential development potential in
the new mixed use zones. According to this information, there are presently 2,922 existing dwelling
units in commercial zones. This represents approximately 4 percent of all residential development.
It is difficult to estimate the development potential of residential units on other commercially zoned
properties but it could be expected to increase in the future since acceptance of and interest in
mixed use commercial/residential projects has been increasing. If the existing proportion of
residential units in commercial remains constant, it is anticipated that between 270 and 328
additional residential units could be expected to be developed in commercial zones. Second, our
zoning ordinance provides for a 20 percent density bonus for development on properties greater
than 90 feet wide in the R-1250, R-1650, and R-2250 zones. These zones are located primarily in
the central portion of the community and along major transportation arterials. Therefore, this lot
consolidation ordinance permits the development of increased density along major transportation
corridors. This provision was also intended to promote large development that can theoretically
offer more amenities and outdoor space. The R-1250 zone, therefore, permits, by right,
development at 1 unit per 1,000 square feet of lot area (43.5 units per acre) on qualifying projects,
instead of 1 unit per 1,250 square feet of lot area ordinarily. Finally, in addition to the lot width
density bonus, the City proactively encourages the use of density bonuses for affordable and senior
housing projects as provided under State law. The City has been active in utilizing the density bonus
program for our affordable housing projects and, in fact, affordable projects have represented a
substantial amount of recent construction in the City.
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EXHIBIT 5-2 RESIDENTIAL DEVELOPMENT IN COMMERCIAL ZONES

Zone
C1 - Neighborhood Commercial
C2 - Community Commercial
C3 - Commercial Service
CBD - Central Business District
CR - Commercial Retail
CPD - Commercial Planned Development
CE - Commercial Equestrian
Total

Acreage
67.3
135.1 140.1
337
134.1
13.2
7.1
5.4
699.2 570.1

Existing
Dwellings
349
455
1,857
226
5
30
0
2,922 2,696

RESIDENTIAL MIXED USE DEVELOPMENT POTENTIAL
As a built-out city, Glendale recently established innovative ways to provide housing opportunities
for its residents. As residential land has become increasingly scarce and traffic congestion a constant
battle, the mixed-use and transit-oriented development concept became a viable option for
Glendale. To facilitate mixed-use and transit-oriented development, the City adopted several
mixed-use zones, which were incorporated in a new zoning chapter of the Glendale Municipal Code
(Chapter 30.14 - Mixed-Use Districts). The Downtown Specific Plan makes greater provision for
housing than earlier zoning. Also, residential mixed-use opportunities were are provided within the
C1, C2, C3, and CR and CBD commercial zones. In addition, a Mixed-Use Incentive (MUI) process
was adopted to allow mixed-use developments to have higher densities, reduced lot coverage, and
increased height.
East Broadway Neighborhood
The East Broadway Neighborhood is located just east of downtown Glendale, between Brand
Boulevard and Glendale Avenue. It is consists of approximately 35 acres of land area. Two new
zoning categories were created for this area; the Residential Mixed Use (RMU) zone and
Commercial Mixed Use (CMU) zone.
RMU Residential Mixed Use Zone
The RMU zone is intended primarily as a zone for residential mixed use development featuring
combinations of service, office, retail and residential uses within integrated projects. This zone
encourages low-scaled commercial and mixed use streetscapes, and promotes a pedestrian-scaled
character through the integration of active ground-floor, community-serving commercial and
service uses along storefront, office uses and residential uses. The residential units are to be of a high
quality, with adequate private and public open space.
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CMU Commercial Mixed Use Zone
The CMU zone is intended primarily as a zone for commercial mixed use development featuring
combinations of service, office, retail and residential uses within integrated projects. This zone
encourages high quality, mixed use streetscapes, and promotes a pedestrian-scaled character through
the integration of active ground-floor, community-serving commercial and service uses along
storefronts, office uses or residential lobbies and activity areas.
Downtown Specific Plan
The Glendale Downtown Specific Plan (DSP) is an urban design oriented plan, which sets the
physical standards and guidelines and allows a variety of housing types in the downtown core of the
City. The Plan consists of a variety of different neighborhoods or districts and encompasses most of
the Central Glendale Redevelopment Project Area. The intent is to preserve the aspects of each
district which provide its unique character, while improving the attractiveness and livability of the
Downtown area. One of the goals of the Plan is to respond to the recent market interest in
downtown housing.
Development Potential
In the East Broadway Project Area, a total of 65 lots (11.4 acres) were identified for future
development. The zoning study showed that under the Commercial Mixed Use (CMU) along
Broadway approximately 413 units could potentially be built. Under Residential Mixed Use (RMU)
477 units could be built. A total of 890 units could be potentially built in the entire East Broadway
neighborhood.
Mixed-Use Incentives
In addition to the above mixed-use categories, a Mixed-Use Incentive (MUI) process was also
developed to promote high quality design and senior and affordable housing developments by
allowing additional density, lot coverage, and height.
Central Business District (Downtown)
The City's Central Business District zone allows residential development as a permitted use. Only
three stories of housing are permitted at present with suburban setback requirements. As a result,
the City is in the preliminary stages of drafting a Downtown Specific Plan that will provide mixed
use and pedestrian-oriented development in the downtown. Residential development is allowed by
right within the entire 221 acre Downtown Specific Plan area with a potential for 3,980 additional
residential units. Approximately 5.5 acres of land that was residentially-zoned is included within the
new Plan area. The development potential on these sites is equal or greater under the new Plan.
San Fernando Road Corridor Redevelopment Project Area
Three mixed-use zoning districts were adopted as part of the San Fernando Road Corridor rezoning
program. Two of the districts include residential development. The following are the zoning
districts:
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IMU-R Industrial/Commercial-Residential Mixed-Use Zone
The IMU-R zoning district is applied to areas appropriate for a mix of commercial, industrial and
residential activities and provides for a full range of goods and services to the community located
along portions of industrial/commercial thoroughfares, in conformance with the General Plan. This
district allows for a mix of commercial and residential or stand alone land uses. Residential use is
only allowed with a Conditional Use Permit.
SFMU Commercial/Residential Mixed-Use Zone
The SFMU zoning district is applied to areas appropriate for a mix of commercial and residential
activities in conformance with the General Plan. This district allows for a mix of residential and
commercial or stand alone land uses.
Development Potential
Based on community input when the San Fernando Road Corridor plan was being developed, staff
conservatively estimated that approximately 300-400 housing units could be potentially developed
in the corridor. Most of the housing units were estimated to be developed between Los Feliz
Boulevard and Colorado Street.
EXHIBIT 5-3 RESIDENTIAL POTENTIAL IN MIXED USE ZONES

Total
Acreage
36.8
17.2
54.0
221
77.4
66.8
144.2
198.2
365.2

Zoning Category/Specific Plan Area
RMU
CMU
Total RMU & CMU
Downtown Specific Plan
IMU-R
SFMU
Total IMU-R and SFMU
TOTAL

Developable
Acreage
(potential)
6.3
5.3
11.6
45
77.4
66.8
144.2

Development
Potential
(Dwelling
Units) 1)
477
413
890
3,980
216
184
400

155.8 189.2

1,290 4,380

1) These numbers include the City's Mixed Use Zoning programs implemented by zoning amendments for the San Fernando
Road Corridor and East Broadway Downtown Specific Plan, and further Program Strategy 2g., Residential Mixed Use. In the
SFMU and IMU-R areas, the number of new housing units was conservatively estimated. The reason for the conservative
estimate was that these areas were previously zoned industrial and areas zoned IMU-R require a conditional use permit to
allow residential use. Since there is still a high demand for industrial buildings in the area, many of the lots are not expected
to be redeveloped to mixed use buildings within the next five years.
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REDEVELOPMENT AREAS
As noted above, additional residential development could occur in both the Central Glendale
Redevelopment Project Area and the San Fernando Road Corridor Project Area. The Downtown
Specific Plan area includes all of the land within the Central Glendale Redevelopment Project Area
(other than approximately 5 acres which will become Commercially zoned). Residential use is
permitted within these Project areas in certain zones, subject to specific development standards by
right within the Downtown Specific Plan area. Residential uses Within the San Fernando Road
Corridor Project Area, residential uses are permitted as a mixed use component of commercial
projects and conditionally permitted as individual projects in commercial areas. New mixed use
zoning and development standards are expected to expand have expanded the potential of
residential development. The Greater Downtown Strategic Plan (adopted in 1996) proposes that
Commercial/Residential areas be located in the central part of the Central Glendale Redevelopment
Project Area, and a the Downtown Specific Plan is currently being written with this incorporated
incorporates this recommendation.
Past redevelopment activities have resulted in the conversion of some of the City's affordable
housing stock. Pursuant to the Community Redevelopment Law, Part 1, Division 24, California
Health and Safety Code, the Redevelopment Agency is required to assist all families and persons
who are displaced from housing facilities in a project area. The Plan must either make the finding
that adequate replacement housing is provided in the housing market or that new units are provided
as replacement housing. Displaced tenants are also provided with financial relocation assistance.
Although a considerable number of dwelling units were demolished at earlier stages of the Central
Glendale redevelopment program as described in the previous revision of this Element, fewer units
have been removed in recent times. There are currently few residences in the San Fernando Road
Corridor Redevelopment Project Area; therefore, there is little potential for significant impact on
housing if the homes are lost as a result of revised land use policies.
Private market development could potentially generated additional housing in the Central
Redevelopment Project Area. The City is currently examining the demand for housing in the
Project Area and considering steps to facilitate such housing. The Downtown Specific Plan responds
to this demand by encouraging residential development downtown.
Both project areas generate set-aside funds which are used to provide housing as described
elsewhere in this Element. Such funds can be used either in or outside the project area.
SURPLUS LANDS
Another potential source for housing development in some cities is surplus governmental
properties. While the City has purchased significant acreage of vacant land in the mountainous
portions of Glendale, limited accessibility, environmental concerns and deed restrictions renders
this land unsuitable for residential development. The City does not currently own any other lands
which it considers surplus nor has the City identified any State or Federally controlled land which
can be described as surplus and available for acquisition. No other governmental agencies have
surplus sites available for housing within the City.
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Land Use Element
The amendments to the Land Use Element of the General Plan include:






the introduction of a new land use designation of “Downtown Specific Plan”;
the elimination of the “Regional” land use designation;
changes to all are all references to the Central Business District;
the modification of Commercial Area 15—Central Business District; and
map amendments.

The following pages of the Land Use Element are hereby amended as follows:
Pg. 13

HIGH DENSITY RESIDENTIAL development is generally centered around the Central Business District
north of Broadway Downtown Specific Plan area, with a relatively small pocket located in North Glendale.
These locations provide ideal access to the regional freeway network as well as close-in convenience to the
major shopping facilities of the Central Business Districtdowntown area. The standards provide for
relatively large multiple dwelling complexes as a density of 35 to 60 dwelling units to the acre, with an
overall average density of 45 units to the acre.
MIXED USE DEVELOPMENT areas are generally located along the city’s major arterials. These areas
generally allow for a compatible mix of commercial, industrial, and residential land uses, or just (stand
alone) commercial, industrial, or residential land uses in various combinations, depending on the specific
zoning district designation. Residential densities generally range from a low of 35 to a high of 100 dwelling
units to the acre (du/ac), with the specific density being adjusted depending on the adjoining land use and
zone district designation to help ensure compatibility between land uses. For example, the 35 du/ac density
is available to sites abutting a single-family zoning district designation, the 87 du/ac density is available to
sites abutting a multi-family zoning district, while the highest allowable density of 100 du/ac is only
available to site abutting nonresidential zoning districts. Mixed use development in the downtown area is
discussed under the Downtown Specific Plan Land Use Category.
COMMERCIAL CENTERS AND DEVELOPMENT DISTRICTS, other than those in the Downtown area,
feature regional facilities in the Central Business District and Glendale Galleria; a major shopping centers in
the Glendale Fashion Center and Montrose Shopping Park; community serving retail and services along
most major traffic arterials; and neighborhood convenience shopping centers dispersed throughout the City
at locations in or adjacent to the neighborhood served. The use of three two distinct colors on the land use
map differentiates the distribution of the three separatetwo categories of commercial use: Neighborhood
and Community/Services. The commercial uses located in the Downtown Specific Plan Area are discussed
in the Downtown Specific Plan Area Land Use category.
DOWNTOWN SPECIFIC PLAN AREA—The Downtown Specific Plan Land Use Designation replaces the
previous “Regional” land use designation of the area and corresponding references to as the Central Business
District. The Downtown Specific Plan (DSP) area, located in the center of the City, provides a vibrant
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urban center with a wide array of commercial (retail, service, office, entertainment) uses, in addition to
very high density housing and mixed use developments. The DSP provides for a clustering of certain land
uses within definable districts, based on the existing building patterns within each area and the intended
development envisioned for the districts. The DSP is an urban design oriented plan that provides guidelines
for building mass, size, location and design features; establishes building heights for each district designates
key ground floor uses; provides incentive bonuses for certain desirable uses and development with specific
public benefit provisions; and encourages a connected network of private and public open spaces. The DSP
area features regional facilities in the Glendale Galleria and the Town Center (Americana on Brand), as well
as major shopping centers in the Glendale Fashion Center, the Glendale Market Place.
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The Land Use Plan identifies three two categories of commercial land use. They include neighborhood
centers and , community commercial services/centers, and regional centers. The commercial section…
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Regional Centers These centers should feature those goods and services having the characteristics of wide
appeal and drawing power. Examples include major department stores with complimentary satellite stores,
auto sales, and offices with which provide a broad variety of professional and personal services. Specialized
needs of these areas include centralized parking facilities, effective transportation patterns, and architectural
and aesthetic design concerns. To accomplish these goals, particularly in the Central Business District, it is
recommended that the specialized zoning districts be established and revitalization programs be initiated.
DOWNTOWN SPECIFIC PLAN
The Downtown Specific Plan was specifically created to address the specialized needs of the previous
Regional Center classification. These needs included centralized parking facilities, effective transportation
patterns, and architectural and aesthetic design concerns. The Downtown Specific Plan addresses these
items, in addition to providing a framework to guide responsible growth and development in Downtown
Glendale, supporting a variety of economic activities to provide a diverse downtown climate, seeking to
preserve the distinctive character of each of the DSP’s districts, and encouraging quality urban design.
Page 63

G. Residential—Central Glendale
Central Glendale is the major source and the prime location for high density development. Close proximity
to the commercial center of the City makes the area conducive for this type of land use.
Currently undergoing a major transformation in its residential character, Central Glendale is expected to
remain predominately a residential community for those areas surrounding the Downtown Specific Plan
area. Current construction in the last five years several decades has eliminated many lower income single
family units and has produced large multi-unit complexes on previously underutilized land. These multiunit complexes cater exclusively to middle and high income individuals and families. The value of homes
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and rest of older dwellings is below the City’s average. This fact and tThe close proximity to the
commercial center has attracted a large number of elderly citizens.
With the adoption of the Downtown Specific Plan, greater high-density residential development is
anticipated in Central Glendale.
Certain areas older residential buildings are showing signs of deterioration. Periodic maintenance and code
enforcement could best alleviate many of the problems confronting the community’s housing stock.
Page 72—Map No. 26—Amendment

Area 15—Central Business District Downtown Specific Plan Area
Page 76

H. Commercial
Commercial Area 15—Central Business District Downtown Specific Plan Area
Area 15 contains the City’s major retail commercial district; office buildings; financial and professional
activities; a diversity of related retail and service establishments; and government facilities. Shopping
facilities are concentrated on Brand Boulevard, Central Avenue, and in the adjacent Fashion Center. These
three areas contain over 95 percent of downtown Glendale’s total floor space in shopping goods and
specialty stores. Commercial Area 15 contains a total of 230 acres of commercially zoned land. Commercial
uses, however, only occupy 97 acres of land. Other major uses which occupy commercially zoned land are:
residential (40 acres); public//quisi-public (35 acres) and parking (33 acres). Effective utilization of the
commercial zones by commercial uses is 42 percent, which is less than the City average (50 percent). By
including parking and public/quasi-public uses, the utilization factor increases to 71.7 percent.
Commercial retail is the predominate commercial use (48 percent) followed by commercial services
(34 percent). Although this area contains over 30 percent of the City’s commercially zoned land, only
19 percent of the City’s commercial development exists in this area.
This commercial area has been analyzed in detail by the Central Glendale Study (Planning Division, January
1972). Several recommendations were made for the improvement of the economic and physical condition of
the Central Glendale area. Included among the recommendations were: establishment of a Redevelopment
Agency; a revitalization program; parking program, transit system, and consumer acceptance program. As a
result of this study, a redevelopment agency was formulated and a revitalization program is currently in
progress. The Glendale Town Center Specific Plan should implement the General Plan’s goals and
objectives to seek the revitalization of downtown Glendale. The Downtown Specific Plan will also
contribute to the revitalization of downtown Glendale by establishing clear design and development
standards that encourage a diverse mix of uses and economic activities. Very high density residential should
be encouraged within and closely surrounding the Central Business District.
A new Central Business District zone should be established to achieve the desired development standards for
the zone.
14

Recreation Element
Chapter 2—Introduction, 2.7 Relationship to and Consistency with the General Plan
and Other Plans, Policies and Programs, page 5

Greater Downtown Strategic Plan and the Downtown Specific Plan
The City of Glendale and the Glendale Partners initiated the preparation of the Greater Downtown Strategic
Plan (CDSP) in the Spring of 1994. They each believed it would be timely to focus attention on the
stabilization and future direction of the city's Greater Downtown Area. This document, after a decade of
increasingly rapid change is being put forth as a guiding vision and policy framework for the future of
downtown Glendale. Its intent is to ensure the quality of life in Glendale over the next 25 years.
This mission statement is consistent with the policies of Glendale's General Plan and the Recreation Element
directly supports the implementation of many of the visions which the Greater Downtown Strategic Plan
addresses. During the preparation of this plan the findings of the Analysis Phase culminated in a set of seven
principles to guide the development of the plan. The Recreation Element is consistent with these seven
principles and principles four and five are complimentary to the Recreation Element.



Recognize that Downtown Glendale is composed of neighborhood units and adopt a neighborhood
structure.
Expand the open space system and allocation of land for public and community services uses
throughout the Downtown and establish a hierarchy for the public realm of the roles of the
neighborhoods and districts.

The GDSP was undertaken to insure that present and future leaders of Glendale have a vision which will
allow them to stay ahead of the development process of the city and its infrastructure. In this way, as
Glendale develops it will not only maintain but improve the quality of life for its citizens. In addition, its
business community will be provided with a climate and structure wherein its members will continue to
thrive and flourish.
The programs in the implementation plan of the GDSP encourage the development of a pedestrian
environment and an urban form closer identified with a neighborhood structure. The streetscape
improvements and open space acquisitions will provide both the day time population and immediate
residents passive recreation opportunities and an improvement of their quality of life. The Town Center
improvements will provide Glendale additional recreation facilities that will benefit the whole city.
The Downtown Specific Plan was adopted in 2006. The Downtown Specific Plan is designed to implement
the vision, goals and policies of the Greater Downtown Strategic Plan, which includes the downtown and
adjacent neighborhoods. In case any inconsistencies are identified between the two plans, the Downtown
Specific Plan shall prevail.
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Supplemental Changes to the Draft EIR and
Responses to Comments
SUPPLEMENTAL CHANGES TO THE DRAFT EIR
Text Changes
Text changes are intended to clarify or correct information in the Draft Environmental Impact Report
(Draft EIR) in response to comments received on the document or as initiated by Lead Agency (City of
Glendale) staff. These changes have been indicated in the Draft EIR by strikethrough text for deletions and
double-underline text for additions.
The following changes have been made to the Draft EIR:

 Chapter 1 (Executive Summary)
Page 1-22, Table 1-1, third column, text has been amended as follows:
MM 4.6-3(a) Prior to issuance of building permits, the City shall, in consultation with the Planning Department, Public
Works Department—Traffic and Transportation Division, Fire Department, and Police Department, develop an
Emergency Evacuation/Management Plan for the Specific Plan Area. This Emergency Evacuation/Management Plan shall
be integrated with the existing Emergency Evacuation/Management Plan for the downtown area within one year of
adoption of the Specific Plan, and be consistent with the City of Glendale General Plan Safety Element goals and policies.

 Chapter 3 (Project Description)
Page 3-13, Section 3.4, text has been added at the end of paragraph 3, as follows:
The specific acreages of the individual districts are as follows:
DSP District Acreages
District

# acres

Gateway

41

Orange Central

17

Civic Center

18

East Broadway

41

Broadway Center

8

Alex Theater

7

Mid-Orange

4

Maryland

12

Galleria

41

Transitional Districts

31

City of Glendale 2006.
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Page 3-13, Section 3.4.1, text has been amended as follows:
3.4.1

Alex Theatre District

The historic Alex Theatre is the focal point for this low-scale commercial strip of downtown
Glendale. Concentrated along Brand Boulevard, north of Wilson and south of Lexington, this twoblock commercial area features a variety of intimate-scale retail, restaurant and service uses located
within traditional storefronts. This District is consists of properties located to the north and south of
the Alex Theater (Area A), and those located on the east side of Brand Boulevard and on the west side
of Brand north of California (Area B). The vision for the Alex Theatre District encourages
entertainment activities, restaurants, small-scale retail businesses and other such active, pedestrianoriented activities. New development must be sensitive to the landmark status of the Alex Theatre
and the traditional “old downtown main street” character of this section of Brand Boulevard.
Page 3-14, Section 3.4.2, text has been amended as follows:
3.4.2

Broadway Center District

Located south of Wilson, north of Broadway, east of Central and west of Brand, this two-block
Broadway Center District features an existing high-rise office tower, several commercial buildings,
and a 1.4 acre vacant parcel. This District consists of Areas A, B, and C; Area A fronts Central
Avenue, Area C fronts Brand, and Area C is between Areas A and C along E. Broadway. Apart from
the existing office tower located in the north-west corner of Broadway and Brand and the existing
office building on the north-east corner of Broadway and Central, this area is subject to possible
redevelopment, with the opportunity for high-rise residential, office, or mixed-use development. The
existing high-rise office building in the Broadway Center District and its proximity to significant retail
activity areas in the Galleria and Town Center make this a prime target area for higher end, urban
residential towers. Given a maximum proposed permitted height limit of sixteen stories by right and
up to four additional stories through the Incentives and Bonus Program, the Broadway Center District
would constitute the second cluster of high rise development noted in downtown.

 Section 4.1 (Aesthetics)
Page 4.1-2, Section 4.1.1, text has been amended as follows:
Visual Characteristics of the DSP Area

Downtown Glendale is generally flat and does not contain any topographic features that are visual
resources. The DSP area presently contains a mixture of existing occupied and partially occupied
buildings and parking areas. The existing buildings represent a mix of architectural styles, with no
generally consistent architectural style exhibited. Driveways, alleyways and surface parking lots
separate most of the buildings. Minimal building setbacks are common and on-street parking is
available along various streets in the downtown area. Vegetation is generally limited to landscape
plantings of common ornamental trees and shrubs in sidewalk planter strips and landscaped building
setbacks. Other vegetation consists of non-native ruderal or weed species, primarily located on vacant
2
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lots. Portions of the DSP include the downtown and “mid-brand” area, which is generally
characterized by lower-rise buildings around the Alex Theatre.
 Visual Characteristics of the DSP Area

The DSP divides downtown Glendale into 11 different districts based on existing building patterns
within each area and the intended development envisioned for the districts. These district areas are
described below.

 Section 4.6 (Hazards and Hazardous Materials)
Page 4.6-19, MM 4.6-3(a) has been amended to include the following:
MM 4.6-3(a)

Prior to issuance of building permits, the City shall, in consultation with the Planning
Department, Public Works Department—Traffic and Transportation Division, Fire
Department, and Police Department, develop an Emergency Evacuation/Management Plan
for the Specific Plan Area. This Emergency Evacuation/Management Plan shall be
integrated with the existing Emergency Evacuation/Management Plan for the downtown
area within one year of adoption of the Specific Plan, and be consistent with the City of
Glendale General Plan Safety Element goals and policies.

 Section 4.8 (Land Use and Planning)
Page 4.8-13, Table 4.8-1, second column, first row, has been amended as follows:
Consistent. The median home price in the City of Glendale as of 2005 is $423,313, compared to the County
median price of $310,483 and State median price of $304,483. Median family income in the City is $39,608, on a
par with the County’s average of $39,723. Given the higher home price in the City, the urban mix of
employment opportunities in the DSP area would include higher-paying office jobs as well as providing jobs in
retail that would be more likely employ local residents.

Page 4.8-14, Table 4.8-1, second column, first row, has been amended as follows:
Consistent. The project is adjacent to the Ventura Freeway (SR-134), which is a key transit corridor. The
project area is adjacent to the Metrolink station that is located nearby the project area on San Fernando Road
that connects, connecting the Los Angeles Downtown, and other cities through the Metrolink and Amtrak rail
network.

Page 4.8-15, Table 4.8-1, second column, third row, has been amended as follows:
Consistent. The DSP would maximize transit use by linking land use and transit development policies in the
downtown area and encouraging alternate forms of transit by clustering housing and employment around shared
parking, transit stops, and connection of pedestrian streets, as well as making street and transit stop
improvements in order to improve safety, convenience, and attractiveness of using transit use. Established bus
routes traverse the DSP area, and the DSP would provide housing opportunities close to existing transit. The
DSP area is adjacent to near the Metrolink station that is located nearby on San Fernando Road that connects
the Los Angeles Downtown, and other cities through the Metrolink and Amtrak rail network.

Page 4.8-16, Table 4.8-1, second column, first row, has been amended as follows:
Consistent. The proposed project is located in the triangle formed by Interstate 5, SR-134, and SR-2, in a dense
urban corridor. Established bus routes traverse the DSP area, and the DSP would provide housing opportunities
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close to existing transit routes, and would encourage walking, bicycling, and riding transit to work because of this
proximity. The project area is adjacent to near the Metrolink station that is located nearby on San Fernando
Road that connects the Los Angeles Downtown, and other cities through the Metrolink and Amtrak rail
network. The DSP would maximize transit use by linking land use and transit development policies in the
downtown area and encouraging alternate forms of transit by clustering housing and employment around shared
parking, transit stops, and connection of pedestrian streets, as well as making street and transit stop
improvements in order to improve safety, convenience, and attractiveness of transit use. The proposed project
would encourage the use of bicycle travel by providing incentives for bicycle parking, showers, and lockers. The
circulation in and out of town would be improved through a hierarchy of pedestrian-oriented and vehicleoriented streets in downtown.

Page 4.8-26, Table 4.8-2, second column, third row, has been amended as follows:
Consistent. The proposed project is located in the triangle formed by Interstate 5, SR-134, and SR-2, in a dense
urban corridor. Established bus routes traverse the DSP area, and the DSP would provide housing opportunities
close to existing transit. The DSP would guide development in the downtown area to maximize infill
development and redevelopment. The project area is adjacent to near the Metrolink station that is located
nearby on San Fernando Road that connects the Los Angeles Downtown, and other cities through the Metrolink
and Amtrak rail network.

 Chapter 10 (Environmental Mitigation Monitoring Program for the Glendale
Downtown Specific Plan EIR)
Page 10-12, Table 10-1, the following text has been amended as follows:
MM 4.6-3(a) Prior to issuance of building permits, the City shall, in consultation with the Planning Department,
Public Works Department—Traffic and Transportation Division, Fire Department, and Police Department,
develop an Emergency Evacuation/Management Plan for the Specific Plan Area. This Emergency
Evacuation/Management Plan shall be integrated with the existing Emergency Evacuation/Management Plan for the
downtown area within one year of adoption of the Specific Plan, and be consistent with the City of Glendale
General Plan Safety Element goals and policies.

Appendix Changes
 Appendix E (Historical Resources Technical Report)
The revised Appendix E (Historical Resources Technical Report), which is contained in Volume II of the
Final EIR, now includes additional properties in response to comments on the Draft EIR. The revise
Appendix E is included in the Final EIR and the old Appendix E has been removed. Changes to Appendix E
are as follows:
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Page 5, section B "Field Methods," first paragraph, last sentence: "371" changed to "372"
Page 16, first paragraph, first sentence: "371" changed to "372"
Page 16, first paragraph, first sentence: "75" changed to "76"
Page 16, fourth paragraph, first sentence: "75" changed to "76"
Page 16, last paragraph, first sentence: "65" changed to "66"
Page 18, Table 1, total for California Register changed from "11" to "12"
Page 18, Table 1, total for 'Total Eligible Properties' changed from "75" to "76"
Page 18, Table 1, total for 'Total of All Evaluated Properties' changed from "371" to "372"
Appendix C: 140 N. Isabel Street and its evaluation were added to the listing.
Glendale Downtown Specific Plan Program EIR
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Appendix D: A DPR523 Primary Record form was added for 140 N. Isabel Street
Appendix E: 140 N. Isabel Street was added to the listings; the address of 425 W. Broadway was
corrected to be 425 E. Broadway; and the address of 100-102 E. Broadway was corrected to be 415
E. Broadway.
Appendix F: 140 N. Isabel Street was added to the listing for 5642012904; in the listing for 5642006-058, 425 W. Broadway was corrected to be 425 E. Broadway; and in the listing for 5642-006046 the address of 100–102 E. Broadway was corrected to be 415 E. Broadway.

CHANGES TO CHAPTER 9 OF THE FINAL EIR
The following errata apply to Chapter 9 of the Final EIR:
1.

Page 9-52 first paragraph second sentence the word “probably” should be changed to “probable”

2.
Page 10-15 Table 10-1 impact 4.7-4 remove Services/Environmental from responsible party
column.
3.

Page 9-37 top of page last sentence to response to comment 16 change “develop” to “development”

4.
Page 9-41 & 42. Response to Comment 5 please make reference to mitigation measures 4.4-4(a)
through 4.4-4(d).
5.

Page 9-47, Response to Comment 1 change text to read as follows:

“This comment is noted and will be forwarded to the decision-makers for review and consideration. The
building was determined potentially eligible for the National Register and California Register by the
reconnaissance-level survey of the Downtown Specific Plan Area. A full discussion is included within
Appendix E - the Historical Resources Technical Report, and within Chapter 4.4, Cultural Resources.
Because the Professional Building was determined to be potentially eligible future development projects
would be required to prepare of an intensive-level survey to determine if the property is, in fact, eligible for
listing.”
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SUPPLEMENTAL COMMENTS AND RESPONSES
This section contains comments received on the Draft EIR after the public review period, as well as the Lead
Agency’s responses to these comments. These responses provide explanation or amplification of information
contained in the Draft EIR, pursuant to Sections 15088(a) and 15088(b) of the CEQA Guidelines, which
states that comments that raise significant environmental issues are to be provided with responses.
Reasoned, factual responses have been provided to all comments received, with a particular emphasis on
significant environmental issues: detailed responses have been provided where a comment raises a specific
issue; however, a general response has been provided where the comment is relatively general.
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 Responses to Comments from John A. Henning, Jr. dated October 9, 2006
Response to Comment 1

This comment contains introductory and project summary information, and is not a direct comment on the
adequacy of the Draft EIR, but it will be forwarded to the decision-makers for their review and
consideration. Therefore, no further response is required.
Response to Comment 2

Please refer to Response to Comment 3.
Response to Comment 3

Appendix I contains the assumptions and methodology used to calculate proposed buildout under the DSP.
It is not expected or feasible that the downtown area in its entirety would be razed and redeveloped, as
implied by this comment. Many sites are developed with existing office, retail and other commercial uses.
Sites identified as being able to feasibly develop or redevelop under the plan include all or primarily surface
parking lots, 2-3 story parking lots, and 1-3 story commercial buildings containing underutilized or marginal
uses. Redevelopment on other sites would require acquisition and demolition or substantial modification to
existing building sites containing economically viable uses, the costs of which would be prohibitive. For
example, (see those projects listed in Response to Comment 4) Further, a significant factor in determining
total buildout for the area rests with the extent to which development bonuses and incentives are utilized, as
this affects the maximum building height and FAR in many instances. As such, a series of assumptions is
necessarily required in order to estimate future buildout. While the FARs and allowable building heights
would apply to numerous properties, it is not expected that all parcels within the area would be developed,
and, moreover, even if this were to occur, it is not expected that all parcels would design development in a
manner to utilize the maximum allowable density bonuses. Each of the density bonuses requires the
developer to provide a public amenity, e.g. affordable housing, hotel, public open space, historic
preservation, etc., which comes at a cost to the developer. It is unreasonable to assume that every
developer will be able to bear the costs associated with providing such amenities.
CEQA requires that an EIR set forth an analysis of what is reasonably feasible. As noted in CEQA
Guidelines Section 15151, the “sufficiency of an EIR is to be reviewed in light of what is reasonably
feasible.” Complete development to the maximum allowable quantity of development, with application of
density bonuses in all instances is not a reasonably feasible scenario. The expectation is that the maximum
allowable development would occur on some parcels, but not all parcels, given fiscal, environmental, and
physical constraints on the various parcels. This is consistent with the manner in which growth generally
occurs in accordance with a Specific Plan and/or General Plan. It is further noted that the EIR analyzes a
fairly aggressive buildout of those site capable of redevelopment.
It is also worth noting that the EIR is a Program EIR, and, as such, it provides a broad-based programmatic
analysis of the area in its entirety. The specifics of potential development and whether or not it would occur
on each and every parcel within the Specific Plan area are not known and it would be unreasonable to expect
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this information to be known. Therefore, the EIR provides a programmatic analysis based on what is
reasonably expected to occur. As indicated in CEQA Guidelines Section 15144, preparing an EIR
necessarily involves some degree of forecasting. Consistent with this Guideline, the City has used its best
efforts to disclose all that it reasonably can. Future individual development projects would be subject to
project-specific review. The analysis of individual projects will provide analysis with a much greater degree
of specificity and certainty about future development.
Response to Comment 4

Despite the fact that most of the development allowed by the Specific Plan would be “by right,” it is
unreasonable to assume that the entire 220-acre area in its entirety would be fully redeveloped. In
particular, the area includes some recently constructed projects and/or with significant existing
development that would remain. Examples include:
•

800 North Brand. Built in 1990 this 525,000 SF, 20-story office tower (with structured
parking for approximately 1,600 parking spaces) houses Nestle U.S. A. Headquarters;

•

505-525 North Brand. Built in 1990, this 379,000 SF, 15-story office tower (with
structured parking for approximately 1,189 parking spaces);

•

400 North Brand. Built in 1997, this 179,000 SF, 9-story office tower (with structured
parking for approximately 362 parking spaces); and

•

520 North Central. Built in 1986, this 102,000 SF, 8-story office tower (with structured
parking for approximately 347 parking spaces).

Recently constructed projects or those with significant existing development generally are not demolished
and redeveloped as the result of the implementation of a new set of planning standards. As with all Specific
Plans governing areas with existing uses, some uses are expected to remain, while others are replaced.
The assumption that full buildout, or 50 percent of full buildout, would occur is not based on an analysis of
the existing development in the area, and an understanding of the development expected to occur. Please
refer to Response to Comment 3 for additional detail.
Response to Comment 5

This comment contains project summary information, and is not a direct comment on the adequacy of the
Draft EIR, but it will be forwarded to the decision-makers for their review and consideration. Therefore,
no further response is required.
Response to Comment 6

The Specific Plan EIR evaluates impacts for the entire program, including those projects for which Notices
of Preparation have already been issued. However, because the EIR is a Program EIR, the analysis
necessarily addresses impacts of the program on a cumulative basis, and it does not discuss the specific
impacts of each of these individual projects. Rather, it discusses these impacts in aggregate, as the potential
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development from each of these individual projects is included in the total buildout numbers for the Specific
Plan. As stated in section 3.4.14 of the EIR, “There are approximately ten development projects within the
DSP project area that are either under construction, permitted, approved, or pending application, and are
included in the proposed project on a program level.” These projects are further taken into consideration as
part of the cumulative analysis. Therefore, no piecemealing has occurred.
Response to Comment 7

The current low-rise buildings within the DSP area presently create limited shade and shadow patterns that
are contained within a close proximity to each low-rise building. In the DSP neighborhoods characterized by
high-rise structures, such as the Gateway and Broadway Central Districts, shadows cast by existing on-site
development are more extensive.
The comment notes that a building-by-building analysis is ideal. This type of detailed information is not
included in Program EIRs, which provide a general discussion of impacts on the whole from a specific
program, such as the downtown Specific Plan. Due to the programmatic nature of this EIR, a complete
assessment of shade and shadow patterns cast by existing low-rise and high-rise buildings within the DSP
area is not warranted at this time. In the future, when specific development projects are proposed within the
DSP area, they will be subject to project-level CEQA review and, as necessary, evaluated for potential shade
and shadow impacts upon adjacent properties. A building-by-building analysis is appropriate for a projectspecific analysis and not a program-level document. The current low-rise buildings within the DSP area
presently create limited shade and shadow patterns that are contained within a close proximity to each lowrise building. In the DSP neighborhoods characterized by high-rise structures, such as the Gateway and
Broadway Central Districts, shadows cast by existing on-site development are more extensive. In addition,
such an analysis would be speculative because, as the Draft EIR states, the shade impacts depend on the
actual buildout of sites. For example, it is possible and even encouraged by the DSP that greater setbacks
than required be provided for additional open space to get greater height through the incentives.
Response to Comment 8

The project description for the EIR cannot and is not required to reiterate the Specific Plan in its entirety.
The Specific Plan was included in its entirety in Appendix A of the Draft EIR. Although the Specific Plan
itself is the proposed project, inclusion of this entire document as the Project Description would render the
EIR unwieldy and difficult to understand. Instead, the project description provides the most relevant
information from the Specific Plan in the Project Description (Chapter 3.0) of the EIR, and refers the reader
to the Specific Plan document itself for further information. The acreage of each of the Specific Plan
Districts has been added to the EIR.
Response to Comment 9

Table 3-2 of the EIR includes meaningful information on the maximum allowable height and FAR by
district. The EIR has been revised to indicate the locations of the sub-areas within the Alex Theater and
Broadway Center District. With regard to the Town Center Specific Plan, as indicated in the EIR for the
proposed project, the Town Center Specific Plan shall prevail over the downtown Specific Plan. Because
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the Town Center Specific Plan has its own complex arrangement of maximum FAR and building heights,
which vary throughout that Specific Plan Area, it would be overly complex and confusing to include this
information in Table 3-2 of the EIR. It would be misleading to simply state the maximum allowable
development intensity for that district, since the maximum allowable intensity only applies to a small
portion of that entire district. For this reason, the reader is referred to the Town Center Specific Plan
document itself.
Response to Comment 10

As described in Appendix I, the build-out analysis prepared for the EIR assumes new development will
largely consist of mixed-use structures. Ground floor retail/commercial of mixed-use buildings is assumed
to be 30 percent of the site area (anticipating that the remaining 70 percent is dedicated to lobbies,
loading/service uses, and parking). This ratio is based on a comparative analysis of mixed-use projects
proposed in downtown Glendale and similar projects in other cities (Exhibit 2 of Appendix I).
Many of the sites where such development is likely to occur are currently occupied by older one-story retail
structures with approximately 50 percent lot coverage. These structures are assumed to be demolished
entirely in favor of new projects. As a result of this general difference in lot coverage for retail uses, the
overall square footage for retail/commercial decreases in the build-out analysis.
Response to Comment 11

The EIR focuses on providing a synopsis of the Zoning Code and General Plan changes, and primarily
focuses analysis on how these changes will guide development in the Specific Plan Area. The resulting
changes that would result from the Zoning Code and General Plan amendments involve two key factors:
(1) increased total buildout of the area (explained in detail in Appendix I); and (2) changes to maximum
allowable FARs and building heights. Therefore, this is the information most relevant to convey in the
Project Description, as these changes are the primary cause of potential environmental impacts.
Response to Comment 12

Information appropriate to include in the baseline is that which is necessary to measure against
environmental impacts. The EIR is a program-level document, and as such does not require detailed
discussions of specific sites within the area. Section 3.4 of the EIR provides an overall description of each of
the proposed districts as they currently exist, including the general types of uses and building intensities.
Each resource analysis in Chapter 4.0 provides information and data regarding the existing environmental
setting relevant for analysis of impacts to that specific resource.
Response to Comment 13

Information appropriate to include in the baseline is that which is necessary to measure environmental
impacts against. The EIR is a program-level document, and as such does not require detailed discussions of
specific sites within the area. A general characterization of the type and intensity of uses is provided for each
district in Section 3.4 of the EIR, and this information is sufficient for analysis in a program-level document.
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Specifics on the precise square footage and number of dwelling units within each district would not add any
meaningful information or discussion to the EIR and would not change the outcome of the conclusions
presented in the EIR.
Response to Comment 14

The surrounding land uses are described in general in Section 3.2.3 of the Project Description. This section
states the types of uses that border the Specific Plan Area. The neighborhoods to the east and west of the
DSP area feature 2- and 3-story residential developments. The area south of downtown is primarily
composed of 1- and 2-story commercial projects. The neighborhood north of the DSP contains a mixture of
2- and 3-story residential and 2- and 3-story commercial developments. Further, Section 3.4.11 of the EIR
describes “transitional districts,” which are the areas between the downtown area and adjoining
neighborhoods. The description includes the relative intensity of development in these districts.
Response to Comment 15

Please refer to specific responses below. Where minor errors were present in the Draft EIR, these have
been corrected in the Final EIR. However, the overall analysis and conclusion of impacts remains the same.
As identified in CEQA Guidelines 15151, which discusses standards for adequacy of an EIR, “The courts
have not looked for perfection but for adequacy, completeness, and a good faith effort at full disclosure.”
For a discussion of the loss in retail space, refer to Response to Comment 10. The text of page 4.8-13 has
been revised to clarify that additional jobs, rather than specifically retail jobs, would be provided.
Response to Comment 16

The text on page 4.8-19 under the consistency discussion with Policy 4.02 states that all feasible mitigation
measures have been identified and that environmental impacts would be mitigated to an acceptable level.
The Regional Transportation Plan deals with regional traffic, not localized traffic. We assume the comment
means transportation investments that refer to changes to the freeway network or regional streets.
Transportation investments are required to mitigate impacts of the transportation
investments/improvements themselves, not traffic impacts of projects that would be built under the DSP.
Any significant traffic impacts are to localized intersections, and the impacts to the regional system (i.e.,
freeway mainline segments) are mitigated. Therefore, there is no inconsistency.
Response to Comment 17

Page 4.8-32 of the Draft EIR discusses flood control and water policies; it does not discuss historic
resources. The policy consistency analysis presented on pages 4.8-40 through 4.8-45 is consistent with the
cultural resources analysis, and it indicates the potential for significant and unavoidable impacts. The
consistency analysis does not state that the plan and the EIR ensures protection of every historic resource,
but that the EIR contains mitigation measures to mitigate impacts to the maximum extent feasible and that
the plan encourages preservation through the provision of incentives for preservation.
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Response to Comment 18

This comment does not state where the population discrepancies in the EIR occur. Different sections of the
EIR use different geographic regions for analysis of issues, in accordance with the appropriate geographic
scope for each environmental issue area. Thus, the population information presented in the various sections
in Chapter 4.0 relates to the geographic scope of the analysis. For instance, Transportation and Traffic has a
clearly defined study area where potential traffic impacts may occur. As such, the population of this study
area is provided for that analysis in Table 4.13-5. For the analysis of Population and Housing, the relevant
geographic scope is the Arroyo-Verdugo Subregion, which includes the census tracts contained in the
Specific Plan Area. As such, the population associated with that subregion is included in Section 4.10.
Response to Comment 19

The discussion of uses adjacent to the Specific Plan Area includes uses that are nearby, typically including
uses up to about one mile away. It is reasonable to assume that individuals accessing the station at Railroad
and Cerritos Road would access the downtown area. Further, the information on the location of this station
is intended to characterize its location relative to the Specific Plan, rather than provide its precise distance.
The difference of 0.25 mile does not alter the accuracy of the analysis.
Response to Comment 20

The term “feasible” or “practical” appears in mitigation measures related to aesthetics, biological resources,
cultural resources, and noise. In mitigation measures related to aesthetics and noise, there are multiple
mitigations that would be required. The impacts to these resources are reduced from significant to lessthan-significant levels by those measures that are not limited in their implementation by the terms “feasible”
or “practical.” For instance, Impact 4.1-4 under Aesthetics identifies potentially significant impacts from
light and glare. Mitigation measure MM 4.1-1(a) requires new exterior lighting to be oriented and focused
onto the specific on-site location intended for illumination. It is this measure that reduces the effects of
night lighting on adjacent areas to less-than-significant levels. This measure must be implemented in all
cases, not just where feasible. As such, all other mitigation measures assist in further reducing the impact,
but they are not the determinants of the significance conclusion.
For Biological Resources, there are mitigation measures that state how construction must proceed where
feasible. The mitigation provides alternative provisions that must be followed if the mitigation option
initially identified is infeasible. Through this, measures would be implemented to ensure impacts would be
reduced to less-than-significant levels.
For Cultural Resources, mitigation measures conform to those measures appropriate for the treatment of
Historical Resources as specified by the CEQA Guidelines (Section 15126.4(b)). Please refer to Response
to Comment 38 for additional detail.
The term “appropriate” when appearing independently in the mitigation measures does not place any
limitations on implementation of the measure itself. For instance, mitigation measure MM 4.3-2(a) states,
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“The appropriate buffer shall be determined by the City in consultation with CDFG.”
“appropriate” does not place any limitations on the ability to implement this measure.

The term

Response to Comment 21

With regard to the Emergency Evacuation/Management Plan updates, this is an existing plan and it is
reasonable to assume that updates to it would be feasible. Under CEQA, plans may be used where it
demands a performance standard. Here, the mitigation measure demands that the updates to the
Emergency Evacuation/Management Plan be updated with consultation by specified personnel and in
accordance with the City’s Safety Element Goals and Policies of the General Plan. Further, mitigation
measures MM 4.6-3(b) and MM 4.6-3 (c) would ensure actual physical steps are taken to secure the passage
of emergency vehicles to and from the area.
Please refer to Response to Comment 42 for a discussion of mitigation measures governing historic
resources. The EIR analysis of historic resources was conducted through a reconnaissance level survey,
appropriate for a program EIR. For those properties designated as potentially historic properties in the
Draft EIR, the EIR requires an intensive level survey for site-specific development proposals. If the site
specific intensive level survey determines that a specific site is a historic resource, the City will be required
to undertake the analysis impose the mitigation measures under MM 4.4-4(a) – (c). The requirement of
future intensive-level survey satisfies CEQA’s requirement of performance standards for additional studies.
Response to Comment 22

It is unclear which mitigation measures are referenced in this comment. All mitigation measures,
other than those identified for Transportation, are specific to the downtown Specific Plan, and listed
in Table 1-1 of the EIR. With regards to transportation mitigation for the 2006 with Project
Scenario, the mitigation provided has been approved as part of the Town Center project,
Commonwealth Office project, and the City’s Capital Improvement Program (CIP). Because these
measures already exist as part of other projects, their implementation would be assured through the
Mitigation Monitoring Program provided in the relevant environmental documents associated with those
projects. Failure to comply with implementation of the measures would result in a breach of Public
Resources Code Section 21081.6. The Town Center developer through a Disposition and Development
Agreement is under a legal obligation to the Redevelopment Agency to build the project and its mitigation.
The improvements for both Town Center and Commonwealth are part of a reasonable plan of mitigation
that the City is committed to enforcing through the mitigation and monitoring programs.
Response to Comment 23

The cumulative analysis considers those projects most likely to contribute to cumulative impacts, which are
summarized in Section 3.8. However, the cumulative scenario can vary by resource area, and where it
does, this is disclosed in the resource-specific analysis in Chapter 4. For instance, regional growth would
contribute to cumulative traffic impacts. Thus, cumulative traffic impacts are based on regional growth of
the area and future forecasts for the region. In addition, cumulative water quality impacts are experienced
by the watershed as a whole, so that is the area analyzed for cumulative water quality impacts. Therefore,
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the Draft EIR provides a discussion of cumulative impacts based on the geographic context that most
accurately reflects which projects would contribute to cumulative effects, and, in this manner, provides an
analysis of the “big picture” where appropriate.
Response to Comment 24

As stated in Section 3.6 of the EIR, “in addition to the City, the Glendale Redevelopment Agency, and
federal, regional, and state responsible agencies have discretionary authority over certain aspects of
development projects. The document is a program-level EIR and no specific development projects are being
analyzed.” Because no specific development projects are analyzed or would be approved along with the
Downtown Specific Plan, other responsible agencies would not have discretion over the proposed project at
this time. However, as individual development projects are considered, certain responsible agencies would
have some discretion over those projects. The responsible agencies would vary with each individual project,
depending on the resources that would be affected (for example, the Department of Fish and Game would
only serve as a responsible agency for individual projects affecting biological resources).
Response to Comment 25

It is acknowledged that some sections of the Draft EIR include information about the proposed plan. The
information presented is not a discussion of the actual impact to the environment, which clearly appears in
the impact discussions. Customarily, information on the proposed project is provided in the Impact
sections, but it may be provided alongside existing conditions as well. Please see Response to Comment 26
for additional information on the adequacy of the Draft EIR.
Response to Comment 26

Please refer to specific responses below. Some minor errors were present in the Draft EIR, and these have
been corrected in the Final EIR. The EIR meets the standards for EIR adequacy, identified in CEQA
Guidelines 15151. This section states, “The courts have not looked for perfection but for adequacy,
completeness, and a good faith effort at full disclosure.”
Response to Comment 27

Pages 4.1-2 through 4.1-5 describes the “scale” of existing development within each of the 11 different
districts of the downtown DSP area, in terms of descriptions such as “low-scale.” “mid-Brand,” and “highrise,” and uses these terminologies to compare the proposed scale of new development within each district.
Specific information such as number of stories and setbacks is not relevant to describe textually in this
section. The EIR is a program-level document and is not focused on pinpoint development on specific
parcels. As stated in CEQA Guidelines Section 15146, “the degree of specificity required in an EIR will
correspond to the degree of specificity involved in the underlying activity.” Further, there is a broad range
of development intensities and setbacks throughout the 220-acre area, and it would be cumbersome to
provide detailed narrative descriptions. Instead, consistent with the intent of a program EIR, the general
character of each of the districts is presented, along with photographs that best depict existing visual
characteristics.
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Response to Comment 28

Page 4.1-2 of the Draft EIR provides a general description that minimal building setbacks are common
throughout the DSP area. Please also refer to Response to Comment 27, above.
Response to Comment 29

This comment asks for the location and perspective of the photographs provided in Section 4.1. A
description is contained under Existing Viewsheds on page 4.1-5, and refers the reader to Figures 4.1-1
through 4.1-3 for representative photographs of the views from and through the DSP area as described in
the text.
Response to Comment 30

Photographs of the 75 identified historic or potentially historic properties analyzed in the EIR, including the
Alex Theater are located in Appendix E to the EIR. There is also a photograph of the Alex Theater on the
cover of the Draft and Final EIRs.
Response to Comment 31

This comment states that the Draft EIR must include rendered photos from areas to the south of the Specific
Plan area looking toward the foothills. Impact 4.1-1 of the Draft EIR describes existing scenic vistas from
and through downtown Glendale, which are limited to long-range views of the Verdugo and San Gabriel
Mountains to the north and west through major street corridors within the DSP area. Photographs 1
through 6 in Section 4.1 illustrate these views.
Response to Comment 32

This comment states that the Draft EIR must include rendered photos from hillside areas to the north of the
Specific Plan area looking toward the basin. Please see the Response to Comment 31 above. In addition, the
comment states that impacts on nighttime views must also be considered. Please see Impact 4.1-4 of the
Draft EIR for an analysis of impacts of the proposed project on nighttime lighting.
Response to Comment 33

The comment notes that the Draft EIR must map the perimeter of the areas potentially shadowed within and
around the DSP area at representative time periods. A complete assessment of shade and shadow impacts of
proposed development under the DSP is not possible. Impact 4.1-5 states that it is reasonable to conclude
that future development of new multi-story buildings in the DSP would likely create new sources of
increased shade. Since there is typically no feasible mitigation available to reduce or eliminate shading
impacts, this impact is considered significant and unavoidable.
Response to Comment 34

The commenter asks about the limitations on buildings and dwellings in the redevelopment plan. Please see
Sections 410 through 416 of the Redevelopment Plan for the Central Glendale Redevelopment Project Area
for detailed standards, guidelines, and restrictions with the Redevelopment Plan area.
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Response to Comment 35

The evaluation of impacts to views of localized focal features in the DSP area is beyond the scope of this EIR,
as there are a significant number of focal features within the DSP area, including 75 historic/potentially
historic buildings and a number of public art/signs and other visually important structures scattered
throughout the DSP area. It is not feasible to analyze the potential impacts of each of these features
individually.
It is speculative to identify the focal features that could be evaluated in the future as a result of specific
development projects. The features that could be affected would depend on where the future development
is situated and how it is designed. These elements are currently unknown. Further, provision of this
information would not change the conclusions of the Draft EIR.
Response to Comment 36

This comment states that the Draft EIR must examine how night-lighted high rises will affect views
elsewhere in the community, well beyond the boundaries of the Specific Plan area. Impact 4.1-4 explains
that there is currently substantial nighttime lighting in downtown Glendale and adjacent areas of the City,
such that the increase of light and glare caused by implementation of the proposed project would have a
minimal effect on the change from existing conditions. Views from distant areas of the community towards
the proposed project area would be minimally impacted above what the impact is presently.
Response to Comment 37

The commenter is requesting backup mitigation measures should the mitigation measures listed under
Impact 4.2-2 of the Draft EIR prove infeasible. The mitigation proposed in the Draft EIR is in compliance
with the recommended mitigation measures in Chapter 11 of the South Coast Air Quality Management
District (SCAQMD) CEQA Air Quality Handbook (1993). Please refer to Chapter 9.0 (Changes to the
Draft EIR and Responses to Comments) of the Final EIR for additional mitigation measures suggested by the
SCAQMD for the proposed project. These mitigation measures will be implemented, as feasible, for
individual projects as they are implemented. No further mitigation measures are available to reduce impacts
associated with construction under the proposed project. As such, impacts have been identified as
significant and unavoidable.
Response to Comment 38

The commenter is questioning whether the growth anticipated in the City of Glendale was anticipated in the
Air Quality Management Plan (AQMP). Please refer to pages 4.2-12 through 4.2-13 of the Draft EIR for a
discussion of the 2003 AQMP. Please also refer to Impact 4.2-1 on pages 4.2-16 through 4.2-17 of the
Draft EIR for a discussion of the proposed project’s compliance with the 2003 AQMP. The 2003 AQMP
was prepared to accommodate growth, to reduce the high levels of pollutants within the areas under the
jurisdiction of SCAQMD, and to return clean air to the region. Projects that are considered to be consistent
with the AQMP would not interfere with attainment, because this growth is included in the projections used
to formulate the AQMP. As discussed under the Impact 4.2-1 of the Draft EIR, the proposed project would
be consistent with SCAG growth projections for population and employment in the City of Glendale. As the
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AQMP is based on SCAG growth projections, the proposed project would be consistent with the 2003
AQMP population and employment growth projections. No further analysis is required.
Response to Comment 39

The commenter is requesting calculation of emissions created by generation of electricity by the proposed
project. The air quality analysis in the Draft EIR has been performed in compliance with the
recommendations of the SCAQMD CEQA Air Quality Handbook (1993) and the SCAQMD Air Quality
Analysis Guidance Handbook (n.d.). Per guidance provide by the SCAQMD, the emissions associated with
electrical demand due to operation of a particular development are accounted for during the estimation of
emissions for individual electricity generating facilities. In accordance with SCAQMD methodology,
estimation of emissions from electricity usage would not be required as part of this project.
Response to Comment 40

The commenter is requesting that the air quality analysis in the Draft EIR address greenhouse gases. The air
quality analysis in the Draft EIR has been performed in compliance with the recommendations of the
SCAQMD CEQA Air Quality Handbook (1993) and the SCAQMD Air Quality Analysis Guidance
Handbook (n.d.), and the thresholds of significance recommended by AQMD and considered adequate by
the City of Glendale. These thresholds do not include analysis of greenhouse gas emissions of the proposed
project. In addition, the SCAQMD and the California Air Resources Board have not developed
recommendations for analyzing emissions of greenhouse gases from a project. Therefore, an analysis of
emissions of greenhouse gases resulting from implementation of the proposed project is not appropriate for
consideration.
Response to Comment 41

The mitigation measure identifies the incorporation of non-reflective surfaces where feasible, as, depending
on the location of the building and the light directed toward the surface, it may not be necessary to
incorporate non-reflective surfaces. At the time that individual development projects are proposed, a
project-specific evaluation would be completed to identify if the development under consideration would
result in potentially significant impacts to birds. Where this would occur, textured or non-reflective
surfaces would be required.
Response to Comment 42

CEQA Guidelines provide specific information on what constitutes adequate mitigation for historic
resources in Section 15126.4(b), Mitigation Measures Related to Impacts on Historical Resources. The
Guidelines note that in some circumstances photo documentation will not mitigate effects to less-thansignificant levels. The Guidelines further indicate that where alterations to Historical Resources are
conducted in a manner consistent with the Secretary of the Interior’s Standards for the Treatment of
Historic Properties, impacts generally would be reduced to less-than-significant levels. As such, the
additional mitigations listed in this comment are not relevant.
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Response to Comment 43

This comment states that the Draft EIR must address impacts from asbestos and lead paint that may be
released during demolition. The discussion under Impact 4.6-1 in the EIR on page 4.6-14 includes all
hazardous substances that could be encountered during construction, including asbestos and lead. The
handling of these and all hazardous substances would occur in compliance with an array of federal, state, and
local regulations. In particular, demolition activities that would involve asbestos or lead-based paint would
be required to comply with SCAQMD Rule 1403 and Occupational Health & Safety Administration
(OSHA) Construction Safety Orders, which would ensure that significant effects would not occur.
Response to Comment 44

This comment states that the Draft EIR must examine how increased traffic will affect evacuation routes.
Please see Section 4.13-1 (Transportation/Traffic) for an analysis of traffic impacts as a result of
implementation of the proposed project. As discussed under Impact 4.13-1, the proposed project would
generate new traffic volumes, not all of which can be mitigated. Mitigation measures MM 4.6-3(a) through
4.6-3(c) would ensure that emergency evacuation and emergency access routes remain accessible during
construction of projects under the Specific Plan, and Specific Plan buildout.
Response to Comment 45

This comment states that the Draft EIR must examine how increased traffic will affect emergency response.
As discussed under Impact 4.13-1, the proposed project would generate new traffic volumes, not all of
which can be mitigated. Mitigation measures MM 4.6-3(a) through 4.6-3(c) would ensure that emergency
access/emergency response routes remain accessible during construction of projects under the Specific Plan,
and Specific Plan buildout.
Response to Comment 46

Mitigation measure MM 4.6-3(a) is intended to require the City to update its Emergency
Evacuation/Management Plan for the Specific Plan area. The Mitigation Monitoring Program clarifies that
this shall occur within one year of adoption of the Downtown Specific Plan. Further, it is mitigation
measures MM 4.6-3(b) and 4.6-3(c) that would ensure actual physical steps are taken to secure the passage
of emergency vehicles to and from the area.
Response to Comment 47

On these road segments with traffic congestion, emergency vehicles will be able to traverse these roadways
and intersections relatively unimpacted. Even for those intersections where the future LOS would be at
level “F,” traffic would continue to move along those roadways, although with significant delays. In other
major jurisdictions where traffic conditions are severely congested, emergency vehicles can, and do,
traverse such roadways, generally by requiring vehicles to move over in order for the emergency vehicles to
pass through. On some limited occasions, because of extended congestion, emergency vehicles may be
required to cross opposing traffic lanes (e.g., to travel westbound in eastbound traffic lanes), use the
median, or a bicycle lane, to get around congested road segments or intersections. Thus, emergency
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vehicles are not anticipated to experience any substantial delays as a result of the significant traffic impacts
that could occur at some intersections as a result of implementation of the proposed project.
Response to Comment 48

As stated on page 4.7-3 of the Draft EIR, the pollutant concentrations represented in Table 4.7-1 are based
on national averages for runoff from particular land uses, since local or regional values are not available by
land use category. As such, the values are a satisfactory representation of the developed environment of the
DSP area. Further, the commenter suggests that data from the Southern California Coastal Water Research
Project be used; however, the commenter does not provide specific data to be used, nor does the Southern
California Coastal Water Research Project define pollutant concentrations by land use.
Response to Comment 49

The comment asks for the TMDL status for the Burbank and Verdugo Wash and the Los Angeles River. As
stated on page 4.7-5 of the Draft EIR, “Both the Burbank Wash and the Verdugo Wash are listed as impaired
water bodies under Section 303(d) of the CWA; as is the Los Angeles River, to which the Burbank and
Verdugo Washes are tributaries. The Burbank Wash is listed as impaired under Section 303(d) of the CWA
for algae, ammonia, cadmium, scum/unnatural foam and trash. The Verdugo Wash is listed as impaired
under Section 303(d) of the CWA for algae, high coliform count and trash. In addition, because both the
Burbank Wash and the Verdugo Wash are tributaries to an impaired waterbody, limits on discharges to the
Los Angeles River would be applicable to both bodies of water; the Burbank Wash and the Verdugo Wash
discharges would be limited based on the load of pollutants allowed in the Los Angeles River.” Therefore,
the Draft EIR provides the status of TMDLs for the Verdugo and Burbank Washes and the Los Angeles
River. The numerical TMDLs for these areas are not needed in order to provide a sufficient analysis of
impacts in the EIR.
Response to Comment 50

The comment states that the Draft EIR does not address the 2001 NPDES permit requirements; however,
page 4.7-10 of the Draft EIR, under Section 4.7.2 (Regulatory Setting) specifically references NPDES
Permit No. CAS004001 and Order No. 01-182, which was adopted by the LARWCB (of which the City of
Glendale is a Permittee) on December 13, 2001. Further, Impact 4.7-1, on page 4.7-16, states that “any
proposed development within the DSP area greater than 1 acre would have to satisfy all applicable
requirements of the National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System (NPDES) Program…to the
satisfaction of the City of Glendale’s Public Works Department.” Therefore, the Draft EIR does address the
current NPDES permit adopted in 2001.
Response to Comment 51

The disposal of pet waste is regulated by the City’s Municipal Code. Section 6.08.010 specifically regulates
the disposal of waste generated by pets. All residents of the DSP area that own pets would be required to
comply with Section 6.08.010 and any other relevant laws, codes, or ordinances relating to animal waste.
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Response to Comment 52

As stated on page 4.7-11 in Section 4.7.2 (Regulatory Setting), “The SWRCB permits all regulated
construction activities under Order No. 98-08-DWQ (1999). This Order requires that prior to beginning
any construction activities, the permit applicant must obtain coverage under the General Construction
Permit by preparing and submitting a Notice of Intent (NOI) and appropriate fee to the SWRCB.
Additionally, coverage will not occur until an adequate Stormwater Pollution Prevention Plan (SWPPP) has
been prepared. A separate NOI shall be submitted to the SWRCB for each construction site.” Therefore,
under Order No. 98-08-DWQ, the SWRCB is the appropriate authority for filing of a Notice of Intent
(NOI).
Response to Comment 53

As stated under Impact 4.7-1 on page 4.7-18, and as required by mitigation measure MM 4.7-1(b),
individual project applicants shall prepare and implement a Standard Urban Storm Water Mitigation Plan
(SUSMP) per the requirements of Title 13 Chapter 42, Storm Water and Urban Runoff Pollution
Prevention Control and Standard Urban Storm Water Mitigation Plan of the Glendale Municipal Code to
ensure that stormwater runoff is managed for water quality concerns through implementation of appropriate
and applicable BMPs.
Additionally, and as required by mitigation measure MM 4.7-3, individual projects within the DSP area shall
comply with the provision of the SUSMP to include drainage improvements, such as catch basins, surface
parking drains, and other drainage improvements as necessary. These improvements must be constructed as
part of the proposed project in accordance with standard engineering practices and BMPs.
Compliance with Title 13, Chapter 42 of the Glendale Municipal Code would satisfy the NPDES
requirements regarding retention of the first 0.75 inches of rainfall. As the Draft EIR is a program level EIR,
it is not possible at this point to specify which BMP’s would be implemented to achieve this requirement;
however, all development within the DSP area would be compelled to meet this and all other NPDES
requirements as applicable.
Response to Comment 54

As discussed under Impact 4.8-2 of Section 4.8 (Land Use/Planning), the proposed project would be
consistent with applicable regional and local policies upon adoption. Policies applicable to the project are
listed in Tables 4.8-1 and 4.8-2, and addressed in the impact discussion. Since the proposed project was
found to be consistent with all applicable policies, there were no inconsistencies to be addressed.
Response to Comment 55

Existing general plan and zoning designations for the project area are presented in the Environmental Setting
section (4.8.2) of the EIR. Permitted land uses and intensities are also identified in the Environmental
Setting, as well as in Figure 3-4 (Existing Zoning).
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Response to Comment 56

The urban design policies are listed under Section 4.8.3, Proposed downtown Specific Plan. These policies
are included in the environmental setting to provide additional information to the public, and do not claim
to be adopted policies. Policies applicable to the proposed project that have already been adopted are
discussed under Impact 4.8-2.
Response to Comment 57

“Blight” has a specific legal definition under redevelopment law and refers mainly to deterioration of an area
caused by physical and economic forces. The California Community Redevelopment Law is codified in the
Health and Safety Code Section 33000, et seq. This section defines blighted areas as having adverse physical
conditions and adverse economic conditions.
Adverse physical conditions include structures with serious code violations, buildings that are dilapidated
and deteriorated, inadequate lot sizes or configurations for current market conditions, or incompatible
adjacent land uses that prevent the economic development of those or other parcels. Economic adverse
conditions include depreciated or stagnant property values, abnormally high business vacancies or excessive
vacant lots, a lack of necessary commercial facilities that are normally found in neighborhoods (e.g., grocery
stores and banks), residential overcrowding or an excess of businesses that cater to adults, and high crime
rates that constitute a serious threat to public safety and welfare.
Response to Comment 58

As discussed under Section 3.2.3 of Chapter 3 (Project Description), residential uses exist in the area west
of Central Avenue and east of Maryland.
Response to Comment 59

All development, including infill development, is subject to CEQA review. CEQA permit exemptions for
projects that meet specific criteria, including infill development projects. However, such projects, as with
all proposed development, would be subject to the CEQA review process to determine potential exemption
status. In addition, the infill exemption may only be utilized where “[a]pproval of the project would not
result in any significant effects relating to traffic, noise, air quality or water quality.” CEQA Guidelines
§15332. Nor may an exemption be used where successive projects of the same type will be significant over
time. CEQA Guidelines §15300.2.
Response to Comment 60

Land use incompatibilities with adjacent uses are discussed under Impact 4.8-1. Transitional districts in the
DSP would help buffer high-intensity and high-density development from lower-intensity residential areas.
In addition, new development in the DSP area would be subject to CEQA review, and a closer evaluation of
impacts to surrounding areas would be determined on a project-specific level.
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Response to Comment 61

Existing land use designations are discussed under Section 3.2 of the Project Description, and shown in
Figure 3-3. Proposed land use designations are discussed in Section 3.4 and shown in Figure 3-5.
Response to Comment 62

As discussed in Section 4.8.5 of the EIR, the proposed mixed uses within the Transitional Districts would
buffer the high-intensity commercial areas from lower-intensity residential areas. Additional mixed uses and
linkages within downtown would connect uses both within and outside the DSP area. Further, the various
uses in a mixed-use development are designed to be internally compatible with each other. There are no
significant land use impacts associated with the addition of mixed uses.
Response to Comment 63

The proposed project would include market-rate, affordable, and senior housing within the downtown area,
and would contribute to housing needs (identified by income category) identified in Table 4.10-6 of the
EIR. While the proposed project is anticipated to generate 7,165 new residents and 3,980 new dwelling
units, the anticipated employee profile (specifically, by income group) is speculative.
The anticipated employee profile, by income group, is not appropriate for inclusion in the Draft EIR. This
information has no bearing on environmental impacts that would result. Further, the anticipated cost of
housing is also not appropriate for inclusion in the Draft EIR. Not only is this information wholly
speculative at this time, it has no relevance to environmental impacts. The cost of housing would not result
in any physical effect on the environment. Therefore, this information is not included in the EIR.
Response to Comment 64

Although retail square footage would be reduced as a result of the DSP, development intensities would
increase. The proposed project would generate an additional population of approximately 7,165 residents
and 3,390 new jobs, as discussed in Section 4.10 (Population and Housing) of this EIR.
Response to Comment 65

The Draft EIR does indicate that the project area is within one mile of the Glendale Metrolink station (i.e.,
Table 4.8-1). In other parts of the document, text changes have been made to state that the Metrolink
station is not adjacent to the project area; rather, that the station is nearby.
Response to Comment 66

As discussed in Section 4.8.3 (Proposed downtown Specific Plan), one of the land use policies in the Specific
Plan includes the provision of affordable and senior housing in downtown Glendale with incentives for
additional height and density, in addition to market-ate housing. Thus, while the Specific Plan itself would
not provide for senior housing (as the Plan is programmatic in nature, rather than project specific), senior
housing would be a permitted use in all of the identified districts under the Plan. As discussed throughout
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the Draft EIR, it is estimated that full build-out of the Specific Plan would provide for approximately 3,980
dwelling units, which could include senior housing units.
Response to Comment 67

Health care and social services are located in the areas designated for community services by the existing
General Plan (shown in Figure 3-3 of the Draft EIR).
Response to Comment 68

As discussed in Section 4.11.3 (Regulatory Framework), per Government Code Section 65996, developer
impact fees are the exclusive method for mitigating impacts on school facilities and constitute full mitigation
for these impacts. These fees are collected to offset the costs associated with increasing school capacity in
response to student enrollment increases associated with residential developments.
Response to Comment 69

Table 4.8-1 does not indicate that traffic at LOS F would improve access to the project site.
Response to Comment 70

The Draft EIR does not state that LOS F is considered an acceptable level of traffic service. As discussed in
Section 4.13 (Transportation/Traffic), LOS F is not considered an acceptable level of service; rather, it
represents congested traffic conditions and is considered to be an unacceptable level of service.
Response to Comment 71

The wide range of housing types identified in Table 4.8-2 that the commenter is referring to does not refer
to housing densities; rather, it reflects the housing types based on income category (i.e., market-rate,
affordable, and senior housing).
Response to Comment 72

As discussed in Section 4.8.4 (Regulatory Framework), the entire Central Glendale Redevelopment Project
Area (currently zoned CBD) is located within the DSP area with the exception of a small segment north of
Glenoaks Boulevard and is subject to the Redevelopment Plan. All areas of the DSP not zoned CBD are
outside the redevelopment area. A copy of the existing zoning map is provided in Figure 3-4 of the Draft
EIR.
Response to Comment 73

The proposed project does not propose to alter the thresholds of acceptable traffic volumes. Thresholds of
significance are based on Appendix G of the CEQA Guidelines, as indicated in Section 4.13
(Transportation/Traffic), and criteria used in assessing significant project-related traffic impacts were
provided by the City of Glendale.
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Response to Comment 74

See Response to Comment 65. Although the Metrolink station is not immediately adjacent to the DSP area,
it is in close proximity to the project area, and would serve as a mode of transportation to all residents and
visitors, including the physically challenged. In addition, City BEELINE and Metro buses are available
throughout the DSP area.
Response to Comment 75

Housing stock in complexes of more than five units includes a range of development intensities. That is, a
5- or 6-unit complex is vastly different from a 25- to 40-unit complex that could occur under the proposed
project. As such, the discussion is meant to indicate that the project would provide additional residential
development that includes multiple units in a multi-story complex.
Response to Comment 76

As discussed in Table 4.8-2 under Policy 3.6 of the Housing Element, the City would be required to comply
with applicable regulations concerning assisting qualifying tenants displaced by any conversion of apartments
to condominiums with home ownership subsidies such as a first time home buyer’s program. There would
be a net increase in housing units in the DSP area, particularly residential condominium development, which
would support home ownership.
Response to Comment 77

See Response to Comment 76.
Response to Comment 78

As discussed under Impact 4.12-1, the DSP’s planned open space system emphasizes linkages between
neighborhoods within and around the DSP area and parks. Design concepts would include parks, urban
plazas, paseos, courtyards, and outdoor activity areas in conjunction with private development.
Response to Comment 79

As discussed under Impact 4.12-1, the Town Center project will add approximately 3 acres of additional
open space area. The DSP would establish a program to obtain new park/open space locations in
downtown, with the possibility of one large park (at least 1 acre in size) to be provided in the northwestern
portion of downtown.
Response to Comment 80

As discussed under Impact 4.12-1, despite open spaces that would be provided under the DSP, the amount
of open spaces and parks available in the project area would be insufficient (as it is currently) for the City’s
population. However, to increase usable open space in the downtown area, provisions for open space in all
new development under the DSP, as discussed under Impact 4.12-1, would be required.
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Response to Comment 81

As discussed under Impacts 4.11-1 and 4.11-2, the City currently does not have mechanisms in place for
collecting developer impact fees to mitigate for significant impact to fire or police services. As such, the
increase in population associated with the proposed project would result in a significant and unavoidable
impact to existing levels of police and fire protection services, as well as for parks and recreational facilities.
Response to Comment 82

The Draft EIR ensures historic resources are protected to the maximum extent feasible with implementation
of the mitigation measures provided under Impact 4.4-4 for all future development projects in the DSP.
However, the potential for demolition of historic structures could still occur under the proposed project,
resulting in a significant and unavoidable impact as identified in the Draft EIR.
Response to Comment 83

As discussed previously in Response to Comment 3, as a Program EIR, the document provides a broadbased programmatic analysis of the area in its entirety. The specifics of potential development and whether
or not it would occur on each and every parcel within the Specific Plan area are not known, and it would be
unreasonable to expect this information to be known. It can be reasonably expected to occur that
implementation of the DSP would result in a central gathering place for Glendale’s downtown, because, as
discussed throughout Section 4.8 (Land Use) of the Draft EIR, the proposed project would serve to
integrate commercial and residential uses to a greater extent than currently exists within the City. This
would reinforce the City’s identity as an urban environment and create identifiable residential
community/communities within the downtown area. Implementation of the proposed project would also
provide for improvements in downtown and the expansion of public open space. New open spaces would be
provided, including paseos and open urban plazas where people can gather. However, because the DSP does
not set forth specific development projects, but, rather, defines the applicable design principles and
guidelines for the area, the specific details of a central gathering place are unknown at this time.
Response to Comment 84

All future development projects within the DSP would be subject to the FAR and height regulations
required under the DSP. Similarly, public open space requirements as identified in Section 4.12
(Recreation) under Impact 4.12-1 would also be required. A project that does not meet these requirements
would not be approved.
Response to Comment 85

The referenced Section of the Health and Safety Code (33413[b][2][A]) is within Article 9 and is related to
the relocation of persons displaced by projects. Whenever dwelling units housing persons and families of
low or moderate income are destroyed or removed as part of a redevelopment project, the agency is
required to provide an appropriate percentage of new or substantially rehabilitated low- or moderateincome dwelling units within a particular time frame to offset the initial loss.
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Thus, if future development under the Specific Plan included the loss of existing affordable housing units,
then those specific projects would be subject to this regulation. However, this section does not imply that all
future residential development within the plan area would be required to provide this percentage of
affordable housing. Consequently, not every future project would automatically qualify for the proposed
incentive program. Rather, the DSP affordable housing incentive is available only as an alternative to the
bonuses and incentives granted under the State density bonus law (California Government Code Section
65915).
Response to Comment 86

Residential units developed under the DSP are estimated at a maximum of 3,980 dwelling units. This
number represents the maximum number of units that could be developed in the DSP area, and individual
residential projects would be considered on a case-by-case basis. During the approval process, the City will
evaluate the housing needs accordingly, and determine project approval. As a reminder, the purpose of this
Program EIR is to provide broad-based programmatic level analysis of the proposed project on the DSPwide scale, and not by individual projects.
Response to Comment 87

Future residential development was proportionately moved from the multifamily areas of the city and
reassigned to the downtown area. No amount of future residential development was eliminated.
Response to Comment 88

The commenter is requesting how interior noise standards would be achieved along major roadway in the
DSP Area. Measured noise levels in and around the DSP Area are shown in Table 4.9-3 of the Draft EIR,
while modeling traffic noise levels with full buildout of the proposed project in the year 2030 are shown in
Table 4.9-11 of the Draft EIR. Noise levels may be reduced by intervening structures; generally, a single
row of buildings between the receptor and the noise source reduces the noise level by about 5 dBA. In
addition, the manner in which older homes in California were constructed (approximately 30 years old or
older) generally provides a reduction of exterior-to-interior noise levels of about 20 to 25 dBA with closed
windows. The exterior-to-interior reduction of newer residential units and office buildings is generally 30
dBA or more (HMMH 2006). The interior noise standards for the City of Glendale are shown in Table 4.96 of the Draft EIR. By applying a 30 dBA reduction for new residences to account for attenuation to
projected traffic noise levels shown in Table 4.9-11 of the Draft EIR, interior noise levels along roadway
segments where residences are proposed would not exceed the 45 dBA nighttime noise standard for interior
noise in the City of Glendale, nor would these noise levels exceed the 55 dBA standard for interior noise in
the City of Glendale at all other times. No further response is required.
Response to Comment 89

The commenter is asking how the creation of the 24-hour downtown would affect the ambient noise
environment for existing and future downtown residences. Please refer to Response to Comment 88 for a
discussion of compliance of the proposed project with interior noise standards for residences within the DSP
Area. Projected traffic noise levels for the year 2030, which are the primary source of noise in the DSP
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Area, are shown in Table 4.9-11 of the Draft EIR. These noise levels are expressed as CNEL, which is a
measure of community noise. As discussed on pages 4.9-2 and 4.9-3, CNEL is a 24-hour average Leq with a
5 dBA “weighting” during the hours of 7:00 P.M. to 10:00 P.M. and a 10 dBA “weighting” added to noise
during the hours of 10:00 P.M. to 7:00 A.M. to account for noise sensitivity in the evening and nighttime,
respectively. The logarithmic effect of these additions is that a 60 dBA 24-hour Leq would result in a
measurement of 66.7 dBA CNEL. Therefore, the traffic noise levels for the year 2030 shown in Table 4.911 of the Draft EIR are a 24-hour average of community noise. As discussed on page 4.9-3 of the Draft EIR,
when evaluating changes in 24-hour community noise levels, a difference of 3 dBA is a barely perceptible
increase to most people (Hendriks 1998). As discussed in cumulative impacts on page 4.9-28,
implementation of the proposed project would result in increases in excess of 3.0 dBA over existing
conditions along the roadway segments of the SR-134 Eastbound Ramps between Central Avenue and Brand
Boulevard and on Central Avenue between the SR-134 Eastbound Ramps and Lexington Drive. However,
residences are not proposed along these roadway segments. As all other roadways segments would not
experience an increase in noise above 3.0 dBA with implementation of the proposed project, not
perceptible change in the 24-hour community noise environment for existing or future residences would
occur. No further response is required.
Response to Comment 90

The Draft EIR analyzed the overall DSP development and growth potential within Section 4.10 (Population
and Housing), including the related increase in jobs and housing. However, the Draft EIR is an
environmental document and is not required to address economic and social impacts, including a
jobs/housing balance in light of anticipated housing costs and the anticipated employee profile by income
group as requested in the comment. Further, without specific development projects, an estimation of future
employee profiles by income group would be speculative. However, these concerns are reflected in the
goals and policies of SCAG and the City’s policy documents, which are used by the City and region in
reviewing proposed plans and projects.
Response to Comment 91

This comment states that the DIER must address demand for emergency services from non-residential uses.
Impacts 4.11-1 and 4.11-2 address the impacts of the proposed project on the City’s fire and police
protection services, which include approximately 7,166 new residents and approximately 1.7 million sf of
office development. Both the fire and police departments utilize a population-service ratio to determine an
estimated demand, and therefore use the estimated population increase to consider the impact of the
proposed project on police and fire protection services, both of which are significant and unavoidable.
Response to Comment 92

This comment relates to an economic issue and not a required threshold for consideration in this
environmental document.
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Response to Comment 93

The City has not yet established park and recreation in-lieu fees for new development. Please refer to page
4.12-10 of the Draft EIR for further discussion.
Response to Comment 94

As stated on page 4.12-15 of the Draft EIR, implementation of the proposed DSP, together with cumulative
projects, would result in an estimated population increase of 10,556 new residents in the DSP area (7,166
for the DSP). Based on the NRPA standard of 6 acres per 1,000 residents, the proposed project would need
to provide approximately 63 acres of parkland to meet the minimum standard. The City uses a standard of
1-acre per 1,000 persons for neighborhood parks and 5 acres per 1,000 persons for community parks;
however as stated on page 4.12-16, these parkland standards are goals for the entire City of Glendale, and
are not applied to development projects on an individual basis.
Response to Comment 95

This comment questions how recreational needs can be met if the City does not have additional available
land for which the recreation/park fee would be spent. Park and recreation fees could be used by the City
in any number of ways related to the expansion and/or improvement of parkland and recreation services in
the City. Currently, as stated on page 4.12-15, the City does not have the financial resources available to
provide the additional parkland needed to meet NRPA standards; however, fees levied would help offset the
City’s parkland deficit, if not by targeting the City’s little available land, through alternative methods of
meeting recreation needs, as discussed in Section 4.12.
Response to Comment 96

The trip generation module of the Transportation Demand Model estimates person trips based on socioeconomic variables and trip generation equations that have been calibrated specifically for the City of
Glendale. It takes in to account far more factors influencing trip generation and modal choice in Glendale,
including household income and auto ownership, than can be achieved with the manual application of
standardized trip generation rates to land uses. While the application of trip generation rates from accepted
sources such as the Institute of Transportation Engineers’ Trip Generation generally provides a reasonable
estimate of the likely trip making potential of an individual single-site project, it cannot provide an accurate
representation of the likely trip generation of many sites dispersed throughout the plan area with multiple
uses. It is also not an appropriate methodology to estimate the effects of the synergy between various
mixtures and proximity of uses. The trip generation model in the City’s Travel Demand Model is a more
sophisticated methodology capable of providing a more accurate representation of the trip generation likely
to occur with and without the project.
The population, retail and non-retail employment for each traffic analysis zone (TAZ) within the Specific
Plan area were estimated for conditions with and without the DSP, and the trip generation equations within
the model were applied to produce estimates of person trips for each TAZ for each scenario.
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Response to Comment 97

The commenter is asking whether the trip generation rate of 3.32 average daily trips (ADT) per 1000 square
feet for office uses is correct and how it compares to typical ITE rates. The trip generation rate of 3.32 ADT
per 1000 square feet of general office uses is the default value for trip generation in the URBEMIS 2002
computer model which was used to calculate operational emissions at full buildout of the proposed project.
The default trip generation rates in the URBEMIS 2002 computer model are based on the ITE Trip
Generation Rate Manual, 7th Edition. Therefore, the trip generation rate for office uses in the air quality
work sheets is based on the ITE trip generation rates in the ITE Trip Generation Rate Manual, 7th Edition.
No further response is required.
Response to Comment 98

The total net change in trip generation for each scenario evaluated in the traffic impact study compared to
the baseline or No Project condition was summarized in the Traffic Impact Study (Tables 4-3 and 4-4).
Information by district was not used in the analysis, was therefore not reported from the transportation
demand model and is not immediately available.
Response to Comment 99

The City of Glendale Travel Demand Model was the basis for the distribution of traffic within the DSP study
area. This was the most reasonable and accurate method for trip distribution because the size of the DSP
area and the number of affected parcels, but also because the model is able to estimate the interaction
expected to occur between the land uses within the DSP area (i.e., people living in the DSP residential area
that work, shop visit restaurants, etc., downtown as well). Given that each land use has different traffic
distribution characteristics, and traffic to/from each parcel will distribute differently to the roadway system,
it is not feasible to accurately reflect the numerous separate trip distribution patterns that would occur
within the DSP area and result in the estimated traffic forecasts in either tabular or graphic format. The
attached figures show the change in 2030 AM and PM peak hour traffic volumes with the DSP compared to
the 2030 Baseline.
Response to Comment 100

Adequate parking per the Municipal Code would be required for all development projects under the DSP.
Current parking restrictions and regulations in adjacent areas would continue to be enforced by the
Glendale Police Department.
Response to Comment 101

The Town Center (Americana at Brand) currently is under construction, and the required mitigation
measures will be completed by 2008 when the project is scheduled to open. The developer is responsible
for preparing the plans and doing the improvements upon receipt of permits from the City of Glendale. At
this time there is no reason to believe these improvements will not be completed as required/scheduled.
The design of the Commonwealth project was recently modified by the new owner (Maguire Partners).
Construction has not yet begun. However, Maguire Partners has retained a consultant to prepare plans for
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approval by the City of Glendale. Once done and where applicable, the plans will be submitted to Caltrans
to secure an encroachment permit. (Note: The conceptual design already has been approved by Caltrans.)
According to the consultant, the completion of this project’s mitigation measures has been programmed (by
Maguire Partners) to occur in 2007.
Response to Comment 102

The DEIR and the Traffic Impact Study identify that, after mitigation, the Project will have significant
unavoidable averse impacts at four intersections under Existing with Project conditions and five
intersections under 2030 with Project conditions.
Response to Comment 103

This comment asks how additional pumping of groundwater affects the balance of blended water, and how
this might affect concentrations of chromium and VOC at the tap. Although full buildout under the
proposed Specific Plan would increase the City’s existing water demand, the City has planned for and would
have an adequate supply of water available to meet this demand. In addition, the planned increase in demand
would not affect the overall quality of water delivered to Glendale residents. Groundwater use as a result of
implementation of the proposed DSP would be in accordance with existing plans and projections of the City
of Glendale Water and Power (GWP). The water delivered by GWP continuously meets all state and
federal drinking water regulations, which is accomplished by ongoing testing of water and continual
improvements to the water system facilities. Therefore, the proposed project would not significantly alter
the existing balance of the City’s blended water supply.
Response to Comment 104

The DSP is an urban design-oriented plan, which focuses on urban form, building height, and density.
Subsequently, the project alternatives studied represent changes to the building heights and densities. In
order to adequately assess the impacts of reducing building heights, all other factors in the alternatives need
to remain the same. Therefore, the alternatives assume the same mix of uses, but at different building
heights. A comparison between a residential scenario and a lower-density commercial scenario would not
create meaningful alternatives in the context of the DSP’s intent.
The comment suggests an alternative should be studied that allows additional height and density only for
residential uses. The DSP provides incentives for additional height and density in exchange for certain uses
or design features (see Chapter 7 of the DSP). The alternatives studied assume all probable projects will
employ these incentives for additional height and density and, therefore, the DSP is evaluated at the
maximum height and density threshold. A bonus for exclusively residential uses is not an established policy
in the DSP, and, therefore, would be inappropriate for study.
Response to Comment 105

Comment noted.
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 Responses to Comments from Scott Sato/Urban Crossroads, Inc. dated
October 9, 2006
Response to Comment 1

Comment noted. This comment contains introductory material that does not require response. However,
the comment will be forwarded to the decision-makers for their review and consideration.
Response to Comment 2

The traffic study analyzed 28 intersections that were anticipated to be impacted by the DSP. Because of the
dispersed nature of the DSP, it was anticipated that traffic impacts would be localized to intersections in
immediate proximity of a DSP district with development potential of greater intensity than currently
permitted. The study area was therefore defined to closely surround the DSP area. The district in the
northern portion of the DSP area is already substantially developed in high-rise office and mixed-use
development, permissible under the adopted plan and remaining as such under the DSP. Therefore, it was
not anticipated that the DSP would substantially alter future traffic in the northern part of the study area in a
way that would significantly affect the intersections along Glenoaks Boulevard. DSP traffic is estimated to
significantly impact SR-134 interchange intersections because these intersections are forecast to operate at
LOS E or F and very small amounts of additional traffic result in significant impacts.
Response to Comment 3

The traffic counts for 19 of the intersections were from the traffic count database developed as part of the
Town Center project. New traffic counts were collected in April 2006 at 12 intersections. Nine of these
intersections were ones that had not been included previously in the Town Center analyses. The other three
had count data available from the Town Center project, but they were recounted to verify the rate of traffic
growth that had occurred in the DSP during the preceding four years between 2002 and 2006. At the time
the study was being prepared, construction was occurring along Brand Boulevard between Wilson Avenue
and Doran Street, which impacted travel patterns throughout much of the DSP area. It was therefore
decided that applying growth factors to the counts collected in 2002 was the preferred approach to obtain
traffic counts that reasonably reflected average weekday peak hour conditions at intersections in the DSP
area.
The results of the analysis of the intersection of Broadway at Brand Boulevard (intersection no. 10),
presented in Table 4.13-2 of the DEIR and Table 2-2 of the Traffic Impact Study, are consistent with the
traffic volumes presented in Figure 2.3, as noted in the comment, and appropriately provide traffic volumes
(greater than 0) for each turning movement at this intersection. They reflect the correct PM peak hour
traffic counts for 2006 at this intersection. The traffic count data worksheet entry for the PM peak hour at
this intersection was incorrect. The error had been identified and corrected in the traffic analysis although
the erroneous traffic count data worksheet had inadvertently not been replaced.
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Response to Comment 4

The adjustments made to the City of Glendale Transportation Demand Model in the course of validating the
model were consistent with standard practice. They involved a two-step process whereby adjustments were
made to the traffic volume forecasts on roadway network links; the adjusted link volumes were then used to
develop the turning movement forecasts. Since the Glendale Transportation Demand Model is a planning
tool used regularly by the City for a variety of applications requiring future traffic volume forecasts and not
developed specifically for this project, the model and methodology for its development was not described in
detail in the Traffic Impact Analysis. The discussion on page 40 of the Traffic Impact Study was not intended
to provide a detailed description of the model validation process, which had already been completed prior to
the initiation of the DSP analysis process, but was intended to explain how the Existing with Project
forecasts were derived. The City maintains detailed documentation on the development and validation of
the Transportation Demand Model.
Response to Comment 5

The Downtown Specific Plan is a long-range planning document that provides policy and design guidance
for development within the DSP area. As such, it was evaluated in the context of its build out. More
detailed and interim year analyses will be an appropriate part of the project approval process for specific
projects within the DSP area as they are processed through the City.
Response to Comment 6

The traffic study followed a methodology consistent with the accepted four-step process. However, rather
than applying each step manually, the City Transportation Demand Model was used. Manual application, as
well as review and verification of results is a fairly easy process when the analysis focuses on a single project
site, as is typical with most traffic impact studies. When a traffic study analyzes an entire area, comprised
on many sites with different land use mixes, the manual application of trip generation, distribution, mode
choice and assignment is far too complex and subject to error. By design, the DSP encourages and facilitates
interactions between land uses with the objective of reducing vehicle trips. The model responds to these
characteristics of the DSP most particularly during trip distribution and mode choice, where the
characteristics of the DSP will encourage people who live in the Downtown to also shop, seek
entertainment and recreation, as well as work in the Downtown. The close proximity of these
opportunities will encourage people to walk or use other alternatives to the automobile. While these
features of the DSP can be forecast using the Transportation Demand Model, they can not be readily
forecast through manual methods, nor can they be readily “back-checked” by manual methods. The model
was developed by the City as a planning tool to provide a reliable view of future conditions and to test
alternative transportation system and land use scenarios as a basis for planning and maintaining the City’s
transportation infrastructure. It provides the most accurate and reliable method for evaluating the potential
implications of the DSP and its alternatives.
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Response to Comment 7

The DSP significantly alters the mix of land uses within downtown Glendale, most notably increasing the
amount of residential development and office space planned in the downtown and reducing the amount of
planned retail space. The spatial layout of land uses under the DSP is intended to encourage the use of
alternative modes of transportation (motorized and non-motorized) to the automobile. As a result, there is
somewhat of a redistribution of traffic within the downtown under the With Project conditions. While
many traffic movements at study area intersections increased with the additional traffic estimated to be
generated by the Project, some turning movements decreased. This is not unexpected given the
redistribution of land uses under the DSP, the density of the grid system of streets within the DSP area
offering motorists a variety of alternatives to travel between origins and destinations, and the volume of
additional traffic estimated to be generated by the Project. Likewise, traffic volumes along the freeways are
not estimated to increase significantly, and in some cases decrease with the Project. The Project is estimated
to generate approximately 2,066 trips during the AM peak hour and 2,252 trips during the PM peak hour.
When distributed across the DSP roadway network, Project trips may result in some increase in peak hour
traffic on freeway segments, but not a sufficient increase compared to the total forecast peak hour volume
on the freeway, to be considered significant.
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